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KEY TO PRONUNCIATION.
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ale, fate. Also see e, below,

senate, chaotic. Also see e, below,

glare, care,

am, at.

arm, father.

ant, and final a in America, armada,

etc. In rapid speech this vowel read-

ily becomes more or less obscured and

like the neutral vowel or a short

u (u).

final, regal, where it is of a neutral or

obscure quality,

all, fall,

eve.

elate, evade.

end, pet. The characters e, a, and a
are used for n in German, as in Gart-

ner, Griife, Hiihnel, to the values of

which they are the nearest English

vowel sounds. The sound of Swedish

« is also indicated by c.

fern, her, and as i in sir. Also for 6,

oe, in German, as in Gothe, Goethe,

Ortel, Oertel, and for ph. and oeu in

French, as in Neufchatcl, Crfevecoeur;

to which it is the nearest English

vowel sound,

agency, judgment, where it is of a neu-

tral or obscure quality,

ice, quiet,

quiescent,

ill. fit.

old, sober,

obey, sobriety,

orb. nor.

odd. forest, not.

atom, carol, where it has a neutral or

obscure quality,

oil, boil, and for eii in German, as in

Feuerbach.

food, fool, and as u in rude, rule.
' house, mouse,
use, mule,
unite.

cut, but.
' full, put, or as oo in foot, book. Also

for a in German, as in Miinchen,

Miiller, and u in French, as in

Buchez. Bude; to which it is the

nearest English vowel sound.
' urn, burn.
' yet, yield.
' the Spanish Habana. Cordoba, where it

is like a v made with the lips alone,

instead of with the teeth and lips.

' chair, cheese.

K

D as in the Spanish Almodovar, pulgada, where

it is nearly like th in English then,

this.

g " " go, get.

Q " " the German Landtag, and ch in Feuer-

bach. buch ; where it is a guttural

sound made with the back part of the

tongue raised toward the soft palate,

as in the sound made in clearing the

throat.

H " " j in the Spanish .Jijona. fi in the Span-

ish gila; where it is a fricative some-

what resembling the soinid of )i in

English hue or y in yet, but stronger.

ivh in which.

ch in the German ich, Albrecht, and g
in the German Arensberg, Mecklen-

burg; where it is a fricative sound

made between the tongue and tlie

hard palate toward which the tongue

is raised. It resembles the sound

of h in hue, or i/ in yet : or the sound

made by beginning to pronounce a 7,,

but not completing the stoppage of

the breath. The character K is also

used to indicate the rough aspirates

.or fricatives of some of the Oriental

languages, as of kh in the word Khan,
sinker, longer,

sing, Ijng.

the French bon. Bourbon, and m in the

French Etampes: where it is equiva-

lent to a nasalizing of the preceding

vowel. This effect is approximately
produced by attempting to pronounce

'onion' without touching the tip of

the tongue to the roof of the mouth.
The corresponding nasal of Portu-

guese is also indicated by N, as in the

ease of Sao Antao.
shine, shut,

thrust, thin.
' then, this.
' z in azuie, and s in pleasure.

An apostrophe, or superior comma, ['] is some-

times used to denote a glide or neutral connecting

vowel, as in ta'b'l (table) . kaz"m (chasm).

Otherwise than as noted above, the letters used

in the respellings for pronunciation are to receive

their ordinary English sounds.

When the pronunciation is sufficiently shown
by indicating the accented syllaVdes, this is done

without respcUing: as in the case of very common
English words, and words which are so spelled as

to insure their correct pronunciation if they are

correctly accented. See the article on Piio:NUN-

CIATION.
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GOETHITE, ge'tit (named in honor
of Goethe). A hydrated iron per-

oxide that crystallizes in the or-

thorhombic system, with an ada-
mantine lustre, and yellow-red to
brown in color. It occurs with
other iron oxides, especially hem-

atite or limonite, in Nassau, Saxony, and else-

where in Germany; at various localities in Eng-
land ; and in the United States in the Lake
Superior region, Missouri, Colorado, California,

and elsewhere, Goethite is sometimes found pen-

etrating quartz-like rutile, forming sagenite or

'"Venus's hair stone," which, when cut, is used

for seals and charms in jewelry.

GOETSCHIUS, get'shl-us, Percy ( 1853--).

A distinguished American musical scholar, writ-

er, and composer, born in Paterson, N. .J. A
graduate of the Stuttgart Conservatory of Music,
he was in 1876 placed in charge of the English
classes there, and in 1885 was made royal pro-

fessor. He at the same time contributed to the

leading musical journals of German}'- He was
called to Syracuse (N. Y.) University in 1890,

as professor of harmony, musical history, and
advanced pianoforte playing. Soon after he
took charge of the composition branch of the New
England Conservatory, but in 1891) resigned all

institutional appointments. He was appointed
organist of the First Parish Church of Brookline

in 1897. Besides a number of instrumental
pieces and sacred songs and anthems, he is the

author of the following important works: The
Material Used in Musical Composition (1882);
The Theory and Practice of Tone Relations
(1892) ; Models of the Principal Musical Forms
(1895); Syllabus of Musical History (1895);
The Homophonic Forms of Musical Composition
(1898). .He has also made a thorough revision

of the complete pianoforte works of Mendelssohn
for the Cotta edition (Stuttgart, 1889).

GOETZ,^ets, Theodor vox ( 182fi-92 ) . A Ger-
man battle painter, born in Lieschen, Silesia. He
studied at first under the genre painter Hantzsch,
in Dresden, but turned later to military subjects.

He is particularly noteworthy for his faithful

representations of the events of the Franco-Ger-
man War of 1870-71, in which he took part as

commander of a battalion of riflemen. His pic-

tures include: "Episode in Battle of Sedan"
(1875); "Prince George of Saxony in Battle of

Saint-Privat" (1876) ; and "Crown Prince Albert
After the Battle of Beaumont Congratulated by
Prince George" (1887, Dresden Gallery).

GOETZ, or GOTZ, VON BEBLICHINGEN,
gets ffln ber'liK-ing'rn. See Berlichinuen.

GOEZE, ge'tse, Johann August Ephraim
( 1731-93) . A German theologian and naturalist,

a brother of Johann Melchior Goeze. He was
born at Aschersleben, and studied theology at
the University of Halle (1747-51). After occu-
pying several pastorates, he became deacon of
the cathedral at Quedlinburg, where he died. He
is best known for his researches in natural his-

tory. His microscopical investigations led to
the publication of the important work entitled
Verstich einer Naturgeschichte der Eingeweide-
u'iirmcr tierischer Korper (1782; appendix,
1800). In 1773-74 he prepared about seventy-
live translations of Bonnet's treatises on the
natural history of insects.

GOEZE, Johann Melchior (1717-86). A
German Lutheran clergyman, born at Halber-
stadt ( Province of Saxony, Prussia ) . Educated
at Jena and Halle, he became pastor of the
Church of the Holy Spirit at Magdeburg in 1750,
and, in 1755, chief pastor of Saint Catharine's
Church at Hamburg. From 1700 to 1770 he
held the seniority of the Lutheran clergy at
Hamburg. He is known chielly as a tireless
controversialist, and in particular for his attacks
on Lessing because of the latter's publication of
the posthumous Fragmenle eincs Ungenannten
(1774, 1777, 1778) of the free-thinker, Hermann
Rcimarus. He began the well-known contest in

1777, with an essay in Nos. 55 and 56 of
the Freiwillige Beitrage zu den Hamburgischen
Kachrichten, which he followed by Etwas Vor-
liiufiges gegen des Herrn Hofrath Lessings mit-
telbare und unmittelbare feindselige Angriffe
(1778), and Lessings l^chwAchen (1778), all
acrid and personal. Lessing made Iiis chief
reply in 1778 in Fine Diiplik, Fine Parabel,
Axiomata and Anti-Goeze. among both the keen-
est of his writings and the foremost examples
of the literature of the class. The pastor had
little of the incisive thought, and yet less of the
skillful expression, of his opponent. He was in-
tolerant, even for the time, and a stickler for a
narrowly literalistic interpretation of the Scrip-
tures. His polemics against Lessing were edited
by E, Schmidt in 1893. Consult further: Cropp
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Lessings Streit mit Hauptpastor Goeze, in Heft
155 of the Deutsche Zeit- und Streit-Fragen

{ 1881 ) . See Lessing.

GOFFE, Wn-LIAM (?-c.l679). An English
regicide, born in Sussex, where his father was the
rector of a church at Stammer. Apprenticed to

a Salter in London, he embraced the cause of the
Parliament against Charles I., and in 1645 was
commissioned a captain in the New Jlodel army,
in whicli, by his zeal and bravery, he won rapid
promotion. He was one of the judges at the
trial of Charles I., and signed the death warrant.
He commanded Cromwell's old regiment at the
battle of Dunbar, and distingiiished himself at
Worcester. He was elected to Parliament in

1654, and was promoted major-general in 1655,
with command in Sussex, Berkshire, and Hamp-
shire. In 1656 he supported the proposition to

offer tlie crown to Cromwell, by whom he was
appointed a member of the newly constituted
House of Lords. At the Restoration he was
excepted from the Act of Indemnity, and escaped
with his father-in-law, General Whalley, to
America, settling first at Cambridge, and thence,

in order to escape arrest, removing to Connecti-
cut, where he lived in retirement in Xew Haven
and various towns in the Connecticut River
Valley. In 1664 he removed to Hadley, JIass.,

where, according to the tradition, he appeared
on the occasion of an Indian attack upon the
town in 1675. rallied the frightened townsmen,
and drove off the raiders. Tliis incident has been
used by Scott in his Pcveril of the Peak, and by
Cooper in his Wept of Wish-ton-Wish, or The
Borderers, and forms the subject of "The Gray
Champion" in Hawthorne's Twice-Told Tales.

Consult Stiles. History of Three of the Judges
of King Huirles I. (Hartford, 1794).

GOG AND MA'GOG. Names occurring sev-

eral times in the Bible. Gog is mentioned in

Ezek. xxxviii. 16-18, and also xxxix. 1 in connec-
tion with Meshech and Tubal. Magog appears
in Gen. x. 2 and 1. Chron. i. 5 as a son of .Japheth,

and in the Hebrew text of Ezek. xxxix. 6, where
the Greek version reads Gog. It has been con-
jectured that in this passage and in Gen. x. 2

ilagog is a scribal error for Gog, or. according to

others, Magog in the latter passage is mis-
written for Gomer. The association of Gog with
Meshech and Tubal, the location of which can
be determined from the Assyrian inscriptions,

points to some part of Armenia as the district

intended by Gog. Various attempts have been
made to explain the name. By some Gog has
been connected \\'ith Gagu, a ruler of a land
Sakhi, to the north of Assyria, who is men-
tioned by -\ssurbanipal. ancl who has been
regarded by some as identical with Gyges, King
of Lydia, although all such conjectures are

futile. We must rest content with the fact that

in the Old Testament Gog is the name of a north-

ern region. In view of the terror inspired by the

approach of the northern hordes, roughly known
as the Scythians, who eventually brought
about the "destruction of the powerful Assyrian
Empire (see Assyria), Gog, in association with
Magog, became a general designation for a pow-
erful and wicked opponent, and in the later apoc-
alyptic writings becomes one of the terms de-

scriptive of Antichrist (cf. Rev. xx. 8). The
tijuising of Gog and Magog against the kingdom
of Christ and their destruction by God Himself
is the precursor of the millennium. In the Koran

J GOGOL.

Gog and Magog represent a barbarous people of
Central Asia in the days of Dhu-1-Qarnain (Alex-
ander the Great). They are also represented as
appearing in the last days.
Gog and Jlagog are names popularly given

to the two wooden statues of giants preserved
in the Guildhall at London. According to the
story, the living prototypes of the two figures

were the survivors of a race of giants found in

Britain by Brute, son of Antenor of Troy, and by
him subdued. They were brought prisoners to
London, where they were chained to the gates of

a palace on the site of the Guildhall and kept
as porters. When they died, their effigies were
set up in their place. This is Ca.xton's account;
but tliere is another, which represents one of the

giants as Gogmagog. and the other as a British
giant who killed him. named Corineus. The two
giants have been the pride of London from time
immemorial. On London Bridge tliey welcomed
Henry V. in 1415; in 1558 they stood by Temple
Bar, when Elizabeth passed through the city

gate. The old giants were burned in the great
lire, and the new ones were constructed in 1708.

They are fourteen feet high, and occupy suitable
pedestals in the Guildhall. The ancient effigies,

which were made of wickerwork and paste-

board, were carried through the streets in the
Lord ilayor's shows, and copies of the present
giants were in the show of 18.37.

GOGGLE-E'yE (so called from its protrud-
ing eyes). The rock-bass {Autbloplites rupes-
tris), locally so called. See Rock Bass.

GOGGLE-NOSE (so called from the round,
black spots on its nose, which resemble goggles).
A local name among American gunners for the
surf scoter ( duck ) . See Scoter.

GOGOL, go'gol, Nikolai Vassiltevitch(1809-
52 ) . One of the greatest of Russian writers,

born in the Government of Poltava, of a family
of Cossack origin. On graduating at the Nyezhin
Lyceum he went to Saint Petersburg (1828),
and was a clerk in the Department of Appanages
in 1830-.32. During these years he published a
series of sketches, Erenings at a Farmhouse
Xcar Dikan'ka. In these he exploited his per-

sonal knowledge and his grandfather's stories of

Cossack everyday life. It brought him imme-
diate attention and the friendship of Pushkin
and Pletnyoff, who obtained for Gogol an in-

structorship in literature, and in 1834 an ad-

junct professorship in history. This he soon
resigned for purely literary work. During 1832-
34 appeared a second series, Mirgorod (collected
in 1835), containing among others: Taras Bulba,
Old World Proprietors, and How th-e Two Ivans
Quarreled. Taras Bulba, rewritteii and enlarged
in 1842, is a glowing ])icture of the Cossack
struggles with the Catholic Poles and Moham-
medan Tatars in the sixteenth century. It is an
epic in poetic prose. The two other sketches
are minute studies of Lfttle Russian life. The
series Arabesqtirs deals with the life of the small
middle class in Saint Petersburg. In 1836 ap-

peared the comedy Rerizor. which held up to

ridicule the ignorance, corruption, trickery, and
arbitrariness of provincial officialdom. A mighty
cry of treason went up from all who were sup-
ported by State money, and but for the will of

Nicholas I., who heartily enjoyed it, it would
have been immediately withdrawn from the
stage. The intense mortification at the general
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protest it aroused undermined his eonstitution,
and for twelve years (iogol lived mostly abroad,
searching in vain for health. In 1842 he pub-
lished the first volume of Dead Hoiils, describing
the adventures of TchitcliiUolf, who travels all

over Russia in pursuance of a scheme of becom-
ing an estate-holder by purchasing the dead serfs

("souls' of the dead), who are olHcially counted
as living until the next census. It cmluaces types
of all walks of Russian life, drawn willi all his

former art and with a nuistery still further accen-

tuated. The second vohuue was almost ready in

1845, but he burned it in a fit of hypochondria, of

which he had become a victim, and whicii made
him a religious mystic and champion of autoc-

racy. A rough draft and detached scraps of it

found after his death were brought into shape
and published by his friends. It clearly reflects

his dwindling intellect\ial powers; the personages
are mostly figures of the goody-goody type,

drawn not from actual life, but simply as a
foil to the characters in the first volume. The
Excerpts from the Correspondence with My
Friends (1847) presented the painful spectacle

of recantation and negation of his artistic work,
in a manner anticipating Tolstoy's similar ut-

terances. Gogol died in Russi.a, after a pilgrim-

age to Jerusalem in 1848. He is generally con-

sidered the founder of the Natural School. The
best critical edition of his works is that of Tik-

huravofr (1889-lflOO). Consult: V. I. Shenrok,
Materials for Gogol's Biography (Moscow, 1892-

98). English translations: Hapgood. Saint
John's Ere and Other Htories; Taras-Biilba

;

Tchitchikoff's Journeys, or De<xd Souls (New
York. 188(i) ; Sykes, The Inspeetor-General, or
Recizor (London, n. d.).

GOG'BA, or GOG'ARI. One of the largest
afHuents of the Ganges (q.v.), British India,

joining that river from the left near Dinapur
after a generally southeast course of 000 miles
(Map: India, D'.3). It rises in latitude 30° 28'

N.. and longitude 80° 40' E., on the sou-thern

declivity of a Himalayan range. After receiving

many tributaries on both sides, it enters the
great plain of Hindustan, after a course of 148
miles, and 70 miles lower down becomes navi-

gable for craft of considerable burden. Farther
down it is navigable for boats of all sizes at all

seasons. The principal affluents are the Sarju
and the Rapti.

GOHIER, go'ya', LouLS .Jerome (1746-18.30).

A French politician, born at Semblantjay ( Indre-

et-Loire). A distinguished advocate, he was
Deputy from Ille-et-Vilaine to the Legislative
Assembly of 1791. The following year he be-

came Secretary of the Department of Justice and
then Minister of Justice ( 1793 ) , succeeding Garat.
He was president of the criminal court, judge of

the Court of Cassation, and last president of the
Directory (1799). In 1802 Napoleon made him
Consul-General to Holland, and wished to send
him in the same capacity to the United States
(1810), when CJohier retired from public life.

His Memoires were published in 1824.

GOIL, goil. Loch. A small sea-loch in Argyll-
shire. Scotland, a branch of Loch Long, six miles
in length, and less than one mile in breadth
(Map: Scotland, D 3). Its shores are very
steep, wild, and rugged, but diversified by ex-

tensive woods of hazel. Lochgoilhead is a fa-

vorite summer watering-place.

GOLAW.

GOITO, gr/A-t&. A town in the Province of

Mantua, Italy, on the right bank of the Mincio,
11 miles northwest of the city of ilantua (Map:
Italy, E 2). Its vicinity to Mantiia has made
it the scene of numerous battles. Population of
commune, in 1901. 5694.

GOITRE (Fr., from Lat. <7i(ito-, throat). An
enlargement of the thyroid gland (q.v.) occupy-
ing the front of the neck, and sometimes of such
a size as to project downward over the breast)

and even admit of being thrown over the shoulder.
Goitre is,, for the most part, an endemic or local

disease, being found in the mountainous regions of

the Alps, Amies, and Himalayas, in the Pennine
Range, and in Derbyshire, England (whence Der-
byshire neck), in the Rhone valley, in the Indian
Punjab, and in North Italy, especially, it is said,

where lime prevails large!}' as a geological forma-
tion. The proofs of goitre being connected with a
calcareous impregnation of tlie drinking-water
are strong. Women are oftener atfected with
goitre than men. An explanation offered for this

fact is to the effect that they drink more water
than men. Goitre is met with endeiuically to a
slight extent in various parts of Scotland, but on
a very small scale indeed as compared with
Switzerland, in which it is a very important de-

formity, especially when connected with cre-

tinism (q.v.). Sporadic goitre may occur in any
country. The pathological changes which under-
lie the enlargement of the thyroid in goitre are
not always the same in all cases. In some ca.ses

the enlargement is general with the formation of
many new follicles, which contain a gelatinous
material known as 'colloid.' In other cases there
is little new gland formation, the increase in
size being due to dilatation of the blood-vessels.
In still other cases the gland is the seat of cy.st3

of various sizes. In the form of goitre known as
exophthalmic goitre (see Basedow's Disease),
which is marked by protrusion of the eyes (ex-
ophthahnos) and functional disturbance of the
heart action, there is increase in the size of the
thyroid, which Greenfield describes as a condition
of active glandular proliferation. From the
symptoms of this disease taken in connection
with the known effect of thyroid extract upon
the system, it seems probable that the change in
the gland is the pathological basis of the disease.
The usual treatment of goitre consists in the
administration of very minute doses of iodine for
a long time internally, locally by inunction, or
locally by eataphoresis. (See Electricity, Medi-
cal Uses of.) In a few rare cases, the admin-
istration of thyroid gland has cured. In others,
the administration of thymus gland has cured.

GOKINGK, gP'klnk, Leopold Friedricii CJcn-
thee vo.n. See Gockinuk.

GOKTCHA, gok'chit, or SEVANGA (sye-
vHn'ga) LAKE. A lake in the Transcaucasi'an
(Jovernment of Erivan, situated at an altitude
of about 6300 feet, and surrounded by high
mountains (Map: Russia, G fi)- It is about
45 miles long. 23 miles wide, and has an es-
timated area of 540 square miles. It receives
a large number of mountain streams. The outlet
is through the Sanga, a tributary of the Aras.
In the northwestern part of the lake is the
island of Sevang, with an old Armenian mon-
astery.

GOLAW, golav, Salomon. The pseudonym of
the German epigrammatist Friedrieh Logau (q.v.)

.
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GOLCON'DA. A ruined city and fortress in

the Nizam's ilcjiiiinions, India, seven miles north-

west of Ills capital, Hyderabad, in latitude 17°

22' N., and in longitude 78° 25' E. (Map: India,

C 5). The ruins of the ancient city, once the

metropolis of the Kingdom of Golconda, the

solid mausolca of its former sovereigns, which

form a vast group at a distance of 600 yards

from and overlooking the fortress, and the for-

tress itself, are all of great archaeological im-

portance and interest. The fort is now used as

a State prison and as the Nizam's treasury.

Golconda is proverbially famous for its diamonds,

which, however, were merely cut and polished

here, being generally found" near the southern

frontier of the Nizam's dominions.

GOLCONDA. A village and the countj'-seat of

Pope Covintv. 111., on the Ohio River. 107 miles be-

low Evansv'ille. Ind. (Map: Illinois, D 0) . It is the

shipping point for a farming and mining district,

and has flour-mills, lumber-mills, cooperage works,

etc. Population, in 1S90. 1174; in 1900. 1140.

GOLD (AS., OHG. gold, Ger. Gold, Goth.

gnlp: connected with AS. geolu, Eng. yellow,

Lat. helvus, grayish yellow, Gk. ;t'^"P<*r. cMoros,

yellowish green, Skt. hari, yellow). A metallic

chemical element, probably the first metal known

to man. The alchemists regarded gold as the

most perfect metal, compared it to the sun, and

designated it by the same symbol by which they

represented that orb; their eflorts were con-

stantly directe<l toward the transmutation of

baser" metals into pure gold. Gold is widely

distributed in nature, and is frequently found

native, though usually alloyed with silver and

containing small quantities of copper or iron;

it is also associated with palladium, rhodium,

and bisnmth. It is sometimes found crystallized,

usually as octahedra or tetrahedra, but more

commonly in thin laminae or grains in sand or

gravel. Its presence in this condition is believed

to have been caused by the disintegration of

gold-bearing rocks, and it is readily collected

from such alluvial sources by washing the au-

riferous soil. The purest .specimens of native

gold have vielded from 99.7 to 99.8 per cent,

of the pure metal, the average California gold

containing 88 per cent., while Australian gold

sometimes runs as high as 96 per cent, pure

metal. Gold also occurs in combination with

mercury as electrum, with silver and tellurium

as sylvanite, and with tellurium and lead as

nagyagite. It is further foiuid in various sul-

phides, as those of copper, lead, iron, and zinc;

also in other ores, and in sea-water.

Gold (symbol. Au ; atomic weight. 197.2) is

of a bright yellow color when pure, and has

a high metallic lustre. It is the most malleable

of all metals, and has been hammered into Ji

leaf 0.00009 millimeter in thickness. In this

condition it appears green by transmitted light.

Gold is very ductile, and can be drawn into

wire so fine "that Ififi meters weigh but a single

gram. Its specific gravity is 19.31, and it melts

at about 1075° C. It is a good conductor of

both heat and electricity. Whatever the tem-

perature, neither water nor oxygen is capable

of attacking it ; and it is not affected by fusion

with potassium chlorate. It yields, however, to

alkalies and nitrates, and especially to sodium

or potassium cyanide. It is not dissolved by any

single acid, except selenic, but readily passes into
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solution when treated with aqua rpgia (a mix-
ture of nitric and hydrochloric acids), or with
other acid liquids in which chlorine or bromine
is evolved. Pure gold, being too soft for all

ordinaiy purposes, is generally alloyed with

other metals. With copper it yields a reddish

alloy, which is quite hard; the standard metal

ueed for coinage is made up of eleven parts of gold

and one of copper. With silver it yields so-called

'wliite alloys,' which are used for Jewelry. It

combines readily with mercury, forming a white
amalgam of a pasty consistency. The most ex-

tensive uses of gold are for coinage, for jewelry,

for gilding frames, furniture, books, etc., for

electroplating, and in dentistry.

C'OMPOUNU.s. With ox.ygen gold forms a mon-
oxide, or (iiiroiis oxide, and a trioxide, or auric

oxide. The former is obtained by decomposing
aurous chloride with cold dilute potassium hy-

droxide ; the latter by heating a solution of gold

trichloride with an excess of magnesia and well

washing the precipitate with nitric acid. Auric
oxide, which is the more common of the two,

combines with bases, forming salts called au-

rates. Perhaps the most important of the com-
pounds of gold with acids is auric chloride, which
is readily obtained by dissolving metallic gold

in aqua regia and evaporating the solution to

crystallization. The resulting orange-red crys-

tals may be further purified by recrystallization.

It is a very deliquescent salt, and is chiefly em-
ployed for toning silver prints in photography.

Fvhninaling Gold, which was originally de-

scribed in a work published imder the name of

Basil \'alentine, is a green or brown powder that

readily explodes when dry; it may be obtained

by the action of ammonia on gold hydroxide, or

by precipitating gold chloride with anunonia or

its carbonate.

Gold Purple, or Purple of Cassius. which was
originally prepared by Andreas Cassius, and de-

scribed in 1685, is a flocculent purple precipitate

obtained by treating a solution of stannous and
stannic chlorides with gold chloride. The re-

sulting product is believed to be a mixture of tin

oxide and finely divided gold. The color of ruby

glass is due to small proportions of this pigment.

.1/o.snir Gold is a fine flaky yellow variety of

tin bisulphide: it is prepared by heating a

mi.xturc of seven parts of sulphur, six parts of

ammonium chloride, and eighteen parts of a

powdered amalgam consisting of two parts of tin

to one of mercury. When the odor of hydrogen
sulphide is no longer perceptible, the heat ia

raised to low redness, and the mereurous chloride,

ammonium chloride, and mercuric sulphide are

volatilized. The mosaic gold thus obtained is

used as an imitation bronze in the arts.

Production of Gold. The supply of gold in

ancient times was derived mostly from surface

deposits of sands and gravels which yielded their

values by simple processes of washing. Gold

was thus mined at a very early period in India,

Central Asia, the southern Urals, and in the

region bordering the eastern ]Mediterranean.

\\itli the progress in metallurgical knowledge at-

tention was directed to the exploitation of aurif-

erous veins, a branch of the industry which

seems to liave attained to some importance before

the opening of the Christian Era. Ancient work-

ings of this character, ascribed to the Eg^'ptians,

have been found in the mountains of Nubia; and
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Dr. Karl Peters ha.s described recently extensive
mines in the interior of 8outh Africa, not far
fi-oni tlie gold-fields of Kliodesia—a locality be-

lieved by Dr. Peters to be the Ophir of the
Israelites, The Romans oiierated mines in Hun-
gary, Spain, and Great Britain at various
periods. During the Middle Ages the mining in-

dustry seems to have made little progress. It is

estimated that the total stock of gold in Europe
when America was discovered did not exceed
$225,000,000. From this time on, however, there
has been a gradual though not uninterrupted in-

crease in production, as may be seen from the
following table:

WOBLD'S PROnnCTION
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amounted to $1,350,000,000, or about one-eighth
of the entire output uf the world since 14!>2. The
gold occurs in three types of deposits: River
gravels or pincers, high gravels, and veins. The
river gravels, found in the beds of the numerous
streams that flow down the western slopes of the
Sierras, have been derived from the higher levels,

where the erosive processes have cut deeplj' into
the auriferous rock formations, ilost of the gold
is generalh- found near bed-rock, and it is neces-
sary to remove a heavy overburden before the
values can be obtained. The gold particles vary
from minute pellets or dust to nuggets of consid-
erable size. The high gravels represent the work
of ancient rivers whose channels are more or
less parallel to those of the present day, but
have been filled in with detrital materials and
frequently buried beneath lava flows. They lie

along the higher slopes of the Sierras up to 5000
feet abo\e sea-level, and sometimes attain a
thickness of 500 feet. The veins, which have fur-

nished the gold found in both the placers and
high gravels, occupy fissures in slates, schists, and
igneous rocks, and are, of variable extent and rich-

ness. Quartz is generally the gangue material,
while the gold occurs in a free state or combined
with sulphides, most commonly pyrites. A great
series of these veins, called the 'mother lode,'

extends across Tuolumne. Calaveras. Ainador, and
El Dorado counties ; for a number of years it

has been the source of much of the gold mined in

the Stjite.. The Comstock IjO<le (q.v.) is situated
on an eastern spur of the Sierras, extending into

Nevada. Placers and veins similar to those of

the Sierras are found also in Oregon and Wash-
ington.

The Rocky Mountains and the outlying ranges,

which were first prospected by Californian miners
in the early sixties, include an immense area of

gold-bearing territory. Rich gravels have been
worked near Leadville, Fairplay, and in San
Miguel County, Colo. : near Helena and Butte,
Mont.; along the Snake River. Idaho: near Dead-
wood. S. D. ; and at Santa Fe. N. il. Leadville

was originally settled by gold-miners, but the

chief industry for a long time has been the
mining of lead-silver ores: it is now coming to

the front again as a gold-producer. About 1890
important discoveries of telluride ores were made
in the granite hills surrounding Pike's Peak,
and since then Cripple Creek has liecome the cen-

tre of the richest sold field in America. In 1900
more than .$18,000,000 in gold was taken from
these deposits. The Black Hills of Wyoming and
South Dakota have a well-developed mining in-

dustry which is based largely upon the occur-

rence of extensive but low-grade ore bodies.

Much of the ore is refractory, yielding only a
portion of its gold to amalgamation, so that large

cyanide plants have been installed here. There
are numerous small fields in Montana, Utah,
Idaho. Arizona, and New Mexico, which in the
aggregate yield considerable amounts of gold
anniuilly. See Map with United States.

Alaska, the seat of the most recent discoveries,

gives promise of great future importance. With
the exhaustion of the rich placers and beach de-

posits, such as were found at Cape Nome and in

the interior districts, attention will bei directed to

quartz mining, which affords a more permanent
basis for the industry. It is noteworthy that
the Territory was a producer of gold several

years before the surface deposits were discovered

;

the quartz mines on Douglas Island, near Juneau,
have yielded a large output from ore that av-
erages only $2 per ton.

Canada. The rich alluvial deposits of Yukon
Territory furnish the larger part of the output,
the remainder coming from British Columbia,
C)ntario, and Nova Scotia. In the Yukon region
the gold is concentrated in the recent gravels
along the rivers and in the terraces on the sides
of the valleys. A few quartz veins have been
found, but so far the production from this source
is small. See Yukon Gold-Field.

RlssiA. Most of the gold is derived from
placer workings on the eastern slope of the
Urals. Little progress has been made in the
introduction of improved methods and appliances,
and only the richer deposits can be exploited at
a profit. There are small quartz mines in the
interior districts of Siberia.

Transvaal Colony. The Witwatersrajul gold-
field, near Johannesburg, is one of the most re-

markable and productive in the whole world.
The deposit is a conglomerate, commonly called

'banket,' varying from a few inches to several

feet in thickness and averaging about $10 per
ton in gold. It can be traced for several miles
along the strike, and, as it retains its auriferous
tenor with depth, there is an enormous reserve of

ore for future working. The output of the Trans-
vaal mines in 1898 was $78,071,000, but it fell

to about $7,000,000 in 1900 owing to the w^ar.

Wlien operations are again resumed in full force

Die Transvaal Colony undoiibtecUy will assume
the premier position as a producer. The amount
of gold available in the ore for future working
runs into billions of dollars.

AusTR.\Li.\. Oold-mining holds a prominent
place among the industries of the Commonwealth.
The rich alluvial deposits that first attracted the

attention of miners are largely exhausted, but
there are still considerable areas of surface grav-

els which repay working with modern methods.
An increasing proportion of the output each year
comes from quartz veins. The most productive
fields are those of Murchison and Coolgardie in

Western Australia: Charters Towers and Mount
Morgan in Queensland: and Ballarat. Sandhurst,
and Beechworth in Victoria.

OoLD-MiNiNG. Gold-mining operations may
be divided into two classes, which are commonly
called placer mining and quartz mining. The de-

posits of gold first mined were called placers, and
were the river-bed deposits of gold-bearing sand
and grav«l. These deposits are knowTi as dry
placers when they are ancient river-beds from
which the water has gone, and as wet placers

when they are the beds of existing streams. The
process of dry-placer mining consists in excavat-

ing the gold-bearing sand and separating the

gold from it by washing, according to one of the

methods described in the succeeding section on
iletallurgy. Dry-placer workings are divided

into surface placers and deep placers. The most
important method of placer mining is the hy-

draulic method, which was first attempted in a

crude way in 1852 in Placer County. Cal.. and
is now practiced on an immense scale. Briefly

described, hydraulic mining consists in directing

a powerful stream of water from a pipe against

the gold-bearing gravel bank, which breaks down
the material and washes it away through sluices,

where the separation of metal is accomplished as

described below. Wet-placer mining from the
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beds of existing streams consists either in divert-

ing the stream and working the dried l)ed in the

open or in dredging the gold-bearing sand and
gravel. In the latter case the dredges are gener-

ally mounted on flat-bottomed boats, which also

carry the necessary appliances for extracting

the gold. Gold-dredging is extensively practiced

in some of the Western States, particuhirly along

the Snake River in Idaho and the Fcatlicr Kiver

in California, and also in New Zealand.

Quartz mining, or the mining of gold in veins,

is carried on by underground mining operations

which do not differ materially from similar op-

erations in mining other ores. ( See JIining. )

Gold-quartz ores are crushed in stamp mills or

other forms of crushing machines, and the metal
is extracted by one of the metallurgical processes

described in a succeeding section. A view of a

modern stamp mill and extraction plant is shown
on the accompanying plate. In this mill the ore is

first crushed to coarse size in gj'rating rock-

breakers, and then passes to the storage bins, from
which it is fed to the stamps. After fine crushing

the ore is passed over concentrating tables, which
remove a portion of the values as concentrates.

The remaining material, connnonly referred to

as 'tailings,' passes through settling tanks, and
is then changed into amalgamating pans, where
a further nortion of the values is recovered. For
illustrations of stamp mill, see Grinding and
Crush ixG iLvcHiNERY.

Met.\llurgy. Gold may be extracted from its

ores either by direct washing or by combining
it with mercury, lead, silver, or copper, or by
.bringing it into aqueous solution.

Extraction by Washing. Extraction of gold

by washing alone is possible only in the case of

ores carrying native gold. The process is not exten-

sively used in civilized coinitries. on account of

the heavy losses of gold entailed by it, which may
amount to 50 per cent. In combination with
amalgamation, it is, however, the method most
commonly employed. Simple washing is per-

formed by means of pans, cradles, long toms. and
sluices, the last being the appliance most used
in the United States. The operation called pan-
ning is the simplest of all methods of gold-wash-
ing and the most wasteful. Prospectors make
use of it, however, in testing for gold, and it is

still carried on to some extent as a commercial
process. In panning, the dish, filled to about two-
thirds of its capacity with the pay dirt, is placed
under water until the lumps can readily be
broken up. The operator then grasps the dish

with both hands, raises it to nearly the level of

the water, and gives it a gentle oscillatory mo-
tion. The nuul and fine sand are washed over
the far edge, which is gradually loAvered until

little but coarse pebbles, heavy minerals, and gold
remain. After removing the pebbles, the pan is

lifted and shaken so as to spread o\it the mate-
rials, when the yellow specks or colors of gold
are visible. The cradle is a box provided with
a sieve in the upper part, the whole resting on
rockers so that it can be rocked by means of a
handle. The gold-bearing gravel is placed in
the sieve and washed with water, the coarse par-
ticles remaining in the sieve and the fine with
the gold passing through and falling on the in-

clined bottom, where the light material runs nfT

with the water, the heavier gold sinking to the
bottom, where it is retained by transverse slats
known as riffles. The long torn consists of two
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troughs, of which the lower one has crossriflles on

its inclined bottom. Roughly, the upper trough

is about 14 feet long. 20 inches wide at the

upper end, and 30 inches wide at the lower end,

which is closed by a sieve. The lower end of

the. upper trough discharges into the U|)i)er end

of the lower trough, which is about 12 feet

long and 3 feet wide. By means of a strong

stream of water flowing in at the up]icr end of

the upper trough, the material is carried llirovigh

both troughs, the gold being caught in tlie rillles

of the lower box. Sluices consist of a series of

12-foot troughs emptying into one another, and
often forming a line of troughing several hundred
feet long. The bottoms of the troughs have rif-

fles, and at intervals the bottom of the box is

replaced by a grating known as a grizzl}'. Under-
neath the grating there is a broad trovigh running
at right angles to the main trough and opening
into another trough parallel to the main direc-

tion and which forms the continuation of the

sluice. The coarse gravel is caught by the

gratings, and the gold is deposited in the riffles

as previously described. Frequently mercury is

sprinkled into the riffles, thus combining amalga-
mation with washing. The sluice is considered

the best device for washing gold-bearing gravels.

Among the other apparatus ifor washing gold are
puddling tubs or boxes and pugmills. Where
water is scarce separation is performed by win-
nowing or dry blowing. In America the separa-

tion of gold by washing is practiced chiefly by
prospectors and individual placer miners.
Extraction in the Dry Way. Extraction of

gold by alloying it with lead and cupeling is

known as the dry process. It may be effected

either by introducing ores into a bath of lead, or
by smelting the ores with lead-bearing fluxes, or

by first smelting the ores for a concentrated
product, and then smelting the latter with lead

fluxes. The process is practiced chiefly in Hun-
gary and the Harz Jlountains. With auriferous

co])per ores, such as ehalcopyrite. bornite, etc., the

usual methods of copper-smelting are carried

out, as the gold is retained by this metal through-
out the diit'erent operations in the same way as

with lead-smelting. In the Western United
States gold ores too poor to pay for separate

treatment are frequently sold to copper-smelters

at a profit, owing to their added value for fluxing

purposes.

Amalgamation. The process of extraction by
amalgamation consists in combining the gold

with mercury, and in decomposing the gold, mer-
cury alloy, or amalgam by heating it, by which
the gold is obtained in metal, while the mercury
is volatilized and again condensed for further
use. Amalgamation w'ithout previous crushing
of the gold-bearing material is practiced with
auriferous sands and gravels, it being extensively

used in California in connection with hydraulic
mining. The gold-bearing gravel is washed
through sluices of the form already described
into which mercury has been placed, and where
it is retained by the riffles. The amalgamation of

artificially crushed materials is a more elaborate
process, and is practiced with many variations.

In most cases, however, the gold-bearing ore is

crushed in stamp-mills. A portion of the gold is

caught by the mercury in the stamp-boxes, and
the remainder washed out with the sand is caused
to flow over copper plates coated with mercury
which hold the gold and allow the barren rock or
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tailings to float away. At intervals the amalgam
on the boxes and on the plates is removed and is

placed in retorts to which heat is applied, vapor-

izing the mercury and leaving the gold as metal.

Extraction by Aqieois Solution. There are

two principal methods of extracting gold . by
means of aqueous solutions, known as the Platt-

ner or chlorination process and tlie MacArllmr-
Forrest or cyanide process. The chlorine process

consists first in calcining the ore in furnaces,

by which all the metals present except gold and
silver are converted into oxides, which are not
acted upon by chlorine. The next process is the

application of chlorine gas to the calcined ores

in chlorination vessels. The result is tlie forma-

tion of auric cliloride or chloride of gold, which
is leached out of the ore by means of water. To
this aqueous solution of auric chloride sulphate

of iron or cliarcoal is added, wliicli precipitates

the gold. This precipitate is finally treated to

remove impurities. In the cyanide process the

crushed ore is treated with a solution of potassio

cyanide, the addition of zinc to which will pre-

cipitate the gold. The process has been most suc-

cessfully practiced in the Transvaal in treating

the tailings from the amalgamation process.

Parting. As the greater part of the gold pro-

duced by the preceding processes carries silver

(see Silver), the parting of the gold from the

silver is an important process in the metallurgy

of gold. Parting is performed in what are known
as the dry w-ay and the w?t way, and by electroly-

sis. The dry method of parting depends upon the

fact that silver can be converted into sulphide or

chloride, while gold is attacked by neitlier sul-

phur nor chlorine at high temperature. The wet
method depends upon the solubility of silver and
the insolubility of gold in nitric acid, and in

boiling concentrated sulphuric acid. The elec-

trolytic method depends upon the property of

silver to pass from a bar of gold-silver alloy

employed as an anode to the cathode when the

two poles are immersed in an acidulated solu-

tion of nitrate of silver, and an electric current

established. The wet process, using sulphuric

acid as the solvent, and the electrolytic process

are the two parting processes most employed at

present. For a full treatment of the inetallurg^'

of gold, consult : Schnabel, Hatidhook of Metal-

lurgy, translated (New York. 1880) ; Egleston,

The Mcfalliirfjy of ftilrer. flold, and Mercury in

the United States (New York. 1887).

Commercial Uses. It is estimated by compe-

tent authorities that about one-fourth of the

annual production of gold is employed in coinage,

the remainder being consumed in the arts and in

making good the annual loss from various causes.

The purposes for which gold is employed in the

arts are familiar to every one. Some of the items

are jewelry plate, gold leaf, gilding, etc.

Bibliography. Suess, Die Ziikunft dex Goldes

(Vienna. 1877) ; Delmar, History of the Precious

Metals (London, 1880) ; Lo<'k. Gold. lis Occur-

rence and Extraction (I.«ndon, 1882) ; Patterson,

New Golden Afje. and Influence of the Precious

Metals on the World (London. 1882) ; Soetbeer.

Materialien zur ErWuterung und Beurteilung

der wirtschaft lichen Edehnetalh-erhaltnisse (Ber-

lin, 1886) ; Weil, L'or {chiinie. geologic, mine-

ralogie. metallurgie) (Paris, 1895) : Hatch, The

Gold Mines of the Rand (London, 1895) ; Rose,

Metallurgy of Gold (London, 1896); Eissler,

Metallurgy of Gold (London, 1896) ; Kemp, Ore

Deposits of the United States (New York, 1900) ;

The Mineral Industry (Kew York, 1893 et seq. )

.

Statistics may be found in the Annual Reports
of the Director of the Mint (Washington, 1880
et seq. )

.

GOLDATJ, gdl'dou. A village in the Canton
of Schwyz, Switzerland ( Map : Switzerland, C
1). It was formerly situated between Mount
Rigi and the Rossberg, and was the scene of the

terrible landslide from the Rossberg, September
2, 1806, which destroyed Goldau and three other

villages, burying 457 people, and filling up part
of Lauwerz Lake. The present village of

Goldau, built near the mines, contained a popu-
lation of about 500 in 1000.

GOLD-BEATER'S SKIN. A delicate mem-
brane prepared from the large intestine of the oz,

and used as the fabric for court-plaster, etc., but
chiefly by gold-beaters. The outer or peritoneal

membrane is used for this purpose. The intestine

is first subjected to a partial putrefaction, by
which the adhesion of the merabranes is suffi-

ciently diminished to enable them to be sepa-

rated; the separated membrane is then further

cleaned from adhering muscular fibres, dried,

beaten, and pressed between paper, besides being
treated with alum, isinglass, and white of egg,

the object of which is to obtain the pure con-

tinuous membrane free from grease and impuri-
ties, and thus prevent weakening by putrefactive

processes. When thus prepared, gold-beater's skin

may be beaten continuously for several months
with a twelve-pound hammer without material

injur}'. The intestines of 500 oxen are required^

to furnish the 900 leaves that form one packet,

or mold, as it is technically called. The manufac-
ture is extremely oft'ensive. Clilorine has been

introduced both as a disinfectant and to assist

in the separation of the membrane.

GOLD-BEATING. The process by which
gold is hammered into thin leaves. The use of

gold leaf for gilding is a very ancient art. having
been practiced by the Egyptians and Greeks
many centuries before the Christian Era, and
gold used for this purpose is usually alloyed

with silver or copper, according to the color re-

quired. The consumption of gold leaf by dentists

is also general, as the material in this form is

extensively used for fillings. As gold leaf is not

sold by weight, but by superficial measure, and
as increasing the quantity of alloy diminishe3

the malleability, there is but little temptation to

use the baser metals as an adulteration. The
gold is first cast into oblong ingots about three-

fourths of an inch wide, and weighing two ounces.

The ingot is flattened out into a ribbon of about

^^ of an inch in thickness by passing it be-

tween polished steel rollers. This is annealed or

softened by heat, and then cut into pieces one

inch square: 150 of these are placed between
leaves of vellum or tough paper, each piece of

gold in the centre of a square leaf, another placed

above, and so on till the pile of 150 is formed.

This pile, called a cutch, is inclosed in a double

parchment case, placed upon a marble block, and
beaten with a 16-pound hammer. The elasticity

of the packet consideralily lightens the labor of

beating, by causing the hammer to rebound with

each blow.
The beating is continued until the inch pieces

are spread out to four-inch squares; they are

then taken out and cut into four pieces. The
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squares thus produced are now placed between

goldbeater's skin instead of vellum, made into

piles, and inclosed in a parchment case, and
beaten as before, but with a light hammer. An-
other (piartcring and beating produces 2400

leaves, having an area of about 190 times that

of the ribbon, or a thickness of about yju'jffu

of an inch. An ounce of gold is thus extended to

a surface of about 100 square feet. A still

greater degree of thinness may be obtained, but

not profitably. A thinness has been attained

of 367,500 leaves to the square inch, and a grain

of gold is thus made to cover 52 square inches.

After the last beating, the leaves are taken up
with wooden pincers, placed on a cushion, blown
out Hat, and their ragged edges cut away, by
wliich they are reduced to squares of three and
one-quarter inches. Twenty-five of these are placed

between the leaves of a paper-book, previously

rubbed with red chalk to prevent adhesion of

the gold, and are sold in this form. Attempts
have been made to apply machinery to gold-beat-

ing, but its application is very limited; and most
of the gold leaf is still beaten by hand.

GOLD BUG, The. One of the most noted of

Poe's tales (1843). The scene is the vicinity of

Charleston, where a recluse, Legrand, locates an
enormous treasure in gold and jewels by means
of an intricate cipher found on an old parchment.
The gold bug (a real insect) is a mere incident,

used to mystify a companion.

GOLD CARP. See Goldfish.

GOLD COAST. A British Crown colony in

\\ est Africa, extending along the Gulf of Guinea
about 350 miles, and bounded by the French
Jlilitary Territories on the north ( about the paral-

lel of 14° north latitude), the German Togoland
on the east, and the French Ivory Coast on the

west (Map: Africa, D 4). The area of the colony

excluding Adansi and Ashanti (q.v. ) is esti-

mated at 40,000 square miles; the total area,

about 72,500 square miles. The coast region is

rather low, with rocky cliflTs lining the shores,

and reaching a height of 2000 feet. The interior

is mountainous. In the southeast is the Akuapem
range. The northern part of the Ashanti dis-

trict is low. South of it runs the Adanse range,

covered with dense forests, and constituting a
great natural barrier along the coast district.

The western part of the interior is generally

hilly; the eastern part is formed mainly of exten-

sive terraces. The chief rivers flowing south are

the Volta, which is a part of the Germ.an bound-
ary line, the navigable Ankobra, emptying into

the sea near Axim, the navigable Pra, and the

Toji. The climate of the colonj'. although not as

deadly as that of the west coast, is very un-
healthful for Europeans. April is the hottest

month. There are two rainy seasons—from April
to August, and from October to the end of De-
cember. The rainfall is light on the coast. Im-
passable forests of palms, gum-trees, and the
giant karkimi seriously interfere with the de-

velopment of the interior. The level regions in

the south, and the savannas north of the Akuapem
Mountains, are overrun with herds of elephants,

buffaloes, and other wild animals.

The soil is of great fertility, producing coffee,

cacao, tobacco, cotton, and other tropical prod-
ucts. Agriculture has received little attention.

The chief products are derived from the forests
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and mines. The trade of the colony is prosper-

ous and increasing. The principal exports are

rubber, valuable woods, palm oil and kernels,

gold-dust, and kola-nuts. In l'.)00 the total trade
amounted to $10,590,000, of which $4,309,000
represented exports. The gold deposits are be-

lieved to be very extensive and are found mostly
in the Province of Wasaw. The export of gold-

dust from the colony amounted to .$244,800 in

1899 and $185,000 in 1900. In the latter year
ships with 1,414,704 tons visited the ports. The
Government railway extends from Sekondi on the

coast to Kumassi. The colony is administered
by a Governor, and by an executive and legisla-

tive council, the members of which are chosen
from officials and colonial merchants. The
revenue of the colony is insufficient to meet the

ex]>enditures, and there is an annual subsidy
from the mother country. In 1900 the revenue
amounted to $1,623,000, the expenditures to

$2,511,200, and the subsidy to $1,228,700, the
large amount of the subsidy being due to the
operations in the territories north of Ashanti.
The constabulary numbered 1500 men in 1900.

There are sixteen provinces, the most important
of which are: Akim; Akkra; Elmina ; Ahanta;
Dixcove, embracing Axim with its fine harbor;
Wasaw, the mineral region; Fanti, including

Cape Coast Castle; the mountain region of

Akuapem; Brong, on the Volta, with its trade
in wood ; Awuna, with the fortress Quitta. The
population is estimated at nearly 1,500,000, and
is composed mainly of two negro tribes, the
Akkra and the Tshi. The former live in the

Volta region, and are serviceable as sailors and
interpreters. The Tshi, a superior people, com-
prise different tribes—the Ashanti, Wasaw, Den-
kira, Fanti, etc. There are about four hundred
Europeans in the colony. The Government schools

number seven, and there are nearly a hundred
and fifty religious schools and missions. The chief

towns are the capital, Akkra (q.v.), Elmina, and
Cape Coast Castle.

The Gold Coast was discovered by the Portu-
guese in 1470. In 1481 a Portiiguese colony of

about 700 men under Diogo d'Asambuja landed at
the present seaport of Elmina, and erected the
fort of Saint George. The Dutch by 1637 had suc-

ceeded in driving away the Portuguese. Mean-
while the English began to arrive, but their first

attempts at establishing themselves were frus-

trated by the Dutch. After the establishment of

the Royal African Company in 1672, the English
succeeded in erecting a number of forts on the

coast, and soon concluded an alliance with the

Fanti, whose old enemies, the Ashanti, had al-

lied themselves with the Dutch. In 1821 the
English possessions on the Gold Coast were
taken out of the hands of the Royal Afri-

can Company, and made a dependency of

Sierra Leone. The Fanti, with the aid of

the British, decisively defeated the Ashanti
in 1826. and in 18.31 the rule of England
was recognized over the territory lying south of

the Upper Pra, In 1872 the Dutch ceded their

holdings to the British for trailing privileges,

and since then the rule of the English has been
supreme in the Gold Coast. In 1874 the territory
was made a Cro\\Ti colony. For a further ac-

count, see A.SHANTI. Consult: Macdonald. The
(Uihl Const, Past and Prespnt (London. 1808) ;

Reindorf. History of the Gold Coast and Anhanti
(Basel, 1895).
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GOLDCREST (30 called from the yellow spot

on its head
)

, Goluen-Cresteu Wren, or Fike-

OKEST. English names for European species of

kinglets. See Ivikglet.

GOL'DEN. A city and the county-seat of Jef-

ferson County, Colo., 10 miles west of Denver;
on Clear Creek, and on the Union Pacific, Denver
and Gulf, and the Denver. Lakewood and Golden
railroads (Map: Colorado, E 2). It is the seat

of the State School of Mines, opened in 1874,

and of the State Industrial School. There are
extensive deposits of coal and clay in the vicinity,

and the city has smelting-works, and manufac-
tures of pressed and fire brick, tile, pottery, flour,

and beer. Population, in 1890, 2383; in 1900,

2152.

GOLDEN AGE. The earliest of the four
ages ; the ideal period when the earth, under
Saturn's reign, produced fruits without cultiva-

tion, when there was no warfare, and man lived in

perfect happiness before sin entered in. The
characteristics of the GJolden Age, and of the
ages of silver, brass, and iron which followed,

are described in the first part of Ovid's Metamor-
phosis. The term is used to represent the period
of highest development in literature, art, and
history.

GOLDEN APPLE. See Paris.

GOLDEN ASS (Lat. Asinus Aureus). A
fable or romance written by Apuleius, a Latin
writer of the second century. The work is en-

titled The Metamorphoses, or the Golden Ass,
and was modeled after a similar work by Lucian,
which Apuleius paraphrased and emliellished

with other tales, among which the one best

known is that of Cupid and Psyche. The hero is

punished for his curiosity by being changed into

an ass, and after a series of most wonderful ad-

ventures he finally becomes purified and re-

sumes his natural form. This story is thought by
some to have been written as a satire on priests,

magicians, and debauchees. It has been trans-

lated into many of the modern languages. See
Apuleius.

GOLDEN BEETLE. The golden beetles

(family Chrysomelida>, tribe Ca.ssidini) are

among the most beautifully colored of all beetles.

They are usually small, with a gold or green-
ish iridescence which fades
completely as soon as the
insect dies, so that museum
collections give no concep-
tion of the beauty of these
beetles when alive and on
their food plant : but the
brilliancy is said to vary
with the excitation of the
beetle. They are flattened
below and convex above,
hence they have also been
named tortoise beetles. The
margins of the prothorax

and elytra are expanded so as to form an
oval flat frame about the convex part of the
beetle. Both the adults and the larvae of Cas-
sida aurichalcea feed on the morning-glory and
sweet potato, and a large yellow and black spe-

cies feeds on the sunflower. The caudal end
of the larva is forked, and to it are retained the
molted skins and frass. which are held up over
the body like a shield. Pupation takes place on
the under side of the leaves of the food plant.

GOLDEN BEETLE.

GOLDEN CALF.

GOLDEN BIBLE. A name given on its pre-
tended discovery to the Book of Mormon, which
was described as being written on sheets of
metal resembling gold.

GOLDEN BOOK. See Libho d'oro.

GOLDEN BULL (Lat. bulla ntirea, so called
from the gold case in which the seal attached to
the bull was inclosed ) . The Imperial edict is-

sued by the Emperor Charles IV.. in 1356. for Jie

purpose of settling the form of the Imperial ebc-
tion and coronation, the persons to whom the
right of election belonged, and their duties and
privileges. Up to that time some uncertainty h. d
prevailed as to the riglits of the electoral bod
claims having frequently been made by sever: I

members of the lay electoral families, and d
visions having repeatedly arisen from this uncer
tainty; the effect of such divisions being to
throw the decision for the most part into the
hands of the Pope. In order to obviate these in-

conveniences, the Giolden Bull defines that one
member only of each electoral house shall have
a vote—viz., the representative of that house in

right of primogeniture, and in case of his being
a minor, the eldest of his uncles paternal. The
seven electors were declared to be the Arch-
bishops of Mainz, Tr&ves, and Cologne, the King
of Bohemia, the Count Palatine of the Rhine, the
Duke of Saxony, and the Margrave of Branden-
burg. The place of election of the Emperor was
fixed at Frankfort ; the coronation was to take
place at Aix-la-Chapelle. On the great question as

to the dependence of the Imperial office on the

Pope, and as to the right of the Pope to examine
and approve the Imperial election, the Golden Bull
is silent, although it declares the Emperor com-
petent to exercise jurisdiction in Germany from
the moment of election. It invests the vicariate,

together with the government of the Empire dur-
ing an interregnum, in the Elector Palatine and
the Elector of Saxony: but it is to be noted that
this applies only to Germany. Of the vicariate of

Italy, which was claimed by the Popes, nothing is

said. The Golden Bull also contains some pro-

visions restraining the so-called Faustrecht (lit-

erally, 'fist law' or right of private redress). It

was solemnly enacted in two successive Diets at

Nuremberg and Metz, in the year 1356. and origi-

nal copies of it were furnished to each of the

electors and to the city of Frankfort. The
electoral constitution, as settled by this bull,

save for the number of electors, was main-
tained almost unaltered till the extinction of

the Empire. There is a translation into Eng-
lish of the Golden Bull in Henderson. Historienl

Documents of the Middle Ages (London. 1892).

In Hungarian history there is a constitutional

edict called by the same name. It was issued by
Andrew II., in 1222. It strengthened the mon-
archy, although limiting its functions. It con-

tained guarantees of individual liberty, and in-

sured periodical meetings of the assemblies. It

preserved the power of the nobles by preventing

further subdivisions of fiefs.

GOLDEN CALF. The molten image fash-

ioned, according to biblical tradition, at Sinai by
.\aron at the request of the Israelites (Exod.

xxxii.). The narrative points to the existence of

the bull cult among the Hebrews, for which there

is abundant evidence. Images of bulls over-

laid with gold stood in the ancient sanctua-

ries at Dan and Bethel, though this cult is not
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traced further back tlian the days of .Jeroboam

(I. Kings xii. 28 stjq. ; II. Kings x. 20). In

Samaria likewise the bull cult was introduced

(Hosea viii. 5). There is no reference to any
such images in the sanctuaries of the south, and
the cult appears to have been confined to the

north, and to have been introduced through
foreign influences, probably Canaanitish, since

among the Canaanites the bull was the sym-

bol of Baal, and the cow the .symbol of

Astarte. The story of Aaron's making a golden

calf may have been originally told to establish

the antiquity of the bull cult and its legitimacy

as a part of the Yahweh cult; but in the hands

of redactors, who as Yahweh purists were op-

posed to all image-worship, the story was re-

shaped so as to make it appear that Aaron in

reality committed a grievous sin for which atone-

ment had to be made.

GOLDEN CHAIN. See Laburnum.

GOLDEN CIRCLE, Kmight.s of. See
Knights of the Goloen Circle.

GOLDEN-CROWNED SPARROW. A large

and sprightly sparrow {Zonotrirhid coronala)

of Northwestern America, distinguished by a

broad stripe of yellow on the crown of the head.

It is related to the familiar white-throated and
white-crowned sparrows of the Eastern States.

and like them has a most pleasing song. It breeds

along the coast from northern California to

Alaska, nesting on the ground, and is widely

migrator^^

GOLDEN-CROWNED THRUSH (so called

from the yellow spot on its head), or Wagtail.
An American wood-«'arbler ( S'c/»»"»s auricapil-

liis] . See Oven-Biro.

GOLDEN-CROWNED WREN. See King-
let.

GOLDEN EAGLE. See Eagle.

GOLDENEYE. A duck of the genus Glau-
cionetta. having the bill shorter than the head
and the nostrils well forward; a garrot. The typi-

cal species (Glaiicionetta clangiila) is a common
winter visitant, appearing in small flocks, most
frequently in severe weather, not only in estua-

ries, but on the lakes and rivers of inland parts of

North America, as it does on those of all the

central and southern parts of Europe, and
equally on those of the temperate parts of

Asia. The wings are pointed and rather short,

with the first quill the longest, and the tail of

sixteen feathers is rounded and of medium
length. In the male the coloration is pied black
and white, while it is brown and white in the

female. The goldeneye takes its name from the
golden-yellow hue of the iris, and the male may
be recognized by the metallic green of the head
and upper neck, the white patch at the base of the

beak below the eye. and by the sca]iular region
being striped with white. The length of the

European bird is about 18 inches; the American
form (a variety. Awericnnn) is somewhat larger.

A second North American species is Barrow's, or

the Rocky Mountain goldeneye (fUnucionetta
InlfiniJirn) . which is larger, and has the white
loral spot more extended ; it is more northerly
and less numerous than the other. Though
classed among the sea-ducks, and like them sub-
sisting largely on animal food, these ducks are
scattered inland all over the continent, and are
well known to gunners by sound as well as by

Vol. IX—2.

sight, for their wings make a loud and character-

istic whistling in flight; hence a common local

name is 'whistler' or 'whistlcwing.' They go in

small parties, mi.K with other ducks, especially

bluebills, and are extremely watchful, often

alarming their companions and leading the whole

flock swiftly away before any other kind has sus-

jx'cted danger. They breed from (Quebec and
Dakota nortliward, and throughout northern re-

gions generally as far as trees go, making their

nests of .straw, feathers, etc., in cavities of

dead trees and tall stumps, and laying eight to

ten ashy-green eggs. Consult: Dresser, Birds of

Europe (London, 1881) ; .Job, Anioiip the Water-

fon-l (New York, 1902).

GOLDEN-EYED FLY. A lace-winged fly of

the family Chrysopidie, so called because in some
lights the eye seems made of liurnished gold.

See Lacewing.

GOLDEN FLEECE. In Greek tradition, the

fleece of the ram Clirysomallus, the recovery of

which was the object of the Argonautie expedi-

tion. (See Argonauts.) The golden fleece has
given its name to a celebrated Order of knight-

hood in Austria and Spain, founded by Philip the

Good, Duke of Burgundy, and sovereign of the
Netherlands, at Bruges, on January 10. 14.30, on
the occasion of his marriage with Isabella, daugh-
ter of King .John I. of Portugal. This Order was
instituted for the protection of the Church, and
the fleece was probably assumed for its emblem as

much from being the material of the staple manu-
facture of the Low Countries as from its connec-

tion with heroic times. The founder made himself

grand master of the Order, a dignity appointed

to descend to his successors, and the number of

knights was at first limited to twenty-four, but
was subsequently increased. After the death of

Charles V. the Burgundo-Spanish line of the

House of Hapsburg remained in possession of the

Order; but at the close of the War of the Span-
ish Succession the Emperor Charles VI. laid claim

to it in virtue of his possession of the Belgian

Netherlands, and, taking with him the archives

of the Order, celebrated its inauguration with
great magnificence at Vienna in 1713. Philip V. of

Spain contested the claim of Charles, and the

dispute, several times renewed, was at last tacit-

ly adjusted by the introduction of tlic Order in

both countries. In Austria the Emperor may
now create any number of knights from the old

nobility; if Protestants, the Pope's consent is

required. In S])ain, princes, grandees, and per-

sonages of i^eculiar merit are alone eligible. The
insignia are a golden fleece hanging from a gold

and blue enameled fl.intstone emitting flames, and
Iiorne in its turn by a steel forming the letter B.

On the enameled obverse is the legend Pretium
Laborum Xon Vile ('No mean recompense for

effort'). The decoration was originally sus-

|)endcd from a chain of alternate firestones and
rays, for which Charles V. allowed a red ribbon

to be substituted, and the chain is now worn
only by the grand master. The Spanish decora-

tion differs slightly, except when worn on the

highest occasions, from the Austrian. The cos-

tume consists of a robe of deep-red velvet, lined

with white talTeta, and a long mantle of purple

velvet lined with white satin and richly trimmed
with embroidery, containing firestones and steels

emitting flames and sparks. On the hem. which
is of white satin, is embroidered in gold Je I'ay
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empris ('I have dared it'). Tlieie is also a cap

of purple velvet embroidered in gold, with a

hood: the shoes and stockings are red. See Or-

DEKS.

GOLDEN GATE, The. See S.\n Francisco
Bay.

GOLDEN HORDE. Tlie name ( 1 ) of a great

body of Tatars who, under Batu Kl>an, grandson

of Genghis Khan, overran Eastern Europe; and

(2) of the khanate or empire which they estab-

lished on the banks of the Volga, and which is also

known as Kiptchak (q.v.) . The army led by Batu

(known also as Sain Khan, 'the good prince,'

and described by Marco Polo as 'a very puissant

king') was one of three sent out in 1235 by

Ogdai Khan, the successor of Genghis. Crossing

the Ural River in 12.37, tliey invaded Russia,

penetrating to the A'ery centre of the country, pil-

laging, burning, devastating, and murdering, de-

feating army after army, and showing no mercy.

Moscow and Kiev and other cities were taken and
burned, and their inhabitants put to the sword.

From Russia they passed into Poland. Silesia,

and Hungary, carrying devastation and blood-

shed everywiiere. Lublin and Cracow were de-

stroyed in 1240, Breslau was burned in 1241, and
at Liegnitz, on the field since known as the

Wahlstatt, an army of Silesians, Poles, and Teu-

tonic knights, under Henry II., Duke of Silesia,

was overcome, altliough with great loss to the

victors, April 9, 1241. Unsuccessful in the siege

of Neustadt, tlie Horde turned eastward, and

Batu pitched his goi-geously embroidered silk tent

on the banks of the Volga, and summoned the

Russian princes to his presence to do him hom-

age. The empire established by him over the

Russians was maintained until the power of the

khans was broken by Ivan III. toward the close

of the fifteenth century. See Kiptchak; and

Mongol Dyna.sties.

GOLDEN HORN. See Constantinople.

GOLDEN HOUSE OF NERO (Lat. Aurea
Domus). A remarkable structure planned by

Nero after the fire of a.d. 04, between the Pala-

tine and Esquiline .hills, covering an area of a

square mile. It embraced farms, vineyards, game
preserves, sulphur and sea baths, ponds and

waterfalls, and elaborate colonnades and halls,

adorned with the most lavish expenditure. Among
its celebrated features were a vestibule contain-

ing a colossal bronze statue of Nero, 120 feet

in height; a portico 3000 feet long; and a ban-

quet hall with a revolving ceiling of carved ivory

representing the firmament. In other halls the

ceilings dropped flowers and perfumes on the

guests. The walls were incrusted with rare

marbles, mosaics, mother-of-pearl, precious stones,

and paintings, and the courts and apartments

contained hundreds of rare columns and statues.

The depression where the Coliseum stands was
occupied by a lake. The Golden House had been

pulled down bi^ore A.n. 75. and its remains were

used as foundations for later buildings, particu-

larly for the baths of Trajan and Titus, while the

grounds were given back to public use.

GOLDEN HUMMER. A Peruvian humming-
bird (HeUolhrix aurHiis). having a golden gloss

upon its plumage. See Colored Plate of HuM-
MING-BlRnS.

GOLDEN LEGEND (Lat. Lefjetidn Aurrn).

A celebrated collection of hagiology, which for a
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time enjoyed almost unexampled popularity, hav-

ing passed through more than 100 editions, and
translations into almost all the European lan-

guages. It is the work of James of Viraggio,

better known as Jacobus de Voragine, who was
born at Viraggio (now Varazze), on the coast,

near Genoa, about the year 1230. He entered

the Dominican Order (1244), and was provin-

cial of the Order in Loml)ardy from 1207 to

1286. In 1292 lie became Archbishop of Genoa,

and by his ability, moderation, and exemplary

life he played a most influential part in the pub-

lie aft'airs of his time. He died in Genoa in

1298. The Legenda consists of 177 sections,

each of which is devoted to a particular saint or

festival, selected according to the order of the

calendar. It presents nearly the entire narrative

portions of the Bible, with many homilies and
much information, some curious, concerning

Church characters. In its execution the work,

as may be supposed from its age, is far from

critical; but it is deserving of study as a literary

monimient of the period, and as illustrating the

religious habits and views of the Christians at

that time. The Legenda is also called Historia

hongoburdiea, because it appends a brief Lombard
clnonicle to the life of Pope Pelagius. A trans-

lation of the Golden Legend was made by Wil-

liam Caxton for the Earl of Arundel, and first

published in London (1483) ; it was reprinted,

edited, and modernized by Ellis (London. 1900).

The classical edition of the original Latin is by

Graesse (Breslau. 1890).

GOLDEN LEGEND, The. A religious dra-

matic poem by Longfellow, published in 1851.

With yew Englnnd Tmgedirs and The Dirine

Tragedy, it forms a trilogy entitled Vhristus.

It is a mediaeval tale, faintly resembling Faust.

GOLDEN (or CAPE) MOLE. A member of

a family of inseetivores. Chrysochlorida", confined

to South Africa, having an external resemblance

to, and the habits of, moles, but in structure more
closely allied to the tenrecs and potamogales.

They "do not dig, as do the true moles, with

fore" feet modified into hands, but mainly with

the enormous claws of the two middle fingers.

Tliey take their name from the brilliant and

\arying bronzed lustre of their fur.

GOLDEN NUMBER (Lat. numerus au-

reus). The number of any year in the Metonic

cycle (q.v.). As this cycle embraces nineteen

years, the golden numbers range from 1 to 19.

The cycle of ileton came into general use soon

after its discover.y, and the number of each year

in the Metonic "cycle was ordered to be en-

graved in letters of gold on pillars of marble.

Since the introduction of the Gregorian cal-

endar, the point from which the golden num-

bers are reckoned is B.C. I, as in that year

the new moon fell on Januarj' 1st; and as by

Meton's law the new moon falls on the same day

(January 1st) every nineteentli year from thtit

time, we' obtain the following r\ilc for finding the

golden number for any particular year: "Add

one to the number of years, and divide hy nine-

teen; the quotient gives the number of cycles, and

the remainder gives the golden number for that

year: and if there he no remainder, then nineteen

is the golden number, and that year is the last of

the cycle." The golden number is used for deter-

mining the Epact (q.v.). and the time for hold-

ing Easter (q.v.).



GOLDENROD ETC.

1. ROUGH-LEAVED GOLDENROD (Solldago patula). 3. BUSHY GOLDENROD (Solidago lanceolata).

2. "EVERLASTING" (Anaphalis margaritacea ). 4. WHITE SNAKEROOT (Eupatorium ageratifollum).

5. BLUE-STEMMED GOLDENROD (Solldago c^sia).
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GOLDEN ORIOLE. Yellow being the char-

acteristic color ot orioles (as implied in the

name), the adjective 'golden' has been locally

applied to many forms—as. for example, to the

American hangnests. .Strictly, it belongs only

to the European true oriole [Oriolus oriulus).

See Oriole.

GOLDEN PLOVER. See Plover.

GOLDENROD {Solidago). A genus of

plants ot the order Composit;e. It is closely

allied to Aster, but distinguished l)y the single-

rowed pappus, and tapering, not compressed, fruit.

The species are natives chielly of tcmi)crate cli-

mates, and are most numerous in North Ameri-
ca. A few are European ; only one is British,

the common goldenrod (Holidago Virgaiirca) , a
pereiniiul plant of very variable size. At least

75 species are found in the United States, and
because of its abundance, wide distribtition, and
showiness, many botanists and flower-lovers claim
for the goldenrod the distinction of being called

the national flower. Solidar/o bicolor has cream-
colored or nearly white flowers, iiolidago odora
(sweet goldenrod) yields an anisatc odor when its

leaves, which have even been used as a substitute

for tea, are crushed. It contains a volatile oil

which has been used in medicine as an aromatic,
diaphoretic, and tonic. Blue-stenmied goldenrod
{Solidago ccesia). and the varieties of Solidago
Virgaiiita, inintita, nrmoralis, and humilis, are

among the most interesting. Sheep readily eat

various species of goldenrod, and as a forage

it is considered valuable in parts of New York
and elsewhere. Other aninmls will not eat it to

any extent. When prepared in the same manner
as hemp, the stalks of Solidago Canadensis, which
attain a height of four to six feet, are said to

yield a strong fibre that might be utilized.

GOLDEN ROSE (Lat. rosa aiirea). A rose

formed of wrought gold, and blessed with much
Bolemnity by the Pope in person on Jlid-Lent

Sunday, which is called, from the first word of

the introit for the day, 'Ljetare Sunday.' The
prayer of blessing contains a mystic allusion to

Christ as 'the rose of Sharon and the lily of

the valley.' The rose is anointed with balsam,
fumigated with incense, sprinkled with musk,
and is then left upon the alt-ar until the conclu-

sion of the mass. It is then usually presented

to some Catholic prince whom the Pope desires

especially to honor, with an appropriate form of

words. The origin of the ceremony is uncertain,

but the most probable opinion as to its date is

that of Martene and Du Cange. who fix it in

the pontificate of Innocent IV. (1243-.54). See
L.ET.\RE MED.^L.

' GOLDEN RULE, and Rule of Three. Terms
once applied in arithinetic to designate the opera-

tion nf simple proportion. See Proportion.

GOLDEN SEAL. See Hydrastis.

GOLDEN SECTION. A popular term for

the division of a line segment in extreme and
mean ratio. Given the line segment AB, if the

point P is found such that AB : .\P = AP : PB.
or AB X PB = AP^ P is said to divide AB in

golden section. The ratio of AP to PB is about
8 : 5. The theory of the golden section was known

to the Pythagoreans, and was used by them in

the construction of the regular pentagon. The
first extensive treatment of the subject in mod-
ern times is that of Fra Luca Pacioli, whose
work, Diiina proporlione, appeared in Venice in

1509; reprinted, with German translation, in the

Quellenschriflcn fiir Ktinstgeschichte und Kunst-
technik des llitielalters und der Xettzeil (Vien-

na, 1889). The mediseval name. Dirinc propor-

tion, has given place in modern times to Scclio

aurea, or golden section. Tlie ideas of Pacioli

have recently been revived by Zeising, A'chf Lelire

von den Proportiancn dcs menschlicheti Korpvrs
(Leipzig, 1854) ; id., Der goldenc Sclinitt (Leip-

zig, 1884), who has claimed the golden section

as the aesthetic law in nature (see .-Esthetics),

and by Bochenek, Kanon aller menschlichen (le-

sUiltcn und der Tiere (Berlin, 1885), who has ap-

jilied it in matters of art. Consult, also: Witt-

stein, Der goldene Scltnitt und die Anircndungen
desselbcn in der Kunst (Hanover. 1S74) : Pfeifer,

Der goldene Schnitt (Augsburg, 1885) ; Matthias,
Die Regel torn goldenen Schnitt im Kiinstgeuxrhe
( Leipzig. ISSli).

GOLDEN SPUR. A Papal Order, founded
probably by Paul IV., but also attributed to

Constantine and to Pope Sylvester II. The decora-

tion was so freely bestowed that the value was
impaired, and the Order was reconstituted by
Gregory- XVI. in 1841. It is now conferred for

special distinction and for services to the Catho-
lic Church.

GOLDEN STAIRCASE. A famous stainvay
in the Doges' Palace, Venice, so called from its

rich ornamentation.

GOLDEN STATE. California. See States,
Popular Names of.

GOLDEN TERGE, The, or The Goldtn
Targe. An allegorical poem by William Dunbar,
published in 1508 by Chepman and Myllar. and
reprinted in 1834 in David Laing's complete col-

lection of the poet's works. It describes Cupid
as steadily repelled by Reason with a golden
shield, until blinded by a subtle powder.

GOLDEN VERSES (Gk. fTr;; xi>^'"°- <:p«

chri/sa). A traditional collection of gnomic say-

ings of the Pythagoreans, containing the teach-

ings of virtue in practical form. The verses can
be found in the second edition of Hesiod, bv
Gfiltling (Gotha. 1843).

GOLDEN WARBLER. The commonest of

American wood-warblers (Dendroeca cestiva),

more frequently called summer warbler, yellow
warbler, or summer yellowbird. (See Warhler.)
The golden-winged warbler is a difl'erent but
closely allied species (Helmintlinphagri chrt/Kop-

tcra), one of the swamp warblers (q.v. ). (Dther

warblers are designated 'golden-cheeked,' 'golden-

crested.' etc.

GOLDEN WEDDING. See Wedding Anni-
vers.\ries.

GOLDEN-WINGED WOODPECKER. See
Fl.UKER.

GOLDFINCH. (1) A pretty European finch

^Carduelis carduelis) , belonging to the Fringil-

lidie family. It is a favorite cage-bird, on ac-

count of its soft and pleasing song, its intelli-

gence, its liveliness, and the attachment which

it forms for those who feed and caress it. The

goldfinch is about five inches in entire length;
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black, blood-red, yellow, and white are beau-

tifully mingled in its plumage. The colors of the

female are duller Ihau those of the male. It is

widely diffused throughout Europe and some
parts of Asia, and is to be seen in small flocks

on open grounds, feeding on tlie seeds of thistles

and other plants, or in gardens and orchards. Its

nest is made in a tree, bush, or hedge, is remark-

able for its extreme neatness, and is always lined

with the finest downy material that can be pro-

cured. The eggs are four or five in number,

bluish white., with a few spots and lines of pale

purple and brown. The goldfinch is much em-
ployed by l)ird-catchers as a call-bird. It can be

trained to the performance of many little tricks,

such as the raising of water for itself from a well

in a bucket the size of a thimble. It has been in-

troduced into America, and is now fairly well

established in the vicinity of New York City,

and to a less degree about Boston. See Plate of

Cage-Bikds.

(2) The American goldfinch (Spinus tristis)

,

more generally called ycUowbird' and "thistle-

bird,' is very similar to the European species in

habits and song, and displays the same interest-

ing liveliness and afl'ection in domestication. The
nest is also of the same elegant structure. It

is a common bird in most parts of North Ameri-

ca. It is hardly five inches in length, and is

bright yellow, with the crown, wings, and tail

black. The female is much duller, grayish brown,

more or less tinged with yellow beneath. In

winter the nuile assumes a plumage verj- similar

to that of the female. The goldfinch is eminent-

ly gregarious, e.vcept during the breeding season,

and it seems loath to give up its social life, for

it is the last of our birds to go to housekeeping:

the eggs, which are spotless, are rarely laid be-

fore the end of June. The nest is a delicate cup
of soft materials, sometimes wholly of vegetable

down, and is placed in a bush or low tree. It

is often invaded by the cowbird ( q.v. ) . in which

case the goldfinches are likely to construct a sec-

ond story— i.e. a new nest on the top of the orig-

inal one—burying their own and the strange

egg, and laying a fresh set above. The flight of

the goldfinch renders the bird easy to recognize

on the wing, for it is always in a series of undu-
lations, and generally is accompanied by a faint

s\Acet twitter, which one writer translated as

'per-chick'-o-pee.' Several closely related species

are found in the Southwestern United States and
in Mexico.

GOLDFISH, or Golden Carp. A fish [Cnras-

Mils anratus) clos?ly related to the carp, a na-

tive of China, but now domesticated and natural-

ized in many parts of the world. It has been

long connnon in many of the fresh waters of

China, and was introduced into England about the

end of the seventeenth or the beginning of the

eighteenth century. On account of the brilliancy

of its colors and the ease with which it is kept

in glass globes or other vessels in apartments,

it soon became, and has continued to be. a gen-

eral favorite. Its ordinary length is five or six

inches, but it has been known to reach a foot.

When young it is of a blackish color, but acquires

its characteristic golden red as it advances to

maturity, some individuals (silrerfish) becom-
ing rijther of a silvery hue. Monstrosities of

various kinds are frequent, particularly ttt the

fins and eyes, a favorite Japanese variety having

three large tails. Culturists can induce and
strengthen the artificial golden color by control-

ling the amount of mineral in the water. Gold-

fish are easily kept in small glass aquaria. There
should be some sort of water plant in the water,

wliich should not be cold, and should be changed
in part every few days. Occasional sunlight is

good, to prevent the growth of fungi. The safest

food is that prepared and sold for the purpose.

Escaped specimens naturalized in rivers (as in

the Potomac) revert to their native olivaceous

green hue. An artificial grotesque variety is

illustrated on the Plate of Carp axd Allies.

GOLDFUSS, gOlt'foos, Georg August (1782-

1S48). A German paleontologist and zoologist.

He was born at Thurnau, near Bayreuth, Ba-

varia, and was educated at Berlin and Giittingen.

During the last thirty years of his life he was
professor of mineralogy and zoologj' at Bonn,
where he was also appointed director of the

Zoological Museum. Besides his principal work,

Petrafacta Germaniw (partly in collaboration

with Count zu Miinster, lS2(i-44). he published

Gruiidriss der Zoologie (2d ed. 1S34) . He is said

to have been the first to introduce the term
'protozoa' into scientific nomenclature.

GOLD'ING, Akthuk (c.l53_6-e.I605). An
English writer and translator. He was bom
probably in London, and is said to have studied

at Queen's College, Oxford. He was a friend of

Sir Philip Sidney, who, on leaving for the Low
Countries, intrusted to him the completion of the

translation of Philippe de Moraay's treatise, De
la. rfritd de la- ri'lif/ioti chretienne, w'hich Golding
publislied under the title A Woorke Concerning

the Trewenesse of the Christian Religion (1580).

He made many translations, devoting himself

especially to those from the works of Calvin and
Theodore Beza. but will be remembered chiefly

for his rendering into English, in ballad metre,

of the 'fvrst fower bookes' of Ovid's Metamor-
phoses ( 1507)

.

GOLD LACE. A fabric formed by weaving
silken threads that have been previously gilded.

The iieculiarity of this manufacture consists in the

gilding of the silk in such a manner that it shall

retain sufficient flexibility for weaving. A deep

yellow or orange-colored silk is used for the pur-

pose. The usual method of doing this is by what
is called 'fibre plating.' A rod of silver is gilded

by simply pressing and burnishing leaves of gold

upon it. 'This gilded silver is then drawn into

verv fine wire, so fine that one ounce of metal

can be extended to the length of more than a

mile. It is then flattened between polished steel

rollers, and further extended, so that a mile and

a quarter weighs only one ounce : for the last

dra\\ing the wire is passed through perforated

gems, such as diamonds or rubies. The film of

gold upon this flattened wire is much thinner

than beaten gold leaf, and has frequently been

quoted as an example of the divisibility of mat-

ter, as one inch of the highly gilded wire con-

tains but the eighty-millionth part of an ounce

of gold, while ^j of an inch, whicli is a visible

quantity exhibiting the color and lustre of gold,

contains hut j^j^^^j^rOf an ounce: or. in other

words, one ounce of gold covers a length of wire

of more than 100 miles. This flattened gilded

wire is then wound over the silk, so as to in-

close it conjpletely, and produce an apparently

golden thread. Other means of directly gilding
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the thread have been tried, and for some purposes
are successful ; but none have yet been discovered
which give the thread the same degree of lustre

as the above, which was lirst practiced in a ruder
manner by the Hindus. Much of the so-called

gold lace of commerce is made of an alloy known
as Dutch metal. Silver Lace is made in the
same manner as gold lace, e.\ccpt th.Tt the gold
coating is omitted. Both gold and silver lace are
used extensively for military and other uniforms,
ar.d for ornamental effects in women's apparel.

GOLD LEAF. See Gold-Beating.

GOLDMARK, gold'miirk, Karl (1832—). An
Austrian ^•onipo^ci. He was born in Keszthely,
Hungary, and, musically, was largely self-taught,

although he had some instruction on the vio-

lin from .Tansa in Vienna in 1844, and three
years later took lessons in composition from
Bohm. Firmly believing in his musical talent,

he devoted himself almost entirely to composi-
tion. Overcoming the most difficult obstacles,

he so far succeeded as to give his first public
concert in Vienna at the age of twenty-six years,

a pianofoite concerto of his own being a feature
of the programme. Outside of Germany he is

better known through his orchestral suites and
arrangements and smaller instrumental and
vocal compositions than for his operas, although
in his o^vn country, as well as in Germany, they
are regarded as standard. His ])ublislied works
include: Operas

—

Die Kiinigin von Saba, his chief
operatic success (1875); Merlin (1886); Das
Heimchen am Herd ( 189G, from Dickens's Cricket
on the Hearth); Die Kriegsgefangene (1899);
and several others not yet published or produced
m public. The overtures to I'rumctheiis Hound
and to Sappho are universal favorites. Other
compositions are: Sturm und Drang (for piano-
forte, op. r.|. Symphonies

—

IjihidUche Hoeli-rit;

the Sakuntala overture (op. 13), a well-known
concert work; and Iin J''riihliii<i: Scherzo in A
(for orchestra) ; songs, choruses, etc.

GOLD OF PLEASURE, False Flax {Came-
lina). A genus of plants of the order Cruciferae.
The common gold of pleasure (Catnelina sativa)
{Ft. Cameline, Ger. Dof<cr) is an annual, one and
a half to three feet high, with smooth, bright
green, entire or slightly toothed leaves, the
middle stem-leaves arrow-shaiied and embracing
the stem, and terminal racemes and pear-shaped
pouches. Notwithstanding its liigh-snunding Eng-
lish name, the plant is of humble and homely
appearance. It grows in fields and waste places
of Europe and the north of Asia, but is not
regarded as a native of America, although often
found in fields, particularly of flax. Its seed is

very commonly mixed with flaxseed imported
from other lands In many parts of Germany,
Belgium, and the south of Europe it is extensively
cultivated for the sake of its seeds, which are
rich in oil, and the oil cake of which, as well
as the seeds, though inferior to linseed and lin-

seed-oil cake, is also used for feeding cattle.
The oil. although sweet and pure at first, is very
apt to become rancid, and is less valued than
that of rnpeseed or colza, with which it is often
mixed. The value of the plant in agriculture
depends much on its adaptation to poor sandy
soils, although it prefers those of a better qual-
ity; and on account of its rapid growth, to
secondary cropping and green manuring. Since
it readily scatters seed, it is likely to become a

GOLDONL

weed pest; it is not much cultivated in any
part of .\nierica. The stems, which are tough,
lilinius, ami durable, are \ised for tliatching and
making brooms; their fibre is even used for
coarse paper. See Camelina.

GOLDONI, gol-do'ne. Carlo (1707-93). The
most celebrated Italian writer of comedy. He
was born in Venice, February 25, 1707, of a
good family, which lost its property in his child-
hood. His fatlicr, a jiliysician, took him to

Perugia, where he first entered school. He was
encouraged by his father in his strong taste for

the literature of classic comedy, and was given
an opportunity for practice on tlie amateur stage.

But the boy showed no aptitude for such per-

formances, and was sent to Pavia to study for

the Church. Still less fitted, however, for being
an ecclesiastic than for being an actor, he was
finally expelled from college for writing scurri-

lous satires. He studied law. and was admitted
as an advocate, getting his degree from Padua
in 1732, after his father's death. But the legal

profession did not prove lucrative, and he re-

linquished its practice to set about composing
comic almanacs, which became highly popular.
In this early part of his career he wrote a few
tragedies, among them Belisario, and several of
his minor comedies were represented, attracting
public favor by their novelty as well as their
merits. In 1736 he married the daughter of a
notary of Genoa, and about 1740 was for a
sliort time consul of Genoa at Venice. Financial
difficulties, however, occasionally hampered him in

literary work, until, having obtained an introduc-
tion to Prince Lobkowitz, he was intrusted with
the composition of an ode in honor of Maria
Theresa, and with the organization of the theat-
rical entertainments of the Austrian Army.
Subsequently for a time he lived at Florence
and Pisa. He returned to Venice in 1747 to
write for a manager named Medebac. and five

years later he made still more lucrative ar-

rangements at the Theatre of Saint Luke, where
much of his best work was done. In 1701 he
was invited to France, where he was soon ap-
pointed Italian master to the royal children, a
situation which allowed him to devote himself
tranquilly to his literary occupations. He began
after a time to write in French, and J.e bournt
biertfaisant, composed for the wedding of Louis
XVI., excited the admiration even of Voltaire.
On the breaking out of the Eevnlution Goldoni
lost his pension, but after his death (February
6, 1793) it was restored to his widow. He
left about one hundred and fifty comedies of very
unequal merit, some of the most noted of which
are: La donna di garbo ; La bottega del caff^.;
1,11 hirnndiern : U (liorritorr : II vecc/iic liiz:urro;

and L'adulatore. His ambition was to dispense
with some of the conventional accessories of the
comic stage of his time, and elevate that branch
of the national drama from the buffooneries into
which it had fallen. In this he succeeded. He
was a great admirer of Moli&re, and the larger
part of his works are inimitable representations
of the events of daily life, under both their
simplest and their most comjilex aspects.

Consult: the' .l/pmot>.<t of Carlo Ooldoni, trans,
by John Black, with an essay bv Howells (Bos-
ton, 1877) ; Gherardini, Vita di Carlo Ooldoni.
prefixed to the collected comedies (Alilan. 1821) ;

Molnienti, Carlo Goldoni (Venice, 1875) ; Galanti,
Ooldoni e Venezia, nel sccolo X^ III. (Padua,
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1883")^ Rabany, Carlo Goldoni: Le theatre et la

vie en Italic uu XVIlleme siecle (Paris. IS'.tfi)
;

Clipping, Al/ieri and Goldoni. Their Lives and
Adventures (London, 1857) ; Lettere di Carlo

Goldoni, con prefazione e note di G. U. Vrhani
(Venice, 1880). The most complete edition of

hi3 plays is that of Venice, 1788, republished in

Florence in 1827.

GOLDS. A jn'ople of the Lower Amur and the

Us>uri, ill Soutlicastern Siberia, belonsinsr, physi-

cally and linguistically, to the Tungusic group

of Siberian peoples. Deniker (1900) describes

them as "of a very pure type, and having a
fairly well developed ornamental art." Laufer,

who visited them in 1898-99, notes the great in-

fluence of Chinese symbolism and ornamental
motifs upon the art product'; of the Golds; the

dragon and the cock seem to have been introduced

thus. The Golds have a rich mythology (with

many archaic words and phrases), a considerable

portion of which has evidently originated in

Mongolian Central Asia. From the Chinese some
of the Golds have learned the art of silk-era-

broidery, in which they display great skill.

Although fishers and hiuiters generally, a portion

of them h.ive taken to agi'ioulture with not a
little success. They are said to be losing of late

years their individuality through the mania for

Russian fashions, etc. Laufer informs us that

"a tendency to rationalism, due perhaps to con-

tinuous contact with Chinese culture, is one of

the distinguishing traits of the Gold's character."

It is to this 'preponderance of intellect' that

Laufer attributes the absence of many ceremonies,

feasts, etc., among the Golds, and the dying out

of belief in the old shamans, whose place the

Russian physician now takes. Marriages of

Golds and Chinese are said to be often infertile.

A primitive people, under the influence of such
differing cultures as the Cliinese and the Rus-
sian, the Golds are of considerable ethnological

importance. The best recent account of the

Golds and other tribes of the Amur will be found

in Schrenck, "Die Viilker des Amurlandes,"
vol. iii. of his Forschunqen in Amnrland. lSo!r5(y

(Saint Petersburg, 1881-91): and Laufer, "The
Amoor Tribes," in the American Anthropologist

(New York) for 1900.

GOLDS'BOKO. A city and the county-seat of

Wayne County, N. C, 49 miles southeast of

Raleigh ; on the Neuse River, and on the South-

ern, the Atlantic Coast Line, and the Atlantic

and North Carolina railroads (itap: North
Carolina, E 2). It has Hermann Park, an Odd
Fellows' Orphan Home, the Eastern Insane

Asylum (colored), and a State Normal School

for negroes. The city is the commercial centra

for an agricultural and cotton-growing section

;

its industrial plants include cotton-mills, oil-

mills, furniture-factories, agricultural-implement

works, machine-shops, a mattress-factory, etc.

Goldsboro was settled in 1838, and was incor-

porated three years later. Lender a charter of

1901. the government is vested in a mayor,
elected every two years, and a council. The
water-works and electric-light plant are owned
and operated by the municipality. Population,

in 1890, 4017: 'in 1900. 5877.

GOIiDS'BOROUGH, Lotus Malesherbe.s
(1805-77). An American naval officer, bom at

Washington. D. C. He was appointed a mid-

shipman in the navy in 1812, when only seven

years old, but did not enter upon active duty
until 1816. He served on the Mediterranean and
Pacific stations, and was promoted a lieutenant

in 1825. He then spent two years in study in

Paris on leave of absence. In the following

year, 1827, being again on duty in the Mediterra-

nean, he distinguished himself by rescuing an
English brig which had been captured by pirates

in the Grecian Archipelago. In 183.3 he retired

from the navy, and settled in Florida, where he
recruited and commanded a corapanj' of volunteer

cavalrj' during the Seminole War. Returning
again to tlie na\'j'. he was promoted commander
in 1841, and served in the Mexican War. acting

as executive officer of the frigate Ohio at the

bombardment of Vera Cruz. In 1849 he was a
member of the joint army and navy commission
in California and Oregon; was superinteiulcnt of

the United States Naval Academy at Annapolis
from 1853 to 1857, during which period (1855)
he attained the grade of captain; and from 1857
to 1861 was again at sea. He w-as made flag-

officer at the outbreak of the Civil War, and on
the abolition of that rank in 1862 became rear-

admiral. His first service was with the North
Atlantic blockading sqviadron in September,
1861. He commanded the fleet which coiijierated

with General Burnside in his North Carolina
expedition in 1862 ; commanded the Euro])ean
Sriuadiou in 1865-67. and subsequently was com-
mandant of the navy yards at Mare Island,

California, and at Washington. In 1873 be re-

tired from active duty as senior officer in point
of length of service.

GOLDSCHMID, golt'shmlt. See Fabricius,
Georg.

GOLDSCHMIDT, Adalbert vox (18.53—).
A German composer. He was born at Vienna,
and was educated at the conservatory in that
city. Although not a musician by profession,

he acquired an excellent reputation as a com-
poser, notably through his three-part cantata Die
siebcn Todsiinden. based upon the celebrated poem
bv Robert Hamerling. The cantata Avas first per-

formed at Berlin in 1875. In 1884 Goldschmidt
brought out an opera entitled Heliunthvs, which
was followed, in 1889, by a trilogi", Gwa.

GOLDSCHMIDT, HERSlAlf (1802-66). A Ger-
man painter and astronomer. He was bom at

Frankfort, June 17, 1802, the son of a Jewish
merchant. For ten years he assisted his father

in his business, and studied painting at Munich
under Cornelius and Schnorr. In 1836 he es-

tablished himself in Paris, where he painted a
number of pictures of average merit, among
which may be mentioned the "Cuniipan Sibyl,"

an "Offering to Venus," a "View of Rome," the

"Death of Romeo and Juliet," and several Alpine
landscapes. In 1847 he began to devote his at-

tention to astronomy; and from 1852 to 1861

he discovered fourteen asteroids between Mars
and Jupiter, on which account he received the

grand astronomical prize of the Academy of

Sciences. His observations of the protuberances

on the sun, made during the total eclipse on
July 10. 1860, are included in the work of

Miidler on the eclipse, published in 1861. He
died at Fontainebleau, September 10, 1866.

GOLDSCHMIDT, Jenny Lind. See Lind,
Jenny.
GOLDSCHMIDT, ]Meyer Aaron (1819-87).

A Danish publicist and novelist, born at Vording-
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borg, of Jewish parents. In 1847 he founded

the periodical Xord og 8yd. which, under his

management, became an influential political or-

gan. In ISdl he established tlic \veol<ly paper

Hjeinmc oq (tic. lie was a gifted story-teller,

and his descriptions of Jewish life have never

been surpassed. His numerous novels and fables

include: lUi Jiidc (184.'), Eng. trans, under the

title The Jeio of Denmark, by Mrs. Bushby,
1852); Hjemliist (185:5; Eng. trans, by the

author under the title Homeless; or, A Poet's

Inner Life, ISGl) ; Rahhien op RUl<}erpn (1869) ;

Kjiirlifihcd-ihislorier fra ninnfic Lnnde. a series of

love-tales of various lands (1867); and Av-
rohmche ym tergal (1871).

GOLDSCHMIDT, Otto (1829—). A Ger-

man-English pianist, conductor, and composer. He
was born at ilamburg, and was a pupil of .Jakob

Schmitt, MendeLssohn, and Chopin. In 1851 he

accompanied Jenny Lind on her American tour,

and married her at Boston in the following year.

After a sojourn of three years at Dresden (1852-

55), the couple removed to London in 1858, after

which Goldschmidt was prominentl.v identified

with the musical life of the British capital. He
successively became professor and vice-principal

of the Royal Academy of jMusic (1863). and
director of' the Bach Choir (1876-86), a society

founded by him in 1875. He also, on several

occasions, conducted the celebrated Lower Rhine
Festivals at Diisseldorf. Among his principal

musical publications are: Ruth, an oratorio

(1867); Choral-Rook for England (with Julius

Benedict) ; a pianoforte concerto, op. 10; a piano-

forte trio, op. 12; and several other pianoforte

compositions and songs. After the death of his

wife (1887) he was instrumental in securing the

publication of her biography (1891).

GOLDSINNY, or GOLDFINITY. A small,

bright yellow European wrasse [Si/mphodus me-
lops) , frequenting rocky coasts, and sometimes
taken by anglers.

GOLD'SMITH, Lewis (c.I76.3-1846) . An
English journalist, whose parents or grand-
parents were .Tews from Portugal. He was born
in London, and was educated there for the law.

A strong sympathizer with the Revolutionists in

France and Poland, he used his pen in their

behalf after his return to London from a Conti-
nental sojourn. In 1802 he edited a tri-weekly

paper in the interests of Napoleon. . The Emperor
demanded of him service's of espionage and in-

trigue that he refused to render, and he left his

French post in 1800, establishing himself in Lon-
don as a notary and journalist. He was well
equipped to revile his Revolutionary associates,

and did so with a free pen, attacking Napoleon's
moral character, and becoming an ardent par-
tisan of Louis XVIII. He became a disciple of
Robert Owen in England, and lived to be a very
old man.

GOLDSMITH, Oliver (1728-74). An Eng-
lish author. He was born in the village of
Pallas. Countv of Longford, Ireland, Xovember
10, 1728. His father. Rev. Charles Goldsmith,
a clergyman of the Established Church, was at
that time curate to the rector of Kilkenny West.
When six years old. Oliver was placed in the
village school kept by an old soldier, Thomas
Byrne, described in "The Deserted Village." WTiile
there he suffered permanent disfigurement from
a bad attack of smallpox. He subsequently at-

tended other small schools, and at length entered

Trinity College, Dublin, as a 'sizar,' or poor

scholar (.June 11, 1744). Neither at school nor

at the university did he display any conspicuous
talents. But he had long been interested in

chapbooks and the ballads of the peasantry, and
had attempted verse. Disliking his tutor and his

studies, humiliated by his position, and becoming
involved in a college riot, he sold his books ami
ran away to Cork. Through the influence of his

brother Henry, he was induced to return to the

university, where he was graduated B.A. ( Feb-

ruary 27, 1749). His imcle, Rev. Tiiomas Con-
tarine, who had helped Goldsmith at the univer-

sity, now tried to induce him to take orders;

but he either declined or was rejected by the

Bishop of Elphin. Thereupon he went to Cork
to embark for America, but missed his ship.

His uncle next gave him £50 to study law in

London; but Goldsmith soon returned, having
got no farther than Dublin, where he lost his

money at a gaming-house. Again aided by Con-
tarine, he succeeded in reaching Edinburgh,
where he began the study of medicine in 1752;
but toward the end of the next year he sailed

for I^yden, and then set out on tlie grand tour,

wandering on foot through Flanders, France,

Germany, and Italy, paying while in France for

the hospitality of the peasants by playing on his

flute. In 1756 he returned to England with
empty pockets, and soon began to practice medi-
cine in Southwark. He quickly abandoned his

]>rofcssion to become, in turn, proofreader, usher
in an academy at Peckham, and then hack-
writer at 'an adequate salary' for the Monthly
Review. In 1758 he was nominated physician
and surgeon in the India service, but the ap-

pointment was not confirmed; and being ex-

amined the same year at Surgeons' Hall for the
post of 'hospital mate,' he was found 'not quali-

fied.' The very clothes in which he appeared
before his examiners were borrowed; and, being
in great distress, he pawned them.

Besides several articles in the Monthly Re-
view, Goldsmith had by this time translated the
Memoirs of Jean Marteilhe of Bergerac (1758).
In .April of the next year he attracted some
attention by the Enquiry into the Present State

of Polite Learning in Europe. He was employed
on three periodicals started in this year, writing
probably all the articles for the Bee, a weekly
that ran through only eight numbers. On Jan-
uary 24, 1760, he contributed to the Public
Ledger the first of the celebrated Chinese Letters,

republished two years later luider the title of

The Citizen of the World. In 1762 appeared
also the Life of Richard Nash, the famous Bath
beau. His literary work had already gained him
the friendship of Bishop Percy and Dr. .Johnson.

In 1764 the Literary Club was founded, and
Goldsmith was one of the nine original members.
He was thus brought into intimacy with some
of the most eminent men of the time. This year
he published A History of England, in a series
of letters, which was followed by "The Traveler"
in 1765, a poem which placed him at once in the
front rank of contemporary writers. The follow-
ing year came his only novel. The Viear of Wake-
field, which, with all its faults, is one of the most
deli;jhtful stories in English literature. It h.Ts

passed through more than a hundred editions.

Turning now to the drama, he produced The
flood-Natured Man, performed at Covent Garden,
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January 20, 1708. It did not meet with great

favor. Dislieartencd, he turned again to hack
work; but in 1770 he published his finest poem,
"The Deserted Village." On March 15, 177.3. .SVic

Stoops lo VoiK/iirr, unsurpassed among later Eng-
lish comedies, was performed at Covent Garden,
and met witli insUmt success. Goldsmith died in

his chambers at the Middle Temple, April 4,1774,
and was buried in the grounds of the Temple
Church. Tlie Literary Club erected a monument to

his memory in Westminster Abbey, bearing an
epitaph of Dr. Johnson. His statue stands at

tlie portal of Trinity College, Dublin. While Gold-

smith was producing his finest work, he was also

compiling histories and writing reviews. Among
productions not mentioned above are: Tlie flrrcicin

History (1774) ; the incomplete History of Ani-

mated Nature (1774) ; and the delightful poems,
"Retaliation'' (1774) and "The Haunch of Veni-
f'on" (17"()i. (ioldsiiiith was the most natural
English genius of liis time. He did not possess

Johnson's massive intellect, nor Burke's passion
and general force; but he wrote the finest poem,
the most charming novel, and—with the excep-

tion perhaps of The Hchool for Scandal—the best

comedy of the period. Than his style, nothing
could be more natural, simple, and graceful.

For his Life, consult: Forster (London. 1848;

enlarged ed. 1854) ; Irving (New York, 1849) ;

Black, in IJiifiUfili Men of Letters (London. 1879) ;

and Dobson, in Great Writers (London, 1888) ;

also Boswell, Life of Dr. Johnson (London,
1889) ; and tlie Wakefield edition of the Com-
plete Works (12 vols., London, 1900).

GOLDSMITH BEETLE. A large scaraband
beetle {Cotalpa lanigera) of the Eastern United
States, allied to the dung-beetles, and golden
yellow in color. It is especially fond of willow-

trees, where it hides and nests among the leaves

in the daytime, going abroad only at night. It

deposits its large eggs singly in the soil, and
the larval stages, which extend over about three

years, are passed underground. The name is

applied in a more general way to all the beetles

of the group Rutelina?, of which many of the
largest and most brilliantly metallic inhabit Cen-
tral .America.

GOLDSMITH'S MAID. A bay trotting

mare, sired by Abdallah, and famous between
1866 and 1878". In 1871 she took the mile trot-

ting record from Dexter in 2:17; but in 1874
was beaten by Rarus (2:1314).

GOLDSMITHS' NOTES. The earliest form
of bank-notes; so called because goldsmiths were
the first bankers.

GOLDSMITH'S WORK. Metal-work of the

finest and most elaborate, though not always the

most artistic sort, such as is done with gold, with
electron or with silver gilt, which la.st is so much
used in decorative art as to be admitted as a
metal—the French i^ermeil being used in recent

times in this sense alone. Goldsmith's work in-

cludes repousse work (q.v.) , and soldering of part
to part, including the attaching of minute balls

or grains of gold, a system followed very largely

in antiquity. It includes also striking with the
die and the pun-'h, and saw-piercing, spinning,

and other industrial processes especially in use

in the making of cheaper and more sho\vy work.
Enameling is in use for all kinds of goldsmith's

work, as an added adornment. Goldsmith's work
is divisible into the two main departments of

plate and jewelry, or the making of vessels and
receptacles of all sorts on the one hand, and the

making of personal adornments, on the other
hand. There are some pieces of work that seem to

iKild a place half way between these departments;
(lius the making of watch-cases, if they are other
than plain circular cases of no elaboration of

ornament, that is, if they are embossed, incrusted

with enamel, or set with jewels, may l)e very
refined goldsmith's wcrk, hard to classify. In

this connection may be mentioned the peculiar

technical matter of perfect box-making, a thing

which is rare in Euroi^ean goldsmith's work.
Thus a watch-case, twelve-sided or sixteen-sided

instead of round, and with four or five separate

rims and edges to fit one upon another, is a

triumph if it has not visible (laws; and Ihe best

adjustment of very fine and delicate hinges is

also a great virtue in fine work.

The most refined in design of all goldsmith's

work is that done imder Greek inliiience in an-

tiquity. Not many specimens of it remain, and
we are ignorant how general was the use of the
more difficult and delicate mechanical processes;

for much of the gold found in tombs is roughly
and slightly made, as if a mere simulacrum—

a

conferring upon the dead a mere semblance of the

objects belo\cd during life. The few gold vases,

and similar large objects that have come down
to us are of a period later than the central epoch
of Greek art; moreover, they are generally the

'finds' of explorers in remote provinces—Kerteh
on the Black Sea or in the Spanish Peninsula, or in

the lands of the Lower Danube, like Pctrossa,

near Bucharest, in the Kingdom of Rumania. The
goldsmith's work that we study most carefully

for suggestions in design is that of the Middle
.4ges. and the Renaissance for the large pieces,

like liturgical vessels, and that of the eigliteenth

century for small objects of personal use ; but
personal jewelry is, in the main, of modern origin

in its design and manufacture. It is rare, how-
ever, to find in modern work any special artis-

tical merit. The demand for very costly stones

set in a showy way by those who alone can

afford to spend money liberally makes the evolu-

tion of highly organized design in metal-work
very difficult.

" See Jewelry.

GOLD STICK. A superior officer in the Eng-
lish R.iyal Body-Guard, and a captain in the

Corps of Gentlemen-at-Arms. They are so called

because, on state occasions, they carry a gilded

baton.

GOLDSTTTCKER, golt'stu-ker, Theodor
(1821-72). A German-English Sanskrit scholar.

He v\as born of Jewish parents at KJinigsberg,

Prussia, and was educated at that city and in

Bonn and Paris, where he was collaborator with

Burnouf on the Introduction a I'histoire dii Botid-

dhisme indien. After a visit to England and a so-

journ of two years at Konigsberg, he went to Ber-

lin, where he contributed valuable material on

Indian afl'airs to Humboldt's Kosmos. Soon after-

wards he went to England, and in 1852 was ap-

pointed professor of Sanskrit at I'niveVsity Col-

lege, London. During an activity of nearly thirty

years at that institution, he did much toward the

advancement of Oriental science. He was an able

controversialist, but frequently permitted him-

self to be carried too far in his attacks on such dis-

tinguished scholars of the German school as Bdht-

lingk, Weber, and others. His writings include:
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On the Deficiencies in the Present Administration

of Hindu, Law (1871) ; Panini, His Place in Han-
skril Literature (1801) ; an anoiiynious tviiiisla-

tion of Krishna Misia's PrubOdlui-l'liandrOdaya

(Kijnigsbcrg, 1842) ; and his postliunious eilition

of the Mahabhashya (3 vols., London, 1874).

Many of liis minor eohtributions are collected in

his Literary Remains (London, 1879).

GOLD THREAD. See Coptis.

GOLDTIT, or Vebuin. A most curious little

bird (Auriparus flaviccps) of the titmouse fam-
il.y (Parida;). It is four inches long, and abun-

dant in tlie valleys of tlie Rio Grande and Colora-

do and in Lower California. The upper parts

are ashy, the under parts whitish, and the whole
bead golden yellow. Its habits and manner par-

take of those of both the chickadees and the

warblers; and it makes a remarkable nest, often

as large as a man's head, woven of twigs into a
globular mass, and placed in a thorny tree. It

i.s lined with dov\Ti and feathers, and the eggs
are four to six, pale bluish speckled with brown.
Consult Coues. Birds of the Colorado Valley
(Washington, 1878).

GOLD WASP. See Cuckoo-Fly.

GOLDZIHER, golt'tse-er, IgxVAZ (1850—).
An Hungarian ( irientalist. born at Stuhlweissen-

burg. He studied at the universities of Buda-
pest, Berlin, and Leipzig, and made special

investigation of Oriental manuscripts in the li-

braries of Leyden and Vienna. He was appointed
a lecturer at the University of Budapest in

1872, and became professor there in !S!)4. In 1870
he was elected a corresponding member, and in

1892 a full member of the Hungarian Academy.
He visited Egypt, Syria, and Palestine in 1873-

74. His writings in Hungarian comprise a large
number of contributions to the publications of

the Academy, including papers on Oriental book-
making (1874). on tlie history of philological

study among the Arabs (1878), and on the prog-
ress and results of archieology in Palestine
(1880). His chief publications are in German,
among them such scholarly works as: Siudien
iiber Tnnrhiim Jertischalmi (1871) ; the treatise

Der Myfhos hei den Hebraern ^tnd seine ge-

sohichtliche Entwiekhinfj (1876; in an English
translation, London, 1877): and Mohammeda-
dische Studicn (2 vols.. 1889-90). GokUiher is

considered one of the foremost European scliol-

ars in subjects connected with Mohammedanism.

GOLET'TA. Tlie port of Tunis, Africa.

GOLF (probably from Dutch kolf, OHG. chol-

ho, (ier. Kolhe, Kolbcn. club, Icel. kolfr, bolt,

In/Ifa^ club). The game of golf is of Scottish
origin. When James VI. of Scotland succeeded
Queen Elizabctli on tlie English throne, his Scot-

tish train played the game on Blackheath : whcre-
bj' caine about the curious fact that the oldest

organized golf club is English. It was an exotic,

however, and remained the only one south of the
Tweed for two hundred and fifty years. Mean-
while in Scotland the game maintained its popu-
larity, and was so generally indulged in by all

classes of society that any village' in East
liOtliian could be sure of competitors." from the
village cobbler to the laird of the neighborhood.
The early conditions were as democratic as the
company.
A tent erected upon special occasions was the

only rendezvous of the local golfers; and the

links were laid out across a tract of coramon-
laiid by the seaside, over which every inhabitant
of tlie district had some riglit. The prize was
seldom more than a club with a silver band
round it; or .a dozen balls; or later on a simple
medal; even the great national prize was only
a silver club, and that never became the property
of the winner. The association for wliich the

winner played had its custody until the next
yearly contest. The earliest implements with
wliich it was played were practically as good as
tliey are to-day. except in the case of the balls,

whicli were formerly made of a leather case
stutTed with feathers. The two great Scotch
associations, while younger than the English one
mentioned above, are of far greater importance
to the history of the game. Tlie Honorable
Company of Edinburgh Golfers was in organized
existence previous to 1744. Its members plaved
on tlie links of Leith until 1831, and from 1836
have played at Musselburgh. The Royal and
Ancient, more popularly known as Saint Andrew's
of Scotland, was established in 1754, and ever
since has been the acknowledged leader in the
sport. The first clubs established outside Great
Britain were the Calcutta Golf Club of East In-

dia, established in 1829. and tlie Royal Bombay
Club, incorporated in 1842. Another club wa.3
in full vigor in JIadras at a somewhat later
date. The next foreign settlement was at Pan,
in Southern France, where numerous Scotchmen
were in search of health. It was not until 1864
that the invasion of England proper began, with
the establishment of the Golf Club of Westward
Ho, in Devonshire, followed in the next year by
tlie London Scottish, at Wimbledon ; and shortly
afterwards by the Hoylake, at Liverpool; and
(hen by hundreds of others throughout the coun-
try. Canada caught the infection in the early
seventies, resulting in the organization of the
Royal Montreal Golf Club in 1873. In the United
States, New York (1890) was the first to take
up the game, followed almost immediately by the
country at large, so that at the beginning of the
twentieth century public links were to be found
in the public parks of the large cities, and nearly
every town and village in the country had its

public or private golf-links.

The game is played with a ball made of gutta-
percha having a diameter of l';4 inches and weigh-
ing from 20 to 28 pennyweights, hit with such
one of the clubs used as is most suitable for the
accomplishment of a particular stroke. It is

played over a course laid out over an open
stretch of country, and the object is to hit the
ball into each of the holes made for its reception
successively in tlie fewest numlier of strokes. The
number of holes is usually eighteen, but where
the area available is limited, nine played twice
round are made to do service. The distance of
each hole from the striking-oflf pliice (or teo)

depends upon the nature of the intervening land ;

from 100 to 000 yards is the usual, limit. In lay-

ing them out advantage is taken of such natural
obstacles to straightforward play as ditches,
walls, trees, hills, roads, or hollow places, so as to
break up the total length into difficult portions,
compplling the player to exercise judgment and
skill. If there are no natural obstacles, or haz-

ards, artificial ones are introduced, such as a
bunker made by hollowing out the earth and leav-

ing it, loose like sand in front of a hole, or an em-
bankment raised at some selected spot. The game
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is played mostly by twos (singles), though some-

times by two pairs (or foursomes), and it may
be either "iiiedul play' or 'match play.' In the

former all the strokes of the game are added
together at the end of the eighteen holes, and

he who has completed the round in the lowest

number of total strokes wins; or, if match play,

each hole is counted separately to tlie one who
makes it in the fewest strokes, the winner being

the one who has most holes to his credit.

The play is begun by one player placing his ball

on the tee, or striking-off place, and striking it

with one of his clubs, called tlie driver, such a
distance as will best land it in a favorable place

for the next stroke. Then his opponent drives

off, and tliey both proceed to where their respec-

tive balls have fallen. In the ensuing strokes,

and the clioice of clubs with which to make them,

the players must be guided by conditions — the

lengtli of the liole, tlie conformations of the

ground to be covered, and the obstacles to be

safely passed. The game is divided into three

parts, distance shots, approaching, and putting.

For the distance shots three clubs are generally

used, the driver and the brassie. made of wood,

and the cleek, made of steel. When the ball has

been driven to within one hundred or one hun-

dred and fifty yards of the hole, the approach
shot, of wliich the object is accuracy rather than

distance, may be made by using the mid-iron or

the mashie. Around the hole the grass is cut

short and the ground made as level as possible.

This is called the putting-green. Putting, the

third department of the game, consists of tapping

the ball liglitly witli a short club with the object

of rolling the ball into the hole, which is four

and one-half inches wide. The conventional kit

of clubs consists of the driver, the brassie, the

cleek, the mid-iron, the mashie, and the putter.

There are, however, variations of these types,

such as the spoon, the driving-mashie, the lofter.

the cran-cleek, the hollow-faced cleek, the jigger,

and the niblick, the last-named club being by
reason of its shape and weight of particular value

in playing out of sand or long grass.

The ruies are based upon those of the Saint

Andrews Club of Scotland. Players are of two
classes, professional and amateur, and the na-

tional championships are three: One for men
(amateurs), one for women (amateurs), and an

open championship for men, amateurs being at

liberty to enter.

In America the central authority is the United
States Golf Association, organized December 22,

1894, when it consisted of the Cliicago f4oIf Club,

the Country Club of Brookline, the Newport Golf

Club, and the Saint Andrews Golf Club of Yon-

kers. It now (1902) consists of nearly two hun-

dred clubs, and there are subsidiary associations,

the Metropolitan, Western, Southern, Intercol-

legiate, Western Pennsylvania, and Florida Golf

associations, the League of the Lower Lakes,

the Pacific Northwest, New Jersey State, Indiana

State, and several women's associations. Not
included in these associations are hundreds of

separate clubs.

In the men's amateiir championship the en-

tries are reduced by a preliminary sifting at
medal play to the 64 lowest. These then play

match play every consecutive day, whereby the

numbers are day bv dav reduced, first to 32. then

to 16, then to' 8,' then to 4, and finally to 2.

The women's championsliip is not so exhaustive
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as the men's. In it the entries are reduced by
one round at medal play to 32, who thereafter

meet at match play in a round of 18 holes every

consecutive day, as in tlie former case.

The open championship is a contest of four

times round the links, 72 holes, at medal play.

Consult especiallv: Clark, (Jolf : .1 lioiinl and
Ancient Game (New York. 1899) ; Kerr. The Golf

Book of East Lothian (Edinburgh, 1896) : Lee,

Golf in America (New York, 1895) ; Travis,

Practical Golf (New York, 1901) ; Hutchinson,

(?o?f, "Badminton Series" (London, 1890).

B
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GOLF CLUBS.

1. Driver. 2. Brassie. 3. Cleelv. 4. Driving mashie.
5. Mid-iron. 6. Mashie (ordinary). 7. Mashie (Taylor).
8. Putter.

GOL'GOTHA. See Holt Sepulchre.

GO'LIAD. The county-seat of CJoliad County,
Tex., 134 miles south of Austin; on the San
Antonio River, and on the Southern Pacific Rail-

road. It contains a fine court-house and inter-

esting remains of the old Spanish mission. La
Bahia. Tlie town has cotton-gins and cottonseed-

oil mills, the products of which with live stock

constitute a considerable trade. Population, about

2000. Here in 1747 was established the mission

Esplritu Santo de Zuniga, and the presidio of

Santa Maria de Loreto del Espiritu Santo, gen-

erally known as 'La Eahia,' which had been

founded about 1722 on the site of La Salle's Fort

Saint Louis, and renio\ed to the Guadalupe River

abotit 1727. In 1829 the place was raised to the

rank of a villa, and was named Goliad (Goliath)

.

In 1812-13 during the war between Jlexico and
Spain, Gutierrez was besieged here for a short

time by a large Spanish force ; on October 9, 1835,

the place, then garrisoned by a Mexican force of

about 50, was captured by an equal number of

Texans under Captain Collingsworth. On Decem-
ber 20. 1835, a declaration of Texan independence

was made here, several months before the ofllcia!
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3. A HALF SHOT
4. ADDRESSING THE BALL
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declaration was iiiadf at Wasliington (Texas),
and on iJareli 27, lS;iG, in what is known as the
'maiisacre of Goliad,' more than 300 Texaus and
Americans under Colonel Fannin were murdered
near here in oold blood by the ^Mexicans, at Santa
Anna's orders. See Faxxix, James W.
GOXIAR'DIC LITERATURE, or Caemina

BuBAXA. The songs of llie wandering students
in the later Middle Ages. These called themselves
Goliardi, i.e. children or followers of Golias.

Nothing is definitely known about this Golias.

By some tlie poems bearing his name liave been
attributed to Walter INlapes, but there is no pos-

sibility that the songs of the Goliards represent

tlie creation of any one man or even of a few
men. They bear tlie stamp of universality. A
song, originally sung by one poet or rhymester,
was adopted, changed, resung, by others, until it

became the common property of tlie student body.
The poems as a wliole may be diyided into two
general classes. Tlie first class comprises the

satirical songs. With tlie impatience and enthu-
siasm of youth the students attacked the vices

of all classes except their own, and of course the
members of the Church fared worst. Their poems
are exceedingly irreverent to the ecclesiastical

dignitaries, and this fact alone was sufficient to
prevent any author from putting his name to his

verses. In the second class the noticeable facts

are the purely pagan spirit, the love of outdoor
life, the zest for enjoyment, the feeling that all

things which yield pleasure are lawful. Their
themes are three: nature, wine, and women, all of

which they loved ardently. Some of their songs are
popular at the present time. The German Corps-
students still sing at the grave of a departed
brother, Gaiideamus ifjitur, jui-enes diim sunius.
The best known of the drinking songs is Ueum est

propositnm i» Uiherna mori. The Lauriger Hora-
tius is believed to be the work of the Goliardi.
Consult: Sywonds.^^'ine. Women, and Song (Lon-
don, 1884) ; Schmeller, Carmina Burana (3d ed.,

Breslau, 1894) ; Wright, "Latin Poems Common-
ly Attributed to Walter !Mapes," Camden Society
Publicalwns: (London, 1841); Pernwerth von
Biirnstein. Carmina Burana Selecta (Wiirzburg,
1879).

GOL'IAS. See GoliaSdic Litebatuee.

GOLI'ATH. A Philistine giant, born in Gath.
and slain by an Israelitish hero. According to
I. Sam. .xvii. it was the youthful David who killed

this giant, felling hini with a stone from his
sling, *nd cutting off his head with the fallen
champion's sword. (See David.) An older and
more reliable tradition ascribes the deed to one
of David's warriors, Elhanan, the son of Dodo (or

Jair) , of Bethlehem (II. Sam. xxi. 19; xxiii. 24).
Probably the name of Elhanan's father and his
home in Bethlehem facilitated the change. It is

a common occurrence, however, that a famous
king receives the credit for deeds done by his
men. In I. Chron. xx. 4-8 Elhanan is said to
have slain Lahnii, the brother of Goliath, and in

the authorized version of II. Sam. xxi. 10 the
Hebrew text is corrected to accord with this.

The brother has probably been introduced to har-
monize the two narratives.

GOLIATH BEETLE. Any of several huge
cetonian beetles of the family Scarabseidae, and
genus Goliathus. specifically Goliathus giganteus.
which is about four inches long by two inches
wide. This species is West African, and accord-

ing to Ulilet is subject to so much variation that
several names have been given to its varieties.
It is generally clialky white, with velvety black
markings, prominently six black lines on the pro-
thorax. They frer|uciit tlio tops of forest trees,

and are said to be fed oil llie sap. They are near
allies of the Hercules beetles (q.v. ).

GOLITZIN, or GALITZIN, gfi-litsln. A
]iriHceh family of Russia, tracing its descent
from Gedimin, Cirand Prince of Lithuania, ances-
tor of the Jagellon Kings of Poland.

—

Pbi.nce
JIikhail Golitzin was a celebrated military
icinunaiider under Basil I\'., Grand Prince of
Moscow. He fought in the Crimea and in
Lithuania, and in 1514 led an army against the
Poles. He was defeated at Orslia and taken
prisoner, remaining in captivity until 1552. He
died in a convent at Moscow soon after his re-
lease.

—

Vasily Va.silyevitch Golitzin, great-
grandson of Mikhail, pla.yed an important role
at the time of Boris Godunoff and the false De-
metrius. He was sent as Ambassador to Poland
with the offer of the Russian crown for Prince
Ladislas, hut was cast into prison by the Poles,
and died in 1019.

—

Boris Alexeyevitch Golitzin
( 1641-C.1713) was the preceptor of Peter the
Great and one of tlie regents of the Empire during
Peter's tra\els abroad. He became subsequently
Governor of Kazan and Astrakhan, and enjoyed
great favor with the Czar.

—

Vasily' Va.silye-
vitch Golitzin-, known as the Great ( 1613-1714)

,

distinguished himself in military operations
against the Cossacks of the Dnieper, gained tlie

title of Ataman, and after 1080 was Minister of
State. Ho was the lover of Sophia, sister of Peter
the Great, •who acted as regent during the young
ruler's minority. As such, Golitzin was the
virtual ruler of Russia, carrying on the govern-
ment with great ability and "firmness. He made
the beginnings of military reform, thus preparing
tlie way for the thorough organization of the
army by Peter the Great. Upon the assumption
of the Government by Peter in 1089. Vasily suf-
fered disgrace and was banished to Siberia, "where
he died.

—

Dmitri Golitzin (died 1738) was Rus-
sian Ambassador to Turkey and Austria, and
subsequently Superintendent of the Imperial Fi-
nances. He was one of the leaders of the aristo-
cratic party which, upon the accession of Anna
Ivanovna (q.v.). sought to impose a constitution
upon the Empress by the terms of which the
chief power would have been vested in the hands
of a small faction of the nobility. The at-
tempt, however, failed, and Dmitri died in prison
at Seliliisselliurg. — Mikhail Golitzin (1074-
1730), brother of Vasily, entered the army at t)ie

age of twelve and early distinguished 'himself
against the Turks. In 1700 he commanded a
Russian corps, operating against the Swedes in
Lithuania; in 1708 he gained the important vic-
toiy of Lvesnaya, and in 1714 overran Finland,
and was Governor of the country until 1721, in
which year he conducted the negotiations lead-
ing to the Peace of Nystad. Golitzin was one
of the greatest generals Russia has ever pro-
duced and a man of many abilities and admirabla
character. As Governor of Finland his conduct
was marked by such justice and kindliness as to
gain him. from a conquered population, the title
of Fiiisldbog. 'Godhead of the Finns.'—ALFy-
ANDEB MiKnAILOVITOir GoiITZIN (1718-83), soa
of Mikhail, after acting in the diplomatic service
of Russia at Constantinople and Dresden, entered
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the army and fought with distinction in the

.Seven Years' War. in 1709 he took Kliotin from

the Turks. He was subsequently Governor of

Saint Petersburg and field marshal.

—

Dmitri
Alexeyevixch Goi.iTZiN (1735-1803) was a well-

known diplomat and man of letters. From 1765

to 1773 lie was Russian Ambassador at Paris,

where he lived in close touch with Voltaire and
other literary men of the time. In 1773 he be-

came Ambassador at The Hague, whence, on the

outbreak of the French Revolution, he retired

to Germany, where he devoted himself to the

studv of the physical sciences. He wrote

:

Description physique de la Tauride (1788);
Traile ilc miiirralogie (1792) ; L'esprit clcs icono-

mistes (1796).—His wife, Adelheid Amalie
(1748-180G), was a fervent Catholic. She made
her home at Miinster, and became the centre of a

hand of religious enthusiasts and mystics, whose

efforts were directed toward counteracting the

prevailing materialism of the age. Her son

Dmitri was a Catholic missionary in the United

States. See G.^llitzin, Dmitri.—Alexander
NiKOL-^YEViTCii GoLiTZiN (1774-1844) was one

of the most influential counselors of Alexander I.,

together with whom he had been brought up. He
became Procurator of the Holy Synod in 1803,

and from 1817 to 1824 was Minister of Education

and Public Worship. His liberal views aroused

the opposition of the conservative element among
the clergy, and with the accession of Nicholas I.

he lost all intluencc.

—

Emanuel Mikiiailovitch

GoLlTZiN (1804-53) was born in Paris, and
studied at the Ecole Polytechnique under Gay-

Lussac. He entered the Russian Army in 1825,

and distinguished himself at the storming of

Varna (1828), but retired from the army in the

following year. He led a life of dilettante schol-

arship in" the capitals of Western Europe, his

chief interest lying in geography. He contributed

to the BuUeti'n de la Societe de Gcographie, in

Paris, and translated Ferdinand von Wrangcl's

Voyage to Siberia from the Russian. He also

wrote La Riixsie dti llime siccle dans ses rap]iorts

avec I'Etirope occidentale, which was published

two years after his death.

—

Nikolai Sergete-

TITCH GOLITZIN (1808-92) entered the army in

1825 and rose to be lieutenant-general. He wrote

A Military History of the World from the Most
Ancient Times (13 vols., 1872 et seq.).

GO'LITJS, go'lo-oos. .J.\C0BUS (1596-1667). A
Dutch Orientalist and mathematician. He was
horn at The Hague, studied at Leyden, and there,

in 1624, became professor of Arabic, and in 1629

professor of mathematics. He published a Lexi-

con Arabico-Lntinum (1653), and numerous
translations from the Arabic.

GOLLANCZ, gol'lans. Israel (1864—). An
English scholar. He was bom in London in 1864;

was graduated from Christ's College, Cambridge

(B.A^, 1887; M.A., 1891), became lecture*- in

English at University College, London (1892-

95), and has lectured in university extension

courses and at Cambridge. Most of his pub-

lished work has been in editing or in translating

Old and Middle English texts, as the Pearl

(1891); Cynewulf's Christ (1892); and the

Exeter Book (1895). He is also editor of the

Temple Shalccsprare (1894-96).
' GOL'OMYN'KA. See Oil-Fish ; Baikal.

GOL'ONDRI'NA. The common green house-

swallow (Tachycineta leucorrhous) , abundant
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everywhere south of the Amazonian forests. It

is closely related to the white-bellied tree-swallow

of the United States, and like that and other

species, has forsaken its native wildness and cus-

tom of nesting in hollow trees for intimate asso-

ciation with men, and nest-making beneath the

eaves of buildings. It is richly green, with a
white breast and rump. Jlany interesting things

are related of it by Hudson. Naturalist in La
Plata (London, 1892). See Swallow.

GOLOSHES, gft-lush'gz (OF., Fr. galoche,

probably from ML. calopedia, Gk. Ka\or6Siov,

kalopodion, clog, wooden shoe, diminutive of

)caX6;rnus, kalopous, KaXd-irovs, kalapous. shoe-

maker's last, from KaXoj-, kalon, wood -f- Trous,

pons, foot). A term applied by the French at

first to shoes partly of leather and wood, the

soles being wood, and the uppers of leather. The
term was introduced to this country as a cord-

wainer's technicality, to signify a method of re-

pairing old boots and shoes by putting a narrow
strip of leather above the sole so as to surround
the lower part of the upper leather. It was also

adopted by the patten and clog makers to dis-

tinguish what were also called French clogs from
ordinary clogs and pattens. Clogs were mere
soles of wood with straps across the instep to

keep them on
;
pattens were the same, with iron

rings to raise them from the ground ; but the

goloshes were wooden soles, usually with a joint

at the part where the tread of the foot came,
and with upper leathers like very low shoes.

By the term goloshes is now generally meant
the india-rubber over-shoes which were intro-

duced into Great Britain from America about the

year 1847 ; but it was some time after this

before the trade in them had reached nmch im-

portance, as at first they were clumsily made,
and of inferior quality. However, their quality

and appearance were soon much improved, and
the demand for them increased rapidly, but there

are signs that the trade in these shoes is some-
what on the decline. See Rubber.

GOLOVATSKY, go'lo-viit'ske, .Jakov Feodo-
RoviTcn (1814-88). A Russian scholar, born in

Czepiele, Eastern Galicia. After study at Pest

and Lemberg, he became professor of the Russian
language and literature at the University of

Lemberg in 1848. From 1867 he resided in Rus-
sia. His chief work is a collection of the folk-

songs of tlio Russian peoples in Galicia, Hungary,
and Bukowina, Xarodnyja pesni Galickoj i

Ugorskoj Ifiisi (1878).

GOLOVNIN, go-lov-nen'. Vassili Mikhailo-
viTfii ( 1776-1831 ) . A Russian sailor and explor-

er, born at Ryasan. He served in the English

Na\-y against France, and on his retui-n to Rus-

sia was put in connuand of the sloop Diana, to

make a trip of exploration around the world. In

1811 he was captured in .Japan and kept prisoner

until 1813. A second trip around the world was
made (1817-19) in the Russian corvette Kam-
chatka. His complete works, which contain de-

scriptions of both voyages and of his adventures

while in captivity, were pulilislied in five volumes

at Saint Petersburg in 1864. Golo^Tiin Bay and

Golo\-nin Sound, in Bering Sea, are named for

him.

GOLP, or GOLPE. A heraldic charge. See

Her.\H)KY.

GOLTERMANN, gOl'ter-mim. Georg Edu.\RD

( 1824-98) . A German violoncellist and composer.
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He was born at Hanover, and received his

musical education under Prell, Menter, and

Laehner. Aftxjr completing liis studies lie trav-

eled for two years giving concerts, in wliich

he frciinently performed his own highly suc-

cessful compositions. In 1852 he received a

])osition as musical director at \Vihzl)urg. and

in the following j-ear was appointed assistant

conductor of the orchestra of the Stadtt heater at

Frankfort-on-the-JIain, of which he hecame chief

conductor in 1.S74. Besides a symphony (IS.jl)

and t\\(i Fcsfspiel-Occrtiircs (op. "24 and 94),

his compositions include sonatas, songs, and nu-

merous works for the violoncello.

GOLTZ, golts, AiTGUST Fbiedrich Ferdinand,

Count von der (1705-1832). A Prussian states-

man, born at Dresden, and educated at Leipzig

and Frankfort-on-the-Oder. He was Prussian

Ambassador to Denmark. Sweden, and Russia

;

negotiated the Peace of Tilsit, was the Pleni-

potentiary of Prussia at the Congress of Erfurt

(1808), and concluded the last negotiations

(1812) with France. After the tennination of

the Napoleonic wars, he was appointed Prussian

Councilor of State (1817).

GOLTZ, BoGl-MiL (1801-70). A German hu-

morist, satirist, and moral philosopher. He was
born in Warsaw, attended the gymnasia at

Marienwerder and Iviinigsberg, studied agricul-

ture from 1817 to 1821, and for a time attended

philologic and philosophic lectures at the Uni-

versity of Breslau. In 1823 he purchased, near

Thorn", an estate which he subsequently aban-

doned to settle in Gollub and devote himself to

the study of literature and [esthetics. In 1847

he removed to Thorn, whence he made extensive

travels, and where he died. In 1847 appeared his

Unch der Kindheif, in which, with a mystic ten-

derness akin to that of Jean Paul, he depicts the

impressions of his own childhood. This was fol-

lowed by Eiii Jugendleben (1851), in similar

vein. Der Menseh vnd die Leiite (1858) is a
penetrative and peculiarly original study of va-

rious races. Die Detitsclien (18(;0), revealing the

same method applied to the German national

genius. He wa* a profound thinker: h\it his

style, though often spirited, lacks technical finish,

and frequently displays the grotesqueness of

Richter without the latters imagination. His
further works include: Ein Kleitistiidter in

Aeeiyptcn (18.53): FcifienUaffer (1861-04);

Die Bildunri niid die Gebildeten (1804) : and Die
^yllll!:lrlhrit mid die Lebensu'eisheit (1809).

GOLTZ, Friedrich (1834-1902). A German
physiologist, born at Posen. He studied at Ko-
nigsberg, and was there appointed a professor in

1865. In 1870 he became professor of physiology
at Halle, and from 1872 to his retirement in

1901 occupied a similar chair at Strasshurg. His
most important researches concern the functions
of the nerve-centres, and in particular reflex

nervous action. His writings include: Beitriifje

zur l.ehre rnn den FunJ^-tionen der 'Kervencentren
des Frosches (1869). and many contributions to
the Archil- fiir pnthoJof/ifiche Annloniir, Pln/siol-

Ofiit mid kHiiixrhe Medi.^in of Vircliow.

GOLTZ. Koi,M.\R. Baron von der (1843—). A
Gennan soldier and military author. He was
born at Bielkenfeld. East Prussia, was educated
at the Military Academy. Berlin, and served in
the Anstro-Prussian War of 1860. After the
Franco-German War, in which he participated as

an olliccr on the General Staff of the Second Army
Corps, he was appointed to the historical depart-

ment of the General Stall at Berlin, and sub.se-

quently became instructor in the IMilitary Acad-

emy. He resigned from the German service in

1883, and entered that of Turkey, where he con-

ducted the department of military education

until 1806. In tluit year he returned to (rt'r-

many, and was raised to the rank of lieutenant-

general. His works on military history and
tactics include: Leon (luinbctia uiid seine Armee
(1877; also translated into French, 1877); Das
Vo/A- in Waffen (4th cd. 1890) ; Der ihessalo-

niscite Kricg und die iiirkisclie Armcc (1898).

GOLTZ, Max, Freiherr von der (1838—). A
German naval officer, born at Konigsberg. He
entered the Prussian marine in 1853, was aiv

pointed naval ensign in 1859, in 1870 was de-

tailed for service in the Ministry of Marine, and
in 1875 attained the rank of captain. During
the disturbances in Egypt in 18S2 he was com-

manding officer of Germany's Mediterranean

squadron, in 1888 became vice-admiral and com-
mander of the Wilhelmshaven Naval Station, and
in 1895 was retired, with the rank of admiral,

at ids own request.

GOLTZ, TiiEODOR. Baron von der (1830—). A
German agriculturist, born at Coblenz, and edu-

cated at Erlangen and Bonn. In 1862 he was
appointed instructor at the Royal Academy of

Waldau. East Prussia, into which province he

introduced the first agricultural schools. He was
professor of agriculture at Kiinigsberg from 1869

to 1875, when he was appointed director of the

Agricultural Institute in that city. In 1885 he
was made professor of agriculture at Jena.

His publications include: Die landimrtschaftliche

Buchfiihrung (7th ed. 1892) ; Landwirtschaft-

liche Taxationslehre (2d ed. 1892) ; Agrarische

Aufgaben der Gegenicart (2d ed. 1895) ; Leit-

faden der landimrtschaftlichen Betriebslehre

(1897) ; and Vorlesungen uber Agrarwesen und
Agrarpolitik (1899).

GOLTZITTS, gol'tsi-oos. Hendrik ( 1558-1616).

A Dutch engraver, born at Miihlbracht (the pres-

ent Bracht ) . He was a pupil of Leonhard at

Haarlem, where he later set up as a copper-

plate printer. In his latter years he executed

several paintings: but he is best known for his

engravings, generally marked by an exceeding

delicacy of line. His plates include: "Tlie An-
nunciation" (after Raphael); "The Adoration of

the Shepherds" ( after Bassano) ; and "The Adora-

tion of the Kings" (after Lucas van Leiden)

.

GOLUCHOWSKI, gol'oo-Kov'ski, Agenob,
Count of (1S12-75). An Austrian statesman,

born in Galicia and educated at the .Jesuit Con-
vent of Tarnopol and at Lemberg. He entered

Government service, and was Governor of Galicia

from 1847 till 1S59, when he was made Minister

of the Interior. He gave up this position in 1860,

and the next j-ear entered the House of Lords.

In 1800-67, and from 1871 until his death, he was
again Goveinor of Galicia and very active in

favoring the thorough Polonization of the prov-

ince. His son Agexor (1849— ) was in the
diplomatic service from 1872 until 1895, when
he became Minister of Foreign Affairs.

GOMARA, gft-mii'rd. Francisco Lopez de
(1510-C.1559). A Sp.anish historian, born at Se-

ville. He took orders, became professor of

rhetoric at the University of Alealfi, and after-
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wards was secretary and chaplain to Ferdinand
Cortes. In this capacity he may have gone with
him to America, but it is not probable. He wrote
one of the first histories of America, which, how-
ever, is not reliable. The title of the work is

Historia general de las litdias con la conquista
lie Mexico II lie la Xiwca Espiii'ia (1552-53). The
second part of this work described Mexico, and
was reprinted as a separate volume, Crimea de la
yiiera Espafiii, eon la conquista de Mexico . . .

(1554).

GO'MAKUS, Francis (15G3-1641). The most
strenuous opponent of Anninius. He was born
at Bruges, January 30, 1563, studied at Neustadt,
Heidelberg, Oxford, and Cambridge, where he
received the degree of B.D. in 1584. He was
pastor of the Reformed Church at Frankfort
from 1587 till 1594, when he became professor
of theology at Lej'den. Here he signalized him-
self by his vehement opposition to the views of
Arminius, who became his colleague in 1603. In
the disputation at The Hague in 1608 his zeal
was very conspicuous ; and at the Synod of Dort
(161819) he was mainly instrumental in secur-
ing the expulsion of the Arminians from the Re-
formed Church. Gomarus resigned his professor-
ship after the death of Arminius (1609). He
was i)rofessor at Saumur, 1614-18, and at Gro-
ningen from 1618 till his death, January 11,
1641. Though prejudiced, even bigoted, and more
Calvinistic than Calvin himself, nevertheless
Gomarus was a man of learning, and not the
contentious personage he is sometimes represent-
ed. His works were published at Amsterdam
after his death (1645). Those who sided with
Gomarus in the Arminian controversy are often
called, from his name, 'Gomarists.' See Ar-
minius, Jacobus; Abminianism; Dort, Synod
OF.

GOMBERVrLLE, goN'bur'vel', I^Urin Le
Roy, Seigneur de (160()-74). A French novelist
of considerable imaginative originality, one of
the first to make the novel a vehicle of exotic and
geographic description and of historic informa-
tion. He was born in Paris and was a wealthy
nobleman, a cherished member of the Precieux
blue-stocking circle, to whose vocabulary he con-
tributed some gems, as may be seen from So-
maise's Dictionnaire des Prccieuses. While still

a youth he wrote Carithde (1621), whose heroine
furnished the type for Sorel's burlesque Dulcinea
in the Rcrr/er exfravnfiant. Eleven years later
Gomberville published the first draught of Polex-
andre (1632), which he extended in 1634 by the
injection of a story of Mexican adventure! and

' Binee this piqued curiosity, he again greatly ex-
tended the story in 1637. Meantime Goniber-
ville hud aided in foiniding the Academy. A few
years later he fell under the influence of Port-
Royal, and. in jwnitential regret for having
amused a worldly generation, he published Young
Alcidiane (1651). He was a facile polygraph,
but Polexandre, which in its final shape contains
4409 closely printed pages, is his only signifi-

cant work. It rejuvenated the interest in the
romance of chivalry by transporting it to the
New World in a generation whose imagination
was intoxicated by strange voyages and un-
dreamed-of eonqiiests. The story is almost wan-
tonly inartistic, but Gomberville is the first im-
portant pedagogue of fiction, bent on remolding
the 'perfect lives' of the old romances into a

GOMES.

Diodel for the gentlemen of the seventeenth cen-
tury. He died in Paris, June 14, 1674. Consult
Korling, ilcsvhiehle des franzosischen Romans
im XVll. Jahrhundert, vol. i., ch. 6 (2d ed.,
Oppeln, 1891).

GOM'BO. See Hibiscus.

GOMBROON'. See Benuek Abbas.
GOMEL, gO'mely'. A district town of the Rus-

sian Province of Mohilov, situated on a small
aflluent of the Dnieper, about 113 miles south-
east of Mohilev. It lies on two railway lines,

and has a number of sugar-refineries. The popu-
lation, to a large extent Jewish, was 36,846 in
1897.

GO'MER. Tlie form of powder-chamljer gen-
erally used in smooth-bore guns. It was inthe
form of the frustum of a cone witli «i hemi-
spherical end, the base of the cone joining the
cylinder of the bore. The name is derived from
that of its inventor.

GOMER. According to Gen. x. 2-3, the eldest
son of Japlieth (cf. Ezek. xxxviii. 6). Tiie name
corresponds to the Gimirrai frequently mentioned
in the inscriptions of Assyrian kings, and whose
seat was in Cappadocia in the seventh century
B.C. It is likely that at an earlier period they
were settled north of the Euxine Sea. By the
help of the Assyrian inscriptions, the identity of
Gomer with the Cimnierii of classical writers be-
comes certain. In company with tlie iledes and
Minni the Gimirrai attacked the Assyrian fron-
tier, but Esarhaddon defeated them at Khubush-
na in Cilicia. and drove tliem oflT. They then
attacked the EUipi, and were more successful.
Lydia also was conquered by them, but they
were finally driven out. Their hold on Cappado-
cia ij still to be seen in the Armenian designa-
tion of the district as Gamir, Consult Rogers,
Hisfori/ of Bahiilonia and Assyria, vol. ii. (New
York. 1901),

GOMERA, go-ma'ra. One of the Canary Is-

lands, situated 17 miles west of TenerifTe, in
about latitude 28° 6' N., and longitude 17°
8' W. Its area is nearly 145 tquare miles.

It is of volcanic origin, like the whole archi-

pelago. The coasts are little indented and pre-

sent no good harbors. It is elevated in the in-

terior to the extent of nearly 4000 feet, and
has extensive forests of bay trees and palms.
Tlie chief industry is cattle-raising, though some
silk and potatoes are exported. Population, in
1S87. 14.140. The chief town, San Sebastian
de Gomera, situated on the eastern coast, has
a population of 2861,

GOMES, gii'mesh, Antonio Carlos (1839-96).
A Brazilian composer, born in Campinas. When
still very young he went to Milan, and studied in

the conservatory there under Lauro Rossi. His
first opera, produced in Rio de .Janeiro (1861),
was A noiie do castello, and was followed (1867)
by .Sip sa minga, given in Milan with extraordi-
nar\' success. His other operas were of uneven
merit, and include: Nella Luna (1868) : Giiarany

(1870): f<alvator Rosa (1874); Maria Tudor
(1877) ; Lo fSchiavo (1889). In 1876 he wrote
a h^^nn, "II saluto del Bresile," for the Phila-

delphia Exposition, and in 1892 the cantata
"Colombo." for the Columbian Exposition. He
was appointed director of the Parfl Conservatory
in 1895, but died soon after accepting the posi-

tion.
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GOMES DE AMORIM, Francisco (1827-

91). A Poitugues-e pott aiid dramatist, born at

Avelomar (Minho). Karly in liis life he went to

Brazil, where lie was employed in a commoreial
enterprise, and studied llie language and customs

of the wild peoples in the primeval forests bor-

dering the Amazon and the Xingu. In 1846 he

returned to Portugal; in 1848 wrote "Garibaldi,"

"A liberdadc." and other verses in celebration

of that revolutionary year; and though at first

compelled for support to learn the hatter's trade,

obtained a post in the Government service in

1851, and in ISoil was appointed librarian to the

Ministry of Marine and curator of the Museum
of Naval Antiquities. In his literary career he
was much encouraged by Almeida-Garrett (q.v.),

whose Canwes he read in Brazil, and in regard

to whom he wrote the appreciative Mentorias

hiograp'cas (1881), which is in fact a history of

the literary movement re])resentcd by Garrett.

The volumes of poems. Cantos mattitinos ('2d ed.

1866) and Ephemeros (2d ed. 1866), were fol-

lowed by a series of dramas

—

Odio de ra^a, A
prohibifSo. Figados de ti(jre, Os incognitos do
miindo, (Ihigi, A viiiva, and others—many of

which, like ccdro vermcllw (with a commen-
tary), are derived from Brazilian life. The
works of fiction Os selca.gens (1875), and its

sequel, O remorse vivo (1876). have the same
source. There is a collected edition of Gomes's
works in Portuguese (Lisbon, 1866 et seq.), and
several of the dramas have been rendered into

French by Richon and Denis. Consult Rein-

hardstoettner, Aufsiitze und Ahliandlungen-CR&r-
lin. 1887).

GOMEZ, gij'mas, Antonio. See Obsini, Fe-
lice.

GOMEZ, EsTEVAN (e.l474-c.l530). A Portu--
guese navigator. In 15in he started from Spain
with Magellan, as pilot on the Trinidad, of

which vessel Magellan himself acted as captain

;

1)ut in the Strait of Magellan he commanded
a successful mutiny on the Sail Antonio, to which
vessel he had been transferred, and, leaving the
rest of the fleet, returned to Spain. In 1524-25
he seems to have made a voyage to Nortli Ameri-
ca, and to have coasted from Labrador to Florida
in an effort to discover for Charles V. a western
passage to the Moluccas. Confirmation of the
voyage is furnished by the fact that on the map
of Diego Ribeiro. made in 1520, that part of
the continent between the present States of Xew
Jersey and Rhode Island is put down as the
'Tierra de Gomez.'

GOMEZ-FARIAS, go'mas fii-re'as, Valentin
( 1781-1S.")8) . A Mexican statesman. He was
born and educated at Guadalajara, where he re-

ceived a professorship in the tmiversity in 1810.
He was a pronounced Liberal in the First Con-
stituent Congress, became Vice-President upon
the election of Santa Anna, and assumed the reins
of govermncnt tipon the absence of the latter.

April 1, 1S.S3. In consequence of his pronounced
antagonism to the Church party, he was, after a
constant struggle of two years against continuous
opposition, compelled to resign in 1835. and ex-
iled. Although received by the masses with gen-
eral acclamation upon his return, his political in-
fluence aroused the fears of the party in power,
and after sufTering imprisonment and vainly
endeavoring to foment a revolution, he was again
banished. He was again Vice-President at the

lime of the war witli the United States, when
Santa Anna was compelled to take the field.

Alter the abolition of tlie Vicel'residential ollici',

he became a member of Congress. He later t/xik

an active part in overtlirowing the dictatorship

of Santa Anna, and became Postmaster-General
under liis suci.'cssor Alvarez.

GOMEZ Y BAEZ, JUxuio (1826—). A
Cuban general, born at Baiii, Santo Domingo. He
served in tlie Spanisli .Kniij- in Santo Domingo
and in Cuba ; but in Criba he became disgusted
with Spanisli rule, and especially with the dishon-

esty and cruelty of \ illar, wlio was in command
of the Spanish forces, and whom Gomez person-

ally assaulted. He left the Spanish Army, set-

tled down as a planter, and in the insurrection of

1868-78 joined the insurgents, and was made
colonel by the Cuban President Cespedes. He
was active and able; and after Agramonte's
death was put in command of tlie insurgents
in Camaguey. When peace was signed with
Campos in 1878, Gomez went to Jamaica and
then to Santo Domingo, where he lived on his

farm until 1805, when the second revolution
broke out. He became general-in-chief of the

forces of the Republic of Cuba, and was especially

active in Camaguey, where his perfect famil-

iarity with the country stood him in good stead.

He did little open fighting, but accomplished
much by harassing the Spaniards and destroy-
ing their supplies. He put his small force at
the disposal of the Americans as soon as they
landed in Cuba, and was markedly friendly to
this country. In March, 1890, he was deposed
from his supreme command by the Cuban As-
sembly for traitorously receiving for his army
the three millions of dollars voted by the United
States Government. Among his sketches of war-
fare in Cuba are: Panchito Gomez and Mi Escolta
(1806). Consult Carrillo, In the Saddle loith

Cowez (Xew York, 1898).

GOM'ME, George Laurence (1853—). An
English antiquary and folklorist. bom in Lon-
don. He became statistical officer and later

clerk to the London County Council, was the

founder of the Folklore Society, an organiza-

tion that has done important work in the preser-

vation of records of the rural customs of Eng-
land. Of this society he was elected successively

secretary, president, and vice-president. He was
also appointed a lecturer in the London School

of Economics, and edited the Archdological Rc-
fieic, the Follilore Journal, and the Anliquarii.

His publications include: Primitive Folk-Moots
(1880): Folklore Relics of Earhf ViUaqe Life

(1883): The Village Communitti (1880); Eth-
nology in FoU.-lnre (1892) ; and Lectures on the
Prinrijdrs of I, oral Government (1808).

GOMOR'EAH. See Sodom and Gomorrah.
GOM'PERS, Samuel (18.50—). An American

labor leader, born in London, England. Appren-
ticed to the trade of cigar-making, he came to the

I'nited States in 1863. and in 1864 became the
first registered member of the Cigar-Makers'
International U'nion. of which he was secretary

and president, and which he made one of the
most successful of American trade unions. He
was elected vice-president of the Federation
in 1881. and from 1882, with the exception
of the year 1804, when he was defeated by .Tohn

^IcBride. representing the coal-miners, was its

president. Among the State and Federal law3
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passed at his instance are the eight-hour law
for Government work, the ten-hour law for the
employees of street railways, and that making
the first ilonday of September a legal holiday
with the title of "Labor Day.' His writings in-

clude pamphlets on labor matters.

GOMPERZ, gom'perts, Theodor (1832—).
An Austrian Hellenist. He was born at Brilnn,

and studied at the University of Vienna, wheie
he became professor of -classical philology in

18G9. He is celebrated chiefly for his decipherment
of the papyri found at Herculaucuui. His best

known works are: Demosthenes der Staatsmann
(1864) ; Philodemi dt Ira Liber (1804) ; Hercu-
lanische Siudien (2 vols., 1865-06) ; Die Bruch-
stiicke der griechischnn Tragiker und C'ohets

neucste krilische ilunier (1878): Herodoteische
Studien (1883) : Zu PhUotlims Biichern von der
Musik (1885) ; and his masterpiece, Griechische
Dcnker, eitie Geschickte der antiken Philosophie
(1893-05). He also edited the German edition

of the works of .John Stuart Mill (1809-80).

GOMPHOCERAS, gom-fos'e-ras ( Neo-Lat.,
from Gk. y6fi<po;, gomphos, nail, bolt + Kepnc,

keras, horn). A genus of tetrabranehiate cepha-

lopods, allied to Orthoceras, and found in the

Paleozoic rocks, with sliort. thick, straight, or

curved shells, and restricted lobate aperture. The
siphuncle is situated near the ventral wall, and
is usually beadetl. The shell, when curved, turns
away from the ventral side. Gomphoceras pre-

sents variations that grade toward Phragmo-
ceras, of wliicli it perhaps presents, in a loose
sense, an ancestral stage. About one hundred
and fifty species of Gomphoceras have been de-

scribed from rocks of Ordovician and Silurian

age of Europe and North America. They are
especially abundant in the Silurian basin of

Bohemia. See Cephalopoda : Obthoceras; Nau-
tilus.

GOMPHO'SIS (Xeo-Lat., from Gk. yo/Kpuaic,

a nailing together, from yo/j^inrv, gomphoiin, to

nail, from y6/j(poc, jfowi/i/ios. nail, bolt ) . A joint

in which one bone is implanted into a process
in another bone, as in the case of the teeth, im-
planted into the alveolar processes of the jaw.

GOMUTI, go-moo't! (JIalay), Areng. or
Ejoo Palm (Arenga sacc)iarifera) . An impor-
tant palm which grows in dry ground in Cochin
China and in the interior of Java, Sumatra,
Celebes, and Amboyna. The stem is 20 to 40
feet high; the pinnated leaves 15 to 25 feet long.

The flowers, in bunclies to 10 feet long, are

succeeded by yellowish-brown, three-seeded, ex-

tremely acid beiTies of the size of a small apple.

The stiem. when young, is entirely covered with
sheaths of fallen leaves, and Idack horsehair-
like fibres, which issue in great abundance from
their margins: but as the tree increases in age,

these drop off, leaving a beautiful naked col-

umnar stem. The strongest of the fibres, re-

sembling porcupine quills in thickness, are used
by the Malays a.s styles for writing on the
leaves of other palms. The finer fibres, or Ejoo
fibre, well known in Eastern commerce as gomuti.
are by far the most valuable. They are nuich
used for m.aking strong cordage, particularly for

the cable.s and standing rigging of ships, Euro-
pean as well as native. Want of pliancy ren-

ders them less fit for nmning-rigging, and for

many other purposes. They need no preparation

but spinning or twisting. No ropes of vegetable
fibre withstand wet as well as those made of
gomuti fibre. At the base of tlic leaves of

tlie gomuti palm there is a fine woolly material,
called "bara," much employed in calking ships and
stufling cushions. The saccharine sap, obtained
in great abundance by cutting the spadices of

the flowers, is boiled by the Japanese to make a
brown sugar. It is also a delicious beverage,
and by fermentation yields an intoxicating wine
(neroo), from which a spirituous liquor called
'brum' is made. According to Roxburgh, the

pith of the tree yields sago, as much a.s 150
pounds being taken from a single specimen.
After fruiting, the tree dies, and the stems,
which become hollow, are used for troughs,
spouts, etc. The young fruits are employed for

making presei-\'es.

GONAIVES, go'na'ev'. A .seaport town of

Haiti, with an excellent harbor, situated on the
western coast, about 67 miles northwest of Port-
au-Prince (Map: West Indies, L 5). It is

a prosperous place, with a large trade in cotton,
coffee, and logwood. It is purely Haitian in its

character, and has played a prominent part in

the histoiy of Haiti. Its population is estimated
at 18.000. Gonai'ves is the seat of a United States
consul.

GONAQUAS, go-na'kwaz. A mixed Hotten-
tot-Kaflir people of Cape Colony. See Griquas.

GONCOURT, gON'koor', Edmond de (1822-
96), and Jules de (1830-70). Brothers, impor-
tant in the development of French fiction. They
fostered naturalism by the minuteness of their

observation, and so continued the naturalistic
method of Flaubert, and regarded themselves as
masters of a school in whicli Zola was the most
lirilliant pupil : while on the other hand in the

tortured artificiality of their style they presage
the painful striving of the symbolists (q.v. ) to

express feeling and emotion by sound. Their
intensely modern style, often bizarre, sometimes
intentionally faulty, always supple, clear, rapid,

made all their contemporary' novelists in some
degree their debtors, wliile it estranged the gen-
eral public. Their work consists of unimportant
dramas, of minute and valualile studies in the
social life of the French eighteenth centuiy:
nistoire de la sociHf fran<;aise petidamt la revolu-

lioii (1854); Histoire de la socifte frangaise
pendant le dircctoire (1855); La revolution

dans Ics inceurs (1854); Portraits intimes du
XVIlleme Steele (1856-58); Marie Antoinette

(1858) ; Les mailresses de Louis XT. (1860-79) ;

La femme an XVlIIertie siecle (1862) ; L'art an
XTIIleme siecle (1874): L'amour ati XTIIIhvr
sieele (1877) : to which Edmond added liistorical

studies of Wattean (1876). Prudlion (!877i.

and Les uetrices an XVIlIime sidele (1885-90) ;

of articles that first directed French attention

to -Japanese art: and. finallv. of novels: Charles

DemailUj (1860): Sccur ' Philomene (1861):
Renee Mauperin (1864): Germinie Laeerteux

(1865) ; Manette ffalomon (1867) : Madame Ger-

raisais (1869): to which Edmond added: La
pile Elisa (1878) : Ijes freres Zemganno (1879) ;

La Faustin (1882): Ch&rie (1884). All the.se

are minutely realistic. They seek to present

nature unadorned and unarranged. discarding all

conventions of structure and artistic unity, thus

"sterilizing their human documents" (Zola).

Their observation, however, is apt to be super-
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ficial, external, and, by preference, morbid. Gcr-

miiiie Laci'rteux is to be 'the clinic of love,' and
La /ille Elisa pushes to its utmost parado.x the

divorce between liction and conventionalilj-. it

is not as storj'tellers that the Goncourts interest

us, but as stylists. Their ability to reproiluee

a series of sensations by a series of images, their

'notation of indescribable sensations,' their skill

in startling with the aptness of their epithets, in

'pinning their adjectives,' is 'what most attracts.

They chose to live for their art alone and for the

choice spirits that could com])rehend them, for

whose permanent association and fostering Kd-
mond left the larger part of his fortune to endow
an Academy of the Goncourts. Consult: Del-

aant, Les Goncourts (Paris, 1880); Zola. Les
romanciers naturalisies (ib., 1881); Bourget,
Nouveauir: esuais (ib., 188.5) ; Bruneti&re. Le re-

man naturaliste (ib., ISOfi) ; Wells, A Century

of Freitrh Fiction (New York, 1898).

GON'DAR. Tlie former capital of Abyssinia,
in Amhara. situated aliout "25 miles north of Lake
Tsana (Map: Africa, H 3). It lies on an isolated

hill in a spur of the Wogara Mountains, at an
altitude of over 6000 feet. It is poorl.y built, with
crooked, narrow streets, and is divided into sev-

eral parts, which are located at some distance

from each other. In former times Gondar had a
large number of churches. Xear by is the ruined
fort of Gip. constructed by the Portuguese. The
palace is a fine e.\aniple of Abyssinian architec-

ture. The town is in a state of decay, the Mo-
hammedan quarter being entirely deserted. The
inhabitants, once estimated at 50.000. now num-
ber about .5000, of whom a considerable number
are priests. Gondar is on the route of the partly
constructed railway line from Massowah (q.v.).

There are many skilled artisans here, who pro-

duce gold ornaments and textiles. Gondar is

the seat of the Abuna, the head of the Abyssinian
Church, and has several ecclesiastical schools.

Its decline dates from the reign of Theodore II.,

whose hostile attitude toward the IMohammedans
caused a great decrease in the jwpulation.

GONDI, or GONDY, goN'de', Jean Francois
Paul de. See Retz.

GON'DIBERT. A religious epic in elegiac
stanzas by Sir William Davenant, begun late in

1649, in Paris, and finished during imprisonment
in the London Tower. It was published in 1651,
the first edition being in three books of six,

eight, and six cantos respectively, although in a
letter to Hobbes the author had defined his orig-

inal aim as affecting analog^' to dramatic form,
"proportioning five books to five acts, and cantos
to scenes."

GONDOKORO, gon'do-ko'ro. or ISMAILIA,
ez'ma-e'lH-a. A small settlement in Central Afri-
ca, situated on the Upper Nile, in latitude 4° 55'

N. (ilap: Congo Free State. F 2). It was for-

merly an important trading centre for ivory and
slaves. Its commerce beg.an to decline after its

annexation to Egypt in 1871. Gondokoro figures

prominently in the history of the explorations
of Africa.

GON'DOLA (It.). The ordinary passenger
boat used in the canals of Venice. It was for-

merly the only means of getting about the city,

but it is now being displaced in part by small
launches operating upon the plan of an omnibus.
An ordinary gondola is 30 feet long and 4 or 5 feet

Vol. IX.—3.

wide, and is flat-bottomcHl, so tli.at the draught
is light. The bottom rises slightly above water
at the ends, while at the bow and stem slender

ornamental stem and stern pieces reach to about
the height of a man's breast. The stem piece is

surmounted by the ferro, a bright iron beak of

uniform shape, the rosirique tridenlibus of Vergil

conunon to old Roman galleys. There is a cov-

ered shelter for passengers in the middle of the

boat, which is easily remov.able. In accordance
with a mediiEval regulation, gondolas are painted

black. The gondolier stands erect, with his face

toward the bow, and propels the boat with a for-

ward stroke, making his way througli the narrow
and often crowded canals with amazing dexterity.

GONDOLIERS, gon'do-lC-rz', The. The title

of oni' of the later operas by Gilbert and Sulli-

van. Its production was followed by a rupture
in the relations of the author and the composer,
which was later temporarily healed.

GONDS. An important Dravidian people, in-

habiting mainly the Central Provinces of India,

but found also in other sections of the country,

and numbering about 1.500,000. The wilder

and uncivilized tribes of the Gonds, who in-

habit the forested hills of the Vindhya and Sat-

pura ranges, preserve more of the primitive

Dravidian physical type, social institutions, re-

ligious and mythological beliefs and practices

than do those whose culture is more advanced,
who have to a considerable extent adopted Hindu-
ism, and with whom the higher classes are more
or less mixed with Hindu blood. The Gonds are

said to have fonnerly offered up human sacrifices

to some of their deities, but now they sacrifice in-

stead an image of straw. The Gond women have
a curious festival, called the Gurturna ('sugar-

breaking' ) , in which the men figure to some
disadvantage. It often ends in a saturnalia.

Among the Gonds the worship of such plagues

as sm.allpox, cholera, etc., prevails, and many
of them reverence the dog, the horse, and the

tiger to an extraordinary degree. The Gonds
are to a large extent monogamous, and have
many curious marriage and premarital customs.

The Gonds are not to be confounded with the

Khonds, another Dravidian people to the cast

of them. Besides the earlier works of Campbell,
Wild. Tribes of Khondistan (London, 1863). and
Hislop, Ahorif/inal Tribes of the Central Prov-

inces (Nagpur, 1866), reference may be made
to Forsvth. Hifihlands of Central India (3d ed.,

London," 1889).'

GONDWANA, giind-wa'na (the land of the
Gonds) . A name vaguely applied to a hilly tract

in Central India, Iving between latitudes 18° and
'24° .30' N. (Map: India. C 4). Most of the
region is included in the Central Provinces.

GON'ERIL. The more wolfish of the un-

natural daughters of King Lear, in Shakespeare's

tragedy of that name. She is the wife of the

Duke of Albany.

GON'FALON (archaic qonfnnon. OF. ffon-

fanon. Fr. ponfalon, from IMT^. ponfano. punt-

fano, banner, from OHG. (jundfano, battle-flag,

from gtind, battle + fano. rnno, Ger. Fahne,
flag). The ensign or standard, indic.ative of au-
thority, which was carried before, and sometimes
by, the chief magistrate (hence called gonfalo-

niere) of many of the Italian cities in the latter

part of the Middle Ages.
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GONG. See Tam Tam.

GONGORA Y ARGOTE, gOn'gd-ra ^ iir-go'ta,

Luis de (1561-lU:i7). A Spanish poet, born at

Cordova. He studied law at the University of

Sallamanca, and there composed the greater part

of his erotic poems, romances, and satires. At
the age of forty-five he took orders, obtained a
small prebend in the Cathedral of Cordova, and
was afterwards appointed lionorarj- chaplain to

Pliilip III. Gongora's iroetic career divides it-

self into two periods. In his first or youthful

period, he yielded himself up entirely to the nat-

ural tendencies of his genius and to the spirit

of the nation. His lyrics of this period are

v^illancicos, letrillas. romances, and sonnets in the

old genuine Spanish style, and, as regards their

caustic satire and burlesque wit, are among the

most admirable specimens of the class of poems
to which they belong. Gongora, however, wished
to outdo all his predecessors, and to furnish

something wholly new and luiheard of ; and the

result of this unfortunate ambition was the intro-

duction of a new poetic phraseology, called the

estilo cuUo, or the 'cultivated style.' From this

point the second period in Gongora's literary

career dates. To popularize the cstilo cuUo, he
wrote his Polifemo, Soledades, and the Piramo

y Tishe—productions of the most pedantic and
tasteless description, poor in invention and
thought, but rich in high-sounding, pompous
phrases, and overloaded with absurd imagery and
mythological allusions, expressed in language

of studied obscurity. Tn this way he became the

founder of a. new- school, the Goiifioristaa, or Ciil-

toristas, wlio even surpassed their master in the

depravity of their literarj' tastes. The baneful

influence of Gongorism. a style quite like that

of Euphuism in England and that of Marinism
in Haly and France, continued downi through

the eighteenth centuiy. Xone of Gongora's

poems were printed during his lifetime : but in

1627, immediately after his death, they were pub-

lished at JIadrid by his friend Vicuna, as the

Ohras en verso del Homcro Espaiiol. Some addi-

tions are found in the later editions of 1633,

1654, and 1659, as well as in the edition of 1636-

49, for which Saliedo Coronel prepared a com-

mentary, made necessary by the studied obscurity

of Gongora's style. He died at Cordova. A crit-

ical edition of the poet's work is still a desid-

eratum, for the selection given in volume xxxii. of

the Bihiioteca dc autorcs espai'wles is very un-

satisfactory as to text. Consvilt also: The Po-

esias escoflid^s dc Cionporn, con varias incditns

(Madrid. 1863), and the poems given in Quin-

tana, Poesias selectas, vol. iii. (Madrid, 1807),

and in Maury. Espacinc poetique (Paris, 1826),

Rennert has published forty-nine unedited poems
of Gongora in the Revue Hispanique, vol. iv.

(Paris. 1897). Consult: Churton, Gonfjora: An
Historical and Critical Essari, irith Translations

(London, 1862) : and Mrs. Shelley. Lives of the

Most Eminent Literary and Scientific _Men, vol.

iii. (London. 1835).

GONTATITES, go'ni-a-ti'tez (Neo-Lat., for

*Gotiialiies, from Gk. yuvla, gonia. angle -f- ?il6oc,

lithos, stone, in allusion to the angulate sutures).

An extinct tetrahranehiate cephalopod, the shell

of which resembles that of the Ammonoidea in

form, but differs from it in having a simple

suture line that shows undulating or zigzag

curves without secondary crimping. The Gonia-

tites have smooth unornamented shells of discoid
or globular form, with open or closed umbilicus.
They vary in size from 1 to 4 inches, though
some species from the Devonian system attain
a diameter of over 12 inches. The name Gonia-
tites has long been used in a generic sense; but
the group has proved to be heterogeneous, and
the species have been redistributed among a
number of new genera and four new suborders,
the Microcampyli, Mesocampyli, Eurycampyli,
and Glossocampyli, these names referring to the
form of the saddles of the sutures in the types
of the different groups. The old genvis Gonia-
tites was considered to be an intermediate form
between the Nautiloidea and the Ammonoidea,
and the above-mentioned suborders represent, in

a broad way, transition groups between certain

races of nautiloids and certain races of am-
monoids.
The species of Goniatites appear first in the

lowest Devonian rocks, and they disappear in

the Triassic system ; their period of maximum
development was during LTpper Devonian and
Lower Carboniferous time. They are thus index
fossils of the Upper Paleozoic age. They are

found in Europe, Asia, Australia, and North
America, often in such abundance that the beds
containing them have received the names of Cly-

merien-kalk and Goniatites limestone. See Am-
MoxoiDE.\ and Cephalopoda, and the bibliography
given under the latter title.

GONID'IA (Neo-Lat. nom. pi., from Gk.
yovr/, gone, seed). The algal cells of a lichen.

Also applied by some botanists to the asexual

spores of algfe and fungi, and including the

well-known conidia of those groups. See Lichen.

GO'NIOM'ETER (from Gk. j-uwa, ^onia, angle

+ fitTpor, metron, measure). In mineralogy, an
instrument used to measure the angles of crys-

tals. The simplest form is the contact goniome-
ter, which consists of a pair of anns which move
about a pivot like a pair of shears, and can be

clamped in any position and connected with a

protractor for the reading of angles. The re-

flecting goniometer makes use of a beam of light

reflected successively into a telescope from dif-

ferent faces of a crystal as the crystal is revolved

upon a single axis. The direct readings of this

instrument give by their numerical difference

the supplement of the angle desired. The most
modem type of goniometer is constructed on the

principle of the theodolite, and mea-sures angles

in two planes at right angles to each other. This

is known as the theodolite goniometer, or two-

circle goniometer, and it^s introdxietion ha.s not

only extended tlie possibilities of measurement,
but greatly simplified the calculation of crystal

forms. See Cry.stallography.

GO'NIOIWETRY. A branch of trigonometry
concerned Avith the functions of angles in general

and with their relations. See Trigonometrt ;

GONIOilETER.

GONNER, gen'ner, Nikolai;.? Thaddaus von
(1764-1827). A German jurist, statesman, and

author. He was born at Bamberg, where he was
appointed to the chair of law (1789). Ten
years afterwards he accepted a similar posi-

tion at Ingolstadt. wliere he exercised a most
beneficial influence upon the development of the

university, which, by his suggestion, was subse-

quently removed to Landshut. From 1811 until
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shortly before his death he held many judiciary

offices at Munich, where he was appointed Coun-
selor of State in 1820. His principal works in-

(hule: llandbucli des deutsclirn ganeiyicii Pro-

sesses (2d ed., 4 vols., 1804), and Deutsches
,S7aa(srcc7if (1804).

GO NOCOC'CUS. See Gonoerhcea.

GONOBRHCE'A (Lat.^ from Gk. yov6ppoia,

gonorrhoia, from joi'of, goitos, semen + poid,

rhoiii, a How, from p'«i', riiein, to flow). A name
which was forniorly applied almost indiscrimi-

nately to all discharges from the genital passages

in both sexes. At present the name is applied

to a specific catarrhal, inflammatory disease of

the mucous membrane of the urethra, caused by
a germ, Gonococcus gonorrhoea:, which was dis-

covered by Neisser. The disease is never caused
by 'taking cold,' or a 'strain,' by mere unclean-

liness, or injury. The access to the urethra of

mucus or pus containing the gonococcus occurs,

in the vast majority of cases, during sexual inter-

course. From two to ten days after the sexual
intercourse, a slight water}' discharge appears
at the mouth of the urethra, the lips of which
become red and swollen. The discharge quick-

ly becomes abundant and white, later yellowish,

possibly greenish or bloody. Itching follows,

with burning pain, especially on urination, which
becomes frequent. In the male, painful erections

of the penis occur, principally at night, during
which the organ is curved. This condition is

called chordee. Without treatment, gonorrhoea
invariably becomes chronic and permanent, Dis-

ea.se of deeper parts often follows, and the blad-

der, prostate gland, seminal vesicles, and neigh-

boring lymphatics become infected. General in-

fection is frequently followed by 'gonorrhoeal

rheumatism,' which is an arthritis, or joint dis-

ease, with stifi'ness and pain, caused by the toxins
which are formed by the disease germs. It is

extremely difficult to treat the disease when it

invades the prostate gland or the seminal vesicles.

In a woman, the vagina, bladder, uterus. Fallo-

pian tubes, and ovaries may be attacked. If the
vagina be infected, there may be swelling, heat,

pain, and great scalding from the urine. In many
cases, hoxyever. the patient may not know she has
the disease till uterus and tubes are attacked,
noticing only an increase of fluid escaping from
the vulva, and thinking she has a simple ca-

tarrhal, instead of a specific discharge.

From three to five days after contracting the
disease, most patients suffer from fever, 'head-
ache, slight nausea, possibly preceded by a
chill. During this stage the patient should be
in bed. on low diet, and should take a cathartic,

and drink large quantities of plain water. All
treatment should be directed by a physician. In-

jections taken too early or in too concentrated
a form may drive the infected mucus deeper, or
weaken the resistive power of the urethra, or
cause buboes. Injections of solutions of pro-
targol, merenrol, nitrate of silver, permanganate
of potash, sulphate of zinc, etc.. are used. Irri-

gations with bichloride of mercury are sometimes
u.sed. Internally, cubebs, copaiba, salol, oil of

sandal, cystogen, sour palmetto, and many other
drugs are used. All alcoholic beverages must be
absolutely prohibited, and all sexual intercourse
positively stopped, till two weeks after the pa-
tient is cured. The disease is not at an end
when the discharge stops, unless the urine is per-

fectly clear, and the mucus from the prostate
gland as well as the seminal fluid contain no
gonococci discoverable by the microscope. Infec-

tion of a wife may occur when there is discharge
from the disease, if the genns lurk in the seminal
vesicles. Extreme care should be taken by one
suffering with gonorrhoea to catch the discharge
in gauze, which should be burned. If the fingers

be soiled with the discharge the eyes may become
infected, and blindness may result. The testicles

should be supported by a snug suspensory band-
age. Patent medicines should be shunned. If

gonorrhoea persist for a considerable time and the
discharge become thin and scanty, the term 'gleet'

is applied to it by some.
The Gonococcus, or Micrococcus, gonorrhocw ia

an extremely minute organism. It occurs usually
in pairs, with flattened sides l.ving in apposition.
For this reason it is often referred to as the
Diplococciis gonorrhoccr. It is not easily grown
on the more common culture media, but grows
readily on human blood-scrum, with or witliout

agar, at the temperature of the bod.y. The mu-
cous membranes of the lower animals do not
seem susceptible to gonorrhceal infection, but tlie

human urethra reacts promptly to inoculation
with pure cultures. In the mucous membrane it

sets up an exudative inflammation, and may be
found either free in the exudate or inclosed in

the cast-off epithelial cells. Its presence within
the cell bodies, taken in connection with its oc-

currence in pairs, and its behavior when subjected
to a special stain known as Gram's stain, make
its identification usually possible. Quite fre-

quently the pus-producing orgajiisms are associ-

ated with the gonococcus. It is believed tJiat

gonorrhoeal infection from the vagina of the
motlier during parturition is responsible for
ophlhahnia nevnatoruin, an intense form of con-
junctivitis, which often results in blindness
through the destruction of one or both eyes.

GONORRHCEAL OPHTHAX'MIA. See
Conjunctivitis.

GONSALVO DE CORDOVA, gAn-thiil'BO dft

k(jr'd6-Ba (Gonz.\lo Hernandez Y Aguilar) . A
celebrated Spanish commander. He was bom at
Jlontilla, near Cordova, in 1453 (according to
some in 1443). He distinguished himself in the
war waged by Queen Isabella of Castile against
Portugal and in the war against the Moors,
and was charged in 1491 with the conduct of
the negotiations for the surrender of Gran-
ada. In 1495 he was sent by Ferdinand of

Aragon to the assistance of Ferdinand, King
of Naples, against the French. In less than
a year, Gonsalvo, v/ith his limited resources,
had delivered the greater part of the kingdom,
and obtained the appellation of 'El Gran Capitan.'

In 1498 he returned to Spain and was receive!

with signal marks of distinction by the King.
Having been placed in command of a fleet in the
ilediterranean, he took Cephalonia from the
Turks at the beginning of 1501 and restored it

to Venice. When the partition of the Kingdom
of Naples was determined upon by a compact
between Louis XII. of France and Ferdinand the
Catholic, entered into at Granada in 1500, Gon-
salvo de Cordova led the invading Spanish army.
The conquest of the kingdom was speedily

achieved, but the conquerors soon quarreled over
the partition of the booty, and war broke out
between them in 1502, Gonsalvo de Cordova
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vanquished the French at Cerignola, April 28,

1503, took possession of Calabria, the Abruzzi,

Apulia, and the city of Naples itself, and tlien

laid siege to Gaeta, but was compelled to retreat

before a superior force of the enemy. On Decem-
ber 27th of the same year, however, he fell ujion

them unexpectedly near the Garigliano, and ob-

tained a complete victory. The French army was
almost annihilated, the fortress of Gaeta fell, and
the possession of Naples was secured to the

Spaniards. King Ferdinand bestowed the Duchy of

Sesa upon the conqueror, and appointed him vice-

roy of Naples with unlimited authority. His good

fortune, liowever, made him many powerful ene-

mies, and his popularity with tlie Neapolitans

awoke the King's jealousy. Gonsalvo was recalled

to Spain, where tlie King treated him with marked
neglect. He now betook himself to his estates in

Granada; but after the defeat of the new viceroy

in Naples by Gaston de Foix, he was again ap-

pointed to the command of the Spanish army in

Italy. Mental suffering, liowever, had under-

mined his health, and on December 2, 1515, he

died at Granada.

GONTARD. gon't-irt, Karl von (1731-91).

A German architect, bom at Mannheim. He
studied under Semper and Richter at Bayreuth,

and the eminent architect Francois Blon-

de! at Paris. Afterwards he became a favorite

with Frederick the Great, who intrusted him with

several architectural commissions. His struc-

tures include the two beautiful church towers,

designed in the style of Louis XVI. (Gendarmen-
markt, Berlin) ; the colonnades of several fine

bridges at Berlin ; and the marble palace at

Potsdam, completed by Langhans.

GONTAtrXT, goN'to', Charles de. See

BiHON, CHARI.E.S DE GONTAULT, DuC de.

GONTCHABOFF, gOn'cha-rfif, Ivan Alex-
ANDROVITCH ( 1S12-01 ) . A Russian novelist. He
was born at Simbiesk, of a very wealthy family.

At ten he was sent to school at Moscow, and
visited his native place only during vacations.

In 18.31-34 he finished his philological studies at

the university, spent a year at his native town,

and in 1835 accepted a position in the Ministry

of Finance. His transformation from romanti-

cism to realism was embodied in his A Common
Sloi-y ( 1847 ) , which had a great success. In 1856-

57 he published the Frujatc PiiUns. a collection

of letters describing his two and one-half years'

journey around the world in the capacity of sec-

retary to Admiral Putyatin, who had been sent

to Japan to conclude a commercial treaty. In

1858 he wrote Ohlomoff, and a little later was
appointed to a position in the Department of

Censorship; then he became editor of the official

organ, the Northern Pout, and retired in 1873

with a pension. In 1SC8 his Precipice appeared in

the Messenger of Europe, and greatly aroused the

public and critics by the caricature of Young
Russia in the dissolute VolokhofT. His later

short sketches and critical essays, the most strik-

ing of which is A Million Tortures—a power-
ful analysis of The Misfortune of Beinp Too
Clever by Griboyedoff (q.v.)—added little to

the fame of the author of Ohlomoff. Oblomo-
visyn, or Ohlomovshtina, has become a byword
for the pan-Russian inertia which renders the

hero incapable of any action. The power of

generalization reached here by the author sur-

passes everything of the kind in Russian litera-

ture. Gontcharoff's work The Precipice has been
published in German, under the title Der Ab-

stiirz, in Reclam's Vniversalbibliothck.

GON'VILLE AND CAITTS (kez) COL-
LEGE. A college of Cambridge Univer^.lty,

which is usually called Caius College. It was
founded in 1348 by Edmund Gonville, some-

time Vicar-General of the Diot'ese of Ely; but

the sudden death of the founder and the insuffi-

cient provision for support of the scholars led

Gonville's executor, William Bateman, Bishop
of Norwich, to remodel the statutes, rechristen

the house as the College of the Annunciation, and
divert the students to the special study of the-

ology and canon and civil law. Soon after, the

college was moved from its original site to the

place it now occupies. It was then of little im-

portance, and seems to have consisted only of a

master and three or four fellows. In 1558 Dr.

John Caius, who was physician to the Court, re-

founded the college, altering the name to its

present fonn ; added much to the college build-

ings, as well as to the endowment; and became
ma.ster of the college, which office he held till his

death in 1573. Owing to his influence, the col-

lege has since been famous for its attention to

medical studies, and some of the greatest of

Englisli physicians have been among its mem-
bers, of whom HaiTey, the discoverer of the meth-

od of the circulation of the blood, is the most
distinguished. Gonville and Caius College con-

sists of a master and twenty-two fellows. It has

thirty-six scholarships and exhibitions, besides

several studentships in medicine and natural

science. Among its great names are those of

Sir Thomas Gresham, Jan Gruter, Jeremy Taylor,

and Lord Chancellor Thurlow,

GONZAGA, gon-zii'ga, Hou.se of. A princely

Italian family whose members for a number of

centuries ruled over Mantua and Montferrat. It

claimed descent from the German Emperor
Lothair. The rale of the Gonzaga in Mantua
was established in 1328 by the final defeat of

the Bonacossi family and the murder of their

chief. Passerino de' Bonacossi. In 1433 the cap-

taincy was changed to a marquisate, and in 1530

to a" dukedom. In 1536 the Gonzaga became
marquises of Montferrat, in 1539 they acquired

the Duchy of Guastalla, and in 1505 that of

Nevers. Other important possessions of the

family at various times were the ducliies of Sol-

ferino, Rethel, and Sabbionetta, the Principality

of Bozzolo. the ]\Iarquisate of Jledola, the count-

ships of Torelli and Novellara, and the Princi-

pality of Castiglione. Tlie members of the House

of Gonzaga were the faithful champions of Im-

perial interests in Italy, and waged war with the

Visconti, dukes of Milan. They produced many
men who became famous soldiers, state.smen,

churchmen, and patrons of art and letters. The
most illustrious of these were: Giovanni Fran-

cesco (died 1444). in whose favor Mantua was
created a marquisate by the Emperor Sigismund,

in return for services to the Empire.

—

(3iovanni

Francesco II. (reigned 1484-1519), who was
defeated by Charles VIII. of France at the battle

of Fornov'o, on the banks of the Taro, in 1495,

and who took part in the engagement of Atella

(1496), which led to the capitulation of the

French forces in Naples. His son. FEUEBino II.

(reigned 1519-40), was invested by the Emperor
Charles V. with the ducal dignity in 1530, and
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also obtained the Maiquisate of Montferrat in

1530. During the reign of this prince the Court

of Mantua was one of the most magnificent in

p;urope.—GuGLiELMO (1550-87), son of Federigo,

proved a wise and enlightened ruler; his secre-

tary was Bernardo Tasso, father of the poet.

—

VicENZO (15S7-1G12), son of Guglielmo, was
the warm friend and patron of Tasso, and was
much esteemed for his piety, justice, and liberal-

ity. His brotlier Lrica was a .Jesuit missionary,

and died of the plague in Rome in 1591. He
was canonized as Saint Aloysius in 1720. Vi-

cenzo was followed by his three sons. Francesco,
FERniNAXu. and Vicenzo, all of whom died with-

out heirs, and thus the direct line of the ducal

branch became extinct in 1027. A collateral branch

in the person of Charles I., Duke of Nevers, son

of Ludovico, the brother of Guglielmo, mentioned

above, claimed the duchy, which was contested

by his cousin, Cesare. Duke of Guastalla. This

family feud led to a war, in which France sup-

ported Xevers, while tlie Em]jeror Ferdinand II.

claimed the right of adjudging Mantua, as an
Imperial fief, to a candidate' of his choice. Spain

supported Austria in this War of the Mantuan
Succession. Mantua was stormed, sacked, and
stripped of all its treasures by the Imperialists

in 1030, and never regained its former splendor.

The war was terminated a few months later,

Charles de Xen'EKS being recognized by the Em-
peror. The successors of Charles were weak and
dissipated rulers, and the tenth and last Duke of

Jlantua. Charles IV., was the worst of all. As
he had allied himself with the French in the War
of the Spanish Succession, the Emperor Joseph T.

placed him under the ban of the Empire, and he

was deprived of his possessions, the Duke of

Savoy seizing Montferrat, and Austria taking

Mantua and the minor fiefs. This division was
confirmed by the treaty of peace that followed.

Charles died in exile in 1708, leaving no issue,

and the family became extinct, save for the

branch which ruled Guastalla until 1746. Con-

sult: Letta, Fainilie celehri Italiane, vol. iv.

(Milan, 1819 et seq.) ; Symonds, The Renaissance
in Italy (7 vols., London. 1875-80).

GONZAGA, gon-za'gil, Thomaz Antonio
( 1 744-180[t ) . A Portuguese poet, born at Oporto.

Having completed his law studies at the Uni-
versity of Coimbra, which he attended from 1703

to 1708. Gonzaga in the latter year went to

Brazil, and after having acted for some years

as local magistrate at Beja and elsewhere, he
was appointed judge at Villa Rica, in the Prov-

ince of Minas. Before this time he developed
some talent for versification, and his literary

tastes soon brought him into intimate association

with Claudio Manoel, Alvarenga Peixoto. and
other writers of the so-called ^linas school ; but

the love ^^ Inch inspires the poet did not come upon
him until he had made the acquaintance (c.l788)

of Dona Jlaria .Joaquina Dorothea de Seixas, the

Marilia of his masterpiece, the Marilia dc Dirceii

(the latter being the name adopted by the poet
himself). He had just been nominated a member
of the Supreme Court of Bahia, and was on the eve
of his marriage, when discovery was made of the

treasonable plot of Minas. and he was arrested

on suspicion of having been implicated in it. On
merely circumstanti.nl evidence, and that of a
very inconclusive kind, he wa.s condemned (1792)
to banishment for life to Pedras de Angoche, a

sentence which was afterwards commuted to one

of ten years' exile at Mozambique. Here he made
some ell'ort to practice as an advocate, but he

never recovered from the depression with which
his cruel lot had affected him. He was attacked

by nervous fever, which undennined his health,

and after years of increasing melancholy, which
occasionally alternated with fits of acute mania,

he di-ed. His poems are still favorites with the

Portuguese-speaking peoples, ciiielly because of

the charm of their style, their melody, and their

refined sentiment. At least fifteen editions of

the Marilia de Dirceu have appeared since 1800.

Tliere are biographies prefi.xed to the editions of

Rio Janeiro (1845 and 1802).

GONZALEZ, gon-sii'les, Manuel (1833-93).

A Jlcxican soldier, President of the Republic from
1880 to 1884, bom near Matamoras, Tamaulipas,

Mexico. He entered the army at the age of nine-

teen, was associated with Father Javenta's guer-

rillas in 1843. and ten years later attained prom-
inence as reactionaiy leader under JIarcelino

Cobos. In the succeeding civil wars he bore a con-

spicuous part, winning a reputation for dauntless

bravery and shrewd military leadership. He re-

ceived numerous wounds in action, one of which
resulted in the loss of an arm. Under Juarez he
fought brilliantly during the Frencli invasion,

was promoted brigadier-general for bravery in

1807, and after the fall of the City of Mexico was
appointed by .Juarez Governor of the Government
palace. In 1871 he was arrested on a charge of

complicity in the stealing of the gold and silver

plate that had belonged to Maximilian, but in the

revolution of the same year escaped and joined

Diaz. He took part, in the third rebellion of

Diaz in 1876, distinguished himself in the decisive

battle of Tecoac, and in 1878 was appointed by

Diaz Secretary of War. In 1880 he resigned his

portfolio to become a candidate for the Presi-

dency, to which office he was elected. His admin-
istration was marked by financial mismanage-
ment and disaster. His attem])t to compromise
the English debt, and his decree suppressing the

liberty of the press, aroused such opposition that

he resigned in 1884, in favor of Diaz. A resolu-

tion of impeachment for misappropriation of

funds was introduced in the National Congress,

but was not pressed, and he afterwards success-

fully administered the atTairs of the State of

Guanajuato, of which Diaz appointed liim Gov-

ernor.

GONZALO DE BERCEO, gun-tha'16 da bar-

tha'6 (C.1198-C.12G8). A Castilian poet, born at

Berceo (old Castile). He was a secular priest in

the nionastei-y of Saint Emilianus, in the Terri-

tory of Calahorra, and the oldest known Castilian

poet. His poems are legen(U and stories of the

saints in the vulgar tongue, and those consecrated

to the Virgin are said to be graceful and touch-

ing. They were first published by Sanchez in

f'oUeccidn de poesias castellanas anteriores al

siglo AT. (2d ed., Paris, 1842).

GOO'BEB. See Peanut.

GOOCH, Frank Austin (1852—). An Ameri-
can chemist, born at Watertown. Mass.. and
educated at Harvard University. In 1873 he be-

came instructor in chemistry in the Lawrence
Scientific School. A year later he was assistant

in the chemical laboratory, and in 1877 assistant

to Wolcott Gibbs. In 1879 he was connected
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with the chemical laboratory of the Geological
Survey at Newport as a special agent of the
Tenth Census, and in 1881 was appointed chemist
to the Northern Transcontinental Survey. Hia
writings include contributions to the Memoirs
of- tlic Xatioiial Academy of Science, to the
American Chemical Journal, and to Tschermack's
ilineralische Mittheiliingen.

GOOCH, Sir William, Bart. (1681-1751).
All English soldier and colonial Governor in

.Uncrica. He was born in Yarmouth, served with
distinction in the English Army, and from 1727
to 1749 was Governor of Virginia. He -was a
man of considerable ability, and his administra-
tion was, on the wliole, a wise and prosperous
one. In 1740 he led the Virginia troops which
accompanied Admiral Vernon on his futile expe-

dition against Cartagena, New Granada. On
his return to England in 1749 he was made a
baronet.

GOOD, James Isaac ( 1850— ) . An American
clergyman and Church historian, born at York,
Pa. He graduated at Lafayette College in 1872,

and at Union Theological Seminary in 1875. He
was settled in Reformed Church pastorates in

York. Pa., and Philadelphia until 1890, in

which year he became pastor of a church at

Reading, and professor of Church history in

Ursinus College at Collegeville. Pa. In 1891
he was chosen dean of the Theological Seminary
at that place. His publications include: The
Origin of the Reformed Church in Germany ; The
History of the Reformed Church in Ocrmany

;

Rambles Around Reformed Lands; and History

of the Reformed Church in the United States.

GOOD, John Mason (1704-1827). An Eng-
lish physician and author, born at Epping, in

Sussex. In 1784 he practiced as surgeon in Sud-
bury, but removed to London in 1793, with the
view of obtaining literary employment. He pub-
lished various poems, translations, and profes-

sional treatises. Of his original poems we need
Bay nothing. Among his translations are: The
Sony of Songs, or Sacred Idyls, from the Hebrew
(1803) ; The Nature of Things, from Lucretius

(1805) ; and The Book of Job (1812). His chief

professional works are: The Study of Medicine
(4 vols., 1822), and The Book of Nature, a series

of lectures at the Surrey Institution, 1811-12

(1826). He likewise published, in conjunction
with Olinthus Gregory, a dictionary of the arts

and sciences completed in twelve volumes (1813).
The translation of Lucretius, valuable for its

parallel passages, is included in Bohn's Classical

Library. He died in London. For his Life and
fVriliiiys. consult Gregory (London, 1828).

GOOD'AXE, Elaine (1863—) and Dora
Read ( 1860— ) . American poets. They are sis-

ters, and were born in Berkshire County, Mass.
The .sisters showed remarkable poetic precocity.

Poems of Elaine ap]ieared as early as her eighth
year, in »S7.\!/ Farm Life, a monthly conducted by
herself. In 1877 verses of both sisters began to

appear in the Saint Nicholas magazine, and their

contributions to periodicals have since been fre-

quent. The more noteworthy are collected in

Apple Blossoms (1S7S) ; In Berkshire u-ith the

Wildflou-ers (1879) ; All Round the Year (1880) ;

and Verses from Sky Farm (1880). In 1881
Elaine published The Journal of a Farmer's
Daughter. In 1883 she became teacher in the

Hampton (Virginia) Institute for the education

GOODALL.

of Indians and negroes, and in 1885 made a tour
of observation through the Sioux Reservation.
In the next year she received a Government ap-
pointment to teach Indians at White River Camp
in Dakotir, and in 1890 was made superintendent
of all Indian schools in that State. In the next
year she married Dr. C. A. Eastman, an Indian.
Dora wrote also Heralds of Easter (1887).

GOODALE, George Lincoln (1839—). An
American botanist, born at Saco, Maine. He
graduated at Amherst College in 1800, and at the
Harvard Medical School in 1863. He practiced
his profession at Portland, Maine, until 1807,.

when he was appointed professor of natural
science and applied chemistry at Bowdoin. In
1872 he was appointetl instructor in botany, and
university lecturer on vegetable physiology at
Harvard, and in the following j'ear was made as-

sistant professor of vegetable physiology there.

In 1878 he was elected to the chair of botany,
and in 1888 was chosen Fisher professor of nat-
ural science, a chair formerly held by Asa Gray.
He was appointed director of the Botanic Gar-
den in 1879. In 1890 he was elected President of

the American Association for the Advancement
of Science. In addition to monographs and con-

tributions to scientific journals, his publications
include: Wild Flou:ers of North America ( 1882) ;

Vegetable Physiology (1885); Vegetable His-
tology (1885) : Useful Plants of the Future; and
Concerning a Few Common Plants.

GOOD'ALL. A family of English artists. Ed-
ward (1795-1870) was a line-engraver chiefly

known through his engravings of Turner's works,
which he executed w'ith great delicacy and. beauty,
and tliose of his son and pupil. Frederick ( 1822-

1904). a genre painter in oil and water-color, born
in London. His first oil painting was entitled

"Finding the Dead Body of a Miner by Torch-
light," for which the Society of Arts awarded
him the silver medal. During the summers of

1838-42. he visited Normandy and Brittany, and
in 1839, when but seventeen years of age, he
exhibited his first picture at the Royal Academy,
"French Soldiers Playing Cards in a Cabaret."
His "Entering Church." as well as "The Return
from a Christening," which received a prize of

£50 from the British Institution, and others of

his early ])ictures, were purchased by Mr. Wells.

"The Ti'red Soldier," exhibited in 1842, was pur-

chased by JTr. Vernon, and is now in the Vernon
Gallery. Some of his French scenes are "Veteran
of the Old Guard Describing his Battles;" "La
Fete du Mariage" (The Marriage Feast) ; "The
Wounded Soldier Returned to His Family;" "The
Conscript." In 1844 he went for subjects to Ire-

land, and subsequently visited North Wales. His
"Village Festival" exhibited in 1847, now in the

National Gallery, "Raising the Maypole" (1851),

and "Crannier at the Traitor's Gate" (1850) are

among the best of his English subjects. In 1853

he was elected associate, and in 1863 member of

the Royal Academy. In 1857-59 he visited Venice

and Egypt, and afterwards painted many Italian

and Oriental subjects, including "Reciting Ta-s-

so" (1859), "Rising of the Nile" (1865)', and
"Flight into Egs-pt" (1885). Among his latest

works are "Leading the Flock" (1894), and the

"Thames from Windsor Castle" ( 1890) .

—

Howard
GoODALL (1830-89). a younger brother of Fred-

erick. He wa.s a painter in water-color, and be-

came member of the Water-Color Society in 1802.
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His pictures were usually small subjects. He ex-

hibited the "Lottery Ticket" at tlie Philadelphia

Centennial of 1870, and publislied a series of

Kiistie iikelches.—Frederick Trevelyax CJoodali.

( 1848-71 ) , son of Frederick Goodall, won the <,'old

medal of the Royal Academy in ISCi'.l with his

"Return of Ulysses," but lost his life through an
accident at Capri, on the threshold of a success-

ful career.

—

Howard Goodall (1850-74), young-
est son of Frederick, exhibited at the Royal
Academy in 1870 and 1873.

GOOD BEHAVIOR. A popular phrase, used
chielly as synonj'mous with keeping the peace.

Thus^ if one person assaults or threatens another,

or provokes him to a breach of the peace, the

offense is punishable summarily by juslices of

the peace, who. besides inllicting a fine, may bind
over the offending party to keep the peace, and
be of good behavior for a specified period. The
mode of doing this is by requiring the offending

party to enter into a recognizance with or with-

out sureties, which is^ in fact, the giving of a
bond for a specified sum to the court, and if it

is broken, that is, if the recognizance is forfeited,

then the offending parly may be again punished.

In early English law the expression had a
more strictly legal signification, and had refer-

ence to the duty of chastity imposed upon a
widow who enjoyed real property derived from
her deceased husbandj as in the case of free

bench ( q.v. )

.

GOOD CONDUCT BADGES. Special dis-

tinctions given in the United States Navj'

for fidelity, zeal, and obedience, and not granted
for the first term of enlistment under continuous
service. At the expiration of subsequent re-

enlistments for four years, within four months
from date of discharge, men who are honorably
discharged, who have sufficiently qualified in

their duties, and who are recommended by their

commanding officers, are entitled to these badges.

The first badge is a medal ; subsequent badges are
clasps, with the name of the vessel from which each
was given eugravcd thereon, and are worn on a

ribbon above the medal. Any one having received
three such badges imder consecutive reenlist-

ments is entitled to enlistment as a petty officer

in the rating in which he is best qualified to

serve, and can continue thereafter to hold the

rating of a petty officer, from which he cannot
be reduced excepting by sentence of court-mar-
tial. If the holder of a good conduct badge com-
mit an offense for which the commanding officer

considers he should be punished by forfeiture of

one or more badges, the offenses are inquired into

by a board of three officers, whose finding de-

cides whether or not the badge is to be retained.

If taken away, subsequent good behavior for one
year entitles the offender to one good conduct
badge, provided the commanding officer recom-
mends it.

GOODE, George Brown (1851-90). An Ameri-
can ichthyologist, born in New Albany, Ind.

He graduated in 1870 from Wesleyan University,
at Middletown, Conn., and then studied under
Louis Agassiz. From 1871 to 1877 he was cura-

tor of the Museum at Wesleyan University, and
in 1873 he became an assistant in the United
States Fish Commission, and also a member of

the scientific staff of the United States National
Mu.seum, of which he was made assistant director
in 1881. From 1887 until his death he served

as the assistant secretary' of the Smithsonian In-

stitution in charge of the National Aluseum.
tioode was a prominent ichthyologist. He also

was prominently connected with various popular
and scientific exhibitions, as commissioner of tlie,

L'nited States to the fisheries exhibitions at Ber-
lin in 1880 and London in 1883, as representative

of the Smithsonian Institution at the exhibitions

at New Orleans in 1884, Cincinnati in 1888,

Louisville in 1888, and Atlanta in 1895, and as
successively conunissioner and commissioner-
general of the United States at the Columbian
Historical Exposition at Madrid in 1892-93. He
]danned classifications for, and wa.s one of the
directors of, the United States Government ex-

hibit at the World's Columbian E.xposition at
Chicago in 1893. In 1888 he was elected to the
National Academy of Sciences; and at varioiis

times he received foreign honors, including the
decoration of the Spanish Order. of Isabella tlie

Catholic, witli the grade of commander. His pub-
lications number about four hundretl, of which
these are important: Catalogue of Fishes of
the Bermudas (1879) ; History of the Menhaden
(1880) ; editor of Fisheries and Fishery Indus-
tries of the United States (in 7 vols., 1884-87)

;

Ameriean Fishes: A Popular Treatise upon the

Game and Food Fishes of North A?n.er(ca ( 1888) j

Oceanic Ichthyolofiy (with Tarleton H. Bean,
1890). Goode was an authority on the manage-
ment of museums, and wrote: Museums of the

Future (1890) ; Principles of Museum Adntinis-
tration (1890) ; and Annual Reports, as director
of the National Museum. He was also interested
in historical studies, and wrote: The Beginnings
of Natural History in America (1880) : The Be-
ginnings of American Science (1889) ; The Origin

of the National Scienii/ic and Educational In-
stitutions of the United States (1890).

GOODELL', Henry Hill (1839—). An
-American agricultural educator, born at Con-
stantinople, Turkey. He graduated at Amherst
College in 1802, and served in the LTnion Arm}'
during the Civil War. He was professor of mod-
ern languages and English literature in the
Massachusetts Agi-icultural College (1807-86)
and in 1886 became president of th.at institution.

The degree of LL.D. was conferred on him by
Amherst College in 1891. For many years, as
chairman of the executive committee of the Asso-
ciation of American Agricultural Colleges and
Experiment Stations, he exerted a wide influence

in the great movement for agricultural educa-
tion in the United States.

GOODELL, Thomas Dwigiit (1854—). Au
American classical scholar, born at Ellington,

Conn. He graduated at Yale in 1877. and re-

ceived the degree of Ph.D. in 1884. He was
classical teacher in the High School, Hartford,
Conn., from 1877 to 1888, and in the latter year
was appointed professor of Cireek at Yale. He
is author of various philological papers, and
of Chapters on Creek Metrir (1901), and School
Crniinnar of Attic Creek (1902).

GOODELL, William (1792-1878). An Ameri-
can editor and reformer, prominent as an aboli-

tionist in the anti-slavery struggle before the
Civil War. He was born in Coventry, N. Y. ; was
engaged in business successively at Providence. R.

I.. Alexandria. Va.. and New Yoi-k City: took
part in the discussion of tlie Missouri Compro-
mise, to which he wa.s strongly opposed, and
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in 1827 established at Providence a paper called

the Investigalor. He subsequently edited succes-

sively the Nalioiial riiiUnilhioiiiiit. tile .Voiul

Daily Advei'tiser, the Fjw)id of Man (Utioa, N.

Y.), the organ of the New York State Anti-Slav-

ery Society, the Radical Aboliiionist, and the

Principia—all devoted to the cause of abolition-

ism. Among his publications are: Vieics of

American Constitutional Law (1844); The De-

mocracy of Christianity (1851); Slavery and
Anti-tilavery: A History of the Great Struggle in

Both Uemispheres (1852); and The American
Slave Code (185.3). ConsnR a, Memorial of Wil-

liam Goodell (Chicago, 1879).

GOODELL, WlLLi.\M (1792-1867). An Ameri-

can missionary. He was born at Templeton,

Mass., educated at Philips Academy (Andover),

Dartmouth College, and Andover Theological

Seminary. He was accepted as a missionary by

the American Board and at the close of 1822

sailed for Malta, and thence the next year went
to Beirut, where he aided in establishing the

station which has become the centre of the Syrian

mission. In 1828, on account of threatened war
between England and Turkey, the missionaries

removed to Malta, where Goodell labored in pre-

paring and printing books for the mission; until,

in 1831, the way having been opened by the de-

struction of the Turkish fleet at Navarino, he

went to Constantinople, where he commenced the

Armeno-Turkish mission. During his missionary

life he and his devoted wife cheerfully endured

many trials and perils, and were compelled to

move their residence 33 times in 29 years. One
of his chief labors was the translation of the

Bible into Armeno-Turkish, in making and re-

vising which he spent twenty years. In 1SG5,

after forty-three years of toil, he returned to

the United States" and died in Philadelphia at

the residence of his son, February 18. 18C7. Con-

sult his life by Prime (New York. 1876).

GOOD FRIDAY. The Friday before Easter,

observed in commemoration of the crucifixion of

Christ. That from a very early period it was a

day of solemn mourning and special prayer is

apparent from the A})<jstoUc Conxtitiilions (i.

18) and from Eusebius, who tells us that when
Christianity was established in the Empire, Con-

stantine forbade the holding of markets, law
courts, and other public proceedings upon this

day. It is still a legal holiday in England and
Ireland. A number of ancient popular customs,

such as the eating of 'hot cross buns'—cakes with

a cross impressed on them—are connected with

the day. For its ceremonial observance in the

Roman Catholic Church, see Cross; Holy Week.
A service of modern origin, increasingly popular
in Catholic and Episcopal churches, is the Three
Hours' Devotion, consisting of addresses upon
the seven last words of Christ, prayers and
hymns, and occupying the hours from 12 to 3,

when Ho hung n]ion the cross.

GOOD GRAY POET, The. A popular desig-

nation of Walt Whitman.

GOOD HOPE.
GOOD'LAND.

Sherman County,
of the State ; on
Pacific Railroad
railroad rcpairsl

elevator, and con

of the adjacent

See Cape of Good Hope.

A city and the county-seat of

Kan., in the northwestern part
the Chicago. Rock Island and
(Map: Kansas. A 2). It has
lops. a flour-mill, and a grain-

siderable trade in the products
farming and stock-raising dis-

trict. There are municipal water-works. Popula-
tion, in 1890, 1027; in 1900, 1059.

GOOD'MANS FIELDS THEATRE. A
London theatre, erected in 1729 and torn down
in 1746. The theatre erected later upon its site

was destroyed by fire in 1802. Garrick made his

appearance on its stage in 1741, and many of liis

most successful performances occurred in this

playhouse.

GOOD-NATURED MAN, The. A comedy
by Goldsmith, produced by Colman at Covent
Garden, January 29, 1708, after it had been fruit-

lessly offered about for nearly a year. Its plot

is concerned with a virtuous but indolent spend-
thrift, Honeywood, who loses his money and
nearly loses his sweetheart through fear of tak-

ing or giving any trouble.

GOOD'NOW, Fr.\nk Johnson (1859—). An
American educator and legal scholar, born in

Brooklyn, N. Y. He graduated at Amherst Col-

lege in 1879, at the Columbia Law School in

1882, and studied at the Ecole Libre des Sciences
Politiques of Paris and the University of Berlin.

In 1883 he was appointed professor of adminis-
trative law at Columbia University. He came
to be regarded as an authority on constitutional,

administrative, and municipal law, and a fre-

quent advi-ser in the legislative councils of New
York State. His works include: Comparative
Admi7iistrative Law (1893) ; Municipal Problems
(1897) ; and Politics and Administration (1900).

GOOD PARLIAMENT. The English Parlia-

ment of 1376, famous for its attempts at political

reform and for its impeachment of Latimer, Ne-
ville, and others.

GOOD QTJEEN ANNE. A designation of

Anne of Bohemia, wife of Richard II. of Eng-
land.

GOOD QUEEN BESS. A popular name for

Elizabeth, Queen of England.

GOOD REGENT, The. A title given to James
Stuart, Earl of Murray, or Moray, who w.as Re-

gent of Scotland lictween 1567 and 1570. He re-

ceived it especially from the Protestants, whose
champion he was. His name is absent from the

numerous conspiracies of the times, and he was
rigorous in suppressing the Border thieves.

GOOD'RICH, Alfred John (1847-). A
widely known American musical theorist. He
was bom at Chilo, Ohio, and was practically self-

taught, his instruction under his father for about
one year being all the assistance he received.

He held appointments as professor of theory in

many of the leading nuisical institutions in the

United States, and for two years served on the

faculty of the JIartha Washington College. Abing-

don, Va. After 1899 he devoted himself to pri-

vate teaching and writing. His essays and other

published works include: Music as a Language
(1880) : The Art of Song (1888) ; Complete Mu-
sical Analysis (1889); Analytical Harmony
(1894) ; and The Theory of Interpretation, pub-

lished by subscription in 1898.

GOODRICH, Ch.arles Augustus (1790-

1862). An American author, brother of Samuel
G, Goodri(?li (q.v.). He was bom at Ridgefield,

Conn.; graduated at Yale in 1812, was long pas-

tor of congregations at Worcester, Mass., Berlin.

Conn,, and Hartford, Conn., and became favor-

ably known through his writings, which include:

Lives of the Signers to the Declaration of Inde-
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pcndence (1829) ; Family Tourist (1848) ; Geog-
raphy of the Chief Places Mentioned in the Bible

(1855) ; and History of the United Utates (1807).

GOODKICH, CiiAUNCEY Allen (1790-18G0).
An American scliolar, bom at New Haven, Conn.,

and son of Elizur CJoodrieh. He graduated at

Yale in 1810, was a tutor there from 1812 till

1811, and then studied theology. He was or-

dained pastor of the First Congregational Church
in Middletown, Conn., in 1816; but a year after-

wards resigned his charge to become professor

of rhetoric in Vale. This chair he held luitil

1839, when he was transferred to that of pastoral

theolog}' in the Divinity School. He published
a Greeic Grammar (1814) ; Greek and Latin Les-
sons (1832): Kclcet liritish Eloquence (1852);
and superintended the abridgment of Webster's
Dictionary (1847). At the time of his death he
was engaged in a revision of this work, which
afterwards was published under the supervision

of Noah Porter (1804). From 1829 till 1838,

Dr. Goodrich edited the Quarterly Spectator.

GOODRICH, Elizur (1734-97). An Ameri-
can clergv'man. He was bom in Wethersfield
(now Rocky Hill), Conn., graduated at Yale in

1752, and from 1750 to 1797 was pastor of a
Congregational church at Durham. Conn. He
devoted much of his time to the study of the
mathematical and astronomical sciences, and
wrote an excellent account of the aurora borealis

of 1780.

GOODRICH, Frank Boott (1826-94). An
American author, son of Samuel Griswold Good-
rich. He was born in Boston, graduated at
Han'ard in 1845, and was for some time the
Paris correspondent of the New Y'ork Times,
writing under the signature of 'Dick Tinto.' His
articles were published in book form in 1854,

under the title Tri-Colored Sketches of Paris.

Goodrich also published: The Court of Xapoleon
(1857) ; History of Maritime Adventure, Ex-
ploration, and Discovery (1858): ^yome)l of
Beauty and Heroistn (1859): 'World-Famous
Women, from Semiramis to EugfrAe (1890) ; and
Remarkable Voyages: or, Man Vpon the Sea
(1873).

GOODRICH, Samuel Griswold (1793-1860).
An American author, who wrote under the pseu-

donym 'Peter Parley.' and ]ierhaps most widely
known for his school histories. He was born in

Ridgefield, Conn.. August 19. 1793. and was the
nephew of Chauncey Allen Goodrich. He' was a
book publisher in Hartford, and later in Boston,
Mass.". where he edited the Token (1828-32). an
original annual noted for the encouragement given
to young American authors. His numerous juve-
nile and educational works gave him a wide repu-
tation. Altogether in his life he edited or wrote
170 volumes under his pseudonym, of which, how-
ever, he was sole author of onlv the followinar;

The Outcast, and Other Poems ( 1836) ; Sow Well
and Reap Well: or. Tfousrhold Education (1838) ;

Five Letters to My 'N'eighbor Smith (1839);
Sketches from a Student's Windou: (1841) : Ire-

land and the Irish (1842) ; Poems (completed,
1851) ; and Recollections of a Lifelime: or. Men
and Things I Have Seen (1856). He was United
States Consul at Paris in 1852, where he pub-
lished a statistical work on the I'nited States.

He died at Hartford, Conn.. May 9, 1860.

GOODRICH, or GOODRICKE, Thomas
(c.1485-1554) . An English ecclesiastic and dip-

GOOD TEMPLARS.

lomat. He studied at Cambridge, probably at
Corpus Chnsti, and in 1510 was made a fellow
of Jesus College. As rector of Saint Peter Cheap
(1529), he was consulted on the legality of the
marriage of Catharine of Aragon, and was ap-
pointed syndic of Cambridge for the settlement
of that question (1530). Soon after he became
chaplain to the King, and in 1533 went to France
on an embassy. In the following year he became
Bishop of Ely, and proved a zealous partisan of
the Reformation, urging the spiritual headship
of the King and conii)iling the Bishops' Book.
Under Edward \'I. he became a member of the
Privy Council, and was one of the compilers of
the Book of Common Prater. In 1552 he became
Lord High Chancellor, and sealed Edward's set-

tlement of confession, biit was ignorant of its

contents. ^He was pardoned by Queen JIary, and
kept his bishopric until his death (1554).

GOODS AND CHATTELS. A legal as well
as popular phrase, in common use. to signify
personal property. It is not unfreijuently used
in wills, but seldom in any other legal instru-

ment; and when used in wills, it generally in-

cludes all the personal property of the testator.

The two words are not identical in meaning,
however, the term chattels being the more ex-
tensive in signification and including the other.
The term goods corresponds closely in meaning
to the bona of the common law, and to movables
of the civil law. whereas chattels includes as-

well certain rights in land. See Bona; Chat-
tels.

GOOD'SELL, Daniel Atres (1840—). A
Methodist Episcopal bishop, born in Newburg,
N. Y. He graduated at the University of the
City of Xew Y'ork in 1859, and soon after entered
the Methodist ministry. He was elected bishop
in 1888. Besides contributions to the religious

press, he wrote Life and Character in Granite
Bay (1902). a book which, in its general charac-
ter, suggests the genius of Burroughs.

GOOD'SIR, Joiix (1814-67). A Scotch anat-
omist, born at Anstruther, Scotland. He studied

at Saint Andrews University; graduated in medi-
cine at the College of Surgeons, Edinburgh

;

practiced in Anstruther; was made conser\-ator

of the museum of the Royal College of Surgeons,
Edinburgh (1840) ; acted as lecturer on patholo-

gy of tumors from 1842 to 1843 : was assistant

professor of anatomy. University of Edinburgh,
from 1844 to 1846 ; and succeeded Munro as full

professor of anatomv in 1846. Consult Memoir,
by Turner (Edinburgh, 1868).

GOOD'STOCK. The alias which Lord Fram-
pul assumes, as host of the Xew Inn, in Ben .Jon-

son's play of the latter name.
GOOD TEMPLARS, Independent Order of.

A secret benevolent society, having for its object

the promotion of temperance, organized at Fay-
etteville, X. Y.. in 1851. The Order grew rapidly,

the first Grand Lodge having been est.iblished in

1852, and the Right Worthy Grand Lodge of

Xorth America in 1858. The Order was intro-

duced in England in 1868. and in a short time
spread throughout the civilized world. The ques-

tion of admission of colored persons caused a
schism in the organization in 1874. a section of

the Order then organizing under the name of the

Eight Worthy Grand Lodge of the World. The
two branches, however, reunited in 1887. The
International Supreme Lodge projected a system
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of temperance training and study covering a
period of tliree years, to inculcate in members
tlie principles of the temperance-reform move-

ment. The organization at present comprises 100

grand lodges, aggregating 570.126 members, in-

cluding 17-,839 in the Juvenile Branch, dis-

tributed through the United States, Great Brit-

ain, Germany, Denmark, Sweden. Norway, etc.

^Members are obliged to pledge "that they -will

never buy, sell, use, furnish, nor cause to be

furnished to others as a beverage, any spirituous

or malt liquors, wine, or cider, and will discoun-

tenance the manufacture and sale thereof in all

proper ways."

GOOD-WILL. The favorable disposition or

inclination of persons to extend their patronage

to a particular business, on account of the repu-

tation it has established. It is something more
than the probability that old customers will re-

sort to the old place. It includes every advantage
or benefit accruing to a business establishment

from its locality, name, or common reputation,

from its business habits, connections, and stand-

ing, or from any other matter which identifies

and distinguishes it from other establishments.

The good-will of a business is property as much
the subject of valuation and transfer as any
tangible chattel. It is an asset of a business, and
may be taken into account in deciding whether
a business establishment is solvent or involvent.

In a litigated case in England the good-will of

a partnership was valued at $100,000. The New
York Court of Appeals has decided that the

good-will of a corporation organized under
the laws of another State, but having its place

of business in New York, is taxable in New York
as property employed there by the corporation.

Upon the dissolution of a partnership, as in

case of death of a partner, good-will must be

converted into cash and its proceeds distributed,

precisely as though it were tangible property.

Upon a sale of the entire partnership business

and assets, the purchaser becomes entitled to the

good-will. This includes the sole right to hold
himself out as the successor of the firm. In Eng-
land and in some of our States, he acquires the

right to use the old firm name, subject only to

the qualification that he must not hold out the

former partners as doing business under the old

name. In other States, the right to use the old

name does not pass with a sale of the good-will:

it can be acquired only by express agreement
therefor.

The extent to which the seller of the good-will

of a business can compete with the buyer is a
subject upon which the authorities are at vari-

ance. The tendency of modern decisions in Eng-
land is to limit the seller more narrowly than
the courts have felt disposed to do in this coim-
try. Tlie English courts say that "it is not right

to profess and to purport to sell that which you
do not mean the purchaser to have ; it is not an
honest thing to pocket the price and then to

recaptiire (he subject of sale, to decoy away or

call it back before the purchaser has time to at-

tach it to himself and make it his own." Ac-

cordingly Ihey hold that the seller of a good-\WlI

must not in an.v way solicit patronage from the

customers of the old business, nor in any way
represent himself as succeeding to such business.

In the absence of a contract to the contrary, how-

ever, he may engage in the same line of business

in the same locality, and in his own name, al-

though that name may be a part of the old busi-

ness name. In most of our States, if the purchaser
of a good-will would cut the seller ofT from solic-

iting old customers or otherwise competing with
him, he must secure from the seller a contract
surrendering those rights. (Cf. Restr.\i>'T of
Tk.\L)E, CoNTR.\eTS IN.) Consult: Pollock, Digest

of Partucrship. § 39 (London, 7th ed., 1900);
Burdick, Partnership (Boston, 1899).

GOOD'WIN, Arthur (I593-1G43). An Eng-
lish soldier, prjuminent during the Civil War in

England. He studied at Magdalen College, Ox-
ford, with his lifelong friend. John Hampden,
and with the latter contributed Latin verses to

the college collection. Luctus Posthumus, pub-
lished on the death of Henry, Prince of Wales.
In 1G14 he took his degree of B.A., and became
a member of the Inner Temple. He sat often in

Parliament, and on the outbreak of the Civil

War was apjxiinted colonel of a regiment of cav-

alry which was of great assistance to the Parlia-

mentary party. In 1C4'2, aided by Hampden and
Lord Brooke, he defeated the Earl of Northamp-
ton at Coventry, in \^'anviekshire, and with the

aid of Colonel Hurry drove Lord Digby from
Wantage. In .lanuary, lfi43, Goodwin was ap-

pointed commander-in-chief of the forces of

Buckinghamshire, was defeated in an attack on
Brill, and took an active part in the siege of

Reading.

GOODWIN, John (c.1594-1665). An eminent
Puritan divine. He was bom in the county of

Norfolk about 1594, graduated at Queen's Col-

lege. Cambridge, and obtained a fellowship there

in 1017. Having married, he gave up his fellow-

ship and took orders, officiating in various places

in the county with much acceptance. In 1632 he
removed to London, and in 1633 succeeded John
Davenport (q.v.) at Saint Stephens. In 1635
he was admonished for leanings toward inde-

pendency. In 1039 he occasioned dissatisfaction

by insisting on the need of a learned ministry.

In 1642 he published Anti-Caratierisme, in sup-

port of the Parliamentary cause, which received

further commendation in ilifflit and Right Well
Met (1648). In 1643 he assailed the theorj' of

the divine right of kings in his Os Ossorianum :

or, A Bone for a Bislioj), and in 1644 denounced
the Presbj'terians as a persecuting party in

Beoiiax'"-; or. The Grnnd Imprudrnce of Fighting
Against God. In 1645 he was ejected from his

living for refusing to administer the sacrament
to all indiscriminately, and formed an independ-

ent church, which was largely attended. At the

Restoration he was one of eighteen incapacitated

from holding any public trust. He died in 1665.

Many of his publications, though all in English,

have Greek or Latin titles. He has been a favor-

ite with Methodists, and been called the 'Wiclif

of Methodism.' .John Wesley abridged his Trrn-

tisr of Justification (London. 1042). Samuel
Dunn, a Wesleyan minister, edited his Christian

Thcologg (London. 1S36), from Goodwin's works,

and wrote his life. The standard life of Good-
win is by Thomas Jackson, another Wesleyan
minister (London, 1872).

GOODWIN, Nathaniel Cari, (1857—). ' An
American comedian. He was born in Boston,

and after a brief experience in business made
his debut (March 5, 1874) at the Howard
Athenaeum, in a piece called Law in New York.
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His success in imitating personal peculiarities

led him to the variety stage, and at Pastor's

Theatre, in New York (1875), he became very
popular. Later he made a hit in the burlesque
of Black-Eijed Susun. He married in 1877 Eliza
W'eathersby, an actress, imder whose name his

company toured successfully. Most of his work
was in lighter comedy, till in 1889-90 he appeared
as Woolcott in .1 (lold Mine. The following sum-
mer he first played in England. Among his pro-

ductions since have l)een: .1 Gilrled Fool; In iliz-

zoura ; An American Citizen; Xathayt Hale, his

greatest success (produced in Chicago, January
31, 1898) ; and The Coirboj/ and the Lady. In 1898
he married Maxine Elliott (q.v. ), who has shared
his recent achievements. His new play, The
Altar of Friendship, was veiy popular in 1902-

03. Consult: Strang. Famous Actors of the Day
in America (Boston. 1900); McKay and Win-
gate, Famous American Actors of To-Day (New
York, 1896).

GOODWIN, Mbs. N. C. See Elliott, Maxine.

GOODWIN, Thomas (1000-80). An Eng-
lish divine of the later Puritan period. He was
bom at Rollesby. Norfolk, studied at Cambridge,
and became a fellow in 1620. In 1625 he was
licensed a preacher of the university, and three

years later became lecturer of Trinity Church;
Cambridge, and was presented the vicarage
by the King in 1632. Harassed by the in-

terference of his bishop, who was an ad-

herent of Laud, he resigned his preferments
and left the university in 1634. He then
seems to have lived for some time in London as

a separatist preacher. In 1639 he withdrew to

Holland, and for a few months wa.s pastor of a
small congregation of English merchants and
refugees at Amheim. Returning to London soon
after Land's impeachment by the Long Parlia-

ment (1640). he ministered for ten years to an
independent congregation in the parish of Saint
Dunstan's-in-the-East, and rapidly rose to con-

siderable eminence as a preacher. In 1643 he
was elected a member of the Westminster As-
sembly, and at once identified himself with the
Congregational party. He frequently preached
by appointment before the House of Commons,
and in January, 1650, his talents and learning
were rewarded with the presidentship of Magda-
len College. Oxford, a post which he held until

the Restoration (1060). He rose into high favor
with the Protector, and ultimately became some-
what prominent among his more intimate ad-
visers. From 1660 until his death, February 23,

1680. he lived in London, and devoted himself
exclusively to theological study and to the charge
of a small congregation. Five volumes of his

works were published at London (1682-1704).

GOODWIN, WiLLWM Watson (1831-). A
distinguished American classical scholar, bom at
Concord, Mass. He was graduated from Harvard
in 1851, and then continued his studies at the
imiversities of Bonn. Berlin, and Giittingen. re-

ceiving from the last place the degree of Ph.D. in

1S55. ^ He was tutor at Harvard 1856-60. w^hen
he was appointed Eliot professor of Greek. In
1901 he became Flint professor emeritus. He was
the first director of the American School of

Classical Studies at Athens (1882-83), and
in 1872 and 1885 was president of the American
Philological Association. In 1860 he published
the first edition of his Syntax of the Hoods and

Tenses of the Greek Verb. This work has con-

tributed more than any other to the elucidation
of Greek sjTitax in America and England, and
has received generous recognition in Germany.
It was published in revised and enlarged form
in 1890. He has also published a Greek Gram-
mar (1870; last ed. 1893) and various other
te.xt-books, and has been a contributor to Ameri-
can journals and scientific publications. Profes-

sor Goodwin lias received the degree of LL.D. from
Amherst (1881), Cambridge, Eng. (1883), Co-
lumbia (1887), Edinburgh (1890), Harvard
(1891), Chicago (1901), Yale (1901); D.C.L.,

Oxford ( 1890) ; and is also a Knight of the Greek
Order of the Saviour.

GOODWIN SANDS. Dangerous banks of

shifting sands stretching for' a distance of about
10 miles northeast and southwest, off the east

coast of Kent, England, at an average distance
of from 5 to 12 miles from the shore (ilap: Eng-
land, H 5) , The sands are divided into two por-

tions by a, narrow channel, and at low water
many parts are uncovered. When the tide re-

cedes the sand becomes finii and safe; but after

the ebb the water permeates the mass, rendering
the whole pulpy and treacherous, in which condi-

tion it shifts to such a. degree as to render charts
uncertain from year to year. They have always
been dangerous to vessels passing through the
Strait of Dover, bound either for the Thames or
traversing the North Sea. They serve, however,
as a breakwater to form a secure anchorage in

the Downs (q.v.) when east or southeast winds
are blowing, but become dangerous when the
wind blows strongly off shore, at which time
ships are apt to drag their anchors and to strand
upon the Goodwin breakers, in the shifting sands
of which their wrecks are soon entirely swal-
lowed up. Many celebrated and terribly fatal

wrecks have occurred here, and many gallant

rescues by local seamen have been made. Nu-
merous buoys, fog-sirens, warning guns, four
lightships, and the North and South Foreland
lighthouses, now afford a valuable system
of warning and protection. These sands are
said to have consisted at one time of about
4000 acres of lowland, fenced from the sea
by a wall. At the period of the Norman Con-
quest these estates were taken from Earl God-
win and bestowed upon the Abbey of Saint Au-
gustine at Canterbury, the abbot of which allow-

ing the sea wall to fall into a dilapidated con-

dition, in the year 1100, the sea rushed in and
submerged the whole. Near the Goodwin Sands
the Dutch won a naval victorv over the English
in 1652.

GOOD'WOOD. An estate of the Duke of

Richmond and Gordon, three miles east of Chi-
chester. Sussex, England, chiefly noted for the
annual race meeting held in July on the course
established in the park in 1802. The castle, an
eighteenth-century structure, has a fine collec-

tion of portraits by old masters; the park is cele-

brated for the beauty and variety of its trees,

and contains herds of deer. In it is a temple
containing a Roman relief of Neptune and Miner-
va found at Cliichcstcr.

GOODY BLAKE AND HARRY GILL. A
poem by Wordsworth, the story of a poor old
woman who to make a fire in bitter weather
picked up a few sticks from the land of her
neighbor, a farmer. When detected by him and
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prevented from removing the fuel, she prays
that lie may never again be warm, and her curse
is elTective.

GOOD'YEAB, Chaeles (1800-60). An
American inventor, born at New Haven, Conn.
He was the son of an iron-manufacturer, with
whom, at the age of twenty-one, he went into

business in Philadelphia. Failing in the iron

trade, his attention was attracted to the manu-
facture of india-rubber, and he expended all

his means in experiments with various mixtures
and processes which should remedy the fatal

defects of india-rubber in its natural state, since

it is brittle in cold weather and sticky in warm
weather. His efforts were a series of failures,

excepting a partial success in treating the sur-

face of rubber goods with nitric acid, until he
bought of one Hayward, a rival experimenter, an
invention for mixing india-rubber with sulphur.

The great secret of vulcanizing, a process in

which the two substances, submitted to a high

temperature, are converted into the elastic, en-

during, and heat and cold defying material now
in use, was an accidental discovery made by
Goodj'ear while standing by a stove, and idly sub-

jecting a mixture of rubber and sulphur to its

heat. This new product he patiently perfected,

discovering new uses to which it could be applied,

until it required sixty patents to secure his in-

ventions. Some of these rights were secured by
other persons in England, and in France they
were forfeited bj' an informality; so that, by

' these means, and from expensive lawsuits, he
gathered little from ten years of toil and priva-

tion s.ave the honors awarded to his skill and
perseverance in giving to the world such a staple

as vulcanized india-nibber. He died in New
York, July 1, 18G0. See Rubber.

GOODY TWO-SHOES. A familiar nursery
tale published by Newbery in 1765 and ascribed
to Oliver Goldsmith. It derives its name from
the joyful exclamation of its half-shod little

heroine, when she conies into possession of a pair

of shoes.

GOOGE, Babnabe (1540-94). An English
poet. He was born in 1540. at Alvinghani in

Lincolnshire, studied at Cambridge and at Ox-
ford; traveled on the Continent, and on his re-

turn became one of the gentlemen pensioners in

the Court of Queen Elizabeth. He died in 1594.

He wrote translations, eclogues, epitaphs, and
sonnets. Consult: "Eglogs, Epytaphes, and Son-
ettes," in Arber, Enf/lish Reprints (London,
1871); and The Pnp'ish Kingdome (1570), a
verse translation from the Latin of Thomas Na-
ogeorgus (i.e. Thomas Kirehmaver) , edited by
Hope (London, 1880).

GOO'KIN, Daniel (c.1012-87). A New Eng-
land soldier and historian, born in Kent. England.
Gookin came with his father to Virginia in 1621,
but, sympathizing rather with the Puritan than
with tlie Cavalier, he moved, in 1644. to Cam-
bridge, Jlass., where he was soon made captain
of militia, and elected to the House of Deputies,
of which he became Speaker in 1651. In 1052 he
was elected magistrate, and in 1656 appointed
superintendent of all Indians under civil author-
ity. He held this office till death, in spite of un-
popularity, occasioned by the protection he gave
to his wards during and after King Philip's

War. He was associated with Eliot in mission
work among the Indians. He visited England in

1656 and again in 1657, efficientlj' protecting on
his return in 1660 the fugitive regicides Goffe and
Whalley. In 1674 he wrote Historical Collec-

tions of the Indians of Massachusetts (published
by the Massachusetts Historical Society, 1792),
and later a never-published and now lost History

of A'eiu England. In 1677 he finished An, Histori-
cal Account of the Doings and Sufferings of the
Christian. Indians of New England, which was
sent to England, and thei-e lost for over a cen-

tury and a half, when it was found and printed
in 1836 by the American Antiquarian Society. In
I6S1 Gookin was made major-general of the
colony, and was an active asserter of popular
rights in the agitation which preceded the with-

drawal of the Colonial Charter (1686). This re-

stored his popularity, but when he died in Cam-
bridge, Mass., JMarch 10, 1687, he was so poor
that his friend Eliot solicited ten pounds from
Robert Boyle for his widow. He was a man of

fine character, and an historian of balanced
judgment and dignified though not easy style.

The prospectus of his History of Xew England
is so thorough that its loss is felt by students to

be a real misfortune.

GOOLE. A market-town and river-port in the
West Riding of Yorkshire, England, 22 miles
south-southeast of York, on the right bank of the
Ouse at its junction with the Don (Map: Eng-
land, F 3). The town is well built and possesses

fine modern public buildings. Water and gas
are supplied by private companies. It has iron-

foundries, ship and boat building establi-shments,

and extensive manufactories of woolen and cot-

ton goods, ropes, sails, alum, sugar, and agricul-

tural implements. It has a commodious harbor,

docks, quays, and warehouses, and imports raw
wool, linen yarn, timber, logwood, indigo, oil,

wines, farm produce, and groceries. Its chief ex-

ports are coal, woolen and linen goods, and ma-
chinery. The annual value of its imports and
exports during five years ending in 1900 ex-

ceeded £12,000,000 (.$60,000,000). An average of

2500 vessels enter and clear a gross tonnage of

1,500.000 annually. Its rise from an obscure
hamlet dates from its establishment as a bonded
port in 1829. Population, in 1891, 15,400; in

1901, 10,600.

GOORKHAS, goorTvos. See Gurkhas.
GOOROO, goC'roo. See GuRU.

GOOSANDER. See Merganser.

GOOSE (AS. gos, Icel. gas, OHG. gans, Ger.
Gans; connected with Lat. anser, Gk. xv'S cft«n,

Olr. gcis, Lith. roHsis, Skt. hamsa, goose, also

ultimately with OHG. ganazzo, AS. ganot, Eng.
gannet, and AS. gandra, Eng. gander) . A web-
footed bird of the subfamily Anscrinse. of the

family Anatida?, order Anseres (q.v. ). The geese

are closely allied to the swans on the one hand,
and to the ducks on the other. They differ from
the swans in having the lores feathered, and from
the ducks in having the tarsi reticulate and the

sexes alike in color. The geese form a fairly well

defined group of about forty species found in

all parts of the world. They are mostly larger

than ducks and have longer necks. They are more
terrestrial and many times are to be seen feed-

ing on land herbage. They walk better than
ducks, the legs not being quite so far back. Most
of them are good eating, but there are a few
which are animal feeders, whose flesh is rank.

Like the swans, tliey resent intrusion by hissing
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with outstretched neck. They utter characteristic

notes called honking when on the wing. They
generally fl.v in companies, each led by an old

gander, which they follow in a wedge-like forma-

tion.

Wild Geese. Of the ten or twelve species of

geese occurring in the United States, all but two
or three breed in the far north, and are migrants

and winter visitants south of Canada. The com-
r.ion wild goose (Brnnta Canadensis) is aburdant
througliout North America. It is about three or

three and one-half feet long and five feet across

the wings. The head and neck are black, with a
white patch on the chin; general color brownish-
gray, paler below. The nest is usually on the

ground, but sometimes in trees. The eggs are

usually five or six, plain bufty white. A remark-
able Arctic goose is the emperor goose (Pliilacte

canarjica) , about two-thirds as large as the com-
mon goose, abundant on the shores of Bering Sea

;

the flesh is said to be rank and unfit for food.

The snow-goose {Chen hyperhorea) is a pure
white one fovind throughout America, but rather
rare in eastern parts. The so-called 'tree-ducks'

( Dendrocygna ) are tropical American geese oc-

curring as far north as Texas in the summer.
The,v are only about twenty inches long and are
colored with various shades of yellowish and
reddish brown. Tliey make their nests in hol-

low trees, often some distance from water.

Among the notable geese of the Old World
must be mentioned the graylag goose (Anser
fcrus) . which is thought to be the ancestral stock
of the common domesticated goose. ( See Colored
I'late witli W.VTER-BlBDS.) It is found in Cen-
tral Europe and Asia, and in North Africa. An-
other, common in Great Britain, is the bean-goose
{Anser sergetum) . small and brownish, with a
black 'nail' on the beak. The spur-winged goose
{Plcctroplerus Gnnihcnsis) is a purplish-black
bird with prominent spurs on the wings, found in

Africa. In Australia there are two very remark-
able geese, one {Anseranns melanolrnca) with
the feet little more than half webbed, and the.

other {Cereopsis Jvovce-Hollandice), a scarcely
aquatic bird, with long legs having the tibia part-
ly bare, and the bill small and membranous.
Among the best-known of the geese are the
brants ar.d barnacle-geese (qq.v.). See Plate of
Wild Dicks.
Domestic Geese. The domestication of the

goose was very easy, and doubtless began as soon
as men began to remain in fixed settlements. They
are among the animals figured on the oldest
Eg^'ptian and Asiatic monuments, and the Orien-
tal breeds were no doubt derived from local wild
species, especially the great Chinese swan or
'guinea' goose {Cggnopsis riignoides) . whose true
home is in the valley of the Amur River. This
is the largest of living geese, and wild and do-
mesticated specimens are freely crossed to this
day with ot<ier breeds. The basis of the domestic
geese of Europe, however, is the graylag above
described; and this kind was imported by the
early colonists to America, where some admix-
ture has taken place with local wild geese. For-
merly the cultivation of geese was more exten-
sive and important than at present. Great herds
of geese were annually driven slowly from West-
ern Europe to Rome, where both flesh and feath-
ers (down) were in great demand. Previous to
the invention of metallic pens goose-quills sup-
plied all the pens used, and formed a large

GOOSE.

article of trade now almost obsolete. In South-
ern England goose culture was formerly far more
c.\tensi\e than at present, many thousands being

driven to market every fall ; and goose-fattening

in Holland and Germany is still a great industry,

especially in tlie neighborhood of Strassburg. The
long domestication of .geese, however, has brought
about remarkably little variation. As is pointed
out by Darwin in his Animals and Plants Under
Doniesitiea'ion, the change has been little more
than a considerable increase in size and fecun-

dity, and a tendency to lose the brownish tints of

the wild stock and become spotted with white or
altogether white. The last feature has resulted

not only from a preference for pure white
which has prevailed ever since the time of the

Romans, but from the former cruel practice of

plucking geese alive, the new feather produced
Ijy the injured skin being usually white.

The standard breeds commonly raised in the

United States are Gra.y Toulouse, White Embden,
Gra.y African, Brown Chinese, White Chinese,

Gray Wild, and Colored Egyptian. A number of

cross-bred geese have also given good results. In

general Toulouse geese are more compact in form
than are other breeds, and for this reason are pre-

ferred by many. The head is rather large and
short and the bill comparatively short. The neck
is carried well up and is of medium length. The
breast is broad and deep. The body of the Tou-
louse goose is moderate in length, broad, deep, and
compact. In birds of good condition the belly

almost touches the ground. The wings are large

and strong; the tail comparatively short; the

thighs and shanks stout. In color the plumage
is gray. The standard weight of the adult gander
is 20 pounds; adult goose, '20; young gander, 18;

and young goose, 15 pounds. The,v are termed
Christmas geese, since they mature later than
others and are in season at the holiday time.

They are fairly good layers, averaging 40 eggs in

a season. See Colored Plate of DwcKS.
White Embden geese are beautiful birds of

large size, tall and erect carriage, snow-white
lihimage, and are about as hea\'y as the gray
Toulouse goose. They originally came from Emb-
den, in Westphalia, and have been bred in the

United States for many years. They are con-

sidered a very satisfactory breed to raise. Gray
African geese are by many considered the most
profitable of all. They grow very rapidly, and
are ready for market in ten weeks, weighing at

that a,ge between eight and ten pounds. Accord-
ing to standard weights they are as heavy as
Toulouse and Embden, but heavier specimens are
not uncommon.
The brown and white Chinese geese are smaller

than those previously mentioned, and probably
for this reason less popular. The domesticated
gray wild geese are satisfactory, and are gen-

erally bred throughout the United States. They
are very highly prized for table purposes, are
good layers, hardy, and easy to raise. The stand-
ard weight of the adult gander is 16 pounds;
adult goose, 14 poiinds: young gander, 12 pounds;
and young goose., 10 pounds.
The colored Egyptian geese are purely orna-

mental, being seldom bred for other purposes
than the .show-room. Tlipy are sometimes called
Nile .geese. They are tall and slender. The color

of the head is black and grav; the bill is purple
or bluish-red and the eves orange. The neck and
back are grav and black; the centre of the breast
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is chestnut, with the other part gray. The upper
parts of the plumage of the body are gray and
black, and the under parts are a pale yellow,
penciled with black.

Breeding. Geese are long-lived birds, some
having been known to attain the age of forty
j'ears. Birds fifteen and twenty year.s old are not
uncommon. Mature geese, at least two years
old, should alwiiys be used for breeding. Breed-
ing stock .should be pastured in the tall, and later

fed on grain with some beef scraps. Ten per cent,

of the ration should be green feed, stewed clover
and cooked vegetables. The eggs may be hatched
by hens or by geese. When goslings are four or
five days old they are able to take care of them-
selves, but should always be cooped at night. The
first food of goslings is grass fed as sod. and a
little corn meal sometimes mixed with a little

sand and charcoal. Very soon they may be fed
a mixture of ground grains, grass, and vegetable
food. When yoiuig geese are fattened they should
be placed in a rather small pen so that they may
not exercise too much, and should be fed three
times a day a mixture of corn meal and beef

scraps. Tliey should he kept as quiet as possible.

At ten weeks of age, or when the tips of the
wings reach the tail, the}' should be ready for

market. Geese require a wider range than do
ducks, and. unlike the latter, will not do well un-
less they have access to water.
Economic Uses. Geese are valuable for their

feathers, quills, eggs, and as food. The flesh is

most commonly roasted. It contains on an aver-

age some 18 per cent, refuse (waste, bones, etc.),

and 82 per cent, edible portion. The edible por-

tion has on an average the following percentage
composition: Water, 46.7: protein, 16.3; fat,

36.2 : and ash, 0.8. Goose-livers are esteemed a
delicacy. The liver, morbidly enlarged by ex-

cessive feeding combined with lack of exercise, is

used for making a delicately seasoned, paste-like

food called pate de foie gras, for the manufacture
of which Strassburg is especially famous. In
Germany the breast is pickled and smoked under
the name of Pomeranian goose-breast. Goose-fat
is used to a large extent for culinary purposes,
especially by IMohammedans and .Jews. Consult
Howard, "Ducks and Geese," in Unifed States
Department of Aqricultnre, Farmers' Bulletin
^^o. G'l (Washington, 1897).

GOOSE, Tailor's. A name applied to the
smoothing-iron used by tailors, and supposed to

have been given on account of the shape of the
handle, which somewhat resembles the neck of a
goo.se.

GOOSE-BARKTACLE. See Barnacle-Goose.

GOOSEBERRY, gooz'ber-rl or goos'-. The
fruit of a prickly shrub of the genus Ribes,

order Grossulariaceee. The genus is common
throughout the north temperate zone, being
represented by numerous species in America,
Kurope, and Asia, the great majority of which
belong to North America. Of all these only four
or five species have .attained prominence in cul-

tivation. The cuiTant (q.v.) (Rihcs rtihriim) is

one of the most important representatives of the
genus, and carries its distribution into the Orient.

In the gooseberry, however, we find <a very popu-
lar shrub in both the New and the Old World ; it

is especially prized in England, where it has at-

tained its highest perfection, and where it has
been in cultivation from the sixteenth century.

Since it occurs only sparingly in Southern Eu-
rope, where the grape thrives so well, it is little

wonder that the gooseberry was neglected by the
Greeks and Romans, even if they were familiar
with it. The European gooseberry (liibcs grossu-
laria) is in its natural state a strong-growing
upright shrub with very formidable spines upon
the branches and a hairy, more or less spiny,

fruit. It is the progenitor of all the mammoth

FRUITING TWIG OF GOOSEBERRY.

fruited varieties which have caused so much
emulation among the gardeners of England, who
have produced fruits weighing as much as 30
pennyweights; the unimproved fruits hardly
average four pennyweights in weight. Varieties
of this species were brought to America by the
early pioneers, but the climate was uncongenial,
and they suffered from disease and soon perished.

Not until the middle of the nineteenth century
could America claim to have a cultivated goose-

berry, and then only a seedling of one of the wild
forms, Rihes oxgaeanthoides. common throughout
the country. This was Houghton's seedling,

which, however, is not the most common wild
species even at its place of origin. Massachusetts.
It was soon followed by one of its own progeny,

Downing's seedling or Downing. The popularity

and universal cultivation of these two, which
are still in the lead, is due largely to their

ability to resist mildew. With the advent of

spraying to check plant diseases a new era opened
for European gooseberries in America ; and since

1890 the English varieties have been planted

with more assurance of success. There are now
numerous hybrids of the European with native

species, which promise to combine the resistant

characters of the latter with the desirable size,

color, and form of the former.

The gooseberry is easily propagated by means
of suckers, cuttings, and layers; cuttings are most
frequently employed, as they grow readily and
give a well-formed plant. The gooseberry thrives

on all good arable soils and demands the same
treatment as the currant. It is usually planted

three by six feet apart in field culture, kept free

from weeds, and sprayed with an arsenical poison

early in the season to protect it from the worm
which is as fond of it as it is of the currant. If

the English varieties are grown the poison must
be supplemented with a fungicide. The fruits nf

the gooseberry are used extensively for jelly, jam,

marmalade, etc., both in England and in America,

The ripe fruits are also used to some extent in

the manufacture of wines and vinegar.

Besides the two species above mentioned, the fol-

lowing species, being ornamental, should receive
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more attention than they do from liorticulturists:

Tlie Miow-tlowered j^ooseberry {IHIkk nictuin), a
native of the northwestern coast of America, is

remarkable for its beautiful white penduloua
flowers and its acid berries, which in size and
color resemble black currants, and which make
delicious pies, li'ibcs speciosiiiii is ornamental
in pleasure grounds, and is remarkable for its

shining leaves, as well as for its Howers having
four stamens, instead of five, as in other species,

and for the great length of the filaments. Ribes
saxatilc, a native of Siberia, and other sjjecies,

forming a subgenus called Botryearpum, have a
character somewhat intermediate between cur-

rants and gooseberries, being prickly shrubs, but
having their flowers in racemes. Ribcs sajraiite

has small, smooth, globose, dark-purple berries,

like currants. Consult Card, Busli Fruits (New
York, 1S98).

GOOSEBERRY, Ix.';ects Injitriou.s to the.
The gooseberry is injuriously attacked by several
liorers, etc., Imrmful to currants (see Currant-
IxsEt'TS). Two caterpillars, however, are espe-

cially harmful. The most prominent one in tlie

Old \Vor!d is the magpie moth ( .i6r((,r«.5 (/tossh?o-

riata ) . closely related to the canker-worm, whose
caterpillar is the worst enemy of the gooseberry
in Europe. In the United States the most dam-
age is done by the gooseberry fruit-worm (Dak-
ruma convohileUa) , the larva of a pyralid moth
about one incli across the wings, which are "pale
gray crossed near the base by a dark diffuse band
which is divided by a whitish line.'" The eggs
are laid by the female moths on the yoimg fruit,

one on each ; and when the young hatch tliey bore
into the berry and feed on the pulp. The cater-

pillars are about an inch in length, pale green,
with brownish heads. As they grow they bind
several berries together with silk. Finally, they
drop to the ground, form cocoons beneath the
leaves, and spend the winter tliere in the pupa
state, from which they emerge in the spring. The
only practical and effective remedy seems to be
to watch the bushes, and pick oflT and destroy the
reddish infected berries early in the season. The
small clearwing (.J^neria tipiiliforme) is also
harmful in some places.

GOOSEBERItY INSECTS,

a, Gooseberry moth [Abraxas /frosstilnrintu) and larva;
b. Currant-borer, the clearwing (.i'^eWa tipuliforme).

GOOSE-BIRD. A gunner's local name in the
United States for the Hudsonian godwit (q.v.).

GOOSEFISH. See Angler.

GOOSEFLOWER. See Aristolochia.
GOOSEFOOT. See Chenopodium.
GOOSE-GRASS, or Cle.^vers. A coarse-

stenimed annual species of bed-straw with whorls
of six to eight leaves. The hispid stems, leaves,
and fruit cling to clothing and to animals. A

somewhat similar species is Galium fricorne, in-

troduced from Europe into a ninnber of places in
the United States. There are more than a dozen
species in the United States, none of which are
of much importance e.xeept as weeds. See Eleu-
SINE.

GOOTOO (Jamaica negro). A name in

.Jamaica for various small globefishes (q.v.).

GO'PHER. A name of somewluit indefinite

signiticaucc. used in ditt'erent localities to desig-

nate different animals. It is a corruption of the
French word (/auffre, a honeycomb, which was
applied by the French settlers in America to vari-
ous burrowing animals which 'honej'comb' the
soil.

( 1 ) Any of several American rodents, belong-
ing to two distinct families, the Geomyidte and
the Sciurida>, subfamily Spermoi)hilinte. The
true gophers belong to the first nu'Utioned family,
the spermophiles being more properly ground-squir-
rels (q.v.). The GeomyidiE are known as pouched
rats or pocket-gophers. They are characterized
by very large external cheek-pouches, which are
lined with fur. They do not communicate with
the mouth, but open beside it. In some species,

they run along the whole side of the neck as far
back as the shoulders. These pouches seem to be
used largely for carrying food. The front feet
have large claws and are otherwise fitted for dig-
ging. The tail is short and the ears are small.
Tliere are only two genera—Geoniys, with jierhaps
half a dozen species, and Thomomys, with four or
five smaller species. All of the pouched rats are
confined to the western half of North America,
except two species of Geomys. which occur in the
Gulf States, and thev' range from Central Ameri-
ca northward to British Columbia. The most
common species (Gconii/s biiisarius) is found in

Canada, Missouri, Illinois, Iowa. Texas, Mexico,
and the Gulf States, but not north of the Sas-
katchewan River. It is about 9 inches long, with
an almost hairless tail about 2 inches long, and
weighs about 13 ounces. Its legs are short

;

fore feet strong, and well adapted for burrowing,
having five claws, the three middle ones very
large and long. The claws on the hind feet are
small, but the two middle ones longer than the
others, the interior one being almost rudimen-
tary. It has 20 teeth: 8 upper and 8 lower
molars, and 4 incisors which are very strong,
especially the lower pair, which are much
stronger than the upper. The ears are vei-y

small. Tlie animal is reddish-brown on the back
and sides, ashy beneath, and has white feet. It

burrows in sandy soils, throwing up the earth in

little mounds, and its work is surprisingly rapid
.and extensive. It subsists on grass, roots, nuts,
buds, and farm vegetables. The roots of trees
often suffer severely from its attacks. The
pouches which cover the side of the head are capa-
ble of being so distended as to enable the animal
to cari-y a considerable load of provisions. The
true Southern gopher, or Georgia hamster

( Gco-
mijs tuza), is a larger animal, found in Alabania,
Georgia, and Florida. By a strange misapplica-
tion of names, the gophers of the Southern States
are often called 'salamanders,' although the lat-
ter word is almost universally applied to the
tailed amphibians, and its use should properly be
confined to that group. On the Pacific Coast
there are several kinds of gophers. Some are
(iy2 inches long, with a tail nearly 3 inches.
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cheek-pouches largo, lest'iubliiig the thumb of a

glove, hanging down by tlie side of tlie head.

When in the act of emptying its pouches the ani-

mal sits on its liams, like a marmot, or squirrel,

and .squeezes the sacks against its breast with its

chin and fore paws. All those not inliabiting

uarm climates liibernate. A familiar species in

the Northwest is the camass-rat (Thomomys till-

2)oidcs)

.

Similar animals inhabit the plains of other

parts of the world, as South Africa, Russia, Tar-

tary, and India. Everywhere that civilization

has caused a lessening of natural enemies, such

as weasels, badgers, skunks, foxes, wolves, hawks,
owls, serpents, and the like, these animals have
increased to the proportions of a pest, and must
be combated by poison, by flooding their burrows,

suffocating with sulphur fumes, or similar means

;

in view of which such native carnivorous animals
and birds as the coj-otc, badger, skunk, ferret,

and all the hawks and owls should be preserved

to the limits of toleration as assistants in keep-

ing down these and other harmful rodents, such
as the mice. See accompanying Plate. Consult

:

Coues, Geomi/s and Thomomys (Washington,

18751: Herrick, The ilammals of Minnesota
(Minneapolis, 1892).

(2) A tortoise. See Gopher Tortoise.

(3) A serpent. See Gopher Snake.

GOPHER SNAKE (so called because it bur-

rows like a gopher), or IxDioo Snake. A large

colubrine serpent (Compsosoiiia coniis, variety

i'oui>erii) of the Southern United States. 10 feet

in length, black, witli reddish markings about the

mouth and forward part of the belly. It is re-

garded bj' the negroes as a mortal enemy of the

rattlesnake (see Kikg-Snake), and is rarely mo-

lested by them. Tliis variety passes into a vari-

ety {mclaniiriis) of Mexico and Central America,

and that into the typical Compsosoma coraif: of

South America, which is light brouni, with a

black oblique stripe on each side of the neck.

GOPHER STATE. Minnesota. See States,

PoPLLAR Names of.

GOPHER TORTOISE. A turtle {Xerohnfes

polyphemus) of the sand}' coast districts of the

Southern United States. The shell, brown and
black above and yellow below, measures \h inches

in length, the females being larger than the

males. These tortoises are strong animals, bur-

rowing deeply into the soil, where they pass the

hot part of the day in pairs, and hibernate in

winter, and whence they come out at night in

search of vegetable food. They are numerous and
somewhat gregarious, esjiecially in Florida, and
do much damage in gardens and among root

crops. The rural negroes seek them for food, and
also search for their buried eggs, which are as

large as tlie eggs of a pigeon and five in number.

The animal is thus an important food resource

in Florida, where it is captured largely in pit

traps. Other similar species inhabit the South-

western Territories and Northern Mexico.

GOPHER WOOD, The wood of which Noah's

ark was made (Gen. vi. 14). The word occurs

only in this passage, is not found in the Semitic

languages other than Hebrew, and its true mean-

ing is not known. It has been conjectured to be

akin to the Hebrew kopher, bitumen, or pophrith,

pitch ; but it is hard to see what connection this

can have with Noah's ark. Some resinous wood

seems to be required, and opinion vacillates be-

tween the cedar and the cypress.

GOPPERT, gf'pert, Heinrich Robert (1800-

84). A German paleontologist and botanist, born
at Sprottau, and educated at Breslau and Berlin.

He was teacher at the Medico-Chirurgical In-

stitute for twenty years, and became professor of

botany at the University of Breslau in 1831.

During the last tliirty years of his life he was
director of the botanical garden of Breslau. Be-

sides his important compilation and classification

of all fossilized plants known prior to 1850 in

Bro\m's Index I'ulcrontologiciis (1848-50), he
wrote a veri,' large number of works, chielly on
vegetable physiology- and phytopaleontology.
Among these- are: Die fossilen Koniferen ver-

glichen init denen der Jetzttrelt, with 58 plates

(1850); Skizzen ::ur Kenntnis der Vrimlder
liiihmens und Schlesicns (1808) : Ueber die fas-

site Flora der siliirischen, devonischen, und un-

tern Kohlrii format ion (1860); Die Flora des
Bcrnsteins (1883).

GOPPINGEN, ge'ping-cn. A town of the
KiiigiUim of Wiirttemberg, German.y. situated on
the Fils, 26 miles by rail from Stuttgart (Map:
Germany, C 4) . It ha.s an old castle, built in the

sixteenth century. It is an important industrial

centre, with manufactures of cotton goods, ma-
chiner}', and corsets. Population, in 1890, 14,-

352; in 1900, 19,384, principally Protestants.

GORAKHPUR, go'ruk-pnor'. A division of

tlie Nortln\est Provinces, British India, bounded
on the north by Nepal, and on the south

by the Gogra River. Area of division, 9496

.square miles. Population, in 1891. 0.508.800; in

1901, 0,331,850. It comprises the three districts

of Gorakhpur, Basti, and Azangarh, and lies im-

mediately south of the lower Himalayan slopes.

It is intersected by numerous rivers and lakes

well stocked with fish. In the north and centre

dense forests abound, and the whole countiy pre-

sents a verdant appearance. The principal rivere

are the Rapti. tlie Gogra. and the Great and Lit-

tle Gandak. The tiger is found in the north, and

many other wild animals abound. The chief pro-

ductions are cotton, rice, hajra, joah, moth, etc.

Capital, Gorakhpur (q.v. ). (iautama Buddha, the

founder nf Buddhism, died within the District of

Gorakhpur. and it became the headquarters of

the new creed. The district formed part of the

territory ceded by Oudh to the British under the

treaty of 1801. "During the mutiny of 1857 it

was lost for a short time, but under the friendly

Gurkhas the rebels were driven out, and the

whole district once more passed under British

rule. *

GORAKHPUR. A city and military canton-

ment, the capital of a district and division of

the Northwest Provinces, British India, on the

R.apti River. 100 miles northeast of Benares

(Map: India. D 3). Its principal edifice is a

beautiful mosque, built in the seventeenth cen-

tuiT. The cantonment is on the west side of the

city. A considerable river transit trade in grain

and timber is carried on. Population, in 1801.

03,020: in 1901, 64,148.

GO'RAL ( East Indian ) . A goat-antelope

(q.v.) of the genus Cenias. inhabiting the moun-

tain tops of Central Asia. Three species are

separated by zoologists, but those of Tibet and

Mongolia are so little known that they may
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prove only varieties of Himalayan goral {Cemas
goral) . This antelope-like animal stands only

twenty-seven inches liigli, and is grayish brown,

with a dark stripe along the back and another

down the fore leg, and a enrious white ring

around the eye; the forehead, nose, and tail are

black. Both sexes have short black horns curving

backward and ringed near the base. They wander
in small bands about the edge of the highest for-

est, and are exceedingly vigilant and agile, so

that goral-stalking is a laborious and skillful, as

well as delightful pursuit for the sportsman.

See Serow. and Plate of Goat-Aktelopes.

GORAMI, go'ra-mi, or GOXJRAMI, goo'ra-ml.

See (UitAMAi.

GOR'BODUC. A legendary King of Britain,

•who is mentioned in the earl.y chronicles, and
whose tragic fate, together with that of his sons,

forms the plot of the first English tragedy. The
play was written by Thomas Norton and Tlionias

Sackville, was acted in 15G1. and was printed in

1565. It has been highly praised by Sidney and
Pope, but is rather too sanguinary for modem
audiences. It goes by the name of its hero, who,
like Lear, has divided his possessions between his

two sons, Ferrex and Porrex. The sons quarrel,

and one is slain; the suri-ivor is slain by his

mother, who, in turn, is killed with her husband
by an indignant populace.

GORBUSCHA, gor-boo'sha. The humpbacked
salmon (Oncorhi/nchus gorbuscha) . See S.\L-

MOX: HlMTISACKED SALMON.

GOB'CUM. See Gorkum.

GORDIAN KNOT (Lat. Gordius nodus).
The traditional origin of this famous knot wag
as follows: Gordius, a Phi-ygian peasant, was
once plowing in his fields, when an eagle settled

on his yoke of oxen. Surprised at so wonderful a

phenomenon, he sought an explanation of it. and
was informed by a prophetess of Telniissus that

he should offer sacrifice to Zeus. He did so, and
out of gratitude for the kindness shown him
married the prophetess, by whom he had a son,

the famous Jlidas. Somewhat later, in conse-

quence of factional quarrels, the Phrygians con-

sulted an oracle as to the choice of a king. In

reply they were ordered to choose as king whoever
should come to them riding in a car. As Gor-

dius and his family came to the assembly while

the reply was under discussion, he was at once

chosen king, or, according to another version, his

son Midas became ruler. Gordius dedicated his

car and yoke to Zeus, in the acropolis of Gordium
(a city named after himself), the knot of the

yoke being tied in .so skillful a manner that an
oracle declared whoever should unloose it woiild

be ruler of all Asia. When Alexander the Great
came to Gordium he cut the knot in two with
his sword, and applied the prophecy to himself.

GOR'DIA'NUS. The name of three Roman
emperors, father, son, and grandson. The first,

Marcus Antoxiu.s Gordianus, surnamed ,\fri-

CANUS (C.15S-238 A.D.), was descended on tlie fa-

ther's side from the famous family of the Gracchi.

He was remarkable for his attachment to literaiy

pursuits. After being aedile. in which capacity he

celebrated the gladiatorial sports witli great mag-
nificence, he twice filled the office of consul, first

as the colleague of Caracalla, in a.d. 213. and sec-

ond as the colleague of Alexander Severus. Soon
afterwards he was appointed proconsul of Africa,

Vol. IX.—4,

where he gained the affections and esteem of the

people, and his old age was spent in stud}'. The
tyranny and injustice of the Emperor Maximinus
having at length excited a rebellion against his au-

thority in Africa, the Im|)erial procurator there

was murilcred by a band of nobles who had
formed a conspiracy against him on account of

his cruelty. Gordianus. now in his eightieth year,

was proclaimed Emperor, after having vainly re-

fused the dangerous honor (ilareh 10, a.d. 238).
He received the title of Africanus, and his son
was conjoined with him in the exercise of im-
perial authority. The Roman Senate acknowl-
edged both, and proclaimed Maximinus, tlien ab-

sent in Pajuionia, an enemy to his counti-j'. The
younger Gordianus, however, was defeated and
slain in battle by Capellianus, Governor of

Numidia, before Carthage, and his father,

in an agonj' of grief, put an end to his own
existence, having been Emperor for little

more than a month (April 16th). In his

personal appearance Gordianus is said to have
greatly resembled Augustus.

—

Marcus Axto-
Nius Gordianus {1!)2-238), commonly called

GoRDi.\Nus Pius, Emperor a.d. 238-24-1, grandson
of the preceding, was raised to the dignity of

Ciesar aloiig with Pupienus Maximus and Balbi-

nus, who were also proclaimed emperors in oppo-
sition to Maximinus; and in the same year, after

all three had fallen bv the hands of their own
soldiers, Gordianus was elevated by the pra?torian

guards to the rank of Augustus. Assisted by his

father-in-law, Misitheus, a man distinguished for

his wisdom, virtue, and courage, whom he made
prefect of the pr;etorians. he marched, in the year
242, into' Asia, against the Persians, who, under
Shahpur (Sapor), had taken possession of Meso-
potamia, and had advanced into Syria. Antioeh,

which was threatened by them, was relieved by
Gordianus, the Persians were obliged to with-

draw from Syria be.vond the Euphrates, and. Gor-
dianus was just about to march into their coun-

tiy when Misitheus died. Pliilip the Arabian,
mIio succeeded Misitheus, stirred up dissatisfac-

tion in the army against Gordianus by treacherj',

and finally goaded on the soldiery to assassinate

the Emperor, a.d. 244.

GORDIN, gur'dyen, .Jacob M. (1853—). A
.Jewish playwright and journalist, born in the

Government of Poltava, Russia. He was private-

ly educated, and after a number of years spent in

teaching began to write short stories and general

articles for newspapers in Saint Petersburg and
Odessa. From 1886 to 1890 he was the editor of

various publications at Odessa and Yelizavetgrad.

In 1870 he founded at Yelizavetgrad the Society

of Spiritual Brethren of the Bible, whose aim was
to reconstruct religion upon the sole basis of prac-

tical ethics, to the exclusion of all rites and
ceremonies. In 1891 the society was suppressed
by the Russian Government, and Gordin came to

New York, where he began, almost immediately,

to write for the Y'iddish stage, his first play,

fiibcria. appearing in November. 1801. Witliin

the next twelve years he had produced more than
sixty plays, among them many adaptations and
translations, dealing for the most part with .Jew-

ish life in Russia and America. His adaptations

are such in the sense only that the general o>it-

line of their plot is borrowed; the details of the

action, the character-drawing, and the underlying

meaning of the play are entirely original. Gott,
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Mensch unci Tcufel, one of his best plays, is the

Job or Faust motive worked out in modern Jew-
ish life, and in the same category are Dcr jiidische

Konig Lcur, Die jiidische Hapho, and Kreutzer
8enata. His plays in treatment belong to the

school of robust realism, but the ethical import
in them is always prominent. Others of his suc-

cessful dramatic works arc: MireUt Efroth; Der
wHdc Mcnscli; Die iScliechita (The Sacrifice);

Die Schb'uo (The Vow); Medea; Schloine Cha-
clidin. Der russische Jude in Anierika.

GrOR'DIUS (Lat., Gordian, sc. nodus, knot; so

called from the intricate knots into which the

animals twist ) . The type genus of the Gordi-

oidea, second order of Nematoda
(
q.v. ) , including

those nematodes in which the body-cavity is

lined by a distinct epithelium. See Hairworm.

G0E1)0N, The Family of. A famous Scotch
family. In lauo Sir^ Adam of Gordon was a par-

tisan of Edward I. in his struggle for the Scot-

tish throne. He was named joint justiciar of

Lothian, and was one of the representatives of

Scotland in the Parliament of Westminster.
Nevertlieless. he was pardoned by Robert Bruce
and given the lordship of Strathbogie, where the

chief seat of the family henc-eforth lay. His
descendant. Sir Adam, fell at the battle of Hom-
ildon Hill, in 1402, and with him the direct male
line ended. The name Gordon was. however,
transmitted by his two half-in'others to a wide
circle of gentry in Mar, Buchan, and Strath-

bogie.

Elizabeth of Gordon, the only daughter and
heiress of Sir Adam, married Alexander Seton,

who afterwards was given the title of Lord Gor-

don. Her son Alex.-vxder assumed the family

name of Gordon, and was made Earl of Huntly
in 1440. and Lord of Badenoch soon aftenvards.

By marriage lie acquired large possessions in

Aberdeenshire. His son George, second Earl of

Huntly, married Annabella. daughter of James
I., and was Chancellor of Scotland from 1408 to

1501. His son Alexander commanded the left

wing of the Scottish army at Flodden Field. The
landed possessions of the family were greatly

increased bj' this royal marriage, especially in

Banffshire and Inverness-shire. George, fourth

Earl of Huntly. acquired the earldom of ^loray,

and held the offices of Lieutenant of the Xorth
and Chancellor of the Realm. Alarmed at his

power, the Crown deprived him of iloray. The
Earl rebelled, and lost his life by a -wound in

1562. His grandson George, the fifth Earl,

headed the Catholic party in Scotland, and de-

feated at Glenlivet a royal army sent against

him in 1504. Nevertheless, he obtained a pardon,

and was made JIarquis of Huntly. George, his

successor, fought for Charles I. in the Civil

War. and was beheaded at Edinburgh in 1640.

His grandson, George, first Duke of Gordon
(1084), held Edinburgh Castle for James II.

in the Revolution of 1688. His son was the last

Catholic chief of the race, while his great-grand-

son, Lord CJeorge Gordon (q.v.), was leader of

the Gordon Riots of 1780 in London, directed

against the Catholics. In 1836 the title became
extinct, but it \^as revived in 1876 for the benefit

of the Duke of Richmond.
Descendants of the first ^Marquis of Huntly be-

came viscounts of !Melgund and of Aboyne. and
finally inherited the marquisate of Huntly. which

they still hold. Other members of the family be-

came earls of Sutherland. The lords of Lochin-
var, famous in poetry and song, were Gordons.
One of them, William, sixth Viscount of Ken-
mure, was beheaded in 1716 for his prominent
part in the Jacobite rising. In 1682 Sir George
Gordon of Haddo, Lord Chancellor of Scotland,
was made Earl of Aberdeen. Other members of

the family were Lord Byron, whose mother was
a Gordon, and Lord CtEobge Gordon, the hero of

Khartum.
Consult Douglas, The Baronage of Scotland

(Edinburgh, 1813). There are two printed fam-
ily histories of the Gordons, one by W. Gordon
(Edinburgh, 1726-27), the other by C. A. Gordon
(Aberdeen. 1754)

.

GORDON, Adam Linds.yt. See Australian
Literature.

GORDON, Charles George (1833 85). An
Englisli soldier, familiarly known as 'Chinese

Ciordon' and 'Giordon Pasha.' The son of Henry
William Gordon, lieutenant-general of artillery,

he was born at Woolwich. January 28, 1833. He
was educated at Taunton, and entered the Royal
^Military Academy at Woolwich in 1848. Obtain-

ing a lieutenant's commission in 1852. he served

through the Crimean War with distinction. From
1856 to ISog he was employed in surveying and
settling the Russo-Turkish frontier in Asia, and
acquired an intimate knowledge of the people and
the districts he visited. He was promoted cap-

tain. 1850: in 1860 joined the Anglo-French forces

in China, and was present at the capture of

Peking. He remained at Tien-tsin in command of

the royal engineers: he added to the geographical

knowledge of China by several expeditions to the

unknown interior: in 1862 became major: and in

1863 was appointed commander of the 'Ever Vic-

torious Army.' which suppressed the formidable

Tai-ping rebellion and opened up the rich prov-

inces and cities of the silk districts. He refused

the Large money rewards offered him by the

Chinese Emperor, who bestowed upon him the

yellow jacket and peacock's feather of a man-
darin of the first class, with the gold medal and
title of Ti Tu, the highest Chinese" militaiy rank.

In 1864 he received his brevet as lieutenant-

colonel, and on his return to England wa.s made
a C.B. From 1865 to 1871 he commanded the royal

engineers at Woolwich, and was distinguished for

his charitable work among the sick and poor.

From 1871 to 1873 he represented England in

the International Danube Commission at Galatz.

In 1874 he was sent by Ismail Pasha to establish

the authority of Egypt in the Upper Nile basin,

and was appointed Governor of the Equatorial

Provinces. Subsequently he was created a

pasha, and in February, 1877. the Khedive
appointed him Governor of the Sudan. His
administration was marked by wonderful en-

ergy and actixity in establishing communication
between widely separated districts; in the

development of the natural resources of the coun-

trv; and in suppressing rebellion and slavery.

The deposition of Ismail in 1870 led to his

resignation. In 1880 he accompanied the Mar-
quis" of Ripon to India as his private secretary,

but. finding him-^elf unsuited for the post, at once

resigned, and on the invitation of Sir Robert

Hart visited China to advise the Government
in connection with its strained relations with

Russia.

In 1881-82 he commanded the royal engineers
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in Mauritius, where he attained the rank of

major-general. From Jlareh to October, liSS2,

he was eonneeted with the Cape Government in

an attempt to terminate the Basuto troulile, but
resigned in indignation at the intrigues of Jlr.

Sauer, Seeretan' for Native Ail'airs. The year
1883 he spent in a long-desired visit to the Holy
Land. He had undertaken a mission to tlie Congo
for the King of the Belgian.s when the cata.s-

trophe to Hieks Pasha's army, who was over-

whelmed by the forces of tlie Mahdi, made the
Gladstone Government insist on the Khedive's
abandonment of the Sudan. Gordon was commis-
sioned to effect the withdrawal of the scattered

garrisons and the evacuation of the country. He
arrived at Khartum in 1884 and received a
warm welcome : but his first b&ttle with the
hostile Sudanese was unsuccessful, owing to

the treachery of two pashas, whom he at once
sentenced to death. The capture of Berber by
the rebels cut Gordon's communications with
Cairo, and he was beleaguered in Khartum. By
vigorous personal effort he successfully repelled

the besieging hordes for over ten months, but on
Januars' 26, 1885, when a tardily dispatched Brit-

ish army of relief, under General Wolseley, had
arrived within two days' march of the place,

Khartum fell through the treachery of Ferlg
Pasha, and the heroic commander was slain.

Gordon's writings include : Rcflcctioits in Palestine
(London, 1884) -, Last Journal (London, 1885) :

Letters to His Sister (London, 1888). Consult:
Andrew \A'ilson, Ei^er Tictorions Army (London,
1808) : Hill, Gordon in Central Africa (London,
1881) : Hake, The Htory of Chinese Gordon (Lon-
don, 1S84-85) ; and the variou.s Lives hy Archi-
bald Forbes (1884) ; bv his brother. Sir Henry
Gordon (London, 1886); Sir W. F. Butler
(1889) : D. Boulger (1806) ; and the books on
the Eftuptiun ^udan. by Ohnvalder (trans. 1892)
and Slatin Pasha (trans, 1896).

GORDON, Charles William (1800—), A
Canadian author. He was born in the county
of Glengarin-. Ontario, graduated at Toronto XTni-

versity, and studied theology' at Knox College.

As a Presliyterian clergyman he went in the
capacity of a missionary to the Canadian Xorth-
west Territories, and afterwards succeeded in se-

curing the help of Presbyterian churches in Great
Britain in furtherance of Canadian missions. In
1893 he was appointed pastor of the West End
Presbyterian Cliurch at Winnipeg. His religious

stories, which show deep feeling and power of

vivid descrijition, are published luuler the nom-
de-plume of ''Ralpli Connor." They are: Beyond
the ^[nrshes ; Black Rock; Giren's Canyon; Tlie

Sky Pilot; Oiild Michael; and The Man from
Glenyarry.

GORDON, George (1751-93), An English
agitator whose name is connected with the 'No
Popery" riots in London in 1780. He was the
third son of Cosmo George, third Duke of

Gordon. He was born in 1751, and at an
early age entered the na\'y, and rose to the
rank of lieutenant, lint quitted the service dur-
ing the American War, because Lord Sand-
wich refused him a ship. Elected in 1774
member of Parliament for Ludgershall. a jiocket

borough, he so<in made himself conspicuous liy his
opposition to ministers and by the freedom with
which he attacked all jiarties; but. though eccen-
tric, he displayed considerable talent in debate
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and no little wit. When, in 1778, a bill passed
the Parliament for the relief of Roman Catholics
from certain penalties and disabilities, the Prot-
estant Association of London, among other so-

cieties, was formed for the puii3o.se of procuring
its repeal, and in Novemljer, 1779, Gordon was
elected president. In .June, 1780, he headed a
mob of about 100,000 persons in a proces-

sion to the House of Commons to present a
petition against the measure. Riots ensued in

the city, lasting for .several days, in the e<i\irse

of which many Catholic chajwls and private
dwelling-houses, Newgate and other i)risons, and
the mansion of the Chief .lustice. Lord Jlansfield,

were destroyed, A vivid description of the riots

will be foimd in Dickens's Barnaby Undge. (Gor-

don was tried for high treason, but acquitted.

Thereafter he seemed insane. The fanatic Prot-

estant became a zealous convert to .Judaism. In

1787 he was convicted on twO' official informations
—for a pamphlet reflecting on the laws and crim-

inal justice of the country, and for publishing a
libel on Marie Antoinette, then Queen of France.
While in prison at Newgate he died of a fever

on November 1, 1793. In addition to the his-

tories of England, consult: O'Beirne, Considera-
tions on the Late Distiirhanccs, by a Consistent
^yhig (London, 1780) ; Vincent, A Plain and Siie-

einct Xarrative of the Riots in the Cities of Lon-
don and Westminster and Borough of South nark
(3d ed., London, 1780); Watson, Life of Lord
George Gordon (Londim, 1795) ; Cobbett, State
Trials, xxi. : Annual Register for 1780, 1784,

1787.

GORDON, George, fifth Earl of Iluntly. See
HUXTLY.
GORDON, George Angier (1853—). An

American clergyman, born in Aberdeenshire.
Scotland. He came to this country when but
eighteen years old, and three .vears afterwards
entered the Bangor Theological Seminary, wliere

he graduated in 1877. He preached for one year
at Temple, Jlaine; took a special course in Har-
vard College, and after his graduation in 1881
was for three years pastor of the Congregational
Church of Greenwich, Conii., and in 1884 became
pastor of the Old South Church in Boston. In
1893 he received the degree of doctor of divinity
from Bowdoin and from Yale, and in 1895 from
Harvard. His publications include: The Witness
to Immortality (1893); The Christ of To-Day
(1895) ; and Immortality and the A'eio Theodicy
(1897).

GORDON, George Hamilto;^, fourth Earl of

Aberdeen. See Aberdeen.

GORDON, George Henry (1823-86). An
American soldier. He was bom in Charlestown,
Mass.. graduated at West Point in 1846, ami
sei-ved in the sontherii campaign in the ilexican
War. earning the brevet of first lieutenant. In
1854 he resigned from the service, and from 185 4

to 1861, after taking a course in the Harvard
Law School, practiced law in Boston. On the
outbreak of the Civil War in 1801 he organized
and became colonel of the Second Massachusetts
Volunteers. Largely in recognition of his skill

and bravery in covering the retreat of General
Banks's army from Strasburg to Winchester, Va.,
on ^lay 24-25, 1862, he was promoted to be a

brigadier-general of volunteers in .Tune, 1862. and
served as such at Cedar ^Mountain, Chantilly,
South Mountain, and Antietain. From March
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to June, 1865, he was in command of the Eastern
District of Virginia, and on April 9, 1865, was
brevetted major-general of vuluntfcrs. On August
24. 1805, he was mustered out of service, and
subsequently imtil his death practiced law in

Boston. Avliere for some time he also acted as

collector of internal revenue for the Seventh
Massachusetts District. He published: History

of the Second Massachusetts Regiment (1876);
History of the Campaign of the Army of Vir-

ginia Under (Sen. John Pope from Cedar Moun-
tain to AJej-andria (1880) : .1 War Diary of the

Events of the War of the Great BebeUion, 186S-65

(1882); and Brook Farm to Cedar Mountain,
1861-62 (\SS3).

GORDON, Sir James Alexander (1782-

1860). An English naval officer, born in Aber-

deenshire. He entered the navy at the age of

eleven, served in the engagement off Lorient in

June. 1705. and in the battles of Cape Saint Vin-

cent and the Nile. In 1804 he was placed in com-

mand of the sloop Raccoon, subsequently partici-

pated in various actions in the West Indies, the

Mediterranean, and the Adriatic, and particu-

larly distinguished himself in the battle of Lissa,

March 13. 1811. in which he commanded the

frigate Actirc. In November. 1811, he lost a leg

at the capture of the French frigate La Pomone.
As commander of the Hea Horse he joined Sir

Alexander Cochrane in the Chesapeake in the fall

of 1813, and subsequently commanded the squad-

ron which, in August. 1814. entered the Poto-

mac, reduced Fort Washington, and captured

Alexandria, after destroying or capturing the

vessels in the harbor. He also took part in the

futile expeditions against New Orleans in 1814-

15. Subsequently he was superintendent of Plym-
outh Hospital for several years, was governor of

Greenwich Hospital from 1853 until his death,

and by successive promotions rose to the rank of

admiral in 1855. and became admiral of the fleet

in 1868.

GORDON, .Joiix. A Scottish soldier of for-

tune of tlie seventeenth century. He entered the

Imperial Army of Ferdinand II. during the Thirty

Years' War. and rose to tlie rank of lieutenant-

colonel and commandant of Eger. Upon hearing

of the defection of Wallenstein. commander-in-
chief of the Imperial forces, and the determina-

tion of that general to form an alliance with the

Swedes, Gordon joined in the conspiracy with

Butler and Leslie for the murder of Wallenstein

and his most trusted adherents. In compensa-

tion for his services he received a considerable

sum fi'om the Imperial Government. Gordon is

one of the characters in Schiller's tragedy, Wal-
lenstein.

GORDON, John Brown (1832-1904). An
American soldier and politician. He was born in

Upson County. Ga., graduated at the State Uni-
versity, and followed the profession of law. In
1861 he entered the Confederate Army as captain

of infantry, and rose to the grade of lieutenant-

general. At the time of General Lee's surrender

at Appomattox. General Gordon commanded one

wing of the army. In 1868 he was the Demo-
craliie candidate for Governor of Georgia, but

General Meade, military commander under the

Eeconstruction Act. declared his opponent. Rufus
B. Bulloc-k. elected. From 1873 to 1880. and
from 1891 to 1897, he was a member of the

United States Senate, where he was one of tho

GORDON.

leaders of the Democratic Party, and was known
as an eloquent speaker. From 1887 to 1890 he
was Governor of Georgia. He became well

knowTi as a lecturer on subjects connected with
the Civil War.

GORDON, Sir John Campbeli-, seventh Earl
of Aberdeen. See Aberdeen.

GORDON, Sir John Watson- (1788-1864). A
Scottish portrait painter, the son of Captain
James Watson. He afterwards added the name
Gordon to his family name. He was born at

Edinburgh. He studied for four years under
.Tohn Graham, director of the Trustees' Academy.
He showed the usual desire of young artists

to become an historical painter, but ultimately

turned his attention to portraiture, in which he
achieved a distinguished reputation. After the

death of Raeburu he liecame tlie principal por-

trait painter in Scotland. Gordon continued to

reside in his native city. He first exhibited in

the Royal Scottish Academy in 1827. was elected

in 1841 an associate, in 1850 an academician of

the London Royal Academy, and exhibited 123

portraits there between the years 1827 and 1861.

He succeeded Sir William Allan as president of

the Royal Scottish Academy, and the honor of

knighthood wa.s conferred on him. Gordon excelled

in transferring to the canvas those lineaments of

character which are conceived to be preeminently
Scotch. Among his Ijest-known works mav be

mentioned: "Sir Walter Scott" (1831): '"Dr.

Chalmers" (1837) : "Duke of Buccleuch" ( 1842) :

"Lord Cockburn" (1842) : "Thomas De Quincey"

(1843); "Lord Robertson" (1846); "Principal

Lee" (1847); "Professor Wilson" (1851); "Earl

of Aberdeen" (1852) : and the "Provost of Peter-

head" (1853).

GORDON, Lady Lucie (or LrcY) Austin
Duff- (1821-69). "An English author and trans-

lator, born in London. She was the only daugh-

ter of ,Tohn Austin, the jurist. Her knowledge of

German was gained during a two years' stay in

Germany (1826-28). In 1840 she married" Sir

Alexander Duff Gordon, and almost immediately
began her translations. These include: fttndics

of Ancient Orcek Mythologii. from the German
of Niebuhr (1841) ; ileinhojd's Mary Sehiccidler,

the Amher M'ilch (1844) : Lomping's The French
in Algiers (1845); Fe\ierbach's Remarkahle
Criminal Trials (1846, with her husband);
Ranke's House of Brandenhurg : de Wailly's

Stella and Vanessa (18.50): the Coimtess d'Ar-

bouville's The Village Doctor (1853): and
Ranke's Ferdinand and Maximilian (1853, with
her husband). At this period she lived in

London, and counted among her friends Heine.
Tennyson, Dickens, and Thackeray. About 1860
her health failed, and she made a voyage to

the Cape of Good Hope, which her Letters de-

scribe (1861-02). The latter years of her life

were spent in Egy|it. and from there she wrote
her two series of delightful letters. Letters from
E(iupt (1863) and Last Letters from Egypt
(1865).

GORDON, P.\TRICK (1635-99). A Scotch sol-

dier of fortune, general in the Russian Army,
and a friend of Peter tlie Great. He first served

in Poland under Charles X. of Sweden. Captured
by the Poles, he entered their service, only to

rejoin the Swedes when recaptured by them at

Warsaw. Next the German flag claimed his

allegiance, but he soon took service again in the
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Swedish and Polish aniiies successively. In

1001 he entered tlie Russian sen'ice. m which he

remained until his death. The Czar Alexis sent

him on a mission to En{;land. where he had an
interview with Charles II. Althoufrh raised to

the rank of lieutenant-general in the Russian

service, and in hif;li favor with the boy Czar.

Peter, yet on another visit to England in 1085

he greatly desired to enter the army of James
II. Peter would not grant him his request, and
soon afterwards promoted him to the highest

rank—that of general. In the contest between
Peter and his sister Sophia, which resulted in

a revolution, it was chiefly through Gordon's
help that Peter triumphed. His last years were
spent in opulence and honor. Gordon kept a
journal during the last forty yeai-s of his life,

which was published at ^loscow and Saint Peters-

burg in three volumes in 1849-.5.3. under the title

Tagebuch des Genei-aJs Patrick Gordon zum
erstcnmal voUstiiiidip reroffentlicht durch Dr.

P. M. C. Posselt, and a part of it was published
in English in 18.59. as Passages from the Diary
of General Patrick Gordon of AuchleuchrieS'.

GORDON, P.\TEICK (1044-1736). An English
soldier and Colonial Governor in America, After
serving for some years in the English Army, he
was appointed Governor of Pennsylvania in 1720.

and held this ])Osition until his death. A man
of ability and character, he was one of the most
popular of the Colonial governors of the province,
and was successful for the most part in winning
the confidence of the Indians, though it was
during his administration in 173.3 that they were
virtually defrauded of part of their lands by the
famous 'walking purchase,' Gordon published
Tico Indian Treaties at Conestoijoe (1728),

GORDON, WlLLi.\M ( 1728-1807 ) . An English
clergyman and writer, born at Hitchin, Hert-
fordshire. He entered the independent ministry
in 1752 at Ipswich, preached at Southwark from
1704 to 1770, emigrated to America in the
latter year, settled at Roxbury, ilass., and re-

mained in America until 1786, when he re-

turned to England, where he subsequently held
several pastorates, ^^^^le in America, during the
Revolutionary War, he strongly sided with the
Patriot Party, and in 1788 published, in four
volumes, a Tlistory of the Fise and Independence
of the United l^tatrs. Including the Late War,
which for more than one lnuidred years was con-
sidered one of the most valuable sources for the
history of the Revolution, but which has recently
been shown to have been plagiarized, in large
part, from the Annual Register, and from Ram-
sey's History of the Revolution in South Caro-
lina, which he saw in manuscript. Consult
Libhy, "A Critical Examination of Gordon's
History of the Revolution." in the Report of the
Americ<in Historical Association for 1899 (Wash-
ington, 1900 ) . He also wrote a Treatise Con-
cerning Religious Affections (1702); and was
a contributor to the Protestant Dissenter's
Maga:;ine.

GORDON-CtTMMING, Constakce Fkedebica
(1837— ). A Scotch traveler and writer, tlie

daughter of Sir William Gordon-C'umming. She
spent many years traveling in the East, and
published, among other books of travel, At Home
in Fiji and Xew Zealand; A Lady's Cruise in
a French ilan-of-War Among the South Sea-

Islands; Granite Crags in California; Via Corn-

irall to Egypt; In the Himalayas (1870) ; and
Five Fountains of Hawaii (1883), She also

wrote Work for the Blind in China ( 1888) , which
is now incorporated in The Inventor of the jVw-

nicrul Type for China (1898). an .accovmt of tlie

life and work of Rev. W. H. Murray of Peking.

GORDON HIGHLANDERS. See High-
L.\NI)KU.S.

GORDONIA, gor-do'ni-a (Neo-Lat., named
in honor of James Gordon, a London nurseryman

of the eighteenth century). A genus of trees and

shrubs of the order Ternstroemiacc*. of which

several species are natives of America. Of these

the most important is the loblolly bay ((/o)-donia

Lasianthus), which is found in swamps near the

seacoast from Virginia to the Gulf of Mexico.

•Moist tracts of considerable extent are often

covered with this tree alone. It attains a height

of 50 or 00 feet, has oblong, leathery, evergreen

leaves, and beautiful white sweet-scented flowers

more than an inch in diameter. The bark is

much used for tanning. The wood is handsome,

resembles mahogany, but is very perishable. In

England it is cultivated with some difficulty, and
generally appears as a mere bush. Gordonia

pubescens or Gordonia altamaha, an American,

species, is of interest on account of the entire

disappearance of the tree in its original habitat;

it is wholly unknown in a wild state. It is said

to be hardy as far north as Massachusetts, and
all the specimens now growing are believed to

have sprung from a single tree that long stood

in Bartram's garden in Philadelphia. A number
of other species of this genus are found in

Eastern Asia. As ordinarily seen in cultivation,

they are all shrubs. See Bay.

GORDON RIOTS. The name given to a mob
uprising, directed against the Roman Catholics,

which occurred in London in 1780. See Gordon,
George.

GOR'DY, .JoHX Pancoa.st (1851—). An
American educator, born in Maryland. He re-

ceived an academic education and also studied

at Leipzig. He was professor of education at

Ohio University (Athens) from 1880 to 1890;

at the Ohio State LTniversify (Cohunbus) from
1890 to 1900; and in 1901 "was appointed to a
similar chair in New York LTniversity, His
most important publication is the Political His-

tory of the United States, with Special Refer-

ences to the Grotvth of Political Parties (vols, 1.

and ii., 2d revised ed. 1902).

GORE. An abatement in heraldry. It con-

sists of two curved lines which meet in an acute
angle at the centre oi the escutcheon.

GORE, Mrs. Catherixe Grace (1799-1861).

An English novelist, the daughter of a wine-
merchant named Moody, and born at East Ret-
ford, Xottinghamshire, In 1823 she married
Capt. Charles Arthur Gore. Her first novel

was Theresa Marchmont, or the Maid of Honor
(1824). Some of her early novels, as the Lcttre

de Cachet (1827), and the Tuileries. were vivid

descriptions of the French Revolution; brit her

greatest successes were her novels of English
fashionable life, conspicuous among which were:
Cecil, or the Adventures of a Coxcomb ( 1841 )

,

and its sequel. Cecil, a Peer (1841): The .Am-

bassador's Wife (1842) : and The Banker's Wife
(1843). She also wrote a prize comedy entitled

Quid pro Quo, or the Days of Dupes; a popular
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comedy called The School for Coquettes (1S31) ;

and several other dramatic pieces. Her novels
and tales number aliont a luiiulred. Though
very popular in their own time, they are now
forgotten. They possess, however, great value
as transcripts of contemporary fashionable so-

ciety. Consult Thackeray's burlesque, "Lords
and Liveries," in Xovels by Eminent Hands
(London. 1847). She died at Linwood, LjTid-
hurst, Hampshire.

GORE. Charles (IS.^.S— ). An English theo-

logian and prelate. He was educated at Harrow
and Balliol College, O.xford, becoming a fellow
of Trinity in 1875. After ordination, he held
the position of vice-principal of Cuddesdon Theo-
logical College from 1880 to 1883. On the foun-
dation in 1884 of tlie Pusey House at O.xford.

which was intended not only to provide a home
for Dr. Pusey 's large theological libraiy, but
to exercise spiritual influence over undergrad-
uates by means of a stafl" of clerical librarians, he
was appointed its head, and remained there
until 180.3. iMeanwhile. as editor and one of

the principal contributors to the volume of essays
called Lux Miindi (1800), he had aroused con-
siderable distrust by the advanced and, as many
thought, unsound nature of his views on the
incarnate nature of Christ, especially the tech-
nical point knowni as the Icenosis (q.v. ) : and his

resignation was an obvious solution of the diffi-

culty. He was vicar of Radley. near Oxford, 1893-

04, in which period he foinided a quasi-religious

clerical community called the Society of the
Resurrection. He was appointed canon of West-
minster in 1894, and continued to exercise con-
siderable influence by his powers as a preacher.
From 1808 he was honorary chaplain to the
sovereign, and in 1001 was made Bishop of
Worcester. His most important works are : The
Church and the Ministry (1889); The Mission
of the Church (1895): Thf Body of Christ
(1001), besides a strong controversial treatise

called Roman Catholic Claims (1880), and com-
mentaries on the Epistles to the Ephesians
(1800) and to the Romans (1899).

GORE, Chkistopiier (1758-1829). An Ameri-
can lawyer and politician, born in Boston, the
son of a Loyalist who was banished in 1778
and restored to citizenship in 1787. He grad-
uated at Harvard College in 1770, studied law
in the office of Judge Lowell, and soon established
himself as a successful lawyer in Boston. In
1789 Washington appointed him the first United
States District Attorney for the State of Massa-
chusetts. He held this office until 1796, in which
year he was appointed, with William Pinckncy
and Jonathan Trumbull, a commissioner to Eng-
land, under the Jay Treaty, to settle the American
spoliation claims, and he remained in England
eight years. In 1803-04 he was charge d'affaires

at London during the absence of Rufus King,
the American Minister. He returned to America
in 1804, and resumed the practice of his profes-
sion in Boston. He allied himself with the
Federalist Party, by the leading members of

which his advice was much sought. He was, in

1808, a vigoroiis opjjonent of the Embargo, and
was accused by the Republicans, with Pickering
and other members of the Essex Junto, of plan-

ning the secession of New England and New
York from the l^nion, and erecting an independ-

ent confederacy under the protection of England.
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In 1809 he was elected by the Federalists Gov-
ernor of ilassach\isetts. He was. however, de-
feated in 1810 Ijy Ell)ridge Gerry. He was the
unsuccessful candidate of his party again in the
following year, being defeated a second time by
Geriy. After several years spent in private life

during a period of great political excitement, he
was, in 1814, appointed to the United States
Senate by Governor Strong to fill a vacancy,
which appointment was confirmed by the Legis-
lature in the following year. In 18lf he resigned
from the Senate on account of ill health, and
passed the remainder of his life on his large
country estate at Waltham, Mass. Consult a
"Memoir," in Massachusetts Historical Society
Collections, series 3, vol. iii. (Boston, 1833).

GORE, George (1826—)! An English phys-
icist and chemist, born at Bristol. Solely by virtue

of his own efl'orts he has made a mark as a
scientist. He did not attend any educational insti-

tution after his twelfth year, but applied himself
industriously to study and was able to make
discoveries that secured for him an election as

fellow of the Royal Society (1865). and the

degree of LL.D. from the University of Edin-
burgh. His researches in the main have been in

the departments of electro-chemistry, electro-

me.tallurgy, and chemistry, and have been re-

warded by nmny discoveries which are described

in the leading English scientific journals. Dr.

Gore was for many years lecturer on physics

and chemistry at the Grammar School of King
Edward VI., at Birmingham. In 1801 he was
awarded a. civil list pension of £150 .a year

in recognition of the national importance of his

scientific discoveries, several of which have had
widespread application in the arts. He was the

author of The Art of Scientific Discorery (1878) ;

The Scientific Basis of Mnrdlif,/ (1882); The
Art of Electro-Metallurgy (5th ed., 1891); The
Elcctroh/tic Separation and Refining of Metals

( 1800) : and other works.

GOREBILL. A garfish. See Gar.

GORECKI, gS-rets'ke, Anton (1787-1861). A
Polish poet, born and educated in Vilna. He
took an active part in the Polish Revolution of

1830. and in consequence was obliged to flee to

Paris. His complete works were published in

two volumes at Leipzig in 1886. One of his

best-known productions is entitled The Death of

the Traitor.

GOREE, go'ra'. A small island southeast of

Cape Verde, off the western coast of Africa. It

is about three miles in circumference, and the

larger part is occupied by the town of Goree, once

an important free port, but of little commercial

importance at present. It is fortified and has a

population of over 2000. The island was first in

the possession of the Dutch, but has belonged to

France since 1814.

GORE HOUSE. A mansion in Kensington,

London, famous as a gathering place for literarv

men, through its two tenants. William Wilber-

force and the Countess of Blessington. The for-

mer took up his residence there in 1800. Upon
the site now stands the Albert Memorial.

GORGE. See Bastion.

GORGED (from OF., Fr. gorge, throat, from

Lat. gtirges, gulf). A term in heraldrj' (q.v.),

applied to a lion or other animal having a collar
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round its neck. Tlie collar is generally in the

form of a crown or coronet.

GORGE D'ENFER, gorzh da.x'far'. A lo-

cality in the valley cif the Vez&re. Department of

Gironde. France, noted for the occurrence of stone

implements and other works of prehistoric man.
Near by are other famous areh;T?ological stations,

including Cro-Magnon. LaugerieHaute, Les Ey-

zies, and La Mouthe. Consult ilortillet, Le pix-

historiquc (Paris, 1000).

GORGES, gOr'jes. Sir Ferdixaxdo (e.loOG-

1647 I. An English military oHicer. Governor for

many years of Plymouth, England, and lord pro-

prietary of the Province of ilaine : sometimes
called "the father of English colonization in

America.' He was born proliably in Ashton Phil-

lips, England, entered the army, served in Nor-

mandy in 1501, distinguishefl himself and was
knighted at the siege of Rouen, and afterwards

for many years was 'Governor of tlie forts and
island of Plymouth.' He seems to have been en-

gaged in the conspiracy led by the Earl of Essex,

against whom he was witness in the trial of 1601.

Becoming early interested in the settlement of

the New World, he was one of the grantees in

the royal charter of 1006, and was one of the

founders of the unsuccessful Popham Colony in

Maine in 1607. Capt. .John Smith, as agent for

Gorges, made several unsuccessful attempts to es-

tablish other settlements: and in 1616 Gorges

sent out a small party which encamped for the

winter on the river Saco. In 1620 Gorges and
his associates obtained a new charter, which
gave them title to the territory between the

40th and 4Sth parallels north latitude, extending
westward from the Atlantic to the Pacific.

Gorges and .John ilason, in August, 1622, took

from the Council for New England a grant of

the district lying between the Merrimac and the

liennebec and extending from the Atlantic to

the 'river of Canada' ; and under the auspices of

the former, several settlements were made. In

1620 Gorges received a grant of the so-called

Territory of Laconia, as to which it was reported

ncm est'iiiienta. In 1623 Capt. Robert Gorges,

son of Ferdinando, was appointed by vote of tha

Council for New England 'General Governor of the

country.' Twelve years later, however, the coun-

cil resigned the charter to the King, the elder

Gorges exjiecting to be thereupon appointed
Governor-General. Disappointed in this, he in-

duced the King to giant him a charter constitut-

ing him lord proprietarv of the Province of

Maine, and providing that his office should re-

main hereditary in his family. His son, Thomas,
was sent out as Deputy Governor. The principal

settlements were Agamenticus and Saco, the

former being the place now called York, which
was chartered as a city in 1642 under the name
of Gorgeana. In 1643 the four New England
colonies formed an alliance for mutual defense,

excluding therefrom the Gorges settlements. Af-

ter the death of Gorges, the settlements estab-

lished by him formed themselves into a body
politic, and submitted to the jurisdiction of Jlas-

sachusetts. Gorges wrote .1 Briefe yarration of

the OrifliiuiU r ndertakinqs of tlie Advancement

of Plantations into the Parts of America, espe-

cially shoirinri the Beginning. Prnf/ress and Con-

tinuance of That of yrir England (1658). which
has been much used by historians, and may be

found in volume ii. of the Maine Historical .S'o-
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cicty Collections (Portland), and in series 3,

volume vi. of the Mnssachnsrlts Historical Society

Colleclions. Consult liaxler [vA.) . Sir Ferdinando
dorycs and II in I'riirincc of Maine (3 vols., Bos-

ton, 1890), one of the 'Prince Society Publica-

tions."

GORGET (OF. gorgelte. gorgete, Fr. gorgetle,

collar, diminutive of gorge, throat). One of a

series of surgical instruments, devised to facili-

tate the oi^eration of lithotomy. Gorgets are

now almost entirely out of use.

GORGEY, ger'ge-r, Arthur (1818—). An
Hungarian general in the Revolution of 1848-49.

He was born at Toporez. in the county of Szepes

(Zips), January 30, 1818. received a military

education, and was commissioned a lieutenant

of hussars. Finding garrison life monotonous,

and promotion slow, Giirgey left the army and
took up the study of chemistry at Prague. He
threw in his lot with the National Party in the

rising against Austria in 1848, and was at first

employed in the purchase of arms in Belgium.

In August, 1848, he received an important com-

mand, and soon distinguished himself against the

Croats. He exhibited great military capacity

after the rout of the Hungarian army near

.Schwechat, in October, 1848, conducting the re-

treat with consunuuate skill. From this time he

held a general command. Upon the appointment

of Dembinski (q.v.) to the chief command of the

Hungarian anuies, Gorgey showed his dissatis-

faction in various ways, and it was said that his

late arrival at the battle of Kftpolna prevented a

great Hungarian victory. After Dembinski's

resignation, Gorgey was made commander-in-chief

in his place, rind succeeded in putting into the

field an army of 40,000 men, with which ho

executed a brilliant advance against the Aus-

trians. Pest was evacuated by the enemy, the

siege of Komorn was raised, and before the

month of April was over the Austrians had been

almost driven out of Hungary. Buda. the an-

cient capital of the realm, well fortified and
garrisoned, had still to be taken, and for this the

victorious campaign wms interrupted. The city

was stormed Jlay 21st. but the three weeks' de-

lay proved fat,al. Russia intei-vened in behalf of

Austria, and Radetzky sent several regiments

from his victorious army in Italy. After an un-

successful engagement at Komorn and a battle

with the Russian main army at Waitzen (July
15th) , he made his way towanl the upper Theiss.

The Hungarians, outnumbered by the united Aus-
triiin and Russian amiies, were gradiuvlly driven

to the wall. Gorgey. after some weeks, arrived

in the neighborhood of Arad with an army deci-

mated by continual fighting, by heavy marches,
and by disease. On August 9th the army under
Dembinski was vanquished in the battle of

Temesv.lr, and on the' 10th Gorgey was de-

clared dictator by a council held in the fortress

of Arad, imder the presidency of Kossuth. But
further resistance on the part of the Hungarians
was hopeless, and on the 13th Giirgey's army sur-

rendered at Vilflgos to General Riidiger. the Rus-
sian commander. For this surrender Gorgey was
severely blamed and charged with treachery, but

the facts are tint on the day of surrender Cilr-

gey had only 24,000 men with 140 cannon, while

five armies, with more than 200,000 men and
1000 cannon, were closing in upon him from

every direction. Gorgey was confined for a time

at klagenfurt, in Austria, whence he was re-
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leased on parole. In 1S52 lie published at Leip-
zig MeiiL Lchcn und ll'i'r/iTH in Uitt/iirit in den
Jahren JS'/S iind IS'j!). a translation of which.
My Life and Actf: in Hunyunj, IS-'iS-'i'J, appeared
in New York the same year. This was really a
reply to the charge of treason to the Hungarian
canse. He returned to Hungary in 1808.

GOR'GIAS (Lat.. from Gk. Fopj/of), (fifth

to fourth century B.C. ) . A celebrated Greek rhet-

orician. He was born at Leontini in Sicily, but
spent most of his life in Greece, residing for the
most part at Athens and at Larissa in Thessaly.
The arrival of Gorgias at Athens as an ambas-
sador from his native State, in B.C. 427, was
fraught with important consequences for the

literaiy life of Athens, for in him the Athenians
first saw an exponent of the art of rhetoric as it

had been developed in Sicily. The success of

Gorgias was immediate. The Athenians thronged
to hear his speeches, and it is not too much to

say that the great development of oratory at
Athens during the fourth century was due pri-

marily to this Sicilian orator. Xumerous teach-

ers of rhetoric, the Sophists (q.v. ). sprang up,

against whose doctrine of 'form, rather than sub-

stance,' Socrates and Plato directed their teach-

ing. In the Gorgias of Plato, we have an ideal

dialogue between the Sicilian orator and Socra-
tes. None of the speeches of Gorgias have come
do^\ni to us, two orations, the I'alamedes (IlaXa-

fi-Z/S-Qs) and the Encomium on Helen ('EX^njs

4yK(ifiioii) , which have been handed down under
his name, .aVe probalily not genuine. Consult
Elass, Die altische Bercdsamlceit, vol. i. (Leipzig,

1887).

GORGIBTJS, gor'zhe'bns'. (1) The Ion bour-

geois, father and uncle of the two silly young
bluestockings whose affectations and gullibility

form the plot of ilolifere's P)-ecieuscs ridicules.

(2) The obstinate father of Celie in Molifere's

Sganarelle.

GOR'GO, or GORGON (Gk. Vopyu, Gorgo,
Topyov)}^ Gorgone, Topyac, Gorgas. fi'om yopyoc,

gorgos, grim). A sister of the Gr*a; (q-v. ) and
the daughter of Phorcys and Ceto. Evidences
are conflicting. In Homer, Odysseus fears that
Persephone may send forth against him the Gor-
gon's head, which is therefore regarded as be-

longing to the Lower World. The later legend
knows Gorgo as a terrible female monster, with
hideous face, hair of bronze or intertwined with
serpents, mighty wings, and clad in black. Gor-
go or Jledusa is mortal, but her two sisters,

Sffexci, 'the Str'ong.' and EvpviXrj, 'the Far-
Leaper.' are immortal. Medusa is the most ter-

rible, and one glance from her eyes will turn
any human being to stone. Though hated of

the other gods. Poseidon loved her. These Gor-
gons lived in the far west, near the garden of

the gods, and the realm of the dead. Medusa
was beheaded by Perseus (q.v.), and from her
trunk sprang the fruit of Poseidon's love. Chry-
saor, of the golden sword, and the winged horse,

Pegasus. The head, with its petrifying power,
was used by Perseus against his enemies, and
later taken by Athena and placed upon her segis

(q.v.). Attic legend knew of but one Gorgon,
produced by Gsea to aid the giants against the
gods, and slain by Athena, while the later poets
explained Poseidon's love by telling of the maiden
Medusa, who won the love of the god, but in-

spired the jealousy of Athena, who transformed

her into the hideous monster and guided Perseus
to her destruction. Koscher has made it very
probable that the Gorgons are a personification
of destructive and terrifying thunder-storms,
which come with speed from the western ocean.
Hence, the golden sword of the lightning, and the
bearer of thunderbolts, Pegasus, spring from her
dead body. Hence, too, the appearance of the
Gorgoneion on the (egis of Zeus and Athena, who
are armed with the thunderbolt. The head of

the Gorgo was used by the Greeks for apotropseic
purposes—that is, to ward off the evil eye or
other evil influences. In Greek art the Gorgo-
neion does not appear nmch before the seventh
century B.C. Its earliest form is certainly the
hideous mask, with round face, snaky hair, huge
staring eyes, and wide mouth, with projecting
tongue and tusk-like teeth, which was used to

keep oil the evil spirits, and from which the later

figui-e of the Gorgon develops. There was a later
conception of the Gorgon as beautiful, best seen
in the "Medusa Rondanini" at Munich. Consult:
Roscher. Die Gorgoncn und Verwandtes (Leipzig,

1800) : Six, Dc Gorgone (Amsterdam, 1880), es-

pecially for the coin-types. Especially good is

the article by Eoscher and Furtwjingler in Eosch-
er's Lexikon der griechischen und riimischen
Mijtliologie (Leipzig, 1886-90) ; Glotz, in Darem-
berg and Saglio, Dictionnaire des antiquitcs

I Paris, isnm.

GORGO'NIA'CEA (Xeo-Lat., from Gorgonia,
from Lat. gorgonius, relating to the Gorgon, from
Gorgo, Gorgon; so called from hardening in the
air). An order of aloyon.arian corals (Octocoral-
la ) , in which the colony has .a branching or fan-
shaped structure. See Sea-Fan; and Plate with
COKAL.

GOR'GONZO'LA. A to\vn in North Italy,

n miles northeast of Jlihin, famous for its cheese.

Population of commune, in 1881, 4711; in 1901,
480.5.

GOR'HAM, George Cornelius (1787-1857).
An English theologian, who became known as the
principal figure in the 'Gorham case.' He was
born at Saint Neots, Huntingdonshire, was edu-
cated at Queen's College, Cambridge, received the
degree of B.A. in 1808, was elected a fellow of his
college in 1810, and held that appointment until
1827. Even before his ordination (1811) there,

his views on baptism had caused comment, and
particularly his contention that by baptism in-

fants do not become members of Christ and the
children of God : but the discussion did not be-

come crucial until the question of his appoint-
ment to the vicarage of Brampford Speke came
up before Dr. Phillpotts, Bishop of Exeter. (See
Gorham Controversy.) Gorham obtained his

vicarage in 1851. He wa.s an antiquary of
some reputation, and the author of a number of

pamphlets.

GORHAM CONTROVERSY. A theological

controversy within the Churcli of England as to

the teaching of this Church with reference to the

sacramental grace of baptism. The occasion was
a suit by the Rev. George C. Gorham against the
Bishop of Exeter for induction into the vicarage
of Brampford Speke. in spite of his denial of

baptismal regeneration. The Arches Court of

Canterbury decided in 1845 against Mr. Gorham,
m.aintaining that baptismal regeneration is the
doctrine of the Church of England, while on ap-

peal the Judicial Committee of the Pri\y Council
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reversed the judgment of t]ie lower court, with-

out, however, expressing any opinion as to the

theological aoeuracy of ilr. Gorhani's opinions.

The decision and the attitude of the high digni-

taries of the Cliureh of England, amid the fierce

controversy whicli arose in I'egard to it, wore the

main determining factors in Manning's decision

to submit to the Roman obedience. Consult Pur-

cell, Life of Cardinal Uaiiniiig (London, 1897).

60RI, ga'rf. The capital of a district in the

Russian Government of Titlis, Caucasus. 48 miles

west-northwest of Tiflis. witli which it is connect-

ed by rail (Map: Russia. F G). It is pictur-

esquely situated at an elevation of 20(10 feet, and
at the foot of a mountain crowned with the ruins

.'of the ancient fortress of Goris-Tsikhe. In one of

its churches is kept an ancient icon, believed to

have been presented in the sixth centuiy to a
member of the family of the Bagratides by one of

the Byzantine emperors. Gardening, vine-grow-

ing, wine-making, and tr;wling are the ])rincipal

occupations. Population, in 1891. 7200; in 1897,

10,450. Founded, probably, in the seventh cen-

tury.

GORI, go're, Antonio Fbancesco (1691-1757).

An Italian antiquary. He Avas born at Florence,

where he was ordained a priest in 1717. Through
the influence of Archbishop Fontanini, he was en-

abled to devote himself extensively to antiqua-

rian and areh;i;ological studies. He succeeded

Corsotti in the chair of history at the University

of Florence, founded the Acadcinia Coluntbaria

in 1735, and continued the catalogue, begun by
As.semani. of the Oriental books and manuscripts

at Florence. Among his writings, which had a
very considerable influence on the progress of

archaeological science, are: Insciiptiones Aiitiqiiw

Grcecw ct Roiiiana' qucc Extant in Hetnirirr Vr-

iibus (1726-44); Monumentum Columbarium
Libertorum et nervorum Livice Auxjustw ef Cirsa-

rum (1729); Museum Florentiniun (1731-43);

Museum Etrn^cum (3 vols., 1737-43) ; %m&o?CE
Litterariw (1748-58) ; Yita di Mich. Anyelo lino-

narotti (1746); and Thesaurus Diptychorum,
cum Notis Passerii (1759), probably his most
valuable work.

GORILLA. The greatest of the anthropoid
apes (Gorilla Sacaffci). a native of the western
equatorial coast of Africa. Its name recalls a
curious history. When Hanno. the Carthaginian,

returned from his voyage of exploration down
the west coast of Africa, about B.C. 500, he re-

ported that he had seen hairy women whom the

natives called gorillas ( Gk. yoplWai) : but as he

went only to the Bight of Benin, and gorillas, so

far as we know, never lived north of the Kame-
runs. the creatures Hanno saw. if any. were
either chimpanzees, or, more probably, dog-faced
baboons. The next mention of the animal is in an
account printed in 1013 in Purchns, His Pilfiriiiis,

of the ex])eriences of an English sailor named Bat-

tel on the Guinea Coast, in which he tells of a
great ape which the natives knew by various

names, and the Europeans called gorilla. Such
an ape was described again by Bowdich in his

Mission from Cape Coast Castle to Ashantee
(London.' 1819) . Finally, in 1847. Prof. Richard
Owen, of London, obtained from Dr. Savage, a

missionary at the Gabun. drawings of tlie skull

of the mysterious ape. and a few montlis later

Professor Owen receiA'ed two skulls, which he
described as "Troglodytes Savagei,' considering
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the animal to be of the same genus as the chim-
panzee. That an American missionary, Kev.
Leighton Wilson, is entitled to credit for early

investigation of the animal, appears from his

book, Western Africa (Kew York, 1856), in which
he gives an extended account of the "recently

discovered" gorilla, and says that he was "the

first to call the attention of naturalists to the

animal." He found a skull toward tlie close of

1846, and sent it to the Boston Society of

Natural History, where it bec;ime the subject of

immediate study and writings. Wilson's book
contains nuich interesting information.

In 1852 a migration of these apes was made to

the coast (probably due to an extraordinaiy fail-

ure of food in the interior, for one has never been
seen there since), and several were killed whose
skeletons reached both Europe and America.
This new material showed sucli <le|)artures frimi

tiie structure of the chimpanzee tliat a French
naturalist. I. Geoft'roy Saint Hilaire (consult

Comptes Rendus, vol. xxxiv. Paris. 1852), erect-

ed for it a new genus, Gorilla, based upon such
peculiarities as the great cranial ridges, the shape
of the teeth, the disparity in size between the

sexes, etc. ; and this has received scientific ap-

proval. Owen's classic anatomical studies were
in the Transactions of the Zoidogical Society of

London for 1848. and in the Proceedings of the

Royal Institution, for 1855, part ii.

the gorilla is not only the largest anthropoid
ape, but; the males are on the average larger than
man himself, usiuilly exceeding six feet in height
when tliey stand upright. The females, however,

unlike anj' other kind of ape, are alwa.vs much
smaller, usually four and one-half feet tall, nor
do the,v have great protuberances above the

orbits of the eyes, and the long, exposed canine

teeth, which give their mates so ferocious an
appearance. The shoulders of a male gorilla

are extraordinarily broad and massive, support-

ing a somewhat conical head on a thick 'bull'

neck, and giving attachments and leverage neces-

sary for the powerful muscles of arms that, when
they hang by his side, reach nearly to the calf

of the leg. The hands are very broad, and the

fingers short, thick, and united b.v webs nearly

to the first joint. The legs are shorter in pro-

portion than man's, have fairlv developed calves,

and the feet, like the hands, are broad and blunt,

the toes being very large and short, and the great

toe set out at an angle like a thumb: and the

whole foot is nearl.y straight. Tlie body is covered

in most part.s with long, coarse hair, blackish

below but whitish at the tips, giving a brownish-

gray aspect; but individuals vary greatly in

color, and all grow grizzled with age. Tliis hair

becomes very long on the shoulders, back, and
thighs, and on the top of -the head and nape is

stiff anil erectile, rising like a dog's hackles when
the gorilla is angry. There is a distinct beard

or ruft' under the chin. Beneath the outer coarse

hairs grows a coat of short curly hairs, approxi-

mating to a wool. "The whole skin of the face

is of a deep-black color, of a glossy appearance,

and sparsely sprinkled with coarse hairs. Tlie

ears are comparatively small, with their hinder

border sharply angulated in the middle, . . .

and of a deep-black hue."

The gorilla is a denizen of mountainous forests,

and its habitat is confined to a narrow coast

region of the French Congo, extending three or

four degrees north and south of the equator,
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drained by tho Ogove. Oabun. and upper Benito

rivers—probably less tlian 1000 square miles of

territory. This is a hilly region of comparatively

open, yet damp and shady, forest, with thickets

•of scitamines and tree-ferns, which abounds in

trees bearing fruits that ripen at various times,

affording the animals food the year round ; in ad-

dition to which the gorillas occasionally raid

the plantations of sugar-cane, rice, etc., cultivat-

ed about the native villages.

It appears that these animals remain in the

forest, and are most common in the Sierra de

Cristal, between the Ogove and Muni rivers.

They spend most of their time in the trees,

where they move about with surprising agility,

considering their bulk, and swing and leap like

the huge monkeys they are. They wander dur-

ing the day in .search of food in family parties,

consisting of two mates and offspring of various

ages; but at night are wholly stationary. Sev-

eral writers assert they make nests only for the

lying-in of pregnant females; but Herr Koppen-
fels declares that each night the female plaits

the branches of a tree-top into a platform, and
adds to this sticks and leaves, or moss, until

she has a comfortable sleeping place for herself

and her young ones ; and that this is sometimes
returned to for three or four nights in succes-

sion, but not longer. The male is said to sleep

curled up at the foot of the tree, prepared to

guard his family against leopards—almost the

only foe he need fear. The gorilla's food consists

mainly of fruits, especially the undeveloped
sp,athe or 'cabbage' of the oil-palm, bananas, paw-
pa.ws, several plum-like fruits, and nuts, the hard-

est of which, allied to the kola-nut, he cracks

with a stone ; but his great back teeth are well

adapted to nut-cracking and to crushing tough
rinds. The gorilla also eats insects, honey, birds'

€ggs, and fledgelings, and he is said to take flesh

when he can get it, though he is not known to

seek to kill other animals for the sake of eating
them.
These animals are mainly arboreal, and when

they go upon the ground usually walk on all

fours, as their tracks constantly show, always
turning the fingers of the hands imder, and
sometimes also the toes of the hind limbs. They
walk erect with some difhculty, unless they can
steady themselves by grasping something. They
are shy, and even timid, usually retreating from
man, and are rarely seen, even by the silent and
stealthy natives of the forest, except by acci-

dent. When surprised, they run away screaming
with fright; but if wounded or cornered make a

temble fight, using much the tactics of a bear,

by rearing up and endeavoring to seize and inill

the enemy near enough to tear it with their

great teeth.

Young gorillas are occasionally captured by the
negroes, and several have reached Europe, the
first as early as 1860, when it was carried about
Great Britain for several months, no one regard-
ing it as anything but a chimpanzee until after

its death. Since then four or five have been
seen in Berlin and London; but none, in spite of

"the greatest care, siu'vived more than eighteen
months before succumbing to lung disease. Each
of these was of a gentle, docile disposition, show-
ing traits and an ability to learn very similar to

those of the chimpanzee, eating all sorts of food,

and having a childish fondness for his friends

and for noise-making and amusements.

GORKUM.

BiBLiOGKAPiiY. The books alread.v mentioned,
and sucli general works as Standard Natural
Histori/ (6 vols., Boston, 1885), and the Royal
yatiiral Histonj (G vols., London, 1895), contain
much of what is known of the subject. Cassell,

yatiiral Hiatorn (London, 1880-83), gives a very
long, illustrated account, but includes much that
is not verified. The best information is contained
in Hartmann, Anthropoid Apes (New York,
1880), which also furnishes a complete compara-
tive account of the animal's structure, and an
extensive bibliography. See Plate of Anthropoid
Apes, under Ape.

GORINCHEM, gO'ren-Kem. See GoRKUM.

GOR'ING, Georoe, Earl of Norwich {e,1583-

1663 ) , See NoRW'icii, George Goring, Earl op.

GORING, George, Lord (1008-57). An Eng-
lish Royalist, son of George, Earl of Nonvich.
(See Norwich.) He married Lettice, daughter
of the Earl of Cork, by whose influence he re-

ceived a post in the Dutch service. He was
wounded at Breda (1037), was appointed Gover-
nor of Portsmouth (163S1), and served in both
Scotch wars. He took part in the first Army
plot, hoping to become lievitenant-general : but
played tlie conspirators false as sooij as he saw
that his advancement was not certain. But he
was never really allied with Parliament, and in

1041 had made his peace with the King. He
tried to get money both from the King and from
Parliament; but in the fall of 1042 declared

openly for tlie King. A month later Portsmouth
was captured, and Goring lied to Holland, and
there tried to advance the King's interest. In
1043 he landed in England, and after defeating
Fairfax at Seacroft IVIoor was captured by him
at Wakefield, and sent to the Tower; but was
finally exchanged. In 1044 he commanded the

left wing at Marston Moor, and was in the sec-

ond battle of Newbury. His intrigues against
Rujjert, to win himself a command and to make
himself indispensable, were grave factors in the

defeat of the Royalist cause. He went so far

as to quarrel openly with Prince Charles's coun-
sel when the Prince came to take command in

the west. He was forced to leave the siege of

Taunton to meet Fairfax, after Na,seby, and was
defeated by him again at Longport (1045). Gor-
ing retreated to the north, and left the Parlia-

mentary Army without opjiosition. Soon after

he went to France on a plea of ill health, but
probably hoping to get eonnnand of an army
which was being raised by the Queen. He served

in the English regiments in the Netherlands, but
later tried to get some help for Charles II. in

Spain, and died there. He was a good officer, but
famed more for flashes of ability and insight than
for steadiness and application.

GORITZ, ge'rits. See GOKZ.

GOR'KUM, GOR'CTJM, or GORINCHEM,
go'ren-Kfm (Lat. Gorcoiitiiim) . A town in the

Netherlands, situated on the Merwede, 28 miles

east-southeast of Rotterdam (Map: Netherlands,

C 3). The town has fortified gateways of tlie

seventeenth centurj', and interesting specimens of

Dutch brick and tile mosaic architecture. It is

famous for its salmon fisheries, and carries

on a trade in grain, hemp, and cattle. The town
is the terminus of the Merwede Canal to Amster-

dam. Population, in 1000, 11,000.
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GOR'KY, Maxim (properly Alexei JIaximo-
vrrcu I'YSSHKOFF) ( lyiJ.S— ). A Russian au-

thor, born at Xizhni-Novgorod. In Southern

and Southeastern Kussia he passed from one
employment to another, being at various times a

shoemaker's apprentice, a gardener, a ship's cook,

a baker, a porter, and a lawyer's clerk. Finally

he became a tramp, and as such traveled over

the greater part of Russia. JMaterial for his

subsequent literary work was derived from these

e.xperiences among the proletariat and vagabond
classes, of whose life and thought he is tlie inter-

preter. His story "Makar Chudra" appeared
in the Tiflis Kavkas in 1892, and was followed

by a rapid series of works, of whicli Foiiid

Gonli/cefl' (Eng. trans, by I. F. Hapgood. ll)()2;

German by C. Brauner, 1901), an international

success, was the most noteworthy. This volume,
in its gifted style, its unrelieved tragedy, its

emphasis rather upon character delineation than
plot, is characteristic of Gorky's manner. Gor-

ky's collected works appeared at Saint Peters-

burg in 1901 (5 vols.). Gennan translations

are accessible bv Feofanoff (vols, i.-iii., Leipzig,

1901-02), Schol'z (vols, i.-vi., Berlin, 1901-02).

and Jakotieff and Berger (vols, i., ii., Leipzig,

1901). There is a study of Gorky in Russian,

by Bozyanovsky (Saint Petersburg. 1901). and a
volume of critical essays on his work by the same
author, also in Russian (Saint Petersburg, 1901).

GORLITZ, ger'lits. A town in the Prussian
Province of Silesia, capital of the circle of Giir-

litz, situated on the Neisse, 62 miles by rail east

of Dresden (Map: Prussia, F 3). It has still

retained in part its old fortifications. There are

extensive modern quarters. Chief among the ec-

clesiastical buildings of Gorlitz is the large Prot-

estant Church of Saint Peter and Saint Paul,

originally built in the thirteenth century, re-

built in the fifteenth century, and partly renovat-

ed after a fire at the end of the seventeenth. The
church is a good specimen of late Gothic style,

and has a fine ciypt and two modern towers.

Other noteworthy churches are the late Gothic
Frauenkirche, dating from the fifteenth centurj-

;

the Trinity, or Abbey. Church, dating from 1245
and restored in 1868; and the new Protestant
Church, consecrated in 1901. The sightly Rat-
haus. built in the Gothic and early Renaissance
styles, has a remarkable staircase and fine ex-

amples of wood-carving. A massive bastion of

the fifteenth century, well worthy of attention,

is . now used as a guai'dhouse. Many fine ex-

amples of Renaissance architecture are also found
among the private dwellings, and there are nu-

merous monuments and fountains. The attrac-

tive municipal park contains statues and a bo-

tanical garden.

The administration of Gorlitz is vested in a

chief burgomaster, a burgomaster, a board of

magistrates of seventeen, and a municipal coun-
cil of sixty members. The town has a good water-
supply, and is lighted by gas and electricity.

Among the educational institutions, the most
prominent are the two RcaJpiininasifit and one
classical gj'mnasium, the seminary for female
teachers, the municipal museum of antiquities, the
municipal theatre, the municipal libran*. contain-

ing many vahiable manuscripts and incunabula,
and the library of the Upper Lusatian Scientific

Society, with more than 60.000 volumes, manu-
scripts, and collections of minerals and copper

engravings. The city is well provided with
benevolent institutions, as well as with art and
scientific organizations. It is one of the most
important industrial points of Silesia. The lead-

ing manufactures are cloth goods. There are

also produced railway supplies, machinery, gold

and silver wares, toys, cigars, and .sausages. The
retail trade is carried on to a large extent by co-

operative stores. Population, in 1890, 62,1.3.5; i

in 1900, 80,931; mostly Protestants. The vicin-

ity is interesting for its fine views.

Gorlitz, which bears the name of a Slavic vil-

lage near which it arose, was founded about 1200.

It received Magdeburg rights in 1303, and joined

the league of the six towns of Upper Lusatia in

1346. From 1377 to 1396 it was the capital of

the Duchy of Gorlitz. In 1035 it passed to

Saxony, and was annexed to Prussia in 1815.

GORLITZ TRIAL, The. A famous trial held

in 1850 at Darmstadt, Germany, and pertaining

to the ni.ysterious death of a Countess Gorlitz. It

was asserted that her death was due to sjjon-

taneous combustion. Liebig and Bischoft", called

upon to give e.xpert testimony in this case, de-

clared that under no circumstances could a body
in which the blood is circulating take fire. Con-
sult Graff, "Ueber die Tode.sart der Griifin Gorlitz,

jiebst Gegenbeweis von Bischotf," in Henkes,, Zf/t-

sclirift fiir die Staatsarzneikiinde (1850).

GORMAN, Artiuik Pue. United States Sena-

tor, born in Howard County, Maryland, March
II, 1839. At the age of 13, he became a page in

the United States Senate and so continued for

fourteen years. He then was appointed Collector

of Internal Revenue in the Fifth District of

Jlai-j'land, an office which he held from 1866 to

1809. In that year he was made general super-

intendent of the Chesapeake and Ohio Canal
Company, and in 1872 its president, an office

which he still holds. For more than thirty years
he has been a conspicuous leader of the Demo-
cratic party, both in the affairs of IMaryland and
in those of the United States. He was elected to

the House of Delegates in Maryland in 1870, and
by reelection he held the office vintil 1875, during
tlie last part of his term serving as the Speaker.

From 1875 to 1881 he was State Senator. He
was then elected United States Senator and con-

tinued in that office until- 1899. After three

years of private life, he was again elected to the

Senate in 1902. He led the opposition to the

Force Bill in 1889, and was one of the Demo-
cratic Senators who remodeled the Wilson Tariff

Bill in 1894.

GORMAN, Willis Arnold (1814-76). An
American politician and soldier, born near Flem-
ingsburg. Ky. He was educated in law at the

University of Indiana, was admitted to the bar
in 1825. practiced law for a number of years,

served first as a major and then as a colonel

in the Mexican War, commanding a battalion in

the battle of Buena Vista, and for a time acted

as civil and militaiy Governor of Puebla. Subse-

quently, he was Democratic member of Congress
from 1849 to 1853: was Territorial Governor of

Minnesota from 1853 to 1857; and practiced law
at Saint Paul from 1857 to 1801. On the out-

break of the Civil War. he entered the Federal
Army as a colonel of ]\Iinnesota volunteers, be-

came a brigadier-general of volunteers in Sep-

tember^ 1801, and participated as such in tlie

battles of Fair Oaks, South Jlountain, and Antie-
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tarn. He left the service in 1864, and subsequent-

ly, until his death, lived at Saint Paul, where,
for several years, he was city attorney.

GOR'NER GLACIER. A large glacier in the
Pennine Alps, lying on the north slope of ilonte
Rosa. It has a length of 9.4 miles and covers

an area of 26.6 square miles, including the snow-
ficlds. The ice-sheet averages about one mile in

width. A fine view of the glacier is obtained
from the Gorner Grat, a ridge rising from the
right bank to a height of about 10,000 feet.

GOBOSTIZA, go'ro-ste'sa, Manuel Eduakdo
DE (17S9-1S51). A Mexican statesman and play-
wright. He was born at ^'era Cruz, of which city

his father was Governor, and early acquired fame
through his comedies, the first of which is said to
have been written by him at the age of twelve. He
fought against Napoleon, was one of the most ac-

tive agitators of Mexican independence in London,
and subsequently was sent there as ilinister of

the newly established Republic of Mexico. He
was afterwards sent in the same capacity to the
United States, and to France, where he concluded
several important political and commercial trea-

ties. A list of his works was published in the
Catdlogo de Autoridades de la LeiKjua of the
Spanish Academy. They include: Don Dicfjidto

(1820) ; Indulgencia para todos (1818) ; El Juga-
dor (1820) ; Contigo pan y cebolla (1833).

GORRES, ger'res, Johann .Josef (1776-1848).
A German scholar and pulilicist. He was born
at Coblenz, January 25, 1776; studied at the
University of Bonn, and being of a very ardent
temperament, threw himself into the revolu-
tionary movement which then agitated Rhenish
Prussia. He first dreamed of uniting the Rhenish
provinces with France in pursuance of his ideal
of a union of all civilized countries, and advo-
cated these ideas in two ephemeral newspapers.
He. however, soon learned to detest Napoleon,
and, despairing of the cause of liberty, from 1800
to 1S06 taught physics at Coblenz; then was
tutor at Heidelberg. In 1808 he returned to Cob-
lenz, and for two years (1814-16) edited another
newspaper, the Rhdnischcr Merknr, the most im-
portant political journal published in Germany
at that time, which breathed the most ardent
German patriotism. But before long his opinions
under\\ent another radical change, and, compelled
to flee because his political views were not accept-
able to the Government, he took up a mystic and
symboliq kind of religion in the same enthusiastic
way. Always a Roman Catholic, he now became
the Church's aggressive champion. In 1826 he
was appointed professor of history in the
University of iliinich. and the next twenty years
were the most productive of his life, during
which he poured forth a mass of brilliant polemic
papers on questions of the day. He died at
Munich, .January 27, 1848. His principal pub-
lication is Die cln-isfUche Mi/stik (1836-42),
which, though doubtless intended to set forth only
views acceptable to the Roman Catholic Church,
as a matter of fact was regarded with so much
aversion that it required all the King of Bava-
ria's influence to prevent its being put on the
Index. His numerotis political writings were
collected (1854-60), and also his letters (1858-

74). In English have appeared: Germami and
the Revolution (1820) : The Stigmata: a Hisfori/

of Various Cases (a part of his Mystik, 1883).

GORTCHAKOFF.

Consult his biography by Galland (2d ed., Frei-
burg, 1876).

GORRESIO, gor-ra'ze-O, Gaspake (1808-91).
An Italian Sanskrit scholar, born at Bagnasco,
Piedmont, and educated at Turin and Vienna.
He was professor of the military school at Turin
from 1832 to 1838, and then went to Paris to study
Sanskrit under Burnouf, and later continued his

linguistic studies in London. In 1852 the first

chair of Sanskrit in Italy was establislied for him
at Turin, and in 1862 he became librarian of

the National Library in that city. His principal
work, upon which he was engaged for nearly
thirty years, is an excellent Italian translation
of the Rihndiimia (10 vols., 1843-58).

GORRINGE, gSr'rInj, Hexry HoneychurcS
(1841-85). An American naval officer. He was
born in the island of Tobago, \V. I., the son of

an English clergyman, and emigrated to New
York in 1858, where he entered the merchant-
marine service, and by 1862 was master of a
sailing vessel. In that year he entered the
L'nited States Navy as an ordinarv seaman. He
was iittached to the Mississippi Squadron under
Commodore Porter, and in 1865, by successive
promotions for bravery, attained the rank of act-

ing lieutenant. In 1868 he was commissioned
lieutenant-conunander. He commanded the Porfs-
inouth in the South Atlantic Squadron from
1869 to 1871, and was engaged at the Hydro-
graphic Office in Washington fi-om 1871 to 1876,
wlien he was sent with the Gettysburg to the
Mediterranean Sea. In 1879 he was assigned
the task of transporting from Alexandria, Egypt,
to New York the obelisk popularly known as
'Cleopatra's Needle,' which the Khedive Ismail
Pasha had presented to the United States. Gor-
ringe accomplished the task with coinplete suc-

cess, surmounting great engineering difficulties,

and showing considerable ingenuity in the con-
trivances he invented for moving the monolith.
He resigned his commission soon aftei^wards in

consequence of a reprimand received from the
Secretaiy of the Na\-y for too free criticism of
naval matters, and during the remainder of his
life was engaged in e.xtensive ship-building
projects.

GORSE. See Fueze.

GORST, Sir .John Eldon (1835—). An Eng-
lish legislator, bom at Preston, and educated at
Cambridge. He was civil commissioner of Wai-
kato. New Zealand, from 1861 to 1863. Three
years later he was elected to Parliament for
Cambridge, and from 1875 to 1892 he represented
Chatham. He was appointed Solicitor General in

1885. and afterwards was successively Under-
Secretary for India (1886-91) : Deputy Chairman
of Committees. House of Commons (1888-.91) ;

Financial Secretary to the Treasury (1891-92) ;

rH'tor of Glasgow L'niversity (1893-94); and
vice-president of the committee of the Council
on Education (since 1895). He was Plenipoten-
tiary of Great Britain at the Labor Conference
held at Berlin in 1890, and frequently exhibited
a decidedly progi'essive spirit in dealing with
matters affecting labor and education.

GORTCHAKOFF, g6r'cha-k6f'. A Russian
family tracing its ancestry' to Vladimir the
Great and Rurik. Prince Petek Gortchakoff,
Governor of Smolensk, defended that town for

two years ( 1609-1 1 ) against Sigismund III. of Po-
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land, until it was taken by storm.—Prince Dmi-
tri GoRTcn.\KOFF (175G-1824) was a celebrated
Russian poet, and wrote odes, satires, and epis-

tles.—Prince Alexander Gortchakoff ( 17G4-

182.5) served under liis uncle SuvarotT in Turkey
and Poland, displayed great coui-age at the cap-
ture of Prasa. a suburb of Warsaw, and was
made lieutenant-genei-al in 179^. In the cam-
paign of 1709 he commanded luider Korsakoff
at Zurieli. He was subsequently made Military
Governor of Viborg, repulsed Marshal Lannes at

Heilsberg, and commanded the right wing of the

Russian army at the battle of Friedland ( 18071.
Appointed Minister of War in 1812, he filled this

post to the end of the French war. when he was
made general of infantry, and member of the
Imperial Council.—Prince Axdrei Gortchakoff
( 17G8-1S55) served in 1790 as major-general under
Suvaroft' in Italy, and commanded, in 1812. a
division of grenadiers at Borodino, where he was
wounded. In tlie campaign of lSl.3-14 he com-
manded the First Corps of Russian infantry, and
distinguished himself at Leipzig and Paris. He
was made general of infantry in 1819, and in

1828 retired from active service.—Prince Peter
Gortchakoff (1790-1808) sened in the cam-
paigns of 1813 and 1814 in Caucasia under Gen-
eral Yermoloff. He took part in the Russo-
Turkish War of 1828-29, and was one of the
signers of the preliminaries to the Treaty of

Adrianople. In 184.'! lie was appointed Goveraor-
CJeneral of Western Siberia, and occupied that
important post until 1851. when he retired from
active life. On the outbreak of the Crimean
War, however, he offered his sein"ices, which were
accepted : and at the battle of the Alma he com-
manded the left wing of the Russians. He also
took part in the liattle of Inkennan.—Prince
Mikhail Gortchakoff ( 179.)-18iil ). brother of
Peter, began his military career as an officer of
artillery; and distinguished himself in 1828 at
the siege of Silistria and at Shumla. In 1831
he gave proofs of extraordinary valor in the
battle of Ostrolenka and at the taking of War-
saw. He was appointed general of artillery in
1843. and Military Governor of Warsaw in 1846.
In 18.53 he commanded the Russian forces in the
Danubian Provinces, crossed the Danube at Brai-
la, March 23, 18.54. occupied the frontier region
of Bessarabia, and in 185.5 directed the defense of
Sebastopol. As a reward for his services in this
rmsuccessful but still brilliant defense, Prince
Gortchakoff was appointed by the Em|ieror Alex-
ander II. Governor of the Kingdom of Poland,
and was for several years a wise and conciliatory
representative of his vouthful Emperor at War-
saw. He died Jlay 30. 18<jl.

Prince Alexander ^Iikhailovitch Gortcha-
koff (1798-188.3). a cousin of the preceding, en-
tered the diplomatic service and became one of

the most skillful and influential diplomats in
Europe. He was an attache in the suite of Count
Nesselrode at the congresses of Laibach and Ve-
rona, secretary of the Russian embassy in Lon-
don in 1824. charge d'affaires at Florence in
1829, counselor of the Russian Embassy at
Vienna in 1832. and in 1841 was sent as Plenipo-
tentiary to Stuttgart, where he negotiated the
marriage of the Grand Duchess Olga. daughter of
Emperor Nicholas, with Crown Prince Charles of

Wiirttemberg. He was accredited Ambassador to
the German Bundestag at Frankfort in 18.50.

and there first met Bismarck. He represented

Russia at Vienna from 1854 to 1850, and so con-
ducted affairs that Alexander II. made him Min-
ister of Foreign Affairs on the retirement of
Nesselrode, April 15, 185(), At the very outset
hostility to Austria seemed to be the inijjelling

motive of his policy. "Austria," he declared, "is

no State, only a Government," and he shaped his
jiolicy in accordance with his dictum, after the
disastrous issue of the Crimean War, "La Russio
ne boude pas, elle se rccueille" ("Russia bears
no grudge; she collects herself"). He was un-
questionably successful in restoring the prestige
of Russia. In 1863 he was made Chancellor of

the Empire. During the Civil War in the United
States he maintained a friendly attitude toward
the North, a fact which restrained France and
England i'rom open countenance of the Con-
federacy. By bringing Russia into accord with
Prussia in 1803 he was able to resist the at-

tempted interferences of foreign powers in behalf
of the Polish iu.surgents. He cultivated friendly
relations with Bismarck while the latter was
Prussian Ambassador at Saint Petersburg, and
the good understanding between the two govern-
ments made possible the attainment of German
imity through Prussia's drastic course, while
Russia reaped her reward by being enabled
to break the terms of the Peace of Paris in

regard to the neutrality of the Black Sea. After
1873 Gortchakoff ceased to view with favor
the much talked of alliance of the three Em-
perors, because of the increasing power of

Germany. He was the guiding spirit of Rus-
sian policy in the war with Turkey in 1877-78,
and the diplomatic consequences of that war
widened the breach between the two great chan-
cellors and their governments. Gortchakoff felt

that Russia had been deserted by Germany in

the negotiations at Berlin, and he never forgot
it. He was the author of the Franco-Russian
entente, to wdiich Bismarck responded by the
Triple Alliance. De Giers succeeded Gortchakoff'
as Minister of Foreign Affairs in 1882, but the
latter remained Chancellor until his death at
Baden-Baden, Jlarch 11, 1883. Prince Gort-
chakoff's biography, by Charles Marvin, was
published in London (1887). Some interesting
observations on Gortchakoff and his diplomatic
methods are to be found in Bismarck's Autobiog-
raphy, translated by Butler (New York, 1899).
Consult also Klaczko, The Ttco Ch<tncellor.'<,

translated by Tait (New York, 1876). See
Russia: Russo-Turkisii War,

GOR'TON. A suburban municipality of Jlan-
chcster (q.v.) , Lancashire, England. Population,
in 1891, 15.200; in 1901, 26,550.

GORTON', S.4MUEL (1600-77). An English
sectary. He was born at Gorton, Lancashire,
near Manchester, apprenticed to a London cloth-

ier, adopted radical religious opinions, and left

for Boston in 1636. Here he became involved
in disputes on religious topics, went to Plymouth,
and began to preach ; but he was looked upon
as a heretic, required to furnish sureties for his

good conduct, and went to Rhode Island. At
Aquidneck (now Newport) he was publicly
whipped for insulting the clergy and magistrates.
He found protection at Providence with Roger
Williams (1641). Thence in 1042 he went to

the other side of Narragansett Bay, and bought
the lands owned by the Indian chief Miantonomo
at Shawometj now Old Warwick. His claim was
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disputed by other Indian ehiefs, and the dispute

being referred to tlie Boston autliorities, forty

soldiers were sent, wlio took Gorton and six

of liis people prisoners. They were tried at

Boston on the charge of being 'damnable here-

tics.' and sentenced to hard labor in chains

(1C43). Five months afterwards (.January,

1044) they were released, and driven out of the

colony. Gorton then returned to England, and
obtained from the Earl of Warwick an order for

the land he \\:\d bought from the sachem. He
returned in 1G4S, named the place Wai-vvick, and
thenceforward lived in peaceful possession. He
preached occasionally, and filled a number of

local civil offices. He was an author, and pub-
lislied SimpliciUc's Dcftnsr Af/ainst Hcccn-EeatUd
Policy (164G, reprinted in Peter Force, Collec-

iion of Historical Tracts. Washington, 1846) ;

An Incorruptible Kc;/ Composed of the CX.
Psalm Whcreicith Yot( May Open the Rest of the

Holy Scriptures (1647); An Antidote Against
the Common Plague of the World (1657); and
other works. He died at Warwick between
November 27 and December 10, 1677. A sect

of which he was the founder, though few in

number, existed for about one hundred years. Its

distinguishing tenets were contempt for the regu-

lar clergj- and the outward forms of religion,

and the belief that the true believers were so

united to God that they shared in His perfection,

and for them Heaven and Hell were practically

non-existent. Its negations led to its being called

the "Nothingarians.' Consult Gorton's biography
bv Sparks, American Biography, vol. v. (Boston,
184,5).

GORTYTSTA (Lat., from Gk. Toprvva) . An
ancient city of importance on the southern side

of the island of Crete. It stood on the banks of

the small river Lethseus (Mitropolipotamo) , at

a short distance from the sea, with which it

communicated by means of its two harbors, Me-
tallum and Lebena. It possessed temples of

Apollo I'vtliius, .Vrtemis, and Zeus. Near the

to«m was the famous fountain of Sauros, inclosed

by fruit-liearing poplars : and not far from this

was another spring, overhung with an evergreen
plane-tree which in popular belief marked the

scene of the amours of Jupiter and Europa.
Gortyna was the second city in Crete, next to

Cnosus in importance. According to tradition,

they combined to subdue the island, and then
quaiTcled with eiicli other. Neither plays a
conspicuous part in the history of Greece. Under
the Romans Gortyna became the metropolis of

the island. Some ruins may still be traced at

the modern village of Hagii Dcka. An impor-
tant inscription (Greek) was discovered here
ill 1884 by Halbherr in the bed of a mill-streani.

Taken with two fragments previously discovered,

and others which have come to light later, the
inscription forms a practically complete code of

laws, liearing on the family relations in regard
to such matters as inheritance, marriage, divorce,

and adoption. The inscription is written alter-

nately from right to left and left to right {bous-

trophedon) in a peculiar local alphabet and in

the local dialect. In spite of these marks of

antiquity, it is not likely that the code can be
dated much earlier than B.C. 400. Consult:
Biicheler and Zitelniann, Das Recht von Oortyn
(Frankfurt. ISS.^j) ; Baunack. Inschrift ron Oor-

tyn (Leipzig, 1885) : Merriam, in American Jour-

nal of Archaology, vols, i, and ii. (Baltimore,
1885-86), with translation and notes,

GORTZ, gfrts. Vo.\. See Schlitz.

GORUP-BESANEZ, gO'roT.p ba-zil'nets. Baron
EiGEN (1817-78). A German chemist, bom at
(iratz. and educated in that city and at Vienna,
Padua, Munich, and Gottiiigen. He was ap-
pointed professor of chemistry at Erlangen in
184!i. His researches on zouchemical analysis are
important: and his work entitled Aiileitting zur
gualitativcn and qtiantitatiren ::ooch€misch€n
Analyse (3d ed. 1871) is very valuable. His
principal publication is the Lehrhuch der Chemie
(vol. i., 7th ed. 1885; vol. ii., 6th cd. 1881; vol.

iii., 4th ed. 1878), which has been translated
into French and several other languages.

GORZ, gerts. or GORITZ, ge'rits. The capital

of the Austrian Crownland of Gorz and Gradisca,
one of the Coast Districts; charmingly situated

in a fruitful plain on the left bank of the
Isonzo, about 35 miles north-northwest of Triest

(Map: Austria, C 4). Among its principal

buildings are the cathedral of the seventeenth
century, with a beautiful sacrarium ; the church
and college of the Jesuits, the latter used as
barracks; the archbishop's palace: and Govern-
ment buildings. Above the town rises the inter-

esting old partly ruined castle of the former
count* of Giirz: and to the north lies the Fran-
ciscan monastery of Castagnavizza, with the
graves of Charles X. of France, who died in Giirz

in 1836, and of the Due dWngoulOme and the

Comte de Chambord. Gorz has manufactures of

silks, cotton, leather, matches, candles, paper,
and soap, and a thriving trade in vegetables,

candied fruits, and wine. On account of its dry
mild climate and ])rotected situation, the city

has become a favorite winter resort. Population,
in 1890, 21,825: in inOO. 25,432.

GORZ AND GRADISCA, gra-dls'ka. A*

crownland and (titular I princely earldom of

the Cisleithan portion of Austria-Hungary
(Map: Austria, C 4). It is the most northern
of the Coast Districts, being bounded on the
north by Carinthia, on the east by Carniola, on
the south by the Adriatic and the districts of

Triest and Istria, and on the west by Italy, The
area is approximately 1125 square miles. It is

mostly a mountainous region. The southwestern
part, on the Adriatic, is wholly arable and very
fertile. In the north the Julian Alps cross in a
southeasterly direction, with the Triglav group
(9380 feet) rising on the eastern boundary; in

the west the Venetian Alps extend southward,
forming most of the western boundary, with
Monte Canin (8770 feet) as the highest peak.

The two important rivers are the Isonzo and the
Timavo, each emptying into the Adriatic. Agri-

culture is the leading industry. Wine and silk

are produced in the south. Wheat, barley, maize,

buckwheat, and hay are the leading crops. Some
rice is grown. Capital. Giirz. The local diet has
twenty-two members. The crownland sends five

members to the Lower House of Austria. The
population, in 1890. was 220,308: in 1900. 232,-

338. The inhabitants are almost wholly Roman
Catholics. About 61 per cent, are Slovenes, and

35 per cent. Italians. The district came into the

possession of Austria in 1500, on the extinction

of a line of counts of Giirz and Gradisca, who
had ruled for some centuries.
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GOSCHEL, ge'shcl, Karl Kriedrkh (1784-

1862). A German jurist and ])hilosophcr. He
was born at Langensalza, and was educated

for the bar at l>eipzig. In lS4.i lie was ap-

])ointed president of the eonsistory for tlie

Province of Saxony, Prussia, but was compelled

to resign that position after the Kevolution of

1848. He was not only a profound soliolor and
theorist, but also a practical legislator, both in

ecclesiastical and secular matters. C'onserva1i\e

in his religious views, tJoschel exerted consider-

able inliuenee upon the Protestant Church in liis

day, and, above all, was instrinnental in estab-

lishing the relation between tlieologj- and the

Hegelian philosophy. His works include: Apho-
rismeii iiher Xichticisscii uiid absolutes Wisscn
(1829); Der Monismus des Cednnkriis (18.32);

\'on den Beweisen fiir die Unsterblichkeit der
menschlichen tieele (1835); and Xorlrage und
Hhidiiii iihcr Dante (18r>3).

GOSCHEN, gii'shcn, George ,To.\cinM (1831
— ). An English statesman and financier, born
in 1831, and educated at Rugby and Oriel College,

Oxford. Entering the mercantile firm of Frhh-
ling & Goschen, he paid especial attention to

finance, and in 18.56 became Director of the Bank
of England. A Liberal member of Parliament
for London from 1803. he took an active share
in throv.'ing open the universities to dissenters,

and in bringing about the abolition of religious
tests. He became a Privy Councilor and vice-

president of the Board of Trade in ISd.i. and in

the following year Chancellor of the Duchy of

Lancaster and a Caliinet Jlinister. but retired

with the Russell Ministry in .June of that year.

On Gladstone's accession to power in 1868, Go-
schen was appointed president of the Poor Law
Board, and in 1871 First Lord of the Admi-
ralty. He retired from office with his party in

1874, and in the election of this year he was the
only Liberal candidate returned from the City of

London. Two years later he and M. .Toubert went
as delegates to Cairo, where tliey planned with
the Khedive the conversion of tlie EgA'ptian debt.

In 1880 and 1881, as special ambassador to the
Porte. Goschen lent his services to the settlement
of the Grseco-Turkish boundary. Because of his
opposition to Gladstone on the extension of the
franchise and on home rule for Ireland, he aban-
doned the Liberal party for that of the Liberal
Unionists (q.v. ) in 1886. and accepted the office

of Chancellor of the Exchequer in Lord Salis-
bury's (Jnvernmont. under which he carried a

measure for the reduction of the public debt. In
1895 he again became First Lord of the Admi-
ralty. He was made lord rector of Aberdeen
University in 1887, and of Edinburgh University
in 1890. He has written largely on financial
questions, and his treatise on The Theory of the
Foreirin F.xrhnnges is a standard work.

GOS'HA'WK (AS. goshafoc. goose-hawk,
from gos, goose + hafoc, heafoe. hawk). A ge-
nus of falcons (Astur) containing five or six

species, distinguished from the true falcons by
a lobe or festoon, instead of a sharp tooth, on the
edge of the upper mandible, and by the short-
ness of the wing, which reaches only to the
middle of the tail. It is more closely allied to
the sparrow-hawks. The species to which the
name goshawk originally belonced lAeripiter
pahimhnrius) is very widely diffused over Eu-
rope. Asia, and the north of Africa, ehieflv inhab-

iting hilly and wooded regions. It is now very
rare in Great Britain, ])articularly in England.
-Vltliough one of those that were called ignoble
hints of prey, it was much used for falconry,

being easily trained, and very .successful in catch-

ing stich game as is confined to the ground. The
g<'shawk was thus flown at hares, ralibits, pheas-
ants, partvidges, etc. It was also flown at geese,

whence the name goose-hoirk. It ordinarily seek*
it-s prey by flying near the ground, and can re-

main a very long time on the wing. It follows

its prey in a straiglit line, not rising in the air

to descend uiJon it, like the falcons; and when
baffled by the object of pursviit entering a wood
and hiding itself in some covert, will perch on a
bough, and await its reappearance with wonder-
ful patience for many hours. Its flight is very
rapid. The goshawk builds a large nest in trees.

The female, much larger than the male, is about
two feet in entire length.

The American goshawk {Accipiter atricapillus

)

diil'ers from that of the Old VA'orld, being al-

together a larger and handsomer hawk. The
upper parts are dark bluish slate color, while
underneath it is whitish, closely barred, or ver-

miculated with fine zigzag lines of brown. The
young birds have a much less handsome plumage.
The goshawk is chiefly a winter visitor in the
X<nthern United States, hut breeds in the Rocky
ilountains from Colorado northward. It is the
most abundant of the birds of prey in Alaska,,
where many remain through llie winter, and
subsists partly by robbing the Eskimo hunters'
snares, though mainly by capturing ptarmigan
for itself. See Plate of Falcons axd Falconry.

GO'SHEN. The name of that part of ancient
Egypt which Pharaoh is said to have presented
to Jacob and his family when the;(^ came down to
Egii-pt (Gen. xlvi. 6). Jlodern Bible critics con-
sider the narrative a tradition resting upon the
recollection that at one time some of the clans
of tlie later Hebrew confederacy dwelt in Goshen;
this tradition, however, while not confirmed by
archaiological discoveries in Eg^'pt. may be ac-

cejited as reliable, though it is quite certain that
only some of the Hebrew clans, and by no means-
all, sojourned in Eg^•pt, Goshen is described as
outside of Eg\-pt proper (Gen. xlvi. 34), and
"the best of the land," i.e. for a pastoral people
(Gen. xlvii. 6, 11 ). It was on the eastern border
of the Nile delta. In the priestly narrative it

is designated as the land of Rameses (Gen. xlvii.

11). but according to the Egyptian inscriptions,
Goshen (identical with Kesen of the inscriptions)
and Rameses rejiresent two different nomes.
Xaville iThe Shrine of .S'o/'f el Henneh and the
Land of Goshen. London. 1888) regards Goshen
as the land which afterwards became the Arabian
nome, viz. the country around Saft el Henneh
east of the canal Abu-1-Unneagge. a district com-
prising Belbeis and Abasseh. and probably ex-
tending farther north than the Wady et-fumi-

,

lat (the valley through which the canal of the
Red Sea formerly passed). Consult W. M.
iliiller, Asien iind Eiiropa nach den aegyptischen
Insehriften (Leipzig, 1893),

GOSHEN, A city and the county-seat of Elk-
hart County. Tnd., 100 miles east of Chicago. 111.;

on the Elkhart River, and on the Lake Shore and
Michigan Southern and the Cleveland, Cincin-
nati, Chicago and Saint Louis railroads (^Inp:
Indiana, D 1 ) . It has important agricultural
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and lumber interests, and extensive manufac-
tures, which include tiour, rvibber goods, shirts,

mittens, maehineiy, bicycles, sash and doors,

veneering, furniture, woolen goods, and farm
im])leiuent.s. There are a public library, the

building having been erected at a cost of $25,000,

and a handsome high-school building of stone

( $0.5,000 ) , Goshen is governed by a mayor,
elected every two years, and a unicameral' council.

The water-works and electric-light plant are

owned and operated bv the city. Population, in

1890, G033; in 1000, 7810.

GOSHEIT. A village and the county-seat of

Orange County, N. Y., GO miles northwest of New
York; on the Erie and other railroads (Jlap:

New York, F 4 ) . The centre of an agricultural

section, it has a large trade in milk, butter, and
cheese. There are cut-glass works, foundries, and
a cider-mill. Goshen was settled in 1714 and first

incorporated in 1809. The goverament. under a
general act of 1897, is vested in a president and
board of four tiiistees, who are elected at the

annual corporation meeting. The village owns
and operates its water-works. Population, in

1890, 2007: in 1900, 2826.

GOSLAB, go'slar. An ancient Imperial city of

Germany, in the Prussian Province of Hanover.
situate<l on the Gose at the foot of the Rammels-
berg, about 35 miles south of Brunswick (!Map:

Prussia, T> 3). Goslar is rich in architectural

remains of its former prosperity and glory. Its

market sqviare is quaint and interesting. Some
of the more prominent historic structures are

tlie Zwinger, a, tower with walls 20 feet thick;

the Gothic Rathaus, with a valuable collec-

tion of old books and other antiquities; the
tailors' and butchers' guild-houses, dating from
the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries respective-

ly; the Romanesque twelfth-centui-y church of

the Neuwerk monastery, containing creditable

paintings; the Frankenberg Church built at

the beginning of the twelfth century and re-

stored in 1880, with tombstones and sculptures;

and the interesting chapel, which was formerly

the vestibule of the historical Cathedral of Saint

Simon and Saint Jude, founded in 1039 and de-

stroyed in 1820, In the interior of the chapel

are many relics of interest to the antiquary.

The Kaiserhaus, the mast ancient secular build-

ing in Germany, is a restored palace founded by
Henry III. in the eleventh century. Its large Im-
perial hall is enriched with historical frescoes by
Wislicenus, and contains an ancient Imperial

throne dating from the twelfth century. The
double chapel of Saint Ulricb, a portion of the

original building, holds the tomb of Henry III.,

^vith his heart.

The chief industry of Goslar is mining. In the

vay of manufactures it produces marble articles,

matches, chemicals, starch, playing-cards, and
cigars. In the vicinity are situated a number of

ponds from which ochre dye is obtained. The
Rammelsberg Mountain (2040 feet) has been

mined for centuries, produces several kinds of

ores, and is a source of much interest to tourists.

Population, in 1890, 13,311: in 1900. 16.403,

chiefly Protestants. Goslar was founded probably
early in the tenth century, and soon became im-
portant on account of its rich mineral deposits.

It was a favorite place of sojourn with the Saxon
and Franconian emjierors, and the seat of many
diets. For its adherence to the Hohenstaufen it

was destroyed by Otto IV. in 1204; but it recov-

ered its prosperity after joining the Hanseatic
League. It suti'ered during tlie Thirty Years'
War, and from conflagrations in 1728 and 1780.

Attached to Hanover in 1816, it finally became
Prussian in 1866.

GOSLAWSKI, go-sUiv'ske, iUiRYCY (1802-

34). A Polish poet, born in Podolia. He was
educated at Kremenetz, and composed his fa-

mous war-songs as a soldier during the Revo-
lution of 1830. These were subsequently collected

and published under the title I'oezya Ulana pols-

kiego 2iosiriecoiia Polkom il. Gosluiiyski ("Poems
of a Polish Uhlan." 1833). Sent as an emissary
to Galicia from Paris, whither lie had fled in

1833, he was arrested by the Russian authorities

and imprisoned at Stanislau, where lie died, and
where a monument was erected to his niemoiy in

1873, His com])lete works were published bj'

Brockhaus in 1864 inider the title of Poezye.

GOS'NOLD, B.VBTHOLOMEW (?-1607). An
English navigator and one of the earliest ex-

plorers of Xew England. He sailed for America in

1602 with a party of colonists in the Concord.

The expedition seems to have been supported by

Sir Walter Ralegh. Gosnold made land some-
where on the coast of Maine, sailed south along

the coast, and discovered and n.amed Cape Cod,

Martha's Vineyard, and Elizabeth Island. This

last, now known as Cuttyhunk, was made a base

for trading operations, which were carried on in

Buzzard's Bay for a few weeks. The idea of a
permanent settlement, to found which was one

of the objects of the voyage, was soon abandoned,

and in July the Concord was once more in Eng-

land with a cargo of cedar, furs, and sassafras.

In 1606—largely through Gosnold's efforts—an
association of London and West of England mer-

chants obtained a charter from .James I. for col-

onizing Virginia. Three ships sailed under Cap-

tain Christopher Newport ( 1607 ) . The expedition

discovered and named Cape Charles and Cape
Henry, and founded the settlement of Jamestown.
Gosnold was among those appointed by the King
to the council of the colony, and he was one of

the many who succumbed to illness in the early

months of the experiment. He died on August 22,

1607. For the contemporary account of Gosnold's

voyages and the settlement of Virginia, consult

Arber's edition of the ^yorks of John Smith, in

the Scholar's Libraiy (London. 1S84). and Ste-

vens's reprint of Brereton, Brief and True Rela-

tion of Gosnold's Voyarje (London, 1901),

GOSPEL (AS. fiodspcL r/odspell. OHG. gotspel,

from fiod. OHG. got. God + spel. tidings; proba-

bly corrupted by popular confusion with god, God,

from gotspel. good tidings, a translation of Gk.

eva-yy^ioii,evangi!Uon, good tidings, from cB,e!(, well

+ dyyiKXeiv, angcUein, to announce). The word
used to denote ( 1 ) the message of salvation given

to the world by .Jesus Christ, and (2) the his-

torical record of this message as contained in

the first tour books of the New Testament ; so

that each of these books is designated a Gospel,

and the collection is known as the Gospels. The
term, as used in the earlier books of the New
Testament, has an active sense, best expressed

by the phrase 'the preached Gospel.' This was

due to the missionary character of the initial

proclamation which was given by the Apostles

to the message of salvation. It is frequently

so used in Paul's Epistles (e.g. I. Thess. iii. 2;
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Rom. i. 1-3. 0, K!; Pliil. i. 5. 12; ii. 22; iv. 3). In

the lattr bouks the term is used sometimes in a

technieal sense, denoting the historie.il record

of this salvation message (e.g. Mark i. 1), or

even the message itself as an article of faitli

and confession (e.g. Rev. xiv. G). This technical

sense was fully acquired by the end of tlie sec-

ond century.

The folhnving article naturally' confines itself

to the term as denoting the historical records

of tlie Gospel message—the Kew Testjiment books

conmionly known as the Gosjjels. Of these Gos-

pels, the first three (JIatthew, Jlark, Luke)
co\er practieallv the early portion of Jesus' life

— i.e. His niinistiy in Galilee and the north—to-

gether with the close of His life in Jerusalem, re-

cording largely the same events and reproducing

hirgcly the same teachings. For this reason

they are technically known as the Synoptic Gos-

pels, and the question of their literary relation

to one another and to common and specific sources

is known as the Synoplic Problem. Their origin

dates within generally the same period: say from

A.D. 0.5 to SO. The fourth Gospel ( John ) covers

the later portion of .Jesus' life—i.e. His ministiy

in .Iuda>a and .Jerusalem, not only on the occasion

of His visits to the city during Ilis Galilean min-

istn'. but especially during the closing ministry

in that city and region—recording events and
reproducing teachings largely different from
those given in the Synoptic Gospels. For this

reason the literary relation of the fourth Gospel

to the Synoptic Gospels constitutes in itself a
S])ecific problem known as the Johnnnine Prob-

lem, or the Prolilcm of the Fourth Gospel. The
origin of the fourth Gospel dates from a period

much later than those of the Synoptists; say

about ,\.D. no. The discussion of these two prob-

lems has enlisted the interest of most New Testa-

ment scholars, and has really gathered around
itself the most significant New Testament work
which has been done in the last fifty years. More
definitely stated, these problems are as follows:

I. Synoptic PRORLEJt. Our first three Gospels

present such striking identities in their order

of narrative, and, in their use of word, phrase, and
continued statement, and at the same time such

striking difi'erences in these respects, that we are

compelled to ask what theory of their origin

will account for these phenomena. The follow-

ing theories have been propounded : ( a ) Tlie Sue-
rrssive Depc/idctice Theory: viz. that the ev.ange-

lists made use of one or more of the Gospels al-

ready written, so that one of the Gospels is the

first and original Gospel. A second writer used

the first, and the third used one or both of his

predecessors. This is the oldest view, having
Iiractically originated with Augustine, and has
been worked out into every possible modification,

(b) The Documentary Theory ; viz. that all three

Gospels to some extent made use of a preexisting

written source. This theory came from ideas

stiggested by Le Clere (1716). and was later

taken up by Priestley (1777). and finally definite-

ly fornnilated by Lessing (1778). This also has
received many modifications, according to the

view held as to the character of the original

document, and also according to the way this

theory was combined Avith the first. (c) The
Oral Theory; viz. that all three Gospels made
nse of the common oral tradition, which had be-

come fixed bv use. This was first sngsested by
Herder (1797) and Eckermann (ISOC), but

Vol. IX.—5.
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fully formulated by Giesclcr (KS18). It has also

been variously modified according as there have
been held to enter into the oral sources written

sources as well, or as the GosjKds have been held

to use each other along witli tlic common sources,

or as the common tradition has been held t<) have
undergone various recensions which the (Jospels

have used in varied combinations. The conclu-

sions most generally accepted by critics to-day

lie within the general sphere of the Documentary
Theor}', though they involve elements of each of

the others. In substance they are, that behind

our present chronological Gospels lay two funda-

mental written sources—one a collection of tlie

sayings of Jesus, known as the Loyia of Matthew,
and represented most conspicuously, if not ex-

clusively, in our first and third Gospels; the

other a narrati\'e of the event.s of Jesus' minis-

try, which is practically, if not absolutely, iden-

tical with our second Gospel. Besides these

main sources, it is held that the writers of the

individual Gospels had access to special sources

peculiar to themselves, while the writer of the

third Gospel made use directly of the first as

well as the second. Quite recently the theory has
been advanced in Germany that the two main
documents referred to above are not primary in

character, btit composite results of nniltii)le

sources whose origin is often, if not always, im-

possible to trace.

II. The Problem of the FotTiTn Gospel.
There is such a radical difference between the

discourses of .Jesus as given in the Synoptic Gos-

pels and in the fourth Gospel that we are forced

to ask whether they both can have come alike

from .Jesus. This difference lies in the following

facts: (a) The Smoptists present the discour.ses

as simple talks on the level of cvery-day siieech;

the fourth Gospel as involved discourses beyond
the range of ordinary speech, (b) The Synoptists

give the discourses largely in the form of parable,

as The Sower, The Lost Sheep. The Prodigal

Son; the fourth Gospel gives them largely in

the form of allesorv. as The Water of Life, the

Light of the World. The Good Shepherd, (e)

In the Spioptic Gospels the subject of the dis-

courses is. generally speaking, the varied and
practical topics of religious living, as in the

Sermon on the Mount ; the qualities of the Chris-

tian life and character; or as In the great Parable

Discourse, the nature and growth of the King-
dom of God. In the fourth Gospel to an al-

most exclusive extent, Jesus Himself is made the

subject of the discourses, and this self-subject is

treated almost wholly from the point of Jesus'

transcendental relations to the Godhead. To
account for these facts, the theory has been wide-

ly held that the peculiarities, of the fourth Gos-

pel discourses are due to the personal reflections

of the author of the Gospel, who was not the

Apostle John, but a disciple of his school, who
presents in these discotirses. not the actual t<?acli-

ings of Jesus, but the late first century, if not
the post-Apostolic, theology of the Church. In
recent years, however, there has been a growing
tendency to account for these peculiarities as
possible in the genuine teachings of .Jesus,

through the fact that they were delivered by
.Jesns in surroundings and to audiences different

from those in and to which the Synoptic dis-

courses were delivered, while they were repro-

duced by an apostle whose religious personality

itself and spiritual intercourse with Jesus were
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different from those of the apostles from wliom
the Synoptics niaj' be considered to have come.

In addition to these main problems of the Gos-

pels, there are the following minor ones:

A. The Pkohle-m of tmk ('ONtext.s. Involved

in this problem are the following principal points

of present criticism

:

(a) The Nalivltij.—This is given in but two
of the four Gosix>'ls—Matthew (i. IS-ii.) and
Lulve (i. 5-ii. 39)—and is presented by them in

narratives differing largely from each other.

The one in Luke is the fuller, and gives every

evidence of having been derived from written

Aramaic sources ; the one in Jlatthew gives the

impression of having come from oral sources. The
chief question of debate is whether these sources

rest ujinn historical fact or are the product of

idealizing tradition. Against their acceptance

as historical is the difficulty that during the peri-

od of the Gospel history tliere sfcms to have
been no popular, nor even disciple, knowledge
of them, the significance of which fact is height-

ened by the absence of all reference to them in

the Xew Testament epistolary literature. In ad-

dition to this are difficulties in the narratives as

they stand, particularly the lack of full harmony
in their record of events, as seen in the return

of the family to Nazareth ; the singular agree-

ment which the;\' bear at points to the national

Messianic expectations which were never realized,

as seen in the angel announcement that the Child
was to ascend the throne of David and reign over

the House of .Jacob forever; and the poetic elab-

oration of certain parts, as seen in the songs of

Mai-y and Zacharias. Against the interpreta-

tion of the narratives as idealizations, there is

the difficulty of the necessary assumption of a
remarkably early date for the process. Neither
Matthew nor Luke was written much, if at all.

later than a.d. 7.5 : and yet at the time of their

writing this tradition was not only popularly re-

ceived, but had come into the elaborated docu-

mentary form represented in Luke. Such ideali-

zation further must have been of a distinctively

Gentile origin. \Yith his high conception of the

holiness of the married state, the Jew would not
consider sui>ernatural birth necessary for an
ideal—in fact, did not so interpret the prophecy
of the virgin birth (Isa. vii. 14) ; and yet, on
the part of the Gentile, the crude sensuality of

supernatural birth in pagan m^fthologies would
make the creation and acceptance of such a tradi-

tion regarding Jesus within the Christian Church
most difficult of accomplishment. Of the prob-

lem thus presented there may be no complete
solution, though there is nothing in it which
renders impossible the acceptance of the essential

fact of a miraculous birth. On the contrary, the

difficulty of the Gospel and Epistle silence re-

garding the event, and the difficulty gathering
around the presence in the narratives of unful-

filled .Jewish ideals, favor the historical character
of the record : since, not only in proportion as

the peculiar privacy of the event and the singular
suspicion likely to attach to it in the popular
mind are appreciated does the lack of publicity

given become intelligible, but in proportion as

the narratives record a form of aimouncement
which agrees w^ith the stage of Messianic expecta-
tions belonging to that beginning time of Gospel
history, they show their primitive character,

whatever poetic elaborations or harmonistic dif-

ficulties they present; while in proportion as the
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main idea of the supernatural conception which
the narratives contain wa,s imnatural to Jewish
thought and unlikely of Gentile production, they
show an element accounted for only on the as-
sumption of actual fact.

(b) The hold's Supper.—This is rccoi'ded in
each of the Synoptists, all of whom agree in plac-
ing it at the time of, and in connection with, the
regular Passover meal. Murk and ^Matthew,
however, agree as against Luke at two points:

{ 1 ) As to the sequence of the bread and the cup
(Mark and Matthew phicing the bread first, Luke
placing the cup both tirsL and last), and (2) as
to the pennanencc intended in the observance of

the meal ( Luke making .lesus purpose it as a
subsequent memorial of Himself, Matthew and
Mark recording no such intention on Jesus'
part) . At the same time the Synoptists come into
definite relation to the narrative of the Passion
Week as given by the fourth Gospel, involving
the time of the Supper and its relation to the
regular Pa.schal meal, the fourth Gospel placing
the Supper before the feast day and out of all

association with the feast. In addition, account
nmst be taken of the fact that Pan! has given us,

in I. Cor. xi. 2.3-26, a definite statement of the
institution of the Supper, which, in jiroportion as
it is earlier than the (Jospel narratives could be,

takes precedence of the Synoptic records. This
Pauline statement agrees with Liike. and so di-

verges from Mark and Matthew in its distinct

mention of the cup being after the Supper, and
of Jesus' purpose that the observance of the
meal should be a permanent one with His dis-

ciples. In fact, it is quite clear from the char-

acter of the account of Luke that, in its state-

ment of the after cup and of .Tesus' purpose, it

is derived from Paul, who in his statement fur-

ther diverges from all the Gospels in evidently
associating together the Supper and the ordinary
religions meal of the Church—the Agape—if he
does not actually identify them.
The problem presented is consequently two-

fold: (1) Was the Supper observed before the
regular Passover feast, and as a. meal distinctly

different from it, or at the close of the feast and
as a meal definitely associated with it? and (2)
was its obsen'ance intended by Jesus to be a

'

permanent one, or to be exhausted in the event

of that night ? As to the first point, in case the

dating of the fourth Gospel is to be taken as cor-

rect, that part of the .Synoptic narrative which
c'onnects the supper with the Passover feast

(Mark xiv. 12-lG, and parallels, including Luke
xxii. 1.5) must be regarded as an interpolation

into the original tradition, due to the Clnirch's

early identification of the two meals, while the

Supijer itself must be understood as an ordinary
.Jewish meal, the bread and wine of which Jesus
s^Tiibolically refers to Himself. In case the dat-

ing of the Synoptists is to be accepted, the

fourth Gospel's chronology is to be regarded as

distorted by its author, either through ignorance

or for partisan reasons, and the Supper itself

understood as identified in time and meaning
with the regular Passover feast. In either case

however, it is to be noted that all four Gospels

agree in placing .Tesus' death on Friday, and that

the significance recorded in the Synoptists and
Paul as attached by .Tesus to the bread and
wine of the meal is one which refers them to His
death as a sacrifice. .As to the second point, the

fact that Luke's mention of Jesus' purpose of a

I
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perinanent observance of the Supper is practically

derived from Paul couliues the authority lor this

item ill the narrative wholly to tlie AposUe. In

regard to the worth of his testimony, it is evi-

dent, on the one hand, that the earliness of his

account, in comparison with the Gosjiel records,

gives it a relative value beyond theirs. This is

confirmed by the almost uecessaiy assumption

that, even if the peculiar way in which he intro-

duces his account (verse 23a) was not intended

by him to refer his knowledge of the facts to

divine revelation, it was intended to place it on

a high plane of authority. On the other hand,

the fact that Paul is writing to the disorderly

clnuch at t'orinth, and has in mind at this par-

ticular jioint in his Epistle their shameful con-

duct of the Lord's Supper, might lead Paul to

read this purpose into the narrative of the event

by way of emphasizing to his readers the con-

tinual authority of tlie 8upper. It would be

manifestly imwarranted, however, to hold that

such action on Paul's part disposed of the ques-

tion, since the portrayal of the Supper by JIark

and Matthew as, in the mind of Jesus, a cove-

nant between Himself and His disciples, implies

an intended permanence in the observance of

the event, which practically involves the com-

mand, "This do in remembrance of Me," whether

it was actually uttered or not. It would seem,

llierefore, that whatever difficulties lie in the

way of a complete solution of the problem, the

foliowing essential facts are clear: That Christ,

in a final supper with His disciples, symbolically

referred the bread and wine of the meal to His
approaching death as a sacrificial act on His
part, in their partaking of which symbols they

entered into a covenant realization of its benefits

and recognition of its obligations.

(e) The Keaurrection.—While none of the Gos-

pels rec-ord the act itself, they all record the fact

of the Resurrection, though in narratives which
diller widely from each other. [The concluding

verses of the last chapter of Mark (x\'i. 9-20)

are recognized as a later substitute for the end-

ing of the Gospel, and .John xxi. as a probable

supplement to the original Gospel.] The most
significant divergence is regarding the scene of

the chief api>earances of Jesus; Matthew (xxviii.

10-20) and. by implication, Mark (xvi. 7) piac-

ing it in Galilee, Luke (xxiv. ) and John (xx.)

in .Jerusalem. The minor divergences relate to

individualities in the narration of events, in-

volved in which are some notable peculiarities,

such as Matthew's reference to the aecom])a.ny-

ing natural and angelic events (xxviii. 2-4),

and the gathering of the eleven at a mountain in

Galilee (verses lti-2fl) : Jjuke's story of the two
disciples on the way to Emniaus (xxiv. 13-1.5),

and his account of .Jesus' final blessing of the
disciple band and His ascension from them at
Betlinny (verses .50.53): .John's record of the
curing of Thomas's doubt (xx. 24-20). Further
involved in these individualities of narration are
some striking diflieulties of detail, such as the
statement by J>uke (xxiv. 9) that the women
told their experience at the sepulchre to the
eleven and to all the rest, while Mark says that
they said nothing to any man (x^'i. S) ; .John's

statement that .Jesus forbade Alary to touch Him
(xx. 17). while Matthew recounts that the wom-
en, including Mary, were allowed to clasp His
feet (xxN'iii. 9). Apart from these diversences.
however, there manifest themselves the foUow-
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ing whole and partial agi'eements : ( 1 ) As to

the visit of the women to tlie sepulchre: All the

Synoptists unite in saying that they made their

visit early in the morning, tinding the tomb
empty and returning to the city with the fact

impressed upon their minds (Mark xvi. 2-4,

t); Matt. .x.xviii. 2, 3, 5, 6; Luke xxiv. 4-Oa).

John confines his account to the experience of

Mary Magdalene, but states also on her i«irt an
earl.v-morning visit, implying the finding of an
empty tomb and the announcement of the fact to

Peter and John, who themselves go to the sepul-

chre and contirm the stoiy by their personal

observation and then return to their homes ( xx.

1-10; cf. Luke xxiv. 12). (2) As to tlie angelic

appearances: All the Synoptists unite in relating

a vision of angels at the tomb ( Mark and Jlat-

thew one angel, Luke two ) , and a message from
the angels, through the \\omen, to the discijiles,

to the effect that Jesus was risen (Mark xvi. 5,

G; Matt. x.\viii. 2, 3, 5, G; Luke xxiv. 4-6a),

JIark and JIatthew adding an announcement that

Jesus would meet with His disciples in Galilee

(Mark xvi. 7; Matt. x.\:viii. 7); Luke, merely
a reminder of what Jesus had said to His dis-

ciples concerning His death and resurrection

while He had been with them in Galilee (xxiv.

6-8). (3) As to the appearances of .Jesus Him-
self: (a) Matthew and John unite in relating

an appearance to the women after leaving the

tomb (Matthew to the group, John to Mary
Magdalene). On this occasion a message is

given them by .Jesus Himself to His disciples

(Mattliew, that He would precede them into

Galilee; .John, that He would ascend into heaven)
(Slatt. xxviii. 10: John xx. 17). (b) Luke and
John unite in relating an appearance to certain

of His disciples during the evening of this same
day. in which .Jesus convinced their unbelief by
displaying to them the marks of His Crucifixion

;

Ijuke adding the items of the disciples' fear at

the ap]>earaiice and the material proof given by
Jesus of His bodily existence, together with His
instruction of them in the Scriptures' refei-ence

to Himself and His word: .John, the items of the

appearance being accomplished in spite of closed

doors, of Jesus' impartation to them of the

Holy Spirit, and His recognition of them as His
representatives in the world (Luke xxiv. 36-49:

.John XX. 19-23). In our study of the Gospel
narratives, however, account must he taken of

the definite statement made by Paul in his First

Epistle to the Corinthians ( xv. 4-8 ) . where he

gives a list of six apjiearances of Jesus— fii-st

to Peter, then to the twelve, then to' a company
of more than jive hundred disciples, after that

to .James, then to all the Ajiostles. adding final-

ly the appearance to himself^ This statement,

like that regarding the Lord's Siip]>er, has prior-

ity over the earliest Gospel account, and is placed

by the Apostle on a high plane of reliability of

source. In view of these facts, it is significant

that its only divergence from the Gospel accounts
is by way of supplementation to what they nar-

rate. From all this. then, it would seem <iuite

possible for .Jesus to have appeared to certain

individuals amonc His disciples in .Jerusalem

and its neighborhood within eight days after JHs
Resurrection; later to have appeared to larger
numbers of His followers in Galilee: and finally,

before His ascension, to have appeared to the

.•\postoIie circle in .Jerusalem, leading them out

to Bethany, where He was parted from them.
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The only question would be the time taken for the
disciples' journey from Jerusalem to Galilee and
return, and this is not a serious one. It wooild

further seem quite possible for the general se-

quence of events, as given by all the four Gos-
pols and by Paul, to have taken place, the order
being, in brief, the visit of the women and JIary
Magdalene to the Sepulchre (ilark, Matthew,
Liike, John) ; the vision of angels to the women
(Mark, Matthew, Luke) : the appearance of

Jesus to the \\omen, with their report to the dis-

ciples (ilatthew and Luke) ; Mary ilagdalene's

report of tlie empty tomb to Peter and John, and
their investigation (John; see also Luke for

Peter's investigation) : the appearance of Jesus

to Mary Magdalene (John) : the appearance to

Peter (Paul, Luke), to tlie two disciples on the

way to Emmaus (Luke), to the eleven in

Jerusalem (Luke, John), to the same a week
later (John) : tJie appearances in Galilee—to the

eleven at the mountain (Matthew [possibly

identical or synchronous with the appearance to

the five hundred (Paul), before which may have
been the appearance of the seven at the Sea of

Galilee, recorded iu the supplemental chapter of

John] ) ; then to James—most likely in .Jerusalem

( Paul ) ; finally in the same city to the eleven,

whom He led out to Bethany, where He ascended
from them ( Luke ; cf . Acts i. 2, 3 ) . As a gen-

eral result, the problem presents itself, not as

one of mutually exclusive records, since, admit-
ting all tile minor contradictions, the agreement
among the narratives as to tlie essential facts is

clear. The problem reduces itself in reality to

the question whether the source of these narra-

tives is more likely to have been the actual fact

of the restirrection, evidenced to the disciples;

or a self-persuasion of it on their part, through
a desire to believe it to have occurred, though
it had not. The decision between these alterna-

tives will lie determined by the inference which
must inevitably be drawn from the facts ( 1 ) that

the disciples did not reach their belief by any
slow process of reasoning, but by an almost im-

mediate conviction of the event, in spite of their

deep despondency over Calvary; and (2) that it

has been on the proclamation of this event, as the

basal ground of its faith in Jesus, that Chris-

tianity has reached its stupendous results in the

world.
B. The Peoislem of the Chronology. This

concerns itself chiefly with the qupstion as to the

length of Jesus' ministry ; and this question

turns largely uix)n the character of the feast

mentioned in John v. L If this is held to be a
PassoA-er. the duration of His active work is ex-

tended to at least three years ; if it is not so

held, the limit is reduced to perhaps two years.

For full discussion of this and minor points, see

New Testajient Chronologt. See also the ar-

ticles on the individual Gospels.

BiBLTOGRAPiiY. In addition to the usual New
Tcstuiiicnt Tntrnditctions and Lives of Christ,

which are useful for the general subject, consult

the following more important recent books: (1)

Por the Synoptic Problem (a) as helps in in-

vestigation: Riishbrooke, ^i/noptieon (London.
18S0-81): Hawkins, flora; fftinoptirce (Oxford,

18001 ; Veit. Die siinnptisehen Pornllelen (Giiters-

loh. 1807) : Huck. Ktinopse der drei ersten Evan-
qelien (Freiburg. 18081 ; Heinicke. f^ijnopse der

drei ersten knnonisehen Ernnfjclien (Giessen,

1898). (b) For general reference and presenta-

tion of specifie views: Wright, The Composition
of the Four Gospels (London, 1890) ; Badham,
The Formation of the Gospels (London, 1892) ;

Westcott, Introduction to tlie Oitudy of the Gos-
pels (New York, 189tj) ; Wernle, Die synoptische
Frage (Freiburg, 1899) ; Weizsiicker, inter-
sucliuiiycn iiber die evangelische Gcsehichte (Leip-

zig, 1901). (2) For the Johannine Problem:
Sanday, Authorsltip and llislorieal Charac-
ter of the Fourth Gospel (London, 1872) ; Lut-
hardt, Der Johanneische Ursprung des vierten
Evanfielinms (Nuremberg, 1874; Eng. trans.,

Edinburgh, 1885) ; Beyschlag, Zur Johanneisclicn

Frage (Gotha, 1876) ; Lightfoot, Essays on
Supernatural Religion (London, 1889) ; Thoma,
Genesis des Johannis-Evanyelium (Berlin, 1882) ;

0. Holtzman, Johann-Eranyelium (Darmstadt,

1887) ; Ewald, Das Hauptproblcm der Evange-
lienfrage (Leipzig, 1890) ; Delff, Das \'ierte

Evangeliuni (Husum, 1890) : Watkins, Modern
Criticism in delation to the Fourth Gospel (Lon-

don. 1890) ; Schiirer, "Ueber den gcgenwartigen
Stand der .lohaimeischen Frage," in }'ortrdge der

theologischen Eonferen.^ zu Giessen (Giessen,

1889) ; Wendt, Das Johannis-Evangelium (Eng.
trans., London. 1902). (3) For the Nativity:
Resell, Das Kindheits-Evangelium naeh Lucas
vnd Mallliiius (Leipzig, 1897); Ramsay, Was
Christ Born at BethJehemf (New York. 1808);
Conrady. Die Quelle der kanonischeti Kindhcits-

geschic'hte Jesu's (Gottingen, 1900). (4) For
the Lord's Supper: Harnack. Brod iind Wasser
(Leipzig, 1802) ; Zahn. Brod und Wein (Leip-

zig. 1802) ; .Jiilicher. "Zur Geschiehte des Abend-
mahls," in Theologische Abhandlungen (Freiburg,

1892) ; Spitta. Zur Geschiehte des Vrehristen-

tums, vol. i. (Gottingen, 1893) ; Gardner, The
Origin of the Lord's Supper (London, 1893) ;

Schaefer, Das Herrenmahl (Giitersloh, 1897).

(5) For the Resurrection: Milligan, The Resur-

rection of Our Lord (London, 1884) ; Loofs, Die
Aufrrstehungsherichte (Leipzig, 1898).

GOSPEL. In the liturgical sense, the short

selection from the Gospels which is read or simg

in the mass and in the .Ainglican communion ser-

vice between the epistle and the creed. It formed a

regular part of the service as early as the second

century. For two hundred years the reading was
continuous, taken up each day where the previous

one had stopped; but when the calendar was fully

developed under Pope Damasus the selections

were chosen to correspond with it. The liturgical

gospels were not originally included in the same
book with the rest of the service, which allowed

special ceremonial veneration to be paid to the

book containing them. Thus in the fifth century

it was brought in solemn procession, and laid

upon the altar at the beginning of the service; a

relic of this practice is the present custom of

having the deacon deposit it for a while upon the

altar immediately before singing the gospel. The
bearing of lights in connection with it was known
to Saint .Jerome, and signifies the illuminatinn of

the world by the Gospel messasre. The reading is

prefaced by the response Gloria tihi. Doininc

("Glorv be to thee. O Lord!"), and followed by

Lavs tihi. Christr ( "Praise be to thee. Christ !

" )

.

after which the book is kissed by the celebrant.

All present have always stood during the reading

with uncovered heads, even kinss laying aside

their crowns. The recitation of the 'last Gospel'

(commonly the first fourteen verses of John, un-
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less commemoration is made of a superseded ofTice

by the use of its Gospel) is of later iiilrixluflion.

In the thirteenth century the priest recited it on

the way to the sacristy, as the bishop does to-

day on the way from tlie altar to his throne.

Pius V. in his revised missal gave it its present

place. See JIass; Ewstle.

GOSPELEB. A name applied to the minister

in the Church of England who reads the Gosi)el

in the communion service, anal(if,'nus to the

deacon in the mass. (See Epistoler.) It was
also usc<l as a nickname for Wielif and his fol-

lowers when they devoted themselves to the cir-

culation of the Scriptures in the vernacular.

GOS'PORT. A fortified seaport and market-

town in Hampshire, England, on Portsmouth

Harbor (the English Channel), directly opposite

Portsmouth cMap: lingland, E 6). It is the

chief manufacturing seat and depot of stores for

the equipment of tlie British Na\'y. The inhabit-

ants are mostly engaged in Government estab-

lishments, which comprise powder-magazines,

fusee and rocket laboratories, and the Royal

Clarence Victualling Yard, with its various im-

portant departments. Among the industries are

the manufacturing of anchors and chain cables,

yacht-building, and sail-making. The town is

inclosed within ramparts with an outer circle of

forts, which merge in the continuous barrier that

surrounds Portsea and Portsmouth. On the

southeast is Haslar Hospital, the celebrated na-

tional institution for disabled sailors. Bishop

Henry de Blois is said to have bestowed the name
of God's port—hence Gosport—when he found
safety here during a storm in 1158. The large

suburban district of Alverstoke is included in the

census of Gosport. Population, in 1891, 25,400;

in 1901, 28.900.

GOSS, Sir John (1800-80). An English mu-
sical composer. He was bom in Fareham, Hamp-
shire, and at ten years of age was a chorister in

the Chapel Royal, while at twenty-seven he was
professor of harmony at the Royal Academy of

JIusic. By that time he had written a number
of part-songs, sacred and secular, but it was not

until he became organist of Saint Paul's Cathe-

dral (18.38) that he began to be famous as a
composer. Besides writing a number of original

anthems, he edited chants and cathedral services

by ancient and modern composers, wrote the beau-

tiful [f Wc Believe that Jesus Died for the fu-

neral of the Duke of Wellington and a Te Deiim
and anthem for the Thanksgiving ser\-ice on the

restoration to health of the Prince of Wales
(1872). That year he retired and was knighted.

His popularity with his pupils and fellow-mu-

sicians is witnessed by the tablet to his memory
in the crvpt of Saint Paul's.

GOSSAERT, cos'siirt. Jax. See Mabuse, Jan.

GOSSAMER (ilE. finssomer. gosesomer, goose-

sununer, from fios, goose -|- somer, summer; so

called on account of the downy appearance, and
the time of coming) . A light filamentous sub-

stance, which often fills the atmos]ihcre to a
remarkable degree during fine weatluu' in autumn,
or is spread over the ground, stretch ins from
leaf to leaf and from plant to plant, loaded with

dcwdrops, which glisten and sparkle in the sun-

shine. It is produced by small spiders of many
species, and is said to be produced by young and
not by mature spiders, a circumstance which, if

placed beyond doubt, would help to account for

its appearance at a particular season of the year.

The threads of gossamer are so delicate tliat a

single one cannot be seen unless the sun sliines

on it; but being driven about by tlie wind, tliey

are often beaten together into thicker tlucads

and Hakes. They are often to be felt on the face

when they are scarcely visi))le. The spiders which

produce these tlireads shoot them out from tlieir

spinnerets, a viscid fluid being ejected with great

force, wliich becomes a threa<l ; sometimes .several

such threads are produced at once in a radiating

form, and these, being caught by the ascending

current of lieated air, are borne up, and the

spider along with them. See Spider.

GOSSE, Emutxd William (1849—). An
Enirlish autlior. He was born in London, Sep-

tember 21, 1849, the son of Philip Gosse. the

naturalist. Though he did not have the advan-

tage of a university education, he has received,

in recognition of his services to letters, the degree

jM.A. (1SS5) from Cambridge, and the degree

LL.D. (1899) from Saint Andrews. In 1807 he

was appointed assistant librarian in the British

Museum; in 1875, translator to the Board of

Trade: and in 1884, Clark lecturer in English

literature at Trinity College, Cambridge. In

1884 he visited the United States, lecturing at

Han-ard. Yale, .Johns Hopkins, and other col-

leges. He is distinguished botli as poet and as

critic, his chief works being lladrigals, Songs,

and Sonnets (1870) ; On Viol and Flute (187.3) ;

Tforthern Studies (essays on Scandinavian litera-

ture, 1879); Thomas Gray (1882); Seventeenth

Century Studies (1883); Connreve (1888); TJis-

tory of Eighteenth Century Literature (1889);

The Secret of Nareisse (1892): In Russet and
Silver (1894) : The Jacobean Poets (1894) ; Crit-

ical Kit-Kats (1896) : Short History of English

Literature (1897) ; Life and Letters of Dr. John
Donne (1899); and An Illustrated History of

English Literature, in collaboration with CJar-

nett (1902).

GOSSE, Nicolas Loms Francois (17S7-1S78).

A French historical painter, bom in Pai-is, where

he studied at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts and
under Vincent, and became a. skilled representa-

tive of the academic style prevailing in his ear-

lier period. His principal works include: "Na-

poleon I. and Queen Louise at Tilsit." "fleeting

of Napoleon and Alexander of Russia at Erfurt."

and "Louis Philippe Peclining the Crown of Bel-

gium Ofl'ered to His Son," all in the Historical

Museum at Versailles: and "Entiy of the Dvikc of

Amroulcme into Madrid," a wall painting in the

Hotel de Ville, Paris.

GOSSE. Philip Henry (1810-88). An Eng-
lish naturalist, born at Worcester, England.

From 1827 to 1835 he lived in Newfoundland as

a merchant, from 1835 to 1838 in Canada as a
farmer, and from 1838 to- 1839 in Alabama as a

teacher. In 1844 he visited .Jamaica to study

the birds there. He was an accurate observer of

animal life, and a voluminous and most agreeable

writer. In 1856 he Avas made F.R.S. Gosse did a

gi-eat work in advancing and popularizing marine

zoology, and the influence he exerted was wide-

snread and lasting, .\mong his publications are:

The Canadian Xaturalist (1840) : Birds of Ja-

maica (1851) : Natural History (1848-51) : Ma-
rine Zoology (1856): Eveninns with the Mia'o-

scope (1859) ; Letters from Alahama (1859).
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GOSSEC, g&'sfik', Fban^'ois-Josepii (1733-

1829). A Frenuli composer, born at Vergnies in

Haiiiaut. Hu was a choir boy iu the Antwerp
Cathedral, and then went to Paris, where,
through the influence of Eameau, he was em-
ployed by a rich amateur. La Popelinifere, to

direct his private orchestra. Gossec has been

called 'tlie father of the sympliony in France.'

He found all instrumental music neglected, and
made it his ambition to revivify it. His first

symphonies were published in 1754, five years
before Haydn wrote his. While orchestra conduc-

tor to tlie Prince of Conti, he wrote several

operas. To him belongs the honor of having
started the Ecole Royale de Chant (1734),
which was the prototype of the Conservatory,

and when that institution itself was founded
(179.5), he was one of the three inspectors, the

others being JIcluil and Cherubini. During the

Revolution lie was the conductor of the band of

the Garde Nationale, and composed a good deal

of national music for fetes. A critic sums up
Gossec as "not one of those geniuses who defy

time," and he had the misfortune to see his .

ideas improved upon by some of his contempo-
raries; but his inlhience on the development of

instrumental music in France can hardly be over-

estimated. His works include: he faux lord

(1704) ; Les pecheurs (1766) ; Alexis et Daphne
(1775) : Pliilrnioii et Baucis (1775) : La fete du
village (1778); Thesee (1782); liosine (1786);
Chant du Ui-Jnillet. Hi/mne al'htimaniti; B;/mne
a I'Etrc supreme; Chanrs et chants pour I'apo-

iheose de Voltaire et de Rousseau; some oratorios

and a good deal of instrumental music. Consult
Gregoir, Notice biographique sur F. J. (fosse dit

Gossec (1878).

GOSSELIN, gd'slfiN'. Charles (1834-92). A
French landscape painter, born in Paris. He
studied with Busson and Gleyre, and in 1882 was
appointed custodian of the Museum at Versailles.

His principal paintings, embracing largely wood-
land scenes, include: "\Yoods in Autumn"
(1863) ; "Environs of Bougival" (1866) ; "Twi-
light in the Woods" (1868); "December Land-
scape" (1879) ; "Between Dieppe and Tourville"

(1884). In all these pictures he reveals his

power to deal with large masses effectively.

GOSSEIilN, Pascal FRAKrois Joseph (1751-

1830). A French archncologist, born at Lille,

France. After acting a.s a Deputy to the National
Assembly (1789). he became a member of the

central administration of commerce (1701). and
was employpfl in making maps for the War De-
partment ( 1794) . He was employed by Napoleon
to assist in the translation of Strabo; was one
of the chief editors of the Journal des Savants
after 1816, and published, among other works,
Geographic des Grecs analysce (1790), and Re-
clierehes sur la geographic systematique et posi-

tive des anciens (1798-1813).

GOSSLER, gOs'ler, Gustav von (1838-1902).
A Prussian statesman, born at Naumburg. He
studiedat Berlin. Heidelberg,and Konigsberg, and,
after having held a nvmiber of Government posts,

was an assistant in the Jlinistry of the Interior
from 1874 to 1S7S. and in 1S79 was appointed
Under-Secretary of State in the Jlinistry of Eccle-

siastical Affairs and Public Instruction. In 1881
he succeeded Puttkamcr in the ^Ministry. The
troubles attending the Kulturkampf were still

active, and these he endeavored to meet bv a
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practical scheme of informal concession to the
Roman Church. Thus, he did away with several
provisions of the so-called "May Laws,' such, for
example, as the examination of the clergy and
appointment of priests by the State. Other
measures of conciliation were alsb devised by
him, sometimes not without the opposition of the
Prussian Govcnmient. He very vigorousl3' op-
posed the Polish nationalistic movement in Po-
sen, and in 1887 struck a decisive blow by
abolishing instruction in the Polish language in

the public schools. In 1890 he formulated a
school law wliich gave offense to tlie Poles, and
of whose immediate passage there was little hope,
since the Government at that time required
Polish assistance in the Reichstag in support of

its commercial projects. He therefore resigned
in 1891, and soon afterwards was appointed
Lord Lieutenant of West 'Prussia. Consult his

Atispraelicn und Reden (Berlin, 1890).

GOSSNER, gos'ner, Johannes Evangelista
(1773-1858). Founder of the Gossner Foreign
Missionary Society. He was born at Hansen,
near Augsburg, December 14, 1773, educated at
Dillingen and Ingolstadt, and from 1796 to 1826
served in the ministry of the Roman Catholic
Church. During 1820-24 he was preacher in

Saint Petersburg. As early as 1802 he was sus-

pected of leanings toward Protestantism, and in

1820 he openlv joined the Evangelical Church.
From 1829 till 1846 he preached in Berlin, and
labored zealously for missions, education, and
philanthropic undertakings. He became a di-

rector of the Berlin Missionary Society when it

was founded in 1831. but left it in 18.30 because
he wished missionaries to have greater liberty of

action. Assisted by voluntai-y contribution, he
continued to send forth missionaries, and in 1842
his missionaiy society was formally organized.
It still exists, and labors chiefly in the East
Indies. Gossner died March 30. 1858. Among
other works he published : Gcist des Lehens und
der Lehre Jesu (1823) ; Die Heiligen Hchriften
des Neueti Testaments mit Erkliirungen und
Betrachtungen (new ed. 1888-94). Consult his

life l)y Dalton (Berlin, 1898).

GOS'SON, Stephen (1555-1624). An English
author, bnrn in Kent. Entering Corpus Christi

College. Oxford, he was graduated B.A. in 1576,
and wrote several plays, of whicli none are ex-
tant. Later he attacked the stage violently, and
took orders. In his School of Abuse (1579;
reprinted by E. A. Arber. 1868), he began a
lively controversy on the stage, which led to

many pamphlets, and ultimately to Sidney's
Apoiogi/ for Poetry (1595).

GOSSYPatrM. See Cotton.

GOSZCZYNSKI, gosh-chun'ske, Sewertn
(1803-76). A Polish poet, born in the Govern-
ment of Kiev, Russia. He was educated at War-
saw, and was one of the foremost leaders of the

Revolution of 1830. He was one of the band of

fugitives who subsequently assembled in Paris,

and they exercised a veiy powerful influence upon
him. His works are lyrical in character, and
many of them are devoted to a description of life

in the Carpathians and in the I^kraine. Most of

them are characterized by a vein of sadness due,

probably, to the political conditions which have
weighed so heavily upon the patriotic poets and
authors of Poland. His principal poetic produc-
tions include: Zameh Kaniowski (translated into
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dernian and French) ; Krol /.(imczyska {1S47) :

Odd'I'uii'icw ~ czamw Polculaica Chiobniiu
(1S.J2); and Poshtnic do I'olski. (18G9). I'lo

also prepared an excellent translation of Ossian.

GOT, go, Francois Edmond (1822-li)01). An
actor of the Coniedie Francaise, where he made
his appearance in 1844. He was born at Ligne-
rolles (Orne), and educated at the Lycce Char-
lemagne. After a short time spent as a Govern-
ment clerk he entered the Conservatoire in 1841,

where in the two following years he carried

ofl successively the second and first prizies.

He was elected a member of the company at
the Theatre Frangais six years after his debut,

while he speedily rose to the first rank as a
comic actor. His subsequent career was spent

chiefly at the 'House of MoliSre,' but in 1866 by
special arrangement he played in Emile Augier's

Vontaf/ion at the Odeon, and afterwards 'starred'

in this piece in various provincial cities. One of

his most popular creations was Giboyer in Leg
effront^s, and Le fls de Giboyer, a part to which
he devoted himself for two years. M. Got was
the author of the liljretto of Friincois Villon,

which was rendered at the Opera in 18.57, and of

L'Esclave (1874). His golden jubilee at the
Theatre Francais was celebrated in 1894, and he

made his farewell appearance in 1895. He died

in Passy.

GOTA-ELF, ye'tA-elf {elf, Dano-Norwegian
elv. river). The outlet of Lake Vener (q.v.), in

Sweden, forming \\ith its upper course, the

Klar-Elf, the largest river system of the Scandi-
navian peninsula. The Klar-Elf rises among the

KJiilen Mountains a short distance from the
Norwegian boundary, and on the l)Oundary be-

tween Svearike and Norrland, and flows south-
east as a violent mountain torrent, first through
a part of Norway, where it is called the Faniund-
Elv. and then through the Swedish Liin of Verm-
land, where it empties into Lake Venern at
Karlstad. Leaving I^ake Venern at its south-

western corner, the Gota-Elt proper flows in a
southwest direction, and empties by two arms
into the Cattegat at the citv of Goteborg. The
length of the Giita-Elf is OS iniles, but the whole
length of the river, including the Klar-Elf, is 440
miles. The river forms a number of falls or
rapids, of which the famous Trollhatta (witch's

cap) in the GiJta-Elf proper, a few miles below
Venern, is the largest, and is one of the most
picturesque rapids in the world. Navigation has
been made possible past the Trollhatta bj' means
of a canal, which through Lake Venern con-

nects with the Gota Canal, constructed in 1810-

32 at a cost of over 1.5.000,000 kroner, and which
opens up a continuous waterway by way of Lake
Vettern from tlie Cattegat to the Baltic Sea
through the heart of Sweden,

GOTAMA, go'ta-ma. An early Hindu phi-

losoplier and logician. He is the reputed author
of the XyOya-fintras, or apliorisms of logic, which
form the basis of the Nyaya system of philoso-

phy (q.v.). The date of Gotama is qiiite uncer-

tain; Western scholars tend to place his found-
ing of the Nyaya system after rather than
before the Christian Era; but the Hindu view
inclines to make Gotama as old as the fourth

century B.C. With such problems are con-

nected also the discussion started by Sir Wil-
liam Jones, who attributed the development of

the syllogism by Aristotle to the influence of Go-

tama's writings upon tireece. This view 13

strongl.v ciinlruverted by other scholars, who seek
to maintain the reverse of this proposition. As
an .ippellative Gotama is a very (dd name in

India; one of the Vedic seers was called (iotama
and bore the patronymic Itahngana. From Go-
tama descended the family of tlie Gautamas,
Buddha also was known as Gautama Bnddlia

(q.v.), or in the Pali form as Gotama liuddlia.

GOTARIKE, ye't^i-re'ke, or GOTHLAND
(Swell., Kingdom of the Goths), One of tlie

three historical divisions of Sweden, occupying
the southern part of the coimtry and divided into

12 liins. Its total area is 35,783 square miles,

and its population, in 1890, was 2,595,236; in

1900. 2.690.233.

GOTEBORG, ve'tf-b6r-v', GOTHENBURG,
or GOTTENBURG, Capital of the Liin of GO-
teborg and Holms, and, next to Stockholm, the

most important city of Sweden, situated on the

river Gota, four miles from its mouth (Map:
Sweden, E 8), The town is semicircular in form,

and lies in a plain surrounded by hills. The
newer .sections are built on the hills; the lower
portion along the river has broad streets, partly

formed by canals, and lined with trees. In the

centre of the town are the Gustav Adolfs Torg,
or market-place, containing a statue of Gustavus
.\doIphus; the exchange; and the town hall.

Other noteworthy buildings are the cathedral,

tlie Governor's palace, and the arsenal. The edu-

cational facilities of the town comprise a gymna-
sium ; technical, commercial, and nautical schools

;

a municipal library of 100,000 volumes; a mu-
seum with fine archieological, zoological, and
industrial collections; and a .scientific society,

founded in 1778. The system of protection

against fire, and the water-supply, are good; the

streets are lighted by gas and electricity. Street

railways and omnibuses traverse the tOAvn.

Cotton-spinning and ship-building, iron and
steel milling are among the manufacturing in-

dustries. Other important products are sugar,
porter, paper, sailcloth and leather; the town
stands preeminent in Sweden on account of its

commerce. Its harbor, recently enlarged, is

rarely blocked by ice, and affords a shelter for a
large number of vessels from all parts of the

world. The largest exports are pig and wrought
iron, steel, zinc, manganese, lumber, matches,
oats, fish, and pork. Among the imports are
sugar, coft'ee, grain, cotton and cotton goods, and
coal. Goteborg receives about one-fonrth of the
total foreign commerce of Sweden. The United
States is represented by a consul. Population,
in 1840, 26,084; in 189(i, 104,057; in 1900, 130,-

619. GiUeborg was founded on its present site in

1019 by Gustavus Adolphus.

GOTHA, gfi'ta. The capital of the Duchy of

Gotha and the second residence of the dukes
of iSaxe-Coburg-Gotha, -situated on the Leina
Canal, 17 miles by rail southwest of Erfurt
(Map- Germany, D 3). Gotha is a well-built,

pleasant city, ne.ar the northern edge of the
Thuringian Forest. It is composed of the old

town and four modern suburbs separated from
it by promenades. The finest biiilding is the
Ducal Palace of Friedenstein, situated on an
eminence south of the old town. It is an ox-

tensive building, with two massive towers, erected

in 1043 by Ernest the Pious. It is surrounded
by promenades and a park, and contains a library
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of 200,000 vohimes, as well as 7000 raamiscripts,

inc'liuliiig many in Arabic, and one of llie best

colleetions of ooins in Germany. The public park
is worthy of note.

The well-known museum was constructed in an
ornate Renaissiince style in 1864-77. It contains

an extensive collection of ancient pottery, gold,

ornaments, weapons, embroideries ; an ethno-

grapliical collection ; a splendid gallery of paint-

ings, rich in old masters; a collection of sculp-

tures, engravings, and casts; a natural-history

cabinet ; and a variety of miscellaneous treas-

ures. Other noteworthy buildings are the fine

sixteenth-century Kenaissance Kathaus, the Au-
gustinian Church with a. large altarpiece, the

theatre, and the Friedrichsthal Palace (now
occupied l)y the Government offices), the' Masonic
lodge, and the post-olfice.

The town is governed by an over-burgomaster,

a burgomaster, five senators, and 24 councilmen.

It is lighted by electricity, and has an electric

street railway. Educational and benevolent in-

stitutions are numerous, including art and medi-

cal schools. There are also many active unions

and associations, scientific, historical, etc. The
city is an important centre in the publishing and
art trade of Germany. The famous Ahnanach
de 6'o///« and Pctcritirnin'fi Milleihinyin are pub-

lished here, being issued by the firm of .Justhus

Perthes, the foremost geographical establishment

in Germany. Industrially and commercially,

Gotha is one of the most important cities of

Thuringia. The chief products are porcelain

ware, meat, footwear, tobacco, machinery, soap,

woolens, stoves, and brick. There are also large

railway repair-shops, and numerous engraving

establishments. Population, in 1890, 28,134; in

1900, 34,651, composed almost exclusively of

Protestants.

Gotha probably was a village at the time of

Charlemagne. It is first mentioned as a towii

at the beginning of the twelfth century, when it

belonged to the landgraves of Thuringia. In

1440 it passed to the electors of Saxon3'. In the

partition of the Saxon dominions in 1485 it be-

came part of the possessions of the Ernestine

line, and since 1040 has been the capital of the

Puchy of Gotha. See Saxe-Cobukg-Gotha.

GOTHA, Almanach de. A universal political

register, printed in German from 17(54 to 1804,

in French from 1805 to 1871. and since in

both languages. It is a royal and aristocratic

genealogy for Europe, and a diplomatic, govern-

mental, and statistical record for the world,

edited with a care and inclusiveness that has

given it authority all over the world. It derives

its name from its place of publication.

GOTHA, Duchy of. See SAXE-CoBxntG-GoTnA.

GOTHAM, gf/thom. A parish in Nottingham-
shire. I'jUgland. the name of which is suggestive

of sim)>le or foolish people. Tradition states

that King John proposed making a progress

through the town with the intention of purchas-
ing a castle, but the people, averse to the expense
of maint.aining royalty, turned him away by en-

gaging in idiotic pursuits. Gotham, however, is

only one of the many European localities to which
a similar tradition is applied. Irving in his

History of Nev) York applied the name to New
Amsterdam. Consult Cunningham, Amusing
Prose Chap-hook (Glasgow, 1888).

GOTHAM ELECTION, A. A farce by Mrs.
Cenllivic, puiilislied in 1715, but never acted. It

was a satire on the Tories, and was dedicated
to Seci'etary Craggs, who, it is said, sent the
author twenty guineas in recognition of the
courtesy. In 1737 it was republished under the
title of 'Jlie nuuwurs of Elections.

GOTHAMITE. A New Yorker; a designa-
tion lirst applied by Washington Irving in iSalma-
i/iindi in 1807.

GOTHENBURG, go'trn-bUurK. See Gote-
BOKG.

GOTHENBURG SYSTEM. The system of

regulating the liquor traflic at Gothenburg or
Gijteborg, in Sweden, put in operation in 1805.

In 18C4 a committee on pauperism proposed
as a remedy that the sale of the national drink
—brandy—should, under the law of 1855, be

bonded over to a company to carry on the trade
for the benefit of the working classes. The gen-

eral features of the system are as follows: The
company is granted a monopoly for which it

pays a tax; the shareholders, who ai'e usually

prominent citizens, cannot receive a dividend
beyond six per cent, (five per cent, in Norway) ;

the additional profits of the company are shared
between the town, the agricultural society of the

province, and the general Government (in Nor-
way by educational and charitable institutions) ;

the well-kept bars are placed in the batids of

managers who receive a salary, who nuiintain

eating houses v.ith cheap, well-cooked food, and
who can sell cofTce. mineral waters, and cigars

for their own profit. The policy of the company
has been that of strict control, a reduction of

the number of drinking places, and the raising

of the price of brandy. Some of the results are

the diminishing of the temptation to drink,

the divorce of liquor from politics, the sale of

pure spirits, and better ryles as to minors and
hours. The disadvantages are that the law does

not go far enough, beer-drinking is increasing,

and an undue importance is given to the system
as a means of revenue. The system with varia-

tions has been widely adopted in other Swedish
and Norwegian towns, and also in Finland. Con-
sult Fifth Special Report of the United States

Contmissioner of Labor (1893); Atlantic (Oc-

tober, 1893). See Tejipekaxce.

GOTHIC ARCHITECTURE. Tlie styles to

which this name is given grew out of one branch

of Rcmanesque architecture, which used the cross-

vault or groin-vault (see Vault) with ribs.

Origin and Character. The constant striving

of the architects of the eleventh and twelflli cen-

turies in France was to perfect a system of vault-

ing that should not enslave them to hea^'y walls

or to narrow, low, and dark interiors. This could

be done only by concentrating the horizontal, di-

agonal, and vertical strains and thrusts of the

masonry entirely upon certain isolated points, and
by balancing one by the other so as to produce

a" constructive skeleton in equilibrium. This w,as

accomplished perfectly in Gothic architecture for

the first time, though the principle itself was an

old one. The ribs of Gothic vaulting, the piers

that receive their downward pressures, the flying

buttresses that take up and neutralize the hori-

zontal thrust, form a pyramidal skeleton that

would stand uninjured if all the walls and vault-

ing were removed. The pointed arch was first

used in the vaulting because it not only exerted
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less outward thrust willi .a given span (see Ruts),
but also made it possible to construct vaults of

any height, and on any oblong iilan, and thus
gave elasticity of form. The pointed form passed
then to the next most constructive part of the
church—tlie arches dividing nave and aisles, and
the main doorways—and only later to the gal-

leries, windows, and decorative details. It is im-
portant to rememljer that the jxiinted arch used
in the Jlohammedan, Sicilian, Burgundian, and
other schools has nothing to do with the Gothic
st_yle, which is a constructive style following cer-

tain definite principles. It is the only thoroughly
scientific and logical style of architecture ever
developed, one that was absolute master of all

materials; one in which nothing was left to chance
or individual fancy. Its watchword was frankly
to reveal its methods; every structural device

showed. It did not spring at once into being, but
was a gradual growth, involving, first, the inven-

tion of the means to effect constructive concentra-
tion and equilibrium; second, to develop the in-

fluence of these princi])les on architectural form;
third, to give these forms the most artistic ex-

pression.

France. It originated in France, in the region
about Paris, the region of the free communes,
where there were no hampering traditions. It

connected itself with the Romanesque schools of

Normandy, Lombardy, and Picardy. The Ile-

de-France alone shows all the prep.aratory stages,

between 1100 and 1140, from Morienval to Saint
Germer and Saint Denis, which are all but
purely Romanesque in their forms, except in

the vaulting. Architecture was still in the hands
of the monasteries. Then comes the period of

transitional Gothic, from c. 11.50 to 1200. includ-

ing the great group of earliest cathedrals, Senlis,

Noyon, Laon, Sens, and greatest of all, Notre
Dame (q.v.) in Paris. In buildings such as these

the flying buttress is fully employed ; the eolunui
replaces the Romanesque pier; vaults are made
higher and perfected in structui'e. But the style

is still rather stern and plain. The period of

fully developed Gothic of the first half of the
thirteenth century, when Notre Dame is com-
pleted, and the famous cathedrals of Chartres,
Rheinis. Amiens, and Beauvais are built, is the

period th.at carries the principles to their logical

conclusion in ever.y detail ; Gothic ornament is

invented as a system expressed in tracery, in

stained glass, in floral and vegetable ornament,
in an encyclopirdie scries of ficiired sculpture
that made the cathedrals a mirror of the uni-

verse as interpreted by media>val thought. Com-
plete mastery over material made it possible to

raise the main vaults from the 108 feet at Notre
Dame to the l(iO feet at Beauvais. Desire for

absolute consistency led to the adoption of a
Gothic grouped pier instead of the e.arlier coliunn,

with members corresponding to the ribs of the

vaulting and the moldings of the arcades, so

that these lines flowed uninterruptedly upward.
The nave of Saint Denis marks (about 1200)

the climax of delicacy in, and the close of. the
heroic stage, as its apse and facade had marked,
a century before, the close of the tentative stage.

Champagne. Normandy. Anjou. Burgimdy. and
parts of Central France had by the second decade
of the thirteenth century accepted the new style

as developed around Paris. But neither Auvergne,
Brittany, nor the entire South had accepted it as

yet. Where it did prevail the multitude of local

schools, so clearly marked in llomanesque times,
gradually disappeared. An almost uniform type
prevailed. In plan: an enlarged choir with aisle

and radiating chapels; no crypt; a short tran-

sept; three or five aisles; and sometimes a con-

tinuous line of aisle chapels. In elevation: a
western fagade with two llanking towers, three

prominent port.als, and a wlieel or rose window
in the centre; no expanse of walls, all the space
bet\\een piers being occupied by windows tilled

with tracery and stained glass; an exterior in

which figured and ornamental sculpture covered
every surface, and flying buttresses m:irked the
place of inner piers and vaults: an interior in

which the old Romanesque gallery above the

aisles dwindled to n, mere base for the great line

of clearstory windows, and where scientific

knowledge was used to obtain effects of rliythm,

of ascending lines, and delicacy of proportions.

In the rich decoration the characteristic feature
is the abandonment of classic and, indeed, of

all traditional design, and the direct recourse to

natural fauna and flora for models, which were
of the greatest variety and truth. No period has
so beautifully reproduced foliage and flowers in

AMIENS CATHEDRAL—INTERIOR.

stone. There were ditTerences; for example, the
facade towers terminate in spires at Chartres
Cathedral, while at Notre Dame, Laon, Amiens,
and elsewhere they have squ.are terminations.
Other differences, though not fundamental, make
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special schools of Gothic iu Burgiintly (Notre
Dame at Dijon, Cathedral Auxerre) and in

>fonnandy (Cathedral Coutanees, Bayeiix, and
Seez), while the lie do - France, Picardy, and
Champagne are practically one school, if a sinj;le

building were selected to typify perfect Gotliic

it would be Amiens Cathedral, "for botli internal
and external etl'ects. The exaggeration of delicacy
and height next attempted at Beauvais Cathedral
was both constructively and a>sthetically a fail-

ure. Other great contemporary works were the

GOTHIC ARCHITECTURE.
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cathedrals of Bourges, Le Mans (choir), and
Soissons. In one thing only can we remain in

doubt: that is how tlie facade would have been
treated at tliis perfect period, for the facades
then conceived (e.g. Rheims and Amiens) were
not executed until the fourteenth or fifteenth
century, these of Paris and Laon having been
planned before the time of full bloom. While the
fourteenth century carried on many of these
earlier plans, it began very few churches. The
terrible wars, the political confusion and im-
poverishment prevented it. The most classic and
beautiful example is Saint Ouen at Kouen,
worthy of a place beside those enumerated, but
lacking somewhat in vitality, so that it belongs

to the doctrinaire stage, illustrated elsewhere in

Normandy (Seez and Caen, Saint Pierre). The
tlnal stage, which corresjjonds practically to tlie

fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries is tlie

concern more of the decorator tlian the architect,

for no constructive problems are involved, and
the novelties are due to a desire for merely
formal variations. All manner of new forms of
arches—surba.sed, reversed—are invented; tlicre

is a surcharge of ornament; unity and simplicity
disappear, the use of vaulting-ribs as surface
ornaments, which would have been abhorrent,
is allowed, though not as much as in England
and Germany. The term flumhoijuni (q.v. ) is

characteristic of both the sinuousness and glar-

ing qualities of this style. Saint Riquier. Saint
Waclou at Rouen, Notre Dame de I'Epine near
Chalons, Saint VV'uIfrand at Abbeville, and the
church at Brou, are the principal works of this

age, some of them exemplifying the transition to

Renaissance ornament.
Consult: Moore, Developmeui and Character

of Gothic Architecture (New York, 1899), for

Early Gothic in all countries; Gonse, L'art
gothique (Paris, 1890) : Viollet-le-Duc, Diction-
naire raisonne de rarchitecture francaise (Paris,

1858-68) ; the great volumes of Archives of the
Commission des monuments historiques (Paris,

1855-72) ; Gurlitt, Die Raukunst Frar.kreichs
(Dresden, n.d. ), a folio with photographic plates;

and the photographs taken for the Government by
Robert and others.

Sp.vin. The h3brid Byzantine-Moresco-Basili-
cal architecture current in the Christian parts of

Spain was beginning to be superseded by a
Romanesque style of great dignity, borrowed
from the South and \\'est of France, when the

French architects wdio were introducing it felt

the first inroads of the Early Gothic style; that
of Saint C.ermer, tempered by the Cistercian sim-
plicity. The old Cathedral of Salamanca (close

of twelfth century), with its heavy proportions
but genuine Gothic vaulting, shows in certain

features, especially in its magnificent dome, an
original interpretation of Gothic principles. San
Vincente at Avila, the Abbey Church at Veruela,
and the cathedrals of Lerida, T\idela, and espe-

cially Tarragona, belong to the same period and
style of hea\'y transition from Romanesque to

Gothic. This group is as effective, well-composed,
and imposing as any in Europe of this time.

But we do not see the links that connect it with
the developed Gothic of Burgos. Toledo, Leon,
Valencia, and Barcelona cathedrals, built in the

thirteenth century, because this style was not

an indigenous outcome of the older buildings, but
was brought straight from France. These and
other buildings of less importance are so closely

ro])roduotions of the best French models—espe-

cially of the cathedrals of Amiens and Rheims

—

as to make Spanish Gothic second only to French
in its purity and consistency. Even in the

rich sculpture decoration French models are

closely followed, though the round arch is re-

tained quite late in the main portals. Perhaps
Burgos presents on the whole the richest and
most artistic exterior, as to towers, facade, and
genei'al composition. The unity of style was
sadly disturbed in the fourteenth and succeeding
centuries. English. German, Southern French,
Italian, and Flemish elements were introduced,

all more or less deviating from true Gothic de-

sign, and, worst of all, the national passion for

I
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ricli decoration led to the iiililtration of Moorish
ornament and details. Of tliis late and sur-
charged phase of Gotliic architecture tlie mon-
astery of Beiein and the mausoleum of Manoel 11.

at Batalha, in Portugal, are the finest examples.
8onie of the Spanish churches arc immense. The
Toledo Cathedral was already one of the largest
in Europe, but Seville Cathedral, begun in 1401,
was the largest media-val structure, measuring
•115 X 298 feet. The lateness of Gothic sway
is shown in the new Cathedral of Salamanca,
built between 1,510 and 1560, while the Renais-
sance was forcing its way into the country.

Consult: Sti-eet, Gothic Architecture in S<pain

(London, 1865) : Junghiindel and Gurlitt, Die
Bciiikiinst Sjiriniriin (Dresden, 1891 -!)3), with
photographic illustrations: Moiiumentos arqtii-

tectonicos <le h'niKifia. in course of publication by
the Spanish Government.

Gbe.vt Britain. When, at the close of the
twelfth century, Gothic began to replace Norman
architecture in England it did not correspond as
in France to any great national movement, like

the rise of free comnnuies and of epi.scopal

power. The Anglo-Normans had contented them-
selves with wooden roofs, and so had not at-

tempted to work nut any vaulting system. Even
the Cistercian monks, so fond of vaulting, did
not attempt to introduce' it in their English estab-
lishments. The introduction came through the
work of an architect from the Ile-de-France, Wil-
liam of Sens, who rebuilt the choir of Canter-
bury Cathedral in 1175. followed by Trinity
Chapel. Toward 1190 comes the first great work
of the real Anglo-Norman Gothic, the choir and
transept of Lincoln Cathedral. Unlike most
early Gothic churches in England, it has eon-
temporarj' vaulting. At this time there was no
unity of style. Most of the great monastic
churches, like Fountains, Kirkstall, Byland,
Whitby. Rievaulx. are not vaulted, and use the
shafts and moldings connected with vaulting
purely as decorative features. The nave of Lin-
coln and the Cathedral of Salisbury (1220) fol-

low one another early in the thirteenth century.
What is called the Early English (q.v. ) or Lan-
cet style is now fonned, lasting until 1280. This
was followed bv the Decorated or Geometric style

(1280-1.380) and by the Perpendicular style

(1380 to sixteenth century). (See Articles on
thes? subjects.) After -one last and most per
feet reproduction of the French style in the
interior of Westminster Abbey (1245-69), the
national peculiarities were accentuated. France
had been relatively unjirodnctive after the thir-

teenth century, but England built as many fine

Gothic monument.s in the fourteenth, fifteenth, and
sixteenth as in the thirteenth. York, Ely. Wells,
Lichfield, Canterbury. Winchester are among
the most notable cathedrals. Viewed from the
standpoint of scientific embodiment of Gothic
principles, these English catlicdrals depart woe-
fully from ptire French standards. Neither do we
usually find unity of style in the same building.
Norman churches often have Late Gothic vault-
ing. But, barring these defects, this group of

English buildings is worthier to stand beside the
French masterpieces than any other group in

Europe. There are some marked peculiarities.

The plan is very long and narrow, and the vault-
ing low: thus Amiens is 521 feet long and 140
feet high inside, while Ely is 565 feet long and
only 75 feet high. The width of the English

GOTHIC ARCHITECTURE.

churches is but little more than half of the
French. Besides, the choir end is square instead
of polygonal, there is often a double transept at
the east end, and the prevailing moldings are
horizontal. All this gives a totally dilVerent

ell'ecl to an English interior, which does not
soar like the French. The exterior composition
is also very diU'ercnt. The little Central French
lantern is turned into a superb lofty tower, either
square, as at Canterbury, York, Ely, Lincoln, or
with a spire, as at Salisbury (424 feet high),
Lichfield, and Chichester. No classic design for
facades was followed, as in France, but every
variety was indulged in, from the immense and
picturesque screens at Lincoln and Peterborough
to the more rational but commonplace facades
of Liclifield and Wells There is nothing to cor-

respond to the broad portals and wealth of figured
sculpture of France. But the great projection
of the towers, the length of the body, the group-
ing of subordinate buildings, such as chapter-
houses, cloisters, and chapels, and the picturesque
surroundings give great eiTectiveness. Another
marked peculiarity is the use of vaulting-ribs
not purely for constructive, but for decorative
purposes. Beginning by cutting up the vaulting
surfaces into small compartments by diverging
and cress ribs supplementing the original pair
{Heme or star vaults), the next development
was the famous /'«n-vaulting (q.v.) in which a
great number of ribs diverge from separate cen-
tres and meet at apices. This is carried to its

extreme in the Chapel of Henry VIL at West-
minster. The most elegant examples of this style
are in the polygonal chapter-houses of Lincoln,
Westminster, Salisbury, and Wells, which are
among the most charming creations of English
Gothic. Toward the close of the Gothic period
the English created a type of semi-ecclesiastical,

academic, and civil architecture that is best ex-
emplified at Oxford and Cambridge, and in many
castles and halls of the English nobility. Con-
sult: Prior, A History of Gothic Art in England
(London. 1900) ; Van Rensselaer, English
Cathedrals (New York, 1892) ; and the authori-
ties referred to under Romanesque Art. See
also Early English; Decorated Style; Pee-
PENDICULAB.
Germany. It is difficult to find a consistent

character in "German Gothic. It never became
a national style as in France and England. The
Romanesque style had had so superb a develop-
ment in Germany that it was difficult to intro-

duce a new style, and not until long after Eng-
land and Spain, not until French Gotliic had
reached its fullest expression in France, did it

find a foothold. The cathedral at Limburg copies
Noyon, and is still plain and heavy (1235). The
Liebfrauenkirche at Treves ( 1227) . a copy of the
French Church of Baione, is the first purely
Gothic church. It was natural that the Rhine-
lands should first adopt the new style, not only
from its proximity, but because it excelled other
provinces artistically. Saint Elisabeth at Mar-
burg is an early example of the Gothic hall

church, with nave and aisles of equal height, a
German peculiarity exemplified later at Nurem-
berg (Saint Sebald) and Breslau (Kreuzkirclie)

.

The supremacy of the Rhineland is emphasized
in the second half of the thirteenth century in

three great churches; the cathedrals of Strass-
burg, of Freiburg, and of Cologne, where French
influence is almost unmixed with German pe-
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culiarities. The true jiroportions of the inte-

riors, tlie true constructive functions of the parts,

are given better than in any English build-

ings, except Westminster; purest of all is the

choir of Cologne (finished 1320), built long be-

fore the nave. In these Rhenish cathedrals there

is a superb wealth of figured sculpture, which
at Strassburg e(|uals the finest French work.
This school also produced most exquisite stone

tracery, dillcrent from anything of the kind else-

where, embodied in the fagade and spire of

Strassburg and the spire at Freiburg, like deli-

cate lace openwork. The cathedral of Halbcr-

stadt and the abbey churches of Altenberg and
Xanten belong to tlie same style. The great

cathedrals inlluenced a multitude of eonstriictinn,

especially throughout the l^hineland, and led to

the formation of a German version of Gothic,

much less pure, much less artistic, but interesting

as a national expression. The Franciscans and
Dominicans were active. Local schools grew up,

as in the Upper Rhine (Oppenheim) , in Swabia,

and Bavaria. Tlie guilds of architects sent out

masters from the main lodges. With the middle
of the fourteenth century the territory occupied

by Gothic architecture had immensely increased.

Nuremberg had become a great centre ( Saint

Laurence; Saint Sebald: Frauenkirche) . Great
cathedrals were undertaken at Regensburg and
at Ulra ; also in Austria ( Saint Stephen, Vi-

enna ) . Although great pains were taken with
the decorative work, it was decidedly lacking

in artistic quality. The decorative ribs are not

so pleasing as the English; the foliage-work on
capitals, friezes, etc.. is stiff and unnatural

:

the proportions are not happy. One of the least

happy phases was the brick architecture of the

north in the Baltic provinces and North Prussia,

though interesting for marked peculiarities. Con-

sult the authorities referred to under RoMAN-
ESQTTE Akt; also Moore, Gothic Architecture, Its

Development avd Character (London, 1899) ;

Dehio and Bezold, Die kirchliche Baukunst des
Abendlandcs (Stuttgart, 1892-1901); Lubke, £'c-

clesia.itical Art in Germanij Diirinfi the Middle

Ages, translated by Wheatley (Edinburgh. 1870).

Belgix'M and Holland. The Gothic of Flem-
ish towns partook of both French and German
characteristics. At first French influence was
paramount, as at Sainte Gudule in Brussels- and
at Tournai. In the fourteenth century by the

side of such great cathedrals as Antwerp, al-

ready corrupt in taste, are those special Flemish
creations the guild halls and town halls of Ypres,

Bi-uges, Louvain, Mechlin, Ghent, Brussels, and
Oudenarde.

Italt. We can speak of a Gothic age but
not of a Gothic style in Italy, for the Italians

never mastered or cared to master the principles

underlying Gothic construction, but adopted at

their good pleasure, and with modifications to suit

their genius, a good proportion of Gothic forms.

The first Gothic inroads naturally appear to be

by the hand of Frenchmen, such as the Cistercian

monasteries of Fossanova, Casaniari. San Gal-

gano. and San ^lartino: as well as the gem Sant'

Andrea at Vercelli, all belonging to the primitive

transitional style. Then, at the mother church
of the Franciscan Order, San Francesco at

Assisi, the Gothic type was accepted by these

monks as it was by the Dominicans. These two
Orders were the main agents for diffusing Gothic

forms throughout Italy ; for, strange to say, while

Northern Europe was replacing monastic archi-

tects by lay giiilds in imitation of what Italy liad

done earlier, Italy meanwhile veered about, and
nearly all her architects during the thirteenth
and fourteenth centuries were monks. It is the
churches of these two Orders at Bologna (San
Francesco, San Domenico), Florence (Santa
Maria Novella. Santa Croce), Venice (Santi
Giovanni e Paolo, Santa Maria dei Frari), Rome
(Santa Maria, Sopra Minerva), Trevisn, etc., in

which the type of Italian Gothic churches is de-

veloped, and the necessity with these preaching
Orders of having an interior suitable as an audi-

torium, determined largely their artistic char-

acter. Nowhere else are there so many liall-

churehes of a single nave or with aisles nearly as
lofty as the nave. There is some good tracery, but
usually the southern proclivity to exclude light

and the inability to understand the constructive

laws of equilibrium that would make possible the

elimination of wall-spaces, led to the use of al-

most as small windows as in the Romanesque
period. Many so-called Gothic buildings, such
as the cathedrals of Orvieto, Siena, and Lucca,
are round-arched or wooden-roofed, or have col-

umns in place of grouped piers, so that wc miss
every Gothic element. Even where groin-vaulting

is iised, as at Santa JMaria Novella, at Florence,

and Sant' Anastasia at Verona, two of the most
beautiful examples in Italy, one misses the

moldings of the grouped piers connecting struc-

turally with the arcades and vaults, or with
piers so widely spaced. For this reason it is that

amid all the provincial differences there are cer-

tain traits common to most Italian churches.

The wide spacing of the piers or columns, the

height of the aisles, and the lack of detail make
the interiors look much smaller than they are.

The old simple apse was never abandoned for

the rich polygonal choir with radiating chapels.

Then, in place of sculpture, we find either a
marble veneer in different colors (Tuscany) or
terra-cotta ornaments ( Lombardy ) . In most parts

of Italy this is a sterile period. There was little

building in Sicily and the south. Rome suffered

fiom the Papal exile. The Lombard cities lost

their freedom under tyrants. Only Venice, Flor-

ence, Siena, and neighboring cities produced much
that was notable. In the fourteenth century
cathedral architecture had adopted Gothic fea-

tures from the monastic churches, as at San
Petronio in Bologna, and in the most pretentious

and un-Italian of cathedrals, that of Milan, in

which so many French and German architects

were employed. The bareness of the Italian inte-

riors was occasionally redeemed by fresco-paint-

ings, as in San Francesco at Assisi. It was in

civil architecture that the Italians excelled. The
pleasure jialace of Venice, beginning as a Byzan-

tine and Romanesque type, developed during the

Gothic period into a beautiful creation, whose
climax is the Cil d'Oro. and the Doge's Palace.

The type spread to the mainland at Padua,
Vicenza, Udine. and elsewhere. The fortress-

palace is a different type, especially well developed

at Florence, with its heavy bossed-work and stern

aspect. The communal palaces were monuments
rivaling the cathedrals: those at Florence (Pa-

lazzo Vecchio. Bargello, etc.), Siena. Perugia,

Gubbio. and those farther north at Brescia, Ber-

gamo. Cremona. Milan, Padua, etc., are superb

compositions. Consult: Mothes, Die Baukunst

des Mittelalters in Italien (Jena, 1884) ; Street,
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Brick and Marile Architecture of Sorth Italy

(London, 1874) ; Fleury, La Toscanc iiii tnoijcH

dge (Paris, 1874).

GOTHIC ART. The term was originally ap-

plied by the Italians to tlie pointed architecture

which preceded the Renaissance in derision of its

supposed barbaric cliaraetcr. The general adop-
tion of this term was promoted by the erroneous

idea that tliere was something essentially Ger-

manic in the style, and tlie term, tliough un-

scientific, has been too long in general use to be

given up. The Gothic ]x^riod extends, roughly
s])eaking, from the twelfth to the fifteenth cen-

tury. It was a period of French ascendency,

during wiiicli artistic inUucnces radiated from
France over tlie rest of Europe. The control of

art passeil from the hands of the clergy into that

of lay guilds. Gothic art had its root in the
life of the cities. Nevertlieless, it bore the im-
press of chivalric character, being marked by a

gentleness and charm which sometimes degenerat-

ed into sentimentality. With all this it contains

a feeling for fun and mockery, as is especially

shown in its grotesque sculptures, and at the

end of the period tliere was a decided tendency
toward realism. During this time sculpture and
painting, though highly developed, were deco-

rative in character, and strictly subordinated to

architecture, to which, therefore, a separate arti-

cle has been given. (See Gothic Akchitectube.)

.SCULPTI.'EE.

Fkance. The School of the Ile-de-France, which
originated Gothic architecture, also began the

use in the lower portals of statues, at first

severely stiflf. About 1210-20 statues of this

character became freer and more artistic, though
remaining part of the architecture. Among the
best early c\'am|iles are the portals of the Cathe-
dral of Laon and the western portal of Notre
Dame (q.v.) at Paris (1225). During the thir-

teenth century tlie use of statuary grew to an
extent never before' nor since practiced. It was
concentrated upon the exterior of the buildings,

centred about the portals, both of those of the
facade, which usually terminated in three great
])ointed arches, and those of the side, which were
often double. In order to accommodate the

multitude of statues the portals were extended
into porches. They were lined by rows of statues,

and the tympanums W'cre filled with reliefs.

Great cathedrals of the thirteenth centuiy were
decorated with several thousands of statues ; like

Notre Dame. Chartres, and Rheims. called the

Parthenon of the Jliddle Ages because of the
beauty and delicacy of the statuary; Amiens

—

where the majestic statue of Christ, " Le bon
Dieu." is eminent among many of high excellence

—is particularly celebrated. The subjects repre-

sented were usuallv biblical and allegorical cv-

cles. like the "Creation" and "Fall of Man:" Old
and New Testament history, usually terminating
in the "Last Judgment," a favorite .subject;

allegorical figures of the trades and industries,

of virtues and vices. They were, in fact, the
translation into stone of the religious and philo-

sophical ideas of the day—Bibles and sermons
in stone. Occasionally the figures were executed
after nature, but more usually in accordance
with geometrical <'anons. so comprehensive that
even mediocre artists could do good work. The
treatment of the nude was crude, but high suc-

cess was attained in draperies, which will even

1 GOTHIC ART.

bear comparison with the products of Greek art.

'J'hough realistic, the figures arc always of a deep
religious feeling and lull of dignity. This, how-
ever, is lost in the late thirteenth and fourteenth
centuries, when Kieiich .sculpture aims inerea.sing-

ly at realism, becoming naive and humorous. The
centre of artistic activity shifts to Flander,? and
Northern Burgundy, where liiere was great ac-

tivity at Dijon, under patronage of the Bur-
gundian dukes. Since 13S4 C'laux .Sluter de
Orlandes was at the head of the works. His
fresh, realistic manner is evident in the figures

of the Fountain of Moses. The English Gothic,
witli few exceptions, was not adaiitcd to sculjitu-

ral decorations. The most important manifes-
tation of sculpture here is in sepulchi-al monu-
ments, funeral slabs and brasses, in which much
realism is manifest.

Gekmaxy. The thirteenth century was the
golden age of German niedia>val sculpture, which
was doubtless influenced by contemporary
French art. As the Ciermans still liuilt in the
Romanesque style, their ehurche?- did not afi'ord

opportunity for great cycles of plastic art as did
those of France. Their activity was confined to

the interior of the church between the arclics, the
walls of the choir, the altar, and the pulpit; ex-
terior decoration was rare and only practiced at
the end of the epoch. The figures were full of
life and dignity, less realistic than the French,
and representing a calmer, higher ideal. As in

the Romanesque epoch, the Saxon and Franconian
schools lead. The early work of the Saxon School
is best represented in the apostles and angels in
the choir of the Church of Saint Michael, Hildes-
heinis. and its highest develo])nient in the Church
of Halberstadt. Heavier and more impassioned
are the figures of the South Saxon School, as
exemplified in the reliefs of the pulpit and the
"Crucifixion" at Wechselberg: the famous "Gold-
en Portal" at Freiburg, the sculptures of which
represent, in a grandiose manner, the "Revelation
of the Kingdom of God to Man by Christ;"
and that most beautiful of German sepulchral
monuments, the tomb of Henry the Lion and his

wife Matilda in the Cathedral of Brunswick. The
school reached its culmination in the latter part
of the thirteenth century in the statues of the
benefactors of the Church in the Cathedral of

Nuremberg—simple, realistic, and dignified, and
superb in treatment of drapery. Of equal excel-

lence are the contemporary statues by the Fran-
conian School in the Cathedral of Bamberg, of
which the "Ancient Sibyl" is the best known. The
Rhenish School followed the French more closely,

as is evident in the Church of the Virgin at Treves
and in the minsters of Freiliurg and Strassburg.
More characteristically German are the sculp-

tures of the Nuremberg churches, chiefly reliefs

with small figures. In the fifteenth century
sculptures in wood took the place of stone, with
a change of style, though not of ideals, corre-
sponding to the new materia!. The figures were
treated with sharper lines, and the draperies in
wrinkles instead of folds; both figures and dra-
peries were colored. From this period date the
finest Gothic altars and other ecclesiastical fur-
niture of wood. Tlie two chief schools were the
I'>anconian. with Nuremberg as a centre, and thef

Swabian at TTlm. The chief artist of the latter
was .Toerg Syrlin the elder, whose chief work is

the choir-stalls in the minster of ITlm (14fin-74).

The Germanic IMusenm and the chvuches of
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Xuremberg contain fine examples of the wood-

carving of that school. The chief artists were

Michael Wohlgemuth (q.v.) and Veit Stoss

(q.v.). who transplanted the art to Cracow, Po-

land. His latest and best work, however, falls

in the Renaissance period. ^i ^ v ^i t^ ,« in- ^i

Italy. The school of Pisa was the first to *!'? patronage ot the Emperor Charles 1\ ., the

achieve the revival of sculpture in Italj-. in the

In Germany the buildings of the transitional

stj'le attorded more opportunity for mural paint-

ings. On the Rhine a school arose at Cologne, in

the fourteenth century, the m^'stic and sentimen-

tal inclinations of which show French inlluenee.

A Bohemian school flourished near Prague under

person of Niccola Pisano (c". 1200-1278). Though
belonging to the Gothic epoch, his sculptures owe
all their inspiration to the antique, forming a

sort of Proto-Renaissance. (See Rexaiss.\nce

Abt.) His son CJiovanni (c. 1250-c. 1320), how-

ever, accepted the dramatic and naturalistic ele-

ments of Gothic art. and under Andrea Pisano,

who was chierty active in Florence. Gothic sculp-

ture reached its highest development between

1310 and 1335. (For these three masters see

Andrea, and Pisano.) Its chief monuments in

chief characteristic of which was a harsh realism.

Midway between the two were the Franconian
School, with a centre at Nuremberg, and the Swa-
bian, the beginnings of which both fall in the
fourteenth century. In the fifteenth centuiy the

increasing study of nature and the breakup of

mediaeval ideals led to the Renaissance of Gierman
painting. See Painting.
The few surviving examples of the paintings

of the French and Flemish schools resemble

those of the Lower Rhine. But in Italy the large

wall spaces of Gothic architecture afforded ample

Tuseanv arc the sculptures of the facade of the opportunity for painting. From c. 12.50 Italy

Cathedral of Orvieto, the marble reliefs on the fakes the lead in painting, and m the latter

Campanile, and the bronze doors of the Baptist- twelfth and thirteenth centuries schools of fresco

ery of Florence. The style was further developed painting of great importance arose, of which the

by the Florentine Andrea Orcagna (c. 1320-08) most important was the Florentine. Being of

(qv.). whose masterpiece is the tabernacle of dominant importance for the development of

Orsanmichele. Tlie most important school out, painting, these schools are more properly treated

side of Florence was that of Siena, whence the under Painting^ under the names of separate

art was transplanted to Xaples and Lombardy,
with Verona as a centre. In Lombardy the school

developed a series of sepulchral monuments of

great magnificence and originality, the most im-

portant of which are those of the Scaliger family.

The Roman school of sculpture, which came to an
end e. 1300. was not properly Gothic, but found

all its inspiration in antiquity. (See Co.sm.\ti.)

In like manner, the admirable South Italian

School, which developed in the early thirteenth

century under the patronage of the Emperor
Frederic II., foimd its inspiration in Greek
originals. (See RojtANESQUE Art.) As else-

where, marble and stone were the chief materials

used, though bronze casting was brought to high

perfection by Andrea Pisano. Italian sculptors

lacked the imagination of the French, their sub-

jects being the traditional ones of the Old and
New Testaments.

PAINTING AND ALLIED ABTS.

The breaking up of the wall surfaces in Gothic

art left little opportunity for painting. There

was, however, an increased opportunity for glass-

painting, which, during this epoch, attained its

highest development. The windows of the great

French cathedrals were treated so as to form
cycles of Biblical stories and Christian legends,

showing the substance of the Christian doctrine.

Most of these cycles liave perished, but remains

survive in the chief cathedrals. The most per-

fect thirteenth century example is the Cathedral

of Chartres. with its one hundred and forty-six

windows: the glasses of the Sainte Chapelle in

Paris have been so perfectly restored as to give

schools, like Florentine School. Siexese
SciiooL, etc.; and, in detail, in the articles upon
prominent artists, like Cimabue, Giotto, Or-
cagna. etc.

Mural decorations in private houses were com-
mon. The style was the same as in churches,

but the subjects represented were chivalric, the
same that were sung by trouv6re and Minne-
siinger. Similar in subject and style were the
tapestries (q.v.), and other textile products of

the period. There was a very high <levelopment

of miniature painting (q.v.), especially in

France and Italy. Consult the authorities re-

ferred to in the articles on Painting, and Minia-
ture Painting.

Bibliography. For French sculpture consult

:

Adams, Recueil dc sculiitiircs gothir]ues (Paris.

1850) ; Baudot. La sculpture fr'in^ai.ie au mojien

(iqe et a la Renaissance (Paris, 1884) : Emeric-
liavid. Bistoire de la sculpture francaise (Paris.

1S53) ; Frothingham, Jr., in American Journal of

ArclKFolopfi. 1885. For Germany, see Bode. (,t-

schichtc iter deutschen Plastik (Berlin. 1880) ;

Liibke. Geschichte der Plastik (Leipzig, 1880).

For Italy, Bode, Die italienische Plastik (Berlin.

1891); Perkins, Tuscan Sculpture (London,

1864) : Italian Sculpture (ib.. 1868) ; Handbook
of Italian Sculpture (New York, 1883).

GOTHIC JURISPRUDENCE. The law of

the Goths, as well as the Roman law codified

and administered by them. The Goths had orig-

inally the same law as the other Germanic races,

it being administered on the whole by the family,

and only very grave criminal offenses being dealt

with by the State. What makes Gothic juris-

an excellent idea of the best period. Good English prudence especially interesting is the adoption

examples are to be found in the cathedrals of

Salisbury. Lincoln, and York. In the fourteenth

century came a decisive change with the intro-

duction of architectural forms into glass-paint-

insr. which had heretofore been in patterns more
like tapestry. In France glasses of that descrip-

tion are most frequent in the cathedrals of the

south, and in private houses: but the finest ex-

amples are in Gernianv. especially in the Cathe-

drals of Cologne and Strassburg.

of the Roman law, and its codification. This is

true of the Visigoths rather than the Ostrogoths,

who merely used the Byzantine law as it existed

in Italy upon their invasion. Side by side with

this, their own law continued in force. In Spain,

however, Alaric II.. King of the Visigoths, in 506
issued a codification of the Roman law. the Lcj'

Fowana Wisifiothorum. better knoA^^l as the Bre-

rinrinin Alaricianttm. It was revised by King
Edca (687-701). UntH the thirteenth century
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the Brci'iariiDn Alaricianiim remained tlie chief

source of Roman law for Western Eiiropo, and as

such exerted a great inllueucc on the licvclop-

nieut of law, especially in Spain, where Ferdi-

nand III. (1217-52) introduced it under the title

of Fiiero ju~o (Lat. forum judiciale) . Consult:

Pollock and Maitland. History of Enrjlish Lair.

vol. i.(2d ed., Oxford. 1,S!19) ; Zeumer. -Lex Wisi-

(jotliorum" in Monumcnta Gcrmanicr hislorica,

Lcl^es. scctio /.(Hanover, 1894). See Civil Law.

GOTHIC LANGUAGE (Lat. Gothicits, from
Qothtis, Gk. T60OS, Oothos, roe^v, (JythOn. from
Goth. Giit-piudd, Goth-iX'oplc, A8. GOtan. O.Swed.

Gutar, Gotar, Goths; cf. dialectic Norweg. gut,

boy I. The language spoken by the Goths (q.v. ).

Excepting the Old Icelandic runic inscriptions (see

Runes) and a few Germanic glos.scs and proper
names presci-ved in classical authors, such as

Caesar and Tacitus, Gothic is the oldest monu-
ment of all the dialects of the Germanic group
of Indo-Germnnic languages. Like Anglo-.Saxon,
Frisian, and Old Icelandic, it has undergone only

the first sound-shifting, or ablaut, and is conse-

quently one of the Low Germanic languages, as
contrasted with Old High German, where the
second sound-shifting has been carried through.
(See Grimm's Law.) Within this Low Ger-
manic sub-group it is most closely akin to the
Scandinavian (Old Icelandic. Old Norwegian, Old
Swedish. Old Danish, and their modern repre-

sentatives), so that some scholars class Gothic
and Old Scandinavian together as East Germanic,
contrasting this group with the Anglo-Frisian
and High Germanic languages, which are then
termed West Germanic. The most important
points of coincidence between Gothic and Ice-

landic are the development of Germanic uu to
(/r/)(i (as Gothic IrUjcjirs, Old Icelandic tryggr,

'true,' but Anglo-Saxon trfotce. Old High German
triuivi) , and the retention of final ^ (Gothic s.

Old Icelandic r). which is lost in West Germanic
(as Gothic dags. Old Icelandic dagr, 'day,' but
Anglo-Saxon dcrg. Old High German tag). On
the other hand. Gothic and Scandinavian diverge

in many respects, especially in declension and
conjugation (as runic Norse politriR. 'daughters.'

but Gothic dohtrjiis : runic Norse tairi po. 'I did,'

but Gothic tavidn). It therefore seems better on
the whole to regard Gothic and Scandinavian as
belonging to different groups, which may be
termed East and North C4ermanic respectively.

The sources of our knowledge of Gothic are
limited. The earliest gloss preserved is in Isidor
of Seville, who cites the words medtts. 'mead,' and
reptiis. 'garment.' The Lex Visigothorum also

contains a few Gothic words, as lendes, 'people,'

and saio ( whence the Spanish snt/on) , 'beadle.'

The most important and extensive remnant of
the language is the fragments of the translation
of the Bible by Ulfila.S (q.v.). There are also a
few words, chiefly proper names, in two docu-
ments found at Naples and Arezzo, and a frag-
ment of a calendar.

In phonology and inflection Gothic is the most
primitive of all the Germanic languages. Its

pronunci.ation is fixed by otir knowledge of that
of Greek in the fourth century. Thus as eJ in

Greek then had the itacistic A'alue of i, i is repre-

sented in Gothic by ei. Similarly ng is written

gg in Gothic in conformity with the Greek use of

77 instead of yy. The vowels and consonants
correspond in general to the Pre-Germanic pho-
nology. Short e, however, does not occur, being

changed to i (as Old High (ierman ncman, 'to

take,' but Gothic niinan), which is written at be-

fore h and r (as (iothic airpa, 'earth,' raihts,

'right,' but Old High German erdu, reht), exactly

us « is written oil in a similar position (as (iothio

loaurms, 'worm,' suuhts, "sickness," but Old High
German wurm, -tiilil). I're-Germanic ~, which be-

came r in th(( otlier Germanic languages, re-

mained s: in Gothic, but sometimes, for reasons
not yet altogether clear, it was changed to s (as

Gothic ausO, 'car,' but Old High (icrnian ora).
The declension does not dill'cr materially from
the Germanic type. The pronouns of the first

and second persons have, as in Old Icelandic,

Anglo-Saxon, and Old Saxon, a dual. The con-

jugation of the verb, while harmonizing in gen-
eral with the Germanic type, is marked by a
number of important features. Gothic is the
only (icrnianic language in which the verb re-

tains the dual number (as bairOs. 'we two bear,'

iairats, 'ye two bear,' Sanskrit, bharavas, bhara-
thas; bairaiwa, 'we two bore,' Sanskrit, abha-
rara) . and the third person of the imperative
(bairadau, 'let him bear,' balrandau, 'let them
bear,' Sanskrit, bharatu, bharantu) . The re-

duplicated preterit which is very rare in other
Germanic languages, is frequent in Gothic, eleven
preterits of this type being found in the scanty
remnants of the literature. As examples may
be cited: faifuh, from fahait. 'to seize,' haihait,

from hdtan, 'to call,' rairop, from redan, 'to

coimsel,' saiso, from saian, 'to sow.' For all these
preterits the Anglo-Saxon, for example, has as
corresponding forms feng, heht, reord, si-oio. Most
noteworthy of all, however, is the fact that
Ciothic, unlike any other member of the Ger-
manic group, possesses a middle voice in other
verbs than hdtan, 'to call.' Thus Gothic bairaza,

'thou bearest thyself,' bairada. 'he bears himself,'

bairanda, 'they bear themselves.' correspond to
Sanskrit bharnse. bharate, bharante.

In its vocabulary Gothic has a number of Indo-
Germanic words which are not found in tlie other
Germanic languages, as us-anan, 'to breathe forth,'

Latin animus, 'breath:' aljis. 'other.' Latin nliun.

On the other hand, it has no etymological repre-

sentation of such common Germanic words as
do. .501/, fall, mother, for which it substitutes

taujan, qipan. drinsan. aipri. As might be ex-
pected in a translation of the Bible, Greek and
Latin loan-words are quite numerous. It has
likewise borrowed a few Celtic words, as kelilcn,

'tower.' from Gallic rilicnon, and two from the
Slavic, plinsjnv. 'to dance.' and smakka, 'fig' (cf.

Old Church Slavic plesati. smoky).
Literary Gothic is sometimes termed West

Gothic, to distinguish it from East, or Krim,
Gothic. The Crimean Goths preserved their iden-

tity until the sixteenth century. A collection of
eighty-six Krim Gothic words was made in l.'ifl,^

by a Fleming named Busbeck. The list, which
is of great value as hems the only remnant of
this dialect of Gothic, is in general accurate, al-

though some errors naturally crept in, as haser,
'thousand.' which is n loan-word from Persian
haxar. It adds a number of words to the Gothic
vocabulary, as miera, 'ant.' rinrk. 'ring,' ada,
'ess.' iraghrn. 'wagon.' In phonology Krim
Gothic seems to have differed from the language
of Ulfilas. The vocabulary of Busbeck contains
little information on inflection. If we may judse,
however, from such hints as Krim oeghrne be-

side Gothic augOna, 'eyes,' Krim ahte, 'eight,*
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beside Gothic uhtiiu, Krim singhen, 'to sing,' bo-

side (lotliic siiif/u-dii, Jvi'im tag (for *dag], 'day,'

beside (Jothic dags, it would seem tliat a change
had taken place within the twelve centuries be-

tween Ulfilas and Busbeck, which was. roughly
speakinj;. analogo\is to the transition from Old
to ilidiUe lligli German.
To the same Kast Germanic group as tlie

Gotliic lielong the Vandal and Burgundian lan-

guages, of which only scant}' fragments, chiefly

proper names, survive.

The Gothic al|)habet was invented by Ulfilas.

He took as his basis the Greek letters, adding
some Latin characters, and a few signs from the

runes which were previously in use among the

Goths. The nmnber of letters Avas twenty-seven,
of which two, corresponding to the Greek koppa
and sampi, had numerical values alone, and a
third, the equivalent of the Greek chi, was used
only in foreign proper names. The alphabet
really consisted, tlierefore, of twenty-four letters,

which are, in modern editions of Gothic texts,

transliterated into the ordinary Roman alphabet
with the addition of p and h>.

Consult: Bernhardt, Kurzgefasste gotische

Grammatik (Halle, 18S5) : Braune, Gotische
Grammatik (4th ed., ib., 189.5); Streitberg,

Gotisches Elementarbtich (Heidelberg, 1S9C) ;

Wright, T'riiiifr of the Gothic Language (2d ed.,

Oxford, 1890) : Kluge, "C4eschichte der gotisehen
Sprache," in Paul, Grtindriss der germaiiisrlien

Philologie, vol. i. (2d ed.. Strassburg, 1901);
Skeat, Mceso-Gothic Glossarj/ (London, 1868) ;

Balz,' Comparative Glossary of the Gothic Lan-
guage (Mayville, Wis., 1887-89); Feist, Grund-
riss der gotisehen Etymologie (Strassburg,

1888) ; Uhlenbeek, Kurzgefasstes etymologisches
Wortcrbueli der gotisehen Hpraehe (2d ed., Am-
sterdam, IDdO) ; Tomaschek, Die Goten in Tau-
rien (Vienna, 1881); Loewe, Die Eeste der
Gerinanen am Hehwarzen Mcere (Halle, 1S96)

;

Wrede, Veher die Sprache der Wandalen { Strass-

burg, 1886) ; id., Ueber die Sprache der Ost-
gotcn in Italien (ib., 1891). For editions of the
Gothic texts, see tlic l)ibliography on Ulfilas.

GOTHIC VERSION. See Bible.

GOTHTLiAND. See Gotland.
GOTH'OFEED. See Godefroy.
GOTH'OFRE'DUS. See Abelin, Johann

PniLipp.

GOTHS. The name of a powerful nation of an-

tiquity, l>clonging to the Germanic race. By some
writers tliey are thought to have had a Scandi-

navian origin, which was the belief of their own
historian. .Tordanes. The earliest notice of them
extant among the writers of antiquity is that of

Pytheas of Marseilles, who lived about the time
of Alexander the Great, and wrote a book of

travels, some fragments of which have been pre-

served in the works of other writers. In one of

the.=;e fragments, quoted by Pliny, we find men-
tion made of a tribe of Gnttones bordering upon
the Germans, and living rovuid a gulf of the
sea called INTentononion, a day's sail from the
island of Abalus, where they used to gather
amber and sell it to the neighboring Teutones.

This gulf, there is every reason to believe, was
the Frisrhcs Itnff. situated nn the Prussian shore
of the Baltic. The next notice that occurs of

the Goths is in the Germania of Tacitus, in which
they are called Gothones, and are represented as

dwelling beyond the Lygii, in the same direction

as the one pointed out by Pytheas, though not
on the seacoast. Tacitus also distinguishes them
from the Gothini, a tribe east of the Quadi and
the Marcomanni, and represented by him as

using the Gallic tongue. Tlie Gothones, accord-
ing to tliis historian, were under regal govern-
ment, and on that account not quite so free as
the otiier tribes of Germany, but still tlicy en-

joyed a considerable amount of lilierty. Tlie

tribes ne.xt beyond them, and dwelling immedi-
ately on the seacoast, were the Kugii and Lemovii,
whose form of government was also moiiareliical

and their weapons, like those of the Gothones,
round shields and short swords.

We next hear of the Goths as settled on the
coast of the Black Sea, about the mouths of the

Danube, early in the third century. But at

what time, or under what circumstances, their

migration from the Baltic to the Euxine took
place, it is impossible to ascertain. In their new
home, which was also the country of the (ictiB

(whence, perhaps, the error that confounded
them with that ]ieople ) . the Goths increased in

both numbers and strength, so that, as early as the

reign of Alexander Severus (a.d. 222-235), they
made some formidable inroads into the Roman
Province of Dacia. In the reign of Philip (a.d.

244-249) they ravaged that province, and even
advanced to the siege of Jlarcianopolis in Miesia
Secunda. The inhabitants ransomed their lives

and property with a large sum of money, and the

invaders withdrew for a time to their own coun-
try. Lender Decius. however, they again entered
Mcesia to the number of about 70,000. led by a
King named Cniva. Decius himself advanced to

meet them, and found them before Nicopolis. On
his approach they raised the siege and marched
away to Philippopolis. a city of Thrace, near the

foot of Mount H,T?mus. Decius pursued tliem by
forced marches, but the Goths turned with fury
upon the Roman legions and utterly defeated

them. Philippopolis next fell before them by
storm, after a long resistance, during which, and
the massacre that followed, 100,000 of its in-

habitants are reported to have been slain. This
was in a.d. 2,50. In the following year another
tremendous battle took place near an obscure
town called Forum Trebonii. in Mo-sia. in which
the Romans were again defeated with great
slaughter, the Emperor Decius and his son being
in the number of the slain. The succeeding Em-
peror, Gallus, purchased their retreat by an
immediate present of a large sum of money and
the promise of an annual tribute for the future.

The Goths now set themselves to the acquisition

of a fleet, and with this, in 253, advanced to the

conquest of Pityus. a Greek town on the north-
east coast of the Black Sea, which they com-
pletely destroyed. In 258 they besieged and took
Trebizond. \Ahen a great fleet of ships that were
in the port fell into their hands. In these they
deposited the booty of the city, which was of

immense value; chained the youth of the sea-

coast to their oars; and returned in triumph to

the Kingdom of Bosporus. In the following

year, with a still more powerful force of men
and ships, they took Chalcedon, Nicomedia, Xice,

Prusa, Apamea. and Cius. In a third expedition,

which numbered as many as 500 vessels, they
took Cyzicus, then sailed down the .Egean. rav-

aged the coast of Attica, and in 262 anchored
at the Pira'us. Athens was now taken and plun-

dered, and many other renowned places in Greece
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were either partially or wholly destroyed. Even
Italy was threatened; but the danger drew the
indolent Kniperor, Gallienns, from his seclusion.

The Emperor appeared in arms, and bis presenee
seems to ha\e cheeked the ardor and to have
divided the strength of the enemy. A portion
of the Goths now returned to their own countrj'.

But in 2G9 they again started on a maritime
expedition in far greater numbers than ever.

After ravaging the eoast-s of both Europe and
Asia, the main armament at length anchored
before Thessaloniea. Tn Claudius II., the successor
of Gallienus, however, the Goths found a far

abler general than any they had yet contended
with. This Emperor defeated their immense
host, said to number as many a-s 300,000 men,
in three successive battles, taking or sinking their

Heet, and after an immense slaughter of their

troops, pursuing such as esea])ed until they were
hemmed in by the passes of iMount Haemus, where
they perished for the most part by famine. This,

however, was only a single reverse. Aurelian, the
successor of Claudius, was obliged to cede to

them, in 272, the large Province of Dacia, after
which there was comparative peace between the
combatants for about fifty years. In the reign
of Constantine their King. Alaric, again provoked
hostilities, but was obliged eventually to sue for

peace with the master of the Roman Empire,
t'nder ¥alens they once more encountered the
Roman legions, with whom they carried on a war
for about three years (.^67-309) with toler.ible

success. They now began to be distinguished by
the appellations of Ostrogoths and Visigoths,
or the Goths of the east and the west: the former
inhabiting the shores of the Black Sea, and the
latter the Dacian province and the banks of the
Danube. On the irruption of the Huns the Visi-
goths sought the protection of A'alens against
those barbarians, and in 376 were allowed by him
to pass into Jloesia, to the number of about 200,-

000. Great numbers of them also now took
senice in the Roman Army; but a dispute soon
arose between the Cioths and their new allies,

which led to a decisive battle in 378, near
Adrianople. in which the Emperor Valens lost
his life. The Goths now threatened Constanti-
nople, but were not able to take it; and during
the reign of Theodosius there was again a period
of comparative peace.

Henceforward the history of the Visigoths and
Ostrogoths tlows in two divergent streams. Be-
fore tracing either of these, however, it should
be mentioned that the Goths, for the most part,
became converts to Christianity about the middle
of the fourth century, adopting the Arian form
of belief. Here, also, it may be stated that the
term Jloesogoths was ajjplied to certain of the
western Goths, who, having settled in Jloesia, de-
voted themselves to agricultural pursuits, under
the protection of the Roman Emperors.

Visigoths. Upon the death of Theodosius the
Great in 30.5. and the partition of the Empire
between Honorius and .-Vrcadius. the renowned
Aloric. King of the Visigoths, invaded Greece
with an army of his coiintrymen. His retreat
was purchased by giving him a commission to
govern Illyricum. In 402 he invaded Italy, took
and pillaged Rome (410). and was preparing to
carry his arms into Sicily and Africa, when his
career was arrested by death. (See Ai.ario.)
Alaric was succeeded in the sovereigntv by
Athaulf (410-415). who, having married Placidia,

Vol. IX,—6.

the sister of Honorius, withdrew from Italy into

the south of Gaul, and al)out 412 crossed the
Pyrenees into Spain. Athaulf was assassinated at
Barcelona, and his successor, Sigerie, dying the
same year, the choice of the Goths now fell on
\\alli:i (415-410), wlio extended his power over

a great part of Southern Gaul and Spain, and
made Toulouse his capital. The Goths, under
this monarch, greatly assisted the Romans in

their contests with the Vandals and the Alani.
VVallia was succeeded by Theodorie i. (410-451),
son of the great Alaric. He lost his life fighting

on the side of the Romans against Attila at
Chalons, leaving the throne to his son, Thoris-
mund (451-453), who, however, was assassinated
by his brother TiiEO[)OKic II. (453-406), who was
himself assassinated by his brother Euric (466-

483). The reign of Euric was unusually bril-

liant and successful. He extended the sovereignty
of the Visigoths considerably both in France and
Spain, introduced tlie arts of civilization among
his subjects, and drew up for their use a code of
laws. Under his successors. Alaric II. (483-

507) and Amalaric (507-531). however, the
kingdom of the Visigoths declined before that of
the Franks. Alaric II. fell by the hands of Clovis
in battle, and Amalaric Avas killed by the hand of
an assassin. Under the latter's successor,
Theudis, the rule of the Visigoths was con-
fined exclusively to Spain. Theudis was in his
turn assassinated in his palace at Barcelona in
the j'car 548. It will not be necessary to trace
the long line of Visigothic kings that subse-
quently ruled in S])ain from this period down to
the year 711. The Visigothic power was com-
pletely broken by the Saracen invaders on the
battlefield of Jerez de la Frontera. (See Spaix. )

OsTEOGOTH.s. At the coming of the Huns, part
of the Ostrogoths had been conquered and com-
pelled to lend aid ; thus they joined Attila
in his renowned expedition against Ciaul, and
fell by thousands under the swords of their
kinsmen, the Visigoths, at the battle of Chalons,
in 451. After this they obtained a settlement
in Pannonia, where they were joined by the
other Ostrogoths, who had, at the coming of
the Huns, been admitted within the Roman
Empire. In 476 Theodorie. the greatest of the
Ostrogoth sovereigns, succeeded to the throne
upon the death of his father, Tlieodemir. He
directed his arms almost immediately against
the Eastern Emperor, Zeno: and having gained
considerable advantages over him, obtained a
grant of some of the richest provinces in the
Empire. Eventually, he was named chief of the
Imperial guard, and consul for the year 484. In
488, with the consent and advice of Zeno. he
planned an immense expedition again Odoacer,
King in Italy, who had hold that position since
476, \vhcn he dethroned Romulus Augustulus, the
last of the Western emperors. Theodorie utterly
defeated Odoacer, slew him, it is said, with his
own hand, in 403, and reigned undisturbed sover-
eign of Italy until his death in 526. The seat of
his empire was at Ravenna, and in 500 he visited
Rome, when he convened a meeting of the Senate,
and declared that it was his intention to rule
the people committed to his charge with even-
handed justice. To a great extent, he fulfilled

this promise, and governed his subjects, upon the
uhole, wisely and to their advantage. The glory
of his reign was. however, sullied by the execu-
tion of two of the most distinguished men of that
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age, Boethiiis and Symmaclius, upon the plea that

they were engaged in a conspiracy against him.

In the disordcis coiisoquont upon the death of

Theodoric, the Einijcror Justinian sought to win
back Italy to the allegiance of the emperors of

Constantinople; and for this purpose he dis-

patched Belisarius at the head of an army into

tl)at country. In 536 Belisarius entered Rome,
which he lie'ld for his master, although invited by

the Goths to become himself their King; but all

his and his successor's efl'orts to subdue the

Goths were at that time utterly fruitless. Totila

(541-552), a noble Goth, was elected as suc-

cessor to Vitiges, the antagonist of Belisarius,

but was conquered in the battle of Tagina, by the

Imperial general Narses, in the year 552. In

that battle Totila received his death wound, and

was succeeded by Teias, wlio did all that" a brave

man could to repair the misfortunes of his coun-

trymen. It was to no effect, however, for he

also was killed in battle in the following year.

The Ostrogoths, broken and dispersed by their

calamities, henceforward disappear from history

as a distinct nation, their throne in Italy being

filled by the exarchs of Ravenna ; while the na-

tion generally became absorbed in the indiscrim-

inate mass of Alani, Vandals, Burgundians, and
Franks, who had from time to time established

themselves in the dominions of the old Roman
Empire. Consult Bradley, The Story of the Ooths
(New York, 1888).

GOTLAND, got'land. or GOTHLAND (Swed-

ish GottJaiid). An island in the Baltic Sea, sit-

uated about 44 miles off the eastern coast of

Sweden, and forming, together with the adjacent

islets of Fare) and Gotska Sandijn, the Swedish

Ivan of Gotland (Map: Sweden. H 8). Its great-

est length is nearly 80 miles, its greatest breadth

about 35 miles, and its area nearly 1140 square

miles. The surface is level and the soil fertile,

while the climate is comparatively mild. A large

part of Gotland is under forests, and the arable

land constitutes only about one-fifth of the total

area. The chief occupations are agriculture and
the breeding of live stock. There is also some
manufacturing of lime, and a number of the in-

habitants are engaged in seafaring. There are a

number of good harbors, of which Slite Hamn is

the most important. The population of the liin

was 52.781 in 1000. Chief town, Wisby (q.v.).

The island was in the possession of Sweden as

early as the ninth century. In the Middle Ages

Wisby was an important member of the Hanseatic

League. The island was taken several times by
Denmark, It came back into the possession of

Sweden in 1045.

GOTSKOWSKI, g6ts-kov'ske, Johann Ernst.

See GoTZKowsKi.
GOTTENBURG, got'ten-boorK. See Goteborg.

GOT'TER, Friedrich Wilhelm (1746-97). A
German pnet and dramatist, bora at Gotha. He
began the study of law, but was early influenced

to Write for the theatre. While at Wetzlar he

became the friend of Goethe. Gotter wrote trag-

edies, comedies, and songs. He was a great ad-

mirer of everything French. Perhaps his best

work is Meden (1775), for which Benda wrote

the music ( 177S) . His complete works were pub-

lished in 1787, and a posthiimous volume, Lit-

terarischer Nachlnas. in 1802.

GOTTERDAMMERTJNG, get'er-dem'er-ung

(Ger., Twilight of the Gods). The last of the

four divisions of Wagner's music drama, Der
UiiKj des \ibetuv(ieii. It was lirst produced on
August 17, 1876, at Bayreuth. See Ring of the
NlUEI.UNOEN.

GOTTERDAMMERUNG. See Raqnaeok.

GOTTFRIED, got'fret, JoHANN Philipp.
See AiJELiN.

GOTTFRIED VON STRASSBTJRG, stras'-

boorK (c.1200). The most brilliant of the Ger-

man poets of the thirteenth century. Of his

personality nothing is known save that he
was of good family, and held some high public

ollice in Strassburg. His greatest poem, "'Tris-

tan and Isolt" (about 1210), is a Cpltic legend

that reached Germany from France, and was
given by Gottfried the form that has widely in-

fluenced later literature and furnished Wagner
a subject for a great opera. This poem is in 19,-

552 very polished verses that give to the stoiy of

fateful passion a tragic force tliat is lacking in

the French narrative. Gottfried left the poem
at the moment when Tristan, parted from Isolt

by the jealous uncle and husband. King Mark,
has withdrawn to Normandy, and has vainly

sought consolation from Isolt of the White
Hands. The epic was twice concluded, by Ulrich

von Tiirheim (1236), and by Heinrich von Frei-

berg (1270), both inferior poets. Gottfried

wrote lyrics also, and has been one of the most
widely imitated of the German media-val poets.

Gottfried's Works are edited by Bechstein (2

vols., Stuttgart, 1881) with an excellent critical

introduction. There are translations of Tristan

by Kurz (Stuttgart, 1844), and Simrock (Leip-

zig, 1855).

GOTTHELF, got'helf, .Jeremias. The pseu-

donym of the Swiss author Albert Bitzius (q.v.).

GOTTI, go'te, Girolamo Maria (1834—). An
Italian prelate of the Roman Catholic Church. He
was born in Genoa., where his father was a dock
laborer. He joined the Carmelite Order at an
early age, and, showing an unusual bent toward
physical science, was made professor of

mathematics and natural philosopliy in one of

their colleges. Later he became provincial, and
a consulter of the Roman congregations. His
diplomatic ability caused him to be selected for

various special missions to South American
States, which he fulfilled with success, especially

in Brazil. In 1895 he was created a cardinal,

and later prefect of the Congregation of Bishops

and Regulars. In 1902 he was selected, on the

death of Cardinal Ledochowski, as prefect of the

Propaganda (q.v.)

—

a still more important office,

practically second in importnnoe and responsi-

bility to the Papacy, for the succession to which

his name was frequently mentioned, especially as

the candidate of the Jesuit Order.

GOTTINGEN, ge'tlng-en. An old town of

the Prussian Province of Hanover, situated on
the Leine, 36 miles north by rail east of Cassel

(Map: Prussia, C 3). With the exception of the

fourteenth-century Rathaus, containing frescoes

by Schaper, the modern theatre, and the famous
Giittingen University (q.v.), the town has no
buildings w'orthy of mention. Of its many edu-

cational institutions, the most noteworthy, aside

from the university, are the g^^nnasium. foTUided

at the end of the sixteenth century, the peda-

gogical seminary, and the municipal museum of
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antiquities. The Aula has a picture collection

with some good examples of the early Dutch and
German schools. Uottingen is provided with a
good water-supply. The cliiet manufactures are

cloth, leather, scientific instruments, tohacco, and
famous lioloyna sausages. The lilumeuhach col-

lection of skulls is in (.Jotlingeu. I'upulation, in

ISUO, 23,(iS!); in 1!R)0, 30,234, chietly Protestants.

The town is first mentioned in the tenth cen-

tury. It was given municipal rights hy Otho
IV. at the beginning of the thirteenth century,

and in 1261 became the residence of the Princes

of lirunsnick-Liinehurg. It was a prominent
member of the Hanseatic League, and famous for

its cloth goods. Its prosperity' was interrupted

by the Thirty Years' War, when it fell twice into

the hands of the Swedes. The establishment of

the university gave Giittingen new importance,
and at the close of the eighteenth century it

was a fiourishing literary centre.

GOTTINGEN, University op, or Georq-Au-
GUST U.\i\Ei!siTy. A German university founded
by Georg August, Elector of Hanover, better

known a.s George II. of England. It was planned
as early as 1732, there being no university in

Hanover at that time, and lectures were begun
two years later ; but the formal foundation dates
from 1737. Its organization was the work of the
statesman Von Miinchhausen. a man of marked
ability, who remained in control fur many years.

Noted teachers, a well-chosen library, a large

endowment, and the liberal character of the uni-

versity soon gave it distinction. The Seven
Years' War was a time of de])ression, but between
1770 and 1790 it was again much frequented.
The courses in history, philology, and law were
preeminent ; in the study of histoi-y especially

broader and more liberal conceptions prevailed.

During the French Revolution and the Napoleonic
wars there was another period of depression,

followed by renewed prosperity. In 1823 the
attendance was greater than it is in 1903; but re-

verses in 1831 and 1837 brought affairs for a
third time under a cloud. During the latter half

of the nineteenth century, however, there was a
slow and steady growth, due mainly to the excel-

lence of the instruction in mathematics and the

natural sciences. The students number nearly
ISOO. There are a large number of laboratories,

clinics, seminaries, and the like. The Iil)rary con-

tains 6000 manuscripts and over 500,000 volumes;
for modern books it is probably the richest in

Germany. Consult: Piitter, Saalfeld, and Oester-
ley. Die Qeorg-Augiist-Universitdt (Gottingen,
1838) ; Chronik- der Georg-August-Universitdt
fib- ISS'l-'JO (Hanover, 1890).

GOTTLING, get'ling, Karl Wilhelm (1793-

1809). A German philologist, born at Jena. He
studied under Wolf, Biickh, and Buttmann at
Berlin, and after holding various minor pro-

fessorships was appointed professor extraordi-
nary of philology- at Jena in 1822, and full

professor in 1832. In 1826 he was made direc-

tor of the Philological Seminary and university
librarian. His chief works are; Vehrr dn.i Or-
srliichtlichc im yibclungenliede (I8I4) ; Nihelun-
gen und Qhibellinen (1817); Allgeiaeme Lehre
vom Accent in der griechischen Sprache (5th ed.

1835, translated as Elements: of CIre.eU Accentua-
tion., London, I83I); Oeschichte der romischen
Staatsverfassting his auf Cdsars Tod (1840);
and Gesammelte Abhandlungen aus dem klassi-

GOTTSCHALK.

xclien Altertum (vol. i. 1851, vol. ii. 1864) ; and
editions of Aristotle's I'olilica (1824) and Cfc'co-

nomica (1830), and of Hesiod's VaniiiiKi (3d ed.

1878). His Opusvula Aeademica (1869) were
published and cilited after Giittling's death by

Fischer. Consult: Der llrUfireclmrl ,: k i.sc/i oi

Uoctlw und aiiUling (Munich, 1880) ; Nipper-

dey, Jlemoria C. (locftliiigii (Jena, 1869) ; and
Lotldiolz, Karl Wilhchn OiJttling (Slargard,

1876).

GOTTSCHALK, got'slialk, or Fulgentius
(c. 80r)-c. 868) , A prominent figure in a theo-

logical controversy of the ninth century. He was
the son of Berneo, a Saxon count, and was placed

by his parents at an early age in the monastery

of Fulda. At the approach of manhood he tried

to .secure release from his vows, but failed owing
to tlie opposition of his abbot, Rabanus ilauriis

(
q.v. ) , He was permitted to remove to the

monastery of Orbais in the diocese of Soissons,

and there devoted himself to the writings of Saint
Augustine, and became an enthusiastic believer

in the doctrine of predestination, even going be-

yond hts master, and holding to a predestina-

tion to condemnation as well as to salvation.

In 837-838 he went to Italy, partly for the pur-
pose of spreading his views. It was there he met
Bishop Noting, who was so scandalized by Gott-
schalk's views that he called upon Rabanus to

assist in suppressing the heretical opinions. In
839 Gottschalk became priest, and tlien had the

right to preach. This gave him a great advan-
tage. In 845-848 he was again in Italy, and for

two years was the guest of Eberhard, Count of

Friuli, Rabanus, now Archbishop of Mainz,
warned the Count against GJottschalk as a dan-
gerous heretic, and he turned him out of doors,

Gottschalk then wandered into Germany, preach-

ing everywhere, Rabanus accused bim of neg-

lecting the distinclion between foreknowledge
and foreordination ; on the other hand, he him-
self refused to recognize any difference between
predestination to punisliment and predestination

to sin. At a synod held in Mainz in 848, and pre-

sided over by Rabanus, Gottschalk presented a
written explanation in defense of his views; he
was, however, very sumniarily found guilty of

heresy, and handed over to his ecclesiastical supe-

rior, Hincniar of Rheims, to be dealt with as his

crime might deserve. He was again condemned
in an assembly at Quircy in 849—this time not

only as a heretic, but also as a despiser of

authority, and as a disturber of the Church's
peace—and sentenced to be whipped severely and
rigorously imprisoned. The place selected for

his captivity was the Monastery of Hantvilliers,

in the Diocese of Rheims, and here he langiiislied

throughout the remainder of his life, a period of

twenty years, notwithstanding the efforts of in-

fluential friends and his own pitiful appeals. Tie

died October 30, 868 or 869, and was Iniried in

unconsecrated ground. Fragments of his A\-orks

Mere published by Migne, Patrol. Lat., cxxi.

Consult his life bv Borrasch (Thorn, 1868), and
Gaudard (Saint Qucntin, 1888).

GOTTSCHALK, Lotiis Moreau (1829-69).
A famous American pianist and composer, born
at New Orleans, La. At twelve years of ase he
took up the study of music under Halle and
Maleden. in Paris, and from 1845 to 1852 made
successful tours of Continental Europe. In 18.53

he returned to his native land and repeated his
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foreign successes. He visited most of the im-
portant cities and towns from one end of the

I iiited States to tlie other, playing or comlucti: g
iiis own compositions. His success and the haid
work entailed undermined his health, and it only
needed the fatiguing tour through Cuba and
Latin America, commenced in 1805, to hasten his

death which occurred at Rio Janeiro. His com-
positions, published and manuscript, covered
every branch of music, but his fame as a com-
poser centred in his pianoforte pieces, of which
there are about ninety.

GOTTSCHAXL, g6t'shal, Eldolph vox (1S23
•

—

). A German critic and miscellaneous writer.

He was oorn in Breslau and studied at Ko-
nigsberg. Breslau, and Berlin. His political and
social sympathies with the revolutionary move-
ment of 1848 were shown in the dramas Wiener
ItmiiorteUcn (1848), Linnhcrtine von Mcricourt
(1850): and Ferdinand ron Schell (1851), as
well as in his first collection of poems, Gedichte
(1850), and in a lyric epic. Die Gottin. ein holies

Lied voni Weibe (185.3). From this time on his

work became more serene in temper and style.

An epic, Carlo Zeno (1854), was followed by an
excellent historical comedy, Pitt iitid Fox (1854),
and this by literari" and historical studies, whose
final titles were: Die deutsche Xalional-Littera-

tur des X/A". Jahrhunderts (1892) ; and Poetik:
Die DichtKunst und ihrc Formen (1858). Name-
worthy also are: Xeiie Oedichte (1858) ; Mazep-
pa (1859) ; Reisehilder aiis Italien (1864) ; ilaja

(1804): Konifj Pharao (1872); Janus, poems
(1873) : and Biinte BUiten. poems (1891). Gott-
schall's dramas are collected in twelve volumes
(1884); his literary essays in Portraits und
Studien (1871); Litterarische Totenkliinge und
Lebensfraf/en (1885): and Stiidien stir neiien

deiitschen Litleratiir (1892). Of his many nov-
els, the first, Im Banne des seliwarzen Adlers
(1875). is best. Gottschall was also active as
an editor and compiler of anthologies.

GOTTSCHED, got'shet, JoH.\>-x Chkistoph
(1700-00). A noted German critic and author,

who for about thirty years exercised an almost
undisputed literary diciatorship in Germany. He
was born near Konigsberg. February 2. 1700,

studied theology and especially philosophy, at
the University of Konigsberg, and in 1724 went
to Leipzig, where his lectures on polite literature

made him speedily kno\vn, and where he became
professor, first of poetry (1730), then of logic

and metajihysics (1734) at the imiversity. As
editor of the weeklies Die rerniinftiqen Tad-
lerinnen (1725-26) ani. Der Biedermann (1727).
he started on his career of untiring critical

activity, continued in other literary journals,

all tending toward purification of the language
and toward conventional foiTns. In 1726 he
was elected senior of the Poetic Society of

Ijcipzig. which he reorganized, and whose influ-

.

ence was considerably extended by him. Direct-

ing his criticism at first chiefly against the

bombast and absurd affectations of the Second
Silesian School, he proceeded to lay down strict

laws for the composition of poetry. He was
exclusively a man of reason who sought to reduce
all rules of rhetoric and poetrv' to philosophic
principles, confining himself, however, strictly to

external perception, evidently incapable of

fathoming the intrinsic merit of creative genius.

Voiced in all his various periodicals and treatises,
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this tendency was especially apparent in hia
\ersuch eiuer kritischen Dichtkunst fitr die
Deiitschen (1730 and repeatedly after). His
main endeavor was directed toward the reforma-
tion of the German drama, for which he was
bent upon creating a national theatre on the
model of the French. Aided by his cultured wife,
LiKSE Adelguade Viktobie ("l 7 13-02). a prolific
writer and translator, and with the cooperation
of the theatrical manager Xeuber and his wife,

Caroline, a clever actress, he succeeded indeed in
bringing about a considerable improvement in the
condition of the German stage by substituting
for the prevailing operatic performances transla-
tions of French dramas and original plays, and
by banishing from it forever the coarse buf-
fooneries of the 'Hanswurst' (Jack Pudding).
His own tragedy, Der sterbende Cato (1732),
fashioned after Addison's work to serve as a
model of what a true tragedy should be. and
enthusiastically applauded by Gottsched's faith-

ful followers, is a dreary and stilted production,
barren of poetry and dramatic action. Growing
ever more vain and dictatorial, and carrying
his reforms to pedantic excess, he became in-

volved in a violent controversy with the Swiss
critics Bodmer and Breitinger, who advocated
the introduction to the German public of the
great English writers, especially Milton, and
when, in 1748, Gottsched went so far as to be-

little the rising genius of Klopstock, he drew
upon himself ridicule and scathing criticism.

The new literary spirit inaugurated by Lessing
remained a closed book to him. Long before
(1741) he had also. fallen out with Caroline
Xeuber, regarding practical stage matters, and
even placed himself in opposition to his wife.

Gradually his influence and authority declined,

leaving him imbittered and isolated, and thus
it came to pass th.at this worthy man. who in his

day had done yeoman service for German litera-

ture, became a by-word for foolish pedantry
years before his death, which occurred at Leip-

zig. December 12, 1706. He left at least one im-
portant work, yatifler Yorrat zur Gesrhirhtr der
deiitschen dramatischen Dichtunn (1757-65). a
valuable repertory of information intended to

embrace an account of all dramatic productions

in (rermany from 1450 to 1760. Consult: Danzel,

Gottsched und seine Zeit (Leipzig, 1848) :

Fischer. Gottsched und sein Katnpf mif den
Schu-eizern (ib., 1892) ; and Wolff, Goftscheds

Stellu7ig im deutschen. Bildungslehen (Kiel, 1895-

97).

GOTZ. gets, Hermann (1840-70). A gifted

German composer, born in Kiinigsberg, Prussia.

He did not begin his musical studies imtil his

eighteenth year, and from 1800 to 1863 was a

pupil at the Stern Conservatory. Berlin, where
his teachers were Stern, Von Biilow. and Ulrich.

Upon leaving the conservatory, he became organ-

ist of a church at Winterthur, Switzerland. Gotz's

place among comjiosers is pennanently estab-

lished by his one opera. Die Ziihmiintj der Wider-

spenstiqen. first performed at JIannheim on Octo-

ber 11, 1874. In addition to some orchestral

compositions, he left an unfinished opera, com-

pleted by his friend Ernst Frank, called Fran-

cesea ron Rimini. Ill health, broucht on bv over-

work, caused him to retire in 1870 to Hottingen,

near Zurich, and he died there, December 3, 1876.
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GOTZEN, gets'en, Frierricii, Count (1767-

1820). A Prussian gonoral, born at Potsdam.
He entered the army in ITS.'S. and was appointed

major on the general stall' in 1801. lie liad the

fullest confidence of King Frederick William III.,

who appointed him his chief adjutant in 1S04,

and at whose request he was sent to organize the

defense of Silesia. As (lOvernor-Cieneral of that

province, he displayed extraordinary patriotism

during the critical period of the is'apoleonic in-

vasion, and was ehietiy instrumental, by his sUill

and persistent energy, in saving that province

to the Prussian Crown.

GOTZEN, Gu.STAV Adolf, Count von ( 18G6— )

.

A Cernuui traveler, born at the Castle of Scharfe-

neck, Silesia. He undertook a journey to the Kili-

manjaro, which was highly successful, and on

his second tour traversed the entire continent of

Africa from Pangani, German East Africa, to the

mouth of the Congo. The journey, undertaken in

association with Drs. von Prittwitz and Kersting,

was begun December '21, 1893, and was ter-

minated, after almost incredible difficulties and
hardships, November 29, 1894. The interesting

discoveries made by Giitzen on this tour are de-

scribed by him in the volume entitled Diiich

Afrilca von Ost nach West (1895). In 1896 he

was sent to Washington as military and naval
attache, in 1900 was appointed Governor of Ger-

man East Africa, and in 1901 major and com-
mander of the defensive forces there stationed.

GOTZENBERGEB, gets'cn-berg-er, .Jakob

(1800-66). A German historical painter, born in

Heidelberg, pupil of Cornelius, first at Diissel-

dorf, then in Munich. With Fiirster and Hermann
he painted (1832), in the Aula of the University

at Bonn, the frescoes representing the Faculties,

for which he had made studies in Rome and
Naples in 1828. A cycle in fresco in the chapel

at Nierstein. Hesse, made his reputation. He
was appointed Court painter and inspector of the

gallery at ilannheim, visited Paris and London
with Cornelius, and in 1844 decorated the Trink-

balle at Baden-Baden with illustrations of the

legends of the Black Forest. In 1847 he went to

England, where he painted many portraits and
some frescoes, of which those in Bridgewater
House for Lord Ellesmere, and four great com-
positions after an old English ballad, in Nor-
thumberland Palace, are the most noteworthy.

GOTZKOWSKI, gets-kov'ske, or GOTSKOW-
SKI, .TonA>-N ERX.ST (1710-7.5). A Prussian

merchant and patriot, born at Konitz. In 1730

he removed to Berlin, where, supported by the

patronage of the Crown, he introdticed the manu-
facture of porcelain in 1761 at the request, it is

said, of Frederick the Great. After the b.ittle of

Kunersdorf (17.59). so damaging to Prussia, he

used his influence with the Russian general who
was laying siege to Berlin (1760), to guard the

city against plundering, and to reduce the heavy
tribute levied u]>on the inhabitants.

GOTZ (gets) OF THE IRON HAND. See
Berliciiixgen, Gotz von.

GOXJDA, Gou'da (Dutch Tcr Goua\ on the

Gouw). A town of Holland, situated at the con-

lluence of the Gouw and the Yssel, I2V2 miles

northeast of Rotterdam (ilap: Netherlands, C 2).

In the market-place stand the Late-Gothic town
hall and the Church of .Saint John, dating from

1485, and restored in 1552, with magnificent

stained-glass windows, most of them made by the

brothers Crabetli between 1555 and 1577. Gouda
has a library located in the church, and a urn-

seum of antiipiities. The chief industries are

brick pottery and pi|)(:^-making, the Gouda \n\xis

having formerly been veiy famous. Stearin

candles are also nuinufactured here, and an active

trade is carried on in dairy products and grain.

The canal of Gouda connects Amsterdam with the

Lek. Population, in 1889, 19,800; in 1900,

22,100.

GOUDIMEL, goo'de'mOl', Claude (c.lSOo-

72). .V famous French musician and composer
of the sixteenth century, born at the town of

Besanyon. He is thought to have been a puidl

of the celebrated Josquin Depr6s (q.v.). Among
his own pupils are numbered such distinguished

musicians as Palestrina, Animuccia, Nanini. Bet-

tini, Mervlo; his school in Rome (established

about 1538) becoming so famous for its instruc-

tion, and the character and number of its stu-

dents, as to earn for the master the sobriquet

of 'father of the Roman school.' He is next

heard of as a printer and publisher of music,

in partnership with Duchemin, an arrangement,
however, early dissolved (1555-56). Whether he

was really implicated in the religious troubles of

his day, or the jealousy of rivals used such an
excuse to secure their ends, is not known, but he
was killed at Lyons in the ghastly Saint Barthol-

omew massacre of August 24, 1572. His compo-
sitions were almost entirely for the Church, the
Vatican Library, and also that at Vallicella, con-

taining several masses and motets, in manuscript.
jMany other motets, songs, and arrangements
were published during his lifetime, but perhaps
his setting of the Psalms, which received the for-

mal approval and recognition of the Sorbonne in

1561, was the most enduring,

GOUDY, gou'di, Hej^rt (1848—). A British

jurist. He was born in Ireland, and was edu-
cated at the universities of Glasgow, Edinburgh,
and Kiinigsberg. Upon the establishment of the

Judicial Review he became its editor, and con-

ducted that publication until 1893. He was
professor of civil law at Edinburgh from 1880
to 1893, when he was called in the same capac-

ity to Oxford. Besides several contributions to

the Enct/clopadia Britannica, he was co-editor on
the Manual of Local Gocernme^it hi t^collaiid

(18S0). and also edited the second edition of

Muirhead's Private Law of Rome (1898). His
Treatise on the Law of Bankruptcy in Scotland

(2d ed. 1896) is regarded as a valuable con-

tribution to that subject.

GOUGE, Thomas (1609-81). A non-conform-

ist divine and philanthropist, bom in London,
September 29, 1609, the son of William Gouge
(q.v.). He was educated at Eton and Cam-
bridge, and was Vicar of Saint Sepulchre's, Lon-

don (1638-62). Here he won distinction by

well-directed efforts to provide work for the able-

bodied poor. In 1662 he resigned his living be-

cause of the Uniformity Act, and retired to

Hammersmith. In 1672 he began making semi-

annual jotirneys to Wales for the purpose of

establishing schools where English should be

taught, and circulating religious books. He
wrote himself several works and numerous tracts,

some of which were translated into Welsh. His
collected works were published in London (1706).

His Surest and, Safest Wnij of Thriving was re-

printed, with introduction by Thomas Binney
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(185C). Consult his biography by Clarke, in

Lifcs of Eminent Persons (London, 1683).

GOUGE, William (1578-1G53). A Puritan
diviin'. He was born at Stratford-le-Bow, Mid-
dlesex, December 25, 1578; was educated at Eton
and Cambridge; became preacher at Saint Anne's,

Blaokfriars. London, in 1608, and continued there

till his death. December VZ^ 1653. He was one
of the leading members of the Presbyterian party
in England, sat in the Westminster Assembly,
and was prolocutor of the fir.st provincial assem-
bly of London, in 1647. At college the strictness

of his life gained him the name of the 'arch-

Puritan.' and later he was afi'ectionatclj' known
as the 'Father of the London Ministers.' As a
writer he is best known by his elaborate €om-
mentiir;/ on the Epistle to the Eebreus (1655),

to wliicli is prefixed a life by Thomas Gouge.

GOUGH, gof, Hugh, Viscount (1779-1869).
An eminent British soldier, born at Woodstone,
Ireland. He joined the British Army in 1794;
served at the Cape of Good Hope in 1795, and
in the Peninsular War (1809-13); became a
major-general in 1830; and in 1837 went to

India. He conuiianded the land forces in the
Opium War of 1840- 1'2, compelling the Chinese to

sign the Peace of Nanking. - In 1843. as com-
mander-in-chief of the forces in India, he routed
the Mahrattas at Maharajpur. and for his bril-

liant victories at Mudki. Firozshah, Aliwal, and
Sobraon in the first Sikh Wax (1845-46) was
given a peerage. In the Second Sikh War (1848-

48) he was again successful, achieving the vic-

tory of Gujarat, following upon an indecisive

battle at Chillianwalla ; but the hea\'y losses of

the English brought criticism upon him, and he
was superseded by Sir Cliarles Napier. Gough
was created a viscount and was pensioned in

1849. and in 186'2 became field-marshal.

GOUGH, John Bartholomew (1817-86). A
well-known American femperance lecturer. He
was bom in Kent, England, but at the age of

twelve went to America as an apprentice, and
worked on a farm in Oneida County, N. Y. In
1831 he went to New York City, where he was
engaged in bookbinding; but habits of dissipa-

tion lost him this employment, and reduced him
to that of giving recitations and singing comic
songs at grog-shops. He was married in 1839;

but his drunken habits reduced him to poverty

and deliriinn tremens, and probably caused the
death of his wife and child. A benevolent Quaker
induced him. in 184'2, to take the pledge; and
he attended temperance meetings and related his

e.xperience with such effect as to influence many
others. Some time after signing the pledge he
had a short relapse into drunkenness; but an
eloquent confession restored him to favor, and
he lectured in various parts of America with
great success. In 1853 he was engaged by the

London Temperance League to lecture two years

in the L^nited Kingdom, where he drew large

crowds by his earnest, and. by turns, amusing
and pathetic, orations. From this time onward
until his death he continued to lecture, for the

most part on the question of temperance, and
uniformlv drew large crowds. He published: An
Aiitohioijrnphy (18461: Orntions (18.54); Tern-

peranee Addresses (1870) ; and i^iinlight and f^had-

oiv: or. GJeanincis from Mil Life Work (1880).

GOUGH, Richard (1735-1809). An Enslish
antiquary, born in London, and educated &t

Cambridge. He was director of the Society of
Antiquaries of London from 1771 to 1797. As
a result of his extensive travels, he published
the works entitled: liritish Topograph}/ (1780);
Hepulehral Monuments of Great Britain (1786-
99) ; History of the Society of Antiquaries
(1770): A Catalogue of the Coins of Canute,
with Specimens (1777); and An Essay on the
Rise and Progress of Geography in Great Britain
and Ireland, lllnslraled with Specimens of Our
Oldest }taps (1780). Noteworthy also is his

excellent edition of Camden's Britannia (2d ed.

1786), which embodies the results of explora-
tions extending over a period of more than twen-
ty years.

GOUJON, gw'zhoN', Jean (1520 7-72?). The
greatest sculptor of the Renaissance in France.
He was also an architect, although, as he always
worked in conjunction with great architects, it

is not possible now to determine how much of

the architecture of his works belongs to him.
The leading quality of his work is its archi-

tectonic quality—the absolute harmony which
prevails between it and the architecture which
it decorates. Goujon's figures show a peculiar

flavor of preciosity characteristic of the period
and his personality.

Goujon's origin is entirely imknown. A con-

tract for two columns supporting the organ of

the Church of Saint-lVtaclon, at Rouen, dated
August 9, 1541, bears his name, and points to

Normandy as his native country. In the porch
of this church are two carved wooden doors of

great beauty, which are definitely in the style of

Goujon, although there is no proof that they
were made by him. A record of 1542 ascribes

to him the statue of the Archbishop Georges II.

d'Aniboise, on the monument of the Cardinal
Georges I. d'Aniboise, in the Cathedral of Rouen.
When the Archbishop became cardinal this statue

was replaced by the present one. It has been
conjectured that Goujon was employed on the

monument to Louis de Breze in the cathedral.

Goxijon's long association with the great archi-

tect Pierre Lescot begins about 1541, when they
accomplished together the restoration of the

Church of Saint -Gerniain-l'Auxerrois. in Paris.

Two of the bas-i'eliefs have been ])reserved in

the !Museum of the Louvre. Goujon was cm-
ployed in 1545-46 by the Constable de Mont-
morency in the decoration of his chateau at

Ecouen. The bas-reliefs of the H6tel Carnavalet
are ascribed to the year 1547. Goujon erected

an extraordinary logcia with fountains at the

corner of the old Cemetery of the Innocents, in

the Rue aux Fers. Paris. Wlien the cemetery

was discontinued (June 19, 1786), this charm-
ing w-ork. bas-reliefs of the nYm])hs of the French
rivers, was rearranged in a public square, and
is still called the Fountain of the Innocents.

Probably about 1550 to 1553 Goujon was em-
ployed at the chilteau of Arr^t. under Philibert

de I'Orme. The fine group of Diana and a stag

which decorated one of the courts of this chateau

is now in the Museum of the Louvre. From
1546 until the end of his life Goujon was asso-

ciated with Pierre Lescot in the construction

and decoration of that portion of the Louvre
which was built by Henry II. at the southwestern

angle of the old Louvre quadrangle. The figures

on the sides of the round windows are notable.

The most beautiful and important part of his
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work on the Louvre is tlie gallcrj' for musicians,

which stands in the hall now occuijied by a pai-t

of the Museum of Antiquities. The four cary-

atides which support this gallery may be com-
pared with the caryatides of the Ereclitheion at

Athens. The date of the last one is September (i,

15(i2. Goujon, like most of the great artists of

his day, was a Huguenot. There is a tradition

that he was killed in the ma.ssacre of Saint Bar-
tholomew (August 24, 1572).

Consult: Gonse, La sculpture frantaise depuis
le XlVeme siecle (Paris, 1895) ; Palustre, La
renaissance en France, vol. ii. (ib., 1881) ; Lami,
Dirtionnnire des sculpteurs de I'icole frangaise

(ib., 1898); Pattison, The Renaissance of Art
in France, vol. i. (London, 1879) ; Bauchal,
Xouveau dictioiinaire hiocfraphique et critique des

architectes frangais (Paris, 1887); and Jlon-

taiglon. "Jean Goujon et la verite sur la date de

.sa mort," in Gazette des Beaux-Arts (Paris,

189.5).

GOXJLBURN, gnl'burn. A city in New South
Wales, Australia, 120 miles southwest of Syd-

ney, on the left bank of the Wollondilly River,

and on the Great Southern Railroad (Map: Aus-
tralia, H 5). Gold and copper are found near

bj', and there are tanneries, boot and shoe fac-

tories, flour-mills, and breweries; but the main
business of the region is agriculture. The town
is well built, and owns gas ami wMter-works.

Population, in 1891, 10,910; in 1901. 10,680.

GOULBTJBN, Henry (1784-1856). An Eng-
lish sUitesman. He was boni in London, was edu-

cated at Trinity College. Cambridge, and entered

Parliament in 1808. Four .vears later he be-

came Under-Secretary for \A'ar and the Colonies,

and was one of the peace commissioners at the

close of the war with the L'nited States (1814).

His further political appointments were: Mem-
ber of the Pri^•y Coiincil and Secretary to the

Lord Lieutenant of Ireland (1821); Chancellor

of the Exchequer under the Duke of Wellington

(1828) : Home Secretary (1835) ; and Chancellor

of the Exchequer in the Cabinet of his intimate

friend Sir Robert Peel (1841). He retired from
the Government in 1847. but represented Cam-
bridge University in Parliament until his death,

and wa.s highly respected by all parties through-

out his disinterested, honorable career.

GOULD, goold, AUGU.STC.S Addison (1805-66).

An American zoologist, born at New Ipswich,

N. H., April 23, 1805. U" graduated at Harvard
in 1825, and took his medical degree five years

later. He was an instructor in botany and
zoology- at Harvard for two years, and practiced

medicine in Boston. He was one of the leading

conehologists of his time, and was one of the

most active naturalists in America. He pub-

lished: a Si/-s'f'" of Natural Histort/ (1833);
The Invertebrate Animals of Massachusetts
(1841); Principles of Zoology, with L. Agassir.

(1848).

GOULD, Benjamin Aptiiorp (1787-1859).
An American educator, born at Lancaster, Mass.
He graduated at Harvard in 1814, and was prin-

cipal of the Boston Latin School from that time
imtil 1828, when the failure of his health com-
pelled him to resign. He prepared for the school

several text-books, including Adain's Latin
Grammar (1825), and editions of Latin classics.

GOULD, Benjamin Aptiiorp (1824-96). An
American astronomer, bom in Boston, Mass. He

graduated at Harvard in 1844, and at Goltingen

(Ph.D.) in 1848; esUiblished the Aslrunotnical

Journal in 1849, continued it until 1801, and

resumed its publication in 1885. In 1852 he was
appointed director of the hingitudc determina-

tions of the Coast Survey, and in 1867, after

having organized and greatly developed this ser-

vice, retired. From 1855 to 1859 he was director

of the Dudley 01isei-\:itory, at .\lbany, X. V.. and
in 18()(i he eslablislied. by means of the Atlantic

cable, the relations in longitude between .-\meri-

can and ICuropean stations. From 1865 he was
nuich interested in the stvuly of the southern

celestial livmisphere, and in 1870 established

at Coriloba, Argentina, the National Observatory,

where he accumulated the materi.al for his Ura-

nomctria Argentina (1874) and Calalogo de

Zonas Fstclares (1884), both classic in the

literature of astronomy. In 1872, with the as-

sistance of the Argentine Govennnent, he further

established a system of meteorological stations

extending southward to Tierra del Fuego and
eastward to the Atlantic. He returned to the

United States in 1885. He was a charter mem-
ber of the National Academy of Sciences, was
elected ])resident of the American Association for

the Advancement of Science in 1808, and was
the recipient of many foreign distinctions. His
contributions to the scientilic knowledge of the

soulliern celestial hemisphere must be regarded

a.s having marked an epoch in the modern study

of astronoui}'.

GOULD, George Jay (1858—). An Ameri-
can capitalist, born in New York City, the first

son of Jay Gould. He was privately educated,

and afterwards assumed control of large railway

interests. In 1888 he became president of the

Little Rock and Fort Smith Railway: in 1893 of

the Saint Louis, Iron Mountain and Southern,

the International and Great Northern., and the

Missouri Pacific. He was also elected president

of the Jlanhattan Elevated Railway of New York
City in 1892.

GOULD, Hannah Flagg (1789-1865). An
American author, bom at Lancaster, Mass. She

^^•rote extensively for magazines and new'spapers,

and some of her verses were at one time very

poi)ular. They are simple and pleasing, with a

decided mor,al tone. A volume of her poems ap-

jjcarcd in 1832, a second in 1836, and a third in

1851. Among her other works are: Gathered

Leaves, prose sketches (1846) ; The Diosma, com-

posed partly of original and partly of selected

poems (18.50); The Youth's Coronal (1850);

The }fother's Dream (1853); and Ei/mns and

Poems for Children (1854).

GOULD, Helen INIiller ( 1868— ) . An Ameri-

can phihinthropist, born in New York City, the

eldest daughter of Jay Gould. At the com-

mencement of the Spanish-American W'ar she

presented $100,000 to the ITnited States Gov-

ernment, and during the war. as a member of

the Women's National War Relief Association,

was prominently active. She gave $50,000 for

necessary supplies for the care of soldiers in

hospitals, and at Camp WyckofT, near Montauk
Point. Long Island, did personal work in that

connection. Her benefactions to New Y'ork Uni-

versity have also been notable, and include the

library building of the university, with its well-

known "Hall of Fame." She has also given

largely to Rutgers College, and at a cost of
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$50,000 built and equippod the Sailors' Young
Wen's Christian Association building in Brook-
lyn (New York City).

GOULD, James (1770-18.38). An American
jurist, born in IJranford, Conn. He graduated at
Yale in 1701, was admitted to the bar in 1798,
and thereafter almost continuously until 1833
was connected with the famous LitclUield Law
School (see Reeve, Tapping), first as professor,

and from 1820 to 1833 as superintendent. From
1816 to 1818 he was "a justice of the Connecticut
Supreme Court. He published Principles of Plead-
ing in Civil Actions (1S32), a new edition of

which was published at Albany, N. Y., in 1887.

GOULD, Jay (1836-92). An American cap-
italist, born in Roxbury, Delaware County, N. Y.
He passed his boyhood on his father's farm, and
was educated at Hobart Academy. In 1852 he
entered a hardware store whicli his father had
established, but although he did not neglect the
business, his evenings were devoted to the study
of surveying, at which he spent the years
from 1852 to 1856, preparing and publishing
maps of Albany and Delaware counties, of vari-
ous counties in Ohio and Jliehigan, and of a
proposed railway from Newburg to Syracuse.
In 1856 he published a History of DeUitrare
County. In the same year he engaged in the
lumber and tanning business in western New
Y'ork, selling out just before the panic of 1857,
and removing to Stroudsburg, Pa., where he
became the controlling director in a small bank.
It was shortly after this that he first became in-

terested in railroading. In the great financial

depression following the panic of 1857 he dis-

posed of his bank stock and liought a controlling

Interest in the Rutland and Washington Railroad
running from Troy, N. Y.. to Rutland, Vt., for 10
cents on the dollar. Of this eompan}' he became
president, treasurer, and general manager, and
subsequently brought about a consolidation of his

road and the Rensselaer and Saratoga Railroad.
In 1859 he sold out his stock in the consolidated
roads at 120, and removed to New York, where
he embarked in the brokerage business. He made
a special study of railway stocks, and set out to

obtain control of the Erie Railroad, then in finan-

cial straits, and the object of strife between the
Drew and Vanderbilt interests. By methods new
in railway speculation, Gould secured control of

the road, and in 1868 was elected its president.

His administration of the road may, as he as-

serted, have reclaimed it from bankruptcy, but
it saddled it witli a debt of .$64,000,000, and re-

sulted in its paying no dividends until 1891, The
manipulation of the Erie was the first of a long
series of speculations by which Gould obtained
the mastery of some of the greatest railway cor-

porations in the country. His method of obtain-

ing control was the same in almost every instance

:

to depress the value of the stock which he sought
to control, .and acquire the property during the
period of depression. By these methods in the
next few years he obtained control of the Union
Pacific, which he held from 1873 to 1883. during
which time the value of its stock rose from 15

to 75, and it became for the first time a dividend-
paying road ; of the Missouri Pacific, which imder
his management and by consolidation and exten-

sion developed from a short line 287 miles long
with earnings of .$280,000 a month, to an im-
mense system with earnings, before his death,

GOUNOD.

stated at $5,100,000 a month ; of the Wabash, the
Texas Pacific, the Saint Louis and Northern, and
the Saint Louis and San Francisco. In 1880 he
controlled fully 10,000 miles of road, more than
one-ninth of the mileage of the country. Gould
also consolidated competing telegraph lines into
the Western Union system in 1881, and obtained
control of the Manhattan Elevated Railroad in

the same year. What has been considered the
most indefensible of all his actions was his enter-
ing with "Jim' Fisk, who was also his partner in

some of his railroad deals, into a scheme to cor-

ner the gold market, which resulted in the dis-

astrous 'IJlack Friday' panic of 1869.

GOULD, .loiiN (1804-81). An English orni-

thologist, born at Lyme Regis. He was at first

a gardener at Ripley Castle (Yorkshire), and in

1827 was appointed taxidermist to the Zoological
Society of London. In 1832 he published his

Century of Birds from the Himalayan Moun-
tains, based on a collection of bird-skins obtained
from that region, and containing eighty plates
from drawings by himself wliich were the most
accurate illustrations of foreign birds published
in England up to that time. He was elected

a fellow of the Royal Society in 1843. His
works include forty other volumes, with careful
plates. The most important of them are The
Birds of Anstralia (7 vols., 1840-48), with 601
plates, material for which was largely collected

on a scientific journey to that continent and
the adjacent islands; a Monograph of the Tro-
chilidce (humming-birds) (1849-61), with 360
plates, derived principally from his own exceed-
ingly important collection: and The Birds of
Great Britain (5 vols.. 1802-73). with 367 plates.

He was distinguished equally as an artist and a
naturalist, and as his own publisher was very
successful. His Australian birds are in the
Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia,

GOULD, Sabine Baring-. See Baring-Gould,
S.\BI>,'E.

GOULD, Thomas R. (1818-81). An American
sculptor, born in Boston. He modeled his first

figure in the studio of a Boston sculptor, Seth
Cheney, in 1851. He practiced his profession in

Boston until 1868, when he established a studio
in Florence, Italy. Among his works are ideal

busts of "Christ" and "Satan" (executed before

1868) ; the "West Wind," which was supposed to

resemble Canova's "Hebe"; portrait busts of

Emerson, Jolin A. Andrew, and the elder Booth,
and a statue of John Hancock in the town hall

of Lexington. Consult Tuckerman, Boo7i- of the
Artists (New York, 1867).

GOULDING, gool'ding, Francis Robert
( 1810-81 ) . An American author. He was born at

Roswell, Ga., and was educated at the University
of Georgia and at the Presbrterian Theological
Seminary, Columbia, S, C, His -story for boys,

liohert and Harold, or the Yniinrj ^[arooners on
the Florida Coast, first published in 1852, and
afterw-ards frequently reprinted, became very pop-
ular. In 1805 he was compelled to abandon the
pulpit because of ill health, and thenceforth de-

voted himself to writing. His other stories in-

clude: Marooiier's Island. (1868) ; Frank Gordon
(1S69) : and Woodruff Stories (1870).

GOUNOD, goo'nfi'. Charles Francjols (1818-
93), A distinguished French composer of sacred
and dramatic music. He was born in Paris .June

17, 1818, tlie son of an eminent painter and en-
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graver, who died in 1S23, leaving his widow and
family in comparative poverty. In his auto-
biographical Mctnoirs, published in 1805, Gounod
ascribes all his artistic success to the training
and influence of his mother, who was a woman of

remaiUable character, as well as an accomplished
musician, and who more than any one else laid

the foundation of his future greatness as a com-
poser. At eighteen lie entered the Paris Con-
servatory, after a probationary period in the
Lyc^e Saint Louis. At the Conservatory his mas-
ters were Keicha, HaleA'y. Lesueur, and Paer, and
at the end of his first year he won the second
Prix de Rome with the cantata Marie Sluart
et Rizzio. In 1830 he won the Grand Prix de
Rome, obtaining twenty-five votes out of twenty-
seven. Always of a devout disposition, his stay
in Rome and his studies in ecclesiastical music, par-
ticularly that of Palestrina, served to emphasize
the religious tendency of his nature, and there
is little doubt that on his return to Paris he
Mould have entered the Church had not his

affection for his mother been in the way. His
first appointment was as organist and precentor
of the Missions Etrang&res. Paris, where for five

years little was heard of him until he was dis-

covered through the public presentation of one
of his compositions. In 1840 Mme. Viardot. then
at the zenith of her fame, asked Gounod, who was
visiting her, why he did not write an opera, and
upon his reply that he would do so gladly if he
had a libretto, bade him go and see the celebrated
Augier and say that if he would write the book
she herself would sing the principal part. Augier,
delighted with the proposition, immediately com-
menced work, and Happho was the result (1851).
Altho)igh not a siiccess, the work earned for its

composer a solid reputation. Uh/sse followed in

1852. shortly after his marriage to a daughter of

Zimmerman, a professor at the Conservatory. He
became superintendent of instruction in singing
to the communal schools of Paris, r.nd also direc-

tor of the choral society connected with them,
succeeding Hubert, the original founder of the
society. The experience gained in this employ-
ment was of inestimable value to him. in that
he learned to direct and utilize large masses
of vocal sound so as to develop the mechanism
of sonority, under very simple methods of treat-

ment. La nonne snnrjlante, an opera in five acts,

written in 1852, presented in 1854. and performed
only eight times, was his next work, its fail-

ure proving a great disappointment to him.
ffnhit Cecilia's mass, perfomied for the first time
in 1855. by the Association of Artist Musicians,
filled in the interval between La nonne sanqlnnle
and Faust, and of all his masses this has been
the most popular. In 1856 he made the acquaint-
ance of Barbier and Carre, who agreed to supply
the libretto of Faust; but by the time it was
half finished .a difficulty arose which precluded
an immcdi.ate presentation, and Carvalho. who
was to stage the new opera, asked that instead
Gounod would write a comic opera, taking the
subject from Moli^re. LjB medecin malftrc lui

was accordingly written, its success being imme-
diate and complete. A melodrama, Fnnst, had
meanwhile been given at a rival theatre, with
but little success, and the collaboratoi-s returned
to their work on their own half-finished opera
of Faust, which was produced on March 19th.

It did not meet with immediate approval, but,

has subsequentlj' come to be regarded as the

composer's operatic masterpiece, stamping him
as one of the world's greatest musicians. iiomeO
et Juliette (1807) is, however, regarded by
French critical opinion as of greater musical
value tlian Faust. Smaller and less successful
compositions were the following: Philimon et

Baucis (1860); La Colomhe (18GU); La reinc

de Saba (1802) ; Mircille (lSt;4). His sojourn in
England during the Franco-Prussian War was
as profitable to him as it was beneficial to the
cause of music in England. He formed the
G(Uinod Choir, a choral society of mixed voices,

wliich gave very successful concerts. To this
period belong Gallia, a small cantata of endur-
ing merit, and tlie entr'acte music to several
stage productions. His great oratorios. The lie-

demption, and Mors et \ ita, are standard. Gou-
nod's music is marked by intense spirituality and
power, and while his vocal and choral work
alone would rank him with the highest, his genius
is more clearly shown in his orchestration. Ue
died in Paris October 18, 1803. There are many
good biographies of Gounod, apart from his own
memoirs, tlie most comprehensive of which is

Chiretie, Portraits conlcmporains (Paris. 1875).
Consult also Voss, Ein Lebensbild (Leipzig,

1805).

GOUPIL, goo'p8l', Jules AooLpnE (1830-83).
A French painter, born in Paris. Ho was the
son of Adolphe Goupil (1800-03). the well-known
picture dealer, who had branches of his Paris
house in Berlin and New York, and did much to

introduce Frencli art into America. The younger
Goupil was a pupil of Ary SchefTer and an excel-

lent genre and portrait painter. Among his
works are "Visite a la jeune m&re" (1865) ; "Les
accordailles" (1874) ; "Le dernier jour de cap-
tivite de Mme. Roland" (1880) in the Luxem-
bourg, and the portraits of Arthur Picard and
Camille S(5e.

GOURA, goti'ra (Xeo-Lat., from the native
name). A genus of remarkable fruit-eatrng pig-

eons, by far the largest of the family, and natives
of Java, New Guinea, and other islands of the
Indian Archipelago. The best known ( Cnura
coronata) is two feet four inches in length, and
is a very beautiful bird, of a grayish-blue color,

with parts of the back and wings black and
purplish-brown, and with a broad white bar
across the wings. The head is adorned with a
large semicircular crest of narrow straight silky
feathers, always carried erect. Gouras are in
the highest esteem for the table, but attempts to
introduce them into the poultry-yards of Holland
have completely failed. Three species are rec-

ognized.

GOURAMI, goo'rA-mi (Javanese name) . An
excellent fish (Osplironicniis olfax) . native in

the rivers and brackish waters of China and the
East Indian Archipelago, which has a deep oval,
compressed body, large scales, and long dorsal
and anal fins. The first ray of the ventral fins

is ])rolonged backward as a long filament. The
fish grows three to five feet long, though the
usual size averages below this, and is greenish-
brown obscurely banded with vertical stripes. It

is one of the nest-huilding fishes, and at the
breeding season forms its nest by entangling the
stems and leaves of aquatic grasses. Both the
male and female watch the nest for a month or
more with careful vigilance, and violently drive
away every other fish which approaches, till the
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spawn is hatched, alterwards affording a similar

parental prutectiun to the young fry.

This fisli is usually regarded as the best table

fish of Eastern waters, and has been artificially

cultivated for a long period in tanks, etc., by the

jMalays and Dutch of the East Indies. It is hardy
and omnivorous, and was long ago carried to

India, Mauritius, Australia, and even to the

French West Indies, thriving well in all these

places and multiplying in the local streams.

GOURD, gdrd or gJTord (Fr. gourde. Port.

cougourdo. It. cucuzza, from Lat. cucurhita,

gourd). The name gourd, or its equivalent, as

employed in Europe includes squashes and
pumpkins, but in America it is confined largely

to the inedible hard-shelled fruits of certain

members of the fannly Cucurbitaeese. The more
common American gourds are Lagenaria vul-

garis and some small egg and pear shaped orna-

mental fruits belonging to Cucurbita pepo, var.

ovifera. The former is a rampant climbing vine,

W'hich finds considerable use as a cover for un-

sightly places. On account of their shapes, the

fruits are frequently used for dippers, bottles, or

dishes, after their contents have been removed
and they have been soaked to get rid of the bitter

principle. These and smaller ornamental gourds
are all of the easiest culture, requiring about the

same treatment as do squashes. See Bottle-
Gourd ; Calabash Gourd; Cucumber. See
Plate of CuciTMBER Allies.

GOURD FAMILY. See Cucurbitace.s;.

GOURDSEED. A local name in the Western
United States for the Missouri or black-horse

sucker {<'i/clrptus cloiigatr(s) . See Sucker.

GOURGAUD, goor'gS', Gaspard, Baron (1783-

1S52). A French general, born at Versailles.

After serving with distinction in the various cam-
paigns of Napoleon from 1805 until 1813, he was
appointed his adjutant-general. He accompanied
Napoleon to Saint Helena, but was compelled for

political reasons to leave the island in 1818,

after he had assisted Napoleon in preparing
his Memoires. In 1832 he became aide-de-camp
to Louis Philippe, and in 1S41 was appointed to

the House of Peers. His principal publications
are: La caiiipagne de ISlfi (London. 1818):
Memoires pour servir a Vhistoire dc France sous
Xapolfon, Merits a Saint HHene sons la dictie de
Vempereur (8 vols., London and Paris, 1822-4) ;

and Refutation dc la vie de Napoleon par Sir

Walter Scott (2 vols., Paris, 1827).

GOUBGUES, goorg, Dominique de (1530-93).

A French .soldier and adventurer, born in Mont-
de-Marsan, Gascony. In his youth he served in

Italy with the French armies under Marechal de
Strozzi and in 1557 was captured by the Spanish
at Siena. He was condenmcd to the galleys,

where he w'as still serving, two years later, when
his ship W'as captured by the Turks. The change
of masters brought no immediate relief, and he
was still kept at the oar, until the vessel fell in

turn into the hands of the Knights of Malta, by
whom he was set at liberty. His rough life had
bred in him a love of adventure, and in the next
few years voyages to Africa, to Brazil, and other
far-off regions increased his experience, and won
for him renowni as a leader of men and a sailor.

He returned to France at a time when reports of

a tragedy on the other side of the globe were
stirring the blood of all Frenchmen and of French
Huguenots in particular. This was the story of

how the year before ( 1565) , although France and
Spain were at peace, iMcncndez (q.v.) and a
Spanish force had descended upon the French Hu-
guenot settlement of Jean Kibault at Fort Caro-

line on the Florida coast, had massacred the

greater part of tlie colonists, and had afterwards
lunig a large body of Ribault's followers under
a ])lacard, which I'ead, "Not as to Frenclimen, but
as to Heretics." Gourgucs planned to wreak
vengeance with his own hands. He sold his fam-
ily estate, borrowed all the money he could, and
fitted out three small ships, manned with SO sail-

ors and 150 arquebusiers, for the ostensible pur-

pose of kidnaping negroes in Africa. Sailing in

August, 1507, to the coast of Benin (Africa), he

secured a cargo of negroes with which he sailed

across the Atlantic, and which he sold to the

Spaniards in the West Indies. He landed near the

mouth of the Saint John's River, on which Fort
San Mateo stood, and found willing allies in

Chief Satouriona and his tribe of Indians, who
had suffered much at the hands of Menendez.
Gourgues and his allies descended at once on the

two small forts which the Spanish had built at

the entrance of the Saint John's, and after de-

stroying their garrisons, attacked Fort San Ma-
teo itself the next day. Such of the Spaniards as
l;ad not been killed in the assault were hung on
the very trees upon which they had hung their

captors' fellow countrymen, and over their heads
was placed a pine Ijoard, whereon was written,

"Not as to Spaniards, but as to Traitors, Robbers,
and Murderers." The fortifications were razed,

and Gourgues set sail for France, arriving at La
Rochelle on June 8, 1568, where he was received

with honor and rejoicing. Consult: Basanier,

L'hisioire notable de la Floridei 1586) , which was
translated and published by Hakluyt in 1587 as

Notable History, and reprinted in French's Ei,s-

iorical Collections of Louisiana and Florida

( 1869) ; also Parkman, Pioneers of France in the

Veir World (1865) ; and Gaffarel, Histoire de la

Floride frauQaise (1875).

GOURKO, goor'ko, Ossip Vladimirovitch.
See GuRKO.

GOURNAY, goor'na', Jacques Claude Vin-
cent de (1712-59). A French political economist,
born at Saint-ilalo. He leceived his first instruc-

tion in political economy from his father, and
subsequently traveled in Spain, Germany, Eng-
land, and Holland. His views are those of a lib-

eral commercial 'physiocrat,' approaching those of

Adam Smith. The saying, "laissez faire, laissez

passer," is attributed to him. His WTitings in-

clude: Brei^es considerations sur le commerce et

I'intcret de I'argent ; and Considerations snr le

commerce, les compagnies, sociitis et niaitrises.

GOUROFF, goTT'rof, real name Jardy Dugouti

( 176ti-lS40). A Franco-Russian author. He
was born at Clermont-Ferrand, of Russian ex-

traction. After acting as director of the College

de la Fl&che until the outbreak of the Revolu-
tion, he went to Russia, where he adopted the

name of Gonroff. and successively became pro-

fessor at Kharkov and Saint Petersburg. His
literary productions include: Mfmoire jusfificatif

pour Louis XVI. (1792-93) ': ^f('•moires sur les

Tntnres Noqa'is (1816): De I'influence des lu-

mieres sur la condition des peuples (1826) ; and
Essni sur Vhistoire des enfanfs trourfs depuis
les temps les plus anciens iiisqu'a nos jours, an
interesting work later embodied in the publica-
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tion entitled liecherchcs siir Irs etifants trouvt's,

etc. (1839), which contains statistics on illegiti-

nuicy in Europe, Asia, and America.

GOUKVILLE, gSor'vi'd', Jean H^bault de
(1625-1703). A French political agent, born at

La Rochefoucauld. He entered the service of the

Abbe de la Rochefoucauld, went to Paris with
him, and there became secretary to the Prince de
Marsillac (1640). From that time he was deep

in all the jjolilical intrigues of the day. During
the wars of the Fronde he attached himself pnr-

ticularh- to Conde. By various means he had
enriched himself considerably, so that when con-

demned to lose his fortune through confiscation

after the fall of Fouquet, he escaped to Eng-
land, and finally settled in Brussels. In 1667

he was able to be of service to France at the

Congress of Breda, an.d afterwards was employed
in political missions until he obtained the ollieial

pardon necessary before he could return to

Court. The last years of his life were spent in

the best of the literary society of the time. He
left some Memoires (1724).

GOUT (from OF. goute, goutte, It. gotta,

drop, gout, from Lat. gutta, drop). A term first

used by Radaljihus in the thirteenth century, who
taught that gout was caused by a humor that
flowed drop by drop into the joints. The very
numerous references to the disorder, not only in

the medical writings of Hippocrates, Galen, Are-
tiEUs, Caelius, Aurelianus, and the later Greek
physicians, but in such purely literary works as

those of Lucian, Seneca, Ovid, and Pliny, show
not only the frequency, but the notoriety of the

disease. It is caricatured by Lucian in his bur-

lesque of Tragopodagra in language quite ap-

plicable to the disease as now observed ; while the
connection of it with the advance of luxury in

Rome is recognized by Seneca in the remark that
in his day even the women had become gouty,
thus setting at naught the authority of physi-

cians, who had asserted the little liability of

women to gout. Pliny likewise remarks upon
the increase of gout, even within his own time.

Ovid and Lucian represent gout as mostly in-

curable by medicine ; from this view of it Pliny
dissents. The' list of quack remedies given by
Lucian is one of the most curious relies of an-

tiquity. Gout is both a local disorder and a gen-

eral perversion of nutrition. Con.sequent upon
imperfect oxidation, there is found an excessive

formation of uric acid, fats, and fatty acids, in-

stead of water, carbonic acid, and urea. Some-
times there is an excess of unoxidized sugar. Tlie

disease is a special manifestation of a tendency
called the arthritic diathesis. (See Diathesis.)
Baldness, pityriasis, acne, eczema, urticaria,

prurigo, asthma, catarrhal inflammations of mu-
cous membranes, varicose veins, hemorrhoids, and
neuralgia are often resultants of the same per-

version of nutrition that in some cases results

in gout. Iritis and irido-choroiditis are the most
common of the gnuty inflammations of the eye.

The external and middle ear, too. sufTer from
gout. Biliary lithiasis. visceral calcvili. diabetes,

obesity, hemicrania. and arthritis deformans are

among the morbid affinities of gout. Gout is

hereditary; and in some gouty families functional

neiTous diseases are verv common among the

descendants (especially the females) of gouty
ancestors. But diet and mode of life are far

more potent factors than heredity in its causa-

GOUT.

tion. Some families ascribe to heredity di.seasea

that are actually due to living under the same
faulty conditions of hygiene and dietetics, where-

by a morbid predisposition becomes established.

Gout has disappeared from many localities in

Europe step by step with tlie growth of tem-

perance and the acquisition of hygienic Icnowl-

edge.

Acute gout, however, followed by uratic de-

posits in the joints, is frequently transmitted in

families. It is almost alwa3's a disease of adult

age. Of the first attacks of gout in .515 cases

(among Scudamore's statistics), one occurred at

eight years, 57 between twenty and twenty-five

years, 85 betw-een twenty-five and thirty years,

105 between thirty and thirty-five years, 80 be-

tween thirty-five and forty years, 64 between
foity and forty-five years, 54 between forty-five

and fifty years, 2 at sixty-six years. Women are

far less liable to acute gout than men. Tlie

character of food largely determines the amount
of urea and uric acid produced in the body, and
nitrogenous food is provocative of gout. Active
muscular exercise and avoidance of great intel-

lectual exercise, avoidance of grief or anger,

or disturbance of p.sychical balance, are valuable
preventives of attacks, even in those who inherit

the gouty tendency. Change of season favors
gouty outbreaks, the spring and autumn fur-

nishing a large proportion of cases. Climate is a
determining, though not decisive, cause. The
free perspiration induced in warm countries is a
safeguard against gout. Inhabitants of sub-

tropical and temperate regions suff'cr from latent

gout and the allied disorders connected with the
arthritic diatheMs, independently of their dietetic

errors. Tlius, calculous disorders are frequent in

Central Asia, and 'uric acid diathesis,' or 'lithae-

mia,' is prevalent all through the United States.

Pathologically, gout is characterized by the

presence of an excessive amount of uric acid in

the blood and the deposition of uric-acid salts

in the tissues. The most common seat of deposits

is the articular cartilage of the first joint of the

great toe, but other articular cartilages may also

be involved, as may also the cartilages of the

eyelids, larynx, and cars, and the ligaments of

joints. The deposit incrusts or infiltrates the

cartilage, and if ulceration of the overlying skin

takes place, may appear on the surface as the so-

called 'chalk-stones.' According to Ebstein, the

primary changes in the joints are those of a local

necrosis due to the excess of urates in the blood.

Sclerotic conditions in the arteries and kidneys
are quite common, and deposits of urates in the

latter may occur. Hypertrophy of the heart is

often associated with the arterial changes. As
to the cau.se of the accumulation of urates in the

system in gout we are uncertain. It may be due
to defective elimination of urates or to local

conditions which favor their deposition. A typi-

cal attack of acute gout presents the following

symptoms: After some weeks of previous indiges-

tion, attended with flatulent swelling and a feel-

ing of weight, rising to a climax in spasms of

the thighs, the patient goes to bed free from pain,

and having had rather an unnaturally strong

appetite the day before. In the middle of the

night he is awakened by a pain in the great toe.

or sometimes in the heel, the ankle, or the ealf

of the leg. The pain resembles that of a dis-

located bone, and is accompanied by a sense as if

water not perfectly cold were poured over the
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affected limb ; to this succeeds chilliness, with
shiverin<r. and a trace of feverishness, these last

sjinptouis diiuinisliing as the pain increases.

From hour to hour, until the next evening, the
patient suffers eveiy variety of torture in every
separate joint of the affected limb; tlie pain
being of a tearing, or crushing, or gnawing char-

acter, the tenderness such that even the weight
of the bedclothes, or the shaking of tlie room
from a person's walking about in it, is unbear-
able. Tlie next night is one of tossing and turn-

ing, the uneasy limb being constantly moved
about to find a better position; till toward
morning the victim feels sudden relief, and falls

over into a sleep, from which he wakes refreshed,

tc find the limb swollen, the venous distention
usually present in the early stage having been
succeeded by a more general form of swelling,

often with itching between the toes, and a peel-

ing-off of the cuticle. This individual attack may
be repeated many times in the course of what is

termed 'a fit of the gout,' which commonly ex-

tends over a period of weeks, or even months, be-

fore the patient is completely relieved; or the
attacks may occur in both limbs, or in several

other parts of the body in succession, the real

termination of the 'fit' being at last indicated

by an apparently complete restoration of health,

and cveu, in some cases, b^' a period of improved
condition and capacity for exertion, as compared
with the state of the patient before the attack.

In this form, acute gout might almost be called a
local disease; although the connection of the at-

tacks with deranged digestion, or with the other
morbid affinities already described, and the ob-

vious relief obtained after a sharp attack, from
the symptoms of constitutional suffering, point
to a cause of the disease operating over a larger

range of functions than those included in the
ordinary local manifestations at this period.

Regular gout, accordingly, forms only part of a
nosological picture, in which the so-called ir-

regular forms have to be included before it can be
said to be at all complete.

Tlie joints which have been repeatedly the seat

of the regular paroxysm become more or less

permanently crippled and distorted. The patient
is laid up more or less permanently in his arm-
chair: and exercise, the great natural specific

remedy of the gouty, is denied by the very con-

ditions of the diseased state. Then follow aggra-
vations of all the constitutional troubles. In-

digestion continues or becomes constant, assum-
ing the form chiefly of acidity after meals; the
liver becomes torpid, the abdomen corpulent, the

bowels disposed to costiveness; the kidney fails

to perform its fvmctions satisfactorily, and not
linfrequently there is a tendency to gravel and
calculus (q.v. ) ; the heart is affected with palpi-

tations, or fainting occurs, sometimes with spas-

modic attacks of pain ; the arteries become the
seat of calcareous deposits, and the veins are
varicose in the limbs and in the neighborhood of

the rectum (see Pfles) ; the temper is singularly

irritable, and often morose; then, sooner or
later, the appetite fails or is only kept up by
very stimulating and unwholesome diet, with an
excess of wine or of alcoholic liquors: in the end,

the body emaciates, the organs and viscera func-
tionate feebly, and premature old age rapidly

supervenes. Sometimes the end is sudden, as
by cerebral hemorrhage, ura'mia, dropsy from
the heart condition, or gouty kidney { interstitial

nephritis). Uric acid in a certain excess has
been shown by Garrod, and subsequently by Alex-
ander Haig. to be characteristic of the blood of
the gouty, although a minute amount of this
substance is probably present even in perfect
health. The most recent speculations, according-
ly, tend to connect the gouty predisposition either
with an excessive formation or a checked excre-

tion of this important substance, the product, as
physiolog}- teaches, of the vital disintegration of

flesh anil other food, after these have sub-icrved

the daily wants ol the system. The cure of gout
demands tlie careful consideration of all its pre-
disposing causes in the individual, and the strict

regulation of the whole life and habits according-
ly, from the earliest possible period. The amount
of meat food and sugar must be lessened, and
milk and vegetables must constitute the diet. In
old people, fruit acids must be avoided, wine and
malt liquors must be absolutely prohibited, and
large quantities of pure water must be imbibed.
In some cases very small quantities of distilled

spirits do not harm a patient who is taking no
nitrogenous food but milk. Tea, coffee, and
cocoa must be forbidden. The following diet

list has been prepared by Haig, from whom it is

quoted, with slight abridgment:

"Breakfast.—A large soup plate half full of

porridge, eaten with milk and salted. A few
mouthfuls of eggs, prepared in various ways;
or some mushrooms, tomatoes, or other vege-

tables, and occasionally fish. One or two rounds
of bread, or its equivalent in toast or scones,

with plenty of butter. A cup of milk, previously
boiled, and flavored with tea, coffee, or cocoa.
Finish with a small quantity of any fruit that
is in season.

"Lunch.—Potato and one other vegetable,

cooked in various ways, eaten with butter, fat,

or various sauces. Pudding; tart or stewed
fruit. Biscuit and butter, with cheese in con-

siderable quantity. A little fruit as at breakfast.
For drink, a little milk, which in winter is often
warm; or water, often taken in summer, with a
little fiiiit syrup, such as lime-juice cordial.

"Afternoon Tea.—Bread and butter and cake
of various kinds. A little milk and water fla-

vored with tea.

"Dinner.—Soup made without meat stock.

Fish, or an egg. or a small bit of meat, is

occasionally substituted for it. Two vegetables,

with sauces, butter, or fat. Any ordinary pud-
ding, tart, or stewed fruit. Biscuit and butter,
and perhaps cheese, if the quantity of fish or egg
has been small. A good supply of various fruits

for dessert. For drink. watx;-r ^vith fruit syrup.
aerated waters, or a little milk, warm in winter.
A tumbler of water, aerated water, or, in winter,
hot water, at bedtime."

Exercise in the open air facilitates inter-

stitial oxidation, and improves excretion. Moun-
tain-climbing benefits many. Cold sponge baths,
with brisk friction from a rough towel thereafter,

are desirable, unless reaction be feeble. In the
latter case warm baths are indicated. The bath
should be taken in the morning and the patient
should return to bed for an hour at least. For
certain patients diy, hot-air baths, Turkish or
Russian baths are desirable; to others, sea
baths are beneficial.

Medicinal treatment consists in the intelligent

and discriminate >ise of alkalies, salicylates, and
benzoates, mineral acids, purgatives, mineral
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waters, colchicum, lithium salts, pipcrazine, mer-
curials, iodides, quinine, antipyrin, guaiac, and
certain other drugs. There is no routine treat-

ment for the disease; the patient mvist be stud-

ied and treated according to the nature of the

case. Consult Haig, Vric Acid in the Causation

vf Disease (London, 1894).

GOUVEE.NEXTR, goo'ver-ner. A village in

Saint Lawrence County, N. Y., 35 miles south of

Ogdensburg, on the Oswegatchie River and on
the Xew York Central and Hudson River Rail-

road (Jlap: Xew York. El). It has extensive

mai'ble and wood-pulp interests, iron-mines, talc

mines and mills, and other manufactures. There
is a public lilirary, and the water-works are owned
bv the mnnicipality. Population, in 1890, 3458;
in 1900, 36S9.

GOtrviON, gUo'vi'oN, Laurent, Marquis de
Saint-Cyr. See Saixt-Cyr.

GOUVY, goiyve, Theodore Louis (1822-98).

A German pianist and composer, born at GotTon-
taine, near Saarbriicken, in Rhenish Prussia. At
the age of twenty-one he was a. student of law in

Paris, but abandoned that profession for music.

After a thorough course of study in Berlin and
Rome, including three years xmder the celebrated

Elwart, he returned in 1846 to Paris, and gave
his first concert under verv successful auspices
one year later. The programme consisted of his

own compositions. He was throughout his life a
popular teaclier in both France and Germany.
In the former country he was made a chevalier

of the Legion of Honor in 18S6. His works in-

clude: ^[issa Brreis for solo, chorus, and or-

chestra: Friihliiirts ErwacJien. for soprano solo,

male chorus, and orchestra ; a Requiem High
Mass; Oolqotha, a sacred cantata; several dra-

matic cantatas, and numerous smaller vocal and
instrumental pieces. His compositions, which
had a considerable vogue, contain many elements
of permanency, and are chSraeterized throughout
by a melodious blending of solid German and
graceful French harmonic construction. He died
at Leipzig.

GOVAN, guv'on. A burgh in the shires of

Lanark and Renfrew, Scotland, on the left bank
of the Clyde. Its prosperity depends upon Glas-
gow, which has embraced it within its natural
boundaries (Jlap: Scotland, D 4). It contains
large ship-building yards, engineering works,
foundries, and other industrial establishments.

Population, in 1891. (i3.625: in 1901. 76.351.

In the sixteenth century this ancient village was
one of the largest in Scotland, and down to the
middle of the seventeenth century bore the name
of '!Meiklc Covane.'

GOVERNMENT (OF. government, gouverne-
nienf, Fr. gouveriienicnt, from Lat. gtibcrnare, to
govern, steer, from Gk. Kvpepvav, kj/bernan, to

steer). Tn the most general sense, any orderly
arrangement and management of affairs, espe-

cially in human society. It is in this sense that
we employ the term, in such widely related ex-

pressions as the divine government, household
government, and the like. Specifically the term
is most commonly used as a condensed expression
for political government, or the authoritative
regiTlation of the affairs of a political community
or State. Though often confused Avith the State

itself, government, is more properly conceived of

as the external political organization of the

State, as the mode in which, and the agencies by

which, the State puts forth its energies. A State

may thus completely change its political organ-

ization without losing its political identity, as

the French nation has in little more than a cen-

tury passed througli all the phases of govern-

ment from absolute monarchy to republican de-

mocracy, withoiita changein itsessentialcharactcr

and unity a.s a. State. Indeed, we may con-

ceive of a State as existing without any govern-

ment, the authority of the latter in the i)reserva-

tion of order and the enforcement of obligations

being su])plied by mutual cooperation and good-

will on tlie part of the citizens. It is at the

realization of such a State, and not at the disso-

lution of all civic and social relations, that the

philosophic anarchy of the present day is aimed.
The imaginary 'state of nature,' pictured by
Rousseau and other writers of the eighteenth

century, involves, on the other hand, the com-
plete negation of the State, i.e. of all civic rela-

tions, as well as of government. It does not

seem likely that humanity will ever be able to

dispense with either. With the gi-owing com-
plexity of hiiman affairs, the necessity for the

organization of society in political communities
grows ever greater, and there are no indications

of the disappearance of those predatory instincts

of luiman nature upon which the necessity for

organized government is based.

N.iTtTRE OF Government. Government means
authority, and in the last analysis all govern-
ment rests upon force, i.e. upon the power of con-

straining the action of any citizen or any number
of citizens through the organized agencies of the

State. This power may not be wisely or uni-

formly exercised : it may even, in the case of the
modem industrial State, seldom or never be
openly exerted; but no government can exist

without it, and a government is partial and in-

complete, or perfect and complete, in proportion
as it is able to command this power. The mere
fact that the governing authorities of a State
tolerate certain forms of injustice, or refuse or

neglect to enforce certain laws, does not detract

from the completeness of the government, so long
as it has in reserve the power to compel obGdience
to its decrees. But a government may be one of

limited powers, not because of any inherent lack
of force, but because its authority is restricted

by its constitution to a limited class of matters.
Such limitation may be voluntary, as is the case

in the United States and the self-governing

colonies of Great Britain, where governmental
power is distributed between the several States

and the central government, or it may be im-
posed upon a State by the action of a paramount
State, as is the case with Cuba under the recent

convention with the United States. In much the

same sense, we may speak of the government of

minor political divisions of a State, as of cities,

tcwns. and counties. a.s a government of limited

powers. Within the sphere of their chartered
authority, these may have ample governmental
powers, but the scope of that authority and the

field of its exercise are strictly limited by the

grant or charter conferring it.

The two most striking facts in connection with
political government are. first, its universality,

and, second. Jhe variety of forms in which it has
manifested itself. It has existed in all stages of

human society, and. in at least a rudimentary
form, in every considerable group of- men and
women united for a common purpose. This uni-
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versality of its occurrence testifies to its necessity;,

and probably to its permanence as an institu-

tion of liuman society. Of all human institu-

tions, it has proved to be the most cndurinf;, and,

with the exception of the family, probably the

most important and influential in shapini; the

destiny of mankind. Men have found it possible

—as in China to-daj'—to live without an organ-

ization of religion, and, as in Sparta and among
many barbarous tribes, without the institution

of the family as we understand it; but wherever
men and women live in society, some form of gov-

ernment arises to regulate their relations to one

anotlier and to other commimities.
But, although government is the oldest, tho

mo.st persistent, and the most widespread of hu-

man institutions, there is no normal or absolute

type of political organization. We may trace its

origin to the institution of the patriarchal fam-

ily, but the patriarchal type of government is

limited to society in its primitive stages, and in

small aggregations. Jlen have sought for an
ideal or absolute type in their conception of the

divine government, and for centuries the glamor
of the later Roman Empire cast its spell over

Europe, and successive generations of statesmen
and political philosophers endeavored to recast

the governments of Europe into a Holy Roman
Empire : the seventeenth century brought to its

culmination the mediaeval theoiy of the divine

right of kings, and the eighteenth resolved all

political authority into a social compact {contrat

social) among the members of the State. But no
one iypo of government has emerged, either in

fact or in theory, out of all this speculation.

Governments are as diverse a,s ever, and we have
come to recognize this diversity as a proof of

their excellence and not as a defect. It is a part

of the accepted philosophy of our time that a

government should in its spirit and its form ex-

press the political consciousness and aims of the

community, and that that government is best

which most accurately reflects the character, the

interests, and the purposes of the State. See

Society ; Sociology ; St.\te.

FoRJis OF Government. In respect of its na-

ture a go\-ernment may be either autocratic, as

wherever the essential power of the Stat^ is,

under whatever form, directed by an individ-

vial or by a select class of persons constitut-

ing a minority of the St.ate; or it may be popu-

lar, as where the substantial power is vested in

the entire body of persons constituting the State.

The old classification of governments into mon-
archies or tyrannies, aristocracies or oligarchies,

and democracies, which we owe to Aristotle, is

defective in that it confuses the external form
witli the essential character of the government.

It presupposes a simplicity of organization, and
a correspondence betAveen the form of the gov-

ernment and the actual seat of power, which are

not always realized outside of the ideal common-
wealth. There is, it is true, a form of political

organization whi^h is peculiarly appropriate to

every kind of government. Under such an ideal

arrangement, a tyrant would always be a king
or emperor: an oligarchy would dispense with
the trappings of royalty, and with the fiction of

republican forms; and popular government
would always appear in the proper guise of a re-

public. But in practice the matter is by no
means so simple. Old forms of government re-

main long after the balance of power and the

actual seat of authority have been shifted and
transferred, or a popular form may be deliber-

ately adopted to veil an luipopular exercise of aii-

tl'.ority. The republican form of government
survived in Rome for centuries after the assump-
tion of power by the emperors had become com-
plete. The government of iMexieo, like that of

most of the Spanish-American republics, is a
scarcely disguised autocracy. The same was true
of the consulate of the first Napoleon, while the

government which bears the name of King l<^d-

ward VII. of England is perhaps the best existing

exaniple of a government of the popular or

democratic type.

The monarchical form of government is still the

pi'cvalent form, covering as it does substantially

the whole of Europe, Asia, and Africa, and half

of Nortli America. These royal governments may
be divided into two gi-oups, those in which the

royal power has been wholly or partially trans-

ferred to tlie body of the people, known as lim-

ited monarchies; and those in which the auto-

cratic principle remains substantially unim-
paired. The more usual type of autocracy is an
oligarchy, more or less thinly disguised under the

forms of monarchy. In such States it i.s not an
individual, but a caste, a ruling class, which
actually directs the energies of the State. This

caste may be hereditary, as in Japan, in which
case we call it an aristocracy : or it may be tribal,

or racial, like the JIanehu oligarchy which sways
the destinies of the vast Chinese Empire, and the

castas which formerly dominated the native

.States of India; or it may be merely bureau-

cratic, a compact guild of ofTiceholders, such as

that which, under the infltience of Russian tra-

ditions, directs the policy of the Czar. Tliis con-

tinued prevalence of the monarchical form of

government is one of the surprises of recent po-

litical history. To the obsen'crs of half a cen-

tury ago it seemed a.s though the democratic

movement which swept over Europe at that time

was destined to destroy all the ancient thrones,

and set up self-governing republics in their stead.

But such observers forgot that royalty might con-

tinue, though shorn of much of its power, and

that the people might rule through the forms of

monarchy. Accordingly evei-y government in

Europe, with the exception of Russia and Tur-

key, lias become largely popular in substance, if

not in form, and. of these two, Turkey is the

only remaining example of a pure monarchy of

the' feudal type. See Aristoce.\cy : Constitu-

tion ; DeMOCR.'VCY ; JMON.^RCHY ; Ol-IGARCHY.

Complex Varieties of Government. Thus far

the goveniment of States has been dealt with as

though each were a unit, animated by a single po-

litical principle. But the matter of civil gov-

ernment is far too complex to be covered by a

.single foi-mula. Each State is the theatre of

diflTerent, and often conflicting, political experi-

ments. There is always a central government,

sometimes strong, and sometimes so weak that it

can scarcely hold together; and in either case

there is usually a considerable organization of

local governments—of towns, parishes, boroughs,

comuumes. and the like—largely independent of

the central government, and often organized on

diametrically diflferent principles. We are not

surprised to find a considerable development of

local self-government in the towns and parishes

of England and the Ihiited States; but that a

democratic system of local self-government should
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exist throughout tlie Russian autocracy, and that
tlie comimuial goveiimients of the Krciioh Re-

public should be strictly suix-nused and con-

trolled from Paris, would hardly be expected
from the nature of the cenlnil yovenunent in

either case. The inconsistcncj- is explained by

the fact that the local govenuucnts, which touch
the average citizen most nearly and by wliich all

of the ordinary affairs of life are regulated, are

seldom created by the c-entral governmenl , but
in most instances had been fully developed before

the latter came into being, and not only is the

hamlet or village government usually much older

than the general government of the .State, much
older, indeed, than the .State itself, but it is also

much more enduring, nuich more tenacious of

life, and. upon the whole, much more important
to the State than the central government. The
latter may be a usurpation, or the accidental

result of a war; it may change with the deatli of

a ruler or the end of a dynasty, without affecting

the internal structure of the State or the organ-
ization of society. But the local government is

the slow growth of time, interwoven with the
habits and compoimded of the customs of the
community; it is never foreign, never alien;

wliile it lasts the State endures, and w-hen it is

dissolved the social foundations of the State are
disintegrated.

Other elements of complexity result from the

union of different States in one political organ-
ization, or under one sovereign, or from the ad-

ministration by one State of a variety of colonies

or dependencies. The first of these is the fed-

eration, or federal State, of which the United
Slates of America, the Dominion of Canada, the

Au.stralian Commonwealth, and the German Km-
pire are the leading examples. Akin to this is

the union of England, Scotland, and Ireland in

the Kingdom of Great Britain. The imion of

two or more States under a common ruler, but
without becoming one nation, is illustrated by
the ephemeral political leagues of ancient Greece,

by the German Confederation of 18G7. and by
the modem kingdoms of Austria-Hvmgary and
Scandinavia. The British Em])ire affords the

most striking illustration of the union of a great
vai'iety of governmental forms under one central
authority. The government of Great Britain is

a score of different governments rolled into one.

In England and the self-governing colonies, it is

a democratic kingdom: in Ireland, a parliament-
ary autocracy limited by constitutional foniis; in

India, an empire wholly autocratic; in Egypt,
a satrapy; and everywhere, in the villages of

India,^n the conunonwealths of Canada and .Aus-

tralia, and in the counties of England, it shelters

a variety of local governments which perform
their ancient functions under the central author-
ity of the Empire. See Federal Government;
Great Britain ; United States.
Modern Innovations in Government. The

rise of democracy and the spread of popular
government have been referred to above, and are
elsewhere described. (See Oemocraty. ) But one
result of this movement remains to lie considered
—the discovery and wide application of the prin-
ciple of representation in government. It was
the lack of this principle that hampered the
development of the republics of antiquity and
which forced them to assume the imperialistic
fonn. Expansion under those conditions could
mean only imperialism—the extension of the rule

of the republic over populations which could not,

in the nature of the case, participate in the gov-

ernment. It is to England that we owe the dis-

covery of this principle. an<l to the United Slates

that we owe the demonstration of its capacity

to serve the needs of a great and expanding
nation, stretching over a vast continent, livit it

has not only performed the inestimable service

of creating grciit States on the republican model;
it has also furnished means for introducing a
measure of popular government into the ancient

monarchies of Europe, and thus of satisfying the

political aspirations of the democracy of tlie

Old World. Since its introduction in Eiigland it

has become the accepted iiioilel of a ]iopular

government wherever such government has been
introduced. See Caiunet; CONSTITUTION; Par-
LIA.MENT; REPRESENTATION.
Objects of Governjient. Broadly spcaJving,

the objects of political government are well ex-

jiressed in the preamble to the Constitution of

the United States, to "establish justice, insure

domestic trant|uillilv, provide for the common
defense, promote the general welfare, and secure

the blessings of liberty to ourselves and our
posterity." That these are the principal objects

for which governments exist, and that they are
all within the sphere of proper governmental
action, are propositions which no one denies. It

is in the definition of these general objects that
differences of opinion appear. A recent writer
of authority has divided the functions of govern-
ment into t^wo groups: the coiixtiliient functions.
or such as arc fundamental and necessary in

every organized political society, and the niinix-

Irnnt functions, whicli are undertaken, not of

strict necessity, but in order to minister to the
general welfare. The former include the defense
of the State against foreign aggression, the pres-

ei"vation of the peace, the administi'ation of

justice, the definition and punishment of crime,
the regulation of the domestic relations and of

property rights, and the determination of the
political rights and duties of citizens, and the
status of aliens—all of them purely public func-

tions which could not be left to he deteniiiiicd

by chance or committed to the citizens individ-

ually. The ministrant functions, on the other
hand, are such as might conceivably be left un-
performed or left to private initiative, as the
coinage of money, the regulation of trade, the
maintenance of highways and of postal and
telegraph systems, sanitary regulation, public
education, the care of the poor and incapable,

and the, like. It is in determining the extent
to which government should go into this broail

field of sei-vice to society that political philo.so-

phers and statesmen are at odds. The laissrs-

faire school, represented by .Tohn Sluart Mill and
Herbert Spencer, would confine the functions of

government as closelv as possible to those of the
constituent class; while, «t the other extreme,
there are many thinkers of advanced socialistic

views who favor a great extension of ministrnut
activity on the part of the governnicnt. Though
the last quarter century has witnessed a decided
reaction from the principles of the laisse.::-fnire

philosophy, it has as vet produced no consider-

able effects in England or in the TTnited States.

On the Continent of Europe, however, and still

more in the British colony of New Zealand, the
field of governmental action has of late been
greatly widened. That these enlarged views of
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the functions of government have not made
greater progress in llie two most democratic
States iu existence—England and the United
States—appears to be due to tlie hirge part which
tlie conceptions of individual liberty and jirivate

rights play in their political thinking, and to
their consequent jealousy of any extension of

State action. See Political Science; So-
cialism.

For the methods of governmental action, see
Administrative Law; Civil Administration;
Civil Service; Coi'et; Law.

Bibliography. The authorities are numerous.
Only the most important can here be given.
Aristotle. The PoUficx (.Jowett's translation) ;

Plato, Republic, and Dialoyiics (Jowett's trans-
lation) ; Cicero, On the Commonwealth, and On
the Lan^s; Machiavelli, The Prince (Jlorley's
translation), and Dixcourses on the First Decade
of Livy (Thomson's trans.) ; Locke, Civil Govern-
ment ; Hobbes, Leinaihan ; Rousseau, The Social
Contract: Montesquieu, The Spirit of Laws; Db
Tocqueville, Democracy in America ; Guizot. Rep-
resentative Government ; John Stuart Mill, Lib-
erty, and Reqwesentatire Government ; The Fed-
eralist ; Woolsey, Political Science; Burgess,
Political Science; Bagehot, The English Ccm-
stitiition; Amos, Laiv and Custom of the Con-
stitution; Dicey, The Latv of the Constitution

:

Br.yce, The American Commonwealth; Wilson,
The State: Mulford, The Nation; .Jenks, Law
and Politics in the Middle Afies (New York,
1898) : Dunning, A Uisdory of Political Theories
(New York, 1002) ; Giercke, Political Theories
of the Middle Ages (llaitland's trans.) ; Wood,
Government and the State (New York, 1002);
Blunt.sehli. Staatslehre. Consult the authorities
referred to under Constitutional Law; Inter-
K.VTIQNAL Law; Jt'RISPRUDENCE ; POLITICAL SCI-
ENCE; and the various titles which are referred
to above.

GOVERNMENT LAND. All land within the
United States the title to which is not in a State
or an individual. This includes all land occupied
for governmental purposes, as for military or
naval posts and stations, public buildings, etc..

but the tenn is popularly used as being STOony-
mous with 'public lands.' In this sense, only such
land, owned by the Government, as is nnsuiweyed
and ojien to sale or occupation under the 'Home-
stead LaAvs,' is included. Land may be acquired
by the Government for public use under the po\\er
of eminent domain, and projxTty thus acquired
would lie 'Government land" in the broadest sense,

but not as the term is commonly used, as such
lands would not be o)ien to public occupation and
preemption. See Eminent Domain; Homestead
Laws; Lands, Pctjlic.

GOVERNMENT'S ISLAND. See EocK Isl-
and.

GOVERNOR (OF. govcrncor. Fr. gouverneur.
It. governatore, from Lat. nubevnator, governor,
pilot, from gitbernare, to pilrtt. from Gk. Kvfiepvav,

kybernnn, to steer). The chief executive officer

in the States of the American Union. He is

elected by the people of the State, and his rights
and duties are. in general, those usually asso-

ciated with the head of the e"xecutive department
in a republican form of government, namely, the
appointment of certain classes of officials, the
exercise of the pardoning power and the right of

veto and the command of the State militia. The
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tenn of office and the specific limitations on the
Governor's powers vary, naturally, from State to

State, and will be found under the heading Gov-
ernment, in the articles on the did'erent States.

GOVERNOR. A device for controlling the
runiiing spied of a steam-engine, gas-engine,
water-wheel, or other motor. They are made in a
variety of forms and with various methods of
action. In all. the action is in substance to in-

crease or decrease' the
supply of the motive
power as the speed or
the load decreases or in-

creases, and thus to
preserve a constant
s])eed. The steam-en-
gine governor, one form
of which is shown in

the illustration (see

Steam-Exgine) , is .an

excellent example. The
balls, which are mount-
ed on a spindle revolved
by gearing or belting
connected with the main
shaft, tend to fly out
from the centre by cen-

trifugal force as the
increased. In so doing
and allow the proper

STEAM-ENGINE GOVERNOR.

speed of the engine is

they act on the valves
amount of steam to pass from the boiler to the
cylinder. See Gas-Engines ; Water-Wheel.

GOVERNOR'S ISLAND. An island in Bos-
ton Harbor, ilassachusetts, occujiied entirely by
the National Government for purposes of defense.

The i)rincipal fortification is Fort Winthrop.

GOVERNOR'S ISLAND. A small island in

the Bay of New York, near the lower point of

Ivlanhattan Island, at the entrance of the East
River (Map: Greater New York. D 9). Its

area is fiS acres. It is occupied entirely by the
Federal Government for military and naval pur-
poses. The forts are Columbus. Castle William,
and South Battery. There are some fine build-

ings for the principal officers, and the island is

usually the headquarters of the military division

of the .Atlantic. The ordnance department hag
a de]iot here. See Fort Columbus.
GOVI. go've. GiLRERTO (1820-80). An Italian

scientist, born at Mantua. He successively occu-
pied the chair of physics at Florence, Turin, and
Naples. He was a voluminous writer and en-

joyed considerable repute as a scientist, in which
capacity he represented Italy at the International
Commission on the Metrical System, held at Paris.
Tlis principal literary productions include:
Metodo 2^er determinare la lunahezrja del pcndolo
(ISOr.) : Galileo Galilei (1864): Romacinosi e

Velcttro-magnctismo (1800); II Sant' Uffizio,

Copernico e Galileo (1872); Leonardo letterato

e scienziato. Studio snl gcnio e sullr scoprrte di

Leonardo dii Vinci (1872) : and Tcoria dell' elet-

troforo (1882).

GOVIND. The familiar scavenging kite of

East Indian towns. See Kite.

GOW, gou. Neil (1727-1S07). A Scotch violin-

player, born at Tnvcr. near Dunkeld. He had
played the violin from boyhood, but received some
instruction from .Tohn Cameron, a retainer of

the Stuarts. He was patronized by many of the
Scotch nobility, especiallj' the Duke of Athol, and
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liad a wide reputation for liis skill with the
bow. His compositions were mostly reels and
(lances. His four sons wore also violinists.

—

X.\Tn.\xiEL Gow ( 17(iG-18.'il ), the younijest, was
tlie pupil of his father. He became one of the
King's trumpeters, a well-known teaclicr. and
published a number of collections of Scotch
music, in which several of the selections were
by his father and brothers. He himself wrote the
popular "Caller Herrin' " and many other compo-
sitions.

GOWAW, gou'f/n. Ogle Robert ( ITOfilSTfi)

.

A Canadian legislator. He was born in County
Wexford, Ireland, and removed in 1829 to
Canada, where he became distinguished as a
commander of British troops during the Rebel-

lion of 1837-38, rising to the ranlc of lieutenant-

colonel. The name of 'The Queen's Royal Bor-
derers' was conferred upon the regiment which he
had connnanded. In 1831 he was elected a member
of the Parliament of Canada, and served in tliat

body till 1841. He was grand master of the
'Orange Lodges of Xorth America.' He wrote
two books on the subject, and also \\as conspicu-
ous in Masonry.

GOWEB, .John (c. 1325- 1408). An English poet.

He was probably connected with the family of Sir
Robert Gower (died about 1349). a large land-

holder in Suffolk and in Kent. He married (prob-
ably for the second time) in 1397. He was then
residing in the priory of Saint jSIary Overies,
Southwark. In some way he made money, with
whicii he bought land. It is inferred from his

writings that he was a merchant, very likely an
exporter of wool. Chaucer dedicated to him
Troilus and Cressida, and before going abroad in

1378, nominated him one of his attorneys. Grower,
in turn, paid Chaucer a compliment near the close

of the Confessio Amantis (first version). In 1400
Ciower became blind. He died in 1408 (between
August 15th and October 24th), and was buried
in Saint Saviour's Church, Southwark.
Gower souglit to rest his fame on three great

poems, written in three languages, French, Latin,
and English. To each poem he gave a Latin
title. The first, "Speculum Meditantis" (as-

signed to 1376-79), long supposed to be lost, was
identified by G. C. Macaulay, in 1895, with a
manuscript in the Cambridge University library,

bearing the title "Jlirour de I'Omme." The poem
aims to give a complete account of the moral
nature of man and to explain God's dealings with
him and the world. 'The second poem, "Vox
Clamantis" (1382-84?), written in Latin elegiac

verse, describes the insurrection led by Wat
Tyler. Of the third poem, "Confessio Amantis,"
there are two versions, one dedicated to King
Richard II. and the other to Henry of Lancaster.
Tliey are assigned respectively to 1383 and 1393.
Tlie poem, which contains about 30.000 octo-

svUnliie lines, is divided into a prologue and
eight books. After the long prologue descriptive
of tlie degradation of the time, a lover appeals to
Venus to cure his malady. Venus sends a con-
fessor called Genius to shrive him. Then ensues
a long dialogue, in which the confessor relates

current moral stories for the purpose of warning
the lover against the various vices. Besides
these longer works. Gower wrote minor poems in

French, Latin, and English. Among them are
the Traim (1397?) and the Cinkantc Balades
( 1 399 ? ) , both in French verse. The former sets

Vol. IX.—7.

forth the nature of the marriage state; the lat-

ter, a collection of fifty-one ballades, contains

more poetic feeling than (iower's other ])()eins.

Chaucer called his contemporary 'moral Gower.'

The epitliet exactly describes tlie intent of

all his work. Possessing no originality, Gower
took tales from many sources and moralized
them. Popular in his own time, and long re-

garded as the equal of Chaucer, he has become
for the modern reader tedious and monotonous.
Witli some exaggeration, Lowell called liini "tlie

undertaker of the fair mediaeval legend." His
work, however, has very great philological inter-

est. His Complete Works were edited by G. C.

Macaulay (Oxford and New York, 1902).

GOWER, Lord Ron'.vld Sutheblaxd (1845

— ) . An English sculptor and author. He was born
in 1845 at Stall'ord House, the youngest son of the

second Duke of Sutherland, and was educated at

Eton and at Trinity College, Cambridge, Among
his works of art arc "Marie Antoinette on Her
Way to Execution," "The Old Guard at Water-
loo," the "Shakespeare Monument" at Stratford,

and "Christ," presented to the city of New York
in 1889. Among his publications are the inter-

esting Reminiscences ( 1883) ; Life of Joan of Arc
(1893) ; Last Days of Marie Antoinette (1885) ;

and The Tower of London (1901).

GOWRIE CONSPIRACY. One of the most
mysterious events in the history of Scotland. It

took place in August. 1000. .John Ruthven, third

Earl of Gowrie, was then residing on his estate at

Perth, and with him lived his brother, Alexander
Ruthven. There was ill feeling at the time be-

tween the Earl and .James VI., afterwards James
I. of England, who had put the Earl's father to

death for treason, and who owed Gowrie a
large sum of money. On the 5th of the month,
the King, with a few attendants, visited

Gowrie Castle in order, as Alexander told

a servant, to confer with the Earl in regard to

the debt. After dinner Alexander led the King
to a private study on 'a quiet errand,' and
Gowrie took the other guests into the garden to

eat cherries. While the guests were thus engaged,

a servant came ami told them that the King liad

quit the castle and had ridden off to the Inch.

Gowrie left the company for a moment, and on
his return confirmed the servant's report. While
the guests were in great excitement, not knowing
what to do, they heard the King shouting "Trea-
son!" from the study window, and looking up.

caught a glimpse of his face. Naturally sus-

pecting Gowrie, thev tried to seize him ; but as
he esea])ed, four of them made their way to the
study, where they are said to have found Alex-
ander Ruthven struggling with the King. They
killed Ruthven with their daggers, after which
Gowrie, accompanied by his servant, Cranston,
burst into the room with a sword in each hand.
Though he fought desperately to avenge his

brother, he was overpowered and killed. In the

room with Ruthven the King had found a man
in annor. who, it was afterwards alleged, was
Henderson, Gowrie's chamberlain. This man
testified in court that Gowrie had ordered him
to go to the chamber, put on his armor, and do
Ruthven's bidding. As it appeared that Hender-
son had not raised his hand against the King,
he was pardoned. The court used torture to ex-

tort evidence from Gowrie's servants, and ac-

cepted nothing in favor of their master. Three
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seirants were hanged, the estates of the Ruthvens
were coniiseatetl, their name and honors were abol-

ished, and the house in which the strange event

took place was destroyed. In explanation of the

mystery it has been suggested that the Ruthvens
were the tools of Queen Elizabeth, who may have
wished to secure possession of the King's person

in order to control Scotland in his name, but in

her own interest. Possibly, however, there was
no plot—a quarrel over the debt may have led to

violence, after which the King, with the help of

the Court, may liave contrived the story to hide

his own fault. Consult: Register of the Privy
Council of Scotland, vi.; Acta Pari. Scot., iv.

;

Mackenzie, An Historical Account of the Con-

spiracies h;/ the Ikirls of Goury and Eohcrt Logan

of Restalri(i Aqainst Kinfi James TI. (Edinburgh,

1713) ; Wiiite', The Earl of Goicry: A Tragedy
(London. 1845) ; Barbc. Tragedy of Gowrie
House (Paisley, 1887) ; Winwood, Memorials of

Affairs of State in the Reigns of Queen Elizabeth

and King James (London. 1725) ; Pitcairn, An-
cient Criminal Trials in Scotland (Edinburgh,

18.33) ; Calderwood, History of the Kirk of Scot-

land (Edinhnrgh. 1842-49) : Spottiswoode, His/ori/

of the Church, of Scotland (Edinburgh, 1851);
Laing, History of Scotland, i. (London, 1819).

GOYANA, go-yii'na. A city of Brazil, in the

State of Pernambuco, situated on the Goyana
River, 18 miles from its mouth (Map: Brazil, L
5 ) . It has an active trade in sugar, cotton, and
dyewood. During the war with the Dutch in

the seventeenth century, Goyana was an im-

portant centre. Population, 15,000.

GOYA Y LUCIENTES, go'yil s loo'the-.-m'-

tas, Franclsco (1740-1828). The leading painter

of tJie Spanish School in the eighteenth cen-

tury. He was born Jlarch 30 or 31, 1746, near

Saragossa. According to one tradition, his family

were peasants in extreme poverty; according to

another, his father was a gilder, who was able to

do something for the welfare of his son. At the age
of twelve we find Francisco at Saragossa in the

academy which Jose Lusan y ilartinez, a painter

of ability, who had studied in the Neapolitan
School, had established. According to tradition,

Goya was obliged to leave Saragossa on account
of some escapade, and went to JIadrid. where he
was powerfully affected by the works of Velaz-

quez (q.v. ). After some years in Madrid he went
to Rome. He studied the Italian masters rather

by contemplation than by actual copying, and in

Rome, as everywhere, was most interested in the

picturesque life of the people. In 1775 Goya re-

turned to JIadrid. He was employed by Raphael
Jlengs. then Superintendent of Fine Arts in Ma-
drid, to design cartoons for the royal manufac-
tory of tapestries at Santa Barbara intermit-

tently until 1791. Some of these cartoons are

in tlie Museum of the Prado. About 1780-81 he
decorated a chapel of the Clnirch of Santa Maria
del Pilar at Saragossa, and between 1787 and
1798 he painted the decoration of the palace of

Alameda near Madrid. Goya's most monumental
work is the decoration of the Church of San
Antonio de la Florida, near ^lanzanares. finished

in 1708. a series of religious pictures from the

life of Saint Anthony, in the manner of Tiepolo.

This is the period of his greatest success. In 1788
he was made member by merit of the Academy of

San Fernando in Madrid, and in the same year
painter of the Chamber to the new King, Charles

IV. Ten years later he was made chief painter
of the Chamber. He was created Lieutenant Di-

rector of the Academy of San Fernando in the
j)lace of Andreas Calleja in 1793.

The insurrection of Marcli 19, 1808, which
ended tlic reign of Charles IV.. interrupted tlie

career of Goya. He endeavored to associate him-
self with tlie Bonapartes. even serving on the
commission to select fifty of the best Spanish
pictures for the Louvre. After a time, however,
the French occupation exasperated him. After
the return of the Bourljon King Ferdinand VII.
in 1813, Goya was reinstated as painter of the

Chamber. His political views forced him to leave

Spain, and in 1822 he visited Paris for the first

time. With the exception of a short visit to

Madrid in 1827. when his portrait was painted by
his successor, Vicente Lopez, he passed the rest

of his life at Bordeaux, where he died April 16,

1828.

Tlie chief interest of Goya was with the lower
classes. He loved a vagabond life, and even

at the summit of his success w'as most often

to be found in the resorts of the common people.

From them were taken the motives and subjects

for the immense mass of drawings, etchings,

water-colors, genre pictures, and portraits which
he left. His palette was very simple. He painted
directly, without glazes. His brilliant style was
unique, but his technical qualities were founded
u])on a jjrofound study of the great technicians

of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.

Goya, was quite celebrated as a portrait painter,

but his portraits were only good when the sub-

ject pleased him. Among his best portraits are.

one of liimself. in the Academy of San Fer-

nando; a group of Charles IV. and his familj',

in the Prado; equestrian porti'aits of Charles

IV. and his Queen, Maria Louisa, in the Prado.

He apjiears at his best in the marvelous double
portrait of "La Maya," in the Academy of

San Fernando, representing a beautiful young
girl, lightly draped. As an etcher, he is of

almost equal importance. His series "Los ca-

prichos" (Caprices) is a bitter satire upon gov-

eninient. religion, and society; "Los desastres de

la guerra" (Disasters of War), the testament of

a Liberal, and the "Tauromaquia" (Bull-Fight)

are among tlie best of his series of etchings. All

reveal a great master, both in technique and con-

ception, and the deep study of Rembrandt.
For his liibliography. consult: Yriarte (Paris,

1SG7) ; Lefort (ib.. 'l877) : Zapater y Gomez
(Saragossa, 1808) ; Hamerton, in Portfolio (Lon-

don. 1879) ; Vifiaza (JIadrid, 1887) ; and La-
fond, in Revue de I'Art, vol. v. (Paris, 1899).

GOYAZ, g6-yiiz' (from the extinct Indian

tribe of Guayazes). A State of Brazil, bounded
by the State of Maranbilo on tlie north; by
Maranhao, Piauhy, Baliia, and Minas Geraes on
the east; by Minas Geraes on the south; and
by Pars and Matto Grosso on the west (Map:
Brazil. H 6). Area, 288,470 square miles. Goyaz
forms a part of the Brazilian table-land, and is

traversed by a number of mountain ranges in

the south and along the eastern boundary.

Forfsts are found only along the rivers, but a

large part of tlie State is covered with a low
brushwood. The chief rivers are the Tocantins,

wliicli runs through the central part of the State

in a northern direction, and the Araguayii, which
forms the western boundary. Little is known of

the northern part of Goyaz. Tlie climate is
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moderate and generally healthful. In spite of

its abundant natural resources and favorable

climate, Goyaz is one of the most isolated and
least developed of the Brazilian States. One of

the chief reasons for this is to be found iu the

lack of transportation facilities. There aie no
railways, while the large rivers are rendered
unfit for navigation by their numerous rapids.

Agriculture is little developed, the production
being barely sullicicnt to sup]ily the domestic
demand. The gold deposits of the State, once
extensive, are apparently exhausted, the mining
industry being extinct. The chief centres of

population are found in the south. Population,
in 1890, 227,572. The Indians number about
25,000, and there are large nvunbers of negroes.

Capital, Goyaz (q.v.) . In the southern portion

of the State a territory of about 5500 square
miles has been set aside for the future capital

of the Republic of Brazil.

GOYAZ (formerly Villa Boa de Goyaz). A
city of Brazil, and the capital of the State of

Goyaz, situated on the river Vermelho, 000 miles

northwest of Rio de Janeiro (ilap: Brazil, H
7). The town is handsomely built, and has a
fine cathedral. Government palace, a town hall,

and a theological seminary. Gold is found
in the river Vermelho, and both gold and dia-

monds in the neighboring district. The city was
founded in the latter part of the seventeenth

century by the son of Bueno de Silva, one of

the earlv explorers of the region. Population,
8000.

GOYEN, goi'en, Jan van (1596-1656). A
Dutch painter, born in Leyden. He studied under
Van Schilperoot, who probably took him to

France, and then under Esaias van de Velde at
Haarlem (1616). In 1631 he returned to The
Hague, and he became president of the guild

there in 1640. His pictures vary little in sub-

ject; they are usually of a harbor, or canal, with
boats, and he painted a great nianv of them.
They are found in nearly all the galleries of

Euro]ie. His liest style is well represented by
a "View of Dordrecht" (1650), in the Jluseum
of Amsterdam, and "Banks of a Canal" (1653),
in tile Louvre—both marked by masterly perspec-

tive and true Dutch feeling for fine skies. Ho
also left a number of drawings and water-colors.

Among his well-known pupils were .Jan Steen
(his son-in-law), Berghem, and Solomon Rnys-
dael. His choice of subjects influenced consid-

erably the great landscape painters who followed
him, so that he occupies a unique place in Dutch
art.

GO'ZAN. (1) A province in Mesopotamia,
called Guzan in the Assyrian inscriptions and
Gauzanitis by Ptolemy, situaled on l>oth sides of

the river Chabur (Khabur). a tributary of the

Euphrates, and comprising roughly the north-

ern half of the later Kingdom of Osrhoene.
It seems to have been added to the As-
syrian Empire in the ninth century B.C. In
B.C. 809 it revolted and again in B.C. 759,

but was finally subdued in B.C. 758. This prov-

ince was ruled by a prefect wlio occasionally ap-

pears as limmii, after Avhom the year was named,
in this district a colony of Israelitish exiles was
settled bv Sargon after the captiire of Samaria in

B.C. 722 '(II. kings xvii. fi: xviii. 11). (2) A
city situated between Xisibis and Tushcban in

Mesopotamia, probably the capital erf the Province

GOZZI.

of Gozan. Consult: DelKzsch, Wo hi(j das Para-

dies f (Leipzig, 1881); Schrader, KtUinschriften

und 0(«chuliislor>:clniiiij (Giessen, 1878) ; Winck-

ler, AltU'Stamciitlk-lw UiUersuchungeii (Leipzig,

1892).

GOZLAN, goz'lax', Li:;oN (1803-66). A French

novelist and playwright, born at Marseilles.

After trying his hand at various professions, he

became a journalist, and for thirty years con-

tributed to all the best papers in Paris. Hi.s

productions include: Lc iiotaire de Chantilljf

il8:!6) : Avistkle Fniissarl (1843) ; Lcs emotions

d( roh/dorc Marusquiii (1857); La nuit blanche

(1844); some souvenirs of Balzac, Lcs jardinSy

Bal::ac en pantouflcs (1856). He also wrote a.

number of plays, of which only two need be men-
tioned

—

La pluic et lc beau temps, and Une
tcmpcte dans an vcrre d'eaii.

GOZO, or GOZZO, g6t's6 (Lat. Gaulos) . An
island belonging to Great Britain in the Mediter-

ranean, situated about four miles northwest of

iJalta. with which it was probably at one time
connected ( Map : Italy, J 11 ) . Its area is over

20 square miles: its surface is diversified, and
consists largely of coralline limestone. It has
a rich and well-cultivated soil. There are some
Phoenician remains in the shape of Cyclopean
walls, and some Roman monuments. The chief

town is Rabato, and the population is over

19,000.

GOZZI, got'se. Carlo, Count ( 1720-1806) . An
Italian dramatist, born at Venice, the brother of

Gasparo Gozzi (q.v. ). He began in his youth
to write, and his pieces, slight but satirical,

were directed against Chiari, and Goldoni, who
had introduced so mucli that was new on the

Italian stage. Gozzi defended the Coramedia
dell' Ai'te with its accepted types, and published

Tartana deyli infnssi per I'anno hisestile (1757),
a popular satire. In 1761 he wrote what he
callecl a "dramatic fairy tale,' Fiaba dell' aniorc

delle Ire mclarancie. Tliis was followed by others

on the same order, among which are Tiirandot,

translated liy Schiller, and L'anpcllino Bel Verde,

all tal<en from old Italian fairy lore. For a
while these held a prominent place on the Vene-
tian stage: then Gozzi began to translate French
plays, and wrote some dramas modeled after

Calderon. His fairy plays are little known out-

side Italy, as they are written in the Venetian
dialect: but they deserve a wider reputation.

One of his last and most interesting works is

Jlcmorie iiiufili (1797), translated by Symonds,
( 1889) . He edited part of his own works' ( 1772-

74). but a complete edition was published in-

1802. Consult: !Magrini, / tempi, la fita e gli

seritti di Carlo Ooz::i ( Benevento. 1883) : i'd.^

('arlo Go^zi e le fiabc (Venice, 1883) ; and Masi,
.s'»//f( sinrin del teafro italiano ncl seeolo XTIII
(Florence, 1892).

GOZZI, Gasp.\ko, Count (1713-86). An Ital-

ian author, born at Venice, and the brother of

Carlo Gozzi. the dramatist. He was tJie director

of the Sant' Angelo Theatre in Venice, and began
to translate plays from the French for represen-
tation there, but was not very successful. He
then took the managem<'nt of the (lazzetta Ve-
neta. and later edited the Osserratore periodica

(1761). These established his reputation as a
critic and stylist. Gozzi is also well known
throTigh his defense of Dante against Bettinelli

in Giudizio degli antichi poeti sopra la nioderna.
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censura di Dante, etc. (1755). The complete edi-

tions of his works are 11 tnondo morale (1760),
and Lettere fiiinigliari (1755). The complete edi-

tions of his worlcs (Venice. 12 vols., 1794; Ber-
gamo. 20 vols., 1825-29) include some poems.

GOZZO, got'so. See Gozo.

GOZZOLI, got'so-le, Benozzo (1420-98). A
Florentine painter of the early Renaissance. His
real name was Benozzo di Lese, and he was born
near Florence. He began his career as a goldsmith,
and assisted Ghiberti on the bronze gates of

tlie Baptistery at Florence. A pupil of Fra
Angelico, he assisted him in the painting of the
vault in the Chapel of tlie Madonna di San Brizio,
in the cathedral at Orvieto. in 1447 : the follow-
ing tno years he was at Rome, and from 1450
to 1452 at Jlontefalco. Pei'haps the greatest
monument to his style is in tlie frescoes, executed
in 1459, in tlie private chapel of the Riccardi
Palace, Florence. The subject of the paintings
is the ".Story of the Jlagi," which is interpreted
"with a true love for the pageant of the fifteenth

tentury. It is executed witli the cliarm of a
miniature on a large scale, and a decorative

quality rarely equaled in the same century.

From 1464 to 1467 he painted an important
series from the life of Saint Augustine, in tlie

Church of San Agostino at San Gimignano. The
series of twenty-two frescoes on the wall of the

Campo Santo, Pisa, is a testimony to his ver.sa-

tility in the interpretation of scenes from tlie

history of the Old Testament, beginning with
tlie "Life of Xoah," and ending with the "Visit

of the Queen of Slieba to Solomon." The Pisans
.showed their appreciation of this great work by
presenting him with a sarcophagus, in which he
was interred on his death at Pisa, in 149S. His
color was light in tones; his technique smooth
in quality; his subjects were interpreted with
a religious feeling and poetic naturalness, each

detail being painted with a goldsmith's love for

the decorative quality. His story-telling quality

is his greatest achievement, revealing his varied

interests as a portrait painter, landscape painter,

animal painte'r. costumer, architect, and decorator.

His easel pictures arc rare. The best known are

two "Madonnas with Four Saints." in the Gallery

of Perugia, and in the National Galleiy, London;
and the "Apotheosis of Saint Thomas Aquinas,"

in the Louvre. Consult: Vasari, Vite, ed. by
Milanesi (Florence. 1878-85; English translation,

Blashfield and Hopkins, vol. ii. (Xew York,

1897); Llibke, Geschichte rler italicnischen ila-

lerei, vol. i. (Stuttgart. 1878) ; P. Lasinio, Pit-

ture a fresco del Campo Santo di Pisa (Florence,

1832).

GRAAF, grilf. Recnier de (1641-73) . A cele-

Fbrated Dutch physician, born at Schoonhoven.

'He studied under Sylvius at the University of

il^eyden. In 1664 he published his Disputatio

jMedirn de Natura et Usii .Succi Pancreatici,

whicli gained for him a great reputation. After a
short residence in France, where he took ' his

doctor's degree at Angers in 16G5, he returned

to Holland, and settled at Delft. He discovered,

in 1672, the follicles of the ovary which are

named after him. He published several disserta-

tions on the organs of generation in both sexes,

w-hieh involved him in a controversy with Swam-
nierdam. An edition of his complete works was
first published in 1677.
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GRAAFIAN FOLLICLES, or VESICLES.
See Gka.\F; 0\ART.

GRAAF REINET, griif ri'net. The capital
of a division of tlie same name in Cape Colony,
situated on the Sunday River, 184 miles by rail
from Port Elizabeth (Map: Cape Colony, "j 8).
Its railway connections with the coast give it

considerable commercial importance. In the vi-

cinity are mineral springs. Population, in 1891,
5946.

GRAAL, gral. Holt. See Gr.\il, The Holt.

GRAB (Marathi gurab, ghurab, from Ar.
ghitrdb, from gharaba, to go). The Anglo-Indian
name for the large dat-bottomed coasting vessel,

of 150 to 300 tons, used on the coast of Hin-
dustan. It lias usually two masts. Its most
peculiar feature is the extension of the upper
deck over the projecting prow, the extension
being separated from the fiwecastle by a bulk-
head. \Vhen armed, as many of them were in

the days of the Indian JIarine, these vessels
carried 12-pounders, or guns of less calibre. They
were also used .at one time by the native pirates
of the coast.

GRAB, grab, ICarl (1816-84). A German ar-

chitectural and landscajje painter, born in Ber-
lin, where he studied under the Court Theatre
painter, I. Gerst, and at the Academy. In 1839
lie set out to travel in Switzerland, Southern
France, the Pyrenees, Italy, and Sicily, and after

his return, in 1843, was for several years asso-

ciated with Gerst in decorative work; but about
1851 devoted himself almost exclusively to the
painting of easel pictures, cultivating architectur-

al subjects, especially the interior of mediicval
churches, which he depicted with a rare knowl-
edge of perspective and architectural detail,

vigorous coloring, and beautiful light efTects.

Among the finest of these views are: "Choir in

the Cathedral at Halberstadt" (1854), RavenC-
Cialleiy. Berlin ; "The .Scaliger Tombs in Verona"
( 18591 ; '"Tombs of tlie Mansfeld Family in Saint
Andrews at Eisleben" (1860) and "Lectern in

Halberstadt Cathedral" (1870), both in the
Xational Galleiy, Berlin; "Interior of Old Syna-
gogue in Prague" (1876). in the Breslau Museum.
His landscapes are likewise of a high order, and
in water-colors he painted, by royal order, ninety-

four masterly views from the castles of Stolzen-

fels, Potsdam, Charlottenburg, and others. In
the new museum at Berlin he executed two mural
paintings of ancient Athens and Olympia. He
was made Court painter in 1851, profes.sor at the
Academy in 1855. and was awai'ded the great
gold medal at the Berlin Exhibition in 1854.

GRABBE, grab1)p, Christian Dietrich
(1801-36). A Gennan dramatist, born at Det-
mold. He studied law at Leipzig and Berlin, and
wrote his first drama at eighteen, Eer^og Theodor
von Gothland. He then went on the stage, and
after failing as an actor, returned to the law.

and finally obtained a military position in

his native town (1827). This he did not keep
long, owing to his irregular life, and he
ultimately died from the effects of continued
drinking. His plavs further include: Don Juan
vnd Faust (1829) :' Fried rich Barbarossa (1829) ;

Heinrich VI. (18301 ; Xapoleon oder die Hundert
Toge (1831) : and Hannibal (1835). His dramas
betray dramatic power of a very high order, but
are marred bv eccentricities of language and
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faulty construction. His complete works were

publislied at Leipzig in 1S70, and at Detinold in

1874. Consult also Zieglcr, trrabbea Lcbeii und
Choniklii- (Hamburg, 1S55).

GBABE, grii'bc, Joiix Ernest (IGtiO-lTU).

A Uennini liililieal and patristic scholar. He was
born at Kunigsberg, and w-as educated there. Be-

coming dissatisfied with the Lutheran Church, he

thought of joining the I'atludic Church : b>it

changed his mind and betook himself to England
instead. He settled at Oxford in 10'J5, and won
distinction by his editions of the Fatliers, and
particularly of the Septuagiut (1707-1'J). He
died in London, Xovembcr 3, 1711.

GRABEN-HOFEMANIT, grinien h^')f'm;\n,

GrsTAV. See Hoffmaxx, Glstav Gr.use.v-.

GRABOW, graTjo, Wiliielm (1802-74). A
Prussian politician, born at Prenzlau (Branden-

burg) . He studied at Berlin, became councilor of

the city court, and was a prominent Liberal mem-
ber of" the United Diet of 1847-48, and of the

National Assembly of 1848, acting for a short

time as its president. From 1862 to 1806 he
was repeatedly elected president of the Lower
Chamber of the Prussian Diet. He was a con-

sistent opponent of Bismarck in Prussian polities.

GEABOWSKI, gra-bov'ske, Michal (1805-

63). A Polish author, born in the Government of

Kiev. He was one of the group of Ukrainians
who gathered about Groza, Zaleski, and Gosz-

czATiski, and was an ardent defender of roman-
ticism. Besides critical writings, he wrote some
novels in the manner of Scott. His works in-

clude: Literatura i Kryfyka (1837-40): Korre-
spondena/a literacka (1843-48) ; Koliszcz!/::im i

Stepii (1838): Stannica luiJajpolska (1841);
Zamiec w stcpach (1802) : Taikury (1845) ; Pan
starosta Kanioicski (1856); Pamietiiiki ilomove

(1845) : and an interesting work on The Ukraine
as If Was and as It Is (1850). He also contrib-

uted critical articles to the magazines.

GRACCHANTJS, grak-ka'nus, M. Juxirs. A
Latin author, who, according' to Pliny, assumed
his cognomen on account of his friendship with

C. Gracchus. He wrote a treatise, De Polestati-

has, addressed to T. Poniponius Atticus, the

father of Cicero's friend, in which he gave an ac-

count of the Roman constitution and magistracies

from the time of the kings. Tliis work is lost,

but it is frequently cited by Pliny, Varro, and
Cicero, and j)arts of It a^-e preserved in the De
Moffisfraiihus of .Toannes Lydus. Consult: Ger-

lach. Grschichtschreiber der Romer (Hamburg,
1851): Jlercklin. Dc Jnnio Gracchano (Dorpat,

1S40-41) : and Huschke. Jurlsprudentia Anteius-

tiniano. 5' (Ix'ipzig, 1886).

GRACCHUS. The cognomen of a distin-

guished branch of the Sempronia gens in ancient

Rome. Many of the name became famous in

history. The following are the most important:
Tiberius Semproxii's Gracchu.s ( ?-b.c. 212).

A general durins the Second Punic War. Elected

consul in B.C. 215. when Hannibal was scour-

ing Campania and .^^pulia. he gathered a
force of volunteer slaves and provincials, and
routed the Campanians with great loss near
Cumop, which he seized and held against the as-

saults of Hannibal's army. At the end of his con-

sulship, his imprriiim (q.v.) was continued, so

that he could spend the year 214 in Apulia, with
headquarters at Beneventum, from which the

Carthaginian general Hanno tried in vain to

dislodge him. He was consul again in 213, and
carried on an active war in Lucania. In 212,

while again operating in Apulia, he was betrayed,

and perished in an unciiual struggle with Mago
the Carthaginian. Hannibal gave him the honor

of a public funeral.

TiuERifs Semproxius Gracchus (c.210b.c.-?),

statesman and general. As a young man he

served on the statV of the consul L. Cornelius

Scipio in Greece (u.c. 190) ; was tribunus plebis

in 187; pnetor in 181, with administration in

Spain, where he brought the wild Celtiberian

tribes imder Roman control; consul in 177. He
crushed a formidable revolt in Sardinia, and
returned to celebrate his triumph with large

numbers of captives. As censor in 169 he

constructed the Basilica Sempronia, near the

Roman Forum. He was special envoy in Asia

Minor in 104, and consul again in 163. The year

of his death is not known. He married Cornelia,

daughter of P. Scipio Africanus, by whom he had

twelve children, all of whom died young but

three—two sons, the famous Gracchi, and a

daughter.

Tiberius Semproxits Gracchus, son of the

preceding (c.163-133, B.C.). As their father

died when they were very young, Tiberius and his

brother Gaius" (see following page) were brought

up under the special care of their mother,

Cornelia. Tiberius had his first military experi-

ence in Africa, on the staff of his brother-in-law,

Scipio Africanus the Younger, and took part in

the capture and destruction of Carthage (B.C.

146), on which occasion he is said to have been

the first Roman to scale the city wall. In B.C.

137 he acted as quaestor to the army of the con-

sul Hostilius Mancinus in Spain, where the

people of Xumantia Avould treat with no other

Roman than the son of their former benefactor.

He was thus enabled to save from utter de-

struction an army of 20,000 Romans, who had

been defeated and were at the mercy of the

Xumantines. But the peace was considered dis-

graceful by the aristocratic party at Rome, and

was repudiated. On their return to Rome, the

consul was disgraced, as being wholly responsible,

but Tiberius was held in high esteem by the

populace, who saw in him a champion of justice.

His interest in the cause of the common people

was roused by the sight of the vast estates of

wealthy Romans worked by gangs of slaves,

while the poor free citizens had neither land

nor means of employment. He determined to

dedicate himself to the reform of this deplorable

state of things, and became a candidate for the

tribuneship, to which he was elected in B.C. 133.

The bill which Tiberius, as tribune, now proposed

involved a renewing of the Licinian Rogations

(q.v.), with many modifications designed to

lighten the hardships of those who, in good faith

or profiting by the laxness of a century or more,

had acquired 'title' to the public domain. Such

a bill was to be submitted to the vote of the

people, tribe by tribe, in the comitia trihuta.

Its popularity was manifest, and its passage was
assured, when the opposition found a means to

block its way. at least temporarily. One of

the tribunes. Caecina. was induced to put a veto

on the measure, and the veto of a tribune over-

weighed even the voice of the tribes themselves.

Tiberius was forced to impeach the tribune, an

unheard-of measure and one which laid him open
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to the charge of unconstitutionality. The co-

mitia trihuta, however, voted to depose Ciecina,

and the obstacle was removed. The bill was
thus passed, and a committee of three (irium-

viri) was appointed to carry out its provisions,

consisting of Tiberius himself, his brother Gains,

and Appius Claudius. Not content with the aid

given to small farmers by his new law, Tiberius

now devised further means of aiding them to

begin life with live stock and implements. He
suggested that the wealth bequeathed to the

Koman people by Attains, King of Pergamus,
should be devoted to this purpose. When the

term of his tribuneship came to an end, he
presented himself again for the office, as a
measure of self-defense, though this was most
unusual. The election took place in June, when
the mass of his supporters were busy in the

country, and when everything was favorable to

the intrigues of his opponents. Partisan feeling

ran very high, threats and calumnies were rife,

and the election was marked by terrible riots, in

cne of which Tiberius himself was killed.

Gaius Sempronius Gracchus, younger brother

of the preceding (B.C. 159-121). When Tiberius

was murdered, Gaius was serving with the army
in Spain. He returned to Rome a year or two
after, but took no part in public affairs other

than to deliver speeches in court, where his elo-

quence met with telling eflfect. Upon attaining

the quaestorship (B.C. 126), he went with the

armies to Sardinia. He had a strong feeling

that he should return to Rome to avenge his

brother's death and take up his work, and it is

said that in his dreams Tiberius's shade appeared
and urged him on. Accordingly, before his term
as qmestor had expired, he left Sardinia unex-
pectedly and went to Rome, to the discomfiture

of his enemies and political opponents, who
feared him, and did not hesitate to resort to

persecution and groundless accusations. Gaius
stood for the tribuneship, and was elected in B.C.

123. He now renewed the enforcement of his

brother's laws, which had gradually been allowed
to lapse, and carried out wise and important
legislation—but all in the interest of the people

as opposed to the Senate and the nobles. To
develop the resources of Haly, and at the same
time to employ the poor, he made new roads

throughout all parts of the country, repaired old

ones, and erected milestones. He was reelected

tribune in B.C. 122, with his friend and supporter,

the ex-consul Fulvius Flaccus, among his col-

leagues. He now proposed a measure for the

extension of the Roman franchise to all the

Latins, offering at the same time 'Latin fran-

chise' to all Ihe Italian allies of Rome. The
aristocratic party, finding it impossible to check

his reforms by open opposition, had recourse

to the trick of offering, in bad faith, still greater

advantages through the demagogue ]M. Livius

Drusus. thus luulermining Gaius's influence with

the people. Events drifted into civil war. But
Gaius and Fulvius Flaccus were now deserted

by most of their supporters ; hard pressed by the

consul Opimius, they were compelled to take

refuge on the Aventine Hill. Negotiations proved

of no avail. Flaccus and his eldest son were

murdered, and Gaius, trying in vain to escape

across to the .Tanicuhim, but seeing all hope gone,

ordered his faithful slave to kill him, who then

also killed himself (b.c. 121).

GRACE (from Lat. pra/m, favor) . An expres-

sion frequently used in the Scripture and theolog-

ical discussion. Its distinctive meaning is the
idea of free and unmerited favor. It is a benetit

springing out of the liberality and free-hearted-

ness of the giver, and bestowed without any hope
or expectation of reward. Applied to God in the

New Testament and in theology, it denotes the

free outpouring of His love to man; and when
man, on tlie other hand, is said to be in a state

of grace, it implies that he is in the enjoyment
of this divine love and favor. Saint Paul differ-

entiates grace and works, and emphasizes the

necessity of the former to salvation. Theologi-

ans have distinguished grace into common or

(jeneral and special or particuhir. Comnmu
grace is emplo.ved to denote the love which
God has to all His creatures, and the light of

nature and of conscience which they all enjoy.

Special grace is the outflow of the love of God
for lost sinners, by which He brings them to

repentance, and saves them. This special or

saving grace is sometimes also divided in various

ways, and spoken of as selecting, justifying,

sanctifying grace; also, in respect of man, as im-

puted or inherent grace—the grace, that is, of

Christ's righteousness imputed or reckoned to

the account of those who believe on Him, and
the grace of holy and pious dispositions wrought
in the heart by the spirit of God. Grace is also

spoken of as e/ficacioiis and irresistible, and the

relation in which the elect or believing people

stand to God is represented as a covenant of

grace, in contrast with the primitive relation

which Adam bore to his Maker before tJie fall,

which is called a covenant of works. These the-

ological distinctions are not to be foimd, at least

in their more technical sense, in the New Testa-

ment. The charis of Saint Paul is not a logical

distinctiou, but a spiritual fact. It is the loving

as]5ect of God toward the sinner, toward all sin-

ners, whereby all who confess their sins have

free access into His favor, and receive the 'adop-

tion of sons.'

GRACE, Days of. A period allowed for the

payment of a negotiable instrument, as a bill

of exchange or promissory note, in addition to

tlie time named in the paper itself. As the title

indicates, this additional period was formerly a

matter of 'indulgence or favor on the part of the

holder. It has long been recosmized by the courts

as a matter of right. Chief Justice Marshall de-

clared, nearly a century ago, that "the allowance

of days of grace is a usage which pervades the

whole commercial world. It is now universally

understood lo enter into every bill or note of a

mercantile character, and to form so completely

a part of the contract that the bill does not be-

come due. in fact or in law. on the day men-

tioned on its face, but on the last day of grace."

Paper payable on demand has alwaj-s formed an

exception <o this rule; and days of grace have

been abolished in several European countries

and in a number of our States. The number of

days varies in different countries from three to

thirty. In Great Britain, and generally in this

coimtry. the number is three. Accordingly if a

bill or note is dated February 1st. and is pay-

able three months after date, it matures IWay 4th

:

that, and not May 1st, is the proper day on which

to demand payment, and on which it is dishon-

ored by non-payment. If the last day of grace
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falls on Sunday or a great holiday or a bank holi-

day, the paper falls due on the second day of

grace. The number of days to which a particular
bill or note is entitled depends on the law of the

place where it is payable, not of that where it is

drawn, made, or indorsed. Consult the authori-

ties referred to under Negotiable Ixsthumext.

GRACE, William Russel ( lS.32-1904). An
American merchant and politician, born in

tjuccn's County, Ireland. He ran away from
home when fourteen years old, and worked his

way on a sailing ship to New York City. In
1850 he went to Callao, Peru, where he became a
clerk in the firm of Bryce & Co., shippers and
commission merchants. Two years later he was
admitted to partnership and finally became the
leading member of the firm, the name of which
was changed to Grace Bros. & Co. He returned to

New York in 1805 and organized the firm of

W. R. Grace & Co., to trade with South and Cen-
tral America, and in 1891 established the New
York and Pacific Steamship Company. He was
elected Jlayor of New York on the Democratic
ticket in 1880 and again in 1884.

GRACE ABOUNDING TO THE CHIEF
OF SINNERS. A work by -Jolin Bunyan. writ-

ten in prison, and published in 1060. It is auto-
biographical, and one of the three great works
on which this author's reputation rests.

GRACE-NOTES. Mere emliellishments, not
essential to either the melody or harmony of a
composition. Thej' are called for by special

signs, or are written in notes of smaller type.

During the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries
the introduction of grace-notes was left chiefly

to the intelligence and taste of the perfonners.
But this led to the abuse of overloading a com-
position by means of useless and often tasteless

ornaments, so that .1. S. Bach did not leave them
to the performers, but took great pains in writ-

ing out in det.ail whatever embellishments he
wished. Since Beethoven all grace-notes are
written by the composer. Although tlie original

function of these embellishments was merely to

render a composition more 'elegant,' and can be
left out without detriment to the music, Chopin
completely revolutionized the employment of

grace-notes by using them in a novel and entirely

original manner, so that in his works they be-

come a means of deep emotional and artistic

expression. In Chopin's compositions the grace-

notes form an essential part, and cannot be al-

tered or omitted without seriously affecting the
character of his music. In the works of older

composers an endless number of signs indicating
various manners of ornament are found. Only
the following signs are xmiversally employed to-

day:

GRACES (Lat. Gratia;, Gk. Xupirff, C7tari(es).

In Greek mytliolugj-, originally goddesses of

heavenly light, who bring fertility to the

fields, and joy to men. Like all such divinities,

they are at first anonymous and of varying num-
ber, and this is reflected in tlio local variations in

their cult and names througliout Greece. At
Orchomenus, in Bo-otia, they liad a very vener-

able shrine, where they were worshiped under
llie form of three stones, said to have fallen

from heaven. In Hesiod we find them called

Aglaia, Euphrosyne, and Thalia, and these

names attached themselves to the Orchomenian
cult, and later spread through Greece. At Sparta
they were two in number, Kleta and Phaenna, and
the same number seems original at Athens, where
the names were Auxo and Hegemone ; later

Thallo, originally one of the Hora; (q.v. ), was
joined with tliem, and this triad apjicars in the

oath taken by the Athenian ephebi. Their early

connection with the bloom of nature was soon

obscured by the conception of goddesses of the

joy of life and beauty, present at the dances and
feasts of the gods, and closely joined with Hera,
as marriage goddess, and above all with Aphro-
dite. The legend represented them as daughters
of Zeus and Eun-nome. In art the triad pre-

vails, and until the end of the fourth century
they always api>ear fully draped. In the third

century the growing connection with Aphrodite
leads to a change; they now appear slightly

draped, or wholly nude, and usually embracing
one another, or clasping hands.

Bibliography. Usener, Gofternamen (Bonn,
1890) : Furtwangler in Roscher, Lexikon der

gricchischen iind roinischen Mythologie (Leipzig,

1884-80) ; Preller-Robert, Griechische ihjtho-

logie (Berlin, 1894) : Escher, in Pauly-Wissowa.
Healenciiklopiirlie (Stuttgart. 1889), verj' full

references. For the view that there were three

charites at Athens, consult Robert, "De Gratiis

Atticis," in Coniincntalioiics in Eonorcm ilomm-
seni ( Berlin, 1877)

.

GRACIAN, gra'the-an', Baltas.4.b (c.1584-

1658). A Spanish author, born at Calatayud,
Aragon. He was a .Jesuit preacher, and he be-

came rector of the College of Tarragona. His
works were often published under the name, of his

brother Lorenzo. La agtideza, y arte de iiigenio

(1049) was a book which had a great vogue in

its day, and influenced an entire school of fol-

lowers called Gracianists. Gracian belonged to

the cult of Euphuists t his style was obscure and
aflfected. but he was a keen observer and at times
a powerful writer. Schopenhauer, who translated

Gracian's Oracvlo Manual ("Maxims of Con-

duct") into German, calls his El Criticon

(1650-04) "one of the best books in the world."

The first of these signs is the trill, the second
the mordent, the others the ttirn. The sixth is

an example of the appoggiatura, which is still

found in the works of Haydn and Mozart. This
grace-note borrows half the value of the note

before which it stands. It is not written in mod-
em music. Originally it was employed by con-

scientious composers in order to avoid the old

rule forbiddins the unprepared entrance of dis-

sonances ( anticipation )

.

His other works are: El hfroe (1637) ; El dis-

crete (1646) ; and El politico Don Fernando cl

Ciiti'iUco '(1641). Consult Borinski, lialtaxnr

Gracian vnd die Uoflitteratur in Deutachland
(Halle, 1894).

GRACIOSO, gra'the-r/sft. A stock comedy
character in sixteenth and seventeenth century
Spanish drama, similar to the euphuistic and
'fantastical' knight of the Elizabethan stage.

The type originated with Lope de Vega.
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GRADE CROSSING. The intersection of a
railroad track or right of way with a highway
or private road or another railroad. Tlie corre-

sponding phrase in England is 'level crossing.'

It is the duty of a person using the highway or

private road at such crossing to exercise due
care in looking and listening for approaching
trains. What amounts to due care depends large-

ly upon the facts of each case ; such as the dis-

tance which the traveler can see along the track,

the ease with which he can traverse the crossing

or retreat from a point of danger, and the sig-

nals which are given by the road. On the other

hand, the railroad is also bound to exercise due
care in warning travelers of the approach of its

trains, and in attempting to avoid collision with

those using the crossing. In the absence of a

statute or ordinance requiring gates or gviards-

inen at crossings, failure to supply them is not

negligence on the part of the company. Acts of

Parliament require all English railroads to main-
tain gates at level crossings, with proper per-

sons to open and close them : to slacken speed

to four miles an hour at such crossings adjoining

a station, and jirohibit shunting at such cross-

ings. It is also their duty to keep level crossings

in proper repair and to open gates promptly for

travelers. Similar statutes exist in some of our

States. Even though a railroad company fails

to do its duty at a grade crossing, it will not be

liable in damages to a person whose injury is

not solely due to such failure, but is due in part

to his own carelessness. He is not entitled to re-

cover if his own negligence contributed to the

accident. See Negligexce: Carrier, Common;
Railways, and the authorities there cited.

GRADENEE, gi-ii'dc-ner, Hermann (1844
— ). An Austrian musician, a son of Karl
Griidener. He was born at Kiel, After study-

ing with his father he attended the Vienna
Consen-atory. He taught violin at several music
schools of Vienna, and in 1899 began to lecture

on hannony and counterpoint at the university

there. He is also conductor of the Vienna Sing-

akademie. He has written a number of merito-

rious compositions for orchestra, chamber-music,

and pianoforte.

GRADENER, K.\rl (1812-831. A German
musician, liorn at Rostock. After studying music
under Violoncellist !Mattstadt and others, he was
engaged at Helsingfors and subsequently at

Kiel, where for ten years he was director of

music at the imiversity. From 1851 to 1861

he conducted the singing academy which he

had founded at Hamburg. After an associa-

tion of three years with the Vienna Conservatory

he was appointed president of the Tonkiinstler-

Verein of Hamburg. His excellent choral works
include the oratorio Johannes der Tiiufer. His
other compositions, which are distinguished by
fine harmonic effects, include two symphonies, the

overture to "Fiesco," a pianoforte concerto; and
considerable chamber-music.

GRADENIGO, gra'da-ne'g6. Pietro (1249-

1311). A Doge of Venice, elected in 1289. Un-
der him the law was pa.ssed suppressing election

for the recruitment of the Council of Forty and
leaving to the aristocracy the choice of its mem-
bers. Gradenico was involved in various wars,

especially against the Genoese (1294-09). In

1310 he defeated the conspiracy of the Tiepoli.

98 GRADUATION.

GRAD'GRIND, Thomas. A thoroughly prac-

tical utilitarian in Dickens's Hard Times.

GRADISCA, gra-dls'ka. A town of Austria
in the coast district of Giirz and Gradisca, on
the right bank of the Isonzo, near the

Italian frontier, about 30 miles northwest of

Triest (Map: Austria, C 4). It has an ancient

citadel and a large silk-mill. The old fortifica-

tions have been destroyed and replaced by fine

squares and promenades. Population, in 1890,

3352: in 1900, 3843. Gradisca was the capital

of the old county of Gradisca.

GRADUAL. (1) In the liturgj- of the Ro-

man aaid other Westei-u churches, that portion

of the mass which intervenes between the epistle

and the gospel, and consists of a few verses of the

Holy Scriptures, generally taken from the

Psalms. It was originally called the 'Respon-

sum,' or 'Cantus Responsorius :' but, probably for

the sake of distinguishing it from other portions

of the seiwice called by the same name, its pres-

ent appellation has been substituted. The name
is derived from the place at which this response

was chanted, and which was either the ambo, or

chanting pulpit, which is approached by steps

( (inidiis

)

, or the steps themselves, whether of

the ambo or of the altar. Originally, as we find

from Saint Augustine, the gradual consisted of

an entire psalm, and in the mass of the first

Sunday in Lent the entire ninety-first (ninetieth

in the Vulgate) psalm is chanted. In the Am-
brosian liturgy- the gradual is jxirtly from the

Old and partly from the Xew Testament. The
gradual, in the Roman liturgy', is always followed

by the 'Alleluia,' except in penitential time, when
a" slow and mournful chant, called the 'tract,' is

substituted. (2) The liturgical book which eon-

tains the music of the part of the mass sung by

the choir. The official editions now current

were published at Regensburg by the Congrega-

tion of Rites, folio in 1872, octavo in 1877.

GRADUAL PSALM, Psalm of the Steps,

or Song of Degrees (Heb. sliJr hamnia'aloth,

Gk. i}ff] ava'iaBui'jv, ode anahnthmoti. Lat. eanti-

cum graduum. song of the steps) . A name given,

both by the Hebrews and in the Christian ser-

vice books, to one of the fifteen psalms, cxx.-

cxxxiv. ( in the Vulgate cxix.-cxxxiii.) . The origin

of the name is uncertain. In rabbinical litera-

ture it is traced to a legendary incident con-

nected with the building of the second temple,

or explained as an allusion to the fifteen steps

by which the temple was reached (Ezek. xl.,22

sqq.). The most plausible opinion is to connect

these psalms either with the 'going up' from

Babylon to .Jerusalem or with the 'ascent' of the

temple mount. In either case the psalms would
be 'pilgrim's songs,' and the content.s, though re-

flecting political and religious conditions of va-

rious periods, all emphasize the longing of the

pious Israelite for Jehovah's temple or express

his joy upon beholding it. The composition of

the entire series belongs to the post-exilic period

of Hebrew literature. They are not the work of

a single hand, nor were they produced at a single

time, being united simply by the same heading

attached to each one, "They form part of the

fifth division of the Psalter. These psalms in the

Roman Catholic Church are recited on each

Wednesday in Lent. See Psalms.

GRADUATION (ML. (jradvatio. from qradu.

are, to give a degree, from Lat, gradus, degree,
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I

step, from gradi, to walk). The art of laying oil

scales of measurements, as the tape, protractor
(q.v. ), or vernier (q.v.). The simplest i)roblem
in graduation is the dividing of a straight line,

such as the linear scale, or rule. Standard scales

being abundant, it is only necessary to make a
careful copy of an original. If the material used
is wood or iron, the divisions may he marked off

by the use of a dividing square and knife-edge.

The dividing square is simply a piece of steel in

the form of an L, one arm of which may be moved
from one division of the scale to another, while
the other arm serves to guide the knife in mark-
ing the new scale. The original graduation of

linear scales into equal divisions was performed
either on the principle of bisection or of 'step-

ping.' In the case of bisection, beam or exten-
sion compasses (see CoMP.\ssES) serve to de-.

scribe an arc from each end of the line to be
graduated, so as to locate the bisection point.

The two arcs drawni by the compasses cannot be

made to touch with sufficient precision for accu-

rate dividing. The small inten'al between the
arcs may be divided by the aid of a microscope
and delicate compasses, thus approaching more
nearly the bisection point of the original line. In
the same way, each segment may be divided
again, and so on. It is evident that all divisions

cannot be effected by bisection, hence such instru-

ments as the diagonal scale (q.v.) are employed.
'Stepping' is performed with delicately pointed
compasses, which are adjusted as nearly as pos-

sible to the length of a required division. Be-
ginning at one end of the line, the compasses are
turned round each leg alternately until the whole
line is stepped off. If the last step falls short of

or beyond the end, the compasses are adjusted
accordingly, and the process is repeated until the

desired accuracy is attained. The method of

bisection is more accurate in practice, and was
adopted by Graham (17'25), Bird (1767), Eams-
den. Troughton (1809), and other eminent in-

strument-makers in original graduation. Curved
lines may also be graduated on this principle.

Since the chord of an arc of 60° is equal to the
radius of the circle, the circumference may be
divided into six equal parts with a precision de-

pending only on the delicacy of the instruments.

Further division depends upon bisection. The
amoiint of care, patience, skill, and delicacy of

touch required in the original graduation of im-
portant astronomical instruments is such that

comparatively few men have been found com-
petent for the task, and these have been almost
as famous as the astronomers who have success-

fully used the instruments. The necessity of ex-

treme accuracy in graduating a scale will be

understcKxl by considering the application thai

is made of these divisions. The mariner, for ex-

ample, determines his latitude by taking the

meridian altitude of the sun. Fot this purpose
he uses a sextant, the arc of whose limb corre-

sponds to the cun'ed surface of the glolje.

Whence the real error in latitude bears the

same ratio to an error in the scale that the

earth's radius bears to the radius of. the arc.

If each degree occupied an arc of | of an inch, an
error of j-^jj of an inch in a division would thus

mislead the mariner to an extent of more than

four statute miles as regards his position at

sea. But a ship's quadrant is a rude instrument

compared with astronomical transits for meas-

uring celestial angular distances by means of a

divided arc; in these, a deviation of a thousandth
part of an inch is regarded as a serious error.

Tlie methods of original graduation above
described are used only for the largest and most
important astronomical or gemletic instruments.

Ordinary instruments are graduated by dividing-

plates or engines, which co|>y and adapt a stand-

ard set of divisions. The dividing-plate which is

used for conunon purposes, such a.s dividing com-
pass-rings, theodolites, and sextants, is a divided

circle with a straight-edge, made movable on the

axis or arbor of the plate in such a manner
that its edge during every part of its revolution

shall fall in the exact line from centre to cir-

cumference. The ring, protractor, or other in-

strument to be divided, is clamped upon the plate

with its centre exactly coinciding with that of

the plate, and the straight-edge is moved round,

and made to halt at the required divisions on
the circumference of the dividing-plate; and by
using the steel straight-edge as a guide, corre-

sponding divisions are marked off upon the con-

centric arc of the instrument to be divided. TJie

dividing-engine is a verj' complex machine, requir-

ing the greatest accuracy and care in its con-

struction. Among the styles of dividing-engines

may be mentioned the English t^'pes of Ramsden
(1777), Troughton (1793). Simms and Ross, the

German types of Keichenbach, and the French
tj'pe of Gambey. A detailed account of these

would far exceed the limits of this article. Their
principal parts consist of a large toothed circle,

graduated with extreme care by original division

;

a very carefully constructed endless screw works
in these teeth, and is moved through any given

number of revolutions, or any measured fraction

of a revolution, by means of a treadle or other

suitable power, thus making the requisite steps

for each division, another part of the machine
cutting a fine line at the moment of the halt of

each step. These divisions are cut upon an arc

of silver, gold, or platinum, which is soldered or

inlaid upon the limb of the instrument, the

precious metals being used on account of the ox-

idation to which conuuon metals are liable.

Consult: Bird, Method of Dividing Astronom-
ical Instruments (London. 1707) : Ramsden. De-
scription of an Engine for Dividing Mathematical
Instruments (London, 1777) ; and "Memoir" of

Troughton, in Phitosophical Transactions (Lon-

don, 1809). For history of efforts at graduation

and notes on the modern methods, consult Wat-
kins, "The Ramsden Dividing Engine," in Smith-
sonian Report (Washington, 1890).

GRA'DUS AD PARNAS'SUM (Lat., steps

to Parnassus). (1) A name applied to a Latin
or C4reek dictionary, in Avhich the vowel quan-
tities are marked, and which hence is useful in

verse composition. (2) The name was also used
as the title of a Latin work on composition and
counterpoint by .7. J. Fux (1725), and of a
French work on the art of piano-playing by de-
menti (1817).

GRA'DY, Henry Woodfex (1851-89). An
American journalist and orator. He was bom
at Athens. Ga., 1851. and after being educated at

the L'niversity of Georgia at Athens, he began his

work as a journalist in a series of letters on
the resources of his native State, which attracted

nnich attention. In 1880 he purchased an inter-

est in and became editor of the Atlanta Constitu-

tion, as which he remained till his death, contrib-
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uting also articles to various magazines on the

prospects and conditions of the South. In 1886 he

delivered a remarkable speech before the New
England Society in New York on "The New
South," whicli was widelj' copied throughout the

countrj'. A few days before his death he de-

livered another notable oration in Boston on "The
Future of the Negro." He died at Atlanta, Ga.,

December 23, 1889. A public hospital and a

monument in Atlanta commemorate his services,

which were important in themselves and were

especially influential on account of the fact that

Mr. Grady was one of the first prominent repre-

sentatives of the New South to express the will-

ingness of that generation and section to throw

in their lot vith the rest of the nation. For his

Life, consult Lee (New York, 1896), in which
also some of his speeches and articles are in-

cluded.

GRiE.ffi (Lat., from Gk. Tpalm, Gi-aiai, from
ypaia, <jraia. old woman). Dino, Enyo, and Pe-

phredo. daughters of Phorcys and Ceto, thence

called Phorcydes. Sisters and guardians of the

Gorgons, they are described by Hesiod as fair-

faced, gray-haired from birth, and possessing

between them but a single eye and tooth, which
they had to use in turn. Perseus craftily stole

the eye and the tooth, and restored them only

when the Grieoe instructed him how to procure

the articles by aid of w'hich he was to behead
Medu>a. SeeVioRGO; Peuseus.

GR^COS'TASIS (Lat., from Gk. TpaiKdaram;,

Graikostasis, Greek place). A hall near the

Temple of Concord in the Roman Forum. It

served as the place of assembly for foreign am-
bassadors, who there awaited the summons to ap-

pear before the Roman Senate.

GRAEFE, gra'fe, Albeecht von (1828-70).

A German ophthalmologist. He was born in

Berlin, where his father. Karl Ferdinand von
Graefe. a noted surgeon, held a professorship at

the university. Graefe took his medical degree

in Berlin in 1847, and then pursued the speciil

study of ophthalmology in Prague. Vienna. Paris,

and London. In 1850 he returned to Berlin and
founded there a private hospital for diseases of

the eve. By means of his investigations and his

success in difficult operations, he soon became
recognized as tlie leading authority in this branch

of medical science. He founded in 1855 the

Archiv fur OplithalmoJo'jie, and was the author

of numerous scientific monographs of great value.

In 1857 he was made professor extraordinary, in

1S60 ordinary professor, of disea.ses of the eye.

Graefe may be regarded as the founder of modern
ophthalmology. The invention of the ophthal-

moscope by Helmholtz in 1851 opened up nen-

possibilities to the science, of which Graefe

hastened to take advantage. By use of the in-

strument he improved vastly the methods of cure

for glaucoma. He also introduced new operative

methods in cases of strabismus, which established

a favorable prognosis in many cases which until

then had been considered hopeless. Graefe was
also considered an authority on diseases of the

brain, and was the first to recognize the im-

portance of diseases of the eye in the diagrnosis

of such cases. Consult: Michaelis. Albrecht von

Graefe. sein Lehen und WWken (Berlin, 1877) :

Jaeobson, Alhreeht von Grnefes Terdienste iim di''

neuerc Ophthahnoloqie (Berlin. 1885) : and Al-

fred Graefe. Ein Wort zur Erinnerung an Al-

brecht von Graefe (Halle, 1870).

GRAEFE, Alfred Karl ( 1830-99) . A German
pliysician; cousin of Albrecht von Graefe. He
was born at Martinskirchen. studied medicine in

various German universities and in Paris, acted

as an assistant to Albrecht von Graefe in Berlin
from 1834 to 1858, and afterwards was professor

of diseases of the eye at Halle, which position,

however, he resigned in 1892. He founded at

Halle an ophthalmic hospital whicli attracted

man}' tliousands of patients, and devised a method
of operating whereby, without injury to the eye,

parasites deeply lodged in that organ could be

removed. He WTote a number of papers on
ophthalmology', and published, in conjunction with
Siimisch. Handbiiclt der gesammten- Augcnheil-

kuiulc (1874-80).

GRAEME, gram, Malcolm. The King's ward
in Scott's Lady of the Late, Who goes over to

the side of the rebel Douglas, but is finally par-

doned througli the interposition of the outlaw's

daughter Ellen.

GRAEME, Roland. Lady Avenel's page in

Scotfs Abbot, who is finally discovered to be the

riglitful heir of Avenel Castle.

GRAESSE, gres'se, Johann Georg Tiieodor

( 1814-85) . A German antiquary, born at Grimma
and educated at Leipzig. He was appointed di-

rector of tlie Royal Numismatic collection at Dres-

den (1878). from which position he retired in

1882. Graesse's more important writings are:

Lehrbuch einer aUgemeinen Litterargeschichte

(1837-59); Tresor de livres rares et precieux

(1858-69) ; a translation of the Gesta Romano-
rum (1842); an edition of the Legenda Aurea
(1846); Die Sage vom cirigen Juden (1844);
Die Sage vom. Bitter Tannhiiuser (1846); Bei-

trdge xur Litteratur und Sage des Mittelalters

(1850) ; Geschlechts-, ^^amen- vnd Wappensagen
des Adels deutscher Xation ( 1870) ; Des deutschen

Landmanns Praktika (1858); the very valu-

able guide to Latin geographical names. Orbis

Latinus (1861); the guides and text-books:

Handbuch der alten ynmismafik (1853) ; Guide

de Vamatenr d'objets d'art et de curiosite (2d ed.

1877) ; Guide de I'amateur de poreelaines et de

poteries (9th edition by .Jitnnicke. 1901) ; and
Unsere ^'or- und Tnufnamen (1875). In 1878 he

began to edit a Zeitschrift fiir Museologie.

GRAETZ, grets. Heinrich ( 1817-91 ) . A .Jew-

ish historian, born at Xions. Province of Posen.

After an academic course at the universities of

Berlin and .Jena, wheie he graduated in 1845,

he was for some time a preacher, but. finding

himself imsuited for this career, devoted himself

to teaching, and became an instructor at the

Breslau Seminary in 1854. Here he remained un-

til 1870, when he received a professorship at the

University of Breslau. His principal work is the

history entitled Geschichte der Juden von den

altesten Zeiten bis avf die Gegenicart (1853-70;

popular edition 1888-89). The work is skillfully

arranged, and. although somewhat unequal in

merit—the first four volumes being the best

—

it evidences minute research. It has been trans-

lated into Hebrew. Russian, French, English,

and several other languages, and parts of it have

been freqtiently reprinted.

GRAF, griif (Ger., count). In the early Mid-

dle .\ges an Imperial or royal officer, like the
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comes of the Roman Empire, but whose oBiee

gradually developed into an hereditary feudal

grade. The word appears in English in its com-
pounds, margrave, or marquis (MarUfiraf),

landgrave (Landgraf), and burgrave ( Burg-

graf), and is also frequently used in the

simple German form. The graf, in all prob-

abilit}', was originally a fiscal otUcer, whose
duty it was to collect the revenue of a district.

The" title first appears in the Lex titilirn (com-

piled in the fifth century), under the Latinized

form of grafio; at a later period the oflice is

often designated by the Latin equivalent comes.

Charles the Great divided his whole empire into

graf-districts (grafengaue) or counties, each of

which was presided over by a graf. The i)eople

were in the habit of api)ointing a re[)resontative

called the cent-graf to attend to their interests

with the graf, and probalily, if necessary, to ap-

peal from his decisions to the central Government.

Then there was the staH-gnif, or stable graf, the

comes stabiili, or constable of later times; the

pfalzgraf (comes palatii) , who presided in the do-

mestic court of the monarch, which was the

highest court in the realm ; the send-graf, who
was sent as an extraordinary deputy of the

King to control the ordinary gau-grafen : and
lastly, the viark-graf, or marquis, on whom the

important duty of defending the border-lands

•devolved. Consult: Waitz, Deutsche ^'erfassungs-

ffeschichte (Berlin, 1874-85) : Brunner. Deutsche
Rechtsgeschichte, vol. ii. (I^ipzig, 1892).

GEAF, Artuko (1848—). An Italian poet

and critic. He was born at Athens, of Carman
extraction, and was educated at the University of

Naples. After lecturing at the University of

Rome for several years, he was appointed to the

chair of Italian literature at the University of

Turin (1882). His publications include treatises

on the history and development of art and kin-

dred subjects, and the following poetic works:

Versi (1874) ; Poesic e novelle (1876) ; Medusa
(3d ed. 1890), characterized by a powerful lyri-

cal strain; and Do/)o i7 Ircimonto, Versi (1803).

Sadness and a spirit of pessimism, combined,

however, with a strong faith in science, are pre-

vailing features of the poetry of Graf, who oc-

cupies a verv high rank among the present poets

of Italy.

GRAF, ,graf, GrsTAV ( 1821-9.5) . A German his-

torical and portrait painter, born at Kilnigsberg;

pupil of Hildebrandt and Schadow at Diisseldorf

(I843-4G). He then supplemented his studies in

Antwerp, Paris, Munich, and Italy, and in 1852

settled in Berlin, where his first important work
was the mural painting, "Subjugation of Witte-

kind by Charlemagne," after Kaulbach"s design,

in tlic cupola saloon of the Xew iluseuni. Among
several historical genre scenes of sterling tech-

nique which followed, the "Patriotism of Ferdi-

nand von Schmettau, 1813" (1863, National Gal-

lery, Berlin) deserves especial mention. He next

devoted himself with great success to painting

portraits, among the best of which are those of

Fiefd Marshal von Roon (1882. National Gallery.

Berlin): Du Bois-Reymond (1886); and Robert
Koch (1891). In 18(58-70 he executed the fresco

paintings, impersonating "Jurisprudence" ( Solon )

,

"Art" (Phidias), and "Eloquence" (Demos-

thenes) , in the Aula of the University at Kiinigs-

berg. His more recent works include: "Prome-
theus and the Oceanids" (1886, KOnigsberg Mu-

seum) ; "Viking's Death" (1892); and "Will o'

the Wisp" (1893). He was professor at. and
member of, tlie Berlin Academy.

GRAF, Karl Heinbku (1815-69). A Genuan
Orientalist, born at Miilliausen in Alsace. He
was educated in the school and college of his

native place, and then at the gymnasium ami
Protestant Seminarj- of Slrassburg ( 1830-32 1

.

iind in the university of that city. He devoted

himself to Old Testament exegesis and Eastern

linguistics under Bruck and Russ, and studied

later under Fleischer at Leipzig. In 1849 he be-

came professor of French and Hebrew at JNleissen.

He retire<l in 1808. His Biblical criticism was
independent and liberal. He wrote: Der Hegen
Moses', Deuter. 33 ( 1857) ; Der Prophet Jeremin
erlldrt (1862) ; and Die gesrhichtlichen Biicher

des alt en Testaments (1866). But his work
in Persian, especially on the poet Sa'di, is bel-

ter known and more important. It includes:

Moslicheddin tiadis Koscngarten . . . iihersetzt init

Anmerkungen (1840) ; Hadis hustgarten (1850) ;

Hadi le Boiistaii, textc persan aree uii commcn-
iaire prrsan (1858); "Die !Moral des Sadi," in

Reuss and Cunitz, Beitriige zu den theologischcn

^yissenschaften (1S51) ; and editions and transla-

tions of quatrains, distichs, elegies, and ghazals

of Sadi in vols, ix., xiii.. xv., and xviii. of the

Zeitschrift der deutschen morgenlUndisehen Gcsell-

schaft.

GRAFE, Karl FERniNAND vox (1787-1840).

A German surgeon. He was bom at Warsaw,
studied medicine and surgery at Halle and Leip-

zig, became professor of surgery and director

ofthe surgical clinic at Berlin in 1811, and dur-

ing Napoleon's Prussian campaign superintended

the military hospitals. During the war he be-

came in 1813 a surgeon-general on the stafT of

the King of Pritssia. and professor and finally

(1822) vice-director in the Academy of IMedicine

and Surgery at Berlin. He was the founder of

the surgical clinic and the polyclinic at Berlin,

where his investigations and discoveries won for

him a world-wide reputation. He was particu-

larly well known for his autoplastic operations,

in which he applied new methods, and made tise

of new instruments of his own invention, which

revolutionized the existing method of treatment.

Among his numerous published works are: Rhi-

noplastilc (1818) : Die epidemisch-contagiose Au-
genblennorrhfie Aeggptens in den europiiisehen

Befreiungsheeren (1823). and the Jahresberichte

iiber das klinisehe chirtirgisch-augenarztUchc In-

siitut (Berlin, 1817-34).

GRAFENBERG, gra'fcn-berK. A village in

Austrian Silesia. 37 miles west-northwest of

Troppau (Map: Ciermany, D 4). It is celebrated

as the place where the water-cure was intro-

duced in 1820 by Priessnitz. It is annually vis-

ited by about 2500 patients.

GRAFENBERG, gra'fcn-berK. WrexT voN.

See WiRXT VON Grafenbero.

GRAFF, gr-if, Antox (1736-1813). A Ger-

man painter, born at Winterthur, Switzerland.

He was a pupil of Schellenberg in his native

city, and then went to Ansbach. where he assisted

the Cotirt painter Schneider. Afterwards he was
appointed Court painter, and was made profes-

sor at the Academy of Dresden (1766). He
painted a great numl)er of portraits of his con-

temporaries, nearly a thousand in all, and pre-
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served in an honest and admirable manner the
features of Lessing, Schiller, Mendelssohn, and
many others of his celebrated contemporaries.

GRAFF, EBERU.4.RD Gottlieb (17S0-1841). A
German philologist. He was boni at Elbing,

Prussia, and was educated at Kijnigsberg, where
he became professor of the German language in

1824. A pupil of Jacob Grimm and Lachmann,
he followed in the footsteps of these eminent
scholars, and produced several philological works
distinguislied by careful researcli, such as his

valuable discussion on Old High German, entitled

Althoclidcutschcr Spradischatz (G vols., 1835-

43).

GRAFF, Feederick (1775-1847). An Ameri-
can engineer, born in Philadelphia. He learned
the trade of a carpenter, and later became a skill-

ful draughtsman. He was an assistant to H. B.

Latrobe in the construction of the first Philadel-

phia water-works, becoming chief engineer and
superintendent of the system in 1805. Subse-
quently he jdanned and constructed tlie new city

water-works at Fairmount Park, introducing iron
pipes and fire-plugs and stop-cocks of his own
invention. The success of this system won for

him a wide reputation, and he was a consulting
engineer in the execution and expansion of sim-
ilar works at Xew York, Boston, and numerous
other cities. He remained in the service of the
city of Philadelphia for forty-two years.

GRAFFENRIED, grji'fen-ret, Christopher,
Baron de ( ?-1735). A Swiss nobleman, who es-

tablished a colony of Swiss and Germans in Xorth
Carolina. In 1709 the Lords Proprietors of Caro-
lina granted to him ten thousand acres on the

Neuse and Cape Fear rivers, and soon afterwards
a large number of Palatines and Swiss followed
him to the confluence of the Trent and Xeuse,
where they founded a town Avhich they called Xew
Bern in his honor, Bern, Switzerland, having
been his birthplace. While he and Lawson. the
surveyor-general of the province, were exploring
the Xeuse River in 1711 they were captured by
the Tuscarora. Indians, who had become incensed
at the encroachments of the colonists, and Lawson
was soon put to death, though Graffenried. after

many weeks, was allowed to return on condition
that no settlements should be made without the
sanction of the native chiefs. Graffenried soon
afterwards sold his possessions in Xorth America
and returned to Switzerland.

GRAFFIGNY, graffe'ny*', Fr.\xcoise d'Is-

SEMKOURG d'Happoxcourt DE (1695-1758). A
French author, born at Xancy. She was mar-
ried when young to Francois Hugues de Graffigny,
chamberlain to the Duke of Lorraine, from whom
she obt^iincd a separation. In 1738 she spent an
unhappy few months with ^Madame du Chatelet.

the friend of Voltaire, where she was accused of
having stolen a copy of La Pucelle. She published
her first novel in 1740, but it was not until her
Lettres d'une Peruvienne (1747) appeared that
she became famous in the society of her time.
Her salon was a literary centre of Paris. In 1750
her drama. Ccnie was played with great success,

but another comedy, hn fille d'Aristide (1758),
failed completely, and this, says the Abb# de
Voisenou, hastened her death. Her complete
works were published in 1788. and her letters,

under the title Tie privce de Voltaire et de
Madame du Chatelet, in 1820 (reedited with a

biography, 1879). Consult Guerle, Madame de
(Jmlfiyny (Xancy, 1882).

GRAFFITI, graf-fe'te (It., scribblings) . An
interesting and important class of ancient in-

scriptions. The grallito is a rude scribbling or

scratching on the plaster of a wall, a pillar, or a
door-post. Such scribblings are pretty commonly
found on the substructions of Roman ruins, as
in the golden house of Xero, and the palace of

the Ciesars on the Palatine, and in still greater
numbers in Pompeii and in the Roman catacombs.
Their literary value, of course, is very slight

;

but as illustrating the character and habits of

a certain class of the ancient Romans, and what
may be called the 'street life' of the classic period,

they are deserving of study. They are also valu-

able for tlie light they throw on the forms of the

alphabet in daily use, and the vulgarisms and
corruptions existing in the speech of the common
people. The graffiti of Pompeii are far the
most numerous and important, forming upward
of one-half the inscriptions from that place. A
few are in Greek, many in Oscan, but most of

them are Latin. They include nominations to

office, advertisements, caricatures, single names,
words of greeting or abuse; but the favorite sub-

ject of the scribblers was love, sometimes in verse

quoted, adapted, or original. Of the Roman
graffiti, the most famous is the one fotmd on the

Palatine, showing a man worshiping a cross

on which is suspended a figure with the head of

an ass; a Greek inscription says it is Alex-

amenus worshiping his god. Consult: Lanciani,

Ancient iJo-me '(Boston, 1887), and Wiinsch,

Sethianische Verfluchunc/stafeln (Leipzig, 1898).
The interpretation of the scene as a parody of

the Crucifixion is by no means certain ; it is very
possibly the confession of Alexamenus of his

membership in the Gnostic sect which worshiped
Typhon-Set. The graffiti of Pompeii are col-

lected by Garucci, in Graffiti de Pompci (2d ed.,

Paris, 1856). Consult also Fiorelli, Mmiumenta
Epigraphiea Pompeiana I. (Xaples, 1854-56;

2d ed., giving the Oscan inscriptions, 1856) ; Cor-

pus Inscriptionum Latinarum, vol. iv. (Berlin,

1871 ; supplement in preparation) . The later dis-

coveries are scattered through periodicals, or un-

collected. For Rome, consult Correra, "Graffiti

di Roma," in BoUettino della cotnmissione muni-
cipale archcologica (Rome, 1893 et seq. ).

GRAFLE, graf'le, Albert (1809-89). A Ger-
man historical, genre, and portrait painter, born
at Freiburg, where he studied philosophy at the

university. In 1827 he went to Munich and be-

came pupil of Cornelius and Schnorr at the acad-

emy, and from 1840 studied under Winterhalter
in Paris, where he was awarded a gold medal in

1846. After traveling in France and England, he
settled in JIunich in 1852. Besides the "Triumph
of Arminius" (Karlsruhe Gallery), and some
altarpieces, his more important productions in-

clude: "The Seasons and the Divisions of the

Day," and "Corpus Christi Procession of Peasant
Women" (I860), both in the grand-ducal palace

at Karlsruhe: and "Conradin Taking Farewell

of his Mother, Elizabeth of Bavaria." He also

painted many portraits of royalties (Queen Vic-

toria, etc.), and for Castle Linderhof, Bavaria,

a series of twenty celebrities—men and famous
beauties—in the time of Louis XIV.

GRAFSTROM, griif'strem. Anders Abr.\ham
( 1790-1870) . A Swedish poet, born at Sundsvall.
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His poems won him the special prize from the

Swedish Academy in 1817. Many of his songs

are very popular, and have been set to music by

Kordblom. They wci-e originally publislied in the

journals of the day, but have been collected

under the title Samlade sKaldcslyckeii (1864).

GRAFTING (fvom OF. grajje, a sort of pen-

cil; slip for grafting resembling a pointed pencil

in shape, from Lat. Vap'""'". *!'"'" *^''^- r/'ai*"'"'.

qrapheion. pencil, graving chisel, from jpafl"',

nraphehi, to write) . The operation by which the

cut surfaces of two branches or roots, either

from two different plants or from the same

plant, are caused to grow together. The portion

used to perpetuate its kind is usually of the

present or past season's growtli, and is called

a scion The portion into which the scion is

inserted is termed the stock, and usually carries

roots, or is a part of a root, although in rare

cases unrooted cuttings are used as stocks, the

art of grafting has been practiced from pre-

historic times. Its originator is unkno\ra. the

process depends entirely upon the ability ot

plants to heal wounds. When two wounded

(cut) surfaces are so adjusted that the cambium

layer of one coincides at any point with the

cambium layer of the other, union by granula-

tion of the two surfaces may take place, connec-

tion between the conduction vessels of stock and

scion becomes established (see Conduction) .and

new growth begins. The great value of grafting

consists in the ease and comparative certainty

with which cultural varieties can be increased

without serious loss of type characters. \^ ere

all forms of the art of grafting to be taken from

the horticulturist, commercial tree-fruit growing

in its high state of perfection would decay with

the orchards existing at the time.

WHIP GRAFTING.

1. Stock. 2. Scion. 3. Stock aud scion acfjusted.

\\\ horticultural varieties or sorts of fruits

that belong to the pome, the drupe, or the citrous

classes are now multiplied almost wholly by

graftage which includes both budding and graft-

in" This art and that of cuttage are the foun-

dations of the entire superstructure of tree-fruit

growing. The progress in plant-breeding ami

the great rapidity with wliich new sorts are now

disseminated has been largely, and witli tree-

fruits almost wholly, attained by the aid of

graftage and cuttage. Graftage permits the

originator of a new sort of apples, for instance,

to disseminate the variety with the minimum

of risk that it will depart from the type, thus

avoiding the dilliculty, nay, almost impossibility,

of reproducing the type from seed. The method

of reproducing the sort does not enter as a factor

in his efforts to secure a desired variation. Be-

sides the reproduction true to type, grafting is

used to hasten or to increase fruitfulness; to

replace undesirable varieties by desirable ones;

to reduce the size of plants by working them on

a smaller growing species of stock, e.g. the pear

upon the quince; to overcome the effects of

injuries, as in the case of tiiink-girdlmg by mice

or rabbits. The wood for scions, like that for

hard-wood cuttings, must be taken while in a

resting condition. The time usually considered

best is after the leaves have fallen, but before

severe freezing begins in early winter. The scions

are then tied in bunches and buried in moist soil

or sand, where they will not freeze, but will be

kept cold enough '
to prevent swelling of the

buds. Good results often follow the cutting of

scions in the spring, just before or at the time

the grafting is to be done.

The two most popular methods of grafting are

the whip and the cleft. For irhip grafting of

roots the scions should be cut in the autumn, •

because spring cutting allows insufficient time

for the union of the two surfaces before growth

starts. This style of grafting is the one most

extensively used in root grafting. It is well

suited to "young plants or parts of plants used

as stock, and to indoor work during the com-

parative leisure of winter. Both the stock and

the scion are cut diagonally and smoothly with

a sharp knife, leaving about an inch of cut sur-

face across which, in both stock and scion, a

slit is mad" parallel with the direction of growth,

as shown in Figs. 1 and 2. The one object to

secure is the juxtaposition of the cambium layers

of stock and scion. This may be accomplished by

having the bark of the stock coincide with or cross

the bark of the scion at a slight angle. Aft«r the

scion and stock have been joined as in Fig. 3, they

should be wrapped with several turns of cotton

soaked in grafting wax, in order that the parts

may be held firmly together. The root or stock

may be left any convenient length, from two and

a half to six inches, and the scion cut according-

ly. This cutting, however, is usually done before

the joining of the two pieces. In general, the

shorter the root, the longer the scion, and vice

versa. The practices of the more rigorous cli-

mates tend to short-piece roots and long scions.

The resulting trees, being set deeply, soon send

out roots from the scion, and become 'own root-

ed ' in which case they are believed to be superior

to' trees that obtain their nourishmeut solely

through the foster roots of a stock. No ex-

periments have been conducted to settle this mat-

ter, but common experience is more in favor of

the short root deeply set than the reverse At

planting time, root grafts thus made should be

covered.' only the topmost bud of the scion being

left above the soil. If the graft is to be ex-
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posfd. it should be covered with waxed muslin,
or with hard wax. When deeply planted, either

in a furrow or with a dibble, the waxed cotton

will be ample protection.

Cleft (/rafting is particularly adapted to large

trees, when the variety is to be changed.
Branches too large to be worked by other methods
may be cleft grafted. But, as a rule, the larger

tl\e branch the less satisfactory will be the

result. A branch one or one and a half inches

in diameter is severed with a sharp saw. Tlie

stub is then split with a thin chisel, or with the
grafting implement shown in Fig. 4, and held

OPEMXG SLIT IN eCION WITH GRAFTING-CHISEL.

open with a wedge or the prong of the grafting
tool xmtil the scion, shaped as showai in Fig. 5,

is inserted^ and adjusted, as shown in Fig. C.

The scion should consist of a portion of the

Fig. 6. GHAFTi.VQ. Fig. 6. GEAFTING.

previous season's growth of the variety to be

propagated, and should be long enough to have

two or three buds. In general, it is a good

plan to cut the scion so that the basal or proxi-

mal bud shall be at the base of the openin','

of the triangle formed in cutting the scion

into the wedge shape necessary in this style

of graft. In addition to the advantage of having

the proximal bud located as above described, the

wedge of the scion should be made thicker on

the side to face outward when the scion is in

position. The advantage of this is that pressure

is brought upon the outer growing parts of both

scion and stock, whereas, were the scion thicker

on the inner side, the conditions would be re-

versed, and the death of the scion would follow.
The importance of having an intimate connection
between the growing tissues of both scion and
stock cannot be too strongly emphasized, for

upon this alone the success of grafting depends.
To make this contact of the growing portions
doubly certain, the scion is often set at a slight

angle with the stock into which it is inserted,

in order to cause the growing portions of the two
to cross.

Inarching, or Grafting hy Approach, is the
process of grafting two branches without de-

taching either from the parent plant. Suitable
wounds having been made in both stock and
scion, the cut surfaces are brought in contact,

fastened and covered with grafting wax or other

material to exclude the aii\ After the tissues

have united the stock above and the scion below
the point of contact are cut awaj'. This style

of grafting is used to correct defects in trees

by uniting the arms of Y crotches with a brace of

living Mood to prevent their splitting apart,

twigs from each arm being twisted together and
so fastened until they have united. Inarching is

also used with herbaceous plants that do not
readily unite by other methods. Potted speci-

mens are usually employed in this latter case.

The method is the only one found in nature, and
is supposed to have suggested all other methods.
It is of slight importance in comparison with
whip or cleft grafting.

Waxing, which is quite as important as a
proper adjustment of the scions, consists in cov-

ering all cut or exposed surfaces with grafting

wax, grafting clay, or some non-corrosive sub-

stance which will exclude air and moisture. The
wax may be applied hot. with a brush, but the

safest plan is to spread it with the hand while
it is warm enough to be worked like taff}'. If

spread carefully over all cut surfaces and pressed

closely, it will form, when cold, a coating im-
penetrable to air and moisture. In warm cli-

mates a soft wax is not desirable for exposed
work. It may be used in whip grafting, but in

cleft grafting, where all wounded surfaces are ex-

posed to the weather, a hard wax, made by
melting together five pounds of resin, two and a

half pounds of beeswax, and one-half pound of

tallow or one-half pint of linseed oil is preferable.

In addition to the two styles of grafting above
described, there are several others in common
use, most important among which are veneer,

saddle, and bud grafting. Some of these opera-

tions are used exclusively upon woody plants;

others, such as cleft grafting and inarching,

are adapted to herbaceous plants. All have a
place in practical horticulture. Consult: Bailey,

The Nurser}/ Book (New York. 1896) ; id.. Cy-

clopedia of American Horticulture (New York,

l!)00-02) : Fuller, Propagation of Plants (New
York. 1894). See Budding.

GRAF'TON. A city and river port of Clar-

ence County, New South Wales, Australia,

situated on both sides of the Clarence River,

which is navigable for moderate sized vessels to

the sea, 45 miles distant (Map: New South

\^'ales. G 1 ) . It is the terminus of a branch

railway from Brisbane. 150 miles to the north;

is a thriving agricultural centre, and has coal,

gold, silver, and copper-mining industries. Popu-
lation, in 1901, 4174.
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GRAFTON. A town, incliuiing several vil-

lages, in Worcester County, Mass., six miles

southeast of Worcester; on the Boston and Al-

bany and the New York, New Haven and Hart-

ford railroads (Map: Massachusetts, D 3). It

has a public library, and manufactures cotton

goods, shoes, emery, "thread, and boxes. A settle-

ment of 'praving' Indians" was established here

in 161)0 by .John Eliot; in 1728 white settlers

came; and in 1735 the town of Grafton w^as

incorporated. The government is administered

by annual town meetings. Population, in 1890,

5002: in 1900, -1869. Consult Pierce, History of

Grafton (Worcester, 1879).

GRAFTON. A eit,y and the county-seat of

Walsh County, N. D.." 40 miles north by west

of Grand Forks; on the Park River, and on the

Northern Pacific and the Great Northern rail-

roads (ilap: North Dakota, HI). The centre

of a productive wheat region, it ha.s several grain-

elevators, flour-mills, a creamery, machine-shops,

etc. The State Institute for the" Feeble-Minded is

here. Population, in 1890. 1594; in 1900, 2378.

GRAFTON. A city and the county-seat of

Taylor County. W. Va"., 100 miles southeast of

Wheeling: on the Tygart Valley River, and on

the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad (:\Iap: West
Virginia, E 2). There is a national cemetery

here with 1261 graves, 620 of unknown dead;

and the State Reform School is four miles to

the west, at Pruntytown. The city is an impor-

tant railroad town, the terminus of four divisions

of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad, and has

railroad machine-shops, flour and planing mills,

cigar - factories, a wooden - pump factory, and
wholesale grocery and drug bouses. Grafton

dates from 1854. its origin being due to its

establishment as a railroad centre; it was first

incorporated in 1856, and in 1899 received a
city charter. The government is vested in a

mayor, annually elected, and a city council.

There are municipal water-works and an electric-

light plant. Population, in 1890, 3159; in 1900,

5650.

GRAFTON, Augustus Henry Fitzroy, Duke
of (1735-1811). An English statesman. He was
educated at Westminster School and. under Stone-

hewer. Gray's friend, at Peterhouse, Cambridge.

In 1756 he was elected to Parliament, and in the

following year succeeded his grandfather as Duke,
and was made Lord Lieutenant of Suft'olk. Seven

years later Bute dismissed him from his post, and
Grafton, allying himself with Lord Temple, at-

tacked Bute sharply. In 1765 he was made Sec-

retary of State for the Northern Department,
under Rockingham ; but retired in the following

year, and forced the resignation of his colleagues,

and the formation of a new ilinistry under Pitt,

in which Grafton became head of the Treasury.

But Pitt retired in 1708. and Grafton became
actual head, where he had been first onl.v in

name. In 1770 he resigned, urged by a differ-

ence with his old friend Pitt. A year later he

became Lord Pri\y Seal in North's Cabinet in

the hope, if we are to believe his own account,

of bringing the quarrel with the Colonies to a

peaceable end. He retired from this office in

1775 to enter it asain in 1782, but left public

life on the downfall of the Rockingham Ministry

in 1783. He was estranged from orthodox be-

liefs; became a LInitarian, and wrote: Hints

Suhmitted to the 8crioiis Attention of the Clergy

{ 1780) , and The Serious Reflections of a Rational
Christian from IISS to 11'<J7 (1797). He refused

the degree of LL.D. from Cambridge, because it

entailed subscription to the Thirt.y-nine Articles.

His Memoirs have not been printed entire; e.\-

cerpts are included in Canipi)eirs Lives of the

Chancellors, Stanhope's History, and Walpole's

ilcinoirs of George III.

GRAFTON, Henry Fitzkoy, Duke of (1663-

90). An English sailor, second son of Charles II.

and Lad,v Castlemaine. At the age of nine he

was married to Isabella Bennett, five ,vears old,

and the heiress of the Earldom of Arlington. In

the same year he was made Earl of Euston, and
three .years aftenvards became Duke of Grafton.

He entered the na%y in 1680; was captain of

the Grafton in 1683; and campaigned with the

French at the siege of Luxemburg. He was
Lord High Constable at the coronation of James;
served against Slonmouth ; and escorted D'Adda,
the Papal nuncio, on his entry to London ; but
later grew disaffected toward his uncle, and was
suspected of conspiring with Churchill (the

future Duke of Marlborough) against him. He
joined William at Axminster, and was one of

the first to take the oath of allegiance to him.

Subsequently he took service with Churchill

in Ireland, and was killed while leading the

attack en Cork. He was a typical sailor, and
was greatlv loved and lamented. He was suc-

ceeded by his son Charles (1083-1757).

GRAFTON, Richard (c.1.500-c. 1.572). An Eng-
lish printer and chronicler. With Edward White-
church, Grafton had a revision of Coverdale'a

Bible, under the editorship of Thomas Matthews,
printed, probably at Antwerp, in 1537, and again

in 1538 at Paris. The latter is the first book
with Grafton's name. He was connected with

Whitechurch in the printing of the Great Bible

in France and in England (1539 and 1540), and
of a New Testament in English from Erasmus's
Greek text (1540). Two years later The Order

of the Great Tnrcke's Court and Erasmus's
Apophthegms appeared from Grafton's press; in

1544 he received a patent for printing liturgies,

in 1545 a monopoly for printing Latin and Eng-
lish primers; and became printer to Prince

Edward both before and after his accession, print-

ing the first edition of the Book of Common
Prayer (1549). Printer for Lady .Jane Gre,v. he
lost office under Queen Marv, but sat in Parlia-

ment in 1553, 1556, and 1502. As a chronicler,

he first revised and printed Hardyng's Chronicle

(1543) ; lateT (1548) he printed 'Hall's Union of

the Two Noble and Illustrious Families of Lan-
castre and Yorke ; and after he had retired from
business wrote an Abridgement of the Chronicles

of England (1562), and Chronicle at large and
meere Historye of the Affaires of Englande
(1508).

GRAGAS, gra'giis (Iccl.. gray goose). A
name given to several private collections of Ice-

landic law and legend tnider the Commonwealth,
and suggested by the similar epithet, Gullfjodhr

(gold-feather), applied to the old Norwegian code.

The Grogas are principally made up of the

Konungsbok and the Htadharholsbok. the first of

which has been ascribed to the eleventh century
historian Aii.

GRAGNANO, gr.a-nyii'no. A city in the Prov-
ince of Naples. Ital.v. three miles inland from
Castellamare (Map;" Italy, J 7). It is well
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known for red wine and macaroni. Population of

commune, in 1881, 13,902; in 1901, 14,099.

GRAHAM, grfi'dm, Chakles Kinnaird
(1824-89). An American civil engineer and sol-

dier. He was born in New York City, entered
the United States Navy as a midsliipman in 1841,
and served in the Mexican War. In 1848 he
retired for a time to study engineering, and was
for several years after 1857 constructing engi-

neer of the Brooklyn Navy Yard. The dry dock
and landing ways of that establishment were
constructed under his supervision. At tlie out-

break of the Civil War he entered the Army of
the Potomac as major of the so-called 'Excelsior

Brigade,' and in November, 1862, he was raised
from the rarilc of colonel to that of brigadier-

general. He was severely wounded in the battle

of Gettysburg, and upon his reeoverv was as-

signed by General Butler to the command of a
gunboat flotilla on the James River. In March,
1 865, he was brevetted major-general of volun-
teers. After the close of the war lie returned
to New Y'ork, and resumed the practice of his

profession. From 1S78 to 1883 he was Surveyor
of the Port in New York.

GRAHAM, Douglas (1724-79). The dwarf
chap-book writer and bellman of Glasgow, born
at Raploch, near vStirling. He joined Prince
Charles's army as sutler, and was present at the

battle of Culloden, of which he published "a
full particular and true account" in a kind of

doggerel five months afterwards. About 1770
he became the bellman or town crier of Glasgow.
His chap-books, often published anonymously,
are very rare, and were very popular. They are
not in any sense literary, but have a certain

coarse humor, and are interesting as a chronicle

of the common events of the town. A complete
edition of his writings, with a biographical intro-

duction, was edited by George MacGregor ( 1883)

.

GRAHAM, George Rex (1813-94). An
American journalist, born in Philadelphia. In
1832 he apprenticed himself to a cabinet-maker
in that city. \^Tiile working at this business,

he studied law, and in 1839 was admitted to

the bar. He had also found time to write a
series of articles for the Philadelphia papers,

and these led to his becoming editor of the Satur-
day Evening Post. Aftenvards he became editor

of AtJdnsotj's CasJiPf, Graham's Magazine, and
the Philadelphia North American, in all of which
he was financially interested. Unfortunate stock

speculations swept away most of his fortune,

however, and he was compelled to support him-
self by writing until in 1887 cataracts on both
eyes forced him to retire. He was operated on
successfully, but from that time until his death
did no active work.

GRAHAM, Sir Gerald (1831-99). An Eng-
lish soldier. He was born at Acton. Middlesex,
and after a course at Wimbledon, visited Dresden,
and upon his return was admitted to the Royal
Military Academy, Woolwich. He served in the
Crimean War, participating in the battle of the
Alma, at Inkerman, and in the siege of Sebas-

topol. where, by his intrepidity, he became the

central figure in the assault on the Redan, .June

18, 1855. During the campaign in China, he
again displayed great courage and skill, and
although seriously wounded in the storming of

the Taku forts (August 21, 1860), subsequently
entered Peking with the victors. After acting

as commander of the engineering corps at Brigh-
ton and Aldershot, he held the same position at
Montreal (1866-69). In 1882 he accompanied
Sir Garnet Wolseley to Egypt as brigadier-gen-
eral, and his forces had a great share in the vic-

torious campaign against Arabi Pasha. In 1884
he took the field against Osman Digna, whose
army lie defeated at Tokar and Tamanieb. In the

meantime he had urged a plan for the assistance
of Gordon, which, however, was not accepted.

He published a number of scientific papers, and
a contribution to the Fortnightly Review, entitled

"Last Words with Gordon" (1887), and prepared
a translation of Goetze's Operations of the Ger-

man Engineers and Technical Troops During the

Franco-German War of 1870-71 (1875).

GRAHAM, Isabella Marshall (1742-1814).
An American philanthropist, born in Lanark-
shire, Scotland. She married John Graham, a
British army surgeon, in 1705, and after his

death at Antigua in 1774, returned to Scotland
and taught a number of j-ears. In 1789 she came
to New York, and opened a girls' school. The
philanthropic work she had begun in her own
country was there continued on a larger scale.

She organized a number of charitable societies,

and the first Sunday school for ignorant adults.

Consult Mason, Memoir of Isabella Graham
(New Y'ork, 1816).

GRAHAM, Jajies. Fifth Earl and first Mar-
quis of ilontrose. See Montrose.

GRAHAM, James Duncan (1799-1865). An
American soldier and engineer, born in Prince
William County, Va., and educated at West
Point. He entered the army as third lieutenant
of artillery, and served as adjutant at the Mili-

tary Academy until 1819, when he went with
STajor Long on his trip through the West. After
seven j'ears' service in the topographical de-

partment, he was assistant topographical engi-

neer (1829-38) : then was promoted to be major,
and appointed to settle the line between Mexico
and the L'nited States. He surveyed the north-
eastern boundary, and was principal astronomer
on the commission to fix the northwestern boun-
dary. He became colonel of engineers in 1863,

and spent his last years in coast survey.

GRAHAM, Sir James Robert George (1792-

1861). An English statesman. The eldest son of

Sir James, the first baronet, and of Lady Catha-
rine Stewart, eldest daughter of John, seventh
Ilarl of Galloway. He was bom at Netherby,
Cumberland, June 1, 1792. He was educated at
Westminster School, and in 1810 entered Christ

Church, Oxford. At twenty-one years of age he
became private secretary to Lord Montgomerie,
the British Minister to Sicily, and the entire

management of the mission devolved upon him
during the most critical period of the war, in

consequence of the illness of his chief. On the

arrival of Lord William Bentinck, he retained his

position, and afterwards accepted a military

situation attached to the person of Lord William,
who was Commander-in-Chief in the Mediterra-

nean. In this capacity at Naples he negotiated

the armistice with Murat which separated that

general from Napoleon. In 1818 he was returned

for 'Hull on Whig principles; but in 1820 lost

his seat. In 1824 he succeeded to the baronetcy

on the death of his father. In 1826 he was re-

turned for Carlisle as a Whig, and a warm sup-

porter of Catholic emancipation. In 1830 he be-
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came First Lord of the Admiralty, -with a seat

in the Cabinet, and was one of the eonimittee ap-
pointed to discuss and settU' (lie ]inivisions of

the first Reform Bill. In 1834 he seceded from
the Government with IMr. Stanley, on the ap-
propriation clause of the Irish Church Tempo-
ralities Act. In 1838 he was elected lord

rector of the University of Glasgow. In 1841
he became Secretary of State for the Home
Department in the Government of Sir Robert
Peel, who on one occasion declared that Ciraham
was the ablest administrator and the best man
of business he had ever known. In 1844 a
warrant issued for openinp; the letters of Maz-
zini. and the comniunication of their contents to

the Austrian Minister involved Graham in great
obloquy. He also incurred dis])leasure by his

high-handed dealing with the Scottish Church
troubles which ended in the formation of the
Free Church. He gave Peel warm support in

carrying the Corn Law Repeal Bill, and resigned
office with his chief as soon as that measure was
carried. On the death of Peel in 1850 he became
leader of the Peelite Party in the Lower House,
and led the opposition to the Ecclesiastical Bill.

From December, 1852, he held his old office of

First Lord of the Admiralty in the coalition Jlin-

istry of the Earl of Aberdeen, until his retire-

ment in February, 1855. He died from heart dis-

ease, October 25, 1861. His commanding stature,

fine personal presence, ripe wisdom, and calm and
impressive eloquence made him the Nestor of the
House of Commons. But his changes of opinion,

from the Whiggism of his youth to the Conserva-
tism of his manhood, and the Radicalism of his

old age, exposed him to well-founded charges of

political inconsistency. For his life, consult:
Torrens (London. 18G3) ; and Lonsdale in The
Worthies of Cumberlaitd, vol. ii. (London, 1867-

75).

GRAHAM, John, Viscount Dukdee (c.l649-

89). oftcnest spoken of as Claverhouse. The
eldest son of Sir William Graham of Claver-
house, head of the branch of the noble family
of Montrose, in Forfarshire. He entered Saint
Andrews LTniversitv in 1665, served in the
French Army from 1068 till 1672, after which he
entered the Dutch service as cornet in the Prince
of Orange's horse guards. Returning to Scotland,
he obtained (1678) an appointment as lieutenant
in a troop of horse commanded by his cousin,
the third Marquis of Montrose. At this time the
Government of Charles II. ^vas engaged in an
attempt to force Episcopacy upon the peo]>le of

Scotland. A system of fines and military coercion

had been carried on for years against all non-
conformists : conventicles and lield-preaohings

were prohibited, and penalties were inflicted on
all who harbored the recusants. When the peo-
ple resisted this oppression, many were put to

death, the jail was filled with captives, and those
who fled were outlawed, and their property wa.s

seized. It was now Graham's duty to repress
the Covenanters in the south of Scotland. In
this work he was continually baffled, and was
even put to flight by a body of armed Covenanters
at Drumclog. Finally, however, as commander of
the cavalry, he aided the Duke of iMonmouth in

defeating them at Bothwell Bridge, June, 1670.
The victors killed 400 rebels and captured 1200,
who were afterwards treated with atrocious
cruelty. In these encounters Graham showed no
marked ability; but in pursuing, detecting, and
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hunting down unyielding Cuvenantcrs he evinced
the ulmo.sl zeal. He rose to the rank of major-
general, was sworn a Private Councilor, and in

168S, on the eve of the Revolution, James II,

raised him to the peerage as Viscount Dundee
and Lord Graham of Claverhouse. After lliis

monarch had fallen. Dundee remained faithful

to him. Joined by the Jacobite Highland clans,

and by auxiliaries from Ireland, he raised the

standard of rebellion against the Government of

William and Jlary. With 2500 foot and a troop
of horse he defeated (ieneral Mackay at the Pass
of Killiecrankie. ,luly 27, 168!l. Dundee fell by
a nnisket-shot while waving on one of his bat-

talions to advance. He was carried oft tlie field

to Urrard House, or Blair Castle, and there ex-

pired.

The character and services of Dundee have
been greatly e.xaggerated and blackened by party
spirit. With the Jacobites he was the brave and
handsome Cavalier, the last of the great Scots
and gallant Grahams. He was upright and virtu-

ous in private life, and in military discipline re-

markably severe. With the Covenanters, he was
"wicked-witted. blooilthirsty Claver'se." As a
military commander, he had little opportunity for

display, yet the battle of Killiecrankie was skill-

fully planned, and fought with courage and dash.
As a persecutor he was severe, but not wholly
without pity. Consult: Graham. Letters v:ith

Illiistratire Dociimcnis, edited by Smythe (Edin-
burgh, 1526) ; Napier, lletnoriuls and Letters
Illustrative of the Life and Times of Jolui Gra-
ham of CJarerhonse (Edinburgh. 1859-62); A
Southern (pseud.). CInrers. the Despot's Cliam-
pion: A Seat's Biography (London, 1889) ; Mor-
ris, '"Claverhouse," in Lang, Enplish Worthies
(London, 1887) ; Acta Pari fieot. IX. (ap-

pendix) ; !Maeaulay, Histori/ of England (New
Vork. 1858) ; Burton, Uistori/ of Seofland
(Edinburgh, 1S67-70). Scott's novel Old Mor-
taltit/ gives a spirited picture of Claverhouse.

GRAHAM, John (I754-I8I7). A Scotch
painter, born in Edinburgh, He studied at the

Royal Academy, London. He was master of the

Trustees' Academy in Edinburgh from 1798 until

his death, and an excellent teacher. Among his

well-known pu)iils were Allan. Wilkie. Burnett,
and Gordon. He was most successful as a figure

painter, though he also painted portraits and
animal studies.

GRAHAM, Peter (1836-). An English
landsoa|)e and animal painter, horn in Edinliur'gh.

He studied at tlie Edinburgh School of Design
under Lauder and Ballantyne ; afterwards he re-

moved to London and became an R.A. in 1881.

He is noted for his spirited studies of Highland
scenery with cattle, such as "Highland Spate"
(1866), and "Jloorland Rovers." and for finely

rendered sea pictures, distinguished for atmos-
pheric effect and sinceritv of treatment. These
include ''Our Northern 'Wall," "The Fowler's
Crag." and "Where Deep Seas Moan."

GRAHAM, Richard, Viscount Preston
(1648.95). See Pre-STON.

GRAHAM, SYLVE.STER (1794-1851). An
American reformer, best known as a temperance
lecturer and an advocate of vegetarianism. He
was born at Suffield, Conn., studied at Amherst,
and about 1826 entered the ministry of the Pres-

byterian Church. A few years later he became
a temperance advocate, and based his cure for
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alcoholism upon proposed radical refonns in diet,

his theory being th.it a vegetable diet is incom-

patible with a craving for stimulants. In par-

ticular, therefore, he urged an entire abstinence

from meat, and an improvement in the making
of bread. tJraham bread has become a settled

name for the article made of unbolted wheat
Hour, and strongly recommended by him. He
published: Graham Lectures on the Seicnce of

Human Life (1839) ; Bread and Bread-ilaking;

A Lecture to Young Men on Chastity; and part

of a projected work on The Philosophy of Sacred

History.

GRAHAM. TiioM.vs. See Lyxedoch, Thomas
Grah.\m, Lord.

GRAHAM, Thomas (1805-69). An English

chemist, born in Glasgow. Having studied at

Glasgow and Edinburgh, he became, in 1830, pro-

fessor of chemistry at the Andersonian Univer-

sity, and continued in that office till 1837, when
he succeeded Dr. Turner in the chemical chair of

University College. London. In 1855 he was ap-

pointed master of the mint, and resigned his

professorship. Graham is best known for his

researches on the diffusion of gases and of sub-

stances in solution. His experiments, carried

out with the aid of very simple apparatus, fur-

nished valuable data, which have proved of great

importance in the development of the modern
theory of solutions. In studying solutions, he

found that the velocity of diffusion varies with

the substance in solution, and depends to a great

extent on the temjjerature at which the liquid is

kept. He found that amorphous substances like

albumen, gum arable, silicic acid, ferric hydroxide,

etc., which he designated by the term colloids, dif-

fuse very slowly, and are incapable of passing

through "parchment paper or animal membranes,

while substances like sugar, the mineral acids and

their salts, etc., which he tenned crystalloids, dif-

fuse more or less rapidly and pass freely through

membranes. He was thus led to the discovery

of the analytical method known as dialysis. To
separate by this method a crv-stalloid from a

colloid, the solution containing both is placed in

a suitable vessel, and is separated from a volume

of pure water usually by parchment paper. Part

of the ciTstalloid tiien passes out of the solu-

tion into the pure water, while the colloid is

stopped by the membrane. If the water, now
containing some of the crystalloid, is replaced

by a new quantity of pure water, some more of

tiie crystalloid diffuses out of the solution con-

taining the mixture. By repeating the operation

several times, a solution is finally obtained which

contains practically nothing but the pure colloid.

Graham carried out numerous other classical re-

searches in chemistry, including investigations of

the acids of phosphorus, the constitution of sul-

phates and oxalates, etc. His researches were

published in the foiTn of original memoirs, com-

prising in all sixty-three papers on various sub-

jects. In addition to these memoirs, he brought

out an excellent treatise on chemistry, which has

passed through several editions, and was repub-

lished in this country and translated into Ger-

man. He also edited the Chemical Reports and

Memoirs of the Cavendish Society in 1848.

Graham was the first president of the Chemical

and the Cavendish societies, was a fellow of the

Royal Society, and an honorary member of many
foreign scientific bodies. He was likewise fre-

quently placed by the British Government on
important scientific commissions. See Diffu-
.siu.N : Colloids; Chemistry.

GRAHAM, William Alexander (18C4-75).
An American politician. He was born in Lin-

coln County, N. C. ; graduated at the University
of Xorth Carolina in 1824; was admitted to the

bar soon afterwards, and for several years after

1833 was a member of the State Legislatui'e, serv-

ing for part of the time as Speaker of the Lower
House. He served three years in the United
States Senate, and was elected Governor of his

State by the Whigs in 1845, and again in 1847.

Under President Fillmore he was Secretary of

the Xavy from 1850 until June, 1852. and as

such organized Commodore Perry's expedition

to .Japan. When General Scott ran for Presi-

dent in 1852, Graham was on the ticket as can-

didate for Vice-President. In 1805 he was a
member of the Confederate Senate.

GRAHAM BREAD. See Bread.

GRAHAME, gr.im, .L\mes (1790-1842). A
Scotcli historian. He was born at Glasgow; was
educated at Saint John's, Cambridge; practiced

law for some years; and then devoted his time

to the preparation of his History of the Rise and
Progress of the United States of Xorth America
(to 1770) (4 vols., 1830). The work passed

through several editions (the edition of 1845 con-

taining a Memoir by Josiah Quincy), and was
pronoiniced by Preseott to be the best work be-

fore Bancroft's. Bancroft's criticisms of Grahame
were answered by Quincy in a pamphlet pub-

lished in 1840, The Memory of the Late James
Grahame Vindicated from the Charges of Mr. Ban-

croft (Boston. 1840). Grahame also denounced

slavery in Who is to Blame? or Cursory Review

of the Ameriean Apology for American Acces-

sion to ycgro Slavery (1842).

GRAHAME., James (1705-1811). A Scottish

poet. He was bora in Glasgow, was educated at

the university of that city, and removed to

Edinburgh in" 1784. where he studied and prac-

ticed law. Finding the legal profession unsuited

to his tastes, he afterwards toolc orders in the

Church of England, and was successively curate

of Shipton, in Gloucestershire, and of Sedge-

field, in the County of Durham. He left several

poetic works, the chief of which is The Sabbath

(1804), a poem admired by Scott for its feeling

for nature, and scoffed at by Byron in his Eng-

lish Bards and Scotch Reviewers. Grahame also

published: Poems on the Aholiiion of the Slave

Trade (1804). and a pamphlet, The Birds of

Scotland (1800).

GRAHAM-GIL'BERT, Jonx (1794-1806).

A Scotch painter, born at Glasgow-, son of a

West Indian merchant. He went into business at

his father's command, but soon left it to devote

himself to art; went to London (1818) ; studied

in the Royal Academy schools : and won a silver

medal in 1819 and a gold medal in 1820. He be-

came a portrait painter, and exhibited at the Royal

Academy (1820-23). He then spent several years

in Italy, but had returned to Scotland in 1827.

In 1829 he became an Academician. Five years

later he married a Jliss Gilbert, and assumed

her name. In 1804 he was defeated for the presi-

dency of the Scottish Academy by a single vote.

He painted portraits of Sir John Watson Gordon

(18.56), John Gibson (1848), Sir Walter Scott
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(1829), and John Bums (1857). His otlipr

works incluae: "The Pear Tree Well" (1844);
"Fenrales at the Fountain" (1845) ; "The Young
Jlothor" (185.3) ; "A Koman Girl" (1804) ; "An
Italian Nobleman;" "The Bandit's Bride;" "The
Begjjar Maid;" "The First Born;" "Crossing the

Ford;" "Going to Market:" "La Pcnscrosa :" and

the biblical pictures, "Prodigal Son" (ISlU);

"Christ in the Garden" (1848) ; "Christ Appear-

ing to Marj' Magdalene;" and "Christ and the

Woman of Samaria."

GB.AHAMITE, gra'om-it (named in honor of

J. Lurimcr Graham of New York, and Colonel

Graham of Baltimore). An asphaltic coal orig-

inally found in Wood and Ritchie counties,

W. Va., where it occupies more or less vertical

veins or fissures tha*- traverse rocks of Coal

^IeaL,i:»e age. A peculiarity of this deposit is

that the grahamite fractures in such manner as

to form columns, the axes of which are at rigiit

angles to the walls of the vein. It has also been

found in Colorado, Texas, and Jlexico. Its origin

is supposed to have been through oxidization of

petrolciun. It is used for making varnishes and
insulators. See Asphaltic Coal.

GRAHAM LAND. Part of the western coa.st

line of that portion of the so-called Antarctic

Continent which lies to the southward of South
America. It extends in a northea.st direction

from near Alexander Island (latitude c. 68° 4.3'

S., longitude c. 72° W.) about two degrees of

latitude; its limits are not definitely determined.

Its existence was vaguely reported by the Ameri-

can sealers, who visited the region in the second

decade of the nineteenth century, and in 1832

John Biscoe, the master of a British sealer,

brought liome a more definite report, and the dis-

covery of the territory has usvially been credited

to him.
The name Graham Land has also been used to

designate all of what is supposed to be a spur

of the Antarctic mainland, jutting out toward
South America. What is known of this region

is included, roughly speaking, between the fifty-

sixth and fifty-seventh meridians of west longi-

tude and the si.Kty-fifth and sixty-ninth parallels

of south latitude. To that portion of this terri-

torv which has been seen by various explorers,

various names have been given. The Norwegian
sealer Larsen discovered the east eoast in 1894,

and named the northern portion of it King Oscar
II. Land, and the southern portion, whicli he saw
in the distance, Fovn Land. His most southern

point is latitude G8° 10' S. The Belgian Ant-

arctic expedition of 1897-99 discovered what they
believed to be the northern terminus of the main-
land, and named it Danco Land. The Swedish
expedition under the command of Otto Nordens-
kjiild visited Graham Land in 1901. In no case

has any explorer penetrated into the interior,

and it is not certain that the region is not an
archipelago instead of a solid land mass. See

Antarctic Region.

GRAHAM'S DYKE. A popular name in

England for the remains of the Roman wall in

the south of Scotland. See Roman Wall.
GRAHAMSTOWN, gra'amz-toun. See

Thames.
GRAHAMSTOWN. The capital of the divi-

sion of Albany, in Cape Colony, situated a short

distance from the eoast. and eonnected by rail

with Kimberley, Port Elizabeth, and Port Alfred

(Map: Cajjc Colony, K 9). There are some
manufactures of tweed and blankets. Population,

in 1891, 10,498.

GRAIL, gral, The Holy (from OF. yraul,

grvtil, from ilL. (.niUlln, l)o\vl). The spelling

varies greatly iu the old njanuseripls. but in mod-

ern usage tlie most common English forms are

yruU and gnuil. The Grail bad ;i history, which

in the fully develoi)ed romance ran somewhat in

this wise: It was tlie dish from which Christ ate

at the Last Supper. Joseph of Arimathea, wish-

ing to preserve something whicli belonged to

Christ, took it from the table, anil afterwards col-

lected in it the blood from the body of Christ,

either while the body was on the cross or after it

had been taken down. The vessel was brought to

England by Josephes, a son of Joseph, or by
Brons, Joseph's brother-in-law. It was handed

down from generation to generation. It possessed

manj' mystic properties—feeding those that were,

like Joseph, without sin; multiplying a few

loaves of bread, so that they suthced for five hun-

dred people; blinding from its ell'ulgence all, ex-

cept the pure, who looked upon it, or striking

dumb those who came into its presence. It was
also identified with the cup of the Last Sujuier,

and more or less vaguely with Christ Himself.

The Grail first appeared in romance united with

the stoi-y of Perceval. Living with his mother iu

seclusion far from the Court, the boy Perceval

is kept in ignorance of chivalry. One day he

meets by chance several knights, and is fascinat-

ed by the splendor of their annor, taking them
for angels. Setting out as knight-errant, he

comes to the castle of the Fisher King, who lies

speechless. Before the King passes a bleeding

spear and a sacred vessel, concerning which Perce-

val fails to a.sk questions. Had he, a pure man,
spoken, the King would have been healed. After

many wanderings, Perceval returns to the Grail

ca.stie, welds together a broken sword, and be-

comes King. The ston* is worked out with many
details, which often dilTer from those here given.

Later the legend assumed a very difTerent form.

It was connected with the Arthurian cycle, and

Galahad was given the leading role in the quest.

:Many knights from .\rthur's Court go on the

adventure; but the Grail is seen only by Gala-

had, Perceval, and Bors, who follow it to the

far East. Galahad's soul is borne up to heaven

by a great multitude of angels, Perceval dies in

a hermitage, and Bors returns to Britain.

Though there are many unsolved problems

connected with the growth of the Grail legend,

its development seems to have been somewhat as

follows: Chrestien de Troyes. a French trouv6re

(died about 1195), left incomplete a ixiem known
as "Perceval," or "Le Conte del Graal," which
was continued by other hands. On this ro-

mance. Wolfram von Eschenbach, a poet of South

Germany, founded his Parzival (about 1210),

the finest poem on the legend. According to this

version, the Grail is a precious stone which came
from heaven after the fall of the angels. It is

guarded by a chaste order of knights whom it

chooses. Other early Grail romances are a trilogy

by the French poet Robert de Borron, known as

"Joseph d'Arimathie:" "Merlin;" "Perceval"

(early in the thirteenth century), in which the

Grail lesend is attached to the Arthurian cycle;

Qiieste del Saint Granl (about 1210). a prose

romance, in which Perceval is displaced by
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Galahad, ^vho is thout;ht to be a son of Lancelot

;

Graml Haint ilrual (about 1230), also in prose;

the jirose Perceval le Oallois (about 1225) ; the

Mahinogi of I'eredur (i.e. Perceval), a Welsh
prose romance (in the fourteenth centuiy) ; and
"Sir Perceval of Galles," an English poem (about

1440). Of the second poem, by Borron, only

fragments are extant; and the third, in its orig-

inal form, is lost, though its matter may be in-

ferred from the prose romance known as the

Diclot Perceval (second quarter of the thirteenth

centui-y). Sir Thomas ilalory embodied the

Quest, of which Galahad is the hero, in his llorte

d'Arthur, printed by Caxton in 14S5. From this

brief sununary the Grail legend is seen to be the

work mostly of French poets in the twelfth and
thirteenth centuries. On what did they build?

It is generally held that much of the matter

—

for exam]>!e, the hero and the magic vessel

—

was originally Celtic. Of this there is no reason-

able doubt. And yet the precise nature of this

Celtic contribution to the legend has not yet

t-een determinod. The romance of the Grail, so

popular in the jNIiddle Ages, was revived by the

poets of the nineteenth century. Best known is

Tennyson's poem in the Idylls of the King.
Tennyson, following Malory, gives the Galahad
version, and of course infuses into the legend

modem ideas. On the other version Wagner
founded tlie great music drama of Parsifal. Con-
sult: Paris, La litterature francaise au moyen
(ige (2d ed., Paris. 1890) : Hucher, Le Saint
Graal (Paris, 1875-79); Bireh-Hirschfeld, ' Die
Sage vom Oral (Leipzig. 1877), Hagen, Der Gral
(Strassburg, 1900) ; Nutt, Studies on the Legend
of the Holy Grail (London, 1888) ; Rhys, Stiidies

in the Artliurian Legend (London, 1891) ; Hein-

zel, Vehcr die frau::osischen Gral-Romane (Vien-

na, 1891) ; Newell, King Arthur and the Table
Round (Boston, 1897). See Galahad and Per-
ceval.

GRAIN. See Caryopsis ; Fruit.

GRAIN (OF. grain, grein, Fr. grain, from
Lat. granum, grain, ultimately connected with
Eng. corn) . A measure of weight. See Weights
AND JIeASURES.

GRAIN ELEVATOR. A structure for the
handling, storage, or cleaning of grain during,

or preparatory to, its trans-shipment from rail-

way cars to vessels, and vice versa. In exterior

appearance the modern grain elevator is a win-
dowless rectangular structure, surmounted by a

cupola-like superstructure. The main body of

the building, called the 'house,' is mostly occu-

pied with bins for the storage of gi'ain, while the

surmounting stnicture, which is generally three

stories high and is called a cupola, contains the

operating machinery and working rooms. Gen-
erally the topmost story of the cupola contain.?

the leg-driving machineiy and tumhead spouts,

the middle story the gamers, and the lowest

story the weighing hoppers and cleaning ma-
chinery. Below the cupola and main roof, and
extending over the entire width and length of the

house, is the distributing or spout floor. Here
are the conveyors, for transporting lengthwise

to the building, and the distributing sponts. for

transferring by gravity the grain from the scale

hopper to the bins. By means of legs reaching
from the bottom of pits sunk below the founda-
tions of the bins to the topmost story of the

cupola, and continuing bucket conveyors, the

grain is elevated to the turnhead points and dis-

charged into the garners. From these it passes

to the lower floor, where it is weighed, cleaned

if desired, and linally spouted to its proper l)in.

This description applies in general to all ele-

vators, but the construction and arrangement of

details diller for different classes of elevators.

The mode of operation of a grain elevator, de-

scribed without technicalities, is somewhat as

follows: A string of cars is placed so that each

car is opposite one of a niunljer of elevator legs

located about a car-length apart. The track may
enter the building underneath the bins, or may
pass along one or both sides of the building. Two
shovelers enter each car, and handle each a shovel

operated by a rope from a power-shovel shaft in

the elevator, Tliese shovels discharge into tlie

hopper or uits into which the feet of the elevator

legs descend. From these the bucket conveyors

running inside the legs hoist the grain to the top-

most stoiy of the cupola, where it is discharged,

in turning over a head pulley, into the hopper of

the turnhead spouts, thence into the garners, and
thence into the weighing hoppers. From the

scale hoppers the grain is spouted : ( 1 ) Upon
belt conveyors running longitudinally across the

building and discharging over movable trippers

into storage bins (storage elevators) ; (2) into .

car spouts, for reloading or transferring (rail-

way transfer elevators) ; (3) directly into stor-

age bins, which may be (a) shipping bins with

dock spouts, to be loaded into vessels; (b) into

car spouts (terminal elevators) ; or (c) into

garners above cleaning machineiy (cleaning ele-

vators). All of these classes of elevators are

designed for taking grain from railway cars and
transferring it to vessels or to other railway

cars.

Iilarine elevators, for transferring grain from
vessels to railway cars, are provided on the dock

side with elevator legs outside of the house,

which are mounted on wheels pennitting move-

ment along the side of the house and allowing

the legs to be set opposite the vessel's hatches.

These marine legs convey the grain to the tui'n-

liead spouts, whence it passes to the garners,

scales, cleaning machinery, it desired, or to the

car-loading spouts. There is another class of

elevators, comprising small elevators at railway

stations for receiving grain from farmers' wagons
and transferring it to cars. Floating elevators

are structures similar to land elevators, which

are mounted on floats or barges, which permit the

transi^ortation of the structure from one point of

a harbor to another.

In America, the most common construction for

elevators is timber, constructed sometimes with

thin brick outside protecting walls for the house,

and corrugated iron covering for the roof and
cupola wails. Tlie purpose of this incombustible

outside covering was to decrease the danger from

fire, and for this purpose it was evidently su-

perior to rmprotected timber construction. This

outside protection, however, was of little prac-

tical value once iire had gained access to the

timlier interior, and even with its use insurance

rates were very high. As a result, there has been

a strong tendency among elevator men in recent

years to build fireproof elevators. This con-

struction has usually taken the form of steel

bins inclosed by a house with brick walls, and a

cupola built entirely of steel framing, covered

with terra-cotta or iron, and having tile or sheet-
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steel floors. Sometimes the bins are made of

concrete, with an imbetlilcd steel skeleton ; ele-

vators of this construction liave been used more
extensively in Europe than in America.

Another type of fireproof elevator construction

considerably practiced in America, consists in

building the storage bins of steel separated from
the fireproof buildings containing tlie operating

machinery. A system of pneumatic conveyors

for liandiing the grain between the bins and the

operating house, and for loading and unloading

it, is an essential part of this type of elevator.

As an indication of the cliaracter and extent of

the elevator business, reference may be made
to the records of grain handled by the public ele-

vators of Chicago. III. In Illinois the public

elevators, like a railway, are compelled to handle

all grain submitted to them for storage and trans-

shipment up to the limit of their capacity, and
without discrimination, so long as the grain is

not diseased or otherwise injured. For this ser-

vice they are permitted to charge any rate up
to a ma.vimum of IVi cents per bushel for the

first ten days or portion thereof, and of V2 cent

per bushel for each ten days afterwards. The
total storage capacitv of the public elevators of

Chicago in 1000 was' .31,900,000 bushels of grain

at one time, and the capacity of individual ele-

vators ranged from 700,000 bushels to 4,000,000

bushels. Tliese elevators, working together, were
capable of unloading 2245 carloads of grain every
ten hours. The total amount of grain received

into stores by these elevators in 1900 was 72,-

901,273 bushels.

GRAINGER, gran'jer, James (c.1721-66).

An English physician and poet. He was educat-

ed at a school in North Berwick, and studied

medicine at Edinburgh. After three years of

army life (1745-48) he settled in London, but
had so little success in medicine that he turned
to literature. Besides making a Translation of

the Elcijies of Tibiilhis and of the Poems of .S'm7-

picia (1759), sharply criticised in Smollett's

Critical Rerieir, and rendering some assistance

in the preparation of Charlotte Lemiox's trans-

lation of Briimoy's Theatre des (rrees (1759),
he wrote, during his travels in the West
Indies, a. long poem in heroic style on fiiigar

Canr. This was published in 1764. after it had
provoked Dr. .Toluison's ridicule because of a
minute description of rats in the cane-fields.

Grainger's collected poems were printed in 1801.

Besides a. dissertation, De Modo ExeUandi Ptya-
lismtim, he wrote: Bisforia Fehris Anomulw
Batarw anitornm IT'iG, etc.; Accednnt Monita
Siphi/Uca (1753) ; "An Obstinate Case of Dysen-
tery Cured liy Lime Water," in Essai/s Physical
and Literarij (1756), and an Essaii on the More
Common West India Diseases (1764). He died

at Saint Christopher, of West India fever.

GRAINING. A European cyprinoid fish

(Leiiciscns Laneastriensis) . of certain streams
of the we<t of England and in some of the lakes

of Switzerland. It is rather more slender than
the dace: in its habits and food resembles the
trout ; rises readily at the artificial fly ; and
aff'ords good sport to the angler. It may reach
half a. yioimd in weight, and is excellent eating.

GRAINING (from grain, from Icel. prein,

Swed., Xonveg. gren, branch : a doublet of groin )

.

Pishing with the grain, a sort of pitchfork or

spear. There are many varieties of grains, from

the five-tine pattern, set crosswise, to the single-

tine harpoon of the whaler. In some of its forms,

notiibly that used in the capt\ire of swordMsh,

the liead of the grain remains in the fish after it

is sti-uck, attached to a line, but tbe handle is

withdrawn. Tlie most frciiucntly used is one

with two prongs, each lialf barbed inwardly.

GRAIN-INSECTS. Several insects attack

and damage stored grain of all sorts. The most
conspicuous one is the caterpillar of a small,

grayish-brown and black tineid moth (delechia

cerealella), allied to the clothes-moth and called

•corn-moth' in Great Britain, but known in the

United States as fly-weevil and ^Vngoumois grain-

moth, from the old Province of Angoumois,

France, where it has long l)ccn extremely destruc-

tive. It is most abundant in our Southern

States, where, on account of it, grain cannot long

be stored. It may at times attack other sub-

stances, such as books, pasteboard, woolen goods,

or even wood. Salt mixed with the grain is said

to be useful in checking the ravages of the larvae,

and the frequent turning over of the grain de-

stroys both eggs and larva;. When emptied,

granaries should be thoroughly cleaned and
whitewashed.
A different tineid, also called grain-moth

{Tinea. graiieUa), is another widespread and seri-

ous pest, especially to stored wheat; and a third

moth {Ephestia 'kiihinella) , which since 1877

has been a source of vast damage in Europe, ap-

peared in destructive numbers in North Ajuerica

about 1800. It multiplies with amazing rapidity,

makes clots in flour or meal, or binds together

grains of wheat, Indian corn, etc., by its silk-

spinning and voracious caterpillars, and is ex-

tremely difi^icult to get rid of. Another de-

structive species of the si^me genus is also known.
Consult Insect Life, vol. ii. (Washington, 1800).

QRAIN-MOTH AND ITS EFFECTS.

A, adult AugoumoiB moth (Oelecltin cerealella); h, a ker-
nel of maize, inhabited by a caterpillar; c, part of an ear
perforated by caterpillars.

,

,

Small beetles (weevils) of various kinds attack
stored grain, especially those of the genus Calan-
dra. They are minute, mimerous, and lay eggs-
upon the kernels; the larvae hatched from' these;
bore into and consume the body of tlie grain,,
whence they emerge as perfect beetles in the;

autumn. The most approved remedy is to sub-
mit the grain to dry heat of not less than 130°

F., or to the fumes of carbon disulphide. See,
also, Corn-Insects ; and for insects attacking
growing cer^'als, see the articles Wheat In-
sects ; Rice Insects ; etc.

GRAINNE NT-MHAILLE, gra'nv:! ne mii'-
lya. or (iijANAii.E (Anglicized. Grace O'Malley)

.

A noted Irish chieftainess and sea queen in the
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sixteenth eentiiry. She was tlie daugliter of Owen
O'Malley, chief of his clan and adniiial of tlie

Connacht lleet, and was born in West Galway
ahout 1540. During the Elizabethan wars she

took constant and active jjart against the English
and their Anglo-Xorinan supporters, sallying out
from Galway Bay at the head of her fleet to de-

stroy the English shipping or ravage the Norman
dependencies along the coast. She was twice mar-
ried, and seems always to have been the dominant
partner. In 1557, while cruising on the coast of

Kerr}', she was captured by the troops of the Earl
of Desmond, bj- wiiom she was held prisoner for a
year and a half, but on being released at once
renewed her forays, and in 1578 defeated a strong
expedition sent against her, thus making her
name so dreaded that she was permitted to ride

through (iulway city inimolested. Some years
later, lier husband dying and her two sons having
alread}' been killed, she was induced by a promise
of safety to put herself in the power of the Eng-
lish Governor of Galway, bj' whom she was sen-

tenced to be hanged, but was ransomed by her
husband's cousin. In 1591, after several other

forays and encounters along the western coast,

in one of which she was shipwrecked and forced

to remain in hiding for some time, she led a
fleet of twenty galleys against some sea rovers

from the Hebrides. In 1593, and again two years

later, she visited London, and is said to have
made submission, but apparently to little pur-

pose, as in 1001 we find record of one of her

ships with 100 musketeers being captured by an
English sloop of war.

GBAIN-RUST. See Rust.

GRAINS OF PARADISE, or Meleguetta
Pepper. An aronuitic and extremely hot and
pungent seed, imported from Guinea. It is the

produce of Amomitm meleguetta, or Amomum
granum paradisi, a plant of the order Zingiber-

acecB, with lanceolate leaves, one-flowered scapes

(leafless stems), about three feet high, and ovat«

or elliptie-oblong capsviles containing many seeds.

By the natives of Africa these seeds are used as

a spice or condiment to season their food ; in

Europe they are chiefly employed as a medicine

in veterinary practice, and fraudulently to in-

crease the pungency of fermented and spirituous

liquors. During the reign of George III. brewers

and dealers in beer in England were prohibited,

under a heavy penalty, from even having the

seeds in their possession. Tlie name meleguetta

pepper, or Guinea pepper (q.v.). is also given to

other pungent seeds from the west of Africa.

GBAKIiE (from Lat. gractilus, graeeiilus,

Jackdaw, onomatopoetie in origin). A kind of

•bird. (1) In America, a blackbird of the genus

"Qniscalus or the gen\is Scoleeophagus of the

famjiv Icteridfe. (See Blackbird.) The best

Ik.nmvn of those is the puqvle grakle or 'crow-

blackbird' {Qniscahis qiiiscula) , which is found

throughout the United States as far as Dakota,

and thence northwestward to Alaska. It is about

12 inches long, and the male is uniform glossy

black with metallic reflections. Larger species

are the boat-tail {Quiacalns major), and a Mexi-

can species {Qiiisralus macrurus) is distin-

guished by having a disproportionately long tail.

Well-known species of the other genus are the

•nidely distributed rusty grakle (Scoleeophagus

CaroUnvn). 9 inches long, the male dead black;

and Brewer's {Scoleeophagus cyanocephalus) , of

the Rocky Mountain region, which is a uniform
glossy, greenish black, the head and neck glossy
violet-black. In all species the females and
young are gray or brownish, more or less

streaked. These birds have all the characteristics

described under Blackbird. See Plate of Black-
niRD.s, and Colored Plate of EuGS of SongBirds.
* (2) In the Old \Yorld the name is given to

various oirds of the starling family (Sturnida)
and myna family (Eulabetidae) , of the genera
Acridotheres, Eulabes, etc. The Linnaean genus
'Gracula' is difficult of definition, and is passing
out of use. IMost of the Indian birds called

'grakles' are better known as mynas or hill-

niynas (q.v.).

GRAM. East Indian name for chick-pea (q.v. )

.

GRAM (Fr., from Lat. gramma, Gk. ypaju/ia,

weight of two obols, writing, from ypaifieiv, gra-

phein, to write). A measure of weight. See
Metric System.

GRAMINE..ffi, gra-mln'e-e (Lat. nom. pi.,

pertaining to grass, from gramen, grass). The
great family of grasses, which is one of the

largest and probably one of the most useful

groups of plants, as well as one of the most pecu-

liar. It is world-wide in its distribution, and is

remarkable in its display of individuals, often

growing so densely over large areas as to form
a compact turf. If the grass-like sedges be

associated with the true grasses, there are

ALOPECURUS PBATENS18.

a, The cylindrical spike; h, a single flower with Its

glumes; c, flowering glume with its awn; d, the pistil.

about 6000 species, representing nearly one-third

of all of the monocotyledons (q.v.). Here belong

the various cereals, sugar-canes, bamboos, and

pasture grasses, all of them eminently useful

plants. They are, for the most part, perennial

herbs with profusely branching rootstocks which

creep horizontally in the soil and give rise both to

sterile shoots in the form of tufts of leaves, and

also to fertile shoots. The characteristic leaf of
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the group consists of a blade and a prominent
sheatli, at the junction of which ajjpears the

outgrowth called the ligule (q.v.).

The inllores(;enee of the grasses consists of

spikes, racemes, or panicles, and is always com-
posed of an aggregation of secondary inflo-

rescences called spikelets. Each spikelet usu-

ally bears several (lowers, and also a number
of bracts. The two lowest bracts (sometimes
three) of each spikelet are sterile, that is, they do
not have llowcrs in their a.xils, and are known as
glumes. Above these are a varying number of

bracts subtending flowers, called flowering glumes
(formerly outer or inferior palea'). It is these

flowering glumes which are often prolonged into

the bristle-like tips known as awns. Opposite
each flowering glume on the short flower-stalk

there is a bractlet known as the palet (formerly
superior or inner palea), which is always awn-
less. Upon this same short flower-stalk there

often appear also two minute scales, known as lo-

dicules, whose morphological character has caused
considerable discussion. The flower consists usu-
ally of three stamens, each with an oblong or
linear anther attached below the middle to the

apex of the slender fllament (versatile), and a
single ovary bearing a style with two, rarely

three, stigniatic branches. Tlie various glumes
are set so close together upon the axis of the

spikelet that they overlap and are only partly

visible, completely protecting the flowers. At
the time of pollination

the glumes separate
and the dangling an-

thers and feathering
stigmas become vis-

ible. After fertiliza-

tion the pericarp ( rip-

ened ovary wall) ad-

heres so closely to tlw
seed that it seems to
be an outer skin, form-
ing the characteristic

fruit ( the grain ) of

the group. The em-
bryo is peculiar in

that it lies close to

one side of the .seed,

so that it is complete-
ly exposed by the

splitting of the thin
skin which covers it.

In this case the single

very large seed-leaf,

cotyledon, is not un-
folded nor removed in

germination, but re-

mains as a broad, shield-like absorbing organ,
with its back against the starch deposit. Tliis

peculiar shield-shaped absorbing cotyledon is

called the scutellum.
The grasses appear in the most varied situations

and numbers. Their chief display, however, is in
meadows and pastures, where they form the
principal vegetation. The meadow grasses occur
almost everywhere ; the most important of the
cereal grasses grow in temperate regions ; cer-

tain cereals, as rice, etc. are cultivated in the
tropics and subtropics: the arborescent grasses,
such as the h.nmbon and its allies, form extensive
groves in the tropics, and the small forms grow in
the shade of the primitive forest. For fossil forms
and forms of economic interest, see Gbasse.s.

BBOMUS MOLLIS.

GRAMMAR (OF., Fr. grammaire, from Lat.
gruiHimtliva, from tik. )/;«yU/^«r/Auv, (/raiuinuti-

kos, pertaining to writing, from jiiu/i/xa, ynunma,
letter, from )i)(u,>vv, gruiihcin, to write; ulti-

mately connected with Ger. yraben, Eng. grai'e).

That brancli of linguistic science which investi-

gates the forms of s]H'cch in a language or group
of languages and treats of the mutual relations

of those forms. Grammar may be divided into

normative or didactic, historical, and comparative.
Normative grammar deals with the phenomena of

a given language at a single period, establishing

the linguistic usage for that epoch, any deviation

from the standard there set being considered 'bad

granmiar.' As exam|)lcs of normative grammar
may be cited the ordinary treatises on the Latin
of the Ciceronian period, the Attic Greek of the

Periclean age, and most grammars of modern
French, German, English, and the like. Histori-

cal grammar, as its name implies, discusses the

historical deveIoi)ment of a given language, usual-

ly from the earliest traces of the language in

question down to the present time. Here no
norm is set. The purpose of such a work is mere-
ly to present facts, not, as in the normative
grammar, to lay down canons of usage. For in-

stance, normative grammar of modern English
states that two negatives are equivalent to an
aflirmative. Such a sentence as "he didn't hear
nothing' as equivalent to 'he heard nothing' is

stigmatized as 'bad grammar,' i.e. as deviating
from the norm. On the other hand, historical

grammar observes that at present two negatives
are equal to an affirmative. In Early English,
however, as in the Proverbs of Hendyng (thir-

teenth century) , this is not true, for we have such
constructions as:

Zef J)o« art riche & wel ytold,

Se he ]>(>» noht parefore io bold,

Ne wax ]>ou nohl Io iiilde.

( If thou art rich and well accounted,

Be thou not therefore too bold.

Nor wax thou not too wild.)

In like manner we find in Anglo-Saxon of the best

period, as in Alfred's translation of Boethius,

such sentences as on ttuiiuin m§nn nytoii iiUne

arc (literally, they don't show no honor to no
man, i.e. they show honor to no man). Histori-

cally there is no inherent correctness in the use
of one negative or more than one. The best

usage forms the only law. Historical grammar
may, however, explain the origin of a usage,

without transcending its limits. Thus in the ex-

ample before us the double negative is based on
a desire for emphasis (if one negative is good,

two are better), the use of the single negative, on
a sense of logic (one negative annuls another).
Comparative grammar, which is usually histori-

cal rather than normative in type, groups dif-

ferent languages together for a comparative study
of their forms and the rekations of such forms.

We thus have comparative grammars of Romance,
Germanic, Indo-Germanic, Dravidian. or Semitic
languages, and the like. Here the discussion

will be only of normative and of historical gram-
mar, the subject of comparative grammar being
treated under the title Philology (q.v.).

Hl.STORY OF NORM.ATIVE Gr.\mmar. Until the
nineteenth century the history of griimmar is

confined to the normative type. Only with the

introduction into Europe of the knowledge of

Sanskrit did the impulse come to study language
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comparatively and historically. The few attempts
made along those lines before had all proved
aborti\'e for lack of material and method, and
grammarians contented themselves with recording

linguistic phenomena of given periods. In the

Orient grammatical study began in India with the

Nirukta of Yaska (fiftli century B.C.), although
the first formal grammar of which we have any
knowledge was that of Panini (q.v. ), probably

about B.C. 300. In some three thousand sections

comprised in eight books he summarized and
fixed the rules for classical Sanskrit. He enumer-
ates sixty-four predecessors, and was himself the

forerunner of a long line of grammarians. His
lules, which are couched in formulas almost,

algebraic in type and abounding in arbitrary

designations (e.g. at =: the gi-oup of vowels, semi-

vowels, and h; am = the same group together

with the nasals; 7a/7. =: imperfect tense; /at =
aorist tense: h/ = perfect tense; /».f = peri-

phrastic future, etc., where I denotes all personal

endings, t a primary tense, h a secondary tense,

etc.), formed the basis of many commentaries
such as the Varttikas of Katyayana (probably

third century B.C.). and Patanjali's ilahnhhushi/a

(probably a half-century later). About the mid-

dle of the seventh century .\.d. the first complete

commentary on Panini was composed, entitled

KSsikn ^'rtfi, or Beiuiies Coinntentai-ii. by Jaya-

ditya and Vamana. Of the nou-Paninean school

of
' Sanskrit grammar the most important is

Hemacandra of the twelfth century, the eighth

book of whose Siddhahemacandra is the main
source for native Prakrit grammar. The oldest

grammarian in Prakrit (q.v.) is Vararuci, said

by native tradition to have been a contemporary
of Ivalidasa (

q.v. ) . Here, too, there is a long

series of grammarians of minor importance. The
Sanskrit term for grammar, viidkarana, analysis,

is indicative of the Indian method. Systematic

and exact with their passion for minute division

and subdivision, the Avork of the Hindus in this

branch of learning reached its acme in the wonder-
fully exhaustive work of Panini, with which no
grammar can be compared till modern times. The
grammar of India was of indigenous origin. It dis-

cussed phonology, etymology, and inflection, but
there is almost no mention of syntax. Of the

other Oriental peoples only the Arabs and the

Jews developed grammatical works. Arabic
grammar was founded shortly after the Hejira.

Abu '1 as-Wad ad-Duil (died a.d. 688) is con-

sidered the first Arabic grammarian, and he

classified the parts of speech as nouns, verbs, and
particles. This branch of literature in Arabic is

an enormous one, no less than 2500 writers on
grammar, lexicography, and philology being enu-

merated. The earlier grammarians are the most
important, such as al-Farahidi. and his pupil,

Abu "1 Hasan al-Basri, more usually known as

as-Sibawaih (latter part of the eighth century).

The source of Arabic grammar is involved in

obscurity. It is, however, a significant fact that

many of the Arabic grammarians, like more than

one of their greatest historians, were Persians by
birth. Through the medium of the Syrians

Greek culture penetrated Persia, and doubtless

some knowledge of Greek grammar came through

the same channel, so that it does not seem un-

warranted to suppose that Arabic grammar,
which is treated with exactness and comprehen-
siveness, was ultimately influenced by Greek. It

is at least certain that Sj'riac grammars, of

which that of Elia of Sobha (eleventh century)

is an excellent example, were based on Greek
models. The Jewish grammarians had originally

the same purpose as those of Arabia, the preser-

vation of their sacred books. In a certain sense

their grammar commences with the Massorites,

although it was not until the Jews came under
the influence of fully developed Arabic culture

that they wi'ote formal grammars. The oldest

extant Hebrew grammatical work is a lexicon by
David ben Abraham (tenth century), but the

greatest is that of Yona ben Gannach, of the be-

ginning of the eleventh century. His work, di-

vided into forty-six chapters, leaves scarcely a
problem of Hebrew grammar untouched, and
though after him there were many native Hebrew
grammarians, none attained to his standard.

There was Init one people of tlie ancient world
except India whicli evolved an independent sys-

tem of grammar. This was Greece. The contrast

between the two beginnings is significant of the

trend of thought of the two nations. In India

the impulse was given by religion, in Greece
bj' philosophy, especially by the Sophists (q.v.),

such as Protagoras and Antisthenes. Many of

the technical terms still used in grammar were
coined by jjhilosophers before formal grammar
was known. On the other hand, there is a certain

analogue between the two peoples, for the In-

dians applied grammar first to the Rig-Teda as

the Greeks to the text of the Homeric poems.

It was therefore the critics of Alexandria and
Pergamum who were the first Greek granunarians.

Of these the pioneer was Dionysius Thrax, who
taught at Rome in the first century B.C., although

the Craifjlus of Plato, which is of great historic

interest in grammar (see Etymology), contains

some general statements on grammatical topics.

Following Plato, Aristotle in the course of his

philosophical works distinguished between nouns,

verbs, and 'connectives' (Gk. dvifiara, names,

pillinTa, sayings, a-ivSeirfioC. bonds, including pro-

nouns), and he also recognized the category of

case (Gk. irTu)<r(s, fall ) . The Stoic philosophers

made important contributions to grammatical
knowledge. Thus Posidonius of Rhodes ( first

century B.C.) gave to the five cases of the

Greek noun the names which they still have.

The work of Bionysius Thrax, to which allu-

sion has been made, was. however, the most
important from a formal point of view. Sum-
ming up the work of his predecessors, he set

forth a grammar so complete that it formed a

model for all succeeding Greek and Latin works
on the subject, was the standard moreover for

grammars of other languages, as for instance, of

an Armenian gi'ammar said by tradition to have

been composed in the fifth century, and com-
mented upon by Yohan Erznkachi in the four-

teenth century, and still influences in form even

the most modern and scientific grammars. While
the Sanskrit grammarians, as we have seen,

neglected syntax almost entirely, the Greeks paid

special attention to this branch of grammar. This

is the new contribution in the works of Apollo-

nius Dyscolus ( second century a.d. ) , one of the

greatest grammarians who has ever lived. The
grammatical work of the P>omans was but an
imitation of their Greek models. The two names
deserving special mention are those of Varro
(B.C. 116-C.28), whose work on the Latin language

is of great value, and has some sections on ety-

mology, the weakest side of Gr<Tco-Roman gram-
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mar, as it 18 one of the strongest of the Sanskrit,

and Priscian (about the close of the tiflli cen-

tury A.D.), whose llruiiiiitatical Commenlurics, in

eighteen books (the first two on i)lionoU)gy, two
more on word-formation, then twelve on inllection,

and two on syntax), was the standard authority
through the iliddle Ages. Media-val times show
no priigress in grammatical work. It is true that
non-classical languages received attentinu owing
to tlic spread of Christianitj-, which otl'creil the

Scriptures in the vernaculars of the peoples to

whom the new religion was carried. The only
grammar in the technical sense of the word, how-
ever, of this period is the Welsh one, entitled

Desparth Edciirn Atir, written, as its name im-
plies, by Edeyrn the CIolden-Tongued, in the thir-

teenth century. With the revival of learning
came a change. Latin still exercised its influence

over all grammar, and the earliest Renaissance
treatises are devoted to Latin in its relation to

the vernaculars. t)ne of the first works of this

type was the anonymous Troctntiis dans inodiim
teuionisandi casus ct tempora (ilUnstcr, 1451).
A single sentence shows its quaint character: Un
eyii verhum neutrum odder ncutrale hcth da-

rumine also, dat yd noch wercken edder li/dcnt

hedudct (and a verhum neutrum or neutrale is

thus called, liccaiisc it expresses neither action
nor passivity). The first Greek grammar of this

period was that written by the Byzantine exile

Constantine Lascaris (Milan. 1476). To give a
history of the man.y classical grammars which
appeared from the beginning of the Renaissance
to the new epoch inaugurated by the study of

Sanskrit would lead -too far afield. Suffice it to

say that there was no real progress made in

scientific grammar of any language until the ex-

clusive devotion to Latin and Greek gave way
at the opening of the nineteenth century to the
broader study of other languages as well. The
first grammars of the various non-classical lan-

guages are as follows: Spanish by ^-Elius Anto-
nius Xebrissensis (1492): Arabic by Peter of

Alcala (1505); Hebrew by Reuchlin (1506);
Old Church Slavic, anonymously (1516); Ger-
man Ijy Ickelsamer (?) (1527) ; Hungarian by
Erdosi (1539) ; Kthiopic by Victorinus (1548) ;

French by Estienne (Stephanus) (1557): Syriae
by Widmanstadt (1558); Polish by Stoienski
(Statorius) (1568); Bohemian, anonymous
(1567); Basque, anonymous (1587); Tagal by
Santo Josepho (1610); ilodern Greek bv Por-
tius (1638): Canarese by Estevano (1640);
Danish bv Pontoppidan (1648); Annaniese by
Rhodes (1651); English by Wallis (1653)';

Lithuanian by Klein (1653) ; Chinese by Kircher
(1667) : Portuguese by Pereira (1672) ; ilalay
by Raimonds(l'674) ; Swedish Ijy Wallen ( 16S2 )';

Lettish by Adolphi ( 1683) ; Gothic, Anglo-Saxon,
and Icelandic by Hickes ( 1689 ) . The geographical
discoveries of this period resulted linguistically

in the publication of numerous grammars, in-

cluding those of Aztec (1555) ; Chiapa (1560) ;

Quichua (1.560) ; Mixteca (1503) ; Tupl (1.595) ;

Aymara and Araucanian (1603) ; Huron (1631 i ;

GuaranI (1639) : :Massachusetts (1666) : Chayma
(16S0). The eighteenth century was rich in

granmiatical contributions. We have grammars
of Tamil by Ziegenbalg (1716) ; Hindustani by
Schultze (1741): Fanti and Accra by Protten
(1764); Bengali by Halhed ( 1778) ;" Marathi,
anonymous (1778). The American languages
also received much attention. Thus Moxan was

treated by Marbau (1701); Tarsaca by Qui.xas

(1714) ; 'Jvoran by Urtego (1732); Lnlen by
Machoiii (1732) ; Totonaean by Bonilla (1752) ;

EskiniiJ by Egede (1760); Otomi by Neve y
Molina (1767) ; Abipone by Dobrizliofer (1784) ;

Mohegan by Edwards (1788). The latter half

of the century was marked by a steady growth
of interest in comparative grammar, wiiich was
soon to revolutionize the study and the methods
of the science. (The history of tlicsc branches
of linguistics will be treated more properly under
I'uiLOLooY. ) Since the opening of the nineteenth
century the history of grannuar in its norma-
tive as])eet lias been modified to some e.xtent

by the comparative method, which is also re-

sponsible in great part for the historical mode
of treatment. The trammels of Latin are less

felt, although the simple normative grammar of

any Indo-Gernuuiic language is almost of neces-

sity written along tlie old familiar scheme. The
inadequacy of such a treatment is less apparent,
however, in this group of dialects than in tho.se

of other language families. Many tongues which
have no case, verb inflection, or the like corre-
sponding to the Latin must be distorted before
they can be forced into the conventional mold.
Such incorporating languages as American In-

dian are ca.ses in point. This difliculty is, it must
be confessed, almost unavoidable. The mind of

the liuguist is, unhappily, so fixed by the forms
of his own vernacular and its kindred languages
that it is almost a psychic impossibility for him
to escape their influence, especially when pre-

senting the facts of a language in the form of

a grammar.
Method of XoEjiATn-E Geammar. While nor-

mative grammars vary somewhat according to

the special requirements of the languages of

which they treat, or according to the class of

readers to whom they are addressed, they should
be written in general according to a uniform out-

line. The comprehensive definition of the language
considered by the grammar in question is given,

the dialectic subdivisions are described and lo-

calized, and their mutual relations to each other
are presented. The orthography, pronunciation,

and main principles of accent are next consid-

ered, and then the phonology is taken up syste-

matically, jireferably in the order of vowels,
semivowels, nasals, liquids, mutes (gutturals,

palatals, dentals, and labials), and spirants. Af-
ter the phonology comes the noun-formation, fol-

lowed by the inflection of nouns and adjectives

according to their various declensions, then pro-

nouns and numerals, and finally adverbs, prepo-

sitions, conjunctions, and interjections. Next
comes the section on verb-fonnation. followed by
the verb-inflection arranged according to the
different conjugations of the language under con-
sideration. The division of syntax follows th.at

of inflection. Here several arrangements are pos-

sible. The simplest method is to repeat the order
observed in the inflectional part. The concluding
portion of the syntax may often be devoted
profitably to a discussion of the word order of

the language, and a sketch of the metres found
in the poetry should conclude the work. Com-
parisons of the dialects of the language with its

literary form may often be introduced in their

proper places. It must be borne in mind that
this is the outline of a technical scientific gram-
mar. Special grammars, as those for beginners
and schools, will frequently deviate for practical
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purposes more or less from the outline here given.

Any arrangement which seems best for the spe-

cial object of such a grammar may be adopted.
The various lessons into which scliool grammars
are frequently divided are often provided with
vocabularies of new words, and with sentences

for translation from and into the language
treated by the work. It is not unusual to ap-

pend a ehrestoniathy of the languages containing

extracts from some of its most important liter-

ary works, and to follow this with a glossary.

Parts of Speech. In a discussion of grammar
it is necessary to enumerate the relations of the

various parts of speech to each other, and to

state what is comprised under each of these

parts. The parts of speech are usually consid-

ered to be eight in number: nouns, adjectives,

pronouns, verbs, adverbs, prepositions, conjunc-

tions, and interjections. Under these several

titles will be found more full accounts of their

functions. The noun is conventionally described

as the name of a concrete or abstract object; the

adjective modifies the meaning of a noun or

pronoun ; the pronoun is a word standing in

place of a noun ; a verb expresses action or state

of being; an adverb modifies a verb, adjective, or

other adverb; a preposition shows the relation

between one noun or pronoun and another; a

conjunction connects clauses or words: the inter-

jection is an expression of emotion standing in

no grammatical relation with the rest of the sen-

tence. While this division Is sutfieient for practi-

cal purposes, it is far from satisfying scientific

accuracy. The noun and adjective are particular-

ly closely allied, so that their functions often

overlap, and there is in some instances no real

distinction between the two. It seems probable

that in the earliest period of the Indo-Germanie
languages (q.v ) there was but one group for the

two, the noun, and that from the collocation of

nour.s, one alTecting the meaning of the other, the

adjective was derived as a subdivision of the

noun. Similarly the adverbs, prepositions, and
conjunctions are shown by comparative philolog\-

to be in most instances stereotyped case-forms

of nouns. The pronouns, although in many
cases, as in the demonstrative, interrogative, or

relative classes, they are inflected like adjectives,

form, in reality, a class distinct from the nouns.

The cardinal numerals beyond four were origi-

nally nouns: below four they were in the adjec-

tive group. Verbs also form a separate class, al-

though in the infinitive and participle they over-

lap the noun-ad]ective group. The old view that

in their primitive inflection pronominal elements

entered seems on the whole doubtful, although

arguments may be alleged in its favor. The
most primitive interjections are merely reflex

emotive vocal actions, and admit of no linguis-

tic classification. They are perhaps the most
primitive forms of speech, shared, like gesture

language (q.v. ), by man with the animals. The
developed interjections are syncopated sentences.

Scientifically, then, the parts of speech are

four—nouns, pronouns, verbs, and interjections.

Nouns and pronouns have normally gender, n\im-

ber, and case. Gender may be natural, indicating

male, female, and sexless, or grammatical, as

German der Tisch (masc), table: die Gahel

(fern.), fork: dus Weil (neu.l. woman. Here
gender has nothing to do with sex. Number
shows whether the word denotes one (singular),

two (dual), or more than one or two (plural).

Case expi'esses the relations of a noun or pro-

noun to the word with which it is most closely

related in the sentence. The number of cases

varies widely in different languages. The verb,

like the noun, has number, and, in some lan-

guages, gender. It also has person, mood, tense,

and voice. Person denotes generally either the

person sjieaking, the one addressed, or some
other individual. Here again many non-Indo-
Germanic languages have various deviations

from this scheme. Moods are actual (indicative)

or contingent, the most familiar examples of

the latter being the subjunctive (will), optative

(wish), and imperative (command). Tense ex-

presses the time of action. Originally tense was
merely present or past, the present serving as
a future also, but tliere were later developed va-

rious subdivisions of tense, as the future and
the perfect tense (present, past, and future per-

fect ) , and the like. Voice denotes whether the

person is the agent (active), or is acted upon
(passive), or acts in a way which afTects him-
self ( middle ) . The passive voice is much later

in development than the active or than the
middle, which has disappeared in the modern
Indo-Germanie languages. All these grammati-
cal categories are modified in various ways by
diti'erent languages, and very many dialects have
much more complex systems than the normal one
for the Indo-Germanie group, which is here out-

lined.

Consult: Vater, Litteratiir der Grammaiilien,
Lcxika mid WortersammJungpn ailer Sprachcn
der Erde ( 2d ed., Berlin, 1847 ) : Benfey, Ge-

.trhichte der Sprachwissenschaft (Munich, 1809) ;

Miiller, Grvndriss der Sprachunssenschafit (Vien-

na, 1876-88) ; Steinthal, Geschichfe der Sprach-

u-issenschaft bei den Griechen und Romern (2d
ed,, Berlin, 1890) ; Paul, Prin:sipien der Sprach-
(jesehichte (3d ed„ Halle, 1898) ; Gabelentz,

l^prachicissenschaft, ihre Anfgaben. Methoden
iind bisherifien Erpebnisse (2d ed., Leipzig,

1901) ; Oertel. Lectures on the f?cieiice of Lan-
(liuif/e (New York, 1901).

GRAMMAR SCHOOLS. In the Middle Ages,

when the existing schools were entirely under
control of the monastic or the secular clergy, a
distinction was drawn between the singing-

schools, or those in which instruction was limited

to the elements of reading, writing, and singing,

and the grammar schools, in which attention was
directed to the study of language and literature,

usually of a religious character. These gram-
mar schools were, in fact, a survival or revival

of the old Roman grammar schools, or schools

of the grammatists. In England the term was
in turn applied to the secondary schools that

were established on independent foundations, and
were fi"ee from direct ecclesiastical control. Such
schools were also called public schools. The
earliest of these was Winchester, founded in 1378,
by William of Wykeham, Bishop of Winchester,
During the troubles incident to the Reformation
in England many of these schools were swept
away, but some of them were afterwards restored.

The most important of these schools, and hence

often called the nine great public or grammar
schools of England, are Winchester, Eton, Rugby,
Charter House, Saint Paul's, Harrow, Westmin-
ster, Merchant Taylors, and Shrewsbury. These
schools w-ere devoted wholly to the study of

Greek and Latin grammar and rhetoric, and
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hence the title, grammar scliools. The English
colonists earrii'd this type of school to America.
Such an establishment was attempted in 1021 at
Charles City, \'a., but, owing to the troubled
character of the times, it had no permanency. In
1G35 the Latin Grammar .School was established
in Boston, and it has had a continuous existence
to the present time. JIany sucli schools were estab-

lished in Massachusetts, and in 1047 a general
school law was passed which contained tlie fol-

lowing provision : "It is further ordered, that
where any town shall increase to the number of
100 families or householders, they shall set up
a grammar school, the master thereof being able
to instruct youth so far as they may be fitted for
the university." Similar schools flourished in

most of the colonies until near the close of the
eighteenth century, when a type of secondary
school, called academies, took their place.

Toward the middle of the nineteenth century
the term grammar school again came into com-
mon use in the United States to indicate a type
of intermediate school devoted for the most part
to the study of English granunar with some at-

tention to geography, advanced arithmetic, and
history. Previous to this time the only school

inferior to the Latin grammar schools and the
academies was the elementary school, devoted to

the study of the elements of reading, writing, and
arithmetic. The system of grading was gradually
introduced about the middle of the century in the
larger towns of Massachusetts. The elementary
and the (English) grammar school were divided
into from two to four, usually three, grades each,

and were amalgamated into a system under one
administration—that of the superintendent of
schools. The term 'grammar school' is now com-
monly used to designate the upper grades, ordi-

narily the fourth to the eighth, inclusive, of the
common school, in which not only grammar, but
also arithmetic, geography, history, elements of

natural science, usually drawing, some form of

manual training, and sometimes elementary alge-

bra or geometry, with a foreign language, enter
into the curriculum. See Common Schools;
Education ; iloxASTicisM ; Nationai, Educa-
tion. System.? of; Schools; and the several
grammar schools enumerated.

GRAMMATEtrS. See Schreiber.

GRAMMICHELE, gr.am'me-kald, or GRAN-
MICHELE. A city in Sicily, 35 miles southwest
of Catania (ilap: Italy, J 10). It has stone and
clay quarries, and markets grain, wine, cotton,

fruit, and cattle. It was founded in 1693 by the
Prince of Butera to take the place of the neigh-
boring Occhialft. destroyed by an earthquake.
Population of commune, in 1881, 11,804; in 1891,
1.5.07.5.

GRAMMONT, gra'moN' (Flem. Geertsbergpn,
Geeraerdsbergen) . A small to\\ii of Belgium, in

the Province of East Flanders, situated on both
banks of the Dender, 221/4 miles by rail south of

Ghent (Map: Belgium, B 4). It has an episco-

pal college and manufactures of lace and textiles.

Population, in 1890. 10,891; in 1900, 11,999.

GRAMMONT, Order of. See Grandmon-
tains. Order of.

GRAMMYSIA, gram-misl-a (Neo-Lat.. from
Gk. ypanfii], gramme, line + //!>f, nij/.s, mussel).
A fossil pelecypod shell of clam-like form, with
strong concentric folds, and one or more radial

furrows e.\tending from the umbones diagonally
to the ventral margin of the sliell. The genus
appears in tlie Silurian rocks, but is especially
abundant in the Middle and Upi)er Devonian
marine formations, of which it is quite char-
acteristic. The type species is Grannnysia Ha-
miltoncnsis, al)out three inches in length.

GRAMONT, gra'moN'. The name taken by
the ycmnger branch of the family of Aure, noble-

men of Navarre. PiiiLinERT ( MoSOl married
(1367) Diane d'Andouins (1354-1020), mistress
of Henry IV.—Their son, An'toine II. ( ?-lti44),

^^as Viceroy of Navarre, and was made Duke de
Gramont. Of his four sons, two are well known.—Antoine III. (1604-78), Marshal of France,
took part in the wars in Holland, Italy, and
tiermany, fouglit in the battle of Freiburg, was
taken prisoner at Niirdlingen, but was exchanged
immediately, and was prominent at the battle of
Lens (1648). During the wars of the Fronde
he was on the side of the Court. In 1657 he went
to Spain to arrange for the marriage of Louis
XIV. with the Infanta JIaria Theresa. He mar-
ried Frangoise de Chiore, a niece of Richelieu.
His Mi'moires were published in 1617. The more
important members of the family are treated
separately.

GRAMONT, Antoine Alfred Ag£nob, Duke
de (1819-80). A French diplomat. He was
born in Paris, was educated at the Ecole Poly-
technique, and studied to prepare himself for
the diplomatic service. His opportunity for en-

tering diplomatic life did not come until after
the coup detat of December 2, 1851. In 1852
Napoleon sent him as Minister Plenipotentiary
to Cassel. In the two years following he was
transferred to Stuttgart, and then to Turin,
each transfer being in the line of promotion. In
1857 he was named Ambassador at Rome, and in

1861 became the representative of the French
Empire at Vienna. There he remained until

January, 1870, when he was called to Paris to

become Jlinistcr of Foreign Affairs in the Olli-

vier Cabinet. In this position he played a promi-
nent part in the events that led up to the Franco-
Prussian War, and was probably responsible,

more than any other man, for the precipitancy
with which France rushed into the conflict. On
July 13th he gave to the Chambers a distorted

version of the conduct of Prussia with regard to

the Benedetti attair, thereby committing France
to the declaration of war which followed on the
19th. On August 9th, after the first reverses
to the French arms, he resigned with tlie rest of

the Ollivier Cabinet, amid a storm of abuse from
the French press. He spent the remainder of his

life in retirement, writing apologies and explana-
tions of his conduct, in which he tried to shift the
blame for the catastrophe upon others. His
principal work was La France et la Pnisse avant
In guerre ( 1872)

.

GRAMONT, Philibert. Count de (e.l621-

1707). A celebrated French courtier. He was
the son of Antoine, Duke de Gramont. While
still very young he served as a volunteer under
Conde and Turenne. and distinguished himself
by the most chivalric bravery. At the Court of

Louis XIV., with this reputation added to his
youth, noble birth, a handsome person, fine tal-

ents and accomplishments, a lively wit, and good
fortune at play, he had the audacity to aspire to

be the rival of the King in the affections of one
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of his favorites. This caused him to be banished
from France in lt)02. He found a refuge at the
Court of Charles II. of England. Here, after

many adventures, he married Eliza Hamilton,
sister of Anthony, Count Hamilton. He then
went to France (16(i4) and served in the Low
Countries. His wife became one of the ladies at
the Court of the Queen JIaria Theresa. He had
two daughters, one of whom was married to

Henry Howard, Jlarquis of Stratford, and the
other became Abbess of Poussay, in Lorraine.
The famous Mimoires dii Coinie de Gramont
were written by his brother-in-law, Anthony,
Count Hamilton (q.v.), trans, in Bohn's Library
(London, 184G).

GRAMOPHONE. An apparatus, invented
by Emile Berliner for the reproduction of sound,
difl'ering from the phonograph and graphophone
in that it employs a disk instead of a cylinder as

its record. The original disk on which is a stjdus

connecting with a diaphragm vibrating under the

influence of the sound-'waves, is of glass, and
the record is made on a lampblack surface. This
disk revolves on a horizontal plane, and varies

from the cylinder of the phonograph in that it

cannot be used directly for reproduction, but re-

quires a corresponding disk of hard rubber which
is prepared from a metal die photographically
etched from the original lampblack disk. The
diaphragm is so arranged that it travels outward
during the revolution of the disk on which the

record is made in a long spiral. The stylus is

pivoted so that it connects with the diaphragm
and has a lateral motion. Save in this mechani-
cal detail the principle of the instrument is es-

sentially the same as the phonograph (q.v.).

GRAMTIANS. An Australian mountain
range extending north and south in the western
part of Victoria (Map: Victoria, B 4). From
its eastern slope flow the Glenelg and its afflu-

ents. The loftiest peak of the range, Mount Wil-
liam, is 4500 feet above the sea.

GRAMPIANS. The principal mountain sys-

tem in Scotland, separating the Highlands from
the Lowlands (Map: Scotland, E 3). They run
from northeast to southwest, forming the well-

known high grounds of Aberdeenshire, Kincar-
dineshire, Forfarshire, and Perthshire. The aver-

age elevation of this main range is from 2000 to

3000 feet; the highest elevation is Ben Nevis
(4406 feet), at its western extremity. An out-

lying branch of the Grampians extends northward
from near the head of the valle.y to the Dee, and
comprises among its chief summits Ben Mach-
dhui (4296 feet) and Cairngorm (4048 feet).

Southward to the western extremity of the Gram-
pians are situated numerous groups and chains

of greater or less extent. Among these the chief

summits are Ben Cruachan (3693 feet). Ben Lo-
mond (3192 feet), Ben More (3845 feet), Ben
Lawers (3984 feet), and Shichallion (3547 feet).

The Grampians present toward the Lowlands a

bold aspect, but in places they slope gradually

into the fertile country below, and are every-

where intersected by beautiful valleys. On the

north side the mountains are more rugged and
are difficult to traverse. Two railroads cross

them in the wildest parts : one through the Pass
of Lerry and Glenogle. and the other by way of

the Pass of Killiecrankie and Glengarry. The
name Grampians applied to this mountain sys-

tem by modern writers represents the Graupius

(changed by an error to Grampius) Mons of

Tacitus, a mountain (or range), the scene of the
defeat of Galgacus by Agricola, the location of

which has not been determined. See Kicpert,
Lchrbiich dcr alien Ucugmphic, par. 462.

GRAMPUS (older form grainpasse, from Sp.
gran pez, grampus, great fish, from gron, great,

and pez, fish). A genus of large dolphins (Del-

phinidfe), having a spindle-shaped body, thicker

in proportion than that of the porpoise, from
which this animal differs also in the greater
height of its dorsal fin, in the upper jaw pro-

jecting a little over the lower, and in the smaller
number of teeth, which are wanting in the upper
jaw of adults, and are from six to fourteen in the

lower jaw. The color is slaty-gray more or less

streaked with white. The genus is nearly related

to that of the caaing whale (q.v.). Several spe-

cies are known in the northern oceans and in the

Jlediterranean Sea. The common grampus, or
'cowfish' (Grampus griseus) , is sometimes twenty
feet long, and is a slow-moving, wholly inoffen-

sive animal. It feeds on squid, swimming mol-
lusks. and small fish. The name 'grampus' is

popularl}' applied to almost any cetacean which
is too large to be called a porpoise and too small
to be called a whale.

GRAN, griin (Hung. Esztergom. Lat. Stri-

gonium). A royal free town of Hungary and
capital of the county of the same name, on the

right bank of the Danube, 25 miles northwest of

Budapest (Map: Hungary, F 3). It consists of

tile town proper, the archiepiscopal or 'water'

town, and two suburbs; and is the seat of the

Prince Primate of Hungary. The most striking

architectural feature is the large cathedi'al. built

in 1821-56, in the Italian Renaissance style, in

a connnanding position, with an imposing dome
like that of Saint Peter's in Rome. The church is

348 feet long, and is the most beautiful one in the

kingdom. The elaborate interior is adorned with
several fine paintings, monuments, and chapels.

Among other noteworthy buildings are the Church
of Saint Anne, with its dome, the old and the new
archiepiscopal palaces of the Primate, the semi-

nary for priests, the county building, and the

town hall. The suburbs are attractively laid out,

and have handsome residences. Agriculture is the

chief industry, and wine the principal article of

commerce. Several warm saline and sulphur
springs afford medicinal baths. Po]iulation. in

1890, 15.749: in 1900, 16,948. Gran, which is

one of the oldest towns of Hungary, was the

residence of the Hungarian Prince Gejza; and
here was born his son. Saint Stephen, first King
of Hungary, who was converted to Christianity

in 1000, .and established the See of Gran the

next year. The town was a great commercial

centre, but was destroyed by the Tatars in 1241

and never regained its former importance. Be-

tween 1543 and 1683 it was held by the Turks.

GRANACCI, gra-nii'che. Fr.\ncesco (1477-

1543). A Florentine painter, friend of Jlichel-

angelo, and pupil of Ghirlandajo. After his

master's death he completed many of the paint-

ings which the former had left unfinished, but his

later manner was nearer to Raphael and da Vinci.

He collaborated with Michelangelo on the frescoes

of the Sistine Chapel. His principal works are:

at Florence, a "Virgin Giving Her Girdle to Saint

Thomas." at the "Uffizi. and at the Pitti a

"Holv Family;" at Berlin, a "Trinity;" and at
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the Old Museum at JIunicli. a "Jlaiy with the
Babe." a "Magdalen," ''Apollonia," '"Jerome,"

and "Jnliii tlie Baptist."

GRANADA, granii'da, Span. pron. gra-na'D4.
The capital of the Department of Granada, Nica-
ragua, situated on the northwest shore of Lake
Nicaragua at the foot of the extinct volcano of

Mombacho (Map: Central America. D 5). It is

in a eacao-growing district and carries on trade in

goldsmith's work, indigo, dyewoods, cacao, and
hides. The town is the northern terminus of the

lake steamship line. Population, 1'2.000. Gra-
nada was founded by Fernando de Cordova in

1524, and was formerly the capital of the
country.

GRANADA. A former kingdom of Andalu-
sia, Spain, situated along the southern const, and
bounded on the north by Cordova and .lai'n. on
the east by Murcia. on the south by the Mediter-

ranean, and on the west by Seville. It comprises
the modern provinces of Malaga, Granada, and
Almeria, with an aggregate area of 10,950 square
miles. It is mountainous throughout, its ea.st-

ern half being traversed by the snow-clad Sierra

Nevada, reaching in the Cerro de Mulliacen a
height of 11.42() feet. The principal river is

the Jenil, a tributary of the Guadalquiver, whose
valley, the 'Vega of Granada,' is a veritable

garden. Mining and agriculture are the chief

resources of the inhaliifants, the former producing
lead, zinc, iron, silver, and coal ; the latter sugar,
flax, fruit, grain, and, above all, wine and oil.

There are some manufactures of textiles, choco-

late, and bricks, and some oil and flour mills.

Communications are still in a backward state,

although a railroad has been completed from
Almeria to Malaga and connected through Jaen
and Cordova with Madrid. The population in

1900 was 1..3S1.048. The capital is Granada (q.v.)

.

History. There has been considerable dispute
concerning the etymology of Granada. There is

no foundation for the statement that the city of

CJranada owes its name to its resemblance to a ripe

pomegranate. As the Saracens, who invaded
Spain in 711, were by no means a homogeneous
race, it was found necessary to allot various
portions of the conquered territory to the dif-

ferent elements among the conquerors. In the

rich Vega (valley) of the Elvira were settled the
Syrians of Damascus, and these were the nucleus
around which the Moorish Kingdom of Granada
was afterwards built up. In 12'28 Beni Had. de-

scended froTU the old Jloslem kings of Sara-
gossa. rebelling against the declining authority of

the fanatical Ahnohades, made himself master of

tSranada, together with several other towns. But
he in turn was overthrown within a few years by
Mohammed Al Ahmar (the Fair or the Ruddy),
and when by the Christian victories the latter

was restricted to the rich districts in the extreme
south of the Peninsula, the Kingdom of Gra-
nada fairly began. Al Ahmar was a great
soldier and legislator, but still better is he re-

membered as the builder of the magnificent red
pile on the slopes of the hills near the city of

Granada. About 127.3 Al Ahmar was succeeded
by his son Mohammed II. The latter began war
almost immediately against Castile. As long as
he was aided by Yusuf, the ruler of Morocco, his

armies were victorious, and after the battle of

Ecija in 1275 advanced even to the gates of

Seville. But in the following year Yusuf with-
drew his aid and even gave a subsidy to the King

of Castile. Moslem progress was checked, and
when Mohannued II. died in l.'{02 the Moorish
power depended only upon the dissension prevail-

ing among the Cliristians. For several years
Granada was a prey to disorder and anarchy.
During the reign of Vusuf (1333-54) was fought
the great battle of Salado (1340) in which Al-

fonso XI. was completely successful. In 1362

Peter the Cruel of Castile (1350-()9) lured King
Abu Said to Seville and killed him with his own
hand. Thereafter calamity followed upon calam-
ity, and palace revolution upon palace revolution.

The Moors had been nl)lc to conquer, but they

lacked all genius of political organization, and
in the management of affairs of State the harem
was usually supreme.

In 1482 Ferdinand and Isabella entered upon
a war for the overthrow of the Kingdom of Gra-
nada, and the subversion of Moorish dominion in

Spain. They were aided by the civil wars which
raged in Granada. (See Boabdil. ) On Novem-
ber 25, 1491, the city of Granada, the last strong-

hold of the Jloslems, capitulated, the negotiations
having been carried to a successful issue by Cion-

salvo de Cordova, and in January, 1492, the
sovereigns of Castile and Aragon made their

entry into the far-famed ^Moorish capital. At the

height of its power the Kingdom of Granada is

said to have contained 3,000,000 inhabitants. See
Granada (city).

Consult: Burke, nistortj of Spain (2 vols.,

London, 1895) ; Bourke. .4. Concise History of
the Moors in Spain (London, 1811): Miiller,

Die letzten Zeiten von Granada (Munich, 1803) ;

Irving, .1 Clironirlr of the Conquest of Granada
(Phiiadelphia, 1829).

GRANADA. A city of Spain, capital of the

former IMoorish kingdom, and of the modern
Province of Granada, about 225 miles south of

iladrid: on the River Jenil, near the centre of

the province (Map: Spain, D 4). It is situated

about 2200 feet above the sea, at the base and
on the slope of two spurs of the Sierra Nevada.
It comprises several parts, the little River Darro
forming a natural division between the suburbs
of Albaicin and San Lorenzo and the greater part
nf the modern city on the north, and the Alham-
bra and the ancient suburbs of Churra and Ante-
queruela on the south. The Albaicin, once the
residential quarter of the Moslem nobility, is

now "in ruins, inhabited principally by gypsies.

Granada enjoys a delightful climate under a
clear blue sky, and rises picturesquely among
the terraced hills covered with luxuriant vegeta-

tion and surmounted by the towers of the Alham-
bra. Though a 'living ruin.' it is still a city

of remarkable beauty and distinction, retaining

in a large measure its Moorish character. On
tlie north are remains of the walls that sur-

rounded the city of old, the last towers hav-
ing been destroyed by the French in 1812,
though some of the gates are still in exist-

ence. The streets, with the exception of those
in the modern suburbs, are crooked and narrow,
and the houses of Oriental architecture. Many
old gardens with Moorish fountains have been
preserved and there are several fine plazas. The
Plaza del Triunfo. extending from the Puerto
de Elvira to the Plaza de Toros, is the largest in

the city, and has a central monument, gardens,
and a magnificent promenade: the Plaza de Bi-

barrambla, or la Constitueion, was the scene
of many factional conflicts in the time of the
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Mnors, and of various Moslem and Christian
festivals, tournaments, etc. ; the Plaza Nueva,
laid out on a Roman bridge over the Darro, is

tlio lower terminus of a street leading to the
Alhambra. Tlic beautifully shaded Alameda is

continued along Ihe Jenil by the attractive Paseo
del Salon and Paseo de la Bomba, while on the
opposite banli is the Paseo del Violon.

Preeminent among the architectural features
of Granada is the Alhambra

(
q.v. ) . The 6en-

er.alife, tlie summer palace of the Moorish princes,

is next in interest among the ruined splendors of
the Jloslem power. Other examples of the Moor-
ish style are still extant, and a number of the
Christian churches of to-day are constructed on
Moorish foundations, some of them incorporating
parts of the mosques which they supplanted. Be-

sides the cathedral., one of the finest Renaissance
structures in Spain, there are many notable
churches, that of San Jeronimo having an his-

torical interest, since it contains the tomb of Gon-
salvo de Cordova, whose remains, however, were
desecrated by a mob and thrown to the winds.
The cathedral, by Diego de Siloe. dating from
1529, though not completed until a century later,

is richly decorated with marbles, and has nu-
merous statues and paintings by Spanish artists,

and the tombs, among others, of Ferdinand and
Isabella in the Royai Chapel, which was founded
by them, Granada is an archiepiscopal see. It is

the seat of a university, founded in 1531, with
five faculties and three hundred students, occupy-
ing the old monastery of the Compafn'a de .lesus

(.Jesuits) .and has a theological seminary and sev-

eral other colleges, a normal school, and a school

of fine arts. There are the provincial and the

university library with 40,000 volumes and valu-

able manuscripts, a botanical garden, the museum
of the Alhambra. and archaeological and art mu-
seums. The charitable institutions include several

hospitals and houses of refuge, an insane asylum,
a maternity hospital, an asylum for the poor. etc.

The imposing fortress (Torres Bermejas). built

as a protection against the rebel Mozarabs, or
Christian partisans of the Moors, has been con-

verted into a prison. Industrially, Granada is

comparatively unimportant ; it has, however,
manufactures of textiles, paper, leather, liquors,

hats, soap, flour, starch, macaroni, chocolate,

etc. There is considerable commerce with the

adjacent provinces, the trade being confined large-

ly to the agricultural products .of the Vega of

Granada, celebrated in history as the scene of

contest between the iloorish and Christian chiv-

alrv, liut known also for its fei'tility. Popula-
tion, in 1000. 75,570.

Granada arose near the site of the ancient II-

libcris, the Eliheri of the Iberians. It is men-
tioned in the accounts of the early Arabian au-

thors, and probably existed in the seventh century
A.D. Occupied by the Saracens in the eighth cen-

tury, it became in the thirteenth century the

capital of the extensive Kingdom of Granada, and
developed under the Moorish rule into a renowned
centre of wealth, learning, and power, at its

zenith having, it is said, between 400,000 and
500,000. The last stronghold of the Moorish pow-
er, it was invested by the armies of Ferdinand
and Isabella, and after a twelve months' siege,

famous for heroic exploits on both sides, it sur-

rendered at the close of 1491, and in January,
1492. the Christian sovereigns made their entry
into the city. There were numerous tumults and

revolts occasioned by the events leading up to the
final expulsion of the Moors in 1609; meanwhile
Granada was slowly declining. The city was
taken by the French in 1810 and in 1823, and in
most of the revolutionary movements of the nine-
teenth century it played a part, being known as
a liberal stronghold. Earthquakes caused some
damage in 1884-85, and- a fire in 1890 raged over
a part of the Alhambra.

GRANADILtA (Sp., diminutive of grana-
da, pomegranate). The edible fruit of certain
species of passion-flower (q.v.). The common
granadilla (Fassiflo-ra qiiadrungularis) is exten-
sively distributed over tropical regions and much
cultivated. The plant is a luxuriant and very
ornamental climber, often emploj-ed to form ar-

GRANADILLA (PasBitlora quadrangulariB).

bors and covered walks. It has large, beautiful,
and fragrant flowers; oblong, fragrant fruit, often
six inches in diameter, with a sweet and slightly
acid pulp, very gratefully cooling. It is often
eaten with w'ine and sugar. The apple-fruited
granadilla, or sweet calabash (Passiflora mali-

formis), is plentiful in the woods of Jamaica,
where it forms a considerable part of the food
of wild swine. It is a very agreeable fruit, about
two inches in diameter, with a gelatinous pulp
and a rind so hard that it is sometimes made
into snuff-bo.xes and toys. The laurel-leaved
granadilla {Passiflora laurifolia) , sometimes
called water-lemon in the West Indies, has very
long tendrils and bears red and violet flowers,

and a fruit about the size of a hen's egg. The
pulp, which is of a delicious, slightly acid flavor,

is so watery that it is usually sucked through a
hole in the rind. Several kinds of granadilla are
occasionally cultivated in hothouses. In the south
of Etirope, Florida, and sotithern California they
grow in the open air. Passiflora alala. a native
of Brazil, by some botanists considered identical*

with Passiflora maliformis, produces an edible

fruit about five inches long that is considered one
of the best of the granadillas. Many ot the other
species have edible fruits. Passiflora incarnata,
called maypops, is connnon in the Southern
United States, where its fruits are eaten. See
Colored Plate of Passion-Flowers.

GRANAE.D', George Forbe.s, Earl of (1685-
(17G5). An English sailor and diplomat, born in

Ireland, son of Arthtir Forbes, second Earl of

Granard, and Mary Rawdon. He entered the
navy when he was seventeen, and was under
Rooke at the taking of Gibraltar. After serving
at Malaga (1704), in the Channel, capturing
French privateers (1705), and at the siege of

Ostend ( 1700) . he was transferred to the cavalry,

but left it after a year (1708). On the recom-
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mendation of Queen Anne he was put in command
of the Urufton (1709). After a splonilid. half-

piratical encounter with the Genoese, he joined
the .\llies and was slightly wounded at Villa-

vieiosa (1710). His capture of the Genoese
fleet was disowned by tlie British Government,
hut Forbes received £6000 for his share of the
booty. After tlie Peace of Utrecht he commanded
a fleet in the Mediterranean, and in 1719 was
sent to \'ienna to carry out the scheme of

Charles VI. to establish a great naval power in

!N'aples or Sicily or on the Adriatic, but this

came to nothing. He defended Gibraltar ( 1727) :

became Governor of the l.,eeward Islands ( 1729) ;

and in 1730 had a mad scheme to lead a col-

ony to Lake Erie to act as a block against French
invasion or encroachment from Canada. His
last naval service was in 1731 in the iteditcr-

ranean. Two years later he was sent as Jlinister

to Russia, and made a commercial treaty with that
power. In 1742 he retired from the navy because
of a quarrel with the Ministry. In 1714 he had
entered the House of Commons and had led the
opposition to Robert Walpole : but he soon after-

wards retired to p-ivate life. He married, in

1709. ilary. daughter of William Stewart; and
on his death left a daughter and two sons, John
(1714-96) and George, who succeeded him in the
earldom. Consult Forbes, Memoirs of the Earls
of Granard (London, 1858).

GRAN'BERY, .John Cowper (1829—). An
American clerg\'man of the Southern Methodist
Episcopal Church, bom at Norfolk, Va. He
graduated at Randolph Macon College in 1848,
entered the ilethodist ministry, and acted as
chaplain in the Confederate Army. After preach-
ing in Washington. Richmond, and Petersburg he
became professor of moral philosophy and prac-
tical theology in Vanderbilt University in 1875.
and seven years later was elected a bishop in the
Southern Methodist Church. His publications
include: A Bible Dictionary (1885); Twelve
Sermons (1896) ; and Experience, the Crowning
Evidence of the Christian Religion (1900).

GRAN'BTJRY. A town and the county-seat of
Hood County. Tex.. 200 miles north of Austin, on
the Brazos River and on the Fort Worth and
Rio Grande Railroad (Map: Texas, F 3). It has
cotton-gins, a flour-mill. etc.. and is surrounded
by a farming district. Population, in 1890, 1164;
in 1900, 1410.

GRANTSY. A town of Shefford County, (Que-

bec. Can., on a tributary of the Yamaska River,
41 miles southeast of Montreal by rail (Map:
Quebec. D 5). It has manufacturing industries
and abundant water-power. Population, in 1891,
1710: in 1901, 3773.

GRANBY, .John Manners, :Marquis of ( 1721-

70). An English general, the eldest son of the
third Duke of Rutland. Educated at Eton and
Cambridge, he was at an early age elected mem-
ber of Parliament for Grantham. In the rebel-

lion of 1745 he raised a regiment of infantry, and
accompanied the Duke of Cumberland into' Scot-
lasd. Appointed colonel of the Horse Guards in

1755, in February, 1759, he received the rank of
lieutenant-general, and soon after was sent to
Germany, as second in command, under Lord
George Sackville. of the British troops cooperat-
ing with the King of Prussia. For his conduct
after the battle of Mindeii he was appointed com-
mander-in-chief of the British troops, holding

that post during the remainder of the Seven
Veais' War. and distinguishing himself in various
engagements. In 1700, during his ab.sence with
the army, he was appointed a member of the
Privy Council. After the peace of 1763 he was
constituted master-general of the ordnance, and in

1766 commander-in-chief of the army. He died

at Scarborough.

GRAN CANARIA, griin ka-nii're-ii. One cf

the Canary Islands (q.v. ), among which it ranks
third in size and second in jiopulation, situated

74 miles from the northwest coast of Africa. It

is almost circular in shape, with an area of 523
square niilt-s. It is of ancient volcanic origin,

with a number of extinct craters, none of which
have been active within historical times. It is

rugged, mountainous, and picturesque. The
coasts fall in most places abruptly into the sea,

and in general the land rises in terraces to the
interior. In Los Pcchos it reaches a height of

6430 feet. The climate of the island is delight-

ful, and one of the most healthful in the world,
ranging from 00" in winter to 80° in summer.
Tlie vine is one of the principal plants cultivated,

and some coffee is grown, but the chief occupa-
tions of the inhabitants, who in 1900 numbered
128,059, chiefly concentrated around the capital,

Las Palmas (q.v.). are fishing, commerce, and
the caring of tourists, who annually number
from 60,000 to 70,000. It was not until 1483,
seventy-eight years after the first landing of

Bethencourt, that the brave islanders were finally

subdued by the Spaniards.

GRAN CAPITAN, kii'pe-tan', Ei, (Sp.. The
Great Captain). A surname of the famou-s Span-
ish soldier Gonsalvo Cordova.

GRAN CHACO. See CnAco, El Gran.

GRAND, Sarah. The assumed name of Fran-
ces Elizabeth Clarke, an English novelist. She
was born in Ireland of English parents, and mar-
ried, at the age of sixteen, Lieutenant-Colonel
McFall of the English Army, whom she accom-
panied in his travels in the East, visiting India,

China, and .Japan. At the age of twenty-six she
wrote Ideala. which was followed by The Hcrivcn-

hi Tu-ins (1893). The latter book, to which she
owes her reputation, was completed at a much
earlier date, but could not find a publisher for

several years. She has also published a collection

of stories entitled Our Manifold 'Nature (1894) ;

The Beth Book (1897): The Modern Man and
Maid (1808): and Babs the Impossible (1900).

GRAND ALLIANCE. A league formed in

1701 by England, the Netherlands, and the Ger-
man Emperor, joined later by Prussia, Portugal,
and Savoy, to prevent the union of the crowns
of France and Spain under the Bourbon Dynasty.
See France; Succession Wars, paragraph on
the War of the ffpnnish Sucrcsfsion.

GRAND ARMY OF THE REPUBLIC. A
patriotic society organized in Decatur, 111., on
April 6, 1866. Its existence is primarily due
to Dr. B. F. Stephenson and Chaplain W. j'. Rut-
ledge, of the Fourteenth Illinois Infantry, who,
in February, 1864, conceived the idea of its

formation. The principal objects of the order are
to maintain and strengthen the fraternal feelings
which bind together the soldiers, sailors, and
marines who united to suppress the Rebellion: to
perpetuate the memory and history of those who
have died; and to lend assistance to the needy
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and to their widows and orphans. The society

admits to membership any soldier or sailor of the

United States Arm}', Nav}-, or ilarine Corps, who
served between April 12, ISlil, and April 0, 18G5,

and was honorably discharged, and also members
of State regiments who were called into active

ser\'ice and were subject to the orders of the

United States general officers. The official badge
consists of a miniature strap and ribbon showing
the national Hag, from which is hung the brass

star of the membership badge. This star shows a
medallion, on which in relief are a soldier and
sailor clasping hands in front of a figure repre-

senting 'Liberty,' while in the foreground are two
freedmen; the entire design being supported on

the sides b}' the national banner. The Grand
Army is organized into departments, represent-

ing the States and Territories, and numbers near-

ly 7000 local societies. The membership in 1800

reached a total of 409,487. but this number has

steadily decreased since, and in 1892 was less

than 250,000. The annual death-rate is at pres-

ent about 9000. Annual meetings, called encamp-
ments, are regularly held in the leading cities

of the Union. The members wear on official occa-

sions a dark-blue uniform and black slouch hat.

To this organization is due the establishment of

Memorial Day on May 30th of every year. Be-

cause of its large membership, its close organi-

zation, and its nearly unanimous adherence to

Republican policies, the Grand Army has neces-

sarily exerted a powerful, if often indirect, influ-

ence upon national politics and the choice of

national candidates. Every elected Republican
President from Grant to McKinley served in the

Civil War, and polled practically the entire

Grand Army vote. In 18ti9 the Grand Army
laid down the rule that the organization should

in no way be used for partisan purposes, partisan

discussion, or political nominations. But while

the letter of this law was kept, the Grand Army
has no doubt influenced the cause of pension

legislation. The Disability Act of 1890, doubling

the pension roll, was due to it; so were earlier

and later laws in some part, and so was the

insistence upon a liberal interpretation of the

laws. The Army has been also, and .beneficently,

active in the care and education of the orphans of

deceased comrades and in the establishment of

soldiers' homes.

GRAND ASSIZE. A valuable early form of

the jury, instituted by Henry II. for the purpose

of trying the title to land. It was available

only "to the tenant or defendant in a proceeding

originated by a writ of right, who was ofl'ered

the choice of defending his title by wager of

battle or by the grand assize. The jury was
composed of 'lawful knights, girt with swords'

(instead of, as was the case with the petit jury,

'good and lawful men' of the vicinage), appointed

by a body of four knights, chosen by the sheriff.

It consisted of twelve or sixteen men, it is un-

certain which, thourrh it would seem that the

foTir electors were entitled to add themselves to

the twelve chosen by them. The institution of

the grand assize was one of the creat reforms in

legal procedure, as it marked the decay of the

barbarous method of trtal by battle and tho

establishment of the system of trial by jury. It

sun-ived until abolished along with real actions

by act of Parliament in 18.34 (.3 and 4 Wm. IV.,

c. 42). See Assize: Jitrt. Consult: Thayer,

Preliminary Treatise on Evidence at the Common

Law (Boston, 1898); Pollock and Maitland,
History of Eiifjlish Law (2ded., Boston, 1899).

GRAND BANK. An elevated submarine
plateau uf triangular shape in the Atlantic
Ocean, stretching for 200 miles along the coast of

Newfoundland, and extending southeast for over
500 miles toward the coast of Europe. It has
an average depth of 40 fathoms, ranging from a
minimum of 10 fathoms to a maximum of 100

fathoms. It is supposed to be composed of de-

posits of solid matter brought from the Arctic

seas by icebergs, which gradually melt by eon-

tact with the warm current of the Gulf Stream
in these latitudes. The British and French sub-

marine cables lie along this elevation. Xear the

American coast the Grand Bank teems with ma-
rine life, and is noted as the favorite resort for

codfish. Some 100,000 fishermen of British,

.-imeriean, and French nationalities, in specially

equipped vessels, styled 'bankers,' ply their voca-

tion amid the many dangers of storm, fog, and
icebergs incidental to the region.

GRAND BANK. A town and port of entry

in the Burin district, Xewfoundland, on the

southeast side of Fortune Bay (Map: Newfound-
land. E 5). The chief industries are connected

with the fisheries, and an important trade is

carried on with the French island of Saint

Pierre. Population, in 1891. 1170; in 1901, 1427.

GRAND CANAL, The (It. Canale Grande).
The chief waterway of Venice, a canal .30 to 60

yards wide, which winds through the city iii the

shape of the letter S. On it are situated many of

the famous palaces of Venice, still distinguished

by the posts painted with tlie owners' heraldic

colors. It is crossed by the famous Rialto bridge.

GRAND CANARY. See Gr.\n Canari.\.

GRAND CANON OF THE COLORADO.
See C'oLOR.\no River,

GRAND CAPE, kfi'pj (Lat. cape, take, from
initial word of the writ). In English law, the

name of an ancient writ whereby, in an action of

dower, on the failure of the defendant to appear

in answer to the summons, a third part of his

lands are attached to await the decision of the

court. If the defendant do not ap]iear on the

return of the writ of grand cape, judgment is

given in favor of the widow, wno is thereupon

entitled to take possession of the lands in satis-

faction of her dower.

GRAND'-COMBE, griix'koNb'. La. A town in

the Department of Gard, France, 31 miles north-

west of Nfmes (Map: France. K 7). It has glass-

works, and in its vicinity are productive mines of

coal, zinc, and iron. Population, in 1901, 11,484.

GRAND CORRUPTER, The. An epithet

earned by Sir Robert Walpole through his frank

policy of lu-ibery and corruption, when Prime

Minister of England, in securing the support of

the House of Commons.

GRAND'COURT, Henleigh Maletnger. A
prominent character in George Eliot's Daniel

Dcroiidn.

GRAND COUTUMIER OF NORMANDY.
A collection of the ancient customary law of

Normandy, supposed to have been compiled about

the middle of the thirteenth century. It is one

of the most important of a large number of

similar collections made in France and Germany

at that period. There is no ground for the belief
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that the Grand coutouinicr was currioil over from

Nonnaudj' to Enghiiid or that it was ever re-

garded as English law. It was originally writ-

ten in Latin, but was early translated into

French. The best recent editions are that of

De Gruehy (Jersey, 1881), and Tardif (Rouen,

1S9G).

GRAND CYRXJS, griiN se'rys', Le (Fr., the

great Cyrns). The sub-title of Scudory's Artn-

viciic, an obvious ])arody on the name of Le
Grand Conde. The liero of the story is a carica-

ture of that historic iicrsouage.

GRANDE CHARTREUSE, griiKd shar'trez'.

See Chartreuse, La Grande.

GRANDE DUCHESSE DE GEROLSTEIN,
griixd du'shes' de zha'rul'staN', La. An opera

boulfe of Offenbach ))roduced at the Varictes in

1807, the libretto being by Meilhac and Halevy.

Fritz, a fine-looking soldier, attracts the atten-

tion of the Grand Duchess at a review, and is

rapidly advanced to her favor, which, however,

he loses when his love for Wanda is discovered.

GRANDE ECAILLE, griiN da'kt'y' (Fr.,

great scale). The tarpon (q.v.), so called by

French-speaking fishermen along the coast of the

Gulf of Mexico (often locally corrupted into

'grandkyke')

.

GRANDEES, gran-dez' (Sp. grandes, great

men). The name by which the most highly priv-

ileged class of the nobility of Castile were known
after the thirteenth century. The honors of the

grandees were hereditary: they held lands from

the Crown, w'ere exempted from taxation, could

not be imprisoned for debt or subjected to tor-

ture, and could not be summoned before a civil

or criminal tribunal without a special warrant

from the King. They were entitled to decide

private feuds by an appeal to arms, and had a

right to leave the kingdom, and even to enter the

service of a foreign prince at war with Castile,

without incurring the penalties of treason.

Gradually the grandees monopolized the high

offices of State, and even invaded the King's Coun-

cil. Besides these privileges, which were common
to them with the rest of the higher nobility, the

grandees possessed several which were peculiar to

themselves, or which they shared only with the

so-called tifulados—the counts and dukes. Of
these, the chief was the right, in all public trans-

actions, of remaining covered in the presence of

the King. The King addressed a grandee as mi
prin'O, 'my cousin german': whereas any other

member of the higher nobility he called only

mi pariente, 'my relative.' In the national as-

spinblics the grandees sat imiiiediatcly after the

prelates and before the titulados. They had free

entrance into the palace and into the private

chambers of the monarch, and on the occasion of

religious solemnities they had their place in the

royal chapel next to the altar. Their wives

shared their dignities, the Queen rising from her

seat to greet them. Under Ferdinand and Isa-

bella, Cardinal Ximenes succeeded in checking

the power of the feudal nobility by ignoring their

time-honored privileges and rewarding men of

low birth with important offices. Charles V.

and Philip II. continued the policy of Ferdinand
and Isabella, and succeeded in making the gran-

dees a dependent Court nobility. Gradually three

classes of grandees arose out of this merely
nominal nobility. It was the privilege of the

first class to De commanded by the monarch to

Vol. IX.—0.

be covered before they had begun to address hira.

At the coronation of Cluirles \'. at Aix-la-Cha-

pelle, the princes of the Empire refused to assist

at the ceremony if the grandees were allowed
to be covered, and for once the grandees renounced

the privilege. After the accession of Joseph

Bonaparte in 1808, the dignities and privileges of

the granilces were entirely abolished, but they

were partiallv reestablished at the restoration

in 1814.

GRANDE MADEMOISELLE, graNd ma'd'-

mwii'zel'. La. A title given to Anne Marie Louise
d'Orleans, Duchesse de Montpensier, for her

beauty, wcaltli, and valor. Sec JIo.ntpensier.

GRANDES CHRONIQUES DE FRANCE,
graNd kro'nek' de friiNs (Fr. Great Clironicles

of France). An historical prose compilation be-

gun by a monk of Saint-Denis in 1274, and con-

tinued by the members of that counnunity until

the reigi'i of Charles V., after which it was con-

tinued by lay authors to the time of Louis XI.

GRANDET, graN'di', Eugenie. The heroine

of Balzac's novel Eugenie Grandet. Her love

and sacrifice for her cousin are unrequited.

GRAND FALLS. A magnificent cataract of

the Grand ixiver (q.v.). I^abrador, British

America, in latitude 53° 50' N., longitude
03° 50' W. (Map: Canada, SO). From a pool,

four miles above the falls, the river makes a

rapid descent of 200 feet between gradually nar-

rowing banks until it shoots over a rocky plat-

form 200 feet wide into a mighty chasm 310 feet

below. The deafening roar of the falls can be

heard at a distance of 20 miles. Below the falls

there is another rapid descent of 300 feet; the

total descent from tlie pool above the falls to the

sea is 2000 feet. Tlie canon through which the

river falls is 25 miles long, with an average depth

of 400 to 500 feet. The first European to see

the cataract was Mr. ^McLean, a Hudson Bay
Company official, in 1839. Accounts of its ex-

istence had become mythical until it was re-

discovered by two separate expeditions in 1891,

and officially surveyed by the Canadian Geolog-

ical Survey in 1894.

GRAND FALLS, or COLE'BROOKE. A
port of entry of Victoria County, New Brunswick,
Can.. 77 miles southwest of Chaleur Bay (Map:
Xew Brunswick. B 2). It is at the head of navi-

gation on the river Saint John. 200 miles from
Saint John on the Bay of Fundy, with which it

has steamboat communication. It is a favorite

tourist and sporting resort on account of its fine

scenery, cool climate, partridge and duck shoot-

ing. Tlie falls, variously estimated at from .50

to 100 feet high, are very picturesque; a good
view of them is obtained from a fine suspension
bridge which spans the river. Population, 1500.

GRANDFATHER'S CHAIR. Two scries of

tales for children by Xnthanicl Hawthorne, pub-
lished respectively in 1841 and 1842. The stories

are about famous persons and events in early
American history.

GRAND FORKS. A city and the county-seat
of Grand Forks County, N. D., 70 miles north of

Fargo, at the confluence of Red Lake River with
the Red River of the North, and on the Great
Northern and the Northern Pacific railroads
(Map: North Dakota, II 2). It is the sent of

the State LTniversity, opened in 1884, Saint
Bernard's Convent and College (Roman Catho-
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lie), and the Northwestern Xormal College. The
city is the centre of a fertile agricultural and
lumbering district, and lias an extensive trade in

wheat, Hour, lumber, live stock, etc. ; its indus-

trial establishments include flour and lumber
mills, grain elevators, brick-yards, a foundry,

boiler-works, and a woolen mill. Tlie water-works

and electric-light plant for street lighting are

owned by the municipality. Grand Forks was
settled in 1871. and was incorporated ten years

later. Population, in 1890, 4979; in 1900, 7652.

GRAND HA'VEN. A city, port of entry,

and the county-seat of Ottawa County, Mich., 31

miles west-northwest of Grand Rapids, on Lake
Michigan at the mouth of the Grand River, and

on the Detroit. Grand Haven and Milwaukee, and
the Pere Marquette railroads (Map: Michigan,

Ct 5) . It has a public-school library, Akeley Col-

lege for Girls, and Highland Park. There is a

fine harbor with steamboat lines to the principal

lake ports, and a valuable trade is carried on.

Grand Haven is the centre of extensive fishing,

and fruit and celery-growing interests, and has

manufactures of engines, refrigerators, furniture,

pianos, barrels, baskets, shoes, etc. First settled

in 18-3.5, Grand Haven is governed by a mayor,

elected annually, and a city council. The water-

works and electric-light plant are owned and
operated by the municipality. Population, in

1890, 5023;" in 1900, 4743.

GRANDIDIER, graN'de'dyS', Alfred (1830

— ) . A French explorer, born in Paris. When
about twenty he made his voyage to South

America with his brother, Ernest Louis Maris
(1833— ). the collector, and JI. .Janssen. After

traveling e.xtensively in the Americas he went to

India (1SC3). Ceylon, and traveled along the

east coast of Africa". In 1805 he first visited Mada-
gascar. In several succeeding visits he collected

the material for his Histoire physique, naturelle

et politiqve de Mndiiqascnr, a work comprising

forty volumes, the first of which appeared in

1876, and which is the authority on the island.

His other works include some valuable maps, and
Histoire de le pcofiraphie de Madarjascnr (1893) ;

lies voyageitrs francais A iladagasear pendant les

trente dcrnifres aiiix^cs (1894).

GRAND INQUEST. See Grakd Jukt.

GRAND ISLAND. A city and the county-

seat of Hall County. Neb.. 153 miles west by south

of Omaha, on the Ihiion Pacific, the Burlington and

Missouri River, and the Saint Joseph and Grand
Island railroads (Map: Nebraska, F 3). It is the

seat of Grand Island College (Baptist) , opened in

1892, and has a public library. Saint Francis Hos-

pital, and the Nebrask.a Soldiers' and Sailors'

Home. There are several wholesale and retail es-

tablishments, a large beet-sugar factory, a can-

ning factory, a flouring-mill.a broom-factory, etc..

and railroad shops of the Union Pacific. The city

carries on an extensive grain trade. Settled in

1869, Grand Island was incorporated in 1872.

Under a charter of 1901. the government is ad-

ministered by a mayor, elected every two years,

and a city council. The water-works are owned
and operated bv the municipality. Population, in

1890, 7530; in' 1900. 75.54.

GRANDISSIMES, sraN'de'sem'. The. A
novel by Oeoro-e W. Cable (1880). the story of

an old New Orleans family, the Grandissimes.

between whom and the De Grapions an old feud

led finally to the extreme poverty of two lovely

Creoles. A reconciliation brings about marriages

for both. The time is tlie beginning of the ninc-

teentli century, and the work presents a vivid

picture of Creole life.

GRAND JUNCTION. A city and the county-

seat of Mesa County. Colo., at tlie junction of the

Grand and Gunnison rivers, and on tlie Denver

and Rio Grande, the Colorado Midland, and otlier

railroads (Map: Colorado, C 2). It is one of

the most important towns in western Colorado,

and is the centre of a fertile agricultural region,

served by a large irrigation canal, and is espe-

cially noted for its fruits. There are extensive

coal "interests, and machine-shops, lumber-yards,

briclc-yards, flour and planing mills, a beet-sugar

factory, a pyritic smelter, etc. Grand Junction

is the" seat "of Teller Institute, which has over

one hundred and fifty Indian pupils. Tlie water-

works are under municipal ownershiji. and Grand
Junction is said to be the only town in the United

States owning its street-car line. Population,

in 1890, -2030"; in 1900, 3503.

GRAND JURY. The assembly of good and
sullicient men, summoned by order of the sheriff

to attend every session of the peace, and every

commission of oyer and terminer and general

jail delivery in England, for the purpose of in-

quiring into the charges of offenses, and of re-

turning to the court their delivery thereon. The
institution of the grand jury dates back to the

earliest period of English history, having been

in use among the Saxons. It would seem from a
law of Ethelred that the number of the grand
jury was originally twelve; but wc learn from
Briieton that, in the time of Henry III., it was
the practice to return four knights for every

hundred, who elected twelve other knights, or

else twelve liberos et legates homines, to take

part with them in the inquest. Toward the

latter part of the reign of Edward III., in ad-

dition to the inquest for the hundred, the sheriflf

was required to return a panel of knights for

the whole county. This jury was called le

graiinde inquest, and made inquiry for the

county, while the jury for the hundred inquired

for its own district only. After the establishment

of the graunde inquest, the practice of summon-
ing a jury of the hundred gradually went out

of use; but until 6 Geo. IV.. c. 50. it was deemed
necessary that some of the grand jury should be

summoned for every hundred. At the present

day, the grand jury must consist of no fewer

than twelve, nor more than twenty-three mem-
bers. A grand jury is summoned for every

assize, and for the quarter-sessions in counties

and boroughs. After having the oath adminis-

tered, and receiving a charge from the judge, the

grand jurors retire to their room, and the various

indictments, which are called bills, arc laid be-

fore them. The duty of the grand jury is

simply to inquire whether there is sufficient

prima facie evidence to require a trial. For
this purpose they may require the same evidence,

written and parol, as may be necessary to sup-

port the indictment at the trial. But in practice,

iiaving ascertained that the Crown has a suffi-

cient prima faeie case, they return a true bill,

the prisoner's evidence being reserved for the

trial. Witnesses are sworn on their examination
before the grand jury by an officer appointed by
the court. X^Tien the jury have come to a con-
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elusion, the clerk indorses on the indictment a

true bill in case the jury, or a majority of twelve,

are satisfied that the case is sulliciently strong.

In case they are not satisiied, the indictment is

indorsed not a true hill. The foreman, accom-

panied by one or more of the jurors, tlien carries

the indictments into court, and presents them
to the clerk, wlio states to the court the nature

of the charge and tlie indorsement of the jury.

In this country the grand jury is also sum-

it'oned by the sheriff, and, as in England, its

function "is, upon such evidence as the attorney

of tlie State may present, to determine wlietlior

persons accused of crime shall be indicted and

tried therefor, and to inquire into such other

matters as may be confided to them by the court,

or may come to their knowledge. They may
accordingly make presentment of any matter re-

quiring remedial action by the courts or the

legislature, as the general prevalence of crime,

the inefficiency of the law or of its administra-

tive agents, the neglect of their duty by public

officials, and the like. In inquiring into the

commission of a particular criminal charge, they

do not examine witnesses for the defense ; for it

is not their duty to find a verdict, but only to

decide if therp is prima facie evidence of guilt,

such as to warrant a trial. In all essential

particulars this institution is the same in the

United States as in England, but upon minor
points there are in practice some differences.

Tlie number of men required to constitute a

grand jury is not the same in every State, but

varies from 12 to 23. The court may. in its

discretion, select the foreman or allow the jury-

men to do so.

The importance of the grand jury in our legal

system is not due to any general impression of

its value in the ordinary administration of the

criminal law, but to the great role which it has

played as a bulwark against royal aggression.

The Crown in England has always enjoyed the

right of instituting criminal prosecutions by in-

formation (q.v.), and the abuse of this preroga-

tive was one of the principal grounds of the

popular uprising against the Stuarts in England
and against George III. in America. It is to

this feeling, that only the people should have
the power of instituting criminal prosecutions,

that we owe the provision in the American Con-

stitution guaranteeing the institution of the

grand jury. IMost of the State constitutions have
provisions to the same effect. See Jury.

GRAND LAKE, or LAKE CHETI-
MACHES, shet'e-mash'. A shallow lake of south-

ern Louisiana, surrounded by the parishes of

Saint Martin. Iberville. Ilieria, Assumption, and
Saint Mary (Map: Louisiana, C 4). It is over

40 miles long, and receives the waters of the

At^-hafalaya River from the north, and those of

Lake Vernet and the Grand River at the south,

issuing through Myrtle Bayou into Atchafalaya
Bay and the Gulf of Mexico.

GRAND LARCENY. See Larceny.

GRAND LEDGE. A city in Eaton County,
Mich.. 12 miles west of Lansing; on the Grand
River and on the Pere Marquette Railroad (Map:
Michigan. J 6). It is a popular summer re-

sort, and has manufactures of sewer-pipe, flour,

chairs, canned goods, foundry products, etc. Coal
and fire-clay are found in the vicinity. Popula-
tion, in 1890, 1606; in 1900, 2161.

GRAND MAL, griiN uiul. Sec Epii:.epsy.

GRAND MANAN'. An island of Charlotte

County, New Brunswick, Can., ofl' tlie Maine

coast, at the entrance to the Bay of Fundy

(Map: New Brunswick, C ,5). It is about 20

miles by 5, with abundant of timber and excel- .

lent facilities for ship-liuilding. Fishing is tlie

leading occupation of (lie inhabitants; porpoise-

fishing in particular is t,hc specialty of a small

settlement of Quoddy Indians at Indian Beacli,

on tlie iiortli. The island is traversed with good

roads, and has become a favorite summer resort,

on account of its varied and picturesque scenery,

angling, and shooting, and cool and bracing cli-

mate. The United States is represented l)y a

consular agent. Population, 2500.

GRAND MASTER. The title borne by the

heads of the great military orders of the mediajval

ages, such as the Hospitallers, the Templars, and

the Teutonic Knights, and now applied to the

highest otlicials of numerous orders and fraternal

organizations.

GRAND MONADTSrOCK. See Monadnock,
Grand.

GRAND MONARQUE, griiN mo'nark', Le.

One of the many titles of Louis XIV. of France.

GRANDMONTAINS, graN'niON'taN', or

GRAMMONT, Order of. A religious Order in

France, founded in 1073 by Saint Stephen of

Thiers (died 1124). who, according to the cur-

rent legend, which has recently been questioned,

after receiving his education in Italy, returned

to France, and became a rigorous and solitary

ascetic. He remained for a long time in a

lonely retreat in the Glen of Muret, a short

distance east of Limoges; but as the fame of

his piety spread his retreat attracted many vis-

itors, aiid finally a community was formed whose
mode of life was characterized by the most

severe rules of fasting, silence, and the morti-

fication of tlie flesh. The Order changed its

abode to Grandmont, or Granimont, several miles

farther to the east, and from this locjility it took

its name. The severity of its discipline was re-

laxed by Innocent IV. and Clement V., in the

thirteenth and fourteenth centuries. There was
a brief period in which the Order flourished,

but during the Revolution it was broken up. The
founder, Stephen of Thiers, was canonized by

Clement III. in 1189. The annals of the Order

were published at Troyes in 1662.

GRANDMOITGIN, grilN'moo'zhaN', OnxRLES
(1850—). A French man of letters, bom at Ve-

soul, Haute-Saone. He studied law, and was in

the office of the War ]\Iinister: but his tastes in-

clined to poetry, and he published his first vol-

ume, Lcs siestes, at the age of twenty-three.

Five years later his chief work appeared, Prom6-

tJiee, a drama in verse,- and another drama,

Orphcft. was performed in 1887. His stray pieces,

collected from the lectures he gave in France and
Switzerland, were published (1884-00), in seven

different volumes. Besides contributing prose

and verse to periodical literature. Grandmougin
wrote lyrics and librettos for musical composers

—Godard, Massenet. LefJvre. and others—and

was himself one of the first French appreciators

of Wagner. He also published Conies d'aujnur-

d'hui (1887). and assisted in the literary part of

the revival of the old passion plays.
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GRAND OLD MAN. A popular name for

William Ewart Gladstone (q.v.).

GRAND PENSIONARY. In the days of the
Dutch Republic, the State Secretarj- for tiie Prov-
ince of Holland. Until the time of Olden Bame-
veldt (q.v.), the Grand Pensionarj' was also

Advocate-General for the same province. He
had no vote in the Assembly of the States, and
could only bring forward subjects for discussion.

He, however, collected the votes, wrote the de-

crees, read the letters addressed to the States,

conducted negotiations with foreign ambassadors
and ministers, and took charge of the revenues

of the province, of its rights and privileges, and
whatever else pertained to its welfare. He was
a perpetual member of the States-General of the

United Netherlands, and thus, as first magistrate

of Holland, the most important of the United
Provinces, he acquired immense influence over

all the Netherlands, and might be considered

Premier of the Dutch Parliament. The Grand
Pensionary held his office for five years, but was
in most cases reelected. The office was abolished

in 1795. after the conquest of the Netherlands by
the French.

GRAND-PIERRE, griijj'py.^r'. Je.\n Henri
( 1799-1874) . A French Protestant pulpit orator.

He was born at Neuchatel, Switzerland, was
educated there and at Tiibingen, became pastor

of the French Church at Basel (1823), and
was an intimate friend of Vinet. In 1827 he
went to Paris, became president and professor

of languages in the theological seminary, and was
soon recognized as one of the most eloquent of

pulpit orators. His last twenty years were passed

as pastor of I'Oratoire, the greatest of the Prot-

estant churches in the French capital. After
the death of Adolphe Monod ( 1856) , he was leader

of the orthodox branch of the Reformed Church.
Louis Philippe granted him letters of naturaliza-

tion, and Louis Napoleon made him a member of

the Legion of Honor. He visited the United
States twice, and in 1850 published A Parisian

Pastor's Glance at Atnerica (Eng. trans. Boston,

1854). He died in Paris, 1874. His sermons on

The Doctrines of the Christian Religion appeared
in London (1844).

GRAND PRE, graN pra. A village in Kings
County, Nova Scotia, Can., on the Basin of

Minas, 15 miles from Windsor, reached by the

•Windsor and Annapolis Railroad (Map: Nova
Scotia, E 4). Population, in 1900. 874. It is

notable as the central scene in Longfellow's

Evangeline.

GRAND PRIX DE PARIS, graN pre de

pa're' (Fr., great prize of Paris). The most im-

portant event in the French racing calendar. It

corresponds to the English Derby in point of in-

terest and monetary value. The race is run
about the middle of June each year, and takes

place on the famous raee-course at Longchamp,
near Paris. X'nder the Empire the prize was
paid for by the city of Paris: but since 1871

two railroads have paid 25.000 francs each, the

city of Paris 50,000, and the sum total of the

prize in other ways brought up to a total value

of 250,000 francs. The race marks the begin-

ning of the summer season in the fashionable

world, after which the regular migration to the

seaside or country' takes place.

GRAND PRIX DE ROME. See Prix de

Rome.

GRAND RAPIDS. A city and the county-
seat of Kent County, Mich., 30 miles from Lake
Michigan, and 60 miles west by north of the

State capital, Lansing; on the Grand River, at

tlie head of steam navigation, and on the ilichi-

gan Central, the Lake Shore and Michigan South-
ern, the Pere Marquette, the Grand Rapids and
Indiana, the Grand Trunk, and several other

railroads (Map: Michigan, H 6). It was settled

in 1833, on the site of an abandoned Indian vil-

lage, and was chartered as a city in 1850. Grand
Rapids is the seat of Roman Catholic and Prot-

estant Episcopal bishoprics. It has a number of

charitable institutions, among them the Butter-
worth Hospital, Union Benevolent Association
Home and Hospital, Women's Home and Hospital,

City Home for the Treatment of Contagious
Diseases, Saint Mark's Hospital, Emerson Home,
Home for the Aged, Holland Union Benevolent
Association Home, and Saint John's Orphan
Asylum. Here are also the State Masonic Home
and the State Soldiers' Home, and, among other

prominent structures, the Young Men's Christian

Association Building, the city hall, the County
and Federal buildings, Masonic Temple, Pythian
Temple, and Elk Hall. The city has also a pub-
lic library and several public parks.

Grand Rapids is the centre of .a region inter-

e.sted largely in agriculture and fruit-growing,

has extensive gypsum-quarries in the vicinity,

and is an important commercial eitj', with a
large trade in pine and hard-wood lumber, and in

manufactured products. The manufacturing in-

dustry is facilitated by the water-power furnished

by the Grand River, which enters Lake Michigan
40 miles below, and at Grand Rapids it falls

about 18 feet, forming the rapids from which the

city derives its name. Among the more impor-

tant manufactures are furniture, lumber prod-

ucts, school seats, flour, carpet-sweepers, calcined

plaster, foundry and machine-shop products, car-

riages and wagons, and agricultural implements.

The government is vested in a mayor, chosen

biennially, a imicameral municipal council, and
subordinate administrative boards—police, fire,

public works, health, poor, and assessors—ap-

pointed by the executive. The highway com-
missioners, city attorney, building inspector, and
plumbing inspector are elected by the council;

and the city clerk, treasurer, comptroller, and
marshal are chosen by popular election. The
annual income and expenditures of the city, in-

cluding the State and county tax, amount to

about $2,290,000 and .$1,710,000 respectively, the

principal items of expense being $55,000 for the

operation of waterworks, $85,000 for the police

department, $120,000 for the fire department,
and $260,000 for schools.

Population, in 1850, 2686; in 1870, 16.507; in

1890, 60,278: in 1900, 87,565; including 23,900

persons of foreign birth and 600 of negro descent.

GRAND RAPIDS. A city and the county-

seat of Wood County, Wis., near the centre of

the State: on the Wisconsin River, and on the

Chicago, Milwaukee and Saint Paul, the Wiscon-
sin Central, the Chicago and Northwestern, and
other railroads (Map: Wisconsin, D 4). A fine

bridge across the river connects the city proper

with Centralia, formerly an independent munici-

pality, but since 1900 included within the limits

of Grand Rapids. There is a public library. The
city controls large lumber interests, and has
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manufactures of lumber, l)ul|) ;ind paper, furni-

ture. Hour, etc. The uianufaetures are i)ronioted

by good water-power. Population, in 18U0, 1702;
in 1900, 4493.

GRAND REMONSTRANCE. A manifesto
presented to Clunles 1. of England by the House
of Commons in 1041. The outbreak of the Irish

rebellion and the rumored intrigues of the King
with the Scotch Earl of Jlontrose had convinced
the leaders of the Puritan part.y that the hour
had come when he must be called to account. Ac-
cordingly, on November 22, wliile Charles was
absent in Scotland, the Commons, after a final

stormy debate lasting from noon till midnight,
adopted a Grand Kemonstrance by a majority of

eleven. The Remonstrance is in character a severe

indictment for a long series of acts of alleged
misgovernment extending over the King's whole
preceding reign. Some of the charges were exag-

gerated or untrue. Tlie document, which was
presented December 1, consists of 204 sections,

nnd in it the forced loans and ship-money, the bil-

leting of soldiers and the imprisonment of mem-
bers of Parliament, the enlargement of the royal

forests and the abuse of commercial monopolies,
the excesses of the court-s of Star Chamber, High
Commission, and that of the president and Coun-
cil of the North, with many other grievances, are

minutely set forth. As in the Petition, a. request
is made for the appointment of ministers in

whom the Parliament may have confidence, and it

is asked tliat the reform of the Church may be
left to a "synod of the most grave, pious, learned,

and judicious divines"; but the Parliamentary
plan contains no suggestion of toleration for

those who shall not conform. When first received

from the deputation of the Commons, Charles
criticised and ridiculed the Remonstrance. On
December 10 he issued a proclamation on reli-

gion, which he evidently intended as an indirect

reply, and on December 23 he issued a lofty and
evasive 'Answer' to the petition which accom-
panied the manifesto. He seemed blind to the
supreme danger of his position, and on January
3, l()41-2, sent his Attorney-General to impeach
the leaders of the opposition before the House
of Lords. For the text of the' Grand Remon-
strance, consult Gardiner's Constitutional Docu-
ments (2d ed., Oxford, 1899), and for a dis-

cussion, his History of England, x. 59-64, 71-79,

8S, 108-09 (new ed., London and New York,
1893-95).

GRAND RIVER. One of the headstreams
of the Colorado (q.v,). It rises in the Rocky
Jlountains, in the northern part of Colorado, and
flows in ,a general southwest course for about 350
miles, joining the Green River in southeastern
Utah to form the Colorado (Map: Utah, C 2).
Its main tributaries are the Gunnison and Dolores
rivers, both from the south. The greater part
of its course is through a mountainous region
in deep caiions. although there are many fertile

valleys along its banks.

GRAND RIVER. A river whose sources are
located in .Adair and Union counties, Iowa (Map:
Iowa. C 3). After a southeasterly course of

300 miles, it flows into IMissouri River at Bnms-
wick, Chariton County, Mo.

GRAND RIVER. A tributary of Lake Michi-
gan, rising in .Jackson County, Mich., and flow-

ing for about 280 miles northwest and westi.

(Map: Michigan, G C). It empties into the lake
at Grand Haven. It is navigable by steamers
40 miles from its mouth to Grand Rapids, above
which place the river falls 18 feet in a mile, fur-

nisliing good waier-pcnvcr.

GRAND RIVER, or HA'MILTON RIVER.
A river of Labrador, British America (Map: Can-
ada, S 6). It leaves Lake Petitskapow in lati-

tude 54° 35' N. and longitude 64° 50' \V., (low-

ing south through a chain of lakes and over the

Grand Palls (q.v.), then continuing east and
northeast until it enters the Atlantic Ocean
through Hamilton Inlet.

GRAND SERGEANTY CML. magna serjean-

ila). The most honorable of the ancient feudal

tenures. According to Lj-ttelton. tenure by grand
sergeanty is where a man holds his lands or

tenements of his sovereign lord the King by
such sen'ices as he ought to do in his proper

peison to the King, as to carry the banner of

the King, or his lance, or to lead his army, or

to be his marshal, or to carry his sword before

him at his coronation, or to be his carver, or his

butler, or one of his chamberlains of the receipt

of his excliequer, or to do other like services.

This tenure must be held directly of the King.
\A here lands were held of a subject on condition

of performance of similar services, the tenure
was not grand sergeanty, but knight's service.

Thus, lands on the Scottish border held of the
King by cornage—i.e. on condition of winding
a horn to give notice when the Scots had crossed

the border—were held in grand sergeanty ; but
lands lield of a subject for the same service were
held in knight's service. Tenants holding by
grand sergeanty were free from escuage, which
usually appertained to knight's service, and in

general could only be called upon to perform
their services infra quatuor maria, within the

four seas. The services in grand sergeanty were
to be performed by the tenant in person, where
he was able to do so. The office of attendance
on the sovereign's person was esteemed so hon-
orable that no one below the dipiity of a knight
could perform it. Hence, where lands held by
grand sergeanty were in the possession of a citi-

zen, he was permitted to perform his service by
deputy. This tenure by grand sergeanty was
by 12 Charles II., e. 24, in common with other
military tenures, reduced to common socage
(q.v.) ; except so far as regards the honorary
services, which continue to be observed to this

day.
In Scotland, grand sergeanty was not known

as a separate tenure—that is to say, lands held
on condition of honorary' services rendered to the
sovereign were not attended with any privileges

otlier than those attaching to lands held in a
similar manner of a subject superior. In that
country a tenure by honorary service was known
as a blanch holding. See Feud.\i.i.sm : Tenure.

GRAND TOUR. Tlie term applied in the
eighteenth century to the tour of France, Ger-
many, and Italy, which formed a part of the

education of young men of wealth and fashion.

GRAND TRIANON, tre'a'noN'. See Tria-
non.

GRANDVAL, griiN'val', Makie F^licie Cht-
MENCE DE Rei.set, Viscountcss de (1830— ). A
French composer, born at Saint RC'my-des-Monts.
She studied with Flotow and Saint-Saens, and
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under various pseudonyms published many songs.
llcr oratorio. La fille de Jaire, won the Prix
Rossini, and a number of operas, among tliem
Piccolino (1S6S), Atala {ISSS}, Mazeppa (1892),
have been successfully produced. Her sacred
compositions are also of considerable merit.

GRANDVIIiLE, griiN'vel' (1803-47). A
French illustrator and caricaturist. His real
name was Jean Igxace Lsidore Geraed, and he
was bom at Nancy, September 3, 1803. In the
year 1828 he published the first of a series of
humorous sketches, entitled Les metamorphoses
du jour, which were highly thought of, and in
1840-42 another series, entitled Les animaux
parlants. His Convoi de la liherti, his Basse
cour, Mat de cocagne, etc., as pictures of the
politics and manners of the times, are of great
and lasting value. When the September laws
put an end to political caricature, Grandville
used his pencil to satirize the follies and vices
of mankind. He also contributed illustrations
to new and splendid editions of the Fables of
Lafontaine and Florian; the Adventures of lioh-

inson Crusoe; Gulliver's Travels; Hugo's Vie de
Napoleon; Raybaud's Jerome Paturot, etc.

Grandville is remarkable for depth and deli-

cacy of observation and criticism, for his in-

genious turn of thought, and accuracy in por-
traiture. His drawing is correct, his anatomy
accurate, his foreshortening carefully studied;
the whole is occasionally hard and cold, the idea
complicated. Consult Blanc, Grandville (Paris,
185.5).

GRANEL'LA, Victor. The pseudonym of the
German theologian Wilhelm Tangermann (q.v. ).

GRANET, gra'na', Francois Mariu,s (1775-
1849). A French painter, born at Aix. in Pro-
vence. He was a pupil of the landscape artist

Constantin, and then studied under David. In
1802 he went to Italy, and remained in Rome
much of his life. While he attempted historical
subjects at times, Granet was distinctly a painter
of interiors, and in this genre achieved a reputa-
tion. In 1826 he was made custodian of the
paintings of the Louvre. At his death he left

his fortune to found a museum at Aix. His
works include: "Eglise souterraine d'Assise"
(1823); "Intcrieur de I'eglise des Capuchins ft

Rome" (1819) ; "Pri.se d'habit au couvent de
Saint-Claire a Rome;" and "Le Tasse visite dans
sa prison par Montaigne."

GRANGE. The name popularly applied to the
Patrons of Husbandry, but in fact denoting the
constituent and subsidiary lodges of that organi-
zation. The Society of Patrons of Husbandry was
founded at Washington, T). C. in December, 1807.
to advance the interests of husbandry. The chief
founder of the society was 0. H. Kelley, a clerk
in the Department of Agriculture, deputed by
the Government in 1866 to make a tour of inspec-
tion through the Southern States, and to report
upon their agricultural conditions and the best
means of improving them. The widespread de-

moralization of the farming population there
convinced Kelley that organization was 'STtally

necessary, as well for the farmers' solf-protcc-

tion as for their advancement by the use of scien-

tific methods of cultivation and the enactment of
laws favorable to them. Upon his return to
Washington, therefore, he, with six others, estab-
lished the 'National Grange of Patrons of Hus-

bandry.' The otlier founders were William
Saunders, J. R. Thompson, A. B. Gresh, F. M.
McDowell, L. M. Trimble, and William M. Ire-
land. The organization was secret, and member-
ship was limited to those actually engaged in
agriculture. Women were admitted on an equal-
ity with men; and this feature, novel at that
time, had nmch to do with the society's rapid
growth. The constitution provided for local, dis-
trict, State, and national organizations, for the
conferring of degrees, and for the election of
women to oflice. Aided by the efforts of Kelley,
who was a zealous promoter, the society, after
a few years, gained rapidly in numbers and influ-
ence. In 1873 there were 13,000 subordinate
granges, and in 1875 the total membership
reached 1,500.000. At about this time the
Grange had become prominently identified with
legislative measures, both State and national,
intended to curb railroads and trusts, to prevent
discrimination in rates and prices, and in other
ways, not always justifiable, to advance the
farmers' interests. Although supposedly a non-
partisan and non-political order, a good deal of
'wildcat' legislation was laid at the Grange's
door, and eventually brought it into disrepute.
In the meantime, however, it had been largely
instrumental in securing the passage of the Inter-
state Commerce Act, the Oleomargarine Law.
the Hatch Act. founding cxijerimcnt stations, and
the law making tlie head of the Department of
Agriculture a Cabinet officer. The Grange also
endeavored to gain control of elevators, ware-
houses, and terminal facilities, and instituted co-
operative buying and selling on a large scale for
the advantage of its members. The public, not
easily distinguishing the official acts of the
Grange from the efforts and purposes of the
farmers generally, came to designate the whole
class as Grangers, and their legislative ends as
the Granger Movement. Doubtless from this
derived meaning also came the term Granger
roads, applying to the principal railroads carry-
ing grain and wheat. Of late years the
political activity of the Grange has practically
ceased; or, more properly, it has been successive-
ly transferred to the Farmers' Alliance (q.v.)

and to the Populist Party (q.v.). On the other
hand, the social aspects of the Grange have been
more largely developed, and it promises, though
with a smaller membership than it once had, to
remain a permanent institution. Consult: Popu-
lar Science Monthly, vol. xxxii. ; American. Annals
of Political Science, vol. iv. ; New Jersey Labor
Statistics for 1886. '"'

GRANGEMOUTH, gr:inj'nu"ith. A seaport
town and police burgh in Stirlingshire, Scotland,
on the Firth of Forth, at the mouth of the Car-
ron, 2% miles northeast of Falkirk (Map: Scot-
land, E 3) . It has a fine harbor with good docks,
and carries on a large Continental and coasting
trade, its situation at the entrance to the Forth
and Clyde Canal adding to its importance. The
average annual value of its imports and exports,
exceeding £5,500,000 (.f!27.500.OO0) , gives it third
place among Scottish ports. There are ship-
building and supplemental industries, iron, brick,
and tile-works, and coal-mining. Population, in

1831. 1155; in 1901. 8000.

GRAN'GER, Fr.vncis (1792-1868). An
American politician, horn at Suffield. Conn., the
son of Gideon Granger (q.v.). He graduated at
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Yale in 1811, and in 1814 began the practice of

law with his father in Canandaigua, N. V. In

1825 he was elected from Ontario County to the

State Legislature, and with William H. Seward,
Thurlow \\ eed, and others, took a prominent part
in tlie Anti-Masonic movement. In 18-20 he was
reelected to the Legislature, and in 1827 was a

delegate to the famous protectionist convention

at Harrisburg, Pa. In 1828 he was nominated
by the Anti-Masonic Party for Governor, but de-

clined, as he had accepted the nomination of the

Adams Democrats for Lieutenant-Governor on
their ticket. He was one of the most active pro-

moters of the new Whig Party in 1834, and in

the State convention of that year was one of its

candidates for the nomination as Governor, which,

however, was secured by Seward. In the fall of

the same year he was nominated and elected to

Congress. Granger was reelected to the Twenty-
sixth Congress in 1838, and in March, 1841, en-

tered Harrison's Cabinet as Postmaster-General,

the office his father had held under Jefferson and
Madison. He was confirmed after some objection

on the part of the Southern Senators, \\ho sus-

pected him of anti-slavery proclivities; but after

Harrison's death and the break between Tyler and
the \\"hig3. he resigned. He again served in Con-

gress in" 1841-42, "but at the end of his term
retired, and never again held public office. He con-

tinued to take an active interest in politics, how-
ever, supported Webster in his stand on the

compromise measures of 1850, and headed the

revolt in the \\1iig convention at Syracuse, N. Y.,

in that year, the participators in which are said

to have taken their name of 'Silver Graj^s' (q.v.)

from the flowing white locks of Granger and some
of his conservative companions. He was in sym-
pathy with the Know-Nothing movement in 1853-

56, and is said to have advised its leaders ; but
he never supported it openly. In 1861 he was
a member of the Peace Convention at Washing-
ton.

GRANGER, Gideox (1767-1822). An Ameri-

can politician, for thirteen years Postmaster-

General of the United States" He was born at

Suffield, Conn.; graduated at Yale in 1798. stud-

ied law and was admitted to the bar, and was
elected to the Connecticut Assembly, where ha

became one of the most influential Anti-Federalist

leaders in the State. He is said to have orig-

inated the Connecticut school fund. When Jeffer-

son was elected to the Presidency he recognized

the necessity of revolutionizing the Federalist

character of Xew England, and with this end in

view, in 1801 appointed Levi Lincoln Attorney-

General. Henry Dearborn Secretary of War. and
Gideon Granger Postmaster-General. The last

was not then a Cabinet officer, but his patronage

was exceedingly large, and there was no require-

ment that his appointments be confirmed by the

Senate. Granger's position enabled him to keep in

touch with political afl'airs in every part of the

country, and his principal services to Jefferson

were of a personal nature in apprising him of

the machinations of the politicians, and the trend

of popular feeling. It was he who. in 1804,

scented Burr's conspiracy with the Federalists.

In the same year, while retaining his Federal office,

he became agent for the New England Mississippi

Company, and openly lobbied for the compro-
mise of the Yazoo Claims on the floor of the
House. Granger continued to hold office under
Madison until 1814, when his alliance with the

Giles-Leib faction, and his appointment of Leib

as postmaster at Philadelphia, in llie face of the

President's opposition, led to his removal from
office. Later he settled in New York, where he

served several terms in the Legislature, and be-

came a 'follower of De Witt Clinton.

GRANGER, Gordon (1822-70). An Ameri-

can MiMier. born in Wayne County, N. Y. He
graduated at West Point in 1845, and was an

officer in General Scott's army during its cam-

l)aigii from Yera Cruz to the City of Mexico. He
was given the brevet rank of captain for his

services during the Mexican War, and at its

conclusion was assigned to duty on the south-

western frontier. At the outbreak of the Civil

War he was sent to Ohio to muster in volunteers,

but soon afterwards was ordered to southern

IVIissouri. where he was engaged in several ac-

tions. During the early part of Aj)ril, 1802, he

commanded the Third Brigade of the Army of the

Mississippi at the capture of Island Number 10,

and during the following campaign he commanded
the cavalry in the Army of the Mississippi. At
the battle "of Chickamatlga the next year he com-

manded the reserve. He conuuanded the Fourth

Corps in the battle of Missionary Uidgc. and was

then sent to the relief of Knoxville. During the

last two years of tlie war he was engaged in the

militaiy operations in the Gulf States, which

finally "terminated in the capture of Jlobile. On
January 15. 1860, he was mustered out of the

volunteer service with the rank of major-general

of volunteers, and the brevet rank of major-

general in the Regtilar Army, and in the follow-

ing Julv he was commissioned colonel of the

Twenty-fifth Infantry.

GRANGER, .James (1723-70). An English

biographer, print-collector, and preacher. He was
entered at Christ Church, Oxford, in 1743, but

took no degree. Having taken orders, he received

the living of Shiplake, Oxfordshire. He was lib-

eral in politics, and brought on himself the wrath

of Dr. Johnson for a Whig in orders. In 1773,

with Lord Jtlountstuart. later Earl of Butte, he

toured Holland, and made great addition to his

store of portraits. He died of apoplexy, which

seized him while he was administering the sacra-

ment. His main work is Biormiphicnl Tlintory of

England . . . Adapted to a Methodical Cata-

logue of Engraved British Heads, with a preface,

showing the \itilit;i of a collection, of Engraved
Portraits (last ed. 1824). This work, continued

by the Rev. Mark Noble, gave rise to the mutila-

tion of books containing engraved portraits for

the purpose of superillustration, and to the

terms 'grangerism' and 'grangerize' therefor.

Two of Granger's sermons were published: An
Apology for the Brute Creation. (1772). and

The Xature and Extent of Industry (1775).

Granger's letters, "composing a copious history

and illustration of the bioirraphieal history of

England." were edited by J. P. JIalcolm (1805).

GRANGER, Robert Seaman (1816-04). An
American soldier, born in Zanesville, Ohio, He
graduated at West Point in 1838, and served in

the Seminole and Mexican wars, in which he

attained the rank of captain. On April 27, 1861,

he was captured by the Confederates with Major
Sibley's command on the coast of Texas, was re-

leased on parole, and was not exchanged until

August. 1862. On October 20, 1862, he was
made brigadier-general of volunteers. In 1864
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he took part in the capture of General Roddy's
camp near Courtland, and later aided in driving

General Wheeler from middle Tennessee. In

October of tlie same year he was engaged in pro-

tecting that district during Forest's raid, and
in the defense of Decatur against Hood's army.
He was brevetted major-general in the Regular
Army on March 13, 1805, and soon afterwards

was commissioned lieutenant-colonel of the

Eleventh Infantry. In 1871 he was promoted to

the rank of colonel, and in 1873 was retired from
active service upon his own application.

GRANGER CASES. A series of cases de-

cided by the Supreme Court of the United States

in 1876, and reported in 94 United States Reports

at pages 113 to 187, inclusive. Their several

titles are as follows: Munn vs. Illinois; Chicago,

Burlington and Quiney Ry. vs. Iowa; Peik vs.

Chicago and \ortli Western Ry. ; Chicago, Mil-

waukee and Saint Paul Ry. vs. Ackley; Winona
and Saint Peter Ry. vs. Blake; and Stone vs.

Wisconsin. In liis dissenting opinion, Mr. Justice

Field designated the entire group as the 'Granger

cases,' a name which has clung to them ever

since, although neither the Patrons of Husbandry,
nor any 'grange' or lodge of that association,

nor any of its members or 'grangers' had any
connection with these litigations.

The general principle deducible from these de-

cisions has been stated in these words: "When-
ever any person pursues a public calling, and
sustains such relations to the public that the

people must, of necessity, deal with him, and are

under a moral duress to submit to his terms,

if he is unrestrained by law, then, in order to

prevent extortion and an abuse of his position,

the price he may charge for his services, or use

of his property, may be regulated by law."

Applying this principle to the cases then before

the court, it was held that a statute of Illinois

was constitutional which prescribed maximum
rates for the storage of grain in elevators, and
prescribed penalties for charging higher rates

than those named in the law. In the various

railroad cases the court held that railroad com-

panies are engaged in a public employment; that

their property is therebj' "affected with a public

interest, and no longer juris privati only"; that

it has been devoted by them to a use in which

the public has an interest; that by such conduct

they have in effect granted to the public an inter-

est in that use, and must submit to be controlled

by the public for the common good, to the ex-

tent of the interest thus created; that they may
withdraw their grant by discontinuing the use,

but that so long as they maintain the use they

must submit to the control.

The doctrine of these cases has been approved

by many State courts. In Maine it Avas applied

in sustaining the constitutionality of a statute

prescribing the maximum tolls to be charged by

the owner of a pxiblie gristmill. The court in

that case said: "In the absence of Government
aid, the individual proprietor, not pretending to

serve the public, might maintain such mills as

private mills, free from legislative interference,

precisely as he might maintain a store, shop, ox

other private business; but when he makes his

mill public and attempts to sei-ve the public, then

he dedicates his mill to public use, and it becomes

subject to public regulation and control."

It is admitted by all courts that the doctrine

of the Granger cases does not authorize the leg-

islature to destroy or confiscate property, even
when it is affected with a public use, under
guise of regulating rates or toils. Statutes im-

posing unreasonable regulations, or having the

object of taking private property for public

use without compensation, have been declared un-

constitutional. Consult Hare, American Consti-

tutional Law (Boston, 1889).

GRANGERS. See Grange.

GRANGOUSIER, graN'gou'zya'. In Rabc-

lais's Gargantua. and Pantagruel, the King of

Utopia and father of Gargantua, supposed to

stand in tlic political allegory for Jean d'Albret.

GRANI'CUS (Lat., from Gk. TpdviKoc, Grani-

l:os) . The ancient name of a small river in

Troas, in the northwest of Asia Minor, flowing

from the northern side of Mount Ida to the Pro-

pontis, and now known as the Kodja-su. The
Granicus is celebrated as the scene of the first

victory gained by Alexander the Great over tlie

Persians after he crossed the Hellespont, B.C.

334, and of a victory by Lucullus over Mithri-

dates in B.C. 74.

GRANIER DE CASSAGNAC, gra'nya' de

ka'sa'nyak', Adolpiie (1808-80). A French Bona-
partist and journalist, born in Averon-Bergelle.

lie went to Paris in 1832. His first work was as

a literary critic. He enthusiastically espou.seJ

tlie cause of the Romanticists, and his attack on
Racine stirred up all Paris. He abandoned litera-

ture for politics in 1840, in which year he made
a political voyage to the Antilles. In 1845 he

started the ultra-Orleanist journal L'Epoque.

After the Revolution of 1848 he left Paris. He
returned in 1850 as a Bonapartist, and became
editor of the Pouvoir. During the Empire he

was a Bonapartist member of the French legis-

lative body, and a passionate Conservative. In

1857 he founded with Barbey d'Aurevilly the

short-lived Le Rcveil. He was connected with

other journals in the interest of Napoleon, becom-

ing, in 1866, the editor-in-chief of the violent

Le Pays, with his son Paul as assistant. His
polemical career during this decade was marked
by sensational duels, lawsuits, affairs with the po-

lice, and other evidences of indiscreet zeal. After

the fall of the Empire he started Le Drapcaii in

Pnissels. In 1876 he was once more chosen as an
anti-rcpuhlican national Deputy. He died Jan-

uary 31, 1880. His works include two mediocre

novels; also travels {Voyage aux Antilles) ; and
his lioiivenirs du Second Empire. His most note-

worthy compilations are his histories: Histoire

des riasses ouvricres et des classes hourgeoiscs

(Paris, 1837) ; Histoire du Dircctoire (1851-63) ;

Histoire des Girondins et des massacres dc scp-

temhrc (1860). etc. They lack calm judicial

qualities and the result of impartial study and

investigation, but are characterized by journal-

istic vigor and graphical power.

GRANIER DE CASSAGNAC, Paul (1843

— ). A French author and journalist, born in

Paris, son of the preceding. He began his

literary life by writing for Le Paysi. He took

part in the war of 1870-71, and then returned to

journalism. In 1874 Le Pnj/s was suspended on

account of M. de Cassagnac's violent articles. In

1876 he was elected to the Chamber of Deputies;

and he has since continued to serve there with

occasional interruptions. He is known as one

of the bitterest opponents of the existing order of
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things in France. After tlie diiitli of tlie Prince
Imperial in 1S79, De Cassagnac .suppurled Prince
Victor Napoleon, and to assist his iniix-'rialistic

ideas founded a new journal, L'Auiorilc. His
aggressive, temperament and caustic pen have in-

volved him in numerous duels. He wrote in col-

lahoration with his father Hiitoire populairc

abrigie dc Xupolcoii HI. (1874-75). His own
works include: Empire et roijuulc (1873), and
Mcniuircs dc Chislehurst (1873).

GRANITE (It. granito, granite, grained, from
giaiiiic, to reduce to grains, from grano, Lat.

granuin, grain; connected with Gotli. kiiiini, Icel.,

UHG. korn, Ger. Koni, grain, AS., Eng. coni)-

An igneous rock or family of rocks characterized

by acid composition and granitic texture (sea

Igneous Rocks), containing the minerals quartz
and potash feldspar, and usually, also, either

light or dark mica, or both, together with horn-

blende or augite. Otlier minerals are usually pres-

ent in less abundance, as lime-soda feldspar, mag-
netite, ilmeuite, sphenc, zircon, etc. The average
composition of granite is as follows: Silica,

70 per cent.; alumina, 15 per cent.; sesquioxide

and protoxide of iron, 4 per cent.; magnesia,
1 per cent. ; lime, 2 per cent. ; oxide of so-

dium, 4 per cent. ; oxide of potassium. 4 per

cent. Tlie texture of granite, which gives its

name to the texture of a considerable group
of rock types, consists in a mosaic of interlock-

ing crystalline grains representing an essen-

tially uninterrupted period of ciystallization.

Granites are classified into muscovite granite

or alkali granite, muscovite-biotite granite or
binary granite, hornblende granite, and augite

granite, the first portion of the name generally
indicating the mineral or minerals which with
quartz and potash feldspar make up a large part
of tlie rock's substance. Bj- loss of the constit-

uent mineral quartz granite grades into syenite

(q.v. ) ; by reduction of the amount of potash
feldspar and gain in the proportion of lime-soda
feldspar it passes into diorite (q.v.). Augite
diorites Viy a similar change pass into gabbro.
These transitions are mentioned not alone to

show the relationships which e.xist between the
different families of igneous rocks possessing
granitic texture, but because they indicate trans-

itions frequently observable within the same
rock mass. Important variations in the relative

proportions of the several mineral constituents
of a rock within the same mass are. in fact, the

rule rather than the exception, so that it is

difficult to delimit with any sharpness the sev-

eral types.

In an earlier period of development of the
science of geology, the question respecting the
origin of granites was debated with great warmth
by the rival schools of England and Germany.
Hutton (q.v.) and his followers maintained that
granites were formed from fusion and consolida-

tion, whereas Werner and the Freiberg school of

geologists, with even greater assurance, advocated
the chemical precipitation theory of its forma-
tion. Time has shown the correctness of the view
held by Hutton, though his theory has befn modi-
fied in important ways. It was long a tradition
that granite and rocks of granitic te.xture gener-
ally were all produced in the earlier geological

ages, conditions necessary to their formation
being assumed to have been attained which
have not since been reproduced. This view was

a natural one, since none of the granites then
known was as young as the Tertiary age. When
later granites were discovered which had been
formed in the Tertiary or post-Tertiary jieriods,

a diU'creiit explanation became necessary. The
view then became general that the special con-

ditions which are necessary for the formation of

granite obtain only at considerable deptlis below
tlic surface of the eartli, and that granites of

recent formation are only rarely found because,

except under unusuallj- favorable conditions, a
long time interval is necessary to allow the forces

of erosion and transportation to remove the rock
cover under which they are buried. The granites
wliich arc now forming at great depths will in a
future age be so far dissected as to appear at

the surface.

In conjmon usage the term granite is loosely

applied to any rock of granitic te.xture, and
among petrographers the term is sometimes used
in a broad family sense to cover rocks of por-

phyritic texture but similar chemical composi-
tion, namely, rbyolites (q.v.) and rhyolite por-

phyries.

Granite is an important building-stone. It is

much harder to quarry and tool than are sand-
stone, limestone, and marble, but has greater
strength: the best grades are extremely resistant

to weathering. Consult: Kemp, Handbook of
Focks (New York, 1900) : Rosenbusch, Mikro-
skopisclie I'hgsiographie der Mincralicn und Ge-

siciiic (Stuttgart. 1890). See Bittldi.ng-Stone.

GRANITE STATE. New Hampshire. See

StATE.S. I'OPl'L.VR N.\MKS OF.

GRANITIC TEXTURE. See Igneous Rocks.

GRA'NITJS LICIN'IA'NUS. A Roman his-

torian of the second century a.d. Fragments of

his works were found in 1853 on a Syrian palimp-

sest by Paul de Lagarde. It was deciphered and
published by Pertz, as (Irani Liciniani quw Hu-

persunt (1857), and again in 1858 by seven pro-

fessors at Bonn, the kdilio Philologoriim Bon-
nensinm JJeptas. The original work, of which
Madvig thinks this an excerpt, dates from the

second century. Consult Dieekmann. De Granii
Lieiniani I'onlihus ct Auctoritate (Berlin, 1896).

GRANMICHELE, gran'me-kiVla. See Gram-
MICUKI.E.

GRANNY KNOT. See Knotting and Splic-

ing.

GRAN SASSO D'lTALIA, gran sas's6 de'tA-

le'a (It., Great Rock of Italy). A group of

mountains in Central Italy, the highest of the

.Apennines, having their greatest height in

Jlonte Corno (9580 feet) (Map: Italy, H 5).

The Gran Sasso can be ascended without great

difficulty in summer and autumn from Aquila,

and less conveniently from Teramo. but in spring

the snow makes climbing difficult. .Vt Campo
Pcricoli (7220 feet) is a refuge built by the

Italian Alpine Club, which has also published a
special map of the local it v. Consult .^bbate,

Guida al Gran Sasso d'ltalia (Rome, 1888).

GRANT (OF. grant, groniit. errant, crant,

from Lat. credere, Skt. i^raddhn. to trust; prob-
ably influenced by folk etymology' with OF. garan-
tir, to guarantee). In English and American
law, the conveyance of real property by deed.

Originally the term grant was confined to the

conveyance of incorporeal hereditaments, such as
easements, profits a prendre, and future estates
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(q.v.), wliich, not being of a tangible character,

were not capable of being transferred liy the

common law mode of livery of seisin, by which
corporeal interests were conve3'ed. The former
were accordingly said to 'lie in grant,' whereas
the latter lay 'in livery.' (See Feoffment; Liv-

EEY OF Selsin.) In order to complete the convey-

ance of a reversion or remainder by grant, it was
necessary Ihat the tenant of the particiilar estate

sliould acknowledge the grantee by attornment

( q.v. ) . A grajit was always effected by a deed.

The deed of grant was the simplest of all deeds.

^\'hen conveyance by liverj' of seisin was abol-

ished, the grant was generally substituted as the

mode of creating or conveying real estate, whether
corporeal or incorporeal. This tendency to the

substitution of a sim])le deed for the more
ceremonious forms of conveyance of the older law
was favored by tlie provision of the Statute of

Frauds, which required all conveyances of land

to be in writing. At the present time the deed

of grant is generall.y authorized by statute in

England and the United States, though it is

usually provided that deeds of bargain and sale

and of lease and release may also be used. See

Coxveyance: Deed.

GRANT, Sir Alexander (1826-84). An Eng-
lish writer and principal of Edinburgh Uni-
versity, eighth Baronet of Dalvey. His father

had married while in the West Indies, and Sir

Alexander was born in New York, but was sent

to England for his education. He distinguished

himself at Harrow and O.xford, and studied for

the bar, but began literary work with a text-book.

The Ethics nf Aristotle (1857). Two years later

he married the daughter of Professor Ferrier, of

Saint Andrews, and went to India, where he made
his mark as an educator, eventually becoming
vice-chancellor of Bombay University and direct-

or of public instruction for that presidency. In
1868 he returned to Britain and was elected prin-

cipal of the University of Edinburgh, which at

once felt tlie influence of his energetic public

spirit. His largest work is The Story of the

University/ of Edinhiirfih During Its First Three
Hundred Years (1884), but a number of his

lectures have been published, and he wrote
articles upon educational subjects for the lead-

ing reviews.

GRANT, Anne (MacVicar), best known as

'Mrs. Grant of Laggan' (1755-1838). A Scotch

writer. She was bom in Glasgow, the daughter
of Duncan JlacVicar, a British officer, who was
stationed in 1758 at Albany', N. Y. There she

became" a favorite with the Schuylers and other

prominent families, and remained until 1765,

when her father settled on a grant of land

in what is now' Vermont. Three years later

they returned to Scotland, secure as they sup-

posed in the possession of the American estate.

This, however, was confiscated during the Revo-
lution, and the family was dependent upon the

fathers pay as barrack-master at Fort Augustus.
Anne married the Rev. James Grant, chaplain of

the fort, and subsequently mintster of Laggan.
Left a widow in destitute circumstances, she pub-
lished, by subscription, a volume of Poems
(180.3). which was well received, and another
work entitled Letters from the Mountains {\SOG) .

which was exceedingly popular. In the United
States she is best known by her Memoirs of an
American Lady, with Sketches of Manners and

Scenery in America (1808), which was repub-
lished with a memoir by J. G. Wilson in 1876.

It gives an interesting account of manners and
customs in northern New York before the Revolu-
tion. She also published Essays on the Supersti-
tions of the Uighlanders of Scotland (1814). In
1826 Scott, JlacKenzie, and other friends pro-

cured for her a pension of £100 a year. Consult
Memoir and Correspondence of Mrs. Grant of
Jjar/gan. edited bv her son, J. P. Grant (.3d ed.,

Edinburgh, 1853)".

GRANT, ASAHEL (1807-44). An American
foreign missionary. He was born at Marshall,
N. Y., August 17, 1807 ; studied medicine at

Pittsfield, Slass., and practiced in Utiea, N. Y.

In 1835 he went as missionary of the American
Board to Persia, settled at Urumiah, and did

much work among the Nestoriaus there and else-

where. He died in Mosul, Turkey, April 24,

1844. For his life, consult Lathrop (New York,
1847), and Laurie, Grant and the Mountain
Hestoriuns (Boston, 1853).

GRANT, Charles, Lord Glenelg (1778-

1866). A British politician. He was the son of

Charles Grant, a director of the East India Com-
pany, and was born at Kidderpore in Bengal,
October 26, 1778. He was educated at Magdalene
College, Cambridge, and in 1807 was admitted to

the bar, but never practiced. In 1811 he was
elected to Parliament from Inverness and re-

mained a member of the House of Commons till

1835, when he was raised to the peerage as Baron
Glenelg. He was one of the lords of the treasury
from 1813 to 1810, becoming, in the latter year.

Secretary for Ireland. From 1823 to 1827 Grant
was vice-president of the Board of Trade, and
from 1830 to 1834 president of the board of

control of the East India Company. In 1835 he
was made Colonial Secretary, and held this office

until 1839, displaying, however, such remarkable
inefficiency as to arouse the opposition of even
his fellow IMinisters, whose insistence led to his

resignation. The disturbed condition of Cana-
dian politics during this period, culminating in

the Rebellion of 1837 (see Canada), was attrib-

uted largely to his vacillating policy. Grant
was, nevertheless, an accomplished speaker, and
in the management of Irish and Indian affairs

had shown much ability. He died at Cannes,
France, April 23, 1866.

GRANT, DiGBT. A society villain, in Albery's

The Two Roses; a role often successfullj' played
by Henry Irving.

GRANT, Sir Francis (1803-78). A Scotch
portrait painter. He was born in Edinburgh,
January 18, 1803, and received his cducaticm at

tlie Harrow School, with the intention of enter-

ing the Ijar. In 1828 he relinquished his profes-

sion and began painting. His only art instruc-

tion consisted of twelve drawing lessons from the

human figure, his chief knowledge having been

gained by copying the works of Velazquez and
other great masters. He became a fashionable

portrait painter of his day. painting Queen Vic-

toria, the Prince Consort, and many other well-

known personages. His portraits are character-

ized by elegance and refinement rather than by
individuality and character. In 1851 he was
elected member of the Royal Academy; in 1866,

president, soon after receiving the honor of

knightliood. He died at Melton Mowbray, Octo-

ber'^5, 1878.
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There are 253 paintings recorded from 1834 till

his death. The most imi)ortant arc as follows:

'•Breakfast Scene at Melton" (1831-34); "His
Majesty's Staghounds ou Ascot Heath" (1837),
owned by the Earl of Chesterfield ; "ilelton Hunt"
(183;i). owned by the Duke of Wellington; "A
Shooting Part}- at Eawton Abbey," owned by the

Eiirl of Liciifield; "The Cottesmore Hunt"
(1848) ; "Queen Victoria Riding with Lord Mel-
bourne and Others in the Windsor Park" ( 1840) ;

"Lady Glenlyon" (1842) ; an equestrian portrait

of Queen Victoria and the Prince Consort, in

Christ's Hospital, London; "Duke and Duchess
of Beaufort:" "Earl RiLssell;" "Earl of Beacons-
field;" "Dr. Sumner, Archbishop of Canterbury;"
"Marchioness of Waterford;" "Dr. Moberly,
Bishop of Salisbury." In the National Portrait

Gallery, London, there is a study for a portrait

of Lord Macaulay. and a pen-and-ink sketch of

Sir Edwin Landseer, and in the National Portrait

Gallery of Scotland, a portrait of Sir Walter
Scott.

GRANT, Frederick Dent (1850—). An
American soldier, a son of Gen. Ulysses S. Grant,
born in Saint Louis, Mo. As a mere child he
was with his father during several battles of the
Civil War. He graduated at West Point in 1871,

and was assigned to the Fourth Cavaliy. He
served under General vSherman in the expeditions

against the Indians from 1873 to 1879j and in

1S81 resigned from the army. He \vas United
States Minister to Austria under President Har-
rison, and police commissioner of New York
from 1895 to 1897. At the beginning of the
Spanish-American War he reentei-ed the anuy
as colonel of the 144th New York Volunteer
Infantry, and in 1898 was appointed brigadier-

general United States Volunteers. During the
war he served in Puerto Rico and in the Philip-

pine Islands, and he was afterwards put in com-
mand of the military district of San Juan and for

almost two years was in command of the district

of Cavite and Northern Luzon, P. I. In 1902 he
was ]ilaced in command of the' Department of

Texas.

GRANT, George Monro (1835-1902). A
Canadian author, orator, and educationist, born
at Albion ilines^ N. S. He graduated at Glas-

gow University (1857), entered the ministry of

the Presbvterian Church, and undertook a pas-

toral charge in Halifax. N. S., from 1863 to 1877.

It was during this time that he wrote his first

book. Ocean to Ocean (1873). In 1877 he was
made doctor of divinity, and left his Halifax
church to be principal of Queen's University,
Kingston, Ont. Already famed as a preacher
and as an advocate of the union of British
America into the Dominion of Canada, he be-

came a forcible and eloquent speaker upon both
ecclesiastical and national politics, and used his

great influence in promoting the union of the
Presbyterian churches and in propagating the
imperialist sentiment among the rising genera-
tion. He wrote, in the same cause. Advantages
of Imperuil Federation (1889). and Our Naticmal
Objects and Jims (1890). Some of his lectures
and sermons have been published; but they lack
the personal magnetism of the man, though his
Relifjions of the World in Relation to Christianity
(1804) evidences his breadth of mind.

GRANT, .Tames (1720-1806). A British sol-

dier, born at Ballindalloch, Banffshire, Scotland.

He obUiined a commission in the English Army
in 1741, and participated in camj)aigns in Flan-

ders (1747-48), and later in Ireland. At the
outbreak of the French and Indian War he came
to America as a major. He was defeated in an
attempt to reconnoitre Fort Duqucsne in 1758j
was made (Jovernor of East Floritla in 1700, and
a year later led expeditions against the Cherokee
Indians. During the Revolutionary War he
liartioipatcd in the battles of Long Island,

lirandywinc, and Gormantown. In 1790 he was
made a general.

GRANT, James (1822-87). A Scottish au-
thor, born in Eilinburgh. After a six years' life in

New^foundland, where his father had a military
conunand, he returned to England in 1839, and
in 1840 became an ensign in the Sixty-second
Regiment. In 1843 he left the service, and spent
several months in the office of an architect. His
literary tastes soon led him to writing, and in

1845 appeared his first novel, TIic Romance of

War. His industry was imflagging. and, besides

his historical writings, he published more than
fifty works of fiction. They liave all a military
or an historical setting, and are full of color and
movement. He founded and was the secretary of

the Nation.al Association for the Vindication of
Scottish Rights, and attained a reputation for wide
military knowledge, which often led to consulta-
tion with Government authoritie-s. His works on
history include: Memoirs of the Castle of Edin-
burgh (1850); Memoirs of Montrose (1858);
Tlie Cavaliers of Fortune, or British Heroes in
Foreign Tl'ars (1859) ; British Battles on Land
and Sea (1873); Illustrated Uistorri of India
(1876); Old and New Edinburgh (1880); His-

tori/ of the War in the Soudan (1885-86) ; Scot-

tish Soldiers of Fortune ( 1889) . His most recent

novels are: Playing with Fire (1887); Love's
Labor Won (1888).

GRANT, Sir James Alexander ( 1830— ) . A
Canadian physician. He was bom in Inverness-
shire, Scotland, but was brought by his parents
to Canada when he was only one year old. He
graduated in medicine at McGill University in

1854, began the practice of medicine at Ottawa
soon afterwards, and in 1869 became consulting
physician to the Governor-General, Monk, a posi-

tion which he continued to hold under Lord
Monk's successors. He was a prominent member
of the Dominion Parliament from 1805 to 1873,
and again from 1892 to 1806, and in 1872 intro-

duced the original bill for the construction of the
Canadian Pacific Railway.

GRANT, James Augustus (1827-92). An
African explorer, born at Nairn, in Nairnshire,
Scotland. He was educated at Marischal Col-

lege, Aberdeen, and in 1846 entered the army in

India, wliere he saw active seri'ice, and was
wounded during the relief of Lucknow. He met
John H. Speke (q.v. ) in 1847, and the similarity
of their tastes drawing them to each other, Speke
cordially accepted Grant's offer to accompany
him when he set out on his second African jour-

ney in 1860. Speke retained undivided command
of the expedition, so that to him the credit due
a commander must be given; but Grant's loyalty,

unselfishness, and enthusiasm contributed in

large ineasure to its success, and his notes and
collections proved of the greatest value. In 1868

he took part in the Abyssinian expedition, and
in May of the same year retired from the army
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witli the rank of lieutenant-colonel. He published
the record of his experiences under the title

A Walk Across Africa (1804).

GRANT, Sir James Hope (1808-75). A Brit-
ish soldier, born in Perthshire, Scotland. He
served through the first Chinese War, and tlien

went to India, where he took part in the Sutlej

campaign of 1845-46, and the Punjab campaign
of 1848-49. During the Sepoy Mutiny (1857-

V 58) he bore a conspicuous part in many of the
more important engagements, notably the battle

of Cawiipore. the stonuing of Delhi, and both
the first and the second reliefs of Lucknow—
senices which earned him the rank of major-
general. At the outbreak of the second Chinese
War, in 1860, he was given command of the
British forces, and in spite of the lack of co-

operation on the part of the French, brought the
struggle to a successful conclusion bj' the capture
of Peking. The next year he was raised to the
rank of lieutenant-general, and in 1862 was made
commander-in-chief at Madras. In 1870 he was
appointed commander of the camp at Aldershot,
where, in spite of bitter opposition, he succeeded
in introducing the Prussian system of army
manceuvres. He was a patron of Lord Wolseley,
whose ability he was one of the first to recog-

nize, and to whose radical schemes he often lent

his influence.

GRANT, Sir Patrick (1804-95). A British
soldier. He was born in Scotland; entered the

military service of the East India Company in

1820, and served for many years with distinc-

tion in India. In 1856 he was appointed com-
mander-in-chief of the Madras Army, and in 1857,

at the outbreak of the mutiny, he was temporari-
ly placed in command of all the British forces

in India. It wa.s he who sent Havelock to the
relief of Cawnpore and Lucknow. He was Gover-
nor of Malta from 1867 to 1872, wa,s appointed
governor of Chelsea Hospital in 1874, and in

1883 was promoted to be field-marshal.

GRANT, Robert (1852—). An American
novelist and essayist, born in Boston. He gradu-
ated at Harvard in 1873, received the doctorate
of philosophy in 1876. and graduated from the

Harvard Law School in 1879. In 1893 he was
appointed judge of the Probate Court and of the

Court of Insolvency, for Suffolk County. Mass.
His early literary work was trivial or juvenile:

The Little Tin ' God on Wheels (1879); The
Confessions of a Frivolous Girl (1880); The
Lambs (1882) ; etc. Of more maturity are: The
Carletons (1886); An Avcrafle Man (1884);
The Enare of Hearts (1886) ; A Romantic. Young
Lady (1886) ; Face to Face (1886) : The Bache-
lor's Christmas, and Other f^tories (1805) ; and
Unleavened Bread, the latter a powerful and
popular novel (1900), and by far the best of his

fiction. Genial essays on social topics are gath-

ered imder the titles: The Opinions of a Philoso-

pher (1883); Reflections of a Married Man
(1892) ; The Art of Living (1895).

GRANT, Robert (1814-92). A Scottish as-

tronomer, born at Grantown-on-Spey. Morayshire.
He studied for a short time at King's College,

Aberdeen ; became connected with a London count-

ing-house, and from 1845 to 1847 was in Paris

attending the lectures of Leverrier and Arago.
and making researches preparatory to his His-

torjt of Physical Astronomy from the Earliest

Ages to the Middle of the Nineteenth Century

(1852), a work for which the gold medal of the
Royal Astronomical Society was awarded in

1856. In 1859 lie was appointed professor of

astronomy and director of the observatory in

the University of Glasgow. He accompanied the
Himalaya expedition of 18G0 to Spain to obsen-e
the total solar eclipse. His further publications
include a valuable Catalogue of GJflo Stars for
the Epoch 1S70 ( 1883), with a Catalogue of 2156
Stars (1892), in supplement; and translations
of the Notices hiographiques (as Biographies of
Distinguished Scicnlific Men, 1854), and Stir les

eomites (as Popular Treatise on Comets. 1861),
of Arago. From 18-52 to 1800 he also edited the
Monthly Notices of the Roj-al Astronomical So-
ciety, of which he was elected fellow in 1850.

GRANT, (HiBAM) Ulysses Simpsox (1822-
85). A celebrated American general, and the
eighteenth President of tJie United States. He
was bom at Point Plea.sant, Clermont County,
Ohio, April 27, 1822, and was the eldest child
of .Jesse R. Grant, a tanner and farmer, and
Hannah Simpson Grant. On his father's side he
was remotely of Scottish ancestry, being a de-

scendant of Matthew Grant, one of the settlers

of Windsor. Conn., in 1635. and a man of much
importance in the infant colony, which he served
for manj' years as surveyor and town clerk.

Ulysses's great-grandfather, Xoah Grant, held a
military commission in the French and Indian
War, and his grandfather, also named Noah,
fought in the Revolution, afterwards emigrating
to Pennsylvania, and from thence to Deerfield,

Ohio. His maternal grandfather. John Simpson,
had likewise emigrated to Ohio from Pennsyl-
vania.

Jesse Grant, who had worked as a tanner for

the father of the afterwards noted Abolitionist,

John Brown, started in business for himself at

Ravenna, but removed to Point Pleasant, and in

1823 to Georgetown, about 40 miles from Cin-

cinnati, where Uh'sses was brought up. working
on his father's farm in summer and attending
school in winter. .Jesse Grant, desirous that his

son should have a better education than he him-
self liad had, procured for him in 1839 an ap-

pointment to West Point, where Ulysses in

1843 graduated twenty-first in a class of thirty-

nine, and was then commissioned brevet second
lieutenant in the Fourth Regiment of Infantry,

stationed at Jefferson Barracks, Mo. In Jlay,

1844, his regiment was ordered to Louisiana,

and in September, 1845. to Texas, to join the

army of General Taylor. In the Mexican War,
Grant took part in the battles of Palo Alto and
Resaca de la Palma, and was present at the cap-

ture of Monterey ; was then made quartermaster
of his regiment in 1847; participated in the

battles of General Scott's campaign, and for his

bravery at Molino del Rey. September 8. 1847,

was made first lieutenant, and for his conduct

at Chapultepec, September 13th. was brevetted

captain. In the summer of 1848 his regiment re-

turned, to be stationed first at Detroit and then

at Sackett's Harbor. In the same year he was
married to a Miss ,Tulia T. Dent, of Saint Louis,

sister of one of his classmates at West Point,

who survived him many years, dying in 1902.

In 1852 he accompanied his regiment to Cali-

fornia and Oregon, and on August 5. 1853, was
commissioned full captain; but on .July 31. 18.54,

resigned and removed to the neighborhood of
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Saint Louis, Mo., wlicre he cultivated a farm
and engaged in tlie real-estate business. His lack

of knowledge of business methods, however, and
his earelessness in money matters involved him
heavily in debt, and cau.sed him in 185',) to give

up and move to Galena, 111., where he wa.s em-
ployed in ills father's store at $81)0 a year. Here
he was living when the Civil War broke out in

1801. He immediately recruited and drilled a
company of Galena volunteers, and accompanied
them to Springfield, where he was employed in

the Adjutant-General's department as a muster-
ing officer. He offered his services to the national

Government, but, receiving no reply, accepted on
June ITth the colonelcy of the Twenty-first Hli-

nois Volunteer Infantry, and served with his regi-

ment mider General Pope in Missouri until Aug-
ust 7tb, when he was commissioned a brigadier-

general of vohmteers. In this capacity he sei-ved

in Missouri ; was later placed in charge at Cairo,

111., and early rendered important service by the

seizure, on September 6, 1801, of Paducah, Ky.,

at the mouth of the Tennessee, and on the

25th of Smithland, at the mouth of the Cum-
berland, two important strategic points. His
next move, a month later, was to check the

advance of a large force under General Jeff

Thompson, this being successfully accomplished
by two battles, one at Fredericktown, Mo., the

other at Belmont. The District of Cairo was
now enlarged, and General Grant was placed
in command. In February, 1802, he moved from
Paducah with 15,000 men, aided by Commodore
A. H. Foote (q.v. ), with a fleet of gunboats, for

the purpose of capturing Fort Henrii-, on the

Tennessee, and Fort Donelson. on the Cumber-
land. The former surrendered February 6th. its

reduction, however, being the work of the gun-
boats; the latter was taken on the 10th, only
after a severe battle in which the land forces

were engaged. (See Fort Henrt and Fort
Donelson.) Buckner, who was in command of

the fort after the withdrawal of his superior
officers, proposed the appointment of commission-
ers to settle the terms of capitulation, to which
General Grant replied: "No terms other than
an unconditional and immediate surrender can
be accepted. I propose to move immediately
upon your works." The capture of this fort was
the first important and brilliant victorj' of the
Federal arms, and it m.ade a great impression
upon the country. General Cirant was at once
made a major-general of volunteers, his commis-
sion being d.ated as of the d.ny of the battle; and
by a play upon his initials he became widely
kno\iii as 'Unconditional Surrender Grant.' The
battle of Shiloh (q.v.), or Pittsburg Landins.
was next fought. The Federal troops at that
point were attacked April 0th by a Large Confed-
erate force under Gen. A. S. .Johnston (q.v.) . and
suffered heavy loss. General Grant arrived on the
field at the critical moment and reformed the
broken lines, and hea\'y reenforcements under
General Buell having arrived, the battle was re-

newed on the 7th .and the Confederates, now
under the command of General Beauregard
(Johnston having been killed), were driven back
to Corinth. In this battle General Grant was
slightly wounded. He was second in command in

the movement against Corinth, which was oc-

cupied by the Federal troops on May ,30th.

When, in July, General Halleck was called to

Washington to take command of the armies of

tlie United States, General Grant was assigned
to the command of the Department of the Ten-
nessee, with head(|uartcrs at Corinth. In Sep-

tember he fouglit the Confederate General Price

at Iuk,a and defeated him. He then removed his

headiiuartcrs to Jackson, leaving Rosecrans with
20,000 men to hold Corintli, which he did success-

fully. In October General Grant's dei)artm('nt

w.as enlarged by a portion of Mississippi, includ-

ing Vicksburg, the forces under his command
being designated as the Thirteenth Army Corps.
After several efforts by different jilans to capture
Vicksburg, he was finally enabled, as a result of

his brilliant movements, to invest the city, May
18, 1803, and on July 4th General Pemberton sur-

rendered with about 30.000 men. General Grant
was now appointed a major-general in the Regular
Army, and in October was placed in command of

the Military Division of the Tennessee, com-
prising the departments commanded by Sher-

man, Thomas, Burnside, and Hooker. General
Grant was next called upon to conduct the opera-
tions against the Confederate Cieneral Bragg at
Chattanooga. On November 24th the Federals
stormed Lookout Mountain, and on the 25th they
carried the heights of Missionarj' Ridge. General
Halleck, in his annual report to the War Depart-
ment, said that, in view of the strength of Bragg's
position and the difficulty of storming his in-

trenchments, "the battle of Chattanooga must be

considered the most remarkable in history. Not
only," he continued, "did the officers and men ex-

hibit great skill and daring in their operations on
the field, but the highest praise is due to the com-
manding general for his admirable dispositions

for dislodging the enemy from a position appa-
rently impregnable." Congress at its next session

passed a vote of thanks to General Grant and his

army, and ordered a gold medal to be struck in

his honor. The grade of lieutenant-genenal was
revived. General Cirant was nominated by Presi-

dent Lincoln for the position, and the nomination
was promptly confirmed by the Senate. On
March 17, 1864, he issued his first order a.s

commander-in-chief of the armies of the LTnited

States. His headquarters thereafter were with
the Army of the Potomac. The battles of the
next campaign, which had for their object the
capture of Richmond, in front of which the main
army of the Confederates was concentrated for a
last and desperate resistance, were among the
bloodiest of the whole war.

The first movements of General Grant, though
unsuccessful as to his main design, resulted in

crippling the enemy and so preparing the way
for final victory: but they were attended with
terrible loss of life. The great battle of the Wil-
derness (q.v.) was fought against General Lee on
May 5th-May 6th, and was followed by the bloody
engagements at Spottsylvania Court-House. On
•lune 3d Lee repulsed a tremendous assault of the
Tmion forces at Cold Harbor. General Grant,
having failed in his flanking movements, saw at
last that his only hope of seizing Richmond de-

pended upon his first taking Petersburg, and to

this object he now addressed himself with his
usual pertinacity. Lee attempted to create a
diversion by sending Early on a raid across the
Potomac. Sherman soon after forced Hood to
evacuate Atlanta, and then started on his famous
'march to the sea.' Sheridan's victory at Five
Forks, March 31-.4pril 1, 1865, destroyed the la.st

hope of a successful defense of Richmond. On
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April 2d Petersburg was abandoned, and on the

3d tile Federal forces entered the Southern capi-

tal, the L'om'cderates lleeing as they advanced.

Grant pursued t!ie Hying army, overtook and sur-

rounded it, and forced it to surrender at Appo-
mattox Lourt-House, on April 9lh. Lee was
captured, and the Confederacy overthrown. •

Tlie assassination of Lincoln and tlie accession

of -Andrew Jolinson quickly followed, and then

came tlie excitement of the period of Reconstruc-

tion, in wliich General Grant, for whom Congress
had created the rank of General of the Army,
bore a loyal and honorable part. During the ad-

ministration of Johnson he was drawn into the

struggle between the President and Congress. On
the removal of Stanton. Secretary of War, by
President Johnson, Grant was asked to fill the

office ad interim, and held it from August, 1867,

to January, ISGS. Having become prominent in

national politics, he was soon recognized as an
available candidate for the Presidency, his mili-

tary services making it evident that whatever
l)arty nominated him w'ould receive a large inde-

pendent supjxirt. He was approached by mem-
bers of both parties, but his views were more
nearly in accord with those of the Republicans.
In May, 1808, a convention of soldiers and sailors

at Chicago indorsed his contemplated candidacy,

and on Jlay 20th the Republican Convention on
the first ballot nominated him for the Presidency
unanimously, naming for the Vice-Presidency
Schuyler Colfax of Indiana. Although the Demo-
cratic candidate. Governor Horatio Seymour, car-

ried liis own State of New York, he secured only
seven other States, with a total of only SO elec-

toral votes against 214 electoral votes cast for

Grant. The new administration was marked by
a studied independence of Congressional poli-

ticians and by a disregard of various political

traditions of the National Govermnent. The
apparent inlluence of a military coterie, coupled
with the President's marked reticence as to his

views and ]3lans. and his want of tact in dealing
with civilians, produced an unfortunate lack of

cordiality in his relations with Congress and gave
rise to a few incidents of discord. During the
campaign he had been conspicuously reticent and
inactive, and it was impossible to learn in advance
his intentions with regard to matters of public
moment. However, he had the confidence of the
people at large, and this was increased by the
negotiation of the important Treaty of Washing-
ton (q.v. ) and by the steps which were thus taken
for the early settlement of the Alabama Claims
(q.v.). The President made foreign relations an
important feature of his first administration by
his persistent efforts in favor of the annexation of

Santo Domingo, the treaty for which, however,
was rejected by the Senate, largely through the
opposition of Charles Sumner, whose attitude
in this matter led to his exclusion, by the friends

of the Administration, from his influential post
as chairman of the Senate Committee on Foreign
Relations. A policy of friendly supervision of

the South American States was also followed,

and much interest was manifested in the war of

independence which was being waged in Cuba,
and tlie danger of inter\-ention seemed imminent,
especially for a brief period during the excitement
caused by tlie seizure of the Tirginius. The
political condition of the South continued to
present serious problems, although most of the
actual work of reorganization had been accom-

plished; the vindictivene^s of tlie extreme Repub-
licans was abating; and the President was in-

clined to lessen the direct control of Soutliern
administration at the hands of the National Gov-
ernment, and to look forward to the moral
regeneration of the newly organized political

bodies tlirough their own initiative unatiected
by external inllucnces. (See Recox.strlction.)
The scandals attaching to the Credit Mobilier

(
q.v. ) were looked upon by the President's op-

ponents as sources of weakness; but neither these
nor other seeming irregularities had any ma-
terial effect in the campaign of 1872, when
Grant was reelected with tlie unprecedente<l
number of 28G electoral votes, and with a popu-
lar vote exceeding by more than 700,000 that
given to his chief opponent, Horace Greeley
(q.v.). The collapse, as it seemed, of tlie move-
ment of the new Liberal-Republican Party (q.v.)

left the President in full authority, with very lit-

tle opposition, and with very few problems of

really national importance to be settled. Finan-
cial afl'airs, the control of the Indians, and minor
matters of ordinary significance occupied the
greater ])ortion of his second term, which was
marked also by various irregularities, such as the
scandal of the 'Whisky Ring' (q.v.), in which
high Federal officials were concerned, but in

which the President himself was in no way impli-

cated, save in so far as he obstinately stood by
friends W'liose guilt was beyond doubt. In 1874
he rendered a great service to bis country by his

veto of the bill passed by Congress for the iiiHa-

tion of the paper currency, and he was also re-

sponsible in a large measure for the passage of

the Resumption Act in the following year.

At the close of his second tenii, in 1877. he
made the tour of the whole civilized world, visit-

ing especially the great countries of Europe and
Asia, and receiving, as a soldier and civilian and
the first citizen of the L'nited States, all the hon-
or which rulers and jieople could bestow. As the

unofficial representative of his country, his bear-

ing was such as to win universal admiration and
respect. On his return home in the spring of

1880 a large and influential portion of the Repub-
lican Party sought to make him a candidate for

the Presidency once more ; but the movement was
defeated, not because the people did not still ad-

mire and trust him, but on account of the formi-

dable opposition to the bestowal of the office upon
any man, however eminent or able, for more than
two terms.

After his long journey General Grant made
his home in New York. He became a partner
in a financial firm which came to grief and in-

volved him in pecuniary ruin. The story is a sad
one, which will not here be recorded. The only
blame that attached to him was that he bestowed
too much confidence upon those who misused
it. Universal sympathy was accorded to

him. With the energy of a young man he
took up his pen and wrote out the recollections

of his military life, "for the money it gave me,"
he says, "for at that moment I was living upon
borrowed money." Every token of respect was
shown to him in the city of his residence, and
Congress, by a special enactment in 1884. placed

him on the retired list of the army, as General,

with full pay—a position he had resigned to be-

come President.

In the summer of 1S84 General Grant entered

upon a long period of suffering from a eanceroiLS
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affection of the throat, and he died at Mount
MacGregor. near Saratoga. N. Y.. July 2.S. 1885.

Until a few days before his deatli he was dili-

gently engaged in writing his memoirs, in order,

by their sale, to make provision for his family.

His body found its final resting-plaee in a mag-
nificent tomb In Riverside Park, New York City,

overlooking the Hudson River.

Memoirs of General Grant's career are numer-
ous. Soon after the Civil War General Adam
Badeau, his aide near the close of the war, wrote
his Military History, in three octavo volumes
(New York, 18G7-811. In his later years Gen-
eral Grant was induced to contribute to the

Cen'.ury Magazine many articles which attracted

widespread attention, and were afterwards pub-
lished in the work entitled: Battles- and Leaders

of the Civil War (New York, 4 vols., 1887), and
in his Personal Memoirs (New Y'ork. 2 vols.,

1885). The dedication of the volumes last named,
"To the American Soldier and Sailor,'' is dated
New Y'ork, May 23, 1885, and the preface at
Mount MacGregor, July 1. 1885. There is a
short and excellent biography by Col. W. C.

Church (New York, 1897) ;' another by Gen.
James Grant Wilson (New Y'ork, 1868; re-

vised ed. 188t)) ; a study of the ancestry of

General Grant by E. C. Marshall (1800). and
a story of his tour around tlie world by John
Russell Y'oung. Less noteworthy are Coppee's

Grant and His Campaigns (1866). and Headley's

Grant and t<hermav (1860). Among the eulogies

of General Grant, that by Henry Ward Beecher,

in Boston, October 22, 1885. desen-es special men-
tion. For a further account of his administra-
tions as President, see the article United States.
GRANT, Sir William (1752-1832). A Brit-

ish jurist and politician, born at Elchies on the

Spey. He was educated at King's College. Aber-
deen, and at Leyden University, and was called to

the bar in 1774. He was appointed Attorney-
General of Canada in 1770, but a few years later

returned to England, where he at first met with
small success. In accordance with Pitt's ad-

vice he entered Parliament in 1790, and soon
attained great prominence in that body. He held

a number of political offices, notably that of

Solicitor-General in Pitt's Administration, which
procured him the honor of knighthood. In 1801
he was appointed JIaster of the Rolls, an office

which he held for more than sixteen years, and
in the discharge of which he made an enviable
reputation as a judge. Consult: Townsend,
Lives of Twelve Eminent Judges (1846), and
Brougham, Statesmen of the Time of George III.

(1839).

GRAN'TA. An English river. See Cam.

GRANTHAM, grant'<mi. An ancient market-
town in I-incolnshire. England, on the Witham,
23 miles south-southwest of Lincoln (Map: Eng-
land, F 4). It is connected with the river
Trent by a canal 30 miles long. It has neigh-

boring iron-mines and considerable trade in malt-
ing, and manufactures of iron, leatlier, paper,
brick, agricultural implements, and coaches. Its

notable buildings are the restored Church of
Saint Wulfram. founded in the thirteenth cen-

tury, and surmounted by an elegant spire, 270
feet high : the thirteenth-century .Yngel Inn.
where King .Tohn held court and Richard III.

signed Buckingham's death warrant; the free
grammar school, founded in 1528, where Sir

Isaac Newton was educated ; the guild hall with
its spacious a.ssembly room ; the town hall ; the
two exchanges; the literary institute; and the
librarj-. A bronze statue of Sir Isaac Newton
graces Saint Peter's Hill. Tlie town owns the
markets. (Jrantham was incorporated in 1463 by
Edward IV., and is represented by one member
in Parliament. Here, on May 13*, 1043, Oliver

Cromwell fought his first successful battle.

Population, in 1891, 16,700; in 1901, 17,600.

Consult Tumor. History of the Town and Hoke
of Grantham (London, 1806).

GRANT'S GAZELLE. See Gazelle.

GRANTS PASS. A city and the county-seat
of Josephine County, Ore., 300 miles south of Port-
land, on the Rogue River and on the Southern
Pacific Railroad (Map: Oregon, B 7). It has
extensive manufactures of lumber in various
products, and carries on a large trade as the
centre of an agricultural, lumbering, and mining
district. There are also railroad machine-shops,
brickyards, and other industrial plants. Popu-
lation', in 1890, 1432; in 1900, 2290.

GRANULAR LIDS. See Coxjunctivitis.

GRANULATION. A process of healing in

wounds whose bleeding surfaces cannot be
brought together. In wounds that can be closed,

healing often takes place by 'first intention.'

(See Wounds.) In an open wound, about the
seventh day there appears in its depths a mass
of bright reddish material arising from all sides,

composed of small papilUe. The surface of this

new growth is pebbled or granular, and it con-

sists of a number of cells, together with new
connective tissue provided with many looping ar-

teries. The surface is sheathed with pus. 'These

papilhp are called granulations. In most cases,

where the successive laj'ers of granulations reach
the level of the surface of the wounded part, the
integument shoots forth from the margins, finally

meeting in the centre, and the wound skins over.

In other cases the gramilations grow above the
surface in heaps, and are then termed exuberant
granulations, or, yulgarl\-, "proud Hesh.' Some-
times after granvilation has conunenced in a
wound its surfaces may be brought together and
adhere, presenting an instance of union by 'sec-

ond intention.' It is a fortunate circumstance
that granulation tissue is a protection against
the invasion of bacteria. The wall-like aggi-ega-

tion of leucocytes, new connective-tissue cor-

puscles, and new blood-vessels presents no open
lymph -spaces through which alone the micro-
organisms gain entrance.

GRANVELLA, griin-vel'ya. Antoine Perbe-
NOT, Lord of (1517-86). A Spanish cardinal and
statesman. He was the son of Nicholas Perrenot,

Lord of Granvella, Secretary of State under
Charles V. and one of that Emperor's most in-

fluential ministers, and was bom at Ornans in

Burgundy, August 20, 1517. He pursued the
study of law and theology at the universities of

Padua, Paris, and Louvain, and at the age of

twenty-three was made Bishop of Arras. Through
his father's influence he speedily came to play an
important part in the political affairs of the
Empire, His defense of Charles's policy delivered

at the opening of the Council of Trent (1545)
gained him the permanent giX)d will of the Em-
peror, who employed him in his negotiations w'ith

the Protestant princes of Germany in 1547, and
who in 1550 made him Secretary of State on the
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death of (he elder Criuivella. As one of the

shrewdest diidoiiints probably of his time, he par-

ticipated in the negotiations leadinj; to the Peace
of I'assau (IS.'j'i), and was instrumental in hriniz-

ing about the marriage of Philip 11. with Jlary of

England. In 155!) he was made chief minister to

Margaret of Parma, Kcgent of the Nether-

lands, and became in turn Archbishop of Mechlin
and cardinal. As a stranger, and a churchman,
who represented the rigorous absolutism of the

Spanish Court. (Jranvella succeeded in arousing

the bitter hatred of the Flemings. Margaret of

Parma, A\'illiam of Orange, the Counts Hoorn and
Egniont united in demanding the removal of the

unpopular minister, and finally, in 1504. Gran-
vella was recalled at his own request. He took up
his residence at Besancon and occupied his leisure

in literary and scientific studies. He subsequently

acted as Spanish representative at the Papal
Court, and brought about the formation of the

Holy League against the Turks by Venice, tlie

Pope, and Philip 11., Avhose united fleets crushed
the Ottoman sea power at Lepanto ( 1 571 ) . After
holding the post of Viceroy of Naples for some
time he was made in 1575 head of the Spanish
Council of State, and in this capacity forwarded
the incorporation of Portugal with Spain. In
1584 he became Archbishop of Besangon. He
died at Madrid. September 21, 1586. A portion

of his public and private p.apers has been edited

by Weiss, I'apicrs d'etat du Cardinal Granvella

(9 vols., Pons, 1841-01), and Poullet and Piot,

Correspoiidaiice du Cardinal Granvella, J565-86
(9 vols.. Brussels, 1878-92).

GRANVILLE, graN'vel'. A seaport town at

the mouth of the Bosq, on the English Channel,
in the Department of Manche, France, 28 miles

southeast of the island of Jersey, with which it

has regular steamship communication (Map:
France, E 3 ) . The town consists of an upper
and a lower part built on a promontory, sur-

mounted by a citadel. The parish church of

Notre Dame is an interesting fifteenth-century

Gothic edifice. The tidal harbor is well shel-

tered, has extensive piers, and a good trade in

building-stone, oysters. fi.sh, and oil is carried on.

Granville is a popular summer and sea-bathing

resort. It dates from an English fort built early

in the fifteenth century, which the French cap-

tured in 1450; in 1641 the French again took the

fortifications, which the English had built the

year previously. In 1695 and in 1808 it was
bombarded by the English, and in 1703 was al-

most totally destroyed by the Vendean troops.

Population,' in lOOl', 11,667.

GRAN'VILLE. A village in Licking County,
Ohio, miles west of Newark, on Raccoon Creek
and on the Toledo and Ohio Central Railroad
(Map: Ohio, F 5). It is the seat of Shepardson
College for Women, and of Denison LTniversitv

(q.v.). Population, in 1890, 1366; in 1900,

1425.

GRANVILLE, second Earl, George Leveson-
GowER (1815-91). An English statesman.
The eldest son of the first Earl, he was born
in ]\Iayfair. London. May 11, 1815. He was
educated at Eton and Oxford : in 1836 was
attache to his father in the Embassy to France;
in the same year entered Parliament, and was re-

elected in 1837. He graduated B.A. in 1839. In
the Commons he was a Liberal and free-trader.

He became a peeT in 1846, vice-president of the

Board of Trade in 1848, and went into the Cabinet
in 1851, at the close of that year succeeding
Palmerston in the Foreign Ollice. He retired

with the Russell Ministrv. He was president of

the Council, 1852-54, 1855-58, 1859-66, Secretary
of State for the Colonies 1808-70, and Secretary
for Foreign Affairs 1870-74. During^ Glad-
stone's temporary retirement (1878-80), Lord
Granville acted as leader of the Lilierals. When
Gladstone became Premier again, in 1880, Lord
Granville once more was made Secretary of State
for Foreign Afi'airs, going out of ollice with
Gladstone in 1885. In 1886 he became Secretary
for the Colonies. The chief events of his career
were the establishment of Afghanistan as a neu-
tral zone between Indiii and Russia, the partici-

pation of England in the Berlin Congress, and the
suppression of Arabi Pasha's Egyptian revolt.

He was a firm supporter of Irish Home Rule.

He died March 31, 1891. Lord Granville was
esteemed by men of all parties for his urbanity
and unfailing tact.

GRANVILLE, .John Carteret. A British
statesman ( liJ'JO-1703) . See Carteret, John.

GRAPE ( from OF. grape, cluster, from OHG.
cra/ilio, Ger. Krapfen, hook). The fruit of any
species of the genus Vitis, also, in the United
States and Canada, any plant of this genus. In
other English-speaking countries the plant is

designated the 'vine.' Grapes grow wild in Egypt,
Arabia. Turkey in Asia, and in the Mediterranean
countries of Europe; more than twenty siiecics

are found in America, from Canada to Florida

and westward. The cultivated vines of Europe
and the Orient all belong to the single species

Vitis vinifc7'a.

The cultivation of the grape and the making
of wine are of the most remote antiquity, as ap-

pears from the Scripture history of Noah, and
from many passages of the most ancient authors,
for example, Vergil and Columella, who both
gave instructions in vine cultivation. The myth-
ological fable of the marches of Bacchus relates

to the extension of the culture of the vine from
Asia into Europe. The vine was probably intro-

duced into the south of France and into Italy

by the Phocteans, about B.C. 600, and its cultiva-

tion was early coextensive with civilization in

all the Mediterranean regions. In Italy so

much of the land was occupied by vineyards

that the Emperor Domitian, fearing a scarcity

of grain, issued a restrictive or prohibitory edict

A.D. 81, which remained in force long afterwards
through fear that an abundance of fine wine
might tempt the barbarians of the north to

invade the country. The vine was introduced

into England by the Romans. After the Norman
Conquest the vineyards which seem to have ex-

isted in the south and southwest soon disap-

peared, having had only occasional successful

successors imtil the nineteenth century, when
vine culture in gardens and on walls mainly
for fresh fruit increased in this region. The
vine does not, in ordinary .seasons, ripen its

fruit well in Great Britain farther north than

Yorkshire, although grapes have occasionally

ripened in the open air in Scotland. On the

Coiitineht the cultivation of the vine for wine ia

an important industry as far north as Coblenz,

on the Rhine: but in some countries, particularly

in Greece and the Ionian Islands, the product

of the vineyards is converted into raisins. By
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the Spaniards and Poilugiiese the vine was in-

Iruduoecl into the Azores, tlie Madeira and Ca-
nary Isles, and America. The lirst vines were
carried to tlie Cape of Good Hupe by the Dutch
in llioO; but while the wines of JMadcira and
tliose of the limited district of Constantia at

the Cape of Good Hope have long enjoyed a high
celebrity, and those of Canary and TenerilVe have
been exported in considerable quantities, it is

only of late that much attention has begun to

be paid to vine culture in the other parts of

Cape Colony. Good wines are being made in

Australia.

The grape is a perennial, deciduous, woody,
climbing vine, which makes itself fast to its

support by strong persistent tendrils, opposite or

alternate with the large angular, lobed, toothed,

and generally hairy leaves. The stems are nu-

merous, very long, branching, of rapid growth;
and with many swollen joints; the outer bark
readily splits and peels; the woody tissue abounds
with vessels of large size, from which at the

seasons of active vegetation the sap pours in

prodigious quantity if the branch be wounded.
The fruit-stalks, which are much branched modi-
fied tendrils, are borne on wood of the present

season's growth, opposite the leaves. The flowers

are small, greenish-white, and fragrant. The
fruit is a round or oval berry, two-cel-led, and
four-seeded, which varies in size from about one-

fourth of an inch in diameter, as in the Corinth
or 'currant' grape, to nearh- an inch in some of

the improved American varieties. The color,

which is entirely in the outer skin, may be green,

red, yellow, purple, or in some cases variegated.

Although the pulp of the grape is wholesome,
nutritious, and gently laxative, the skin is as-

tringent and indigestible. Some of the ovules
nia.y be abortive, or even all of them in the

fruit of old vines of some varieties, as in the
seedless Asealon or Sultana raisin. The stems
sometimes reach a diameter of 18 inches, and
the wood, which is very hard and durable, is

occasionally employed in making furniture,

statues, etc. It attains also a very great age;
specimens may remain fruitful for 300 or 400
years. In the Old World Vitis vinifera is the
basis of all viticultural interests; in America
several native species and hybrids between them
and Vitis vinifera are utilized. The grape upon
which the vineyards of the Eastern United States
are founded is one of the contributions of that
region to the economic plants of the world. All
early attempts at viticulture were based upon
the Old World grapes. As early as 1021 an
unsuccessful attempt was made to introduce the
European vine into Virginia, and from that time
forward numerous other attempts were made.
The undertaking of John J. Dufour in 1798 is

especially worthy of note. But. like all other
undertakings in which European vines were used,
Dufour's "Kentucky Vineyard Society," with
$10,000 capital, was unsuccessful, although great
care was exercised in the execution of every
detail in the work. Later, a partial success
came as a result of the introduction of the so-

called 'cape grape,' which is now known to have
been an offshoot from the fox grape (Vitis lahrus-
crt). True success came with the introduction by
John .Adlum of the Catairhn, 'the first trulv
American grape.' This variety ranks foremost
among the wine and table grapes of the North-
eastern United States. The success of grape cul-
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ture in the Eastern L nitcd States has grown re-

markably since 1800, and has reached its greatest
perfection, both as regards methods of culture
and marketing, in New York, New .lersey, Ohio,
.Maryland, and Virginia, where thousands of

acres are devoted to the cultivation of table

grapes, although there is a considerable output
of wine and brandy in each locality. In the

East the end sought is dessert fruit; in the
\A"est, wine and raisins.

Tlie early Spanish and French missionaries
jilauled tlie Euroi)ean vine (m tlu' Pacilie sIojh;.

ilere the conditions are more congenial than in

the Eastern States, and the industry has nour-
ished from the beginning. Willi l.lic exception of

the famous vineries of Europe, California leads in

the production of wine and raisins from 'i'itis

vinifera. The largest vineyards in the world are
to be found there, and the output of raisins has
so increased that the importation of the fruit has
greatly diminished, despite the enormous increase
in the country's population. Until 1820 the
Mission variety was the only European vine
planted in Western America, but the list has
increased to more than fifty varieties, including
those most prized in Europe. The repeated
failures with the European grape in Eastern
America were due not so much to the climate,

as to the ravages of the phylloxera, which found
a congenial and very susceptible food plant in

the introduced vines Native vines are alile to

resist its attacks, but the European vines possess
no such power, and when this i)est was acci-

dentally transported to France on some native
American vines it spread havoc among Euro-
pean vineyards. It was even thought that vine
culture in Europe was doomed. Little wonder
that varieties failed in the Eastern United .States.

A remedy was hard to find, but the interest of

the French Government in rescuing from destruc-
tion its great vineyards and wineries stimulated
research, which led to the utilization of the
resistant American vines as stocks upon which
to graft the European vine, even in its native
clime. The success of this plan is evident from
the fact that the most remunerative vineyards of

Europe have roots of American species. The
wine and raisin industry of the United States is

being rapidly extended ; and numerous successful
experiments have been conducted in the South-
eastern United States with the European vines
grafted upon resistant American stocks.

Vine culture varies greatly in different coun-
tries. Success seems to depend chiefly upon
sunny exposure, congenial soil, control of dis-

eases, intelligent manuring, and cultivation.

New varieties are grown from seed, but the
ordinary mode of propagation is by cuttings.

The cuttings are made during the dormant period,

preferably in the autumn, from ripe wood of

the past season's growth, and usually carrying
two or three buds. These .are heeled in or buried
until the following spring, when they are set

in nursery rows; one year later the young plants
are ready for planting in the vineyard, A soil of
medium fertility and gravelly texture is pre-

ferred; but certain varieties will thrive upon
light soils, others upon hea\'y, if not too wet.
Vines will endvire more moisture than most other
fruit-bearing plants, yet they must have drained
land to give the best results. The grape is

U'^ually set in the vineyard at one year from the
cutting, 8X8 feet or 8X10 feet being the popular
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distances for American vines. During the first

year tlie land is given clean culture, with or

without hoed crop; the second year the trellises

or supports are partially constructed, and the

new growlh tied up out oi' the way of cultivation.

The third year the trellises are completed, some
bearing wood left, and each vine may be allowed

to bear a few clusters of fniit. After the first

year no other crop should be allowed to incumber

the vineyard. Clean culture should be given

until midsummer, after which time means should

be taksn to check growth and ripen the wood.

Pruning the vine is based entirely upon the fact

that the fruit is borne upon wood of the present

season's growth, which arises from the buds of

the last season's growth. All wood for fruiting

purposes must, therefore, be one year old. All

systems of pruning are either renewal or spur

systems. Renewal systems seek to maintain the

fruit production near the root or main trunk;

spur systems renew on shoot spurs arising at

intervals along a permanent arm. For descrip-

tion of various systems, consult Bailey, Cyclope-

dia of American Horticulture (New York, 1900).

Besides the manufacture of wines, brandies,

raisins, and the use of grapes for dessert pur-

poses, unfermented grape-juice is becoming a

valuable and popular product. This is made by

expressing the juice, sweetening, heating to the

boiling-point, and sealing while still hot in cans

or strong bottles. See also Wine; Brandy; Rai-

sins ; Currants : Vitace-e.

OBAPE.

Wild American, source of tlie Catawba, Isabella, etc.

Grape Diseases. Few plants are subject to

as many and as serious diseases as the grape,

and few plant diseases have been more fully

investigated. Diseases of the grape are caused

by improper conditions of soil and moisture, but
more frequently by fungi and bacteria, which
are often carried from diseased to healthy plants

by insects. A few of the more destructive and
widely spread diseases may be briefly considered

here. Doicny milrleif' {Flasmoparn riticola or

Peronospora viticola) produces yellowish spots

upon the upper surface of the leaves and a downy-
frosty appearance beneath. Later these spots

appear as light-brown discolorations. The same
fungus occurs upon the fruit, when it is known
as "brown rot' or 'gray rot,' according to the

nature of the attack. The brown rot of the fruit

is first manifested by purplish discolorations,

scon after the appearance of which the pulp be-

comes soft, and forms depressions, over which the

skin is tightly drawn. Tlie gray rot which at-

tacks the young berries and their pedicels re-

sembles the downy growth mentioned as occur-

ring on the leaves. Downy mildew and black
rot, ne.\t to be discussed, are the two most
serious general grape diseases. Black rot (Lw-
stadia Bidtcellii) attacks the leaves at first as

reddish-brown circular spots; later a number of

spots may coalesce and form irregular blotches.

Upon the fruit, the first sign of attack is the
appearance of small brownish discolorations,

which soon enlarge, the whole berry gradually
becomes brown or black, withers, and finally dries

up, usually remaining attached to the stem. An-
thracnose (Splmci Ivma ampelimim) attacks

leaves, stems, and berries. Upon the leaves it ap-

pears as dark spots surrounded by well-marked
darker bands of color. The centres later turn
gray, and frequently the diseased areas fall out,

giving the leaves a ragged appearance. Upon the
shoots the disease manifests itself in much the

same manner. On the fruit the disease is often

termed 'bird's-e3"e rot,' from the peculiar appear-

ance of the spots. The centres become gray, with
an outer band quite dark and sometimes a zone of

vermilion color between them. When the young
fruits are attacked they turn brown, and pink
pustules appear over the surface. The tissues

of the berry with this rot become hard and
leathery. Bitter rot (Glccosporiiim fructigenumj
attacks, the stems and fruits, especially the
latter, which become bitter, whence the name.
In this disease the berries turn brown, become
thickly dotted with purplish-black pimples, and
ultimately fall at the least disturbance. The
best preventive measures for these diseases is

thorough spraying with Bordeau.x mixture.
Poicdcry mildew {Vncinula spiralis) is trouble-

some in gi-ape-houses and in the vineyards of

France, but less in the vineyards of the United
States. It covers the leaves, young shoots, and
fruits with a powder.y, meal-like growth. Upon
the leaves and fruits it forms patches of various
size and shape on the upper surfaces. Soon the
berries shrivel, the skin cracks, and other agents
of decay complete the destruction. For the pre-

vention of the disease, sulphur is perhaps the best

remedy. It may be dusted over the vines in the
open, or it may be evaporated without ignition

in the grape-house. See Fungi, Economic : Dis-

eases OF Plants; Fungicide. Consult: Tubeuf,
Diseases of Plants Induced b;/ Cryptogamic
Parasites, translated by W. G. Smith (New York,
1897) ; Pierce, "Grape Diseases on the Pacific

Coast," in Fanners' Bulletin 30, United States
Department of Agriculture (Washington, 1901) ;

and the authorities referred to under Fungicide.

GRAPE ANTHRACNOSE, Sphaeeloma am-
peliuiim. A serious fungous disease of the grape
most frequently seen upon the fruit as hard,

scabby patches, but most destructive on the

young growth and the fruit-stems as sunken, dis-

colored pits. All prunings, leaves, and rubbish

in the vineyard should be burned in early spring,

and vines, posts, trellises, etc.. should be sprayed
with strong solution of copper sulphate. See
Fungicide.

GRAPE CURE. A method of treatment of

some diseases and conditions with a diet of which
grapes form a very large part. This treatment is

in vogue to some extent in France, but to .a

much greater extent in Germany and in Hun-
gary, in which countries, as well as in Austria and
Switzerland, there are sanitariums at which the
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grape cure is systematically administered. Accord-
ing to Carri^re, tin- cure iVinufrly consisted of an
exclusive diet of grapes, taken to repletion. It

was usual to commence with a pound, and rapidly
increase the amount to eight pounds a day. The
first meal, consisting of a large amount of grapes,
was eaten early in the bedroom. The second
meal was taken in the vineyard, at breakfast
time. The third meal, at noon, after the morning
walk, consisted of bread and water. The fourth
meal w\as taken early in the evening, and con-
sisted of grapes only. It has been found that
an exclusive diet of grapes causes emaciation;
while if meats and other food be added the patient
gains. The modified grape cure now in vogue
therefore includes a largo quantity of grapes be-

fore breakfast, with bread, if preferred; a break-
fast, an hour later, of bread, tea, <ir coffee, or
cocoa, and a broth

;
grapes again an hour before

the midday meal, and again an hour before the
evening meal.

Grapes difTer much in composition ; but Smith
gives the following percentage for ripe, medium-
sized grapes:

Soluble
Grape-sugar 13.8
Tartaric acid 1.12
Xitroj^enous matter 8
Gum, fat. etc 5
Salts 36
Water ; 79.8

Insolcble
Skins, stones, etc 2.6
Pectose 9
Mineral matter ^ 12

From the experiments of Bichof and Voigt we
learn that a diet of 400 grams of meat and 300
grams of grape-sugar caused a gain of 92 grams
in weight in one who had lost 23 grams under a
diet of 500 grams of meat and 200 grams of
grape-sugar, and had lost 230 grams under a diet
of 500 grams of meat and 100 grams of grape-
sugar. Therefore about 4 pounds of grapes daily,
with nourishing meats and some bread, form the
proper diet at a grape-cure establishment. The
grape cure has been of advantage' in diarrhcea,
dysentery (non-amoebic), hjemorrhoids, engorge-
ment of the spleen, and plethora of the portal
system ; and has caused improvement in cases of
tuberculosis, gout, and some skin diseases. Un-
doubtedly regular habits of life, suflicient sleep,

out-of-door life, climate, and water play a signifi-

cant part in all improvement secured from a
grape cure.

GRAPE-EATER. See White-Eye.
GRAPE FAMILY. See Vitace.e.

GRAPEFRtriT (so called from the flavor,
which resembles that of the grape). Pomelo, Pu-
MELO, POMPELMOS, SHADDOCK (Citnis Deciiniana,
Linn; Pomelanus, Hort. ). A valuable dessert
fruit of the genus Citrus, extensively cultivated
in Florida. California. India, the West Indies, and
most tropical countries. Round-fruited sorts are
called pomelos or grapefruits, and are of most
commercial value; the pear-shaped sorts, or .shad-

docks, are grown more as curiosities, and are
seldom found in the markets. For illustration,
see Colored Plate of Citrus Fruit.s.

GRAPE HYACINTH (so named from the
flower-clusters in some species resembling small
clusters of grapes). Mnscari. A genus of 40 or
50 species of bulbous-rooted, spring-blooming
plants, of the order Liliaeese, nearly allied to the

hyacinth, but dillVring in the globose or subcylin-
drical perianth, contracted at the mouth. The
species are natives chiefly of the Mediterranean
region and the warmer temperate parts of Asia.

GRAPE HYACINTH.

Some of them are frequent in our flower-borders.
The musk hyacinth (Muscari moschatum) has a
smell of musk. Mtiscari raceiiwsum is a some-
what doubtful native of the south of England. The
common grape hyacinth {Muscari hotryoides)

,

a native of the Mediterranean region, has escaped
from cultivation in various parts of the United
States. It has pale blue flowers, and is exten-
sively cultivated. Numerous varieties of this and
other species are known to the horticultural trade.

GRAPE-SHOT. A number of small projectiles

secured together by an iron pin, or a series of
iron plates containing holes in which the shot
is held. Formerly a very effective form of shot,

but now practically superseded. See Aktillebt;
Canisteb; Ordnaxce; Projectiles; Shrapnel.
GRAPE-SUGAR. See CxLUCOSE.

GRAPHIC METHOD. The method of repre-
senting relations between magnitudes by a dia-

gram. In arithmetic, comparisons of statistics

may often be represented graphically; e.g. the
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curve in the annexed figure represents the sums
paid by the I'nited States Government for pen-

sions in VMriniis years as follows (1)V ten millions

of dollars): 1802. O.S; 1803, 1; 1804, 5; 1805,

8; 1870, 28; 1880, 57; 1890, 100; 1891, 119;

1892, 141

1894, 141

1890. 139
1898. 140

In al{
[graphic

; 1893, 158;

; 1895. 141;

; 1897. 141;

1899, 139.

f
e b r a the
method of

cd form, massive, or even in hexagonal crys-

tals, but its greasy feel, softness, and black
streak enable it to be easily distinguished. While
black lead is the popular name, it is misleading,
for graphite is nearly pure carbon, with only 1

or 2 per cent, of impurities, as can be seen from
the following analyses:

representing equations

may be illustrated

thus : To represent

the equation i/ = a;— 1, X may have the
values: — 1, 0, 1, ^

... In which cases i/

will have the values
.—2, —1, 0. 1 . . . Plotting the correspond-

ing values of x and y as rectangular co-

ordinates (see Coordinates), the line 1 is called

the graph of the equation y = ^— 1- Similarly

the graph of the equation 2j^— 3^"= 10 is as

Fig. 3.

shown in Fig. 3, the corresponding values of x
and 2/ being

X = ± -^^, ± /&. dz -i/f. ^ Vs. •

2/ = 0, ± \^Q, ± 1/3. ±V2.---
In mechanics the condition of equilibrium of

a system of concurrent plane forces may be ex-

pressed by the closing of a broken line; e.g. the

forces fj, f,, ft, acting at the point P. are in

equilibrium when the three lines f/, f,'. f/, paral-

lel to f„ /,, f,, form a triangle. Such polygons

are called funicular polygons. The analytic rep-

Fio. 4.

resentation of the forces is very simply effected

by means of complex numbers. Another use of

the graphic method may be seen in the case of

the hodograph (q.v.).

GBAPHITE ( from Gk. ypa^ij, graphs, writing,

from 7/)d0ei>', graphein, to write). Black Lead, or

Plumbago. A dark steel-gray to black mineral,

having a black streak, hardness of 1.2. and
specific gravity of 2.25 to 2.27. It crystallizes

in the hexagonal system, and may occur in foliat-
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which consumes the larger part of the product,

the grapliile has to be mixed with chiy and sand.

Eeeently the substitution of a mixture of graph-

ite and grease for red lead has met willi much
success. Since graphite, as it occurs in nature,

is always mixed with other minerals, the material

after being mined is crushed, and tlicn put

through some kind of cleaning or concentration

process. The separation is done either by means
of an air-eurrent or water, preferably the latter.

In 1898 the manufacture of artificial graphite

from coke was begun at Niagara Falls, and in

the year of its discovery 200,000 pounds of car-

bon rods were graphitized in the electric furnaces,

while in 1900 the production had risen to 860,-

750 pounds. It is said that the artificial product

is fully equal to the natural material in its

electrical conductivity, for use as a lubricant,

and in the manufacture of stove-polish or lead

pencils.

Although the production of graphite in the

United States has been increasing almost every

year, still the amount produced is far from

sufficient to supply the domestic demand. The
imports therefore continue to be large. In 1897

the imports were 19,114,000 pounds, valued at

$270,952, and in 1900 they were 32,299,000

pounds, valued at $1,390,141. The production

of the United States for the same years was
3.393,000 pounds ($56,091), and 6,193,000 pounds

($172,762), respectively.

Bibliography. Newberry, "The Origin of

Graphite." in f<chonl of j/tnes Quarterlfi. vol.

viii. (New York. 1887) ; Dawson, "On the Graph-

ite of the Laurentian, in Canada," in Quarterhj

Journal of the Geolofiical Society of Loiulon,

vol. xxvi. (London, 1870) ; Postlethwaite, "On
the Formation of Graphite in Contact Meta-

morphism," in American Journal of Science, vol,

xii. (New Haven, 1S91); Downs, "Occurrence,

Treatment, and Application of Graphite," series

of articles in the Iron Age (New York, 1900) ;

Weinschenk, Zur Kennfniss der Graphitlaffer-

sliitten (JIunich, 1897). For statistics of pro-

duction and notes in regard to the trade, consult

The Mineral Industri/, vols. i. to X. (New York,
1893-1902).

GRAPHOPHONE (from Gk. ypa<ti^, graphs,

writing -f ^mviJ, plione, voice). A machine for

reproducing human speech and other sounds, in-

vented by Charles S. Tainter and Chichester A.

Bell. Its principle is the same as that of the

phonograph (q.v.) of Edison, but it differs in

mechanical details, and in employing a wax-
coated cylinder of pasteboard instead of an all-

wax cylinder.

GRAPHOTYPE (from Gk.ypa^Tj,graph? . writ-

ing + TvTToctt/pos, type). A process for produc-

ing illustrations using an engraved surface, from
which printing can he effected on an ordinary

press. Drawings are made on a zinc plate covered

with finely powdered French chalk, brought to a
hard, firm surface by great pressure. The picture is

drawn with a camel's-hair brush and an ink made
of glue and lampblack. The uninked portion is

then rubbed away and an electrotype made of the

picture. This method was only partially success-

ful, and has been superseded by other and more
modem processes.

GRAPNEIj. See Anchoe.
GRAPTOLITE, grap't6-llt (from Gk. ypawTor,

graptos, written, marked -j- ?.iSof, lithos, stone).

A class of extinct animals, allied to the hydrozoa,

fossil remains of which are fo\ind in the lower

Paleozoic rocks, especially in tho.se of Upper
Cambrian, Ordovician, and Silurian age. The

group derives its name from the likeness of its

members to pencil markings on the rocks. They

are found most abundantly in black shale forma-

tions, and they are of grejxt importance to the

geologists because of their nimu>rous species, that

follow each other in rapid evolutional series

through successively higher formations. Because

of these lines of descent and the wide distribution

of the species, graptolites are ideal horizon-mark-

ers or index fossils in the lower Paleozoic rocks.

The graptolites are delicate hydrnidlike col-

onies growing from a miiuite embryonal polyp

that was incased in a chitinous theca or cell,

called the 'sicula.' From this sicula grew, by

budding, a series of zoijids or individuals, the

form of which is still recognizable in that of

their fossilized chitinous coverings, the thecoe.

Refined methods of isolation and decoloration of

the graptolite colonies have been developed by

Holm and Wiman, and have enabled these ob-

servers to remove the colonies bodily from the

inclosing rock, and section them in a microtome
after much the same methods employed in his-

tology. In this way the structure of the grapto-

lite colonies has been shown to be much more
complicated than had been suspected. This is

especially true of the first group, the Dendroidea,

to which belong sessile colonies with the forms of

miniature trees (Dendrograptus) or of woven
baskets (Dictyonema) (q.v.). In these Den-

droidea three different forms of thecae have been

found, viz.: Theca; proper, or nourishing indi-

viduals ; alternating canals, considered by Wiman
as gonangia or reproductive individuals ; and
gemmating or budding individuals. Other au-

thors, as Freeh, held the alternating canals to

have been neinatophores. See Hydroids.

The second group. Graptoloidea, consists of the

older Dichograptidse and the younger Diplograp-

tidae. In the former there grow, by successive

forkings, from the sicula or embryonal cell, which

is centrally situated, more or less numerous
branches, each of which grows distall.v (at its

extremity) and consists of a single series of thecae

proper. This family, which begins in the upper

Cambrian and does not extend beyond the Ordo-

vician, exhibits a mo.st remarkable evolution

from irregular many-branched forms (Clonograp-

tus) to symmetrical forms with eight branches

(Dichograptus), then to four-branched forms
(Tetragraptus). and finally to biramous species

(Didymograptus), with which last the family

becomes extinct. An aberrant side line from this

family is the genus Phyllograptus, in which the

four branches of Tetragraptus become united

along their dorsal sides to form colonies with

cross-shaped sections.

The younger Diplograptidoe, of which the type

genus is Diplograptus, possess a central disk

which apparently was a 'float,' and which bore a

circle of reproductive sacs (gonangia ) , containing

siculoc and numerous stipes (hydrorhabds) . The
latter are biserial in Diplograptus, each being

borne on a long stem (hydrocaule) , with a sicula

at its farther end, from which the cells grow
backward along the stem. The latter form3

hence an axis within the stipe, wherefore Diplo-

graptus and its allies have been separated, aa
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Axonophora, from tlie preceding forms (Diclio-

graptidaD) without axes, as Axonolipa. Diplo-

graptus begins in the Middle Ordovician, and ex-

tends a short distance into the Silurian. It is

succeeded by forms possessing the same general

structure of the colonies, but with only uniserial

arrangement of the cells, the Jlonograptida;.

These flourished in the Silurian, where their

colonies attained a great variety of form. Only

the genus Diityonema passes with a few species

into the Devonian sj'stem.

The systematic position of the graptolites is

uncertain. They are usually classed with the

Hydroidea, as they show a general resemblance

to some of the memljers of that group, namely

the Sertularians. The rapid evolution of the grap-

tolites and the different aspects of the faunules

of successive beds has permitted the recog-

nition of numerous graptolite zones in the Ordo-

vician and Silurian rocks. In the Swedish Silu-

rian alone fifteen zones have been distinguished.

Some of the graptolite zones exhibit an aston-

ishingly wide geographical distribution; a like

succession of graptolite faunas has been found in

Scandinavia, Great Britain, France, North Amer-

ica, and Australia. This extensive distribution,

which gives the graptolites great importance for

the correlation of geographically widely sep-

arated Paleozoic formations, is due to their hav-

ing been pelagic animals, which were either free-

floating or fastened to seaweeds floating in the

open ocean. They are in sharp contrast to the

great majority of "the fossils, corals, mollusks. and

crustaceans, which were littoral animals, living

in the shallow waters near the shore. For this

reason the graptolites are nearly always found

separated from other fossils, in a facies or pecu-

liar rock phase of their own, the graptolite

shales, mostly dark gray and black carbonaceous

shales, upon the bedding planes of which they

are crowded in immense numbers.

BrBLiOGR.\PiiY. Zittel and Eastman, Textbook

of Paleontology, vol. i. (London and New York,

1900), where'a short bibliographic list is given;

Hall, "Graptolites of the Quebec Group," in

Canadian Orrjanie Remains, Decade II., Geolog-

ical Survey of Canada (Montreal, 1865) ; Holm,

various papers on the graptolites, in Geologiska

Forcningens i Stocl-holm Forhandlingar (Stock-

holm. 1895-1000) ; Lapworth, "Notes on the Brit-

ish Graptolites." in Geoloqical Magazine, vols.

X. and xiii. (London. 1873-76) ; Wiman, "On
Monograptus and Diplograptus," in Journal of

Geology, vol. ii. (Chicago" 1893) ; Wiman. "LTeber

die Graptoliten," Bulletin of the Geological Insti-

tute of the University of Upsala, vol. ii. (Upsala,

1895) ; Ruedemann, "Synopsis of Recent Progress

in the Study of Graptolites." in American Natu-

ralist, vol. xxxii. (Boston, 1898) ; id., "Growth
and Develojiment of Goniograptus," in Bulletin of

the Neiv York folate Museum, No. 52 (Albany,

1902). See Hydrozoa; Ccelenteeata ; Cam-
brian System ; ORDO^^CIAN System ; Silurian
System.

GRAS, gra, Basile (1836-1901). A distin-

guished French military officer and inventor.

He was born at Saint-Amans de Pellaga (De-

partment of Tarn-et-Garonne) , and was educated

at the Ecole Polytechnique and the Ecole d'Ap-

plicatinn at Metz. It was a time when all the

nations of Europe were casting about for an
improved infantry firearm, and the known genius

of Captain Gras soon gained him national rec-

ognition. His fnsil modile (or 'Gras rille'), as

it was universally known, was adopted by tho

French Government, and in 1874 the infantry

troops were armed with it. It was subsequent-

ly displaced by the discovery and introduction

of the magazine principle, the Lebel rifle tak-

ing its place in the French Army. It is still

occasionally used, however, in Asia and South

America. Gras became a professor at the School

of Gunnery at Chalons, and was appointed a

I)erraancnt member of the Goveninient commis-

sion on firearms at that place. In 1888 he was
appointed general inspector of the manufacture of

small arms, receiving also the rank of general

of division. He was a recognized authoritj' in

his branch of the military profession, and was
the author of many important papers and trea-

tises in ser\'ice magazines.

GRAS, FliLix (1844-1901). A writer of the

modem Provencal language. He was born at

Maleniort, Vaucluse, May 3, 1844. After com-

pleting his studies at Beziers, he settled in Avi-

gnon, where he became associated with the found-

ers of the modem Provencal revival. Joseph

Roumanille, the so-called father of the Felibrigo,

was his brother-in-law. He expressed his republi-

can sentiments in a kind of operatic piece. La
Carmagnole, the performances of which were

stopped by the authorities. His first verses in

Provencal' appeared in the Armana Prouven^au
(Provencal Annual), in 1807. In 1870 he pub-

lished Li Carbounic, a narrative poem in twelve

cantos, and six years later Toloza, a more suc-

cessful poem, also in twelve cantos, treating of

the Albigensian Crusade. His best work in poetry

is the Romancero Provencal, a collection of songs

and short pieces. A volume of stories called Tii

Papalino, treating of the days of the popes in

Avignon, appeared in 1891. All these writings

were published in Provencal with a French trans-

lation. In 1891 he succeeded Roumanille as

Capoulie (chief) of the Felibrige, which position

he held until his death. In 1898 appeared his

historic novel The Reds of the Midi. Singularly

enough, it was first published in New York, in

the English translation of Mrs. Catherine Jan-

vier. A year later he wrote The Ten-or and The

'White Terror, a sequel to The Reds of the Midi

;

these were published in Provencal, French, and
English, the English version being made by Jlrs.

Janvier. Felix Gras died March 4, 1901. See

FfiLinRIGE.

GRASBERGEB, grils'ber-ger, Lorenz (1830

— ) . A German classical philologist, born at

H.artpennig. He was appointed a professor at

the University of Wurzburg in 1867. His most
important work is a comprehensive history of

education in antiquity, Erziehung und Unterricht

im khissischcn Altertuni (1864-81).

GRASHOF, gras'hof, Franz (1826-93). A
German engineer, born at Diisseldorf, and edu-

cated at tiie Industrial School in Berlin. In

1863 he was .appointed professor of applied

mechanics at the Polytechnical School. Karlsruhe,

and director of the department of machine con-

struction in that institution. For more than

thirty-five years he was president of the Society

of German Engineers, which society upon his

death erected a monument to his memory at

Karlsruhe. Besides numerous contributions to

periodicals and editions of Redtenbacher's Re-
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stiltate fiir den Mnschiiiciibau (1870 and 1S75),

he wroU" the indcqjeiident works entitled : Tlworie
der Elaslicitiil iiiul Fcstiglcrit mit Be:un aiif Hire

Aniceiiduiif/cn hi tier Tccliiiik (2d ed. 1878). and
Thcorelhrhe Maschinenlckre (in three parts.

1875, 1SS3, 1890).

GKASLITZ, inlls'lits (Bohemian Kraslice).
One of the most important manufacturing towns
of Bohemia, situated 20 miles north of Eger
(Map: Austria, C 1). Noteworthy among its

many manufactures are lace, linens, ready-made
articles of dress, and wind instruments. Popula-
tion, in 1890, 10,009; in 1900, 11,803.

GRASMERE, gras'mer. A village near a lake
of the same name in Westmoreland. England,
four niile.s northwest of Ambleside. It is famous
as a favorite residence of the Lake School of

poets. \A'ordswortli, Coleridge, and Southey
(Map: England. C 2). Population, in 1891,

lOlO"; in 1901. 781. The village, picturesquely
situated at the head of the lake, contains the

ancient church of the Excu7-sion, and in the

ehurchyard are the graves of Wordswortli and
Hartley Coleridge. The lake, oval in form, with
its 'one green island,' is 1% miles long, half a mile
broad, and 130 feet deep. It is girdled by high
mountains, and forms one of the most beautiful
scenes in England, nearly eveiy point of which
is celebrated in Wordsworth's poetry.

GRASS. See Gramine.e ; Grasses.

GRASS (AS. grws. Goth., OHG. gras, Ger.
Gras: uUimatel.v connected with Eng. green,

grow, and witli Lat. gramen, Gk. x'>P'''^'t chortos,

grass). The herbage or vesture of the soil (ves-

tura terrw) . It is a part of the soil or land
in which it grows, and passes, like standing trees

and houses, with the freehold. It may be cut by
a tenant for life or years without impeachment of
waste, but it does not come under the desciiption
of an emblement (q.v.), not being an annual crop
of the sort which a tenant at w'ill may, after the
termination of his lease, gather as the fruit of
his labor. See also Common ; P.^stuee.

GRASS BASS. See Calico Bass.

GRASS CLOTH. A name often, although er-

roneously, given to certain beautiful fabrics
manufactured in the East from different kinds of

fibres, none of wliich are produced by grasses.

One of these fabrics is made from the fibre of
Bcchmeria tiivea, popularly called ramie (q.v.),

or China-grass; another, also known as pina mus-
lin, from the fibre of Bromelia pigna. (See
BcEHMERiA and Bromeliace.s. ) The kinds of
clotli really made from the fibre of grasses are
extremely coarse.

GRASSE, gras. Tlie capital of an arrondisse-
ment in tlie Department of Alpes-Maritimes,
France. 18 miles west of Nice, and 8 miles from
the Mediterranean ( Map : France. N 8 ) . It
is picturesquely situated on a garden-covered
hill, and has steep and narrow streets. Public
buildings of historic and artistic interest are the
hospital chapel, with its three paintings by
Rubens, the parish church, an ancient cathedral,
dating from tlie (welftli and thirteenth centuries,
and the city hall, a former bishop's palace.
Grasse is one of the largest perfume and essence
manufacturing centres "of France, and about
GO.OOO acres in its vicinity are covered with
flower-gardens. Considerable quantities of es-
sence of flowers are exported to Cologne and other

places. The town dates from its settlement by
Sardinian .lews in the sixth century. Population
of the conunune. in 1901, 15,429, of whom about
9000 lived in the town.

GRASSE, Francois Joseph Paul, Marquis
i)E t;i!AssioTiLLY, Count de (1722-88). A
French admiral, who conmianded the French
fleet at the siege of Yorktovni during the Ameri-
can Revolution. He was bom in Provence, and
began his naval career at fifteen in the service

of the Knights of Malta. Later entering the
French navy, he was promoted to be a lieutenant
in 1754 and a captain in 1702. In 1778 he com-
manded a squadron that was sent to join
d'Estaing in the West Indies, and took part in

the operations at Saint Lucia and Santo Do-
mingo. In 1781, with the rank of admiral, he
was placed in command of the new French fleet

sent to America, which was intended both to re-

enforce the French in the West Indian waters
and to cooperate with Rochambeau on the North
American continent. After touching' first in the
West Indies, the fleet of 29 sail reached Chesa-
peake Bay on August 30th, where De Grasse
blockaded the James and York rivers, and on
September 5th repulsed an attack of the Eng-
lish fleet under Graves. After rendering invalu-
able assistance at the siege of Yorktown (q.v.) he
sailed away to the West Indies again, where his
operations for some time were crowned with great
success. Finall}-, off Santo Domingo, on April 12,

1782, he met the English fleet under Rodney, who
signally defeated him and carried him a pris-
oner to London. Charges of incapacity and even
treason were brought against him, and although
after a thorough examination he was exonerated
by the Council of War, he never again held a
naval command. He wrote in his own defense
a Memoire juslificatif (1782). Consult: The
Operations of the French Fleet Under De Grasse
in 17S1-2, in "Br.idford Club Series," No. 3 (New
Y'ork, 1864) ; Magazine of American History, vol.

vi. (New York, 1881) ; Winsor, Narrative and
Critical History of America, vol. iv. (London,
188(i-89).

GRASSERIE, gras're' (Fr.). A disease of
silkworms, not contagious and not hereditary,
and apparently produced by a lowering of the
temperatui-e of the rearing-room. Affected worms
crawl slowly and have a stretched, thin skin. A
liquid exudes through the skin, soiling the food
and the neighboring worms. Proper regulation
of the temperature is the remedy. See Silk-
worm.

GRASSES {Graminew) . A natural order of
plants, which contains more than 300 genera and
3500 species. Its members vary in size from moss-
like specimens less than an inch in height to

gigantic bamboos 100 feet or more tall. They
are distributed over nearly the whole world

;

some are characteristic of the hottest tropical
regions, others of the far north and south, in the
vicinity of almost perpetual snows. In number
of specimens they are most abundant in the
north tem])erate zone, where they clothe with
verdure immense tracts of prairie, meadow, and
steppe, and may be found growing or may be
made to grow on almost everv' kind of soil. Some
species are peculiar to di-y, sterile soils; others
will flourish only in rich soils with abundant
moisture. Some grow in marshes, stagnant
water, or slow streams, and others only along
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the seacoast. None are truly marine. Some
are annual, others perennial. The roots of all

grasses are fibrous. jMany have more or less

thickened xinderground rootstoeks or rhizomes,

which are not true roots ; but modified stems, from

which roots are sent out and from which new
plants may arise under conditions favorable to

propagation. The stems, which usually branch

more or less at their bases, are round gr slightly

llattened, jointed, and hollow between the joints

except in maize, sorghum, and a few other

species. The parts of the stem hetween the

joints, or nodes, are called the internodes.
_
The

stem elongates hy growth at the base of the inter-

nodes. From the nodes, or joints, arise the

leaves and branches. In some grasses roots are

put out from the joints when near or lying upon

the ground. If a stem is bent or broken so as

to lie upon the ground, growth at once begins

in the lower side of the stem and is rapidly con-

tinued until the stem again assumes an upright

position. In most grasses the stems are her-

baceous; in the bamboos and some other species

they arei woody. The leaves consist of two parts,

the sheath and the blade. The sheath, which is

split on the opposite side from the blade, invests

the stem and protects the lower growing portion

of the intemode. At the top of the sheatli is

usually found a thin membranous prolongation,

called "the ligule. The leaf-blade is usually long

and narrow, with nearly parallel longitudinal

veins.

Many grasses are provided with peculiar adap-

tations to protect them against drought and hot

winds. Between the veins on one side or the

other are large, thin-walled cells that keep the

leaf expanded when normal conditions are present.

When dried by hot winds they collapse and cause

the leaf to roll its margins inward, thus protect-

ing it against too great evaporation. When rain

comes the cells swell out and cause the leaf to

return to its normal shape. The position of the

leaves upon the stem in grasses is opposite and

two-ranked, a character by which grasses may

pistils; the scales and bracts surrounding them
are reduced and modified leaves. The flowers of

some grasses have both stamens and pistils

;

others have the staminate and pistillate flowers

upon diff'erent parts of the plant, as in the ease of

maize, in whicli the tas.sel consists of staminate

flowers and the silk of the ears of the pistillate

flowers. Still others have them upon difl'erent

individuals. The usual number of stamens in the

flower is three, but the number varies from one

to six, and in some genera they may be from 20

to 30. The anthers, which are usually con-

spicuous, are generally attached by the middle

of their backs to the slender filaments, so that

they sway in the winds. The pistils consist Oi'

the' ovary and usually two plumose stigmas,

;; I iMl

'\

PAMPAS GRASS.

be distinguished from sedges, which have three-

ranked leaves. Lawn and meadow grasses have
leaves that grow constantly from their bases, so

that when ciit they quickly elongate, instead of

remaining in the shorn condition. Grass-flowers

possess only the essential organs, i.e. stamens and

BOFFALO GRASS.

which may be sessile or raised upon styles. The
ovary contains a single ovule, which ripens with
the ovarj' wall, or pericarp, into a true caryopsis.

The flowers are arranged in spikelets, which con-

tain one or more flowers. At the base of each

flower is a bract, or reduced leaf, called the

flowering glume, and at the base of each spikelet

are commonly found two empty glumes. The axis

or stem that can'ies the glumes is called the

rachilla. Between the rachilla and the indi-

vidual flower there is a small, nen-ed, membra-
naceous bract called the palea or palet. The
glumes, which vary exceedingly in diff'erent

species, may have awns (bristle-like appendages,

as the Tjeard' of wheat) or may be sharp-pointed

or rounded, entire or toothed at their apexes.

All of these characters are of importance in

determining the species of grasses. The arrange-

ment of the spikelets in the head, as it is often

improperly called, is varied. They may be sessile

along the axis, as in wheat, forming a spike; they

may all be arranged on one side of the axis or ra-

chis, forming a raceme, or the rachis may branch
v\idely into a panicle, as in oats, blue grass, etc.,

and there are many intermediate forms between

these. According to their most common uses

grasses may be divided into lawn, pasture, and

hay grasses. Among the more common grasses

suited to la\\ais are blue grass, Rhode Island bent

grass redtop. Bermuda grass. Saint Augustine

grass, and buff'alo grass. Pasture grasses in-

clude : Redtop, blue grass, bent grass, fescue,

orchard grass, bronie grass, Bermuda grass,

grama grass, rye-grass, blue-stem, and mesquit.

Hay grasses include: Timothy, orchard grass, red-

top, blue grass, hrome grass. Johnson grass, tall

oat-grass, meadow fescue, meadow foxtail, rye-

grass. Guinea grass, crab-grass, crested dog's

tail, etc. In addition many grasses are especially
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suited to binding sands and embankments. Grass-
seed as usually obtained consists of the grain, with
more or less chart' closely envelojiing it. The seed
proper consists of a small embryo, wliich lies at
the base and nearly outside of Ihe starchy endo-
sperm, and the endosperm with its adhering peri-

carp. Upon the nature of the endosperm depends
the great importance of some of the grasses in

supplying various food-grains to man.
Tlie following table represents Hackel's classi-

fication of grasses, which is now generally ac-

cepted by botanists, and by which the genera are

grouped into thirteen tribes, in two series:

improvement often observed in the appearance of

cattle when turned out to pasture in the spring

is probably due in large measure to the fact that

the apiK'tite is increased by the succulent and
agreeable llavor of the green feed, and thus the

total amount of nutritive material consumed in

a day is greater than when they are fed dry feed-

ing stud's. If pasturage is abundant cattle and
sheep will not need other feed. ]f such is not

the case, owing to drought or other causes, pas-

turage shotild be supplemented by other feeds.

Generally speaking, grass increases in nutritive

value until the seed is nearly ripe—that is, the

BEKIES
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Sutton, Pcrmanenl and Temporary Pastures
(l-ondon, 18S8) ; Stebler and Schroter, The liest

J'orage Plants (trans, by McAlpine, London,
1.S89) ; Lamson-Scribner, Grasses of Tennessee

(Kno.xvillo, 1892-94) ; Economic Grasses, Bulle-

tin 14, Division of Agrostology, United States

Department of Agriculture (1898), and otber

bulletins of the Division; Vasey, The Agricul-

tural (Irns'ics and Forage Plants of the United
States (Washington, 1889).

GRASS-FINCH. One of the most widespread

and familiar sparrows of North America (Poo-

ca:1es grainincus) . It lives in the fields and
grassy opens, maUing its nest between the grass-

stems, and fecxiing upon seeds and insects. Its

habit of singing pleasantl}' in the early evening

led Wilson Flagg to bestow upon it the name
'vesper sparrow.' It had earlier been known as

the 'bay-winged bunting,' on account of the

rufous wing-coverts. It may be recognized among
its brown and streaked congeners by the white

outer feathers of its tail displayed in flight. See

Plate of Familiar Sparrows; Grassquit.

GRASS-FROG. The common European brown
frog (Rana temporaria) , which is highly variable

iu color, and possesses great power of color adap-

tation (metachi'osis) . It is essentially teri'estrial

in habits, and manifests many very interesting

traits. Its range is extensive, covering all Cen-

tral Europe and Asia to Japan, and rising to the

height of 10,000 feet in the Italian Alps. It may
become a most interesting and intelligent pet in

captivity. "Xext to man," says Gadow. "there

is no animal which has been studied so minutely,

and has had so many primers and text-books

written upon it; in spite' of all this, it is very
little imderstcod, thanks to its rather aberrant

and far from generalized structure'." One of the

best and most easily accessible memoirs is Miv-
art's The Ccmmon Prog, a volume of the Nature
Series (London- and New York, 1874). The lat-

est and best account of habits, etc., is by Gadow,
Amphibia and Reptiles (London and New York,
1902). See Frog.

GRASSHOPPER. A popular term applied to

certain orthopterous insects of the families Aori-

diidis and Locustidoe. The English (including

the English colonists) call the Acridiidfe 'locusts,'

and the Locustidoe 'grasshoppers.' Americans
use the tenu grasshopper for both, the Acridiidfe

including the short-horned grasshoppers, and the

Locustidae the long-homed grasshoppers. The
common grasshoppers of the fields, which are

rather stout-bodied, with large hind thighs and
strong powers of flight, belong to the Acridiid:r.

They are frequently very destructive to crops;

the Rocky Mountain grasshopper {Melanoplus
spretus) damaged the grain crops of Colorado,

Nebraska, and neighboring States in the years

1874 to 1876 to an extent of hundreds of mil-

lions of dollars, and reduced thousands of fam-
ilies almost to starvation. Allied species have
done similar damage in the Argentine Republic,

in South Africa, and in Algeria in recent years,

and in Southeastern Europe in former times. Tlic

best reme<lial measures in use at present consist

in late fall plowing, to break up the egg-clu-i-

ters; in dragging specially constructed coal-oi!

pans through the fields to collect the young grass-

hoppers; and in poisoning the insects by means
of a bait consisting of moistened bran and ar-

sentc.

The commonest species in the Eastern United
States is the red-legged grasshopper (Melanoplus
femur-rnhrum) , which quite closely resembles the

destructive Western species, but which lias shorter

GRA.SSHOPPEU.

.V lemale red-legged grasshop[jer depositing her eggs in

tlie ground.

wings. Its eggs are laid in tlie autumn in a

compact pod beneath the surface of the ground,
and the young, which are hatched in tlie spring,

molt four or five times, and reach the full-

grown winged condition in late July or August.
Some of the eggs in the North may hatch in the

autumn, showing a tendency toward a secoii'I

generation, which probably develops in the south-

ern part of the range of this insect. The red-

legged grasshopper sometimes occurs in such
great numbers as to seriously damage pasture

lands in the restricted localities. See LoctJST.

The long-horned grasshoppers (family Locusti-

da') include those slender green forms with long

antennaa called the 'meadow grasshoppers.' and
also the interesting group ordinarily called katy-

dids (q.v. ). as well as the dark-colored wingless

forms found under stones and in the woods and
in caves and which are known as the 'cricket-

like' grasshoppers, or 'eave crickets.' Another
group belonging to this family contains certain

hard-bodied insects of strange appearance, known
as the 'shield-bncked' grasshoppers, 'Western
crickets,' or 'sand crickets.' One of the latter,

belonging to the genus Stenopelmatus, is in the

West supposed to be poisonous, although as a

matter of fact it is perfectly harmless.

Fossil grasshoppers of the family Acridiidse

are known in fragmentary condition from rocks of

as early age as the Lias of Switzerland and the

Oolite of England, and members of the family
LocustidcB have been found sparingly in the Ju-

rassic limestones of Solenhofen, Bavaria. Several

species of each family are known from the Ter-

tiaiy rocks of North America and Europe, but
none of either have been found in tlie amber.
Nearly all the more important subdivisions of

the two families .mentioned are included among
the Tertiary fossils. See Ortiioptera.

Consult: First Report United fitates Entomo-
logical Commission (Washington. 1877) : Hyatt
and Arms, Insecta (Boston. 1890) ; Seudder,

Gvide to the Genera and Classification of the

'North American Orthoptera (Cambridge, 1897) ;

Howard. The Insect Book (New York. 1901).
See also the bibliography under Outmoptera.

GRASSHOPPER SPARROW. Any of two
or three of the smaller American sparrows which

live in grassv fields, and whose rattling notes
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resemble those of a locust or a "grasshopper."

The C'uimnouest one is the yellow-winged spar-

row {Ammodrainus jiasserinus) , which is about

live inches long, pale brown and streaked iu

cclor, with the front edge of the wing conspicu-

ously yellow, and which conceals itself most of

the time in the held and roadside herbage. See

Spaukow.

GRASSHOPPER WARBLER. A European
warbler (Locustclla nwcia), common in Great
Britain. It haunts the reedy banks of streams,

where it conceals itself and its nest with great

skill among the herbage. Its notes are almost

the same as those of a locust. It appears erro-

neously in many books as 'grasshopper lark,' but
i.s of the family SylviidiB, and not at all related

to the larks.

GRASSI, gras'se, Battista. A Sicilian natur-

ali>t. professor of zoijlogj' in the University of

Rome. Several years were devoted by him to the

bionomics and ' life-historv of the wliite ants

(Termitid;e). He discovei'ed (1893-90) that the

young are all born alike, and that the dilTerences

between the workers, etc.. when heredity or

selection does not operate, result from differences

in the food. He also proved that an individual

can by change of food be made into a soldier after

it has visibly undergone one-half or more of its

development into a winged sexual form. He,

with Calanduccio, proved' in 1887-96, what had
already been suspected in 1864 by Gill, that a

minute fish. Leptocephalus. is the larva of the

eel. and that females of eels can mature only in

depths of at least 500 meters. For these dis-

coveries he was elected a foreign member of the

Eoyal Society of London. His researches, made
in "l898-1900! on the sporozoan malarial parasite

of the mosquito (see Sporozoa) are of great

scientific and practical value. He independently

proved that the mosquito (Anopheles) transmits

malaria, and that, by the use of wire gauze as a
covering for windows, doors, and chimneys of

houses, theworst malarial regions of Italy can be

rendered as healthy as any other part of the

country. He also proved the transmission of

filariiV of the blood by the same Anopheles

{Anopheles claviger) which is the host of this

micro-parasitic worm.

GRASSLANDS. One of the three great cli-

matic landscape types—deserts, forests, grass-

lands—into which Schimper, in his work on plant

geography, divides the world. It is not yet clear-

ly known what determines the presence of trees or

of grasses in a given locality. Schimper, per-

haps, has the most tenable hypothesis for the

origin of grasslands, viz. that they occur in

regions where dry winter winds preclude the

presence of forests. Since grasses are shallow-

rooted, they do not require a moist subsoil, such

as trees do. and since they are of low stature, they

are protected from the desiccating influence of

wind. The greatest development of grasslands

is in the temperate zone, and commonly in Con-
tinental interiors. Ecologically speaking, the

pure climatic grasslands of the world are essen-

tially similar, though the species found in them
vary with the country. In different lands, as

is well known, they have various names, of

which those that have come to be of most im-
portance to students of phytogeography are

prairie, steppe (qq.v.l. and pampas. One speaks
of the pampas of Argentina, the prairies of

North America, and the steppes of Europe and
Asia, lu all these, however, the general life-

conditions are similar, and there is no essential

reason for more than one title. A type of forma-

tion which differs essentially from that just

described is the savanna (q.v.), which is inter-

mediate between forest and grassland, and is

located in a transitional climate. Many of the

llanos and campos of Xorthern South America
are true savannas, while others are essentially

grasslands. In general, savannas are as charac-

teristic of tropical regions as pure grasslands

are of temperate. Again, there are edaphic grass-

lands, e.g. river meadows and swamps of lake

origin. Through the influence of man, many arti-

ficial grasslands are to be found, e.g. pastures

and most meadows. Perhaps edaphic river sa-

vannas are to be classed here also. See Distbi-

liUTioN OF Plants.

GRASSMANN, griis'man, Hermann GUn-
TiiEB (1809-77). A German mathematician and
Sanskrit scliolar, born at Stettin. He was a son

of Justus Giinther Grassmann (died 1852 at

Stettin
)

, who was well known for his work in

crystallography. Tlie young Grassmann devoted

his attention at first to theologj' and philosophy,

which he began studying in Berlin in 1827. He
then turned his energies to mathematics, which
he taught successively at the industrial school

in Berlin, at the Ottoschule in Stettin, and at

the Stettin G\iunasium. He is known chiefly for

his work Die Wissenschaft der extensiven Grossen

Oder die Ausdehnungslelire (1844, and later edi-

tions). The obscure style of this treatise was
such as to cause the first edition to pass prac-

tically unnoticed, and it was not until the theory

of quaternions (q.v.) began to be recognized that

Grassmann's allied theory- attracted attention.

In later life he took up the study of Sanskrit,

and published a ^yo7terbuch ^hhi Rigieda (Leip-

zig, 1875), which is a remarkable e.\ample of

a combined dictionary and concordance, and is

still indispensable to all Sanskrit scholars, and
an Uebersetzung des Rigveda (2 vols., 1870-77),

which is based on the principles of the so-called

linguistic school of Vedic interpretation, and is

likewise a work of much value. Grassmann was
also the discoverer of one of the most important

laws of comparative linguistics, which is still

known as Grassmann's law (q.v.). His other

works include the following: ""Neue Theorie der

Elektrod™amik"' ( PoggendorfT's Aimalen, vol.

64) ; "Theorie der Farbenmischung" (same jour-

nal, vol. 89) ; Geo-metrische A-nnlyse. gekniipft an
die von Leibniz erfnndene geometrische Charak-
teristik (1847); Lehrbuch der Arithmetik iind

Trigonometrie (1861-65). A collection of his

works on mathematics and physics was published

at Leipzig in 1894. Consult Schlegel, H. Grass-

mann, scin heben und seine fVcrke (Leipzig,

1878).

GRASSMANN, Robert (1815-10011. A Ger-

man niatln'matician. a brother of Hermann Grass-

mann (q.v.). He was born at Stettin. After

devoting himself for several years tn teachinrr.

he went into journalism, and became associated

as writer with the Stettiner and the Pommerschr
Zeituiig. His researches, especially those on

the theory of arithmetic, are important, and
reveal considerable originality. He also wrote a

number of works on special sciences, includ-

ing: Die Formenlehre oder Mathematik (1872) ;
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Die WeltmssenscMft odcr Physik (1862-73);

Vic Lebeimlehre odor Biologic (1872); Die Wis-

seiischaflxlehre oder I'hilonuphie (1876); Das
M'eltlebeii oder die Metaphysik (1881) ; and Das
I'/luiuoilcbcii. (1882).

GBASSMAN'S LAW. A phonetic law, for-

mulated by Hermann Grassmann (q.v.) in 1863,

regarding tlie aspirated mutes or explosives o£

the Indo-tlcrmanic consonant s^-stem. This law he

defined thus: If an Indo-Germanic root had origi-

nally two aspirated mutes, only one aspirate was
retained in Indo-lranian and in Greek. There
seems to be no law as to which aspirated mute
shall be retained. Examples of the phenomenon
explained by the law are very numerous. Thus
there may be cited Skt. kuiniha, Gk. Ki/iftos:

Av. xumha, pot; Skt. yabhasti, arm; Lat. habere,

to have: Lat. fiiifitre. to form; Goth, deigan., to

knead; Skt. bahu: Gk. tt^xi", arm: Skt. biidJiiia,

Gk. vveii-fiv: Lat. fundus, bottom; Skt. salialr,

Gk. ficiv for Gk. 'iK-treiv : ix^i.v, to have; Gk.

epli: plural rpfx''. 'mir; Skt. duhitur: Gk.

dvyaTTip, Goth, duuhtar, daughter; and many
others. The law appears very clearly in the re-

duplication of Sanskrit and Greek verbs which
have an initial aspirate mute. Thus Skt. chaii-

duti, pleases: perfect cacliand-a; Skt. bhavati,

Gk. ^i5ei, becomes : perfect bah/n/i-o, iriipvKa; Skt.

bhujati, Gk. <pevyei, bends, flees: perfect biibhOja,

v4ipcvya; and the like. By the operation of

onomatopoeia, inflection, assimilation, and so

forth, many words violate the principle involved

in Grassmann's law. as Skt. jharjhara, drum,
kumblwbhis, with pots. Gk. \i6w8TJvai., to be stoned,

0;?6if, aunt, beside the literary Trfiic. The San-

skrit grammarians were already familiar with

this principle, and the Greek scholar Buttmann
fq.v. ) also had made such explanations as rpi^tAV,

dpe^eiv, from *6pe(p-, before Grassmann, who,
however, by his exact enunciation of the law. is

rightly accredited with the full discovery of the

principle. See Phonetic Law.

GRASS-MOTH. A family {Crambidce) of

small moths, of which the species are numerous,
inhabiting pastures, where they are often seen to

rise in great numbers when disturbed, and soon

to settle again on the blades of grass. Their

form, when their wings are closed, is long and
narrow, pointed at the head, abruptly cut oflF

at the opposite end. They are often brown and
white, sometimes silvery and golden.

GRASS-OIL. A fragrant volatile oil obtained

from the leaves and stems of certain grasses of

the genus Andropogon. natives of India. The
Andropogon Iicarancrisa yields a colorless or

yellowish oil. The oil derived from the An-
dropogon f^chocmanthus is colored green by a

trace of copper usually present as an impurity.

Tlie principal chemical constituent of the oil is

the monatomie .alcohol C,„HnO, called geraniol.

Grass-oil is often met with in commerce under
the names of oil of citronella and lemon-grass oil.

It is used in scenting coney soap and to adul-

terate rarer varieties of fragrant oils.

GRASS-OWL. A typical owl I Sfrix Candida)

of India and eastward, resembling the barn-owl,

and almost invariably found in long grass.

GRASS-PARRAKEET. See Paer.^keet.

GRASS-PICKEREL. The common small pike

(L«ci«s retirtilains) of the Eastern United

States. See Pickerel.

GRASSQUIT (from grass + v'"'. apparently
imitative of the note). A diminutive finch or

seed-eater (q.v.) of the genus Sixirophila (or

some closely allied genus), abundant in the

warmer parts of America and in the West Indies.

The grassquits are only about four inches long,

and are not bright-colored, black, white, olive,

and gray being the predominant shades. They
feed on seeds, and have very little power of

song. But they are interesting and sociable little

birds, and are frequent around houses. Tliey

build large domed nests, and lay fiv_e or six

speckled eggs. They are also called 'pygmy
finches,' and 'grass-finches.'

GRASS-SNAKE (so called from its home).

( 1 ) One of the garter-snakes
(
q.v. ) . The name

especially applies to the unstriped greenish-

brown variety of Eutania sirtalis, called orrfi-

naia by Cope, which has been regarded as a
distinct species by other writers. The typical yel-

low and black longitudinal stripes, are nearly or

quite wanting; but three series of small, square,

dark blotches run along each side. The abdomen
is greenish white, with black spots near each

end of the abdominal scales. The greensnake is

sometimes called 'grass-snake.'

(2) The common European species of water-

snake, so called in Great IJritain, where it is the

only serpent except the adder. See Watek-
Skake.

GRASS-SNIPE. A name among American
gunners for sever.al shore-birds frequenting grassy

places, most commonly perhaps for the pectoral

sandpiper or 'jack snipe' {Tringa maculata) . See

Sandpiper.

GRASS-SPONGE. A commercial name for

several North Indian sponges (allied to the

sheepswool and velvet sponges), which grow upon
hard bottoms among the eel-grass, and are

marked outwardly by vertical ridges. One is

Spongia graminea ; another, Spongia equina, ex-

hibits a puzzling number of varieties. All of

the grass-sponges are of inferior quality.

GRASS STAGGERS. Cerebrospinal menin-

gitis. See Meningitis.

GRASS-TREE (so called from the grass-like

foliage). Xaiitliorrliofa. A genus of the natural

order Juncaceae. natives of Australia, Tasmania,
and New Zealand, w-hich constitute a very pe-

culiar feature in the vegetation of that part

of the world. Tliere are six or eight species, of

which the widest known are Xanthorrlicen ar-

borea, Xanllwrrhaa pumilo, Xanlhorrhcra Tate-

ana, and Xanfhorrhcea hastilis. They have upright

stems, which bear tufts of long narrow foliage at

the summit, somewhat resembling small vniccas

;

a long cylindrical spike of densely aggregated

flowers surmounts the centre of the tuft of leaves.

Tlie base of the inner leaves of some species is

edible, and forms, particularly when roasted, an

agreeable article of food. The centres contain

as much as 5 per cent, of sugar, which has been

utilized to some extent. All the species abound

in a resinous juice, which, on exposure to air,

hardens into a reddish-yellow, inodorous sub-

stance, with a shining fracture, soluble in alcohol,

and useful as a tonic in dysentery, diarrhoea, and

other intestinal maladies: used also by the na-

tives of Australia for uniting the edges of

wounds, and with a clayey earth for calking

their canoes, and as a cement for various pur-
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poses. This substance, usually called grass-tree

gum, burns brightly, and has been used for can-

dles. If treated with nitric acid, it is almost
completely transformed into picric acid, and it

was thus employed before the process of making
picric from carbolic acid had been discovered.

Grass-tree gum has also been used for making
colored varnishes. The common grass-tree {Xan-
thorrhocd hast ills) has a stem about four feet

high, but sometimes a foot in diameter. It

is of very slow growth, and is supposed to be
several centuries old when it has reached such
dimensions. Several species are found in East-

ern Australia, where their leaves are used as
fodder for all kinds of cattle.

GRASS-TREE GUM. See Grass-Tree.

GRASS VALLEY. A city in Xevada County,
Cal., G9 miles north by east of Sacramento; on
the Ne\ada County Narrow Gauge Railroad
(Map: California. C 2). It has a public high-

school library, ilount Saint IMaiy's Academy,
and Grass Valley and Saint Patrick's orphan
asylums. The city is in the richest gold quartz-
mining region of California, and has extensive

mining interests, quartz mills, marble and gran-
ite works, winery and distillery, etc. Grass Val-
ley was settled in 1840. and incorporated in

IS61. Population, in 1900, 4719.

GRASS-WARBLER. One of the small insect-

eating timaline birds of the African genus Cis-

ticola. It resembles the finches in its ground-
keeping habits and metallic notes, from which
it has the name 'pine-pine,' sometimes used.

The group is allied to the tailor-birds, and all

the species build remarkable nests. See Fan-
tail.

grass-worm;, a common insect of the
Southern United States, which injures the grass-

es and small grains. It is the larva of a noctuid

QBASS-WORM.

moth {Laphi/gma frugiperda) , and is therefore

allied to the cut-worms ( q.v. ) . It frequently
occurs in enormous numbers, and marches in

armies, from which habit it is sometimes called

the 'Sovithern army-worm,' in contradistinction

to the Northern army-worm (Leucania unipunc-
ta) . See Army-Worm.

GRATE (from ML. grata, variant of crata,

grating, crate, from Lat. cratis. hurdle: con-
nected with Gk. KipTT], l-yrte. fishing-basket, Skt.

kart, to spin). The iron bars constituting the
floor of a fire-box or furnace, on which the fuel

rests, and through which it receives its supply
of oxygen for combustion. The iron cage which
holds fuel, especially coal, in a fireplace is also

called a grate. See FfRXACE and Boiler.

GRATEFUL SERVANT, The. A comedy by
James Shirley licensed in 1629. under the title

of The Faithful Servant, and printed in 1630.

It was revived in 1067. It is said eleven com-
mendatory verses were written on its publication,

one of which was by Jlassinger.

GRATI.a;, gra'shi-e. See Charities.

GRATIAN, gra'shi-un ( Lat. f/ran'oHUs) . The
collector of the well-known body of canon law
commonly cited under the title of Decrelum
Gratiani'. In spite of the fact that he was the

most celebrated canonist of the iliddle .\ges, and
was styled 'the master,' little is known of his

life. He lived in the first half of the twelft.h

century, was a monk in the Monastery of Saint

Felix at Bologna, and probably a teacher of

canon law at Bologna. The Deerctum is his only

known work. The many details which have

been added to this bare outline of his life a,re

legendary. Although he was uncritical in the

use of his sources, his ability is clearly apparent
in his works. No other private compilation has

exercised so great and so enduring an influence.

The otficial editio Romaim of the Decretum ( 1582

)

was prepared after the Council of Trent by a
conunittee of cardinals; there is a critical edition

by Friedberg in his Corpus Juris Canonici (Leip-

zig, 1879). See Canon Law.

GRATIANO, gia'shl-a'n6. (1) The stock

'bore' of Italian comedy. (2) The friend of Bas-

sanio and lover of Nerissa in Shakespeare's Mer-

chant of Venice. (3) The brother of Brabantio
and uncle of Desdemona in Shakespeare's Othello.

He is the onl_y character who benefits by the

tragedy, since he falls heir to the Moor's posses-

sions.

GRATIANUS, gra'shl-a'nus (?-407). A Ro-
man general, whom the Roman legions in Britain

proclaimed Emperor in opposition to Honorius.

At the end of four months he was put to death

by his soldiers, in the year 407.

GRATIANUS AUGUSTUS (a.d. 359-383)

(Roman Emperor A.D. 307-383). Eldest son of

Valentinian I., by his first wife, Severa. He
was born at Sirmium, in Pannonia. While he

was still nobilissimus puer, or heir apparent, he

was created consul, and in 3(37 was elevated

by his father to the rank of Augu.stus (joint

Em|3eror) at Arabianum (Amiens), in Gaul. In

the following year he accompanied his father

in his expedition against the Alemanni, in order

that he might be accustomed to warfare. On the

death of Valentinian, Gratianus became senior

ruler of the Western Empire, taking as a colleague

his half-brother Valentinian II. Gaul, Spain, and
Britain fell to Gratianus's share: and as his

brother was only four years old he was practi-

cally the sole ruler in the West, fixing his resi-

dence at Treviri (now Treves), while the East
continued to be ruled by his uncle, Valens. Dur-
ing the first part of his reign a fierce warfare was
carried on against the tribes who possessed the

Danubian Provinces and Illyricuni ; and he was
on the point of marching into Thrace, to assist

Valens against the Goths, when he was suddenl.y

called upon to defend his dominions against the

Lentienses, a tribe of the Alemanni. After the

invaders had been defeated Gratianus advanced
toward the Eastern Empire, but while on the way
he learned that his uncle Valens had been de-

feated and killed by the Goths near .4drianople

(.-VugTist 9, 378) . The sovereisnty of the Eastern
Empire then devolved upon Gratianus, but, feel-
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ing liis inadequacy to the task of ruling the

whole Kuipiie, he recalled Theodosius (q.v.) from
Spain, and appointed him his colleague on Janu-

ary 19, 379. Oratianus possessed some admirable

virtues, but his cliaracter was yielding and pli-

ant, and he was often led to the commission of

acts of cruelty and tyranny. His persecution of

the pagans, and afterwards of heretic Christiajis,

alienated the aireetions of his subjects generally,

while his fondness for frivolous amusements and
unworthy associates excited the contempt of the

army, so that when JIaxiraus was proclaimed

Emperor by the legions in Britain, crowds of the

disaffected flocked to his standard. Gratianus
was defeated by him near Paris, and afterwards
fled to Lugdunum ( Lyons ) . where he was over-

taken and killed by Andragathius, whom !Maxi-

mus had sent in pursuit of him, on August 25,

383. For the reign of Gratianus, see Gibbon's
Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire, ed. Bury,
chs. 25-27.

GRATING, Diffraction. See Diffraction

AND Diffraction 6r.4.tings; Dividing Engine:

Light.

GRATI'OLA iNeo-Lat., from Lat. gratia,

grace). A genus of plants of the natural order

Serophulariacea". Gratiola officinalis, a species

with sessile lanceolate serrulated leaves and axil-

lai-y solitary flowers, is sometimes called hedge-

hyssop. It "is found in meadows and on the mar-

gins of ponds and river-banks in most parts of

Europe, where it is said to render some of the

meadows useless as pastures on account of its ex-

treme bitterness, and its violent action as a pur-

gative, diuretic, and emetic. In overdoses it is an

acrid poison. Formerly it was so highly esteemed

as a medicine that the name of Gratia Dei (grace

of God ) was given to it, and for the same reason

it is known in France as herbe au pauvre Iiomnic

(poor man's herb). It is said to be the basis of

the famous gout medicine called crju mMicinale.
Gratiola pcrui-iana. a South American species,

has somewliat similar properties. These proper-

ties are supposed to depend upon a bitter resin-

ous principle called gratioline. A number of

species are connnon in the United States, but
none appear to be of economic importance.

GRATRY, gra'tre', ArcusTE .Joseph Al-
PHONSE (1805-72). A French Koman Catholic
theologian, born at Lille. He was educated
at the Ecole Po'j'techniquc : became director of

the Coll&ge Stanislas, Paris, in 1842, and five

years later almoner of the Superior Normal
School. In 1 852 with others he reconstituted the
Orators' of the Immaculate Conception, a society
devoted to the instruction of youth. He became
Vicar-General of Orleans in 1861, and professor of

ethics in the Sorbonne two years later, and in

1867 was made a member of the Academy. P6re
Gratry was a warm friend of P6re Hyacinthe,
but did not share in the latter's extreme views
on church questions. During the Council of the
Vatican he puldished four letters in opposition to

the opportuneness of defining Papal infallibility.

These acts brought about his retirement from the
Oratory in 1860. but when the dogma was pro-
mulgated he accepted it. His works are: Cours
de philosojihie (6 vols.. 1855-57) : Les sophistes
et la critique (1864): Jcsus-Christ (1864), ad-
dressed to Renan : and La morale et la loi de
I'hi.itoire (1868). Consult Chauvain, Life of
AhU Grata/ (Paris, 1901),

GRATTAN, grfit'an, Henry (1740-1820). Ac
Irisli statesman and orator. He was baptized at

Dublin, July 3, 1746, and presumably was born
a few days before. His father was recorder of

Dublin, and member of Parliament for that city

until his death, in 1776. In 1763 Grattan en-

tered Trinity College, Dublin, and four years
later took Isis bachelor's degree, became a student
at the Middle Temple in London, and in 1772
was admitted to the Irish bar. Politics attracted

Grattan, and in 1775 he was returned to the
Irish Parliament as member for the borough of

Charlemont. He became the leader of the popu-
lar cause, demanding, free trade for Ireland: and
when this had been obtained temporarily, he de-

manded that (he laws made by the Irish Par-
liament should no longer be subject to the revision

of the English Parliament. On April 19, 1780,

he made his famous speech in favor of this

measure. Two years later (1782) these demands
also were granted, chiellv through the continual

efforts on the part of Grattan. He lost his popu-
larity, however, when he opposed Flood's demand
that a final renunciation of the principle of Irish

dependence should be demanded, and only re-

gained popular favor after he opposed Pitt's com-
mercial measures. He spent thereafter many
years urging the removal of all disabilities as
regards Catholics, but was unsuccessful. When
in 1797 Ulster was put luider martial law, and
Grattan's protests were unavailing, he withdrew
from Parliament. He returned to Parliament in

1800 with the express purpose of opposing the
proposed union between Great Britain and Ire-

land. His speeches were most eloqueut, but they
availed nothing. In 1805 he was persuaded to

accept a seat in the Parliament in London, and
labored there also for Catholic emancipation
until his death, which occurred in London on
June 4, 1820. Grattan's public and private char-

acter was unimpeachable, and as an orator he
stands in the first rank, his style being rapid, and
rich in antithesis and poetic suggestiveness. Con-
sult : Henrj- Grattan (son). The Speeches of the

Right Honorable Henry Grattan in the Irish and
in the Imperial Parliament (4 vols.. London,
1882) ; Memories of the Life atid Times of Henry
Grattan (new ed., London. 1849) : Compendium
of Irish Biography (Dublin, 1878) ; Dunlop, Life

of Henry Grattan (London and Philadelphia,
1899).

GRATTAN, Thomas Colley (1792-1864).
An English author. He was born in Dublin. He
lived mostly abroad. Because of his brilliant ar
tides to the London Times from Brii^sels. he ffas

appointed British consul to Massachusetts
(1839). He took an important hand in the Ash-
burton treaty (1842). His many romances in

verse and prose met with considerable success

;

but he was mainly kno^^^l by Higlurays and By-
irays (three series, 1823, 1825, 1827), an ac-

count of his travels, written at the suggestion of

Washington Irving,

GRAT'TIUS FALIS'CUS, Roman poet, con-

temporary nf Vergil, and author of a poem iipon

the chase entitled Cynegetica. Of the poem 541

hexameters have come down through one manu-
script, discovered in France in the beginning of

the sixteenth centuiy, and in 1654 it wa.s trans-

lated into English verse by Christopher Wase,
See Bahren's Poetw Latini ilinorrs. vol, i., pp.
31 -.53.
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GRATZ, or GRAZ, griits. The capital of the

Austrian L'ruwnland of Styria. pic-turi'squely sit-

uated iu a beautiful region, on both sides of the

Mur, about 140 miles southwest of \ienna by rail

(Map: Austria, D 3). The inner Umn, on the

left bank of the river, connected with the to\ni

on tlie right bank by seven bridges, is built

around the Schlossberg. formerly a strongly for-

tilied hill, and since the destruction of the for-

tilications by the French in ISO!) laid out in

charming pleasure gi'ounds. The view is famous

from the Schlossberg, which is ascended by a

cable railway. The city park is located on

this hill, and is a noteworthy example of the

English style. The old bastions of the city have

nearly disappeared. Among the more notable

buildings are the Gothic cathedral, completed in

1462, and interesting on account of its fine

stained-glass windows, altarpieces. and reli<piaries

(tlie adjoining mausoleum with an oniate facade

contains the tomb of Emperor Ferdinand II.) ;

the parish church, with a fine altarpiece by Tin-

toretto; an ancient Gothic church of the Teutonic

Knights, dating from the thirteenth centun'; the

splendid Renaissance Landhaus, or Hall of the

Estates, the place of assembly of the Styrian

Diet, dating from 1569; the arsenal, with

a large and excellent collection of ancient

weapons, and the Imperial palace, built in the

eleventh centurj'. Among the more modem build-

ings are the German Renaissance Rathaus, the

university buildings, the law courts, the mu-
seum, aiid the Joanneum, with an important

natural-history collection and other collections,

and a library of 140.000 volumes. There are

notewortliy monuments to Francis I. and Arch-

duke John.

Gratz is well supplied with educational institu-

tions, having in addition to the university (see

Gkatz. University of) a technical high school,

several gymnasia, and industrial and trade

schools. The provincial picture gallery includes

examples of Tintoretto and Cranaeh. The chari-

table institutions are numerous and well

equipped, and there are several art and scientific

associations. Gratz has important and rapidly

growing manufactures of steel and iron products

(especially steel rails), leather, pajier, woolen

cloths, hats, perfumery articles, excellent cham-
pagne, etc. There are extensive railway shops, an
important book and publishing company, and
large savings banks. Owing to its position on the

direct railway line between Vienna and Triest,

Gratz is favorably situated as an intermediary

station for the trade between the Austrian capital

and the Adriatic provinces. It is the seat of the

superior courts for Styria, Carinthia. and Car-

niola. and of the Prince Bishop of Seckau. Popu-
lation, in ISnO. 112.069; in 1900. 1.38,370. The
environs are delightful, offering fine views and
interesting excursions.

Gratz first appears in 1129. though its origin

undoubtedly goes back to a far earlier date. In
the fifteenth eenturj' it was the favorite residence

of the Roman Emperors, and later became a

strong centre of resistance to Turkish conquest.

It was occupied by the French in 1797. 1805. and
1809. Since ISfiO it has developed rapidly. Con-
sult Gsell Fels. Graz und seine Vingehung (3d
ed., Munich, 1898).

GRATZ, University of. A university of

Styria, Austria-Hungary, founded as a Jesuit

college in 1573. After a somewhat checkered ca-

rter, culminating in the eiglitecntli century, it

was reorganized in 1S26, 184!), and 1863, and is,

in 1903, the fourth in importance of Austrian

universities. It comprisi s faculties in theology,

law, medicine, and pliilosopliy. Its library is

especially rich. The number of students in 1901

was 1650.

GRAU, grou, ^Maurice ( 1849— ) . An operatic

manager, born in Briimi, Moravia, but a resident

of the United States after 1854. lie wa, educated

in the schools of the city of Xew York, and after-

wards graduated from the College of the City of

New York, then known as the Free Academy.
He entered the service of his uncle, who was a
well-known operatic and dramatic manager; and
made his own first venture as an impresario by
bringing Aimee to the United States in 1872. The
following year he organized the Kellogg English

Opera Company, and also instituted a series of

dramatic performances, starring Salvini, and
acting as Rubinstein's manager. In 1897 the

Maurice Grau Opera Company was formed and
incorporated, and he became the manager of the

Metropolitan Opera House, Xew York, which po-

sition he resigned in 1903. He was also appointed

manager of the Royal Opera in Covent Garden,

London, being succeeded, however, in 1 90 1 by
Andre ilessager.

GRAU, Miguel (1834-79). A South Ameri-
can naval officer, born at Piura, Peru, He studied

in the naval school at Callao, entered the Peru-

vian Xavy as midshipman in 1852, and was ap-

pointed to the command of the turret-ship Huas-
car in 1871, Subsequently he was a Deputy in

the Peruvian Congress, and director of the Naval
Academy. In 1879. upon the outbreak of the war
with Chile, he entered active service as rear-

admiral, and with the ironclads Uuascar and
Independeneia as the chief part of his fleet for

a time maintained a successful warfare against

the Chilean Xa%-y, He lost the Independeneia by
foundering in an attack upon the blockading ves-

sels at Iquique, and afterwards was attacked in

the Buascar oflf Point Angamos by two Chilean

ironclads. He was killed by the explosion of a
shell, and the Huascar was compelled to sur-

render, A memorial to Grau was erected by the

nation at Lima.

GRATT, Rudolph Friedrich (1835-93). A
German Lutheran theologian. He was born at

Heringen-on-the-Werra, and was educated at Leip-

zig. Erlangen. and Marburg, where he became a
member of the faculty in 1865. In 1866 he ac-

cepted a chair in the University of Kijnigsberg. His
numerous works, chiefly on race influence in relig-

ion, the importance of faith, and kindred subjects,

include: Semiten und Indogermanen i)i ihrer Bezie-

hunfi zu Religion und Wissenschaft (2d ed. 1S67) ;

Bibeheerh fiir die Gemeinde (with several other

Lutheran clergymen, 2d ed. 1889) ; Die Juden-

frage und ihr (feheimnis'{\SSl) : Luthers Kate-

ehismus erklurt aus bibliseher Theologie (1891) ;

Zur Inspirationslehre und xum ernten Kapitel

der Bibel (1892). Several of his works on faith,

such as Der Glaube die wahre Lebensphitosopliie

(1881), were translated into English for mis-

sionary schools.

GRATTBUNDEN, grou'bun'dcn. The eastern-

most canton of Switzerland. See Grison.s.

GRAUDENZ, grou'dcnts. A town of Prussia,

in the Province of West Prussia, situated on the
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right bank of the Vistula, 60 miles south of Dan-
zig (Map: Prussia, H 2). It is commanded bj' a

ciladel, eiccaed in 1772-70 by Frederick tlie Cireat,

and is surrounded by a wall. It is a well-built

town with a gT,-mnasium, two seminaries, and
other educational and charitable institutions.

The chief manufactures are machinery and other

iron products, cigars, and brushes. There are

also a number of sa«inills. Population, in 181)0,

20,385; in 1000, 32,727, of whom 10,000 are

Catholics. Graudenz, under the name of Grudenc,
received municipal rights in 1291. It came into

the possession of Poland in 1466, was occupied in

16.55-59 by the Swedes, and annexed to Prussia in

1772.

GRAUL, groul, Ivarl (1814-64).' A German
missionary, born at Worlitz near Dessau. After
conducting the Lutheran mission at Dresden he

went to India in 1849, where he studied the Tamuli
language, and devoted himself to missionary labor

until 1853. His principal publications are:

Vnterschcidunrislehren der vcrscli iedeiien christ-

lichen Bekenntnisse (11th ed. 1884) ; and Bihlio-

thcca Tamulica (1854-65). He wa.s a reformer in

the best sense of the term. Free from bigotry,

he believed, not so mucli in the conversion of the

individual as in the Christianizing of the people

at large, and to this end urged the necessity of

broad and liberal culture on the part of the mis-
sionary.

GRAX7N, groim, Karl Heineich (1701-59).

A Geinian composer, born at Wahrenbriick, hear
Torgau, Prus,sian Saxony. When Frederick the

Great came to the throne of Prussia he appointed
Graun royal musical director, and commissioned
him to organize an opera at Berlin, the singers for

which were secured in Italy. For a long period

the operas of Graun—about thirty in number

—

were performed at Berlin, to the exclusion of

almost all others, excepting those of Hasse. Even
more celebrated A^aa the oratorio on the Passion,

entitled Do' Tod Jesu, which is still given an-

nually in Berlin. Among his most noteworthy
compositions, all of which are full of melody,
are the following: Ifigenia in Aiilide (1729) ;

Artanerse (1743); Semirnmide (1754): Uonte-
etinia (1755); the splendid Te Deum (1756);
and numerous cantatas, motets, concertos, etc.

Graun is represented as musical director upon
the famous monument of Frederick the Great in

Berlin.

GRAVE (AS. qrcrf. nmf, Goth, ciraha, OHG.
grab, Ger. Grah, from AS. grafan. Goth., OHG.
graban, Ger. graben. Eng. grave, to dig). The
place where a dead body is interred. It is pro-

tected by the common law from violation by re-

moving or disturbing the dead body, or stealing

the coffin or grave-clothes, such violation being
punished as a misdemeanor, \mder the description

of grave-robbifig, or bodif-sna'tcJiing. The com-
mon-law rule has been supplemented and reen-

forced by statutory provisions in some of the
United St^ates. See Cemetery Law.s ; Corpse.
GRAVE (It., heavv'). In music, an Italian

term denoting a very slow tempo of serious char-

acter. It is emploved verv much like the largo
(q.v.).

GRAVE, The. A didactic poem of nearly
800 lines in blank verse, by Robert Blair. It

was published in 1743 and in 1808. William
Blake made a series of designs illustrating the

poem, among his best and most successful work.

GRAVEAIRS, grav'arz, Lady. A character
in Cibljcr's c Mnu-dy 'J'lte Careless Husband.

GRAVEDIGGER. A connuon name in India
for the ratel or honey-badger (see Badger),
which has the reputation of digging into men's
graves in order to feed on the corpses—a belief

for which there is no justification in fact. Per-

sians make the same accusation against their

badger.

GRAVEL. See Calculus.

GRAVEL (OF. gravels, gravelle, grevelle,

from grave, greve. Ft. grirc, sand; connected with
Welsh gro, Corn, grou, JIBret. grouaucnn, sand;
ultimately connected with Skt. gruvan, stone).

The name given to aggregations of water-worn
and rounded fragments of rocks, varying in size

from a pea to a walnut. When the fragments
are smaller the deposit is sand, when larger it is

called shingle. Gravel deposits are formed by
the action of running water, and are usually
limited in size, occurring with more extensive
strata of sand. They are found in tlie formations
of every age. By infiltration of silica, lime, or

iron oxides, the pebbles may be firmly cemented
together, and forai a hard rock called conglom-
erate

(
q.v. ) . Quartz, owing to its resistance to

abrasion, is the most common mineral foiind as

gravel. See Geology; Soil.

GRAVELLKTES, grav'len' CFXcm. Gravelinghe,

Ger. Gravelingen) . A small fortified town and
seaport of France, in the Department of Nord,
about 10 miles southwest of Dunkirk. Popula-
tion, in 1900, 6202. The town was founded about
1100, and after 1405 constituted a part of the

possessions of the House of Burgundy. It is noted
as the scene of a victory gained July 13. 1558, by
the Spanish troops under Count Egmont over the

French under Jlarshal Thermes, a victory which
compelled the French to accept the severe terms
of the Treaty of Cateau Carabr^sis (1559). In
1658 Gravelines was taken by Turenne, and was
incorporated with France by the terms of the

Treaty of the Pyrenees (1659).

GRAVELOTTE, grav'lot'. A village in Lor-

raine, about seven miles west of IMetz, which
has given its name to the most important
b.attle of the Franco-German War, fought on
August IS, 1870. It was the third in the

series of battles aroimd Jletz, following on Ba-
za ine's attempt to retreat from the Moselle

to Chalons and to effect a junction with the

army of MacMahon. The battles of Colombey-
Nouilly (August 14th) and Vionville, or Mars-
la-Tour (August I6th), prevented the execution

of this plan, and Bazaine, in fear of being

cut off from Metz, fell back upon that fortress

on August 17th, taking up an exceptionally

strong position on a ridge of hills to the west

of the city, and fronting westward., with his line

extending from Rancourt and Saint-Privat on the

north through Amanvillers and Chatel to Roze-

rieulles. In Gennan headquarters, where great

uncertainty prevailed as to the exact position of

tlie French, it was determined to attempt a flank-

ing movement against the enemy's right, which
was supposed to be at Amanvillers; at the same
time the French left and centre were to be as-

sailed to insure the success of the attack on their

right. As it turned out. however, the French
right extended some three miles to the north of

Amanvillers, and the execution of the flanking
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movement was thus delayed. A premature at-

tack on the Frencli centre and left which was
begun about noon at Veraeville ^^as checked by a
withering tire from the French, the irregular na-

ture of the terrain making the advance of the

Cierman infantry exceedingly diflic\ilt. An ill-

advised charge l)y the First Cavalry Division was
repulsed and served only to throw the German
right for a time into confusion; and though by
nightfall the Germans had succeeded in carrying
the heights of JIoscou, Saint-Hubert, and Point-

du-.Iour, the fighting in that quarter attained

no decisive point. The outcome of the battle was
decided on the French right, where the flanking

manamvre of the Germans, though delayed, was
finally carried out. Saint-Privat was carried by

I the Guards and Saxon troops at 7 o'clock in the

evening, and the French right was driven from its

position with immense loss. In the night Ba-
zaine fell back upon Metz, abandoning all hope
of joining JIacilahon. The German forces en-

gaged, which consisted of the armies of Stein-

metz and Prince Frederick Charles, and which
wei-e commanded by King William in person,

numbered about 205,000 officers and men, and
sutlered a loss of more than 20,000 in killed

and wounded. The French out of 130,000 en-

gaged lost nearly 600 officers and more than
13,000 men. The battle is often known as the

battle of Saint-Privat.

GRAVELROOT. A North American medic-
inal plant. See EfPATORiuir.

GRAVENRETJTH, giii'vcn-roit, Karl, Baron
(1858-91). A German traveler in Africa. He
was born in JIunich. In 18S6 he founded the

station of Korog%ve in Usambara for the Ger-
man East Africa Company. Afterwards he took an
active part in subjugating the Arab revolt at

Bagamoyo. and in 1890 was appointed commander
of an exploring expedition through southern
Kamerun, where he met his death in an encounter
Tvith the natives. In recognition of his valor and
of his valuable services to the' Government, a
monument was erected to him at Kamerun.

GRAVES, Alfred Perceval (1846—). An
English poet, born in Dublin. He was educated
at Trinity College, Dublin ; held important posi-

tions in the civil service, and was made inspector

of schools in 1874. He contributed to the periodi-

cals and did much for Irish song and music.

Among his volumes are: !9onqs of Killarneii

(18721: Irish ,^nngs and Ballads (1879); and
subsequentlv fionos of Irish Wit and Humour
(with Dr. "C. Wood) (1884); The Irish Soup
Book (1894) ; Irish Folk Songs: Sonijs of Erin
(with Dr. C. V. Stanford) ; Blioseen Dhu, a dra-

matic monologue; and The Posiiag, a Lesson in

Irish, an operetta (1901).

GRAVES, RicnARn (1715-1804). An English
novelist, Iioni in Gloucestershire. He graduated
at Pembroke College, Oxford, in 173(5, was elected

a fellow of All Souls, and studied medicine in

London. In 1749 he became rector of Claverton.
near Bath, where he remained till his death. Of
his verses and nimierous sketches and novels, only
one has suri'ived. The Spiritual Quixote (1772),
an amusing burlesque.

GRAVES, Robert James (1797-18.53). An
Irish physician famous as a clinician, lecturer,

and original investigator. His name, with that

of Basedow (q.v.), is known to modern students

Vol. IX.—11.

of medicine in connection with exophthalmic
goitre; but it was his work in the treatment of

fevers, especially typhus, which was most impor-
tant. He came of a Dublin family of divines and
scholars, and studied medicine at Trinity Col-

lege. After a, brilliant university career. Graves
pursued his medical studies in London, Berlin,

Gottingen, Hamburg, and Copenhagen. Return-
ing to Dublin in 1824, he established, with some
others, the private medical school known as the
Park Street School. At tliis time clinical or bed-

side teaching was |)ractically unknown, students
getting their knowledge from formal lectures and
private study, and to Glraves is due the credit

of thoroughly incorporating the clinical method
into elementary medical education. As early as
1819 he began his experiences with typhus fever,

when he was sent by the Government to take
charge of an extensive district in the west of

Ireland where the fever was raging. In the suc-

cessive epidemics which visited the country from
1819 to 1848 he was actively engaged. He recog-

nized the contagiousness of typhus and intro-

duced a tonic and supportive treatment in place
of the starvation and purging method which then
obtained. His elTorts had nuich to do witli stamp-
ing out the disease in Ireland. In 1827 he was
elected professor of the institutes of medicine to

the King and Queen's College of Physicians.
His contributions to scientific literature were
many. He was one of the editors of the Dublin
Hospital Reports, was associated with Sir Robert
Kane in the editorship of the Dublin Journal of
Medical Science, and wrote much for the Trans-
actions of the Roijal Irish Aeadeniif and the
Edinburgh Philosophical Journal. His book Clin-

ical Lectures on the Practice of Medicine (1843)
was used in every medical school in Europe.

GRAVES, Thomas, Lord Graves (c.1725-

1802). An English naval officer. He was present
as a lieutenant at the action off Toulon (1744),
and in 1755 was placed in command of the frigate

Sheerness. By 1779 he had attained the rank
of rear-admiral, and in 1780 was sent with six

ships of the line to Xorth America to reenforce
Arbuthnot. He succeeded to the chief command
of the British fleet in American waters in 1781,
and from September 5th to 10th encountered the
French ^^'cst Indian squadron under De Grasse
in an indecisive contest at the mouth of the

Chesapeake. On October 19th, with 25 sail of the
line and two ships of 50 guns, he left New York
for the relief of Cornwallis. On the same day
Cornw'allis surrendered, and Graves, upon his

arrival on the 24th, found himself unable to ac-

complish anything. He therffiipon relinquished

the command to Rear-Admiral Robert Digby, and
went to .Jamaica in the London. In 1782 he was
ordered to the command of a. squadron of nine
vessels destined for England, and largely con-

sisting of the prizes obtained by Rodney in the
battle with De Grasse off Dominica (April 12,

1782). Only two of the unseaworthy craft got
to England. Graves became vice-admiral in

1787, and admiral in 1794. During the war with
France in 1793-1802. he distinguished himself in

Lord Howe's naval victory of June 1, 1794.

GRAVESANDE, gra'vr-san'de, Willem .Ta-

KOB, or Storm van 'sGravesande (1688-1742).
A Dutch mathematician and philosopher, bom
at Hertogenbosch. He was made a member of

the Dutch Emba.ssy in London, where he was in-

fluenced by Newton and other scientists. He was
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appointed professor at the Universitj' of Leyden,
and in that capacity had mudi inllueiice upon the

development of natural science. He invented
the first heliostat, and was one of the first scien-

tists to accept Ne\rton's theory of gravitation.

His principal productions include: Physices Ele-

menta M at Iieuiatica Experimentis Confirmata sive

Introductio ml Philosophiam Newtoiiidimm (3d
edi 1742) and Philosophice Xewloitiaiiia; Institu-

tioncs (2d ed. 1744).

GRAVES'S DISEASE. See Basedow's Dis-
ease.

GRAVESEND, gravz'end. A market-town,
numici|ial borough, and river port in Kent. Eng-
land, 30 miles below London, on the right bank
of the Thames (Map: England, G 5). Its pros-

perity has always depended upon London, of

which it is the boundary port, where pilots and
revenue oflicers board vessels ascending the river,

and where troops and passengers embark for

long voyages. Its extensive fruit and vege-

table gardens form the chief supply of the

London markets; it carries on an important trade

in fish and in. ships' supplies, has boat-building,

iron-founding, brewing, and soap-boiling. The
town occupies a commanding position on the first

rising ground after entering the river, and ex-

tends for two miles along the water-front, the

older and lower portion with narrow streets and
the upper and newer portion with handsome thor-

oughfares, squares, and terraces. Its salubrious

air and beautiful scenery make it a favorite ex-

cursion and summer resort. Its public buildings

are conspicuous, and include the late Decorated
Milton parish church of the time of Edward II.,

and the Gravesend parish church, reerected in

1731, which was the burial-place of the celebrated

Indian princess Pocahcmtas in 1616. Among the

educational establishments are the free grammar
school (founded 1580), Parrock Hall Industrial

School. Jlilton Mount Congregational School for

Ministers' Daughters, science and art schools,

and a free library.

The Doniesdati Bool: mentions Gravesend as

a hythe or landing-place. A town soon grejv up
after the Conquest, and the hythe was the as-

sembling-place for early navigators, including

Sebastian Cabot and Martin Frobisher. Here
the London Lord IMayor,' aldermen, and city

companies received all eminent foreigners and
conducted them up the river in stately pro-

cession. The privileges granted by Richard IT.

and Henry- IV. were confirmed by Queen Eliza-

beth's charter of incorporation in 1:573. The
fortified Vaubanian earthworks, constructed in

the reign of Charles II. to reenforce Tilbury
Fort, have been strengthened in recent years at
considerable expense. The municipal borough
comprises the parishes of Gravesend and Milton.
Population, in 1891, 24,000: in 1901, 27.200.

GRAVIER, gra'yya', Jacques (?-1708). A
French missionary in Canada and Illinois. He
continued the work of Marquette among the In-

dians for several years, but was constantly op-

posed by the medicine men. Be was very success-

iful. however, among the Kaskaskia Indians, many
of whom he baptized. Dangerously wounded by a
hostile native, he sailed for Europe in 1706, re-

turned in 1708. only partially cured, and died
at Jlobile soon after. He wrote three works on
the Indian missions and Louisiana afTairs, and
compiled a grammar of the Illinois tongue.
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GRAVINA IN PUGLIA, gni-ve'na en poo'-
lya. A city on the Gravina, in the Province of
Bari delle Puglie, Italy, 89 miles southeast of

Foggia (Map: Italy, L 7)). It has a collegiate
church, an episcopal library, a hospital, and sev-

eral asylums. It markets grain, vegetables, wool,
cheese, wine, horses, uuiles, oxen, and sheep. The
annual fair in April is important. It was a
favorite hunting-place of Emjieror Frederick II.,

who built the castle. Population of commune,
in 1881, 16.905; in 1901, 18,685.

GRAVING DOCKS. See Docks.

GRAVITATION ( Fr. gravitation, from Fr.
graviter, to gravitate, from Lat. gravitas, weight,
from grai-is, hea\'y). The idea that there is an
action between the earth and its moon and the
sun and its planets jjerfectly analogous to that
between the earth and a falling body occurred to
many astronomers and students of science jjre-

vious to the announcement by Newton in 1687 of

his famous law of universal gravitation; but it

was reserved for Xewton to give this law exact
mathematical exjjression. All bodies, when raised
into the air and left unsupported, fall to the

earth. The force which causes them to do so is

termed gravity, and. universal experience shows,
acts toward the earth's centre; more strictly, it

acts in a direction perpendicular to the surface
of still water. But if a body, such as a stone,

be projected obliquely into the air, it describes

a curved path, and when it meets the earth in its

descent, its direction is not toward the centre,

but inclined to it at the angle of projection.

(See Prciectiles. ) Observing this, and that the
body, if not stopped Ijy the earth's surface,

would continue to move in a curve, it is easy to

imagine that it might circulate round the earth's

centre as the moon does round the earth. (See
Central Forces.) Obser\'ing now the time of

revolution of the moon, we can calculate the force

with which it tends to leave the path (centrifu-

gal force). This must be balanced by an equal
attractive force, or we should lose the moon. But
then the question arises, Is this attractive force

the same as the force acting on bodies near the

surface of the earth ? The answer is that it is a
force 3600 times less energetic. If. then, gravity
be the force which really holds the moon to its

path, we must explain why it acts upon it so

much more feebly than it would were it a body
on the earth's surface. The explanation is given
at once if we suppose gravity to be a force whose
magnitude diminishes with increase of distance,

and inversely as the squares of the distances at

which it is exerted : for the distance of the moon
from the earth's centre is about 60 times that

of the earth's surface from its centre, and
3600: 1 : ; 60=: 1. We infer that this explanation
is correct from the fact that there is nothing
inadmissible in such a diminution of force with
increase of distance, and in tlie- argument drawn
from the necessity of otherwise supposing some
other force tlian gravity to be employed in de-

flecting the moon, and the force of gravity to

cease at some unknown level. On these views
Newton is understood to have at first rested his

law of universal gravitation. Every particle

of matter in the universe attracts every other

particle with a force directly proportional to

the mass of the attracting particle, and inversely

to the square of the distance between them. New-
ton, before conceiving the law, had explained the
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three great Keplcrian laws of motion obtaining

in tlie solar system by reference to an attraetive

force residing in tlic sviii. These laws are: (1)

That the planets revolve round the sun in ellipses,

having the sun for a common focus. (2) Tliat

every jjlanet moves in such a waj* that the line

drawn from it to the sun sweeps over equal areas

in equal times. (3) That the squares of the

times occupied by the several planets in their

revolutions in their elliptic orbits are projxir-

tional to tlie cubes of their mean distances from
their connnon focus, the sun. From the law of

equal areas Newton inferred that eveiy planet

is retained in its orbit by a force of attraction

directed toward- the centre of the sun; from the

orbits being elliptical, he inferred that in each

case this force varies in intensity according to

the inverse square of the body's distance from
the sun ; while from the third law he inferred

the honiogeneitj' of the central force throughout
tlie solar system.

It w-as then, after being familiar with the no-

tion of terrestrial gravity and its action, through
the researches of Galileo, Huygens. and Hooke,
and with the notion of a central force acting in-

versely as the square of the distance through his

explanations of the laws of Kepler, that he put
to himself the question: Is not the force with
vvhicli the moon is pulled to the earth the same
with gravity? A question answered affirmatively

on the supposition of gravity, like the sun's at-

traction, being a force diminishing with increase

of distance and according to the same law. The
result was to bring the whole solar system within

the range of the law of gravitation. The phe-

nomena of double stars justify the extension

and the statement of the law as we have given it

to universal terms. It may be obsen'ed, in con-

elusion, that the Keplerian laws, which may be

said to have been the basis of Newton's re-

searches, are, owing to perturbations (q.v.

)

cau.?ed by the mutual action of the planets, etc.,

only approximately correct, and that these per-

turbations afford, when examined, a further proof

of the truth and universality of the law of gravi-

tation.

Newton's law has been shown to hold also for

smaller bodies at less distances apart. Within
the range of possible experimental accuracy the

law has been verified for bodies whose distances

apart are as small as three or four centimeters.

\Vhether the same law holds for bodies as small
as molecules, and at distances as small as molecu-
lar distances, or not, cannot be said. Stated
mathematically, Newton's law is that the gravi-

tation force between two particles of masses m^
and m,, separated by a distance r, is given by the
formula

P _ G ?«] Wt;
^

r-

where G is a constant expressing the fact that F

is proportional to —;^ and is called the 'gravi-

tative constant.' The actual mechanical force

between two bodies of known masses at a known
distance apart has been measured by different

obsen-ers, first by Cavendish in 1798. Thus G
may be determined. It has been showii by IMac-

kenzie and Poynting to be the same for crystalline

as for isotropic bodies; and, so far as is known,
it is independent of the intervening medium and

a true constant of nature. In the C. G. S.

system its value, as determined by Boys, is

0: 00(IOOOl)(;('i.")7ri, or G.tJoTC) X in"\ The same
law may be applied to a l)ody falling toward the

earth ; viz.

F = G '"' '"-'

In this case, if m is the m.iss of the falling body,

F = my, where </ is the acceleration of such a

body, and nearly equals 980 on the C. G. >S. sys».

tcm". It was shown by Newton, and later by
Bcssel, that the value of g is independent of the

kind of matter which is falling, and it has been

proved to be independent of the mass, g varies

of course from point to point on the earth's sur-

face, owing both to its rotation and to its spher-

oidal shape. Formulas have been calculated for

<7 as a function of the geograpliical latitude *;
one of the best is g = 97.989 { 1 + 0.0052 sin= *)

.

In the formula nu_ is the mass of the earth, and
r is the radius of the earth if it is assumed that

the gravitation action of the earth is the same
as if it were all concentrated at the centre. (A
homogeneous sphere, or one made up of homo-
geneous spherical shells, would have this action.)

Therefore

mi jr = G '
,

-

m, = -i

—

G
If t'ais G is the same as in the previous formula
—an assumption for or against which there is

no evidence—the three quantities on the right-

hand side of the equation are known; and so hi,,

the mass of the earth, may be determined. Tlie

average density of the earth, then, is this mass
divided by the volume of the earth, which is ap-

proximately firr^ That is, calling A this density,

^ - •iTTcG

Assuming the above value for G ; viz. G = 6.6576

X 10"% this gives

A = 5.5270.

For full details as to the law of gravitation,

its history and its verification, reference should

be made to The Lans of flravltation, in "Scien-

tific Memoir Series," edited bv Mackenzie, vol. i.x.

(New York, 1900).

GRA'VIUS, gra've-oos (originally Gra\t;, or

Gkeffe), .JoiiANN Georg (1632-1703'). A distin-

guished German philologist, born at Naumburg
on tlie Saale, January 29, l(i.'i2. He studied law
at the University of Leipzig, but while on a visit

to Holland was led to abandon jurisprudence for

philology. He spent two years at Deventer study-

ing under Gronovius. In 1050 he was called to

the University of Dusburg, nnd two years later

was summoned to Deventer at the instance of his

former teacher. In 16G1 he became professor of

historv at Utrecht. There he built up a great

reputation, and received flattering offers from the

universities of Amsterdam. Heidelberg. Leyden,
and Padua, all of which he declined. Pupils

crowded to his lectures, not only from all Hol-

land, but from all Eurojie. In Germany par-

ticularly almost all the great noblemen sent their

sons to be educated by him. He died at Utrecht,

Januarj- 11, 1703. During his life as a teacher
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he edited the chief classical authors, especially

the Latin ones, and also compiled two monu-
mental works: Thefniiirus Antii/iiilatum Roman-
arum (12 vols., Utrecht, lG94-y9), and Thesau-
rus Antii/uitatum et Historianim Italiw (12

vols., Leyden, 1704-23), completed by his pupil

and biographer Burmann. Consult Burmann,
Orulio Funebris (Utrecht, 1703), which also eon-

tains a complete list of the -yvorks of Gravius.

GBAY, Asa (1810-88). A celebrated Ameri-
can botanist. He was born at Paris, N. Y. In

1S31 lie obtained the degree of JI.D., but soon
relinquished the practice of medicine to become
assistant to Torrey in the New York College of

Physicians and Surgeons. Owing to a long delay

in the starting of the United States exploring
expedition, of which Gray had been appointed
botanist in 1834, he resigned this post in 1837.

He became, in 1842, Fisher professor of natural

history in Harvard University, a chair he filled

until 1873, when he withdrew from active service

to devote his remaining years to the study and
care of his herbarium. From 183G, when he pub-
lished his first work. Elements of Botany, after-

wards enlarged, and in 1887 renamed the Bo-
tanical Text-Book, he was adding to the writings

that from the beginning were considered authori-

tative in their respective lines—taxonomy and
morphology. In the schools' he is perhaps best

known through his Lessons in- Botanif, which first

appeared in 1857 and passed through nianv edi-

tions. How Plants Grote (1858) and How Plants
Behave (1872) are admirable for awakening the

interest of the young in tlie actualities of plant
life.

Gray's taxonomic and descriptive work upon
Xorth American plants is important and exten-

sile. This work, coupled with his reviews of the

floras of .Japan and many of the Pacific islands,

led him to the following important conclusions

with respect to tlie distribution of species : Spe-

cies have luie origin : their distribution over tlie

globe is due to physical causes : the flora of the
iiortli temperate zone is circumjxjlar : conclusions

which, based on convincing data, place him in the

front rank with the constructive philosophers of

his day. He was one of the first American natu-
ralists to espouse the cause of evolution. He
maintained in Daririnia (New York, 1876) and
A Free Examination of Darwin's Treatise on the

Ori(jin of Speeies, and Its American Reviewers
(Cambridge. 1861 ) , that the theory of natural se-

lection may be reconciled with the strictest creed;
but contended, in opposition to Darwin, that
'variation' is guided by an intelligent power.
From 1863 to 1873 he was president of the Ameri-
can Academy of Arts and Sciences, in 187.2 presi-

dent of the American Association for the Ad-
vancement of Science. He was a corres])onding or
honorary member of many European scientific

societies. As a reviewer, biographer, and con-
tributor he was highly esteemed. To the Ameri-
can Journal of Science he was a constant edi-

torial adviser.

His philosophical papers have been collected

and published in two volumes by Sargent, under
the title Scientific Papers of Asa Gray (Boston,
1888). His other most widely known works are:
manual of Botany of the h'orthcrn United States,
sixth edition by Watson (New York, 1889) ;

Field. Forest, and Garden Botany, revised by
Bailey (New Y'ork, 1895) ; Synoptical Flora of

North America, begun as joint author with Tor-

rey in 1838, and continued by liis successors;

Natural Science ami Religion (1880). Consult

his Letters edited by his wife (London, 1893).

GBAY, David (1838-61). A Scotch poet,

born at Merkland, Kirkintilloch, Dumbartonshire.
He had been educated for the niinistiy, but early

became a contributor to the Glasgow Citizen, and
the success of these beginnings made liim decide

to devote himself to literature. In 1800 he went
to London, where he was kindly helped by Jlonck-

ton Milnes, afterwards Lord Houghton. But he
could not get his poems printed, and the priva-

tions he suffered during those first weeks in

London broke his health. He develojjed con-

sumption, and died soon after his return to Scot-

land. Meanwhile his idyllic poem, "The Luggie,"
had been accepted, and was published with some
other verse in 1862, llilnes himself writing the
preface. During the last year of his life Gray
composed a. series of sonnets called In the Shad-
ows. Another edition of his poems was brought
out in 1874, edited by H. G. Bell. For further
biographical detail, consult the sketch by his

friend Robert Buchanan, in David Gray and Other
Essays (London, 1808).

GBAY, Elisha (1835-1901). An American
inventor, born at Barnesville, in Ohio. He at-

tended Oberlin College, supporting himself by
working at the trade of a carpenter. In 1867
he obtained his first patent, which was for tele-

graphic apparatus. Subsequently he received

nearly fifty patents, relating principally to the
telephone and other electrical apparatus. Claims
were advanced in behalf of Ciray as one of the

inventors of the speaking telephone (q.v. ), for

which he filed specifications, February 14, 1876;
but the patent was awarded to Alexander CJraham
Bell (q.v.), whose rights were sustained by the
Supreme Court. Among his other inventions
were a system of multiplex telegraphy, a type-

printing telegraph, the telautograph (q.v.), and
numerous telegraphic and telephonic appliances

and adjuncts. He was for a number of years en-

gaged in the manufacture of telegraphic appa-
ratus in Chicago and Cleveland. He was the
author of Experimental Researches in Electro-

Harmonic Telegraphy and Telephony (1878), a
book based upon his experiments.

GBAY, George (1840—). Statesman and ju-

rist. He was born in New Castle, Del. ; graduated
at Princeton in 1859; studied law at Harvard:
was admitted to the bar in 1863. and practiced

first at New Castle and then at Wilmington. He
was Attorney-General of Delaware from 1879 to

1885, when he was elected as a Democrat to the

United States Senate to succeed Thomas F.

Bayard. He was reelected in 1887 and in 1893.

In 1898 he sensed on the Anglo-American Joint
High Commission and on the Paris Peace Com-
mission. Senator Gray was a strong supporter

of tariff and civil-sen'ice reform and of sound
money. Early in 1899 he became a United States

Circuit Court judge, and in November, 1900, was
appointed a member of the International Commit-
tee of Arbitration.

GBAY, George Robert (1808-72). An Eng-
lish zoologist, brother of J. E, Gray (q.v.), born
at Chelsea. In 1831 he was appointed assistant

in the zoological department of the British 5Iu-

seum. His works, which reveal much patient re-

search, include: Entomology of Australia{ 1833) ;
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Hand-List of the Genera ami Species of Birds,

containing about 11,000 species (18G!)-72);

Genera of Birds (3 vols., illustrated, 1844-49),

a very useful and vahuible work, (iray also

contributed on entomology to the works of Cu-
vier and Agassiz.

GRAY, Henry Peteks (1819-77). .\ii Ameri-
can genre, liistorioal, and portrait painter, lie

was born in New York. June 23, 1819. In 1838
lie studied with Daniel Huntington (q.v.), and
in 1839 he visited Europe. He was elected a
member of the National Academy in 184'2. and
during the following year executed a niunber of

genre and historical paintings. In 1841! he re-

visited Europe, staying a short time, and returned
again in 1871, when he spent three years in Flor-

ence. Between these two visits he was elected

president of the National Academy, holding the
office from 18G9 to 1871. Tlie subjects of many
of his paintings are taken from antiquity, and
show no particular American characteristic, but
rather the influence of Italian, especially of

Venetian masters. The latter portion of his life

was devoted to painting portraits, of which he
executed 2.'50. He died November 12, 1877. The
following list includes some of his more impor-
tant works: "Immortality of the Soul;" "Greek
Lovers;" "Genevieve;" "Wages and War,"
Metropolitan JIuseum, New York ; "Birth of

Our Flagr" (187.5) ; "Apple of Discord" (1876) :

portrait of "William Cullen Bryant," Historical
Society, New York ; "Cupid Begging His Arrow,"
Pennsylvania Academy, Philadelphia ; "Cleopatra
Dissolving the Pearl," Metropolitan Museum;
"Judgment of Paris." Corcoran Gallerv, \Vash-
ington; "Truth:" "Ophelia:" "Normandy Girl;"
"Jessica, the Pride of the Rialto;" "Blessed
Are the Pure in Heart;" "Cleopatra;" "Saint
Christopher:" "Hagar and the Angel;" "Portia
and Bassanio."

GRAY, Horace (1828-1902). An American
jurist, born in Boston, Mass. He graduated at
Harvard in 1845, and at the Harvard Law School
in 1849. After practicing law in Boston, he be-

came in 1854 reporter to the Massachusetts Su-
preme Court, in which position he remained until

1861, compiling and publishing sixteen volumes
of Reports. From 1864 to 1873 he was an asso-

ciate justice of the same court, and was Chief
Justice from 1873 to 1882. In the latter year he
was appointed by President Arthur an associate

justice of the Supreme Court of the LInited

States, to succeed Justice Clifford, and served
until shortly before his death.

GRAY, John Edward ( 1800-75) . An English
naturalist. He was bom at Walsall, and was
educated for the medical profession, and in 1821
he assisted his father in the preparation of his

Ifatural Arrangement of British Plants. In
1824 he entered the British JIuseum as assistant
in the natural history department, and in 1840
was appointed keeper of the zoiilogical collections.

This important post he retained till his death,
and the British Museum collections are a monu-
ment of his persevering activity. The titles of

his books and papers number more than five hun-
dred. His "Catalce;ues" are not mere lists, but
are enriched with synonyms and ample notes,
whereby study of particular subjects is greatly
promoted. Gray also assisted in the formation
of some of the most prosperous scientific societies

of London. He was a vice-president of the

Zoological Society, assisted in the management
of the British Museum, and served on the juries

of the internaliunal cxhiliilions of 18.')1 and 1802.

Gray's principal works are: Illuslralions of
Indian /.oiiloijy (2 vols., 1832-34) ; The Knoicslcy
.\lrna(icrie (2 vols., 1846) ; Hpicilcgia Zoiilogiea,

(1828-40); a Hi/nopsis of the Contents of Ihc
British Museum (1860); Genera of Birds
(1849) : and Catalopucs of various departments
in tlie British Jhiseum.

GRAY, Jon.x Purdue (1825-86). A distin-

guished American alienist, born in Pennsylvania.
He graduated at Dickinson College in 1840,
studied medicine, and received his medical degree
from the University of Pennsylvania in 1848.

lie was assistant physician at the New York
State Insane Asylum at Utica from 1851 to 1853;
medical superintendent of the Jlichigan State
Asylum, at Kalamazoo, from 1853 to 1854; and
medical superintendent of the Utica .State Asy-
lum. New York, from 1854 to 1886. He was
instrumental in securing many improvements in

the treatment of the insane, and introduced the
use of the microscope in study of brain-tissue at

the asylums. He edited the American Journal of
Insanity from 1854 for many years, and was
prominent in many public charities, such as
orphanages, hospitals, and societies for the relief

of the destitute. He published several articles

and addresses. Shot by a lunatic in 1882, he
never recovered from the effects of the attack.

GRAY, Maxwell (pen-name of M. G. Tut-
TiETT). An English novelist, born at Newport,
Isle of Wight. She became known by The Silence

of Dean Maitland (1886). Among her other
popular novels are: In the Heart of the Storm,

(1891); The Last Sentence (1893); A Costly
Freak (1893); House of Hidden Treasure
(1898) ; The World's Mercy (1900) ; and Four-
Lea red Clover (1901). In 1899 appeared The
Forest Chapel and Other Poems.

GRAY, Robert (1757-1806). An American
sailor and discoverer. He served as an officer in

the American Navy during the Revolution, and
at the close of the war entered the merchant
marine. In 1787 he sailed from Boston as master
of the sloop Washington, and under the command
of Capt. .John Kendrick, of the ship Columbia,
bound on a trading voyage to the northwest
coast and to China. Kendrick decided to remain
on the coast, so Gray took command of the Co-
lumbia, and sailed for China with a cargo of

furs. Thence he returned home by way of the
Cape of Good Hope ( 1790) , the first to carry the
American flag around the globe. According to

Gen. A. W. Greely, Gray actually entered the

Columbia River in August, 1788, during this

voyage ; but however that may be, he did enter

it on May 11, 1792, during a second voyage. It,

was largely on this discovery that the United
States based its claim to the Oregon coimtry.

GRAY, Stephen (?-1736). An English elec-

trician. He is described as a pensioner of the

Charterhouse, but biographical details are ex-

tremely meagre. His researches often went far

afield, but he is credited with several interesting

discoveries. He first divided substances into elec-

trics and non-electrics, in accordance with
whether they were or were not found to respond
to frictional electricity. The division into con-

ductors and non-conductors is also his, and he
demonstrated that non-electrics could be made
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electrics by contact with active electrics. He
evolved the pi-iiiciples of the communication of

eleclric power from native electrics to other

bodies; discovered that electric conductivity de-

wnds on material, not on color or any similar

qualitv, and noted the possibility of the insula-

tion of conductors by cakes of resin. His investi-

gations aided Charles Du Kay, and eventually led

to the invention of the Leyden jar by Musschen-

broek.

GRAY, Thomas (171G-71). An English poet,

born in Cornhill, London, December 26, 1716.

His father, Philip Gray, a money scrivener, was

of a disposition so violent that his wife was

obliged for a time to separate from him, and it

was mainlv through her exertions that the boy

was educated at school and college. In 1727 he

was sent to Eton, where he formed a close

friendship with Horace Walpole, son of the

Prime Minister. In 1734 he entered Peterhouse,

Cambridge. He disliked the mathematics and

philosophy of the curriculum, and left without a

deo-ree. "in 1739 he went abroad, in company

with Horace Walpole. They spent more than

two years in France and in Italy, visiting places

of interest and exploring picture galleries. The

two friends quarreled, and Gray returned alone

(September, 1741 ) . Three years later the breach

was healed. In the meantime Gray's father had

died (1741), and his mother had settled at Stoke

Poges. To please her. Gray returned to Peter-

house, where he took the degree LL.B. in 1743.

Little interested in law, he settled down for six

years to a severe study of Greek literature.

Henceforth Cambridge was his home, though he

spent two vears (1759-61) in London, reading in

the British Museum. In 1756 he changed his

residence from Peterhouse to Pembroke. His

holidays he passed with his mother at Stoke

Poges, with Walpole at Strawberry Hill, and

with other friends. His mother, to whom he was

tenderly attached, died in 1753, and was buried

at Stoke Poges. In 1757 he received the offer of

the lanreateship, but declined. Feeling strongly

the romantic impulse, he began about 1760 to be

interested in earlv English poetry, and then in

Celtic and Norse literature. In 1768 he was ap-

pointed professor of history and modern lan-

guages at Cambridge, at a salary of £371; but

he never lectured. During his later life he made

several tours, the most notable being to Glamis

Castle (1765) and to the English Lakes (1769).

He died at Cambridge, July 30, 1771, and was

buried at Stoke Poges.

Gray was a shy man, given to melancholy; he

formed few but "close friendships. Having in-

herited from his father a sjnall fortune, he was

able to devote his life to study. He has the

reputation of being, after Milton, the most

'learned of English poets. He wrote but little;

yet some of these few poems are of perfect finish.

"His first English poem to be published was the

Ode to Eton College (1747), followed the ni^xt

year by "Ode to Spring" and "On the Death of a

"Favou"rite Cat." "The Elegy Written in a Conn-

try Churchyard," begun in 1742. finished at

Stoke Poges in 1750, was published in 1751. This

poem, which has touched the popular heart, is

one of the most perfect in our literature. It was

followed in 1757 by the great Pindaric odes, "The

Progress of Poesy" and "The Bard." In 176S he

published the first collected edition of his poems,

among which were tlie romantic pieces, "The

Fatal Sisters" and "The Descent of Odin." He

also wrote good Latin verse. Consult; Gosse,

Thomas Oral/, "English Men of Letters Series"

(London, 1882); Arnold's essay on Gray in

Ward. EngUsh Poets, vol. iii. (London, 1880-83) ;

The Wmics of Thomas llray in Prose and Verse,

edited by Gosse (ib., 1884): Tovey, Letters of

(Inty. Bohn's Library (ib., 1900).

GBAYBACK. A sportsman's name for cer-

tain sandpipers, more especially the knot (q.v.).

GRAY DUCK. A local name of the gadwall.

GRAYLING. A fish which in external ap-

pearance and habits resembles closely a small

salmon, but differs sufficiently in structural char-

acter to justify its separation as of a distinct

family, Thynia"llida\ Tlie only genus, including

about" five species, is Tliyinallus. They can read-

ily be distinguished from the Salmonid;T by their

more slender build, larger scales, and much

larger dorsal fin, and in Europe may reach a

wei^ght of 4 or 5 pounds; but American speci-

mens rarely exceed Hi pounds. They are in-

habitants o'f the streams of arctic or cold regions,

and are graceful, active fishes. Their habits are

much like those of the trout, but they are con-

sidered by many sportsmen sui>erior to the trout

as game fish as' well as for the table.

The common European grayling (Thymallus

thymalUis) is very highly prized botli for game

and for food. It" is found in Scandinavia, and

southward to Switzerland and Hungary; what

is probably the same species also inhabits North-

ern Russi"a and Siberia. It is common in the

Orkney Islands, and scattered about England;

hut is" not known in Scotland or Ireland, and is

believed to have been introduced into England,

where very long ago it w-as called 'umber.' Ef-

forts have been made by fish-culturists to propa-

gate the English grayling and introduce it into

new^ streams; but th'ey have been unsuccessful,

and similar efforts with American species have

also failed. These fish spawn much after the

manner of trout, but in early summer instead of

in the autumn, and they are more prolific.

Ameeican Graylings. Two species of grayling

are known in North America. One, the arctic

{Thymallus signifer) , called 'poisson bleu' by the

Canadian fur- hunters. Inhabits clear streams

from the Mackenzie River westward through

Alaska. It is distinguished by its large size

(18 inches), the great height of the dorsal fin,

comparatively dull hues, and the five or six deep-

blue spots on the forward part of the belly. The

other species is the Michigan grayling {Thymal-

Uis tricolor) of which an isolated variety {Mon-

tana) inhabits the head-streams of the Missouri.

Its existence was not known until about 1873,

when it was discovered almost simultaneously in

Michigan and Montana; and the sportsmen's

journals of that and the following few years,

especially Forest and ,S'/reom, of New York, con-

tained a" great deal about it. In distribution it

is limited to the Au Sable and a few similar

streams in northern IMichigan, where it was for-

merly locally abundant, but is rapidly nearing

extermination, by reason of the introduction

there by the State authorities of browii trout

(see Trout), which voraciously destroy the gray-

lings. Ichthyologists assert that this species and

its" Western' variety represent detached colo-

nies left from the former or post-glacial exten-
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sion of the raiifre of the arctic ffrnylinjr. of which
this was oiu-e a variety, (irayliiij^'s are caii<;lit by
the same tackle ami methocls of llylishiiiir ;,s are
used for brooktrout. and arc in lii^^h esteem
with both anglers ami epicures. Consult I'ritli,

The liniik I, I Ihr GnijiUiuj (London, 1888).

GRAY PIKE.
( 1 ) A local name of the sauger

(q.v.l. and ( 2 ) of the common Eastern pickerel;
also 'Lireeii pike.'

GRAY'S INN. One of the four great inns of
court, or uTiilds of lawyers, in England. The
society of Gray's Inn was instituted about the be
ginning of the sixteenth century. It had asso-

ciated with it two inns of Chancery, Barnard's
Inn and Staple Inn. See Inns of Court.

GRAY SNAKE. A dangerous elapine snake
of Australia, of the genus Diamenia. Several
species are found in large numbers. The most
common {Didrarnia reticulata) is two or three
feet long, luiiform gray above and greenish be-

low, with a black and a yellow circle around each
eye. It frequents sandy regions, and its bite

is of little account; but some of its larger con-
geners are deadly.

GRAY SNAPPER. A fish. See Snapper.

GRAY'SON, William (?-1790). An Ameri-
can Revolutionary soldier, born in Prince Wil-
liam County. Va. He was educated in England,
graduating at O.xford, and studying law at the
Inner Temple, after which he returned to America,
and began the practice of his profession in Dum-
fries, Md. He ardently espoused the cause of the
( olonies, was an active worker in the pre-Revolu-
tionary movement, and in August, 1770, was ap-
pointed an aide-de-camp on the staff of Washing-
ton. In the following year he became colonel of

a Virginia regiment, which he commanded with
distinction at the battle of Monmouth. He acted,
at Washington's appointment, as a commissioner
to treat with General Howa, concerning the ex-

change of prisoners, and in 1780-81 was a mem-
ber of the board of war. After the fall of York-
town he settled in Virginia and resumed the prac-
tice of law, soon winning distinction through his
scholarship and oratorical powers. He was a
member of the Continental Congress from 1784 to

1787. In 1788 he was a delegate to the conven-
tion called in Virginia to consider the new Fed-
eral Constitution, and with Patrick Henry led
the opposition to its ratification. In 1780 he was
chosen one of the Senators from Virginia in the
first National Congress, but died in the follow-
ing year.

GRAY'S PEAK. One of the highest peaks of

the Koeky Mountains in Colorado, on the border
of Summit County, 12 miles soutluvest of George-
town. It is 14. .341 feet high, and was named
after Dr. .Asa Gray, the botanist.

GRAY'S THUR'ROCK. A town in Essex,
England, on the Thames. Ol-o miles southeast of
Komford (^lap: England, Go). It has a large
trade in building materials. The Hhaftexhury
and Exmouth. industrial training ships of the
London School P>oard, are anchored here. Pojnila-

tion, in 1801, 12,400; in 1001. 14.000.

GRAY TROUT. A Southern local name for
the squeteague (q.v.) ; also 'shad trout' and
'sun trout.'

GRAY'WACKE, gra'wiik (ijraii + Ger.
'n'ncK-r, projecting rock). A name applied to cer-
tain fragmental rocks, usually gray in color,

GREASE.

which are cemented by an argillaceous or sili-

ceous paste. The fragmental materials may in-

clude quartz, feldspar, slate, and other materials
and rocks. The name is' falling into <lisuse, as
iiKidern petrograplu'rs prefer to classify the va-
rieties of graywacke with slates, sandstones,
schists, etc., according to the structure and
composition.

GRAY WHALE. A migratory whale (Rlui-
chiaiiectcs (/laucux) of the .Norlh Pacific. It is

one of tlie rorquals (liala-nciplcrichc) , is 'S5 to 40
feet long, mottled gray to blackish. in color, and
yields about twenty-three barrels of oil. The
baleen is short, light-ccdored, and of little value.
These whales spend the sunnner in Hering Sea
and northward, and in the autunm return south-
waTd, where the females enter the bays of south-
ern California to produce their young. It is

during this autumnal migration that the whale-
men go after them from shore stations. Former-
ly the animals passed close along shore in great
herds; but soon after this style of fishing began,
they learned to keep far out from land. 'Gray-
back,' "hardhead,' and 'mussel-digger,' are other
local names, the last in referencelo the animal's
diving, and coming up with mud on its lips. It
is one of the fiercest fighters, and the hardest to
kill, of all whales.

GRAZ, griits. See Gratz.

GRAZZINI, gratse'ne, Antonio Francesco
n5U3-84). An Italian poet and author, born at
Florence. Little is known of his personal his-
tory except that he was an apothecary. He was
one of the founders of the Aecadcmia degli
Umidi, afterwards the Aecadcmia dcUa Fioren-
tina (1540), and took the name of 'II Lasca' (the
barbel), by which lie was always known. Owing
to a quarrel, Grazzini was excluded from the
academy. In 15.)0 he was the main organizer
of the Aecadcmia della Crusca, which liad for
its object the purifying of the Italian language.
He wrote a number of comedies, such as La
gploma (lofiS), and La spiritata (1501), verses,
usually celebrating quarrels between himself and
his academic brethren, and stories in the man-
ner of Boccaccio. The stories, part of them
published as Le Cene (1750), are models of prose,
and vivid pictures of the Florentine life of his
time. A selection from Grazzini's works was
made by Fanfani, under the title, Le Cene ed
altre prose (1857), and Commedie (1859).

GREASE (OF. gresse, graisse, Fr. graisse,
feni. of gras, fat. from Lat. crnsxus. thick). A
term of general application to all oily or fatty
matters, but generally to those having some de-
gree of solidity, as tallow, suet, and lard. It is

often applied to fatty matters which are so de-
teriorated with dirt or other impurities as to be
unfit for 7nanufactures which require some decree
of i)urity in the material. Grease is largely em-
ployed as a lubricant for machinery, and "espe-
cially for the wheels of carriages. The grease
employed for the axles of carriages and carts
consists of the most inferior kinds of grease
mixed with a liltle tar. Raifiiai/ grease is, in
reality, a kind of soap, a small portion of soda
being mingled with the materials to eirect an
imperfect saponification. The object is to pre-
vent the too rapid melting of the material, which,
without this precaution, would be excessively
rapid, owing to the heat caused by the friction
of the rapidly revolving wheels. It is also made
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of very superior materials, and consists generally
of the vegetable fats called cocoanut oil and
])alni oil; sonirtiiues animal fat is used. This
composition is placed in small metal boxes on the
axles, with which they communicate by a small
liole, so that, as the axle heats the surrounding
parts, the grease in the boxes melts and runs
through the little orifice on to the axle. (See
LuBKiCAXTS. ) The process by which grease is

extracted from the fatty products of animals in

the great slaughter-houses is described under
Digester. Grease is also reclaimed from gar-
bage. See Garbage and Kefuse Disposal.

GREASE-MOTH. A pyralid moth {Aglossa
piiMiuiiHilis) , witli the fore wings grayish brown,
clouded with a darker hue, and covered by two
indented lines. The dark-hued larva feeds on
greasy clotliing. etc. Another sijecies of Aglossa
damages leather-bound books.

GREASEWOOD {Sarcobrifiis JJaximiUana)

.

A plant which grows profusely in the Western
United States, especially on barren and alkaline
soils, from the upper Missouri River region
to Mexico and west to the Sierra Nevada Moun-
tains. It reaches a height of from 4 to 8 feet.

Cattle and sheep eat its leaves and browse off the
smaller stems. The plant roots deeply, and brings
to the surface considerable quantities of alkali.

(See Alkali Soils.) The name is sometimes
applied in the West to species of Gutierrezia—

-

plants which belong to the order Compositie.

GREAT AUK. See Avk: Garefowl; and
E.XTINCT Animals.

GREAT BAR'RINGTON. A town in Berk-
shire County, Mass.. including the villages of
Housatonic and ^'an Deusen, 26 miles southwest
of Pittsfield, on the New York, New Haven and
Hartford Railroad (Jlap: Massachusetts, A3).
It is a popular summer resort, being surrounded
by remarkably picturesque scenerj'. It has a
public library. Sedgwick Institute, and the Hop-
kins Memorial !Manse. Jlany of the town records
are inscribed bv \^'illiam CuUen Bryant, who
for several years was town clerk. The manu-
factures include cotton spreads, towelings. and
other cotton goods, paper, electrical apparatus,
etc. The government is administered by an-
nual town ineetings. The town owns and operates
its water-works. Population, in 1800, 4612; in

1000. 58.54. Settled as early as 172.5. Great
Barrington formed a part of Sheffield until in-

corporated as a separate town in 17G1. On Sep-
tember 12, 1786, during Sh.ays's Rebellion, a
notable riot occurred here, and near by. on .Janu-
ary 2.9, 1787, a skirmish was fought between the
militia and the insurgents. Consult Taylor,
Histori/ of Great Barrinqton (Great Barrington,
1882).

GREAT BASIN. An area of inland drainage
in the Western United States, situated between
the Wasatch Mountains on the east and the Sier-
ra Nevada and Cascade ranges on the west. It
comprises most of Nevada and portions of Utah,
Oregon. Idaho, and California, and has a xotal
area of about 210.000 square miles. The basin
has a gradual slope from the north, where the
elevation is 4000 feet above the sea. toward the
south, forming a tilted plateau whose surface
is broken by interrupted groups of mountains
with a general north and south trend. Tlie Hum-
boldt River is the only perennial stream of any
size rising in the interior of the basin, but on tlie

borders there are numerous short streams, which
have their sources in the snow-fields of the Wa-
satch and Sierra >ievada ranges, and whicli act
.as feeders to a number of lakes, including Winne-
mucca, Carson, Owens, Mono, Pyramid, Sevier,
Utah, and Great Salt Lake, ilany of tliese lakes
were greatly expanded during Pleistocene time.
(See Lake.) There are several large arid wastes
within the basin, such as Cireat Salt Lake
Desert, Carson Desert, and Moha\e Desert, and
the climate of the whole region is dry. Agricul-
ture is confined to irrigated lands, but the min-
eral resources arc of great importance. See
Great Salt L.vke.

GREAT BEAR LAKE. See Bear Lake,
Great.

GREAT BEND. A city and the county-scat
of Barton County, Kan.. 285 miles west by soutli of
Kansas City, on the Arkansas River, and on the
Missouri Pacific and the Atchison, Topeka and
Santa Fe railroads (Map: Kansas, D 3). It is

the seat of the Central Normal College. The city
is surrounded by a farming and stock-raising
region, and has flour-mills, grain-elevators, a
foundrv and machine-shop, etc. Poi^ulation, in

1800, 2450; in 1000, 2470.

GREAT BERK'HAMPSTEAD (from AS.
hirce, birch + hOiit. home -|- stale, place). A
market-town of Hertfordshire. England, situated
in a deep valley, on the right bank of the small
river Bulborn, on the Grand .Junction Canal and
tlie London and Northwestern Railwav, 28 miles
north-northwest of London (Map: England, F 5).
The father of the poet Cowper was rector of

Berkhampstead, and the poet himself was born
here. A few massive fragments of the wall of a
castle still remain, to the east of the town. A
free grammar scliool founded in the reign of Ed-
ward III. still exists, and there is also a charity
school founded in 1727. Straw-plaiting is carried
on to a considerable extent, and bowls, cricket-

bats, hoops, toys, and numerous articles in wood
are manufactured. There are extensive chemical
works, and a considerable trade in timber, malt,
and coal. There is a weeklv corn market. Popu-
l.ation. in 1801. 4574; in 1001, 5210. The town
is of Saxon origin, and the Kings of Mercia had
a palace or castle here. William the Conqueror
met tlie nobles and prelates at Berkhampstead,
and took an oath to rule according to the ancient
laws and customs of the country.

GREAT BIBLE. See Bible.

GREAT BRITAIN. The largest island of

Europe, comprising England. Scotland. and Wales,
and constituting, with the neighboring Ireland,

what is ofiicially styled 'the United Kingdom of

Great Britain and Ireland.' The term 'Great
Britain.' however, popularly includes the British

and Irish kingdoms, and is the current designa-

tion of the IJritish Empire. Of five adjacent
island groups, the Hebrides, Orkney, and Shet-

land islands are included in Scotland, and the

Scilly and Cliannel Islands in England : there

are, besides, many other islands of which Man,
Anglesey, and Wight are the most Important.

Great Britain, with an area of 88.004 square
miles, is divided into England (50.867 square
miles), Wales (7442 squai-e miles), and Scot-

land (20.785 square miles). It lies between
latitude 50° and 60° N.. and is surrounded by the

Atlantic Ocean or some of its divisions—the

North Sea, English Channel, Saint George's
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Channel, and Irish Sea. As moif than four-fifths

of the huul .surfnoe of the earth is north of the
equator, and as (ireat Britain is ahout half-way
between the extreme east of Asia and tlie e.xtrenie

west of America, it oeeupies the central position
in the land hemisphere, which is a eonmiercial
advantasre. In its far northern situation the
light of the sun is continued for as man}' as
seventeen hours a day in the summer, or growing
season, which is an agricultural advantage. Its

position near the European mainland gives it

easy and cheap access to great foreign markets.
TopoGR.\PiiY. The seas surrounding Great

Britain are very shallow, rarely exceeding 300 feet

in depth. The fact that the island stands on
the Continental shelf luis two great advantages:
( 1 ) It is protected from the cold waters of the
deep Arctic currents, and thus is spared the chill-

ing influences of the Northern Ocean. (2) The
shallow surrounding waters are fitted in tempera-
ture and in ahundant supplies of fish food to sup-
port myriads of the best varieties of fish, so that

. the fisheries constitute one of the great indus-
tries, the enormous population finding in them
the only home source of food whose product is

in adequate su]iply.

Tlie coasts are extremely long in proportion to
the area of the land. Europe, with a much
longer coast-line in proportion to area than any
other continent, has one mile of coast to every
200 miles of area ; but Great Britain has one
mile of coast to less than 20 miles of area, the
shore-line, particularly on the west side, being
broken up into a series of bold headlands and
deep bays penetrating far into the land, so that
England has a coast-line nearly 2000 miles in

length, while that of Scotland is considerably
longer. No part of the island is more than 70
miles from the coast. The broken character of

the coasts is determined, of course, by the nature
of the rocks. The headlands are formed of the
harder rocks which are worn away very slowly
by the sea waves and other agencies of coastal
destruction. The numerous indentations and
deep bays are found where the softer rocks have
been worn away iiy the action of water and other
disintegrating agencies. Two causes have con-
tributed to increase the value of these indenta-
tions as harbors. One is the subsidence or
depression of the entire western side of the
island, so that the sea has been able more deeply
to invade the valleys (drowned valleys) : the
other is the rise of the tides all around the
coasts, from 6 to 30 feet (the latter height
at Bristol), which converts the mouths and
lower parts of many rivers into deep bays or
channels. Without the tide. London could never
have become a great sea]iort. The deep-sea lochs
of the west coasts of Scotland are similar in

appearance and origin to the fiords of Norway.
Here, as on the western coast of England, all the
softer rocks have been washed away; and on the
Scottish coast there is left an outer barrier of
islands and an inner wall of very hard rocks
penetrated by these deep fiords. On the other
hand, the east coast of Scotland, composed mainly
of sandstone and clay, has been easily worn into
deep estuaries at the mouths of rapid rivers like

the Tay; and the east side of England, composed
of soft rocks, has been worn into a low, monoto-
nous line of shore, broken only by the estuaries
of rivers whose current is too sluggish to wear
away deep channels. Most of the good harbors

are, therefore, along the west and south shores
of the island. The south coast is picturesque,
with lofty clilfs and rocky shores dotted with
summer resorts.

The highh'.nils and lowlands of (Jreat Britain
may roughly be dividcil into fcnir wcll-delined
areas: (1) The Scottish Higlilands, a mountain-
ous and comparatively barren region, lie nortli-

west of a line drawn from Dumbarton to Aber-
deen. (2) The Scottish Lowlands, an expanse
of fertile lowland and the Southern Uplands, lie

southeast of this line. (3) The mountains of
England and Wales lie northwest of a line drawn
from Exeter to Berwick. (4) Tlie lowlands of

England lie to the southeast of this line.

There are in the Scottish Highlands a number
of parallel ranges of moiuitains. the highest
mountain ueing Ben Nevis, 440C feet, tlie cul-

minating point of the island. The only pas-
sageways are at their extremities. At these ex-
tremities are the two roadwaj's through Scot-
land from south to north, the eastern coast
forming the easiest and most traveled route, its-

importance being increased by the fertile plains
which the eastward draining streams have multi-
plied in Scotland on the borders of the North Sea.
These plains have a large population. Plains
are lacking on the Atlantic seaboard where the
mountains descend to the sea. The crystalline
rocks of the Highlands yield only a meagre soil,

and the difficulties of production are increased by
the high northern latitude, giving a raw climate
and the excessive precipitation which results in

very numerous peat-bogs and tarns that con-

siderably diminish the available surface. On the
other hand, the abundant alluvium of the eastern
plains makes a fertile soil, and wheat is grown as
far north as Moray Firth in latitude .58°. The
seaboard, however, is the main source of pros-
perity, facing, as it does, Europe, sheltered from
the west winds, and supplied with a group of

fine ports. Trade and the fisheries absorb the
energies of the larger part of the population of
this section.

The Scottish Lowlands, which connect the
Highlands with the Southern Uplands, are a
plain, diversified by many hills of hard igneous
rocks, covered with fertile soil, and abounding
with natural advantages that have concentrated
in them most of the population of Scotland.
Agriculture is richly developed : the coasting trade,

oceanic commerce, and the fisheries, both local

and pelagic, are of fir.st-class importance: and
the great coal and iron fields of the southwest
have developed enormous industries which, start-

ing in the region around Glasgow, have spread
eastward even to the Edinburgh district, making-
the Lowlands the most important manufacturing
district in Great Britain outside of Yorkshire.
The Southern Uplands, among which the Clyde
rises, are a plateau where the heights are massed
into difi'erent groups by the rivers that have
excavated the valleys.

From the middle of England a broad peninsula
(Wales) pushes out toward Ireland. The whole
of Wales and the part of England lying to the
northwest of the line from Exeter to Berwick are
a highland. This hilly and mountainous region
is composed of very old sedimentary rocks with
masses of crystalline rocks at various centres.

Thus the mountains have been partly weathered
from the plateau surface into their present forms
or were pushed up from below by terrestrial con-
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vulsion. The mountains are not so high as those

of Scotland. It may be said of the island as a
whole that it becomes lower and flatter as it

widens out toward the south. The main direc-

tion of the mountain ranges of England and
Wales is from north to south or from northeast

to southwest, and they thus interpose no ob-

stacles to communication with the Scottish Low-
lands except among the Cheviot Hills which, ex-

tending along the border, belong to Scotland more
than to England, and hel])ed Scotland long to

maintain a separate political existence. The rail-

road connections between England and Scotland
are still mainly around the ends of the Cheviots
through Carlisle and Berwick.
The Cheviot Hills are separated from the Pen-

nine Chain by a low strip through which there is

easy railroad communication across North Eng-
land between Carlisle and Newcastle. The Pen-
nine Chain is a succession of moors and hills of

Carboniferous formation, the latter from 1000 to

2900 feet high, the backbone of Northern Eng-
land, extending south 150 miles, and forming the
water parting between east and west flowing

rivers. On both sides of the chain the coal meas-
ures come to the surface of the plain, forming
the coal-fields of Lancashire and Stafl'ordshire on
the west and of Yorkshire on the east. The
Cumbrian group of mountains, a region also

known as the English Lake District, is in the
northwest of England, and is joined to the
Pennines by the high moorland of Shap Fell.

This ring of peaks, rising to over 3000 feet, is in

its scenic aspects the grandest and most beauti-
ful part of England. Its deep valleys have been
eroded from the original high plateau of igneous
and old sedimentary rocks, and in these valleys

are the long, narrow lakes that have made this

district famous for its picturesque charm. The
Welsh or Cambrian moimtains. in which the
Welsh tribes were long able to maintain an inde-

pendent and separate existence, cover Wales, and
are mostly of very old sedimentary strata with
crystalline rocks at various points. A wide band
of coal measures in tlie south forms the great
coal-field of Wales. Unlike the Scottish High-
lands, these mountains do not impart great rug-

gedness to the coast, because the rivers have
brought down vast quantities of sediment, spread-
ing it out into delta plains and largely filling the

fiords that formerly existed. The high peninsula
of Devon and Cornwall, forming the extreme
southwestern extension of England, is the fifth

and last feature of the highlands of South Brit-

ain. It is sejiarated from Wales by the Bristol

Channel, while another great depression on the
south, the English Channel, severs it from Brit-

tany, France, with which it is closely related in

its crystalline and primary rocks, its high, un-
fertile moorland, and its climate.

To the southeast of this great highland region
extend the fertile lowlands of England, less than
.oOO feet above sea-level as a ride, comparatively
flat, composed of younger sedimentary (Jle.sozoic

and Tertiary-) rocks, the harder of which stand
above the general level, fornung several bands of

higher ground, the oolitic and chalk bands be-

ing most prominent. The oolitic belt of higher
ground extends to the northeast from Portland
Bill in the so\ith to Whitby in the north, form-
ing, among the various elevations, the Cotswold
Hills and the north Yorkshire moors, the latter,

nearly 1500 feet in height, being the loftiest part

of the plain region of England. Directly east

of this Jurassic formation and extending parallel

with it is the chalk country, whose ridges of

hills form the Salisbury plateau, the Chiltern
Hills, and other elevations. These chalk heights
also extend along the south of England (the

North and South Downs ) , and are seen in the
wliite clifi's fronting the English Channel and
abutting on the North Sea in the North and .South

Forelands. Between the North and South Downs,
the weald, once heavily wooded, wedge-shaped,
penetrates westward from the North Sea; and
between the north extending chalk lands and
the North Sea extends the London Basin, low,

remarkably fertile, whose coast is broken by
several estuaries, among which that of the

Thames is most prominent. One more distinc-

tive feature, about midway on the east coast of

England, is the marsliy expanse of the Fenland.
lying almost at the level of the sea. This great
plain of England, with its diversified formations,
is preeminently the agricultural region of Great
Britain.

Hydrography. The water parting is situated

much nearer the west than the east coast, with
the result that the larger number of rivers flow

to the east : with the exception of the western
Severn, the eastern rivers are the longest, and
their basins larger than the western basins. As
the eastern rivers of England flow sluggishly

down the gentle slope of the plain lands, it is nat-

ural that they should be least liable to floods

and most important for navigation. Their value
for comftierce is somewhat impaired, however, by
the fact that, crossing the softer rocks of the
plain, they carry down a great deal of alluvium
with which their mouths are often seriously

clogged. The Tyne, Wear, and Tees of Northeast
England have a course of only 70 or 80 miles,

and their commercial importance depends upon
the great coal-fields (Tyne and Wear) and the

iron and salt deposits (Tees) near them. The
basin of the Humber embraces 10.000 square
miles, from the mineral beds of the Pennine slopes

through the rich agricultural plains ; the Aire,

Ouse, Trent, and other tributaries help to make
it one of the most useful river systems in Eng-
land. The Thames rises only .300 feet above the sea,

but it has a long course of about 200 miles. Its

sluggish current, its well-protected estuary, and
the tides which carry the largest ocean vessels

50 miles up to London Bridge, help to make the
Thames one of the largest commerce-carriers
among the world's rivers. The important western
rivers of South Britain are limited to the Severn
and the Mersev. The Severn is the longest Brit-

ish river (nearly 250 miles), with tides of ex-

traordinary height, and empties through one of

the largest and richest coal-fields in Europe. It is

navigable for a long distance, and is a great com-
merce-carrier. The ilersey is a short river, rising

on the Pennine slopes and obstructed at its mouth
by a shifting bar, but its proximity to a rich

coal-field and to the great manufacturing dis-

trict of England gives it immense importance in

commerce. The western rivers of Scotland, ex-

cepting the Clyde, are only short, torrential, and
commercially valueless streams; but the Clyde,

artificially widened and deepened in its lower part

at enormous expense, is the most important river

in Scotland, and all the industries of the Low-
lands and Southern Uplands—agricultural, min-

eral, and manufacturing—are represented in its
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trade. With tliis exception, the longer and more
gently tiowinj; eastern rivers are most useful.

The Tay, iSpey, and Tweed are all about 100

miles, and the Dee and the Don about 80 miles

long. The Tay and the Forth are great water

highways, commanding all the river tralhc pas.s-

ing through the eastern-central portion of Scot-

land. The two famous lake regions of Great
Britain are in the Highlands of Scotland, where
here and there in the valleys the rivers have
spread out into long and narrow lakes or loehs,

which follow the curves of the hillsides and con-

tribute much to the beauty and charm of this

picturesque region, and the Lake District of the

Cumbrian Mountains in Xorthwest England, al-

ready' mentioned.
Clim.\te. Warm winters, cool summers, and

large rainfall are the characteristics of the Brit-

ish climate. The island owes these advantages to

tlie surrounding seas, which are unusually warm
considering their latitude. The westerly winds
(the southwest Anti-Trades) blowing most of the

time from oflf the broad expanse of the Atlantic,

heighten the temperature of the winter months,
mitigate the heat of summer, and cover the

skies, for a great part of the year, with clouds

which often hang upon the land as fog. Icebound
harbors are unknown. There is no great variety

of climate, because the countiy is not of great ex-

tent, and its surface, even to the mountain-tops,

does not reach a high elevation. The difference of

summer temperature between the extreme north

and south of the island is about 10°. Some dis-

tinct varieties of climate due to wind, moisture,

and differences of elevation, mav be mentioned.

In April, May, and .June the winds blow more fre-

quently from the east than from the west. These
are the drier months in Great Britain. The
copious rains which the westerly winds bring

make the highland regions of the west among the

richest in rainfall of any part of Europe ; but the

larger part of the precipitation descends upon the

highlands of the west, the plains of the east re-

ceiving a far smaller quantity of rain. All parts

of the country, however, receive sufficient rain

for agricultural needs; and the numerous valleys

extending southwest and northeast permit the sea

air to carry much moisture far inland before it

falls as rain. The annual range of temperature
is smallest in the west because it is more ex-

posed to the influence of the Atlantic. The sum-
mers are, therefore, a little wanner and the win-
ters a little colder on the plains than among the
western mountains. The western regions also

have more sunshine than the plains, where
cloud and fog are more prevalent. The average
temperature of Great Britain for the year is

48° F. with extremes of 5.3° (Scilly Islands) and
45° (Shetland), so that the mean annual tem-
perature decreases about 1° for every 100 miles
toward the north. Snow falls on the higher
lands, and sometimes covers most of the coun-

try; but no mountain is so high as to be snow-
capped in summer. The islands are exposed to

the great cyclonic storms which sometimes sweep
in from the Atlantic.

Soils. Soils formed from the immediately un-
derlying rocks are not the most common in Great
Britain, and w'here they are so formed they are

usually poor. Thus the hard crystalline rocks
of the western mountains yield a comparatively
poor soil ; and the soil is not very fertile south
of the Thames, where the local chalk and flint

enter so largely into its composition. The very

fertile soils of" most of the i)lains, ])articularly

north of the Thames, are the mixed components

of many kinds of rocks ground up by glacial

ice, carried a considerable distance and spread

over the surface. Thus the best wheat lands are

mixed soils. The rivers, also, passing over many
varieties of rocks, spread this mixed rock waste

along their valleys, and these alluvial soils are

very fertile. The soil of Scotlaiul is naturally

fertile outside of the mountain districts.

Flora. The native flora of Great Britain is

almost identical with that of the neighboring

portion of Continental Europe; some mainland
species, however, do not appear. In early times

the island was almost completely covered with

forests, but to-day little of the original wood-

lands remains, and only 3.G per cent, of the sur-

face is covered with fo"rests. so that the country

is largely dependent upon other lands for forest

products. The chief native trees are the oak and
beech in the lower lands, and the Scotch pine and
birch in the high and more northern districts.

The great rainfall on the steeper mountain slopes

has generally washed away the soil, showing the

rock skeleton unrelieved by vegetation. On the

gentler slopes of the Scottish and Welsh high-

lands, little except moss, fern, and heather can

grow in the thin soil ; they are the characteristie

forms of vegetation in these higher regions; the

valleys between the mountains, however, are often

rich in grass which is turned to good account by
sheep and cattle farmers. All the cultivated

plants that thrive in the. lower lands have been

introduced from the neighboring Continent and
America. The mild, moist climate gives a pe-

culiarly rich and fresh aspect to the vegetation.

The pastures and hay lands are luxuriant, and
the fields look like well-kept gardens.

Fauna. As the British Isles, until geologically

recent times, were an integral part of the Conti-

nent, they partake of the general fauna of West-

ern Europe, and present few differences except

such as are due to man. All the larger animals

were long ago e.xterminated (see Extixct Ani-
!i[AL9) , or have been preserved only as curiosities

on private estates, with the exception of the red

deer. Otters, badgers, polecats, and weasels siir-

vive free persecution; foxes persist under pro-

tection. The hare, squirrel, hedgehog, vole, some
wild mice, moles, shrews, and bats nearly com-

plete the list of remaining British land mammals.
Seals of two or three species are found on the

northern coasts, and the cetaceans of the North
Atlantic visit the shores from time to time. Cer-

tain common animals of Xorthern and Western
Europe, such as the reindeer, elk, roe-deer, lem-

ming, hamster, etc., have had no place in Great

Britain within historic times; neither have sev-

eral mammals of Southern France.

The birds more fully represent the European
air fauna_. for the Britisli Isles lie upon a path

of coastal migration between tropical and north-

eni latitudes. This brings regularly to Great

Britain most of the European birds, but some
species are exceedingly rare there which occur
commonly in the Rhone-Rhine Valley. Laws have
long afforded protection to all birds, resident or

migratory, preserving many species that were
formerly threatened with extinction, yet some
have been lost. The principal British birds are

the raven, hooded and carrion crows, rook, jack-

daw, magpie, chough, and jay—the last two be-
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coming very scarce; the starling, the chaffinch,
goldfinch, linnet, bullfinch, house-sparrow, various
buntings, and other sccd-eaters; tlie skylarlc and
woodlarl-c, \\illi several related wagtails, pipits,
etc. ; a nutliatch and several varieties of titmouse,
shrike, and waxwing. Thruslies are represented
by the nightingale, blaclcbird, mavis, missel-
thrush, and redwing—famous songsters; and
lesser insect-eaters are the two chats, the
vheatear, the redbreast, and several small war-
blers, accentors, wrens, flycatchers, etc. Sev-
eral swallows are familiar about buildings and
river-banks, and two or three woodpeckers. Tlie

cuckoo, nightjar, swift, and kingfislier, one species
each, carry tlie list to the birds of prey. These
include the brown, barn, and several other small
owls, \\it.li the great snowy owl as a winter visitor.

The osprey is rare. Among the falcons are the
peregrine, kestrel, gerfalcon, merlin, and pigeon
and sparrow hawks. Honey-buzzards, kites, eagles,

and vultures are seen only at long intervals,

when they wander over from the Continent. The
buzzards, goshawk, and marsh-harrier complete a
long list. Fishing birds are represented by cormo-
rants, gannets, etc., on the coast ; and by the bit-

tern inland. Waterfowl include tame swans, the
wild bernacle, greylag, bean, and pink-footed geese,

and a series of ducks to a large degree identical

with those of Canada. Four species of typical
pigeons include the wild stock of domestic doves
ard the widespread turtle-dove. The game birds
are the capercailzie, blackgame, red grouse (one
of the few birds peculiar to the British'Islands)

,

and the introduced pheasant : but sportsmen find

a long list of visiting shore-birds, most of whicli
are known also in America; while the sea-birds
are those of the North Atlantic coasts generally.

Fishes abound in the 'four seas' about Great
Britain, and their capture supports a large mari-
time population (see Fisheries) ; certain spe-

cies, as the sole, turbot, and whitebait, are local

and of wide repute for excellence. Salmon still

ascend the northerly rivers of the Kingdom, tmder
legal protection, and trout, grayling, and various
fresh-water fishes of interest to anglers are
similarly preserved. Oysters and various other
'.shellfish' abound and are largely fished for or
cultivated for food. Of reptiles. Great Britain
contains but four—a small viviparous lizard, a
blindworm, a small colubrine snake (Tropidono-
f»s jififria;) . and the\idder {Pelias Bertis) . Sev-
eral frogs, two toads, and some newts, comprise
the amphibians. The insects, mollusks, and
lower invertebrates are as numerous and varied
as might be expected in a mild and moist climate,
and have been more thoroughly studied, perhaps,
than anywhere else on the globe.

Geology. The Highlands in the north and
west are the remnants of very ancient crystal-

line and sedimentary rock masses that were
greatly disturbed in early geological epochs and
have since been largely reduced in height and
area by erosion. Tliese regions of ancient rocks
were siibjected to much faulting and folding; and
interspersed among them are areas which vol-

canic outflows, occurring in various ages and as
late as Tertiary times, covered with igneous de-
posits, that were also greatly disturbed by dy-
namical energy. These elevated lands are not
marked by sharp and jagged peaks, but the moun-
tains liave been worn away into rounded outlines
and among them are interspersed a number of
broad, plain-like moors broken here and there

by more elevated masses of harder and particular-
ly of eruptive rocks. The Highland regions may
be compared in licight witli our Catskill Tlateau
and its surmounting elevations.

In sharp contrast with tliese ancient crystal-
line, sedimcntarj', and eruptive masses forming
the Highlands are the younger rocks of tlie

Lowlands, the widely distributed Old Red Sand-
stone of Devonian formation, the chalk and sand-
stones and the clays of the Carboniferous era.
Toward the south and east of the old elevated
rock masses are the Carboniferous strata con-
taining the coal deposits which have con-
tributed so much to the material greatness of
Great Britain. None of the younger and lower
lands has been niucli afl'ected by faulting and
folding. These lower lands extend from the
mouth of the Tee to the south of the island,

widening with their south extension till they
cover the larger part of England, Exeter being
their western limit on the south coast. They
are mostly flat, trough-shaped, or rolling sur-
faces of tlie Triassic, .Jurassic, Cretaceous, and
Tertiary formations. The greatest diversity of
surface and the finest scenery is thus in the nortli

and west, while the lowest and most uniform
surface is in the south and east. The extreme
south of England escaped glacial action, but else-

where many of the minor features of the land
were produced by the ice sheet and glaciers of
the Ice Age. In scarcely any other part of the
world is there so wide a range of geological strat.a

in so limited an area as in Great Britain : only tlic

broader aspects of the subjects are here indicated.

Minerals .\^'D ]\Ii^-ixg. Great Britain has
been favored aljove other European countries in

the possession of abundant resources of the two
minerals—coal and iron—which are most essen-

tial to a varied and extensive industrial develop-
ment. The industrial history of the nation and
its present position and outlook are, therefore,
intiinately connected with the possession and ex-

ploitation of these resources, particularly coal.

Tliey have largely determined the distribution of

population (see Population) , have made possi-

ble the highly developed industrial life, and have
proved the chief basis of the extraordinary wealth
of the country. The production of these min-
erals did not attain their great significance until
recent times, having been advanced to a promi-
nent role during the industrial revolution of the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. They were
being produced, however, as early as the Roman
period, and are supposed to have been not alto-

gether unimportant. Following this period little

was done until the coming of the Normans, when
the industry revived. Collieries were first opened
at Newcastle in 1238. Their proximity to the
sea made tiie transportation of coal possible, and
it was shipped to London and other English
towns situated on navigalile streams.

In the beginning of the seventeenth century
coal was used in the smelting of iron, but the

primitive methods of mining then, particularly

the lack of means for pumping water out of

the mines, limited its use. The inventions of

Watt (c.1770) , by eliminating this difficulty, revo-

lutionized the mining industry, and greatly in-

creased the possibility of production. The blast-

furnace method of smelting iron had already been
introduced, but the limited supply of coal, and
the governmental prohibition of the use of wood
(to prevent total destruction of the forests), im-
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peded the development of this process. With tho
new supply of fuel, new possibilities opened up
in the iron industry, and the increased use of

iron ill turn created a greater demand for coal.

In the later years of the eighteenth century was
witnessed a constant succession of improvements
—to wit. in mining, in the manufacture of iron,

in internal means of conununication—all giving
increased impetus to the production and use of

coal and iron. The annual output of coal in the

last years of the eighteenth centurj' is estimated
to have e.xceeded 10.000.000 tons. The introduc-
tion of the steamboat, about 1812, and of the steam
railway, about 1830, not only created a new de-

mand tor coal and iron, but made the domestic
and foreign distribution more practicable, thus
enormously extending the market for those min-
erals and their products. The production of coal

and iron has increased throughout the nineteenth
century, tlie average annual absolute gain con-

tinuing undiminished. From the table below,
showing the development of mining for the last

forty years, the overwhelming importance of coal

and iron will be seen.

No country has been comparable to Great
Britain in the total product of mines. This is

than coal, Great Britain fares better than it

would if the status of the production of the two
minerals were reversed.

The above figures are for the entire United
Kingdom; but since the Irish coal and iron min-
ing is insignilicaut, they are materially correct

for Great Britain. Over two-thirds of the entire

jnoduct is mined in England, the remainder being

almost equally divided between Scotland and
\\ales. The principal productive districts, be-

ginning at the north, are, the Scottish Low-
lands, or the neighborhood of Glasgow, the
Newcastle District, the two fields on the east

and west slopes of the Pennine range in south-

west Yorkshire, and to the southeastward and
in eastern Lancashire, the Staffordshire fields

farther south, and the South Wales field occupy-

ing Glamorganshire and parts of the adjoining
counties. The third of these districts produces
the largest output, the yield in 1900 being:
Yorkshire, 28,247,249 tons; Lancashire, 24.842,-

208; Derbyshire, 15,24.'?.031 ; and Nottingham-
shire, 8.626,177. For the same year, the New-
castle district produced as follows: Durham, 34,-

800.719 tons: Northumberland, 11,514.521. The
yield of Scotland was: Lanarkshire, 17,174,247;

YEAR
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of much greater importance than coal and iron.

It is a matter of tradition that centuries before

the Christian Era the Phteniiian merchants

visited EngUmd and traded in the products of

the tin-mines of t'urnwall. Whether this be true

or not. it is certain that the Cornish mines have

been worked from a very early period. During

the early part of the Middle Ages, down to the

time wli'en the tin-mines of Bolicmia and Saxony

were discovered, England supplied almost all the

tin that was used throughout Christendom.

Sir Walter Ralegh's famous report of 160.3 on

tlie state of trade and commerce mentions tin

and lead as the chief minerals produced. In the

Itoman period the mining of lead was carried on

so extensively that it was limited by law. Cop-

jier and silver were also mined. The revenue from
the Devonshire tin and lead mines paid the ex-

l:enses of the French wars of tlie fourteenth cen-

tury. But these minerals were mined with diffi-

culty. !>'i<i the great modern improvements in

transportation have made it more economic in

many cases to import the ore. thus tending to

check the home production. English clays have

always been used in the making of pottery, and
used ex-tensively after the introduction of the im-

proved methods by the Dutch and Huguenot im-

migrants. The combined annual output of cop-

per, tin. salt, and other minor minerals was
estimated at the beginning of the century at

.$.5,000,000 in value; in 1840, at about .$15,000,-

000: and at about the same figure forty years

later; the total value is not materially dif-

ferent at present. Tlie country's abundant sup-

ply of useful stone has always been drawn u])on,

and there has been a very rapid increase in its

utilization in recent years. In 1900 the value

of the sandstone quanied was estimated at $7,-

930,22.5; the granite at $6,193,735; the limestone

at $6,501,570; and slate and slab at $7,641,680,

Fisheries, The natural resources of Great
Britain include very profitable fisheries. The
herring fisheries off the Norfolk coast have al-

ways been important, and were until the seven-

teenth century largely in the hands of the Dutch,

But as the Government fostered the fishing in-

dusti-y. the Dutch were supplanted, and to-day

Great Britain is only equaled by the United

States in the value of its annual catch, Tho
product of the catch (exclusive of salmon and
shellfish) increased from £6,333,000 in 1890, to

£9,215,000 in 1900, Of the latter amount, £6,-

610.000 was accredited to the English and Welsh
coasts, £2,325.000 to the Scotch coasts, and £279,-

000 to the Irish coasts. The haddock fishery is

the most important of the English fisheries, and
the berring of the Scotch, The total product of

each for the United Kingdom exceeds £2,000,000

annually. Great Yarmouth is the principal centre

for the herring fisheries. The North Sea fisher-

ies yield shellfish, mackerel, and codfish. Sardine
fishing is of some importance in Cornwall and
Devonshire, Ovster fisheries are widely dis-

tributed along the coasts. In 1899 24,798 boats
were registered as engaged in fishing, giving em-
ployment to 109,015 men, but there was also a
large number of small craft not registered. In
recent years the general tendency toward centrali-

zation has been very evident in the fishing indus-

try, and the fishing population has centred large-

ly in a few important points, chiefly Yarmouth,
Cirimsby, Hull, and Peterhead, The product is

mainly sent to the London fish market, which is

the largest in the world.

Agriculture and Stock-Baisixg, Estimated
upon the basis of the number of people employed,
agriculture is, relative to other industries in

England, less than halt as important as in any
of the other great nations. Tlie country now
is far from producing tlie amount of food it

requires. This fact is generally viewed with
alarm when tlie possible exigencies of war are

considered, and makes the question of food pro-

vision of preeminent importance. Political sig-

nificance attaches to the situation in that it

is claimed that with Government protection, as
in the Continental States ( i.e, a system of import
duties or of bounties), the agriculturists would
reclaim soil now unprofitable, and greatly in-

crease the degree of independence for the islands.

In regard to natural facilities for agriculture.

Great Britain is somewliat less fortunate than
the rival nations on the Continent, Not only
is its actual area mucli less, but a smaller
proportion of it is adaptable to cultivation, and
even that is, on the whole, of only moderate
natural fertility. The climatic conditions, tem-
perature, and rainfall are, however, generally
favorable, though the summers are too cool for

the growing of corn. It is only since the great
increase in population beginning in the latter

part of the eighteenth century, that the agri-

culture of Great Britain has failed to meet the
food requirements of the people. It was formerly
an exporter of food products and in its earlier

history agriculture was almost its only indus-

try. In harmony with the economic ideas then
current, the Go\'ernnieiit protected the industry

with almost prohibitive import duties. The re-

peal of the corn laws in 1846 opened the markets
to the competition of the world, and British

agricultural interests, though prosperous for a
time, are now helping to pay tlie price of national

prosperity.

The bringing under cultivation of the fertile

virgin soils of other countries, and the con-

stantly cheapening rates of transportation, have
subjected Great Britain to an increasingly severe

competition, and, as in the New England States,

have forced a material modification in its agricul-

tural methods. This is most marked in the de-

crease during the last half-centuiy in the pro-

duction of grain, particularly wheat, and the in-

crease in market gardening and the pastoral
industries, notably dairying. There has been a

revival in the production of wheat since 1895,

in which year the acreage reached the minimum
of 1,417,000 acres. Coincident with this cliange

have been the decrease in the arable and the in-

crease in the pasture land. The American will be
impressed by the striking disproportion between
the staple crops in Great Britain as compared
with tho.se of his own country; for the raising of

barley, oats, and root crops is necessary to take

the place which corn fills in the United States.

The extensive brewing interests create a demand
for hops, which are growii on a large scale in Kent
and Sussex, but the competition of the American
product has robbed the English producer of his

profits. The large population creates a demand
for fruit and garden products, the production of

which is consequently of great and increasing

importance, particularly in the .southeast, the

Severn Valley, and generally in the vicinity of

tlie large cities. The distribution of crops varies
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in the different sections, being determined largely

by physical conditions. The Highlands of North
and South [Scotland, of Western England, and of

a large portion of Wales, are unavailable for

tillage; in fact, a considerable portion of these

hill}' regions is scarcely available for grazing
purposes. Again, there are extensive lowlands
and swampy regions as in the Fens of Lincoln-

shire, which, even with extensive drainage, have
not been entirely brought under cultivation. The
proportion of the total area under crops and
grass for England, Wales, and Scotland is seen

in tlie following table:

the true signilicance of British agriculture. In

that respect it scarcely exceeds some of our
American States, as, for instance, Illinois or

Iowa. Its real importance apjiears when we
consider the intensivencss of cultivation, the ad-

vanced scientific principles ai)plieil, and the re-

sullantf large size of the product per acre, in

these respects Great Britain is unsurpassed. By
a scientific rotation of crops, a maximum culti-

vatit)n of the soil, and a liberal use of natural

and artificial fertilizers, the reluctant soil is

made to produce extraordinarily. Thus, while

the area of cultivation has for half a century re-

England Scotland

For the years.. 1886-90

Total acreage undercrops and
grasses 24,960,192

Permanent pasture 10.216,981 12.622.030 13.457.600

Arable land 1 13,095,137 112,338,102 11,236,592

Cereals
and pulse

Wheat
Barley
Oats
Kye

^ Beans and peas.

Total

Potatoes
Turnips and Swedes

Green 1 Mangold
crops Cabbage, etc., vetches

or tares, and other
green crops

Total..

Clover, sainfoin, and grasses
under rotation

Flax
Hops ..!

Small fruit
Bare fallow

3.284,445
1,953.&S8

1,418,808
46,002

846,501

7,549,144

335,011
1,555,128
331,249

2.684,367
11.866
64,039

2,270.916
1.7',lO,4til

1,085,769
52,384

557,860

6,357,390

371.294
l,-l 04,360
337,139

2,619.819

2.802.72C
2,44U

60,920
37.068

472,620

1.617.721

1.633.426
1,831.740

49.649
389.546

2,652,483

1,581,558
1.070,925

119,844
161.650
245.486

1.945
8,592

2,842.616

1.937.588
905,028

70,404
120,668
249.326

1,293
8,727

2,823,062

1,941.365
881,697

47.019
101,907
208.773

1,460
2.811

4.560,825

1.084,983
3.475.842

122,513
252.105

1,007.339
10,480
29,078

4,895,716 4,900.131

1,207.626 1,428.224

3,088,089 3.471.907

59.311
217.789

1.033.013
8,422
18.481

36.225
235.115
956,389

5.641
14.386

5,524,082

415,105
1,144,035

456.081

637,617

47.018
70.201
6,931

9,626

445.418

40.668
71,323
7.324

6.744

361.970

31.979
61,934
9,811

1,421,515

167,880
603,709

1,748

20,484

1,337,616 1.247,656

1.50,680

481,825
1,265

24.117

2.401,266

2.862,668
630

51,127
67.828

329,002

366.433
124

3

"'33,072

318.062
19

646
16,193

693.821

1.338,106
731

1.092

7,882

657.877

1,655,341
303

3,916
14.601

130.176
468.556

2,950

25,804

617,486

1,693.461
4

6.079
7,221

It will be seen that, in a general way, England
stands out in remarkable contrast from the other

two sections of Great Britain. Two almost equal
agricultural divisions are recognized in England,
the one extending from Northumberland and
Cumberland south to Dorset and west to Cornwall,

or the western half of England, being predomi-
nantl.y grazing, the other, or eastern half, being
predominantly grain-raising. From the above
tables it will be seen that wheat-growing is main-
ly confined to England, as are also rye, beans,

and jieas. and that oats and barley are striking-

ly prominent in the other two divisions. Po-

tatoes and turnips are more proportionately di-

vided between the three kingdoms. Incidentally

it may be noted that Great Britain contrasts with
Ireland mainly in the production of wheat, oats,

and potatoes. Ireland is prominent in the pro-

duction of the last two crops, but raises scarcely

any wheat. (See Irel.\icd.) Grazing is rela-

tively of much greater consequence in Great Brit-

ain than in the United States, or in other Euro
pean countries (omit4^ing Ireland). However, a

statement of the acreage alone does not indicate

mained stationary or decreased, the product has
continuously increased. The following table indi-

cates the product per acre in bushels for the

leading crops as compared with the United
States, France, and Russia:

Ansttal, Average for 1894-1900
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The agricultural products of the Island of

Creat Britain represent about one-third the an-

nual value of those of the United States. Un-
ollioial estimates for the whole of the United
Kingdom show tliat it produces only one-fourth

of the wheat it consumes, eight-thirteenths of the

meat it uses, three-fifths of its barley, four-fifths

of its oats, one-half its beans and peas, and less

than one-half of the dairy products it needs. The
home production of potatoes almost satisfies the
amount consumed. It should be remembered that
a great deal of the stulT fed to stock is al.so im-

ported.

The agriculture of Great Britain is character-

ized l)j' an unusual system of land-ownersliip and
tenure—a system which is generally recognized

as attaining a maximum of production at a
minimum cost, but which is severely criticised

for its social influences. The characteristics are,

briefly: centralization of ownership, capitalistic

tenants who pay money rent on long-time ten-

ures, and a large laboring class who are on a
very low economic and social plane. Each of

these conditions contrasts strikingly with con-

ditions in the United States. The large estates,

which had resulted from the long-continued proc-

ess of land inclosure in which the yeomanry were
excluded, have remained intact through the
operation of the law of primogeniture. In 1876
two-thirds of the entire landed property of

England and Wales was owned by about 10,-

000 individuals— hence' the expression 'upper
tens.' In Scotland, in 1871, 42.1 per cent, of

the total area was owned by only G8 persons.

The .status with regard to ownership in Great
Britain has not materially changed in subsequent
years.

The 'gentleman' who enjoys the honor and the
profits of ownership may spend a 'season' on his

estates; but their cultivation is in the hands of

his tenants, who are generally under the super-

vision of his bailiff. Renting, therefore, is

wellnigh universal, as will be seen from the

following table, giving the actual acreage under
crops and grass occupied bv tenants and owners
(I89S):
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successful, as is indicated by the increase in the
number of allotments (for rent), one acre and
less in size, from 3.57,795 in 1888 to o7!t.l3.3 in

1895. The prospects of the agricultural laborer

are, therefore, becoming somewhat better.

MANlTFACTrRES. Great Britain is known pre-

eminently as a manufacturing country. In no
other land is either the percentage or tlie abso-

lute number of the population engaged in the

industiy so large, and until the recent industrial

development in the United States, no ntlier na-

tion had for more than a centuiy approached
Great Britain in the amount of manufactured
products. ^lanuf.acturing had been for a much
longer period one of the most vital and dominat-
ing industries of the Kingdom; but in the earlier

periods of the nation's history the industry was
of minor importance, and did not begin to equal

that of the Dutch, the Flemish, or the French.

Chief among the factors which have brought
England up from industrial insignificance to so

great a prominence are: (1) Its comparative
freedom from the turbulence and destruction of

vars; (2) its early superiority as .a wool pro-

ducer; (3) the favorable climate; (4) the great

abundance of the coal and iron suppl.v; (5) its

success through the preeminence of shipping in-

terests and the acc(uisition of territorial posses-

sions in extending markets: and (0) the remark-
able series of improved methods and labor-saving

inventions which have been the product of British

genius.

From a very early period Great Britain far

excelled other northern European countries in

the production of wool. The ruder and more
primitive methods of manufacture were known,
and coarse woolens were manufact\ired by each

family as its requirements demanded, but not

for the market. Jlost of the wool was exported
to Flanders. Flanders depended for its supply
almost wholly upon Great Britain, and Great
Britain depended upon Flanders for the better

and finer grades of manufactured woolens. The
idea of retaining the product and securing its

manufacture at home early occurred to the Eng-
lish, and as far back as 1258 a law- prohibited its

exportation. It remained, however, for Edward
III., near the middle of the fourteenth century,

to take advantage of internal troubles in Flan-

ders and secure the migration of a considerable

number of Flemish artisans to England. He
thus accomplished the first great change in manu-
facturing processes. But the cloth had still to

be sent to the Netherlands for dyeing, the mad-
der plant from which the dyes were obtained

and the processes of its preparation being almost
wholly unknown elsewhere. During this period

the guilds were prominent, and the industry

centred mainly in the cities of east England.
The woolen industry grew apace, but it was not

until the Elizabethan reign that its complete
supremacy was established. The wars and per-

secutions on the Continent, and the welcome by
the English authorities, resulted at this time in

a great influx of Flemings, who not only gave
a great impetus to the old industry, but intro-

duced new ones, such as silk-weaving, the manu-
facture of cutlery, cloak-making, and the manu-
facture of hats and potters'. A century later

the revocation of the Edict of Xantes led to

the emigration to England of a large nmnber
of French Huguenots, representing the most
skilled artisans of Fiance. They gave new vigor

Vol. IX.—12.

to British industry, especially to the manufac-
turing of silk, glass, and paper. During this

epoch the industrial system changed, and the

guild system, with the master worknum and
journeymen, gave way to the domestic or hoiise

industry, inider which system the workmen were
scattered through the country districts, and in

addition to their mechanical trades, gen<'rally

cultivated a .small plot of land. In the hitler

part of this period another change was initiated

whicli was attributable to the comparatively
pi-osperous condition of the nation. The manu-
facturing industry had early spread well over tlie

cast and west of England, but not until now did

it develop extensively in the long-desolated re-

gion of the north. The excess of moisture which
characterizes the English climate was recognized

as being di'eidedly advantageous in the manufac-
ture of textiles, and this feature is especially

marked in the north.

Then came the great industrial revolution be-

ginning in the latter half of the eiglitcenth een-

turv', which increased the industrial lead of the

nation at an unprecedented rate, and was so

pregnant with social and political significance.

The initiatory and fundamental f.actors in the

revolution were the remarkable series of mechan-
ical inventions produced during this period of

English history, and which affected practically

every branch of the manufacturing industry. In

connection with the textile industry, the fly-

shuttle was invented as early as 17-33. but did

not for some time come into general use. This

was followed about 1770 by the almost simul-

taneous inventions of Hargreaves and Arkwright.
The spinning jenny of Hargreaves spun fibre into

a plurality of threads instead of a single one.

Arkwright's water frame (so called from its

being run by water) brought about tlie new
system of spinning by rollers. A decade later

Crompton combined the principles of both in one

machine, known as the 'mule.' After a few j-ears

(1785) Cartwright followed with a machine—the

power loom—which wove the yarn into cloth.

Great improvements were made during the same
period in the manufacture of iron, but the limit-

ed fuel-supply prevented the extensive develop-

ment of the industry-. The relief for this situa-

tion came after 1770 through the invention of

James Watt, who rendered the steam-engine

available as a great motive power of easy ap-

plication. Coal production was thereby greatly

increased (see Minerals and Mining), and conse-

quently the manufacture of iron. Tlie use of ma-
chinery, and especially its necessary installation

in a single plant under the application of steam-

power, led to the factory system and the almost

complete overthrow of the old domestic system.

Very significant, too. were the resulting changes

in the location of the weaving industry. The tex-

tile machines were at first generally propelled by
water-power. The north region—Yorkshire and
Lancashire—afforded superior facilities of this

kind, and consequently enjoyed a remarkable in-

crease in textile manufacturing at the expense of

the old centres farther south. Similarly, the coal

resources of the same region drew the iron manu-
facturing away from Suffolk and Norfolk when
coal supplanted wood as a fuel. Birmingham,
which had formerly depended upon the neighbor-

ing forests of Arden for the fuel used in its

smelting industry, was fortunately near enough

to the new coal-fields to place it at a great
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industrial advantage, and it has remained the

largest wntre of tlie iron industry. When steam-

)iu\\x'r supiiUmtcd water-iiower in the textile in-

dustries, the factories were no longer eonipellcd

to locate upon the streams and along water-

courses. But as the coal-supply was in the same
district, and the industry was otherwise favored

there, as has been pointed out, it continued to

develop in the north of England. The adoption

of improved methods was, however, only gradual-

ly accomplislied, these being applied first to

maniifactures of cotton, and subsequently to

voolens and linens.

The value of the annual cotton product in the

I'nited Kingdom was one hundred times greater

at the end of the nineteenth century than at the

beginning. Before the middle of the century it

had surpassed wool in importance. The value of

the annual woolen product was three, and lineu

five, times as great at tlie end as at the begin-

ning of the century. Some idea of the impor-

tance of these two products may be gathered

from the figures of the increase of their exporta-

tion. (See under Commerce.) In 1890 there
were 8,5S.2.)2 persons employed in the textile in-

dustries in England and Wales, 1S4..'J91 in Scot-

land, and 71.788 in Ireland. Lancashire is the
largest centre of the cotton industry. Glasgow-
is another important centre. The woolen indus-

try is largely confined to western Yorkshire.
Both Ireland and Scotland exceed England in

the production of linen. (For a more detailed

description and localization of these and other
industries, see the articles Exgla^'d and ScoT-
LAXD. ) The manufacture of machines and
metal ware is centred principally in Northern
England, the different branches of this industry
being largely localized in special districts. ( See

England.) The Clyde district of Scotland leads
the world in the building of ships. (See Scot-
land.) Scotland and Ireland are noted for the

manufacture of whiskies, and England has a
very large brewing industry. For a comparison
of British and American manufactures, see par-
agraph on Manufactures, in the article United
States.
A considerable part of the British history of

the nineteenth century is the record of the ad-

justment of the social and ])olitieal life to the

modern industrial conditions. (See History.

)

It covers, for instance, such subjects as the aboli-

tion of child labor, the shortening of work hours,

the improvement of sanitary conditions, the

struggle over wages, the rise of trades unions,

the adjustment of borough representation, the

extension of sufTrage. Labor has demonstrated
its power and enlarged its privileges, and in many
respects improved its conditions. Trade union-
ism, after a varied career, is stronger in all re-

spects than ever before. These unions include the
best element of the laboring classes, and their

organizations are well protected by law. Accord-
ing to an estimate made in 1890 for Great Brit-

ain and Ireland, their membership w.as 1.801..')18.

Another means which has been advocated in

Great Britain for the amelioration of the labor-

ing classes, and which has met with much favor,

is the establishment of various forms of co-

operative societies. The cooperative attempts
have been in the field both of production and of

distribution, the latter being the more successful.

In 1899 the 1802 distributive and productive co-

operative societies in the United Kingdom making

returns (it is estimated that there were 1946 irt

existence) contained a total nienUiership of

1,077,018, or more tlutn five times the member-
ship for 1872. The ll.'i4 societies reporting for
England and Wales had a capital of £10,411.202,
and the 295 Scotch societies had a caintal of

f2,.514.008. The sales for the United Kingdom
in 1899 amounted to £e7,91,-),937. and 81,971 per-
sons were directly employed by the societies.

Friendly societies, which provide some sort of
relief for their members, have secured an enor-
mous following in the United Kingdom, the reg-

istered societies and I heir branches in 1891>

being 27.783, with 11.7.50,130 members and funds
amounting to £39,487.019.

Tran.sportation and Communication. Prior
to the industrial revolution in Great Britain
(see heading ilaiiKfact tires) , the inland trans-

portation facilities were much inferior to those of
other European countries. As early as 1423 the
English Government began the improvement of
the Thames River for purposes of navigation,
and also the improvement of natural water-
courses. The constrviction of artificial water-
ways followed from time to time. The latter part
of the eighteenth century and the early part of

the nineteenth century formed a period of re-

markable development in canal construction,
many parts of the country being covered with a
network of canals, which played a leading role

in that early period of industrial development.
With the advent of railroads, the canals were
superseded in a measure, and many of them now
belong to the railroad companies. However, the
ship canals in particular are of great importance,
the largest and most famous of which, the Slan-

ehester Ship Canal, was only completed in its

present form in 1894. This canal is SSi/o miles
in length, and has a minimum deptli of 26 feet

and a miniminn width at the bottom of 120 feet,

so that large ocean vessels are able to pass at

any point. The Gloucester and Berkeley and the

Exeter canals are also ship canals of some im-

portance; and the Thames, Severn. Aire, and
Weaver rivers are canalized. Bearing this and
the insularity of Great Britain in mind, its in-

land shipping facilities are remarkable. There
are 142 miles of canals in Scotland and 2001
miles in England, and, in addition, in the latter

country 093 miles of riverway have been im|)roved
for purposes of transportation by the erection

of locks along their courses. Another method of

meeting the demands of a growing industry
upon transportation was the construction of

toll turnpikes. At the opening of the nine-

teenth century Telford and Mac.-Vdam introduced
their improved methods of road-making, the
main point of difference in the two systems be-

ing that Telford's system required a firm stone

foundation under the less substantial surface,

while Mac.4d<am considered a broken-stone sur-

face sufficient. From this time on. British roads
have been of a high order of excellence. The
care of all highways is in the hands of the rural

district councils, and toll is no longer collected

on any of the roads of Great Britain. Tram-
ways liave from the beginning of the eighteenth

century been tised at the mines, and in the first

years of the nineteenth century one was construct-

ed from Wandsworth to Croyden and Reigate,

and shorter ones ^vere completed in other parts

of the coimtry.

Finally, in 182.') a railway line that was ope-
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rated by steam, 14 miles in lenj,'th, was opened
for passenger tratHe from Stockton to Darlington.

t>team, however, had previously been used in the

hauling of coal at the mines. The first important
railway line in the world, that from Liverpool

to Manchester, was opened in 1830, George
Stephenson had charge of the construction on
both tliese roads. The success of the new system
of transportation being demonstrated, in a few
years it spread into eveiy part of England, Tlie

traffic at once was extensive, and almost all the

lines were originally laid with two or more
tracks. Though differing at first in gauge, a

universal gauge (1,435 meters) has been estab-

lished. The mileage for the United Kingdom in

1850 was 6620; in 1870, 15.540; and in 1900,

21,855 miles. Of the last amount. 15,187 miles

were in England and Wales, and 3485 in Scot-

land. London is the great focal point for all the

principal lines. The increase in the number of

passengers conveyed is indicated in the following

table

:

YEAH
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taining a naval supremacy. In acquiring and
maintaining tliis position. Great Britain has per-

haps more natural conditions in its favor than
any other countrj'. Situated otJ' the west coast

of Europe, it naturally became a convenient trade
centre, and, because of its insularity, it was
granted from the tirst a freedom from disturbing

international contlicts that was unknown to the

Continental trade centres. The importance of

this strategic central position increased with the

growing commercial importance of the Western
Hemisphere. Again, Great Britain has been fa-

vored by the characteristics of her coast-line,

already mentioned under Topograplu/. To these
natural advantages are added other more or less

potent influences, such as lier abundant natural
resources, the energy, ingenuity, and perseverance
of her people, her democratic institutions, and
the activity of the Government in fostering and
protecting trade interests.

The supremacy of English commerce is, how-
ever, of comparatively recent times. ITntil the
reign of Queen Elizabeth the trade of the coun-
try had been almost wholly in the hands of for-

eigners. The fostering of English commerce and
shipping was one of tlie expedients devised to
help in the acquisition of a large treasure of

precious metals ; for, according to the mercan-
tilists of that era, increase in trade would result

in the natural inllow of metals. The organiza-
tion of trading companies was encouraged by the
granting of monopolies. The Levant Company
and the East India Company extended their

operations into the East, while the Virginia
Company, Bernmda Companj-, Hudson's Bay
Company, and a number of others turned to the
newly discovered lands of the West, and were
influential factors in the establishment of colo-

nies. Thus began the transformation of a small
European country into .a vast world empire.
Tliough at this stage competition both in the
East and West was veiy great, England succeed-

ed in extending its trade, the total for imports
and exports increasing from £4.628.000 in 1613
to £12.428.000 in 1699. Out of the trade rivah-y

grew the Kavigation Laws of Cromwell and subse-

quent acts, which tended to limit colonial trade
to English or colonial vessels, and greatly re-

stricted colonial manufactures, with a view to

fostering British trade and shipping interests,

and extending the market for British goods. The
policy operated with gi-eat severity against both
Scotch and Irish trade and industries. The
union of Scotland mth England in 1707. and the
establishment of free trade between the two,
greatly benefited British commerce. Through the
wars of the eighteenth century Great Britain
extended its colonial territory, and thereby broad-
ened its markets. And when in the latter part
of that century the inventions of British genius
so greatly increased English productive power,

its commerce grew at an unprecedented rate.

From 1782 to 1792 the trade increased in value
from £23,300,000 to £44,500,000, and by 1810 it

had reached a value of £87,741,000. In 1780 the

East Indian trade formed but one thirty-second
part of the total foreign trade; but after the
abolition of the monopolj' feature of the rights

of the East India Company as applied to India,

in 1813, and later in China, this commerce rapid-
ly increased.

British energj- and enterprise had now given
the coimtry a Arm hold in a wide field; but, as
the chances against its maintaining its own with
free competition increased, it was realized that
the old trade restrictions of the navigation laws
hampered rather than stimulated traffic. Ac-
cordingly, commercial treaties tending toward
free trade were concluded with various powers,
and finally (1846) an out-and-out free-trade
policy was adopted. ( For a discussion of pres-
ent tarifl' duties, see Finance.) The protective
laws of other countries now militate in a degree
against England's commercial interests, and even
the colonies, after being granted home rule, have
passed protective tariffs which have not been to

the best commercial advantage of the mother
country, although in the case of Canada Great
Britain has been favored to some extent by prefer-

ential tariff's. Nevertheless, in the commerce
with its colonies and dependencies. Great Britain
always has had, and still has. the lion's share.

Some idea of its value to the mother coimtry is

indicated by the fact that British exports to them
are now worth annually about twice the total

of British exports for iS40. In 1897, 34.8 per
cent, of the total imports of the colonies came
from Great Britain, while for the rest of the

world the British imports amounted to only
13.04 per cent. British imports from British

possessions for the years 1855-59 averaged 23.5

per cent, of the total, while the average for the
years 1895-98 was 22 per cent. The British ex-

ports to British possessions averaged for the

same periods 31.5 and 29.3 per cent, respectively.

From 1870 to 1900 the value of colonial imports
from the United Kingdom increased from $269.-

561,917 to .$496,500,059, and the imports to the

I'nited Kingdom from the colonies increased from
.$3I5,.506,938 to .$533,030,835. During th(i period
1892-96 the average annual per cent, of the total

exports from the pos.sessions into the United
Kingdom was 49. For the self-governing colonies

the per cent, was 70.3. The proportion of the
imports from the colonies to the total imports
was almost the same in 1870 as in 1900, while the
proportion of the colonial imports from the Unit-
ed Kingdom to the total imports was much great-

er in the latter year than in the former. The
development of British commerce for the last

four decades of the nineteenth century is indicat-

ed in the following table

:
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From this it will be seen tliat the imports are

increasing faster tlian the exports, lireat Brit-

ain's imports are about twice those ot any
other country, and the United States alone is a
close rival in value of exports. The per capita

exports of the United Kingdom are about twice

those of France, Gerumny. or the United States;

but it must be remembered that the last two
countries arc growing in population more rapid-

ly, and the absolute values of their exports are

gaining on those of Great Britain. From a Gov-
ernment investigation it was found that, during
the period 18S4 to 180,5. though the value of the

jnoducts of the United Kingtlom imported into

other countries increased enormously, yet their

relative importance diminished in every instance,

as will be seen from the following table:

decades of the nineteenth centviry. At first cotton

was obtained from Brazil and the West Indies,

but during the last century the bulk of it has
been sujiplied by the United States, althougli

Kgypt now shares largelj- in the supply. The
importation of cotton from India, which became
prominent during tlie Civil War in the United
States, is now of quite minor importance. (See

India.) At the beginning of the nineteenth cen-

tury the exports of metal products were still

small, but they rapidly increased, the iron and
steel exports attaining the highest figures (£37,-

731,000) in 1873. During the last decade of the

nineteenth century the average annual export was
near £25.000.000. As the British iron-mines be-

come more difficult to woriv, and superior ores are
found in other countries, the imports of iron ore

COUNTRIES

European countries,excluding Austria-Hungarj
Eg.viit
United States, .\r^entina, Uruguay, Chile
China
Japan .'

British posaessions

Proportion of imports from
the United Kingdom

Average of
1884-85

18
39
20
25
45
54

Average of
1893-95

16
34
24
18
33
62

Total imports from all countries

.Average of
1884^85

701.000,000
9.000,000

1C4-,000.000

22.000.000
6.000,000

194,000,000

Average of
1893-95

777,000,000
9.000,000

196.000,000
29,000,000
13,000,000

216,000,000

The following table shows the relative impor-
tance and the tendencies in the trade of the Unit-

ed Kingdom and the United States with other
countries. The point of greatest significance re-

vealed is the relative gain to the United .States

and the loss to the United Kingdom in the trade

with European countries

:

mav be exjieeted to increase. These imports in

l!)do were valued at £5,039,000. Other metals,
copper, tin, and lead, are almo.st equal to iron

in value as imports, but of much less value as
exports. Xo other article of export has increased
in value so rapidl.v in recent years as coal. The
\alue of the exported product doubled during the

COUNTHIES

European countries, excluding United Kingdom and
Austria-Hungary

Egypt
American countries, viz.: Argentina, Uruguay, and

Chile
China
Japan
British possessions

Imports from
United King-
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been the leading exiiort from the English South
African [Xisscssions, and it is also extensively im-
ported from Australia.

Shipping. The extension of the British Empire
and of its inlluence is developed largely through
the instrumentality of British shipping; and the

maintenance of a merchant navy is considered

an essential feature of Great Britain's commercial
and Imperialistic policy. The rise of British

shipping dates from the time of the Mercantilists.

(See Co.MMERCE abo\e.) The series of Naviga-
tion Laws in the seventeenth century were in-

tended to give Britain's vessels a maximum of

the carrying trade. Fishing was encouraged in

order to train men in a seafaring life, and great
pains were taken with marked success by the

Government to develop skill in ship-building.

The naval victories in the wars with Napoleon
gave British vessels almost a complete monopoly
in the carrying trade of the world. About
that time, however, British shipping began to

have a formidable rival in the American mer-
chant fleet. Favored by superior American forest

resources, our fleet developed very rapidly, until

its tonnage in 18G0 almost equaled that of Great
Britain. The American Civil War and the
change from wood to iron in the construction of

vessels resulted, however, in gi'eatly benefiting

the shipping of Great Britain and almost ruin-

ing that of the United States.

At present the tonnage of Great Britain is over
ten times that of the United States, and is larger
than the combined tonnage of all the rest of the
world. In 1897, 57 per cent, of the ocean carry-
ing trade of the United States was in British ves-

sels. Over 40 per cent, of the external trade
of China is carried in British ships, and they
hold foremost rank also in the trade with Japan.
Two-thirds of the vessels passing through the
Suez Canal are British. In 1900 there were en-

gaged in the home and foreign trade, not including
vessels employed on rivers and in inland navi-

gation, 7480 sailing vessels, with 1,989,000 ton-

nage, and 7455 steam vessels, with 7,405,000 ton-

nage. The sailing vessels decreased from 11,570

during the decade, but the decrease in tonnage
was not so great. The steam vessels increased in

number during the same period from 5855. and
the tonnage from 5.021,000. The number of

seamen afloat on British ships is estimated at
235,000.

In 1902 two of the British steamship lines,

Tepresenting but a small part of the total British

shipping, entered a combine controlled by Ameri-
can capital. They will continue to sail, however,
under the British flag. The incident gave rise

to significant questions as to whether this was
the beginning of a policy that might later in-

volve a large part of British shipping, and what
the attitude of the British Government would be
toward this transaction. Shipping has been
greatly facilitated by e.Ktensive river and harbor
improvements—as, for instance, by the broaden-
ing of the river Clyde to Glasgow, and the con-
struction of the ship canal to Manchester. London
continues to hold supremacy, not only over Brit-

ish, but over all the ports of the world. It has
an advantage in being the best railway distribut-

ing centre in England. It receives and distrib-

utes the greater portion of the Continental and
Oriental trade. Cardiff, as a result of its grow-
ing exports of coal, is now next to London in
the amount of its aimual shipping tonnage. Liv-

erpool, rankintr ne.xt, is favored by its position

for the trade with America, of which it has the
greater part. Other important ports are New-
castle, North and South Shields, Hull and Grims-
Tjy, Leith, Glasgow, and Southampton.

B.\NKING. Banking was introduced into Great
Britain by the goldsmiths of London in the sev-

enteenth century. The banking systems of Eng-
land and Scotland have developed independently
and naturally alnng somewhat divergent lines.

In England the first connection of the Govern-
ment with banking occurred in 1694, when the
financial exigencies of the nation made necessary

the advancement of a loan, and the Bank of

England was chartered in order that a loan might
be secured. This bank, through special privileges

granted it by the Government—as, for instance,

giving it the management of the national debt,

making it the bank of the Government, allowing
it luitil 1826 the privilege of being the only joint-

stock bank in England, and granting it the power
to issue notes—has attained an overshadowing
prominence among the banks of that country, and
even among the banks of the world. The mo-
nopoly rights of course implied restrictions on
other banks, so that provincial banking in Great
Britain is generally admitted to have been inad-

equately provided for. The Bank of Scotland was
organized one year later (1695) than the Bank
of England, and it, too, at fir.st (for twenty-one
years) enjoyed monopoly rights; but, unlike the

English bank, it did not secure a renewal of its

patent rights. This gave an opportunity for the

growth of other banks, which have coliperated to

secure a uniform system of banking throughout
Scotland. The form.ation of joint-stock com-
panies was also permitted with liberal priv-

ileges in the matter of issuance of notes. The
authorized note issues of Scotch banks may be
exceeded, providing there is a specie reserve

equal in amount to the excess of the issues, a
precaution which, of course, strengthens the cir-

culation. This reserve is considered as part of

the cash balance of the bank. The Scotch banks
do not lose their rights of issue in Scotland when
they open offices or branches in London or in the

English provincial towns. In England laws were
passed in 1826 which admitted the establish-

ment of joint-stock banks beyond a raditis of 65
miles from London, the number of partners not
to exceed six. This number was increased in

1862 to ten, except for banks of issue; they are

still limited to six.

By the Bank Charter Act of 1844 the issue de-

partment was separated from the banking depart-

ment of each bank, and the issue of bank-notes
was limited to those banks already exercising

that privilege. These institutions were restricted

to a fixed issue, and if they established themselves
within a radius of 65 miles from London they
forfeited their rights to issue notes. Under
these laws the number of note-issuing banks is

decreasing, and this function will probably be-

come the exclusive right of the Bank of Eng-
land unless the laws are changed. The Bank of

England notes are legal tender for all sums over

£5 except at the bank and its branches, and in

Scotland and Ireland. The English and Scotch
bankers pursue ditTerent policies in matters of

interest and commission, the English being in-

clined to cut rates and to underbid for business,

while the Scotch adhere to uniform terms in ac-

cordance with an agreement between them. The
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policies also differ in respect to the dependence
placed upon dill'erent sources of profit. In Kng-
land tlie directors have more to do in the man-
agement than in Scotland, while in Scotland the

agents play a more import.nnt part than in

England. The Scotch bankers have become
famous for the perfection attained in book-
keeping methods.

In I'.lOl there were 3 private and 16 joint-

stock banks belonging to the clearing-house
in London, the process of consolidation having re-

duced the number in recent years, though at the
same time the number of branches has greatly
increased. In 1827 there were 405 private and 6
joint-stock banks in England and Wales; in IflOO

the private banks ha<l decreased to 21 and the

joint-stock banks had increased to 82. In IflOO

the joint-stock banks were represented by 3824
branches. In Scotland there are but II banks
(all joint-stock), with 1077 branches. In June,
1900, the Bank of England, with its II branches,

had capital reserve and undivided profits amount-
ing to £17,800.000; deposits, £48,500,000; loans

and discounts, £30,500,000; and cash on hand and
money on call or at short notice, £33,600,000. The
corresponding figures for the England and Wales
joint-stock banks and branches were respectively

£80.400,000, £571,700,000, and £386,800,000, and
£136,100,000: for the England and Wales private
banks, £7,100,000, £42,100,000, £23,500,000, and
£10,500,000; and for the Scotch joint-stock banks
and branches, £17,100.000, £103,700,000, £70,500,-

000, and £25,600,000 respectively. The colonial

and the foreign joint-stock banks with London
offices have added largely to the total banking
business of the Kingdom.

lishnient of the potital savings banks. In the
last two decades of the nineteenth century the
capital of the old savings banks ffuctuated about
£45,000,000 with a rising tendency at the end
of that period, whik' the postal savings banks
increased tlieir capital over four times, the
amount in I8!I9 being £130,118,605.
The scheme for tlie operation of postal savings

banks went into effect in 1861. Deposits, includ-
ing interest, have a maximum limit of £200. De-
positors cannot deposit more than £50 in any
one year. Two and one-half per cent, interest is

allowed on deposits. The depositor may with-
draw his money at once through any postal
savings bank in the Kingdom. The number of
depositors in the postal savings banks increased
from 2,184,972 in 1880 to 8,046,680 in 1890, and
the amount thev invested increased during the
same period from £11,079,137 to £42,145,981.
Tlie number of depositors in the trustees sav-
ings banks remained about the same during the
before-mentioned period, being 1,519,805 in 1880,
and 1,601,485 in 1899. The amount invested in
the latter banks was £9,008,315 in 1880, as
against £12,737,645 in 1899. Penny savings
banks and special savings banks for soldiers and
seamen have been established. The granting of
annuities and the insuring of lives are also pro-
vided for through the pcfetal service.

Finance. The ordinary expenditures incurred
in the maintenance of the National Government
are increasing rapidly, necessitating a correspond-
ingly greater national income. The increase in
the expenditures and the receipts for the last
half of the nineteenth century will be seen in

the following table

:

EXPENDITURES

National debt .

Navy
Army
<^ivil Service
Elementary education
Imp. revenue to supplement local taxation
Ko.val civil list, judicial salaries, annuities, pensions,

etc
€ollec. of revenue

Totals

BECEIPT8

Excise
<:!ustom8 „ .'

Income tax
Death duties
Stamp duties
House duty
l,and tax

Totals

1890

£25,000,000
15,270,000
17.510,000
10,510.000
6,080,000
6,185,000

1.485.1100

2,560,000

f82,600,000

£27,130,000
20.456,000
12,780.000
9.150,000

6,160,000
1,980,000
1,050.000

£78,705,000

1895

£25,000,000
17,200,000

17,970.000
10.140,000

8,750,000
7,015,000

1.410,000
2,645,000

£90,130.00%

£30,515,000
20,;);)0,ooo

15,650,000
10,900,000
6,830,000
1,400,000
1,020.000

£86,705,000

190O

£23,000.000
26,595.000
20,815,000
11,280,000
11,250.000
9,965.000

1.325.000
2,800,000

£107,030,000

£105,970,000

Averape,
1851-60

£29.036,000
10.680,000

15.083,000

12,407,000

£67,208,000

£18,118,000
23,707,000

£66,181,000

Savings Banks, A savings bank was estab-

lished in Scotland in I8I0, and soon after such
institutions became established in different parts
of Great Britain, Under the law of 1817 and
subsequent laws, these banks were placed under
the regulation of the Government, and during the
second quarter of the nineteenth century they en-

joyed a rapid growth. The deposits of these
banks are turned over to the Bank of England,
which allows a specified rate of interest upon
them. The rate of interest paid depositors va-
ries, but is in excess of that ordinarily paid by
banks. The trustees are prohibited from receiv-

ing any profits. The growth of the old. or trus-

tees, savings banks was checked by the estab-

The above table does not show the receipts and
expenditures of the post and telegraph service,

except that these items are included in the fig-

ures for 1851-00, but were not large. These re-

ceipts and expenditures in large measure at pres-

ent cancel each other; the receipts in 1900 being
£16,580,000, and the expenditures £12,850,000,
Neither do the figures show the recent extr.a ex-

penses incurred by the Boer War, the total war
charges for the year 190001 being £68,620,000.
It will be seen that the largest absolute increase
for the last decade of the nineteenth century was
that incurred by the navy, this having now become
the largest item of the ordinary expenditure.
The expense of the army is also becoming heavier.
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Tlie greatest per cent, of increase in any single

expenditure item was tliat incurred for elemen-
tary education. After the item of the army and
that of the navj-, the service of the national debt
(see table) is at present (1903) the largest item
of the annual expenditure. As a result of the
change in the taritl' policy of the country, the

customs duties are relatively of much less im-

portance than they were in the middle of the
ninetecntli century, although they have almost
held their own absolutely. Tlie collections from
the excise duties, on the other hand, have about
doubled during the same period. The death du-
ties and the income tax have latterly become very
important sources of revenue.

The British budget is characterized by sim-
plicity, and by its attempt to adjust the burden
imposed in such a manner as will make it least

felt, i.e. in accordance with the ability of peoj)le

to pay. The income tax was first resorted to

in 1798 as a special means of raising revenue
for war purposes. From 1815 to 1842 it was
abolished, but was revived at the latter date in

consequence of the reduction of the corn taxes.

This tax now meets with general approval, and
has become a permanent feature in the national
budget. Incomes under £100 are exempt from
the operation of the tax. and the moderate in-

comes, or those below £TOO, are favored by abate-

ments. The income tax is made to fluctuate

more or less as the annual exigencies of the
budget may demand. The income-tax rate has
gradually increased from 2d. per pound in

1874, until in 1901-02 it stood at Is. 2d. per

pound. Like the income tax, the death rates

operate to favor the masses. The most important
fiscal change made in the last quarter of the

nineteenth century was the readjustment of the
death rates in 1894 so as to increase the rates

and the assessment of an export duty on coal.
Tobacco and tea are tlie chief customs revenue
producers, yielding respectively in 1901 £12,838,-
578 and £6,264,515, other ta.xed articles being
nun, brandy, and other spirits, wine, coffee, cur-
rants, raisins, and cocoa. The principle of pro-
tection is generally considered to have been
wliolly abandoned in the Britisli revenue policy,

but in fact tlie tariff is still in a limited w.ay
highly protective, and is shaped expressly to aid
British manufacturers. Thus a distinction is

made between raw cocoa and the manufactured
cocoa, roasted and unroasted coffee, manufactured
and unmanufactured tobacco; and the distinction
is sufficiently large to guarantee the importa-
tion of the raw products, and render possible
the prosperity of the home industries based
upon them. In 1901 the import duty on un-
manufactured tobacco was from 3.v. to 3s. 4d.
per pound and on manufactured tobacco from
3s. lOrf. to 5s. Off. per pound. Raw coffee was
taxed at 14.s. per hundredweight, while kiln-

dried was taxed at 2d. per pound. The minimum
tax on tea was 3s. ~d. and the maximum 4s. id.

The British fiscal system applies uniformly to

England and Wales, Scotland and Ireland, with
the exception that Ireland is exempt from the
land tax and the inhabited-house tax. It is inter-

esting to note the different results realized from
the application of a uniform policy to kingdoms
so differently conditioned. It has been shown
by Mr. J. W. Root that, omitting licenses (which
scarcely benefit the Imperial exchequer), the
proportion of the direct to the indirect taxes
for the United Kingdom is as 46 to 54, whereas
the proportion of direct to indirect taxes (1899)
in the different kingdoms are as shown in the
following table, together with the per capita
value of the taxes:
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the hands of the elected local overseers, the

valuation list being made to include every class

of property. The rates for real properly are

, based upon the annual value of the property as

dfter)nined by the amount it will rent for. The
town councils, boards of guardians, and school

boards are the local spcndinf; liodies. In recent

j'ears local expenditure and indebtedness have in-

creased rapidly. British nuuiicijjalities have be-

come noted for their activity in assuming the

ownership and control of productive properties,

ofttimes receiving the net revenue from this

source.

National Debt. Great Britain sustains the

burden of a heavy debt which is exceeded only

by those of France and Russia. It is three

times as great as that of the United States.

The beginning of the debt dates from the reign

of Charles II.. and in 1088 amounted to £604,263.

The wars of William III. raised it to £12,767,-

225, and by the commencement of the American
war in 1775 it had increased to £126,842,811.

The war with the American colonies almost
doubled this figure, leaving it in 1784 at £243,-

063,145. This was followed by the enormously
expensive Napoleonic wars, which augmented the

debt until in 1815 it was £861,039,049. At the

commencement of the Crimean War in 1854 it

had been reduced to £804,226,354, and at the

end of that war it stood at £830,144,597. From
that time it decreased rapidly until 1899, when
it stood at £627,562,685; but the expenditure
for the Boer War raised it again until it reached

£690,922.622 in 1901. Of this the funded debt

amounted to £551,182,153, the tenninal annuities

(estimated capital value) £61,677,409, and the

unfunded debt £78,133.000. A large part of the

national debt is in the form of the famous British

consols, or consolidated annuities, the principal

of which is payable only at the pleasure of the

Government.
Weights, Measures," and Coinage. Two sys-

tems of weights and measures are legal not only in

Great Britain, but throughout the British Km-
pire, namely, the Imperial and the metric. The
Imperial system is constituted from a variety

of ancient, and of customary, trade denomina-
tions, and was legalized in 1824. The metric sys-

tem was permitted to be used for retail trade in

1897, though it had been employed for many
years prior to that by chemists, physicists, and
manufacturers. Standards of weight and meas-
ure are kept at the standards department. Old
Police Yard, Westminster, under the custodj of

the Board of Trade ; with these standards other

standards must be compivred and verified. In
practice the ancient native weights, measures,
and coinage are still in common use in India.

See India.

Defense. The system of defense and the mili-

tary and naval arrangements of Great Britain
are peculiarly distinctive of that country. The
predominating factors in the situation are the
insular position of the country and the vast
extent of foreign domains that need protec-

tion. Both of these conditions unite in making
England's safety dependent upon the strength
of its navy, and accordingly this has long re-

ceived the chief attention from the Government.
The general plan is to keep the navy at least
as powerful as the combined navies of any other
two countries. The strength of the navy more
than doubled in the last fifteen years of the

nineteenth centurj'. The pcrsoiuiel is recruited
by voluntary enlistment. Preparation for the
service begins between the ages of fifteen and
sixteen and one-half years, a term of two years
being served in the training-ships, at the end
of wliicli period the recruit may be drafted into

the Heet to serve for a period of twelve years,

when he may leave the service or reengage for

an additional period of ten years. The mercan-
tile marine is depended ujjou to supply a naval
reserve, the State having made arrangements
whereby a certain number of merchant seamen
may secure a given number of days' drill an-

nually, and engage themselves to join the navy
if an emergency should make it desirable.

In the last decade of the nineteenth century
the colonies began of their own free will to sluue

in the expense of the maintenance of the Im-
l)erial na\'V'. In 1901-02 the total number of men
and officers serving in all the ranks was 118,625.

The administration of the navy is vested in a
Board of Admiralty, the head of which, the First

Lord of the Admiralty, is a Cabinet officer. (For
the details of the organization, administration,
and the statistics of the British Navy, see the
article Navies.) In case of attempted attack
or invasion, the navy is depended upon to prevent
a landing, and the importance of forts and their

garrisons is therefore less than in the Continen-
tal countries. Some sort of defense is provided
for all the principal ports of Great Britain and
Ireland, including London, Hull, Newcastle,
Leith, Aberdeen, Glasgow, Liverpool, Cardiff,

Bristol, Plj-mouth, Portsmouth, Dover, Chatham,
and Belfast. The efficiency of the navy is greatly

strengthened by the establishment of numerous
naval bases and coaling stations which its widely

distributed possessions have made possible. The
following enumeration does not include a large

number of small coaling stations. In North Amer-
ica and the West Indies there are Saint .Johns

(Halifax), Bermuda, Port Royal, Port Castries,

Port an Spain, Saint .John (Tobago) ; and on
the Pacific, Esquimalt on Vancouver Island. In
South America there are Port Stanley (Falkland
Islands), and Coquimbo in Chile, while vessels

are also permitted to coal in the Rio de la Plata

and at Rio de .Janeiro. On the west coast of

Africa and in Cape Colony there are Sierra

Leone, Cape Coast Castle, Cape Town, and Si-

mon's Bay. besides the islands of Ascension and
Saint Helena. In Australia there are Sidney,

^Melbourne, Albany, and Hobart (Tasmania), and
in New Zealand, Wellington, Auckland, and
Christchurch besides. In the Fiji Islands there

is Sviva. Belonging to the East Indian naval
station are Aden. Bombay, Colombo. Trincomali.
Port Louis, Zanzibar, and Port Victoria. In
the Jlediterranean are Gibraltar and Malta and
a coaling station at Port Said.

While Great Britain overshadows all other
countries in the strength di its navy, its stand-

ing army is greatly surpassed by those of its

principal Continental neighbors. In 1901-02 the

total number of men and officers in all ranks was
219,800. Tlie main function of the British stand-

ing anny is the defense and control of the exten-

sive colonial possessions, and it is considered ne-

cessary that forces sent to distant possessions be

enlisted for longer terms than could be reason-

ably demanded for conscripts. Consequently, un-

like other European countries, enlistment is vol-

untary, and the average term of active service is
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much longer than on the Continent. The term
of active service is from tliree to seven years,

the length of service in the reserve varying from
five to nine years. The control of tlie people
over the army is secured by the constitutional
authority of the National Parliament to prohibit,

if it choo.<e, the maintenance of an army in times
of peace, and by the necessity of an annual grant
for its financial support. A Cabinet ollicer

—

the Secretary of State for War—is at the head
of the army administration. (For details of

the army organization, administration, and
statistics, see Armies.) The military relation

of Great Britain to its colonies presents some
interesting aspects. Tlie Imperial forces have
been withdrawn from all the self-governing colo-

nies except Natal, and local responsibility for

self-defense has become a recognized principle.

The contributions of military forces by the colo-

nies during the late Boer War proved the loyalty
of these dependencies, and revealed a source of

strength which is of great moment to the Im-
perial cause. The British forces stationed in
India are supported by taxes raised in that
country.

Population. The first official census taken of
Great Britain was in 1801. Estimates have been
made of the population of England upon the
hasis of the Domesday record. These estimates
place the total in the latter half of the eleventh
century at a little less than 2,000,000. Over
half of the population was then centred in

Southeastern England—in the counties north and
south of London—the Norman Conquest having

tion from the south to the north. The lands
in the north, wliich had been so long deserted,

have finally become the most densely popuhited
portion of the British Islands. This movement
nortliward assumed full momentum when im-
proved inventions and methods made it desirable
to secure for manufacturing the aid of water-
power such as was liest supplied by the
streams of Lancashire and Yorkshire. Still later,

when coal and iron became extensively drawn
upon, the supply of these minerals also was found
to be situated in tliis northern district. The
greater moisture of the atmosphere in this re-

gion, as indicated above, increased its desirabili-

ty as a textile manufacturing centre, and con-

sequently encouraged the growth of its popula-
tion. The manufacturing and mining district

around Manchester and extending southward
to Birmingliam is the most densely populated
district of equal area in Great Britain, or in the
world, with the possible exception of certain
districts of China. The next five most populous
districts are a small region surrounding London,
and the Lowland region of Scotland. The density
])er square mile of the population of the principal
divisions of Great Britain in 1901 was: England,
GOG; Wales, 230; Scotland, 150. The population
of these kingdoms together with Ireland lor the
years 1821, 1861, and 1001 will be seen in the
following table, together with the percentage
of the total i)opulation of the United Kingdom
which each country constituted in these respec-

tive years, and also the percentage of increase of

each country for the decade 1891-1901:
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large rural area, wliich in 1801 oontaiiipd nearly
half of the total poimlalion, made only an in-

significant gain compared with that of the whole
country, and actually sull'ered a decrease in tlie

last thirty-year period. A study of Scotland
would reveal a similar movement of the popula-
tion. The following table shows the population
for towns having above 200,000 inhabitants in

1901. There are si.xteen such towns as against
nineteen for the United States, although the
population in the latter country is more than
twice that of Great Britain. London's steady
growth has kept it far in advance of all other
cities of the world in population.

CITIES
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civil marriages amounted to 15 per cent. It is

estimated that the number of people not in the

Established. Catliolic, or Jewisli churches, Avlio

are therefore jiresumablv Dissenters in sym-
pathy, is considerably over one-fifth of the total

population. After the Methodists, the Con-
gregational ists and the Baptists respectively are

strongest, the Presbyterians following with a
much smaller number, the members of this

Church being most numerous in the northern
counties of England. The Dissenters are strongly

predominant in the northern counties of Wales,
and attempts have been made to secure the dis-

establishment of the Episcopal Church within
Wales. The Catholic Church had remained quite

small in England and Wales until the influx of

the Irish in the famine years from 1845 on.

^More recently the Catholics have secured many
converts from the Established Church. In 1900
their number was estimated at about 1,500.000.

The Church of England is not composed of homo-
geneous elements. On the contrary, on account
of its latitudinarian policy, widely diverse fac-

tions are retained within its organization. Since

about 1S50 the High Church element, represent-

ing a reactionary movement toward a greater
ceremonial, has become predominant, while the

Broad Church movement, which stands especially

for a more liberal theology-, has also grown at
the expense of the old Low Church.
The changes have not been so marked in Scot-

land, Presbyterianism having a much firmer hold
upon that country than Episcopacy has upon
England. Both the Episcopal and the dissenting
churches mentioned above have secured a footing

in Scotland, but have never become strong. Lat-
terly the Catholics have had a growth in Scot-

land similar to that in England, and in 1900
their number was estimated at about 305.000.

However, Presbyterianism itself has had an
eventful course, undergoing a number of schisms.

The Established branch, though still containing
over half of the total number of Presbyterians,
contains less than half of the Church communi-
cants of the country. When, after the union
with England, Parliament gave lay patrons the
right to present clergymen to vacant benefices,

the ensuing dispute resulted, in the early part of

the eighteenth century, in two divisions, the se-

ceding bodies afterwards uniting and becoming
known as the United Presbyterian Church of

Scotland; and finally in 1S43 the same question
resulted in another division from the Established
Church, which gave rise to the Free Church of

Scotland. In 1900 this body etfected a joint
organization with the L'nited Presbyterian branch
rmder the name of the I'nited Free Church of

Scotland. Of the minor divisions of the Presby-
terian Church, the most important is that known
as the Reformed Presbyterian. Neither the Es-
tablished Church in England nor the Established
Presbyterian Church in Scotland receives any
State financial aid. The support of the Episcopal
Church is secured mainly from the local endow-
ments of the individual churches.

In Ireland the Celtic element has persistently
stood by the Catholic faith, but the early influx
of Scotch Presbyterians and English Episcopa-
lians and the very heavy emigration of the
Catholics in the nineteenth century have resulted
in appreciably reducing the Catholic percentage.
The Episcopalians, who in 1901 numbered about
579.000, or 13 per cent, of the population, are

centred in Dublin and the eastern portion of
the island. Tlie Presbyterians, with a member-
ship of 443,000, are confined largely to the nortli-

eastern part. There are Ul.OOO Methodists.
Jews are not numerous in the United King-

dom, 150,000 being given as their number in

1901. They are confined to London and a few
of the other large towns. The organization of

the difTerent denominations represented in the
United Kingdom will be given under the respec-

tive titles of those bodies. See also Ireland.
Education. There has been a verj' marked

contrast between the development of the educa-
tional system in England and Wales and its

development in Scotland. In the former kingdom
there ^^as no public-school system until the nine-

teenth centun' was well advanced, and its devel-

opment tlien was very slow, lieing hami^ered
throughout by a bitter religious controversy. In

Scotland provision was made for public schools

before the close of the seventeenth century, and
the system developed without serious embarrass-
ment from religious controversies, and has always
ranked much in advance of the system in the
southern kingdom. During the earlier centuries

a large number of endowments had been estab-

lished in England, administered usually under
the auspices of some religious sect : but the in-

struction was usually defective, comprehending
little more than the dead languages. So little

regard was exercised over the administration of

these endownnents that abuse was easy, and many
of the endowments were lost or diverted into

other channels. The scheme of education em-
braced but a small part of the population, and
the educational status compared very imfavorably
with that existing in some of the Continental
States.

In the early years of the nineteenth century an
interest began to be aroused in behalf of a more
general diffusion of education. Two rival organi-

zations were established for that purpose. The
British and Foreign School Society, dating from
1808, represented the dissenting religious ele-

ment, and its board schools were carried on in

accordance with a plan advocated by its leader.

Joseph Lancaster. Xo dogma was taught, but the

Bible was read. The National Society (1811),
on the other hand^ followed the ideas of An-
drew Bell, and made religion and the interests

of the Established Church prominent in the

national schools which they founded. The
growth of interest in education resulted in the
appointment of a connnittee from the House of

Commons (1810) to inquire into the nature of

elementary instruction, and in 1818 of a royal
commission to inquire into educational charities.

But no financial aid was given until 1833, when
.$100,000 was granted, this being divided be-

tween the educational societies. Inspection was
soon made a condition to receiving aid, and the

rival factions secured the right to approve the
inspectors who were to examine their respective

schools. In 1856 an educational department was
founded to administer the Government grant.

'Payment by results' became the ruling principle

in the distribution of funds, the 'results' being
determined by the examination held by the in-

spector in the subjects of reading. wTiting, and
arithmetic. In 18fi9 the school accommodations
were only half those required, though they had
doubled in the decade ending in that year. In

1870 the Elementary Education Act was passed,
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establishing the basis of a general educational sys-

tem which is still in force. It attempted to pi-ovide
for the education of all children between tlie ages
of live and fourteen; annual Parliamentaiy
grants were to be shared by the public and the
private schools on the same conditions; there was
to be a central administrative agency, and wher-
ever the local needs were not amply provided for,

school boards were to be elected and board
schools established; in the board schools no
religious catechism was to be taught, though re-

ligious instruction might or might not be given,
and in the voluntary schools religious instruction
could not be forced upon a child if its parents ob-

jected. In 1S72 a similar system was established
for Scotland, but with elected school boards for

every parish, and these have charge of higher as
well as elenicntaiy education.

Scotland has its own central administrative
board. In 1900, the .separate departments of edu-
cation and science, which had formerly e.\isted

in England, were united under a board of edu-
cation. Tills board is expected to secure a better
systemization of the secondary and technical de-

pai-tments of instruction. The central authorities
are assisted by a corps of insijectors and sub-

inspectors. Every religious body now conforms
with the conditions prerequisite to receiving aid.

In England the voluntary schools still enroll over
half the school attendance, their predominance
being greatest in the smaller towns and rural dis-

tricts. In Scotland the voluntary schools enroll

(1897) only 22 per cent, of the school attendance.
Education is now compulsoiy in both England
and Scotland for the age period from five to four-

teen, though under given conditions total or par-
tial exemption may be secured at the age of
eleven in England and of twelve in Scotland. In
districts in which tliere are no boards, school com-
mittees are appointed to secure the enforcement
of the law in regard to attendance. Kindergarten
work is given a prominent place in the elementary
system. Women may be elected members of the
school boards. Complete illiteracy records are
not taken, but estimated upon the decided de-

crea.se in the proportion of persons who cannot
write their names on the marriage register—

a

decrease from 12.3.4 per thousand for husbands
during the period 1881-85 to 29 in 1899—illiter-

acy is being rapidly stamped out.

Secondary and Technical Education. Tliere

is no secondary educational system in England, al-

though a number of elementary schools give
advanced secondary courses as well, a consid-

erable number being adinirably equipped for this
work. There is, however, a large number of sec-

ondary schools maintained by private enterprise,
endowment, subscription, etc. It was the en-

dowed boys' schools of this class that in earlier

years had been especially subject to abuse, but
the investigation of the royal commission and
the consequent passing of laws and the establish-

ment of the endowed schools commission in the
sixties resulted in revolutionizing the methods
of these schools. In 1897 there were 158.000 bovs
and 1.3.3.000 girls attending such voluntary
schools, one-fourth of whom were hoarders. These
schools emphasize distinctions based upon .social

caste, and some of them are very exclusive. In
Wales each county has an educational council,

and over all is a central board with powers of

inspection and examination of the secondary

schools. Through these agencies secondary edu-
cation is am|)ly provided for in \\'ales.

In Scotland, as we have already noted, school
boards may establish secondary schools. Second-
ary and tcclinical as well as elementary work is

done at the evening continuation schools. The
number of the.se .scliools and of their attendance
has increased very rapidly, the enrollment in Eng-
land having risen from 115.582 in 189,3 to 358.2(i8

in 1897, the average attendance for the year 1900
being 200,335. The Seotcli provision for evening
continuation schools is almost identical with
that of England. In England and Wales there
is no thoroughly defined .system of technical in-

struction, although, through the assistance of

special grants, manual training and tlie indus-

trial arts and sciences are given considerable at-

tention, while the miuiiciivalities have been active

in securing the erection of technical institutions.

In Scotland technical schools may be established
by the school boards.

TE-iCiiEES. The early schools of Lancaster and
Bell used the older pupils as teachers for the
younger, the plan being known as the monitor
sj'stem, which with some modification became
known later as the pupil-teacher system. This
class of teachers is now decreasing in number,
and in 1890 wa.s less than one-fifth of the total
number in England and Wales. There are a large
number of teachers' colleges, and the universities

generally provide training courses for teachers.

Both of these types of schools are inspected and
subsidized by the Government. The graduates of

these schools are known as certificated teachers,
and at the end of the nineteenth century those
graduating annuall.v amounted to two-thirds the
number needed. Those passing the examination
for a teacher's certificate without taking the nor-
mal course became known as assistant teachers,
and these constituted (1900) nearly one-third of

the total. There are more than twice as many
female as male teachers. In Scotland the propor-
tion of trained and of pupil teachers is consid-
erably greater and of assistant teachers consider-
ably less than in England and Wales. Teaching
has become recognized as a life profession. In
1898 ii Parliamentary law was passed appli-

cable to England, Scotland, and Wales, which
provides a pension for teachers attaining the
age of sixty-five years. In recent years there has
been a decided increase in salary, so that the
profession has become well paid. In 1897 the
average salary of certificated male teachers was
$613, and female teachers $407.
Finance. The system of payment by 'results'

grew into disfavor through the belief that it

favored [wrfunctory methods of instruction, and
after a number of modifications, in which the
principle was partially retained, it was finally

given up almost entirely (1895). The grant is

now distributed, practically on the basis of aver-
age attendance, to all sdiools that conform suf-

ficiently with the requirements in the estimation
of the inspectors. In Scotland the old principle
is recognized to the extent that the amount of
the grant may, upon the recommendation of the
inspector, be reduced because of inferior instruc-
tion to even one-half the regular rate. In 1891, a
law was passed providing grants to all schools re-

mitting fees, thus practically establishing free
elementary instruction. A law of 1.S97 allows
an extra annual grant to voluntary schools.

These, however, ai-e not allowed to share in the
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local taxes, as are the board schools. The same
distinction is made in Scothmd as in Kngland
and Wales in the support of l>i)ard as against vol-

untary schools. The total expenditure for educa-

tion increased enornu)Usly in the last decade o£

the nineteenth century, the increase being almost

wholly on the part of public and national contri-

butions as against the voluntary and local. In
1900 the local income for elementary schools in

England and Wales from all sources, public hnd
private, amounted to £4,3.34,005, and was some-
what less than in 1891. while the Parliamentary
grant for the year 1900 was £8,234,202, or two
and one-half times that of 1891. The receipts of

the school boards in Scotland in 1900 amounted
to £2,543,873.

Universities. Great Britain in proportion to

population does not make as ample provisions for

university education as is made in most other

European countries. There was, however, in the

last half of the nineteentli century a remarkal)le

increase in tlie number of imiversities and in

their attendance, and the spliere of their influ-

ence has been decidedly increased. The new col-

leges which have grown up have not been ham-
pered with the restrictions which tradition has
imposed upon the two old English universities,

Oxford and C^imbridge, and greater emphasis has
been placed upon science and the adaptation of

their courses to the practical demands of the

local industrial conditions. The London Uni-
versity constituted an examining body in 1S3G
(when the original London University, founded in

1826, became University College), and was trans-

formed into a teaching body in 1898. comprehend-
ing in 1900 twenty-four difierent colleges, with an
enrollment of 4789. In 1878 colleges situated at

^Manchester, Leeds, and Liverpool, respectively,

w-ere federated under the title Victoria Univer-
sity. Tlie Durham LTniversity, established in

1832, was extended in 1871, so as to include the

colleges of medicine and science at Newcastle-
upon-Tyne. Birmingham University was consti-

tuted in 1900. All of these were established

tlirough the aid of private beneficence, but now
receive aid from the Government. In 1900 Ox-
ford had 3481 students, and Cambridge in the
following year had 2958. The University of

Wales, composed of a number of affiliated colleges

situated at different points, was established in

1893. The four Scotch universities. Saint An-
drews, Glasgow. Aberdeen, and Edinburgh, date
from the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. The
financial status of the Scotch universities has
recently very greatly improved, and since the
further extension of the secondary system of

education in Scotland the universities are enabled
to give more attention to the strictly university
work and less to preparatory courses.

The necessity of signing the Thirty-nine Ar-
ticles in order, to matriculate at Oxford and
Cambridge was removed in 1854, as was also, in

1871, the exaction of religious tests as a condition
of securing degrees, except for the theological
degree. In the last quarter of the nineteenth cen-

tury women were admitted to the university ex-

aminations in a number of branches at Oxford
and Cambridge, and colleges for female students
have been established in connection with both in-

stitutions. In 1878 Lo7idon University opened
all its faculties to the examination of women on
perfect equality with men, and the Victoria and
Durham universities and those of Scotland and

Wales have since followed the example. The
effort to extend the advantages and inlluence of
the universities gave rise in the latter decades of
the nineteenth century to the custom of afford-

ing, at various points, courses of lectures and
class work, and holding summer meetings, etc.,

for the benefit of non-resident and non-matricu-
lated stiulents. Tliis system is generally known
as university extension work. Furthermore, a
system of local examinations under administra-
tion of the universities has grown up, certificate*

being granted to successful candidates.
Ch.\rities. The history of charitable effort in

England is more comprehensive and offers more
of interest and value than that of any other
country. Like otlier phases of English historj'. it

treats of a continuous growth ; it is in a measure
a running commentary upon the changing social

life. During the time when the manor was giv-

ing way to the parish, yet before the hand of the
Cluirch had become overshadowed by tliat of the
State, the performance of the charitable func-

tion was largely a matter wliich concerned the
Church, and almsgiving was looked upon as a
religious duty. The parish became the most
common unit of relief, but the monasteries which
were scattered over the country also placed much
stress on works of charity, and numerous hos-

pitals were established through the instrumen-
tality of the hospital orders, which for a time
played a conspicuous part. Tlie monasteries and
the hospitals received large endowments, gener-

ally in land. These constituted a remunerative
source of income. There was a lack of coor-

dination. The giving was indiscriminate; there
was little regard to need or social consequences.

When the towns grew up and the guilds became
powerful, the changed conditions were reflected

in the system of charity relief by the establish-

ment of institutions by the municipalities, or by
the different guilds for the benefit of their mem-
bers. Indeed, the towns had acquired a consider-

able experience in dealing with the poor before
the State took the problems in liand, and the
policy of the State was largely borrowed from
the municipalities. The breakdown of the feudal

system and the transition from general agricul-

ture to sheep-farming had lieen characterized

by migrations of the population and increased
vagrancy.

All this the State vigorously though vainly at-

tempted to suppress. It was not until the Refor-

matfon that the State began to deal with tlie

general question of pauperism. By tlie destruc-

tion of monasteries the State had incurred the

obligation of providing some means of relief in

their stead. Moreover, in consequence of the
change in religious thought, almsgiving was
looked upon less and less as a duty, and the mem-
bers of parishes did not contribute so liberally. Ac-
cordingly, iluring the reigns of Henry VIU. and
Queen Elizabeth a general State policy in dealing

with the question was rapidly developed. The
process of transformation from Cliurcli to State

was a gradual one. The parish continued to be

the imit of Church collections, and the State

and Church officers cooperated in its admin-
istration. Church collections of alms passed into

quasi-voluntary contributions, and then, as ad-

ditional steps were taken to enforce collection, it

became a regularly assessed local poor rate. A
compulsory rate was definitely fixed by an act

of 1601. This act established the foundation
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principles of the poor-law policy. Those prin-

ciples, though subsequently expanded and supple-

mented, are still recognized. Children were to

be provided for through apprenticesliip. A dis-

tinction was made between adults who were able

to work and those who were not, relief being

extended to the latter, while the former were
forced to woik. In ]iractice tlie system operated
very unevenly in dili'erent parishes, since the lack

of centralization in the system, and the want of

adequate guaranties for proper administration,

enabled the local authorities to act arbitrarily

—

ofttimes '.mwisely and not infrequently to their

own selfish interests.

In ItilO an act was passed looking to the estab-

lishment of Houses of Correction in every county,

but these were not intended as disciplinnry in-

stitutions. The continued migration of vagrants
led to the creation in 1602 of a law of settlement

which was sadly out of harmony with the chang-
ing conditions of the times, and proved a heavy
burden upon the industrial and social life of the

country. According to this law settlement could

be acquired in forty days, but the individual

could be removed during that time if it was con-

sidered that he was likely to become need,y. In
consequence of the enforcement of this act, it

often happened that one parish would be per-

manently afflicted with paupers. Even the wor-
thy were unable to settle in a neighboring parish,

which perhaps was almost equally unfortunate
because of the lack of laborers to perform the

work required. The resulting social condition

has been aptly termed a system of statutory

.serfdom. In 1723 a law was passed making pos-

sible the general establishment of workhouses and
the application of the important principle that

these might be used as a test of need, and relief

outside of the workhouses might be refused to the

able-bodied. This improved conditions for a time,

but the law was allowed to fall into disuse. Dur-
ing the industrial revolution about the end of

the eighteenth century there were naturally many
persons who did not conform with the changing
conditions, and the pauper element rapidly in-

creased. Jforeover, the development of a greater

humanitarian sentiment gave rise to a profligate

generosity which was reflected in the poor-law
legislation of the period.

The Gilbert Act (1782), while creating the

Poor-Law Union and introducing some other im-

provements in the system of administration,

directly violated the principle of the workhouse
test by making it possible to give outdoor money
aid. Another step in the same direction was
taken in 1795. when the policy wa.s introduced

of supplementing the ordinary wage of the

laborer with money aid, the amount of which was
increased in jiroportion to the number of members
in the family. Tlie evil wrought by these meas-
ures was great. It destroyed the sense of per-

sonal responsibility and the incentive of initia-

tive. The larger portion of the agricultural

laborers became pauperized, relief was exi)ected,

and disgrace no longer attached to it. It led to

a reckless contraction of marriages and an ab-

normal birth-rate in ]>auper families. It was es-

timated that in 1802-03 28 per cent, of the

population in England and Wales was in receipt

of either permanent or occasional aid. It made
it possible for wages to be cut, and the self-de-

pendent man was often refused employment ; in

fact, his lot became worse than that of the pauper.

(ireat recklessness in expenditure was common,
the poor rates became enormous, and althougli

most classes of the population had coiqierati'd in

carrying the policy to an extreme under the i)re-

sumption that it served their personal interests,

the abnormal status of society was too patent to

escape exposure long. Parliament apjiointed a
commission to investigate tlio wliole question of

the poor relief. As a result of t)ie report of

this counnission in 1834, measures were taken

by Parliament which mark the beginning of a new
epoch in the poor-law administration.

The cure of the evils existing prior to this re-

port was a matter mainl.y of securing an efficient

uniform administration. This hinged largely on
having a central body with the power to enforce

the laws. There resulted the establishment of a

commission, which was made .a jjermancnt depart-

ment of the Government in 1807, and in 1871 be-

came known as the Local Government Board,

The board consists of a president appointed by
the King and a number of ex-officio members. The-

president is assisted by two secretaries. The board

has power not onl,y to enforce laws, but, on its

own initiative, can issue orders and regulations,

which may be either general or particular in

their application. The board is thus enabled tO'

adapt the system to the varying conditions of dif-

ferent localities, and to the clianging conditions

in a given place. It can also establish unions and
determine the district boundaries between them;
and it exercises both an administrative and a
financial control over the guardians, and hears

and decides complaints brought against them. In
order that the board might be properly informed

and the charity system properly carried out,

assistant conunissioners were appointed, who were
superseded in 1847 by insjieetors. Unreasonable
expenditure is carefully guarded against by the

creation of auditors, Avho examine every item of

expense and determine whether or not it is in

accordance with the law. If they consider it

excessive they can disallow it. Tlie function of

the overseers (appointed in each parish by the

justices) has been greatly reduced from what it

was formerly, their relief work (except in cases

of sudden and urgent need ) being assumed by the

guardians and their powers of removal liaving

also been turned over to that body. Practically

the only duty left to the overseers is the securing

of funds by the poor rate. The guardians have
in turn become the most important local officers

participating in poor relief.

The unit of administration of the board of

guardians is the Poor-Law Union—a combination
of parishes. Each parish selects one or more
guardians, and these may choose two additional

members. In the rural districts the poor law is

administered by the district councilors. Tlie

board passes upon applications for i-elief and sees

that its decisions are enforced ; it has supervision

of pauper establishments and the appointment of

paid officers subject to the veto of the central

board. Tlie most important of the appointed

officers are the relieving officer, who investigates

and deals immediately with the case at hand, the

clerk, who is the secretary of the board, and
the assistant overseers and collectors. While-

the poor rate is levied upon the parish, the cost

of relief is defrayed from the common fund of

the union. Provision is made for the combination

of unions into larger districts for special pur-

poses, as in the case of the maintenance of pauper
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institutions. Witli respect to these institutions

Die cost is divi<led between tlie unions and the

larger districts.

Since 18.30 the iHilicy ]nirsued has been to limit

relief as much as practicable to indoor methods.
Asylums, infirmaries, and hospitals are provided
for the ('lasses needing such treatment as these

institutions atl'ord: schools and training ships

for children, and workhouses for the able-bodied.

But. in practice, exceptions arc made to the rule,

and outdoor relief is sometimes given even to the

able-bodied, more especially in periods of un-

usual distress, at which times some sort of public

work is likely to be undertaken in order to give

the destitute employment. JIany paupers have
been sent out of the country, but the authorities

no longer permit the poor rate to be drawn upon
in order to trans])ort paupers to the United
States. The majority of pauper lunatics are

cared for at the comity or borough asylum, but
some are kept at the workhouses, and some placed

in licensed houses or registered hospitals. In
the care of children considerable progress is

being made in the operation of the placing-out

system.
The experience of Scotland has been much dif-

ferent from that of England, particularly in its

lack of continuity. The Scotch Parliament passed
laws for poor relief as far back as 1575, but com-
pulsory taxes were not generally collected until

the nineteenth century. In the earlier centuries

the administration of relief was in the hands
first of one body and then of another. Sometimes
aid was secured by taxation, but more commonly
1)}' offerings of the church sessions and by volun-

tary contributions. The responsibility of relief

was placed upon the parish, but little provision

was ever made for the able-bodied poor. The ap-

pointment of a committee of inquiry resulted in

the passing of an act in 1845 providing a system
of poor relief which is still operative.

On .January 1, 1901, the paupers actually in

receipt of aid, exclusive of vagrants, in England,
were 752,182; in Wales, 49,165: in Ireland, 101,-

090 : and in Jlav of the same vear the number
in Scotland was" 99,016. In 1900 the total sum
collected by the poor rates in England and \Yales

amounted to £2.3.046.814, as compared with
£13.033.655 in 1880. But the poor rates are an-

nually supplemented with grants in aid. which
in 1900 amounted to £3.261.255. Considerably
over on»-half is devoted to other purposes than
poor relief, such as payments to school boards,

rural district councils, county, borough, and
police rates and other civic purposes ; less than
one-half is actually spent in relief of the poor,

the amount in 1900 thus spent being £11,567,649,
or Ts. 3f7. per head of the population, as com-
pared with £8.015.014, or 6.5. 4^;. per head, in 1880.

The expenditure in Scotland in 1900 amounted
to £1,056.964, and in Ireland to £1,125.110.

Throughout Great Britain private charity is very
active and is thoroughlj' organized. A very clear-

ly defined distinction is recognized between the

function of the State and that of private char-

ities, and the two cooperate harmoniously. The
State only extends its aid in order to alleviate

actual distress, without regard to its cause or

to the character of the individual, and it does

not undertake to prevent poverty. The activities

of private charities cover a much wider scope,

giving attention to many questions of public wel-

fare, looking toward the prevention and the im-

provement of conditions that are not necessarily

instigated by immediate distress.

Uheat Brit-vin and C0LONIE.S. The develop-

ments of the last quarter of the nineteenth cen-

tury indicate a tendency toward a closer union
of the various members of the British Empire.
For several years prior to that time the tendency
had been rather in the opposite direction, and
many persons, both in the motlier country and
in the colonies, had come to look u])on complete
separation as the desirable and proljable result.

But in recent years the idea of a Greater Britain
—an Imperial nation—has become popular. The
mutual interest existing between the colonies and
the mother land is based not onlj' upon their

racial and cultural kinship, but upon such prac-

tical mutters as trade and defense. According to

the recent propaganda tlie mutual welfare of the

Empire shoulji not be so completely dependent
upon the mere existence of a "moral federation.'

One of the first important steps taken in the

movement was the conference held at London in

1884 b}' the Imperial Federation League. Reso-
lutions were then passed in favor of some form
of close and permanent federation. A second
important event was the holding of the Colonial
Conference at London in 1887. in the proceedings
of which the question of levying a small import
duty upon foreign goods was given special atten-

tion, and treaties made by Great Britain with
Germany and Belgium limiting the trade priv-

ileges of parts of the Empire were denounced.
In 1894 a, colonial trade conference was held at
Ottawa, Can., and the strengthening of Impe-
rial cooperation was again advocated. The de-

mand was also made that trade should be placed
on a more favorable basis than that carried on
with foreign countries. The Imperial Federa-
tion League was dissolved in 1804, but in

the following year the British Empire League
was constituted. This organization continues
the agitation of the permanent unity of

the Empire, and advocates the establishment of

periodical conferences for the discussion of the

common welfare. The Imperial Federation
League of Canada was never dissolved, but be-

came a branch of the British Empire League,
under the title of the British Empire League of

Canada.

On the occasion of Queen Victoria's Jubilee in

1897 the common welfare of the colonies was in-

formally discussed by the premiers of the self-

governing colonies. An offer of aid to the British

navy was made then by Cape Colony and Aus-
tralia, an olTer of preferential trade duties by
Canada, and the above-mentioned treaties were
again denounced. Mr. Chamberlain suggested at

that time the creation of a Council of Empire,
which might slowly grow into a Federal Council

:

but the resolutions passed admitted that "the

present political relations between the United
Kingdom and the self-governing colonies are gen-

erally satisfactory under the existing condition

of things," but that ''it would be desirable to

hold periodic conferences of representatives of

the colonies and Great Britain for the discussion

of matters of common interest." The concern

manifested by the colonies in British success in

the South African War, and their ccMJperation

to that end, aroused nuich enthusiasm in favor

of a more definite Imperial union : but the meeting

of the premiers on the occasion of the King's
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coronation in l;t02 did not apiiear to result in

any advance ground being taken. The colonies

arc loath to burden themselves with the addi-

tional taxation, or to surrender any measure of

their independence wliicl\ would result from
tlieir entrance to the British Kriefisvcirin {Wnr
Union) ; and Great liritain, on her part, is not
ready to establish preferential import duties in

favor of the colonies. The question of luiiversal

Imperial free trade as a basis of union seems to

be altogether beyond the range of practicability.

Canada is willing to make concessions, and in-

deed, in 1S07, inuncdiately upon the termination

of the above-mentioned British treaties with Ger-

many and Belgium, a preferential tariff of 25
per cent, went into effect in Canada. It was in-

creased in 1900 to .33 per cent. Avistralia, on the

contrary, seems to be further removed than ever

from any probable trade concessions. However,
steps are being taken, such as the establishment
and improvement of steamship lines, the con-

struction of cables, and the introduction of the

penny postal system, which are calculated to

foster in a practical way the relations between
the members of the Empire. For a statement

of the varying methods of the Government pre-

vailing in the colonies, see the article British
Empire, and the articles on the different colonies.

See Defense in this article; also the general

article on X.wies.
GovEBNSiEXT. The present government of the

British Empire is tlie result of a long process of

historical growth. Its Constitution is more large-

ly unwritten than that of any other country of

Western Europe, and what is written is not con-

tained in a single instrument, but is scattered

through various acts of Parliament and solemn
agreements extending from the Middle Ages to

the present time. That part which is unwritten
consists of customs, maxims, and institutions

which, by virtue of the acquiescence of the na-

tion through a long period of time, have come
to have the force of written law. The British

Constitution is not, therefore, the product of

revolution to the same extent that most of the
Continental constitutions of Government are revo-

lutionary products, that is. it is not the artificial

creation of a single constituent body organized

for the purpose of embodying in legal institu-

tions the results of a violent and bloody revolu-

tion. And yet the steps by which the Constitution

has reached its present development have been
from the legal point' of view, at least, revolu-

tionary. As an example of this may be cited

the extraordinary, if not revolutionary, methods
by which the Reform Bill of 1832 was carried, as
a result of which the position of the House of

Commons as the final repository of the nation's

sovereignty was definitely settled, and the House
of Lords retired into the background, stripped

of its right to share with the Commons the

custodianship of the national sovereignty.

Henceforth the House of Lords has been an
organ of Government merely, its chief function
being equal participation in the legislative

power. In addition to this position, the House
of Commons is a perpetual constituent assembly
for revising the Constitution. Theoretically, the
House of Lords shares this power equally with
the Commons, since constitutional amendments
are passed like ordinary statutes; but the events
of 1832 settled the question of the supremacy
of the Commons in the domain of constitution-
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making, and whenever they insist upon a change
in tlio organic law, especially if the electorate

lias pronounced upon it favorably, the Lords
nuist consent to it. If, however, tlu'y refuse,

the ciTective resource of the Conunons is to have
the Crown pack the House of Lords with new
nicmljcrs who are in favor of it. Tlu? aversion

of the Lords to having their ranks recruited by
appointees of the Government created to carry

out its will is assurance that resort to such a
method will scarcely be necessary. Such in brief

is the general character of the English Constitu-

tion. It vests the legislative ]iower in a bicam-

eral ParUament with substantial e(|uali(y of

powers in legislation excejjt that revenue .And

appropriation liills originate in tlu' Lower House.

The House of Commons at present consists of

670 members, of which England chooses 405, Scot-

land 72, and Ireland 103, and tliey are elected

by secret ballot for a term of seven years. The
House of Conunons proceeds from an electorate

defined by a series of statutes passed during the

course of the nineteenth century, the last and
most compreliensive of which bears the date of

1884. According to these acts, the voter in an
English county or borough must be a male citi-

zen twenty-one years of age, a freeholder of the

annual value of 40s., or a copyholder or lease-

holder of the annual value of £5. But if he
has no such interest in real estate, he must
be a householder of the annual value of £10,

or a lodger of the same value. In Scotch and
Irish counties the qualifications are substan-

tially the same. There is, therefore, a uniform
household and lodger franchise throughout the

Kingdom. Besides the qualifications required,

there are a number of disqualifications, the more
important of which relate to the holding of

certain incompatible offices at the same time,

conviction of certain crimes, and receipt of poor
relief. Voters who possess the requisite amount
of property in different districts are entitled

to a vote in each district. The members are

distributed according to population, and are

chosen by districts and on single ticket. The
rjedistribution Act of 188.5 provides for the crea-

tion of election districts containing approxi-

mately 54,000 inhabitants, and enacts that each

district shall send one representative. An ex-

ception to this principle is the provision which
allows towns with a population of more than
15.000, but less than 50.000, to send one mem-
ber, and towns with a population of more
than 50,000, but less than 165,000, to choose two
members, and which allows scxeral of the uni-

versities to send two members, altliough they

have small constituencies. To be eligible to a
seat in the House of Commons the candidate
must be a male citizen not under twenty-one
years of age. Disqualified are English and
Scotch peers, representative Irish peers, Roman
Catholic priests, clergymen- of the Established
Church, judges, sheriffs, and other returning
officers. Government contractors, bankrupts, and
persons convicted of certain crimes.

The House of Lords consists ( 1 ) of 496 English
hereditary peers whose ancestors received a royal
summons to sit in the Parliament since 1295, or

who have themselves received a patent of nobility

in the United Kingdom ; ( 2 ) sixteen Scotch rep-

resentative peers chosen for the term of Parlia-

ment by a majority of all the Scotch peers, i.e.

those whose ancestors sat in the Scotch House
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of Lords before the union ; (3) t\vent5'eight Irish

l^eers chosen for life by tlie whole body of Irish

peers; (4) two archbishops and twenty-four

bishops by virtue of their ollice: and (5) four

judicial members, known as Lords of Appeal in

Ordinary, api)ointed by the Crown for life. It

will thus be seen that the means of recruiting the

House of Lords are four in number, viz. : Inheri-

tance, election, ecclesiastical office, and royal

appointment. There is no limitation upon tlfe

power of the Crown to create English liereditary

peers, as there is in the case of life peers and
of Scotch and Irish peers. The only qualification

for membershij) in the Hovise of Lords is male
se.\, citizenshi]), and attainment of the age of

twenty-one years, \\hile bankruptcy and eonvic-

(ion of felonious crime disqualify.

The members of both Houses are privileged

from arrest e.xcept for indictable ofl'enses, the

Commons for the period of the session, and forty

days before and after, the Lords at all times.

They cannot be questioned outside of Parliament
for opinions expressed or votes cast in that body

;

but the courts have held (Stockdale and Han-
sard) that it the Commons have their speeches

]uiblished and circulated they are amenable to

the law of libel and slander as private individ-

uals are. Members of neither House receive

pay for their services, although an occasional

constituency undertakes to pay its n:ember a

salary, as has recently happened in the case of

some of the Irish members.
Parliament is required to assemble at least

once in three years. As a matter of fact, it

usually meets annually, in February, and re-

mains in session until the middle of the summer.
It is sinnmoned, opened, and prorogued by the

Crown, upon the advice of the Prime Minister.

It is dissolved either by the legal expiration of

the term of the Commons or by order of the

Crown, with the advice of the Ministry. As no
Parliament has ever lasted through its full term
of seven years, dissolution has always resulted

from the action of the Crown. Dissolution puts

an end to tlie existence of the House of Com-
mons without affecting the Lords, except the

Scotch peers who are elected for the term of

Parliament, while prorogation terminates the

session merely. Formerly, the death of the sov-

ereign caused the dissolution of Parliament, but
that custom has recently been abolished by
statute. Either House may adjourn for short

periods of time independently of the other or of.

the Crown. The internal organization of Par-
liament is left partly to the action of each
House. Thus the Commons choose their own
Speajcer, although by custom the presiding officer

in the House of Lords is the Lord Chancellor, a
member of the Ministry. Inasmuch as he may,
therefore, be a member of the House of Com-
mons, his seat is placed without the limits of

the chamber in which the Lords hold their ses-

sions. The other officers of Parliament are ap-

pointed by the Crown. Over its discipline and
rules of procedure each House has full control,

and in pursuance thereof may expel a member
or punish an outsider for contempt. A quonmi
necessary for doing business is fixed at forty in

the House of Commons, and three in the House
of Lords. Wien we come to discuss the powers
of the English Parliament, it is only necessary
to say that the Constitution places no legal limi-

tations upon its power. It is, therefore, omnipo-

tent so far as its legal ])owers are concerned.
The sovereignty of Parliament, says Dicey, is

its dominant characteristic. Its power, however,
is a present une, and cannot bind future Parlia-
uu>nts. In the exercise of legishitivc power the
Hou.ses of Parliament are, tlieoretically. C(|ual

I'xcept in the initiation of financial measures;
but. practically, the House of Lords occupies
a subordinate ])osition. since it cannot long refuse
its assent to a measure sent it by the Commons
unless there is doubt as to the will of the ])eople

regarding it. The House of Lords also acts as
tlie highest court of appeal for the United
Kingdom. See the article Parliament.

The executive power is, nominally at least,

in the Crown, which possesses the attributes of

irresponsibility, inniiaculateness, and immortali-
ty. It is hereditary, according to lineal prirao-

genial descent, with preference for males over
females among brothers and sisters. The statutes

require that the wearer of the crown shall not
be a Papist, but shall be a communicant of the

Established C'hurch, while custom would seem to

require that the ruler shall have attained the age
of eighteen before exercising the royal powers.
Besides executing the will of Parliament and of

the courts, the Crown may do anything which it

is not forbidden by Parliament to do. Formerly
it had a wide legislative and judicial power, but
in the course of the struggle between King and
Parliament, most of its powers in these domains
h.ave been withdrawn. At the present time the

powers of the Crown include the declaration of

war; the negotiation of treaties; the appoint-
ment and reception of diplomatic officers; the

issuance of passports; the command of the army
and navy, with a large power over the appoint-
ment, promotion, and dismissal of officers, and
the promulgation of rules for the government
and disposition of the forces ; the appointment of

all the civil officers of the Government, and the

removal of most of them ; the appointment of the

high clerical officers of the Established Church,
and full power of control over the ecclesiastical

Parliament or Convocation; and the granting of

pardons. The power of the Crown in legislation

has already been discussed in connection with
the subject of Parliament. There might be added
to the list the right of the Crown to veto all leg-

islative measures passed by the Parliament.
This right, however, has not been exercised

since 1707, and the adoption of the Cabinet
system of responsible government will make fur-

ther resort to it by the Crown unnecessary.

!Most of the powers enumerated above have not
been expressly conferred on the Crown by statute,

but constitute what may be called its residuary
powers.
As already stated, the position of the Crown is

one of irresponsibility. It therefore exercises its

powers through a responsible ^Ministry selected

from among the members of Parliament, and be-

longing to the political party which has a ma-
jority in the House of Commons. They are at

the same time the heads of the executive de-

partments and members of the Privy Council.

When a Cabinet is to be formed, the King sends

for the acknowledged leader of the majority
party in the House of Commons, asks him to

accept the Premiership, and intrusts him with

the selection of his colleagues. If the leader

so recognized thinks his party will support him,

he at once undertakes the formation of the Cabi-
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net by consulting with other prominent leaders

of his jiai'ty. and finally semis to the sovereign

the names of those whom he wishes apjiointed to

assist him in the L-ondiict of the (iovcrnment.

They are promptly appointed and commissioned.

Thev may be members of either House, but mem-
bers of the House of Commons who reeeive ap-

pointments as Ministers must resign their seats

and secure the approval of their constituents

by a reelection—an approval which is rarely

w"ithheld. The Cabinet, strangely enough, is an
extra-legal institution, its existence having never

been recognized by act of Parliament; the names
of the members are never officially announced to

tlic public: and no record is kept of its meetings

or acts. The size of the Cabinet varies according

to the prominence which certain interests are

likely to assume in the Parliament. At the

present time there are nineteen members. They
are: the First Lord of the Treasury, the Lord
Chancellor, the Lord President of the Council,

the Lord Privy Seal, the Chancellor of the Ex-

chequer, the Secretaries of
.
State for Home

Affairs, for Foreign AflFairs, for the Colonies, for

India, and for War, the First Lord of the Ad-
miralty, the President of the Local Government
Board, the President of the Board of Trade, the

Lord Lieutenant of Ireland, the Lord Chancellor

of Ireland, the Secretary for Scotland, the First

Commissioner of Works, the President of the

Board of Agriculture, and the Chancellor of the

Duoliy of Lancaster. The first eleven ilinisters

always have seats in the Cabinet. The legisla-

tive duties of the Cabinet are to urge the adop-

tion of measures of the Government in the House
of Commons, and to defend the Government's

policy against attack from the opposition, and
for that purpose the members have seats in the

Ho\ise. It initiates the ])ublic legislative meas-

ures, and assumes the leadership in the debates

in support of the views of the majority. The
^lini^tcrs are responsible to the House of Com-
mons for their policy^ and if they are defeated

(in any impiprtant measure, or if the House votes

lack of confidence in them, they resign, and an-

other Jlinistry is formed from the new majority.

If, however, the defeated Cabinet think they still

represent the will of the people, they can ask
the King to dissolve the House of Commons and
order a new election. If the electorate pro-

nounces against them, they must resign. Their
responsibility is collective, and therefore they

all go out together unless the conduct of a par-

ticular Minister has been such that the responsi-

bility for the objectionable policy may be fixed

on him, in which event he alone resigns. This
happened in 1851 in the case of Lord Palmerston,
the Foreign Secretary, who was forced to resign.

In addition to their legislative functions, the
Ministers act as heads of the various depart-

ments of administration. The Prime Minister
usually takes the portfolio of the Treasury De-
partment with the title of First Lord of the
Treasury, although at the present time he oc-

cupies the post of Foreign Secretary. There are
> few duties, however, attached to the First Lord-
ship of the Treasury, the actual head being the

Chancellor of the Exchequer, who is the chief

financial officer of the Government. He prepares
annually and submits to Parliament the budget
or statement of the estimated receipts and ex-

penditures of the Government for the ensuing
year, together with suggestions for the increase

or reduction of taxation in case of expected
deficit or surplus. Both of these ofiices were
held at the same time by Mr. Gladstone while

Prime ilinister. The duties of the Secretaries of

the Foreign Office, the Colonial Office, the War
Office, and the India Office are sufficiently clear

from the names. The Secretary of State for

Home AfTairs supervises the police and certain

l(M-al administration, advises the sovereign in the

matter of granting pardons, and has certain

duties in connection with labor legislation. The
-Admiralty attends to the administration of naval

all'airs, and is under the control of six lords. The
duties of the Board of Trade relate to tlie Gov-
ernment supervision of commercial, railway,

marine, and statistical affairs, coinage, weights

and measures, and the post office.

When we turn to the judicial system we find

cnly two tribunals which are in any sense con-

stitutional courts. These are the House of Lords
and the .ludicial Committee of the Privy Coun-
cil. The House of Lords acts as a criminal court

for the trial of peers, as a general c<mrt of im-

])eachment, and as the highest court of ajipeal

for the Kingdom. In the last-mentioned capacity

only the Lord Chancellor, who presides, the Lords
of Appeal in Ordinary (four life lords of high ju-

dicial standing recently provided for by statute),

and such members as have formerly held high
judicial office, take part in the hearing. The
jurisdiction of this court extends to the hearing
of cases appealed from any appellate court in

England, or from any court in Scotland or Ire-

land, from which appeals were allowed to the

House of Lords previous to 1876. The .ludicial

Conmiittce of the Privy Council is a court of

last resort for India, the colonies, the Isle of

!^Lan. the Channel Islands, and the vice-admiralty
courts abroad. Its personnel is substantially the

same as that of the House of Lords when sitting

as highest court of appeal. Apart from these

tribunals the general courts of the Kingdom are

the High Court of Justice and the Court of

Appeal. The former consists of three sections,

known as the Chancery Division, of six judges,

the King's Bench Division, of fifteen judges, and
the Probate, Divorce, and Admiralty Division, of

two judges. Appeals lie from this court to the

Court of Appeal, a tribunal consisting of the

Master of the Rolls, five justices, and the three

presidents of the divisions of the High Court.

The principal criminal courts are the petty ses-

sions and quarter sessions, held by the justices

of the peace; the assize courts, held four times a
year in certain towns, usually by judges of the

King's Bench Division: and the Central Criminal
Court, which is the court of oyer and terminer
and jail delivery for the city of London and
surrounding territory.

The system of local government in England is

one of great complexity, and, therefore, difficult

of explanation. Until recently it was a patch-

work without svnnnetrv or logical consistency.

The recent Parliamentary acts of 1888 and 1894
have done something toward simplifying the sys-

tem, but it still possesses elements of confusion
and lack of consistency. As a result of recent

legislation the more important local units are

counties, boroughs, urban districts, rural dis-

tricts, parishes, and school districts. The chief

county officers are the Lord LicTitenant. the

Sheriff, the .lustices of the Peace, the Clerk, and
the Coroner. The Lord Lieuten;uit is the repre-
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sentative of the Crown in Ihe county, and tlie

keeper of the records. The Sherilf. who formerly

wielded vast powers, is now a ministerial oflicer

whose chief duties relate to the enforcement of

the judj;nients of the courts and the holding of

Parliamentary elections. The Justices of the

Peace, until 1888 the most important local of-

ficers in the En<:lish system, w'cre stripped of

most of their larfje administrative and financial

powers by the Local Government Act of that

year, and are now chielly judicial functionaries.

They are appointed by the Lord Cliancellor upon
the "nomination of the Lord Lie\itenant of the

county in which they reside. Their jurisdiction

extends to the preliminary investigation of all

crimes. Acting individually or in petty or spe-

cial sessions, they try minor offenses without a

jury. As a criminal court of first instance all

the" justices of the county sit together in a court

of quarter sessions, and without a jury they

constitute a court of appeal from the orders and
decisions of the justices acting individually or

in petty or special sessions. They still retain

some administrative duties, such as issuing

licenses for the sale of liquor, appointing over-

seers of the poor, and assisting in the administra-

tion of the police. By the act of 1888 there was
created in each of the sixty-one administrative

counties into which England, with Wales, is

divided (except London) a popularly elected

County Council consisting of councilors and al-

dermen, the latter being selected by the coun-

cilors, usually from their own body. The term of

the councilors is three years; that of the alder-

men six years, one-half their number retiring

every third year. They all sit together under the

presidency of a County Chairman, chosen from

the aldermen; and he alone receives compensation.

The powers and duties of the County Coimcil ex-

tend ( 1 ) to the care and administration of the

county property; (2) to the selection and super-

vision of most of the minor county officers; (3)

to the assessment of rates and raising of loans:

(4) to the management of highways; (5) to the

granting of licenses for maintaining music and
dancing" houses : (6) to the control of the police

(except in London) through a committee of the

council, on which an equal number of justices of

the peace have a place: and (7) to a variety of

other matters of local concern. It will be seen

that, like the similar county authority in the

United States, the County Council is an author-

ity of enumerated powers, and may do nothing

which Parliament has not authorized it to do.

Below the county is the 'di.striet,' which may
be either rural or urban. The act of 1804 pro-

vided that each 'rural district' should consist of

a group of rural parishes, and its chief organ

should be a council elected for a term of three

years by the parish assembly, and which should

be vested with the administration of the poor

law, the public health, and the highway acts.

The 'urban district' consists of a group of urban
parishes in unincorporated boroughs, and. like

the rural district, has a council with the same
powers, except that it is not charged with the

poor-law administration, that being left to a
board of guardians. Below the 'district' is the

parish, the usual distinction between those which
are urban and those which are rural still being

observed. The act of 1894 reorganized the gov-

ernment of the rural parishes, but scarcely af-

fected the urban parishes. According to that act

every rural parish with a population not ex-

ceeding three hundred has a parish meeting, or
assembly, at wliich every elector, including mar-
ried women, has the right to be present and vote.

Kural parishes with a pojuilation exceeding three

liundred have in addition a parish council of

from five to fifteen members, elected for one year.

The councils have taken over the civil pow'ers of

the old vestries, which since 1804 have been ec-

clesiastical bodies merely, and in addition per-

form a series of duties relating to charities,

water-supply, pulilic health, highways, and other

matters. The parish meetings elect councilors,

approve loans, and vote upon certain permissive

acts of Parliament which relate chiefly to the

establishment of public libraries, baths, wash-
houses, electric-light plants, etc.

Incorporated towns, including 'county bor-

oughs' (i.e. boroughs wliich are treated some-

what as a county ) are governed through a mayor,
aldermen, and councilors, which together consti-

tute a municipal corporation, and which is known
as tlie 'council,' Tl^e councilors are elected prac-

tically by the rale-jiayers of the borough for a

term of three years, one-third retiring annually;

the aldermen are elected by the council for a
term of si.x years, one-half retiring every third

year; and the mayor is elected by the council

for one year, Ke alone is a salaried officer, and
is an ex-officio justice of the peace. The munici-

pal corporation is an authority of enumerated
powers. They include substantially the same
powers as the urban council, but provision is

made by which the borough may have a separate

commission of the peace, i.e. additional justices

of the peace or a separate quarter session, and
its own police force.

Tiie metropolis of London, by the Local Gov-

ernment Act of 1888, was erected into an admin-
istrative ccnuity with its own council, its own
sheriff, and other olficers. By a recent act which
went into effect in 1001. the county of London,

including the city, was divided into 20 boroughs,

each with its mayor, aldermen, and councilors,

which take the place of the old parish vestries,

formerly the chief local governing bodies of the

metropolis.

The recent Parliamentary legislati(m has shown
a marked tendency in the direction of establish-

ing greater central control over the local admin-
istration. The chief organ of supervision is the

Local Government Board, created in 1871. the

president of which is usually a member of the

Cabinet. It has the power to approve or disap-

prove many acts of the local organs, to audit the

accounts of the local authorities, to compel them
to take action in certain particulars, and has

considerable disciplinai-v- power over the local

civil service.

ScoTL.\ND. The government of Scotland, since

the union with England in 1707. has been a part

of the general administration of Great Britain.

L'ntil 188.5 the connection was maintained chiefly

through the Home Office. In that year the office

of Chief Secretary for Scotland was created, and

a variety of duties which had previously been

discharged by diflerent departments were trans-

ferred to the" new office. The Chief Secretary is

a member of the Cabinet, and as such is the chief

spokesman of the Ministers in the House of Com-
mons in regard to business pertaining to Scottish

affairs. Another important functionary in the

government of Scotland is the Lord Advocate,
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who acts as chief Unv officer of the Crown for

ScotUind. and is the lejral adviser of the Crown
•in Scottish affairs. As such, he serves as Attor-

ney-General and public prosecutor for Scotland
and has control of the whole criminal business

of that country. He also has cliarge of the jirep-

aration for the consideration of Parliament of all

l>ills affecting Scottish alVairs. Tlie I.ord Advo-
cate is assisted by a Solicitor-(icneral for Scot-

land, whose duties resemble those of the similar

ollicer for l-.ngland. The local government of

Scotland is regulated chiefly by the recent Scot-

tish Local (JoVernment Acts of 188S) and 1894.

By the former act an elective county council

was create<l in each county, following the English
Local Government Act of the previous year.

These councils are in all respects similar to those
provided for English counties. They took over

most of tlie duties of the old county boards, the
chief of wliich was the Commission of Supply.
The Local (iovernment Act (Scotland) of 1S94,

following the similar act passed the same year
for the local government of England, provided
for an elective parish council in each parish to

take the place of the old parochial boards and to

e.xercise substantially the same powers as the
English parish councils. By the same act a
local goveriuuent lioard for Scotland was cre-

ated. It consists of the Secretary for Scotland
as president, the Solicitor-General, the Under-
ScQj-etary for Scotland, and three other members
appointed by the Crown. Municipal administra-
tion in .Scotland does not differ greatly from that
of England. There are several kinds of burghs,
some of which have a little more local autonomy
th.an others. Tlic municipal officer correspond-

ing to the English alderman is known in Scot-

land as the baillie, while the one corresponding
to the English mayor goes by the name of

provost.

For the administration of justice in Scotland
there is a Court of Sessions, corresponding to the
.'supreme Court of .Judicature in England. It is

the highest civil tribunal in Scotland, consists of

thirteen judges, and is divided into chambers and
subdivided into divisions for the dispatch of busi-

ness. The Supreme Criminal Court for Scotland
is the High Court of .Justiciary, consisting of all

the judges of the Court of Sessions. It sits part
of the time in Edinburgh and part of the time
goes on circuit. Circuits are held twice a year,
for which purpose Scotland is divided into three
districts. For the trial of criminal cases, usually
one judge with a jury of fifteen men constitutes

the court. The High Court has exclusive juris-

diction in cases of treason, murder, robbery, rape,
and in general all the more serious offenses.

The more important inferior courts of Scotland
are those held by the county sheriffs, who are
appointees of the Crown, for a good-behavior
tenure. They have a civil and criminal jurisdic-

tion somewhat similar to that exercised by the
County Courts and Courts of Quarter Sessions in

England, and cases tried by them with a jury
cannot be reviewed by the higher courts. For the
government of Ireland, see Ibelaxd.

HISTORY.

De\-eloi"men-t of C.\bixet Government. 1688-

1760. The legislative union of England and
Scotland was formally consummated on ilay 1.

1707. There had been much opposition to the union
in Scotland on account of the .unwillingness of

the English Parliament to grant a trade union
with equality of commercial privileges; but the
threatening measures of the Scotch Parliament
looking toward an absolute separation overcame
this unwillingness, and Scotland was received as
an equal in all respects, with a proportional repre-

sentation in both Houses of the new British Par-
liament. Ireland was less fortunate. The Prot-

ectant Parliament there, in direct violation of

the Treaty of Limerick, made the position of the

Catholic population, which was the great major-
ity, almost intolerable. The English Parliament,
by forbidding the import of Irish meat and cattle

into England, and the export of Irish woolen
goods to any country other than England in 1099,

effectually destroyed Irish trade, louring the lat-

ter part of the reign of Anne the Tories, under
the leadership of Harlcy (Earl of Oxford) and
Saint .John (Earl of Bolingl)roke I , ruled the coun-

try, their ascendency being due in some measure
to ilrs. ifashani, who had superseded the Duchess
of Marlborough as the Queen's favorite. The
Tories did all they could to preclude their op-

ponents from the possibility of future success.

The Occasional Conformity Act and the Schism
Act further disqualified Dissenters from voting
or holding office. The creation of twelve new
peers in 1711 gave the Tories a majority in the

Lords, and was a most important constitutional

measure, since it demonstrated that in case of

disagreement between the two Houses the Com-
mons could always prevail by the creation of the

requisite number of peers to constitute a ma-
jority. Harley and Saint .John even contem-
plated the restoration of the House of Stuart in

order to prevent the Whigs from ever returning

to power: but their plans were thwarted by the

sudden death of the Queen in 1714. The Treaty
of Utrecht, which terminated the War of the

Spanish Succession, gave Gibraltar and Acadia
to England, together with Minorca, which was
finally restored to Spain in 1783.

With the accession of the House of Hanover
(or of Brunswick), in the person of George I.,

came a long supremacy of the Whig Party, which
was a combination of the great landed aristoc-

racy with the industrial classes of the towns,
while the strength of the Tories consisted in the
support of the eotuitry gentry. The Whigs derived
their strength from the boroughs, the more impor-
tant of which numbered Dissenters among their

industrial population, while the 'pocket boroughs,'

often inconsiderable hamlets, were either directly

imder the control of the neighboring magnates,
usually Whigs, or else purchasable by them.
These magnates were wealthier and more enlight-

ened, and so better qualified to govern Great
Britain at this time than the Tory sqtiircs. whose
chief doctrine was aversion to Dissenters and the

rising English industries. As the Tories favored
the House of Stuart, the first Georges were com-
])elled to choose their Ministers from the Whigs.
They were more interested in their German than
in their English possessions, and as long as they
were supported by England in their Continental
designs they were quite willing to allow the Eng-
lish Ministrj- to do as it pleased in regard to

home affairs. The Cabinet ceased to hold ses-

sions in the King's presence, and by degrees his

place as head of the council came to be filled by
one of its jnembers. This member was usually
the guiding spirit of the Cabinet. He chose the

Ministry and distrilmted the' royal patronage.
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He and his Ministry were responsible to Parlia-

ment alone.

The first act of the Whig Parliament of 1715

was the impeachment of Tory leaders for treason-

able correspnudeme witli the exiled House of

Stuart. Oxford was sent to prison, Bolingbroke

and Ormond lied to France. The badly led rebel-

lion of 171.5, in favor of .James Edward Stuart,

the son of .James 11.. in Scotland and Xortheni
England, was easily suppressed. In 1716 the same
Parliament prolonged its power by an act of pro-

viding for septennial Parliaments, and in 1718 it

provided relief for the Dissenters by the repeal of

the Occasional Conformity Act and the Schism
Act. In 1720 a mad wave of speculation in shares

of the South Sea Company swept over the coun-

try, based on exaggerated notions of the value of

the trade with the Spanish colonies in South
America. The majority of the Jlinistry were in-

volved in the affairs of the Company, and when
the bubble burst they were forced to resign. A
partial relief for the sufferers was provided by
the able Admini-tration of Sir Robert Walpole.
who was the virtual head of the new Cabinet. For
twenty-one years this astute man was the guiding
spirit in English politics. He brought to the

country the quiet it needed, and by his prudent
measures reconciled it to the results of the revo-

lution of 1088. He avoided exciting popular feel-

ing, even withdrawing measures of undoubted
excellence, because of tlie prejudice against them

:

as, for instance, his Excise Bill in 1733. which
provided for the regulation of import duties in

Government warehouses. With great reluctance,

he permitted the popular feeling in 1739 to in-

volve the nation in the unjust Spanish War. but
resigned in 1742 rather than embark in a second
war, that of the Austrian Succession. In his

previous peace policy he had had the support
of the nation, although he had never hesitated to

maintain his majorities by making use of the
most unblushing corruption. Carteret was the
actual head of the next Ministry, a short-lived

one. His pai'ticipation in the War of the Aus-
trian Succession was indeed fortunate for Han-
over, but brought neither glory nor profit to Eng-
land. During this Avar occuri'ed the daring inva-

sion of the Young Pretender. Charles Edward
Stuart. At the head of the Highland clans he
gained a brilliant victory over the royal forces

at Prestonpans in 1745, and advanced into Eng-
land as far as Derby, but was finally forced to

withdraw to Scotland, and was overthrown at
Culloden in 1746. In 1745 began the struggle be-

tween England and France for dominion in India.

After Carteret had been compelled to resign and
the great Whig family of Pelham had sho\\-n its

incapacity, and the Duke of Newcastle had dem-
onstrated his incompetence to rule. Pitt entered
the Cabinet in 1756. From this time until the
day of his death he remained the most prominent
iigure in English politics. Although nominally
a Whig, he was in reality above party ties, and
his political code was at least honest. Tlie mid-
dle class trusted him and formed his strongest
support. He was hostile to France, and took ac-

tive part with Frederick the Great in the Seven
Years' War, in which the French were deprived
of Canada, which became English, and of Louisi-
ana, as well as of their power in India. He re-

signed in 1761 because the Cabinet refused to
follow him in the declaration of w-ar with Spain,
which he considered inevitable. In the course of

the Seven Years' War, and the ensuing years,
Clive laid the foundation of a great British em-
jjire in India.

The Stkigcle Against Dexiocracy. 1760-1820.
Meanwhile in 1760 George III. had a.scendcd tlie

throne, with the fixed design of restoring, as far
as practicable, the royal prerogatives which his

two predecessors had allowed to slip from their

grasp. He was determined to break up the party
system as it then existed, to destroy the Whig
oligarchy, and, by selecting his own Jlinisters,

exert a detennining infiuence in English politics.

Resuming the royal patronage, he had soon
formed a party of .adherents, the 'King's friends,'

who looked to him for political guidance. Avail-
ing himself of dissensions within the Whig Party,
he forced Lord Bute, his favorite, into the Cab-
inet as Prime Jlinister. but the latter showed
incapacity and had to resign. At last the King
found in Lord Xorth a Minister through whom
he could carry out his ideas. Under tlie North
Jlinistry the American War of the Revolution
broke out, and England lost her most valuable
colonies. With the greatest reluctance the King
allowed the Rockingham Jlinistry, with Fox as

its leading spirit, to be formed. He was op-

posed to Fox's grant of legislative independence
to Ireland, and the actions of Shelburne. backed
by the King's influence, caused the disruption of

the Ministry' before the completion of the nego-

tiations of the Treaty of Paris, 1783, conferring
independence upon America. By his per.sonal in-

fluence again the King overthrew the coalition

Ministry of Fox and North, and in the face of

a hostile majority appointed the younger Pitt

Prime Minister.

Although the King did not always approve
Pitt's measures, they were agreed in the general

policj- to he pursued. Pitt's India Bill in 1784
reduced the power of the East India Company
by submitting its political measures to the con-

trol of a commission named by the King. Pitt

endeavored to do further justice to India by
assisting the Whigs, under the leadership of

Fox, Burke, and .Sheridan, in the prosecution of

Warren Hastings. Although at first he was not
in favor of the war against the French Republic,

he soon became it-s principal advocate. He was
joined by a majority of the Whigs, the most
influential of whom was Burke. Fox, however,
remained his opponent, arguing that the demands
of the democracy sliould be met by reforms at

home. The revolt in Ireland, in connection with
this war, resulted in the Act of Union in 1800;
but Pitt was compelled to resign because the King
was unwilling to sanction Catholic emancipation
in that country, which was one of the terms upon
whicli Pitt proposed the union. He soon resumed
power, however, and the war against Napoleon
was prosecuted vigorously and with success. Nel-

son conquered at Trafalgar and Wellington drove
the French out of Spain. The Congress of Vien-

na allowed England to retain a large part of the

territories (Cape Colony. Ceylon, British Gui-

ana), gave her ilauritius. "Tobago, and Saint

Lucia, and confirmed her in the possession of

Malta, which she had wrested from the Dutch in

the course of the French wars. But while the war
against Napoleon, simultaneously with which a
less successful conflict was waged with the

United States (1812-15). confirmed the naval su-

premacy of England, it entailed upon the country

an enormous debt, and greatly retarded the
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economic and political reforms which the times
demanded. During the years that followed
Waterloo new eorn laws were enacted, and the

sternest mea>ures were taken to suppress the

rising democracy. In 1817 the Habeas Corpus
Act was suspended, in 1810 occurred tlie Jlan-

chester JIassacre, and the notorious Six Acts, by
which radical meetings were suppressed, were
enacted. In 1820 George IV., who had been ap-

jiointed Rej;ent for his insane father in 1811, as-

cended the throne.

DEMOcK.vtv A.Nii Reform, 1S20 till the Pkes-
E.xT Time. With the accession of Canning to the

P"oreign Office in 1822, England again enteied up-
on a more liberal policy by opposing the Holy Al-

liance between Kussia, Austria, and Prussia for

the suppression of democracy. In 1824 she ac-

knowledged the independence of the Spanish col-

onies. Assistance was atl'orded to the Greek
patriots in their uprising against Turke}' in 1827.

In 1823, under Sir Robert Peel, an enliglitened

Tory, the criminal law was radically reformed by
the abolition of the death penalty for sonic two
hundred crimes, most of which were trivial of-

fenses.

The combination laws, which prohibited any
workingmen"s associations, were repealed in 1825,

thus paving the way for the trades unions that

followed. In 1823 and again in 1825 the import
duties were materially reduced. Both of the.se

measures were brought about through the in-

strumentality of John Huskisson, President of

the Board of Trade.
During its long exclusion from office the Whig

Party luid changed from the close oligarchy of the

eighteenth centurj', and had become the advocate

of democratic reforms. Lord John Russell, its

most energetic leader, waged a long struggle in

Parliament for liberal measures, and it was
largely owing to his efl'orts that the Corporation
Act and the Test Act were rejiealed in 1828 by
a Tory Ministry, headed by the Duke of Welling-

ton. In 1829, in consequence of the O'Connell

agitation for the separation of Ireland from Great
Britain, Catholic emancipation was granted. At
length, in 1830, a few months after the accession

of William IV., the Whigs, by a fusion with the

more advanced Conservatives (Canningites) , re-

turned to power with Earl Grey as Premier. His
Ministry was celebrated for the number of re-

forms it introduced. In 1831 Lord .Tohn Russell

introduced the first Reform Bill in the House of

Commons, wliich, after an appeal to the country,

was indorsed by an overwhelming majority, and,
notwithstanding the opposition of the Lords, be-

came a law in 1832. In its final form this law
took away the franchises of forty-one boroughs
and deprived thirty others of one member each,

distributing this representation among the larger

towns and more populous counties. By these

measures it transferred the balance of political

power to the middle classes of the towns.
In the next election the Ministerialists received

an overwhelming majority. This majority was
composed of two groups, the Radicals and the

Whigs, who assumed the common name of Lib-

erals. A number of important reforms were in-

troduced. The number of bisliops of the Estab-
lished Church of Ireland was reduced from
twenty-two to twelve, and certain ecclesiastical

taxation was levied on tlie clergy, instead of being
levied on the population at large. In 1833
slavery was abolished in the colonies, and a com-

pensation of £20,000,000 was given to slave-

owners. In the same year tlie first Factory Act,
limiting the labor of children to eight hours a

day, was passed through the ell'orts of Lord .\sh.

ley, and in 1834 tlie new Poor Law, abolishing out-

door relief and charity to the able-bodied, was
enacted. The Liberal Ministry of Lord Mel-
bourne, which came to power in 1835, also enacted
a Municipal Corporations Act providing for the

election of corporations by the ratepayers, in

place of tlie old method of self-election. In 1837
a rebellion in Canada gave occasion for uniting
tlie provinces of Upj)er and Lower Canada into

one Doiiiiiiion. In 1838 a new Poor Law was en-
acted for Ireland, and a Tithe Act was passed,
levying the tithes on the landlord instead of on
the tenants. During this reform period the for-

eign policy, which was directed by the brilliant

Lord Palmerston, was an alliance with constitu-
tional France against the absolute governments
of Prussia, .\ustria, and Russia. His support of
the Sultan of Turkey against Egv'pt, however,
brought about an estrangement with France.

Since the regency of peorge IV. the monarchs
of England have exerted little influence on the
government of the couutrv. Neither George IV.
(1820-30) nor William' IV. (1830-37) was a man
of ability, and Queen Victoria (1837-1901) was
wise enough never to interfere in political afiairs.

Her husband. Prince Albert of Saxe-Coburg (mar-
ried in 1840), gained great popularity, not only
because of his chivalry to his wife, but because
of the tactful manner in which he understood big

constitutional position. He did much to further
culture and art in Great Britain, and his death
in 1861 was much regretted. With the accession
of Queen Victoria the crown of Hanover became
detached from that of England.

In 1841 the new Conservative Party came to
power under Sir Robert Peel. It was composed
of the Tories and of the more conservative Whigs
under the leadership of Lord Stanley, afterwards
the Earl of Derby, who had left the Liberal
Party. By anticipating the plans of the Liberals
the Conservatives sought to make reforms, but
in accordance with their own principles. In
1842 and 1845 Peel further reduced the protective
tariffs, providing an income ta.x to meet the
ensuing deficiency in the revenue. The conditions
of women and children employed in the mines
were improved by the efforts of Lord .Ashley in

Parliament. In consequence of the agitation
against the corn laws, headed by Richard Cobden
and .lohn Bright, and under the stress of the
Irish famine. Peel went so far as entirely to
repeal tlie import duties on corn in 1846. In
this measure he was supported by the Liberals,

but opposed by the majority of his own party,
which represented the land interests. He was
consequently overthrown: but the Liberal Min-
i.stry of Lord John Russell.,which followed, intro-

duced no measures of importance, either to re-

lieve the tenant farmers in Ireland or to enlarge
the suffrage in accordance with the demands of

the Chartists in England. The foreign policy of
all reform Ministries had lieen one of hostility to

Russia. The invasion of .Afghanistan in 1830, in-

tended as a measure against Russian aggression,

resulted in the disastrous retreat from Kabul and
the annihilation of a British army in 1842—

a

humiliation in a measure retrieved by the sub-

sequent successes of the British. England's alH-
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ance with France iu tlie Crimean War (1854-50),

bj- whicli Russian aggression againsl Turkey was
checked, was actuated by tlie same motives. The
leading statesman iilentiiied with this aggressive

policy was Lord I'ahiierston. In the early part

of the reign of Victoria the British Empire in

India exjianded willi giant strides, Sindli, tlie

Punjab, and (Judh being annexed between 1843

and 1846. The so-called Opium War with Cliina

(1840-42) gave Hong Kong to England. In 1857

occurred the terrible mutiny of the Indian Se-

poys, the native troops in British employ. On
the suppression of the mutiny, Parliament put
an end to tlie authority of the East India Com-
pany by making India a Crown colony. Its Gov-
ernor-General (henceforth Viceroy) was brought
directly under the British monarch.

Dui-i'ng the third Derby Jlinistrj% Disraeli, its

real leader, carried the Second Reform Act,

by the aid of the Liberals, in 1867. This act

established practical household suffrage in tlie

towns, thus giving to the workingnien a voice in

political alfairs, and greatly enlarged the suf-

frage in the country. The first Jlinistry of

Gladstone, which folio\T'ed (1868-74), resembled

the iMinistry of Earl CJrey in the number of re-

forms it inaugurated. The attempted Irish revo-

lutions of 18 i8 and 1867 (see Fexi.\x Society)

had convinced ilr. Gladstone of the necessity of

the redress of Irish grievances. In 1869-71 the

Irish Church was disestablished and disendowed.

A Land Act in 1870 compelled landlords to com-
pensate tenants for improvements in cases of

eviction, and provided for Government loans

to tenants wishing to buy their holdings. For-

ster's Education Act provided for national pri-

mary schools and for compulsory attendance,

in place of the public aid which had previously

been given to private institutions. The purchase

of positions in the army was abolished in 1871,

and the Ballot Act of 1872 instituted secret vot-

ing at elections. Gladstone's foreign policy was
one of non-interference in European wars and
justice to the neighbors of the colonies. He set-

tled the Alribnmii Claims by the payment of $15,-

000,000 to the L'nited States, in accordance with
the decision of a court of arbitration which sat

at Geneva in 1871.

The second Jlinistry of Disraeli (1874-80), on
the other hand, was noted cliiefly for its aggres-

sive foreign policy. He had Qiieen Victoria pro-

claimed Empress of India in 1877. His interfer-

ence robbed Russia of the fruits of her victory
over Turkey in 1878, and secured Cyprus for Eng-
land, and in the same year he made war U])on

Afghanistan, whose sovereign was leaning to-

ward Russia. In Africa a controlling interest

in the Suez Canal was acquired, the Transvaal
was annexed (soon, however, to be set free), and
the Zulus were subdued. In his second Jlin-

istry (1880-85) Gladstone also was compelled to

extend the Empire by suppressing the revolt of

the native Egyptians under Arab! Pasha against
the dual control of the finances of Egypt by
France and England. As a result of this war
Egypt came under British control. Forster's

Land Act of 1881 provided for fair sale, fair

rents, and fixity of tenure in Ireland, and the

Third Reform Act in 1884 gave to the country
the universal suffrage already practically estab-

lished in the towns.
The chief interest of English politics in recent

years has centred in the local government acts.

Home Rule measures for Ireland, and the South
.\frican War. The local government measures
( 1888, 18tl2, 18'J'J) took the local government out
of the liands of the gentry by the establishment

of county councils (q.v. ) elected by the people.

Under tliis act Greater 1-ondon at last received

the self-government it had so long deserved by
being organized as a county. The proposed Home
Rule acts were a result of the demands of tlie

great majority of tlie Irish people luider the

leadership of Charles Stewart Parnell. Glad-

stone's first act, in 1885, was rejected by the

Commons, and caused the disruption of the Lib-

eral Party. A strong minority, under the lead-

ership of Lord Harlington and .Joseph Cham-
berlain, revolted, and, assuming the name of

Liberal L'ninnists. joined the Conservatives. Glad-

stone's second Home Rule measure (1895) was
accepted by the Commons, but rejected by the

Lords, and the ne.\t general election returned the

Conservatives to power with Salisbury as Pre-

mier. The aggressive policy of Joseph Cham-
berlain, the Colonial Secretary, involved the na-

tion iu a blood.Y war with the two Dutch
republics of South Africa in 1899. The begin-

ning of the war was marked by brilliant vic-

tories of the Boers, but the overwhelming num-
bers of the British, rmder the able leadership

of Lord Roberts, compelled the Boers to break up
into small contingents. Though these little bands
fought with bravery and persistence, and were in

strategy superior to the enemy, they could ration-

ally hope to accomplish little against such odds.

The leaders w'cre accordingly reduced to the ne-

cessity of at last signing the terms of peace,

May 31. 1902. In the course of tliis struggle

Queen Victoria died, January 22, 1901, univer-

sallv lamented, and was succeeded by her son,

Edward VII.
One great result of this war has been the

loyalty to the mother country shown by the

British colonies. The growth of democracy at

home and the expansion of England into a vast

colonial empire abroad are the two most promi-

nent features of British political development
in the nineteenth century. In 1867 the cliief

American colonies north of the United States

were federated into the Dominion of Canada. A
powerful commonwealth has grown up in Aus-
tralia, and on .Tanuary 1, 1901, was formed into a
federation on the model of the United States.

Cape Colony, which w'as wrested from the Dutch
in 1806, has giown into an important country.

These and several other of the colonies have been

granted home rule on democratic principles, and
their federation with the mother country into a
vast empire is the most important question now
confronting British statesmen.

BlBLTOGR\P]lv. Of original sources for the his-

tory of early and mediiBval England, mention
may be made of the AnfjloSaxon Laws, edited by
Thorpe (London. 1840) ; also the various col-

lections in the "Rolls Series," the publication of

which was begun at London in 1856. The best

secondary sources for tile period are Stubbs, Con-

stitutional IJistori/ of England (3 vols., Oxford,

1895-97). authoritative on all matters pertaining

to constitutional development, but dealing only

incidentally with political history. The best

work for the political history of this period is the

old one bv Lappenberg and Pauli, Geschichte von

England '^(5 vols.. Hamburg, 1854-58); Green,

nistory of thu English People (4 vols., London,
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1877-80), is especially good for the social condi-

tions of the times; also Pcaisou, llislory of Eng-
land During the Eu)ly Middle Ages (2 vols., Lou-

don, 1807 ) . Legal history is treated in the monu-
mental work of I'ollock and Maitland, llislory of

English Law (2 vols., Cambridge, 1895) ; also

Keevts, History of English Law, edited by Kinla-

son (3 vols.. London. lSG!t|. Un the army and
navy in Kngland during the Middle Ages, Kiihler,

Die Enttrickclung des Kriegsn:esen von dcr Mitte

dcs 11. Jiihrhnnderis (3 vols., Breslau, 1880-89)
;

Oman, History of the Art of War (Ijondon,

1898). The fullest account of the English

Church is in Jlakower, Die Verfassung der

Kirchc von England (Berlin, 1874), translated

(London, 1895) ; a more popular account is to be

found in the series edited by Stephens and Hunt,
A History of the English Church (London, 1899-

1902). I'^or municipal history the best account
is Gross, Gild Merchant (2 vols., Oxford, 1890).

For limited periods or special, topics the follow-

ing are useful: On the Anglo-Saxons, Kemble,
The .S'ojods in England (2 vols., London, 1842) ;

luore popular is Green, The Malcing of England'

(2d ed., 2 vols., London, 1897) ; Freeman, History

of the Norman Conquest (0 vols., Oxford, 1807-

79) : Norgate. England Under the Angevin Kings
(2 vols.. London, 1887) : Round, Eeudal England
(London, 1895) ; Pauli, Simon con Montfort
(Tubingen, 1807): Prothero, Life of Simon of

Montfort (London, 1877) ; Gasquet, The Great
Pestilence, lSJiS-Ji9 (London, 1893) ; Pearson,

English Histori/ in the Fourteenth Century (Lon-

don, 1870) ; Wallon, Jiichard II. (2 vols., Paris,

1864) ; Ramsay, Lancaster and York. l.}0!)-l.'iS5

(2 vols., Oxford, 1892) : Wvlie, History of Eng-
land Under Henry IV. (4 vol's., London, 1884-98)

;

Lodge, "The Last Plantagenet," in Scribner's

Maga::inc. vol. xxi., ])]). 232-48 (New York,

1897) ; Gairdner, Introduction to the Paston Let-

ters (London, 1872-75). F'or a moi-e extensive

bibliography for English history down to 1485,

consult the excellent work of Gross, Sources and
Literature of English History to l.'iSS (New
York, 1900).

From 1485 to 1088. Of the sources only the

great collections can here be cited. The Calendar

of State Papers, embracing all State documents,
home and foreign, now extends from 1509 to 1085.

Cobbetfs Parlianientnry History (London, 1806),

continued by Hansard's Parliamentary Debates
to the present day, contains all Parliamentary
proceedings. Consult also the official Journals

of the House of Lords (London, 1577 to the pres-

ent day) , and of the Commons (beginning 1547) ;

Statutes of the Realm (Record Commission, 1810-

22); the Pablications of the Camden Society.

Gardiner'': Constifntional Documents of the Puri-

tan Rcrolution (Oxford. 1889) . The whole period
is covered by such genei'al works as Green (see

above) ; Lingard, History of England from the

First Invasion, by the Romans (London, 1825-

31), written from the Catholic standpoint. Lat-
est research, however, is best found in the spe-

cial work like Busch, England Under the Tudor.i,

English translation by Todd (London, 1895) ;

Gardiner, History of the Great Civil War. lG'i2-

16.'i9 (London and New York, 1894) : id.. History

of the Commonwealth and Protectorate (New
York, 1901), careful and scholarly. Consult
also von Ranke's masterly work. History of Eng-
land. Principally in the IJth Century (Oxford.
1875), for this and the succeeding period; Stern,

"Geschichte der Revolution in Kngland," in Onck-
en's Allgemeine Geschichte (Berlin, 1881);
Carlyle, Letters and Speeches of Cromwell (Lon-
don, 1845). For the economic development, con-

sult: Cunningham, tlroath of English History
and Commerce (Cambridge, 1892) ; Traill, Social

England (New York, 1895-97) ; Rogers, Six Cen-
turies of Work and Wages (New York, 1884).
Among the many constitutional histories, it is

sufficient to cite Gneist, History of the English
Constitution (Boston, 1898); llallam, Constitu-
tional History of Engleind from the Accession of
Henry VII. to the Death of George II. (London,
1887) ; Taylor, Origin and Growth of the English
Constitution (Boston, 1898).
From 1088 to the Presext Time. For the

entire eighteenth and the early nineteenth cen-

tury, the private correspondence and memoirs of

prominent men are important; e.g. the titles

cited inidcr the names of the kings (as William
III,, George III.) and statesanen (e.g. Fox, Dis-
raeli). Among modern authorities are Stanhope,
History of the Reign of Queen Anne (London,
1870) ; id.. History of Englaiul, ni.3-S3 (London,
1851-54) ; Leek}', History of England in the Eigh-
teenth Centun/ (London, 1878-90); Macaulav,
History of England (New York, 1856-62) ; Mas-
sey. History of England During the Reign of
George III. (London, 1855-03) ; McCarthy, His-
tory of the F'ozir Georges (London, 1885-90);
Walpoie, History of England from the Conclusion

of the Great War in Z8/.5 (Ixindon, 1878-80);
Martineau, History of England, Ifll6-Ji6 (London,
1849) ; Pauli, Geschichte Englands seit der Frie-

densschliisse von 181 ff und 181.^ (Leipzig, 1804) ;

Jlav, Constitutional Histon/ of England (New
Y'ork, 1805).

Phy.sic.^l Featukes. Hull, Contributions to

the Physical History of the Ilritish Isles (Lon-
don, 1882) ; Anderson, The Hook of British To-
pography (ib., ISSl; Supplements, 1880, 1891);
Jukes-Brown, The Building of the British Islands
(ib., 1888) ; Haughton, Descriptire, Physical, In-

dustrial, and Historical Geoqraphy of Enqland
and Wales (ib., 1893); Ramsay, Physical Geog-
raphy and Geology of Great Britain and Ireland,

ed. by Woodward' ( ib., 1894) ; Geikie, The Rivers

of Great Britain (ib., 1897); .lohnstone. Min-
eral (Jeologt/ (Edinburgh, 1897); Fontane, Aus
England and Schottland (Berlin. 1900); Mac-
kinder. Britain and British Seas (London. 1901) :

CasselVs Gazetteer (6 vols., ib., 1893-98) ; the
Reports of the Geological Survey of the United
Kingdom (London, current) ; and the Journal of
the Royal Geographical Society (London, cur-

rent )

.

Mineral Resources. Galloway, History of
Coal Minimi in Great Britain (London, 1882) ;

Hunt, British Mining (ib.. 1884): Bovd. Coal
Pits and Pitmen (ib., 1895) ; Hull. The Coal-

Fields of Great Britain (ib., 1882) : id.. Our Coal
Reserves at the Close of the Nineteenth Century
(ib., 1897) ; Loze, Les charbons britanniques ct

leur ^puisement (Paris, 1900).
Fauna. MacGillivray, British Birds (London,

1837-52) : Yarrell. History of British Birds (3d
ed., ib., 1850) ; Staveley, British Insects (ib.,

1871) ; Bell, History of British Quadrupeds (ib.,

1874) ; Wood. Common British Insects (ib.,

1883) ; Seebohm, History of British Birds (ib.,

1880) ; Nicholson, Natural History: Its Ri.te and
Progress in Britain (Edinburgh, 1886) ; Lyd-
dekker, Royal Natural History (London, 1890) ;
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Kappel and Kirby, Handbook of British and
J.'uropcun liutlci/ties and Moths (ib., 1895);
Carpenter, "The Problems of llie British Fauna,"
in Natural Scieitn; vol. xi. (ib., ISDT); Parker
and Haswell, Manual of Zoology (ib., 11100) ; also

the Transactions (ib.. 1835 et seq.) and Reports
(ib., ISn" et seq. ) of the Zoological tiociety of

London.

Flora. Sowerby, English Botany (12 vols.,

London, 1873-80) ; Watson, Topographical Bot-

any of British ['hints (ib., 1883); IJabington,

Manual of llriliKh Botany (2d cd.. ib., 1881):
Bentham, Handbook of British Flora (ib.. 1887) ;

Tumbull, Jndcx of British Plants (ib., 1890).

Agriculture. Prothcro, The Pioneers and
Progress of English Farming (London, 1880) ;

Rogers, History of Agriculture and Prices (Ox-
ford, 1882) ; Gamier, History of English Landed
Interest (London, 1893) ; id.. Annals of the Brit-

ish Peasantry (ib., 1895): Heath, The English
Peasant (ib., 1893) ; Shaw-Lefevre, Agrarian
Tenures (ib., 1893); Hasbach, Die englische'i

Landarbeiter in den letzten hundert Jahren
(Leipzig. 1894): Channing, The Truth About
Agricultural Depression (London, 1897); Gra-
ham, TJie Reviral of English Agriculture (ib.,

1899).

Industries ; Commercial Development. Rog-
ers, Industrial and Commercial History of Eng-
land (London, 1892) ; id.. »S'ia; Centuries of Work
and Wages (ib., 1890) ; Cunningham, The Growth
of English Industry and Commerce (ib.. 1890-

92) : Webb. History of Trade Unionism (ib.,

1894), -which contains a bibliography; id.. In-

dustrial Democracy (London, 1897): Rousicr,
The Labour Question in Great Britain (ib.,

1896) ; Bowle.v, ^^'ages in the United Kingdom in

the Nineteenth Century (London, 1900) ; Burgis.
Perils to British Trade and How to Avoid Them
(ib., 1895) ; Gastrell, Our Trade in the World in

Relation to Foreign Competition. 1SS5-95 (ib.,

1897); Great Britain Colonial Office, Trade in

the British Empire and Foreign Competition
(ib.. 1897); Porter, British and American In-

dustry (Chesterfield, 1901) ; Gibbins, Industry in

England ( ib.. 1896); Bevan, English Manufac-
turing Industries (13 vols., London, 1876);
Holdsworth. The Sea Fisheries of Great Britain
and Ireland (ib.. 1883) ; Schulze-Gaevernitz, The
Cotton Trade in England and on the Continent.
trans, (ib., 1895); R. C. T. Jones, The British
Merchant Service (ib., 1898) ; also the States-
man's Tear Book, ed. by Keltic and ReBwick
(ib., annually) ; Whitaker's Almanac (ib., an-
nually) ; and the Statistical Abstract of the
United Kingdom (ib., annually).

Transportation. Pattinson. British Railuat/s
(London. 1893) ; Pendleton. Our Railways (it).,

1893) ; Findlay, Working and Management of an
English Railway (5th ed.. ib.. 1894) : Grinling.
History of the Great Northern Raihixiy (ib.,

1897) ; Acwortli. Tlie Railways of Enqland (ib..

1900): Paish, The British^ Rniluay Position
(ib., 1902) : and the Annual Reports of the Great
Britain Railicay Commission (ib., 1874 et seq. ).

Government. Constitution: Hallam, Consti-
tutional History of England (8tb ed.. London,
1855) : !May. Constitutional History of England
(3d ed., ib., 1871) : id.. Treatise on the Lau-. Priv-

ileges. Proceedings, and Usage of Parliament
(ibth ed., ib.. 1893) ; Bagehot. English Constitu-
tion (ib., 1872; New York, 1882)'; Creasy, The

Imperial and Colonial Constitutions of the Britan-
nic Empire (ib., 1872) ; Freeman, The Growth of
the English Constitution from tlie Earliest Times
(new ed., London, 1873) ; Stubbs, (.'onstitutional

History of England: Its Origin a/nd Development
(3 vols., ib., 1877) ; Boutmy, Le developpemcnt
de la constitution et de la socicte politique en An-
gleterre (Paris, 1887; new ed. 1897), trans, as
The English Constitution (London, 1891);
Onelst, Enqlische Verfassungsqesehiehte (Berlin,

1882), Engli.sh trans. (4th"ed., London, 1895);
Burgess, Political Science and Constitutional Law
(Boston, 1890); Wendt, England, seine Ge-
sehichte. Verfassung and staatiichen Enriehtungen
(Leipzig, 1892) ; Goodnow, Comparative Admin-
istrative Law (New York, 1893) ; Anson, The
Law and Custom of the Constitution. (Oxford,

1896) ; Taylor, Origin and Growth of the British

Constitution (Boston, 1898) ; Maty, The English
Constitution (New York, 1899) :" Wilson, The
State (Bo.ston, 1901): Hall, Treatise on the

Foreign Poucrs and Jurisdiction of the British

Grown (Oxford, 1894) ; Pike, A Constitutional
History of the House of Lords (London, 1894).
Parliament: Green, The Making of England
(new ed., London, 1897): Ramsav, The
Foundations of England (ib., 1898-1902)"; Todd,
Pari ia in en tan/ Government in Enqland. cd. bv
Walpole (3d'ed., ib., 1892); id.. Parliamentary
(jovernmcut in the British Colonies ( ib., 1894) :

Gneist, Das englische Parlament in tausend
jdhrige Wandelungen (Berlin, 1881; trans., 4th
ed., London, 1891) ; G. B. Smith, History of the

English Parliament (London, 1892) ; Jeph.son,

The Platform: Its Rise and Progress (ib., 1892) ;

IJickinson. The Development of Parliament Dur-
ing the Nineteenth Century (ib., 1895) ; Carr-

Comni. Handbook of the Administrations of Great
Britain During the Nineteenth Century (ib..

1901); also Hansard's Debates, and for special

periods, the "Epochs of English History Series."

and the authorities referred to in this bibliogra-

phy under History. Politics: Lecky, History of

England in the Eighteenth Century (New York,
187"8-90) ; Dilke, 'Problems of Greater Britain

(London. 1890) ; id.. British Empire (ib., 1899) ;

Seeley, The E.rpansion of England (ib., 1893);
id., Growth of British Policy (ib., 1895) ,

Seignobos, Histoire poliliquc de I'Europe contem-
jioraine (Paris, 1897) ; Burrows. Historu of

Foreign Policy of Great Britain (London. 1897) ;

Canning. British Rule and Modern Politics (ib.,

1898) ; Sanderson, The British Empire in the

Nineteenth Century (6 vols., ib., 1898) ; Goldwin
Smith. Tlie United Kingdom : A Political Historv
(ib., 1,899) : Wilkinson."Tr«r«)HZPo/iei/ (ib.. 1900)":

Arnold-Foster. The War Office, the Army, and the

Empire (ib.. 1900) ; Berard, L'Angleterre et

I'impdrialisme (Paris, 1900) : Jose. Grotrth of

the Empire: Handbook to History of Greater
Britain (Ix)ndon, 1901): Hobson. Imperialism
(London, 1902) Butler-Johnstone, Imperial
Federation and Polity (ib., 1902) ; Bonwick. The
British Colonies and Their Resources (London,

1886) ; Caldeeott. English Colonization and Em-
pire (New York, 1891) : Egerton, Short History

of British Colonial Policy (London. 1897) : Cres-

well. The Growth and Administration of the

British Colonies. /S.?7-.07 (ib., 1898); Liicas,

Historical Geography of the British Colonies,

1837-07 (ib.. 1898) ; Zimmerman. Die europaisch-
'

en Kolonien. vol. ii. (Berlin. 1899): also the

Annual Register and the various official reports,
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Blue Books, etc. For political history before the

eighteeiitli century ami lor si>ucial periods, con-

sult the authorities rct'errcil to in this bibliog-

raphy under History; and for a concise general

survey, consult Acland and Ransome, Handbook
in Uulline of the I'olitical History of England
(London, 1895). Local: Chalmers, Local Gov-

ernment (London, 1883) ; Dowell, A History of

Taxation and Tasr.s in Entjland C-A eA.. London,

1888) : Goodnow, Municipal (lovcrnmcnt in (Srt'at

Britain (New Vork. 18!)5) ; Mallbie, JJnf/tish

Local Government (ib., 1897) ; Wright and Hob-
house, Ontline of Local Gonrnmcnt and Local

Taxation in. England and Wales (London, 1898) ;

Odgers, Local Gorernment, in "English Citizen

Series" (ib.. 1809) ; The English Citizen: His
Itights and [{csi}on»ibilities (13 vols., London,
188 IS,")) ; Graham, Taxation, Imperiifl and Local

(ib., 1899).
Fi-XAXC'E. Gifl'cn. Essays in Finance, 2 series

(London. 1880. 1880) ; Buxton, Eininiec and
Polities (ib., 1888) ; Bagehot, Lombard street: A
Description of the Money Market ( lOtli ed., ib.,

1893) ; Conant, History of Modern Banks of Is-

sue (ib.. 1890) ; Turner, Chronicles of the Bank
of England (ib., 1897); Stephens, Contributions

to Bibliography of the Bank of England (ib.,

1897) ; Root. Studies in British Xational Finance
( Livorpool. 1901) ; also the Blue Books, Journal

of the Itoyal Statistical Society (London, (piar-

terly). and the authorities referred to in tliis

l)ibliogra])hy under Industries : Physical Fea-
tures: and (lorernntent, sections Politics and
Local (iovernment.

Defex.se. Army: Wolseley. The Standing
Army of Great Britain- (London, 1893) ; Dilke

and Wilkinson, Imperial Defence (ib., 1892);
Clarke, Fortification (ib., 1890); id,. Imperial

Defence (ib., 1897) : King, Story of the British

Army ( ib,, 1897) : Fortescue, History of the Brit-

ish Army (ib.. 1890) ; and, for the Volunteers,

Wilkinson, The ^'olunieers and the yationnl De-

fence (ib., 1891; reissued 1890). Navy: Lord
Brassev. The British Sary (5 vols., London,
1882-83): .Jame.s, The Xaral History of Great

Britain (6 vols., ib., 1886) ; Mahan. The Influence

of Sea Power upon History (ib,, 1890) ; Colomb,
Xaval Warfare (ib., 1895); Hamilton, Naval
Administration ( ib„ 1890); Williams, A Short

Histoni of the Grnirth of the British Navy ( ib,,

1894-98) ; Eardlcy-Wilmot, Our Nary for a Thou-
sand Years (ib„ i899) ; id.. Our Fleet To-day and
Its Development During the Past Half Century
(ib„ 1900) ; Clowes, The Royal Navy (5 vols,, lb,,

1897-1900) ; and, for the Naval Reserve, Brassey,

The Royal Naval Reserve, the Mercantile Marine,
and the Colonies (London, 1895),

EDrc.\Tiox, Bisson, Our Schools and Colleges

(London, 1883-84) : .Tebb, The Work rjf the Vni-

versities for the Nation, Past and Present (Cam-
brid.ge, 1893): Leclerc, L'edueation des classes

moyenncs et dirigeantes en Angleferre (Paris,

1894) : id,, L'edueation et la sociHe en Angleterre
(ib,, 1894); Parmentier, Histoire de I'fducation

en Angleterre (ib,, 1896): Lyte, .James, and
others. Great Public Schools (London, 1896) ;

Morley, Studies in Board Schools (ib., 1807):
Balfour. The Educational Systems of Great Brit-

ain and Ireland (ib,, 1898): and the Annual
Reports of the Board of Education of Great
Britain,

Relioiox, Consult the authorities referred to

under Engl.xnd, CniRCii of; also, Patteson. i?!se

and Progress of Religious Life in England (Lon-
don, 18(i4); Stoughton, History of Religion in

England (0 vols,, ib,, 1831) ; id,. Religion in Eng-
land: First Half of Present Century (ib,, 1884) ;

Gasquet, The Eve of the Reformation (\e\v York,

1901) ; Fitzgerald, Fifty Years of Catholic Prog-

ress in England (London, 1900),

Ethnology, Consult the authorities referred

to under England.

GREAT BRITAIN, Royal Arms of, Tlie

arms of tlie United Kingdom of Great Britain

and Ireland are quarterly, first and fourth gules,

three lions passant gardant in pale, or, for Eng-
land ; second, or, a lion rampant within a doul)le

tressure flory counterflory gules, for Scotland;

third, azure, a harp or stringed argent, for Ire-

land: all surrounded by the garter.

Crest.—Upon the royal helmet, the Imperial

crown proijer, thereon a lion statant gardant or,

imjierially crowned, also proper.

Supporters.—Dexter, a lion rampant gardant,

or. crowned as the crest. Sinister, a unicorn

argent, armed crined, and unguled or, gorged

with a coronet composed of crosses pattee and
fleur-de-lis, a chain affixed thereto, passing be-

tween the fore legs, and reflexed over the back,

also or.

Motto.—Dieu et mon Droit in the compart-
ment below the shield, with the union rose, sham-
rock, and thistle ingrafted on the same stem.

For illustration of Arms of Great Britain, see

Colored Plate of National Coats of Arms in

article Heraldry,
Arms have been ascribed by heralds to the

Saxon and Norman monarchs of England in the

tenth and eleventh centuries ; but as heraldry

was, in point of fact, unknown till the middle of

the twelfth century, the ascriptions must be

dealt with as fabulous.

The supporters borne in fonner times by the

Kings of England varied much, particularly dur-

ing the earlier period when tliese api^endages of

the shield were invested with more of a decorative

than an heraldic character, and perhaps often left

to the fancy of the engraver, James I. for the

first time clearly defined the royal supporters,

adopting the lion of England and unicorn of

Scotland as they have ever since been borne, the

unicorn having been, up to 1707, allowed the

precedence in Scotland.

GREAT CATAWBA, See Wateree,

GREAT CHAM OF LITERATURE, The,
A title given l).v Smollett to Samuel Johnson, in

a letter to .John Wilkes,

GREAT CHARTER, See Charter,

GREAT CIRCLE SAILING. See Saili.n-gs.

GREAT COMMONER, The. A popular title

of tiie elder Pitt, who, tliough he became Earl of

Chatham, was a member of the House of Com-
mons and not of the House of Lords.

GREAT-CRESTED FLYCATCHER, See
KlXGIURll.

GREAT DANE, A dog. See Hound.

GREAT DAIT'PHIN, The, A name given to

the Daupliin Louis, son of Louis XIV,

GREAT DUKE. A title given to the Duke of

Wellington.

GREAT DUKE OF FLORENCE, The, A
drama bv JIassinger. licensed in 1027 and pub-

lished in' 1635.
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GREAT EASTERN. At the time of her con-

stiiution. ll»' largest ship in the world. It was
not until lltOl, when the Vellic was completed,

that her etiual in size was produccil. She was
never a tiiiancial success, having heen built when
the trade an<l conditions suitable to a ship of her

size did not exisl. In 18.52 the Eastern Steam
Navigation Company was formed, to maintain
an ocean steam route to the East round the Cape
of Good Hope. In 1853 the directors came to a
conclusion tluit, owing to the cost of maintaining
coaling stations on the way, such a route would
not pay unless the ship could carry coal enough
for the voyage out and home, besides a large

number of passengers and a great cargo. The
scheme was for a ship that would accommodate
1000 passengers, 5000 tons of merchandise, and
15,000 tons of coal for fuel. The result was the

construction of the Great Eastern. Her arrange-

ments (setting aside later alterations) were brief-

ly as follows: Length, GSO feet between perpen-

liiculars, or 692 feet upper deck ; breadth, 83 feet,

or 118 over paddle-boxes; height of hull, GO feet,

or 70 to top of bulwarks. The propelling power
comprised both paddle and screw. The paddle
engines had 4 boilers, each with 400 brass flue-

tubes; there were 4 engines, with cylinders of

14-foet stroke and 74 inches diameter; tlie paddle-

wheels were 56 feet diameter by 13 deep, with
30 arms or radii. The screw engines had 6

boilers; the 4 engines had cylinders, each 4 feet

stroke by 84 inches diameter, with piston-rods

7V> inches thick; the propeller-shaft w-as 160

feet long, and in some parts 24 inches in diame-
ter, with a screw propeller 24 feet in diameter.

The vast wall-sided compartments of the ship

had facilities for conversion into cabins for 800
saloon passengers, 2000 second class, 1200 third

class, and 400 officers and crew; or 5000 might

and the voyage abruptly came to an end at Wey-
mouth. The ship started again on .June 17, 1860,

from Southampton, and crossed the Atlantic in

eleven days, reacliing New York on the 28th.
Continuing on this route during the remainder of

1860 and the greater part of 1861, she made numy
voyages to and fro, continually losing money
for the owners and constantly requiring repairs.

In December, when political relations with the

United States looked ominous, the Oreat Eastern
served as a troop-ship.

In 1864 negoti.i.lions were entered into with
the Atlantic Telegraph Company and the Tele-

graph Construction and JIaintenanee Company
for the employment of the Great Eastern as a

cable-laying ship, and the arrangement and ser-

vices of the ship in 1865 and 1866 will be found
brielly noticed under Atlantic Telegraph. In
1867 the vessel was reconverted from a cable-

laying to a pas.sengcr ship, in order to provide for

the travel to the Paris Exposition, and extensive

renewals of machinery were made. The ship

started from Liverpool for New York in May;
but the speculation proved an utter failure.

In 1868 a new arrangement was made by which
the ship was to be permanently chartered by the

Telegraph Construction and ilaintenance Com-
pany. The name, which had been changed from
Leviathan to Great Eastern, and then to Great
l^hip, was again changed to Great Eastern. Be-

tween 1860 and 1874 the Great Eastern success-

fully laid some of the most important telegraphic

cables—across the Atlantic, in the Jlediterranean,

in the Red Sea, etc.; in 1884, became a coal hulk
in the harbor of Gibraltar; in 1887 was sold, to

be broken up. for $82,500.

The following table gives a comparative state-

ment as to the more recently built steamships,

showing the proportionate developments:

NAME OF eeiP
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Helena : on the ilissouii River, and on the Great

Northern ami other railroads (Map: Montana,

V •!) . It is in a productive mining region, and

is noted lor its great copper, gold, and silver

smelting works; besides these metals, lead, iron,

liitnmiiious coal, and sandstone arc found in the

vicinity. The city has also extensive manufac-

tures of flour. There are two steel w^igoii bridges

1000 feet long, two railroad bridges, a public

library, and apark system which includes seven

jiarksl aggregating 5.30 acres. The locality pre-

sents great scenic attractions. The most notable

of its" waterfalls are Rainbow and Great Falls,

from the latter of which the city derives its

name. The water-power, at medium low water,

equals 350.000 horse-power, and this, together

with inestimable mineral wealth, has contributed

to the rapid growth of the city, tircat Falls

was settled in 1884. and incorporated four years

later. The government is administered by a

mayor, elected luennially. and a unicameral city

council, the subordinate officials being nominated

by the executive and confirmed by the council.

The citv owns and operates its water-works.

Population, in 1800. :31t7tl; in 1000. H.mO.

GREAT FISH, or BACK, RIVER. A river

of Mackenzie and Keewatin. Dominion of Can-

ada, rising in a small lake near the north

shore of Lake Aylmer (Jlap: Canada, K 9). It

flows through lakes Beechy. Pelley. and Garry,

ai'd enters the Arctic Ocean by a wide estuary,

olT the entrance to which is King William Land,

after a northeast course of about 500 miles. It

was explored in 1834,35 by Sir George Rack
(q.v. ), who describes the Ah-hel-Dessy. or Parry

Falls, on one of the tributaries, as "surpassing

Niagara Falls in splendor of eft'ect." Montreal
Island, in the estuary, has a melancholy interest

in connection with the discovery of the final

relics oi' Franklin in 1859.

GREAT FISH RIVER. A river in Cape
Colony, rising in the Sneeuwberg, or Snowy
Mountains, and, after a generally southeasterly

coiu.se of 230 miles, entering the Indian Ocean
about 5 miles northeast of Port Alfred (^lap:

Cape Colony. K 8 ) . A bar at its mouth renders

it inaccessible to ships. The Midland Railway
from Port Alfred and Port Elizabeth skirts its

liaid<s u]i\\ar(I from Commadagga to Middleburg.

GREAT HARRY. A three-masted vessel

l>uilt luidcr Henry VII. in 1509. at a cost of

£14,000, the first' double-decker to be built in

England, and the first war-vessel of the British

Navi'. She was burned bv accident at Woolwich
in 1553.

GREAT- HAR'WOOD. A coal-mining town
in Lancashire, England, three miles northwest of

Accrington (Map: England. D 3). Population,

in ISOl. 0100: in lOOi. 12,000.

GREAT'HEART, Me. The brave guardian of

( Christiana and her children, and their guide to

the Celestial City, in Bunyan's Pilgrim's Prof/ress.

GREAT HORNED OWL. See Eagle-Owl.

GREAT KANAWHA, ka-na'wa. A large

river of West Virginia. It rises between the Blue
Ridge and Iron Mountains, in northwestern North
Carolina, whence it flows north-northeast under
the name of the New River through the western
part of Virginia; then turning to the northwest,
it breaks through several ridges of the .\llegha-

nies (Map: West Virginia, C 3). After receiv-

ing Gauley River in Fayette County. W. Va., it

takes the' name of Great Kanawha, flows for

about 100 miles through a picturesque region

abounding in coal, salt, and iron, and joins the

Ohio River at Point Pleasant, after a total

course of about 400 miles. By means of a sys-

tem of locks and movable dams, constructed at a

cost of $4,000,000, slack-water navigation has

been made possible throughout the year up to

the picturesque Kanawha Falls, about two miles

below the mouth of the Gauley.

GREAT LAKES. A series of inland seas

comprising lakes Superior, Michigan, Huron,

Saint Clair, Erie, and Ontario. They lie on the

frontier of the United States and Canada and are

drained by the Saint Lawrence River into the

Atlantic. Their aggregate area is over 90,000

square miles, exceeding that of any other series

of fresh-water lakes in the world. Lake Superior,

the largest, has an area of alxiut 31,000 square

miles. The Great Lakes occupy depressions that

are only slightly defined from the drainage sys-

tem of "the Mississippi and from the depression

of Hudson Bay. Their elevation ranges from

about tiOO feet" in Lake Superior to 250 feet in

Lake Ontario, but from Lake Superior to Lake
Erie the fall is less than 30 feet, so that almost

the entire descent is accomplished in the Niagara

and Saint Lawrence rivers. The Great Lakes

exercise a very beneficial influence uiion the

climate of the coiuitry, particularly by moderat-

ing the temperature. This explains the ex-

tensive development of fruit culture in parts of

the Great Lake region, notably in the vicinity

of Lake Erie.

The magnitude and importance of transporta-

tion uj)on the Great Lakes are not generally

realized. More than one-half of the number of

vessels registered in the Ignited States are found

upon the Great Lakes, and excepting the vessels

belonging to one particular ocean steamship line,

the average tonnage of the Lake vessels exceeds

that of all other American craft. A greater

tonnage annually passes through the Detroit

River than that which enters and clears in the

foreign trade of the Atlantic and Pacific coast

ports! No other artificial channel equals the

canal at Saint Mary's Falls in the amount of

traffic which annually goes through it. the ton-

nage even exceeding that of the Suez Canal. With
respect to rapidity, economy, and efficiency, the

lake traffic excels that of the ocean. The coastal

line of the Great Lakes touches eight of our

States. Their aggregate population is over one-

third that of the Union. The sailing distance

from Duluth to ButTalo is 997 miles, from Chi-

cago to Buffalo, 929 miles, and from Duluth to

Ogdensburg, 1235 miles. The vast region tribu-

taiy to the' Great Lakes is the richest part of the

country in the products of farm, forest, and mine.

The bulkiness of these products is such that a

water route becomes of especial value in their

tr.an.sportation. The greatest significance of the

lakes is due to theirrelation to the mining of

iron ore and the manufacture of iron products.

Viewed in this light, lake transportation is found

to be the key to the modern industrial progress

and s\ipreniacy of the United States. It is gen-

erally admitted that but for the cheapness of the

lake transportation the iron ore resources of the

Lake Superior region would have been scarcely

exploited. Without the supply of iron ore many
vast industries could not have thrived.
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The nature of shipping and its development
have been closely dependent upon the deptli of the

channels connecting the ditferent lakes, particu-

larly tlie passages between Lake Sujierior and
Lake Huron, and between the latter and Lake
Erie. Prior to 1858 the channel entering Lake
Saint Clair was only O'i feet in depth, but by
means of ai)propriations of the L'nited States

Governnieni one of the entering ehainiels was
dee|)ened to 13 feet by 1871, and to 10 feet by
1874, in which state it remained until 1887, when
the work of deepening began anew and it was
completed to a depth of 20 feet. The Detroit

River was not originally so shallow, and with
the improvements given it during the period from
1874 to 1800 a channel 20 feet deep was secured

for a breadtli of 440 feet. The Canadian Govern-
ment is now constructing a canal from Lake
Saint Clair to Lake Erie which will greatly

shorten tho route. The construction of the first

canal at Saint JSIary's Falls was begun under a
land grant of the State of Jlichigan by a private

corporation in 1853, and was opened with a depth
cf 12 feet in 1855. Under an appropriation of the

United States Government the canal was deepened
between 1870 and 1881 to a depth of 16 feet, and
iias since been excavated to a. depth of 20 feet.

Canada has also constructed a canal around these

falls, but it is much less used than the L'nited

States Canal. The Wetland Canal, connecting

Lake Erie and Lake Ontario, has been completed
by the Canadia^i Government to a depth which
admits the passage of vessels with a draught of 14

feet. The United States canals are free. With
each successive deepening of the channels the size

and draught of the vessels constructed have been
increased with a resulting cheapening of the rates,

which in turn has tended to increase the traffic

and stimulate the tributary industries. A num-
ber of vessels now in use have a draught of 17

feet. Some of them have a length of 500 feet and
carry 8000 tons of cargo.

Besides their great length these vessels differ

from the ocean type in that they are flat-bot-

tomed, the purpose being to carry the gi'eatest

possible cargo on the shallow draught to which
they are limited. On no other waters is so great a
cargo carried on so small a draught. Jfany of the

larger vessels besides carrying their own cargo
take one or more barges or sailing vessels in tow.

Many of the vessels classed as sailing vessels

are little more than barges, their sails being
.spread onlv when the Avind is especially favor-

able. Prior to 1883 the tonnage of the sailing

vessels exceeded that of the steam vessels, but
since that date the tonnage of sailing vessels has
remained about constant while that of steam ves-

sels has almost trebled. In 1807 the gi'oss ton-

nage of steam vessels was 075,000 tons, the sail

vessels a little over one-third that amount, and
the barges 55.000 tons. The total gross tonnage
of the lakes increa.sed from about 4.50,000 tons in

1S70 to 600.000 tons in 1880 and 1.370,000 tons

in 1807. The accessibility to resources of coal

and iron has given the lake region unequaled
advantage in the construction of ships. In 1807
the 120 vessels built on the Great Lakes had a
greater tonnage than the 137 vessels built in

other parts of the United States. Treaty pro-

visions prevent the ITnited States from building

war vessels on these waters. The increase in lake
traffic has been much greater than the increase in

tonnage. This is due to the greater rapidity both

of sailing and of loading and unloading vessels.

The efficiency in the latter respect is not equaled
in any otiier part of the world. A round trip
from the head of Lake Superior to the eastern
Lake Erie ports is now made in ten days. Thus
an average of twenty round trips in a season
can easil.y be made. Freight rates liave fluctuated
greatly from year to year so that the comparison
of years may be misleading, but the general
downward tendency has been very rapid. At the
end of the nineteenth centuiy coal was carried
from Bufi'alo to Dulutli at the rate of one-lialf

mill per ton mile, which was only a small frac-

tional part of the expense by rail. Wheat was
carried the same distance at a per mile rate that
was cheaper than that current in ocean traffic.

The fact that coal constitutes a large product
for return shipment makes a much lower rate
possible than could otherwise be secured. The
movement of freight upon the, lakes is character-
ized by tha great predominance of the east -going
tiaffic over the west-going trade (especially the
east-going traffic from the Lake Superior region),
and by the importance of tlie Lake Erie ports for

the excliange of the east-going for the w-est-

going products, and by the fact that the bulk
of the traflic centres upon a very few commodi-
ties.

Formerly the lo\rer lake region was of greater
i-elative importance, but in consequence of the
enormous increase in iron mining in the Superior
region, and also the increase in lumbering and
grain raising in the tributary region during the

last decade of the nineteenth century, the in-

crease in the tonnage of lake shipments during
that period was mainly in the tonnage originating

in the Lake Superior region. The concentration
of the transfer of the east-going for the west-

going traffic on the Erie coast is due principally

to the fact that it is through these ports the iron

ore must pass to reach the coal and the smelting
region, while in turn, in consequence of the
nearness of these ports to the coal mines, they
are the most convenient points for the loading

of the coal, which constitutes the bulk of the

west-going freight. Lumber also finds the short-

est route to the manufacturing centres through
these ports, and grain here makes connection
with the Erie Canal, whence there is an easy
transit to the Atlantic coast. It is probable that

the latter product would be carried on the Saint

Lawrence route much more extensively than it is

if the canal around the Niagara Falls were to be

deepened so as to admit the passage of the large

lake vessels. According to the Government re-

ports for 1000 the total net tonnage of freight

upon the lakes was 36.033.200 tons, distributed

as follows: Receipts of mining products, 23,541.-

203 tons; receipts of agricultural products.

5.220,285 tons; receipts of forest products. 3.523.-

188 tons; receipts of manufactured products,

277.393 tons; receipts of miscellaneous products,

3,471.131 tons. The commerce through the De-

troit River on the part of vessels registered at

American ports increased from 21,684,000 tons in

1800 to 30.000.000 in 1800.

The registered tonnage psissing through the

Saint Marv's Falls Canal in 1860 was 403.657

tons; in 1800 8.-l54,435 tons, and in 1900 23.315,-

834 tons. The net tonnage passing through the

canals in 1900 was 25.043.073. Of this 20,532.493

tons was eastbound— 19.102.494 tons going

through the United States Canal. The number of
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vej=s'els entering' (lie main lake ports in the season

f/iding Noviiiibcr ^0, 1!I00, was as follows: Clii-

layo. 7099; liulJ'alo, 3li84 ; Cleveland, .3343; Mil-

wa'ukce, 30,5"; Detroit, 'IZli; and Duluth, 1901.

Ihe bulk of (lie lake trallic is American, only 11

jier rent, being Canadian.
There arc numerous harbors along tlie coast

line of tlie liikes. Jlany of these havens are

shallow, and constant dredging is required to keep
them accessible. The National Government has

expended large sums on harbor improvements.
In late years there has been a serious lowering in

the level of the lakes' surface, to the great

detriment of the harbors. Different plans have

been projected for preventing further harm in

this respect. Dams have been constructed aerojis

tbe exit channels of the lakes. One of the most
serious disadvantages with which the lake com-
)nerce has to contend is the winter ice, which
?tops all tralTic. The cessation of general lake

tralhc begins about the fir.st of December and
continues four or five months, about 222 days

iieing the a\erage annual time during whieli the

canals are open. Much has recently been done

to continue the period of traffic by the construc-

tion of boats with special provisions for ice

crushing. A railroad ferryboat has also been

(unstructed which is able to crush its way
ibrough three feet of ice.

The problem of the further improvement and
increase of lake transportution is one of much
significance to the country and has. occasioned a
-leat deal of interest and speculation. Schemes
have been projected with the view to making the

lake ports directly accessible to ocean-going ves-

sels. The interests of Canada as well as those

<jf the United States are involved in the proposed

improvements, thus occasioning a rivalry between

the two nations. For instance, an all-United

States route is proposed, known as the Oswego,
Mneida, Mohawk Vallej' and Hudson Route. An
All-Canadian route is also proposed which con-

nects the Georgian Bay with the Ottawa River.

A proposed international route includes the Saint

Lfkwrence River, Lake Champlain and Hudson
Hirer.

The Great Lakes are valuable for their fish-

eries. Nearly $4,500,000 of fish is taken from
them annually, considerably over half by Ameri-

can tlshennen.

GREAT LAKE TROTJT. See NAMATCUsn.

GREAT MANITOTJLIN, man'i-too'lin. See

JIaXITOVLIN ISLANIIS.

GREAT MARTiOW. See Marlow.
GREAT MAR'QUIS, The. A surname of the

famous Portuguese statesman the IMarquis de

Pnmbal (1699-17S2), and also of the noted

Scotch statesman (he first Marquis of Montrose
(c.1612-50).

GREAT MASTER OF LOVE. A title given

by Petrarch to Arnaut Daniel, the troubadour
who invenled the sestina.

GREAT MOTHER (Lat. Magna Mater). An
epithet applied by the Romans to the goddess

C'vbele. or Rhea, as the representative of the pro-

creative powers of nature.

GREATOREX, gr."it'5-reks. Eliza (Pratt)
(1820-97). An American artist, born at Manor
Hamilton, Ireland. She came to New York in

1S40. and in 1849 married Henry W. Greatorex,

the organist and composer. She studied art in

New York in 1854-50, and in Paris in 1862. At
lirst she produced many landscape paintings,

but afterwards devoted herself to etching and to

lien-and-ink work. In 18U8 she was elected an
associate of the National Academy. About that

time she began a series of sketches of historic

buildings and scenes in and around New York.
She was in Germany in 1870, and in the following

year, where she published The Homes of Oberani-

iiieruau. Returning to the United States, she

published: Summer Etchings in Colorado (1873),
and Old A'eio York from the Battery to Bloom-
ingdale (1870).

GREAT PACIF'ICATOR, The. A sobriquet

of Henry Clay, basi'd tipon bis services in har-

monizing eonllicting interests through the Mis-

souri Compromise.

GREAT PEDEE' RIVER. The name of the

Yadkin lliver after it enters South Carolina
(Map; South Carolina, E 2). The stream rises

in the Blue Ridge in northwestern North Caro-
lina, and flows through the State in a south-

southeast direction. In South Carolina it re-

ceives the tributaries Little Pcdee and Wacea-
niaw, and empties into the Winyaw Bay at

Georgetown. It is navigable for 150 miles.

GREAT'RAKES, Valentine (c.1628-83).

An Irish soldier and "healer,' born at Affane,

Ccuntv Waterford. At the outbreak of the Irish

Rebellion in 1041 he fled to England, and for six

years lived in the homes of relatives. From 1649
to 1656 he served in Ireland under Cromwell.
About 1601 he felt that he had been given divine

healing power, and had what seemed to be remark-
able success in 'touching' for scrofula, ague, and
other diseases, thotigh an exhibition before the
King proved a failure. Several pamphlets by
medical men and other critics were published,

attributing his cures to miraculous agencies, and
in 1666 Greatrakes published a vindication of

himself entitled .1 Brief Account, accompanied
by numerous testimonials. He retired soon after-

wards to his estate at Affane, where he died.

GREAT RIFT VALLEY. The name given
to a great depression wliich extends from Pales-

tine in Asia to the southern end of Lake Tan-
ganyika in Central Africa. The depression is

formed really liy a series of rift valleys which
begins in the north with the Jordan and Dead
Sea valleys, extending thence through the Red
Sea basin to the strait of Bab-el-^Iandeb. and
across French Somaliland and Abyssinia to Lake
Rudolf in British East Africa. Here the depres-

sion divides: one branch runs southward to be-

yond Lake Manyara. and the other takes a
westerly course to Albert Nyanza, where it turns
southward to the shores of Lake Tanganyika.
The Great Rift Valley owes its origin to long
parallel fissures or cracks in the earth's crust
between which the strata have subsided, forming
narrow, elongated troughs. In Central- Africa
the valley is frequently limited on either side by
bare walls of rock which rise precipitously to the
level of the adjoining plateau—4000 to 5000 feet

above the sea. Elsewhere the evidence of faulting
is not so apparent. Most of the great African
lakes are situated in this valley. The formation
of the fissures was accompanied by enormous
volcanic activity, of which there are evidences
in great sheets of lava, e.xtinct volcanoes, and a
few active cones. See Afric.\.
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GREAT SALT LAKE. An extensive sheet

of salt wattT ill lujillnvestei'n Utali. ncai" wliicli

is situated Salt Lake City. It lies in one of tlie

great valleys of the Koeky .Mountains, on the east-

ern edge of the Great Basin (q.v. 1, and is about

75 miles long, and 30 to 50 miles wide. There are

nine islands in the lake, one of which is llj niUes

and anotlier 12 miles in length. Tlie lake oecu-

j)ies a sliallow depression, witli an average depth

of less thivn 20 feet: the surface lies about 4250
feet above sea-level. Owing to the annual varia-

tion of rainfall in the region, the lake is subject

to great fluctuations in area ; in 1850 its area

was 1750 square miles, but it had increased to

2170 miles in 1869. During the period 1880-90

the waters subsided considerably, but recently

thej- have again begun to rise. The lake re-

ceives from the south, through the Jordan River,

the waters of Utah Lake, which are fresh, and
from the north the drainage of Bear River, but
it has no outlet. Its water is a concentrated
natural brine, containing about 22 per cent, of

sodium chloride, slightly mixed with other salts,

and having a specific gravity of 1.1-|-. The manu-
facture of salt by evaporation of the lake water
is an important industry. The only animals
known to live in the water are a small shrimp
(Artemia gracilis) and the larva of a fly (Ephy-
dra gracilis). The first mention of Great Salt

Lake was liy Baron La Hontan in 1689. who
gathered some information concerning it from the

Indians west of the Mississippi. It was first

explored and described by Fremont in 1843. A
survey was made in 1849-50 by Stansbury, and
more elaborate surveys in recent j^ears by the

"United States Geological Survey. Gilbert has
shown that the lake in Pleistocene time covered
a much larger area. (See Lake.) Garfield

Beach, on the southern shores of Great Salt Lake,
is a bathing resort visited by many tourists for

the novelty of a b.ath in the waters, which are
so heavy that the body easily floats. See Utah.

GREAT SEAL. The ofl[icial sign of the royal

authority in England. All documents of im-

portance emanating from the Crown, as grants,

charters, and writs, were required to be authen-
ticated by it. It was called "The key of the

kingdom," and was intrusted to the Lord Chan-
cellor, who was also known as the Lord Keeper
of the Great Seal. In the reign of Edward I. it be-

eame customary to issue writs under the prjv^'seal,

which might be affixed by any secretary of the

King, but this practice was forbidden by stat-

ute in 1300. By act of union between England
and Scotland (5 Anne, ch. 8),- one great seal

for the United Kingdom of Great Britain is used
for sealing writs to summon Parliament, for

treaties with foreign States, and all public acts of

State affecting Great Britain. The holder of the
great seal is still the Lord Chancellor. A seal

is also kept in Scotland for sealing grants and
writs affecting private rights there. As regards
Ireland, the Act of Union (39 and 40 George
III., ch. 67) provided that various acts, as to

summoning Parliament, etc., should be done under
the great seal of the LTnited Kingdom; but in

other respects the great seal of Ireland is used in

the same manner as before the union.

GREAT SLAVE LAKE. An extensive and
irregular sheet of water in the Territory of Mac-
kenzie, Canada (Map: Xorthwest Territories. F
2). It has an area of 7100 squara miles. Its

greatest length is about 300 miles, and its great-
est breadth 60 miles. It is surrounded, especial-

ly on the north, by rugged and precipitous shores;
it contains many islands, some of them wooded,
and is wliolly frozen over for six months of every
,Vear. On the north it receives the surplus waters
of Lakes A.vlmer and Artillery, and on the south
those of Lake Athabasca through the Great Slave
River. Its own surplus is earrie<l off by the
Mackenzie River to the Arctic Ocean.

GREAT SLAVE RIVER. A river of Atha-
basca and Mackenzie, Canada. It is the outlet

of Lake Athabasca into Great Slave Lake, and
flows in a northwest direction from the former
to the latter (ilap: Canada, H 4). It is about
300 miles in length ; its banks in many parts are
well wooded, and its course in the lower part lies

tlirough a fertile alluvial region. With the ex-

ception of 13 miles of falls and rapids near Fort
Smith, it is navigable for river and sea-going
steamers.

GREAT STONE FACE, The. One of Na-
thaniel Hawthorne's short stories, which ap-
peared in 1852 in The S)iow Imaqc, and Other
Twice-Told Tales.

GREAT TOM. A 17.000-pound hell which
hangs in the tower of the Tom Gate of Christ
Church, Oxford, and is tolled at closing time, ten
minutes after nine, every night.

GREAT UNWASHED, The. A designation
applied to the multitude. It was used by Sir

Walter Scott, and is attributed to Edmund
Burke.

GREAT VALLEY. The valley between the

Blue Ridge and the Alleghanies (qq.v.).

GREAT WALL OF CHINA. See Chine.se
Wall.
GREAVES, gravz (from OF. rireves. from

greve, shin ) . Pieces of armor used as a defense

for the legs, originally made of leather, quilted

linen, etc.. and afterwards of steel hollowed to fit

the legs and fastened with straps behind.

GREAVES, .ToHN (1602-52). An Enalish
mathematician. He was born at Colemore.
graduated at Balliol College. Oxford, in 1621, and
in 1630 became professor of geometry at Gresham
College. London. He traveled in Southern Eu-
rope and Egv-pt. collecting valuable manuscripts,
gems, and coins, and making measurements of

monuments. In 1643 he was chosen professor of

astronomy at Oxford, but five years later was
ejected by the Puritans. Among his numerous
works were: Pyramidographia, or a Discotirse on
the Pyramids (1646) ; A Discourse of the Roman
Foot and Denarius (1647) ; and Elementa
LinguiT PersicfB (1649).

GREAVES, Launcelot. The hero of Smol-
lett's novel of the same name.

GREBE (Fr. grche, from Bret, krih, Welsh,

Com. crib, comb). A bird of the family Podi-

eipida". having the feet not webbed in the usual

manner, biit lobate: that is. with a separate

membrane for each toe, united only at the base.

The tarsi (shanks) are so much compressed as

to be almost like blades. The claws are large

and flat. The bill is about as long as the head,

straight and conical. The wings ai-e short.

There is no visible tail. The legs are attached

so far back that the birds when on land assume

an erect position, like penguins. They walk with
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didiculty, ami all their motions on land are awk-
ward. They sometimes sluitUc along un their bel-

lies like seals. But in water they are e.\treniely

agile;, they swim rapidly, dive with e.xtreme

quickness if alarmed, and pass to very consider-

able distances under water. They feed on lishes,

batrachians, crustaceans, and other aquatic ani-

mals, partly also on vegetable food. They are

said sometimes to carry their young under their

wings, and even to take them under water with

them in diving to escape from enemies. The
geographical distribution of the group is very

wide, and some of its species are also very widely

distributed. Grebe-shooting is a favorite anuise-

ment in some places. The grebe is pursued by a

boat, while it seeks to escape by diving and swim-
ming under water.

One incentive to this hunting is the demand of

fashion for grebe-skins. The plumage of the

breast is very dense, silky, and warm, and has

been in great vogue for women's muff's and for

hat and dress trimmings. Thousands of these

interesting birds are sacrificed yearly for these

trivial piii-poses—a slaughter w-hich ought at

once to be stopped. Xone of the grebes ai'e

bright-colored, black, brown, gray, and white

being the usual shades, but a few forms have
steel-blue, tawny, or rich reddish-brown mark-
ings on the head and neck. \Yhen in full breeding

plumage some have the head ornamented with
handsome tufts. In this condition their appear-

ance is very different from that of the young or

the adults in winter. Rather more than twenty
species of grebes are known, of which at least

half a dozen are North American. The best

known of these is the dabchick, which is closely

allied to the European little grebe (I'odiccps

minor). The American dabchick or pied-bill

grebe, or 'hell-diver' {I'odili/inbus podiceps) , is a
common bird from the Argentine Republic north-
ward to Hudson Bay, and it breeds locally

throughout its range. It winters from the mid-
dle United States .southward. It is small, not

much more than a foot long, brownish-black
above, fading into pure white on the belly. The
bill is light bluisli, encircled by a broad, black
band. The dabchick is an exceptionally expert

swimmer, and can swim for some distance with
only its bill above water. The nest is made of

vegetation in the water, sometimes practieall}-

floating on the surface, so that the young can
take to the water as .soon as tliey are hatched.

The largest American species is the Western
grebe (JEchmophoriis occidentalis) , which is

from two to two and one-half feet long, and has
a straight, .slender, and acute bill, three inches

long. There are two very distinct varieties, one
much smaller than the other, but both are com-
mon in the Western I'nited States. Tlie red-

necked grebe (Coliiiiihiix HolbocUii) is another
large species, 10 inches long, found throughout
North America, but in the United States only
in winter. Two of the commonest American
grebes are the horned grebe (folinnhiis atirihis)

and the American eared grebe (Coh/mbus nipri-

collis. var. CdJiforJiirnx) . The former is found
throughout North America, the latter only west
of the Mississippi. The smallest American grebe
is tlie Saint Domingo g-rebe iColt/nihns Doiiiiiii-

ciis), which is fomid in the warmer parts of
America, and only as far north as the valley of
the Rio Grande, It is less than 10 inches long,
the bill is very short, and there are no crests

Vol. IX.—h.

or rufl's. The great-crested grebe of Europe
{(Jolymbus or I'odiccps aiis(atus) is a large and
conspicuous species, 2 feet long ; its occurrence in

Xortli America seems to be very doubtful. See
riate of .\i.i3.\TR0ss, Auks, etc.

GRECCHETTO, gre-ket/to, Ir.. See Casti-

til.lD.XK, (ilOV.\-NM liENKDF.'l'iO.

GRECIAN COFPEE-HOUSE, A well-

known place of meeting for tlie wits of the

eighteenth century, situated in Devereux Court,

1 ondon. Steele huniorously affected to write the

more learned' papers of the Taller there.

GRECIAN DAUGHTER, Tiik. Arthur Mur-
phy's l)est-known tragedy, produced in 1772 and
plaVed as late as 1830.

'

GRECIAN GAMES. See Games, Ancient.

GREECE. A kingdom occupying the southern
l)rolongation of the Balkan Peninsula, between
(he -Egean and Ionian seas. Its mainland ex-

tends southAvard from about latitude 40° N. to

t'ape Jlatapaii in latitude 3fi° 23'. Its only land
boundary is Turkey on the north. It includes, in

addition to the provinces on the mainland, numer-
ous islands, in both the ^-Egean and Ionian seas,

it.s land area in the east being about one-fifth of

the land surface of the .Egean Archipelago. The
total area, 2-5,014 square miles, embraces 20,86.5

square miles of mainland and 4149 square miles
of ishiiuls ; in other words, tiie area of Greece is

half that of England, or a very little larger

than West Virginia. The arena was slightly re-

duced by the Treaty of 1897, ending the last war
between Greece and Turkey, which added some
jiarts of northern Thessaly to the Ottoman do-

main.
Topography. The coast waters are shallow

and penetrate far into the land, deep gulfs on
op]iosite coasts dividing the mainland into North-
ern and Central Greece, and the peninsula of

Peloponnesus, or the Morea. The Peloponnesus
is connected v.ith Central Greece by the Isthmus
of Corinth, which at its narrowest part is only
four miles wide, and which is pierced by a ship

canal. No other country in the world has so large

a proportion of coast to area as Greece. It has a
mile of coast for every 10 miles of surface. Tlie

country is nearly cut in two by tlie gulfs of

Corinth and .Egina. In spite of this fact, Greece
is not rich in good harbors (except in a few cen-

tral and highly favored parts of the country),

cwing to a wall of mountains which rises from
the shore on long stretches of the coasts. Though
the east coast has many fine ports, the harborless

shores include the entire east sides of Thessaly,

and of the long island of Euboea, and the east side

of the Peloponnesus, south of the Gulf of Argolis
to the most southern rock mass of Cape Malia.
Volo, on the gulf of that name, is the only port
of Thessaly. The best harbor facilities are found
in the beautiful Gulf of .Egina, where the fine

natural harbor of the Pir.TUs is the port of

.Vthens, six miles inland. Still farther south the

shores of the Gulf of .Argolis, penetrating deeply
into the Peloponnesus, are rich in harbors. The
gulfs of .Egina and .\rgolis have always been the
centre of Greek sea life: and the Gulf of .Egina
contributed in no small measure to the influences

.tiial made Athens the centre of Greek culture.

Tlie south coast of the Peloponnesus is deeply
indented bv the Laconian Gulf (Gulf of Maratho-
nisi, or Kolo-Kythia) and the Messenian Gulf
(Gulf of Koroni). The west coast of the Pelo-
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ponnesus is flat, low, and but little indented,
while t lie north coast, wasliod by tlie waters of

the Gulf of Corinth and its entrance, tlie Gulf of

Patras, is high and steep, witli a good harbor at
Patras near fertile and liighly cultivated plains.

The west coast north of the Gulf of Patras is

swampy in tlie soutli, high and mountainous in

the north, but of small importance in the sea

trade.

In its surface forms Greece preserves the char-

acteristic aspects of the broader mass of the

Balkan Peninsula (q.v. ) to the north of it. It

is preeminently a mountain land, the ranges of

the Balkan Peninsula extending into and through
the country. Tlie wild chain of the Pindus, a
dominating feature, forms tlie water parting, and
sliarply divides the larger western from the
smaller eastern part of Greece as far south as the

Gulf of Corinth. West of the Pindus the ranges
of the Dinaric mountain system, which parallels

the shores of the Adriatic farther north, pass
tlirough Greece to the southern end of the Pelo-
ponnesus. These chains are crowded so closely

together that the valleys are very narrow, and
there is little development of high mountain
plains. The mountain chains of Northeastern
Greece, on the other hand, are broadly distin-

guished from those of the west by the fact that
tlieir main direction is east and west. On the
whole, the mountains are of only medium ele-

vation, though Parnassus, the best-known sum-
mit of the eastern ranges, rises in the very heart
of Greece to a height of 8065 feet; and Jlount
Taygetus, the culminating point of the Dinaric
system in the Peloponnesus, is 7890 feet high.

The chains, frequently connected with one
another by spurs, riiake a network of mountains
throughout the country. The result is that
Greece has no great middle point upon which
its highways and activities converge. It is di-

vided into a large number of small districts

which are reached with diniculty over the moun-
tain roads. The great bond of union is the sea,

whose deep bays and gulfs serve the trade of

the interior. Greece is rich in contrasts of color
and in picturesque beauty ; and the charm of

its landscapes is especially emphasized along
the coastal indentations where the glowing col-

ors of the bare mountain walls contrast Avith the
deep blue of the sea between them. While there
are many small plains among the highlands, the
only great plains are those of Thessaly in North-
ern Greece. They are surrounded by mountains
and nowhere reach the sea; comparatively level

and woodless, but covered witli alluvium, tliey

are very fertile, the granary of the kingdom, the
region where landscapes are most smiling and
vegetation is most luxuriant. The Thossalian
jdains are separated by highlnnds extending north-
west and southeast .about midway between Laris-
sa and Trikala. There are many small fertile

plains in Bteotia, Messenia, Argolis. and along
parts of the coast.

All the Greek islands are mountainous. They
were once a part of the mainland, and the largest
island in the .'Egean Sea, Eubira, is still so re-

garded, as it is separated from Central Greece
only by the narrow Strait of Enripus. which at
Chalcis is little more than 100 feet wide. Enboea
is the prolongation of the coastal mountains of

Thessaly. The Greek islands in the .^gean Sea
are of small fertility, thouch some islands of
the Cydades, particularly Naxos and Santorini;

produce e.xcellent fruits and wine. A chain of
volcanic islands bounds the Cydades on the
south; and tlie little group of Santorini, mid-
way between Europe and Asia, is one of the
four centres of volcanic action in Europe. The
eruptions of 1806 resulted in the appearance of

some new .small islands. The Ionian Islands

near the west coast far surpass the Cydades in

size and fruitfulness. Encircling their central

mountains are hilly lands and plains of extraor-

dinary fertility. Corfu (the ancient Corcyra) is

the largest of the group, the other important isl-

ands being Santa Maura (Leukas), Cephalonia,
Ithaca, Zante, and Cerigo (Cythera).

Hydrography. The rivers of Greece are small,

and none of them is important for navigation or
water-power. As in some other Mediterranean
regions, water flows only periodically in most of

the river beds, which arc; dry through the greater
part of the year. Only the largest rivers carry
water to the sea at all times. JIany of the rivers

are swallowed up in 'sinks' in the limestone re-

gions, reappearing far below and leaving large

areas of parched lands which, if water were avail-

able, might be made very fertile by irrigation.

The most important river is the Achelous, empty-
ing into the Ionian Sea, north of the Gulf of

Patras, The chief rivers of the Peloponnesus are
the Alpheus and the Iri (Eurotas), During the
autumn rains. Hoods are very frequent in the riv-

ers, nearly all of which, rising in the mountains,
are torrential, Corfu is the only island that can
boast of a small perennial stream, the Messongi,
which is navigable for a short distance. Lakes
are numerous among the mountains. One of the
largest. Lake Copais in Boeotia, has been con-

verted into a fertile plain by drainage. Some
lakes have no visible outlet, Init the waters are

sweet ; their outlets are underground conduits
leading through the limestone to rivers or direct-

ly to the sea.

Climate. While the climate of the main mass
of the Balkan Peninsula gradually approaches
that of the Mediterranean countries, the Mediter-
ranean subtropical climate prevails in Greece ex-

cept on the higher elevations. The climate has
two peculiarities. One is the extreme heat and
cold occasionally recorded. The hot enervating
sirocco blasts from Africa make some of the

summer days almost unendurable, so that during
their prevalence labor in the fields of Thessaly
is carried on at night; and winds from the

neighboring snow mountains of the north tend
to intensify the winter cold. Tlie other pecu-

liarity is the contrasts in climate that neigh-

boring localities present, due to the great diver-

sity of the surface. While the loAvlands have hot,

dry summers, and autumn and winter rains, the

mountains are much cooler and have summer
rains. There is little frost or snow in the low-

lands, but the mountains are covered with snow
in winter. The rainfall is considerable among
the mountains of the west, while excessive

drouglits prevail in the east, so that many farm
crops cannot be grown without irrigation. The
soil is only moderately fertile except where much
alluvium lias overspread the rocks, as in Thes-

salv. where the land is very productive. The for-

mation of humus is slow and meagre. Many
slopes have been washed bare of soil by winter

rains, so that much land once tilled has been

abandoned.
Flora. Greece is very poor in timber, not a
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thirtecntli part of the country being woodland

;

and nuniorous herds of goats tend to Uill the

young growths and prevent the rehabilitation

of the forest areas, which were once far more
extensive. The nature of the llora varies with

altitude, three distinct zones being recognized.

All the truits and grains of the ilediterranean

lands arc raised from the sea-level to an eleva-

tion 01 1500 feet. The tree zone is mainly be-

tween 1500 and 5000 feet, the oak and beech
predominating in the lower, and conifers in the

higher altitudes. There are still some line forest

areas among the mountains. Alpine conditions

prevail above 5000 feet, where only a few Vi-ild

plants find a foothold in the thin soil. Many
of the mountains are almost bare of vegetation;

and the natural vegetation on the plains only

consists of grasses, scattered clumps of ever-

green shrubs, and small patches of woodland.
Fau.n'a. The be<ir, boar, fo.x, wildcat, lynx,

and jackal are the most conspicuous wild ani-

mals. Several varieties of deer, hare, and rabbit,

besides quails, partridges, and pheasants, are the

game animals.
Geology. Western Greece, including two-

thirds of the mainland and nearly all the Pelo-

ponnesus, is composed of the long, parallel lime-

stone ridges of Tertiary formation, of the Di-

naric mountain system, the narrow troughs that

separate them being schists and sandstone. This
mountain region is a part of the Karst system
which extends along the Adriatic; for, farther

north, it exhibits the characteristic Karst phe-

nomena of caverns, sink-holes, and underground
liver channels, leaving much of the land dry and
relatively barren. Some of the limestone has
hardened into the purest marble. The same lime-

stone formation built up the Ionian Islands, once

a part of the mainland. The rocks of Northeast
Greece arc of a different character, being the

contiiuiation of the crystalline rocks that built

up the mountains of Thrace and Macedonia.
Farther south, the eastern part of Central Greece,

the island of Eubtea, and the northeastern part
of the Peloponnesus are covered with mountain
chains of Mesozoic limestone extending in curves
from west to east. The crystalline rocks of the
Cyclades form the mountains, comparatively low,

of these islands. Severe earthquakes often origi-

nate among the mountains. Greece is not rich in

minerals, though the argentiferous lead-mines of

Laurion. near the southeastern extremity of At-
tica, yield about 30.000 tons of lead a year.

There is no coal except the lignite found in Eu-
hisR. The lack of fuel prevents the large ex-

ploitation of the copper and iron fields, though
important quantities of iron and zinc ores are
obtained. Paros and Pentelicus yield fine mar-
ble, and emery is obtained in Naxos and otlier

islands. Sulphur (about 600 tons a year) is

mined in Melos and Santorini.

Agriculture. As cultivation depends largely

upon irrigation, which is very unequally dis-

tributed, the tilled lands in most parts of the

country resemble oases. Cereals occupy about
halt of the tilled lands, but w'heat is among the

imports, the home supply being inadequate. Rice
is grown in the lowlands of Elis. and maize, bar-

ley, and oats are raised to some extent. The
Greek currant (a small seedless grape), grown
extensively on some of the Ionian Islands and
near the gulfs nf Patras and Corinth, is a large

crop and the staple of agricultural exports. The

vine is of first importance in Greek agriculture,

the area in vineyards liaving increased from 125,-

000 acres in 1800 to 250.000 acres in IIJOO. While
currants are the chief crop, tlie production of w ine

has increased and the <|ualily has in later times
improved. Being rich in ahohol and color, Greek
wines are benight by many French merchants to

mix with home vintages. As the (irecks live

largely on vegetables and fruits. gar<lening is a
great industry, well-tilled ganU'iis being very
numerous near the towns and on the plains.

Flax, hemp, tobacco, cotton, and the mulberry-
tree supply the industries with raw material. The
cultivation of flax and hemp has decreased on
account of Russian competition, but tobacco,

yielding excellent leaf, is an increasing cro]i, par-

ticularly on the plains of Argolis and around the

Gulf of Corinth. Mulberry plantations abound in

the Peloponnesus and Eubcca. wliere raw silk is

])roduced, both for home industry and ex))ort.

Cotton is raised in the Peloponnesus, but finds

the most congenial soil and climate in Thessaly
and Boeotia. During the Turkish domination olive-

growing steadily declined, as one metho<l of pun-
ishing insurrection was to destroy the olive-trees.

Since 1830. however, the planting has rapidly ad-

vanced, and olives are to-day one of the best re-

sources of the Greek peasantrv. The trees have
increased from 2.000.000 to l.S.OOO.OOO since

(ireece won independence. Fruit-trees are im-
portant, above all in the Ionian Islands and the

•Egcan Archipelago, oranges, lemons, figs, and
pomegranates leading in production. The most
important domestic animals are sheep (2.900.000

in 1892) and goats, from whose milk butter am!
cheese are made. Goats are raised everywhere,

but the large flocks of sheep are found mostly on
the plains of Thessaly. Bee-culture is important
and the honey of Hymettus is famous. The coun-

try abounds with fragrant flowers that give to

honey a particularly delightful savor. While
agriculture is the eliief resource of the ])eople,

the prevailing poverty of the soil prevents it

from being so large an element of prosperity as

in many other countries ; and an undue propor-

tion of the [jeasants are attracted from labor in

the fields to the life of the sailor. To a large

extent the land is in the hands of the peasant
proprietors, though there are some great estates,

particularly in Thessaly. Of the total area there

are .).360,000 acres cultivated and fallow. 1.280.-

000 pasture. 1,900,000 forest, and 9,500,000 waste
land.

Manufactures. Most of the common articles

used in Greece are the product of home industry.

Cloths and carpets are woven by peasant women
in their houses, and the metal and leather goods

industries employ thousands of men in their

small shops. The poorer classes derive most
of their manufactured articles from the home
industries. The development of large industries

is discouraged by the fact that Greece has neither

coal. wood, water-power, nor adequate capital.

Since 1870, however, the industrial arts have
made important progress, and the Government
does all in its power to stimulate manufacturing.
The cotton cloths now produced in the factories

of the Pirreus and other centres supply most of

the home needs, and are even exported to Turkey.
The Pinicus is the largest industrial centre. It

has a number of cotton, silk, and wool factories,

many flour-mills: it builds ships and makes ali-

mentary pastes. Larissa is also prominent in the
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cotton and silk industries. Sparta and Athens
weave che.<ip silks, and I'atias spins much cotton

yarn. Tlie nielallurgic industries are little de-

velo[)ed, though some macliinery is made at Syra

and a few other towns. The principal industries

are those wliielt transform agricultural and ani-

mal products into manufactured commodities,

such a-s soap-works, tanneries, distilleries, and re-

fineries. Sponge iislieries are actively carried on

in the .Egean .Sea and along the coasts of Tunis

and Tripoli, and the preparation of sponges for

market is a considerable industry. As tlie sea

trade is largely developed, ships are built in all

the ports, the industry being most active in Syra

and the Pir.'eus.

Commerce. The following figures show the

average vnhnne of the special trade of Greece

(that is. the commerce exclusive of the forward-

ing trade) :

Imports..
Exports..

1879-83

324.500,000
13,300,000

S-22.500,000 S-2.j,900.000

17.000,000 20,400.000

The chief imports in 1900 were : Cereals, $6,720,-

000 ; cloth and yarn, .$.3,290.000 ; coal. etc.. .$2,990.-

000 ; wood and timber, $2,220,000 ; fish and caviar,

$1,230,000; chemicals, $830,000; rawhides, $070,-

000: live stock, ,$670,000; paper. $070,000; cofl'ee,

$550,000; sugar, $510,000; glass and earthen-

ware, $500,000. Currants are about one-half of

the exports, and tlie only product for which there

is considerable demand from many countries.

The chief exports in 1000 were: Currants. $10,-

570.000: ores. $4,100,000: wine. $960,000; to-

bacco, $710,000; figs, $4.S0.000; olive oil. $400,-

000; siik and cocoons, $280,000. Great Britain

has the larger part both of the import and

export trade, usually selling to Greece about

one-third of her purchases (woven goods and

yarns, coal, iron, and machinery), and buying

from her about one-fourth of her sales (mainly

currants, besides lead, iron, zinc and silver ores,

raisins, sponges, and valonia). The influences of

a common religious faith and the convenient com-

munications between South Russian and Greek

ports give Russia second place in the Greek

trade ; and Austria-Hungary. Turkey. Kgypt. Ger-

many. France, and Italy are the other most im-

portant buyers and sellers. The United States

sold to Greece in 1900 goods valued at a little

over $300,000. chieflv machinery, and bought

fron: it connnodities valued at about $1,000,000,

chiefly currants.

B.\NKS. The Ionian Bank, established in 1839,

with headquarters in London, and the National

Bank, dating from 1841. with which was incorpo-

rated the Epiro-Thessalian Bank in 1900. are

the chief institutions of their kind in the coun-

try. There are numerous private banks, and since

1899 an agricultural bank has been in operation

at Patras with the object of freeing agricultur-

ists from the machinations of usurious money-
lenders by lending money at a fair rate of interest

on land security.

TR.\]yspoRTATiON. As the sea is the main high-

way, both in the domestic and foreign trade, the

completion of the Corinth Canal across the Isth-

mus of Corinth, in ISO.'?, was a most important
addition to commercial facilities. This canal.

3.7 miles Ions', connects the Ionian .nnd .Eueau

seas, and gives a tnuch shorter and smoother

passage between Italy and Odessa and for all the
small vessels plying between the ports of North-
ern and Central Greece than that around the
south end of the country. The sea trade was
served in 1900 by 137 steamers of 115,530 tons,

and 927 sailing vessels of 183,877 tons. More
than half tlie trade is carried through the port
of Pira'us. Tlie Greek flag is more prominent
than any other in the shipping trade of the
eastern Mediterranean ports, and there are sev-

eral thousands of small trading craft. The isl-

ands are tlie great centre of sea life. The little

island of Syra, in the centre of the C}'clades, has
long been tlie largest trader in the .^Igean,

though its importance has for some time been
declining. A large part of the shipping of Greece
belongs to the Ionian Islands. The railroads are

as yet very inadequate for the needs of the
country, only G03 miles having been in operation

in 1900. The railroad, only partly built, between
Athens and northern Thessaly. will be the trunk
line of the country, with extensions into the

Peloponnesus. It is intended to extend the line

from Larissa to Saloniki, and thus bring Greece
into rail communication with the rest of Europe.

The common roads have been much improved, and
there are now over 2000 miles of good highways.

GovER^ME^'T. Greece is a constitutional mon-
archy, the kingship being vested in the royal

House of Holstein - Sonderburg - (Jliicksburg, of

which the present head is the King of Denmark,
whose second son, CJeorge I. (Georgios), ascended

the Greek throne in 1863. The legislative power
is vested in a Chamber of Deputies (the Boule),

which meets annually in Athens, the members
being elected by popular vote for a term of four

years. Th ^ sufTrage is restricted to males, twenty-

one years old or over, ilembers of the Boule, and
all officials, must be at least thirty years of age.

The executive functions of the State are in the

hands of the six heads of departments, who com-
pose the ilinistry. ^Military sen-ice is compul-
sory for two years in the active army, and for ten

years in the reserve. Tlie army <in a peace foot-

ing numbers 25.180. including ofllcers and men;
in time of war it is increased to 82.125. The fleet

consists of 07 vessels, manned by 4042 officers

and men. Besides three battle-ships and two other

armor-clad shi])s. a cruiser, and a royal yacht,

the navy includes coast -defense vessels, gunboats,

and torpedo-boats. The aA-erage annual revenue

is over $20,000,000. derived from the customs,

stamps, monojiolies (salt, petroleum, matches,

and playing-cards), and the tobacco tax. The
receipts much more than provide for the cur-

rent expenses, but as the net proceeds of the

monopolies and tobacco and stamp taxes are ap-

plied to diminishing the public debt, the budget

usually sliows a small deficit. The public debt in

1899 was $157,200,000. not including the paper

money in circulation. The monetary unit is the

drachma, equivalent to the franc. The gold

coins of the leading countries are accepted, by
royal decree, as legal tender. The metric system

ofWeights and meastires was introduced in 1898

and is gradually supplanting the old system.

Popti..^TiON .v^-D People. The population of

Greece according to the census of 1896 was about

2.443.806. Only about one-third of the Greek

people live in Greece. There are about 1 000.000

Greeks in .\sia ?\rinor. between 1.000.000 and
2.000.000 in European Tnrkev. about 500.000

in the Ottoman islands, Cyjnus, and Crete, and
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cousiilcrable numbers in other parts of the Old
World, while tliuiisaiids have eoiiie to the United
States. Over 200. (tOO non-CJreeks reside in t^reeee,

of whom the Albanians, the most numerous body,

are l>eeuming largelj' assimilated with the native

population. The Greeks sur])ass all the other
peoples of the Balkan Peninsula in homogeneity
and national unity, .md in this way, as well as in

conniieree and navigation, have shown themselves

to be worthy successors of the old Ilellenes in

spite of the misrule and other misfortunes whieh
for eenturies tended to impoverish the soil and
decimate the pojmhition. Most of the people, a.s

well as their government, are poor. It is foreign

capital tliat has to a large extent made public

improvements and brought about some develop-

ment in manufacturing.
Ethnology. In racial characteristics the

Greeks belong to the ^Mediterranean race, and are

akin to the Iberian of Spain and the Ligurian of

Italy. They are above the average in height (1.65

mm., or ."> feet inclies). dolichocephalic (index

75.7 to 83 according to mixture), with dark skin,

hair, and eyes. The face is a long oval, and the
features are most attractive. Where those of

shorter skulls or lighter color have crept in, the
effect is seen in the population. Slavs, Avars,
Turks ( I'ral-Altaic) , and Albanians (.\driatic

or liinaric race ) have invaded Greece and added
their racial characters to those of the older popu-
lation. The Greeks of classic times were of the
longheaded ilediterranean type, as the crania
that have been recovered show, though their

statuary, as is pointed out by Stephanos, is

bradiycephalic. In speaking of the ancient in-

habitants two names stand out prominently for
recognition, that of the Hellenes and that of the
Pelasgians. Relying chiefly on the testimony of
Herodotus. Scrgi places the Pelasgians in the
great Jlediterranean family, where, before Greece
was Hellcnized. they completed the circle formed
else by Iberians, Ligurians, and Libyans. This
aboriginal Pelasgian stock was Hellenized after-

wards, just as the inhabitants of Gaul and Spain
were Latinized. Behind the cla.ssic age lay the
age of bronze and the age of stone. But the
scarcity of osteological material renders it im-
possible to form opinions on the race of the men
who peopled them.

In .Etolia, Acarnania, Thessaly, the greater
part of the Peloponnesus, and most of the inlands,

the descendants of the old Greeks are still pre-

dominant ; but a very large admixture of Al-
banians (.see Alb.\ni.\) prevails in Attica,
Boeotia, Phocis, and Argolis, with the islands of

Spczzia, Salamis. Hydra, and Andros. The true
Greek is easily recognized by his tall .stature,

slim body, aquiline nose, oval face, and mus-
tache, the beard being worn only in mourning.
The Greeks are temperate in both eating and
drinking; flesh is seldom eaten so that the diet

is principally vegetable. The Greeks are devoted-
ly attached to their fatherland, and their love of
liberty and independence is strong. Though they
are loyal to a good ruler, they are easily roused
to resistance by the infringement of their rights.

Commercial bargains are the delight of the
Greeks. Early marriages are eominon, and the
Greek matrons take pride in large families. Two
peculiar branches of the Greek race are the
^lainotes of the Peloponnesus and the Palikars
of the northern hichlnnds. The former, who boast
to be the descendants of the ancient Spartans,

inhabit principally the mountain fastnesses of

Taygetus, where for eenturies they defied the
power of the Turks. In recent times education,

intermixture with other raci's, and commerce
have to a great extent removed their distinctive

])eculiaritics. The red cap, the white shirt, and
the golden jacket mark out the Palikars even to

tlie casual obijerver as a separate class. They go
about armed, and attended by armed followers;
their houses are fortrcs.ses, and their .servants

form a little army. The islanders arc almost all

seamen or traders; they wear the red cap, a short
jacket, and wide Turkish trousers. The Alba-
nians are a strong, hardy race, and engage in

agriculture or other severe labor. The Wallachs,
of whom there are a considerable number in the
region of the Pendus, are a nomad and pastoral
race; they sleep on the hillsides with their flocks,

which are guarded by ferocious dogs. There are
large numbers of ^Maltese at .Athens, and espe-

cially the Pirieus. The settlers from Western
Europe are not nimierous. There is a consider-

able Turkish element in Thessaly.

Religion. The predominant religious faith ia

Orthodox Greek, which is the State religion,

though the fullest liberty is given to all sects.

The ecclesiastical authority of the Greek Church
is no longer vested in the Patriarch at Constan-
tinople, but in a council known as the Holy
S,\iiod, under the presidency of the Metropolitan
of Athens. The-Christian sects, other than Greek,
number about 25,000 : .Jews, 6000 : and Moham-
medans, 25,000. See Greek Religion (ancient)

;

and Gkeek Chukcii.

Education. During the fifth and fourth cen-

turies B.C. the education of the Greek boy was
divided into three branches. (1) dytii nasties

(yi'/ivadTiKi/), including all forms of physical
training, wrestling, running, leaping, etc., taught
by a trainer (iraiiSoTpih/f), at a palwstra. (2)
Grammar (ypajifiariKfi ), including reading, writ-

ing, and the elements of numbers. In this school
the boy learned by heart many of the ancient
poets, and studiecl carefully their works. (3)
Music (finviyiK!/)^ an essential part of a Greek
liberal education, including singing and playing
on the lyre. This training lasted from ab(nit the
sixth to the eighteenth year. Further training
in philosophy and rhetoric was in the hands of

the Sophists (q.v.). The boy was accompanied
to and from school, and in his exercise, by a peda-
gogue, who was not a teacher, but merely a slave,

who had general oversight over the boy and could
punish him if necessary. In later times other
luanchcs, notably geometry, were added to the
tisual training, and in some places schools were
provided by the city for boys and even girls. For
the education of the youth by the State, see
EpHEnts.

In modern days education from the humblest
school to the university is free to all. Tgnnrance,
however, is rife in the rural districts, where the
law requiring all children to attend school is not
well enforced. Educatiim is upon a somewhat
higher plane among the islands than on the main-
land. The school system is only partly supported
by the Government, being largely depcn<lent upon
private contributions. Only 15 per cent, of the
army recruits can read. Education is in a more
flourishing condition in the higher schools, .qnd

the T'niversity of .Athens, with 2S53 students in

1000. attracts over SOO sfmlonts from other Medi-
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tcirancan countries, chiefly from Turkey. There
are aUo a i)olyteehiiie and two agricultural

schools, a military academy, and several naval
schools.
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HISTORY.

Ancient Histobt. (See paragraph in this ar-

ticle under Ethnology.) The Hellenes, or later

inhabitants of Greece, were a branch of the Indo-
European, also called Indo-Germanic or Aryan,
speech-family. They are supposed to have entered
the country at a remote period from the north and
northeast in successive waves of migration, and
were composed of various independent tribes. It

was not until after the time of Homer that they
received the common name Hellenes. By Homer
they are called Danaans. Argives. and Achseans,
while the Hellenes were in his time a small tribe

in Tlipssaly. The name 'Greeks' was another
tribal name, generalized by the Italians. The
early history of the Greeks is one of fable, where-
in tlie achievements of centuries are compressed
into single generations, and the movements of

whole peoples are described as the adventures of

heroes. To this so-called Heroic Age belong the

deeds associated with such names as Heracles.

Theseus, and Perseus, and the great undertakings
known as tlie Argonaulic Expedition, the Expedi-
tion of the Seven against Thebes, and the Siege
of Troy. Much light is thrown upon tlie civiliza-

tion of the early period by the remains found at
Mjeena;, Tiryns, and other places. (See Abch.e-
OLOGY.

)

The first truly historical landmark in the his-

tory of Greece is ollered by the so-called Dorian
migration. The waves of migration which as early
as tlie stone age had peopled Greece witli the tribes

from the north were conlinued from time to time
after the country had been occupied. One such
wave was tliat of the Dorians, who, at some time
rouglily placed between B.C. 1200 and 1000, de-

scending from their mountainous home in the

central part of Northern Greece, overran the

Peloponnesus and enslaved or drove out the

former inhabitants of the land. One of these

displaced tribes, the Achseans, settled on the

southern shore of the Corinthian Gulf, expelling
the lonians. who took refuge in Attica. The story

of these migrations is compressed into a single

generation, but it doubtless represents the con-

quests of at least two or three centuries. One
of the effects of the movement was the coloniza-

tion by Greeks of the lands farther east—the
islands of the .-Egean Sea and the coast of Asia
jMinor. The expelled peoples were obliged to

seek new homes, and three important streams
of colonization poured across the sea : the .Eo-
lians. so called, who settled the islands and coast-

land to the north; the lonians, who settled the
islands of the central .Egean and the middle por-
tion of the Asiatic coast : and the Dorians farther

south, who occupied Crete and other inlands and
the southwestern coast of Asia !Miiior. Several
centuries later, in the eighth and seventh cen-

turies B.C., another great colonizing impulse
spread through the Grecian lands; the cause of

this impulse, however, was not external pressure,
but internal expansion. This movement carried

Greek civilization to Sicily. South Italy (Magna
Graecia). Africa, and other regions.

The history of Greece is for the most part one
of individual States, each fired with the spirit

of independence and the desire for freedom, and
each seeking to solve the prolilem of national

development in its own way and according to its

own impulses. The two States which became
most prominent, and with which history has prin-

cipally to do. are Athens and Sparta. Sparta
from early times held the lead in the Pelopon-
nesus, where Argos was long her rival. In the
seventh century B.C. she subdued ilessenia. Her
peculiar political and social institutiojis are
ascribed to the lawgiver Lycurgus. who. accord-

ing to the common tradition, lived in the ninth
century B.C. At the head of the Government were
two hereditary kings: "hut their power was lim-

ited, and in historical times was confined to cer-

tain priestly functions, the command of the arnw
in war and the enjoyment of a position of honor-

ary distinction in the State. The actual power
was vested in the ephori (q.v. ).

The development of the Athenian political sys-

tem was carried further than that of the Spartan
system. The regular course of political history in

the Greek States was this: The kingly form nf

government, which was prevalent in the Heroic
Age. gave place at a later time to an oligarchy

of birth : this in turn became transformed into a
one-man power, or 'tyranny': and the 'tyranny"
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was finally replaced by a government of tlie peo-

ple, or democracy. The history of Athens illus-

trates this course of davelopment, and the names
of Solon (archon, B.C. 594), Clisthcnes (about
508 B.C.), and Pericles (in the last half of the
fifth century B.C.) are landmarks in the develop
ment of the Athenian democracy. Pisislratus

and his sons (B.C. 500-510) mark the period of

'tyranny.' The chief olliccrs and bodies of the

Athenian democracy were the nine archons, the

Areopagus, the Senate, the Eeclesia, or public
assembly, and the Helcipa. or law courts. By the

side of Athens. Sparta, and Argos, Corinth early

rose to prominence, developing into a great in-

dustrial, commercial, and colonizing centre.

The Greek settlements in Asia Minor were con-

quered by CriEsus, King of Lydia, in the early

part of his reign (B.C. 560-546), and brought
within the Lydian kingdom. In B.C. 546 Croesus

was overthrown by Cyrus the Great, King of

Persia, and the Greek cities in Asia, as well as
the islands along the coast, with the exception
of Sanios. were made subject to the Persians. In
B.C. 500 the lonians revolted against the Persian
rule and were assisted by twenty Athenian and
five Eretrian ships. Sardis. the capital of Lydia,
was taken, sacked, and burned. The ire of

Darius, the Persian King, was aroused, and he
vowed vengeance both on his revolted subjects

and on their sup])orters from across the sea.

In B.C. 493 the rebellion was brought to an end,

and in the following year Mardonius, son-in-law

of Darius, was sent to Greece to take vengeance
on the Athenians and the Eretrians. Three hun-
dred ships and 20,000 men were lost in a, storm
oflf Moimt Athos. and JIardonius himself, who
led an army by land, was so harassed by the

tribes of Thrace that he was obliged to turn
liack. Two years later, in B.C. 490, a second ex-

pedition, consisting, according to ancient author-

ities, of 600 galleys, 100,000 foot and 10,000

horse, was sent across the .-Egean, under the

command of Datis and Artaphernes. After tak-

ing the city of Eretria-, the Persians proceeded,

under the guidance of the aged Hippias, to the

plain of Marathon, 22 miles northeast of Athens.

In the battle which there took place, 10.000

Athenians were assisted by 1000 heavy-armed
soldiers and a few light-armed troops from
Plataea. A messenger had been sent for aid to

Sparta, but. from a religious superstition, the

Spartans were prevented from marching for five

days, and the crisis was then past. The Greeks,

led by Miltiades, were overwhelmingly victorious;

6400 Persians were lost, while only 192 Athenians
were killed. In the following year Athens found
herself at war with .-Egina. This war taught her
the necessity of having a navy, and she was in-

duced by Themistocles to construct a fleet of

200 vessels, and to add 20 new vessels thereto

every year. In the meantime, Xerxes, the Per-
sian King, was preparing for an invasion of

Greece on a grand scale. Troops and supplies

were brought together from every quarter of his

Empire, until the largest army of which history

has a record was assembled. A bridge of boats
was thrown across the Hellespont for the con-

venience of the land troops, a canal was cut
through the neck of tlie peninsula of Atjios for

the passage of the ships, and in the spring of B.C.

480 the force was set in motion. The first stand
was made by the Greeks at Thermopylae. The
pass was heroically defended by Leouidas and

his .300 Spartans, but was finally taken through
the treachery of a Greek. Athens was captured
and burned, having been, at tlic approach of the
Persians, abandoned by its inhabitants. In the
meantime the Persian fieet, after undergoing
severe losses in storms and in battle at Artemi-
sium, off the northern end of the island of Euboea,
proceeded to Salamis in pursuit of the Greek
fleet. The number of the Persian vessels at
Salamis was about 1200; that of the Greeks less

than 400, 200 of which were Athenian. In the
battle W'hich took place in the narrow strait be-

tween the island and the mainland, and which
Xerxes viewed from a golden throne erected on
the slope of Mount -Egaleus, the Persians were
completely defeated. Xerxes fled m alarm to

Asia, leaving Mardonius with 350.000 men to

bring the war to a close. In the following year
(B.C. 479) Mardonius was overwhelmed by 110,-

000 Greeks, under Pausanias. at Plata>a and
slain, and on the same day another Persian army
was defeated, with loss of its fleet, at Mycale in •

Asia.

Athens was now, as a result of her patriotism
and sacrifices, the first State in Greece, and her
position was still further strengthened by the
events that followed the Persian wars. The
treachery of Pausanias, the commander-in-chief
of the combined Athenian and Spartan fieet which
was engaged in driving the Persians from the
Greek cities in the ^Egean and in the neighbor-
hood of the Hellespont, caused the fleet to put
itself under the leadership of the Athenian com-
manders, and in B.C. 476 was formed the Con-
federacy of Delos, on \\hieli the future empire
of Athens was to be built. This Confederacy was
a voluntary coalition of Greek States formed for

the purpo.se of prosecuting the war with Persia
and driving the Persian power from the -Egean
Sea and the lands washed thereby. The dele-

gates were to meet yearly on tlie island of Delos,
and there was also to be the treasury. A fixed

contribution in .ships or money was assessed on
each State. Gradual changes were, as time went
on, wrought in the relation of the allies to one
another, and the alliance of equal independent
members was at length transformed into an em-
pire of de])endent States, with Athens at the head.
The period between B.C. 479 and 431, the year

of the beginning of the Peloponnesian War, was
the most brilliant in the history of Athens. The
latter part of this period, called the age of
Pericles, saw the complete democratization of

the Athenian constitution. The Long Walls, con-

necting Athens with the port of Pirseus, were
now built, the city was beautified with many
public buildings, the Propyl.Ta, the Parthenon,
the Theseum, and others, and sculpture, art, and
literature flourished. But irritation at the op-
pression of Athenian control, and the old spirit

of indepeTidence, which always stood in the way
of Greek unity, were silently at work; the height
of Athenian power is marked by the battle of

ffinophyta (B.C. 456) and the conquest of

Bceotia ; in B.C. 447 Bneotia revolted and the
Athenians were defeated at Coronea. By the
treaty which was then made, the Athenians en-

gaged not to interfere further in Boeotian afTairs,

and by the Thirty Years' Truce, concluded two
years later (b.c. 445), they acknowledged the
leadership of Sparta in all Peloponnesian mat-
ters.

The. situation of affairs in Greece at the time
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of which we are speaking was as follows: On one

side was Athens, with her empire of subjeel anil

mostly discontented allies, comprising all the

coast cities of Asia Minor as far south as Lycia,

the cities along the Thraeian and Chalcidian

shores, and nearly all the islands of the .Egean

:

and on the other,' Sparta, with her voluntary con-

federacy of free and independent States, among
which were numhered nearly all the States of

the Peloponnesus, some in Xorthern Greece, and
those of Italy and Sicily. Athens was a mari-

time power, with an ellicient navy of 300 galleys;

Sparta was preeminently a. land power. Athens
had a fnll treasury and" a large annual revenue;

Sparta was financially weak. Athens was demo-
cratic and progressive; Sparta was aristocratic

and conservative. It was inevitable that the

question of supremacy should at some time come

to an issue between these two. Tlie struggle was
precipitated by the contentions between Corinth

and her colony Corcyra, and the revolt of Poti-

dffia from the Delian League. The war which
now broke out in B.C. 4.31. which is known as the

Peloponnesian War, lasted until B.C. 404, and
resulted in the complete abasement of Athenian
pride and the establishment of Spartan suprem-

acy. It may be divided into three periods: (1)

from the beginning to the Peace of Xicias (B.C.

421); (2) from the Peace of Xicias to the

Sicilian Expedition (B.C. 415) : (3) from the

Sicilian E.xpedition to the end (B.C. 404). The
most important events of the lirst period were

the surprise of Platfea by the Thebans (B.C. 431)

,

the fall of Mitylene (B.C. 427), the capture of

Platoea by the Spartans ( B.C. 427 ) , the siege and

capture of Sphacteria by the Athenians (B.C.

425), and the defeat of "the Athenians by the

Spartans at Aniphipolis (B.C. 422). The Peace of

Nicias. which was a peace in name but not in

fact, left the two contending parties in prac-

tically the same relative position as before the

war. In the second period there was more or

less fighting between the different States of

Greece, but no great battle. The ill-advised

Sicilian K.vpedition (B.C. 415-413) portended the

ultimate result of the long contest ; it left Athens
broken and exhausted. The battle at the Argi-

nusae (B.C. 40fi) was an Athenian victory, but

the capture of the Athenian ships at .Egospotanii

in B.C. 405 put an end to the war. Athens sur-

rendered to the Spartan commander, Lysander,

her walls were demolished, her ships were given

up, she was deprived of her foreign possessions,

and an oligarchical government was established

in the city.

The body which was now set up at Athens con-

sisted of thirty members, and was known as the

Thirty Tyrants. Similar bodies of ten were
everywhere established by Lysander in the demo-
cratically ruled cities of Asia Minor and the isl-

and^. It soon became apparent, to those who had
chafed under Athenian rule, that the rule of

Sparta was destined to be much moi'e harsh and
oppressive than that of Athens had been. A
change of feeling took place in many quarters.

The Athenian exiles, joining under the lead of

Thrasybulus, seized the fort of Phyle, a few miles

north of Athens, entered the Piraeus, defeated in

Iiattle the forces of the Thirty, and secured the

deposition of the Thirty and the appointment of

a Council of Ten in their stead. These were
later replaced by another board of ten. and a
reconciliation was eflfected. The democracy was

restored (B.C. 403) sixteen months after Ly-
sander had taken Athens.
The period of Spartan supremacy extended

from the close of the Peloponnesian War to the

battle of Leuctra, in B.C. 371. In B.C. 399 war
broke out between Sparta and Persia, and in B.C.

397 Agesilaus, the King of Sparta, was sent to

Asia to bring it to an end. He met with success

and was about to carry the war into the interior

of Asia, when he was called home to oppose a
coalition of Greek States which had been formed
against Sparta. The struggle that ensued is

known as the Corinthian War. In B.C. 395 Ly-
sander was defeated and slain by the Thebans at

Haliartus. The allies were defeated by Agesilaus

at Coronea in B.C. 394, but in the same year
the Lacediempnian fleet was defeated by Conon
and Pharnabazus at Cnidus. Conon, returaing

to Athens, restored the fortifications of the Pi-

ra'us and tlie Long Walls. The Corinthian War
was continued in a petty way, and with varying
fortune, imtil in B.C. 387 Sparta, through the me-
diation of Persia, imposed upon the Grecian
States the disgraceful Peace of Antalcidas, in

which the interests of the Asiatic Greeks weie
sacrificed. Five years later, in B.C. 382, Sparta
treacherously seized the citadel of Thebes and
overcame the Chalcidian city of Olynthus.

Tliebes was soon freed again by the Theban pa-

triot Pclopidas. and fighting was resumed be-

tween Athens, supporting Thebes, and Sparta,

which was concluded in B.C. 371 by the Peace

of Callias. Thebes refused to sign the treaty,

and the Spartans invaded Boeotia. The issue was
determined by the battle of Leuctra (B.C. 371),

in which the Thebans, led by Epaminondas, thor-

oughly defeated the Spartans.
The period of Theban supremacy, which now

liegan. lasted nearly ten years, to the battle of

ilantinea, in B.C. 3G2. and was the supremacy
principally of one man, Epaminondas. Democ-
racy was once more predominant. The Pelopon-

nesus was invaded, Arcadia was formed into one

State, with a new city. Megalopolis, as the head,

and ilessenia was made independent of Sparta.

Athens united with Sparta in resisting Thebes,

and in the battle of Mantinea (B.C. 362), though
the Thebans were victorious, Epaminondas was
killed. Athens now tried to reestablish her em-
pire over her former allies, but without success;

the Social War (c.357-355 B.C.) secured the

independence of nearly all the States.

In the meantime there was coming into promi-

nence north of Greece a new power, which was
destined to absorb within itself all the Grecian

lands. This power was that of the Macedonians,

a race akin to the Greeks, but looked upon as

barbarian. Philip, the son of Amyntas II.. be-

came King of Macedonia in B.C. 359. and. after

establishing himself firmly on his throne, at

imce proceeded to annex the Greek colonies on

the coast of Macedonia and Thrace. One by one

they fell into his hands—Aniphipolis, Pydna,
Potida-a, Methone, and the others. He next took

steps to gain a footing in Greece, and the oppor-

tunity was offered him by the Sacred War be-

tween Thebes and Phocis. which broke out about

B.C. 357. The Amphictyonic Council infiucnced by

Thebes, inflicted a heavy fine on the Phocians for

having tilled certain waste ground belonging to

Apollo, and the latter obtained the support of

the tyrants of Pbera" in Thessaly. Thereupon the

noble Thessalians invited Philip to enter Greece
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ami lend them his aid, an invitation he was only
too ready to accept. Entering Thcssaly, he went
as tar south as 'rhcrniopylic. but was there met
!>y an Athenian foicc and [jrcvented from jjroceed-

iiig farther. Keturning to Thrace, and continuing

his conquests in that direction, lie in is.c. 347

took the Chalcidian to\m of Olyntluis, and .soon

after the whole t'halcidian peninsula fell into

liis hands. Though opposed by a party at Atliens,

led by the orator Demosthenes, he advanced al-

most unchecked, accomplishing as much by brib-

ery and deception as by force of arms. He re-

ceived at the hands of the Amphictyons the two
votes in their assembly to which the Phocians
hail been entitled, but of which they had been de-

])rived. and also a share in the presidency of the
Pythian Games. Being once more invited into

(Greece, this time by the Amphictyons to take
part against the Locrians, he advanced into Boeo-

lia. and was met by the Boeotians and .\t.henians

at ChaMonea B.C. 3S8 : this battle was a victory

for Philip and the death-knell of Grecian inde-

pendence. A congress of Greek States, held at
Corinth in the next year, recognized ilacedonian

supremacy in Greece, and appointed Philip com-
mander-in-chief of the Greek forces. Philip im-
mediately began preparations for invading Per-

sia, but was assassinated in B.C. 33G. and his son,

-Vlexander. twenty years of age. succeeded him.
At the death of Philip a general rising against

the power of JIacedonia was threatened, but it

was quickly sup])ressed by the energy of the new
King. Having made an example of Thebes, which
he razed to the ground, he set out in B.C. 334
on his famous invasion of Persia. The conquests
of Alexander in the East extended Grecian in-

fluence and Grecian civilization and language
throughout a great part of Asia. He founded
.\iexandria, which, under the Greek dvmasty of

the Ptolemies, soon rose to be the greatest centre

of civilization in the world. Alexander died at
Bal)ylon in B.C. 323. and his empire was divided

among his generals. Among those who shared in

tliis partition of power were Perdiccas. Antipater,

Crateras, Antlgonus. Eumenes, Ptolemy Lagi, Ly-
-imachus, Polysperchon, Cassander. Seleucus, and
Demetrius Poliorcetes. Of the [states established
by the successors of Alexander, the so-called Dia-
ilochi, the most important were the Greek King-
dom of Egypt ( the realm of the Ptolemies ) and
the Kingdom of Syria (the realm of the Seleuci-

die). Later the Kingdom of Pontus rose to great
power tinder the Greek dynasty. An efTort was
made by Greece to throw- off the yoke of Jlace-

donia. and the war. called the Lamian War. was
ended by the victory of Antipater. Regent of Jla-

ccdonia. at Crannon in B.C. 322. In the wars of
the sncce.ssors of Alexander, Greece was often
the battlefield of the contending forces. Two
attempts were made in this period at federation.
The Achs'an League was formed about n.v. 280,
and included Athens and other cities of Xorthern
(ireece, and Corinth, as well as much of the
Peloponnesus. The abilities and patriotism of
Aratus and Philopcemen (the latter styled the
' last of the Greeks ') shed lustre upon this con-
federacy, which for many years maintained the
cause of Grecian independence against foreign con-
querors. The -Etolian T,eagtie was formed in Cen-
tral Greece, but was less famous than the .\ch!pan.

Tn B.C. Ifl7 Philip V. of Macedon was defeated
a I CvnocephaliP by the Pomans. and in B.C.

100 the freedom of Greece was proclaimed by the

victorious general Klamininusat Corinth. In B.C.

HIX. by the battle of P.\-dna. and in n.c. 140, with
the destruction of Corinth by the Itoman general
ilummius. Greece passed completely into the
liands of the Komans, who made of it a |)rovince,

under the name of Achaia.
KoRKKiN Rule. From the completion of the

K'oman conquest by the capture of Corinth in B.C.

14(i until the outbreak of the iMithradatic wars in

B.C. 88 Greece enjoyed a .just and wise adminis-
tration under the Komans. and the country pros-

pered. The nationalist revolt whicli followed the
first successes of .Mithradales against the Komans
changed these conditions. Athens was sacked by
the forces of Sulla in B.C. 80, and Thebes was re-

duced in the following year. The hand of Rome
fell heavily u])on the rebellious cities, and that
decline began from which the country never re-

covered. I'nder the emperors Greece enjoyed re-

newed tranquillity, its supremacy in thought a.nd«

letters was recognized, and there was a partial

return to pros])erity. The Emperor Hadrian and
Atticus Herodes

(
q.v. ) , the friend of the Anto-

nine emperors, did much to restore the sjjendor
of the ancient civilization. In the middle of the
third century A.u. this condition was disturbed by
the Ciothic hordes, which overran the peninsula,
captured Athens, and laid waste the cities of

.\rgos. Corinth, and Sparta. Christianity, after

the third century, spread rapidly in Greece in
spite of the opposition it had to meet from the

])hilosophers of Athens, which to the end re-

mained the centre of )>agan culture. When the
world-empire founded by the Romans fell to

pieces before the attacks of the northern bar-

barians, the eastern half, which embraced all that
was Greek, continued its existence as the Byzan-
tine or Greek Empire. But this Greek Empire,
with its seat at Constantinople, which outlived

the Western Empire by a thousand vcars. until it

was extinguished bv the Turks in 14.j3. was the
mixed Oriental Greece, not that classic Hellas
that had been the bulwark of the Western world.
(See Byz.\XTixE Empire.) The life of the true
Greece was obscured for several centuries, only
appearing as the peninsula became an object of

conquest or an arenii of strife. Before the final

division of the Roman Empire, the rulers of

Rome attempted to Romanize the East by intro-

ducing into the language of the period a min-
gling of Latin and (ireek. known as Romaic; but
they failed to overcome the strong race character-

istics of the people. From the sixth to the eighth
century. Slavic peoples from the north crowded
into the Balkan Peninsula, occupying almost ex-

clusivelv the ancient Peloponnesus. Tlie invaders
were merged to some extent with the ancient
race, and remained in occupancy of Illyria and
Thrace, producing a mixture of nationalities

which constitutes at the i>rescnt day one f)f the

chief elements of confusion in the puzzling prob-

lems of the Balkan Peninsula. The ambition of

the Frankish leaders of the Fourth Crusade and
the greed of Venice interrupted the continuity of

Bvzantine rule, establishing the short-lived Latin
Empire of the East (1204-1201). and dividing
the Hellenic Peninsula into a number of feudal
fiefs, of which the Duchy of Atliens was the most
prominent and the longest lived. Held for a cen-

tury (120.5-1.308) by the Frankish House of De
la Roche, then for a few years by (hat of

Brienne. the duchy became after the conquest by
the Catalan Grand Company (q.v.), in 1311, an
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appanage of the Kingdom of Aragon. In 1385 it

was acquired by the Florentine fainily of Aecia-

juoli, under wliom it remained until tlie Turkish
conquest in 1450. During this period tlie Court
of Athens was one of the most brilliant of the

feudal courts of Europe. Soon after tlie capture

of Constantinople in 1453. Mohammed 11. turned

his attention to the Morea and Attica, and liy

1400 they liad been completely subjugated. The
Turkish conquest, sending thousands of Greeks
into exile, spread the intellectual influence of

the race througli the West, and promoted the

revival of learning in Europe. (See Renais-
sance.) The Venetians still held many places

in the Grecian islands, and defended them obsti-

nately in an almost constant series of wars
until" 1718; but gradually the islands, like the
mainland, fell into the hands of the Turks. The
great naval battle of Lepanto (Xaupactus), won
by the allied Papal. Spanish, and Venetian fleets,

October 7, 1571, gave the Christian powers a

temporarv advantage -which thev failed to follow

up. Venice lost Crete in 1GC9." but in 1684 the

Venetian Admiral JFornsini opened a vigorous

campaign, ^^•hich resulted in 1087 in the conquest

of the Jlorea and of Attica, During the siege

of Athens (1087) the Parthenon was ruined by
the Venetian bombardment. The peace of Carlo-

witz in 1699 left the Morea alone in the posses-

sion of Venice; and in 1715 this was again con-

quered by the Turks, after a feeble defense, and
by the Peace of Passarowitz (1718) the Ottoman
Empire remained in full possession of Cireece.

The country was administered in the usual Turk-
ish fashion. It was divided into pashalics.

within which the pashas ruled autocratically,

being held accountable only for a certain amount
of revenue, which they wrung from the unfortu-

nate people. The same was true of officials of

lesser rank, beys and agas. within the districts

intrusted to tliem. Prostrated under an alien

and irresponsible tyranny, the country lapsed

into anarchy and poverty. All over Greece many
of the more vigorous and independent of the peo-

ple adopted the wild, free life of klephts or brig-

ands, having their lairs in the mountains, and
waging unceasing warfare against the Turks.

Among them the spirit of independence was kept

alive, although with a total disregard for author-

ity. Terrible as was the rule of the Turks, they
allowed two institutions to exist which acted as

powerful forces toward maintaining intact the

nationality of the Greeks. One was the Cireek

Church, the other the system of local self-goveni-

ment. In the eighteenth century Eussia sought
to extend a heljiing hand to the Greeks, her core-

ligionists, but little of moment was achieved.

Large numbers of Greeks found a field for their

activity in commerce and navigation, and this

preseired the national life from stagnation and
kept the people in touch with the outside world.

Those who resided in foreign countries under
freer governments, many of whom acquired
wealth and influence, remained devoted to the

fatherland and fostered the spirit of independ-

ence by helping to establish national institu-

tions of learning. At the close of the eighteenth

century the trade of the ports of Greece and of

the Grecian islands assumed great proportions,

and the merchant marine became a school whence
was to issue a large array of naval heroes.

The War for IxnEPExnENCE. At the beginning

of the nineteenth centurv the Greeks everyivhere

began to plan for a national revival, the chief agent
being a great secret association, the Hctaria,
which extended wherever in the world Greeks were
to be tound loyal to tlie national cause. The way
for such a movement had been prepared by the
labors of the patriot scholar Coray (q.v. ), who
had devoted himself to the task of restoring
the classic language of ancient Hellas, with the
conscious purpose of effecting thereby a resur-

rection also of the old national spirit. In JIarch,

1821, at -lassy, the capital of Moldavia, Alexan-
der Ypsilauti, head of the Hctin-io. raised tlie

standard of revolt, proclaiming the independenci-

of the Greek people, and the ten years' struggle

was opened. Ypsilanti's daring deed soon ended
in disaster, but it was the signal for a great
uprising, which at once began in the Morea. The
Porte sought to cheek the revolt by wholesale
massacres and executions, but the rebellion giew
in spite of constant defeat. The people revived
the memories of the ancient Cireeks by their

heroic deeds, on land and sea. under the lead of

such men as Ciermanos. Kolokotronis. ilavro-
michalis, Demetrius, Ypsilanti. ilavrokordatos,
Bozzaris, Odysseus, Miaulis, and Kanaris. Tripo-
litza, in the Morea, the capital of that pashalic,

was captured by the Greeks, October 17, 1821.

At Epidaurus in January, 1822. the first Na-
tional Assembly framed a constitution. In March
occurred the terrible massacres perpetrated by
the Turks on the island of Scio (Chios), when
about 25,000 people were slain within a month,
and thousands more were sold into slavery. In
spite of these atrocities, however, the members
of the Holy Alliance, at the Congress of Verona
in the last months of 1822, called upon the rebel-

lious Greeks to return to their obedience. Among
the deeds of the patriots in the year 1822 was
the destruction of the Admiral's ship of the
Turks at Chios (night of June 18-191. and of

another vessel of the line (in JCovember) by the
fire-ships of Kanaris. and the victories of Kolo-
tronis over the invading Turkish army in the
Morea. In August, 1823. occurred the brilliant

exploit of Marco Bozzaris (q.v.) at Karpenisi
near Missolonghi. Funds to aid the patriots
were obtainable only on exorbitant terms, but the
generous contributions of wealthy Greeks and
of sympathetic foreigners (see PiiiLnELLEXES)
maintained the long struggle against fearful odds.
Among those who stirred up Europe in the
cause of Greek independence was Byron. The
Sultan at last called in Mehemet Ali (q.v.), who
had already made a sinister reputation in Egypt,
to suppress the rebellion. An Egyptian army
of 17.(iflO men under Ibrahim Pasha landed in the
Morea in February (1825). Navarino was taken
in JIay. Tripolitza in .Tune, and within half a year
the entire peninsula had been subjugated. In April.

1820. the Turks took Missolonghi. after an heroic
defense on the part of the Greeks, and on Au-
gust 15th Athens was taken by storm. The mis-
fortunes of the Greeks during this period of the
war were due in great measure to the dissensions
bet^^een the Constitutional Party, headed by Mav-
rokordatos and Kunduriotis, and the supporters
of a military dictatorship, of whom the most
prominent were Kolokotronis and Ypsilanti. A
temporary reconciliation between the two par-
ties was effected in 1827, and in March the
National Assembly at Tro?zen amended the Con-
stitution so as to provide for a single executive.

Count Capo d'Istria (q.v.) was chosen Presi-
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(lent, and assumed the government at tlie beginning

of 1828. Purt_v quarrels, liowever, broke out again
almost ininu'diatcly. Un .June 5. 1S27, the Greek
garrison in the Acropolis of Athens, which had
held out alter tlie lower town was taken, capitu-

lated. The Greek cause seemed in a most deplor-

able condition ; but the probable results of Turk-
ish success in strengtliening the power of

Jlehemet Ali in Egjpl stirred tlie European cabi-

nets at last to intervention. The London protocol

of July 6, IS'27. signed by England, France, and
Russia, called for an armistice and intervention.

The Porte, still supported by Austria, refusing

to liear from the Powers on the subject, the allies

strengthened their naval forces in the Jlediter-

ranean. The defiant action of Ibrahim Pasha
precipitated the desperate battle in the Bay of

Xavarino, October 20th, in which the combined
Egi'ptian and Turkish Meet was practically de-

stroyed by a mucli lighter force. Soon after a
French force landed in the Morea, and Ibrahim
Pasha found himself compelled to withdraw his

army. The onslaught made by Russia upon the
Ottoman Empire in 1828-29 finally forced the
Porte to accept a settlement proposed by the
Powers. In the Treaty of Adrianople (q.v.) be-

tween Turkey and Russia, September 14, 1829,
the Porte pledged its consent to wliatever ar-

rangements the Powers might conclude in respect

to Greece. The London Protocol of the Great
Powers, in February, 18.30. declared Greece an
independent kingdom, and was accepted by the
Porte. In that country meanwhile tlie cessation

of war had been followed by a period of great
unrest. Great dissatisfaction was felt with the
course adopted by Capo d'Istria in neglecting

to call the popular assembly, and in ruling after

the manner of a dictator. Capo d'Istria was as-

sassinated October 9, 18.31, in Nauplia, and
Greece was for a short time ruled by a regency of

seven men. On Jlay 7, 1832, after long negotia-

tions with various foreign princes, Otho, the sec-

ond son of King Louis I. of Bavaria, was made
King by the Powers, and landed in Greece early
in the following year. The reorganization of the
country was undertaken under a Bavarian regen-

cy, the King being only seventeen years of age.

A loan of OO.nOO.OOO francs was guaranteed by the
Powers. King Otho came of age in 1S35, and in
the same year the seat of government was trans-
ferred from Nauplia to Athens,

Recent Hlstory. The Greeks from their ear-
liest history have lieen devoted to constitutional
government and to the principle of popular parti-
cipation in the political life of the State. This
was denied to them under the Bavarian rule, con-
stitutions being frowned upon by the Continental
Powers at that time. Thus the Govemment was
out of touch with the people, and the discontent
u'as increased by the faulty administration of the
finances, which burdened the country with un-
profitable taxation. England and France urged
upon King Otho the advisability of giving the
people a constitution, but he delayed until the
revolution was already under way. This broke
out in a bloodless way at Athens, September 15,

1843, and the King was compelled to yield. The
new Constitution, however, did not restore the
local self-government sO dear to the Greek, nor
satisfy the aspirations of the people. At the open-
ing of the war between Russia and Turkey in 18.53

Greece prepared to invade Turkey, hoping that the
time had come to recover the Hellenic heritage. To

prevent any alliance between Greece and Russia,

French and English forces landed at the I'iraus

in 1854, and remained in occupation until 1857.

Tliis incident increased tlie national discontent

with tlie King and liis Guvernmcnt. The popular
feeling, stimulated by the example of a regener-

ated Italy, took revolutionary form in 1802. In
February the garrison at Nauplia revolted; and
that of Athens followed in October. Otlio was
deposed, and, failing to obtain the support of

the Powers, was compelled to leave the country.

The choice for a new sovereign finally fell upon
the second sun of the King of Denmark, who be-

came King of Greece as George I. The choice be-

ing acceptable to England, that country ceded
to the new monarch the seven Ionian Islands,

wliich since 1815 had constituted a republic

under a British protectorate. This was an im-
portant accession, as the islands were prosperous
and liad constantly desired reunion with Greece.

By the Constitution of 1804 the legislative func-
tions of government were vested in the Boulc,
comprising a single chamber, elected by universal
suffrage for a term of four years. So demoraliz-
ing had been the experience of the country that
brigandage was not suppressed until 1870.

Perhaps the greatest national aim of the con-
stitutional kingdom has been the restoration of
the historic Hellas; and the dissatisfaction of the
people with existing territorial conditions has
been a continual disturbing element in the East-
ern situation. The Congress of Berlin (q.v.) in

1878 recommended a readjustment of the unfair
and unscientific northern boundary ; but Turkey
refused to make the concessions demanded, and
war between the two countries seemed inevitable.

Finally, after protracted negotiations, the Powers
in 1881 accepted the compromise offered by the
Porte, giving Greece all Thessaly south of the
northern watershed of the Salanibria, including
Larissa and Trikala, and in Epirus running the
boundary along the Arta River, leaving Arta to

Greece. Greece was not satisfied with this settle-

ment, but accepted it under protest as the best

arrangement possible at the time. The island of

Crete Avas regarded by the Greeks as a natural
Hellenic possession, and tlie desire for its union
with the kingdom was intensified by sympathy
for the Cretans under Turkish misrule. The
bloody conflict between the Christians and Mo-
hammedans that broke out in Crete in 1896 led

Greece to make an attemjit to annex the island.

This action brought about the interference of the

Powers, who decreed the autonomy of Crete and
proceeded to compel Greece to withdraw her
forces.

The Cretan disturbances gave the war party
in Greece an opportunity to fan the embers of na-

tional passion into life, and to bring on a war
with Turkey, in the hope of arousing Macedonia
to revolt, and winning much of the desired ter-

ritorv on the north. Greece was wholly unpre-
pared for such a conflict. Her army was ill or-

ganized, poorly officered, and insuflficiently sup-

plied with hospitals and commissariat, while the
Turkish armies were in a comparatively efllcient

condition. Yet, in spite of all restraining counsel,

and without any countenance from the Powers,
without whose support, such a contest was des-

tined to be futile, the war party precipitat-

ed the struggle. Greek irregulars ojiened the

fighting in Macedonia early in April. ISO".

Tliey were probably incited by persons liigh
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in authority, altlioiigh the regular Greek offi-

cers on the frontier and the Government dis-

claimed their aetis. On tlie 17th of April the

Porte declared war, charging Greece witli being

the aggressor. The campaign of thirty-one days
that ensued was so inefficiently managed on
the Greek side that it would have been ludi-

crous had it not been so pathetic. Tlie Turks
forced one position after another, the Greeks,

under the incapable command of Prince Con-
stantine, the heir to the throne, showing an un-
steadiness in marked contrast to the discipline

and determination of the Turks. The latter threw
back the advanced line of the Greeks, who at

first liad a distinct strategic advantage, invaded
Thessaly on April '21st, and occupied Larissa on
the 25th, while the Greek array, now a panic-

stricken mob, was in headlong flight. Heav'y
figliting occurred at Velestino April 25th, and at

Fersala May 5th. The plain of Thessaly was oc-

cupied by the forces of Edhcju Pasha, and in

the third week of May the Turks held tlie line

of the Ortlnys Mountains, and threatened Cen-

tral Greece. Their advance was stopped only

when Russia peremptorily demanded an armis-

tice. This was concluded on Jlay 18th. Prelimi-

naries of peace w<'re signed September 18th, and
on December ^th the definitive treaty was signed

at Constantinople. Greece was required to pay
an indemnity to Turkey amounting to $18,000,-

000, the payment to be supervised by an inter-

national commission of the mediating Powers,
which also undertook to rectify the frontier. In

1898 the Powers compelled Tnrkey to withdraw
her forces from Crete, and Prince George of

Greece was installed as Governor of the now au-

tonomous island. The war with Turkey was
a great misfortune to Greece, which had other-

wise enjoyed under King George a normally
healthy development, and was slowly recovering

its prosperity. It was with difficulty saved from
serious loss of territory by the intervention of

the Powers. The Greek people show all the politi-

cal activity and restlessness of the ancient Athe-

nian democracy : but. like their forefathers, they

are inclined to divide into personal factions, lack

steadiness, and need wise and firm leadership.
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GREEK ART. In this article the subject will

be considered as it manifests itself in sculpture

and architecture. ( For a general view of Greek
artistic activity, see Arch.eology; for Greek
pottery, see Pottery and Vases ; and for Greek
painting, see Painting.) The great artists and
their works are the subjects of separate articles.

Prehistoric Art in Greece. The art of the

Pre-llycenoean and Jlycensean periods need not

be treated here, as its influence is chiefly felt

in other fields than those of architecture and
sculpture, and its Hellenic character is still a
subject of discussion. There is no connection

traceable between the reliefs of Mycen.T and
Crete and the rude beginnings of Hellenic sculp-

ture in the seventh century B.C. In building the

ease is somewhat diiTerent. and though the gap is

still a wide one, there can be little doubt that

the Doric temple is derived from the Mycenasan
house, at least in some of its characteristic fea-

tures. The essential element of these early

dwellings is the large rectangular room, to which
entrance is gained through a vestibule or por-

tico formed by prolongation of the side walls, and
often partially closed in front by pilasters or

colunms. The plan is therefore that of a temple
in antis. The materials used were stone for

the foundations, crude brick for the walls, and
wood for the roof columns and facings of the

ends of the walls, where they were most exposed.

The roofs were probably flat, and covered with

earth, as is common in the East to-day. Between
the decline of the Jlycenaean period and the ear-

liest extant Doric temple, the Hcra'um at Olyra-

pia, is a gap of some centuries, and in that time
the adaptation or transformation of the human
house into a dwelling for the god has been com-
pleted.

-Vrchitecture : the Temple. In view of the

evidence afforded by the Heri^um and the later

but very similar temple at Thermon. in .Etolia,

it seems necessary to abandon theories that con-

sider the Doric style a transformation into stone

of an original wooden architecture, the develop-

ment of a purely stone construction, or the stone

reproduction of an original combination of wood
and sun-dried brick. The lighter Ionic forms, how-

ever, seem to point to an origin in a purely wooden

construction. As both orders are developed dur-

ing the early period of Greek art, though both

reached their culmination only in the fifth cen-

tury, it will be convenient at this point to de-

scribe briefly the usual forms of the Greek
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teuipio and the special tliaracteristics of the
great orders.

The simplest form of the temple is that al-

ready described, where the side walls of the
main room (celta or naos) are prolonfred to

form a vestibule {proiiaos) . The walls end in

pilasters {anlir}. between which are columns,
usually two. iSometimes a similar vestibule is

constructed in the rear, forming a double Irinple

hi anlis. If a row of columns is placed in front

of the rdla or protittos, the temple is prostyle;
if this row is repeated at the rear, amphiprosti/le.

A temple surrcnindcd by a row of columns i<=

peripteral; by a double row, dipteral: and the
refinements of the later systematizing architects

introduced further elaborations of nomenclature.
The simpler forms were confined to very small
buildings; all Greek temples of any size are
peripteral. A further classification depends upon
the number of columns across the front. Those
with four cohuiins are called ietraslyle; with six,

hexastyle; with eight, oetostyle: with ten, deeii-

style : and with twelve, dodecastyle. It should
be observed that with rare exceptions the number
of columns is always even, so that no column
may block the approach to the door. The plan
of the temple does not depend upon the order
except in one point: In an Ionic temple two of

the columns of the periptcros at each end are
in the prolongation of the side walls, while in

tlie Doric temple no such regularity is oliserved.

Owing to its lighter forms, the Ionic order was
a favorite in small buildings.

Passing to the details of the building, we have
first the stereobate or foundation, preferably of

native rock, but often formed by building walls
under those parts of the temple which required
the most support, and filling the spaces between
with earth and clay. On or around these fmuida-
tions was erected the erepidoma. a series of

steps, usually three in the later temples. The
upper step is the stylohate. and on this the

colunuis of the peripteros rest. In some eases,

as in the Parthenon, another step leads to a
higher platfonn on which the cella is built. It

is in the column and the entablature which the
column sustains that the distinctive character
of the orders is manifested. (See Column; Ex-
TABL.\TrRE.) They are distinguished as Doric,

Ionic, and Corinthian orders. (See these titles.)

Of their history little can be said. The first two
were coexistent in the earliest period, and there
was an increasing tendency to use the Ionic
order, though not to the exclusion of the Doric.

Though Greek architecture reached its highest
development in the temple, it also manifested it-

self in other monuments. ( See Propyl.e.v ;

Sto.\.) In all of these excepting the theatre

(q.v. ) the column was tlie principal architectural
feature.

ScrtPTrRE: Technique. Though wood and
clay were sometimes used in sculpture, the com-
mon materials were stone and metal. In the
early days of sculpture in stone the softer varie-

ties of limestone, especially the so-called prirtts.

were frequently employed because of the com-
parative ease of working. Later the harder
marbles were employed, especially the fine white
marble of Paros. and Mount Pentelicon. in .\ttica.

The sculptor seems in general to have worked
without mechanical copying of a model. For
blocking out the statue a pointed instrument,

either a punch or hammer, was employed, and

the finer details were worked out with chisels of

various shapes. Jn some of the earlier statues

the diH'p folds of drapery seem to have been cut
out by the saw ; but later the borer was used,

especially after the time of Callimachus (q.v.),

who is credited with its invention by Pausanias,
though it was almost certainly in use at an ear-

lier date. Frc(piently the bead and other p;irts

of the body were carved se|)aratcly, and of bet-

ter material, in bronz<' the earliest works are
in hanunered metal, with engraved details; but
at an early date casting was introduced, and
thus the production of larger ])ieces became pos-

sible. Heretofore such statiu's had been produced
by plating on wood, or riveting together metal
[dates. Solid casting was obviously too waste-
ful, and we early find examples of hollow cast-

ing, though the exact method of preparing tlie

mold and core is uncertain. In later times the

tireek artists used the cire perdue process, and
it is possible this was in use before the end of

the fifth century. Bronze was always the fa-

vorite material for honorary statues, and the

artists in bronze seem to have enjoyed a higher
esteem than their brethren who worked in stone.

Use of Color. The plain white of the marble
was too dazzling and monotonous for Greek
taste; moreover, when ])oorer materials were
used the stone often required color or stucco to

conceal its imperfections. (")ur knowledge as to

tlie details of the coloring of the temple is not
very complete, though it has been nnich enlarged
by the careful attention paid to the subject in

recent excavations. In the Doric building the
triglyphs seem to have been regularly blue: the
metojies vary—at Olympia they were either blue
or brown, with the reliefs in contrasting colors,

while elsewhere red was also used. The smaller
arcliitectural members, such as mutulcs, reguh-e,

and guttae, were also colored; but the walls,

architrave, and columns, except possibly the neck,

and sometimes the echinus, were plain. In the
lonie order color seems to have been used on
the capital, but there is little knowledge of de-

tails.

In sculpture the question has been much dis-

cussed. It is clearly impossible to lay down
general rules, for the practice varied with the

time, place, material, and technique. What holds
of the relief will not hold of the statue. Color
was extensively used on all terra-cotta produc-
tions, and we have seen that it was also em-
ployed on sculptures forming part of a building.

In general, the more valuable the material the

more sparing the use of color. In the earlier

works in coarse stone a very elaborate and bril-

liant system is used: later only the details are

thus indicated. Except in archit<>ctural reliefs,

there is very little evidence of the use of color

on the nude parts of marble. In statues such
surfaces seem to have been treated with wax and
oil. thus toning down the surface of the marble
and giving it a slight polish. The hair. lips, and
eyes were regularly painted. In the garments
a distinction seems possible. On the Acropolis
statues (see Plate) the under garment, which
only shows on the slioulder and about the feet,

often receives a solid color. On the other gar-

ments only the borders or embroidery is indicated.

It seems as if the artist desired to avoid large

masses of color, unless the conditions were such
that such a mass would form an efTective contrast

to the marble. In reliefs color is freely employed
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for details, and many accessories are rendered
entirely in this wa}', especially in the earlier

art, while in tlie Hellenistic period \vc find very
low relief employed to assist the painter. The
Greek attitude toward the use of color was very
different from that which now prevails; but the

statues from the Acropolis and the beautifully

tinted Alexander sarcophagus at Constantinople
show that Greek taste in this regard was at least

as good as our own.

In sketching the histors' of Greek art, it is

convenient to distinguish the following periods

(see Arcii-Eology ) :

I. The Archaic Period, extending to about B.C.

480, the era of the Persian wars.

II. The Attic Period, from about B.C. 480 to

B.C. 323, during which the centre of Greek life

is Athens.
III. The Hellenistic Period, which ends with

the Roman Conquest (B.C. 146).

IV. The Roman Period, which may be extended
to the foundation of Constantinople { a.d. 330

)

,

though constructive Greek art ceased long be-

fore.

These divisions are in their nature arbitrary,

and no sharp line divides one from the other.

Archaic I'eriod (till B.C. 480 ) . This period may
be conveniently divided into two parts: (a) The
era of the formation of types and schools, and
(b) the period of developed archaism, from about
B.C. 5.50 to B.C. 480.

Formative Period.—The eailiest Doric temples
and other monuments of Greek art do not belong
nineh before the year B.C. 700, unless Professor
Diirpfeld is right in assigning the Heneum at
Olyiiipia to a date not far from B.C. 1000. The
evidence here is very uncertain; but even if it

is accepted, the building stands alone. The ear-

liest sculptures in the round are probal)ly not

earlier than B.C. 650, though here any positive

date is unattainable. All the evidence shows
that the artists were not confined to any one
part of Greece, but that a general activity devel-

oped throughout the Greek world, using much
the same tyjjes, but treating them with certain

differences. Much has already been accomplished
in distinguishing the several local schools and
identifying their products, Their characteristics,

however, are so dependent on details that their

discussion lies outside the scope of this article,

and it will be more convenient to consider the

works with reference to tyjjes rather than schools.

Statues may be male or female, draped or
nude, standing or seated. An examination of

the monuments .shows that not all the possible

variations were adopted by these early artists.

The standing figure, if male, is usually niide;

if female. dra]ied; while the seated figures are
generally clothed. The male standing figure bears
a striking resemblance to the Egyptian statues

in its pose, and the suggestion may have come
from Egypt, with which the Greeks of the sev-

enth century carried on an active trade; but the
Greek artist, even at first, is no mere copyist,

but endeavors to embody in' the traditional form
his own observations. These so-called '.\pollo'

st.atues stand firmly on both feet, with the left

foot advanced and the arms close to the sides.

Little by little we may observe greater freedom,
the arms are worked free from the body, though
the hands are still pressed to the thighs, and a

greater care in modeling, which seeks to bring
out the muscles and bones, is manifest. Later in

tlie period the type is modi tied, as in such a
iigure as the Calf-I5earer of the Acropolis, where
the position of the hands has been completely
altered, and the artist is fast freeing himself
from some of the established conventionalities.
The draped female statues arc scarcely more, at
first, than slabs of stone carved into a rude out-

line of the human form. The head and long
locks of hair, tlie arms at the sides, and the two
feet side by side just showing beneath the long
robe, are the only details attempted. The body
is clothed in a long garment, girded at the waist
and hanging perfectly straight to the feet. Prob-
ably the ancient color indicated detail that has
now disappeared. A good example is the native
statue of Nicandra, at Delos. Later more care
is used in the treatment of the drajiery, and
the style begins which is best represented in the
sixth centurj- by the Acropolis 'Jlaidens' (K6pai).

The seated dra|)ed figures are best represented
by the figures from Brancliidie in the British

Museum. Draped in large mantles, whose stiff

folds are barely indicated in low relief, their

hands resting on their knees, they sit in their

high-backed thrones, without life or dignity,

though recalling in their pose some of the earlier

Babj'lonian work.
\Miile sculpture in the round is developing

through modifications of stereotyped forms, a

greater advance seems to have been made in re-

liefs, especially in those of an architectural char-

acter. These are typified by the metopes of the

oldest temple of Selinus, in Sicily, which, in spite

of their ugliness, at least show some freedom
in design. Even more interesting, though no more
beautiful, are the remains of pediments in 'poros'

stone found on the Acropolis. They are among
the earliest s]jeciiiiens of Attic art, and show it

even then possessing characteristics of its own.
.\mong these is the heavy, build of the figures,

which appears also in the 'Calf-Bearer,' and
seems to cling to the Athenian School through-
out the sixth century, if not longer. At the very
end of this period a work survives which can at

least be dated approximately—viz. the great

Temple of Artemis at Ephesus. which w^as rebuilt

during the reign of Cra?sus (B.C. 560-46). The
Ionic columns of this temple were adorned with
sculptures in relief u])on the lower drum, some
of the fragments of which are now in the British

iluseum. They show an advanced technique, and
give promise of high future development.

Developed Arehaisni.—With the period of de-

veloped archaism come the beginnings of real

lieaiity and charm in the products of Greek sculp-

ture. True, there are still serious technical de-

fects, but the artists are fast emerging from
the trammels of formalism, and already show
much simplicity and devotion., combined with a

true Greek grace and sense of proportion. The
nude male type still clings to the old position,

but the artist is now able to render the muscles

better, to free the arms from the sides, and give

some expression to the face. It is. however, in

the draped female statue that the greatest ad-

vance is made, apparently by the Ionian artists

of the Cyclades. especially of Chios. They de-

veloped the deep cutting of the folds of the

drapery, and the change which this brought about
is well indicated in the important series of statues

discovered on the Acropolis of Athens. The gen-
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eral pose is the same in most of the series. The
figure rests squarely on both feet, one of which
is sliglitly advanced. One arm is bent at the

elbow, and the extended hand probably held a
patera or Howcr. The other arm hangs at the

side, and the hand draws up the long skirt, thus
giving an opjjortunity for tlie introduction of

diagonal folds to relieve the perpendicular lines.

The drapery, which varies somewhat in the dif-

ferent figures, is carefully worked out, and given

much detail by the free employment of color.

For the face in general not much can be said;

the ejes and mouth still cause the artist trouble,

and his attempts to secure expression too often

produce only the exaggerations of the 'archaic

smile.' At the end of the period, however, the

skill of the artist has so far increased as to

give us the beautiful heads of a boy and girl,

which in dignity and sweetness of expression

compare favorably with many products of a
later age.

In these female figures a close analysis can
detect differences which warrant the belief that
some are the work of Chian or island Ionian
artists, probably brought to Athens by the ty-

rants; while others, such as the statue by Ari-

tenor, seem to show, in their soniewhat heavy
build and ])lainness of conception, which holds

aloof from the over-elaboration and excess of or-

nament, the work of the native Attic School, which
had taken up the refinements and improvements
of the newcomers, but without loss of its earlier

characteristics. To the same native school must
belong the figures of Athena and a fallen giant

from the old Temple of Athena on the Acropolis.

Interesting examples of the work of the Ionian
schools have been found at Delphi, where the
treasuries of Cnidos and Siphnos show the adap-
tation of the female tyi'e to a new use in Greek
architecture. The columns between the antoe

of these buildings were formed of a lofty base
on which stood a dra])ed figure bearing on her
head a lofty 'polos,' which served as the capital,

and furnished a suitable transition from the

perpendicular lines of the column to tlie hori-

zontal of the roof.

In general, the works of this period have not
yet been classified in a thoroughly satisfactory

manner. It seems clear that there were flourish-

ing schools of scvilpture in Asia !Minor, Chios,

Paros, and Naxos, and of bronze-workers at

-Egina and Argos. while at Athens there is a
school with well-defined local tradition. The
study of the present is largely an endeavor to

analyze minutely each new work, and in this

way determine the characteristics of the different

schools. This task is complicated by the cross-

currents of influence which tended to obliterate

local differences and produce a thoroughly na-
tional type of art. On some of the characteristics

of this early art, see Lange, Die Darstellung des
Menschen in der Ultcren griechixchen Ktinst (Ger-
man trans, from the Danish. Strassburg, 1899).

Attic Period (b.c. 480,32.3). The' Persian
wars gave a tremendous impulse to the whole
sphere of Hellenic life, and especially to the field

of art. By the end of the archaic period the
sculptor had obtained a mastery over his ma-
terial, which enabled him to strive for new
effects, and finally to produce the most perfect
specimens of ancient art. This period may be
divided into three parts: (a) The transitional

period, extending to about the middle of the

fifth century; (b) the age of Phidias and his
immediate followers, ending with the century;
(c) the age of Praxiteles and Scopas, which may
be considered to end with the death of Alexander.

Tninnilional Period.— The works of the
transition still show the traces of the archaic
period, and the uncertainty as to some of the
limits of their art. In this period belong prob-

ably tlie -Eginetan sculptures (q.v. ), and cer-

tainly those of the Temple of Zeus at Olympia
(q.v.), and the metopes of the later temples at
Selinus; but original works are few, and we are
largely dependent upon more or less certainly

identifiable copies in marble of the bronze statues

of the masters. Of these few originals one of the
best—indeed, the finest example of an ancient
bronze statue—is the charioteer of Delphi, part
of the group dedicated to the god by Polyzelus,

brother of lliero, Tyrant of Syracuse, between
B.C. 478 and 472, in consequence of a victory in

the Pythian games. Full of grace and charm,
yet with a trace of archaic hardness still visible,

this work of an imknown artist conveys some
suggestion of the qualities that must have marked
the work of the great masters.
The development of the artists of this period

was much helped by the growing demand for
statues of the victorious athletes, which were
frequently dedicated at Olympia and the seats

of the great games. The influence of the pahiestra

on Greek art has been often discussed, and in

certain directions can scarcely be overestimated.
Here the artist was enabled to see the perfectly

developed hiunan form to the best advantage,
while the whole people became familhar with liv-

ing beauty. The sculptor was at once furnished
\\ith the best of models, and intelligent and ap-
preciative judges of his work. To this period
belong Calamis, famous for his Attic gi'aee

;

Pythagoras of Rhegium, whose athlete statues
were especially celebrated ; and above all Slyron,
whose Discobolus (q.v.) shows at once the skill

and daring of the artist, who chose to fi.x the
athlete at the height of his endeavor, and also

the deficient grasp of the real limits of his ma-
terial, which is not adapted for the permanent
rendering of a transitory condition. Lastly may
be mentioned the charming bronze, possibly a
Greek original, now in the Palazzo dei Conserva-
tori in Rome. It represents a boy drawing a
thorn from his foot. and. as has been well said

by Tarbell. "might be regarded as an epitome
of the artistic spirit and capacity of the age."

Age of Phidias.—In passing to the age of

Phidias, we pass at once into the full splendor
of Greek art in its noblest form. It was the time
when great works were planned and executed,
for the most part in honor of the gods, for the
great buildings are temples and the great statues
are their adornment. Thus at Athens we have
the whole series of buildings on the Acropolis,
the Parthenon, the Propylipa. Erechthcum. and
little Temple of Athene Nike, and in the lower
city the so-called Theseum, still the most perfect-

ly preser\"ed of the ancient temples: at Rhamnus
the Temple of Nemesis, with the statue of Agora-
critus. which some attributed to Phidia*: at
Sunivmi the Temple of Poseidon : at Eleusis the
great hall of the mysteries, the work of Ictinus,

the architect of the Parthenon: at Argos the
new Temple of Hera, with its chryselephantine
statue of the goddess by Polyclitus: and the
Temple of Apollo at Phigaleia, another work of
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Ictinus. Among the artists, besides the great

names of Phidias of Atlieiis and Polyclitus of

Argus, are Agoracritiis of Pares, tlie favorite

pupil ol Phidias; Alcamenes, the sculptor of the

lamuus "Aphrodite in the Gardens"; Cresilas

01 C'ydonia, in Crete, to whom is attributed with
great probabilitj' tiie original of the portrait

busts of Pericles in the Vatican and the British

Museum ; and Pieonios of Meude, whose flying

Nike (Victory) at Olympia shows the solution

of a problem which had long jjerplexed the Greek
artists.

Through the best work of tliis period runs the

spirit of self-restraint; the work is not for the

display of technical skill, though every line

shows the sureness of the artist's touch, but for

the embodiment of a high ideal. In this nobility

of conception lies the great superiority of this

period over the ages that follow. Less full of

grace and variet.y of expression, the works of the

last half of the fifth century show a loftie? moral
tone and greater elevation of feeling. Nor is this

whollj- confined to the great works. The delicacy

and simplicity of Greek art are seen even in the

\vork of artisans, such as carved the great major-
ity of the Attic tombstones, and who even, when
working in the fourth century, show themselves

but little affected by its spirit. The technique

of these monuments is often faulty, but the good
taste is unfailing. The deceased is represented

as in daily life, alone or in the family circle

;

there is no direct suggestion of the grave, though
in some of the later monuments of this class there

seems to be a suggestion of melancholy in the

attitude and expression; notably is this the case

in a stone of the fourth century, in the style of

Scopas, which seems to commemorate a young
man mourned by his father and a little slave. The
questions of interpretation to which this class

of monuments has given rise are too numerous
and intricate to be here di.scussed ; nor is their

settlement necessary to the appreciation of the

merit of one of the most interesting and attrac-

tive products of Greek art.

At/e of Praxiteles and Scopas.—With the
fourth century we pass from the era of great

State undertakings and enter the field of the

individual. Not only do the personal characteris-

tics of the artists seem to become more marked,
but the works are more frequently the result of

private munificence. The style of the sculpture
shows the continuance of the two great schools

of Athens and Argos. Praxiteles being the chief

representative of the former and Scopas of the

latter ; but the points of divergence are not so

strongly marked, and the differences in many
cases may quite as well be assigned to the per-

sonality of the artist as to the tendency of the
school. In the choice of subjects and their treat-

ment, the same individuality is prominent. The
earlier group of artists had idealized even their

portraits, and in their statues of divinities,

whether gods or heroes, had given what seemed
like a final form to the loftiest aspirations of

the popular religion. The religious beliefs of

the fourth century were not so deeply rooted, nor
wa-s the general ethical standard so high as in

the previous period ; moreover, it was needful
for the artist tn seek a fresh ])oint of view if

he was to be other than a mere imitator, and
this was found in a presentation of those traits

which were more directly individual. This is

especially marked in portraiture, which in the

work of Demetrius of Alopcke, in Attica, became
realistic in every detail, and the art of Silanion,
famous fur his .statues of living men, seems to
represent the same tendency as does Parrhasios
in painting—the depiction of men as they lived.

This tendency to individualize intluenced also the
statues of the gods, which are shown by a Scopas
or Praxiteles less in their ideal perfection than
in momentarj' and varying moods. They arc
more like men, and it is the desire of the artist

to bring out the finer distinctions of personality
which entered into the conception of tlie gods.
Tliis leads to an increased effort to render expres-
sion and personalitj' in the features, and in this

such an artist as Scopas far outstripped his prede-
cessors. The mutilated heads from Tegea and
the good copies of the Meleager show how, by
concentrating his effort on certain parts of the
face, the most inten.se energy and emotion could
be brought home to the si)ectator without any
painful distortion of the features. This endeavor
to convey certain impressions to the spectator
leads the arti.st to greater care in the finer points
of rendering the texture of the skin, the play
of the muscles, the folds and quality of the dra-
pery, and the Hermes of Praxiteles is an example
of the mastery of technique attained by a great
artist. In all this tendency to realism, and
sometimes toward sentimentalism, the high
standards of the past and the Greek worship of

moderation, which had not yet passed away, kept
the greater artists within bounds, and we sfeldoni

find the extremes which became too common in a
later age.

In architecture this period sees the develop-
ment of the great stone theatres, such as that
designed by the younger Polyclituys for the

sanctuary of Aselepius at Epidaurus. and the

theatre of Dionysus at Athens, which was prob-

ably rebuilt near the end of the period by the

statesman Lycurgus. Other buildings on which
the great sculptors labored were the temple of

Aselepius at Epidaurus, with a cult statue made
by Thrasymedes of Paros and acroteria and pedi-

ments designed by Timotheus ; the Temple of

Athene Alea at Tegea, built and supplied witli

pedinient sculptures by Scopas ; and, above all.

the Slausoleum (q.v.), the funeral monument
of JIausolus, Satriip of Caria, which was decorated
with a multitude of reliefs and statues by the four

artists, Praxiteles, Scopas, Timotheus, and Bry-

axis. The rebuilding of the great temple of

Ephesus also furnished Scopas an opportunity
to display his skill on one of the new sculptured
bases for the columns. One such base has been
found, and is now- in the British Museum. The
scene has never been satisfactorily explained,

though it is commonly referred to the story of

Alcestis; but its style shows close affinity to that

of Scopas, though it is scarcely probable that

it is a work of his chisel. Among the other

works of this period, attention should be called

to the beautiful Demeter from Cnidos, now in

the British Museum, which has been claimed for

both Praxiteles and Scopas, and the famous
Niobe group at Florence, a collection of Roman
copies of a lost Greek original of this time. Pliny

tells us that there was a difference of opinion

as to whether a certain Niobe group was I)y

Scopas or Praxiteles; but if these statues go

back to that original, which is doubtful, it .seems

likely th.Tt the former must be chosen.

The Hellenistic Age (b.c. 323-140). In en-
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teiing upon this age we pass into a new phase

of Greek art. The conquests oi Alcx;UKler had
opened the East to Greek rulers, Greek thought.

Greek life, and had at the same time abolished

the old supremacy of the cities of Greece. It is

true that Athens still preserves a shadow of her

former primacy; but the chief seats of art are

now in Asia or Egypt, and the great schools

which can be distinguished are those of Alexan-

dria, Pergamus, and Rhodes. This change in the

centres, however, is due to a still greater change

in the artistic attitude and tradition. The great

works of Greece had been completed, and the new
Greek centres were now the scene of activity.

These new works, however, were brought into

contrast with the colossal products of the earlier

Oriental civilizations, and, moreover, they were
under the patronage of wealthy kings, anxious

to vie with their predecessors. The earlier Greeks

had not in general represented contem])orary

scenes, unless in an idealized form; but now
the minds of men were filled with the wonderful
conquests of Alexander and the fierce wars of

his successors. Hence a tendency appears to

commemorate the deeds of the present in colossal

monuments, such as the great battle groups and
the altar of Attalus and Eumenes at Pergamus,
where in fact this tendency seems to have found

its most striking expression. There is also an-

other side to this substitution of the great mon-
archies for the free cities. The citizen, enriched

by the new wealth and retiring from public

affairs, seeks to beautify his hovise and gardens.

More than ever art is at the service of the indi-

vidual, and the taste of the patron determined
the subject of the artist. Tlie bustle and stir

of the new age, with its nervous haste and con-

stant change, seems to have produced, as so often,

a sentimental reaction in favor of the good old

times of innocence and the desire to retreat to

nature from the great cities. The bucolic poetry

is one expression of this sentiment, and in art,

especially that associated with Alexandria, we
find a further reflection of this tendency. Genre
groups, especially those representing children or

country life, are commqn. and a whole group of

moniunents, the so-called 'Hellenistic reliefs.' in-

tended for insertion in walls in place of paint-

ings, brings before us a number of these scenes,

Avurkcd out with the most painstaking devotion

to details, especially in the rendering of the ac-

cessories and background. (See Schreiber, Brun-
nen Reliefs dcs Palazzo Grimani, Leipzig, 1S88,

and BcUenistische Reliefhilder . Leipzig. ISSD.)

For while for the earlier artist the human figure

had been of chief interest, and the background
had been barely indicated or even entirely neglect-

ed, now in many cases the human tigure is merely
an incident. In response apparenth- to popular
denuind. art lends itself to themes hitherto but
little treated; the trivial. f.'\ntastic, comic, and
licentious all enter freely into the lesser products
of this age. Not that all this art is to be con-

demned. Portraiture attained high excellence,

and many of the lesser works, especially the

beautiful terracotta figurines, show a delicacy

and refinement of sentiment and a naturalness

of conception which render them altogether pleas-

ing. The technical skill of the artists is at its

height, and their careful studies of anatomy bear
fruit in astonishing accuracy in the rendering
of details, which compels admiration even when
their sensationalism calls for oensure.

Vol. IX.—15.

At the beginning of this period stands Ly-
sippus of Sicj-on

(
q.v. ) , the last of the great

artists of the mother country who.se personality

is known to us, and who was regarded by his

pupils and contemporaries as the culmination

of artistic history. It is necessary to call

attention here to his peculiar position as an
artist who seems to have combined nuich of the

Attic grace in conception with the careful atten-

tion to proportion, and to the technical side of

bronze-casting, which belonged to a successor of

Polj'clitus as the leader of the Peloponnesian

School. His influence was enormous, and much
in Hellenistic art is little else than a modifica-

tion or imitation of his peculiarities. The
"Apoxyomenas" of the Vatican has long been

the starting-point for the study of his art; but

a most important addition to our sources has

been made in the marble group of Daoclias the

Thessalian and his ancestors, recently discovered

at Delphi, which can scarcely be anything else

than a marble copy of a bronze original by L}'-

sippus at Pharsalia. (See Homolle. Bulletin de
correspondance helle'nique, xxiii., Paris, 1899.)

Otlier imjjortant works of this period are the

"Nike of Samothrace." in the Louvre, which shows
plainly the survival of the Attic School ; the

bronze figure of a seated bo.xer in Rome, where
brutal realism is joined with a masterly apprecia-

tion of pose and technique: and a number of ideal

portraits, in which the artist endeavors to give

his conception of the character of the man. like

the portraits of Homer, Anacreon. and many
anonymous heads, which have often been most ar-

bitrarily named. In Athens there are indications

of an endeavor to return to the types of the fifth

century, and toward the end of the period a

pronounced archaistic imitation of the very early

works with their stiff draperies and mincing gait

appears. The art of Alexandria seems to have

been largely decorative, and that school produced
no great artists.

At Pergamus the great victories of Attalus I.

(B.C. 241-197) were commemorated in a series

of colossal statues, of which the "Dying Gaul"
of the Capitoline Museum, and the noble group of

the "Gaul and His Wife" in the Museo Ludovisi,

are the best examples, though there are smaller

copies of other figures, which seem to have been

replicas of a series at Athens, in many Euroix>an

museiuns. Eimienes II. (B.C. 197-159), in his

erection of the great altar, led the Pergamene
art to one of its most characteristic works. The
enormous extent of surface (about 400 feet long

and 7% high), and the tumultuous character
which must necessarily belong to any representa-

tion of the "Battle of the Gods and Giants." gave
the artists full scope for the disjilny of variety

in inuigination and technical skill in the compo-
sition and execution. Though devoid of the calm
simplicity desirable in montnncntal sculpture

and characteristic of the best Greek work, the

tremendous energy' and the boldness of conception

make the altar-frieze one of the notable monu-
ments of the world. The tendencies of the Per-

gamene School seem to have been continued at

Rhodes, where early in the Roman period, or

po.ssibly earlier, was produced the famous Lao-
colin group, a work in which the realistic repre-

sentation of physical suffering rc.iches its highest

point : a group that has been extrnvasrantly

praised and unstintedlv condcnuied. The sub-

ject is unfitted for artistic use, but the artists
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have treated it with a wonderful command of

technique.

The Ko.m.\n Peeiod (b.c. 136-a.d. 330). This

period may be brielly dismissed, as it is not in

general au aye of artistic originality, except in

the works of Roman architecture and the marvel-

ous accuracy of Roman portraiture. Greek art

was known to the Romans througli the wholesale

plundering of the Eastern world for the decora-

tion of Roman temples, palaces, and villas. It

is tlie ago of copies, when many of the works
which fiTl our museums were executed—some of

them by ilirect transference of the original

through the aid of accurate measurements, as is

shown l)y the puiictilli still existing on many
statues which were left by the sculptor to

aid him in his work. Many more are free imita-

tions and reproductions, such as mark the works
of the school 'of Pasiteles, who sought his models
in the early fifth century, and whose pupil
Stejihanus produced a nude youth which is ob-

viously inspired by the Argive School associated

with the name of Ageladas, and which became so

popular that we find it combined with other fig-

ures, as in the group of Orestes and Electra at
Naples. Another example is the Venus Genetrix
of Arcesilaus, which is almost certainly a repro-

duction of the "Aphrodite in the Gardens" of

Alcamenes. So, too, the Venus de Medici is a
probably debased and sensualized version of the
Cnidian Aphrodite of Praxiteles.

Bi[!Lioc;n.\ruY and Soitkces. The sources of

our knowledge of Greek art are twofold—the

extant remains and the literary tradition. The
monuments are, of course, the basis of all dis-

cussion of questions of style and technique : but
their value is limited in the field of architecture

by the ruined condition to which most ancient
buildings have been reduced ; while in sculpture
the vast majority of the statues which fill the

museums are copies of a later age. from which
the style of the great masters must be extracted
by careful and extensive comparisons, in which
the influence of subjective criticism must neces-

sarily be prominent. For the history of Greek
art it is necessary to turn to the docimientary
evidence as preserved in inscriptions, which in-

clude the signatures of artists and the records

of the erection of notable buildings, or in the
writings of the ancients ; and as these are in

general late compilations, it follows that precision

is sadly lacking on many points, and that our
knowledge of the individual artists rests more
often on skillful combinations than on positive

evidence. One reason for this is the attitude of

the Greeks themselves toward artists during the
f5fth and fourth centuries B.C. In general, while
the work was highly valued, the artist was
an object of little interest. This was due to

the low esteem in which the artisan was held,

as one whose confining labor hindered him from
serving the State or cultivating his body or mind.
Consequently, when in the third century B.C. in-

terest in the personality of the great artists of

the past arose, information was not always at-

tainable.

The earliest treatises on art are naturally
technical rather than historical. The Argive
sculptor Polyclitus in his Canon discussed the
correct proportions of the himi.an form, and
Ictinus. the architect of the Parthenon, wrote
a technical description of his masterpiece. Not
until the early part of the third century does a

history of the earlier art appear. Xenocratea,
an artist of the Sicj'onian School, seems to have
prepared a critical study of the great sculptors
from the time of Phidias, in which he aimed
to show that perfection had been reached only
with Lj'sippus of Sicyon. A chronological ar-

rangement was probably no part of his scheme,
and it is not certain that he gave any account
of the predecessors of Phidias, whom he chose
to regard as the real founder of plastic art. At
Pergamus the history of Greek art and the
chronology and characteristics of the artists w-ere

worked out by such writers as Antigonus of

Carystus afld Polemon, often from very uncer-
tain evidence, and with not a little freedom of

' combination. The writings of these men have
perished, but their views have been preserved in

the Natural Llistory of Pliny the Elder and the
Description of Greece by the traveler Pausanias,
as well as by later lexicographers and scholiasts.

The testimony of the classical writers to the
history of art has been collected by J. Overbeck,
AntiliC Schriftijuellen zur Geschichtc der bildcn-

den Kilnstc hri den Griechen (Leipzig, 180S),
and by H. Stuart Jones, Select Passages from
Ancient Writers Illustrative of the History of
Greek Sculpture (London. 1895), containing also

an English translation and commentarj-. There
is an extensive literature dealing witli the histor-

ical studies of the ancients and the sources of

the extant writers, which is convenienth' sum-
marized in Jex-Blake and Sellars. The Elder
FUni/'s Chapters on the History of Art (Lon-
don, 1800). This book contains the text of

Pliny, with translation and eommentar}', an in-

troduction discussing the sources, and a good
bibliography. The signatures of the Greek artists

were collected by Loewy, [nschriften gricchischer

Bildhauer (Leipzig. 1885) : but this work needs
supplementing, as many more are now known.
For architecture, the only surviving literary

source is the work of Vitiiivius (q.v. ) . a practical

architect of the time of Augustus, who drew from
lost Greek writers, whom he sometimes mis-
understood and mistranslated.
Although the importance of both monumental

and literary evidence has always been recognized,

it is onh' in recent years that systematic endeav-

ors have been made to correlate these sources,

and. by a comparison of extant works with the

descriptions of the literature, to determine with
approximate certainty the characteristics of the

various schools, and. within certain limits, the

artists of the originals from which our copies

w"ere made. The modern histories begin with
the epoch-making work of Winckelmann (q.v.),

in which the periods of rise and decline in Greek
art were first clearly defined. This and otiier

works published before the middle of the nine-

teenth century have now chiefly an historical im-
portance, as the discoveries of recent years have
vastly increased the material and revolutionized

many of the earlier views. For the lives of

the artists the fundamental work is still

Brunn's Geschichte der griechischen Kiinstler
(Brunswick: second edition, Stuttgart. 18S!)).

The best brief work is Tarbell's History of

Greek Art (New York, 1897). A standard

work of the old school is Overbeck's Gcfichiehte

der griechischen Plasfik (4th edition. Leipzig,

1803-94). which suffers chiefly from the separa-

tion of the monuments and literature. Probably

the best historj' at present is Collignon's Histoire
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dc la sculpture grecque (Paris, 1892-97). Other
guod works are: Reber. Uistory of Ancient Art,
translated by J- T. Clark (New York, 1882);
Mitchell, Histori/ of Ancient Sculpture (New
York, 1883) ; von Sybel. WcUycschichte der

Kunst (Marburg, 1888) ; Gardner, Ilaudhook of

Greek Sculpture (London and New York, 1890-

97); Springer, Ilundbucli dcr Kunstgcuchichte:
das Altcrthuni, Gth ed. by Michaelis (Leipzig,

1900). The great work of Perrot and Chipiez,

Uistoire de I'art dann Vuntiquitc, has reached in

vol. vii. only the earlj- archaic period and the de-

velopment of the teni]jlc in Greek architecture. Of
special value for architecture are Diirm, Hand-
buch dcr Architcktiir ; Die liaukunst der Grie-

ehea (Darmstadt. 1892) ; Penrose, Principles of
Aiheniun Architecture (2d ed., London, 1888) ;

and Choisy, Eistoire de I'architccture, vol. i.

(Paris, 1899), which is important from the
strictly technical side. Of great value to the stu-

dent are the catalogues of some of the principal

collections, such as Friedrichs-Wolters, Gipsab-
giissc antikcr Bildwcrke des Berliner Museuma
(Berlin, 1885) ; the Catalogue of the Sculptures
in the British Museum (London, 1892) ; and Hel-
big's Fiihrer durcli die offcntlichen Sammlungcn
klassischer Alterthiimcr in Rom (Leipzig, 1899;
English translation, London, 1895-9G). The new
school, which seeks to determine the characteris-

tics of the great schools of antiquity and assign

the surviving works to definite artists, is best

studied in Furtwiingler's Masterpieces of Greek
Sculpture, translated by E. Sellars (London,
1895), in which the known works of Phidias,
Polyelitus. Praxiteles, and others are used with
great keenness and brilliancy as a basis for at-

tributing to these artists many other statues in

which the same characteristics appear. Under the
tide Dcnkmiilcr der grieehisehen iind riimischen
SknJptur, (he firm of F. Bruchmann in ^Munich is

publishing large, permanent photographs of the
most important remains of ancient sculpture

;

the more recent numbers are accompanied by a
valuable descriptive text by competent German
scholars.

GREEK CHURCH, The. In the widest sense
of the term, all tliose Christians following the
Greek or Greco-Slavonic rite. They agree in

receiving the first seven general councils of
the Catholic Church, but reject the supremacy
of the Roman Pontifl', and all the later councils
of the Western Church. The Greek Church calls

itself "the Holy Orthodox Catholic and Apostolic
Church." It includes three important branches

—

the Church witliin the Ottoman Empire, subject
directly to the Patriarch of Constantinople; the
Church in the Kingdom of Greece, ruled by the
Holy Synod of Greece : and the Russo-Greek
Church, in the Russian Empire, ruled by the
Russian Holy Synod under the authority of the
Czar. There are besides the churches of Rumania
and Servia. which no longer recognize the author-
ity of the Patriarch of Constantinople, and the
Bulgarian Church, which has been independent
since the Berlin Congress in 1878.

The tendency to make ecclesiastical dignity
and authority follow political importance was
noted early in the East. As a result of this the
See of .Jerusalem was at first only an ordinary
bishopric under the Jletropolitan of Cacsarea.
Slight differences befwcen Oriental and Occiden-
tal churches manifested themselves even during

the first century. The Greek language was used
in the religious services of the East, tlu' Latin in

the \\'est. Certain unimportant liturgical dill'er-

ences arose, lliough the unity of faith was not
all'ected thereby. In the West the Pope was the

sole Patriarch ; in the East there were at first

three Patriarchs—those of Constantinople, Anti-

och, and Alexandria, and in 451 Jerusalem also

became a patriarchate. The history proper of llie

Greek Chureli as a separate body dates from the

eonunencement of the ell'orts on the part of the

Church of Constantinople to eslablisli for itself

.a distinct jurisdiction and an independent pri-

macy in the eastern division of the Emjiire. The
ecclesiastical preeminence of Constantinople fol-

lowed upon the political distinction to which it

rose as the seat of the Imperial Government.
Originally Byzantium was but a simple episcopal
see, subject to the Metropolitan of Heraclea. The
rank of the see rose with the fortunes of the
city, but there are many early instances in which
questions arising within the district which after-

wards became the Patriarchate of Constanti-
nople, questions afl'ecting the bishop himself, and
even his relations to other patriarchs of the
Oriental Church, were referred to the bishops of

Rome. It was not long, however, before the po-
litical rivalries of East and West revealed a
certain lack of harmony between Rome and Con-
stantinople. The Council of Chalcedon (451)
passed a decree which confirmed the precedence
of Constantinople, and assigned to its Patriarch
not onlv an extensive range of jurisdiction, but
grounded these ecclesiastical privileges, in the
case of the new as in that of the old Rome, upon
the political precedence to which both had risen.

The Roman legates protested against this canon.
The consequence was a serious misunderstanding
between the two churches, which was widened
by certain doctrinal dilferences in some of the
ehristological controversies. This culminated
some thirty years later when the Emperor Zeno,
in 482. issued the Henoticon, a decree meant to
reconcile the Monophysites. This decree care-

fully avoided mention of the fornuila of the tw-o

natures in Christ, which had been adopted at the
Council of Chalcedon. The Henoticon was ac-

cepted by the Patriarchs of Constantinople and
Alexandria, who, as a consequence, were, with
the Emperor, excommunicated by Pope Felix III.

in 484. This is the first Eastern schism, and the
Eastern and Western churches were actually
separated for a period of about thirty-five years.
The terms upon which the excommunication was
withdrawn by Pope Horniisdas in 519 involved
a complete acknowledgment of the exclusive su-
premacy of the Roman PontifT. The Council in
Trullo (see Quinisext) , held in 592, caused a
renewal of the misunderstajnding by various de-

crees condemning Western ecclesiastical prac-
tices. The Patriarch. .John the Faster, claimed
the title of Ecumenical Patriarch, that is. Bishop
of the Universal Church, toward the end of the
sixth century. His claim was reprobated by
Gregory the Great (see GREfiORT I.), but the
pretension was not entirely abandoned. Finally
the foundation of the Western Empire, in close
relations with the Pope, completed political

separation, and certain patriarchs took advan-
tage of it to foster Church disunion.

When Photius (q.v.). \\]w allowed himself to
be irregularly raised to tlie patriarchate while
his predecessor was still alive, and to be un-
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canonically consecrated after passing from lay-

man through all the clerical ranks to that of

patriarcii in six days, proved too subservient to

liardas, the uncle of the Emperor, ilichael the

Drunken, and the virtual ruler, he was deposed
by Pope Xicliolas I. in 803. The deposed Patriarch
appealed to the dilTerences between the churches,

especially the doctrine of the procession of the

Holy Ghost, and the practice of celibacy among
the Latin clerg)', and, finding supporters, actual
schism ensued. Under the next Emperor, Basil,

this schism was healed, and though later Photius
once more became Patriarch, he was finally ban-

ished in 886, by the Emperor Leo the Philosopher.

It was almost two centuries before there was
another open rupture, though tliere always re-

mained some insecurity in the relations between
Pope and Patriarch. In 1054 Michael Cerularius
was finally excommunicated by Pope Leo IX. for

fomenting heresy. Since then the schism lias

continued, although many attempts have been
made to i-epair it. In 1098 at a synod held at
Bari, by invitation of Pope Urban II., the fa-

mous Anselm, Archbishop of Canterbury, stated

the doctrine of the procession of the Holy Ghost
in the hope of winning back the Greeks, but
without efl'ect. The presence of the Crusaders in

the East might have been expected to renew
.sympathy between the churches. But the rapacity

and cruelty manifested in the establishment of

the Latin Empire at Constantinople widened
the breach between East and West. The Greek
Emperors, partly perhaps through political mo-
tives, in order to get help from the West against

the advancing Moslems, endeavored to bring

about Church union. Michael Paleologus (see

Paleologi'S ) sent ambassadors to the Covmcil

of Lyons in 1274, who formally abjured the
schism. The bishops refused to ratify the union
thus brought about. John Paleologus a century

and a half later brought about a reopening of

negotiations for union. The Patriarch of Con-
stantinople and a number of Church dignitaries

from the East attended the Council of Ferrara
and Florence, held in 1438-39. All the doctrinal

points of difi'erenee were discussed, and the

Greek Churchmen present, with the single ex-

ception of JIark, Bishop of Ephesus, formally

signed the decrees of the council. The action

of the Greek bishops was repudiated by the

majority of the Greek clergy. The downfall

of the Greek Empire in 1453 obliterated all

trace of the reconciliation. A number of at-

tempts have been made by Protestant com-
munions to establish an understanding with the

Greek Church. Melanchthon addressed a letter

to the Patriarch Joseph of Constantinople,

through a deacon of the Church, who visited Ger-

many in 1558. Two well-known Tubingen divines,

Andrcfc and Crusius, visited Constantinople dur-

ing the patriarchate of Jeremias, 1570 to 1581.

Both missions were unsuccessful. In the follow-

ing century the celebrated Cyril Lticaris (see

Lrc.\Ris1. who was educated in the West, and
carried home with him a strong but well-concealed

bias toward Protestantism, was elevated to the

patriarchate, and issued a decidedly Calvinistic

confession of faith (1029). This caused Lucaris's
deposition, and called forth a doctrinal declara-

tion signed by the patriarchs of Constantinople.
Alexandria, and Antioch. and many metropoli-

tans and bishops, which by the clearness and de-

cision of its definitions draws the line so marked-

ly between the Greeks and Reformers as to shut
out all possibility of accommodation in matters of

doctrine. This exposition, the author of which
was Peter Jlogilas, iletropolitan of Kiev, and
which was published in 1040, was adopted in a
s_ynod held in Jerusalem (1072) as the creed of

the Greek Church. In 1722 it was published by
order of Peter the Great as the authorized formu-
lary of the Russian Church. It difl'ers very little

from the formularies of the Roman Catholic

Church.
The doctrinal diflferences between the Greek

and Roman churches consist chiefly in the rejec-

tion by the Greeks of the word Filioque (q.v.

)

in the creed, in which the Greeks disagree with
all Trinitarians: in their rejection of the su-

premacy of the Pope, and of the word purgatory,
though they believe in a state of purgation after

death, and in the efficacy of pra.vers for the dead.

They teach seven sacraments, though the ritual

of their administration difl'ers somewhat from
the Roman. Baptism is by triple immersion.
Confirmation is given with baptism even to in-

fants, and by priests, not bishops exclusively.

The Greek Church teaches transubstantiation,

just as the Latin, and the adoration of the Host,

though this has been denied by Protestants. It

uses leavened instead of unleavened bread for

the sacrament, and gives communion in both

kinds even to children. Extreme unction has

certain special rites, and may be given several

times during the same illness. There are ritual

peculiarities also in the administration of Holy
Orders. (See Orders. Holy.) Marriage is al-

lowed to priests and deacons before ordination,

and is in fact rather encouraged. Bishops are

required to be celibate, and are consequently se-

lected from the monastic orders. Second mar-
riage, however, or marriage with a \Vidow, is not

permitted. Prayers to the Blessed Virgin and
tlie saints, whose pictures are exposed for ven-

eration, are common. Graven images are not per-

mitted, except of the Cross, though crucifixes are

not used. The sign of the ci'oss is often em-
ployed. Instrumental music is not allowed in

the' churches, but vocal music, by male voices

only, is develojjcd to a wonderfully impressive

degree. In general the splendor of ceremonial

is not inferior to that of the Latin Church. The
Holy Mysteries are celebrated in a sanctuary

entirely separated by a partition from the rest

of the church. During Lent, except on Saturdays

and Sundays, there is only the mass of the pre-

sanctified, as in the Roman Church on Good
Friday. (See Holy Week.) The people pray

standing, facing the east, and kneel only at

Pentecost. The Greeks believe firmly in the merit

of good works and of self-denial. Monastic insti-

tutions have existed in the Greek Church from
the earliest times, and there are nvunerons con-

vents of both sexes which follow almost exclu-

sively the rule of Saint Basil. This enjoins pov-

erty.' chastity, and obedience. The monks are not

priests as a rule, but they are bound to recite

the Divine Ofiice. They are not permitted by rule

to eat meat.

Of the three important divisions of the Greek
Church, that in the Turkish dominions is under

the jurisdiction of the Patriarch of Constanti-

nople, who is the acknowledged superior of the

three other patriarchs of Alexandria. Antioch,

and .Terusalem. The patriarch is named by the

patriarchal community, consisting of the digui-
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taries, lay and cleric, of the patriarchal house-

hold, of the notables and the nierchants of the

city, and of the head;, of corporations. Tlicir

choice is limited, however, to one of three can-

didates, who must be metropolitans, selected by
the Holy Synod of bishops. The elect one does

not become patriarch until invested by the Govern-
ment, which also has the power to depose. This
has led to abuses and simoniacal practices. Dur-
ing the nineteenth century many of the patriarchs

were deposed for extortion at the request of the
Synod.

Tlip Greek Church in Russia became practical-

ly independent by the appointment of a Patriarch
of Moscow in loSS. The dignity was subordinate

to the Patriarch of Constantinople until the

reign of Czar Alexis, father of Peter the Great,
when the Patriarch of JIoscow, Nikon, refused

to acknowledge the jurisdiction of Constanti-
nople. About the year 1700, on the death of

the Muscovite Patriarch, Peter the Great would
not j)ennit the appointment of another, but
allowed the authority to be exercised to a cer-

tain extent by a bishop under tlie name of

exarch. After the lapse of twenty years, during
which time the people became accustomed to the

idea of having no patriarch, a holy synod or gov-

erning committee was appointed, over which the
Czar has ever since presided. The leading prin-

ciple., in fact, of the new constitution of the

Russian Church is the absolute supremacy of the

Czar. The Holy Synod is now regarded as one
of the departments of the Government, the Min-
ister of Public \\ orship being ex-nlficio a mem-
ber. To tliis body, through a bishop, residing in

San Francisco, and bearing the title of Bishop
of Al.aska and the Aleutian Islands, the churches
of this communion in the United States, which
are partly supported by the Russian Government,
are responsible. Tliere are 58 of tliem. with some
40 priests, and 4.5.000 adherents. Their periodi-

cal organ is the Anierikirvslni Rusxlfii Vlrstiiih

(New York), to which is published in English
a monthly Russian Orthodox American Supple-
ment.

The Greek Church of the Kingdom of Greece
originated with the revolution of 1821-20, which
made the coimtry independent of Turkey. The
new Church was organized by a formal decree in

183,'?. The Patriarch of Constantinople claimed
jurisdiction until 1868, when he acknowledged
the entire independence of the Greek hierarchy.
The government of the Church of Greece is mod-
eled on that of the Russian Church. Ecclesiasti-

cal authority is vested in a Holy Synod consist-

ing of five members, usually archbishops, or
bisliops, though exceptionally a monk or a priest

may be among the number. This body is sup-
posed to be independent in spiritiial affairs, hut
as its members are appointed by the Crown and
hold office only for a year, it has become in prac-

tice a State instrument. ^loreover, two officials

of the Crown have the right to assist at all de-

liberations, though without votes. The Holy
Synod elects bishops, but the Crown has the
right of confirmation and investiture. The Church
of Greece is represented in the United States by
five priests, five churches, and 20.000 adherents.
The Eastern Church in its varinus liranches

is estimated to number abont PS.000,000 adher-
ents, of which over 00,000.000 belons to the Rus-
sian Church. For the bodies which follow in

many particulars the Greek usages and liturgy,

but are in communion with the Pope, see

UMATES ; E.\STERN RlTE, CUUKCHES OF.

Consult the general Church histories, SchafT,

Darras, Xeander, etc. or llcfele, Cuncilien-llc-

schichle (Freiburg, 1851-73) ; and Neale, Uistory

of the Holy Eastern Church (5 vols,, London,
1850-73) ; Dean Stanley, History of the Eastern
Church (London, 1801) ; Silbcrnagel, Vcrfassung
und gcyenuiirtifjcr Bcstand siiniinlUclicr Kirchen
dcs Orients (Laiidshut, lS(i5) ; Tozer, The Church
and the Eastern Empire (London, 1888) ; Her-
genn'Hhcr, Monunicnta (Irccea ad I'hotium I'crti-

nentia (Regensburg, ISO!)) ; id., I'hotius, Patri-

arch von Constantinopel, sein Leben und seine

Schriften (3 vols., Regensburg, 1807-69) ; How-
ard, The Schism Between the Oriental and West-
ern Churches (London, 1892) ; Rohan, L'cglise

orihodoxe grceo-russe (Brussels, 1897); Ga-
garin. The Russian Clergy (London, 1872) ; Hor-
ton, Student's History of the Creek Church (New
York, 1902) ; Pierling, La Russie et le Saint
Siege, etudes diplomatiques (Paris. 1890) ; also

Popes et Tsars (Paris, 1890). Pierling is the

author of a series of works on the relations be-

tween the Holy See and the Czar during the six-

teenth and seventeenth centuries.

GREEK CROSS. See Cross.

GREEK EMPIRE. See Byzantine Empire.

GREEK FESTIVALS. Celebrations for the
most part in honor of some god, and in their

regular recurrence corresponding with the week-
ly rest-day of Jews and Christians. Offerings

to the gods on the part of the State or individ-

uals were of almost daily occurrence, but of

course caused no general cessation of labor. On
the other hand at frequent intervals occurred great
celebrations, during which there seems to have been
a general suspension of business, both public and
private. These festivals were in general local,

and their number naturally varied greatly in dif-

ferent places,, and at diffci'ent times. The .-Vthe-

nians were famous for the nmnber and splendor
of their festivals, while, later, Tarentum was said

to have more holidays than working daj-s in her
calendar. The tendency seems to have been to
increase the number and duration of these oc-

casions, though it may well be doubted whether
there was not a decrease in devotion. More and
more the games, processions, and feasting at pub-
lie expense seem to have become the chief attrac-

tion. Sacrifices on the part of the State were
of course a part of all such solemnities, and fre-

quently the image of the god was carried in

solemn procession, but in the details there was
a wide difference. Some festivals were attended
with athletic contests, or recitations by the rhap-
sodists ; some were the scene of musical or dra-

matic contests; while others w'ere accompanied
by rites which are obviously survivals of early
popular superstitions, and for which analogies
may be found in the folklore of other peoples.

Thus at the Festival of Apollo, held in Attica
during the month Pyanepsion, which theoreti-

cally began about the end of October, cooked
beans as a symbol of the fruits of the autumn
were offered to the god, and an olive branch, the
so-called Eiresione, hung w-ith figs, cakes, and
small jars of oil, wine, and honey, was carried

Ihroush the streets, and suspended from the
temple by a boy whose parents were still living.

Similar branches were borne by the attending
worshipers, and afterwards hung at the doors
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of their houses. A complete list of the Greek
festivals does not lie within the scope of this

article, and may the more easily be omitted as
many of them are mere names, about the cere-

monies connected with which we have no infor-

mation. The great national festivals were the
Olympian, Pythian, Isthmian, and Nemean, for

which see the articles Olympic Games; Pyth-
ian Games; Isthmus; Xemea. The great
Athenian festival in honor of Athena, which al-

most attained national rank, is treated under
P.vnathen.ea, and the Eleusinia in honor of
Denietcr are discussed under Mysteries. In the
remainder of this article a few of the more
prominent or interesting of the local festivals
will be brielly described, particularly those of
Athens, for about them we are best informed.
The ApAxrRiA occupied three days of Pyanep-

sion (October), and were not properly a State
festival, as they were celebrated Ijy the phra-
tries, in one of which every Athenian citi-

zen was enrolled. On the first day the phratry
dined together, on the second sacrifices were of-
fered to Zeus phratries and Athena phratries,
and on the tliird occurred the most important act
of the festival, the reception into tlie phratry of
the children born to its members in lawful wed-
lock during the previous year. Each father made
oath as to the legitimacy of the child and fur-
nished an animal for sacrifice. Boys also seem
to have shown their progress in their studies by
recitations from the poets. At some time during
the festival sacrifices were made to Apollo
Patroiis, Heph.Tstus, and prolialdy Dionysus of
the black goatskin (fieXdvaiya). The celebration
of the Apaturia is declared by Herodotus to
have been characteristic of all true lonians,
but of the details of the celebration outside of
Athens we are not informed. In the month
Munychion (April) were celebrated the Del-
pui.N'iA, in honor of Apollo. This festival was
connected with the legend of Theseus's voyage to
Crete, and as it occurred at the opening of navi-
gation, and was marked by a procession of maid-
ens bearing suppliants' branches of the Temple
of Apollo to entreat his mercy, it seems to have
been in the n.ature of a propitiation of the god,
that he might grant favorable weather to sea-
men, A festival of the same name, accompanied
by athletic contests, was celebrated at .Egina,
and as Delphinios is the name of a month in
many Greek calendars, it is probable it Avas also
celebrated elsewhere, Noteworthy for a curious
ceremony were the DipoLlA or Dipoi.ieia, cele-
brated in honor of Zefis in Scirophorion ( .Tune )

,

On nn altar on the Acropolis were jilaced barley
and wheat, and an ox prepared for sacrifice was
allowed to approach and eat. As soon as he
tasted the sacred food he was struck down with
an axe by a priest, who at once dropped his axe
and fled. The ]iursuit was only a form, but sub-
sequently all the participant's were placed on
trial, ;ind finally the axe was condemned and
cast over the borders of the country. The skin of
the ox is said to have been stuffed and fastened
to a plow. The whole ceremony seems to have
originated at a time when the plow-ox was held
sacred, and even his sacrifice to the gods needed
atonement. In the Attic festivals a prominent
place was occupied by the Dionysia, in honor of
Dionysus, Four such festivals can be distin-
guished, though only two of them bear this
name. In Poseideon (December) the Lesser or

Country Dionysia were celebrated throughout
the villages of Attica with every kind of merry-
making and munnuery. A village procession led
a goat for sacrifice to the altar of the god, and
with the growth of the drama, pl.ays, which had
already been produced in the city, were per-
formed in the country theatres. In the next
month (Gamelion) a similar festival, the
Len.isa, was celebrated in the city by tlie King
Archon, at which plays were performed and sacri-
fices offered, so that they extended over several
days. The ne.xt month, Anthesterion (February),
was the time for the celebration of the Anthes-
TERIA, which lasted tliree days. On the first day,
the casks of new wine being opened, each family
sacrificed, and rejoiced at the coming of the god
of wine and. spring. The second was the great
d,ay,on which the wife of the King Archon visited
the ancient Temple of Dionysus in Limna;, and
after various ceremonies returned to the Bouko-
Icion, which she entered alone to be wedded to
the god. The evening was one of wild revelry
throughout the city, and seems to have ended in
a great drinking bout at wdiich he who first

emptied his goblet received a prize. The third
day was devoted to the gods of the lower world,
and special oli'erings of "the fruits of the earth
were cooked for Hermes, the leader of the souls
to the lower world. There are indications that
during this festival the ghosts of the dead were
believed to return to the world, and it is certain
that the temples of the heavenly gods wei'e closed
during the whole festival. It seems therefore
that the joyous revelry had been added to a
celebration of quite a dilferent character. Final-
ly in Elaphebolion (March) came the Greater
or City Dioni-si.^, with the exception of the
Panatheniea, the most splendid of the Athenian
festivals. On the eve of the first day a solemn
procession escorted the statue of the god from
his temple to the theatre. The first day was
given up to the choral and lyric contests, and
closed with a great procession of masqueraders.
The three following days were filled with the per-
formances of the new tragedies and comedies, in

the presence of an inmiense throng of citizens and
strangers. Before this throng the sons of those
who had fallen in battle, on reaching their ma-
jority, were presented by the State with shield
and spear. The importance of this festival for
the development of Greek literature in its most
finished and characteristic product, the Attic
drama, can scarcely be overestimated. The 7th
of Thargclion (May) was the birtliday of
Apollo, and in preparation for its celebration a
solemn purification was necessary on the 6th.

The whole festival was the Tiiargella, and, like

other Greek festivals, it was a union of the
solemn and the glad. The first d.ay saw solemn
sacrifices to Demeter and the ]\Iopra> or Fates,
and there are indications that even in historical

times two human victims were s.icrificed to
avert the wrath of the god. wiio sent the summer
pestilence. In the fifth century B.C. these victims
i=eem to have been simply driven from the coun-
try. The second day saw (he glad offering of the
first fruits to Apollo, Helios the sun, and the
Horne. or Seasons, through whose care they had
ripened. Last may be mentioned the solemn rites

of Demeter and Persephone, celebrated by the
women, at the Tiiesmopitoria. from the Oth to the
1.3th of Pyanepsion (October). On the first day
the women retired to a village near Athens,
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where on the second day secret rites, seemingly
full of jests and mockery, were performed. On
the third day they returned to the Tlu'Mni)]ili()-

rion, a temple of the goddesses in Alliens, where
on the fourth day they fasted and ofl'ered propi-

tiatory or expiatory sacrifices. The fifth day
was given up to dances and games, which were
apparently of verj' doubtful propriety, and the
celeination ended with banquets given by the
wealtliior women, and a solemn sacrifice.

Among the Spartans two festivals of Apollo
owu|iy the chief place. First the 11y.\cintiiia,

celebrated at Amychp, the ancient capital of La-
conia, and connected with the accidental death of

Hyacinthus (q.v.), the favorite of the god. It

drew together the whole population of Sparta,
and its observance was so strong a religious

obligation on the men of Amycla^ that they
even souglit leave from their generals in order
to return for it. Tt came in tlie spring, and
united mourning for the death of the boy
with joy at his return. The first day was
given up to sorrow, and an otTering at the
grave beneath the altar of Apollo; on tlie second
day were choruses by boys, processions, and
dances, while the evening was spent in feasting.

The doings of the third day are not reported,
but very possibly at this time the venerable
image of Apollo was presented Avith the new robe
which the women of Sparta emltroidered yearly.

Even more important was the great festival of

the C.^RNEIA. held during nine days of summer,
and so highly regarded by the Spartans that,

when it approached, no military operations were
undertaken. It was originally a herdsmen's fes-

tival, but at Sparta had assumed a military
character. The men bivouacked in booths, in

nine divisions, and all the exercises were gov-
erned by the commands of the herald. We hear
also of musical contests, and .1 singular foot-

laee in whic'n one man was pursued by a number
of others. If he was caught it was a sign of

good luck, while his escape foreboded evil. Paral-
lel usages among other peoples seem to show
that tlie runner is a personification of the fruits

of autumn, so that his capture assvired pros-

perity. Both these festivals were common to the
whole Dorian i-ace. but the details of their cele-

bration at other places are unknown.
At Delphi, in the Theopii.\ni.\. the return of

Apollo in the spring after his winter sojourn
among tlie Hyperboreans was celebrated, while in

tlie TiiEOXEXiA Apollo and the other gods were
entertained at a sumptuous feast to which dis-

tinguished men. such as the poet Pindar, were
sometimes invited as a mark of respect. Other
festivals of this kind w-ere celebrated elsewhere
in honor of other gods. Throughovit Boeotia, and
also at Delphi, it was commnn to honor Apollo
with ])rocessions in which laurel branches were
carried. At Thebes these Dapiixepiioki.v were
celebrated only every ninth year, when the god
was represented by his youthful priest, who was
preceded in the procession by a relative carrying
a long olive rod. wound with laurel and flowers,

and with iron balls at each end and the middle,
to which numerous ribbons were attached. The
])riest was followed by a chorus of maidens with
sujipliants' branches, who sang the praises of

the god. Among the splendid festivals of Creece
were the Delia, celebrated every fifth year at the
beginning of spring, by the lonians at Delos. In
this form the celebration was instituted bv the

Athenians in B.C. 42G-25. after they had carefully

purified the island by the removal of all graves.

In the years of its oeeurrence it replaced the

old annual festival of the Apollonia. To it the

Athenians sent a State delegation on the ship

wliieh was said to have carried Theseus to Crete,

and during its ab.sence no death sentence could bo
executed, a law wdiich prolonged the life of

Socrates for nearly a month. It was accomjianied

by athletic games, horse-races, and competitiuns

between choruses, and seems to have been the

scene of the most famous musical contests. After
the great victory of I'lata;a, I'ausanias and the

Greeks instituted the Eleutiiehia in gratitude

to Zeus, the Giver of Freedom ( F.leu(lierios) , and
these were celebrated with annual sacrifices and
athletic contests in every fifth year at least as

late as the second century of our era. In con-

nection with some festivals we hear of C.\lli.s-

TEI.\, contests of beauty, which were between
women on Lesbos and Tenedos, in connection with
the worship of Hera, and at Basilis in Arcadia
with the worship of Demeter, while in Elis the

contestants were men, and a similar rivalry be-

tween the old men of the tribes seems to have
formed part of the Panathena;a.
The festivals of the gods are noted in Preller,

(Iriechische Mijihologie, 4th ed. by 0. Robert
(Berlin, 1887-94); consult especially Index IV.

They are also briefly described in Schoniann-

Lipsius, driechische Allcrthiimcr, ii. (Berlin,

1902) : and Stengel. "tJriechische Kultus Alter-

thiimer," 2d ed. in Miiller, Hundbiicli dcr klas-

sischcn Alierthiwivinnssenschfift (Munich, 1898).

For Athens, consult A. Mommsen, Die Festc dcr
Stridt Afhen i>n Alterthum (Leipzig, 1898).

GREEK FIRE. The common name for a
great variety of combustible and explosive com-
pounds employed by the Greeks of Constantinople
throughout the Middle Ages. Bury thinks the

simplest weapon was the hand-tube, "full of

combustibles, which was fiung by the hand like

a 'squib,' and exploded on board the enemy's
vessel." Besides many other weapons the Greeks
used one very similar to the modern gun, in

which some sort of gunpowder was used to expel

liquid combustibles. Constantine Porphvrogeni-
tus (q.v.) states that this was invented by Cal-

linicus of Heliopolis in the seventh century. The
recipe for the gunpowder is preserved in a
treatise of the ninth century entitled Liber

ffiniuni ad Conihurendus Bostes. In the Dr Mira-
hilibiis Miindi, ascribed to Albertus Magnus, the

manufacture of Greek fire is thus described:

"Quick sulphur, dregs of wine, Persian gum, b.aked

salt, pitch, petroleum, and oil are boiled to-

gether. Anything placed in it and set on fire,

either wood or iron, can be put out only by
vinegar or .sand." These combustibles were most
effective in mediirval warfare, and gave the

(Jreeks a superiority for centuries. Ap|)arent-

ly, however, they never used leaden or iron

balls. Consult: Burv. The Later I'otiian Empire,
vol. ii. (New York'. 1889); Oman. The Art of

War (London. 189S) ; Bury's edition of Gibbon's

Dceliiie and Fall. vol. vi., appendix v. (London,
ISOS).

GREEK KALENDS (Lat. KaJeiuhr Grerca-).

\ jilirase used by the ancient Itoiiians in allusion

to the fact that there was no dale in the Greek
calen<lar corresponding to the Roman Kalends,

and jokingly applied to the indefinite postpone-
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ment of a promise that was intended never to be

fulfilled. The expression is referred by Suetonius

to the Emperor Augustus, who is said to have
first employed it.

GREEK LANGUAGE. The Greek belongs to

the lnduEurcpi>c';in family of languages, and is

closely relatfd to the Italic dialects—Latin.

Oscan, Umbrian, etc. Greek, however, has pre-

scr\e(l a far greater number of forms from the

so-called parent language than any of the Italic

dialects. This variety of forms, and a great

power to form new words, combined to render

Greek the most flexible and beautiful language

of the whole Indo-European family.

Alpii.\het axd Prokinciatiox. The age of

writing in Greece is unknown, although recent dis-

coveries have made it ap])ear probable that some
system of writing existed long before B.C. 1000.

The earliest Greek inscriptions cannot be dated
earlier than the seventh century B.C. The alpha-

bet in which these inscriptions are written, and
which is the parent of all modern European al-

phabets, was derived from that of the Phteni-

cians. The Phrenician alphabet consisted of 22
signs, which the Greeks adapted to their own
phonetic system, adding to them four new
signs, T, *, X, ^, although the value of the

last two was not the same in all alphabets,

the Eastern Greeks using the former with the

value of (hard) ch. the latter with the value

ps, while the Western Greeks gave to X the

value of English x, and to 'I' the value of ch.

One of the Piicenician signs for s was very early

drop])ed. and in the Eastern group of alphabets

f and 9 fell into disuse, in consequence of the
gradual loss in the spoken language of the
sounds (if and hard 7o respectively) which these

symbols represented. Further than this, the

lonians. as early as B.C. 550, began to u.se the

symbol H to represent the sound of long e, and
invented a new letter fi to represent the sound
of long o. The Attic alphabet at first occupied
a middle ground between the Eastern and West-
ern groups. It did not use f and rarely 9. It

had T, <!', and X with the values given them in

the Eastern alphabets, but not S or ^, for which
it used X2 and #2. It retained H for h, and used
E for both long and short e, as well as for the
spurious diphthong EI (vide infra), and O for
long and short o, and the spurious diphthong
OT. This old Attic alphabet was used in official

documents at Athens until the archonship of
Euclides (B.C. 40.3), when the Ionic alphabet,
which had long been in use in private life, was
adopted for tlie public records, and rapidly drove
out the old local alphabets. The 24 signs of the
Greek alphabet, as finally developed, with the
corresponding English letters, are as follows:

Greek
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tract icin ami admits successive vowel sounds.

It includes:

(a) Old Ionic, the language of the Homeric
poems, and uf cjiic poolrv in general, a dialect

partly artificial and probably never spoken at any
one time.

(6) New Ionic, the spoken language of the

Ionian cities, with many local variations, but show-
ing a jirefcrcnce for k instead of ir in pronominal
roots (kolos, k6(7os ^^ Att. woios. 7r6(rost, trfipicnt

lireference tor a instead ol'ai; urou {6uina, <ji'=Att.

davfia^o^p) ,i\nd liislike of aspirates (^Tropai', o^Ko/iai

= .\tt. ((popan, S^xofiai). Tliis is the language of the

early logographers, of Herodotus and Hippocrates.

(2) Attic.—Closely related to Ionic, but dif-

fering from it in the retention of a in certain

positions (TrpdrTcu, fjLavla={on. Trp^trtrw, fjiavi-q), and
in a marked tcnck'iicy to contraction of vowels.

This is the principal literary dialect, used in tlie

works of Thucydides, Xenophon, Plato, the dram-
atists and the orators. It is commonly taken
by grammarians as the norm, and the other

dialects are regarded as variants, although there

is no historical justitication for such a proceed-

ing.

Doric.—Doric was spoken on the Isthmus, in

the greater part of the Peloponnesus, Corcyra,
Magna Gra;cia, Sicily, Cyrene, Crete, Byzantium,
Rhodes, the southwestern corner of Asia Minor,
Melos. and some of the other islands of the

.lilgean. It is, in the main, the language of

Pindar and Theocritus. It is characterized by
( 1 ) retention of a where the Attic prefers ij

(judTT)/)^ Att. fi'fiTrip) : (2) formation of the gen.

plu. in S.V, gen. sing. masc. in a (TroXiraf, iroKlra^
Att. iroXiTwv, TToXirov ) ; (.3) /xfs, for fxev, in first

pers. plu., vTi in third pers. (jJKOiiies, €x<»'"< ^ -^tt.

fiKOfifv. ex"""''' ! ( -t ) formation of the future in

cr^u. irii; (5 ) contraction of ae tor;. A special group
of dialects (sometimes called Northern Doric)
is to be recognized in the inscriptions of Phocis,

Locris, and the neighboring districts.

JEolic.—The dialect of .^^;olis (Northern Asia
Minor). With this are commonly grouped the
dialects of Boeotia and Thessaly, although they
difter from it in many particulars. The poems
of .\lc;ieus and Sappho were written in .-Eolic,

as well as three idyls of Theocritus. The dialect
is characterized by (1) an objection to oxytones
{k6.\o$. ffd/poi, aCToi^.\tt. Ka\6s, coipSj, avrds) ;

(2) frequent objection to an initial rough breath-
ing (fxepos, {'fiij.es = Att. ?repos, vfieis) ; (3) in-

stability of vowel sounds, combined with a fond-
ness for I and v sounds ( ir(<ri>pcs, iiivij.a=Att.

TiTTCLpe!. 6vofia) ; (4) preference for oi instead
of ov where lioth arose from original ov (XlTroura,

Tort=.\tt. XiiroCfl-a, Toiis ) . The closely related
group of .Orcadian and Cyprian was formerly
classified as .-Eolic. but is now placed in a sep-

arate category by conservative scholars.

Relation to the Primitive (Indo-Eueopean)
Language. The Greek vowels usually represent
similar sounds in the parent language. In many
cases, however, they are of secondary origin, no-
tably the characteristic Ionic and .\ttie t;, which
not only represents orig. c (/i^i>^I.,at. mensis),
but also orig. a (.\tt. ()>-ny6s^T>or . <piiy6s, Lat.
faf/iifs). Short a before or after X. ^.;<, or p is often
derived from an original sonant liquid or nasal
(irarpacri = Skt. pitr-su) . The diphthongs ai. et,

01, av, (V, and ov often represent corresponding
sounds in the parent language ( oiprj, T.at. oinus,
unus; ai!|tlK.) = Lat. auyeo) ; often, however, they

are the result of a chance concurrence of two
vowels, frequently due to the loss of an interven-

ing consonant (el, from ^[<r]i). At the end of

words 9, 3, and <f represent original long diph-

thongs (x"f?' 'iinr(j>) ; elsewhere they are of

secondary origin ( fxfSiot, from pdMios, cipfu,

from (TttK'fo)). .Vjipaieiit ly tju and vt were not
original, but new formations during Die indepen-
dent existence of (ircck. Often « and oi' arc not
Inic diphthongs at all (see below). t)f tlii' con-

sonants, p, 7, S, IT, K, T, and a- usually represent

the same sounds in the parent language. ^, x. ^

usually rci)resent orig. bh, yh, and (III ((pipa,

XfiMW", T^Tj/ixir^ 8kt. bhtirati, himd, dadhdmi)

.

The liipiids X and p correspond, as a. rule, to 1. E.

/ and r (apbia, KKiui ^ Lat. aro, duo)
; p. and v

are commonly equivalent to I. E. la and n, al-

though at the end of words v frequently represents
orig. Ill

(
j'i<7i5i'= Skt. ijuijihn, Lat. juyuin). Ini-

tial f=:y (cf. j'"ii74>'), but f usually represents a com-
bination of 5 or 7 with i

; f and ^are simply con-

ventional symbols for a palatal (t, 7, x) or a
labial (t, /3, 0) mute with a. f, when it appears,
represents I. E. v, Eng. w (/:o(/cos=:Skt. vCsd,

Lat. vlcus) . The rough breathing never corre-

sponds to I. E. h, but often marks the loss of

one or more consonants (iiX!=:Lat. sal, Eng. salt

;

ijdvs, orig.* <r/ra5i/s =; Lat. suadvis, suavis, Eng.
sweet)

.

Phonetic Changes. Many changes in the
form of Greek words are to be traced to

phonetic causes. The most important of the
changes are: (1) Loss of consonants. f, al-

though retained in some dialects until compara-
tively late times, shows a constant tendency to

disappear {ohos, orig. *fOivoi, cf. Lat. vinum;
(ISov, orig. 'ifiSov, Lat. vidi) ; <r disappears at
the beginnin,g of words and between vowcls|f7n-d:=:

Lat. septem, -yivovs, from *7£i'e(ros, through *7e«os^
Lat. generis) ; even irf h;is disappeared in some
cases (I5pijs=Lat. sudor, Eng. sweat). At the
end of words, consonants are often lost, owing to

the law that only k, p, and o- can terminate a
word (nom. SpxaiK, from stem apxai-T-) ; t, 5, and
$, regularly disappear before a iJXttIs, for *A-
7ri5-s) ; as well as p {dalpo(n, for *Saip.ov-(ri), and
the combinations vt, vS, vB {yiya!, ior -YiyavT-!).

(2) Vliangc of consonants. The combination of

a consonant and t (representing an original

semi-consonant /) is the cause of many changes:

5i becomes f(0pdfw for *i/)pa3iM); ict and x' become
(T(r, Att. TT (0uXd(r(rw, Att. ^vXdTTio, for *0uXaKt£j);

7i becomes sometimes <ra {raffacj ior ^raytw}. some-
times s't^pcifw for*Kpa7'M): Xi becomes XX (SXXos for

*dXiosz=l.at. »/iHs); pl and pi become wand pp, with
subsequent loss of one consonant and lengthening
of the preceding vowel ( Lesbian Krivpw, tpddppu. Att.

KTeipu, (pBetpoj, for ^KTevLU, ^(pdepLu) . or else the

I is lost, and the preceding vowel is strengthened

1>.V the addition of an i (the so-called epenthesis,

i.e. tpalpa, for *0ai'iw). The vowel i sometimes
changes a preceding t to a((f>^pov<n. Dor. 0^poi/Ti:=:

Lat. fcrtint). Before /i, — tt, /3, and become
a (XAfi^/iOi for *\t\fnr-/xai) : k and x become 7
iw^w\eyp.ai.. for *7rcirXeK-/[iai ) ; t, 5. and S become
a (ir{iTti(rp.ai for *ircwu8-p.ai) . The combinations

p.p and ^X arc strcngtliencd liy the insertion of /3

(p.^fip\oKa for *;ut/iXu(fa) ; and po is strengthened
l.y tlie insertion of 5 (di'Spis for ^di/pos) ; :it the be-

ginning of a word, such p. or 1/ is diojipcd (/3poT4$

tor *pPpoTos, cf. Lat. inon'or) . {^) Loss of roirels.

(Sometimes becomes consonant ()) and is then
lost CAS-rifda for ^Adripala) . So, too, u between two
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vowels becomes f, and disappears (^o6s for

*Pofos, t'lom stem /Sou-, Lat. bovis). (4) Vuii-

liiiclivii of fi iiccdisiie coiccls is frequent, and in

Attic regularly takes place ( ti^w for Ti^aw).

The contraction of te, to, oo, oe, produces the

so-called s])urii)ns diplithongs ei and on, which
were, in early times, at least, spoken and written

as t.imijle sounds. (5) Vomijensatii-e Iciiytluii-

inn of fowch. When one or more consonants are

dropped for euphony (especially before <r), a
preceding vowel is often lengthened {fi.^\as for

*/neXav-s). The diphthongs « and ov which arise

from this process are also spurious, being simply
lengthened forms of e and o (\vovcn for * Xuoi'Ta-i).

(6) .1)1 cxcliiiiifjc of quiintity sometimes takes

place between a long vowel and a succeeding

short one (epic raos, /SacriXiJos, Att. leiis, paaiXiwi).

Inflection. 7^owns.—Of the eight original In-

do-European cases, the Greek has preserved fiver

nominative, genitive, dative, accusative, and voc-

ative. The locative, instrumental, and ablative

cases are preserved onl.v in a few adverbial forms,

their functions being performed by the genitive and
the dative. There arc three declensions of nouns,

according as the stem ends in a ( first declension )

,

o (second declension), or a consonant, a diph-

thoTig. or a close vowel ( third declension ) . For the

a and o stems the oldest endings are—sing. nom.

s (but feminines in a have no ending), gen. (a)

10, dat. ai, ace. v ; plu. nom. t, gen. wv, dat. ici,

ace. «. For consonant and clo.se vowel stems,

the endings are—sing. nom. s, gen. os, dat. i, ace.

>> or a ; plu. nom. «, gen. uv, dat. o-i, ffo-i, or etro-i,

ace. vs or a^. Vocatives proper have no ending.

The dual, wliich is preserved in Greek (althovigh

it sliows a constant tendency to fall into disuse)

has the endings a and aiv for the first declension,

la and oiv for the second, e and oik for the third.

The origin of these forms is uncertain. Neuters
from stems form the nom. ace. and voc. sing, by
adding v, in stems of the third declension, these

cases are without ending. The nom., ace, and
voc. plu. of neuters ends in a. Jlany of the pho-

netic changes noted above are the result of thecom-
bination of stems with endings. Prnnonns.—The
pronoims that distinguish gender (demonstrative,

relative, and interrogative pronouns) are inflected

like nouns, with some slight variations. The in-

llection of the personal pronouns which do not
distinguish gender differs from that of nouns in

many ways, which cannot be discussed here. The
stems of Ihe ]iorsonal jjrnnouns are—singular,

first person iixt (cf. Lat. me), second person ue

(<e), third person i (se) ; dual, fir^t person vui

(nos) , second person o-0u, third person wanting;
plural, first person 17/jt, second person iiixe, third

person o-0e. The nominative singular forms, ^li,

<ri of the first and second persons are from sep-

arate stems (cf. Lat. eflo, tu) . The definite ar-

ticle o, 17, T(5, corresponds to the Sanskrit sas, sS,

tat. "l'Fr6.5.—The Greek verb is one of the most
highly developed parts of the language. Not only
has the Greek preserved more completely than
any other of the Indo-Furopean languages the

verb system of the parent language (its only

rivals in this respect being the Indo-Iranian and
tile Slavic groups), but it has added to that

system a number of forms of its own. Be-

sides the active and the passive, the Greek
finite verb has a third voice, the middle, which
represents the subject as aetinc on or for itself.

It has seven tenses, present, imperfect, future,

aorist, perfect, pluperfect, and future perfect. It

is thus enabled to express by distinct forms mo-
mentary, continued, and completed past action

(by the aorist, imperfect, and pluperfect tenses
respectively). It has forms for the dual, as well

as for the singular and the plural. Besides the

indicative and imperative, the Greek verb lias two
ol>liquc moods, the subjunctive and the optative,

with separate forms for continued, momentary, .

and completed action. There is also a future ojita-

tive, used to represent onl}' the future indicative

in indirect discourse. Characteristic of past
tenses is the augment (prefixing of t to the verb

stem or lengthening of the initial vowel ) . The
perfect and the pluperfect are distinguished by
reduplication— primarily a repetition of the in-

itial syllable. The present and imperfect are often

formed by a strengthening of the verb stem. All

tenses, except the future and the so-called first ao-

rist, exist in two forms, called respectively the-

matic and non-thematic (or w conjugation and fu

conjugation), according as the tense stem and the

personal endings are or are not connected by the

'thematic vowel' appended to the stem. There
are two sets of personal endings for both active

and middle. These vary somewhat in different dia-

lects, and in the active singular have often been

affected by analogy, but in general the distinction

in use is observed with considerable strictness, as

follows: For pres., perf.. fut., and subj.,—active

sing, /ju, (Tt, Ti, dual tov, plu. ij.ei>, tc, vti : middle
sing, iiai, aai, rai, dual aSov, plu. /ueSa. o-Se, vrai.

For iiiipcrf.. aor.. plup., and opt..—active sing, j/, s,

T, dual TOP, Tijf, plu. /ici-, Tf. vTo ; middle sing. /jt;i',

0-0, TO, dual 0-001', (Tffrip. plu. fieffa. adi. vto. Except
in the aorist and the future, the passive forms
coincide with tho.se of the middle. The addition

of these endings to the verb stem, whether with
or without intervention of the thematic vowel,

often cau.ses phonetic changes under one or an-

other of the phonetic laws stated above.

\\'oEi) Formation. The Greek possesses a great

variety of terminations by which nominal stems
are formed from roots, although it is often impos-

sible to assign a single meaning to each of these

suffixes. The most important are— , 0, a, t, u, (to,

Xo, ^o, vo, pa, /TO, 10, (and corresponding forms
ending in a), as, es, ei», ov, ttjp. Top. and vari-

ous combinations of these forms. Besides such
primary formations, secondary forms, i.e. nouns
(and adjectives) derived from other nouns, are

common. The commonest suffixes of such denom-
inative nouns are eu, Ta, T7;t, cvva, la, to, itjKO',

of denominative adjectives fo, to, t/to, ti-o, fkt. The
comparative sufiixes are to and Tcpo, the superla-

tive LdKO and TiiTO. Denominative verbs are free-

ly formed : the commonest endings of such verbs

are aw, cttj, ooj, eucj, aft*), tfoj, atvto, vvw. In compound
words, two or more stems are combined, only

the last being inflected. Except in compounds
made for comic effect, the combination of more
than two roots is unusual.

Later History. The conquests of Alexander the

Great (B.C. 330) and the consequent spread of the

Greek language over a great part of Asia led to

the gradual abandonment of the other dialects and

the adoption of Attic as the language of the whole

Greek world. Thus arose the 'common' dialect

{koivt) SiaXfKTosI, a slightly modified Attic, tinged

with the peculiarities of the penjiles by whom it

was spoken. This common dialect is sometimes

called Hellenistic Greek, i.e. the Greek spoken by

foreisners ("EXXijwo-Taf ) , not by native Greeks

( "EXXj/i/ft). The Greek of the Septuagint (q.v.')
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ami of the New Testament furnishes a good ex-

ample of this Hellenistie Cireek. It is the lan-

guage of Aristotle, Polybius, Puusanias, Plutarch,

and Lucian. The prouuneiation was changed even
more than the form of the language. As early as
the third century, v.c. a came to be sounded like

i; f was pronounced like Eng. x. In the early

Christian centuries 77 also assumed the sound of

t; ai came to lie pronounced like simjile e. The
diplitliong 01 was sounded like v and later both
were soiuidcd like 1. The diphthongs ending in v

modified or lost their second vowel. /3, y, and 5

were softened in sound. During all this time the

literary language continued to follow Attic

models, but by A.D. 800 the difference between the

spoken and the written language had become so

great that the literary language could no longer

maintain itself, and was gradually supplanted
by the spoken language. With this date, there-

fore, the period of modem Greek may be said to

begin.

Bibliography. The most complete Greek gram-
mar is that of Kiihner, Ausfiihrliclie firammatik
der griechischen Uprnrlw. revised by Blass and
Gertii (Hanover, 1890-S)S). Historical gram-
mars are those of Brugmann, in Jliiller, Uand-
buch der klassischen Altertnmswissenschaft, vol.

ii. (3d ed.. JIunicli. 1900) : ileyer (.3d ed.. Leip-
zig. 1890) ; Krelschmer. Einlcitimg in die fle-

scliichte dry griechischen fipraclie ( Leipzig. 1897 ) :

Hirt, Laiit mid Foniicitlcliyc der griecliischen

tSprache (Heidelberg, 1902). Good working gram-
mars in English are those of Goodwin ( Boston,

1892), and Hadley, revised by Allen (New York,
1875). I'seful for syntax are JMadvig. Kiinlax drr
griechischen Sproche (Brunswick. 1884). and
Goodwin, Greek Moods and Tenses (Boston,

1900). Sjiecial works on the dialects: Ahrens. De
drivca' IJinnia: Dialretis (("iiittingen, 1839-4.3);

Meister, Die griechischen Dialekte ( ib., 1882-89) ;

Hoffman, Die griechischen Dinlekte in ihrem his-

torischen Zusammenhange (ib., 1891-98); Smith,
.S'oHH(/s and Inflections of the Greek Dialects, vol.

i. Ionic (Oxford, 1894). There is no general
treatment of the 'common' dialect, but Thumb,
Die griechische Hprache im Zeitalter des Helle-

nism its (Strnssbura'. 1901). is useful as an intro-

duction to the subject. The best lexicon is that of
Liddell and Scott' (8th ed.. Oxford, 1897). ,

The Greek Language. Modern.—The differ

fences between ancient and modern Greek are by
no means so groat as has commonly been supposed,
the modern language being a direct descendant of
tlie 'common' dialect (vide siipra). The begin-
nings of most of the changes that have affected
modern Greek can be traced back into the Hellen-
istic period. Some of these changes have been
noted above. Olhi-rs are as follows: —The ancient
marks of accent have been retained, but they no
longer represent a difference of pitch ; the accent
is a stress accent, exactly like that of English
(traces of this change can be seen as early as .\.d.

400). The rough breathing is still printed, but is

no longer pronounced. Etacism has extended its

inlluence tuitil no fewer than six different vowels
and diphthongs have the .sound of ancient i—name-
ly, 1, J), V, ei, 01, and vi. The dual number has entire-
ly disappeared, and the middle voice appears
in only a few isolated forms. In the lansruage of
the common people, the dative case is practically
lost, its place being supjdied by the genitive or
the accusative with a preposition. Great numbers
of nouns have taken the diminutive ending wi",

which in the vermicular is reduced to i, and the
loss of a syllable at the beginning of w'ords is not
infrecpient; so rvpi. checae —Tvpi6p.Tvp6! ; ^pdpi, Ush
= i^l/of, througli i'^dptor; ^dri, eye = Sp.fia. In many
nouns, moreover, the accusative is taken as a new
nominative ; so 6 waripas = rar-qp.

But it is in the conjugation of the verb tliat

the greatest changes have taken place. Here the

ojitative has entire ly disappeared and the infini-

tive survives oidy in a mutiiati'd form. The an-

cient uses of both are supplied by the subjunc-
tive: VTTTJya dta vardv tdu^^^XOop 'iva ai'rbv t5otfxt ; O^Xu
pi f\0ii} — e^Xai iXlitcv. The future, the perfect,

and the pluperfect are formed by tlie aid of aux-
iliaries : $ai ^^ (^Aa> iVa) \vu or ^d XiKTio =: Xutjw ; ^x<o

Xwti = X^XvKa ; eixo Xvc-a = iXcXvKii. The ]ironouns

have suH'ered many changes. The awkward dirorot,

or even the advcrl) ttoO is used in phice of the

relative.

The vocabulary also has suffered from the in-

trusion of loan words from other languages, no-

tably from Italian and Turkish, although the in-

fusion has not been so great as to give the lan-

guage the appearance of a mixed language ; cf.

arlrt (Latin hospitintn) . house; pavbpi ( Ital.

CH^jorc) . steamer ; Sepfiivi (Turkisli (/rrrc/if/)

,

pass. Since the establishment of the Greek
kingdom (1830), there has been a stronger move-
ment toward the purification of the modern lan-

guage and a closer conformity to 'the ancient
Greek idiom. This has resulted in a curious gap
between the literary language and the common
speech, not unlike that which existed in the later

classical times. The new movement, however,
has made steady progress, and it is not too much
to say that the modern Greek newspaper would
be easily intelligible to Plato and Demosthenes.
The best ilodern Greek granunars arc those of

Mitsotakis, Praktische Grammatik drr ncugrie-
cliisrhcn Sjirache (Stuttgart, 1891), and Peniot,
Gramniaire grecqne moderne (Paris. 1897). In
English, Vincent and Dickson, .1 Handbook to

Modern Greek (London, 1893), is good for the
literary language; and Gardner. .4. Modern Greek
Grammar (London, 1892), for the spoken lan-

guage. Hatzidakis, Einlcitung in die neugric-
chisehe Gramtnatik (Leipzig, 1892), treats es-

pecially the relation of the modern language to

Hellenistic and Byzantine Greek.
The best dictionaries are those of Kontopulos

(3d ed., Athens, 1889), and Kyriakides^ (Nicosia,

Cyprus, 1892). Useful, also, are Sophocles, A
Greek Lexicon of the Roman and Byzantine Pe-
riods (New York, 1887), and Dueange, Glossa-
rinni ad Srriplores Mediw et Infinirr (Ira'cilatis

(Leyden, 16SS: reprinted Breslau, 1891).

GREEK LITERATURE. The literature of

ancient Greece is important, not only because it

is the earliest literature in Europe, and the one
which has had a mastering intluence on all the

others, but also for the intrinsic value of its re-

mains, which prove it one of the greatest of all

literatures. The Greeks possessed no models for

their guidance, as later peoples have had, so that
their literature is an original and natural de-

velopment; in it were determined most of the
literary types employed by European peoples. For-
tunately, the remains of this ancient literature

are large enough to enable us to trace the history

of its various forms with a considerable degree
of accuracy.

We can distinguish six natural divisions: (1)
The Age of Epic Poetry; (2) The Lyric Period;
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(3) The Attic Period; (4) The Alexandrian
Age; (5) The Gncco-Roniau Period; (0) The
Byzantine Period.

( 1 ) The Age of Epic Poetuv. This extends
to the sixth century n.c. At llie threshold of

Greek literature we find two indefectible prod-
ucts of Greek genius, the Iliad and the Odyssei/.

But the very perfection of these poems shows
that, far from being early elVurts of a people un-
skilled in poetic composition, they represent the
culmination of a long development in the art;
furtlicrmore. the contents prove that at least two,
and probably tliree, kinds of poetic composition
had been practiced from an unknown period.

Tlie earliest artistic compositions were probably
hieratic in character; that is, they formed
part of the service of the gods. The earliest

singers were 'servants of the Muses,' the god-
desses who dwelt with the other celestials on
Olympus in Thessaly. With the migrations of

the llcllenic tribes to the south, a new centre
of the Pluses' worship developed on Helicon, be-

tween Boeotia and Attica. Tradition gave the
names of certain mythical singers, among whom
the most famous were Orpheus, JIusa'us, Eumol-
pus, and Thamyris. Closely connected witli

hjTnns in honor of the gods were the hymeneal
song and dirge for the dead, both of which were
known to Homer. There also developed, among
the different stocks, sagas celebrating the ex-

ploits of hero-princes who led their peoples in war-
like undertakings: and the material for epic song
was greatly enriclved by the great struggles and
movements at tlie end of the second millennium
B.C., consequent on the migrations of Thessalian
and Dorian peoples toward the south. It is clear

from tlie two great epics preserved to us that a.

long period had preceded them in which shorter
epics had been sung by minstrels at courts and
in the market-place. In these epics of the dif-

ferent tribes, the deeds of the national heroes
were celebrated—of Achilles among the .Eolians,

of tlie Atrida? among the Acha?ans ; among the
Dorians the favorite subject was the exploits
of Heracles. The struggle of the Seven against
Thebes, the voyage of the Argo, and the siege
of Troy were other frequent themes. To the
Trojan cycle of legends, probably tlie youngest
of all, belong the Iliad and the Odi/sse;/. The
storj' of the siege of Troy has as its historical
basis the struggles of the .Eolian colonists in

Asia Minor witli the earlier Phrygian inhabitants.
In the Iliad the chief figure is Achilles, the hero
of tlie -Eolians, native in Southern Thessaly.
With the story of his deeds were combined short-

er epics treating the deeds of other heroes. The
whole is an incident in the tenth year of the
war; the action covers but forty-nine days. The
Odii.isr;/ belongs to the cycle of myths dealing
with the return of the heroes from Troy. Al-
though the action is confined to forty-one days,
the composer, by his skillful device of having
Odysseus tell the storA' of his wanderings at the
court of the friendly King of the Phicacians, has
succeeded in giving us a complete account of the
hero's adventures diiring the ten years after the
fall of Troy, as well as the narrative of his dra-
matic return to his home.

In antiquity these immortal poems w^re as-

cribed to a blind hard. Homer: but among the
learned of the Alexandrian Age some claimed
that the two epics were not by the same poet.

In modem times the 'Homeric Question' has been

a burning one since the publication of Wolf's
I'rolcijomena in 175)5. (For an account of tlie

(ontrover.sy, the work done on the [loeiiis at
the orders of Pisistratus, and the details of the
general subject, reference must be made to the
article on Homer.) Conservative opinion now
inclines to regard the poems as works of the
same poetic school, and each in the main the
creation of a single poet who drew freely on
current epics, many of which may well have
come into existence long before his time. That the
poems have sutl'ered from later interpolations
is certain. The date of composition is tlie ninth
or eighth century n.c; the place of origin was
apparently Western Asia Minor, on the borders
of -Eolis and Ionia.

These two great epics covered but a portion
of the legends about the Trojan War. Other
parts were treated liy an Ionian school of epic
poets which flourished from the eighth to the
sixth century n.c. These bards—known in mod-
ern limes as the cyclic poets—joined their poems
to the Iliad and the Odyssey as introductions or
continuations. Of tlieir works we have only the
scantiest fragments and some prose abstracts.
Other cycles of myths than the Trojan were
handled by later epic poets, but of their worlcs
we have little knowledge.

There has further been preserved to us a col-

lection of thirty-four Homeric hymns, in honor
of various divinities. These are not hymns in the
strict sense of the word, but rather preludes for

rhapsodists before beginning their proper recitals.

The name is misleading, as they have nothing
to do with Homer, but are the product of a later

time; the earliest, the hymn to the Delian Apollo,
can hardly have been composed before the latter

part of the eighth century B.C., and the latest is

not earlier than B.C. .500.

There were also current under Homer's name
some sportive species composed in epic form. The
most famous are the Maryitcs, of which we have
a few lines, and the Batrachomyomachia (Battle

of the Frogs and Mice) , of which some three hun-
dred verses are preserved. It is one of the ear-

liest examples of parody in Greek literature.

Scholars disagree as to its date, some placing it

as early as the Persian wars, others regarding
it 3S a product of the Alexandrian Age.

The other great poet of the first period is

Kesiod of Ascra, in Boeotia, near Mount Helicon,
who flourished toward tlie end of the eighth cen-

tury B.C. Tlie Hesiodic poetry is distinguished from
the imaginative Homeric epics primarily by its

homely character: the chief poem, the Worlcs
and Days, deals with the daily life of the farmer,
and gives him directions for his work. It is the

earliest didactic poem known to vis. Other works
ascribed to Hesiod—the Tlieogony and the Shield

of Heracles—are of doubtful authenticity.

(2) The Lyrtc Pertod. Elegiac and lamlic
Poetry.—Important economic and social changes
took place in Greece during the period from the
eighth to the fifth century n.c. Increase of

population and development of manufactures
led to the planting of Greek colonies all along
the shores of the Mediterranean and Black seas;

and within most of the home cities the govern-
ment passed successively from monarchy to oli-

garchy, then to tyranny and democracy. The
old preeminence of the aristocracy was greatly di-

minished, and a powerful moneyed class developed.

With these changes the importance of the individu-
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al increased, knowledge was enlarged, and above
all, relieetive thought began to demand a larger

poetic expression than liad been given it before.

New poetic forms, the elegiac and iambic, were
developed in Ionia. The elegiac couplet was a
slight modihcation of the hexameter, and the
older poetry composed in tliis measure was always
accompanied by the music of the flute. While
early elegy dealt with a great variety of themes,
it was always the expression of the thoughts and
feelings of the poet himself, and never so passion-

ate as iambic verse. This latter was lirst em-
plo^'ed for satire, its quick movement suiting it

to the expression of pointed thought and of more
passionate feeling than the elegiac measure. It

was also used for fables.

The aiicients disputed as to whether Archilo-
chus, Callinus. or iMinmermus was the inventor
of the elegy ; but Callinus of Ephesus, who flour-

ished in the first half of the seventh century
B.C.. is usually reckoned the eai'liest of the elegiac

poets. He employed the measure to encourage
the lonians in resistance against the barbarian
invaders of their land. Tyrtanis, about a genera-
tion later, was probably an Ionian immigrant to

Sparta, who by his verses inspired the Lacedae-

monians to fight against the Jlessenians. Jlimner-
nius of Colophon, wlio flourished toward the end
of the seventh centurj', introduced new elements
—love and sentimentality—into eleg)', and there-

fore became a favorite with the Alexandrians and
Romans. Solon (c.63L)-c.559 B.C.), the great law-
giver of Attica, u.sed the measure after the man-
ner of Callinus and T_yrta?us to incite the Atheni-
ans against the iMegarians, and later to celebrate

the reforms he had carried through. In the
hands of Theognis of Megara (c.540 B.C.), of

whose works some 1400 verses are e.xtant, elegy
became the medium of moral precepts; it was
employed for the same purpose also by his con-
temporaries Phocylides of ililetus and Demodo-
cus of Leros. At the end of this century Xe-
noplianes of Colophon employed elegy to express
his philosophic thought. From the time of Si-

monides of Ceos (b.c. 480), famed chiefly as a
lyric poet, elegy became the regular form for
epitaphs.

Iambic verse was first brought to perfection
by Archiloehus of Paros (e.650 B.C.), who em-
ployed it with masterly po\\er as a vehicle of

personal satire. He was followed by Simonides
of Amorgos, whose satire was general rather
than personal. Hipponax of Ephesus ( c.540

B.C.) was called the inventor of parody. By
substituting a trochee for an iamb at the end of

the verse, he modified the iambic line into the
choliambie measure, in which he gave out the
venom of his hate.

T.yric—or. as the Greeks called it, melie—po-

etry was inseparably connected with music. The
metres employed show great variety: and many
forms of lyric poetry developed, difl'ering accord-
ing to the purpose of the poem and the method
of its rendition, whether by an individual or by
a choral band. Tradition said that Terpander
(c.67.5 B.C.) made a great development in music,
possibly by adding three strings to the four
previously employed on the lyre ; he also devel-
oped new measures. The greatest of the early
lyric poets were the .Eolians, AlciTus and Sappho
of Jlitylene (c.fiOO B.C.). The former's lyrics

covered a wide range of subjects, from politicMl

themes to the praise of love and wine. Sappho,

the single great poetess of Greece, made her verse
express her own fierce passions. Anacreon of Teos
(C.530 B.C.) wrote in the Ionian dialect in praise

of pleasure and sensuous delights. There were also

many poets of choral lyric among the Dorians;
the most important were Alcman ( C.U30 B.C. ) , who
introduced lyric forms into Sparta, and, according
to tradition, develojjed the strophic structure of

choral songs. Arion (c.UOO B.C.) gave the dithy-

ramb a finished form, and Stesichorus of llimera
{c.(i405")5 B.C.) cultivated lyric poetry in Sicily

and contributed to the development of the form
of the choral ode. He went beyond the usual
l)rovince of lyric poetry in that he ventured to

handle epic themes. Ibycus of Rhegium (c.540

B.C.) followed Stesichorus closely. Simonides of

Ceos (B.C. 53C-4()8) was of great importance for

the history of lyric poetry, for, combining the

strength of Ionian genius with Dorian art, he
addressed his lyrics to all Cireeks, and so gave
this branch of poetry a universal character. His
nephew, Bacchylides, who flourished in the lirst

half of the fifth century B.C.. like his uncle at
one time a resident at the Court of King Hiero
of Syracuse, was famed for his hymns and odes,
recently made known in part to us b}' an Egyptian
papyrus. But the greatest of all the lyricists

w as Pindar ( B.C. 522-442
) , a native of Tliebes,

yet in spirit and genius a national poet, whose
extant hymns of victory attest his greatness.
Pindar covered alnmst every province of lyric

poetry, and marks the culmination of this art
in Greece.

(3) The Attic Period. The prestige which
Athens gained in the Persian wars, and the power
and wealth which her sea empire brought, soon
made her the most prominent State in Greece.

At the same time she became the centre of the
Greek intellectual life, and maintained this posi-

tion until the close of the fourth century.
The first great literary development of the fifth

centuiy was the drama. Tragedy and comedy
alike had their origin in the worship of the god
Dionysus, the former, as Aristotle says, develop-
ing from the dithyramb, the latter from the
license of the phallic song. Tradition made
Icaria, an ancient centre of the worship of Diony-
S.US in Attica, the birthplace of Attic drama, and
named Thespis as the inventor of tragedy. The
date given for the first tragic production is B.C.

534. From the end of the sixth century the
State undertook the expense of the tragic cho-

ru.ses. Of the other tragic poets of the earliest

period, Phr,\michus (Cth-5th cent.) most de-

serves mention. While the drama had as yet but
a single actor, so that action in the proper senge
of the word was impossible, still the extant titles

show that Phrynichus handled a variety of

themes. In the Cnpiiire of Miletus he intro-

duced the handling of contemporary themes, fol-

lowed by .F.schyhis in his Persians.

It was .Eschylns (c.525-456 B.C.) . however, who
developed tragedy from a succession of narrative
scenes to a pl.ay of action by the introduction of

a second actor. The dialogue now became of

more importance than the choral songs, whereas
the opposite had been the case in the earlier

period. .'Eschylus was nobly horn, and was deep-
ly stirred by the dangers which threatened the
Greeks from the Orient. He w-as a poet of the
hishest order, and a most profound thinker,
while his moral and relisious feeling was genuine
and intense. Many of his conceptions have a
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grandeur almost unpaialleled in literature. Of
the ninety plays whieli he is said to have written,

but seven have been preserved; among them,

however, the single extant trilogy, the Orvslea:

Agamemnon, Chui-phori, and Euinenidcs. The
Ayamemnon is regarded by many as the greatest

Greek tragedy extant.

Sophocles (c.496-400 B.C.) was the greatest art-

ist among tlie tragedians of the century. His con-

ceptions lack the grandeur of those of -•Eschylus,

and he is less humanly pathetic than Euripides,

but excels both in representing the great human
emotions. His characters are always lofty and
noble. He is further tlie interpreter of the high-

est ideals of the age of Pericles, and he mu.st al-

ways be interpreted as such. By introducing a

third actor he gave tragedy its final form. Of
more than 120 plays whicli were attributed to

him, we have but seven. Of these, the (Edipus
Tyrannus is the greatest; in the opinion of many
critics it rivals the A(/tnncinno}i of .-Eschylus for

the first place among ancient tragedies.

Euripides (B.C. 480-40G). in contrast to his

older contemporary, represents Athens in transi-

tion from the age of Pericles to the new condi-

tions of the fourth century; with him the decline

of tragedy' is usually said to begin. Although
it is true that he is the last of the great tragedi-

ans, we can more correctly hold that he repre-

sents the last stage in the development of ancient

tragedy, and marks the way to the later drama.
Tragedy in his hands lost much of its ideal char-

acter and came down to earth : his heroes talk

and act like ordinary men; his language, too,

approached that of everyday life. While he was
bitterly attacked by Aristophanes, the mouth-
piece of the ultra-conservatives, he still enjoyed
even during his lifetime the high reputation he de-

served. In tender pathos he was unexcelled, as

well as in the representation of love and hate, and
many scenes in his dramas are unequaled. Yet
in the management of his plots he was inferior

to his predecessors. Euripides left 92 plays, of

whioli we have 18, including the C;/ctops, the

unique extant example of a Satyr play. The
Ifliesus, which is found with these plays in the

manuscripts, is generally regarded as spurious.

Among the best of his plays are the Medea, Hip-
pohjtus, Bacchw, and Iphigenia at Atilis.

As has been said above, comedy also developed
in connection with the worship of Dionysus.
Tradition said that Megara was its first home,
and that Susarion (c.580 B.C.) transplanted it

to Attica. It came to perfection on Athenian
soil more slowly tlian its sister art tragedy; the
Skate did not undertake the expense of iti until

about B.C. 470. In the meantime Epicbarmus
(C.4S0 B.C.) brought a form of comedy to high
development in Sicily, and undoubtedly influenced

Athenian writers.

Attic comedy is divided into three periods—Old
Comedy (sixth centurv B.C. 400) ; Middle Comedy
(B.C. 400.336) ; Mew Comedy (B.C. 3.36-2.50). The
comic poets at Athens in the early fifth century,

Chionides. Ecphantides. and Magnes, are little

more than names to us. The great poets of the Old
Comedy were Cratinus (died c.421 B.C.). Eupolis
(died C.411 B.C.). and Aristophanes (e.4.50-38.5

B.C.). Only fragments of the comedies of the first

two are extant : of the plays of Aristophanes, the
greatest of the three, we have eleven complete,
covering the period B.c 42.5-38S. These exhibit
the great genius of their writer, his keen wit

and stinging satire, as well as his mastery of

broad burlesque; and also show him to have been
a lyric poet ul marvelous sweetness. They fur-

ther mirror tlie changing social and political

conditions of tlie time in which they were pro-

duced. In the earlier plays the prevailing theme
is the sharpest personal and political satire ; in the

middle group there is much greater reserve; and
in the last plays personal aud political attack is

abandoned for literary and social satire. This

tendenc}', with the gradual decay of the cliorus,

marks the transition to tlie Jliddle Comedy. In

this the choral element was insignificant, and
the themes were frequently philosophical and lit-

erary criticism, parodies of myth—one of the

stock subjects from the earliest period also—and
social satire. The chief names in this period are

Antiphanes, Ana.xandrides, and Alexis. The New
Comedy was distinctly a comedy of manners, with

stock characters and situations. The most im-

portant poets were Philemon (B.C. 361-263), Di-

philus, and abo\e all Jlenander (B.C. 342-291).

The strength of this comedy was in the fine delin-

eation of character, smoothness of verse, and fine-

ness of wit. Of it, as of the Middle Comedy, no

play has been preserved comjilete ; but the adap-

tations of Plautus and Terence with the extant

fragments enable us to reconstruct its general

characteristics.

The Greek drama had reached its full develop-

ment before a pro.se literature in the strict sense

of the word appeared. The earliest literary prose

was used in Ionia, the birthplace of artistic Greek
poetry. In tlie middle of the sixth century B.C.

Pherecydes of Syros set forth his philosophical

doctrine in prose ; Anaximenes and Ana.ximander
also employed the same vehicle. Toward the

close of the sixth century there also appeared in

Ionia the beginnings of historical writing. The
earliest historians were called lofiofirnphoi. writers

of prose, to distinguish them from epopoii, the

writers of epic verse. Thej' compiled genealogies,

myths, and legends, and recorded tlie history of

the founding of cities, the customs and institu-

tions of various peoples, both foreign and Greek.

Cadmus of ililetus was the earliest of the lo-

gographers ; Hecatseus belonged to the period of

the Persian wars. Others were Acusilaus. Xan-
thus, and Pherecydes of Leros. With Hellanicus

of Mitylene (c.4.30 B.C.) more careful work be-

gan. He was a prolific writer, both on chronology

and on the history of many States in Greece. But
the title of 'the' father of history' belongs to

Herodotus (c.484-c.425 B.C.). A native of Hali-

carnassus. born of a rich and noble family, he

w'as a great traveler in Egypt, the remote East,

and over most of the Greek world. He visited

Athens twice, resided and probably died at Thurii,

in Southern Italy. His history was based on

the material he collected in his travels and on

the work of bis predecessors. His purpose was
to present a record of the dramatic struggle be-

tween Greece and Persia ; as introduction to his

main theme he traced the rise and growth of the

Persian Empire. In doing this he gave an ac-

count of the geography, history, and customs of

Persia. Egypt. Libya. Babylonia, Thrace, and

Scythia. The last four of his nine books relate

the invasion of Greece by Darius and Xer.xes.

Herodotus was lacking in critical sense, did not

go beneath the surface in seeking the causes of

events, and had no interest in constitutional his-

tory. Yet his narrative of facts is usually cor-
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rect. His real distinction is based on the fact

that he was the first to compose a great historical

work witli unity of plan, and to bring large

masses of facts into an ordered whole.

The founder of iihilosophical history was Tliu-

cydides ic.455-c.4O0 B.C.). His history of the

Peloponnesian War from its beginning to B.C.

411—he did not live to complete it—is an at-

tempt to give an accurate and concise record of

events: it also shows deep study of causes and
a careful investigation of facts. The account

is dispassionate and impartial; certain passages

are unsurpassed in their nobility and stern

pathos. While we may regret Thucj-dides's neglect

of social conditions, his work is one of the great-

est histories ever written. Xenophon (c.434-c.355

B.C.) continued Thucydides's work in his Bellc-

nica to the battle of JIantinea. Xenophon was the

author of many other works, of which the most
important are his Aiiabanis, an account of the

expedition of Cyrus the Younger and of the suc-

cessful retreat of the 10.000 Greeks from the

heart of the Persian Empire; the Ci/ropwdia, an
historical romance with Cyrus the Great as its

hero; and the Monorabilia, a report of the teach-

ings of Socrates. In his minor works Xenophon
appears as the first Greek essayist.

Among the later historical writers, none of

whose works are preserved, must be named
Ctesias, the real founder of Oriental history in

Greek; Theopompus (c.3S0-c..31.j B.C.), and
Ephorus (flourished c,3,50 B.C.), who introduced
the rhetorical method of historical composition.
From about B.C. 3(10 several writers known as the

Atthids devoted tliemselves to Athenian history

and archiTology.

Athenian oratory received a powerful impulse
from the teachings of the Sophists, of whom
Protagoras and Prodicus were the chief, and was
also greatly influenced by Sicilian rhetoric, which
Gorgias of Leonlini introduced in B.C. 427. In
the canon of the ten Attic orators, Antiphon
(c.480-11) holds the earliest place. His speeches

retain the character of the older oratory, and
have much in common with the speeches Thu-
cydides has placed in his history. The next
three are Andocides (born c.440 B.C.), Lvsias
(e.450-380 B.C.), and Isocrates (c.430-338 B.C.).

Of these. Lysias shows the perfection of the

simple style, while that of Isocrates is more
ornate and rhetorical. The latter's prose became
the literary standard from the middle of the

fourth century. Isaeus (c.420-350 B.C.) . the pupil
of Isocrates, won his chief fame in cases of inheri-

tance. All the preceding, however, were sur-

passed by Demosthenes (B.C. 383-22). who by his

complete mastery of language and rhetoric, and
still more by his originality, his political insight,

and his ardent zeal for the freedom of his native
State, is the greatest orator, not only of all

Greece, but of all history. His heroic, though
fruitless, struggle lo save Greece from subjec-

tion tiy Macedon. which he saw impending, is a
splendid example of what can be accomplished
by the genius of one man. .Eschines (B.C. 389-

14) , the great rival of Demosthenes, was second to

him alone in eloquence, while Lycurgus, Hyperi-
des. and Dinarchns were less famous contem-
poraries.

Although the early Ionian philosophers had in

some cases reduced parts of their doctrines to
writing in both prose and verse, and the Eleatics,

Xenophanes and Parmenides, and also Emped-

ocles, composed long philosophical poems, little

is left of their works. The same is true of the

famous work On Sature by Anaxagoras (born
e.oOO B.C.), who transferred pliilosophy from
lunia to Attica. Socrates left no writings. The
literary history of Athenian philosopliy, there-

fore, begins with Socrates's greatest pupil, Plato
(c. 427-347 B.C.), the founder of the Academic
School, allhough others—e.g. .Escliines, Euclid
of ilegara, Pha-do, and Antisthcnes—composed
works which reflected the manner and teaching

of their master. Plato was born of .a noble and
ricli family, traveled widely, and was for ten

years the disciple of Socrates, He was endowed
with a remarkable poetic imagination, and had
attained a charming and flexible style which lies

between prose and poetry. In all, 42 dialogues
are extant under his name, of which 3.5 are prob-

ably genuine. The Republic, Pliwdo, and Vvrgias
are perhaps the greatest.

Phito's pupil. Aristotle (B.C. 384-22), the

founder of the Peripatetic School, wag the first to

apply a rigidly scientific method to investiga-

tion. He sought to map out tlie provinces of

human knowledge, and to show the principles

underlying each and the problems with which
each was concerned. He was the founder, in a
strict sense, of scientific rhetoric, logic, political

science, and natural history. His genius has in-

fluenced human methods of thought from his day
to the present time. Aristotle's successor, Theo-
phrastus (c.372-287 B.C.), has left us tw'O botani-
cal works and a collection of thirty character
sketches, as well as some fragments of philosophi-

cal and scientific works.

(4) The Alexandrian Age. With the decay
of local political life in Greece and the gradual
withdrawal of thoughtful men from public alTairs,

there came an enlargement of intellectual sym-
pathy and a cosmopolitan attitude of mind un-
known to the Greeks of the earlier period. The
conquests of Alexander, which enormously en-

larged the sway of Greek ideas and bound the
world together as never before, contributed great-

ly to the new spirit which is characteristic of

the Hellenistic period. Alexandria became the
centre of this new world ; and in that city was
developed a literature, no longer spontaneous or
creative, but derivative and erudite. Learned
poetry was cultivated by Callimachus (e.310-

C.240 B.C.), famous for his elegies, hymns, and
epigrams, some of which we still have; Aratus
(born C.270 B.C.), author of an extant astronomi-
cal epic; Lycophron (e, 270 B.C.), whose obscure
poem Alexandra has survived; Apollonius Rhodi-
us (e.295-c.215 B.c) , whose artificial epic, Argo-
tuiulica, is the best work of its kind that this

period has left us: and finally Xicander (c.loO

B.C.), who composed medicinal and other didac-

tic works in epic form. The truest poet of the
age was Theocritus (c.310-c.24.5) . whose pastoral
idyls are unsurpassed in any literature. Bion,

a contemporary of Theocritus, and Moschus
(e.l40 B.C.), wrote also in the pastoral man-
ner. Three of Theocritus's poems are mimes,
dramatic pictures of common life, .such as were
first developed by Sophron in the fifth century.

This class of literature was cultivated with great
success by Herondas (e.2.50 B.C.) . Closet tragedy,

parody, and satire also flourished at this time.

Prose literature was seienfific. The librarians

Zenodotus. Aristoplianes. and .\ristarchus estab-

lished literarj' scholarship and grammatical
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study on scientific bases; Euclid created a sys-

tem of geometry; and Eratosthenes founded as-

trouomjeal geography and scienlilic chronologj'.

In the third centurj- B.C. ilanetho and Berosus

wrote chronological histories of Egj'pt and Chal-

diea respectively.

(5) The Gb.^sco-Roman Period (b.c. 14G-a.d.

529). After the conquest of Greece by Konie in

B.C. 14G, Rome gradually took over her intellect-

ual as well as political life, although she did not

become a great centre of the world until the Im-
perial period. Polybius (c.205-c.l20 B.C.), the

chief Greek liistorian after Herodotus and Thu-
cydides. belongs to the transition period. His
history, in forty books, records the course of Ro-
man conquest from B.C. 204 to the fall of Car-

thage (B.C. 14G). It has reached us in a mutilated
form, but is the most important source of our
knowledge of the period. About B.C. 40 Diodorus
Siculus wrote a history of the world down to

Ciesar's Gallic Wars, in forty books, of which we
have complete only books 1-5 and 1 1-20. Dionysius
of Halicarnassus, in Augustus's reign, composed
an early history of Rome, designed as an intro-

duction to Polybius ; of this there is extant only
the first ten books, reaching to B.C. 450, and some
fragments. His rhetorical writings exhibit con-

siderable critical abilitj'. Other historians are

Josephus (born a.d. 37), whose two works on the

Jews are of great value; Plutarch (c.46-c.l20

A.D.). author of the famous Parallel hires and
Morals . Arrian (a.d. 95-175) ; Appian ( flour, a.d.

150) ; Dio Cassius (c.l50-c.235 a.d.) ; and Hero-
dian (Hour. a.d. 230). The IJces of the Philoso-

phers, by Diogenes Laertius (third century a.d.),

and Philostratus's Lives of the Sophists, are valu-

aljle historical sources. Geography is represented

by Strabo (e. 64 B.C.-19 a.d.) . The work of Pau-
sanias the Periegite (c.l60 .\.D. ) is of the greatest

value for a loiowledge of Greek topography and
works of art. In the same century Ptolemy de-

veloped his system of geography and astronomy,
and Galen composed his medical treatises. At
the close of this second century Athena>us wrote
his Deipnosophistw, a miscellany on every pos-

sible subject, cast in the form of a dialogue, which
is valuable for the varied information it con-

tains, drawn from sources now lost to us. Sys-

tematic rhetoric is represented by Hermogenes
(second century) and Longinus (third century),

and tlie new oratorv' of the later Sophists by I5io

Chrysostom (first centur;s') . -•Elius Aristides (sec-

ond century), and by Themistius, Himerius. and
Libanius (fourth century). The writings of the

Greek fathers of the Church cannot be touched
on here. (See P.atristic TnEOLOGT. ) Ro-
mance was cultivated by Xenoplion. Longus,
Heliodorns, Achilles Tatius, and Chariton. The
most important literary philosophers were the
Stoics. Epictetus and ]Marcus Aurelius; the Neo-
Platonists. Plotinus, Porphyry. lambliohus, and
Hypatia. and the Athenian Proclus. The poets

of the period are B.abrius. Oppian. Nonnus. and
Quintus Smyrn.Tus. Finally must be mentioned
Lucian of Samo.sata. the gre.at satirist and stylist

of the second century, v.ho most resembles Aris-

tophanes in his wit and humor.
(6) The Byzantine Period, to the Faia. of

Constantinople (1453). The latest of the
writers mentioned in the preceding section

might be counted in this period. For more than
a thousand years after the removal of the capital

from Rome, Constantinople was the metropolis

of an empire whose language was Greek, and
from which a vast literature has been preserved,
much of which is of value. No adequate account
can be given in tlie brief space here allowed

;

only the most important fields can be named.
In history no genius appeared; but a long line

of historians and chroniclers, from Agathias,
in the sixth century, to Georgius Phrantzes
and Laonicus Chaleondyles, in the tifteenth,

have preserved to us the record of the great By-
zantine Empire. Rhetoric was best represented
by .lohannes Doxopater, Alexis Comnenus (By-
zantine Emperor, eleventh centurj'), tieorgius of

Cj-prus, Jvicephorus Chumnus, and Theodorus of

Hyrtace (thirteenth century), and Demetrius
Cydones (fourteenth century). Philosophy was
not a favorite pursuit; but Michael Psellus
(1018-c.nOO) deserves mention for the enormous
range of bis intellectual activities. The most
famous of theologians was Johannes Damascenus
(eighth century), while in the polemical strife

of the fourteenth century Nicephorus Ciregoras,

Gregorius Palamas, Johannes Cantacuzenus. and
Cyparissiot.es took the leading parts. Naturally
the study of the ancient authors occupied the

learned in this period, and many commentaries
have come down to us ; in most cases, unfortu-
nately, these are hardly more than stupid dilu-

tions and expansions of ancient commentaries
still extant. The best known of the Byzantine
scholiasts are: Tzetzes (twelfth centurj') ; Eusta-
thius (twelfth century), famous for his great

commentary on Homer : Moschopulus ( thirteenth

century), who wrote on Homer. Pindar, the tra-

gedians, and Theocritus; Thomas Magister (thir-

teenth-fourteenth centuries), commentator on the

tragedians and otliers ; Johannes Pediasimus,
whoso scholia on Hesiod have a slight value ; and
Triclinius (fourteenth century), whose writings
include commentaries on Hesiod. Pindar, and the
tragedians. The lexical work of the time is rep-

resented chiefly by Photius. Suidas. and the sev-

eral Etymologica. In poeti'y the great anthologies

were collected, but little of original value was
accomplisl'.ed. Profane verse was cultivateil by
Theodorus Prodromus (twelfth century) and by
Manuel Philes (thirteenth-fourteenth centuries),

but the best poetic composition appears in Chris-
tian hymns. See Romaic Literature.
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by Miiller and Donaldson. Mahaft'v. .Tevons. and
Fowler; in French, by Croiset ; and in Gennan,
by Bergk, Bemhardy, Sittl, and Christ. For the

Alexandrine age. consult: Susemihl. Geschiclite

der griechischen Litterotur in der Alcxandriner-

zeit (Leipzig, 1891); Count, hu pofsie alexan-

drine (Paris, 1882) : for the Byzantine period,

ICrumbacher, (leschichte der hyzantinischen Lit-

teratur (^Municli. 1897).

GREEK MTUSIC. The development of music
among the Greeks was never carried to that de-

gree of perfection which characterized the other

arts. Polyphony was uiiknoAvn to them, and
consequent ly their elaborate theoretical system
had reference only to melody. How extensively

their theories were carried out in practice we
have little chance to judge, for our knowledge
of Greek music is derived almost entirely from
the writings of the theorists. The mathematical
and technical details are very involved, and are

still the subject of discussion among scholars.

Tlie most noticeable general characteristics are,
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on the one hand, the limited compass, imperfect

tonality, the tliin, weak quality of their princi-

pal instruiiient (the lyre) , anil, on the other hand,

perleet unison of musical form and language, a

keen sense of diU'erenee in pitch, and splendid,

delicate rliytluns. But, as has been said, they

had no conception of chords, and at its hest their

music must have been colorless.

Their system was the opposite of that used in

modern music, for instead of taking the major
ascending scale as a foundation, they used the

minor descending scale, which was based, not on
an octave and its repetition, but on a fourth and
its repetition. Originally there were three scales

—Dorian, Phrygian, and Lydian—named after

the countries in which they sprang up. It would
seem that at first tliese scales consisted of seven

tones; but from the earliest times of which we
have record they liad eight tones, named from
the strings of the lyre. The names of these tones

were: Nete (lowest, this corresponded to our
highest), parani'tO (next to netO), trite (third),

paramese (next to me.se) , mesO (middle) , lichanos

(forefinger string), parln'pate (next to the top),

hypate (topmost). The scale as thus formed was
composed of two tetrachords, disjoined by a

'diazeutic tone' (so called because it cut the

scale in two). The three original scales were
approximately as follows:

}i Dorian. J^

"the semi-tone above the highest note of the

middle tetrachord was used ; and hence was
fuimcd a special conjunct tetrachord (d'—c'

—

l|ji-a), in apposition to the disjunct one" {Kie-

mann). The names of the tones in tlie Perfect

iSystem were derived from those of the original

octave. Tlie niese was the tonic of tliis system,

and was regarded as the central and most im-

portant note.

But (hough tlie Perfect System contained all

the essential elements, tlu're were certain defects

to be remedied. Chief of these was the incom-
]dcteness of their cliromatic degrees. As wa
liave seen, their scales contained certain semi-

tones ; but to get a complete set of sharps and
ilats, they had recourse to traHSi)osing scales.

The dill'erence of their scales lay in tlie position

of the semi-tone ; so if, for example, we substi-

tute in the original Phrygian scale a conjoined
tetrachord in place of a disjoined one, and by
so doing change the position of the semi-tone,

we will have changed tlie scale to the Hypo-
Dorian form. But although the position of the
semitone is the same in both scales, the compass
of this transposed Phr.ygian scale differs from
the compass of the Hypo-Dorian. To all pur-
poses, then, we have a new scale whose fompass
is Phrygian and whose form is Hypo-Dorian.
This is called the transposed Phrj-gian scale. By

Phi-^'gian. % Lydian.

The diazeutic tone intervals were respectively

b—a, a—g, g—f. To tliese scales were added the

Hj-po-Dorian, Hypo-Phrygian, and Hypo-Lydian.
each a fifth below its original, and still later

three more, the Hyper-Dorian, Hyper-Phrygian,
and Hyper-Lydian, each of the latter being a
fifth above its original scale. These additional

scales were composed of conjoined tetrachords,

the so-called 'diazeutic tone' following the other

notes in the case of the 'hypo' scales, and preced-

ing them in the case of the 'hyper' scales. The
number of scales was ultimately increased to

fifteen ; but the above-mentioned nine were the

important ones, and from them was developed the

Perfect Si/stem, which became the basis of mediae-

val music. See Diazeutic Tone ; Gamut ; Plain
Chant; Modeis.

How the Perfect System became a standard
we cannot tell ; it probably grew slowly, as the

compass of the various instruments increased.

It compris.^d two octaves, a'—A. The foundation
was the Dorian scale., and to this were added
two conjoined tetrachords. one at either end of

the scale. This arrangement gaA'e a compass of

two octaves, lacking one note, and to complete
the full octaves an extra note (called Proslam-
bnno-menos. tlie acquired tone) was sulllxed.

Baker gives the following arrangement of the

Perfect Svstem

:

Hitrhest Tetrachord. Disjoined Tetrachord,

this system of transposed scales the Greeks final-

ly acquired a complete series of sharps and flats.

The musical notaiion of the Greeks was very
complicated. They used a double .set of char-

acters, one for the singer and one for the player.

At first there were fifteen characters (correspond-

ing to the notes of the diatonic scale), taken
from the letters of the old Ionic alphabet. Other
notes were made by changing slightly or invert-

ing these original characters. The musical in-

struments were few and simple. The lyre (q.v.),

the cithara (q.v.), and the magadis, or harp,
with from 20 to 40 strings, were the most impor-
tant stringed instruments; while the anlos, a
flute, and the syrinx, a shepherd's pipe, W'cre the

.sole wind instruments. Our examples of ancient

Greek music are few. The oldest is a jiapyrus

fragment of si.x lines of a choru.s in the Orestes

of Euripides. The fragment was written in the

time of .Augustus, but the music is much earlier.

Two hymns to Apollo, composed in the second

century B.C., were found at Dclnhi in 1893, en-

graved on the marble walls of the Treasury of the

Athenians. These have been specially studied by
Reinach, Weil, and Crusius. Another inscrip-

tion from Asia Minor has preserved .a short song
with the musical notation. The other remnants
arc three hymns, two of which were composed in

the time of Hadrian, and a few specimens of in-

ProslambancJ-
Middle Tetrachord. Lowest Tetrachord. tnent.s.

Dorian ic^le.

It will be seen that, as in the original Dorian strumental music. It is of passing interest to

scale, the two middle tetrachords were disjoined, note that in ISOO a concert of ancient (Jreek

For modulations to tlie key of the lower quint, music was given in Bremen. Consult: Gevaert,

Vol. IX.—16.
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La musiqiie de I'antiquite (Ghent, 1875), the

standard work on anuieut music; La MOlopie
(Ghent, 18y5-l)Gj ; iionro, 7'Af Modes of An-
cient (Jnek Mimic (Oxford, 1S'J4) ; and for tech-

nical Lreatises, .Johnson, Musical Pilch and the

Mvasurtnicnt of Intervals Ainonr/ the Ancient
0'ree/v6- ( Baltimore, lS9(i

)
, and Anibros, Gcschichtc

dcr Musik, vol. i. (Leipzig, 1888). For the re-

mains of Greek music and the theoretical trea-

tises, see K. von .Jan, Musici ticrijitorcs (Leipzig,

181)5-9',)) ; Reinach and Weil in the Bulletin de
Corrcsjiondancc Hcllvnique, xvii., xviii. (Paris,

lSn4-!>5) : O. Crusius, Die Dclphischoi Hym-
ncn (tlottingcn, 1804). See also Gleditsch in

Jliiller's Flandhnch der khis.iisrhcn Altertums-

ifissciisrliaft. ii. 3 (.'?d ed., JIunich, 1901).

GREEK PHILOSOPHY. The philosophy of

the Greeks, which is the source of the Western
philosopliy of modern times, as Homer is the

source of Western poetry, had its origin, not in

Greece itself, but in the colonies of Asia ilinor

and !Magna Gra'cia. The earliest or pre-Socratie

period may be broadly divided into the Ionic and
Italic schools. Both attempted to determine the
nature, origin, laws, and destiny of the visible

world. The earliest definite name is the founder
ot the Ionic school, Thales of ililetus, who began
the transition from the mythological to the scien-

tific interpretation of natvire, and the search for

an original substance or subject of reality. He
was followed by Anaxiniander, who found this

subst.ance not in water but in indeterminate mat-
ter, while a third teacher of ililetus, Anaximenes,
preferred the definite substance of air. A little

younger was the greatest of the pi'e-Socratic

philosophers, Heraclitus. He held one substance,

changing itself into all the elements known to us,

but chose to name it rather from its highest po-

tency, fire, which exhibits most clearly the con-

stant movement and activity of the world.

Next comes Pythagoras of Samos, who settled

at Crotona in Italy, about 529 n.c, and there

founded what is known as the Italic school. In
contrast to the Ionic school, which believed in

one ever-changing, self-developed universe—what
Hitter has called dynamical physieism—the Italic

transcendental physicists found their key to the
universe not in any known substance, but in num-
ber and jiroportion. After the school of Pytha-
goras came a second Italian scliool. the Eleatic,

founded by Xenophanes of Colophon, who mi-
grated to Elea in B.C. 540. Its chief representa-

tive is Parmenides; his philosophy is tlie direct

antithesis to that of Heraclitus in assuming that
all that exists has existed and will exist the same
forever, and that it is change and multiplicity

alone wliich are illusory—an early idea of the in-

destructibility of matter.
The lonico-Italie school represented mechanical

physieism. Empedocles of Agrigentum and An-
axagoras. the teacher of Pericles and Euripides,
agi'eed in accepting the Eleatic principle of the
immutability of substance, while denying its ab-

solute oneness. Democritus of Abdera was the
chief exponent of the atomic theory, whicli based

' the universe on combinations of indivisible, un-
changeable atoms. He closes the series of the
pre-Socratic dogmatists, who devoted themselves
to the investigation of nature as a whole. Be-
tween them and Socrates, the great regenerator
of philosophy, comes the sceptical and sophistic

era. Tlie earliest of the Sophists are Protagoras
of Abdera and Gorgias of Leontini ; Hippias of

Eleas and Prodicus of Ceos were somewhat
younger. The eilect of their teaching was the
disintegration of established beliefs.

Socrates, while sharing tlie general scepticism
as to natural philosophy, maintained the cer-

tainty of moral distinctions and laid down a
method for the discovery of error and the estab-
lishment of truth. Among those influenced by
him were certain imperfect or one-sided Soerati-

eists. Antisthenes, founder of the Cynic and in-

directly of the Stoic schools, was the caricature
of the ascetic and unconventional side of Socrates.
Aristippus of Cyrene, founder of the Cyrenaic
school, also dwelt exclusively on the practical

side of his master's teaching, holding that it was
impossible to attain objective knowledge. In
Hegesias the Cyi-'naic doctrine finally blends with
the Cynic.
The two most famous disciples of Socrates were

Plato and .4ristotle. While in some ways they
looked at life and being from distinct points of

view, giving the foundation for the famous saying
that "every man is born either a Platonist or an
Aristotelian," they have manifold relations.

Plato's rich contributions to logic, psychology,
metaphysics, ethics, and natural religion required
codification. Aristotle, with perhaps the great-

est gifts for analytic systematization of philos-

ophy that have ever been seen, unconsciously ap-
plied himsalf to the task. Thus he developed
Plato's dialectic method into the strict science of

logic; Plato's 'ideas,' though shorn of their sep-

arate supra-mundane existence, survived in the
Aristotelian 'form' as opposed to 'matter.'

With the death of Aristotle a new age begins.

The fearless genius ^vliicli had soared to the
contemplation of supreme ideas of good, of the

form and end and cause of all existence, sank
back to earth. As the great pre-Socratic move-
ment terminated in the scepticism of the Soph-
ists, so this greater movement found its nat-

ural reaction in the scepticism of Pyrrho and
the later Academy. The post-Aristotelian school

were predominantly ethical, sensationalist, and
materialist, as contrasted with the idealistic

metaphysics of the preceding age. Of these

schools the least original and the least important
i.s the Peripatetic. The first name among the
Sceptics is Pyrrho of Elis. (See Knowledge,
Theory of.) The later development of the
Academy may be divided into three schools—the
old, the middle or Sceptic, and the reformed or

Eclectic Academy. To the first belong the names
of Speusippus. Xenocrates. and Polcmo, who mod-
ified the Platonic doctrine mainly by the admix-
ture of Pythagorean elements. The chief ex-

ponents of the middle Academy were Arcesilaus,

Carneades of Cyrene, and his disciple, Clitoma-

chus of Carthago, who neglected the positive doc-

trine of Plato and employed themselves mainly
in a negative polemic against the dogiuatism of

the Stoics. The reformed Academy began with

Philo of Larissa, the pupil of Clitomachus and
teacher of Cicero.

But the two most important developments of

the post-Aristotelian philosophy were Stoicism

and Epicureanism. As Greek life came in contact

with other races and the law of the State and the

old religion of Greece were shaken, the need was
felt of finding a substitute for these, a principle

of conduct which should enable a man to stand

alon? .nnd rise superior to circumstances. Such a

principle the Stoics claimed to have found. Their
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great names arc Zeno. (lie founder, Cleanthes of

Assos, and Clirysippus of Soli, called the second
founder; in I'ana-lius of Rliodes and Posidonius
of Apaniea. Stoicism sliowed a softened and
eclectic tendency.

The broad distinction noticed above between
the Italic or Doric and the Ionic schools reap-

pears in tile marked contrast between the two
later materialistic schools. The Stoics are Doric
and Pioman in character, the Epicureans are
Ionic and Ureek. "The one might be said to rep-

resent the law, the other the gospel of paganism."
Epicureanism may be briefly described as a eom-
Dination of the ])hysics of Demoeritus with the
ethics of Aristippus ; its end was even more ex-

clusively practical than that of the Stoics. After
Epicurus himself the most distinEruished members
of the school were Metrodorus, Hermarchus, Co-
lotes. and Leonteus.

But beneath the antagonism of the post-

Aristotelian schools there was much in com-
mon, and a constant tendency, especially in the

Academic and Stoic schools, to approximate to

each other. The rise of the Roman power and
the growinq intercourse between Greece and Rome
furthered a natural movement, on the one side

toward Scepticism and on the other toward Eclec-

ticism, as it was surmised that diflferent schools

presented difl'erent aspects of truth. A considera-

tion of the latter (see Eclecticism), which is

typified in Cicero, would carry us outside the

limits of purely Greek philosophy, as woidd the

later hybrid between the ideas of the East and
the West, known as Neo-Platonism (q.v.). For
a popular yet scholarly account of the whole his-

tory, consult Mayor, Sketch of Ancient Philos-

ophy from 'fhales to Cicero (Cambridge, 1881) ;

also Bender, M iitholorjie itnd Metaphysil; (Stutt-

gart, 1899); Erdmann, History of Philosophy,
vol. i. (Eng. trans.. London. 1890) : Brandis,
Oeschichte der Entu-ickelunycn der griechischen

Philosophic (Berlin, 1862-G4) ; and see the ar-

ticles on the various schools and philosophers
mentioned above.

GREEK POLITICAL PARTIES, See Po-
LITICAI. Partik.s. ]iaragraph on (freccc.

GREEK RELIGION. As considered in this

article, a term to express the relations in Avhich

the Greek stood to his gods. Such relations are.

of course, conditioned by the beliefs held at va-

rious times as to the nature, power, and at-

tributes of these gods, and these beliefs in turn
are expressed in forms of worship, in literature,

and in life. In the . developed civilization of
Greece, this religion is a complex organism made
up of various elements which the complete ab-

sence of a system of theology has left unharmo-
nized, so that few conceptions are sharply and
consistently defined, while many of the details
are hopelessly blurred. In spite, however, of
this lack of precision, there is a certain unity in

these religious views, and. as presented in litera-

ture and art, the Greek polytheism has proved
a powerful factor in the development of modern
civilization. So far, indeed, as the literature is

concerned, it must be admitted that it presents
to us rather the mythology than the religion of
the Greeks; that is to say, it gives less promi-
nence to the belief in the gods as divinities than
to the stories about them, in which the strictly
religious element usually occupies but a small
place. The nature and growth of mvth is

treated in the article on ilYxiioi.ooY. and the
chief myths rel.ating to the gods and heroes are
to be found in the separate articles devoted to
them.
The Greek was a deeply religious person. He

had .a strong sense of his weakness, as compared
with the powers of nature by which he was sur-

rounded, and gladly owned his dependence upon
the divine beings by which he believed those
powers were controlled. The perception of the
uncertainty of human fortune and its apparently
arbitrary course undoubtedly led to fear of the
might which could produce such sudden alterna-

tions of prosperity and adversity: yet it would
be a mistake to regard this as the determining
principle in tlie attitude of the Greeks toward
their gods. In general, the relations between
gods and men were friendly, and the wrath of the
gods was directed against those who overstepped
the limits assigned to human activities, and by
overweening pride, reckless ambition, or even im-
moderate prosperity, excited the divine envy, and
brought Nemesis upon themselves. The words of
Herodotus, "The god suffers none but himself to
be proud," are the concise expression of a thought
which is to be foimd throughout the whole range
of Greek literature. While, therefore, fear was
not prominent, there was a very distinct sense
of human limitation; and the gods, as the single

source of all that came to men, were approached
with offerings and prayers either to win their

favor for the future or in thanksgiving for the
past. In front of every door stood the conical

stone of Apollo Agyieus, and often a terminal
figure of Hermes; in the court was the altar of

Zeus Herkeios; at the hearth Hestia was wor-
shiped ; while kitchen, storerooms, and bed-
chamber had their appropriate divinities. From
birth to death there were few events in the life

of a (Jreek when the gods \^ere not remendicred.
And if this is true of the individual, much more
is it true of the State. On the favor of the gods
depended its existence; consequently their festi-

vals were celebrated with devout regularity under
the care of high officials, while rich offerings

marked the public thankfulness for unexpected
deliverance or unusual pros]ierity. Thus the
.\thenian victories over the Persians were com-
memorated by the erection of the colossal bronze
Athena on the Acropolis and a group of statues
at Delphi, while the zenith of the Athenian Em-
pire saw the erection of the Parthenon and
I'ropyhra on tlie .\cropolis. as well as new temples
at Eleusis, Rhamnus, and Suniuni. The limits
of this article prevent a more detailed statement,
but any careful study of Greek private life and
public institutions will show how closely religion

was connected with both. Yet. in spite of this,

sacerdotalism is almost unknown. .Vt the seats
of the Jlysteries or the oracles, such as Eleusis
or Delphi, the priests were of course powerful,
but in general they were merely ollicial renresent-
ativcs of the community, chosen like other offi-

cials, or sometimes allowed to purchase their
position. Even where the office was hereditary
or confined to a certain family, it was not re-

garded as conferring on its possessor any peculiar
knowledge as to the will of the gods, or special

power to constrain them. The need of an inter-

mediarv between the worshiper and the god was
not felt, nor was the exact performance of a
complicated ritual required. It is sometimes
said that the religion of the Greeks was inde-
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pendent of morality, and it must be admitted
that many of tlie stories of tlie gods present tliem

in a most unfavorable liglit. It may also be

fjranted that the morality of the Greeks was not

derived from their religion; but wliatevcr the

source of the ideas, they were early brought under
the protection of the gods, who were deemed the

special guardians of the unwritten laws by which
human conduct was to be guided. The literature

shows plainly that the eflfect of this was to lead

the loftier minds to a higher conception of the

gods themselves, and to a rejection of the earlier

legends which attributed to them acts offensive to

a more developed moral sense. At the same time
the absence of anj- belief in a revelation intrusted

to a chosen few' prevented the formation of any
canonical system, and thus it is that, while the

general attitude toward the gods remained much
the same, there was a great diversity in many
details. It is. therefore, very difficult to formu-
late briefly the Greek religious belief, as state-

ments that are true for one time or place or social

condition may be quite misleading if applied to

another. The following characteristics may, how-
ever, be fairly said to belong to that religion

during the greater part of the independent na-

tional life.

To the Greek, then, the gods were everywhere,

all nature being full of divine life. They were
innuniei-able, and naturally they differed much
in rank. In later times we find a distinction

between the gods iSeoi), and the daimones ( 5o(-

iwves). inferior spirits, usually malevolent,

though the name is also applied to a host of

lesser powers occupj'ing a place between the

greater gods and men. and including the heroes

and spirits of the dead. These gods have full

control over the world and the forces of nature,

but the world is not their creation ; they are im-

mortal, but they have a beginning. The various
cosmogonies and legends of successive dynasties

of gods are scarcely parts of the religious system,

still less are they reminiscences of the supplant-

ing of earlier religions by the cult of Zeus and
his kindred. The gods were generally considered

to have the form of men, though possibly of

somewhat greater size. The huge dimensions as-

signed to Ares in the Iliad are quite exceptional.

Though regarded as possessing unlimited powers
of transformation, they are quite removed from
the monstrous or grotesque. The Greek love of

moderation is as influential in religion as in art

or literature. In geneTal, the gods were divided
into those of the heaven, the earth, and the sea,

though often the latter are omitted. The heaven-
ly gods dwell in the sky, or on some lofty moun-
tain, usually IMount Olympus in Thessaly. The
earth or chthonie deities are conceived of as on or
under the earth, and naturally often include the
heroes and the dead. It should be noted that the
line between these classes is very indefinite, and
the same divinity is sometimes found in one and
sometimes in the other. Space will permit only
a brief outline of the grouping of the gods in the

popular mythology. At the head was Zeus,
'father of gods and men,' and the supreme ruler

of the universe, though bound in some mysterious
way by the decrees of fate. His wife was Hera,
queen of heaven, and the special guardian of the
sanetitv of marriage. Associated with them as
the chief divinities of heaven were Heph.nestus,

god of fire and the patron of the workers in

metal ; Athena the virgin daugliter of Zeus

;

-Vpollo and his sister Artemis; Ares, the god of
war; Aphrodite, goddess of love; Hermes, the
divine messenger; and Hestia, guardian of the
hearth. Around these greater gods are grouped
a host of lesser deities, some of whom enjoyed
high honor in certain localities. Such are Helios,

the sun, Selene, the moon, and other heavenly
bodies; the attendants on the Olympians, as the
Horse or seasons, the Charites or Graces, the
JIuses, Iris, Hebe, and Ganymede. The sea was
ruled by Poseidon, tJic lirother of Zeus, and second
in power to him alone. With him was often
worshiped his wife Amphitrite, while about them
were grouped the Nereids, Tritons, and other
less important sea-gods. The chief chthonie di-

vinities were Hades, the ruler of the lower world,
and his wife. Persephone, the daughter of Demeter.
Demeter herself was usually reckoned among the
Olympians, but her sphere of activity was more
closely connected with the earth, as the giver of

grain and the knowledge of agriculture to men.
On earth also belonged Dionysus, god of wine,
with his bands of M.njnads, Satyrs, and Sileni,

though he, too, is frequently found with hia

father, Zetis, in heaven. Ga?a, the earth-mother,
plays a larger part in legend than in cult, but
Asclepius, the god of healing. Pan, the great god
of the Arcadian herdsmen, and some others, seem
to have been more frequently objects of worship
than of narrative. Characteristic of the Greek
religion is the specialized conception of each god,
who is, on the whole, limited to a specific, though
often wide, field of activity'. Henotheism, so

prominent in the Vedas, by which the special ob-

ject of worship seems for the time being to
possess all the powers of all the deities, is

scarcely found in Greece, and it may well be
doubted whether there is any real approach to

monotheism outside of some of the philosophical
schools. The general conception of divinity does
not lead to a conception of one Divine Being.
If we turn from the literature to the evidence
afforded by inscriptions, or such works as the
guide-book of Patisanias, it is at once clear that
there, were an immense number of local cults,

sometimes attached to the names of the great
gods, but more often connected with the name of

some local hero, who was doubtless often an old
divinity fallen from his high estate. Certainly
the country population was far removed from
any thought of one god.

It is a striking fact that at its first appearance
in literature the (!ieek religious system had al-

ready received its definitive form. Some new
divinities were introduced later, but the Homeric
poems show us the hierarchy of the gods in sub-
stantially (he organization which it retained till

it was extinguished by the new faith. The origin

of this religion was a mystery to the Greeks
themselves, though they speculated not a little

on the subject, and in a somewhat crude form
anticipated many later theories. Herodotus
thought that many of the names of the gods had
been learned from the Egyptians; Prodictis, the

sophist, seems to have taught that the gods were
mere personifications of the objects that brought
blessings to men, such as the sun, air, light,

agriculture, etc. ; while Euhemerus gave elab-

orate expression to ideas long prevalent when
he interpreted the myths as distorted history and
the gods as idealized men of the past. It is not
possible in this article to give a detailed sur\'ey

of the many theories of Greek religion which have
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been advanced, only to be discredited. Two views
were lon^' prom incut. One saw in the Greek
religiuii only a corruption of an original revela-

tion, and much inycnuily was displayed in trac-

ing biblical teachings in the Hellenic myths. The
other bore some relation to this in that it as-

sumed that the Greek mythology and the jiopular

beliefs were but the symbolic forms in which
the priests clothed the most profound truths

which were too deep for the jjopular mind. The
great cx])onent of this theory was Fr. Creuzer
(Symbolik und Mi/thologic do- alien VulKcr, '2i

ed., Dannstadl, 1820-24; Fr. ed.. enlarged by Gui-
gnianl, Faris, 1825-51 ), but it exercised a power-
ful inlluencc during the first half of the nine-

teenth century, especially in the explanation of

the Greek vases and other works of art. With
the growth of the science of comparative philol-

ogy and a clearer recognition of the connection
between the Indo-European peoples, a flood of

liglit W'as thrown on the names of many of the

Greek gods: and as etymological identity with
Vedic and sometimes northern deities seemed ob-

vious in many cases, it was naturally believed

that here at last was the key to unlock the past.

Many of the Vedic deities are clearly personifica-

tions of the powers of nature, and this is doubt-

less true of some of the Greek gods, but the

attempt to resolve the Greek religion into a pure
nature-worship has been unsuccessful. One diffi-

culty is that original identity of name docs not
mean later identity in the conception of the
deity to whom the name is attached. Dyaus and
Xeus may be the same word, but the former is

only a shadow in the Vedic mythologv'. while
the latter is the greatest of the gods. Explana-
tion has also been sought, with very good results,

through tile researches of anthropology into the

primitive ideas of savage tribes and the sur-

vivals of primitive customs and superstitions

among more civilized races. These studies have
led to the theory which finds in (niii)iisin. or
worship of spirits, usually malevolent, the kernel
of all religion, and traces its development by a
strict process of evolution. This undoubtedly ex-

plains much in Greek religious rites and concep-

tions, but it cannot be regarded as completely
satisfactory. It so'cms as though the solution, if it

can ever be reached, n\ust be sought by a com-
bination of these various lines. The names of

the gods must be studied by the aid of compara-
tive philologj^ that the original conception em-
bodied therein may be brought to light. Local
cults, ritual usages, and superstitions must be
collected and compared with similar rites among
kindred or primitive peoples, and the history and
development of the several myths examined. It

is necessary, also, to consider the problem of

foreign intlucnce and contamination by the union
of originally diverse conceptions under a com-
mon Tiame. At one time the tendency was to

explain everything as an importation : and in the

rcaeti(m against this extravagance K. O. Jliiller

and his followers doubtless went too far in their

claim that all was autochthonous unless there
is historical proof of foreign origin. Lately,

the tendency has been to admit a larger share of

foreign influence, though it must not be forgotten

that the Greeks assimilated and transformed
whatever they derived from their intercourse with
otli£r nations.

In conclusion, it may be well to call attention

to certain phases of Greek religion, preserving

apparently primitive elements which were forced

into the background by the more higldy developed

cults. Prominent among these are the traces

of fetishism in the mimerous cases of .sacred

stones, which are sometimes called images of

definite gods, as the pyramidal Zeus at Phlius, or
the rough stones called Charitcs at tlie lia-otian

Orchonienus, but are sometimes unnamed, like

the Omphalos at Delphi. Tlic worship of trees

has in most cases been transfiu'med into the con-

secration of the Iree to some god, as the olive to"

.\thena, and the laurel to Apollo. (Compare Biit-

ficher, lidKiiilidUis dcr Hcllrncn, 1S5G; Frazer,

The Golden Bough, 2d ed., London, 1!)00.)

The numerous cases of animals sacred to a
god seem also to contain reminiscences of an
animal worship, of which there are, perhaps, in-

dications in tlic Mycena'an Age, but the pru(jfs of

primitive totemism in Greece are as yet very
scanty. The worship of the souls of the dead,

or, at any rate, their jiropitiation by oll'erings,

was a large part of Greek religion, though it was
less prominent than the more public rites. Greek
ideas about the soul and the other world were
indefinite, but it w-as certainly the popular belief

tliat the soul survived the body, and either

hovered about the tontb or departed to a shadowy
region, where it led a melancholy existence in

need of the ofTerings brought by surviving rela-

tives. It was evidently believed to have power to

inflict injury, and it is also certain that proper
funeral rites for the body w'ere needed to insure

its peace. In some cases the State paid divine

honors to a departed soul, usually as a 'Heros'

{ijpui), as the .Athenians honored Sophocles.

This worship is, of course, important from the
point of view of the animistic theories. It is

fullv discussed by E. Rohde, in Psyche (2d ed.,

Freiburg, 1808).

BiBi.iOGRAPiTY. The number of works is enor-

mous, but most of those published before 1850 are
antiquated, and many later works can be safely

neglected. The following works treat the general
subject with detail: Preller, flricrhischc My-
ihologie (Leipzig, 1854; 4th ed., vol. i. liy Tvobert,

Berlin, 1887-04). The second volume, containing
the Heroes, is still tuipublished. Tliis is probably
tlie best single work, (icrhard, Orirrhhrhc My-
llwlofiie (Berlin. 1854-55), still useful for the
material therein collected: Wclckcr. Grirclusche
ilijtterlehrc (Bonn, 1857-03), a work which was
(he culmination of a life of study covering the
whole poetry and art of the Greeks, as the source
for a correct understanding of their religious

licliefs; Decharme, Mythologie de la Grcce an-

iujue (2d ed.. Paris, 1880). of value from its

references to the treatment of mythology in art.

There is no thoroughly good work in English.

The lectures of !Max Muljcr and the W(U'ks of

Andrew Lang discuss some phases of Greek re-

ligion. The former is the corvph;cus of tlie 'com-

parative niythologists,' while the latter writes

from the anthropological point of view. Gruppe,
in dricchifichr Kulte vnd Mythcti. vol. i. (1887),
and in his "Griechische Slythologie," in Miiller,

lliiiidbuch drr klassiscJien AIt<'rthiim.'<trif!scnf:ch<ift

(Munich, 1807, 1902), has revived the promi-
nence of foreign influence, and collected much in-

formation on the religions of the ncigliboring

Tieoplcs. The material is collected most com-
pletely in Koscher. T/rxilcon drr (jrirrhischeti und
riimisrhen Mytholof/ir (Leipzig, 1884 et seq.),

and the mythological articles in Pauly-Wissowa,
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Eealencyklopiidie dcr hlassischcn Alterthumsivis-

senschaft (Stuttgart, 1894 et seq. ), are also of

high merit. A narrower field is covered by such
works as Nagelsbach, Bomcrische Tlieologie (2d
ed., Nuremberg, 1801), and yuclihoincrische

Theologic (Nuremberg, 1857) ; Wide. Lakonische
Kulte (Leipzig, 1893) ; and Farnell, Cults of

the Greek States (London, 1896) . The questions

of primitive religious rites are treated by Mann-
liardt, Wald- mid Fvld-KuUe (Berlin, 1875-77),

and Frazer, The Golden Bough {:^e\\ York, 1890),

mentioned above. Of great importance, as treat-

ing tlie subject from a new standpoint, is Usener,

Gutternameii (Bonn, 1896), which is reviewed by
Gildersleeve, in Atnerican JournnJ of Philologi/.

x.wii. ( Baltimore, 1896). The representations of

the gods in art are collected in the unfinished
work of Overbeck. Griechisehe Kunsfiiiytholoriii-

(Leipzig. 187.3-89), with a large folio athas of

plates. See Greek Festival.s ; JIysteries ; and.
for the treatment of a special phase of Greek
religious life, Oracle.s.

GREEK SLAVE, The. A well-known statue
by Hiram Powers ( 1S43). One of the six dupli-

cate copies of it in marble is in the Corcoran
Gallery at Washington.

GREEK VERSION. See Bible.

GREEOjEY. a city and the county-seat of

Weld County. Colo.. 52 miles north-northeast of

Denver, on the Cache la Poudre River, and on
the Union Pacific and the Colorado and Southern
railroads (i\Iap: Colorado, El). It is the seat

of a State normal school, and has a public li-

brary, and Lincoln and Island Grove parks. The
city is the centre of a fertile irrigated belt, and
makes extensive shipments of potatoes, sheep and
cattle, flour, wheat, etc. There are several lum-
ber-yards, a flour-mill and elevator, a beet-sugar

factory, etc. Settled in 1870. Greeley was incor-

porated in the following year. The government
is administered under a revised charter of 1880
which provides for a mayor, elected biennially,

and a city council. The water-works are owned
and operated by the municipality. Population,

in 1890, 2395:" in 1900, 3023." The 'Greeley

Colony,' named after Horace Greeley, was mainly
composed of Xew England people. They were
the first agricultural (irrigation) community in

Colorado. Imbued with idealistic principles, they

encountered with remarkable success, though not

without many hardships and reverses, all the

pioneer problems of the desert.

GREELEY, Horace (1811-72), An eminent
American journalist, born in Amherst, N. H.,

February .3, 1811, of Scotch-Irish ancestry. His
father, Zaccheus Greeley, was a farmer whose
unfertile acres kept him poor. Horace's early

education was limited. In 1826 he entered the

office of the Xorthein Spectator at East Poultney,

Vt., and in 1830 he started out for himself

as a journeyman printer, working at .James-

town and Lodi, N. Y., and then at Erie. Pa. In
August, 1831, he went to Xew York City, where,
after doing journeyman work in several ofRces,

he founded, .Tanuary 1. 1833. .with Francis V.
Story and H. D. Shepard. the Horninq Post (said

to have been the first two-cent daily ever pub-
lished), which failed within three weeks, and
which was succeeded in ilarch. 1834, by the

'New Yorker, confessedly the best literary paper
in America at that time. Greeley also about this

time contributed leading articles to the Daily

Whig. In 1838-39 he also edited the Jeffersonian,
a political weekly published at Albany, and in

1840 edited and published the Log Cabin, a
weekly, in the interest of Harrison as a Presiden-
tial candidate. These ventures prepared the way
for the Daily Triljunc, of which Greeley was at
first sole proprietor and publisher, as well as
chief editor, and the first number of which ap-
peared April 10, 1841, followed in the autumn
by the Weekly Tribune, into which the iVejo

Yorker and Log Cabin had been merged. The
Weekly ultimately circulated widely throughout
the Northern and Western Stales, and came to

wield an influence unprecedented in the history
of American journalism. Greeley thus becoming a
recognized power in national as well as State
politics.

In December, 1848, Greelej- entered Congress,
to fill a vacancy, and served until Jlarch 4, 1849.

He was quick to discern and point out the evils

and abuses of existing institutions, but he was
neither a revolutionist nor an iconoclast. Though
not in the strict sense of the word an abolitionist,

he was an opponent of slavery, and foremost
among those who sought to resist its extension
to the territory acquired from Mexico. From 1850
to the end of the conflict, the Tribune, under
his direction, did much to strengthen the anti-

slavery sentiment of the Northern people, and
to [irepare them for the great struggle that
ensued. In this Greeley was ably assisted by an
unusual corps of editorial workers, including Bay-
ard Taylor, Charles A. Dana, James S. Pike, and
George Ripley. In addition to its championship
of the anti-slavery cause, the Tribune became
prominent Hirough its advocacy of protection,

and the extraordinary hold of the weekly edition

upon the farming class was due in no small meas-
ure to the attention which the interests of agri-

culture received in its columns. It is said, by
men who shared Greeley's confidence, that though
he was too proud to be an applicant for any
office, or to take any step to secure a nomina-
tion, he yet felt very keenly the neglect of others

to recognize his honorable claims for promotion
upon the parties he ser\'ed so faithfully and well.

He was a delegate from Oregon to the Republican
National Convention at Chicago in 1860. his own
State refusing to send him. and was influential

in bringing about the nomination of Lincoln in

preference to Seward. When, after Lincoln's

election, the South threatened to secede from the
Union, lie declared that if a majority of the
people of any State, after full and free discussion,

should sincerely and deliberately vote to leave

the Union, he was willing that they should with-

draw. He held, however, that the votes actually

taken at the South did not express the real con-

victions of the majority, but were the result of

terrorism and panic; and when the Civil War
broke out, he lent his voice and influence to the

support of the Government in its efi'orts to

suppress the Rebellion by force. He had a keen
sense of the horrors of a civil war. and was
willing to adopt any reasonable and rational

plan to avert them. The war once begun, he
was in favor of its vigorous prosecution, and
impatient with what seemed to him unreasonable
slowness on the part of the Government. At
times he was much discouraged, and disposed to

think that, to avoid worse calamities, the war
should be ended by some compromise short of the

result most to be desired. It was this feeling
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that made him willinj,' to go to Canada in 1804,

with the unofficial sanction of Lincoln, to hold

a conference, which proved fruitless, with

George N. Sanders, Jacob Thompson, and Bever-

ly Tucker, the Confederate agents, on the subject

of peace. At the close of the war he advocated

the doctrine of universal amnesty and universal

sull'rage. lie held that the prolonged imjirison-

ment of .Jell'erson Davis, without indictment or

trial, was a palpable infraction of the Sixth

Amendment of the Constitution, and he therefore

joined with Cerrit Smith and others in signing

the bail-bond of the late head of the Confederacy.

This action, in the existing state of public senti-

ment at the North, brought upon him much
odium. In 1861 he was a candidate for the Re-

publican nomination for United States Senator,

but was defeated by Ira Harris. In IS04 ho

served as a Presidential elector, and in 1809

was the unsuccessful Republican candidate for

Comptroller of the State of New York. In 1870

he was a candidate for Congress in the Sixth

New York District, but was defeated, the district

being overwhelmingly Democratic. He neverthe-

less ran 300 votes ahead of the Republican State

ticket. In 1872 he was opposed to the renomi-

nation of General Grant for a second term, and
cooperated with a body of Liberal Republicans

who held a convention in Cincinnati, on May
1st, in advance of the regular Republican con-

vention, to nominate another candidate. On
the sixth ballot the nomination fell to Jlr. Gree-

ley, and was accepted by him. Much doubt has

been expressed with regard to the wisdom of Mr.
Greeley in allowing himself under the circum-

stances to be made a candidate for President

upon the platform adopted by this party (see

LiRKRAi, R?:iTBLicAN PARTY) ; but he himself

considered that he thereby merely reaffirmed the

principles for which he had contended as a Re-
pul)!ican. and that he neither made nor proposed

any concession whatever to those who had o])posed

and resisted these principles. When the Demo-
cratic Party adopted that platform in its en-

tirety and without qualifieation. and nominated
him as their candidate for President, he recog-

nized the political unwisdom of their action, but

accepted it as the sign and pledge of a now de-

parture, and believed that if he should be elected

there would be an end of all political schemes
having their root in the spirit of slavery, and
calculated to array the South against the North.

A man of sensitive spirit and of great pride, he

was deeply wounded., disappointed, and mortified

on .Inding himself accused by many of his old

« friends of having thrown away his principles,

and of having entered into a conspiracy to turn

over the government of the country to the con-

trol of the men who had instigated the Civil War.
The popular vote cast for him amoiuited to

2.S;14.079, against 3,597,070 for General Grant;
but the only States carried by him were Georgia,

Kentiicky, Marj-land, Missouri. Tennessee, and
Texas. He had overtasked his powers for many
years. Near the close of the campaign he was
called upon to watch at the bedside of his dying
wife. During the whole contest his powers of

endurance were strained to the utmost, and
when it was at last over, he was prostrated by a

disorder of the brain, and. sinking rapidlv. died

on November29,1872. He published: Uinta Tnirnrd
neforms (18.50;: Glances at Europe (1851);
History of the Struggle for Slavery Extension or

h'cstriction in the United Slates (185G); Over-
hind Journey to San Francisco (1860); The
American Vunflict (2 vols., 1864-601; Recollec-

tions of a liusy Life (1S6S) ; Essays Uesigiwd to

Elucidate the Science of I'olilieal Economy
(1869) ; and H7i«( / Know of Farming (1871).

Consult: The biographies of Greeley by I'arton

(New York, 1855; later edition, lio'stoii, 1872) ;

by Reavis (New York. 1872) ; by lngers(jll (Chi-

cago, 1873) ; and by Zabriskie (New York, 1890).

Consult also A Memorial of Horace Greeley CSew
York, 1S73).

GREE'LY, AD0LP11U.S Washington (1844—).
An American Arctic explorer and meteorologist.

He was born in Newburyport, ]\Iass., where he

received a high-school education. In July, 1861,

he enlisted as a private in the Nineteenth Massa-
chusetts Yolunteer Infantry, in wliich he served

throughout the war, being thrice wounded and
receiving the brevet of major on being mustered
out in 1805. In 1807 he was appointed a second

lieutenant in the Regular Army. In the following

year he was detailed for duty in the Signal Corps.

In 1876-79 he directed the construction of over

two thousand miles of military telegraph in

Dakota, Colorado, Montana, Wyoming, and Texas.

In 1881 he was appointed to command the Gov-
ernment expedition planned in pursuance of the

recommendations of the International Cieographi-

cal Congress at Hamburg, in 1879, that thirteen

circumpolar stations be established in the Arctic

regions. The destination of the expedition, which
included twenty-five men and was provisioned for

three years, was Lady Franklin Bay on the north-

east coast of Grinnell Land. The party wintered

two years at Discoveiy Harbor, Grinnell Land,
whence expeditions were sent both into the in-

terior of Grinnell Land, and across the straits

into Greenland, one of the exploring parties under
Lockwood and Brainard reaching, in May, 1882,

latitude 83^ 24', the farthest north attained up to

that time. After making geographical discoveries

of great vafue and recording extensive meteorologi-

cal observations the party set out to return south-

ward in August, 1883. Reaching Cape Sabine with

great difficulty, they spent there the winter of

1883, during which all save seven perished from

cold and starvation. Meanwhile, in the suiiuners

of 1882 and 1883, efforts had been made to com-

municate by ship with the party. Init both had
failed. The survivors were rescued at Cape Sa-

bine by a relief expedition under Conunander W.
S. Schley, in June, 1884. For his services to geo-

graphical science. Lieutenant Greely was awarded
the Founder's Medal of the Royal Geographical
Society, and the Roquette Medal by the Societe de
Geographic. Paris, and was promoted to the rank
of captain in the L^nited States .\rmy. In 1887
he was aiipointed by President Cleveland to suc-

ceed Gen. W. B. Hazen as chief signal officer, with
tlie rank of brigadier-general. His publications
include: Three Years of Arctic Serrice (2 vols.,

1885); American Weather (1800); American
Explorers and Travellers (1894); Handbook of
Arctic Discoreries (1890) ; and numerous reports
of much value, among which are: Chronological
List of Auroras (18811 : Diurnal Fhirliialions of
Barometric Pressure (1891) ; Prorrrdings of the

Lady Franl.-lin Bay Expedition (1888) \ Rainfall

of ^Ycstern States and Territories (1888): and
Climatology of Arid Regions (1891). He also

edited Public Documents nf the First Fourteen
Congresses, nS.'rlSn (1900). Consult, in addi-
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tioii to Three Years of Arctic Service (New York,
18S(J), 8fhley, The Rescue of Greely (New York,
1S85).

GREEN (AS. grCnc, OHG. griioni, Gcr. griin;

connected with AS. ijrOwan, OlIG. gnioaii, to

grow ) . The color which is found on the spectrum
between the blue and the yellow, and is known as

the color of grass and other vegetable substances,

as well as that of the minerals chrysocolla and
malachite. It may be made artificially by mixing
varying proportions of blue and yellow pigments.
Auiong the more important green pigments which
are of mineral origin are the following: Arsen-
ical grrrn or ifchccle's green, a precipitate ob-

tained from a solution of copper sulphate when
treated with a mi.xture of arsenious oxide and
potassium carbonate dissolved in hot water;
Brunsicick green, a mi.xture of lead chromate and
Prussian blue; chrome green, either the green
chromium scsquioxide, or a mixture of chrome
yellow and Prussian blue; copper green, fre-

quently the same as Mountain grrcn, or any arti-

ficially prepared green copper salt, as copper
carbonate; Emer,ald green, Imperial green, Xlitis

green, or Schweinfurth green, made by boiling

concentrated solutions of arsenious oxide in cop-

per acetate ; GeUert's green, a mixture of cobalt

blue and zinc oxide ; Guigyiet's green, a mixture
of chrome yellow and Prussian blue; Mountain
green, any native earthy green mineral, such as
chrysocolla, glauconite, or malachite; Prussian
green or Eooker's green, a mixture of gamboge
and Prussian blue. The green vegetable dye-

stuflfs have been superseded by artificial coal-tar

deri\atives. See C'oal-T.\r Colors, and Dyeing.

GREEN, A>-DREW Haswei.i.(1 820- 1903). An
American lawj'er, financier, and philanthropist,

born in \^'oreester, Mass., and educated at the
Worcester Academy. He studied law and prac-
ticed in New York City, acting as executor of the
Tilden, Ogden, and otlier large estates. In 185(5

he was president of the New Y'oi'k City Board of

Education; was president of the Central Park
Board from 1857 to 1870, and comptroller from
1871 to 1876. He managed the city's finances

in the face of enormous deficits made by the
peculations of the Tweed ring, and reestablished

its credit. In 1868 he proposed the plan for a
'Greater New Y'ork,' afterwards initiated in 1897,
and he also originated the plan of forming the New
Y'ork Public Library out of the Astor, Tilden,
and Lenox foundations. He foimded the New
Y'^ork Zoological Society, assisted in the estab-

lishment of the ^Tetropolitan INIuseum of Art and
the Museum of Natural History, and gave great
aid to many charitable institutions in New Y'ork
City.

GREEN, Anna Katharine. See Eoiilfs,
Anna K.\th.\rike.

GREEN, ASHDEL (1762-1848). An American
Presb^-terian clerg^'man and educator, the son
of .Jacob Green. He was born at Hanover. N. J. ;

served in the Revolution; graduated at Princeton
in 1784, and afterwards became professor of
mathematics and of natural philosophy there.

He was then for some time a Presbyterian pastor
in Philadelphia, and in 1702 was Chaplain of

Congress. From 1812 to 1822 he was president
of the College of New Jersey (now Princeton
X^niversity) , at the same time being president of
the Board of Trustees of Princeton Theological
Seminary. Beginning in 1822, he edited the

Philadelphia Christian Advocate for twelve years.
Auiong his works are : Presbyterian Missions
(1820), and a Discourse Deliccrcd in the College
of New Jersey, with a History of the College
(1822). Consult Jones, Life of Ashbel Oreen
(New Y'ork, 1849).

GREEN, B.\HTHOLOMEW (1G66-1732). An
American printer and publisher, born at Cam-
bridge, Mass. He succeeded to his father's print-
ing business in 1690, and established himself first

in Cambridge and then in Boston. On April 24,

1704, the Boston Xcics Letter, the first, and for
many years the only, newspaper in the British
colonies, appeared from his press, published for

John Campbell, postmaster. Afterwards it be-

came Green's property, and became widely known
for the independence and originality of its polit-

ical and religious utterances. Green was dis-

tinguished for his piety and benevolence.

GREEN, Beriaii (1794-1874). An American
reformer, a native of New Y'ork State. He was
educated at Middlebury College, Vermont, and
studied for the ministry, but his religious beliefs

did not agree with any denominational creed. In
1821 he was made professor of sacred literature

in the Western Reserve College, though his vio-

lent opposition to slavery caused him to leave
that institution after a few months. Afterwaj-ds

he was for many years president of the Oneida
Institute in Ohio. He exerted a great influence

in anti-slavery circles, served as president of the

National Anti-Slavery Convention which assem-
bled in Philadelphia in 1834, and was one of

Garrison's warmest friends. His writings in-

clude a History of the Quakers (1823), and Ser-

mons and Discourses, with a few Essays and Ad-
dresses (1833).

GREEN, Duff (1791-1875). .\n American
politician and journalist, born in Woodford
County, Ky. He was educated in the country
schools, and was himself engaged in teaching on
the outbreak of the War of 1812, in which he
served in the Kentucky militia. After the war
he removed to Missouri, where he again taught
school, and studied law at the same time. He
took an active part in the movement that led to

the admission of Missouri as a State, was a
member of the convention that drew up the State

Constitution, and after its admission was, in

1823. elected to the State Senate. In the same
year he became editor and proprietor of the Saint

Louis Enquirer, and two years later removed
to Washington, D. C. where he purchased the

United States Telegraph. After the accession of

President .Jackson in 1829. the Telegraph sup-

planted Gale's National Intelligencer as the
Administration organ, and enjoyed Government
patronage that is said to have amounted to $50,-

000 a year. Green himself became one of the

confidential advisers of the President, and was a
member of his famous 'Kitchen Cabinet.' After

the open break between Calhoun and Jackson, the

Trlrgraph was bitter in its attacks on the latter

and Van Buren, as a result of which the Govern-
ment printing was taken away from it. and given

to the Globe, which had been established as the

Jackson organ, with Francis P. Bl.air as its

editor. Green continued in control of the Tele-

graph until 1835, making it the most bitter and
violent exponent of the nullificationists. From
1835 to 1838 he edited a paper, in the same in-

terest, known as the Refortnation, after which he
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spent some years in Europe engaged in various
business enterprises. In 1844 he returned tu the
United States and established a short-lived news-
paper, the Rciniblic, in New York City. He was
twiee sent on special diplomatic missions to

Me.\ico. In his later years he was active in the
industrial develo[inient of tlie South, was largely
interested in railroads in Georgia, and was one
of tlie founders of the town of Dalton. in that
State, where he died. Considerable information
concerning him may be found in Benton, Thirty
YctM's^ yieic.

GBEEN, George (171(3-1841). An English
matlieniatician, born at Sneinton. He was edu-
cated at Cambridge, and devoted himself largely
to original research in mathematics, as the fruit

of which he read tlie following papers before the
Cambridge Philosopliical Society: Essay on ihe
Apjili'-ation of Mathematical Analysis to lite

Thiories of Electricity and Magnetism (1828),
in which, for the first time, he uses the now
well-known scientific term 'potential'; On the
Ixeflecfion and Refraction of Light at the Com-
mon Surface of Two yon-Crystallized Media
(1837); On the Reflection and Refraction of
fc'oHfirf (1837) ; and On the Propagation of Light
in Crystalline Media (1833). .\lthougli he held
no university position and died at the early age
of forty-seven, he contributed greatly to the
progress of the science of mathematics, of which
he Mas one of the foremost rejjresentatives of his

day in England.

GREEN. .Tacod (1722-9C). An American
patriot, born at ]\lalden. Mass. He graduated at
Harvard in 1744. entered the Presbyterian min-
istry in 1745, and became pastor of a church of

that denomination at Jlorristown, N. J. In 1757
he was elected to the presidency of the College
of New Jersey (now Princeton University). In
1775 he was sent as a delegate to the New Jersey
Provincial Congress, and was chairman of the
committee appointed to draught a State Constitu-
tion. A series of articles by him on the question
of the depreciation of paper money was widely
read at the time, and his plan therein suggested
for the redemption of the Continental currency
was similar to that later followed by Congress.
He further published two volumes of lUermons
(17GS, 1769). and other works.

GREEN, .John Ricii.xrd (18.'37-S3). An Eng-
lish historian. His education, except some two or
three years of private instruction, was received
in his native city. Oxford, at Magdalen College
School, and at Jesus College, where he graduated
in 1859. His interests were historical rather
than scholastic. Religious, and raised in Tory
and High Church principles, he took orders in

1800, and for the next five years lived in East
London. In ISiiti he became Vicar of Saint
Stephen's. Stepney. His health failing, and his
inclination to a clerical life abating, he resigned
in 1809 to become librarian at Lambeth, devoting
himself henceforth to history and politics. His
first important historical work. ^4 Short Tlistory

of the English People, was the outcome
of his desire to leave behind him some of
hi's acciui'ulation= of knowledge in a form
easily available to ordinary- people. He rewrote
it twice, and was only persuaded to publish it

in 1874. Its object, as the title suggests, was to
give the storv of social development of the con-
ditions which affected the lives of the great mass

of tho people, in preference to mere dynastic or
military clironicles. \\ bile it is not infallible in

detail, its great merit is the attractive vividness

with vvhich it presents one picture after anotlier

of the past. It had a great and immediate suc-

cess, and was ultimately expanded, still ket>ping

the same point of view, into the four-volume
History of the JJnylish Pcoplc{ 1877-80) , in whicli

ho received much a.ssistance from his wife, Alice,

daughter of Archdeacon Stopford, whom he mar-
ried in 1877. A visit to Egypt in 1881 aggra-
vated his lung trouble, and made labor very diXi-

cult for the rest of his life. His courage, how-
ever, enabled him to persist in the writing of

another work of a less popular and more schol-

arly nature. The Making of England (1882),
which came down to the consolidation of the
kingdoms under Egbert. The materials for the
subsequent volume. The Conquest of England,
dowTi to the coming of tho Normans, were so far

put together that his widow was enabled to

publish it in the year of his death, 1883. His
Stray Studies in England and Italy (1870) was
a collection of essays marked by notable historical

insight. In spite of his ill healtli, the brilliancy

ci his conversation and the breadth of his sym-
]iathy gave him a marked inlluence, especially

among the historical students of his generation.

GREEN, .Joseph ( 1700-80) . xV humorous verse-

writer of the Eevnlutionaiy period in America,
born in Boston and educated at Harvard. He was
banished for his loyalist ."iympathies, but he re-

turned to the popular side, and his pen spared
neither party in such works as The Wonderful
Lament of Old Mr. Tenor (1744), and Poems and
Satires (1780).

GBEEN, ilAKY AxxE Everett (1818-95). A
minor English historian, who wrote under her
maiden name. Wood. She was born at Sheflield.

Educated at home and in tlie British Museum,
she was an industrious compiler, editor, and biog-

rapher, conscientious in original research ; wrote
fur the reviews; and made exhaustive calendars
of Stiite papers. In 1845 Miss Wood married
an artist, George P.vcock Green, in London, but
continued her work in the Public Record Office

for forty years. Her Lives of the Prineesscs of
England was published in six volumes (1849-55).
She edited the letters and diaries of many
distinguished persons, and was herself highly
esteemed as a linguist, antiquary, and philan-

thropist.

GREEN, Seth (1817-88). An American pisci-

culturist. He was born in Rochester, N. Y. Be-
ginning at twenty years of age, he devoted his

life to tho artificial propagation of fish and the
breeding of the better kinds for .stocking lakes
and streams. After many experiments he suc-

ceeded in hatching enormous numbers from the
spawn of shad, trout, and other species, with
which he stocked the Connecticut, the Hudson,
the Potomac, the Susquehanna, and many other
streams. He also introduced shad into Pacific
coast w.aters. He w-as for many years superin-
tendent of fisheries of New York. He received
several medals from France, and other honors,
and was the author of Trout Culture (1870), and
Fish notching and Fish Catching (1879).

GREEN, Thomas Htm, (1830-82). .\n Eng-
lish philosopher, born in Birkin. Y'orkshire. He
was educated at Riicby and Oxford, was elected

fellow of Balliol College in 1800, tutor there in
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ISGG, and Whyte professor of moral philosophy in

1878. A disciple of Wordsworth, Kant, and
Hegel, he turned his critical powers upon tlieir

opponents, tlie empiricists. He maintained that

empiricism disintegrates all experience into iso-

lated sensations, and fails to explain how sucii

sensations can constitute a knowledge of an
ordered objective vorld. Tliis knowledge, he

maintained, presupposes the existence of a time-

less intelligence as the essential principle of all

cognitive beings. This eternal principle, as it

appears in finite beings, is a 'reproduction' of

the one timeless omniscience which is the indis-

pensable condition of the existence of the world

of nature. -Aind not only human knowledge, but
also human volition, points to this eternal spirit,

for a timeless principle is necessary to change a

natural animal want into such motives as deter-

mine the will. So influential has Green's teach-

ing been tliat tliere has growii up a body of

thinkers, first at Oxford, then elsewhere, wlio are

united in maintaining Green's fundamental doc-

trine of the eternal consciousness as the postulate

of experience. These thinkers form what is

sometimes called the Xeo-Hegelian School. Ed-
ward Caird. F. H. Bradley, B. Bosanquet. .John

Watson. D. G. Ritchie, A. Seth, Pringle-Pattison.

John De^vey. and veiy many other English and
American philosophers have been profoundly in-

Uuenced by Green's views, however far they may
be from subscribing to them. He is supposed to

be the original of "Jlr. Grey" in Mrs. Ward's
Robert Elsmere. Green's works include an Intro-

duction to Hume's Treatise of Human Nature

(1874) ; Prolegomena to Ethics (188.3) ; and lec-

tures on various subjects, posthumously published

imder the editorial supei-vision of Nettleship

(1885-83). Consult the biographical sketch con-

tained in vol. iii. of these collected w-orks; also

Fairbrnther, The Philosophy of T. H. Green

(London. 189G) : A. Seth, Hegelianism and Per-

scnaliti/ (Edinburgh, 1887) ; Ritchie. "The Polit-

ical Philosophy of T. H. Green," in The Prin-

ciples of State Interference (London. 1891);
Sidg^vick. '"Green's Ethics." in Mind, ix. (ib.,

1884) : Upton. "The Theoloaical Aspects of the

Phllosophv of T. H. Green." in The -Teic World, i.

(Boston, 1892).

GREEN, V.\LENTINE (1739-1813). An Eng-

lish engraver, bom at Salford in Oxfordshire. He
studied tnider Robert Hancock at Worcester, and
then went to London in 176.5, where he devoted

his attention to engraving in mezzotint. His

large plates after West's "Tlie Return of Regulus

to Carthage," and "Hannibal Swearing Eternal

Enmity to the Romans," attracted much atten-

tion. In 1775 he was appointed mezzotint en-

graver to the King, and afterwards obtained the

privilege of engraving the pictures in the Diissel-

dorf Gallery, the siege of that city by the French
twenty years later put a stop to this work, but he

had already executed twenty-two plates. A de-

scriptive catalogue of these ^vas published in

1793. His four hundred or more plates include

many after Revnnlds. Romney, Gainsborough, and
Italian and Ihitch artists. He was also an
author. His son Rupert (c. 1768-1804) . an en-

graver, assisted him in much of his work.

GREEN. WiLiJ.\M Henry (1825-1900). An
American Presbyterian theologian. He was born

in Groveville. X. J., graduated at Lafayette Col-

lege in 1840, and in 1846 at Princeton Theological

Seminary, where he was appointed instructor in

Hebrew. From 1849 to 1851 he was pastor of

llie Central Presbjterian Church of Philadelphia.

He then became professor of biblical and Orien-

tal literature in Princeton Seminary. He was
the oliicial head of tlie seminary, and in 1868
declined tlie presidencj- of Princeton College. He
was the most distinguished scholar in this coun-

try among tho.se who hold the traditional ortho-

dox view of inspiration, and was chairman of the

American Old Testament Revision Company. He
published A Grammar of the Hebrew Language
(1861); The Pentateuch Vindicated from the

Aspersions of Bishop Colenso (1863) ; A Hebrew
Chrestomathy (1865); The Argument of the

Book of Job Unfolded (1874); Moses and the

Prophets (1883); Hebrew Feasts (1885); The
Higher Criticism of the Pentateuch (1895);
The Unity of the Book of Genesis (1895) ; and
.4 General introduction to the Old Testament
(2 vols., 1898-99).

GREEN'AWAY, Ivate (1846-1901). .\n

English artist, born in London. She received her

first instruction from her father, John Green-
away, a well-known wood-engraver and designer.

Afterwards she went to Heatherley's Art School

and studied at South Kensington and in the

London Slade School. Her first work was ex-

hibited at the Dudley Gallery in 1868. She con-

tintied to exhibit for many years, both at the

Academy and the Water-Color Society, and her

designs and illustrations became very popular on
the Continent and in America, as well as in Eng-
land. In her special field, the delineation of

child life, her only rivals are Randolph Calde-

cott, Walter Crane, and Boutet de Monvel.
Her drawings are distinctive for their individual

charm and quaint humor. Her draughtsman-
ship and color are skillful and delicate, and her

work possesses a grace and freshness that won
immediate recognition. Of late years other in-

fluences have superseded hers, but she retains a
imique place among English artists. Her best-

known works are: Kate Grcenoicay Little Folks'

Painting Book (1879), which had an enormous
sale; Kate Greenauay Birthday Book (1880);
Mother Goose, and .1 Day in a Child's Life

(1881) ; Language of Floicers (1885) ; and the

Christmas almanacs that appeared for a num-
ber of years. She' also illustrated Jane and
Ann Taylor's Original Poems, and other books
for children.

GREENBACK PARTY. In American politi-

cal liistoi'V, a party organized to furtlier the

increased use of a 'greenback' currency, and a

completer recognition of such currency as a legal

tender. After the close of the Civil War the rise

in the gold value of United States notes, or

'greenbacks' (see Monet), occasioned much dis-

tress in the States of the Middle West, wliere

business operations had become adjusted to the

high scale of prices prevailing during the war.

An act of 1866 which aimed gradually to retire

the greenbacks awakened a great deal of opposi-

tion; and wlien it was proposed, in 1868. to make
the bonds not specifying the medium of payment
payable in coin, what was denominated the 'Ohio

idea'—a demand that all such bonds should be

paid in greenbacks—gained vosue. controlling the

Democratic National Convention, although Sey-

mour, who was opposed to it, received the Presi-

dential nomination. The discussion of the Re-
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sumption Bill in 1874 leil to a revival of the

givcnback agitation. On November 24, 1874, a
convention, national in scope, met at Indianapolis,

and advanced three propositions: (1) Tliat the

note circulation of State and national banks
should be prohibited; ('i) that the only paper
currency should be greenbacks, exchangeable on
demand for bonds bearing interest at 3.G3 per
cent.; (3) that coin should be used to pay only
the interest on the national debt and the prin-

cipal of bonds expressly payable in coin. The
supporters of these views were at first inclined

to attach themselves to the Democratic Party;
but when it became clear that Tilden would be
the nominee of tlie party, they withdrew and
formed the "Independent Party,' more generally
known as the Greenback Party. In 1876 they
nominated for the Presidency Peter Cooper, of

New York, who received 81,737 popular votes,

chiefly from the Jliddle West. The labor trou-

bles of 1877 led to the formation of numerous
local workingmen's parties, which united with
the Greenbackers and created the 'National' or
Greenback-Labor Party in 1878. In the elections

of the same year this party controlled a popular
vote of more than a million, and elected fourteen
Congressmen. In 1880 the party nominated for

President James B. Weaver, of Iowa. He re-

ceived a popular vote of 300,867, the number of

Greenback-Labor Congressmen being reduced to

eight. In 1884 Gen. B. F. Butler was nominated
by the Greenbackers, as also by the Anti-
Monopolists, and received 175,380 votes. After
that year the party ceased to exercise inde-

pendent intluence, generally becoming merged
with the Democrats in the North and the Re-
publicans in the South.

GREENBACKS. A name popularly applied
to the legal-tender notes issued by the United
States Government during the Civil War and
since. The printing upon the back of these notes

has always been in green ink, which explains the
origin of the term. For the history of these

issues, see Money.
GREEN-BARKED ACACIA, akii'sha or

ft-ka'shi-a. See Parkix.soni.\.

GREEN BASS. A local name for the large-

mouthed black bass. See Bass.

GREEN BAY. A large arm of Lake ]\Iichi-

gan. extending from the northwestern part of the
lake 120 miles southwest into Wisconsin (Map:
Wisconsin, F 4). It is 10 to 20 miles wide, and
its great depth (over 110 feet) gives the water
a green color, whence its name. It receives the
Fox River at the city of Green Bay.

GREEN BAY. A city, port of entry, and the
county-seat of Brown County, Wis., 113 miles
north of Milwaukee, at the head of Green Bay
and at the mouth of Fox River, on the Chicago
and Northwestern, the Chicago. Milwaukee and
S:unt Paul, the Green Bay and Western, and the
Kewaunee. Green Bay and Western railroads
(Map: Wisconsin, F 4). It has the Kellogg
Library, occupying a fine new building (Car-
negie), Iiandsome municipal and Federal build-

ings, and Hagemeister Park and Race Track,
while just beyond the city limits is the State
Reformatory. There are six bridges, three each
across Fox and East rivers. The capacious har-
bor admits the largest lake steamers, and the
city carries nn an extensive trade in lumber,
fish, and grain. The manufactured products in-

clude canned goods, beer, paper, furniture, and
wood-working machinery. The government is ad-
ministered under a charter of 1882, revised in

1890, by an annually elected mayor and a uni-

cameral council, which elects the school board,
assessors, street superintendent and assistant,

lire chief, and poor commissioner, and confirms
the executive's appointments to the board of

health, police board, and police ollicers. Popu-
lation, in 1890, 9000: in 1900. 18.084.

Green Baj- is built near the site of an ancient
Indian village, which was visited by Nicollet in

1039. and at which, in 1609, Father AUoucz es-

tablished a Jesuit mission, where, by 1073, over
2000 Indians had been baptized. In 1680 a
military station was established here by Tonty;
but both mission and fort seem to have been
deserted by 1730, and the first permanent set-

tlement in Wisconsin was made here by Langlade
in 174.5. In 1701 the English took possession
and built Fort Edward Augustus (abandoned in

1703) ; in 1790 they surrendered the place to the

Americans, who, in 1810, built Fort Howard
on the west side of Fox River, around which u

settlement grew. The first newspaper in Wiscon-
sin was published here in 1833. Green Bay was
incorporated as a borough in 1838, and in 1854
was chartered as a city. Fort Howard was united
with Green Bav in 1896. Consult: Durrie, Grerii

Bay for Two Hundred Years. 16S9-1S39 (Madi-
son, Wis.. 1872), and an article, "The Old Town
of Green Bay," in ilnfjazine of American Bislonj,
vol. xxiii. (New York, 1889); Historic Green
Bay (1895).

GREENBONE, or GOREBILL. Names in

England for the gar (Belone vulgaris) . See Gab.

GREENBRIER. See Smilax.

GREEN'BRIER. A tributary of New River,

an affluent of the Great Kanaw^ha River, West
Virginia (Map: West Virginia. D 3). It rises in

the Shaver Mountains in Randolph County, and
after a southw'estern course through a pictu-

resque valley between the main Alleghanies and
the (Ireen Brier Ridge, flows into New River at
Hinton,

GREEN BRIER MOUNTAINS. A ridge

west of and parallel with the main chain of the
Alleghany ^Mountains, in West Virginia (Jlap:

West Virginia, D 3). Greenbrier, the highest
point of the ridge, is 3500 feet high. Near it is

located Greenbrier White Sulphur Springs, one
of the m'ost frequented and fashionable of West
^'ivginia sjias.

GREEN'BUSH, N. Y. See Rensselaeb, N. Y.

GREEN'CASTLE. A city and the county-seat

of Putnam County, Ind., 40 miles west of In-

dianapolis, on the Louisville, New Albany and
Chicago, the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago and
Saint Louis, and the Vandalia Line railroads

(Jlap: Indiana, C 3). It is the seat of the De
Pauw L'niversity (q.v.), and has a public li-

brary. The most important manufactures in-

clude lumber, lightning-rods, and drag -saws.
Greencastle was settled in 1S22 and was incor-

porated in 1849. Lender a charter revi-scd in 1895,

the government is administered by a mayor,
elected everv two vears, and a municipal coun-
cil. Population, in 1890, 4300: in 1900, 3661.

GREEN COVE SPRINGS. A town and (he

county-seat of Clay County. Fla,, 30 miles south
of .Jacksonville, on the Saint Johns River, ami
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on the Jacksonville, Tampa and Key West Rail-

road (Map: Florida, G •^). It is a popular re-

sort, noted for a warm sulphur spring which is

frequented because of its medicinal properties.

The town is engaged chielly in growing fruits and
vegetables, and lumbering, and has some manu-
factures. Population, in 1S90, HOG; in 1000,

929.

GREENE, Aluekt Goetox (1S02-CS). An
Amcriian minor poet, born in Providence, R. I.

He graduated at Brown in 1S20, was admitted to

the bar in 1823, and from 18o2 lie held the clerk-

ship of the town as well as that of the Municipal

Court of Providence, of which he was chosen

judge in 1858. After his health failed in 1867,

he removed to Cleveland, where he died. Pie was
actively interested in education, aided in found-

ing the Providence Athenaeum, and was president

of the Rhode Island Historical Society. He began
the important collection of American poetry now
in the library of Brown University, and known
as the Harris Collection. He was the author of

several popular poems, especially "Old Grimes''

and "The Baron's Last Banquet."

GREENE, Cn.\KLES EznA (1842—). An
American civil engineer, born in Cambridge,
Mass., and educated at Harvard University, and
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. He
served as quartermaster d)iring the last two years

of the Civil War, and was United States assist-

ant engineer from 1870 to 1871, w-hen he was
appointed to the chair of civil engineering at the

University of Michigan. His publications in-

clude: Graphical Method for the Analysis of

Bridge Trusses (1875); Trusses and Arches:
Graphics for Enpincers. Architects, and Builders

(3 vols., 187G-70) ; Xotcs on Iiankine's Civil

Engineering (1891); and Htructural Mechanics
(1897).

GREENE, Ch.vkles Gorpon (1804-8G). An
American journalist, born at Boscawen, N. H.
After short engagements on the Taunton Free
Press, the Boston (Spectator, and on the Boston
Stalcsjnan, he settled in Philadelphia in 1827,

and started the National Palladinm, in which
the Presidential cam]jaign of Andrew Jackson
was vigorously advocated. In 1828 Greene was
on the staflf of the United States Telegraph in

Washington, until after .Jackson's election, when
he returned to the Boston Statesman, of which
he later became the proprietor. He founded the

Boston Post in 1831 ; served in the Massachu-
setts Leajislature ; and was naval officer of Bos-

ton from 1853 to 1861.

GREENE, CnAELE.s W.\kre?.i (1S40-). An
American journalist and author, born at Bel-

chcrtown, JIass. He graduated at Brown Uni-
versity, and received his M.D. from Dartmouth
College (1867). His writings include articles on
natural science contributed to various cncyclo-

prcdias: Animals: Their Ilomes and Habits
(18SG); and Birds: Their Homes and Habits
(1886).

GREENE, CnEiSTOPiiER (1737-81). An
American soldier, born in Warwick, E. T. He
served in the Colonial Legislature of Rhode
Island from 1770 to 1772, and in 1775 became a

lieutenant of the Kentish Guards, organized in

Kent Cotinty. He was rapidly promoted, dis-

played great courage at Bunker Hill, and was
captured during General Arnold's attack tipon

Quebec. He was made colonel in 1776, and in

October of the same year was assigned to the
command of Fort Mercer on the Delaware River,
which he gallantly defended against a Hessian
attack in 1777. Late in 1780 he was ordered
south to aid Gen. Nathanael Greene, and in

May, 1781, was killed at his post on the Croton
River. Westchester County, X. Y.

GREENE, Edw'.\ed Lee (1843—). An Ameri-
can botanist, born at Hopkinton, R. 1. He was
educated at Albion College, Wisconsin, studied

for the ministry, apd was an Episcopal clergj'-

man from 1871 to 1SS5, when he became a
Roman Catholic. From 1885 to 1S95 he was
associate professor of botany at the University

of California, and thereafter held a similar posi-

tion at the Catholic University in Washington,
D. C. In 1893 he was president of the Interna-

tional Congress of Botanists, assembled in con-

nection with the World's Columbian Exposition

at Chicago. His publications comprise : Illustra-

tions of "West American Oal:s (1889-SO) ; Flora
Frane-iseuna (1891) ; and Pi(f07ii'a. (4 vols., 1887-

90), besides many papers in botanical magazines.

GREENE, Francis Vinton (1850—). An
American soldier and author; son of Gen. George
Sears Greene, born in Providence, R. I. He grad-

uated at West Point in 1870. After two years in

the artillery service he was transferred to the

United States corps of engineers (1872), and
was assistant astronomer and surveyor on the

Northwest boundary survey (1872-76). During
the Russo-Turkish War he was military attaehg

to the United States Legation at Saint Peters-

burg, and after accompanying the Russian Army
in the field from the Danube (July, 1877) to Con-
stantinople (r\larch. 1878). received from the Em-
peror the decorations of Saint Vladimir and Saint

Anne for bravery at the battles of the Shipka
Pass and Philippopolis. In 18SG he resigned from
the army, but during the Spanish-American War
he served in the Philippines, and received the

commission of major-general after the capture

of Manila. He retired again in 1899. In 1903 he

became police commissioner of Xew York City. His
publications include: A series of works on mili-

tary campaigns, including The Pussian Arnn/ and
Its'Campaigns in Turkey (2 vols.. 1879) and The
Mississippi Campaigns of the Civil H'or (1880) ;

and Life cf Xathanael Greene (1893).

GREENE, George Sears (1801-99). An
American soldier and civil engineer; father of

Gen. Francis V. Greene. He was born in War-
wick, R. I., graduated at West Point in 1823,

where for several years he was an instructor,

and in 1836 resigned from the service to become
a civil engineer. He was engaged in the constrtic-

tion and location of railroads in Maine, Massa-
chusetts. Rhode Island, New Y'ork. and Mary-
land until 1857, when he entered the service of

the Croton aqueduct department of New York
Citv. He subseqtiently built the reservoir in

Central Park, and the enlargement of High
Bridge. In 1862 he reentered the Union Army
as colonel of the Sixtieth New York Volunteers,

was made a brigadier-general soon afterwards, com-

manded his brigade at Cedar Mountain, and led

a division at Antietam. At Gettysburg he was
stationed on the right wint' of the Federal army,
and on the night of .July 2. 18G3. withstood an
attack by a superior force of Confederates. In

September of the same year (1863) he was
transferred to the West, and on October 28th,
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during ai; engagement near Cliattanooga, received

a wound whicli disabled liini till January. ISUo.

He then joined General Sliernian's army in Xorth
Carolina, and took part in the operations lead-

ing to General .Johnston's surrender. In 180G he
retired from the army, and was chief engineer

and commissioner of the Croton aiiueduot de-

partment from 1SG7 until 1871. when he wag
appointed chief engineer of pifblic works in

Washington. D. C. General Greene designed the

plan for the entire sewerage of that city (1871-

73). From 1873 to 1877 he was president of the

American Societj' of Civil Engineers.

GREENE, Geokge Washington (1S11-S3).

An American historian, grandson of General
Xathanael Greene, born at East Greenwich.

R. I. He w-as educated, at Brown University, and
subsequently spent several years in stud}' and
travel in Europe. From 1839 to 1845 lie was
United States Consul at Rome. He returned to

America in 1848 to accept the chair of modern
languages at Brown University, which he re-

signed in 1S52 to devote his time to historical

VTiting. In 1872 he became non-resident pro-

fessor of American history at Cornell University.

In addition to two text-books of botany, and a

French grammar, he edited TIte Works of Addi-
son (6 vols.. 1853) : and pu'ilished a number of

historical works, of which the most important
are: Hisloriail fytiidics (1850); History and
Geograjilij/ of the Middle Ages (1851) ; Biograph-
ical Studies (1860); Historical View of the

American Revolution (1865) ; Life of Nalhanael
Greene (3 vols., 1867-71) ; Tlw German Element
in the War of American Independence (1876);
and Hh(,rt History of Rhode Island (1877).

GREENE, Nathanael (1742-86). An Ameri-
can soldier, prominent in the Revolutionary
War. He was born August 7, 1742, at Pato-
womut, Warwick Coimty, R. I. His father was a
leading preacher among the Quakers, and edu-
cated his son very simply, training him from
childhood to work on his farm, and at his anchor-
forge and grist-mill. By his own perseverance,

however, the son acquired considerable knowledge
of ancient and English history, geometry, law,

and moral and pcjitical science. In 1770 he was
chosen a member of the Rhode Island Assembly,
and, to the great scandal of his fellow Quakers,
was among the first to engage in the military
exercises prc]iaratorv to resisting the mother-
country. On .July 20. 1774. he married Catha-
rine Littlefield of Block Island. In the same year
he enlisted as a private in an independent com-
pany, the Kentish Guards, and in 1775 was ap-

pointed to the command of the Rhode Island con-

tingent sent to the army at Boston, with the
rank of brigadier-general. He was promoted to

be major-general on August 9, 1776. and was
placed in command of the troops on Long Island.

In the aflfair of Harlem Hcivrhts. wliere he was
for the first time under fire, he handled his com-
mand with skill and valor. The movements by
which the British General. Howe, tried to turn
the flanks of the American army forced Wash-
ington to withdraw the greater part of his forces

into New .Tersey. leaving Greene in command of

the remainder "near Fort Washington on the
Hudson. As the obstruction to navigation had
been removed by the British. Greene's position
was much exposed, and he was authorized to fall

back across the river. The matter was left to

his discretion, however, and he deemed it inad-

visable to retire at the time. Preparations were
made to defend the fort, then commanded by
Colonel Magaw, but it was invested by
Howe's forces, and was compelled to surrender
on November 16, 1770, after a spirited conllicl.

(See FoBT Wasiiinuton. ) In the New Jersey
oanipaign of 1770-77 Greene distinguished him-
self, particularly at Trenton and Princeton. At
the Battle of Brandywine he commanded a divi-

sion, and by his skillful movements saved the

American army from utter destruction; at <jler-

mantown he commanded the left wing, and was
vigorously pressing the enemy when a panic

seized a brigade of militia, which gave way. and
the American forces were compelled to retire,

which they did in good Order, General Greene
eonmianding the rear-guard. In 1778 he reluc-

tantly consented to act as quartermaster-general,

and administered the office acceptably at a time
when its administration was attended witli great

difficulties. His particularly noteworthy service

was rendered after he succeeded General Gates
on October 30. 1780. in the command of the

Army of the South. Congress vested in him au-

thority to raise supplies, appoint officers, and
command all the troops raised or to be raised in

si.N: States. Gates had just been completely de-

feated by Cornwallis at the battle of Camden
(August 16, 1780), and Greene, upon his arrival

in North Carolina in December, 1780, found the

army in a wretched state. By dint of great ac-

tivity, he got his troops into better condi-

tion, and remained for a short time on the
defensive. In the meantime the prospects of the

Americans had been improved by tlie decisive

victory at King's ^lountain (October 7, 1780),
and by Morgan's overthrow of Tarleton at Cow-
pens (January 17, 1781). Nevertheless, Corn-
wallis forced Greene northward into Virginia

;

but Greene, being reenforced, reentered North
Carolina, and took his stand at Guilford Court-

house. Battle was joined here (March 15, 1781)

and Greene was defeated, though he remained in

control of much of North Carolina, while Corn-
wallis found it expedient to move northward into

Virginia. Carrying the war into South Carolina,

Greene was defeated by Cornwallis's successor,

Rawdon, at Hobkirk's Hill (April 25. 1781) : but
he held his own in a severe battle at Eutaw
Springs against Stuart (September 8. 1781)
and secured finally the exclusion of the Eng-
lish forces from all of Georgia and the Caro-
linas, except three coast towns. Congress struck,

and presented to him, a medal in honor of

this battle, and the Carolinas and Georgia
made him valuable grants of land. When peace
was restored in 1783, Greene returned to Rho<le
Island, where he received numerous testimonials
of the public admiration. In 1785 he retired

with his family to his estate in Georgi.a, where
he died of sun-stroke in 1786 (.lune 19th). As a

soldier Greene was fitly described by his distin-

guished opponent Cornwallis as being "as danger-

ous as Washington, vigilant, enterjirising. and full

of resource." He also possessed many of the
qualities of a statesman, was well balanced, full

of tact, a master of the coimtless del ails involved

in raising troojis in a country not wholly pa-

triotic or friendly to the cause, in impressing
Congress with the needs of the nrmy, and in har-

monizing the conflicting policies of the new
Slates. Consult: Francis V. Greene. General
Nathanael Greene (New York, 1893), in the
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"Great Commanders Series"; and G. VV. Greene,
The Life of Xatltanucl Greene (3 vols., New York,
1867-71).

GREENE, Nathaniel (1797-1877). An Ameri-
can journalist, brother of Cliarles Gordon Greene.
He was bora in Biiscawen, X. H., became an ap-

prentice in the olhce of the Xeic Hainpsliire Pa-
triot in 1809, and in 1812 edited the Concord
Gazette. After conducting several other local

papers he founded in 1821 the Boston Statesman,
a prominent Democratic organ. He was for fif-

teen years postmaster of Boston, and published
several translations from the Italian, German,
and French.

GREENE, Robert (c.1560-92). An English
poet and dramatist, born at Norwich. He was
placed at Saint John's College. Cambridge, where
he graduated B.A. in 1578. He then traveled in

Spain and Italy. On his rettirn he reentered tlie

university, and took the degree of M.A. at Clare
Hall in 1583. He was also incorporated at Ox-
ford in 1588. Soon after leaving Cambridge he
proceeded to London, where he supported himself
by his pen. He died of a debauch September 3,

1592. As a dramatist, Greene was one of the
precursors of Shakespeare. Of his five plays, the

best known is The Famous Eistory of Friar
Bacon (performed in 1592, and undoubtedly ear-

lier). In this play a story of necromancy is

fused with a tender idyl. The romance Pandosto
(1588) contributed incidents to Shakespeare's
Winter's Tale. Menaphon (1589), containing
nmch beautiful verse, is one of the best of the
Elizabethan romances. Greene wrote many pam-
phlets, of which .4. Oroatsicorth of Wit Bouriht
uith a iliUion of Repentance (published just
after his death, 1592) was immensely popular
for fifty years It contains the first undoubted
allusion to Shakespeare after he came to Lon-
don. Though Greene's life was dissipated, his

writings are singularly pure. Consult : Complete
Wcrrks, edited by Grosart for the Huth Library
(15 vols.. London. 1881-86) ; and Plaiis and
Poems, edited by Collins (New York, 1902).

GREENE, Samuel Daxa (1S40-84). An
American naval officer, born in Cumberland, Md.
In 1859 he gi-aduated at the United States Naval
Academy as a midshipman, and two years later

became a lieutenant. During the battle between
the Monitor and the Merrimac, March 9, 1862,

he had charge of the Monitor's gims, and com-
manded the Union vessel after the disabling of

Lieutenant Worden (q.v. ). He served through-
out the war on various vessels: was assistant
professor of mathematics at the Naval Academy
from 1866 to 1868. and of astronomy from 1871
to 1875: was promoted to be commander in

1872: and acted as assistant stiperintendent of

the institution from 1878 to 1882.

GREENE, William Batchelder (1819-781.
An American author son of Nathaniel Greene
(1797-1877). He was born in Haverhill. Mass.,
studied at West Point, and served in the Florida
W^ar. He was connected with the Brook Farm
movement; graduated at the Harvard Divinity
School in 1845. and became a L^nitarian clergy-

nian. In the Civil War he was colonel, and then
brigadier-general of volunteers, but resigned in

1862. Among his works are: The l^r.rrrriqnty of
the People (1863); Transcendentalism (1870):
Theory of the Calculus (1870); Socialistic,

Communistic, Mutualistic, and Financial Frag-
ments (1875).

GREEN EARTH. A name frequently ap-
plied to the mineral glauconiie (q.v.). The name
is also applied to pulverulent varieties of the
minerals chrysocoUa and malachite, especially
when they are used in their natural condition as
pigments. Another name for these earths is

mountain green.

GREEN EBONY. The wood of Jacaranda
ovalifolia. a tree of the natural order Bignonia-
ceic. which is exported in considerable quantity
from South America. It yields olive-green, brown,
and yellow colors in dyeing, but is also employed
to some extent by turners and carpenters. The
wood is hard, and of an olive-green color. The
tree has showy, panicled flowers.

GREEN'FIELD. A city and the county-seat
of Hancock County, Ind., 21 miles east of Indian-
apolis: on the Pittsburg. Cincinnati, Chicago
and Saint Louis Railroad (Map: Indiana, D 3),
It has a public library and a fine high-school
building. The city is surrounded by a farming
district, and manufactures window-glass, fruit-

jars, bottles, pa]5er, gas-engines, foimdry prod-
ucts, and bricks. Greenfield, incorporated as a
city in 1876, is governed under the original char-
ter, which provides for a mayor, elected every
four years, and a unicameral council. The city

owns and operates its water-works and electric-

light plant. Greenfield is the birthplace of .lames
AVhitcomb Rilev. Population, in 1890, 3100: in

1900, 4489.

GREENFIELD. A town and the county-seat

of Adair County, Iowa, 45 miles west by south
of Des Moines: on the Chicago, Burlington and
Qtiincy Railroad (Map: Iowa, C 3). It is the
commercial centre for a fertile agricultural and
stock-raising region. Population, in 1890, 1048;
in 1900, 1.300.

GREENFIELD. A town and the county-seat
of Franklin County, Mass., 56 miles west of

Fitchburg; on the Connecticut River, and at

the junction of two divisions of the Boston and
Maine Railroad (ilap: Massachusetts, B 2).

It includes North Parish and Factory villages;

and is principally engaged in the manufacture
of cutlery, machinists' tools, machinery, shoes,

silverware, agricultural implements, wooden-
ware, paper boxes, bricks, and children's car-

riages. The town has a Soldiers" Jlonument. the

Franklin County Hospital, and two public li-

braries. The government is administered by
annual town meetings. Greenfield was settled

in 1086. but remained a part of Deerfield until

1753, when it was incorporated as a town.
During Shays's Rebellion a body of insurrection-

ary troops was quartered here. Population, in

1890, 5252: in 1900, 7927. Consult Holland,

Eistorii of Western Massachusetts (Springfield,

1855).'

GREENFINCH, or GREEN LINNET. ( 1

)

A familiar European finch (Ligurinus ehloris)

,

common in Great Britain. It is of a prevailing

green tint, mingled with gray and bro«-n. Its

song is not very sweet, but in confinement it

readily imitates the songs of other birds, and
in consequence is a favorite cage-bird. (2) In

the Rio Grande Valley, the name 'greenfinch' is

given to a totally different bird (Emhernagra
rufovirgata) . allied in the chewink (q.v.). This
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bird, also callod "Texas sparrow,' is about r>i„'

inclies loiifr, olive green in color, with rufous

markinfjs on tlie head and yellow on the wing.

See Grosbeak.

GREENFISH. ( 1 ) A Southern name for the

bluoli^h (([.v.). (2) The pollack (q.v.), called

also 'green i-cur and 'gray cod.'

GREEN FROG, or SPRING FROG. One of

the most familiar and widespread of North
American frogs (liana clainata), occurring in

all kinds ol waters througliout the Eastern
United States and Canada. The male is about
three inches long, the female half an inch longer.

In color it is brilliant green on the head and
shoulders, above, passing into brownish olive pos-

teriorly: below, white, the throat citron-yellow;

sides and thighs blotched or barred. The ear-

drum of the male is very large, one-fourth greater

than the largo eye ; in the female it is smaller.

This frog is aquatic, and does not gather in

large companies. Its only^ notes are an occasional

'chug,' and a sliarp cry, uttered as it leaps into

the water. It can make very long leaps, and
is a rapid and skillful swimmer.

GREEN'HALGE, Frederick Tiiom.\s (1S42-

96). An American politician, born in Clitheroe,

England. He was early brought to America by his

parents, studied for about three j'ears at Harvard,
and in 180.3 went to Newbern, N. C. where he
entered the commissary department of the Feder-
al Army, but soon afterwards contracted fever,

and returned north. He studied law, and was
admitted to the bar in 186.5. After he had
occupied a number of minor political offices, he
was elected JIayor of Lowell in 1880, and again
in 1881. In 1888 he was sent as a Republican
to Congress, and from 1894 until his death was
Governor of ilassachusetts. Consult: Xesmith,
The Life and Works of Thomas Fredet'ick Green-
huUie (Boston, 1897) : and a sketch in Lodge,
.1 Firjhtinq Friqatc and Other Essays and Ad-
dresses (New York, 1902).

GREENHAT, Sir HriiPiiREy. The nom-de-
plume adopted by Sir Ambrose Crowley in the
seventy-third muiiber of the Taller.

GREENHEART, or Bebeeru {Nectandra
Kodia). A valuable timber-tree of the natural
order Laiiracea>. a Jiative of Guiana, which also

yields a medicinal bark. The timber is commonly
called greenheart : the bark is better known as
bebeeru (otherwise beebeery, bibiru, bibiri, etc.,

and sipiri or sipeira) : and the alkaloid to which
it chietlv owes its properties is called beberine.

This alkaloid, the formula of which is C,„H<„N,0„.

may be obtaijied from the bark in the form of

brown scales that arc sparingly soluble in water
and in alcohol, and have a strong, bitter taste.

But although its chemical formula is accepted.

it is probably not a single compound, but a mix-
ture. The tree grows chiefly in British Guiana,
and in the greatest perfection on the low hills

immediately behind the alluvial lands: it rises

with an erect, slightly tapering trunk to a height
of 40 or 50 feet without a branch, attaining a
height of 80 or 90 feet in all and a diameter of

^. or even 4, feet. The leaves are thick, oblong-
elliptical, and shining; the flowers, yellowish-
whire. in axillary clusters: the fruit, which is

about the size of a small apple, contains a single
seed, about as large as a walnut. The fruit is

intensely bitter, but contains a form of starch

used as food by llie natives. The w'ood is ex-

tremely strong and hard, and is exported to be

used ciiielly l)y turners for the same purixises as

lignum vita', like which it sinks in water. It is

also remarkable for its durability, for being al-

most exempt from the attacks of the white ants

on land and of the teredo in water, and for the

higli polish it will take. It is used in Guiana
for sliip-building, and for all the most important

])urposes for which timber is required. The
b;uk is hard, heavy, and brittle, has a grayish-

brown epidermis, and is of a bright cinnamon
color within. . It has a very bitter, somewhat
astringent taste. Its tonic and febrifugal ]irop-

crtics resemble those of cinchona bark, although

less reli.able as an anti-jwriodic. The bark, as

well as its alkaloid, is seldom used in medicine.

A second alkaloid, nectandrine, foiuid in the bark,

lias somewhat similar properties. South Ameri-
ca produces a number of species of >J^ectandra.

Xevfandra pnchiirii major and minor yield the

seeds called pitchurim beans, which are astrin-

gent, are regarded as febrifugal, and are pre-

scribed in dysentery, diarrhoea, etc., and the oil

of wliich is used as a substitute for chocolate.

GBEENHOtrSE. A generic name given to

glass buildings in which e.xotic and other tender

plants, or plants out of their season, are grown.

It embraces such structures as forcing houses,

conservatories, hothouses, stove houses, orchard

houses, graperies, bark stove houses, warm houses,

etc. In its original sense, a greenhouse was a
place in which plants were kept alive or green,

but not expected to grow, and in this sense it is

similar in meaning to conservatory. According
as the temperature is raised above this point the

structure becomes a hothouse or forcing house.

The roofs, and generally the sides and ends

of such plant-houses, are made of glass supported

by wooden or metal sash-bars or rafters. The
glass, besides making the house light, prevents

the escape of mucli of tlie heat derived from the

sun. When heat from this scnirce is not suffi-

cient for the purpose of the house, artificial heat

is supplied. In the simpler and smallei; struc-

tures this is furnished by fermenting horse ma-
nure, tanbark, or other organic material. Stove

houses, or drj^ stoves, formerly heated by flues

which extended from end to end of the house, are

used for growing the inore tender plants. In
recent times the better houses are heated by hot
water or steam, conducted through iron pipes.

Jlodern greenhouses are characterized by great

simplicity of construction: the framework is usu-

ally of wood or iron and wood, and very light

considering its strength, and the gla.ss of large

dimensions.

GREENHOUSE PLANTS. Plants common-
ly cultivated under glass for decorative p\irposes,

either for their attractive foliage or their flowers

or both. With few exceptions the species are

natives of the tropics and the warmer parts of

the temperate zone. There are many thousands of

s])ecies raised in American and foreign conserva-

tories, among the most popular being those fig-

iircd iipon the accompanying plate, and described

Tinder their i-espective titles.

GREEN'HOW, Robert (ISOO-.lt). .^n Ameri-
can physician and historian, born in Richmond,
Va. He was educated at William and Mary Col-

lege, and afterwards in New York. He lectured

upon historical subjects, was an apt linguist, and
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published a nistory of Tripoli (1835), bu^ his

<:liipf work was a History of Oregon and Cali-

fornia (1S40).

GREEN ISLAND. A village in Albany Coun-
ty, N. Y., situated on an island in the Hudson
Eiver, connected by bridges with Troy and \\'ater-

viiet (Map: New York; G 3). It has shops of

the Delaware and Hudson Canal Company's
Railroad, railroad signal works, and important
manufactures of laiit goods, iron, machinery,
lumber, stoves, etc. The village owns and op-

erates its electric-light plant. Population, in

1890, 4403; in 1900^' 4770.

GREENLAND. The largest island in the

world. Its area, not exactly determined, is about
512,000 square miles. The island is 1500 miles

in length and. at its broadest part, 090 miles in

width. In the extreme south it barely extends
below the parallel of latitude 00° X. ; the north
coast has not been entirely outlined, but Peary
discovered that the most northern point of the
islands that front this coast of Greenland is in

83° 39', the cairn he built there standing on the
most northern kno\\n land. Forming the extreme
eastern portion of the American Arctic area,

Greenland extends north and south between the
Arctic and the Atlantic oceans. On the east it

fronts the .\rctic Ocean, and on the west it is

separated from the American Arctic archipelago
by the broad areas of Davis Strait and Baffin

Bay. and farther north by the narrow waterways
of Smith Sound. Kane Basin, and Kennedy and
Robeson Channels. The outlines of Greenland
could not satisfactorily be indicated till the
surveys (1892-1900) of Peary on the northeast
and north coasts, and of Nathorst and others on
the east coast, had been completed. The coasts

still unknown (1903) include the southern part
of Melville Bay and portions of the northeast
coast as far south as Cape Bismarck; but these

unvisited shore-lines are too short materially to

change the shape and size of the island as it

now appears on the maps.
All the coasts are bordered by hundreds of

islands, most of them small, and are penetrated
by deep and narrow fiords, many of them choked
with glaciers descending to the sea from the

inland ice. A large part of the west coast, par-

ticularly in the south, has a belt of low shore
lands, free from permanent ice and snow, about
100 miles in width in the district of Holstenborg,
and 00 miles w ide in the district of Godthaab

;

elsewhere on the west coast the lowland is much
narrower. The east shore has the same phe-
nomena of deeply dissected coasts and a low shore
belt, which, however, is only G to 20 miles in

width. All the inhabitants live on these low-
lands near the sea. On many parts of the coasts
there is no lowland, hut lofty mountains descend
sheer to the sea. The characteristic features of

Greenland are the deep fiords, the lofty moun-
tains, grand and sombre, bordering the sea or
separated from it by the low belt, and the great
cap of the inland ice and its attendant phe-
nomena of innumerable glaciers. The mountains
terminate the Greenland plateau and the precipi-

tous face they show to the sea is from 1500 to
3000 feet in height. Manv mount.Tins rise to
5000 or 8000 feet, and Pttermann Peak on the
east coast to 11.000 feet. The wliole interior of

the land, or more than three-fifths of the entire

surface, is covered with an unbroken ice sheet, be-

lieved to be from 2000 feet to a mile in thickness,

comparatively level, its monotony relieved only
near its outer edges by mountains (nunataks)
rising above the ice surface. It was once sup-
posed that the ice cap might surround depres-
sions of ice-free land, but the journeys of Peary,
who crossed the ice cap four times, and of Nan-
sen, who crossed it once, dispelled this idea. Dr.
Drygalski. of Germany, who has nuide a careful
investigation both of the inland ice and of the
glaciers of the west coast mountain tracts, be-

lieves that the great ice cap had its origin in the
mountains of the interior and coastal regions,
descending from them at first in the form of
separate glaciers which gradually coalesced and
s.) filled the valleys and smothered height after
height till the whole land disappeared. A
constant outflow of ice takes place, the ice

sheet moving from the interior where it is

thickest to the marginal area where it is thin-

nest. It is believed that the land surface of

the interior is covered with mountains, as on
the coast, but they are Imried under the ice

cap. The highest point reached by Peary on the
ice cap was mere than 8000 feet above sea-level.

The glaciers move down the fiords to discharge
at the sea-edge as icebergs, ilany of them, how-
ever, never reach the sea, their rate of movement
being so slow that the summer melting keeps
their fronts miles inland. The glacial movement
seaward varies greatlv along different parts of

the coasts. It has been obsen'ed chiefly in South-
west Greenland, where the rate of movement, as
measured among a considerable numljer of gla-

ciers, ranges from 2 feet an hour to 99 feet a
day at the large glacier near Upernivik. The east
coast glaciers are usually much smaller than
those of the southwest coast, but Peary has ob-

served in Inglefield Gulf, Northwest Greenland,
glaciers that compare in volume with the mighty
ice rivers of the southwest, which is the birth-

place of most of the icebergs that cross the track
of Atlantic steamers during the summer montlis.
The climate is very cold, the mean annual

isotherm of freezing temperature crossing the
island near its southern end. This fact does not
prevent the prevalence of warmth suitable for
vegetation during the long summer day. in the
interior of the fiords and in sheltered places ex-

posed to the sun, nearly or quite to the northern
end of the island. Thus the summer temperature
in favored localities often reaches an important
height. The mean temperature of the three sum-
mer months at .Julianehaab, in South Greenland,
is 48° F. ; at Upernivik. farther north, it is 38°

F. The long, dark winters are bitterly cold, the
average temperature in South Greenland ranging
from —7° to —20° F., while in the north tem-
peratures of —60° to —70° F. have been re-

corded. .January is the coldest month in the

southern part of Greenland, and February in the

north. Tlie differences between the summer tem-
peratures of the north and south are less than
those between the winter temperatures. The east

coast has a somewhat higher temperature than
the west coast, April and August bring the larg-

est precipitation, and the climate of the northern
part of the island is drier than that of the south.

From the rock exposures along the coastal

belts, it is inferred that the most of Greenland is

composed of Archaean formations, chiefly gneiss

and other crystalline rocks. Along the middle
parts of both the west and east coasts it is found
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also that the surl'aoe is covered with a thick
flow of basalt, overlying Tertiary, and also some
Cretaceous deposits. Fossil plants of the Tertiary
epoch are found on Disco Island and the adjoin-

ing mainland. Coal—lignite— is mined on Disco
Island. Althougli Greenland does not appear to

be rich in valuable minerals, it is the only coun-
try yielding cryolite in commercial quantities,
the mines being situated at Ivigtut on the south-
west coast. Iron ore is found, and the largest
known meteorites were brought by Peary from
near Cape York to the American iNIuseum of

Natural History in New York City. Graphite
is also found, but not in quantity nor quality
suitable for commercial purposes.
Under the intluenee of the sun, or of the warm

east wind. large tracts in the soutli coast lands
and considerable areas in tlie north are clad in a
mantle of mosses, grasses, shrubs, and flowering
plants. !Most of the shrubs are trailing plants,

and few trees grow to a height of over five or
six feet. The flora, which includes about four
hundred flowering plants and some hundreds of
lichens, greatly resembles that of Scandinavia.
Kumerous edible berries (Juniper, alder-berries,

and others) form a small part of the food re-

sources of the southern natives; and the white
agents of the Danish Government have garden
patches in which turnips, cabbage, lettuce, and
very small potatoes are grown, mainly, however,
under glass. The currents bring to the southerly
coasts considerable driftwood, which is used by
the natives in making harpoon-shafts, etc.

The fauna resembles that of Iceland, Spitz-
bergen, Lapland, and Xova Zembla. Among
the mammals the musk-ox (found only to the
north of the permanent ice cap) is alone of
American origin, the white l)ear. Arctic fox and
hare, ermine, and lemming being European.
Peary killed wolves, foxes, and hares at the
most northern point of his travels on the edge
of the Arctic Ocean. Flies, mosquitoes, beetles,

butterflies, and molhisks abound evervAvhere
along the coast, and in fact no part of the ice-free

areas is devoid of animal life. Reindeer are
much less numerous than fonnerly, because of
excessive hunting. The little auk. eider-duck.
and swan have also been greatly depleted. There
are about one hundred and twenty-five varieties of
birds, many of which swarm in enormous num-
bers on the precipitous mountain sides. The
Eskimo dog is regarded as the best sledge animal
in the world ; and in the Southern Inspectorate
the Danes have introduced a few of their do-
mestic animals. The neighboring waters are rich
in food for many varieties of sea animal life.

Greenland waters were great hunting grounds for
the right whale until it was practically exter-
minated. The seal is the largest food resource
of the natives, the walrus being next in impor-
tance. Walrus ivory and hides are important
articles of export.

Industries and Commerce. The industries of
Greenland are principally confined to fishing and
hunting, and are almost exclusively in the hands
of the natives. The unfavorable climatic condi-
tions make agriculture, except a little gardening,
impossible, and some of the necessaries and all

of the luxuries of life are imported from Den-
mark. The chief products of the Danish colony
are seal and fish oils, skins, and cryolite. A
Pennsylvania company has the exclusive privilege
of mining and exporting cryolite to the Americas,

Vol. IX.— 17.

most of the output going to Philadelphia, though
a little is sent to Copenhagen. The product is

from 0000 to 12.000 tons a year. The commerce
is a Government monopoly, and is under the con-
trol of a separate department at ('o])enhagen.
The prices paid to the natives for their products
are below their market value, a circumstance
V. Inch is somewhat mitigated by the fact that the
Government .sells the necessaries of life at cost
prices. The trade is carried on chiefly by barter,
and commodities are supplied by the Government
stores, which are found in every settlement. The
exports and imports amounted to 340.000 kroner
($91,800) and 8:11,000 kroner (.$224,370) re-

spectively in 1000.

Government. The anea embraced in the Dan-
ish colony is 40.000 square miles on the south-
west coast and one settlement on the east coast,
the whole including less than one-tenth of the
area of the island. The administration is in the
hands of the Greenland Connnission at Copen-
hagen. At the head of the commission is a di-

rector, who is appointed by the Crown at the
suggestion of the ilinister of Foreign AlTairs, and
in his turn appoints the two inspectors for the
administration of the inspectorates of North and
South Greenland into wliich Danish Greenland
is divided. The inspectorates are divided into
several settlements, which are administered by
Danish agents appointed by the director of the
commission, and have councils for the regulation
of local. aft'airs. The capital of North Greenland
is Godhavn. the most important settlement of
the colony, and that of South Greenland, God-
thaab.

Poi>UL.\TioN. The population of Danish Green-
land, in 1890, numbered 10. .510. including 225
Europeans, almost exclusively Danes. The na-
tive population has a large admi.xture of Euro-
pean blood. Christianity is nominally professed
by all the population of Southwest Greenland,
but many of the native customs and superstitions
still exist. For further facts relating to these
natives and the Eskimo of other parts of Green-
land, see E.SKIMO. For the exploration of Green-
land, see Polar Re.se-\rch.

History. Greenland is supposed to have been
first seen by Northmen early in the tenth century.
The Norseman. Erik the Red, voyaged along the
coasts in 98.5. and gave the country its name.
Soon thereafter a settlement was made under his
leadership; then Cliristianity was introduced.
Early in the twelfth century a bishopric was
founded in the country by the aid of the King
of Norway. It was from Greenland that Leif
Ericson set forth upon the voyage in the course
of which he is supposed to have reached America.
The population centred in two districts on the
west coast. Western Bygd and Eastern Bygd.
Greenland was at first an independent State with
a constitution, and in most respects followed
in Iceland's course of development. About 1200
it was constituted a Territory of Norway, and
thus came into the union of Sweden and Den-
mark at the close of the fourteenth century. It
\\as prosperous in this new epoch, but its" pras-
jierity was before long cut short by European
troubles, and bv the black-death epidemic which
visited it and Iceland. Also the "Skraellings' at-
tacked the European settlements. Various mis-
fortimes followed. A disastrous period of climate
also fell upon the land. As a result Greenland
became lost to the world, and remained practi-
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cally a Mank in history for upward of 200 years.

Expeditions sent out by Denmark after 1579 to

redeem the colony accomplished nothing. About
that epoch, liowever. English explorers—Frobish-

er, Davis. Baliin. Hudson, and others—discovered

various portions of the coast. It was not till

after 16,50 that Dutch whalers frequented the

east coast.

In 1721 a Xorwegian missionary, Hans Egedc,
with the support of tlie Danish Government, made
a settlement at Godthaab on the west coast, and
began to introduce Christianity anew among the

Eskimo. During the eighteenth and nineteenth

centuries the Danes have acquired control of that

uninhabited portion of Greenland which extends

from Angn:agsalik on the east coast round Cape
Farewell to Tcssuisak on the west coast. Danish
settlements, particularly Godhavn, were the last

stopping-places of the English expeditions on the

way to discover the northwest passage in the

early part of tlie nineteenth century, and were
well known to civilization through the rejiorts of

these explorers. The region above Jlelville Bay
was explored by John Ross in ISIS and by Ingle-

field in 1852: but the geogi-aphical knowledge
concerning this region is mainly due to Ameri-
cans : Kane, Hayes. Hall, Grecly, and Peary. One
English expedition has passed beyond Cape York
since the days of Inglefield—the British Admiral-
ty expedition under Nares in 1875-76. The
knowledge of Kane Basin and Kennedy Channel
is due to Kane and Hayes, and the knowledge of

the straits and bays above them as far as the

Arctic Ocean is due to Hall. Nares's expedition

traced the north\\est coast of Greenland as far as

Cape Britannica. Lockwood and Brainerd, of

the Greely expedition, pushed farther along the

northwestern coast-line to 83° 24'. Pearj' (1801-

92) demonstrated that Greenland is an island

and not a continent, as had been previously sup-

posed, and that an archipelago lies beyond it to

the north : he also reached at the northern end
of this archipelago, in 1901. what is probably the

most northerly land in the world (83° 39').

Several persons have attempted to cross the ice

cap which covers the entire interior region of

Greenland—among them. Xordenskjold. Peary,
and Nansen : but only Xansen and Peary have
succeeded. In 1888. following closely plans laid

before the world by Peary in 1886, Xansen made
the first crossing of Greenland from Gyldenliive

Fjord on the east coast to Godthaab. Peary has
three times crossed the northern portion of Green-

land from Whale Sound to Independence Bay,
1892, 1894. and 1895. The east coast has been

examined by various explorers, most important
among thon : Scoresby, Graah, Holm, Ryder.
Koldeway (who discovered Franz .Josef Fjord
and the magnificent Cape Bismarck X. lati-

tude), and Amdrup. Between Cape Bismarck
and Independence Bay (82° 37') this coast is

unknown.
Bini.Tor.RAPHT. Egede. Description of Green-

land (London. 1745) ; Crantz. Historii of Green-

land (London. 1820) : Graah. Expedition to East
Greenland (London, 1837) : Inglefield. Summer
Seareh for Sir John Franl-lin (London. 1853) ;

Kane. Aretic Explorations (Philadelphia. IS.ifi) ;

Hayes, The Land of Desolation (London. 1871) :

Manual of the yntural Historji. Geolo(jji. and
Physics of Greenland and Adjacent Tfefiions

(London, 1875), a scientific work prepared by the

Royal Society, Arctic Committee; Davis, Hall's

yorfh Polar Expedition (Washington, 1876);
Kink, Danish Greenland (London, 1877) ; the im-
portant series, Meddelesler om Gronlund (16
vols., Copenhagen, 1879-95), of which Wandel,
X^orman, and Holm, Greenland East Coast and
Juliunehaab Ruine, vol. vi. ; Warming, Greenland
^'egetation, vol. xii.; Lauridsen, Bibliographica
Grecnlandica, vol. xiii.. are of special value;
Baflin, The Voi/ages of W. Baffin, 16J.2-22, edited
by Jlarkham ( London, 1881 ) ; Heer, Flora Fos-

silia Oriinlandica (7 vols.. Zurich, 1882-83)
;

Greely, Three Years of Arctic Service (Xew York,
188G) ; Xordenskjold, Gronland (Leipzig, 1886) ;

Xansen, First Crossing of Greenland (London,
1880) ; Peary, Northward Over the Great Jce

(New York, 1898) ; Greely, Handbook of Arctic
Discoveries (Boston, 1896).

GREENLEAE, Simon (1783-1853). An
American jini-t. He was born in Xewburyport,
ilass. ; began the practice of law in JIaine in

1800. and on the establishment of its Supreme
Court in 1820 became reporter. He was chosen
professor of law in Harvard in 1833, but re-

signed in 1848 and was made professor emeritus.

His most important work. A Treatise on the Law
of Evidence (1842-53), has passed through fifteen

editions. He also published: Origin and Princi-

ples of Freemasonry (1820), and Examination of

the Testimony of the Four Evangelists by the

Rules of Evidence as Administered in Courts of

Justice, with an Account of the Trial of Jesus

(1846).

GREENXET. See Vikeo.

GREEN MANURING. The very old and
widely employed practice of growing crops to

improve the soil by plowing them under, usually

while green. It is especially popular in temper-

ate regions. Two classes of plants are used for

green manuring: those that are capable of thriv-

ing in the surface soil on a limited supply of

plant food, which is thus saved from loss by
washing or leaching; and those that gather plant

food from both the air and the subsoil and are

thus able to increase the fertility of the surface

soil. To the first class belong rye, biuckwheat, rape,

etc. ; to the second the leguminous plants. The le-

guminous plants are peculiarly adapted to green

manuring because they have the power to as-

si\nilate through their root tubercles the free

nitrogen of the air, and thus enrich the soil

by the added stores of this valuable fertilizing

constituent. At the same time they send down
long roots into the subsoil, and draw up supplies

of plant food to the surface which would other-

wise be unavailable to ordinary crops. Green
manures increase the available plant food in

soils not only by the stores gathered from the air

and the subsoil, but by their decomposition they

set free plant food already in the soil, and

which would otherwise be unavailable. They
also improve the physical properties of the soil

by the humus they form when they decay.

Among the most important leguminous green-

manuring crops are red clover, crimson clover,

cowpeas." and soja beans, but there are many
others which are specially adapted to the pur-

pose in particular regions. See also MANtJBES
AND ;MANiRiNr, : Soil; Clo^-er.

GREEN MONKEY. A West African monkey
(Cereopithcciis callitriehus) . It is one of the

guenons, closely allied to the grivet, and about

the size of a cat. As it is numerous in its
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native forests, and is hardy in other climates,

it is to be seen in most menageries; but its

tendency is to grow vicious with age. One of

its peculiarities is its complete silence. In color

it has a greenish hue above, though the hairs
are really tinted with a mixture of black and
yellow. The extremities are darker, and the
whiskers and under surface are yellowish, in-

clining in some individuals to decided orange
color. Compare Grivet: Vervet.

GREEN MOUNTAIN BOYS. The name
given to the soldiers of Vermont in the Revolu-
tion, originally organized in 1775 by Ethan Allen
(q.v. ) to oppose the claims of New York State

to the Vermont territory. The band held the

Canadian passes against the British during the
Revolution.

GREEN MOUNTAINS. The northernmost
extension of the Appalachian system, spreading
over a large part of Vermont, and extending
northward toward the Gulf of Saint Lawrence,
and southward under the names of the Hoosac
Mountains. Berkshire Hills, and Taconie Moun-
tains into western Massachusetts. Connecticut, and
New York ( ilap : Vermont. 4). They reach their

greatest elevation in the northern and central

parts of Vermont, the highest peak being Mount
Mansfield. 43G4 feet above sea-level : other impor-
tant peaks are: Killington. 4241 ; Camel's Hump,
4088; Lincoln, 4078; and Jay, 4018 feet. The
Green Mountains form a continuous watershed
for the streams running into Connecticut River
on the east, and the Hudson and Lake Champlain
on the west. Geologically, they are mainly of

primitive structure, consisting of granite, gneiss,

etc., with a layer of old red sandstone on the
western slope. The hills and even the highest
peaks have a smooth and rounded surface, and
their ascent is easy; the summits are covered
with grass, and on the slopes are large forests of

pine, hemlock, spruce, etc.. as well as hard-
wood forests on the better lands. Tlie soil is

not well adapted for agriculture, but the pastur-
age is fine, and the streams give abundant water-
power. The range contains valuable mineral
deposits, including marble, iron, and manganese,
Blate, and some copper.

GREEN MOUNTAIN STATE. Vermont.
See St.\te.s, Popular Naiies of.

GREENOCK, gren'ok. An important seaport
and manufacturing town in Renfrewshire, Scot-

land, on the left bank of the Firth of Clyde, 22
miles west-northwest of Glasgow (Map: Scotland,

D 4). Its chief industries are ship-building, dat-

ing from 1760; sugar-refining, since I7G5; the

manufacturing of steam-engines, ironwork, chain
cables, anchors, ropes, sails, paper, woolen goods,

etc. Fisheries employ a large number of boats.

Its harbor works, commenced in 1707, comprise
six tidal basins, a wet dock, and five dry docks;
at the Tail of the Bank outside it possesses the
best anchorage in the Clyde. Trade is carried

on with Ireland. North America, and the West
and East Indies. Over 19..500 vessels of more
than 3,500,000 tons enter and clear its port
annually. Tlie town is built irregularly, and
extends for four miles along the shore and on
the slopes of the adjacent hills. The central
busy portion has overcrowded, narrow streets

and lanes, but the west end has wide, well-paved
streets, planted with trees, handsome residences,

and an esplanade I'o miles long. Besides fine

municipal buildings, handsome churches and
parks, the town contains various educational
and charitable institutions, and the Watt Monu-
ment, an edifice dedicated to James Watt, the
perfecter of the steam-engine, who was born :it

Greenock. The town owiis its waterworks, :ind

its water-power is extensively used in the fac-

tories. It also owns its harbors, gas, electric-

lighting plant, tramways, artisans' dwellings,

and cemeteries. It is the seat of an American
consular agency. In 1635 Greenock, an obscure
fishing village, consisting of one row of thatched
cottages, became a burgh of barony. It owes its

growth and prosperity to the Shaw family, and
to the Union of 1707, which facilitated foreign

trade. Population, in 1891, 03,000; in 1001,

07,645. Consult Campbell, Historiail Sketches

of tiie Town and Harbors of Greenock (Glasgow,
1879-81).

GREENOUGH, gren'6, Horatio (1805-52).
An American sculptor. He was bom in Bos-
ton, and received his earliest training in art
from the can'ers and modelcTs there, especially

from a French sculptor named Binon, who mod-
eled the bust of John Adams in Faneuil Hall.

At the age of sixteen he entered Harvard Col-

lege and graduated in 1825. While at Harvard
he met ^Vashington Alston, by whose influence

his life appears to have been dominated. At
Harvard, also, he made a thorough study of

anatomy. The most important works of this

early period were a bust of Washington, modeled
from Stuart's pprtrait, and the original design
for Bunker Hill Monument. After graduation,
Greenough went to Rome, where Thorwaldsen
was at this time living. During the latter part
of his life his studio was in Florence. Among
his most important works are a statue of "Ariel"

(1826); a statue of Byron's "Wisdom;" the
group of the "Chanting Cherubs;" a statuette,

"Genius of America;" the statue of Washington,
in the Capitol at Washington ; colossal groups
of the "Rescue" in the Capitol, which took eight

years to complete. Among his bust portraits

were John and John Quincy Adams, Henry Clay,

Josiah Quincy, Samuel Appleton, Jonathan Ma-
son, Thomas Colen, John Jacob Astor, John
Marshall, and others. He was well known as

a critic of art, his Essai/s having been printed
several times. Consult Tuckerman. .1 Metnorial

of Boratio Greenough (New York, 1853).

GREENOUGH, .James Bradstreet (1833-

1901). An American Latinist. born at Portland.
Maine. He graduated at Harvard College in

1856. After practicing law for a few years in

Michigan, he accepted an appointment in 1805
to a Latin tutorship in Harvard College. In
1873 he was appointed assistant professor, and
in 1883 professor of Latin, a position which he
continued to hold until a few months before his

death, when failing health forced him to resign.

Professor Greenough is best known as editor of

a series of Latin text-books for schools which
have passed through many editions, and as the
author of a Latin Graynmar. which is widely
used. He was the first to offer instruction in

Sanskrit and comparative philology in Harvard
College in 1872. and continued to teach these

subjects in connection with his regular work in

Latin until 1880, when an independent chair of

Sanskrit was founded. He also was a prime
mover in organizing the Societv for the Collegiate
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Instruction of Women, from which Radcliffe Col-

lege was developed, and was the first chairman of

its academic board. He was joint autlior with

Prof. Lyman Kittredge of Words and Their IVaj/s

ill English ^iieech (1901). Besides his more
serious work, he wrote many gi-aeeful verses in

both English and Latin.

GEEENTORT. A village in Suffolk County,
N. Y., 94 miles east by north of New York City;

opposite Shelter Island, in Gardiner's Bay, with

which it is connected by steam ierry, and on the

Long Island Railroad (Map: New York, H 4). It

is a popular summer resort, and lias a fine land-

locked harbor, accessible for the largest ships, and
oyster, fishing, and boat-building interests. The
water-works and electric-light plant are o\\-ned

and operated by the municipality. Greenport
was settled in 1831, and was incorporated in

1868. Population, in 1900, 2366.

GREEN RIVER. One of the head-streams of

the Colorado River (q.v. ). It rises in the Wind
River Range, in the western part of Wyoming^,
and flows in a southerly direction into Utah, in

the southeastern part of which State it joins

the Grand River to form the Colorado (Map:
Utah, B 2 ) . Its length is about 500 miles. For
the greater part of its course Green River flow,s

through very deep, rugged caSons, and is, for

the most part, too rougli or shallow for naviga-

tion. B.v way of this river Major Powell and
others have made perilous trips into the Grand
CaiSon of the Colorado.

GREEN RIVER. A large tributary of the

Ohio. It rises in Lincoln County, near the centre

of the State of Kentucky, flows in a generally

westward, then northwestward, direction, joining

the Ohio near Evansville, Ind. (ilap: Kentucky,
D 3). Its length is about 300 miles, and it is

200 yards wide at its mouth ; locks and dams
make it navigable for small steamers for 200
miles. It passes within a quarter of a mile of

the mouth of the JMammoth Cave, and it has a

subterranean affluent in the Echo River of the

Cave. The lower valley of the Green River
abounds in coal ; its upper part contains lime-

stone.

GREENROOM. In the theatre, a room, usual-

ly at the side of the stage, where actors wait
during the intervals of their parts in the play,

and from which the dressing-rooms lead. It

also serves as a. reception-room (in French, the

faiier des artistes) where actors meet friends and
callers at the close of the play. The name is

derived from the hangings and furnishings, which
at an earlier period were uniformly green. No
such uniformity prevails at the present day, and
many greenrooms are very meagrely furnished.

GREENS. A common name for any green
herbage boiled as a vegetable for the table.

Spinach, young beet-tons, dandelion-leaves, kale,

and mustard are the principal plants used for

this purpose, though in early spring, when the
appetite craves something green, the foliage of

many other plants is used. The culture of the
above plants is noted under their names.

GREENSAND. A name given to greenish,

clayey, or sandy deposits of which the mineral
glauconite (a hydrated silicate of potassium
and iron) is the predominant constituent, , but
which contain particles of other minerals, such
as quartz, feldspar, hornblende, pyroxene, and
garnet. Greensand occurs in formations as old

as the Cambrian, but it is most abundant in

Cretaceous strata. In the Atlantic coast region
the deposits are distributed over wide areas, and
in places attain considerable thickness. Here
tliree beds have been recognized, known as
the Upper, iliddle, and Lower Greensand, all

of Cretaceous age. In Europe the deposits
occurring in the Cretaceous are divided into the
Upper and Lower Greensand. The Upper Green-
sand consists of beds of sand, generally green in

color, with included masses of calcareous grit

called fircstone. Tlie strata on the cliffs of the
Isle of Wight are 100 feet thick. The Lower
Greensand is made up of indurated sandstones
and claj's, with occasional calcareous beds, and
has a thickness of 800 or 900 feet. Between the
two formations is tlie series of strata known as
the Gault. See Cretaceous System.

GREENSBORO, grenzljur-u. A town and the
county-seat of Hale County, Ala., 100 miles west
by north of Montgomery; on a branch of the
Southern Railroad (Map: Alabama, B 3). It

is the seat of the Southern University (Metho-
dist Episcopal, South), opened in 1859, and of

tlie Greensboro Female Academy. The most im-
portant industries are farming and cotton-grow-
ing. Greensboro, first settled in 1816, is governed
under a charter of 1898, which provides for a
mayor, chosen biennially, and a council, elected

on a general ticket. The town is in the heart
of the famous 'black belt' of Alabama. Popula-
tion, in 1890. 1759; in 1900, 2416.

GREENSBORO. A city and the county-seat
of Greene County, Ga., 88 miles east-southeast
of Atlanta; on the Georgia Railroad (Map:
Georgia, C 2 ) . It is surrounded by an agricul-

tural region, largely interested also in dairying,
and has a cotton-mill, a cottonseed-oil mill, a cot-

ton-ginnery, and a creamery. The water-works
are owned bv the citv. Population, in 1890, 1313;
in 1900, 1511.

GREENSBORO. A city and the county-seat
of Guilford County, N. C, 82 miles west by north
of Raleigh ; on the Southern and the Cape Fear
and Yadkin Valley railroads (Map: North Caro-
lina, CI). It is the seat of the Greensboro
Female College (Methodist Episcopal. South),
opened in 1846. the State Normal School for

white women, the State Agricultural and Me-
chanical College for colored students, and Ben-
nett College for negroes. The city carries on
a considerable trade in tobacco, coal, and iron,

and manufactures spokes and handles, bent rims,

bobbins, cotton-mill supplies, cotton goods, flan-

nels, carpets, saw-mill machinery, flour, brick,

and tile, etc. Lender a charter of 1900, the gov-

ernment is vested in a mayor, elected biennially,

a municipal council, and administrative officials,

appointments of whom are divided between the

mayor and the city council. The city owns and
operates its water-works and electric-light plant.

Greensboro was settled in 1808, and received

its first charter in 1870. The battle of Guilford
Court House (q.v.) was fought, March 15, 1781,

five miles northwest of Greensboro, Population,

in 1800, 3317: in 1900, 10,035.

GREENS'BURG. A city and the county-seat

of Decatur County, Ind., 47 miles southeast of

Indianapolis: on the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chi-

cago and Saint Louis, and other railroads (!Map:

Indiana. D 3). It is the centre of a fertile

agricultural region, and has an abundant supply
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of natural gas. There are large stone-quarries,

Hour-mills, and carriaj;e and chair factories.

The city has a beautiful parlc, and the Stale

Odd Fellows' Home. Tlie government is admin-
istered by a mayor, chasen every four years,

and a unicameral council. Population, in 1890,

3596; in 1900, 5034.

GREENSBURG. A borough and the county-

seat of Westmoreland County, Pa., 31 miles east

by south of Pittsburg; on the Pennsylvania Rail-

road (Map: Pennsylvania. B 3). It has an ex-

tensive trade in coal which is mined in the

vicinity, and manufactures glass, iron, and brass

goods, engines, nuts and bolts, lumber, briclis,

flour, etc. There are several private institutions

for secondary education. Near Grecnsburg stood

tlie village of Hanna's Town, which was destroyed

by the Indians in July, 1782, and in which, it is

said, was held in 1773 the first regularly con-

stituted court of justice west of the Alleghanv
Mountains. Population, in 1890, 4202; in 1900,

C50S.

GREENSHANKS. A widely distributed 'tell-

tale' sandpiper (Totaniis nebulariiis) of the Old
World, which visits Great Britain and Southern
Europe in winter, and offers sport for gunners
during its migrations. It is related to. and is

about the size of. the American yellowlegs. but
differs in coloration. The plumage is mostly
duslcy brown on tlie upper parts, the feathers

edged with yellowish white; the under parts are

white, and the legs dull olive, 'green' only by
contrast with the pinkish tint of those of the

redshanks (q.v. ). It is graceful in flight, and
adds interesting traits of its own to the general

behavior of its race. It breeds in Northern Scot-

laud, in Scandinavia, and Siberia; and in winter
many go to South Africa and even to Australia.

The 'green sandpiper' of England is a quite dif-

ferent bird (Trinya ochropus)

.

GREEN SICKNESS. See Chlorosis.

GREENSLEEVES. An old English ballad,

first printed in 1580 as "A New Northern Dittye
of the Lady Greene Sleeves," though the ballad

was popular before that time. It appeared in

A Haiideftill of Flensant Delites, 1584, as "A New
Courtly Sonet of the Lady Greensleeves, to the

new tune of Greensleeves." The lively tune, tlie

air of 'Christmas comes but once a year,' has
been popular since the time of Elizabeth. Shake-
speare mentions it twice in The Merry Wires of

Windsor. The words are found in Child's Eng-
lish and Scottish linllads, and the tune in Chap-
pell's Old Enrilish Popular Music (1893).

GREEN SNAKE. A name given to several

serpents prevailingly green, and including some
poisonous Oriental species. The green snake of

the United States, however, is a harmless and
beautiful colubrine (Liopeltis lyernalis). It is

small, extremely slender, and in color grass-green

above, lighter on the sides, and yellowish white
beneath. It feeds upon insects, is agile in climb-

ing, and often festoons itself upon the branches of

a bush, where it is almost invisible among the

leaves.

GREENS'POND. A port of entry on a bar-

ren island of the same name in the north of

Bonavista Bay, on the east coast of Newfound-
land. It has a safe harbor and is an important
sealing station. Population, in 1901, 1358.

GREENSTONE. A term loosely applied to

rocks of basic composition wliich have a greenish

color ilue to the abundance of the lioriil)lende

wliiili they contain. Most greenstones are diorite

I q.v.) or altered diabase. Tlie terra 'greenstone'

is obsolescent, and is used cliielly to describe col-

lectively rocks which have not been carefully

studied.

GREEN'S TTJ QTJOQUE, OR THE CITIE
GALLANT. An extremely clever comedy, by
Joliii L'ouke (1U14). The name was due to the

comedian Green, who took the part of Bubble.

GREEN STURGEON. See Sturgeon.

GREEN THURSDAY (Lat. dies viridium).

The Tliursday iireceding Good Friday; called also

Maundy Tliursday. The name first came into use

about 1200, and its origin is variously referred

to the Twenty-third Psalm, the usual selection

for the day, and to the custom of partaking of

spring herbs on that day. Green Tliursday was
made a Christian feast day toward the end of

the seventh century to commemorate the insti-

tution of tlie Lord's Supper.

GREEN TURTLE. A large, vegetable-feed-

ing marine turtle {Chcloiiia nii/das), which occa-

sionally makes its way as far north as Long
Island Sound. It feeds on the eel-grass (Zos-

tera) . This is the turtle of turtle-soup fame, and
may attain a weight of 350 pounds. The flesh of

the Pacific form, at proper seasons, is said to be

superior to that of the Atlantic species. The eggs

are prized for food. They are buried in tlie

sand along the shores of the islands of the South
Atlantic. The turtles are captured while ashore

at niglit laying the eggs, or more often are taken

in nets, and sometimes tliey are speared when
swimming, and are transported alive to the

Northern markets. See Turtle.

GREENUK. See G.\zelle.

GREEN VAULT (C^r. Griines Geuolbe).

A section of the Royal Palace at Dresden, so

called from the color of tlie walls of one of its

apartments, the 'Green Vault.' properly so called.

It contains a valuable collection of artistic curi-

osities, particularly of the seventeenth and eigh-

teenth centuries, comprising ivory and crystal

carvings, goldsmith's work, jewels, mosaics, en-

amels, and weapons. Among its chief treasures

are the largest onyx in the world, and a carving

by Dinglinger representing the Court of the Great
Mogul Aurungzelje in 132 figures of gold.

GREEN'VILLE. A city and the county-seat

of Butler County, Ala., 44 miles southwest of

Montgomery : on the Louisville and Nashville

Railroad (ilap: Alabama, C 4). It has cotton-

gins, lumbcr-niills. and a, red-cedar factory, and
is a market of considerable importance for lumber
and cotton. Population, ill 1890. 2800; in 1900,

31ti2.

GREENVILLE. A city and the county-seat

of Bond County, 111., 50 miles east by north of

Saint Louis, Mo. ; on the Vandalia Line and other

railroads (Map: Illinois, C 5). It has a public

library, and is the seat of Greenville College

( Free Methodist) , opened in 1892. The city is

the centre of an agricultural and coal-mining
region, and manufactures lumber, flour, bricks,

wagons, condensed milk, etc. Population, iii

1890. 1868: in 1900. 2.504.

GREENVILLE, A city in Montcalm CoTinty,

Mich., 40 miles northeast of Grand Rapids; on
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Flat River, which supplies abundant water-
pijwer. and on the Pere Marquette and the To-

ledo. Saginaw and JIuskegon railroads (Map:
Michigan. H 5). It has manufactures of flour,

refrigerators, lumber and lumber products, agri-

cultural implements, etc.. and is an important
market for agricultural produce, particularly for

potatoes. The water-Ai'orks are owned by the
municipality. Population, in 1890, 305G; in

1000, 3381."

GREENVILLE. A city and the county-seat
of Washington County, Miss., about 140 miles
south by west of ilcniphis, Tenn. ; on the Missis-

sippi River, and on tlie Southern and the Yazoo
and Mississippi Valley railroads (Map: Missis-

sippi, D 4 ) . It has steamboat connection with
various river ports, an extensive trade in cotton,

being the centre of a remarkably productive
cotton-growing region, and several cottonseed-oil

mills, large cotton-compresses, lumber-mills, etc.

There are public parks and playgrounds, and
the city owns its water-works. Population, in

1890, 6058; in 1900, 7642.

GREENVILLE. A city and the county-seat
of Darke County, Ohio. 36 miles northwest of

Dayton; on Greenville Creek, and on the Cleve-

land, Cincinnati, Chicago and Saint Louis, the

Pittsburg. Cincinnati, Chicago and Saint Louis,
and other railroads (Map: Ohio, A 5). It has a
considerable trade in lumber, a foundry and
machine-shops, lumber-mills, and fence-works.
The surroimding countn' is agricultural. There are

a Carnegie ]>ublic librarj', a fine court-house, an
infirmary, and a children's home. The government
is vested in a mayor, elected biennially, and a
unicameral council. The city owns and operates
its water-works. Greenville is built on the site

of an Indian village, and was the home from 1805
to 1809 of Tecum.seh (q.v. ) and his brother the

Prophet. After the battle of Fallen Timbers in

1794, Cieneral Wayne spent the winter of 1794-

95 here, and on August 3, 1795, concluded his

famous treaty with the Indians. Greenville was
first incorporated in 1832. Population, in 1890,

5473; in 1900, 5501.

GREENVILLE. A borough in Mercer Coun-
ty, Pa., 85 miles north by west of Pittsburg;
on the Shenango River, and on the F>rie. the
Pennsylvania, and other railroads (Map: Penn-
sylvania, A 2 ) . It is the seat of Thiel College
(Lutheran), opened in 1870. The borough has
several coal-mines, and its manufacturing inter-

ests include railroad shops, tube-mills, foundries
and machine-shops, saw and planing-mills, woolen-
mills, flour-mills, carriage and wagon works, etc.

Good water-power is derived from the Shenango
River. Population, in 1890, 3674; in 1900, 4814.

GREENVILLE. A city and the county-seat
of Greenville County. S. C, 160 miles northeast
of Atlanta, Ga. ; on the Southern, the Atlantic
Coast Line, and the Columbia and Greenville
railroads (Map: South Carolina, B 2). It is

noted as an educational centre; among its insti-

tutions are Furman University (Baptist), opened
in 1852; Greenville Female College (Baptist),
opened in 1854; Greenville College for Women,
opened in 1894; and Chicora College (Presby-
terian) for women. The city has numerous in-

dustrial establishments, including cotton-mills,
foiindries. carriage and wagon works, and smaller
plants. Settled in 1784, Greenville was incor-

porated in 1831. Tlie government is administered
under a charter of 1885 by a mayor, chosen
biennially, who appoints the board of health and
police commission ; and a unicameral council,
which elects the clerk, treasurer, chief of fire

department, and sextons of cemeteries. Popula-
tion, in lS!tO. 8007: in 1900, 11,800.

GREENVILLE. A city and the county-seat
of Hunt County, Te.xas, 56 miles northeast of

Dallas ; on the Missouri, Kansas and Texas, the
Texas Midland, and otlier railroads (Map:
Texas, CJ 3 ) . It is surrounded by an agricultural
section, and has a large cotton trade, cotton-com-
press, cottonseed-oil mills, etc. The city is the
seat of Burleson and Holiness colleges, and has
two public parks. Settled in 1844, Greenville
was incorporated in 1875, the charter of that
date still being in operation. The government is

administered by a mayor and a municipal coun-
cil elected every two years. The city owns and
operates its electric-light plant. Population, in

1890, 4330; in 1900, 0860.

GREEN VITRIOL, or Copperas. The com-
mercial hydrated ferrous sulphate, which crystal-

lizes in green monoclinic prisms. It is prepared
by heating iron wire or ferrous sulphide in a

dilute solution of sulphuric acid, filtering the
solution, and concentrating the filtrate to crystal-

lization. It is also found native as the mineral
melanterite, usually as an efflorescence resulting
from the decomposition of pyrite' or marcasite.

GREEN'WALD, Em.\nuel (1811-85). An
American theologian, born near Frederick. Md.
After studying privately and receiving his license

from the Lutheran SjTiod of Maryland in 1831,

he settled at New Philadelphia, Ohio, which,
until 1851, was his headquarters for general work
among the scattered Lutherans of the Middle
West. He subsequently held pastorates at
Columbus, Ohio, Easton, Pa., and Lancaster,
Pa. He was the founder and for many years
the editor of the Lutheran Revieio; was president
of the Pennsylvania Ministerium, the oldest

Lutheran Synod in America, from 1873 to 1877,

and the next year presided over the Lutheran
Diet, assembled in Philadelphia. His published
works include: The Lutheran Reformation
(1807); The Foreign Mission Work of Louis
IJarms (1808); fiprinkiing the True Mode of
Baptism (1876) : The True Church: Its Wa;/ of

Justification and Its HoJij Communion (1876):
and Romanism and the Reformation (1880). Ho
also pulilished several books for children.

GREEN'WAY, Thomas (1838— ). A Cana-
dian statesman, born in England, who came to

Ontario in 1844 with his father, a farmer. He
took up land in Manitolia in 1878, and was
elected member of Parliament for Mountain the
following year. In 1887 he became head of the

Liberals and therefore Prime Minister of Mani-
toba when his party came into power. His ad-

ministration was noted for attempts to do away
with French as an official language in the prov-

ince anil also to abolish the separate schools.

GREENWEED. A name given to certain

half-shrubby species of Genista, a genus of the

natural order Legimiinosfp. Dyers' greenweed

( Crfiistn tinctoria ) . a species one or two feet high,

with lanceolate leaves and terminal spiked ra-

cemes of pale-yellow- flowers, is freqiient in woods. *

meadows, and hilly pastures in most parts of

Europe, in the temperate parts of Asia, and
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in New York and Massachusetts, where it has
become established. Us branches, leaves, and
flowers—iiarticularly the Uowers—yield a fine

yellow dye, chielly used for wool; its flowers

mixed with woad yield a fine green dye. For-

merly it was in great esteem as a dyestutT. but
other substances have now almost entirely sup-

planted it. The leaves and seeds were also for-

merly used in medicine: the former as a diuretic,

the latter as a mild ])ur!;ative. Hairy green-

weed {Genista pilosa). abundant in some parts
of Europe, is cultivated, particularly upon light

and sandy soils in France, as food for sheep,

which are very fond of it. It is a slender,

branched, tortuous, and procumbent plant, with
small pale-yellow flowers. Some of the species

are used to keep sand from drifting and others

for covering rocky and otherwise bare places.

See Broom.

GREEN'WELL, Dora (1821-82). An Eng-
lish writer of religious poetry and prose. She
was bom and spent her youth in Durham, but
lived latterly in ijondon, where her mature poetry
was published: Carmiiia Cnicis (1809): t<ongs

of Salvation (1873) ; TJie Soul's Legend (1873) ;

and Camera Obscura (1876). Her essays and
other prose works, such as The Paiienee of Hope,
The Covenant of Life and Peace, evidence her
exalted religious convictions.

GREENWICH, grln'ij or gren'ij. A metro-
politan borough of London, England, in Kent,
a former town on the right bank of the Thames,
five miles southeast of Saint Paul's Cathedral
( Jlap : England. Go). It is noted for the

Greenwich Hospital (q.v. ), and Royal Naval Col-

lege (q.v.). and for the Greenwich Royal Observa-
tory, established in 167.5, from the meridian of

which British astronomers and geographers, and
to a great e.xtent those of other nations, calculate
their longitude, and whence 'Greenwich time' is

telegraphed twice daily to all parts of the United
Kingdom. The observatory crowns a hill 180
feet high, in Greenwich Park, a favorite Sunday
and holiday resort of Londoners. Greenwich was
a royal residence from the thirteenth to the sev-

enteenth century, and wa.s the birthplace of
Henry VIII., Queen Mary, and Queen Elizabeth.
The borough has extensive engineering establish-

ments, iron steamship-building yards, rope-works,
and factories. Population, in 'l891. 166.223: in

1901, 185,149. Consult Richardson, Qreemekh,
Its Histori/, Anti{juities, Improvements (Green-
wich. 1834),

GREENWICH. A borough in a town of the
same name. Fairfield County, Conn., 28 miles
northeast of New York City: on Long Island
Sound and on the New York. New Haven and
Hartford Railroad (Map: Connecticut. A 5). It

is a handsome village, popular as a summer re-

sort and as a residential suburb of New Y'ork
City. Population, in 1900. 2420; of to\vn. 12.172.

Greenwich was first settled in 1640 by Captain
Daniel Patrick. It was part of the Dutch prov-
ince of New York from 1642 until 16.50. when,
by the agreement of a Dutch and English com-
mission, it became part nf Connecticut, and was
selected as one of the points to mark the bound-
ary. On February 25. 1770, a troop of 1200
English and Tories under Governor Tryon
marched against the place, which was defended by
General Putnam with about 100 militia. The
latter were soon forced to retreat. On December

4, 1781, a small body of militia defeated a much
larger body of Tories at Greenwich. Consult:
History of Fairfield County, Connedicul (Phil-

adelphia. 18H1). and Mead, .1 History of the

Toirn of Criiniriih (New York, 1857).

GREENWICH HOSPITAL. An institution

fcu" naval pensioners, founded by William III. in

memory of his Queen. The buildings were suf-

ficiently completed by 1705 (at a cost of £50,000)
to admit 100 disabled seamen. By July 1. 1708,

350 had been admitted. The income derived

from bequests, the original royal grant, and
from contributions made under coercion by sail-

ors, amounted to £12.000 a year, half of wliich

was expended in maintaining the charity, and the
other half in completing the buildings. In the

reign of George II. the forfeited estates of the

Earl of Derwentwater were granted to the hos-

pital, and produced an additional income of about
£6000 a year. The compulsory contribution of

6d. a month by every seaman, whether of the

naval or merchant sen'ice, was in 1834 remitted,

an annual grant of £20,000 from the consolidated

fund being substituted. The income from all

sources by 1865 had reached £150,000 a year, out
of which were maintained 1600 pensioners, and
the necessary executive and medical officers,

nurses, and servants. Many widows of sailors

were employed as nurses or servants.

In 1865 the institution ceased to exist as an
asylum for aged sailors, while its funds were eon-

verted into out-pensions, providing for a larger

numlier than were maintained in the hospital.

The liuildings. after lying vacant during tlie fol-

lowing five years, became a royal naval college.

All olUcers in the combatant branch of the ser\'ice,

on reacliing the rank of midshipmen, as well as

a number of engineers, were obliged to take a
course of study in this college.

At the present time attached to the hospital,

and consolidated with it, is a school for the

gratuitous education of one thousand sons of sea-

men, under the superintendence of the conunis-

sioners of the hospital. The education given is

such as to fit the recipients for either the navy
or the merchant service. The tenn of study is

from three to four years. In the "great hall'

there are several pictures of memorable naval
battles, and of the nation's heroes who took part

in them, while chief among the cherished exhibits

is the coat Nelson wore at Tr.afalgar.

GREENWOOD, Grace. See Lippincott,
Sara .Tank (C'larke).

GREENWOOD LAKE. A picturesque sheet

of water, partly in Orange County, N. Y'.. and
partly in Passaic County, N. .J., 49 miles north-

west of .lersey City, with which it has direct rail-

way communication. The lake is ten miles long
with a maximum width of one mile; it has several

good hotels on its shores, and is a favorite resi-

dential place and summer resort on account of its

boating, angling, and bathing facilities,

GREER, David HrMMKr.r. (1844—), An
American clergyman of the Episcopalian Church.
He was born in Wheeling. Va. (now West Vir-

ginia ) .was educated at Washington College. Penn-
sylvania, and the Protestant Episcopal Seminary.
Gamliier. Ohio, and was rector successively at
Covington. Ky.. in Providence. R. I. (1871-88),
and of Saint Bartholomew's. New York. In 1897

he was elected Bishop Coadjutor of Rhode Island,

but declined the office. His published works in-
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chide: The Historical Christ; Moral Power of
History (1890); Fr07n Thin(/s to God (1893);
and The Preacher and Bis Place (1895).

GREER, James Augustin (1833—). An
Aiiieritan naval oliicer. bom in Cincinnati, Ohio.
He entered the na\\v in 1848, and graduated as
midshipman at Annapolis in 1855. In 18(31 he
was serving; as a lieutenant on the San Jacinto
when Mason and Slidell were seized aboard the
Trent. During the naval camiiaigiis of 1863
he took part in the siege of Vicksburg and
in the Red River expedition. In the follow-
ing year he was stationed at the naval re-

cruiting oliice in Cincinnati to correct abuses
there, and during the winter of 1866-67 was for
four months the protector of American interests
at Acapulco, Mexico. He commanded the Tigress
of the Polaris relief expedition in 1873. and was
made captain in 1876. The ConstHut ion. Constel-
lation, and Hartford were successively under his
command. He served on various naval boards, was
in command of the United States European
Xaval Station from 1887 to 1889. and in 1892
was made a rear-admiral. He was retired in
1895.

GREG, WiLUAM Rathboxe (1809-81). An
English essayist. He was born in Manchester,
was educated under Dr. Lant Carpenter and at
the University of Edinburgh, and at first entered
business, but after 1850 devoted himself to
literary pursuits. In 1856 he was appointed
commissioner of customs, and later became comp-
troller of the stationery office. His writings,
chiefly on political and social topics, include the
following: Creed of Christendom (1851) ; Essays
on Political and Social Science (1853) ; Literary
and Social Judgments (1869): Political Prob-
lems (1870); Enigmas of Life (1872): Rocks
Ahead (1874); Mistak-oi Aims and Attainable
Ideals of the Working Classes (1876) ; and Mis-
cellaneous Essays (1882). Consult a biograph-
ical sketch in ]\iorley. Critical Miscellanies (Lon-
don. 1893).

GREG'ARINE (from Neo-Lat. Gregarinus,
from Lat. grcgariiis, pertaining to a herd, from
grcx. herd). A parasitic protozoan of the group
Sporozoa (q.v. ).

GREGG, D.A.VID McMuETiE (1833—). An
American soldier, born in Huntingdon. Pa. He
studied for a time at the University of Lewisburg,
graduated at West Point in 1855. and served in

many Indian campaigns on the Western frontier
until the outbreak of the Civil War. He was
made colonel of the Eighth Pennsylvania Cavalry
Volunteers, took part in the Peninsular Cam-
paign, and in 1862 was promoted to be brigadier-
general of volunteers. Until August, 1864. he
commanded various cavalry divisions of the
Army of the Potomac, participating in the battle
of Gettysburg, the Richmond campaign, and
other important operations, and being brevetted
major-general of volunteers for his distinguished
conduct throughout the war. From August. 1864,
until his resignation in 1865 he commanded all

the cavalry of the Army of the Potomac. He
was United States consul at Prague, Bohemia,
from February to .Tune, 1874; succeeded General
Hancock as commander of the Pennsylvania
Commandery of the Loyal Legion in 1886: and
in 1891 was elected Auditor-General of the
State.

GREGOIRE.

GREGG, JoH.N- Irvin (1826-92). An Ameri-
can cavalrj- officer, born in Belleforte, Pa. He
sened in the Mexican War. rising to the rank of
captain in September, 1847. He entered the Civil
War as captain in the Tliird Cavalry. Very soon
afterwards he was transferred to the Sixth and
later was made colonel of the Sixteenth Pennsyl-
vania Cavalry. From April, 1863, to April, 1865,
he connnanded a cavalry brigade in the Army of
the Potomac, and fought in the battles of Gettys-
burg and Cold Harbor. He was severely wovmded
in the action at Deep Bottom and again at Cor-
nelia Court-Hou.se. At the close of the war he
was brevetted major-general of volunteers and
brigadier-general in the Regular Army. In 1866
he was commissioned colonel of the Eighth Cav-
alry, and in 1579 was retired.

GREGG, William (1817-). A Canadian
Presbyterian divine, born in Donegal, Ireland, of

Scottish parents, and educated in Glasgow and
Edinburgh universities. He came to Canada in

1846, and after taking several pastoral charges
in Ontario entered Knox College, Toronto, in

1864 as lecturer, and was professor of apologetics
until 1895. His few published works are of a
religious nature.

GREGOIR, gre-givar', Edouard Georges
Jacqies (1822-90). A Belgian composer and au-
thor, born at Turnhout. near Antwerp. After
studying with Rummel he gave numerous piano-
forte concerts, and made several tours (1842)
with the violinists Maria and Teresa Milanollo.
After 1850 he devoted himself to composition
and literary work. His eight operas, produced
either in Brussels or Antwerp, were relatively un-
important : he is better known for his choruses,
songs, and violin music: but his claim to remem-
brance rests chiefly on his work as historian and
biographer. His studies on the musical his-

tory of Belgium and the Low Countries, his bio-

graphical collections, and his researches in various
fields of music lore are of enduring value.

Among his numerous publications are: Histoire
de I'orgue (1865), which contains biographical
notes on Belgian and Dutch organists; Les ar-

tistes-mnsiciens ncerlandais (1864); Lcs gloires

dc I'opcra et la nuisif/ue a Paris (1880). in three
volumes, embracing the period 1392-1750. His
large library was left to the Antwerp Music
School. He died at \\yneghem.

GREGOIRE. gra'gwiir'. Henri (1750-1831).
Constitutional Bishop of Blois. in France. He
was born of poor (larents at Veho, near Liinfi-

ville, December 4. 1750. He received his educa-
tion from the .Jesuits at iletz and Nancy, and
entered into orders. In 1788 he published Essai
sur la regeneration cirile. morale et politique

des Juifs. which attracted considerable notice and
was crowned by the Academy of Metz. He had
meanwhile become cure of Embermesnil. in Lor-

raine, and at the election for the States-General

in 1789 he was chosen one of the Deputies of the

clergv'. An ardent democrat in all his views, he
deserted his own class for the Third Estate, and
immediately began to play a prominent part in

the Revolution. He was one of those who ad-

vised the secession of the Third Estate, and be-

came one of the secretaries of the National As-

sembly. He was one of the most enthusiastic

advocates, on the night of August 4th, of the

abolition of the privileges of the nobles and
clergy. He also gave his support to the civil
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constitution of the clergj', and later accepted

election as a constitutional bishop from the De-

partment of Loirc-et-L'licr, lakijij; the title of

Bishop of Blois, although tlic old Bishop (De The-

niines) was still alive. In the Hebates of the

Convention tjn'goire continued to be prominent
as the representative of his diocese. He was an
ardent advocate of the abolition of the kingship

and the establishment of a republic. He favored

the condemnation of Louis XVI., but sought, by
proposing the .suspension of the death penalty,

to save the life of tlie unfortunate monarch ; nor
would he vote for his execution. Already, iu

1789, Grt'goire had figured as an advocate of

ncgi'o emancipation, and in 1793 he further in-

terested himself in behalf of the oppressed race,

the result being tliat by a decree of February 4,

1794, slavery was abolished iu all the French
possessions. After returning from an important
diplomatic mission to Savoy in 1793, Gregoire

acted on the Connnittee of Public Instruction,

and devised measures for the protection and as

far as possible the encouragement of art. science,

and literature. On November 7, 1793. when
Gobel, the recreant Bishop of Paris. renounce<l the

Catholic religion and proclaimed the cult of Rea-
son. Gregoire, who was pressed to do likewise,

bravely refused. He showed liis tolerant s])irit

by advocating the granting of full civil rights to

Jews resident in France. Throughout the later

phases of the Revolution, and under the Direc-

tory, Gregoire continued to take part in public af-

fairs; and to his activity are due many of the

measures connected with the public organization

of literature and science which still form a part
of the French system of administration. After
the 18th Brumaire he became a member of the
Five Hundred, and in 1801 was raised to the Sen-
ate. He opposed the proclamation of the Empire,
and after the conclusion of the concordat between
Pius VII. and Bonaparte he ceased to exercise

his ecclesiastical functions. Although he was
created a Count of the Empire and an officer of

the Legion of Honor, Gregoire resisted every step
toward the establishment of the absolute author-
ity of Xapoleon, and in 1814 he was one of the
first to pronounce against him. On the Restora-
tion he was most earnest in demanding from
Louis XVIII. the acceptance of the Constitu-

tion. During the Hundred Days he attracted no
notice ; but after the second return of the King
he was excluded from the Senate, and. when
chosen as a Deputy from the Department of

IsSre. in 1819. his election was annulled. The
last years of his life were spent in poverty and
obscurity, for he had been expelled from the
Institute and refused his pension as an ex-

Senator. He died at Auteuil. May 28, 1831. un-
reconciled to the Church, which refused him the
last offices of religion.

Gregoire was a voluminous writer on political

and ecclesiastical subjects, among his most im-
portant works being: Bistoirc des sectes reli-

gieiises (1810), and Es.iai historique siir les

libert^s de I'^glise ffnilicaiie (1818). For his life,

consult: Carnot (editor), Mrmoires ecclcsias-

fiqiief:, politiqiies ct littcrnires de Grerjoire
(Paris, 1839) : Gregory, Orcrtoirr. the Priest and
the Revohiticmist (Leipzig, 1S76) : Pressensf,
L'ef/lise et In revolution frnncaise (Paris, 1864) ;

Grazier, Etudps snr Vhistoire reUgieuse de la
revolution franQnixe (Paris, 1887).

GREG'ORAS, Xicephobus (c.1295-1359). A
])riest in L^>n^li^ntinople, who proposed a reforma-
tion in the calendar by a plan which came very
near exactness. He was a theological contro-

versialist, was much involved in the disputes be-

tween the Eastern and Western branches of the
Church, and engaged in a dispute with Barlaam
(q.v. ). He wrote a history of the Byzantine
Empire from 1204 to 1359. It is published in

Migne, Pntrolofiia (irwea. exlviii., cxlix.

GREGO'BIAN CHANT. The ritual music
of the early Cliristian Ihureh. as revised and
introduced by Pope Gregory the Great. How
much of a revolution he really uuule in the then
existing Ambrosian forms is a disputed c[uestion.

There can be. however, no doubt tlial he I)egan

certain needed reforms by the rejection of frivo-

lous embellisliments and the establishment of

the whole nuisical system on a more representa-

tive basis. A full discussion of the develop-

ment of mediaeval Church music will he found
under Plaix Chaxt. See also Sacred Music;
!M0DES.

GREGORIATftrS. A Roman jurist of the

third century. Little is known of his life except

that he compiled the collection of laAvs known as

the Codex Oregorianus, a work which, although
transmitted to us in a very imperfect form, is

said to have furnished the basis for the later

Code of Justinian. Evidences of its value may
be found in the frequent references to it by the

later lawgivers of the Roman Empire. It was
compiled probably abotit the close of the third

century.

GREGOROVIUS, greg-u-rO'vi-us, Fekdinaxd
(1821-91). A Cierman historian and poet, born
at Xeidenburg, East Prussia, and educated at
Konigsberg. He began his travels in Italy in

1S52, and wrote in a novel and original manner
the series Wnitderjahre in Italicn (1857-77). In
1880 he traveled in Greece, and in 1882 in Egj-pt,

Syria, and Turkey; then lived alternately at
Rome and Munich until his death in 1891. In
the same vein as the M'andcrjnhre are: Corsica

(3d ed. 1878: translated into English) ; Figuren:
Geschichte. Lcben und Hcencrie aus Italien

(1856); Sieiliana (1860): Lateinisehc Sommer
(1830); Die Tnurl Capri (1868. 3d ed. 1897);
^'on Karenna his Montana (1871); and Ap't-

lisclie Landschaften (1877). To an earlier

]ieriod belongs his poetical and critical work,
inchuling: M'erdomar und Wladislaie (1845);
Goethes Wilhelm ileister in seincn socialist ischen

Elementen. a very valuable critique (1849) ; Die
Polen- und Maggarenlleder (1849) : the tragedy
Der Tod des Tiberius ( 1851) ; and the idyllic epic
on Pompeii. Euphorion ( 6th ed. 1891 ) . To his his-

torical works belong the Gcsc7i IfA (c des riimischen
Koisrrs Hadrian (1851: and revised, 1884. under
the title Dcr Kaiser Hadrian ) , and the greatworks
on mediicval Italy: Die Grubdcnkmiilcr der
Piipste (2d ed. 1881). and the Geschichte der
f^tadt Rom im Mittelnltcr (8 vols.. 1859-72: 4th
ed. 1886-95). translated into English by Hamilton,
from the fourth German edition, as Histor;/ of the

Citti of Rome in the Middle Ages ( 1894-1900) . .\n

Italian translation appeared at Venice at the
expense of the Roman nninicipality in 1874-76.
The work is scholarly and original, and in matter
and manner ranks as one of tlie greatest histori-

cal studies of the century. Further studies in

Roman history are: Lucrczia Borgia (3d ed.
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1875) ; Urban Vlll. im Widcrspruch zu Spanien

und dem Kaiser (1879), and Una pianta di Roma
delincata da Leonardo da Besozzo Milanese

(1883). Clregorovius also published: Klelne

Schriften zur aeschiehte tiiid Kiillur (1887-02) ;

Athenais, Geschichte eiiier Jji/zanliiiischen Kai-

serin (1882) ; Geschichte der Htadt Athcii im Mit-

telaltcr (2d ed. 188!)) : and an edition of the

Bricfe Alexanders ron Uiiiiiholdt an scinen Brudcr
^Vilhelnl (1880). Among his posthumous works
ore: Gedichte, edited by Sehack. (1892); Itii-

inischc Taf/ehiieher, edited by Althaus (2d ed.

1803) ; and Briefc ron Ferdinand Grrfforovius an
den Htaalssckretiir Hermann von Thile (1894).

Consult Miinz, Ferd. Grertorovins und seine Briefe

an Griilin LovateUi (Berlin. 1896).

GREG'ORY (Lat. Gregorins). The name of

sixteen popes and two antipopes.

—

Gregoby I.,

the Great (Pope 590-01)4) . He was bom in Rome
about 540 of an illustrious family, and was a

lawyer by profession. As early as 571 he was
made pra?tor of Rome by the Emperor Justin II.

By the death of his father he inherited much
wealth, which he used for religious purposes.

He founded six monasteries in Sicily and one in

Rome, with the title of Saint Andrew's, and.

resigning his office, withdrew from the world and
retired to the latter. Previouslj' he had bestowed

en the poor his costly robes, his gold, jewels.

and furniture, and, refusing the abbacy of

the convent, he began with the lowest monastic

duties and devoted himself altogether to God.

This was probably about 575. It was while

he was still in this monastery that he met the

Anglo-Saxon youths in the slave market, and
being struck bj' their boautj', and learning that

they came from a pagan land, resolved to devote

himself to the conversion of that land to Chris-

tianity. He set forth on his journey; but the

clamor of the Romans at his loss led the Pope,

Benedict I., to compel his return, and eventually

to enroll him in the secular ministry by ordain-

ing him one of the seven regionary deacons of

Rome. Benedict's successor, Pelagius II., sent

Gregory as Nuncio to Constantinople to implore
the Emperor's aid against the Lombards. He
resided in Constantinople from 578 to 585, dur-

ing which time he commenced and perhaps
completed his great work, the Exposition

of Job. On his return to Rome he reentered

his monastery and became abbot, and on the

death of Pelagius was unanimously called liy the

clergy, the Senate, and the people to succeed liim.

He used every means to evade the dignity, biit

was forced to yield, and was consecrated Septem-
ber 3, 590. Pew pontiffs have equaled, hardly
one has surpassed, Gregory as the administrator
of the concerns of the vast charge assigned to

him. To him tlie Roman Church is indebted for

the complete and consistent organization of her
public services and the details of her ritual, for

the regulation and systematization of her sacred
chants. Tlie mission to England, which he was
not permitted to undertake in person, was in-

trusted by him (597) with all the zeal of a per-

sonal obligation to Augustine (see Augustine),
and under his auspices Britain was brought with-

in the pale of Christian Europe. Under him the

Gothic Kingdom of Spain, long Arian. was united
to the Church. Nor was his zeal for the reforma-
tion of the clergy- and the purification of the

morality of the Church inferior to his ardor

for its extension. On occasion of the threat-
ened invasion of Rome by the Lombards, Greg-
ory performed the part of a true king in pro-

tecting the State, and in his general adminis-
tration he was, in fact, if not j'et in avowed au-
thority, a temporal sovereign. As regards the

general government of the Church, Gregory repro-

bated very strongly the assumption bj' John, Pa-
triarch of Constantinople, of the title of a>eumeni-
cal ur universal bishop, especially as the object

of John in assuming this title Wivs to justify an
exercise of jurisdiction outside of the limit.s of his

own partriarehate. In his writings, too, the de-

tails of the whole dogmatic system of the modern
Church are very fully developed. He died in

Rome, March 11, G04. His posthumous fame is

of the highest, and he is one of the four greatest

doctors of the Western (Latin) Church. His
works are in Higne. Patrologia La^iHo.lxxv.-lxxvi.

The best edition of his Letters is bv Ewald and
Hartmann (Berlin, 1891-03). In English have
appeared: The Booh of Pastoral Rule, and many
epistles in 'Nicene and PostSicenc Fathers, sec-

ond series, vols. xii. and xiii., with prolegomena

;

his book of Dialogues (London, 1874), from
which there are extracts in Little Flmiyers of

fiaint Bcnet, Gathered from the Dialogves (Lon-
don, 1901) ; his Morals in the Book of Job, in

"A Library of the Fathers of the Holy Catholic

Church," vols, xviii.. xxi.. xxiii.. xxxi. For his

life, consult Ptahler (Frankfort, 1852), of

which the first voUune onlj' was published;

Barmby (London, 1879) ; Snow (London, 1892) ;

Kellett, Pope Gregory the Great and His Rela-

tions u-ith Gaul (London, 1889).
Gregory II. (Pope 715-31). He was born in

Rome in 009, and educated at the Lateran. His
pontificate is specially noticeable as forming an
epoch in the progress of the territorial preemi-

nence of the Roman See in Italy. The authority of

the Eastern emperors in the West had simk into

little more than a name, and the tyrannical and
barbarous measures by which the Emperor Leo the

Isaurian attempted to enforce his decrees against

image-worship (see Leo III.; Iconoclasm) weak-
ened still more the tie which bound Italy to the

Eastern emperors. The natural result of the dimi-

nution of the Imperial authority in Italy was the

growth of tliat of the Pope, to whom the deserted

Italian provinces looked, partly as their spiritual

counselor and head, partly as their mediator with
the Itarbarous enemy, partly as the centre of the

political federation of self-defense which their

isolation necessitated. Gregory convened a coun-

cil in Rome on the subject of the honor due to im-

ages, and addressed an energetic letter to the Em-
peror. He died in Rome, February 10. 731. His
Epistolw et Canoncs are in Migne, Patrol. Lat..

Ixxxix. Consult Dahmen, Das Pontifikat Greqors
H. (DMsseldorf, 1888) .—Gregory III. (Pope 731

-

41). He was a Syrian by birth, and followed the

policy of his predecessor, Gregory II. In 739 he
sent a deputation to Charles Martel, soliciting his

succor against the Lombards, and proposing, if it

was granted, to recognize him as protector of the

Romans, and to confer on him the title of 'Con-

sul and Patrician of Rome.' This offer was made
by the Pope "in virtue of a decree of the Roman
Primus," and is of great historical importance in

the consideration of the nature and origin of the

Papal power in Italy. Owing to the pressure

of the war with the Saracens, the embassy failed,

but it was a step toward the consummation of
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the iiulopcndcnce of the West. Gregory bestowed
the [>aUiuin on Boniface, the Apostle of Germany
(7321. He died in Rome, Xovember 28, 741. His
e.xtant writinj.'s are in iligne, I'alrol. Ltil., Ix.vxi.x.

and xoviii.

—

Gkegoey IV. [Vope 827-44). lie was
a native of Rome. He tried unsuecessfnlly to ar-

ranj;e the qnarrel between Louis the Pious (q.v.)

and his sons, and rebuilt Ostia as a defense for the
nioutli of the Tiber. His Epistolrr are in Jligne,

Fat ml. Lilt., cvi.

—

Gregory V. (Bruno of Carin-
thia) (Pope 090-00). He was the first German
Pope, a relative of the Emperor Otho III. His
authoritv was disjiuted bv an antipojie. John
XVI. (997-98). His Eiiixt'ohr are in Migne, Pa-
trol. Lat.. cxxxvii.

—

Gregory VI. (John Grati-
anus) (Pope 1045-40). He had been a priest in

Rome. and ijoughl the Pajiacy from Pope Benedict
IX. The faels leaked out and the Emperor took
him prisoner, after liaving compelled his resigna-
tion (1040). and brought him to Germany. He
died in 1048 at Cologne. His Epislola' are in

'Mxgne.PatroJ. /.«/.. exlii.

—

Gregory' VI. was also
the title of an antipope to Benedict VIII. in 1012.
Gregory VII. (Hildebrand) (Pope 1073-85).

Preeminently the representative of the temporal
claims of the media-val Papacy. He was born
in Tuscany about 1020. perhaps at Soana. a
village of the soutliern border. His family be-
longed to the plebeian class. Although nothing
of his reuinter ancestry is known, his family
name. Hildebrand. would imply a Teutonic de-

scent ; but by birth and education at least he was
Italian. His youth was jiassed in Rome, in the'

]Monastery of Saint ilary. on the Aventine. of
which his uncle was abbot, and he probably took
monastic vows. The Emperor Henry III. took him
to Gennany. and lie continued his studies in Co-
logne. Very likely he also visited Aix-la-Chapelle
and Cluny. He attended the council at Worms
at which Bishop Bruno of Toul was chosen Pope
(Leo IX.), and the latter took him to Rome
(1049) and made him a cardinal subdeacon. He
had great influence during the pontificate of Leo.
On the hitter's death (10.54) the Roman people
manifested a desire to have Hildebrand as suc-
cessor; but this honor he declined, preferring to
gain more experience. Besides important do-
mestic employments which were assigned to him,
he was sent as legate to the Council of Tours
(10.54). in which the cause of Bcrengarius was
examined. ( See Berengariu.s of Tour.s. ) He was
likewise one of the three legates dispatched to
Germany to consult about a successor to Leo IX.
Under the four popes who followed Leo—Victor
IL. Stephen IX.. Benedict X.. and Alexander II.,

known in history as the German popes—Hilde-
brand continued to be the predominant power,
and inspired into their government of the Church
the great principles to which his life was de-
voted. Three days after the death of Alexander
II. lie was unanimously elected at Rome : but he
declined to be consecrated until the Emperor's
sanction had been gained. The German bishops,
who feared the reforms of which his name was
a guaranty, endeavored to prevent the Emperor
Henry IV. from assenting to the election: but
Henry gave his approval, and tlie new Pope was
crowned .July 10. 1073. Regarding as the great
evil of his time the thoroughly secularized condi-
tion of the Church in a great part of Europe, and
especially in Gennany and Xorthern Italy. Greg-
ory directed against this all his efforts. In his

reforming crusade he first attacked the evil of

clerical marriage and the probably much less

frequent oll'ense of clerical incontinence. These
he combated by stirring up the people to refuse
the sacraments from any other than a celibate

and jjure priest. Simony also was denounced in

the most explicit and vigorous terms. But it

was against the fundamental abuse of investiture

(q.v.) that his main efforts were directed. In
1075 he prohibited this priictice under tlie pain
of excommunication both for the investor and the
invested, and in the following year he actually
issued that sentence against several bishops and
councilors of the Empire. The Emperor Henry
IV. (q.v.) disregarding these menaces and tak-
ing the offending bishops under his protection,
Gregory cited him to Rome to answer for his
conduct. Henry's sole reply was a haughty de-

fiance, and in a Diet at Worms, in 1070, he for-

mally declared Gregory deposed from the Pontifi-
cate. Gregory was not slow to retaliate by a
sentence of e.xcommunication; and in this sen-

tence, unless revoked or removed by absolution in

twelve months, by the law of the Empire at the
time, was involved the forfeiture of all civil

rights and deposition from every civil and po-
litical office. When, at a Diet held at Tribur
(September, 1070), the bishops actually began
to discuss the election of a new Emperor, Henry
deemed it necessary to appear to yield. Accord-
ingly he sought the Pope, who was then at the
castle of Matilda. Countess of Tuscany, at Canos-
sa

(
q.v. ) . He arrived there with his wife and son

in the dead of a very severe winter. Gregory
himself is authority for the statement that the
Emperor, "having laid aside all belongings of

royalty, wretchedly, with bare feet and clad in

wool, continued for three days [.January 25-27,

1077] to stand before the gates of the castle,"

and it was not till the pitiful state of the royal
penitent moved all hearts that the Pope admitted
him to his presence and absolved him. Henry's
submission, however, was but feigned : and on
his subsequent triumph over his rival, Rudolf of

Swabia, he resumed hostilities with the Pope,
and in 1080 again declared him deposed, and
caused to be appointed in his place the antipope
Guibert, Archbishop of Ravenna (see Gcibert
of R.wenna). under the name of Clement III.

After a protracted siege of three years Henry, in

the year 1084, took possession of Rome. Gregory
shut himself up in the Castle of Saint Angelo.
•Just, however, as Gregory was on the point of

falling into his enemy's hands, Robert Guiscard.
the Norman Duke of Apulia, entered the city,

set Gregory free, and comjiclled Henry to return
to Germany; but the wretched condition to which
Rome had been reduced obliged Gregory to with-
draw, first to Monte Cassino, and ultimately to

Salerno, where he died. May 25. 1085. His dying
words were: "I have loved justice and hated
iniquity; therefore I die in exile." Gregory's
writings and literary remains are in Migne,
Patrol. Lat., cxviii. His Epistles were sepa-
rately edited at Paris (1877) : a selection was
translated (London, 1853). The literature upon
him is abundant, but that written prior to 1850
is superseded by more critical work. Of chief

value and interest may be mentioned: Gfrcirer,

Pnpst Grenorins YIJ. mid .s:rin Zdtaltcr (Schaff-
hausen. 1850-01; index vol. 1804); Villemain,
Life of flrrnorii VIT. (trans. London. 1874);
Stephens. Tlihlrlirand and Flis Times (London,
1880) ; Delare, Saint Grcgoire Yll. et la reforme
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de I'dglise au Xlime sU-cle (Paris, 1889-90) ;

Vincent, The Age of Hiklebraiid (New York,
189G). For the numerous special discussions, and
in general, consult: Cerroli, Bibliografia de limna
medicEvale e modenio, vol. i. (Rome, 1893) ;

Chevalier, Repertoire des sources historiques du
moyenage (Paris, 1887; supplement, 1888).
Gregoky VIII. (PopeUST). He succeeded Ur-

ban III., October 21, 1187, and died eight weeks
later. His Epislola et Privilegia are in Migne,
Patrol. Lot., ccii. Consult the dissertation of

Nadig, Grcgors ^IJ1. o7 tiigiger Pontifilcat (Basel,

1890 )
.

—

Gregory VIII. was also the title taken by
Mauritius Burdinus. Archbishop of Braga, set

up as antipope to Gelasius II. by the Emperor
Henry V. in 1118. He was taken prisoner by the

successor of Gelasius, Calixtus II., in 1121, and
died in captivity, 1125.

—

Gregory IX. (Ugolino,

Count of Segiii)" (Pope 1227-41 ) . He followed the
policy of Gregory VII., and had a long dispute

with the Emperor Frederick II. (q.v.), whom he
twice excommunicated. The Emperor marched
upon the Papal territories, took Ravenna, and in-

tercept^d a fleet from Genoa which was conveying
a hundred Cliurch dignitaries to Rome. Gregory
died before the trouble was settled. He instituted

the Inquisition and gave it in charge to the Do-
minicans. For his life, consult: Balan (Mo-
dena, 1872-73) ; J. Mar.x, Die Vita Gregorii IX.
quellcnkritisch vtitersiicht (Berlin, 1890) ; Au-
vray (editor) . Les registrcs de Gregoire IX., 1227-

35 (Paris, 1890-96). His Ep'istolw are in

D'Acherv. ffpicileaiiim, vol. iii. (Paris, 1723).

—

Gregory X. (Teobaldo de' Visconti) (1210-76)

(Pope 1271-76). He was born at Piacenza, Italy,

1210; at the time of his election (1270) he was
in the Holy I.and as a crusader. He arrived at

Rome, JIarch 13, 1271, and was consecrated Pope
JIarch 27th. He held at Lyons the fourteenth gen-

ei'al s\Tiod for action upon (1) the Greek schism,

(2) the Saracen oppression of the Holy Land, and
(3) the moral degeneracy of the times. The
synod was opened by the Pope in person. !XIay 7,

1274. He exerted himself to attain the ends
sought, and succeeded as far as the council was
concerned. But the plans for a crusade came to

nothing; the union with the Greeks was short-

lived, and the times did not noticeably improve.
He died in Rome, January 10. 1276. Consult J.

Guiraud (editor), Les registres de Gregoire X.
(Paris, 1892-98).

—

Gregory XI. (Pierre Roger
de Beaufort) (1331-78) (Pope 1370-78) . He was
bom in 1331, chosen Pope at Avignon, Provence,
1370, and was the last of the French popes. At
the request of the Romans, and influenced by the
pleadings of Saint Catharine of Siena, he re-

turned to Rome in 1377. and there he died, March
27, 1378. Tlie works of Wiclif came under his

censure.

—

GregoryXII. (.\ngelo Corrario) (1327-

1417) (Pope 1406-15). He was a Venetian, and
was chosen Pope in 1406. He was deposed bv the

Coimcil of Pisa (1409), but held on till at the

Council of Constance (1415) he voluntarily ab-

dicated. (See Constance, Council of.) He
died as Cardinal Bishop of Porto, October 18,

1417.

Gregory XIII. (Ugo Buoncompagno) (Pope
1572-85). He was born in Bologna, February 7,

1502. He was educated in his native city, where
he held the professorship of law for several years.

He settled in Rome in 1539. and was one of the

theologians of the Council of Trent (q.v.). On
his return to Rome he was created cardinal in

1564, and sent as legate to Spain. On the death
of Pius v., Gregory was elected Pope in 1572. He
showed great zeal for the promotion and improve-
ment of education: a large proportion of the col-

leges in Rome were wholly or in part endowed by
him, and his expenditure for educational purposes
is said to have exceeded 2,000.000 Roman crowns.
The most interesting event of his pontificate is

the correction of the calendar (see Calendar),
which was the result of long consideration, and
was finally proclaimed in loS2. When the news
of the massacre of Saint Bartholomew reached
Rome, Gregoiy and his cardinals solemnly cele-

brated the event at the Church of San Marco, on
September 6, 1572, as the suppression of a con-
spiracy not alone against Charles IX., King of
France, but also against the Church, as Cardinal
Hergenrvither states. In the same year he had a
medal struck, with his portrait on the obverse,

and on the reverse an angel bearing a cross and
sword, while the inscription reads, Hugonotoruin
St rages ( "Overthrow of the Huguenots' ) . Gregory
did much to help the Jesuits. He died in Rome,
April 10, 1585, in the eighty-third year of his age.

He published in 1582 a valuable edition of the
Dccretiini Gratiani.—Gregory XIV. ( Xiccold Sfon-
drato) ( ?-c.l591 ) (Pope 1590-91 ) . He was a native
of Cremona. He put Henry IV. of France mider
the ban ( 1591 )

.

—

Gregory XV. ( Alessandro Ludo-
visio) (1554-1(>23) ( Pope 1621-23) . He was born
in Bologna. 1554. Although an old and infirm man
when chosen Pope, his pontificate, thanks to his

nephew, Ludovico Ludovisio. whom immediately
after his elevation he made cardinal at the
early age of twenty-five, was a very success-

ful one. The Counter-Reformation (q.v.) ac-

complished much in Bohemia. Austria and Hun-
gary; the Congregation for the Propagation
of the Faith was established, and the Papal Con-
clave as at present carried on : and to him is

due the secret balloting in the Papal election.

Gregory' XVI. (Bartolommeo Alberto Cappel-
lari) (1765-1846) (Pope 18ai-46). He was a
^'enetian, who became a Camaldolese monk, ulti-

mately rose to the head of the Order, was learned

in Eastei-n languages, and a teacher of tlieology.

When Napoleon carried Pius VII. away as a pris-

oner in 1809, Cappellari left Rome for his native
place, and remained in quiet for three years. On
the return of the Pope (1814) he was promoted
to various important positions, and in 1826 was
made a cardinal and the prefect of the Propa-
ganda (q.v.). In this capacity he was practically

Minister of Foreign Affairs. He made an agree-

ment with the Xetherlands regarding Roman
Catholic citizens, regulated Church matters in

the United States, and secured emancipation for

the Catholics in Armenia from the Sultan. He
was elected to the Papacy February 2. 1831. and
for 15 years was zealous and energetic in pro-

moting the interests and expanding the power
and influence of the Church. He was a munifi-

cent patron of architecture, engineering, and lit-

erature. His famous work. The Triumphs nf the

Papacy (Rome, 1799). has been translated into

German and French, and incorporated in Migne's

Demonstration crangelique (vol. xvi.). He was
a bad financier and left the Papal treasury in

difficulties. For his life, consult : Sylvain (Paris.

1SS9) : Cardinal Wiseman. Recollections of the

Last Four Popes, and of Rome in Their Times
(London, 1858) : Gavazzi, My Recollections of

the Four Last Popes (London, 1857).
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GREGORY. (1) The servant of Capulet, ia
Shakespeare's Romeo and Juliet. (2) The fagot-

inakiiig ([uaek iu Fieldinji's fareo The Muck
Doctor: reproduced from Muli&re's Sganarelle in

Le medeciii mdJijre lui.

GREGORY V. (1739-1821). A Greek Patri-

arch of Constantinople. He was born at Dimit-
zana in Arcadia, and was baptized Oeorgios An-
gclopulos. Educated at Mount Athos, he was
an 'anchorite for many years: became Bishop of

Smyrna (17S4) and Patriarch of Constantinople
(170.3). At this time, during the difficulties be-

tween France and Turkey over Egypt, he was ac-

cused by tlie Turkisli populace of treason and ban-
ished to Athos. His studies tliere made him a
great educational power, wlien lie was recalled to

Constantinople in 1800, and contributed to his

reinstatement as Patriarch in 1819 after a second
lianishment of eleven years. On tlie outbreak of

the Greek Revolution, Gregory anathematized the
rebels; but lie was accused of giving them secret

assistance, and on Easter Day, 1821. he was
hanged by the Janizaries in his patriarchal robes
at the main entrance of his own church, together
with three i)ishops and eight novices. His body,
which was mutilated and thrown into the sea,

was rescued and buried in the cathedral at
Athens. Gregory wrote a translation in modem
Greek of the Epistles of Paul, with a commentary.

GREGORY, Ordek of S.^int. A Papal order
founded in 18.31 by Gregory XVI.. and reorgan-
ized in 1834. It was originally bestowed as a re-

ward for services in defense of the Roman
Church, but is now given for any distinguished
achievement.

GREGORY, CASPAR RexI; (1846—). An
American bildical .scholar, born in Philadelphia,
Pa. After graduating at the University of
Pennsylvania in ISlU. and at Princeton Theolog-
ical Seminary in 1870. he studied at Leipzig,
where lie received the degree of Ph.D. in 1876.
He rendered an important service to philology
and biblical criticism in furthering the work left

uncompleted by Konstantin Ti.schendorf (q.v.

)

and in discovering ne«- manuscripts. He is one
of the few Americans who have held academic
positions in German imiversities—that of profes-
sor of New Testament exegesis in the theological
faculty at Leipzig. He was connected editorially

with the f<!i>itrmntic Thcologi/ of Dr. Charles
Hodge (1870-73). and with Schiirer and Har-
nack's Theolopische Litteratiirzeitiinrj (1876-84).
Under the title l^aiiif John tJie Author of the
Fourth Gospel (Edinburgh, 187.5), he translated
Luthardt's Der Johauiieisrhe Urspriinij des vier-

ten Ernnuelitiins, and he also published a transla-
tion of the same author's Das Johanneisehe Evan-
fieliiim as Coniinentnri/ on ftaint John's Gospel
(1876-78). His original writings include pam-
phlets on Tischendorf (1S75) : Les cahiers des
manuscrils rirecs (1S8.5) : and the Prolefiomena to
Tischendorfs Editio Oetijva Crifica Major of the
New Testament, the three parts of which ap-
peared in 1SS4, 1890. and 1893.

GREGORY, D.\NiEi, Seelt (1832—). An
American Presbyterian clergyman, horn in Car-
mel. X. Y. He was educated at Princeton College
and the Princeton Theological Seminary; was
tutor in rhetoric at Princeton from 1858 to 1860.
and held several Presbyterian pastorates up to
1871. when he was appointed professor of meta-
physics and logic at Wooster tfniversitv, and

four years later was transferred to the chair
of English literature. From 1878 to 1886 he
was president of Lake Forest University. He
received the degree of LL.D. from Wooster Uni-
versity in 1895. He was managing editor of the
titandard Dictionary, and in 1895 became editor
of the Homiletic Ilcrietc. His publications in-

clude: Christian Ethics (1875) ; Why Four Gos-
pels f (1S76) ; The Tests of I'hilosophic .Systems

(1886); with S. B. Halliday, The Church in

America and Its Baptisms of Fire (1896) ; and
Ihe Crime of Christendom (1900).

GREGORY, D.\vii) (1661-1708). A Scottish
astronomer. He was liorn in Aljerdeen, and was
educated at Jlarischal College and at the Uni-
versity of Edinburgh. Shortly before graduating
at the latter institution in 1683, he had been
appointed professor of mathematics there, hold-
ing this position for eight years, during which
time he added extensively to the methods of

quadratures discovered by his brother James
Gregory (q.v.), besides actively advocating the
philosophy of Xewton. From 1691 until liis

death lie was Savilian professor of astronomy
at Oxford; was elected a fellow of the Royal
Society in 1692, and in 1705 was made honorary
fellow of the Edinburgh Royal College of Physi-
cians. His most important writings, besides nu-
merous papers in tlie Proceedings of the Royal
Society, are: Exercitatio Geometrica de Dimev-
sione Figurarum (1684) ; Catoptricw et Dioptri-
cce Elementa (1695); Astronomiw Physicw et

GeometriccB Elementa (1702): and Euclidis
Opera Omnia (1703). Several manuscript trea-

tises and notes on Xewton's pliilosophy were found
after his death: and in 1745 his lectures on
mathematics were published as A Treatise of
Practical Geometry.

GREGORY, Edward John (1850—). An
English genre painter, bom at Southampton. He
was a pupil at the Art School in his native
tow'n, and then studied at South Kensington.
He first exhibited at the Royal Academy in 1875,
and was made Royal Academician in 1898. His
works include; "Saint C4eorge" (1876); "The
Signal;" "A Rehearsal" ( 1882") ; "Drawing-Room
Day;" "The Swans of the' Thames;" "Sir (jaUi-

had;" and "Is It a Mouse?" He became known as
a particularly dexterous painter of domestic genre
subjects.

GREGORY, Eliot (1854—). An American
artist and essayist, born in New York City. He
.studied both in Rome and Paris, and won the
distinction of exhibiting both painting and sculp-

ture in the Paris Salon, where his painting en-

titled "Children" received honorable mention.
Besides portraits, his best-known pictures are
"Soubrette" (1883), ani "Coquetterie" (1884).
Under the pen-name of "An Idler," he published
two volumes of essavs, Worhlh/ Ways and Pi/-

Ways (1898), and The Ways of J/e/r "( 1 900 ) , for
tlie most part made up of clever though super-
ficial redections upon current American society.

GREGORY, Fraxcls Hoyt (1789-1866). An
American naval officer, born in Norwalk, Conn.
He entered the merchant service :n 1807. was
appointed a midshipman in the United States
Navy in 1809, served on several vessels, engaged
in the suppression of the slave trade, and on the
outbreak of the War of 1812 was attached to the
command of Commodore Chauncey on Lake On-
tario. In 1814 he was captured by the Britisli,
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and confined as a prisoner in England until the
close of hostilities. In 1815-lC he served against

the Algerine pirates, and in 1S21-23, in com-
mand of the €nim]jus, took part in the expedi-

tions against pirates in the West Indies and the

Gulf of Mexico. He became a captain in 1838,

and commanded the liaritan of the blockade
squadron during the Mexican War. From 1849
to 1852 he was in command of the African squad-
ron. In July, 1861, he was made superintendent

of the construction of the new iron war-vessels,

and attained tlie rank of rear-admiral on the
retired list in July, 1862.

GREGOBY, James (1638-75). A Scotch
mathematician and inventor, born at Aberdeen.

At the age of twenty-three he invented the re-

flecting telescope known by his name, which he

described in a work entitled Optica Promola.
He then went to Padua, where he spent about
two years, devoting himself to studies in the

mathematical sciences. In 1667 he produced his

Vera Circuli et Hypcrholw Quadraiura, followed,

in 1668, by two other works, Geometriccc Pars
Vnivcrsalis, and Exercitationcs Gcometricw. On
his return to London, he was elected a fellow of

the Royal Society, and in 1669 he obtained the

professorship of mathematics at Saint Andrews.
In 1674 Gregory was called to Edinburgh to fill

the chair of mathematics.

GREGORY, ,Tames (1753-1821). A Scottish

physician, born at Aberdeen. He studied at the

University of Edinburgh and at Christ Church,
Oxford, where he acquired a considerable knowl-
edge of the classics; graduated from the medical
department of the University of Edinburgh in

1774, and continued his studies at Continental

universities imtil 1776. Upon his return he was
made professor of medicine at Edinburgh, and in

1777 commenced to lecture at the Royal Infirmary.

In 17!)0 he became professor of the practice of

medicine, and continued lecturing upon that sub-

ject until his death. He was universally ac-

knowledged to be the foremost medical prac-

titioner and lecturer in Scotland during his

maturity; but he preferred to display his great

mental powers in versatile controversy rather

than in the advancement of the medical science.

In 1809 he became involved in a long argument
against a recommendation to allow more freedom
to members of the Edinburgh medical faculty,

was charged with divulging university proceed-

ings, and was suspended from fellowship in

the college. His principal writings are: De
Morhis Cceli Mutatione Melendis (1774): Con-
spectus Medicinw Theoretical (2 vols.. 1780-82^ :

Theorif of the Moods of Verbs (1700) ; PhiJo-

sophical and Literart/ Essai/s (1792) ; Memorial
to the Managers of the Roiial Infirmary (17S0) ;

II istorical Memoirs of the Medical War in Edin-
hiirali in the Tears 1785-80-87; and Epigrams and
Poems (1810).

GREGORY, John (1724-73). A Scotch physi-

cian, grandson of .James Gregory, the mathemati-
cian. He was born at Aberdeen, was educated
there, at Edinburgh, and at Leyden ; was pro-

fessor of philosophy at Aberdeen from 1746 to

1749 ; became professor of the practice of physic
at Edinburgh in 1766; and eninyed a bi^h repu-

tation as a teacher and practicing phvsician. His
complete works were published at Edinburgh in

1788.—His son. Dr. .Tames Greoory (17.53-1821).

became distinguished as professor of the prac-

tice of medicine at Edinburgh, and was a leading
man in liis profession. He was the author of
Literary and Philosophical Essays (1792).

GREGOBY, John Milton (1822-98). An
American educator, born at Sandhike, X. Y..

and educated at Union College. After a brief

study of law he took up theology, and was or-

dained as a pastor in the Baptist faith; but
he soon abandoned his pastoral duties for educa-
tional work in tbe West. He was appointed
principal of a classical school in Detroit, Mich.,
and served as State Superintendent of Public
Instruction from 1858 to 1863. In 1854 he as-

sisted in the establishment of the Michigan
Journal of Education, which he edited for several

years. He was president of Kalamazoo College,

Mich., from 1863 to 1867. and of the Illinois

Industrial University from 1867 to 1880. In
1873 he served as United States Commissioner
to the World's Fair at Vienna, and he was a
member of the United States Civil Service Com-
mission from 1882 to 1885. His publications in-

clude: Handbook of Histori) (1866) ; Map of Time
(1866); Ticw Political Economy (1882); Seven
Laws of Teaching (1883) ; and Political Economy
(1887).

GBEGOBY, Olixthus Gilbert (1774-1841).
An English mathematician, born at Yaxley, Hunt-
ingdonshire. He was professor at the Roval
Jlilitary Academy, Woolwich, from 1807 to 1838.

His most important contributions to physical
science were his experiments (1823) to deter-

mine the velocity of sound. He was one of the
projectors of London LTniversity; edited the Gen-
tleman's Diary (1802-19). and the Ladies' Diary
(1819-45) ; and published treatises on astronomy
and mechanics. Letters on. the Evidences of the

Christian Religion (1811), and memoirs of John
Mason Good (1828), and of Robert Hall (1833).

GREGORY, William (1803-58). A Scotch
chemist, grandson of .John Gregory, the physi-

cian. From 1844 luifil his death he was profes-

sor of chemistry in Edinburgli University. He
carried out a number of original investigations

in chemistry; wrote Outlines of Chemistry
(1845); and edited in English several of Lie-

big's works. He also published Letters to a
Candid I))(inircr on Animal Magnetism (1851).

GREGOBY OF ARMENIA, called The II-

LUMIXATOR (c.257-332). Tlie apostle of Chris-

tianity among the Armenians. Little is known
of his early history, and the facts of his life are

so mingled with fiction that it is difficult to

separate them. He is said to have been born
at Valarshabad. the capital of the Province of

Ararat, Armenia, about 257, and educated at
Copsarea in Cappadocia, where at the same time
he was instructed in the Christian religion. He
afterwards entered into the service of Tiridates

III., King of Armenia, by whom he was sub-

jected to severe persecution' on account of his

refusal to worship idols. Some severe public

calamity which succeeded being looked upon as :i

proof of Divine wrath, and the King being him-
self afflicted, both the ruler and his subjects

put themselves under Gregory's instruction. The
people were converted in great numbers, and
churches immediately erected throughout the

country; and Gregory, after receiving ordination

at Cfesarea (302). returned as Metropolitan of

Armenia, and baptized his converts. He is said

to have retired from office in 331 to live in a
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cave, and to liave died there ill 'S:il. The memory
of Gregory is heki in great reverence in the

Greek, Coptic, Abyssinian, and Armenian eliureh-

cs, and he is one of the saints of the Konian
Catholic calendar. The discourses attril)nted to

him are pi'obably spurious. There are two lives

in Armenian accessible, one in a French transla-

tion by Langlois in vol. i. of his Uistoriiiis de

VArmcnie (Paris, 1807) ; and the other in the

English translation by JIalan, Life and Times

of tiaint (Ircgonj the Illuminator (London,

1808) : other lives and his works are in lligne,

PatnAogiii <!nicn, cxvii.

GREGORY OF NA'ZIAN'ZUS, Saint, called

'the theologian' (c.o-.^'J-yU) . Bishop of Constanti-

nople, and one of the 'three Cappadocians,' fa-

mous leaders of orthodo.xy in the latter half

of the fourth century, the other two being

Basil the Great (of (i'lesarea) and Gregory of

Nyssa (q.v. ). He was born probably in 3'29. His
father, who bore the same name, was for many
years Bishop of Nazianzus, a town in southwest
Cappadoeia, identified by Eamsay with the mod-
ern Nenizi. Gregory was born in the village of

Arianzus, He enjoyed the best educational ad-

vantages, studying at Ca>sarea of Capjiadocia,

at Cfesarea of Palestine, and at Athens, where
Basil and Julian (afterwards Emjieror) were
among his fellow students. Some of the most
celebrated rhetors of the fourth century were his

teachers. Study and travel occupied all his time
up to about his twenty-eighth year, when he
returned home, and was baptized. He more than
once visited his friend Basil, at his hermitage
in Pontus, seeming inclined to remain there. But
his unexpected ordination to the presbyterate,

at the hands of his father, made it necessary for

him to settle at Nazianzus, where he preached,

and eventually exercised episcopal functions also,

although never made bishop of that see.

After Basil had been persuaded to abandon
his solitary life and assume the duties of Bishop
of Caesarea (370), he consecrated Gregory Bishop
of Sasinia, an obscure village, where he never
actually served. This appointment temporarily
threatened a rupture of the friendship between
Basil and Gregorj', as their letters show. Much
more agreeable to Gregory- was the invitation

to come to Constantinople, as leader of the ortho-

dox Christians of that frankly Arian city. At
the head of the only Catholic parish in the capi-

tal, and in the face of public opinion overwhelm-
ingly hostile to his views, Gregfiry's power as a
preacher steadily gained for him inllucnce and
enlarged his following. He called his church
Anastasia ('resurrection'), to symbolize the re-

vival of the true faith, in opposition to Arian-
ism. When the religious policy of Theodosius
had turned the State Church back to orthodoxy,
and the Second Ecumenical Coimeil (Constanti-
nople, 381; see Con.st.\ntixople, Council.? of)
had registered its verdict correspondingly, Greg-
ory w.is made Bishop of the patriarchal city, and
Primate of the East. But opposition, arising in

part from the defeated Arians, in part from
criticism of his translation from Sasima. and in

part from the disappointment of rival candidates,
led Gregory speedily to resign his position.

Weary of controversy, he withdrew from Con-
stantinople, and passed the remaining eight or
nine years of his life in quiet near his old home.
He died in 380 or 390.

Gregory is famous chiefly as a theologian and

defender of the orthodoxy of his time. To the
three Cappadocians together is due the final tri-

umph of tile Xiccnc theologj' over .\rianism,

so far as that was independent of politics. And
to Gregory belongs the credit of leading the

way to this end, by formulating the orthodox
doctrine in such a way as to command sujiport.

The result was the definition of the Trinity as

consisting of one substiinee or essence and three

hypostases or persons. (See Homoousion ; Hy-
postasis.) If Athanasius emphasized the one-

ness of God, Gregory emphasized His tlirrrfold-

ncss. And so far did he push this conception

that he was charged with teaching tritlieism.

His theological system is best studied in tlia

famous Theological Orations, five in nund)cr,

originally delivered in Constantinople. We have
from him forty other addresses and sermons,
among them two demmciatious of Julian the
Apostate; man}' letters; and a considerable num-
ber of poems, partly autobiographical. Together
with Basil, he prepared the Philocalia, a collec-

tion of excerpts from Origen of great value.

The best edition of Gregory's complete works
is still the Benedictine (2 vols., Paris, i. edited
by Clemencet. 1778 ; ii. edited by Caillau, 1840, re-

printed by Jligne, Patrologia Qrwca, vols, xxxiv.-

xxxviii., Paris, 18.37-02) ; a good modern edition

of the Five Theological Orations is by Mason
(Cambridge, 1899). The Kicene and Post-yiccno
Fathers, 2d ser., vol. vii. (New York, 1894),
contains an unsatisfactory translation of selected

orations and letters. In general, consult Smith
and Wace, Dietionarij of Christian Biography
(London, 1877-87), article "Gregorius Nazian-
zenius." For literary criticism, consult Kruro-
bacher, Gcschichte dcr hi/~antinischcn Litteratur

(2d ed.. iliuiich. 1897).

GREGORY OF NYSSA, nis'sa. Saint. A
Greek Church father, who flourished during the

latter part of the fourth century. He is one

of the famous 'three Cappadocians' (Basil of

CiBsarea, Gregory of Nazianzus, and Gregory of

Nyssa), and a younger brother of Basil. The
dates of his birth and death are uncertain, but
he died after 394. (Tregorv's early education was
of the best, and we sec evidences of his rhetorical

training in his fine literary style. There is no
good reason to doubt that he was married. About
the year 371 Basil forced Gregory to accept the
bishopric of Nyssa. a village of Cappadoeia,
whose chief claim to distinction is that he pre-

sided over its church.

From the outset Gregory encountered opposi-

tion on the part of the .\rians. who were numer-
ous and powerful throughout the East, and who
enjoyed Court favor under the Emperor Valens.

A local synod deposed Gregory in 370. and he
v\as banished by the Emperor's command. The
death of Valens and the accession of Theodosius
mark a turning-point in the history of .\rianism,

and usher in the triumph of the Nieeue ortho-

doxy. Gregory was restored to his see (378),
and from this time onward his sphere of in-

fluence widens. We find him journeying to

Antioch, Palestine, Constanliiinple, and .\rabia,

eyerywhere aiding in establishing the Catholic

faith. He was an influential member of the

Second Ecumenical Council, held at Constanti-
nople in 3S1. (See Con.stantinopi.e, CofNriLS
OF.) There is no reason to believe that he
wrote, the clauses said to have been added to

the Nicene symbol at that time. (See Nicene
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Cbeed.) But his influence upon the final formu-
lation of the doctrine of the Trinity was con-

siderahle, especially in drawing a distinction be-

tween the one divine essence, or substance, and
the three hypostases, or jjersons. (See Arius;
Hypostasis; Homoousion.) He also emphasized
the attributes of the three persons in tlie Trin-

ity—viz. that the Father is eternally Father, un-

begotten ; that the Son is eternally begotten;

and that the Holy Spirit eternally proceeds

(from the Father). In addition to these funda-

mental articles of the faith. Gregory maintained
certain ideas, derived from Origen. which never

met with favor in the Church, notably the theory

of a final restoration of all men to harmony with

God (the apokataslcisis) . He visited Constanti-

nople three times after the Council of 381. On
one of these occasions he delivered funeral ora-

tions over the Princess Pulcheria and the Em-
press Flacilla. We hear of him for the last time

in 394.

Gregory had none of those accidental marks
of distinction which attach to pojies and patri-

archs. His episcopal see was insignificant, ex-

cept as he himself shed lustre upon it. His place

in history depends upon his service to the de-

velopment of Catholic theology, and in particu-

lar to the formulation of the trinitarian dogma.
His doctrinal views may be read in his extensive

work Agaivit Eunomius (who was a pronoimced
Arian) ; in his book Aijainst ApoUiiuiriiis : or

in his Great Catechism, which was designed for

the use of the clergy in dealing with candidates

for admission to the Church. In his treatise on
The Soul and the Resurrection we have an illus-

tration of his power as a si^eeulative philosopher;

in that On Virginity we may examine one side

of his ethical system, and also notice his regret

that he is himself shut out by marriage from
the more excellent life he praises. An adequate
edition of his works is much to be desired.

BiULioGRAPHY. Migne, Patrologia Grwca, vols,

xliv.-xlvi. (Paris. 1803), gives the te.xt of most
of Gregory's works. An' English translation by

Moore and Wilson is given in Tlie f^^icene Fatliers,

second series, vol. v. (New York. 1893). In gen-

eral, consult: the article "Gregorius Nyssenus,"

in Smith and Wace. Dictionari/ of Christian Biog-

raphy (London, 1877-87) : Hamack. History of

Dogma, vol. iv. (English translation. London,

1898) ; Schaff, History of the Christian Church,
vol. iii. (New York, "l889) : Vollert, Die Lehre
Gregors von Kyssa rom Guten und Bosen (Leip-

zig," 1897).

GREGORY OF TOURS, toor (Lat. Gregorius
Turoncn.^is) , originally called CiEORGlus Floren-
TIDS (.538-94). A celebrated ecclesiastic, the

chronicler of Prankish history. He was bom in

Auvergne. November 30. 538. His family was of

high rank, and distinguished for piety., having
furnished several bishops to the See of Tours.

Gregory was educated mider the direction of his

•uncle. Saint Gallus, Bishop of Clermont, and.

after the latter's death, of Saint Avitus. also

afterwards Bishop of Clermont. Ordained deacon

( Sfi3 ) . Gregory left Auvergne and went to the

Court of Sigebert. King of Austrasia. In 573 he

was elected to the See of Tours, and was conse-

crated by Giles Archbishop of Rheims. The first

vears of his episcopacy were a season of great per-

plexity, owinc to the contentions of the Merovin-

gian kings. By resisting royal authority on some

occasions, he drew upon himself the hatred of

t^ueen Fredegunda of Neustria, and the ire of

her husband, King Cliilperic. Gregory was ac-

cused of seditious and other treasonable actions,

and summoned liefore a council of bishops

in 5S0. Here, however, he defended himself

with such clearness and vigor that Cliilperic

ceased to be his foe, and trusted him after-

wards with many important political missions.

No less favored by the King's successors, Gun-
tram and Childebcrt II., Gregory did not fail to

use all his inlhience with the Court for the

amelioration of the position of the Church. His
travels had, apart from their political purpo.ses,

at the same time the object of everywhere restor-

ing peace and piety. His last journey seems to

have been to Orleans, whither he accompanied
the King in 593. He died at Tours, November 17,

594. Gregor}''s chief work is his Historice Fran-
eorum Libri Decent (Ten Books of Prankish His-

tor.v), the first attempt at French history. The
style is crude, and the selection of topics and
arrangement indiscriminate. There is a German
translation in the Geschichtschreiber der deut-

schen Vorzeit (Berlin, 1887), and an English

translation is announced. It has been separately

edited by Omont and Coltoli (Paris, 1887-93).

The Miraculorum Libri Tit and other minor writ-

ings were translated into French by BordieT
I Paris. 1857-04). Gregory's complete works are

fn Migne. Patrologia Latina. Ixxi.; the best edi-

tion is that by Arndt and Krusch. in the Monu-
menta Germaniw Historica: Seripiores Rerum
Merovingicarum, vol. i. (Hanover, 1885). For

his biography, consult; Lobell (Leipzig. 1839;

2d ed. 1809) ; also Bonnet, Le Latin dc Grigoire

de Tours (Paris, 1890).

GREGORY THAU'MATUR'GUS (Gk. Tpr,-

yapios &av/jiaToiipy6i. GrCgorios Thaumatourgos,
Gregory the Miracle-Worker), Saint (c.210-70).

Bishop of Neoea?sarea in Pontus, his native city.

Sprung from an illustrious and wealthy heathen
family, he was educated as a rhetorician ; but

an acquaintance with Origen at Csesarea, in

Palestine, in 233, led him to give up the law, and
apply himself under his new master to the study

of the Holy Scriptures and Greek philosophy.

When Maximin's persecutions forced Origen to

leave Ca?saiea, Gregory went to Alexandria, and
stayed there for a time. Gordian having suc-

ceeded Maximin. Origen returned to Ctesarea. and
Gregory went thither to renew his studies under
him. Most probably it was at that period also

that he was baptized, and changed his name from
Theodorus to Gregory. Recalled to his family

(238), instead of striving for those posts of honor

for which he had been destined, he retired into

solitude: but was so often besought to return and
labor for the Church that he allowed himself to

be consecrated Bishop of Neocoesarea aBout 240.

The city was wealthy and populous, but utterly

unchristian. Gregory applied himself to his work
with the utmost zeal. According to the stories,

he wrought many miracles, thereby winning his

epithet, the 'Jliracle-Worker.' During the per-

secution of Decius. which broke out in 250. Greg-

ory fled, with a great part of his flock. In 251

the Emperor Decius died, and Gregory returned

to Neoca'sarea. He now instituted a general

festival for those Christians who had fallen dur-

ing the persecution, and permitted the faithful

to celebrate it with banquets and sports like
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tliose wliifh accompanied licathcu festivals—

a

proceeding by which he intended to draw over

the pagan multitude to Christianity, but which
has been severely blamed. In M5. with his

brother Athenoilorus, he was at the Council of

Antioeh, which had been convoked for the purpose

of condemning the heresies of Paul, Liishop of

Samosata. ^^hcther CIregory also took jiart in

the second council (270). necessitated by Paul's

refusal to abdicate, is very uncertain. He died

at Neoe;esarea, 270. The genuine works of Greg-

orj' are a panegyric on Origen. delivered in public

before his return to his native place; a creeil said

to have been revealed by the 'S'irgin Mary; a
paraphrase of Ecclesiastes, often and wrongly
attributed to Gregory of Nazianzus ; and a

'Canonical Epistle,' setting forth the punishments
and penances to be undergone by sucli Christians

as had bought booty from pagan soldiers. The
first collected edition of his works was published

by Vossius (ilayence. 1604) ; a more completx;

edition appeared in Paris (1(522). Thej- are in

Migne, Pat rologia Grtrca, x.; English translation
in The Ante-Nicene Fathers, vi. (Bufl'alo, 1880-
96). Much of our knowledge of Ciregory comes
from Gregory of Nyssa's life of him ( in Migne,
Patrologia ilraca. s..) . For his life, consult
Kyssel (Leipzig, 1880).

GREGR, gre'gr'. Eduard (1828—). A Czech
politician, bom at Bi'ezhrad. He studied medi-
cine, became a lecturer at Prague, and from 1861
•was known for his active participation in Aus-
trian political affairs. He assisted in founding
the Young Czech Party, and was acknowledged
its foremost spokesman. In 1861 he was elected

to the Bohemian Diet, and in 188.3 a Deputy to

the Imperial Reichsrat. His programme sought
the establishment of an independent Czech State,

and hence brought him into severe opposition
alike to the Old Czech faction, which he de-

nounced for its conservatism, and the Germaniz-
ing element. See BonEMi.\, section on History.

GREGR, .JuLivs (1828-96). A Czech politi-

cian, brother of Eduard Gregr, born at Bi'ezhrad.

He was educated at Prague, and became distin-

guished as a publicist and legislator. For nearly
thirty-live years he was a member of the Bohe-
mian Diet. During his long career in these as-

semblies he was a prominent representative of
the Young Czech Party, which he assisted in

founding, and vigorously opposed the CJerman
influence in Bohemia. Owing to his equally
strong opposition to the, tactics of the feudalist

Old Czeeh Party, he resigned his seat in the Aus-
trian Reichsrat in 1880. The Czech organ. A'o-

rodni Listii. was founded by him. in association
with Rieger and Palacky, in 1861.

GREGUSS, gre'giiosh, ArorsT (1825-82). An
Hungarian critic, born at Eperies. He was a
student at the University of Halle, became pro-
fessor at Szarvas, and finally professor of <'ps-

thetics at the University of Budapest (1870).
He is particularly known as an analyst and critic

of Magyar poetrj-. and his works are written in

that language. Some of them were translated
int« German by Gustav Heiririch (187.5).

GREIF, grlf, Martin (adopted name of Fried-
Ricn Hermann Fret) (LS.-i!)— ). A Gennan
poet and dramatist. He was born at Speier,
and was educated at Munich. His power of ex-
pression, as well as the nobility of thought and

Vol. IX.—18.

depth of sentiment expressed in his Ij'rics. entitles
these to be ranked among the best modern pro-

ductions of the kind in German. With the excep-
tion of the drama Htnis Huchs (latest ed. 1894),
his minierous productions appear under the name
of Martin Greif. .\mong these are his collected

])oem.-i. (Icdlchte (.5th ed. 1889). and the dramas
Vorfi:: Ulfeldt, der lleirlishofiiicislcr ron Diiiw-

iiiark (2d ed. 187G) ; Priii: Eiujcii (1880) ; Kon-
radiii, der lpt::te [lohen.itiiufr (18811); hiidniq
der linijer (1891) ; and General York (1899),

GREIFSWALD, grifs'wiilt. The capital of a
circle of the same mime in the Prussian Province
of Pomerania, situated on the river Ryck, 18

miles by rail southeast of Stralsund, near the

Baltic Sea (Map: Prussia, El). It is well

built. equi])ped with modern improvements, and
is surrounded by promenades laid out on the site

of ancient fortifications. There are three mediae-

val Lutheran churches, of which the Gothic Saint
Xicholas is the most conspicuous, owing to its

high tower. The town hall is also an interesting

old building, and there are a luimber of curious
private houses—gabled brick structures dating
from the fourteenth and fifteentli centuries. Tlie

l^niversity of Greifswald was founded in 14i36. It

has three faculties, with an attendance of over
800 students, and a library of 140,000 volumes,
together with a number of interesting manu-
scripts. At the university is exposed every ten
years the valuable Croy t;ipestiy, belonging to the
sixteenth century, and lepresenting Luther
preaching. There are a municipal g^'mnasiiuu
and a geographical and scientific museum. The
chief manufacturing establishments are the roy;il

railway shops, machine-works, chicory-factories,

and ship-building yards. Sugar of lead, dried fish,

and fruit presen'es are exported. The trade is

principallv, however, in grain and wood. Popu-
lation, in "1890. 21.624; in 1900, 22,950.
Greifswald received its municipal rights in

the thirteenth century, and became in the same
century a member of the Hanseatic League. It

suffered greatly from frequent sieges, but regained
its prosperity under the dominion of Sweden,
into whose hands it fell in 1631. It became Prus-
sian in 1815,

GREIN, grin. Michael ( 1825-77) . A German
philologist. He was bom at Willingshausen,
Hesse, was educated at Marburg and Jena,
and in 1865 became archivist to the Elector
of Hesse at Cassel, He was professor at Mar-
burg from 1873 until his death. Besides several

valuable translations of Anglo-Saxon poems, he
published the work entitled Bibliothek der anpcl-^

siichsischen Poesie iit kritiseh bearbeiteten Texten,
mit frlossnr (1857-64), a work of basic impor-
tance on Anglo-Sa.xon literature, and the first

which ma.v be regarded a.s a compilation of the
various editions of the poems discussed. Unfor-
tunatel.v. Grein did not live to complete his

other work, devoted to Anglo-Saxon prose, en-

titled Bibliothek der anr/elstiehsischen Prosa
(1872).

GREIZ, grits. The capital of the German Prin-
cipalitv of Reuss (Elder Branch), situated on
both banks of the White Elster, 49 miles south
of Leipzig (Map: Germany, E .'?). The pictur-

esque old town is on the right bank, the new
town on the left. There are an old castle situated
on a lonely rock, the residence of the Prince of

Reuss, and a fine Gothic Rathaus, built in 1841.
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Tlie sunimeT residence of the Prince stands in a
large and beautiful park surrounded by wooded
mountains, and tlie environs abound in romantic
scenery. Tlie town has a gymnasium, a 'real'

gj'mnasium. and a seminary. It owns its water-

works, a gas and an electric plant, and a savings

bank. Grciz is the scat of a highly deyeloped

textile industry, employing in the ncigliborhood

of 10,000 people. The chief manufactures are

dress-goods, Avoolens, shawls, quilts, etc. There

are also a number of tanneries, cigar-factories,

paper-mills, iron-foundries, machine-shops, etc.

Population, in l.SOO. 20.141; in 1900, 22,346;

nearly all Protestants.

GRELL, grel, Augu.st Eduakd (1800-80). A
Gennan organist, born in Berlin. He was the

pupil of Kaufmann. Ritschl, and Zelter. He
entered the Singakademie in 1817, and was di-

rector of it for twenty years. He was Court
organist and teacher of the cathedral choir, and
teacher of composition at the Academy. His com-
positions are vocal, and usually sacred. Among
them is an oratorio. Die Israelitcn in der Wiisie

:

a mass in sixteen parts, which has been given re-

peatedly in Europe and the United States; a
four-part arrangement of the choral melodies of

the Evangelical (lc.t<in<ibuch ; organ preludes,

motets, cantatas, and hymns.

GRELLET', Stephen (originally Etienne de
Gkellet DE J\L\BiLLiER) (1773-1S55). A Quaker
missionary and philanthropist, born in Limoges,

France, of a wealthy and noble family. He was
originally a Roman Catholic, and was educated

at the military college at Lyons. At the time of

the Revolution he belonged to the bodyguard of

Louis XVI. After the execution of the King he

escaped and came to America. In 1795 he joined

the Society of Friends. During the yellow-fever

epidemic in Philadelphia, in 1798, he was imtir-

ing in his attentions to the sick and the dying. A
little later he engaged successfully in business in

Ne* York, and after 1800 traveled as a mission-

ary over much of the United States and Canada,
and made two missionary tours in Europe, per-

sonally addressing the Czar and the Pope on the

subject of religion. He died in Burlington, N. J.

Consult Seebohm (editor). The Life and Gospel
Labours of Stephen GrcUet (3d ed., London,
1802).

GRETVnO, Bianca's rich but aged suitor, in

Shakespeare's Turning of the fllireir.

GRENADA, gre-na'da. A British island and
colony, in the Windward group of the West
Indies, situated northwest of Trinidad (Map:
West Indies, R 8). Area, 133 square miles.

The island is of volcanic origin, and contains
several extinct craters and hot mineral and
sulphur springs. In the centre rises a moun-
tain ridge, with peaks about 3000 feet high, and
outlying spurs interspersed with beautiful and
fertile vallej^s. The picturesque coast is indented
by fine bays and harbors. The island is well

watered by numerous small streams, and the

aimual precipitation is excessive, sometimes
amounting to 200 inches. One of the natural
features of the island is the Grand Etang, a
round lake two miles in circuit, 1800 feet above
the sea ; sanatoriums are established on its

shores. Agriculture constitutes the chief occupa-
tion, and the area under cultivation exceeds

20,000 acres, mostly under cacao. The cultiva-

tion of sugar-cane was formerly the chief indus-

try, but since the emancipation of the slaves and
the division of the land into small holdinga
sugar has been almost completely replaced by
cacao and spices. The aimual commerce exceeds
$2,500,000. Tlie administration of the island is

vested in a Governor and a legislative council of

thirteen members, six oflicially nominated by the

Governor and seven unoflicially nominated by tlie

Cro\\Ti. Carriacou. the cliief island of the Gren-
adines (q.v. ), is an administrative dependency of

Grenada. The capital. Saint George, the head-

quarters of the Government of the Windward
Islands, situated on a strongly fortified bay on
the southwest coast, has a line harbor, capable
of accommodating the largest vessels, and is

an Imperial coaling station. Population of

island, in 1901, 63,438, mostly colored. Gre-
nada was discovered by Columbus in 1498,

and was .settled by the French in 1050-51. The
commercial development of the island dates from
1714. when the French West India Company
took ii]) its exploitation. In 1762 Grenada was
captured by tlie British, from whom it was re-

taken by tlie French in 1779, but restored ia

1783. Consult The Grenada Handbook (London,
1898) ; also the authorities referred to under
Briti.sii \^'est Indie.s.

GRENADE (Fr. grenade, from Sp., Port,

granadu, grenade, pomegranate, from Lat. gra-

natus, filled with grains, from granum, seed;

ultimately connected with AS., Eng. corn ) . A
small explosive .shell, thrown from the hand.
They were formerly in general military use, and
were regarded as being particularly effective

when tlirown among troops making an assault.

Tliey luive lieeii long obsolete. See Grenabier.

GRENADIER. Originally a soldier detailed

and equipped for the throwing of liand grenades.

They were tall men, selected because of special

qualifications for the purpose; afterwards sep-

arate companies of grenadiers were formed, in

France about 1670, and in England soon after-

wards. Tlie flank company or companies of every
infantry regiment, because of their superior
height, were known as grenadier companies. The
grenadier rcgimcnt.s of modern European armies
belong in every instance to royal household troops
or select guard corps. See Grenade.

GRENADIER. A book name for a large fam-
ily of pelagic fishes. Jlacruridie, allied to the
cods, which inhabit the dee|) parts of the ocean,

and often present extraordinary shapes. They
are frequently called 'onion-fishes' by the fisher-

men, or 'popeyes,' on account of the size and
shape of their eyes, which are large and promi-
nent, as is usual among deep-sea animals. Tliey

occur frequently in the Western Atlantic, and
sometimes in forms that are edible. They are

known to fishermen through their proclivity for

stealing bait and making off with trawl-line

hooks. The species best known to the fisher-

man and the largest is 3Iaci-urus rupestris. called

'rat-tail fish.' as well as 'onion-fish.' This form
abounds off the North Atlantic coast, and reaches

a length of three feet, and a weight of four or five

pounds. Prominent genera are Bathygadus,
Steindachneria, Chalinura, Cnryphtenoides. Hy-
menocephalus. !Macrurus, Coelorhynchus. and
Lionurus. See Plate of ConFiSH ANn Allie.s.

GRENADIER GUARDS. Certain regiments
of foot sruards in Eurniiean armies. In England
the regiment of Grenadier Guards consists of the
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first, second, ami tliiid battalions, and takes
seniority of all other infantry regiments, whether
of guard or line. It was organized in IGOO under
the title of the First Foot tiuards. See Gren-
ade; Grenadier.

GRENADIERS, The (Ger. Die Grenadiere)

.

A famous poem by Heine, celebrating the devotion
of Napoleons soldiers. It is the conversation of

two grenadiers returning to France after the dis-

astrous Russian campaign of 1812. It has been
set to music by Schumann.

GRENADINES, gren'a-denz'. A chain of

islets belonging to the Windward group of the
West Indies, situated between Grenada and Saint
Vincent (Map: West Indies, R 8). They num-
ber about thirtj' and cover an area of 18 square
miles. The population was 6497 in 1901, of

whom the larger part was found on the chief

island of Carriacou, an administrative depend-
encj" of Grenada. The rest of the group belong
to Saint Vincent.

GRENELLE, gre-nel'. A southwestern quar-
ter of Paris, and an important junction on the
Circular Railway, with branches to the Champs
de Mars and to Les Moulineaux. The embank-
7nent conmiands a splendid view of the city.
Crenelle is famous for its artesian well.

GREN'EELL, Francis Wallace, Baron Hel-
VET (1841— ). An English soldier, born in Lon-
don. He entered the army (Sixtieth Rifles) in

1859; was commissioned captain in 1871 and
major in 1878, during which year he served in

the Kafliir \A'ar as deputy assistant adjutant and
quartei-master-general at headquarters. In the
Zulu War of 1879 he was deputy assistant adju-
tant-general at headquarters, and also took part
in the action at Ulundi. In the Boer W'ar of

1881 he was assistant quartermaster-general
under the command of Sir Eveh-n Wood. During
the Egyptian War of 1882 he was assistant adju-
tant and qviartermaster-general on the headquar-
ters staff, and fought at Tel-el-Kebir : in 1884
accompanied the Nile Expedition; was Sirdar of
the Egyptian Army from 1885 to 1892; directed
the operations near Suakim in 1888; and com-
manded the British and Eg^'ptian troops at Toski
(1889). He was appointed deputy adjutant-gen-
eral for militia, veomanrv, and volunteers in

1892; from 1894 to 1897 was at the War Office

as inspector-general of auxiliary forces; and in
1897-98 commanded in Egypt. He became Gov-
ernor-Cieneral and Commander-in-Chief of Malta
in 1899. By successive promotions he attained
the rank of lieutenant-general.

GRENFELL, George (1849—). An English
missionary' and explorer, born in Lancreed. Corn-
wall. In 1874 he went as a Baptist missionary
to Kamerun in Equatorial West Africa, estab-
lished the Victoria station at the foot of the
Kamerun Mountains, and explored the surround-
ing country in company with Comber. His later
investigations of the Congo Basin greatly modi-
fied the views held on the hydrography of that
region. He explored the Ubangi (Mobangi)
River, the greatest tributary of the Congo, in
1885. He also explored the Mongalla and Aru-
wimi rivers, which flow into the Congo from
the north, and the southern tributaries. Chuapa,
Lulongo, and Lomami. He rendered an impor-
tant service in 1891-92 as a delegate of the
Congo Free State in negotiating a boundary line
with Angola, on the Kuangu River.

GRENOBLE, gre-nS'bl' (Lat. Gratianopolis,
City of GratianJ. The capital of the Depart-
ment of Is6re, France, and a fortress of the Hrst

class, on the Is&re, 81 miles from Lj-ons by rail

(Map: France, MO). It is surrounded by high
mountains and divided bj- the river, which is

here c(jnfined within handsome quays, into two
unequiil portions: the ancient quarter on the
right bank is small and uninteresting, wliile the
modern portion on the opposite bank lias a num-
ber of fine streets and squares. Among the chief

public buildings are the Palais de Justice, in Re-
naissance style, built in the fifteenth century; the
cathedral, dating from the eleventh, twelfvli. and
sixteenth centuries; and the museum with an ex-

tensive gallery of ancient and modern paintings
and a library of over 170,000 volumes and 7000
manuscripts. Tlie University of Grenoble, founded
in 1339, has three faculties and over 500 students;
there arc also a theological seminary and military
and art schools. The chief industrial products
are gloves, leather, silk, liquors, and cement.
Population, in 1901, 59,474. Grenoble, originally
the Cularo of the Allobroges, was fortified by
Gratian in the fourth century, and became Bur-
gundian in tlie following century. Later it was
the capital of Dauphine until 1453.

GREN'VILLE, George (1712-70). An Eng-
lish statesman, brother of Richard Grenville, Lord
Temple, and brother-in-law of the Earl of Chat-
ham. Educated at Eton and Christ Church Col-
lege, Oxford, and admitted to the bar in 1735,
he abandoned the law to enter Parliament in

1741, and from 1744 to 1762 filled various Gov-
ernment ortiees. In 1757 he secured the passage
of a bill for the regulation of the payment of
tlie navy. Five years later he became Secretary
of State for the Northern Department, and in

the following year succeeded Lord Bute as Prime
^Minister, uniting in himself the olBces of Chan-
cellor of the Exchequer and First Lord of the
Treasury. He is best known from his connection
with the Stamp Act and the famous Wilkes" case.

He advocated the passage of the Stamp Act, and
opposed its repeal. He favored the prosecution
of Wilkes, but later opposed his expulsion from
the House of Commons. He was forced in 1765
to resign the Premiership, and died five years
thereafter without again holding important office.

Grenville was distinguished for eloquence, public
spirit, bvisiness qualities, and extensive knowl-
edge; but his imperious nature made him an un-
popular Minister, alike with the King, the Parlia-
ment, and the people. For an account of his life,

consult: The Grenville Papers (London, 1852-53) ;

Chatham, Correspondence (London, 1838-40) ;

Walpole, Memoirs of the Reign of George II.

(London, 1847) ; Walpole, Memoirs of the Reign
of George III. (London. 1859) ; also Lecky. Bis-
iorif of England, ii.. 458 f. (New York, 1891) ;

IMacaulay, Essai/s (New York, 1860).

GRENVILLE, George, Viscount Lansdowne.
See Granville.

GRENVILLE, or GREYNVILE, Sir Rich-
ard (?1541-91). An English naval officer. As
a young man he served with distinction against
the Turks, under the Emperor Maximilian II,

Upon returning to England he became interested
in file exploration of the New World, and in 1585
commanded a fleet of seven ships, which, under
the patronage of his cousin. Sir Walter Ralegh,
sailed to found a colony in Virginia. The fol-
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lowing year he returned to Virginia, bringing sup-
plies for the colonists at Roanoke, but found the
settlement abandoned, the peojile having re-

turned to England with Sir Francis Drake. Dur-
ing the homeward trip he landed at the Azores,
where he pillaged towns and carried otf prisoners.

In 1591_. as second in command, on the Revenge,
he accompanied Lord Thomas Howard to the

Azores to intercept the treasure fleet of Spain.
The English were surprised by a powerful Span-
ish armada, and for some cause not perfectly

clear the lievenyc was delayed until the Span-
iards got to windward of her. and cut her off

from the rest of the squadron. Greuville at-

tempted to break through the Spanish line, and
was overpowered and captured, after fifteen Ixburs

of desperate fighting with one hundred and fifty

men against five thousand. Grenville was mortal-
ly wounded, and died three days afterwards.
Consult Arber, "Last Fight of the Ecienye at

Sea." in English Reprints, vol. xiv. (London,
1871). The narratives of Grenville's voyages are
in Hakluvt, XoticKjes, vols. ii. and iii. (London,
(1809-12; Edinburgh, 1889-90).

GRENVILLE, Richabd Temple. See Temple,
Eabl.

GRENVILIiE, William VVyndham, Lord
Gbenville (1759-1834). An English statesman,
tile youngest son of (.ieorge Grenville

(
q.v. ) . He

was born on October 25, 1759. After studying at

Eton and Oxford with brilliant success, he under-
went a law course at Lincoln's Inn, but did not
enter the profession. He became a member of

the House of Commons in 1782. and attended his

eldest brother. Lord Lieutenant of Ireland, in

the character of secretary. Soon after he became
Pa3'master-General of the army, and in 1789 was
chosen Speaker of the House of Commons. In
1790 he was appointed Secretary of State for

the Home Department, and was raised to the
peerage with the title of Baron Grenville. He
became Foreign Secretary in the ensuing year.

He resigned office, along with Pitt, in 1801, on
the refusal of George III. to give his assent to

the Catholic Emancipation Bill. He was Premier
of the 'All the Talents IMinistry' (q.v.) in 1806-

07. the chief act of which was the abolition of

the slave trade. In 1809 he was chosen chancel-
lor of the University of Oxford. From 1815 he
acted along with Earl Grey, and generally sup-
ported Jlr. Canning. He died at Dropmore,
Buckinghamshire, January 12, 1834.

GRESH'AM, Sir Thomas (1519-79). An
English merchant and financier. He was edu-
cated at Gonville Hall, Cambridge, was appren-
ticed to his uncle. Sir .John Gresham, merchant,
and was admitted to membership in the Jlercers
Company (1543). In 1551 he became King's fac-

tor at Antwerp, in which office it was his busi-

ness to negotiate royal loans with Flemish mer-
chants, to buy arms and military stores, and
to divert to England as much bullion as possible.

As a result of his skillful management of the
finances, the rate of exchange, which had been
very unfavorable to England, was much im-
proved. Since he was a Protestant, he was
dismissed upon Mary's accession to the throne;
but he had proved himself indispensable, and was
quickly reinstated. Elizabeth's successful finan-
cial policy owed much to his shrewd advice. At
his suggestion the debased currency was restored,

and later, when the troubles in Antwerp curtailed

foreign resources, he persuaded her to secure a
forced loan from the merchant adventurers and
staplers, by the detention of their fleets, in 1554
he was sent to Sjiain to procure buUitm, and in

1559 he was employed as Ambassador to the
Duchess of Parma, Regent of the Netherlands.
On this occasion he was knighted. He also car-
ried on an extensive private business as banker,
goldsmith, and mercer, and was held to be the
wealthiest merchant of his time. He possessed
much landed property, and established the ear-
liest paper-mills in England. He applied his

wealth to public uses, after the death of his
only son, in 1504. He founded a bourse in Lon-
don, in imitation of the one at Antwerp, and
named it the Roj'al Exchange. He also founded
Gresham College and eight almshouses. Con-
sult Burgon, Life and Times of Sir Thomas
Gresham (London, 1839). See Gresham's Law.
GRESHAM, Walter Quinton (1832-95).

An American jurist and politician, born near
Lanesville. Harrison County, Ind. He was edu-
cated at the Indiana State University, but left

before completing the course, and, after studying
law at Corydon. Ind.. was admitted to the bar in

1853. He stumped the State of Indiana for Fre-
mont in the campaign of 1850, and in 1860 was
elected as a Republican to the State Legislature.
In 1861 he enlisted as a private in the Thirty-
eighth Indiana Volunteers, but was chosen lieu-

tenant-colonel of the regiment before it left the
State. In December, 1801. he was commissioned
colonel of the Fifty-third Indiana Volunteers,
and commanded it at Shiloh. at Corinth, and in

the Vicksburg campaign. For bravery at the
siege of Vicksburg he was promoted to be briga-

dier-general in August. 1803. He commanded
the Fourth Division of the Seventeenth Army
Corps of Sherman's army at the beginning of the
march to the sea; but at Leggetfs Hill, near
Atlanta, was so severely wounded in the knee
as to be compelled to retire from active ser-

vice. In March, 1805. he was brevetted major-
general. After the war he resumed his law- prac-

tice at New Albany. Ind.. and in 1866 was an
unsuccessful Republican candidate for Congress.
After spending the greater part of the next two
years in New York City as financial agent for

his native State, he was appointed in 1869 by
President Grant United States District Judge for

Indiana. In 1880 he was an unsuccessful candi-
date for the L^nited States Senate, and in 1882
resigned his seat on the bench in order to accept
President Arthur's tender of the office of Post-
master-General, made vacant by the death of

Timothy O. Howe. In 1884 he was made Secre-

tary of the Treasury, a position which he held
for a few months, when he was appointed L'nited

States Circuit .Judge for the Seventh Judicial
Circuit. He w'as a candidate for the Republican
nomination for President in 1884 and 1888. Later
his views on the tariff underwent a cliangc. and
he found liimself out of sympathy with liis party.

Several of his judicial decisions had won for him
the support of the Populists, and had he con-

sented he could have been nominated for the Pres-
idency at the national convention of that party
held at Omaha. Neb., in .July. 1892. He refused
to allow his name to be considered, however, and
soon after issued a public statement declaring his

purpose to support Grover Cleveland's candi-
dacy. After his election. President Cleveland
named Judge Gresham Secretary of State.
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GBESHAM'S LAW. A principle of political

economy formulalcd by Sir Thomas Gresham
(q.v. ) to the effect that in a monetary circula-

tion bad money drives out good. It was origi-

nally applied to the elTect upon the circulation

of mutilated, worn, or depreciated coinage. If

into such a coinage new, full-weight coins be in-

jected, it will not be long before the latter are

exported or find their way to the melting-pot,

while the worn-out coins still continue to fulfill

their function as money. The reason for this

lies in the higher bullion value of the new coin.

For exportation or industrial uses the value

of the coin is determined by the weight. It is

therefore the best coins which are sought for

this purpose, and it is a familiar experience that

the export of coin works towards the deteriora-

tion of the coinage. In latter days Grcsham's law
has been applied to concurrent circulation of

diflerent types of money—gold, silver, and paper.

Under the joint circulation of gold and silver,

that which in tlie currency of the country is

the cheapest as compared with the valuations
of other countries, and the world's market, will

tend to displace the other metal. In like manner
the infusion into the circulation of irredeemable
paper money promotes exportation of metallic

money. Gresham's law, in the familiar form that
bad money drives out good, of course applies abso-

lutely only where there is a redundancy of cur-

rency. In such a case there is a natural move-
ment toward the exportation of money, and that
metal will be chosen for exportation which is of

least value at home. Unless svich redundancy
exists, gold and silver may and do circulate side

by side despite the fact that legal ratios do not
conform to the general market, or, in other words,
that in the sense of the maxim one is good ami
the other bad. Consult: Gide, Political Economy
(Paris. 1.S84)

; Walker. Political Economy (Ne'.v

York. 188G) ; also Daniel, "The Confirmation of

Gresham's Law," in Annals of the American
Academv of Political and Social Science, vol. vi.

(Philadelphia, 1895).

GRESSET, gres'sa', Jean Baptiste Louis
(1709-77). A French poet and playwright, born
at Amiens. At sixteen he became a Jesuit, and
later taught in .lesuit colleges. Tert-Tert, the de-

lightful tale of an indiscreet parrot, appeared at
Rouen in 1734, and soon went the rounds of

Europe. His Chartteuse, Careme impromptu,
Lvtrin rivant soon afterwards dismayed the Jes-

uits. Gressct was sent oflF to La Fl&che and shut
out of the Company. In 1740 he was in Paris,

and there he had played his Edonard III., a
tragedy, a comedy called Sijdnc)/ (174.5). and Le
Mcchant (1747). wliich was then a success. Fa-
mous in Paris, where he became an Academician
in 1748, Gresset went to Amiens, and founded an
academy in 1750. In 1759 we find him for-
swearing the theatre, even indulging in a little

severity to placate his brethren whom he had
scandalized by his satire on selfish Court prelates.
Cresset's works appeared in three volumes in
1811, and again in 1859. Vert-Vert and other
pieces were Englished by 'an officer of the army'
(Kew York, 1801) in the Select Translations and
Imitations from the French of Marmonfcl and
Gressct. Consult, also: Deromc, Porsics chnisies,
with bibliography and biography (Paris, 188.3) ;

Daire. Tie de (rresset (ib.. 1779) ; Robespierre,
Eloge de Gresset (London, 1785) ; Bailly, Eloge

de Gresset (Geneva, 1785) ; Cayrol, Essai histo-

rique sur la lie ct les ouvrages de Gresset
(Amiens, 1S4.')|: Saint-Albin Bcrville, Gresset,
kft vie ct scs II lieres (ib., lS(i3).

GRETA (gre'ta) HALL. The residence of

the poet Southey from 1803 to his death. It is

situated in the Vale of Keswick, Cumberland,
and consists of two houses under a single roof.

One of these Coleridge had occupied from three

3-ears previous to Southey's coming. Southey

bought the whole in 1809, but Coleridge's wife

and children were permitted to continue to re-

side in their wing.

GRETCH, grech, Nikolai Ivanovitcii (1787-

1867 ) . A Russian author, born in Saint Peters-

burg, of a Boliemian family. He studied law,

but later devoted himself to literature. From
1809 to 1813 he was professor of Russian litera-

ture in the German school at Saint Petersburg,

and for three years more in a Russian gvmnasium.
He traveled in Germany and France, and in 1829

became connected with the ^Ministry of the In-

terior, Transferred to the Department of Fi-

nance, he traveled in England, France, and Ger-

many, studying the subject there. His rapid

political advancement was due to his conserva-

tive politics as set forth in the St/n Otcchestra

(1812-38), and in the Scrcrnaja' Pccla (182.5-

60), which he edited with Bulgarin in such a

way as greatly to aff'eet Russian politics and
literature, especially between 1830 and 1840.

But his books are better known than his political

or journalistic work. He wrote a handbook of

Russian literature (1819-22), a work on Russian
grammar (2d ed. 1830), two novels, two books of

travel, and postlnmious memoirs (1886). His
complete works were published at Saint Peters-

burg in 1855, in three volumes. Gretch's sketch

of Russian literature, translated into German, is

contained in Otto. Lchrbuch dcr russisehen Lit-

tcratur (Leipzig and Berlin, 1837).

GRETCH'EN. Tlie heroine of Goethe's Famt,
a simple, confiding girl of the people, who gives

her love to the title character, but is corrupted
by him. She kills her child, and is condemned
to death for her act, but while in prison dies

insane. Gretehen is one of the most striking

female characters in dramatic literature, an ideal

picture of innocence and devotion.

GRETHEL, gra'tel. Gammer. The fictitious

personage by whom the famous fairy tales of

the brothers Grimm are supposed to be told.

GRET'NA. A parish-seat of Jefferson Par-
ish. La., on the Mississippi River, opposite New
Orleans, with which it is connected by ferry, and
on the Southern Pacific and other railroads

(Jlap: Louisiana.. E 4). It is engaged extensive-

ly in the manufacture of cottonseed oil. Gretna
was founded in 1835, and on several occasions,

particularly in 1880 and 1891, suffered from
breaks in the levee. Population, in 1890, 3332;
in 1900. not given in census.

GRETNA GREEN. A village of Dumfries-
shire. Scotl.ind (near the Solway, and just over
the border from England), which gained great
notorietv during the last century' as the favorite

place for nuiaway couples from England to

celebrate marriages and so easily evade the Eng-
lish ^Marriage Act. which required the consent

of parents and guardians, publication of banns.
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and the presence of a priest. The law of Scot-

laud required nothing but a mutual declaration

of intention to be e.xchanyod in presence of wit-

nesses—a ceremony which could be jx-rformed

instantly; and it 'was immaterial whether the

parties were minors or not. This declaration

generally took place in presence of a blacksmith,

who in reality was no more necessary than any
other witness, but who gradually assumed an
authority which imposed on the credulity of the

English strangers, and profited by the liberality

usually disjiensed on such ausjdcious occasions

for his trilling sen-ices. The declaration of mar-
riage being exchanged, the parties could return

at once to England, and their marriage was held

valid there and the world over, under the rule of

law that the validity of a marriage is governed

by the law of the place where it is contracted

{lex loci coniractus) . The severity of the Eng-
lish marriage law has been modified; the Scotch

law has been altered, with a view of checking this

evasion of English law: and by 19 and 20 Vict.,

ch. 96, no irregular marriage of that kind in

Scotland is now valid unless one of the parties

had at the date thereof his or her usual place of

residence there, or had lived in Scotland for

twenty-one days next preceding such marriage.

See M.\RRIAGE.

GK:^TRY, gra'tre', A^'DK£ Eknest Modeste
(1741-1813). A once celebrated French dramatic
composer, born at Li6ge. His earliest musical ex

perience was as a chorister in a local church,

but, as it proved unsatisfactory, he was placed

under private teachers. Abovit this time he first

heard an operatic performance, which strongly

incited him to the study of harmony and counter-

point on ]iis own account. He was, however, a

poor student, and so impatient to create that

at seventeen years of age he had produced six

symphonies, and in 1759 Avrote a mass which so

interested an influential Church dignitai'y as to

gain for its composer the means to study in

Rome, where for five j'ears he studied at the

Coll&ge de Li6ge. Here the same characteristics

that had ]>reviously marred his educational prog-

ress prevented any real advancement in the

broader field of musical art, and. following his

own inclinations, he turned toward dramatic
music, his first venture, an intermezzo, Le ren-

demnriatrice (1765), being well received. After
sta3ing in Eome nine years, he went to Geneva
on a fruitless mission to secure a libretto from
Voltaire. Acting on the latter's advice, he made
his Avay to Paris, where, after two years of hard-

ship, he succeeded in obtaining the patronage
of Count Creutz, the Swedish Minister, who se-

cured him Mamiontel's Le Enron (1768). for

which he wrote the music, and through which
he rose to fame. Nearly everything he wrote sub-

sequently was enthusiastically received, notwith-
standing a great many musical defects, and the

overshadowing of his work by the greater genius
of Mfhul and Cherubini. EUeviou, the great

tenor, did much to revive an interest in Gretry,

the composer's glowing melodies and strong dra-

matic expression giving a chance for the display

of his magnificent voice. Eventually, the progress
of the public taste in music caused his works
to be neglected, and ultimately almost forgotten.

He wrote about fifty operas and much dramatic
music, piano sonatas, instrumental numbers,
masses, and Church music generally, most of

which were published, and enjoyed more or less

popularity. He had but a superficial loiowledge

of the theory of music and the science of har-

mony. Breitkopf and HUrtel commenced in 188;)

a complete edition of his works. Consult : A. J.

tiretry, Gri-tri/ en famille (Paris, 1815) ; Brunei,

y olive hio(ir(>i>)iiqiie siir Qretrij (Paris, 1884).

GREUZE, grez, Jean Baptiste (1725-1805).

A French genre painter. He was born at

Tournus, in Burgundy, August 21, 1725. His
talent was recognized and encouraged by the

l.yonnese painier Gronidon, who taught him and
took liim to Paris. Tliere Greuze studied in the

schools of the Academy, and attracted attention

by his first pictui'e, "A Father Explaining the

Bible to His Children." His succeeding works
placed him at the head of the French genre

painters of the day. Jloved by the taunts of the

Classicists, he went to Rome in 1755, but his

visit exercised little influence upon his art. He
sent an unfortunate historical painting, "Severus.

and Caracalla," for admission to the Academy,
and was admitted, but expressly as a genre

painter. He returned in anger, and did not ex-

hibit until after the Revolution, in 1804. In tlie

meantime he had lost his wealth, and he died in

poverty in Paris, March 21. 1805.

Greuze's art renresented a reaction from the

artificial art of the Rococo. He succeeded espe-

cially well with young girls. His manner was
somewhat aflFected, but he was a fine colorist,

and executed his works with great finish. His

portraits of women and children are very beauti-

ful, but he was not always successful in por-

traying the best expression of his sitters. A
follower of Watteau, his work is charmingly
picturesque, although too sentimental to be al-

together pleasing.

The Louvre contains a niunber of his chief

works: the "Village Marriage," the "Father's

Curse," the "Son Punished," the "Broken
Pitcher," besides portraits of the artist and other

persons. Other works are in nearly all the chief

galleries of France, Germany, and Great Britain,

among which the "Girl with an Apple," National

Gallery, London: "Girl with a Music Book."
Berlin': and a "Man with the Gout," at Dresden,

are particularly well known. Consult Normand,
Jean Baptisle'Greuze (Paris, 1892).

GREVE, grav. Place de la. The former

name of the present Place de I'Hotel de Ville at

Paris, so called from its position on the river

bank. \i was a favorite gathering place of un-

employed laborers, and the scene of the chief

popul.ir festivities. In it many famous criminals

and political offenders have been executed, among
them Eavaillac, the murderer of Henry IV., the

jNlarquise de Brinvilliers, the highwayman Car-

touche, and Damiens, the would-be assassin of

Louis XV. The place received its present name
in 1806.

GREVILLE. In Richardson's Sir Charles

Gramlison. the tiresome, persistent, and immense-

ly self-satisfied suitor of Harriet Byron.

GREVILLE, CiiAELEs Cavendish Fulke
(1794-1865). An English diarist. He prepared

for college at Eton, entered Christ Church Col-

lege. Oxford, but left without a degree to liecome

the private secretarv of Lord Bathurst. Later he

was appointed to the secretaryship of .Jamaica

—

a sinecure position, as he never visited the is-

land. At the age of twentv-seven he became clerk
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of the council, a pusitiou he hehl till 1859. and
by means of it became conversant with the plana
and purposes, as well as with the men lliem-

selves. of every Jlinistry of these forty years.
As he was keen, honest, and unbiased, anil pos-
sessed of a vigorous and interesting style, he waa
qualified to record the events and life around
him. He improved his opportunity by keeping
a political diary or journal for a large portion
of his life. These memoirs were placed in the
hands of his friend, ilr. Henry Reeve, with the
injunction to have them |)ublished at a not too
distant date after his death. Acting on this re-

eiuest. the diary for the reigns of George IV. and
William IV., i8:20-37, was published in 1875, in

three volumes. Later, other volumes, covering
the years from the accession of Queen Victoria
to 1800, were issued. The memoirs afford a
valuable insight into the private views and
motives of the leaders of English political life.

Greville records not so much public events as the
private causes which led to them : and perhaps
no English memoir-writer has left behind him a
more valuable contribution to the history of last

century. Greville published anonymously, in

1845. a volume ou the policy of England toward
Ireland, in which he advocated the payment of the
Roman Catholic clergy; he was also the author
of several pamphlets on the events of his day.

A biographical notice by Henry Reeve may be
found in the preface to his edition of the Grev-
ille Memoirs (London, 1875) ; see also the Eng-
lish Historical Review, January, 188G, and April,
1887. His works have been collected and edited
under the title. Greville Memoirs: Journal of
the Reigns of George IV., William IV., and Queen
Victoria (8 vols., London, 189G).

GREVELLE, Sir Fulke, first Lord Bkooke
(1554-1028). An English poet and courtier, born
at Beauchamp Court, Warwickshire. He entered
Shrewsbury School in 1564 on the same day with
Sir Philip Sidney, and an intimacy grew up
which remained unbroken until Sidney's death.
Though he matriculated at Jesus College. Cam-
bridge (150S). while Sidney went to 0.\ford. the
two kept in constant communication, and in
1577 they went together to the Court of Queen
Elizabeth, where Greville at once found great
favor. He made several visits to the Continent,
where he met many men of distinction. He saw
some ser\'ice in Xormandy under Henry IV.
about 1591. was four times a member of Par-
liament between 1592 to 1020: became Treas-
urer of the Navy in 1598, and in 1603 was con-
firmed for life as Secretary for Wales, to which
position he had originally been appointed in 1583.
On the accession of James I. Greville was made a
Knight of the Bath. From 1014 to 1621 he was
Chancellor of the Exchequer. He was made
Baron Brooke in 1021, but his political activity
as a peer was limited to service in the covmcil
of W'nT in 1624 and membership in a few com-
mittees. He was stabbed by an old servant.
one of the witnesses of his will, to whom he
had not left a legacy, and died September
30. 1028. Of Lord Brooke's literary work
little appeared during his lifetime except a few
scattered poems and The Trariedie of Mustnpha
(1609). the text of which was subsequently al-

tered. The bulk of his poetical work was pub-
lished in 1633, a single folio containing A
Treatie of Humane Learning; An Inquisition

I iion Fame and Honour ; and A Treatie of

II (dies', together with an improved text of The
Tvagedie of M uslajiha; The Tragcdie of .\luham;
and Culica, the last a collection of so-called 'son-

nets,' which, lioweverj were not written in the
sonnet form. His longest work, The Life of the

Renoaned .Sir I'liilip iSidney, in j)rose, which was
as nuich autobiography as biography, with inter-

esting and original views on polities, a|)pearod
in 1052. All of his metrical writings, save his

'sonnets,' were written in a close, subtle style,

and his subjects were not well adapted to poetic
expression; and all tendencies toward fanciful
grace are lost in the philosophy and argumenta-
tiveness that characterize his versified tracts.

His extant works, in four volumes, were reprinted
in the 'Fuller Worthies Library," edited by
Grosart (1870).

GRJEVILLE, gra'vel', He.nry (1842-1902).
Pseudonym of Alice ilarie Celeste Durand. A
French novelist ;'nd very popular purveyor of

emotional sensationalism. She was born in Paris.
Of her many volumes, those of Russian life are
best. Of these ffonia (1877) and Dosia (1870),
both reprinted in America, are sufficiently typi-

cal. Her literary career began in Russia with
stories and sketches contributed to the Journal
de Pciershourg (1808-72). but when her husband
lost his professorship in the law school there she
returned to Paris. In 1880 she lectured in the

United States on French and Russian literature,

and embodied parts of her experience in Frank-
leg (1887), a mediocre novel. She wrote also

dramas, and several times revisited America.

GRE'VIL'LEA (Xeo-Lat., named in honor of

the English botanist Robert Kaye Greville I

.

A genus of about 150 species of Australian
trees and shrubs, -which belong to the natural
order Proteacea>. Some species are of consider-

able economic importance. One of the most
common and important is the silk-oak iGre-
ri'lea ruhusia). a tree of rapid growth, which at-

tains a height of 150 feet or more. Since it

resists drought remarkably, it is of value for

desert cultivation. The wood is elastic and dura-
ble, and is especially valued for barrel-staves. In

every country where this tree has been introduced
it is highly esteemed. It is hardy in California,

where it is valued as a shade-tree in the vicinity

of San Francisco. It is easily grown from seed
to some extent in hothouses on account of its

graceful fern-like foliage. For decorative pur-
poses it is used only wliile young. The timber
of GreviUea linearis is harder and closer-grained,

and since it takes a good polish, is extensively
used for furniture, cabinet, and fancy work.

GREVY, gra'vj', Albert (1824-99). A French
statesman, bom at Jlont-sous-Vaudrey (Jura),
the brother of Jules Grevy, President of France.
He studied law and became president of the Cor-
poration of Barristers at Besancon. In 1871 he
represented the Department of Doubs in the

National Assembly, was vice-president of the

Chamber, was civil and military Governor of Al-

geria (1879), and was elected Life Senator in

ISSl.

GREVY, .Ti-LES (1807-91). A President of

the French Republic. He was born August 15.

1807. at llont-sous-Vaudrey (Jura), of an old

and respected familv. After receiving a good
classical education. Grevv came to Paris to study
law. . While still a student he took part in the
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Ttevolution of 1830, and being later admitted to

the bar (1S37), he showed liis republican sym-
pathies by acting for political prisoners before the

Paris tribunals, not-ably in 183U. in tlie ease of

two republican friends of Barb6s (q.v. ). In 1848

Grevy was appointed by the Provisional Govern-

ment conimissioner-general in the Jura district,

and was returned as Deputy to the Constituent

i\ssembly. In this capacity lie was an independ-

ent, and generally voted with the extreme Left.

After Louis Xapoleon's coup d'etat, Grevy with-

drew from politics and devoted himself to his

professional work. He rose to great eminence in his

profession, and was elected biitonnier or jnesident

of the Paris bar. He returned to polities' in

1868 as a Deputy to the Corps Legislatif from
the Jura Department, and acted as a moderate
Republican. After the Franco-German War he

was elected to the National Assembly at Bor-

deaux, and was chosen its president, a post he

resigned in 1873. He reentered the Chamber in

the general election of 1876, and became its

president. When ilarshal ilacMahon resigned

the Presidency of the Republic in 1879, Grevy
was elected his successor. Januaiy 30th, and he

was reelected in 188.5. During his first term of

office GrOvy was distinguished by the moderation

of his views, his sagacity, and unostentatious

mode of life. His tact and diplomatic ability

smoothed over many difficulties in the prob-

lems of the day. His second terra of office was
les,s successful. His popularity was entirely

destroyed by the revelations of a scandalous trade

in offices and decorations of honor carried on by
his son-in-law, Wilson, and he was forced to

resign, December 2. 1887. He died at Mont-sous-

"V^audrey September 9, 1891. In 1873 Grevy
published a pamphlet. Le fioiivcrnrmcnt ncrrs-

sairr, in which he pleads for the strengthen-

ing of the Republic. His Discoiirs politiqties

et judiciares, riii/i)orts et messnges. were edited

with an introduction by Delabrousse (1888).

Consult also Bertrand, Le president Grevy (Be-

sangon, 1802). For short biographies in Eng-
lish, see King, French PoIHical Leaders (New
York, 1882) ; and "Biographies of Eminent Per-

sons," reprinted from the London Times (London,

1896).

GBE'W, Xehemiah (1641-1712). An Eng-
lish physician and botanist, bom in the parish

of Mancetter, and educated at Cambridge and at

Leyden. In 1677 he was appointed secretary of

the Royal Society, and he held this position for

several years. He was the first to write upon
the anatomy and physiology of plants, although
his priority in this field was for a time doubtful
owing to the researches of Marcello ^lalpighi.

His works include: The Anatomy of Ter/etahles

Begun. iHth a General Account of Veqetation
Grounded Thereon (1672); The Comparatii^e
Anatomy of Trunks (1675) : A Discourse of the

Colors of Plants (1677) : and Cosmologia Sacra,

or a Discourse of the Universe (I70I).

GKE'WIA, groo'!-a (Xeo-Lat., named in honor
of Xehemiah Grew). A genus of trees which
belong to the natural order Tiliacea?. Its mem-
bers have simple and more or less ovate leaves,

and a drupaceous fruit. They are' African. Aus-
tralian, and Asiatic, mostly tropical or .sub-

tropical. Some species, as Greuia sapida and
Grewia Asiatica. natives of the warmer parts of

India, yield pleasant fruits, much used in the

manufacture of sherbet. By the inhabitants of
the Himalayas the inner bark or bast of Grewia
oppositifolia, like that of the lime-tree in Europe,
is used for cordage; and the leaves of Grewia
IcEvigata and otlier species are given as fodder to
cattle, and dried and stacked for winter use. The
wood of this species is used for boats. That of

Grewia- Asiatica is much valued where strengtli

and elasticity are required, as for making bows
and the shafts of carriages. The Australian spe-

cies, Grewia pohjyama, and the Jleluccan Grewia
tatifolia, yield, respectively, a fruit used to make a
pleasant beverage, and a hard, close-grained wood
that takes a high polish. The trees do not attain
suliicient size to be very valuable. One or two
species have been introduced in horticultural
grounds in Florida and California. The bast
iibre of a number of species is used for rope-

making, and some would doubtless prove valuable
in paper-making.

GREY, Chables, first Earl Grey (1729-1807).
A British officer, born at Howick, England. He
was made an ensign in the English Army in

1748, and until 1776 accompanied his regiment
upon various expeditions, serving as aide-de-camj)

to Ferdinand of Brunswick during the Seven
Years' War, and receiving wounds at Minden and
Campen. In 1776 he came to America with
Howe's forces, and was promoted to the local

rank of major-general two years later. He con-

ducted his military movements with energy and
skill, and he succeeded in defeating Gen. Anthony
Wayne at Paoli, and Baylor's corps of Virginia
Dragoons at Tappan. He also commanded a
brigade at the battle of Germantown. Ujion his

return home in 1782, Grey was made lieutenant-

general, and the command of the entire British

Army in America was given him ; but the war
came to an end before he could resume his mili-

tary duties. In 1793 he had joint command with
.Jervis of the expedition sent to put down tlie

I'evolt in the West Indies, and in 1798-99 he com-
manded the counties of Kent. Sussex, and Surrey.

He was made Baron Grey of Howick in 1801, and
in 1806 his title was advanced to Viscount
Howick and Earl Grey.

GREY, CiiABLES, second Earl Grey (1764-

1845). An English statesman, bom at Falladon,

Xorthmnbcrland. of an ancient family, and edu-

cated at Eton and King's College, Cambridge.
After traveling on the Continent, he became, in

his twenty-second year, a member of Parliament

for his native county. Abandoning the politics of

his family, he became a follower of Fox, making
his maiden speech in opirositinn to the address

of thanks to the King for negotiating the com-

mercial treaty with France. He soon obtained .a

leading position in the House of Commons, and
was one of the managers of the impeachment of

Warren Hastings. A prominent member of the

Society of Friends of the People, in 1703 he was
solicited to present a petition from this society

in which the defects and abuses of the 'rotten

boroiigh' system were forcibly exposed. On a
motion for reform he was outvoted on this occa-

sion, and again in 1707. In 1700 he opposed the

proposal for the Irish union, but recommended
the abolition of forty rotten boroughs in Ireland

as a means of securing the independence of Irish

members. When the Whig Administration of

Lord Grenville came into office in 1806. Grey, now
Lord Howick, became First Lord of the Admiralty.
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Fox died in September, and was succeeded by

Grev as Seci-etaiy of State for Koreign Affairs

and" leader of the House of Connnons. The Cabi-

net was broken up in 1807. but not before it had
carried the abolition of the slave trade and the

enlistment of soldiers for a limited period instead

of for life. By the decease of his father in 1S07

he was removed from the House of Commons to

the Upper House. Grey and Lord Grenvillc. as

the leaders of the Wliig opposition, were more
than once desired by the Prince of Wales, after

he had become re<i;ent. to coalesce with the Tory
Ministry, but their overtures were firmly rejectee!.

Grey actively opposed the bill of pains and penal-

ties against Queen Caroline. During the long

period in which he remained in opposition, from
1807 to 1830, he gave a strenuous support to the

abolition of religious tests, the removal of Roman
Catholic disabilities, and the amelioration of the

criminal code. When Parliament met in No-
vember, 1830, he again urged the adoption of

measures of temperate refonn. In answer to this

the Duke of Wellington declared against any
reform, and affirmed his devoted allegiance to

existing conditions; a position which caused the

overthrow of his Administration, put the Whigs
in power, and permitted them to fix the character

and extent of reform.

Grey now became Prime Minister, and March 1,

1831, his Ministry presented a bill, prepared by
a sub-committee of the Cabinet led by Lord .John

Russell (q.v.), which provided for moderate yet

extensive changes: (1) in the distribution of

seats in the Commons (disfranchising many 'rot-

ten boroughs' and increasing the representation

of the northern cities and boroughs) ; (2) in ex-

tending and simplifying the suffrage: and (3) in

equalizing conditions in many other ways. The
bill was fiercely opposed, and upon the motion of

General Gascoyne amended, an act which caused
Grey to advise William IV. to dissolve Parliament
and appeal to the people. When the new Parlia-

ment met, the bill was carried through the Lower
House by large majorities. The second reading

was moved by Grey in the House of Lords, Octo-

ber 3, 1831. After five nights the bill was
thrown out by 199 votes against 1.58. The reply

of the House of Commons was an immediate vote

of confidence in the Ministers. The King pro-

rogued Parliament in order that after the short-

est possible interval the bill might lie again
introduced. Riots took place at Nottingham,
Derby, and Bristol. At Birmingham a large mob
threatened to march upon I.,ondon. A second re-

form bill passed the House of Commons, which
also passed a second reading in the House of

Lords, the Tories being determined to mutilate
it in committee. Lord Lyndhurst moved the
postponement of the disfranchising clauses, and,
the Whigs being beaten. Grey resorted to the

extreme remedy of demanding from the King a
new and large creation of peers. Consent to this

was refused, and Grey resigned. The King there-

upon sent for the Duke of Wellington, but. Sir

Robert Peel refusing to join the Duke in the at-

tempt to form a Government, Grey again returned
to office, armed with the written authority of the
King to create as many peers as luight be neces-

sary' to secure the safetv of the bill, and on June
4, 'lS32, the Reform Bill passed the House of

Lords.

Grey took office on the principles of peace,

retrenchment, and reform. His Government, how-

ever, lost a good deal of its popularity in Eng-
land by his deference to the Lords, and bis at-

tempts to conciliate his opponents by a division

of patronage. In Ireland, Stanley's quarrels with
O'Connell and the Irish repealers also tended to

weaken the Government. JIany important meas-
tires were, however, passed—as the nK'as\ire for

national education in Ireland, the Irish Church
Temporalities Bill, and the bill for abolishing

slavery in the West Indies. In December, 1834,

the Grey Ministry fell to pieces on the Irish

Coercion Act. Grey retired from the ])ost of First

Lord of the Treasury \Aith the respect and es-

teem of the entire nation. He jinssed the last

ten years of his life in comparative retirement,

and died at his family mansion, Howick Iltnise,

.July 17, 1845. For the' life of Grey, consult: Lord
Holland, Memoirs of the Whig Pnrtii (London,
1842-54) : Roebuck, History of the n'hi;/ Miiiifitry

(London, 1890). For his letters and corre-

spondence, see Strange, Correspondence of Prin-

cess Liercn and Earl Grey, lS2Jt-3-'t (London,

1890), and The Correspondence of William IV.

end Earl Vrey (London, 18G7). Some valuable

material may also be found in Molesworth, His-

tory of England, lS30-7-'i (London, 1874).

GREY, Sir George (1812-98). A British

colonial governor and author, in his later years

popularly known as 'the veteran colonial admin-

istrator,' and 'the foxmder of the British South

African Empire.' The son of Lieutenant-Colonel

Grey, who fell at Badajos, he was bom at Lis-

burn, Ireland, in 1812. He was educated at Sand-

hurst Military College, and on attaining his

captaincy he received an official counnission, on
application, to explore interior Australia. He
started on his journey in 1837, and the fol-

lowing year organized another expedition to

explore the Swan River District. The results

were embodied in two books published on his re-

turn to England in 1840. His enterprise and
ability obtained for him. unasked, in 1841, the

post of Governor of South Australia. In 1846

he was made Governor of New Zealand. Both
here and in Australia his first task was to acquire

the language of the natives, with whom he be-

came vein- jiopular. His government was so wise

and conciliatory that in 1848 he was made K.C.B.

(civil), and in 1854 was appointed Governor

of Cape Colony. Tlte task of allaying the irrita-

tion left by the Kaffir War demanded high powers

of statesmanship, and Grey was equal to the oc-

casion. In 1858, however, the Colonial Office inter-

fering with measures whicli he considered neces-

sary, he threw up his post and came to England.

Puiilic opinion at the Cape was so strongly mani-

fested in his favor that he was requested by the

Government to resume his Governorship. On the

breaking out of the Indian Mutiny Grey sent

every soldier he cotild spare to the assistance of

the Indian Government. In 18G1 he was again

appointed Governor of New Zealand, in the hope

that he would bring the war then raging there

to a satisfactory conclusion, and he succeeded in

bringing abovtt pacific relations with the Mauris.

He resigned his office and returned to England in

]8fi7: but afterwards resided in New Ze:iland,

and from 1877 to 1891 was Premier of the col-

ony. He revisited England in 1894, and resigned

his seat in the New Zealand Parliament in 1895.

He died in London, September 10, 1898. Grey

was the author of: Journals of Discovery in Aus-
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iralia (1841); Poh/nesian Mythology (1855);
and ProvtrbUtl Sayings of the Ancestors of the

Xcw Zealand Race (1858).

GREY, Sir Henry GEORnE, third Earl Gret
(1802-94). An English politician, eldest son of

Charles Grey, second Earl Grey. He was born at

Howiek, Korthumberland, and was educated at

Trinity College, Cambridge. He held the title of

Viscount Howick from 1807. His long Parlia-

mentary career began in 1826, with his election

to the House of Commons as a Whig, from Win-
chelsea. When, in November, 1830, the Welling-

ton Ministry gave place to that of his father,

Earl Grey, he became Under .Secretary for the

Colonics. In this position he introduced a bill

for the encouragement of emigration, and op-

posed the practice of making large land grants.

In 1833 he resigned his office, on account of the

refusal of the t'abinet to undertake the emanci-
pation of slaves in the West Indian colonies.

For the first six months of 1834 he was again

in office as Under Secretary for Home Affairs,

and in April, 1835, became Secretary of State

for War in Lord Melbourne's Cabinet, and re-

ceived an appointment as Privy Councilor. The
independence which marked his whole career led

in 1839 to his withdrawal from the Cabinet, be-

cause of his opposition to its measures in regard

to colonial afi'airs, particularly the crisis in

Canada. He continued to take a prominent part

in Parliamentary debates, and was the author of

the amendment to the Irish Franchise Bill in

1841 which eventually led to the defeat of the

Government.

He took advanced views in favor of free trade.

and his speeches had an important inlluence in

leading his party to accept that doctrine. Upon
the death of his father, in 1845, he succeeded to

his title and took his seat in the House of Lords,

where he soon became the Whig leader. L'pon

Lord John Russell's attempt to organize a Jlinis-

try in December. 1845. he was offered a port-

folio, but refused at the time, because Lord
Palmerston had also been invited to Join it.

Six months later he changed his mind, and be-

came Secretary for the Colonies in the same
Cabinet in -n-hich Lord Palmerston was Foreign

Secretary. His administration of the Colonial

Office, wliich lasted until 1852. was marked by
many experiments, not all of which were success-

ful, by a policy of extension of representative

government to the colonies wherever practicable,

and by the establishment of colonial free trade,

the later abandonment of which he always deemed
to be a mistake. From the close of Lord Russell's

Administration in 1852 until his death, although

never again holding office, he was an active and
important figure in Parliament. He pursued a

course of great independence, allied himself with

neither party, always sharply criticised both Lib-

erals and Conservatives, particularly in their ad-

ministration of colonial and foreign affairs, and
was one of the most strenuous opponents of Glad-

stone's home-rule policy for Ireland. He wrote:

The Colonial Policy of Lord John Russell's Ad
ministration (2 vols.. 1853) ; Parliamentary Gov-

ernment (1858) ; Free Trade leith France (1881) :

Ireland: the Canses of Its Present Position

(1888) ; The Commercial Policy of British Colo-

vies and the ilcKinley Tariff (1802) : and edited

his father's Correspondence iHth William IV.

(18G7).

GB3Y, Lady .Jane (c.1537-54). The great-
grandaaughtcr of Henry VII. , and second cousin
of Edward VI., daughter of Henry Grey and
Lady Frances Brandon. Her teacher, Aylmcr,
afterwards Bishop of London, taught her Greek,
Latin, French, and Italian, in addition to some-
thing of the arts and sciences. At the age of

nine she entered the household of Queen Catharine
Parr, with whom she remained till the death of

that lady two years later, when she appeared as

tha chief mourner. After Catharine's death she
became the ward of Thomas Seymour, whom the

Queen had married on the death of Henri- VIII.
Seymour jilanned to marry her to Edward VI.;
but in this he was thwarted by his brother, the

Duke of Somerset, who wished Edward as the
husband of his own daughter. This rivalry led

to the death of her guardian. Her father, now
Duke of Suffolk, after the fall of Somerset in

1549. allied liimself with .John Dudley, Duke of

Northumberland, perhaps the ablest man—cer-

tainly one of the most ambitious men—of his time.

Xorthuniberland was now Lord Protector to Ed-
ward VI.. and resolved to win the crown for his

own family. To this end he arranged a marriage
01 Lady Jane with his fourth son, Guildford Dud-
ley, and persuaded Edward to change the order

of succession as established by Henry VIII.. pass-

ing his sisters, Jlary and Elizabeth, thus leaving

the crown to his cousin. Lady Jane. Lady Jane
seems to have been kept in ignorance of the intent

of her father and father-in-law until the death
of Edward (July G. 1553). Two days later the

public announcement was made, and on the 9th

she was taken before the Council for acknowl-
edgment. At this meeting she is said to have
swooned, and only after the most earnest persua-

sion was she prevailed upon to issue the procla-

mation of her accession to the throne. In ten days
the intrigue was ended; !Mary was the acknowl-
edged Queen of England. Mary recognized Lady
.Jane's innocence, and for some months resisted

the demands of the Spanish Minister and the

radicals of Mary's party that she should be tried

and beheaded. Her father weakly joined the

Wyatt rebellion, thus losing his own life and
bringing death upon his daughter, who witli her

husband was beheaded February 12. 1554. For
her life, consult: Agnes Strickland. Queens of

England, ii. (London. 1875-80) : Froude. distory

of England, i.. ii. (Xew York. 1871) ; Lingard.

History of England, ii. (Boston, 1853-56) ; Green.

History of the English People, ii., 145 f. (New
York and London, 1899). Original material may
be found in Letters and Papers of Henry Till..

edited by Brewer and Gairdner. for the "Rolls

Series": Ellis, Original Letters, First Scries

(Lond.m. 1824).

GREYCOAT SCHOOL, or HOSPITAL. A
noted London charity school, founded in 1G98 by

Anne, the future Queen of England, for the edu-

cation of poor boys and girls. The uniform of the

inmates is gray in color. It is now a school for

400 girls,

GREYFRIARS. A Franciscan monasteiy in

London, established during the reign of Henry
III., and once the burial-place of many prom-

inent persons. Its site was till 1902 occupied by

Christ's Hospital.

GREYHEN. The female of the blackcock

(q.v,).
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GREYHOUND (AS. grighund, Icel. grey-
hiindi; gicvhound, from Icel. grey, dog [cf. grey-

baka, bitch, grey-karl, dogged diurl], Ir., Gael.
grech, hound + Iniiidr, AS. hund. Cioth. hunds,
hound: ultimately connected with Lat. canis,

Gk. Kiwv.kyoii, Olr. eu, Lith.'siiV, Skt..s(,'«», d(jg)

.

SpeciKcally and colloquially, the term 'greyhound'
indicates the dog used in England to course the
hare, and in America the jack-rabbit. l!ut, in

a broader sense, and in fact, the greyhounds are a
group of dogs generically known as "long dogs,'

having a common origin and form, and, in all

eases but one, a uniform method of pursuing
their quarry-—that is, by sight and not by scent.

They vary from each other only in their hairy
covering and the kind of game which they pur-
sue, both of which characteristics are due to

local environment. The group embraces the

English and American greyhounds, the borzoi

or Russian wolfhound, the Scotch deerhound,
the Irish wolfhound, the Persian and Levantine
'long dogs.' and the Italian greyhound.

The earliest notices of the long dogs in litera-

ture are these in Ovid's Metamorphoses, and in

the poem on ""Hunting" by Gracian the Faliscan.

Mention of the Cains GalUetis is also to be found
in the works of Martial, Julius Pollu.x, and 0\>
pian. In the time of Arrian (a.d. 150) coursing
with grevliounds had become an established rec-

reation, and in the Cynegetiea of Nemesian, in

the third century, the greyhound, and the arts of

breeding, rearing, and feeding him. are treated
at length. There is no doubt as to the similarity

of those dogs to the entire group of the dogs of

to-day. The greyhound was so highly esteemed
that it was protected even by the Salic, Burgun-
dian, and German barbaric codes, and Spelman
is authority for the statement that at the Court
of Charlemagne there was a special officer of the

greyhound kennel.

The essential characteristics of both the Eng-
lish and the American greyhound are keen sight

and great speed, consequently they liave great
muscular development of the hind legs and great
chest capacity. The standard laid down by the

Greyhound Club, the ruling authority on the

subject, comprises the following points: '"Head,

large between the ears, and pointed : long, strong
jaws; eye bright and penetrating: ears small
and folding when at rest, but semi-pricked when
at gaze; a chest fairly deep, and as wide as con-

sistent with speed; strong shoulders, a broad
and powerful back, and very muscular hind quar-
ters." The hair is as close, short, and fine

as velvet. Color in the modern dog is by no
means as uniform as it must have been in early
times, when black or black and white prevailed.

Irish Wolfhound or GEEYirouND. This vari-

ety has a legendary history of great antiquity, and
it was often seen in the Roman arena. The breed
has never been absent from the royal kennels of

England since the reign of King .John. Un-
doubtedly up to the time of the disappearance
of the last wolf, about 1710. it was a great rough-
coated dog' of the greyhound tj-pe. As the wolf be-

came scarce and the dog began to be used more for
hunting deer and foxes, it became smaller and more
slender, though still of proportions exceeding any
other of this type of dog. One measured early in

the nineteenth century for the Linn:ipan Society
Avas fil inches long, including the tail (1"J^
inches), and stood 2Si[. inches high at the shouf-
der. The hair had l)v that time become shorter

and smoother, and tlie color varied from browns
to black and white. Gradually the breed became
smaller, imtil about 1850, when interest in it i(t-

vived. and to-dav there are clubs on both sides of

the Atlantic devoted to its development. The
standard adopted is that of the earlier rough-

haired dog, with a minimum height for dogs of 31

inches and 120 pounds weight, with 28 inches and
90 pounds for bitches. Large modern siiecimens

have been bred. 'Thiggum Thu' was 34 inches

high, and his female mate 30, yet both were true

to the type and graceful in their movements.
Scotch Deeruound. This is one of the oldest

British breeds, is still used for deer-hunting in

the Scottish Highlands, and hunts by botli sight

and scent. In general appearance it strongly

resembles the old Irish wolfhound, with a rough-

haired coat, a bearded snout, and half-pricked

ears; but it is sharper, swifter, and more saga-

cious than the Irish hound. It is a great favor-

ite wherever it goes. The clubs especially devot-

ed to it call for dogs from 28 to 30 inches high,

or even more, weighing from 85 to 105 pounds,

with harsh wiry hair 3 to 4 inches long, straight

strong fore legs, and hind legs well bent at the

stifle, with great length from hip to hock: a

chest deep rather than broad, and a very strong

neck, an essential for holding a deer. The ear-

liest record of the Scotch dcerliound is on the

sculptured stones in the churchyard of Meigle,

in Perthshire, Scotland, which Chalmers attribut-

ed to the ninth century.

Borzoi ok Russian Wolfhound. This variety,

sometimes called 'psovie,' is one of the greyhound
family adapted to withstand the intense cold of

the Asiatic plateaus and to travel over snow. To
this end all these hounds, whether from Tibet,

Persia, or Russia, have an abundance of warm,
silky hair, and large hair-covered featherj- feet.

The modern specimens, from w'hich the typical

show dog is chosen, come from Russia, where the

czars have for a long period maintained a large

kennel of the best specimens. In that country

they are used to kill wolves, and are trained for

that purpose. When wolves are sighted the

dogs ai-e unleashed. Their great speed enables

them to overtake the wolf, which they strike

with their fore shoulder and knock over ; as

the wolf rises another dog strikes it in like man-
ner, imtil the huntsman following on horseback

arrives and kills the wolf with spear or knife.

While ferocious in the chase, this great hound
is at other times most docile and good-tempered.

There are two breeds, the Circassian, or shorter-

coated, by some considered the better for deep

soft snow ; the other having a long, silky, flowing

coat, reaching sometimes on the body to a length

of 5 inches, while on the tail it sometimes grows
to be 14 inches long. Tlie height of good speci-

mens varies in males from 28 to 33 inches, and

in females from 26 to 30. and they should weigh

from "5 to 105 pounds for dogs, and GO to 80

pounds for bitches. The legs are very flat in

the bone, giving them an exceedingly slender

look from the front, and the feet are long, with

a profusion of soft hair. The hind legs are set

somewhat forward, which gives the dog, when
standing, the appearance of being slightly hump-
backed. The chest is deep and not wide, and

the sides are flat, wherein this dog differs entirely

from the English greyhoimds. In color the do(^s

varv. black and white and tan alternating in

well-defined patches.
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The triiijaroe' is a variety of the rough or

longhaired borzoi, used in the Decian of India,

and said to be the best hunting-dog in the East
Indies. It is generally yellow or tan in color.

Italian Greyhound. This is a fancy variety of

the true greyhound in miniature, probably first

bred as a toy or ladies' pet, which it has remained
for many hundred years past. It is only need-

ful to mention that dogs should not exceed 7 to

7% pounds in weight, and females 5 pounds, to

indicate tlie necessity of daintiness in build,

while symmetry of head and neck is essential

to perfection. Color is a matter of individual

taste ; they range from black through the blues

to fawn, and even, though rarely, to all white.

The last is the most esteemed color at present.

The Italian greyhound must be looked at entirely

from an artistic and not a utilitarian standpoint.

They are prancing, dainty little liLxuries, and
nothing more.
Whippet. Tliis is the last development from a

small greyliound crossed by the terrier. It was
originally bred for rabbiting; but it developed

such a propensity for racing that whippets are now
mainly used for that sport. At the farther end
of the proposed course the dogs' handler stands

and shakes a rabbit-skin or cloth, which excites

the dogs to a high pitch. They are then released,

and will race to that point at a speed exceeding

that of any other dog. The form of the grey-

hound predominates in them: but their eagerness

to contest and undying pluck are derived from
their terrier blood. As a rule 1.5 pounds is taken

as handicap weight.

Consult authorities cited under Dog; and see

Plate of Hunting and Watch Dogs.

GREYLAG. See Goose.

GREYXOCK, gra'lok. The highest mountain
in Massachusetts, situated near the village of

South Adams, Berkshire County (Map: Massa-
chusetts, A 2). It is 3535 feet high, and com-
mands a remarkably fine view, overlooking the

valley of the Hoosac and its villages on the north,

beyond which are visible the peaks of the Green
Mountains and Jlounts Monadnock and Wachu-
sett, and the Hudson River. On the south are

the Berkshire Hills, and far away to the south-

west, beyond the Hiulson. may be seen the Cat-

skills. A large tract of the u])per part of the

mountain has been purchased by the State for a
park.

GREY'MOTTTH. A seaport of Grey County,
South Island, New Zealand, at the mouth of the

Grey River, on the west coast, 105 miles north-

west of Christchureh, and 190 miles south-south-

west of Nelson (Map: New Zealand, C 5). It

is connected with both of these towns by rail. It

has fine harbor accommodation, with extensive

wharfage, and is important as the centre of a
considerable coal-mininEr and auriferous district.

Population, in 1901, 3800,

GREYSON, gnVzoN', EmLE (1823—). A
Belgian novelist, bnrn at Brussels. In his youth
he devoted himself to literary production, and
one of his first novels was Fiatnma Colonna
(1857). His other novels include: Les rccits

d'vn Flarnand (1859); ^ites arilemwif! (1860-

62) ; Les maciots dc Tciers (1863) : and Aren-
tvres en Flan'dre (1882).

GREY'SON, R. E. H. A quasi-anagrammatic
pseudonym of Henry Rogers.

A GRIBBLE.

a, adult ieopod (LimBO-
riA ligDorvni): 6. apiece of
wood perforated by its
burrows. Greatly magni-
lied;

GREY'TOWN. See San Juan del Norte.

GRIBBLE ( of obscure origin
;
possibly con-

nected with grabble, yropple, to grope, AS. grd,-

piiti), to grasp, from yrip,

grip, from gr'ipun, to

grasp, or with yriib, Ger.
yriihcln, to dig; connect-

ed with Ger. yruben, AS.
grafaii, to dig, Eng.
graie, and probably Gk.
ypdipav, yniphciii, to

write
I . A minute boring

isopod (Limnoriu liyiio-

rum
) , which abounds

upon tlie northern sea-

coasts, and sometimes
does serious damage by
perforating pilcis and
submerged woodwork, for the sake of feeding on
the wood. Where present it is extremely numer-
ous, and in America is most destructive in

California. Chemical treatment of timber is

recommended.

GRIBEAUVAL, gre'bo'val', Jean Baptiste
Vaquette de (1715-89), A French general, born
at Amiens, and famous for the reforms lie in-

augurated in the artillery system of his day. In
1732 he joined tlie Royal Artillery, and three

years afterwards became an officer in the Engi-
neer Corps, devoting himself especially to the

study of mines, in which branch of the service

he received his captain's rank in 1752. He was
the author of a very valuable report to his Gov-
ernment concerning the use of light artillery

with bodies of infantry (a system then being
inaugurated by the Prussian Army), together

with a complete report concerning Prussian forti-

fications. In 1757 he entered the Austrian ser-

vice, serving during the Seven Years' War, in

the course of which he directed the siege of

Glatz, and held Scliweidnitz against Frederick
II. of Prussia for two months. He was taken
prisoner, out afterwards was exchanged, . and
was made a lieutenant field-marshal. Upon his

return to France he liegan to work for a com-
plete system of reform in the French artillery

service. He organized sejiarate corps of artillery

for tlie coast defenses, permanent garrisons, and
fortified works, together with mobile units for

field service and heavier pieces for siege purposes.

Previous to this artillery of varying calibre

and design had been indiscriminately scattered

throughout the army, 51uch of Napoleon's suc-

cess as a tactician and strategist was due to the
improvements and reforms rendered possible by
Gribeauval, who not only svicceeded in reducing
the weight and clumsiness of field artillery, and
thus gave to it the mobility which so materially

aided Napoleon, but, more important still,

brought about a uniformity of design in manu-
facture, together with many improvements in

explosives and projectiles. See Artillery.

GRIBOYEDOFF, gre'bo-yed'uf. Alexander
SERofiYEViCH (17951829). A Russian dramatic
poet and statesman, born at Mo.scow. His mother
gave him the best obtainable education, prepar-

ing him for a diplomatic career. By the time
he entered Moscow t'niversity. he knew French.
German. English. Italian, and had studied music
both practically and theoretically. On leaving

the university he entered military service when
Napoleon invaded Russia, but never got to the
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fighting line, and, becoming tiied of inaction,

resigned in ISIG. A year jjreviously lie trans-

lated De Lesser's work tiecrct dii mcmige, anil in

1817 Barth's t'ausscs iiifiilrlitis. His eoiiiedy,

Misfortune of Being Too Clever, was read to

his friends in 1824; but the censor found the

play too pointed, and did not permit its publi-

cation, with the result llvit the comedy circulated

in thousands of manuscript copies. The only
performance of the comedy the author ever saw
was at a private theatrical in Erivan in 182.j

:

the first public performance took place in 1831.

Griboyedofl' was commissioned by General Paskie-

vitch to carry on the peace negotiations with
Turkey and Persia, and for this senice Emperor
Nicholas I. made him Minister Plenipotentiary
at Teheran. Here, with thirty-six others, he was
slain, sword in hand, defending the embassy
against an unruly mob during an uprising at the

Persian capital. The singular literary merits of

his only original comedy, Misfortiini? of Being
Too Clever, seem to give sufficient ground to be-

lieve that death probably cut short the career
of one of Russia's greatest poets. The comedy,
over which he brooded and worked in all nearly

ten years, is a satirical picture of the stniggle

between two generations about 1820. The char-

acters are endowed with bold traits typical of

all periods of transition, when one part of society

desperately clings to the obsolete forms, while
the other, in the enthusiasm of reform, is eager
to break with the old. But the great vitalizing

spirit of the comedy, besides its masterly char-

acter drawing and biting satire, is its remark-
able style—a style defiant of all canons of dra-

matic construction—and its still more remarkable
language. The best edition of Griboyedoff's

works is that by I. A. Shlyapkin. with exhaustive
notes and bibliography (Saint Petersburg. 1889).
For an analysis of the play, consult : Gontcharoff,
Jlillion of Tortures, vol. ix. of collected works
(Saint Petersburg. 1899) ; Veselofski. Russian
Librorti, vol. v. (1875). The comedy has been
translated into German (1831 and 1853). Polish

(1857). English (1857). French (acts iii. and
iv.. 1858) . and Georgian. The best German trans-

lation, entitled Verstnnd sclwfft Leiden, is bv
Dr. Bertram (Leipzig. 1853). The latest iii

French is by A. Legrelte. Le malhrur d'aroir
de I'e^prit (1885). with a biographical sketch.

GRID1,EY, Cn.4RLES Vernon ( 1845-98 ) . An
American naval officer, born at Logansport. Ind.

He graduated at tlie United .States Naval Acad-
emy in 18(>3; seiTed in the West Gulf blockad-
ing squadron in the Civil War. participating in

the battle of Mobile Bay (18(54), and was as-

signed to various vessels up to 1875. when he
was stationed at the Naval Academy for four
years. In 1882 he was commissioned commander.
He was navigation officer at the Boston Na\-y
Yard from 1882 to 1884: was inspector of the
Tenth Lighthouse District from 1837 to 1891;
and served as lighthouse inspector from 1895 to

1897, when he was promoted to be captain, and
given the command of the Olifmpin. the flagship
of the Asiatic Station. He directed his vessel in
person, though seriously ill, at the battle of
Manila (May 1. 1898). and received the commen-
dation of Admiral Dewey for his skill and
courage. He was given sick leave immediately
after the engagement, but died, while on his way
home, at Kobe. Japan.

GRIDLEY, RiciiAKD (1711-90). An Ameri-
can soldier, born in Boston. He held the rank of

lieutenant-colonel of engineers at the first cap-
lure of Louisburg, and took part in several colo-

nial wars. In 1775, as engineer-in-chief of the

Massachusetts troops at Cambridge, he laid out
the fortifications on Breed's Hill, and the next
day he commanded the American artillery in the
action known as the battle of Bunker Hill. Later
he fortified Dorchester Heights, and, after the
British left Boston, directed the erection of

works around the harbor. He was commissioned
major-general by Congress, and commanded the
Continental Artillery from September 20th till

November, 1775, when he was superseded by
Colonel Knox.

GRIEBEN", gre'ben, Hermann (1822-90). A
German journalist and author, born at Koslin,
and educated at Breslau. He founded the I'oni-

Dierselic Zeitnng at Stettin in 1853, and in 1S59
became one of the editors of the Kiilnischc Zei-

tuncj. His works include a political drama,
Liebfrauc (1855), and the popular collection of

songs entitled Rheinisehe Wanderlieder (3d ed.

1884). The third edition of his collected poems
was published in 1884.

GRIEG, greg. E'dvard Hagekup (1843—). A
Norwegian composer and pianist, born at Bergen,
Norway, .June 15, 1843, one year after the birth

of the unfortunate Rikard Nordraak (1842-66),
who afterwards exercised so powerful an influence

upon the ex]jression of Grieg's genius. (Jn tlie

completion of his studies at Leipzig, in 1862, he
went to Copenhagen for a period of study with
Gade, whom he determined to emulate, and im-
mediately plunged into a close study of Norse
Saga literature, legendary lore, folk-music, and
national melodic characteristics. It was at this

period of his development that Rikard Nordraak
entered into his life, and by his greater insight

made clear to Grieg the path of which the latter

was in search. Quite a number of vocal ro-

mances, the Bumorcslcen (op. 6). the E minor
piano sonata (op. 7), and the F minor piano and
violin sonata (op. 8) are souvenirs of this friend-

ship. The winter of 1865-66 was spent in Rome,
after which he made Christiania his home for

eight years. His residence in the latter city was
inaugurated by a concert of Norse music which
he gave, and at which Mina Hagerup (whom he
later married) sang romances written by Nor-
draak. Kjerulf, and himself. A stay of a few
months in Rome, in 1870, was made possible by
the grant of a Government stipend. Here he
received much encouragement from Liszt, to

whom he dedicated his Foran Sydens Kloster
(from Bjornson's Arnljot), a work of magnificent
power and conception. Next followed important
engagements in England and Germany, where he
was belli in the highest esteem. Grieg has
been called the Chopin of Northern music, be-

cause of the undercurrent of melodic nationality
in his work, yet, on the other hand, the vigor and
constantly recurring note of defiance is as cer-

tainly akin to Schumann. Of his larger composi-
tions, the Peer Gt/nt finite is psrhaps the most
widely known, and of his smaller works, the short
piano compositions are universally popular. An
excellent biographical sketch is Clossou, Edvard
Grieg et la musique scandinetve (Paris, 1892).

GRIEPENKERL, gre'ppii-kerl, Chri.stian
(1839— J. A German painter, born in Olden-
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burg. He studied under Kahl in Vienna, and
alter the success of his picture "Oidipus Led by
Antigone," assisted Eahl in the decoration of the

Vienna Opera House and other works he had de-

signed. When Eahl died, Griepenkerl and Bitter-

lich completed some of his undertakings. Then
Griepenkerl alone did the decorative paintings in

various palaces, and in the new Houses of Parlia-

ment, all in Vienna, and designed the frescoes in

the Academy of Science in Athens. Most of these

paintings treated mythological scenes, where

his rich fancy and fine coloring had much scope.

He also painted a number of portraits. In 1S74

he was made professor at the Vienna Academy.

GRIEPENKERL, Wolfgang Robebt (1810-

08). A German dramatic author and writer on

ajsthetics, born at Hofwyl, Switzerland. He was
appointed professor of German literature at the

Cadet School in Brunswick. During the last

twenty years of his life he devot»d himself entire-

ly to" literary work and public readings of his

plays, which" include the tragedies, Maj-imilian

Robespierre (2d ed. 1851); Die Girondisten

(1852); Aitf Sankt Helena (1862). All these

well-known AAorks are distinguished by a mastery

of technique and a great power of conception and
of diction.

GRIER, gi-er, William Nicholson (1812-85).

An American soldier, born in Pennsylvania. He
graduated at the United States Military Acad-

emy in 1835, seiTcd in many Indian campaigns
on "the Western border, took an active part in the

Mexican War, and in 1848 was brevetted major-

general for gallantry at the battle of Santa

Cruz de Kosales. After additional military ser-

vice on the frontier, he came east at the out-

break of the Civil War, and served until the

end, and was made lieutenant-colonel of the First

Cavalry early in 1862. He took part in the

Peninsular campaign was wounded at the battle

of Williamsburg, acted as chief recruiting officer

in Ohio, Iowa, and Pennsylvania, and in 1865

was brevetted brigadier-general of the United

States Army. The next year he was promoted
to be colonel of the Third Cavalry, and he retired

in 1870.

GRIERSON, grer'son, Bexja^iin Hexry ( 1826

— ). An American cavalry officer, born in Pitts-

burg. Pa. At the outbreak of the Civil War he was
appointed a major in the Sixth Illinois Cavalry,

and rose to the rank of colonel before April 17,

1863, when Grant sent him on a raid from La
Grange, Tenn., to Baton Rouge. In sixteen days

lie led his forces 600 miles; tore up railroads

and telegi-aph lines, completely cutting ofT Vicks-

burg's communications with the East, destroyed

great quantities of arms and supplies, and then

brought his men into Baton Rouge so exhausted

that many of them fell asleep in their saddles.

For his services on this occasion he was brevetted

brigadier-general on March 2, 1867. and on the

same date was brevetted major-general for his

services during another raid in 1864. He was
commissioned major-general of volunteers on
February 10. 1865, and the next year was ap-

pointed colonel of the Tenth United States

Cavalry, and assigned to duty in the Southwest.

He was retired in 1800 with the rank of briga-

dier-general in the Regular Army.

GRIERSON, Geobge Abraham (1851— ). An
Irish Orientalist, born at Glenageary. County
Dublin. He was educated at Shrewsbury and

Trinity College, Dublin, and received the de-

gree of Ph.D. honoris causa, from the University

of Halle in 1894. In 1873 he entered the Indian
Civil Service. Dr. Grierson's many publications

contribute largely to the knowledge of the ver-

nacular languages of India. Among these the

most important of his works are: Introduction to

the Maithili Lajiguagc of North Bihar (1882);
lieven OraniuKirs of the Dialects and Suh-Dialccts

of the Bihari Language (1883-88) ; "The Modern
Vernacular Literature of Hindustan," in Journal

of Asiatic Society, vol. Ivii. ( 1889) ; and his most
important work, the great Linguistic Surrey of

India (1898).

GRIERSON, Sir Robert (c.1655-1733) . Laird

of Lag and persecutor of the Covenanters. Lag
was a strong supporter of the Government, and
so loyally did he assist Claverhouse in repressing

Conventicles that he Mas made justice of the

military court at Kirkcudbright in 1681. He en-

forced the Test Act with thumbscrews and other

torture, and in the persecution which followed

the act. punished with death refusal to take the

oath of abjuration. He was accused of diabolic

delight in the torture of his victims. Up to the

middle of the nineteenth century his name was
presei-ved in rude country drama, in which his

part was that of a bloody monster. On the ac-

cession of .James II., Grierson was made a baro-

net and received an annual pension of £200,

honors which came close on his condemnation of

the •\Miigtown martyrs.' After the fall of

James he was twice seized as a suspect, but was
released on bail. For refusing the oath of al-

legiance (1693), he was frequently arrested, and
so often fined that he was nearly ruined. He
took no active part in 'the '15,' although his son

William was captured at Preston. He was th«

original of Sir Robert Redgauntlet in Scott's

Bcdgauntlet. Consult Fergusson, Laird of Lag
(Edinburgh, 1885).

GRIES, gres, Johanx Diederich (1775-1842).

A German poet and translator. He was born at

Hamburg, and Avas educated for the legal pro-

fession at Jena, but subsequently devoted him-

self to literary work, and became known for his

excellent translations of Italian and Spanish
authors. His best translations are of the G'eru-

salemnie liherata of Tasso, Das hefreite Jerusalem
(14th ed. 1880): of the Orlando furiosb of

Ariosto. /)f r rasende Roland (4th ed. 1851) ; and
the dramatic works of Calderon (3d ed. 1865).

GRIESBACH, gres'baG, .Johann Jakob
(1745-1812). A noted Xew Testament .scholar.

He was born at Butzbach in Hesse. He received

his early training in the schools of Frankfort-

on-the-Main, where his father was for some
time a prominent preacher. In his eighteenth

year he began his university course, studying

"at Tubingen. Halle, and Leipzig. At Halle he

was greatly influenced by Semler. After an ex-

tended visit to seats of learning in Holland,

England, and France, he became a docent in the-

ology at Halle in 1771. In 1773 he was made
professor. Two years later he was called to

Jena, where he remained until his death in

1812. While a university student. Griesbach be-

came interested in the study of the text of the

Xew Testament, and to the task of collecting ma-
terial for and elucidating the principles of the

textual criticism of the New Testament he de-

voted his life. His labors mark an epoch in the
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history of this science. His classification of the

ancient authorities for the text, i.e. manuscripts,

versions, and citations, into three great families,

Alexandrine, Western, and Byzantine, is still

recognized as suhstantially correct. His formu-

lation of the principles according to which the

evidence for or against variant readings should

be weighed was valuable, though his application

of the same was too mechanical. He published

several critical editions of the Greek Xew Testa-

ment, of which the second (Halle and London,
1796-1808) is the most important. Of his other

writings, his Si/mbolw Criticw ad Siipplciidas ct

Corrir/endas ^ arias Novi I'estamenti Lcctiones

(1785-93) deserves most attention.

GRIESINGER, gre'zing-er, Karl Tiieodou
(1809-84). A German author. He was born at

Kirnbach, Baden, and was educated at Tubingen.
Accused of treasonable utterances published in

the Volkswehr, a radical journal edited by him
during the Revolution of 1848, he was imprisoned

for two years. From 1852 to 1857 he lived in

the United States, and as the fruit of his ob-

seiTations there published the interesting works
entitled: Lcbende Bilder aus Amerika (1858);
EmigrantenfiPRchicht en (1858); Die alle Brau-
crei, oder Kriminnlmi/sterieii roil Seio York
(1859) ; and Land mid Leiite in Amerika (2d ed.

1S63). His descriptions of Swabian life are also

popular, while the work entitled Die Maitressen-

mrtsehaft in DcutscJdaiid iin llten tuid ISten
Jahrhuiideri (1874) is an interesting descrip-

tion of the Court life of Germany in former times.

GRIESINGER, WlLHELM (1817-68). A Ger-

man physician. He was born at Stuttgart, and
was educated at Tiibingen, Zurich, and Paris.

After holding a professorship at Kiel, he accepted

a call in 1850 to Cairo, Egypt, where he became
physieian-in-ordinary to Abbas Pasha. Viceroy
of Egypt, and director of the medical school,

which positions he held until 1852. He subse-

quently became associated as director with sev-

eral prominent institutions for nervous diseases

and insanity in Germany, and also held professor-

ships at Zurich and Berlin, where he foiuided

the Archiv fiir Psi/cliiatrie uiid yervcnkrank-
heiten. His chief publications include: Pathol-

ogie und Therapic der psyekischcn Krankheiten
(3d ed. 1871), and Infektionskraiikliciteii (2d ed.

18G4).

GRIEXrX, gre'e', Le Chevalier i>e. The hero

of Prevost's Manon Leseaut, and the lover of

Manon. He accompanied her on the transport to

New Orleans, and after her death returned to

France.

GRIFFENFELD, grif'fen-feld, Peder Schu-
macher. Count (1035-99). A Danish statesman,
born at Copenhagen, son of .a wine merchant of

German extraction. He was educated by private
tutors, then at the University of Copenhagen, and
after his father's death (1650) at Levden (1655-

57) and at Oxford (1657-60). On h'is return to

Denmark (1662), after travels in France, Italy,

and Germany, he gained the favor of King Fred-
erick 111., and was appointed head of the privy
archives and librarian on the new royal founda-
tion. He was a zealous supporter of the King's
claim to absolute power, and framed the Lr.r Rrt/ia

Danica ; was in 1671 rapidly advanced imder
Christian V.. was knighted and became a Privy
Councilor, and two years later the King made
him Chancellor and a Count of Denmark. But

liis position and liis foreign policy made him
rivals and many enemies, and in 1676 he was
charged with high treason. The death sentence,

though pronounced, was not carried out, but he
was imprisoned, and gained his freedom only a
}'ear before his death.

GRIF'FIN. A city and the county-seat of

Spalding County, Ga., 43 miles south of Atlantii,

on the Southern and the Central of Georgia rail-

roads (Map: Georgia, B 2). It has an extensive

trade, being the centre of a prodtictive cotton and
fruit-growing region. There are large cotton

mills and gins, an iron-foundry and machine-

shop, a chair-factory, etc. The city has sunie

reputation as a resort, and is near the site of the

Slate Experimental Fann. The water-works and
electric-liglit plant are owned by the municipalitj'.

ropulatiim, in 1890, 4503; in 1900, 6857.

GRIFFIN (from OF. grifon, Fr. griffon. ilL.

grypho, from Lat. grijphus, grillin, variant of

grijps, from Gk. tpvij/, gryps, grilTon, from ypvirds,

grypos, hook-nosed; confused by popular etymol-
ogy with Gk. yi^, gyps, vulture). A fabulous

creature, half animal, half bird, imagined by the

ancients. It was usually described in literature

and represented in art as having the head, beak,

and wings of an eagle and the body and legs of a
lion. This creature was conceived by the peoples

of the valley of the Tigris and Euphrates as

one of the chimerical genii or natural forces in

the service of the powers of good, like the bull

and the lion, either animal-headed or human-
headed, but less material than these, and like

them a gu.irdian and protector of man and the

treasures of earth. Among the Babylonians its

evil counterpart was the dragon Tiamat. In
Assyrian sculpture it is represented in colossal

size on a slab from Koyunjik in the British JIu-

seum and in the embroidered figures on the royal

robes. It was even more popular in Persian art,

being given as rampant, with high crest, on re-

liefs from the royal palaces (e.g. Persepolis), and
on cylinders and seals.

Thence the myth passed to the ^Egean peoples
and to the Greeks, as well as to the Hittites and
Egyptians. The griffin appears on the battle-axe

of King Amasis. in Syrian and Phoenician gems,
and on bas-reliefs from Jlycena?. The form of

the legend in historic Greek times betrays its

Oriental derivation. It appears on the great
bronze Phoenician shields from Jlount Ida in

Crete, on the imported Phoenician and Greek ob-

jects in early Italian graves, on Corinthian vases
—usually in a long procession of griffins. It

is recorded that gi-iffins formed part of the

decoration of the bronze paterii ordered by the

Samians (c. 640 B.C.). (Herodotus iv. 152.)

Latei it appeared on the helmet of Phidias's
famous statue of Athena. It was also con-

nected by the Greeks with other deities, such
as Dionysus and Nemesis, but especially with
the twin gods Artemis and Apolle. Artemis, in

her form adapted from the Persians, holds in

each hand a griffin, on archaic Greek vases and on
archaistic sculptures such as the throne in the
Dionysus Theatre at Athens. Even more close

was the association with the sun-god, Apollo,
whose chariot it is often represented as drawing,
especially in that form of his myth which repre-

sents him as withdrawing each year to the re-

gions of the north. The early Greek writers,

such as Hesiod and Aristeas, describe the griffins
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as dwelling in the Rliipsean mountains at the
north, near the Hyperboreans and the evil one-

eyed Arimaspeans, who, mounted on horses,

seek to seize the treasure of gold guarded by
the griffins. At a later period the scene of this

guarding of the gold was transferred to India.

This idea of guardianship was transferred to

other spheres, and we find griffins on sarcophagi
as keepers of the dead. Many Greek cities of

Asia Minor adopted them as types on their coins,

as guardian genii of the city, such as Assos,

Smyrna, Panticapteum, and Phoctea, evidently

under Persian influence.

The Romans lost the poetry and significance of

the myth, using the griffin as a mere decorative

molif, in friezes, on table-legs, altars, and can-

delabra, as well as in wall paintings. But the

syndjolism was never entirely lost in the East,

and reappeared in Christian times in the Bes-

tiaries, so called, of Saint Basil and Saint Am-
brose, as part of the peculiar animal symbolism
that penetrated the Middle Ages. The heraldic

affronted griffins were common in iMoliammedan,
in Persian, and in B.vzantine art—especially in

stuffs, ivories, and metal-work—passing to the

West in tlie iliddle Ages, as is shown, for in-

stance, in many Anglo-Saxon illuminated manu-
scripts. The legend itself was transformed by
Moslem story-tellers, and the form it took is

related by those incomparable stoiy-tellers, Marco
Polo and Sir .John Mandeville, who describe the

griffin as a real creature, whose home is In Mada-
gascar, in the form of a powerful and colossal

eagle, several times the size of a lion, which it

could lift into the air.

The Renaissance rehabilitated the classic form
of the griffin, using it, like Roman art, for

decorative purposes verj- freely. It also became
popular on family arms and heraldic devices,

especially in Great Britain, with the old idea of

guardianship, several hundred families (espe-

cially in Wales) adopting it as their emblem, but
usually replacing the fore paws of Ihe lion by the

eagle's claws. In a few instances the griffin

ends in a serpent's tail. The attributes of the

griffin were swiftness and strength in the service

of watchfulness.

GBIFFIN, Charles (1826-67). An Ameri-
can soldier, born in Ohio. He graduated at

West Point in 1847, and served in the Mexican
War, at the close of which he was assigned to

duty on the frontier. On the outbreak of the
Civil War he joined the Army of the Potomac,
and commitnded the Fifth Artillery at the first

battle of Bull Run. He was made a brigadier-

general of vohmteers in 1802, and took part in

most of the important battles fought by the Army
of the Potomac during the following campaigns.
On May 0, 1864, he was brevetted lieutenant-

colonel for gallant and meritorious services at

the Battle of the Wilderness, and in August of

the same year he received the brevet rank of

major-general of volunteers. Nine months later

he was given the actual rank of major-general
of volunteers. After the surrender at Appomat-
tox he received the arms and colors of the Con-
federate army, and was one of the commission
appointed to carry out the conditions agreed to

by Grant and Lee. In 180G he was appointed
colonel of the Thirty-fifth Infantry, and was
assigned to duty in the Southwest, where he died.

GRIFFIN, EnwARn Herrick (1843—). An
American educator, born at Williamstown, Mass.

He graduated at Williams College, and after-

wards at tlie Union Theological Seminary. He
was professor at. Williams College from 1872
to ISSl), when he was appointed professor of the

history of philosophy and dean of the college

laculty in Johns Ho|)kins L'niversity.

GRIFFIN, Geralu (1803-40). An Irish dram-
atist, novelist, and poet, burn in Limerick. He
did some newspaper work in Limerick, and at

tlie age of twenty went to London. He con-

tributed to jjeriodicals. and published novels,

which met with nuich success. Among them are:

Holland Tide (1827) ; Tales of ilunster Festivals

(1827): Tiic Collcf/uiiis (1829), of wliich an
edition, illustrated by Phiz, appeared in 1801, un-
der the title of Colleen Baimi : and Tales of My
yeiffhborhood (1835). About 1838 he entered
the Catholic Society of Christian Brothers, among
whom he died. His play <Jisii>i)iis, declined in

his lifetime by Charles Kean and others, was
produced in 1842 by Macready and Helen Faucit.

An edition of his novels and poems, with a bio-

graphical sketch by his brother, was published in

eight volumes in 1842-43, and his Poetical and
Dramatic Works were issued in 1857-59. Con-
sult a sketch in Mitford, Recollections of a Lit-

em rii Life (London, 1859).

GRIFFIN, SiMO.N- GooDELL (1824-1902). An
American soldier and legislator, born at Nelson,

N. H. He represented his town in the State Leg-
islature, and was admitted to the bar in 1860.

During the Civil War. as colonel of the First

Brigade, Second Division, Ninth Army Corps, he
aided Grant in the siege of Vicksburg, and par-

ticipated in Sherman's Mississippi campaign of

1863. The next year he commanded the Second
Brigade, Second Division, in the Battle of the

Wilderness, and at Spottsylvania was brevetted
brigadier-general of volunteers on the recom-
mendations of Generals Burnside and Grant. For
his gallantry at the sieges of Petersburg and
Richmond he was promoted to be major-general.

After the war he lived in Keene, N. H. He was
elected five times to a seat in the New Hampshire
Legislature, and served in the last two terms as

Speaker.

GRIFFINHOOFE, grif'fln-hoof, Arthur. The
nom-de-plunie employed by Colman the Younger,
in publishing his We Fhj by Night, Review, Gay
Deceivers, and Love Laughs at Locksmiths.

GRIFFIS, William Elliot (1843—). An
American clergyman, educator, and author, born
in Philadelphia. He served with the Forty-fourth
Pennsylvania Regiment in the Civil War, and
then entered Rutgers College, where he gradu-
ated in 1869. After one year of stud.v at the

Dutch Reformed Theological Seminary at New
Brunswick. N. J., he accepted an appointment to

organize schools on the American model in Japan,
and was the first American teacher in regions be-

yond the open ports. On the fall of the feudal

system and the unification of the Empire, he was
appointed professor of the physical sciences in

tlie Imperial University of Tokio. He prepared
the "New .Japan Series" of reading and spelling

books and primers for .Japanese students in tlie

English language, and contributed to the Japan-
ese press, and to newspapers and magazines in

the United States, numerous papers of impor-
tance on .Japanese affairs. In 1874 he returned
to New York, where he finished his theological

studies at the Union Theological Seminary; and
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in 1877 was made pastor of the First Reformed
Church in Schenectady, N. Y.; in 188G, of the

Shawmut Congregational Churcli in Boston; and
in 1803 of the Congregational Church in Ithaca,

N. Y. He is the author of: The Mikado's Empire
(187G) ; Japanese Fairy World (ISSO) ; Asiatic

Bislory (1881); Vorca, the Hermit Sation
(1882); Sir Vi'iUiam Johnson and the Hix "Sa-

tions (1891) ; Matthew Galbraith Perry (1887) ;

The Lily Among Thorns (1880); Honda, the

Hamurai (1800); Japan: in History, Folklore,

and Art (1892) ; Brace Little Holland, and What
iShe Tauyht Us (1894) ; The Religions of Japan
(1895) ; Toicnsend Harris, First American Envoy
to Japan (1895) : The Pilgrims in Their Three
Homes—England. Holland, and America (1898) ;

America in the East (1899); The Amcrictin in

Holland (1899); Verbcek in Japan (1900); The
Pathfinders of the Revolution (1900); and re-

vised, with additional matter, Bayard Taylor's

Japan in Our Day (1002).

GRIF'FITH, Kalph Thomas Hotchkin
(1826— ). An English philologist and Sanskrit
scholar, born at Corsley, Wiltshire. He was edu-

cated at Queen's College. Oxford, and then en-

gaged in educational work in India. From 1803
until 1878 he was principal of the Benares Col-

lege, and from that year until 1885 he was Di-

rector of Public Instruction in the Northwest
Provinces. His publications on Oriental litera-

ture include: Speciynens of Old Indian Poetry
(1852) ; The Birth of the War God (1853) ; The
Ramayan of Vahniki (5 vols., 1870-75; reprinted

in one vol., 1895) ; Yusvf and Zulaikha (1882) ;

The Ht/mns of the Rig Veda, Metrically Trans-
lated into English (4 vols., 1889-92) ; The fiama
Veda (translated 1893); The Atharva Veda
(1895-06); and The Texts of the White Yajur
Veda (translated 1899).

GRIFFITH, William Pettitt (1815-84).
An English arcliitect and archaeologist, born in

London. He attained considerable eminence in

his profession, and designed several hospitals and
schools in London. Among his writings are: The
Geometrical Proportion of Architecture (1S43)

;

The Natural System- of Architecture (1845) ; An-
cient Gothic Churches (1847-52); and Sugges-
tions for a More Perfect and Beautiful Period of
Gothic Archilevture (1855).

GRIFFITH GATJNT, or Jealousy. A novel
by Charles Rcade, which appeared serially in

the Argosy, and was published in 1866. It is a
story of great power and pathos. It has been
repeatedly and successfully dramatized.

GRIF'FTTHS, .John Willis (1809-82). A
naval arcliitect, born in New York City. He
built several LTnited States war-vessels, intro-

duced many innovations in the art nf ship-build-

ing, and wrote a niimber of books on naval archi-

tecture, the most important of which, A Treatise
on Marine and Xaval Architecture (1850, 4th
ed. 1854). was republished in England.

GRIFFON. A dog. See Field Dog.

GRIGGS, .ToH>i William (1849—). An
American politician, born in Newton, N. J. He
graduated at Lafayette College in 1868, and was
called to the bar in 1871. He began to practice
law in Paterson, N. .J. ; was elected to the Leg-
islature in 1876; and was a State Senator from
1882 to 1888. During the year 1886 he presided
over the New .Jersey Senate. In 1895 he was

Vol. IX.—19.

elected Governor of New Jersey, but resigned
the ollice on January 31, 1808, to accept the po-

sition of Attorney-General in President McKin-
ley's Cabinet, wliich he held until his resignation

m April, 1001.

GRIGOROVITCH, gre'gd-ro'vich, Dmitby
Vasilyevitch (1822-1000). A Russian author.
He was born in the Government of Simbirsk, and
successively devoted him.self to engineering,

painting, and literature. His literary works in-

clude the tale entitled The \ illage (1846) and
Anthony the Unlucky (1847). Of his later novels
that entitled The Fisher (8th ed. 1889; German
trans. 1857) has been the most successful.

GRIJALVA, gre-iiiil'va (named in honor of

its discoverer, Juan de Grijalva). A river of
Southeastern JNIexico, rising in Gu.atemala, flow-

ing northwest, then northeast under various
names through the provinces of Chiapas and
Tabasco, and after a course of nearly 300 miles,

emptj-ing into the Gulf of Campeehe ( .Map

:

Mexico, MO). It is navigable for small steamers
for about fifty miles, up to San .Juan Bautista.
Prior to 1765, when its course was artificially

changed, it flowed past the town of Huimanguillo,
emptying into the Bay of Dos Roeas, 60 miles
west of its present mouth.

GRIJALVA, Juan de (c.1489-1527). A
Spanish explorer, born at Cuellar (Old Castile).

His uncle. Diego Velasquez, Governor of the isl-

and of Fernandina (Cuba), sent him to explore
ilexico and Yucatan, where lie discovered, in

1518, the river now bearing his name. He took
possession of all that country in tlic name of the
Emperor Charles V., and christmed it New Spain.
Despite the value of these discoveries, he was
not rewarded upon his return to Cuba, but was
dismissed from the Governor's service for not
founding colonies in the country he had ex-

plored, and died afterwards in Nicaragua. The
description of his voyage of discovery was pub-
lished by Icazbalceta in Coleccion de doeumentos
para la historia de Mejieo (1858).

GRILD'RIG. In Swift's Gulliver's Travels,
a name signifying a little man, given to Gulliver
by the Brobdingnagians.

GRILLET, gre'ya', Jean (c.l630-c.l675) . A
.Jesuit missionary and explorer, born in France.
In 1666, when the English took Guiana, he was
superior of the Jesuit house in Cayenne ; but,

unlike many of his fellow colonists, did not take
refuge among the Indians. A few years later

he was sent on a mission to get information con-

cerning the geogi'aphy of the interior, and tlie

customs and civilization of the trilies most dis-

tant from the sea. Accompanied by Father Fran-
cois Bechamel, who understood the Galibi lan-

guage, Fatlier Grillet set out on .January 25,

1674. He succeeded in reaching a point about 570
miles southwest of Cayenne, in the country of

the Acoquas, a tribe who had never before seen
a white man. The two .Jesuits returned to Cay-
enne on June 17th, and Grillet sent an account
of their journey to France. This account was
published afterwards under the title. Journal du
roi/age qu'ont fait les peres Jean Grillet et

Francois B&hamel dans la Guyanc. Van IGl'i.

It was republished in the second volume of Gom-
bcrville's Relation de la ririrre des Amazons
(1679-80), and in Roger's Voyage Around the
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World (171G). Both of Uie explorers died soon

after tlieir return to Cayenne as a result of the

hard?.hij>s they liad undergone.

GBILLPARZER, gril'piir-tser, Franz (1791-

1872). An Austrian poet and dramatist, born

in Vienna, January 15, 1791. His father, a

lawyer, died in 1809, leaving the family needy.

After a harsh schooling at home, Grillparzer stud-

ied law in Vienna (1807-11), without making a

brilliant success. Afterwards he made himself

familiar with French, English, Italian, and Span-

ish. In 1813 he entered Government service in

the financial department: in 1833 he was put over

the archives ; in 1847 he became a member of the

Academy of Sciences, and in 18.56 he retired.

In the outer life of Grillparzer there is nothing

very interesting. If we add to what has been

said the fact that Grillparzer was once betrothed

to a lady whom he always liked and never

wedded; that he visited Italy in 1819, France

and England in 1838, and went to Turkey and
Greece in 1843, and finally that he died in great

honor on the "ilst of .January, 1872, we know
the most striking incidents in his life.

In German literature he is a link between

Goethe, Herder, Schiller, and Lessing, who helped

to sliape his ideals, and a more modern school.

Grillparzer was catholic in his theatrical likings.

The suburl)an theatres pleased him, but he was
also a methodical student of Haydn, Jlozart,

and Beethoven. In 1807-09 he wrote a drama,
Blaiica von Kastilien: later he turned to Goethe

and Shakespeare. Die Ahnfran. a fatalistic trag-

edy, was played first at Vienna (1817) and
afterwards aroused enthusiasm thrnughout Ger-

many. Sappho (1818), also a tragedy, caused

the critics to class Grillparzer with Zacharie Wer-
ner, Milliner, and Houwald. This long vexed

the poet. In 1822 followed Dos Goldnc VUet,

a trilogy, which fell somewhat flat. This failure

Grillparzer laid to the oppressive rule of Met-

ternich. In Konig Ottokars Gliick und Ende
the dramatist portrayed the rivalry between

Rudolph of Hapsburg and Ottokar of Bohemia.

For two years the censor kept this play wait-

ing, on the ground that it was ruiseemly to put

the founder of the dynasty on the stage. Thanks
to the Empress, the piece was played with great

success in 1824. After the cool reception of the

tragedy Ein treiier Diener seines Herrn (1828)

Grillparzer held aloof for ten years. On the

refusal of IVe/ic dem der liigt, a comedy (1838),

Grillparzer was utterly disheartened. Der Travm
ein Lehen (1834). after La vida es siieuo, by
Calderon, a dramatic tale, is played still with

success in Germany. Des Meeres und der Liehe

Wellen (1840) handles the theme of Hero and
Leander. In 1848 the public seemed to be eager

for the poet's reappearance, but he held aloof

until his death. Consult: Sauer's Biographical
Introduction to Grillparzer's Collected Works
(Stuttgart, 1892) : the Jahrhuch of the Grill-

parzer Gesellschaft (Vienna. 1890 fT.) ; Traube,
Qrillpar^er's Tjcbensfjcschichte (Stuttgart, 1884) ;

Littrow-Bischoff. Aus dem, personlichen Verkehr
mit Franz Grillparser (Vienna, 1873) : Lange,
Grillparzer, sein Lehen. DicMen und Denken
(Giitersloh (1894); Friedmann. II dramma
tedesco del nostro secolo (vol. iii.), Francesco
Grillparzer (Milan, 1893).

GRFLSE, grils (Scotch also gilse, cf. Ir. great

sack, sort of fish). A British name for a young

salmon, on its first return from the sea, when
it weighs from two to si.x pounds.

GRIM. The (ibherman who, in Arthurian leg-

end, saves the youthful Havelok from a watery
grave, rears him as his son, and with the royal
reward of his good deed founds the town of

Grimsby. The story is told in The Lay of Have-
lok, the Dane.

GRIM, THE COLLIER OP CROYDON. A
play liv an unknown author, printed in l(Ui2, and
signed 1. T., taken from ilachiavelli's Harriaye
of the Devil. The character of tlie Collier, which
is found in Crowley's Tlie Collier of Croydon
(1550), and in Edward's Damon and Pithias

(1571), is of only secondary importance in the

play.

GRIM, Giant. In Bunyan's Pilgrim's Prog-
ress, an ogre who threatens the safety of Chris-

tiana and her children, on their journey to the

Celestial City, and is killed by Mr. Greatheart.

GRIMALDI, gre-miil'de. A celebrated family
of Genoa, members of which were princes of

Monaco for several centuries down to 1731. They
were stanch supporters of the Guelph interests

in Genoa and Italy generally, and opposed the

Dorias and other CJhibelline families. The fam-
ily claimed descent from Grinioakl, the major-
domus of the Neustrian King Childebert III.

( (195-7 11). The most eminent members of the

(.{riuialdi family were: Ranieri, Admiral of

France, who commanded a fleet in the service

of Philip the Fair bf France in 1304, defeating
and making prisoner Guy of Flanders.

—

Antonio,
distinguished in naval warfare in the early part

of the fourteenth century. He was successful

against Catalans, but in 1353 was complc;,'ly

defeated by Nicolo Pisani, commanding a Vene-
tian and Aragonese fleet off the coast of Sar-

dinia.—DojiENico, like the others, distinguished

at sea, especially in the battle of Lepanlo.
October 7. 1571. He became cardinal and
Vice-Legate of Avignon, and was noted for his

efforts to exterminate heresy.

—

Gerontmo (1579-

1685), a cardinal, was celebrated for his attempt
to reform the morals of the clerg^'. He founded
a hospital for the poor, and distributed great

sums in alms. In 1731 the male line of Grimaldi
became extinct, and the Principality of Monaco
passed to the kindred house of tioyon-Matignon,
who assumed the name Grimaldi. Consult: Pier

las, Monuments incdits snr Ics Grimaldi de
Monaco (Turin. 1885) : Metivier, Monaco et ses

princes (La F16che. 1865) ; Saige, Monaco, ses

origines ct son histoire (Monaco, 1897).

GRIMALDI, Giovanni Francesco (called

IlBologne.se) (1606-80). An Italian landscape

painter of the Bnlognese School, born in Bologna.
He was a pupil of the Carracci. He worked in

Rome under the patronage of Innocent X. and
his successors, and in Paris under that of Cardi-

nal Mazarin. He Avas twice president of the

Academy of Saint Luke in Rome. He was one

of the foremost landscape painters of his time,

and also executed many etchings and drawings,

some of which latter have been mistaken for

those of Titian. His works in the manner of the

Carracci include a series of landscapes in the

Borghese Gallery, Rome, a scries of scenes from
the Old Testament in the Quirinal. Rome, sev-

eral landscapes in the National Library, Paris,

two in the Louvre, and a "Baptism of Christ" in

the Darmstadt Museum.
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GRIMALDI, Joseph (1779-1837). A well-

kuuwii rtijiesuutative of the clown in English
pantoniiiiic. His lather was an actor of Itiilian

parentage, and "little Joe,' who was born in Lon-
don, December 18, 1779, appeared when scarcely

two years old at Sadler's Wells Theatre, wliere

he regularly performed (except for one season)
down to the date of his retirement from the
stage, prematurely worn out by sheer hard work.
For several moutifs each j'ear he used to perform
nightly at two dili'erent playhouses, and once he
achieved the feat of acting at three on the same
night. At times he played in regular drama, but
as a clown he was considered inimitable. His
performance in the pantomime of Mollier Goose
(1806) was many times repeated. At the con-

clusion of his last appearance, which was as
Harlequin Hoax, in his i)eneiit at Drury Lane
(1828), he made a pathetic but dignified farewell
address. He died in London. May 31, 1837. Con-
sult Menioirs of Joseph Grimaldi, edited by
Charles Dickens (New York, 1838).

GRIMALKIN. grl-malTcin {gray + malkin,
cat). The quasi-personal name of a cat (prop-
erly the female). It is also the name of a
familiar of one of the witches in Macbeth.

GRIMES, grlmz, Bbtan (1828-80). A Con-
federate soldier, born in Pitt County. N. C.

He graduated at the University of North Caro-
lina in 1848, and became a planter in his native
county. When the Civil War began he entered
the Confederate service as major of the Fourth
North Carolina Regiment, and served until the

surrender at Appomattox. In the battle of Fair
Oaks Grimes distinguished himself by his gal-

lantry. He took part in the JIarvland campaign
in the fall of 1802, and at the 'battle of Fred-
ericksburg commanded the Fifth Brigade in Gen.
D. H. Hill's division of 'Stonewall' Jackson's
corps. Later he fought at the battles of Chau-
cellorsville and Gettysburg. On .Tune 4, ISfll, he
was assigned to the command of Daniel's old

brigade in Rodes's division of the Second Army
Corps. In the fall of 18G4 he had command of

Rodes's old division, and accompanied Cien. Jubal
A. Early during the Shenandoah Valley cam-
paign. He received his commission as major-
general on February 28. 180.5, and took an
active part in the last struggles of Lee's army.
At the close of the war Grimes returned to his
plantation in North Carolina. He was shot
while driving along a country road near his home
in Pitt County.

GRIMES, .James Wilson (1816-72). An
American politician and legislator, born at Deer-
ing, Hillsboro County. N. H. He graduated at
Dartmouth College in 1830, and in the same year
removed to Burlington. Michigan Territory, in

what is now the State of Iowa. In this year the
low.a country was added to the newly erected
Territory of Wisconsin, and Grimes, who had
begun the practice of law. was appointed assist-

ant Territorial librarian. He served also as sec-

retary of a commission at Rock Island appointed
to negotiate a transfer of lands with the Sac
and Fox Indians, and after the organization of
Iowa Territory in 1838 served several terms in
its Legislature. In 1854 he became the nominee
( f both the Whig Party and Free-Soil Democratic
Party for Governor of Iowa, and after an excit-
ing campaign was elected. His administration,
lasting until 1858, saw the birth of the Republi-

can Party in Iowa. He was one of the earliest
and most active workers in the formation of that
party, and after leaving the Governor's chair wan
eleclid as a Republican to the United States
Senate. He was a member of the Peace Con-
vention of 1801. In 1864 he became chairman of

the Committee on Naval Aliairs, for the duties of

which position he had particularly qualified him-
self. In 1805 he was reelected for anotlier term
of six years, but served only until 1809, when,
after a stroke of paralysis, he resigned. He was
one of tlie few Republican Senators who voted for

acquittal at the impeachment trial of President
.Jolinson. The last two years of his life were
s])ent in Europe. Consult Salter, Life of James
If. drhiics (New York, 1876).

GRIMKE, grim'ka, Thomas Smith (1780-
1834). An American lawyer and reformer, broth-
er of Angelina and Sarah Grimke. He was born
in Charleston, S. C. : graduated at Yale in 1807;
studied law. and attained eminence at the bar.

From 1826 to 1830 he was a member of the State
Senate, and then and later vigorou.sly opposed
South Carolina's nullification projects. He was
one of the early advocates of temperance, and
was an enthusiastic member of the American
Peace Society. One of his liobbies was a reform
in the spelling of the English language. He pub-
lished Addresses on Science-, Education, find Lit-

erature (1831).

GRIMKE SISTERS, The, Sarah Moore
(1792-1873) and Angelina Emily (1805-79).
American abolitionists, and advocates of woman's
rights; sisters of Thomas Smith Grimke (q.v.).

They were born in Charleston, S. C, where their

father, John Faucheraud Grimke, was a promi-
nent lawj'cr and large slaveholder. After his

death the two sisters freed tlieir slaves and re-

moved to Philadelphia, Sarah going first in 1821,
and Angelina following in 1828. Both joined the
Society of Friends, and devoted themselves for

several years to agitating the anti-slavery ques-
tion in that city. In 1836 they removed to New
York, where they were intimately associated witli

the leading spirits of the American Anti-.Slavery

Society, and during the subsequent winter they
.attracted considerable attention by delivering
public lectures on slavery. At this time Sarah
wrote an Epistle to the Cferfji/ of the fioiithern

fitates, which, like Angelina's previously pub-
lished Appeal to the Christian Women of the
Houth, was addressed to their old neighbors. In
1837 they w'cnt to Boston, where Sarah lectured

on woman's rights, a subject which had begun
to interest her in New York, and published in the
Ne-ni Enc]land Spectator a series of letters on
The Province of Woman. The next year Angelina
married Theodore D. Weld (q.v,). one of the
leaders of the Anti-Slavery ,Society, and. accom-
panied by Sarah, they went to live at Belleville,

N. .J., where they remained until 1854. when they
established a large coeducational institute at
Eaglcswnod. near Perth Amboy. N. .7., which be-

came noted for the independent and enlightened
spirit pervading it. Both of the sisters died at
Hyde Park, near Boston. Consult Birney. The
Grimke S'sters. Sarah and .-ingelina Grimkfi.

(Boston. 1885).

GRIMM, grim, Friedrich Melchior, Baron
von (1723-1807). A noted French journalist and
member of the Encyclopocdist Circle. He was
born in Ratisbon, Germany, of poor parents, and
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studied at Leipzig, llis first production was a

tra<'fdy, whicli was ridiculed at once by th«

aud'ieiice and by the critics. Disappointed, he

went to Paris as a tutor, and reniained there as

a reader to the Crown Prince of Saxe-Gotha. In

1749 common musical tastes won him the triend-

ship of J. J. Rousseau, and by him he was intro-

duced to the Encvclop;edist Circle. Soon after-

wards he became secretary to Count Fnesen,

nephew of Marshal Saxe, and so found an entry

into the brilliant social circles of Pans, where

his intelligence, wit, tact, and good manners soon

made him a general favorite. He became wholly

French in spirit, and was naturalized. His lit-

erary reputation was won by a pamphlet, he

vetit propluie de Boehmischbroda { 1753) ,
on the

merits of Italian and French opera, a society

question of the hour, but his fame dates from the

Co,Tespondance UtUraire, ],hilosopluque et cri-

timie begun in 1753, and carried on with various

assistants and substitutes until 1759. in the name

of \bl)e Pvavnal, who had originated the idea, and

then in Grimm's own till 1790. In 1754 Rous-

seau introduced Grimm to Madame d Epmay

She soon came to jfrefer him to the older and

intractable lover who left in his Confesswyis a

false account of the matter that injured Grimin s

reputation for several years. He served as sec-

retary of the Marshal d'Estrfes during the \\est-

phalian campaign 0756-57), and was after-

wards Minister ot Saxe-Gotha at the French

Court In 1773 he visited Saint Petersburg on a

diplomatic mission. The Revolution drove him

from France, first to Gotha, then to Saint Peters-

bur", where he resided trom 1702 to 179.3 and

enio'ved the favor of Catharine II., and whence

he was sent as Russian Minister to Hamburg,

his last public office. Grimm's Corres.pondaiice

was not published till 1812. It was sent to sev-

eral sovereigns and to some minor German

courts, and made accessible to them, through a

sort of secret ofTicial organ, the ideas of the

French philosophic movement, shrewdly seasoned

to the liking of princes, who were induced to see

in the new -pliilosophv' a means of consolid.ating

their power. Thus Grimm was able to contribute

very essentiallv to the spread of the Eneyclop^iedic

movement, and to prepare the way for introduc-

ing the emancipatory ideas of the French Revolu-

tio~n And besides this, the Correspondancc is a

lit^Tary review and chronicle—a record of an im-

portant literar-,- period of almost unique value.

His collaborators, especially Diderot and :\Iadame

d'Epinay, carried on the work in his own deli-

cate, subtle, impartial, and profoundly skeptical

spirit The Correspondancc was first publislied

in seventeen octavo volumes (1812-14). better

edited by Taschereau (15 vols.. 1829-31. with a

supiilement of Correspondancc incdite) .
Grinim s

Mcmoires on his relations with the Empress

Catharine have been published by the Russian

Historical Soeietv. For a critical literary appre-

ciation, consult: Sainte-Beuvc, Efndes sur Gnmm
(Paris 1854) ; id., Cnuscricp: du Liindi. vol. vii.

(ib., Y857-fi2) : and Scherer, Mclchior Crinint

.(ib.',' 1S87).

GRIMM. Heema>>n (1828-1901). A German

author a son of Wilhelm Karl Grimm. He was

laorn at Cnssel. and was educated in Berlin and

Bonn. In 1872 he was appointed to the chair of

art historv at Berlin University, and subsequently

published" his lectures as a biography of Goethe

(5th ed 1894). His other works include: De-

metrius, a drama (1854); yovellen (2d ed.

1802); Essays (3d ed. 1SS4); Eunfzehti Essays,

mile Folyc (4th ed. 1890) ;
Uniihcniindliclie

Mdchtc, a novel (2d ed. 1870) ; and the excellent

biography entitled Leben Michelangelos (7tli ed.

1894).

GRIMM, Jakob Ludwig K.\rl (1785-1863).

An emiiu'iu German philologist and antiquary,

born January 4, 17S5. at Hanau, in Hesse-Cassid.

He was educated in philology and law at Mar-

burg, and afterwards visited Paris, where he pur-

sued a variety of studies, and cultivated his taste

for mediaeval" literature. On his return to Ger-

many he was employed in the office of the Min-

ister of War at Cassel. and became successively

librarian lo the King of Westphalia and auditor

to his Council of State. In 1814 he was secretary

to the Ambassador of the Elector of Hesse at

Paris and attended in a similar capacity the

Congress .if Vienna. While in Paris he claimed,

liy oVder of the Pnissian Government, the restora-

tion of valuable manuscri])ts which had been re-

moved to Paris bv the armies of Napoleon I. In

1829 he, jointly with his brother Wilhelm, re-

ceived the appointment of professor of German

literature and librarian of the University of

Gr,ttin<'eii. The brothers were among the seven

nrofes£)rs who protested in 1837 against the abo-

lition of the Constitution by the King of Hanover,

for which act they were outlawed and obliged to

retire to Cassel.
" In 1841 both were invited to

Berlin where as members of the Academy they

were entitled to give lectures. Jakob was m
1848 elected member of the Frankfort Parlia-

ment He was, however, with all his interest m
pnlitic.ll affairs, averse to party strife, and his life

was devoted to philological and antiquarian stud-

ies His Cierman Grammar, in four volumes,

the first volume of which was published in

1819, and the last in 1837 (4th ed. 1870-

98) is one of the greatest philological works

of the age, and may be said to have laid the

foundation of the historical investigation of hm-

fma^e His Deutsche Rechtsaltcrtitmcr (1828)

tnd'Deufsche Mytholouic |1835) are exh.austive

works upon the society of the JNIiddle Ages in

Central Europe, and the religious traditions and

superstitions from the earliest times His Ge-

sclnchte dcr dcntschen ^prache (1848, 4th ed.

1880) and Vcber den Vrsprung der Spraclte

(1851) are also %vorks of great importance. In

companv with his brother Wilhelm he published

numerous works of a more popular character, the

best known of which is Kinder-vnd Hansmurchen.

The (greatest joint undertaking of the two brotlv

ers (now carried on by other scholars) is the

Devtsclies Wiirfcrhuch. be.sun in 1852. Jakob

Grimm died September 20. 1863.

GRIMM, LtiDWiG Emil (1790-1863). A Ger-

man painter and engraver, brother of the preced-

ing born at Hanau, He studied under Karl Hess

at^Munich. In 1813 he fought in the War of

Liberation, and then returned to IVIunich to re-

new his studies. In 1832 he was made professor

at the Academy of Cassel. He painted portraits

and some religious pictures, notably a ^Tadonna

and Saints" 0818) ; but his most «rt>'^t«-, "''^'1^

was as an engraver. A portrait of Melanchthon,

after Cranach, and some small genre studies from

his own designs, are remarkable for purity of

line. He published collections of his engra^^ngs

in 1823, 1840, and 1854.
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GRIMM, WiLHELM Karl (178G-1859). A
German philologist, brother of Jakob (Jrimm.

lie was born at lianau, Fubrnary -4, 1780. He
was the companion of liis elder brother at the

Lyeeum of C'assel and tlie Universil\- of Alar-

burg. In 1814 he was secretary of the librarian

of C'assel, and on removing to Giittingen in 1830
was appointed assistant librarian under his

Irother. and in 18.31 professor extraordinary in

the philosophical faculty. He joined his brother

in the protest against the King of Hanover,
shared his exile, and also his call to Iterlin.

They labored together in the Wiirlrrbiicli, the

Marchcn, and many other wotUs. and were com-
monly known as the Brothers Grimm. Among
the works of the younger Grimm are: AUdiinische
Heldenlicder (1811), a translation; Altdcutsche
Wiilder (1821); and Die deulsche Hehknudyc
(1829). He died December 10, 1859.

GRIMMA, grim'ma. A town of Saxony, Ger-
many, situated in a hollow near the left bank of

the Mulde. about 19 miles southeast of Leipzig
(ilap: Prussia, E 3). The vicinity is very
picturesque, and the town is well laid out and
attractive. The Church of Our Lady dates from
the thirteenth century. The old electoral castle

is now used for i5ublic offices. The town hall

dates from 1442. Chief among the educational
institutions of the town is the Fiirstenschule,

consecrated in 15.50, and occupying since 1892 a
new building. In the vicinity of the town are

found the ruins of the thirteenth-century convent
to which Katharina von Bora. Luther's wife, once
belonged. Grimma was once noted for its textiles,

which have since given place to iron products,
machinery, leather, etc. Population, in 1890,

8957; in" 1900, 10,892. CJrimma is first men-
tioned as a town in 1065.

GRIMMELSHAUSEN, grim'mcls-hou'zen,
H.\NS Jakob Chri.stoffel von (e. 1025-76). A
German writer. He was a peasant's son, and
was born in Gelnhausen. His important .S'nii-

pUcissimus is the only German fiction of the

seventeenth century that can still be read with
pleasure. He served as a soldier through the

later period of the Thirty Years' War. when, able

to observe the traits of the common people, he
thus provided himself with ample material for

his future studies in fiction. From Protestantism
he turned late in his life to Catholicism, and
served for a time the Bishop of Strassburg. For
a while, too. he was a magistrate at Rencben, in

Baden,* where he died. Dcr ahenteucrliche ffim-

plicissinuis Teiitfsch (1009) is. as its subtitle

states, "The Description of the Life of a Strange
Vagabond Named Melchior Sternfels von Fuch-
shaim." It is a direct imitation of the Spanish
picaresque novels, as well as a wonderfully real-

istic narrative draw'n from the author's own ex-

periences. No contemporary writing gives a more
vivid realistic picture of the desolation wrought
in Germany from 1018 to 1048. At the same time
lie exhibited very marked talents as a prose jjoct.

He put forth many other books of difTerent genres

and of much less general significance. \mong
them were satirical productions such as Hchuarz
vvd ireiss, oder Die satirische Pilgerin (1600) ;

gallant romances of the kind that were the mode
in that day. as. for instance. Dletwalt nnd Arne-
liinle (1070): and popular stories based on
biblical subjects, one of which was entitled

Joariih (1007). There are good modern editions

of f^inipUcissiinus by Keller (Stuttgart, 1852-02)

;ind Tittniann (Leipzig, 1877). and a reprint
edited by Kogel (Halle, 1880)

.

GRIMM'S LAW. A phonetic law stating tlie

changes, eonunonly termed the first and second
sound-shiftings, undergone by the mutes or ex-

plosives of the Indo-Germanic consonant-system
in the Low and High Germanic binguages re-

spectively. The law, which is one of the .most
important of all phonetic laws (see Phonetic
L.\w), was first developed by Jakob Grimm
(q.v.), who outlined it in a letter to Laehmami,
November 25, 1820, and in the second editiem of his

Deutsche Grammatik (1822), although the Dan-
ish scholar Rask (q.v.) had enunciated its main
phenomena in 181!). The law is of nuich im-
portance in the history of philology (q.v.) as
having furnished one of the basal arguments in

favor of the theory of the invarialiilily of

phonetic law. The fact that there are many
words which seem to violate Grimm's law, but
which are explained bj' Verner's law (q'.v.) and
Grassmanu's law (q.v.), is a confirmation of this

theory, for it is evident that many linguistic

Iihenomena which are still obscure are probably
due to the action of laws which have not yet been
discovered. The law of Grimm concerns the mutes,
comprising the tenues, medioe, and niedi.Te as-

piratie (the tenues aspiratae being rare and in

many cases extremely doubtful) of the Indo-
Germanie palatal, velar, and labialized velar
series (all combined into palatals in Germanic),
R. ff.

gh. q,g, gh. g*,g«. gv-h; dentals, t. d. dh:
and labials, Pj b, bh. The law in its most general
terms may be stated as follows: Indo-Germanie
tenues become the corresponding asjiirata' in

Low Germanic, and remain unchanged in High
Germanic; Indo-Germanic luediie liecome tlu- cur-

responding tenues in Low Germanic and affricatie

in High Germanic; Indo-Germanic media' as-

pirat:e become mediae in Low Germanic and tenues

in High Germanic. Representing, for convenience,

the Indo-Germanic palatals, velars, and labialized

velars as simple palatals, the following table may
be constructed to make the definition clear:

Tenues..

Mediae..

Mediae aspirate..

I.G.

k
t

P

e
(f

b

eh
rlh

III!

b
th
f

k
t

P

e
d
ii

E.G.

h
tMd)

f

cli(k)

z

Pf

k{g)
t

P(W

It is evident from the table that the changes
are more uniform in Low Germanic than in High
Germanic. The various Old High German dia-

lects stand in this respect' in different stages of

development, as is described in Gerj[.\n Lan-
ofAGE. The dialect which has carried out the

High Ciermanic change most thoroughly is the
.Memannic, e.g. thrl. Ger. drei. three: rluica. Ger.

Kiiie. knee; I^ot, Ger. flott. God: jtrufider. Ger.

Brudir. brother. As examples of Grimm's law.

citations may be made of Indo-Germanic words
present in Sanskrit, Greek, Latin. Gothic. Eng-
lish, Old High German, and New High Geriuan.

There are certain exceptions in addition to

those already indicated in the table. Thus, after

,?. the tenues remain unchanged (compare Kixf

and its cognates given below: the Indo-Germanic
combination pi becomes Germanic ft, and kt.
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i]t, q'-'t become ht (Gk. kX/tttis, thief, Goth, an electric-lighting and power plant. It is chiefly

hliflus; Skt. nakti, night, Goth, nahts), while famous for its inuiu-nsc fishing trade, hut has
q- anil gUh have a more complex development ship-building works. Ijreweries, tanneries, lla.\-

than can be outlined here. dressing and bone-crushing mills, and manure

k

t

P
S
d
b

gh
db
bb

Skt.

kampate
trayas

pad
JSnu

daniayati

stighDoti

rudbira

bbratar

Gk.

Tpets

ybvv

da/xav

(ppaTwp

Lat.

capere

tres

pes

genu
doaiare

tribus

ruber

frater

The cause of both sound-shiftings has been ex-

plained as an increase in the speed of utterance,
but this theory is open to many objections. The
change seems to be due in reality to an increased
force of expiration of the vocal current. Thus
it is evident experimentally that an increased
stress on a media or sonant will produce a tenuis
or surd, as in the emphatic pronunciation of

such a word as "Gad!" and in like manner em-
phatic aspiration, as in the change of t to th, is

a recognized phonetic phenomenon. It is note-
^vorthy that changes to some extent analogous to
the operation of Grimm's law are found in other
languages. Thus in the Bantu group of South
Africa a similar change may be observed, and
among the Indo-Germanic dialects the Armenian
(q.v.) is conspicuous for its change of the old

tenues to medite, and of the old medife to

tenues ( e.g. Old Armenian p, d := New Armenian
6, /).

Chronologically the first sound-shifting seems to

have been carried out between B.C. 500 and 250.

It began with the change of the tenues to tenues
aspirata>, which then became, as in Greek, voice-

less spirants (e.g. t became th, then p). The
second change was that of the Indo-Germanic
media; aspiratfe to voiced spirants, ami then to

media; (e.g. dh became (J, then d) . This was ac-

complished less uniformly than the first change,

so that g long retained its spirant value. Verner's

law (q.v.) seems to have come into operation at

this period. The third change was that of the

Indo-.Germanic mcdia> to tenues. The second or

High (iermanic sound-shifting apparently took

place between the fifth and seventh centuries.

The earliest was th#t of the voiceless f to the

voiced 6, whence came d. This began in the

Oberdeutsch dialects Alemannic and Bavarian,

spread to the Middle Frankish, and finally in-

cluded the Xiederdeutseh group of Lower Frank-
ish and Saxon. The other changes of the second
sound-shifting followed, with the limitations al-

ready noted, the same geographical course. See

Gersian Language ; Phonetic Law ; Phonet-
ics ; ^'EK^•ER'S LaW.

GEIMS'BY, Great. A seaport and market-
town in Lincolnshire. England, on the Humber.
20 miles east-southeast of Hull (ilap: England,
F 3 ) . The town consists of two portions, the

older with irregular streets, and the new. to the

east, spacious and regularly laid out. The chief

buildings .ire the fine oldparish church, the town
hall, custom-house, com exchange, free gram-
mar school, mechanics' institute, and the dock

warehouses. The town provides a school for tech-

nical instruction. dXvns the market and much
remunerative leasehold and real estate. It has

Goth. Eng. OHG. (ier.

hatjan beave belfau beben
prt-is three drT drei

fottis foot fuoz Fuss
kniu knee kaiu Knit

ga-taiiijau tame zautjan z'Abmen

padrp tjiurp durf Uorf
steigan sty stigan steigen

rauds red rot rot

bropar brother bruoder Bruder

works. Its harbors and docks cover 350 acres.

As the tenuinus of the .Manchester. Sheffield and
Lincolnshire and the East Lincolnshire railways,

it exports the manufactures of west Yorkshire
and Lancashire. It imports the raw and manu-
factured products of Russia. Demnark, Norway,
and Germany. The total annual value of its

impiirts and exports during the five years ending
in 1900 exceeded £18.500,000 (.$92,500,000). An
average of 2000 vessels enter and clear a gross

tonnage of 2,225,000 annually. Grimsby takes

its name from Grim, a fisherman of Arthurian
legend. It has numerous tumuli and Roman re-

mains, and is the traditional spot where the

Danes first invaded England. It received its

charter of incorporation from King John, and
fvirther charters from Edward Land Edward III.

It sent eleven ships to assist Edward 111. in his

expedition against Calais (134H). The silting of

the harbor led to its decline, hut prosperity re-

vived with the harbor improvements of 1849-5S.

Population, in 1891. 01.750: in 1901. 81.150.

Consult Shaw, Old Urimshy (Grimsby, 1897).

GRIMSEL PASS. A pass of the Bernese
Alps. Switzerland (see Alps), leading from
Italj- anil Southern Switzerland into the Hasli
Thai or L'pper Valley of the Aar, and forming
the boundary between the cantons of Bern and
Valais. The victory of the French, whose ad-

vance from the Hasli Thai in 1799 was opposed
by the Austrians. is commemorated by the Tod-
tensee. "Lake of the Dead.'

GRIM'SHAW, Robert (1850—). An Ameri-
can civil engineer and author. He was born in

riiiladelphia. Pa., and became a lecturer on
physics at the Franklin Institute of that city.

Among his best-known works are: Saws (1880) ;

Hieam-Engine Catrcltistn (1885-87); Hints on
House-building (1889): Hints to Power-users
(1S91); Record of Scientific Progress (1891);
and Fifty Years Hence (1892). He was also

one of the editors of the Standard Dictionary.

GRIM'STON, W. H. See Kendal, Mb.;
Kendal, Mrs.

GRIM'WIG. A kindly but verv- positive old

gentleman, in Dickens's OJirer Twist. He is a

warm friend of !Mr. Brownlow. and enforces his

own opinions by threatening to 'eat his head' if

they prove false.

GRIN'DAL, Edmund (c.l5in-83). An Eng-

lish prelate, born near Saint Bees. Cumberland.

He graduated at Cambridse in 1538. became pri-

vate" chaplain to Bishop Nicholas Ridley, and in

1541 chaplain to Edward VL He succeeded

Bonner in 1559 as Bishop of London. His

leniency toward the Puritans did not further the
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establishment of the Anglican system, and he
was transferred to tlie See of Y'ork in ir)7l). On
the death of Archbishop Parker, Queen Eliza-

beth favored his accession to tlic See of Canter-
bury, to which he was elected in 1575. The Queen
had counted on his traetability, but was dis-

appointed to find him rigidly conscientious. He
was sequestered in 1577. and was not fully Re-

stored for five years. His writings, and a life

by the Kev. William Nicholson, were published
by the Parker S.icicty in 1853.

GRINDELWALD, grin'drl-valt. One of the

most Iwautiful valleys of the Bernese Alps, situ-

ated in the eastern part of the Canton of Bern
(Map: Switzerland, C 2). It is celebrated for

its glaciers, the Lower Grindelwald descending
lower than any other of the Alpine glaciers.

Grindelwald is a favorite winter resort. The
village is situated at an altitude of about 3500
feet, and has a number of hotels. Its population
was ,3370 in HtOO.

GRINDER (from grind, AS. grindan ; ulti-

mately connected with Lat. frcttderc, to gnash).
A small Australian llyeateher {Sisura inquieta)
which, besides its ordinary whistle, produces a
sound resembling that made by a scissors-grind-

er's machine. This sound is made while the bird
hovers in the air (its whole manner of flight

is remarkable), but how it is produced is not
known.

GRINDING. The operation of shaping or
snioolliiiig any hard substance by rubliing away
its surface with a rough stone or with a cutting
powder. It is similar to fding. and is used in

cases where, from the hardness of the material, or
for other reasons, filing is inapplicable. Thus
cutting tools and other steel instruments may be
filed before hardening and tempering; but after
this, if further abrasion is required, they must
be ground. Glass lenses and metal specula .are

ground into shape with emer.y-powder laid upon
a metal tool. Ornamental glass is ground into

facets or otherwise by mcijns of stones and lap-

wheels. Diamonds and other gems are ground or
cut with diamond-dust imbedded in soft iron.

When large flat surf.aces are required, they are
obtained by first working two pieces of the sub-
stance nearly flat, and then laying one upon the
other, and grinding their surfaces together with
sand, emer^', or other suitable cutting powder.
Plate glass is finished in this manner; also sur-
faces of cast iron where accurate fitting is re-

quired, the iron surface being either prepared
with a planing-machine or by turning in a lathe.
Sockets and other bearings which require to be
fitted with great. accuracy are usually finished by
grinding together. For brass and bell-metal jjow-
dered pumice-stone is best adapted for such pur-
poses, as emery is liable to imbed itself in the
metal and give it a permanent cutting action
upon the bearings. Drij grinding is the term
applied to the grinding of steel with dry grind-
stones. Its principal applications are in the
grinding of the points of needles and forks, the
surfaces of gun-barrels, and in finishing steel
pens, Sae Gkinding and Cru.siiing Machinery;
CUTLKRY.

GRINDING AND CRUSHING MACHIN-
ERY. Under this head are included various
forms of apparatus for reducing hard or fibrous
substances to fragmentary form or to fine powder.
Generally speaking, crushing machines are em-

jdoycd for performing the coarse reduction, and
a])paratus for producing a fine powder or flour

is termed grinding machinerj'. The two classes
merge into each other, but it will add to clear-

ness of treatment in some respects to consider

them separately in this article.

Fig. 1. VERTIC-\L SECTION OF STAMP MILL FOR CRUSHING
GOLD ORE.

Cri^shing Machinery. Perhaps the earliest

form of crushing machine is the stamp or stamp
mill, which is now so extensively emploj'ed in

reducing gold, copper, and other ores. Briefly

described, a stamp mill consists of one or more
stamps beneath which the ore is fed in a thin

stream. Each stamp consists of a stem carrying
at its lower end a head of chilled cast iron and
arranged to work vertically up and down be-

tween guides. To produce the vertical movement
there is a bracket or lug attached to the stem
with ^\iiich a cam or scries of cams moiuited on
horizontal shafting engages, and thus raises and
releases the stamp. In reducing ores stamps
are usually operated in batteries or groups.
Stamp mills perform either coarse or compara-
tively fine crushing, according as the rate of feed

is fast or slow. Sometimes positive pressure
stamps are employed in place of gravity stamps.
lioll crushers are another imjjortant type. In
them the material to be crushed is passed be-

tween two or more vertical rolls which may or
maj' not have corrugated surfaces. Sometimes
the rolls are designed to have a slipping action
with reference to each other. Roll crushers are
used in crushing sugar-cane and other fibrous

materials particularly. Edge -runner crushers
are usually employed in crushing seeds for oil.

(ienerally they consist of a vertical axle which
carries two or more radial arms, on the ends of
which .are journaled heavy metal wheels with
broad tires or edges. These wheels through the
rotation of the vertical axle travel round and
round in a circular track on the bottom of a
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shallow pan, into which the materials to be

crushed are thrown. The crushing is done by the

heavy wheel passing over the material. Jaio

crushers, or reciprocatin;/ crushers, are one of

the kinds most commonly used. They consist of

two jaws, one fixed and one movable, so ar-

ranged as to form a V-shaped opening between
them. This V-shaped jjiw is not closed at the

bottom, and one of the jaws is hinged at the

top and so connected with suitable mechanism
that it is alternately pushed toward and drawn
away from the fixed jaw, thus alternately en-

larging and reducing the V-shaped opening be-

tween the two. The material to be crushed, stone

or ore, is inserted into the top of the jaw open-

ing and is crushed bv the reciprocating motion
of the movable jaw until fine enough to run out

of the bottom opening.

by a vertical shaft which has simple rotary mo-
tion without gyration.

tiansage-miU crushers consist of a longitudinal
shaft carrying radial teeth working iu.sidc .a

cylindrical .shell, from whose inner surfaces pro-
ject radial teeth between which the shaft teeth
niesh during revolution. All of these principal

txpes of crushers are made in several forms, for

each of which special qualities are claimed by
the manufacturers. Stamp mills are almost ex-

clusiveh' used for crushing metal-bearing ores:

roll and edge-runner crushers for crushing
fibrous materials; and jaw and gj^ratory crushers
for crushing ores, rock, cement, phosphate, and
similar hard materials.

Grinding Machines. In many processes

crushing is simply a preliminan,' process to

grinding to powder or flour. The machines for

grinding are necessarily of a diff'erent character,

Fig. 2. VEKTICAL SECTION OP JAW CRUSHER FOH STONE.

Gyratory crushers consist in respect to the

crushing elements of an inverted hollow frus-

tum of a cone, inside which an upright frustum
of a solid cone receives a gyratory motion from
a vertical shaft liinged at tlie top and connected
with suitable propelling mechanism at the bot-

tom. The material is crushed in the annular

Fig. 3. vertical section of gyratohy crusher for stone
AND ORES.

opening between the walls of the two frustums
of cones. A coffee-mill crusher resembles a gyra-
tory crusher except that the solid as well as

the hollow frustum is inverted and is separated

Fig. 4. VERTICAL section emery stone mill for fine
QRIKDING.

and are usually of less massive construction.

Grinding machines are commonly called mills,

and this term will be used here. The first form
of real grinding machine was, perhaps, the mill-

sione mill, and this still remains one of the

most common forms in use to-day. A millstone

mill consists of two circular stones set face to

face, one of which revolves on a vertical axis,

while the other is fixed. Usually the upper stone

is the movable one or runner, and has a hole at

the centre through which the material to be

ground is fed, and after being subjected to attri-

tion between the two stones emerges at the edges

of the two stones and falls into a receiver below.

The grinding faces of the two stones are dressed

into grooves and ridges of various forms and
arrangements to facilitate the grinding and the

movement of the powder toward the edges of the

stone.

Sometimes the lower stone is made the runner,

and for special purposes the stones arc set ver-

tical instead of horizontal. Millstone mills are

extensively used in grinding grain, cement, phos-

phate rock, etc. IScill mills are of two prin-

cipal types ; in one tyjx" balls of comparative-

ly large size travel around a fixed track in a

definite path : in the other the balls are loose in

a rotating drum. Usually the balls are of

hardened steel, but in some forms of mills flint
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])ol)l)lcs are substituttil for niptal balls. In the

first type of ball mills named the material is

fed to the mill so as to be ground between the.

traveling balls and the path on which they

travel; in the seennd type the material and
balls are introduced together into the rotating

drum, and the grinding is done by the constant

movement and fall of the l)alls. The inside of

the drum is provided with a hard lining to

withstand wear. Hall mills are used ehielly for

grinding cement, clinker, phosphate rock, etc.

in use was the invention of James Bogardus, of

New York City. Two wheels, having on their

faces concentric grooves, have dilVerent axes of

revolution, being eccentric, whence the mill derives

its name. The wheels are placed hori/ontally, and
the lower one is turned by a shaft at the rate

of from GOO to 800 revolutions p<'r minute. The
ii]iper wheel also takes ou a motion from the ini-

jjuise of material brought against it, but being

eccentric, the material is brought diagonally

against tlie edges of the groove, making the grind-

^^^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^
Fia. 6. TRANSVERSE ASD LO.VGITfDIXAL SECTIONS OF BALL MILL FOR FINE GRINDING.

Rolls and edge-runner mills are also used for

grinding as well as for crushing. A form of edge-

runner mill much used in grinding cement is the

Griffin mill. The pulverizing roll is attached to

the lower end of a shaft which is suspended by
a universal joint w-ithin a horizontal pulley.

Above the roll on the shaft is a fan and on the

bottom of the roll are plows or stirrers, which
agitate the material being ground. Four stand-

ards support the grinding mechanism proper.

The clinker enters a hopper from which it is

carried by a screw feed into the pan. wliich is

surmounted bv a ring-sha])ed die or bearing sur-

face for the roll. The shaft carrying the roll

revolves with the pulley, and being hung so as

to swing free, the centrifugal force brings the

edge of the roll hard against the die, so that it

revolves on the shaft in a reverse direction to

the rotation of the shaft. Where a quantity of

material to be reduced has been fed into the mill

sufficient to fill the pan as high as the plows
on the lower side of the roll, they work it in, stir

it up, and throw it against the die so that it is

acted upon by the roll.

The cnffee-mill type of grinding machine is

commonly employed for grinding bark, spices,

dry paint, and similar easily crushed substances.

This form of mill consists of a conicalsliaiied

runner rotated by a vertical shaft inside a cone-

shaped casting. The grinding surfaces of siich

mills are usually of cast iron, and are corrugated
or ribbed to facilitate the grinding action. One
of the most ingenious, simple, and effective mills

ing very efl'ective and preventing clogging. Over
200 barrels of sugar have been ground per hour
in a l(j-inch mill. It will grind 5 tons of oil-

cake, half a ton of bark, 2 tons of white lead

in oil, 4 tons of iron oi'e, or 2 tons of other
ores per hour. It is very strong and not easily

disoi'dered. Grinding machines for shaping and
polishing metals, glass, etc., are referred to

under Grinding. See also Flouk.

GRIN'DLE. One of the many quaint local

names, more fully 'John A. Grindle,' given in

the Southern Mississippi Valley to a strange

fish, the mudfish (Ainia calva), elsewhere de-

scribed under BowFiN.

GRINDSTONE. A flat, circular stone made
to revolve upnii an axis, and used for grinding

steel, glass, and other stones, etc. Grindstones

are of various degrees of coarseness, according to

the purpose for which they are to be used.

Grindstones are usually mounted more or less

simply, but the large stones employed in cutlery

manufacture are turned by machinery at a speed

as great as practicable without bursting the stone

by the centrifugal force. Grindstones are com-
monly made of a siliceous sandstone, in which tlie

grains are sharp and there is little cement to

bind them together. The surface is th\is pre-

vented from wearing smooth. Some of the best

grindstones in the United Stales come fri>m

Berea. Ohio, and are obtained from certain layers

of the Carboniferous sandstone or Herea grit.

Artificial grindstones of very uniform and per-
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foot texture are made from emery (q.v.) ; they

;ue mueh used for work on metal surfaces, dis-

peiisiiii; with slow and laborious hand-tiling.

Emery wheels are made as larjie as three" feet in

diameter, and so strong that they ean be driven

at (J0(30 feet per minute, when they will readily

cut tempered steel. (Irindstones are now also

being made of carborundum, which ranks next

to the diamond in hardness. These are coming

into large use for cutting and polishing precious

stones. See Milestone; Arr.\sive.s.

GRIND'STONE ISLAND. ( 1 ) An islet of

Albert County. New ISrunswiek, Can., in Chig-

necto Bay (Map: Xova Scotia, G 2). It takes its

name from its quarries of grindstone, of which

large quantities are exported to the United

States. (2) One of the Magdalen Islands (q.v.).

GRINGO, grin'gfi (Sp., gibberish, possibly a

popular variation of Griego, Cireek). A contemp-

tuous term applied to an American or English-

man liy Mexicans and South Americans.

GRINGOIRE, gr.iN'gwar'. or GRINGORE,
graN'gor', Pierre (U75?-1544). A French
poet and dramatist of the Court of Louis

XII., born at Caen. As a poet he began by put-

ting forth moral allegories. He was first to

use the stage lor contemporaneous political sa-

tire. He was a leading member of 'the theatre

company known as Enfants sans soiici. in Paris,

and took a conspicuous part in the production of

mysteries. His most noted topical drama, in

which King Louis XII. himself is said to have
taken a hand, is Le jcu dii prince des sots { 1511 )

,

directed against Po]ie .Julius II. This and Le
mystcrc dc Saint-FjOiiis (about 1525) were his

most important creations, the former illustrating

the full development of the mediseval type of

play, with its coarse, farcical moralit}'. Grin-

goire was distinguished for his dry wit and
clever vivacity. He finally went into the ser-

vice of the Duke of Lorraine, and in his lat-

ter days wrote religious or spiritual poetiy.

His duvres were brought out in Paris in

1858-77. Victor Hugo made Gringoire an in-

teresting character in Notre Dame de Paris.

Banville also made of him a leading figure in a

comedy called Gringoire (1866). In both cases,

liowever, the authors had little regard for the

true character of the poet or the facts in con-

nection with his career. Consult: Pieot, Grin-

goirr ct Ics comediens italiens (Paris, 1878) : and

Badcl, Pierre Gringoire, poete frangais (Nancy,

1803).

GRINNELL, grin-nel'. A city in Poweshiek
County, Iowa. 55 miles east by north of Des
Moines, on tlie Chicago. Pvock Island and Pacific

and the Iowa Central railroads (Map: Iowa, E
3). It has manufactures of gloves and carriages,

and is the seat of Iowa College ( Congregational )

,

opened in 1848. firinnell is governed under the

charter of 1882, which provides for a mayor,
elected biennially, and a unicameral council. The
city owns and operates its water-works. Settled

in 1854. Grinnell was incorporated in 1865, and
in 1882 was chartered as a city of the second

class. In thit vear it suffered from a disastrous

cvclone. Population, in 1890, 33,12; in 1000,

3860.

GRINNELL, Henry (1799-1874). An Ameri-
can merchant, born in New Bedford, Mass., and
educated at the academy in that place. In 1818 he

removed to New York, where he began a mer-

cantile career. In 1826 he became a member of
the firm of Fish & Cirinnell, in which an elder
brother was a partner, and in 1828 became head
of Grinnell, Minturn & Co., which for over
thirty years was one of the most prosperous ship-

ping firms in the country. He retired from active
business in 1852, although in later life he was
interested in the insurance business. He will

be longest known for his interest in polar
expeditions. His first connection with such
an enterprise was in 1850, when he fitted

out an expedition to go in search of Sir

John Franklin, from whom nothing had been
lieard for five years. This expedition, under com-
mand of Lieut. E. J. De Haven, accompanied by
Dr. Elisha Kent Kane as surgeon, passed thro\igh
Davis Strait and Baffin Bay, reaching a lati

tude of 75° 2-i' 21", where hitherto unknown land,
which was named Grinnell Land, was discovered.
In 1853, with George Peabody, Grinnell fitted

out a second Franklin relief expedition, which,
under Dr. Kane, sailed as far north as 78° 43',

and added greatly to the geographical knowledge
of the coast of Greenland. CJrinnell also con-
tributed to the Hayes expedition of 1860, and the
Polaris expedition of Captain Hall in 1871. He
was one of the founders and first president of the
American Geographical Society in 1852, and its

honorary vice-president from 1854 to 1872.

GRINNELL LAND. A vast region in tlie

Arctic Ocean, situated west of Greenland, from
which it is separated by the Kennedy Channel.
Its northern part is known as Grant Land, and
in the south it is continuous with Ellesmere Land
(Map: North America, L 1). Its valleys are
free from sno^\ during tlie sunnner, and covered
with arctic popjij' and moss. The fauna of the

region includes the musk-ox, wolf, fox, hare, lem-

ming, and the ermine. C4rinnell Land was dis-

covered liy Lieutenant De Haven in 1850, and
named after Henry Grinnell (q.v.). It was ex-

plored by the British exjiedition under Nares in

1875-76, and by Greely in 1881. It was also

visited bv Lockwood in 1882. and bv Peary in

1898-99.
'

GRIP. A raven of great sagacity in Dickens's
Barnahy liudge. He is a great friend and com-
panion to the title character, and is possessed

of remarkable and vigorous powers of speech. His
original was a pet of the author's.

GRIPE (from gripe, AS., OS. gripan, Goth.
greipan. OHG. grifan, tier, grcifen, to seize; con-

nected with Lith. greihti, to seize). In a wooden
ship, a timber bolted to the stem and keel at the

jjlaee where the two join. A vessel sailing close-

hauled gripes when she has a tendency to come
up into the wind despite the action of the helm.
It is caused by insulficient head sail, too much
after sail, or improper trim; if the latter, she is

too much down by the head, which may be cor-

rected by shifting ballast from forward aft. A
slight tendency to gripe is desirable, as it makes
a ship tack easily and surely. Broad bands of

plaited rope or canvas used for securing boats

at the davits are also called gripes: they pass

partly around the boat, and have the ends lashed

to the rail or strong-back on the davits.

GRIPE, Sir Fr.^ncis. The avaricious guardian
of Jliranda. in Mrs. Centlivrc's comedy The
Busybody, who attempts to marry his ward for

her money, but is outwitted by Sir George Airy.
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The character doubtless owes mueli to Molitre's

Sganarelle.

GRIPPE (Fr. la ffrippe). An infectious dis-

ease ch;iracterized by fever, catarrhal affections

of the respiratory and digestive systems, and
nervous disorders. See Infli'EXZA.

GRIQUALAND
(
gre'kwa-land ) EAST. An

eastern disUict of Cape Colony, South Africa,

bounded northeast by Natal, southeast by Pondo-

land, south by Tenibuland, west by Barkly East,

and northwest by Basutoland (Jlap: Ca|)e Col-

ony, N 7). Area. 7594 square miles. l'o])u!a-

tion. in IS'Jl. 152. (ilS, including 4150 whites.

Since 1S75 it has been a dependency under the

jurisdiction of Cape Colony. Capital. Kokstad,

named after Adam Kok, a Griqua chief, who
migrated to the district with 15,000 Griquas, a

hylirid race of Dutrli and native origin.

GRIQUALAND WEST. A northern district

of Cape Colony. South Africa, bounded north

and west by' Bechuanaland, east by the Orange
River Colony, and south by the Orange River

(Jlap: Cape Colony, H 5). Area. 15,197 square

miles. Population! in 1891. 8.3.375. including

29.G70 whites. It is famous for its diamond-
fields, discovered in 1807. when the territory

belonged to Waterhoer. a native chief. The
disturbances caused by boundary disputes with

the Orange Free State and Transvaal Republic

resulted in Waterboer's consent to the annexa-

tion of Griqualand to Cape Colony in 1871. the

chieftain's interests being assured. It wa.s in-

corporated as four of the seventy-seven divisions

of Cape Colony in 1880. The principal towns
are Kimberley (capital). De Beers. Griqua Town,
Douglas. Belmont, and Barkly.

GRIQUAS, gre'kwas. Half-caste Dutch-Hot-
tentots of Griqualand East and West. South
Africa. Formerly they lived farther south in

Cape Colony, but about the middle of the last

century they migrated beyond the Orange River

luider their chiefs VVaterboer and Adam Kok. Sub-

sequently the latter, with some followers, moved
east to the district now known as Griqualand
East. The country of the Western Griq\u\s is a

des(date upland 4000 feet in altitude, but con-

taining the richest diamond-fields in the world.

Tile (Jriqiias are an interesting example of a

racial mixture transplanted to an isolated habi-

tat, and thus taking the first step in the forma-
tion of a distinct race of mankind. This develop-

ment, however, has been arrested through the

settlement of their country by the whites.

GRISAR, gre'ziir', Albert (1808-09). A
Belgian dramatic composer, born in Antwerp.
Originally intended for a mercantile career, he

soon left his employer and went to Paris, where
he studied for a time under Reicha. In 1833

his first opera. Lc mfiviaffr iinpofi.'iihJc, was pro-

duced successfully in Brussels, and gained the

composer a Government subsidy, which enabled
him to continue his studies in Paris. In 1840
he went to Naples to study under Mercadante.
but meanwhile he had ]iroduced a number of

operas in the leading Paris theatres. Upon his

return to Paris, in 1848. Grisar composed a sec-

ond set of operas, which are marked by a con-

siderable advance on his earlier works. Among
his more important njieras are: ffnrrih (1830);
L'opcra a hi cour (1840), jointly with Boieldieu ;

Le rnriUonneiir <lr flruijcs (1852): Lc.s ninniirs

du diablc (1853) ; Begaiements d'amour (1864).

lie died at Asniferes, near Paris. In 1870 his

statue was i)laced in the vestibule of the Antwerp
Theatre.

GRIS'COM, .John (1774-1852). An Anicri<an

educator. He was born in Salem County, N. .1.;

«as educated at the Friends' Academy, Phila-

delphia: and for thirteen years was principal

of a Friends'* school. .Then for twenty-five years

he taught in New York ('ity, where he projected

and for six years supervised tlie New York lligli

Scho(d. He was also one of the founders and the

secretary of the Society for the Prevention of

Pauperism. He helped to establish the medical

departnu'iit of Rutgers College, where for four-

teen years he was professor of chemistry and nat-

ural philosophy. He made a tour in Eurojjc to

inspect institutions of charity, reform, and edu-

cation, including manufactories, and published

his observations in A Year in Europe (1823).

He also wrote a book entitled Monitorial Instruc-

tion (1825). Consult a Memoir of Dr. Griscom
by his son (New Y'ork. 1859).

GRISEBACH, gre'ze-baG, August Heinricii
RuuoLF ( IS 14-79). A German traveler and bot-

anist, born at Hanover, and educated at Giit-

tingen and Berlin. He was appointed professor

at Gottingen in 1841, and in 1875 was made di-

rector of the botanical garden there. Several

of his works are devoted to discussions of the

flora of the West Indies and of the American
tropics. They include: l^picilefriuni Flora" Ru-
melicw (2 vols., 1843-45) ; Die Vegetationslinicn

des nordwestlichen. Dcutschhinds (1847); Sys-

tematische Untersuchiingen iiber die Vegetation

der Karaihen (1857) ; Flora of the British West
Indian Islands (1859-64); Die YegetaHion der

Erde narli ihrer klimatischen Anordnung (2d ed.

1884).

GRISEBACH, Eduard (1845—). A Geriuan

diplomat and author, son of the preceding.

He was born and educated at Gottingen, and
was vice-consul of the German Government
at Smyrna, and consul at Bucharest, Saint

Petersburg, Jlilan, and Port-au-Prince, Haiti.

He first attracted attention by his poems Der
neue Tannhiiuser (17th ed. 1892) and Tann-
hmiser in Horn (7th ed. 1890), which were pub-

lished anonymously. In his writings he mani-

fests originality and some eccentricity in the

selection of his subject.? and their treatment.

His works include: Die deutsche Litteratur scit

1110 (4th ed. 1880) : Die tretdose Wit we, in

which the author traces the development and

treatment of a Chinese fable (5th ed. 1S8G) ;

and KinKu-Ki-Kuan : Netw und alte Xorellen

der ehinesisehen Tausendundrine Ifacht (1880);

and Phines-isehe Xorellen (1884). His editions

of Schopenhauer's works, including many posthu-

mous numuscripts of the great philosopher, are

also important.

GRISELDA, gri-zel'da, or GRISELDIS, gri-

zel'dis. The heroine of a celebrated mediseval

tale, which probably had its rise in Italy. A
poor girl, a charcoal-burner, is raised to be the

wife of the JIarquis of Saluzzo, who puts her

hiunility and obedience to the severest tests.

She, however, passes through them all trium-
phantly, and a reconciliation takes place. In this

legend the endurance and self-renunciation of the

loving woman are represented as carried to the

highest pitch. We find the tradition first worked
up into a tale, said to be founded on fact, in
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Boccaccio's Decameron (tlie Tenth Xovel of the

Tenth Day). Petrarcli, who owed the story to

Boccaccio, translated it into Latin in 1373, under
the title De Obcdiciilia et Fide Uxoria; and in

the fourteenth century the story was well known
tliroujj'huut Europe. In the year 1393 it was iu

Paris elahorated into a 'mystery' play, Le mys-
tere de Grixeldis, Marquise de 8(iiuces, and to

aljout the same time belong several French prose
versions, such as Lc iiiemigicr de Paris and others.

In England the stoiy was told by Chaucer in his

Clerbe's Tale, where the great English poet
adopts the version given by Petrarch ; there is

a reference to Patient Griselda by Lydgate in

his Temple of Glass; there are indications of

ballads and stories about Pacyent Gressell during
the sixteenth century, and some ballads of a later

date, and still preserved, also deal with the sub-

ject; and finally, two plays, one (now lost) of the

early sixteenth and one of the early seventeenth
century (printed by the Shakespeare Society),
treat the same matter. A plav' on the same sub-

ject, by Hans Sachs, appeared in Germany in

1546. Versions of the story are also found in the
literatures of Holland, Bohemia, Sweden, Iceland,

etc. The old German book entitled ilarkgraf
Walther has lately been reproduced with more
or less fidelity in Schwab's Bueh der schUnsten
Geseliichten and Sui/en, ilarbach's ^'olksbiicher,

and Simrock's Deutsehe VolkshiicJier. Consult:
^Yestenholz, Die Gi'iseldissage in der Litteratiir-

geschichte (Heidelberg, 1888) ; Originals ajid

Analogues of Chauecr, part ii. (London, 1875),
Chaucer Society; Child, E)iqlish and Scottish

BaJlads, vol, iv. (Boston. 1882) : Warton, His-

tory of English Poetry, edited by Hazlitt, vol. iv,

(London, 1870).

GRISETTE, gre'zet' (Fr,), A sort of wool-
en cloth, so called from its gray color, frequently
worn by the French women of tlie lower class.

Hence the name is applied to young women em-
ployed as shop girls, sewing girls, cliambermaids,
etc. It is also used in a more special sense by
foreigners to designate the young women of this

class in Paris who are of doubtful character, and
of the type made famous by Henry JIurger in

his Vie de Boheme.

GRISI, gre'ze, GitT-iA (1811-G9). A famous
Italian dramatic soprano. She was born in ililan,

and was a pupil of Giacoraelli, Madame Pasta,
and Marliani. She was one of the greatest
singers of the nineteenth century, and was at
the height of her fame during the period of 1834-

49, when she was the unquestioned prima donna
of the Parisian and London operatic stage. In
183(5 she married Count ilelcy, from whom she
was afterwards divorced, later marrying her
principal operatic support, Mario, the famous
tenor, with wliom she made a tour of the L^nited

States in 1854. She died in Berlin.

GRIS'KINIS'SA, In Rhodes's burlesque
Bnmbastes Furioso. the consort of Artaxaminous,
King of Utopia, whom he wishes to put aside for

the fair DistafTina,
"

GRIS-NEZ, grf'n.^', C.ipe. A headland of

France, in the Department of Pas-de-Calais, op-
posite and 21 miles distant from Dover, the
point of land nearest to England ("Map: France.
HI). Cape Grisnez is about equidistant from
Calais on the northeast and Boulogne on the
south. It has a lighthouse.

GRISON, gri'son (Fr., gray), or Hukon. A
large. i)lantigrade, uuisteline mammal {ilalictis

ritula) of South and Central America, weasel-like
in form, and about two feet long without the tail,

which is about a foot long. Its coloration is pe-

culiar in that it is light above and dark below

—

coal-black, except on the top of the head, back,
and tail, where the hair is long and gray. The
sharp contrast between the gray crown and the
black face gives the animal a singular and rather
vicious aspect. It is savage hi disposition, and
when irritated gives a barking squeal, and emits
a pungent odor more disgusting than that of a
skunk. It lives in hollow trees, clefts in rocks,

and holes in the ground, and frequents planta-
tions and the neighborhood of buildings. A
larger and less common, but otherwise similar,

species is Allemand's grison (Galictis Alle-

mandi). Compare Tayea.

GRISONS, gre'zox' (Ger, Grauhiinden) . The
largest, the most eastern, and the most thinly
inhabited of tlie cantons of Switzerland, It is

bounded on the north by the cantons of Glams
and Saint Gall, and by Liechtenstein and Vorarl-
berg; on the east by Tyrol; on the south by Lom-
bardj-; and on the west by the cantons of Tieino
and Uri (Map: Switzerland. D 2). Its area is

2770 square miles. The surface of the canton is

broken b3- mountains. The Glarner Alps border
on the northwest, and the Bernina on the south-
east. The LeoiKintine Alps enter from the west,
the Adula group being ii) the southw'estern part
of the canton. In the east is the Rhsetian range.
There are two large valley districts, of which
the first and most important lies along the course
of tlie Hither Ehine, and occupies the northwest-
ern portion of the canton; and the second, that of
the Inn, forming the Engadine (q.v.), extends
through the southeastern .and eastern parts. In
the southern or southeastern sections are the val-
leys belonging to the basins of the Tieino, Adda,
and the Adige. The lakes are small. The cli-

mate is quite varied. In some districts winter
reigns for nearly eight months, while the climate
in the southern valleys is like that of the northern
border of Italy. The upper valleys, particularly
the Engadine and Davos, attract invalids from
all the civilized world. Among the many famous
'air-cure' resorts are Davos-Platz and Saint Mo-
ritz.

About 55 per cent, of the canton is productive.
In the colder districts crops of barley and rye
are raised with difhculty. In the southern val-

leys, however, wheat, corn, the vine, fig, and
almond are successfullv cultivated. Pastures
and forests occupy a large portion of the coun-
try. Cattle, skins, timber, and cheese are the
principal exjMirts. The rivers abound in salmon
and trout, and in the mountains are deer, cham-
ois, liears. and other game. The mineral deposits
are nearly exhausted. Rare varieties of marble are
quarried, and there are numerous mineral springs.

"The manufacturing industries are unimportant,
and are confined chiefly to the production of

cotton goods, leather, and beer. The railway
mileage is small, but there are many good roads
in every part of the canton. The legislative fiower
is in the hands of the Grosser Rat (Great
Council ) , consisting of members elected at
the rate of one for every 1300 inhabitants.

The executive power is vested in a council
of five elected members. The obligatory and
facultative referendum and the initiative are
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in force. The Constitution of the canton dates

from 1S92. There are fourteen administrative

districts. The cantonal finances are on a safe

and self-adjusting basis, owing to the rather

unique fact that the land tax nuist each year
cover any dehcit. Population, in 1888, 'J4.810;

in lilOO. 104.510, about equally divided between
Protestants and Catholics. German is spoUcn
by about lialf of the popuhition. and al>out one-

third speak Rhaeto-Romanic (Rumansh). The
emigration is very light. The liiglier educational
institutions include a 'real' scliool, a gymna-
sium, a technical and a commercial school, and
a priests' seminary. The capital and chief town
is Chur ( q.v. )

.

The canton constituted a part of the ancient
Rhaptia, which was subdued by the Romans
in the reign of Augustus. From the Goths,

who overran the country about a.d. 490, it

passed into the power of the Frankish kings,

and by the Treaty of Verdun (843) was included

in the portion of Louis the German, forming a
part of the Duchy of Alemannia. During the

early Jliddle Ages the peasantry suffered cruelly

from tlie oppression of their feudal nobles, whose
perpetual strife often brought devastation upon
the country. With the rise of free towns some
atteni])t was made to check the feudal anarchy
by associations of burghers, acting in alliance

with the great ecclesiastical lords, chief of whom
was the Bishop of Chiir, or Coire. In 1307 the

league known as the Gottesliausbund was estab-

lished, and in 1395 the Upper or Gray League
{German Grcnicr Bioid) was organized. A third

league, the Zehngerichtenbund (League of the

Ten Jurisdictions), was formed in 1436, out of

the possessions of the House of Toggenburg.
About the middle of the titteenth century these

leagues formed a loose federal union, and be-

tween 1497 and 15(57 all three had entered into

alliance with the Swiss Confederation. In tlie

early part of the sixteenth century the inhab-
itants of Grisons succeeded in conquering Bonnio,
Chiavcnna, and the Valtellina, in Northern Italy.

The Reformation early made its way into Grisons.

The bulk of the inhabitants included in the Gray
League, however, adhered to the Catholic Church,
and religious strifes long distracted the region.

The claims of Austria to certain territories were
bought off in 1052. From that time to the end
nearly of the eighteenth century the history of

the country is one of petty strife between fac-

tions. In 1797 its Italian possessions were an-

nexed to the Cisalpine Republic, and during
the next two years it was the battlefield of the
Russians, the Austrians, and the French. In
1803 it was constituted by Napoleon a member
of the Swiss Confederation. Its history during
the nineteenth century was principally one of

constitutional reform, marked by progress in

the direction of a closely centralized form of

government.

GKIST-MILL. See Flotjb.

GBIS'WOLD, griz'wold, Alexander Viets
(1700-1.^43). An American clergyman, bishop of

the Protestant Episcopal Church, born in Sims-
bury, Conn. He at first studied law : but in

1705 he was ordained to the ministry, and began
preaching in three different towns, besides teach-

ing school. In 1804 he became rector of Saint
Michael's Church. Bristol. R. I., and in 1811 was
consecrated first Bishop of the 'Eastern Diocese,'

in which were included the States of ]\Iaine, \'er-

mont. New Hampshire, Massachu.setts, and Rhode
Island. In 1830 he left Saint Alichael's to ac-

cept the rectorship of Saint Peter's in .Salem.

His last public act was the consecration oi liis

successor, Dr. ilanton Eastburn. He published

many sermons, and The licforDiufioii and the

Aimstolic Office (1843). Consult Stone, Life of
Bishop (Jrisicold (Philadelpliia, 1844).

GBIS'WOLD, John Augustus ( 1822-72 ) . An
American manufacturer and politician. He was
born in Nassau, Rensselaer Co., N. V., and when
seventeen years old went to Troj*, wliere lie en-

tered the hardwai'e business. After engaging for

a number of j'cars in the wholesale and retail

drug trade, he became a partner in the Rensse-

laer Iron Company, and was very successful. In
ilarcli, 1875, he consolidated his works with the

Albany Iron Works, to form the Albany and
Rensselaer Iron and Steel Company. He was
associated with C. H. Delamatcr in building the

Monitor, which defeated the Merriiiwc in Hamp-
ton Roads, and in conjunction with two other

citizens of Troy introduced the manufacture of

Bessemer steel into the United States. Gris-

wold was elected jMayor of Troy in 1855. Upon
the outbreak of the Civil War he aided in rais-

ing a number of infantry and cavalry regiments,
one of which, the Griswold Light Cavalry, took
his name. He was elected to Congress by the

Democrats in 1863, but soon after changed his

political creed, and was twice reelected by the
Republicans. In the House he supported the

war measures of the Government. lie ^^•as nom-
inated for CJovenior of New York in 1868, but
was defeated by the Democratic candidate, ,Tohn

T. Hoffman.

GBIS'WOLD, Matthew (1714-99). An
American jurist. He was born at Lyme, New
London Co., Conn., the son of .John fJriswold,

one of the wealthiest men in New England. He
studied law, and was admitted to the bar in

1743. In 1751 he was elected to the General As-
sembly, and in 1759 was chosen a member of the

Governor's Council, in which he appeared as a
champion of the rights of the colonics, and op-

posed the Stamp Act. He was appointed to the

bench of the Supreme Court of Connecticut in

1766. became Chief Justice in 1709, and served
until his election as Governor in 1784. He was
Depnt3- Governor from 1771 to 1784, and was
chairman of the Connecticut Committee of Safety
in 1775. As Governor from 1784 to 1786 he did

what he could to foster the national spirit in

Connecticut, and was president of the convention
that ratified the Constitution of the LTnlted States
in .Tnnuary. 1788.

GBIS'WOLD, RoGEE (1762-1812). An Ameri-
can politician, born at Lyme, Conn., the son of

Matthew Griswold. He graduated at Yale Col-

lege in 1780. studied law, and was admitted to

the bar in 1783. He was a member of Congi'ess

from 1795 to 1805. In 1801 President Adams
appointed him Secretary of War: but he declined
the office, and afterwards was appointed judge of

the Siipreme Court of Connecticut, a position
which he held until elected Lieutenant-Governor
in 1809. At the expiration of his term in 1811 he
was elected Governor, and served until his death,
in 1812.

GBIS'WOLD, RtTFUs Wilmot (1815-57). An
American critic and compiler, born at Benson,
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Vt. By serving an apincnticpship to a news-
paper publisher, he ue(|iiired praetieal knowl-
edge of printing and editing. Wearying of this

work, he studied theology and preached accept-

ably as a Baptist minister, but finally turned to

editing anJ eunipiling. He was associated from
1841 till his death with various magazines and
journals, beginning wilh (lidluntrs in Philadel-

phia. Besides his editorial work he compiled
the once very popular and still useful Poets and
Poetry of America (1S42) ; Poets and Poetry of

England in the Sincteenth Century (1845);
Prose Writers of America (1846) ; Female Poets

of America ( 1848) : l^acrcd Poets of England and
America ( 1840) . Knmerons other works, written
singly or in collaboration, are now practically for-

gotten. He edited the first American edition of

Mil ton's I'rosr. and as literary executor of Poe
superintended the first edition of that poet's

works (1850), to which he contributed a Memoir
that w'as a suliject of much controversy. Gris-

wold was industrious and well-meaning, but not
discriminating in his criticism. Still he did im-

portant work in encouraging young Avriters and
stimulating interest in American literature; and
his correspondence, published by his son, W. M.
Griswold (Cambridge, Mass.. 1898), is of great

value.

GRISWOLDVILLE, griz'wold-vil. A village

in Jones County, tia., about 10 miles east by
north of JIacon, on the Central of Georgia Rail-

road (Map: Georgia, C 3). On November 22,

1864, it was the scene of a stubborn engagement
between a brigade of Sherman's army under Gen-
eral Walcott and a division of the Georgia Con-
federate militia under General Phillips. The lat»

ler attacked and retired after several hours of

fighting. The Federals lost 84 in killed, wounded,
and missing. General Walcott being among the

wounded. The Confederates lost 600. Popula-
tion, about 100.

GRIT. See Sandstone.

GRIVEGNEE, gre've-nya'. A town of Bel-

gium, in the Province of Li^ge, sitiuated about
two miles southeast of Li^ge. on the right bank
of the Ourthe (Map: Belgium. D 4). It has
manufactures of ships, machinery, engines, and
other metal products. Population, in 1890, 9569;
in 1900. 10.5.50.

GRIVET (from Fr. gri-s, gray + rf-r-^

green). A small monkey (Cereopithecns griseo-

viridis) , one of the guenons inhabiting North-
eastern Africa. It is olive-green in color on the
back, while the face and under parts are white,

and the root of the tail is gray. A broad white
band on the forehead distinguishes it from the

vervet. These monkeys go about in small bands,
are not numerous, and are docile, good-tempered,
and intelligent in captivity.

GRIZZLE, Mas. The shrewish wife of Com-
modore Trunnion and sister of the title character,

in Smollett's Peregrine Pickle.

GRIZZLY BEAR, See Bear.

GROAT (Dutch groot, great) . A name given
in the Jliddle Ages to all thick coins, as distin-

guished from the 'bracteates' (Lat. bractea. a
thin plate or leaf), or thin coins of silver or gold

leaf stamped so as to be hollow on one side and
raised on the other. Groats differed greatly in

value at different times and in different countries.

The silver groat once current in England (intro-

duced by Henry III.) was equal to fourpence.

The coin, though not the name, was revived in

the modern fourpenny piece. Groschen wei'e until

lately current in Germany. The silver groschen,

or neu-yroscheu, of Prussia and the ZoUverein,
was ^•jj. of a thaler, ami was wortli two cents,

American; the guier groschen of Hanover was
Jj of a thaler, and was worth three cents,

American.

GROAT'S-WORTH OF WIT, A, Bought with
A Million of Kepenta.nce. A tract by Robert
Greene (q.v.) discovered after his death, together

with a pathetic letter to his wife. It was licensed

in 1592, but apparently not published until 1596.

The story is in part autobiographical, and con-

tains an allusion to Shakespeare as "an ujjstart

crow."

GROBEN, greTjen, Otto Friedrich von deb
(1657-1728). A German traveler, born at Pret-

'

ten, Prussia. At the age of si.xteen he went to

the Orient, wjiere he traveled for many years.

In 1682 he was sent by Frederick William of

Brandenburg to the western coast of Africa,

where, in the following year, he founded Fort
Grossfriedrichsburg. named in honor of the

Great Elector, on the coast of Guinea. An ac-

count of his tours is published in his work enti-

tled Orientalische Rcisebeschrcibiing des bran-

denburgischen adelichen I'ilgers, nch.^t dcr bran-

denburgischen Schiffahrt nach Guinea und der
Verrichtung zu Morca (1694), the last-mentioned

reference bearing upon. the author's subsequent

experiences in the wars of Poland and Venice
against the Turks.

GROBER, greTjer, Gustav (1844—). A Ger-

man scholar in Romance literature and linguis-

tics. He was born in Leipzig, and was ediicated

there. He was docent at Zurich (1871-74). then

became professer at Breslau, and in 1880 went to

the University of Strasshurg. In 1877 he became
editor of the Zcitschrift fiir ronianische Phllologie,

and in 1880 began the publication, as editor-in-

chief, of the Grundriss dcr roinanisrlicn Philologic,

to which he contributed articles on Latin litera-

ture during the Middle Ages, and on the history

of Romance philology. Grijber's other works in-

clude: Die handschriftlichen Gestaltungen der
Chanson de Geste con Fierabras (1869) : Die nit-

fran:i>sischen Romanzen und Pastourellen { \S7'2) ;

Carmina Clericorum (7th ed. 1890) ; Zur Volks-

kunde aus Concilbeschliissen und Kapitularien

(1894); Abriss der lateinischen Litteralur des

Mittclaltrrs( ISdS) : and Abriss der franziisischen

Littcrntur des Mittclalters (1897).

GROCYN, gro'sin, Willi.\m ( ?1446-1519)

.

An English Hellenist, supposed to have been the

first publicly to teach Greek at Oxford. He was
born at Colerne, Wiltshire, and after studying at

Oxford, visited Italy to pursue under Politian

and Chalcondyle the study of Greek, at that time
little cultivated in England. He received his ap-

pointment at Oxford about 1492. Grocyn was the

friend of Linacre. More. Colet, and of Erasmus,
who speaks of him as his patronus et prccceptor.

With the exception of an epigram on a lady
who threw a snowball at him, and his Latin let-

ter to Aldus Manutius. which is prefixed to Lin-

acre's Prodi f^phara (Venice. 1499), no writings

by Orocvn are knoAvn.

GRODEK, gnVdek. A town of the Austrian
Crownland of Galicia, situated on a lake about
20 miles southwest of Lemberg (Map: Aus-
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tria, H 2). Its chief iiulustr.v is the cultivation

of flax. Much grain is handled. Population, in

1890, 10,74J; in 1900, 11,S45.

GROD'NO. A government in the western part

of European Russia, formerly a portion of

Lithuania, bounded on the north by the liov-

ernment of Vilna. on the east by that of Jlinsk,

on the south by \olhynia, and on tlie west by

Poland (Map: Russia, B 4). Aiea, nearly 14.-

9.50 square miles. The land is in general Hat. and
belongs in the southwest to tlie basin of the Vis-

tula, in the north to that of the Xienien. and in

the southeast to that of the Dnieper. The exten-

sive morasses in the soutli luive l)een partly con-

verted into pasture ground by draining; in the

north are extensive pine forests. The soil is light

and sandy, and in general fruitful. The climate
is mild for the latitude. E.ye is the principal

agriciiltural product. Barley, oats, beans, wheat,

and potatoes are also extensively raised. Cattle

and sheep are exported. The chief branches of

industry comprise manufactures of cloth, leather,

tobacco, tlonr. and liricks. Population, in 1887,

1,354,400; in 1897, 1,017,859. Capital. Grodno
(q.v.).

In the eleventh century the Great Russians be-

gan to settle in this region, then a marshy plain

covered with impenetrable forests, and inhabited
liy tlie semi-savage Yatviags. In the thirteenth

century it became part of Lithuania: in the six-

teenth century it was incorporated with Poland,
and in the partition of that kingdom was an-

nexed by Russia.

GRODNO. A city of Russia and the capital

of Ihe government of tlie same name, situated

on the Xiemen, 160 miles northeast of Warsaw,
and 540 miles southwest of .Saint Petersburg
(Map: Russia, B 4). It is divided by the

Niemen into two parts: the northern part or

the city proper contains the extensive and hand-
some palace erect<"d by Augustus II., and is

connected with the southern part by an iron

bridge. Tlie city is poorly built: it contains a

numljer of ancient buildings, the Bernardine
Monastery, erected in 1404. being the oldest of

them. The chief articles of trade are grain and
timber, the latter being rafted down the Xiemen.
The principal industries include the manufacture
of pottery, tobacco, paper lioxcs. soap, tallow
candles, and machinerv. Population, in 188G.

39.900; in 1897. 40,871', including 30.000 .Jews.

During the last century of Polish rule Grodno
was frequently the seat of the Diet. It was
here that the .second partition of Poland was
agreed upon in 1793. Tlie town passed to Rus-
sia in 1795. It was occupied by the French in

1812.

GROEN VAN PRINSTERER, groon van
prin'ster-er, Gni.L.vfME (1801-76). A Dutch
statesman and historian, born at Voorburg. He
studied law and letters at Leyden. and took a
degree in each course, with dissertations De Juris
•Justiniani Proestanfia and Dp Prosopo(]rnphia
Plafonica. His earliest historical work. Vers-

preide (jeschriftcn, appeared in 1826. Three years
afterwards he was appointed private secretary
to William I., but resigned in 1833 to devote
himself more closely to his duties as editor of

Nedrrlauflficlir Ordnrhtrn nnd to historical studv.
He published at this period Arrhires:. on rnrrr-

spo)}fla}irr inrdifr rip hi Vnison ff^Orangp-yn^satf

(1835-47; continued 1857-61), and a Bandboek

(/< r iicuchicdi'iiiii ro/r lipt X'ddirhiiid (1841-46).

In 1840 his intei'est in current politics was shown
by his liijdniye tot de herzieiiiiiy dcr yrundaet in

iirdirlditdxclipn zm.. He was elected to the Hou=e
of Deputies in the same year, and was again
chosen deputy in 1849, keeping his seat almost
continuously until 1865, He died at The Hague.
His works, besides those mentioned, include:

Oiigploof en revolutie (2d ed. 1868). expressing

hi.s ideas on domestic politics, wliicli may also

be found in De Xederlander, which he published

from 1850 to 1855 : La Prussc et les Pui/slias

(1807), on European politics; and the his-

torical memoir Maurice et Barnevelt (1875).
Consult: (Stuart, In Mcmoriam : notice hiograph-

igue (L'trecht, 1870) ; and Vos, Groen van Prin-

slerer en zijn Hid (Dordrecht, 1886-91).

GROESBECK, grmJs'bek, William Slocomb
( ISl.") '.17

I . An American politician, born in

Xew Vork City. He graduated at Miami Uni-
versity, O.xford, Ohio, in 1835, studied law, and
opened an olTice in Cincinnati. He was a member
of the State Constitutional Convention in 1851,

and the next year was appointed a member of

the commission to codify the Laws of Ohio. He
represented his district as a Democrat in Con-
gress from 1857 to 1859; was a member of

the Peace Congress in 1861, a delegate to the

Xational Union Convention in Philadelphia in

1866, and one of the counsel for President .lobn-

son during the impeachment trial in 1868. after

the retirement of .Jeremiah S. Black from the

case. In 1872 he was nominated for President

by the Liberal Republicans who were displeased

with Horace Greeley, but his ticket was forgotten

during the excitement of the campaign, at the

end of which he received one electoral vote for

Vice-President. In 1878 he was appointed United
States delegate to the International IMonetarT
Congress at Paris.

GROGG, Colonel. A sobriquet given to Sir

Walter Scott by the other members of a small
Highland society, known as 'The Club.' in which
he was a prime mover.

GROINED VAULTING (from groin, earlier

grine, variant of grain, from Icel. grein. branch
of a tree). In architecture, that v;iulting in

which two barrel vaults intersect each other at
right angles, on a square plan, and with semi-

circular curve. The arris or salient edge formed
at the lines of intersection is ealled the groin.

Such vaults were usually small, and employed
in considerable numbers, forming a connecteil

series of square vaulting compartments. It was
a form first e:\'tensively used in Roman archi-

tecture, and continued throughout the early

Sliddle Ages, where it is found especially in

the side aisles of churches, though also sometimes
in the naves. It was superseded during the

twelfth century by ribbed vaulting (q.v.), a much
stronger and more clastic form of cross-vault.

Roman examples are in the passageways and
galleries of amphitheatres on a small scale, and
in the halls of thernuT on a large scale.

GROLIER (gro'lya') CLUB. A celebrated

society of bibliophiles, founded in Xew Vork
City in .T.inuary. 1884. The club is named after

•lean Grolier de Scrvi^res. Viscount d'Aguisy,
Treasurer-General of France, whose library was
famous. The objects of the club are literary

studv and the promotion of the arts of type-

setting, printing, and binding. The founders of
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tlie flub, who have also been largely instiu-

uiental in its suoeess, were William L. Aiuhews,

A. \V. Drake, Albert Gallui), Robert lioe, Jr.,

Brayton ives, iSaiiuiel W. ilarvin, E. S. Mead,
and Arthur B. Turnure. A club-liuuse is main-

tained in New York, and contains an exr<'llent

hiblioyraphieal library, a lecture and reading

room, and many valuable pictures and prints.

By exhibitions, lectures and ti>e issue of specially

pre|vared books, perfection in the art of book-

making is encouraged. The club has issued over

a score of publications since its formation, includ-

ing the edition of the I'hilohihlion of Richard du

Bury, and C'atalvgucs of Early and Orujinal Edi-

tions from Lcmgland to ^yither; Bookbinding as

a Fine Art, by Robert Hoe; Modern Book Bind-

ing, by William Jlattliews ; and Historic Print-

ing Types, by T. L. De Viune. An original, other-

wise unpublished work is Washington Irving, by

George William Curtis.

. GROLIER DE SERVIERES, gro'lyft' de

sfu''\yar'. Jean, Viscount d'Aguisy (1479-1565).

A French bibliophile, born in Lyons in 1479. He
was the royal French representative in Italy for

some time, mostly at Rome and Milan, where he

euUivated his taste as a book-lover. He was
made treasurer of Francis I. in 1537, and was a

noted collector of books, valuable or curious for

subject, material, workmanship, or binding. He
was a master of the art of elegant bookbinding,

and his volumes are highly prized by bibliophiles.

They were usually in brown leather and in Re-

naissance patterns, with stripes and plant ara-

besques. His library, whicli numbered finally

about .3000 volumes, was kept in his family until

toward the last of the eighteenth century, when it

was sold and scattered. At present only some 400

vidmnes are said to be known, the largest in\mber

being in the possession of the National Library

in Paris. He died in Paris in 1565. Consult:

Le Roux de Lincy. I'cctirrrlics snr Jean ilrolirr

(Paris, 1866) ; arid Cleinent de Ris, Les amateurs

d'autrefois (ib., 1876).

GROLMAM", grol'man, Karl Wiliielm Oeokg
VON (1777-1843). A German soldier, born in

Berlin. He entered the army at the age of

fourteen. After serving on the IMilitary Com-
mission of 1807 which was appointed to reor-

ganize the Prussian Army, he left the Prussian

service, which he did not reenter until 1813. He
fought in the subsequent campaigns against Na-

poleon, and at the battle of Waterloo was
quartermaster-general on the staff of Bliicher.

He did much to promote the extension of Ger-

man influence in the Province of Posen. His
works include: Gesriiirlitc des Frldzngs ron ISl'i

(1842). and Gesrliichte des Fcldzngs ron 1S15

in den NiederJanden rmd Franlcreich (1837).

GROMMET (OF. gromet, grommct, gourmet,

apprentice, diminutive of gromme. gourme, from
Icel. grom, Eng. groom, man). A grommet is

formed from a single strand of rope, which is

laid up again to form a circle of three-stranded

rope. See Knotting and Spmcing.

GROMTWELL (earlier grommct, grummel,
from OF. gremil. Fr. grcmil, grummel), IJiho-

spermum. A genus of plants of the natural

order Boraginacea>. Its members have a funnel-

shaped corolla, which conceals the shorter sta-

mens, and achcnia of stonv hardness. Extraor-

dinary virtues were formerly ascribed to them.

which, however, were wholly imaginary, particu-

larly to the connnon gromwell {Lilliosjjcrnium of-

licinatc), which was used to cure stone in the
bladder. Tlie connnon gromwell is a native of

dry, gravelly places in Europe, Asia, and Xorth
America. It has an erect, nuicb-branclicd stem,
broadly lanceolate leaves, and small llowers.

There are aliout forty species of Lithospermum,
which occur throughout the temperate zones of

the world. In the United States tliere are eight

or ten species. Some have perennial roots that

yield a red dye similar to alkanet.

GRONGAR (gron'ger) HILL. A descriptive

poem by John Dyer ( 1727 ) . -\n earlier version

appeared in a volume of iniscellaneous poems
published in the preceding year. Tlie title was
suggested by the name of a hill in South Wales,

a region through which the autlior had shortly

before wandered as an itinerant artist.

GRONINGEN, gro'nin-gcn. The northeastern

province of llollaml. Ijounded on tlic north by the

North Sea, on the east by German}' and tlie Dol-

lart, on the south by Drenthe, and on the west by
Friesland. Area, 904 .square miles. Population,

in 1900, 299,033. There is considerable shipping

and industrial activity, but it is chiefly an agri-

cultural province. The northern and northeast-

ern districts produce wheat and oil seeds; the

southern ten lands yield peat ; ])otatoes, rye, and
buckwheat are cultivateil. and cattle are raised.

The province was the ancient Cruoninga. Capi-

tal, Groningen.

GRONINGEN. Tlie most important towni in

the north of tlie Netherlands, and caiiital of

the province of the same name, situated at the

confluence of the Hunse and the Aa, and at

the converging of a number of railway lines

and canals, 22 miles west of the Dollart Inlet

(Map : Netherlands, El). It is a well-built town,

crossed by numerous canals and surrounded with

promenades and walks laid out on the site of

the old fortifications. Tlie market-place (Groote

Markt) is one of the largest in Holland. The
most prominent liuildings are the Gothic Church

of Saint IMarfin, surmounted with a tower 343

feet high: flie town hall, built in 1810. and con-

taining a collection of coins; the Government
buildings, the theatre, and the prison. The Uni-

versity of Groningen, founded in 1614. is com-

posed of five faculties, and has an attendance

of over 400. Attached to it are a library of

over 90.000 volumes, an observatory, a botanical

garden, a museum of natural history, a hospital,

and a number of laboratories. Among the other

educational institutions of the town may be

mentioned the g^-mnasium, the academy of archi-

tecture and navigation, and the deaf and dumb
asylum. The to\vn manufactures sugar, textiles,

furniture, mirroi-s. gold and silver ware, cigars

and tobacco, trimmed lumber, ships, machinery,

etc. The harbor is accessible to sea-going vessels,

and has consideraljle shipping. The trade of

Groningen is chiefly in grain, rape-seed, and ani-

mal products. Population, in 1890^ 66,537, in-

cluding about 7000 Roman Catholics and 3000

Jews.
Groningen was granted by the Emperor Henry

III. in 1040. when it was 'known as Villa Cru-

oninga. to the Bishop of L'trecht. It was fortified

in tile thirteenth century, and joined the Han-

seatic League as early as 1282. In 1594 the city

was taken bv :Maurice of Nassau, and annexed to
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the United NctheiUiiuls. In 1072 the town with-

stood tlie attack of the Bishop of Miinstcr.

GRONLUND, gr6n'h.mJ, Lawrence (1847-

99). An American Soi-ialist, horn in Denmark.
He received the degree of Master of Arts in the

L'nivcr.sKy of Copenhagen in 1805, and two years

afterwards came to the United States. He w-as

converted to socialism bj' Pascal's I'eiisces, and
gave up the practice of law to write and lecture

on socialism. His princijial works are: Tlic Cinn-

ing Revolution (18S0) ; the Vooiicmlivc Common-
wcallh (1SS4) : Ca Ira, or Dunlon in ilw French
litn-olulion (1888); Our Destiny (1890); In-

.sufjieieucij of Ueurij George's Theory (1887) i and
The \cw Eeonoiin'i (1898"). He published (.'<( Ira

to prove that Danton had been misjudged. He
considered the United States more advanced, and
therefore better fitted for a socialistic regime,

than any other country; that the only obstacle

is the negro problem, but that social equality

between the black and white races can and will

be established. A vast national organization,

composed of energetic young men from every

locality, could bring about a peaceful revolution

in a few years. He thought that tlie reforms
proposed by Henry George were not comprehen-
sive, and that the eoiiperative association of Jean
Godin was inadequate because it paid too little

attention to the social life of the people. He
wrote Our Destiny to pi'ove that, instead of being
necessarily associated with atheism, socialism

wonhi reveal to all the immortality of the soul.

GRONO'VITJS. The Latinized name of two
distinguislied Dutch classical scholars of the
seventeenth eentiuy. (1) Joil.\NN FRTEDRicn
Groxov (1011-71). bom at Hamburg. Septem-
ber 8, 1011. Ho became professor of liistory

first at Deventer (10 42), and then professor of

Greek at Leyden (1058), and acquired an inter-

national reputation for profound learning. He
was a prolific writer, publishing critical editions

of Plantus. Terence. Cicero. Sallnst, Livy, Seneca,
Statins, Tacitus. Pliny, and Aulus Gellius; and
edited the works of his friend Hugo Grotius
(q.v.). All his work was in Latin, as his Dc lure.

Belli ct Pads Libri Trcs (Amsterdam, 1042).
He died at Leyden. December 28. 1071. (2)
JACOBr.s Groxov (104.5-1710). son of the pre-

ceding, born at Deventer. became a scholar of

great renown. He traveled in England, France,
and Italy, meeting the greatest classical scholars
of those countries. At the invitation of the

Grand Duke of Tuscany, he accepted the chair
of law in the University of Pisa, but returned
to Ijcyden in 1070 to fill the chair of Greek liter

atnre and history in that university. He brought
out many editions of his father's texts, and in

addition published annotated editions of Herod-
otus. Cchrtis Tabula. Polybius. Cicero, Tacitus,
Gellius, llinutius Felix, and Ammianns Mareel-
linus. But his greatest work was the Thesaurus
Antiqnitafum Orcrcarum, in thirteen folio vol-

umes, published at Leyden. 1098-1702. He en-

gaged in many learned controversies with other

scholars, in which his irascible temperament led

him to personal abuse and scurrility. Notable
were his sarcastic letters to Fabretti (q.v.),

I}esi>onsio ad Corillationes Raphacli Fabretti
(T^yden. 108.5). and to Voss (q.v.). Epistula
fJe Arnutiolis Isaei Vosii (Leyden, 1087). Gro-
rjovi\is died at Leyden. October 21. 1710.

GROOT, grot, HuiG de. See Grotius.
Vol. IX.—20.

GROOTE, gro'tc, GROOT, GROETE, Geb-
lIAlii), calleil Gekarkl .s .MA(i.\l s, '(ierard the

Great' (1340-84). The founder of tlie Brothers

of the Common Life. He was born at Devi'uter,

Holland, and educated at Paris, wliere he gained

nuich learning. He became a teacher there and
in various other places. He was not in holy

orders, but held a number of benefices, living

luxuriously until converted by a friiMid in i;!74.

He then gave up his benefices, and, refusing any
higher position than deacon, became a traveling

and highly successful preaclier (1379). He op-

posed the scholastics, advocated the reading of

the Scriptures, and translated the Psalms into

the common language. He gathered a <'ompany
for the transerit)ing of books of the Bil)le. and
enforced ujjon them the practice of eoinnninity

of goods. From this association arose the Broth-

ers of the Common Tjife (q.v.). The order grew
rapidly, and in spite of the opposition of the

monastic orders, it was sanctioned by the Po])e

in 1418. Groote's own bishop was at first favor-

able to him, but the opposition of the clergy

and of the civil authorities led to his being

silenced in 1383. He died of the plague at De-
venter, August 20, 1384. His life was originally

written by Thomas .a Kempis. who belonged to

the Brothers of the Common Life. He left

numerous writings. For his life, consult Bonet-
Jlaury (Paris, 1878).

GROS, gro, ANTOI^'E Jean, Baron (1771-1835).

A French historical painter. He was born in Paris,

Jlarch 10, 1771. He shared with Ingres the

reputation of being the greatest of David's pupils.

Trained in correct drawing by his father, a

miniature painter, at the age of fourteen he

came under the instruction of David. In 1793

he visited Italy, where he was associated through

Josephine with Napoleon Bonaparte, who made
him Inspector of Beviews. thus giving him the

opportunity to acquire knowledge for tlie battle

scenes he later executed, and apjiointed him one

of the commissioners to select the works of art

which Napoleon took from Italy. In 1790 Gros
painted '"Bonaparte at the Bridge of .Creole." His
"Plague at Jaffa," exhibited in 1S05 and pur-

chased by the Government, made him famous.

Gros was always disposed to struggle against

the romantic tendency which is more or less

observable in his art. and endeavored to main-

tain the principles of the Classic School as prac-

ticed by David. In 1810 he was made member
of the Institute and professor in the Ecole des

Beaux-Arts, and in 1828 officer of the Legion

of Honor. For his painting in the cupola of

the Pantheon, which represents the four chief

dynasties of France ofTering their deeds as

homage to Sainte Genevi&ve. he received in

1824 the title of Baron. ^Gros essayed in the

last years of his life to return to the purely

classic in his works "Hercules and Diomedes"
and "Acis and Galatea :" but the result com-
pared so unfavorably with the examples of the

IJomantie School, then in the ascendency, that

the adverse criticism they evoked affected his

mind, and be committed suicide in the Seine

on June 27. 1835.

Gros's art represents the transition from the

cla.ssic art of David to that of the Romantic
School. He was the first to abandon classic sub-

jects in favor of historical. To the drawing and
composition of David's school he added excellence

of color, depth of feeling, and vigor of action.
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His "Plague at Jall'a" (1805), now in the Lou
vre, is a masterpiece in tliis regard, it represents

Napoleon ministering to his plague-stricken and
dying soldiers in an Oriental courtyard. "Na-
poleon al Eylau" (ISOS), also in the Louvre,

is equally important. In the same vein is

-Napoleon Before the Pyramids" (1810). Be-

sides this picture, the JIuseum of Versailles con-

tains other great historical pictures, the best

of which is the "Flight of Louis XVIIL from
the Tuileries" (1810). "Francis I. and Charles

V. at Saint Denis" (1808), in the Louvre, called

by the painter his "Bouquet," is the best of his

works in color. His portraits, of which the Gal-

lery of Versailles contains a large number, are

of great strength. Among the best are those of

Generals SLassena, Lasalle, and Fournier-Sarlo-

vese (Versailles). His works in the classic styla

are tlie weakest of his productions. He left

a large number of influential pupils.

Consult the biographies of Gros by Delestre

(Paris, 1807), Tripier le Franc (ib., 1880), and
Dargenty (ib.. 1887). See also Chesneau, I^cs

chefs d''ccole (ib., 1883), and Delacroix, in the

Revue clcs Driix Mondes (1848).

GROS, Pierre le. See Legros, Piebre.

GKO'SART, Alexa.\der Baleoch (1827-09).

An English literary antiquary, born at Stirling,

Scotland. Ordained as minister in the LTnited

Presbyterian Church in 1856, he settled as pas-

tor of Saint George's Chu"cb, H'.r'.c'iburn, Lan-

cashire, in 18G8. 0->ving to ill health, he re-

signed in 1892, and passed his last years in

Dublin. He wrote hymns and religious works,

but is known chiefly for his editions of Eliza-

bethan and post-Elizabethan writers, Spenser,

Sidney, Nash, Greene, Ban.field, Donne, Giles

Fletcher, Vaughan, Herbert. F-vrick, and others,

published in the Fuller Worthies' Library, the

Chcrtsey Library, the Huth Library, and else-

where. Grosart performed a valuable service in

collecting a mass of literary material, which
needs sifting by more exact scholars.

GROSBEAK (from (jross + beak, imitated
from Vr. (/roshec, grosbeak). Any of several

birds, especially of the family Fringillidae, not-

able becau.se of the great thickness of the bill,

which can be used for breaking the stones of

cherries, olives, and the like. The hawfinch

(q.v.) and greenfinch (q.v.) are common Euro-
pean examples. In America a number of birds,

which have no close association with each other,

are so called—prominently the cardinal. (See

Caedtnal-Biro. ) The pine grosbeak (Pinicola

enurlcator) breeds in the far North, but in winter

is found as far south as Washington, though
its appearance is very irregular. As it usually
appears, the color is slaty gray, with yellowish

or reddish olive feathers on the crown and rump.
In full plumage, however, the males are beautiful

rosy-red. The length is about nine inches. The
rose-breasted grosbeak (Ilahia Liidorieiava) is

one of the handsomest birds of Eastern North
America. The male is black .above and white
below, with the breast a beautiful rose-red; the

female is grayish-brown and bntfy. . The length

is eight inches. This grosbeak breeds as far

north as Maine and Manitoba, but it winters in

Central and South \merica. Its song is brilliant

though not elaborate. In the far West it is re-

placed by the black-headed grosbeak ( Habia
melanocephala) , the male of which has the

breast orange-brown instead of rose. (See Col-

oicd Plate of Egos of Song-Birdis.) In the

Southern States the blue grosbeak (Ouiraca
cari(lea) is a summer resident. The male is

deep blue in color, and about seven inches long.

In the interior of North Ameriia from .Manitoba

northward is found the very liandsonie evening
grosbeak (C'oecolhiinislefi rcupoiiiiiis) , which is

black, yellow, olive-brown, and white. The
length is about eight inches. This grosbeak is

irregularly migratory in winter, and in 1890

large flocks appeared in New England, where
they were common for several weeks. It is usu-

ally a rare bird in any part of the United States

except near Jlanitoba. It received it.s name under
the impression that it sang only at twilight; but

its voice is heard all day as it seeks its food

(seeds, buds, and in.sects) in the forest trees.

Three of the species above mentioned are illus-

trated on the Plate of Buntings, etc.

GROSE, Francis (c.1731-91). An English
antiquarian writer, bom in Middlesex of a Swiss

father and an English mother. He began his

career as an architectural draughtsman, but his

improvident habits made it necessary for him to

combine this with other occupations, and he is

known principally by his antiquarian researches.

Grose's voluminous writings include general dis-

courses upon the antiquities of England and
Wales, Scotland, and Ireland, and special articles,

upon armor, for example, while his hiunor is

shown in parodies, dictionaries of slang, and
proverbs.

GROSE, William (1812-1900). An Ameri-

can soldier and politician, born in Dayton, Ohio.

When he was three years old his family removed

to Indiana, which thenceforth was his home. He
received a common-school education, studied law,

and in 1852 was a Presidential elector on the

Pierce ticket and a candidate for Congress.

When the Republican Party was organized soOn

afterwards he joined it, and in 1850 was elected

to the Legislature. At the outbreak of the Civil

War he was a judge of the Court of Common
Pleas, but resigned in order to recruit the Thirty-

sixth Indiana regiment of infantry, of which he

was commissioned colonel on .August 30. 1801.

and which joined the Army of the Cumberland.

During the succeeding campaigns Grose com-

manded a brigade in the battles of Mnrfreesboro,

Chickamauga, and Chattanooga. He was com-

missioned a brigadier-general on .Tuly 30, 1864,

in the midst of the operations before Atlanta

;

at the battle of Na.shville (December 15 and 16,

1864) he commanded the Third Brigade in Gen-

eral Thomas's array; and in 1865 he was bre-

vetted major-general of volunteers. From 1866 to

1874 he was collector of internal revenue for the

Fifth District in Indiana; in 1877 he was sent to

the Legislature for the second time, and from

1879 to" 1883 was a State Senator. He again ran

for Congress in 1878. this time on tlie Republican

ticket, but was again defeated. From 1884 to

1886 he was one of a commission appointed to

build three State hospitals for the insane, and

in 1887 was once more elected to the Indiana

Legislature.

GROSS (OF. gros. from Lat. rirossiis. thick).

In law. at large: general; not limited or con-

fined to a particular thing. Thus a right in

qioss is a right generally exercisable by a person,

as distinguished from a right appendant or ap-
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piirtenant. The terai is most commonly eiii-

plo}-ed in connection with the class of rights

known as incorporeal hereditaments, as easements

and profits ft. prendre in the lands of another.

Thus a right to take ice from a neighbor's pond

to supply the domestic uses of the taker is a

profit appurtenant to the premises of the latter,

whereas a right to take ice «</ libil urn' for any
purpose is a |)ro(it in gross. Such a profit is a

true real property riglit, which may be aequired

by grant (q.v.) or prescription (q.v.) , and which,

wlien once gained, maj' be alienated or trans-

mitted, like other real property, to the heir of

the owner. Corresponding rights in the nature

of easements, sometimes called easements in

gross, are, however, not property rights, but

mere licenses. See Appurtenance; Ea.semem';

Profit a Prendre.

GROSS, gros, Charles (18.57—). An Ameri-
can historian, born at Troy. X. V.. He gradu-

ated at Williams College in 1878, went abroad
for historical .studv, and took his doctorate at

Giittingen in 18S3.' From 1884 to 1888 he con-

tinued his historical work in England, confin-

ing himself to researches in the constitutional

history of that covintry. He returned to the

United States in ISSS to become instructor in

history at Harvard University, where in 1901

he became a full professor. His researches in

constitutional history, which made him prob-

ably better known in Europe, and especially in

England, than in America, include: Gilda Mer-
cntoria (1883) ; The Exchequer of the Jews of

England in the Middle Ages (1887); The Gild

Merchant (1800); Select Cases from the Coro-

ner's Rolls (189G) ; BihUography of British Mu-
nicipal History (1898); and fiourees and Liter-

ature of English History (1900).

GROSS, gr6s, Ferdinand (1849-1900). An
Atistrian .lutlior. born and educated at Vienna.

He was an editor of the Fninl^fiirter Zeitung
( 1879-81 ) : the Wiener Allgemeine Zeitung ( 1881-

86) ; and the publication entitled Wiener Mode,
which he conducted for several years. His publi-

cations include: Oberammerf/auer Passiovsbriefe

(2d ed. 1890) ; "Bliitter im Winde." in the

Bihliothelc fiir Ost und West (2d ed. 1888) ;

Die nenrn .Journalisten. a eomedv with Jlax Nor-

dau (1880): In Lachen und Liichcln (1898);
and translations from Coquelin. Daudet, Hervieu,

Bisson, and others.

GROSS, gros, SAMtTSL T). (1805-84). A cele-

brated American surgeon, born in Pennsylvania.

He was graduated in medicine from the Jefferson

Medical College of Philadelphia in 1828: prac-

ticed his profession in Philadelphia from 1828

to 1833. and in Cincinnati, Ohio, from 1833 to

1840. From 1835 to 1840 he was alsn professor

of pathological anatomy in Cincinnati College.

He was professor of surgery. University of Louis-

ville, Ky., from 1840 to 18.50; professor of sur-

gery. TTniversity of New York, from 1850 to

1856; and professor of stirgery in .TefTerson Medi-
cal College from 1856 to 1884. He was president

of the American Jfcdical Association in 1867.

His contributions to literature, besides valuable
translations of French and German works, in-

cluded: Diseases of the Bones and Joints (1830) ;

Elements of Pathological Anatomy (1839) ; and
the valuable and comprehensive System of Sur-
gery (6th ed. 1884).

GROSS, William Hickley (1837-98). An
.Vnic'iican prelate, born in iialtimore, Md. He
studied at Saint Joseph's College and joined the
Kedeniplionists in 1857, becoming superior of the
Order in 1871. Two years later he was appointed
r.isliup of Savannah, Ga., and in 1884 became
Archliishop uf UregcJii.

GROSS ADVENTURE. In maritime law, a

bottomry loan, so called because of the general

charaiter of the risk assumed. Such a loan con-

trilivifcs to the general average in case of loss.

Sec Bottomry Bond; Average, in Law.

GROSSBEEREN, grus-lrn'rcn. A village in

the Cinlc of Potsdam. Gennany. 13 miles south

of Berlin. Population, in 1900, 1351. It is noted

as the scene of the Prussian repulse of the French
advance on Berlin in 1813. The Prussians were
coiumanded by Von Billow; the French, imder
Oudinot, were driven back on the Elbe.

GROSSE, gnVsc, JuLirs (1828-1902). A Ger-
man poet, born at Erfurt and educated at Halle.

For many years he was associated with the Xeue
Miinehener Zeitung, afterwards known as the

Bayrische Zeitung, and with the Schiller-Stiftung,

of which he was secretary. His works include

dramas, epics, songs, ballads, and novels. Espe-

cially noteworthy are his war-songs entitled

Wider Frankreich (1870) ; the epic poems. Das
Volkramslied (1889; 3d ed. 1897), Gundrl rom
Konigssee (frequently dramatized), an<l Das
Mildchen von Capri; the comic epics, Pcsaeh Par-

del (1871), Hilpah und Shahim, and Der Wasun-
gcr Not (1872) ; Tiberius, a drama (1875) ; Ein
Hevolutionar, a novel (2d ed. 1871) ; Tante Carl-

dora, a novel; Fortunnt, a drama (1895); Die

Novellen des Architekten ( i.-xx., containing Nun-
zidla. Die Rache nach dem Tode, 1896), and
similar tales and romances.

GROSSE, Theodor (1829-91). A German
painter, liorn in Dresden. He studied at the

Droilcn Academy under Bendemann, whom he

afterwards helped in the decoration of the Royal
Palace and the Museum at Dresden. After sev-

eral years in Italy Grosse returned to paint the

eastern loggia of the Leipzig Museum. In 1867

he was made professor at the Dresden Academy.
His other works include: "Leda with the Swan"
(1852. Dresden Galley) : "Scenes from the Jlyth

of Bacchus" ( 1877. foyer of the New Theatre,
Dresden) : "The Visit of the Three Angels to

Abraham" (1863, City Jlusenm. Leipzig); and
.\rrival of the Souls in Purgatory." after

Dante (1879, Dresden Gallery).

GROSSE (gros) ISLE. An islet of Canada, in

the river Saint Lawrence; 2% miles long and 1

mile wide. It lies 29 miles below Quebec., and
is the provincial quarantine station.

GROSSENHAIN, gro'scn-hln. A town in the

Kingdom of Sa.xony. Germany, on the PiWIer. 20
miles northwest of Dresden (Map: Prussia. E
3). It has extensive manufactures, incbiding

woolens, silk, machinery, buckskin, leather,

cigars, hosiery, copper and zinc wares, soap,

trimmed lumber, and bricks. Population, in

1890. 11.9.38: in 1900. 12.064. The town is men-
tioned as early as the tenth eentury. and was
nn important trading and military centre in the
Middle Aijes.

GROSSETESTE, gros'fest. Robert (e.ll75-

1253). A celebrated English prelate. He was
bom in SuflTolk, studied at Oxford and Paris,
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and, after returning to Kugland, gained great
re'putation as a divine. He was the first rec-

tor of the Franciscan school at Oxford (1224).
Ill 1235 he was elected Bishop of Lincoln, and
set himself in most vigorous fashion to re-

form all abuses in his diocese. He was a
man of great energy and strong character,

bi't high-tempered and undiplomatic, and became
involved in numerous controversies. One of the

most famous was with no less a personage than
Pope Innocent IV. himself. It was not unusual
at the time for the Pope to appoint foreigners

to vacant benefices in England, many of wliom
drew their revenues, but never came to the coun-
tiy. Grossetestc set himself against this abuse,

and in 1253 with great firmness refused to in-

duct the Pope's nephew, an Italian youth, into

tlie first canonrv that should be vacant in the
Cathedral of Lincoln. He died October 9, 1253.

Qrosseteste was a friend of Simon de ilontfort

((|.v.), and a constitutionalist in politics. His
learning was prodigious. Latin, Greek, Hebrew,
Frcncli. mathematics, medicine, and music were
among his attainments, and his knowledge of

Scripture is particularly lauded. His influence

on Knglish life and thought lasted long beyond
his time. He was a most voluminous writer.

For his life, consult: Pegge (London, 1703),
which contains a list of his works filling twenty-
eight closely printed quarto pages ; Brewer,
Moiiiimentit FrcDiciscana (ib., 1S5S) ; Luard
(editor), Roherti Grossefeste Episcopi quondam
Lliirolnicnsis Epistolw. "Rolls Series" (1862);
Perrv (London, 1871); Stevenson (London,
isno')

.

GEOSSETO, gros-sa'to. A to^\ii of Italy, in

Tuscany, cajiital of the province of the same
name, 90 miles south of Pisa. The cathedral,

b('<nra in 1294, was restored in 1855. In the
Municipio is a collection of Etruscan antiquities

(ifap: Italy, F 5). A few miles to the north-
east are the ruins of Rusellie, deserted since the
middle of the twelfth century, which was one
of the twelve cities of the Etruscan Confedera-
tion. Grosseto markets cattle, horses, and grain.

Population of comnnme, in 1901, 9599.

GROSSGLOCKNER, gros'gldk'ngr. See
Glockxer.

GROSSGLOGAXJ, -glo'gou. See Glogau.

GROSSI, grr/.s9, ToMMASO (1791-1853). An
Italian poet and novelist, born at Bellano. He
studied law at Pavia, but. owing to his political

ideas, was never able to rise in his profession.

Manzoni mentions his poem "I Lombardi alia

prima crociata" (182fi) in his novel I promrssi
sposi. It attracted much attention because of

its patriotic sentiment. Influenced by Manzoni's
novel. Grossi wrote Marco Tixconti (1834), which
has often been translated. It was the beginning
of the historical novel in Italy, and has always
remained popidar. His other works include
Ildepondd (1814) and Zilrico e Lirja (1834).
ConsTiIt Cantfl, Vita ed opere di Tommaso Grossi
(Milan, 18.541.'

GROSS KIKINDA, gros Idk'in-da. See Nagt-
KTKixnA.

GROSSMITH, gros'smlth. Geoege (1847—).
An English actor, son of a journalist of the

same name. In 18(ifi he became a reporter for

the London Timrs. but soon turned to the stage,

and about 1870 began his career as an enter-

tainer with comic songs and the like. In 1877
he appeared in T)ic Horcerer at the 0])era Co-
niique, and he became very popular in other
Gilbert and Sullivan operas, perhaps his best-

known part being that of the Admiral in I'ina-

fure, but in 18L!9 he returned for a time to the
business of individual recitals and entertain-
ments. Among his writings are: The Reiiiinis-

nances of a ^ocieti/ Cloicn (London, 1888) ; The
Diary of a Xobodtj, written with Weedon Gros-
smith (London, 1894), and numerous songs.

His brother, Weeiio.x Grcssmitii, the artist,

is also a well-known actor, and hi; son George
has gained some note as an actor and play-

wright.

GROSSWARDEIN, gros'vlir-din, or NAGY-
VARAD, nod'y'-vii'rod. Capital of the county
of Bihar, Hungary, situated in a beautiful plain
on the Sebes KiJros ('the rapid Koriis'), 38
miles south-southeast of Dcbreczin, at the in-

tersection of several railroad lines (Map: Hun-
gary, G 3 ) . It consists of the town proper and
several suburbs, and is one of the most beautiful

of Hungarian towns. It was formerly strongly

fortified, and its ancient fortress, built on a neck
of land between the Kiiros and Pecze, is still

utilized as barracks. Grosswardein is the seat

of a Roman Catholic and of a Greek Orthodo.x
bishop, and has a number of notable ecclesiastical

buildings, such as the large Roman Catholic
cathedral, the Greek Catholic and Greek Ortho-
dox cathedrals, the Church of Saint Ladislas,
containing relics of the saint, and the palace of

the Catholic bishop. Its educational institutions

are very numeious, among them being a cele-

brated school of law. It has flourishing manufac-
tures of potteiy, earthenware, oil, spirits, and'
starch, and the district produces an excellent

quality of wine. The popular sulphur springs

of Ha jo are situated six miles to the south.

Population, in 1890. 38.557; in 1900, 47.3fi5.

Grosswardein is said to have been founded by
Saint Ladislas in 1095. and was destroyed by
the Tatars in the thirteenth centurv. It was
held by the Turks from 1663 to 1092.

GROSVENOR, gro've-ner, Edwtn Ai'crSTUS
(1845— ). An -Vmerican historian, born in Xew-
l.uryport, i\Iass. He graduated at Amherst in

1867. and at the Andover Theological Seminary
in 1872, after which he took a year of post-

graduate \york in Paris. He was professor of

history in Robert College. Constantinople, from
1873 to 1890. and professor of European his-

tory at Amherst from 1892 to 1899, when he

was appointed to the chair of modern govern-

ments and their administration at Amherst.
His writings include: Constaiiliiiople (2 vols.,

1805) ; The Permanence of the Greek Type
(1897) : The Hippodrome of Constantinople and
Its fttill Existina Monuments (1889); and
Contemporary History of the World (1898-99).

In addition he has translated from the French

I)\iruv's History of Modern Times. General His-

tory of the World (1808). and Ancient History

of the East (1898-99) ; and from the modern
Greek. Andronil.-e (1897).

GROSVENOR GALLERY. A gallery for

the exliibition of paintins's and sculptures in

Bond Street. London. The buildinu was com-

pleted in 1877, at a total cost of €120.000. The
facade is of stone in the Italian Renaissance

manner, and the principal gallery is 104 feet long
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by 35 feet wide and 3G feet high. The institution

\v;is founded by Sir Lindsay C'outts for the [Uir-

jjosu of giving uuoUieial i'.\liil)itions of art, under

conditions quite dill'erent from those usually

employed. A jury of selection was dispensed

with, and artists of reputation were invited to

send any or as many of their works as tlicy de-

sired. The interior of the galleries was so

decorated and the pictures so arranged that they

might be seen under conditions which prevail in

private houses. Many Koyal Academicians con-

tributed to these exhibitions, but Ibe method of

invitation and selection has attracted lo tliem

the artists at variance with the Academy, with

the result that they represent a newer and less

conventional character of English art. The ex-

hibition begins May 1st, and is one of the events

of the London season.

GROSVENOR HOUSE. The city residence

of the Duke of Westminster, on Upper Grosvenor

Street, London ; formerly Gloucester House, built

for the Duke of Gloucester, brother of George

III. It contains the famous Grosveniu- Gallery.

GROSVENOR SQUARE. A square in Lon-

don, cast of Hyde Park, noted for its literary and
aristocratic associations. Bulwer Lytton spent

his later years at No. 12, and Chesterfield House
is on South Audley Street, which runs out from
the Square. It was laid out in 1716, and many
of its houses preserve before their doors the

quaint ironwork of that period.

GROS VENTRES, gro' vilN'tr' (Fr., great

bellies). A name applied by French traders to

distinct tribes, the Minitari or Ilidntsa. on the

Missouri, and the Arapaho, through misconcep-

tion of the tribal designation, meaning 'the people

who are hungry,' or 'beggars.'

GROT, grot, Nikolai Yakovlevitcii (1S52— ).

A Russian philosopher, born and educated at Saint

Petersburg. He successively occupied the chair of

philosophy at Niezhin (1876-83), Odessa (1883-

80), and iloscow (after 1886). In his numerous
works (written chiefly in Russian), he endeav-

ors to evolve a philosophical system, in which

the will becomes a primary agent, dominating the

external world. He was made editor of the

periodical Toprosy filosofi. the first philosophical

publication of its kind in Russia. His works in

French include: yourcllc rlnasiflrafion des senti-

7>iC)its (1878), and La causnlUc ct hi conservation

(Ic I'cnergie (ISflO). His more important pub-

lications in Russian are: Psiiclioloriy of the Fe.el-

inr/.i (1880): Philosophu a.t Art (1880); A
Crilicism on the Conrrption of Free Will (1880) ;

and The Mission of Psyeholoriy (1800).

GROT, grot. Yakof KAKLOViTcn (1812-03).

A Russian philologist, born at Saint Petersburg

and educated at Tsarskoe Selo. He held a pro-

fessorship in Russian history and literature at

Helsiufffors from 1841 to 18.53, and was then

appointed to the same position at the Alexander

Lyceinn at Saint Petersburg, where he also w-as

private tutor to the Grand Duke Alexander,

afterwards Czar Alexander III. His principal

works are: Filolopiceskya raci/*S;o!H)/a ("Philo-

sophical Investigations")' (3d ed., 12 vols., 188.5) ;

a critical edition of the work of Dershavin (0

vols., 1864-80) ; The Correspondence of Catharine

IT. leith Grimm (1884): and a revised edition

of the Russian lexicon of the Academy of Saint

Petersburg (first 2 vols.. 1891-92).

GROTE, George (1794-1871). An English

historian of Greece, born in Kent in 1704. At
the age of sixteen., after acquiring an elementary

education in Latin and Greek, he entered tlie

bank in « hieh his father was a partner. He not

only continued his classical studies, however, but

gradually drifted into jjliilosophy. He sided with

tlie liberal school of thought, to which his crea-

tive mind made important contributions. After

the passage of the Reform Bill of 1832, in favor

of which he had zealously written and spoken, he

entered the House of Commons as a representa-

tive of London. In the beginning of liis public

career he commanded a large following, but in

time his advanced democratic ideas alienated all

supjiorters with the exception of a few 'philo-

sophic radicals.' He retired from Parliament in

1841, and two years later from the banking I>usi-

ness, to give all his attention to study and writ-

ing. Before entering public life he had published

t(i\'estminster Review, April, I82li) a scathing

criticism of ilitford's History of Greece, a recent

work from an extreme Tory's point of view. It

was partly to right the wrong done by Mitford to

the spirit of free institutions, and partly to teach

his countrymen a lesson in democracy, that Grote
conceived and wrote his magnificent Bislory of

Greece. As early as 1822 he had begim planning

the work, but his duties as statesman and banker
compelled him to defer it till his retirement into

private life. The first two volumes appeared in

1845. the twelfth and last in 1S56. The work is

pervaded by an intense enthusiasm for Greek
democracy, which sometimes leads the author to

underrate other forms of government: at the

same time it aims to present all the known facts,

that the reader may be able to form his own judg-

ment. In 1865 he completed in three volumes a

work on Plato and the Other Companions of

f^ocrates. A thorough realist, the author could

not fully appreciate the idealism of Plato, and
yet these volumes have a value in presenting cer-

tain aspects of Platonic thought which down to

his time had passed unnoticed. Grote irame-

di.ately began a similar treatise on Aristotle, but

did not live to complete it. Meantime he was
taking an active interest in education. He was
president of University College, vice-chancellor

of the University of London—two great non-sec-

tarian institutions—and a trustee of the British

Museum. He died in 1871 at an advanced age.

Consult : Jlrs. Cirote, Personal Life of Georfie

Grote (London, 1873) ; his Minor Works, intli

Critical Remarks on His Intellectual Chriraeter,

Writinys. and Speeches, ed. by Alexander Bain
(London. 1873) ; his .iristotle. also ed. by Bain

(London, 1872).

GROTEFEND, gro'tc-fent. GEORfi Friedkich
(1775-1853). A Gernran Orientalist and classi-

cal philologist, born at Munich and educated at

Grittingen. From 1797 to 1S21 he was sucees-

sivcly pro-rector and con-rector of the gymnasium
at Frankfort, whence he was called to become
director of the lyceum at Hanover, which posi-

tion he held until 1840. when he retired from ac-

tive life. As a scholar Grotefend was broad, but

was prevented by this very quality from becoming
a strictly methodical investigator. His first

work was Anfanfjsyriindc der deutschen Poesic

(1815), which was followed by a revision of

Wenck's Lateiidsche Grammatik (2 vols.. 1823-

241. His contributions to the Old Italic dialects

are of considerable importance. They comprise:
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Rudimenta Lingua; Umbricce (1835-38); liudi-
minlu Linguw Oscie (1831)) ; Gcof/raphip mid Gc-
Sfhichtc lull Allitttlica (1840-4-i). Grotefend's
fliit'l imiioilanfi', lunvuvcr, lies in liis contribution
t(j the ilecipheniient of Old Persian inscriptions.

(.See CuNEiFomi Ixsaui'iiONs.) He increased
tile number of certainly known characters from
three to eleven, and apiaoximated the real value
of several more. He made his first study in this

subject in 1802, and published his chief work on
it in 18.'i7, Neue Beitriige zur Erliiitlcruny dcr
prrKCjtolitanischen Keilschrift. In addition to
his other studies, he was one of the first to turn
his attention to the difficult problem of the in-

terpretation of the Lycian inscriptions.

GROTESQUE (Fr., from It. (/rotteseo, gro-
tesque, from yrottesca, style of painting found in

ancient crypts, from gratia, cavern, trom ML.
giupta, crupta, from Lat. crypta, crypt) . A style
of classical ornament, so called in the thirteenth
century from its having been rediscovered in the
excavations made in the baths of Titus and other
ancient Roman buildings. This light, fantastic
style was much in favor during the Renaissance.
It abounds in all kinds of transformations, from
the animal to the vegetable, and mingles all

the natural kingdoms in the most fanciful and
picturesque confusion. The name grotesque thus
came by degrees to mean a fanciful combination
of natural ideas as applied to ornament.

GROTH, grot, KiAUS (1819-99). A German
poet, and the first writer of prominence to em-
ploy 'Plattdeutsch.' or Low German, as a literary

medium, born at Heide, in Ditmarsh, the western
part of Holstein, Prussia. He studied at the
Teachers' School in Tondern, and then secured
a position as a teacher of girls in his native
place, devoting his sjKire time to the study of

philosophy, mathematics, and the natural sci-

ences. Finally, his health giving way. lie re-

tired to the island of Fehmarn, in the Baltic,

"where he remained five years, and where most
of his jioems were written. In 1853 he went to

Kiel, then traveled through Germany and Swit-
zerland, and after a two years' sojourn at Bonn,
-where he received the doctor's degree, took up his

residence in Dresden. In 1857 he returned to

Kiel, where he became a tutor in German lan-

guage and literature, and in 1860 was made
professor, which position he held until his death.
His fame rests chiefly on his Quickboni ( 1S53,

25th ed. 1000), a collection of poems in the Dit-

marsh dialect. His works have been collected

and published in four volumes (Kiel, 1893). For
an estimate of his works, consult Eggers, Khius
flrotli vnd die plattdeutsche Dichtiing (Berlin.

1S85).

GROTH, Paul (1843—). A German miner-
alogist. He was born at Magdeburg, and was
educated at Freiberg and Berlin. After lecturing
at the mining school and at the University of

Berlin, he successively occupied the chair of

mineralogy at Strassburg and ilnnich. where he
was appointed custodian of the royal mineralogi-

cal collections. In 1877 he founded at Leipzig
the important periodical Zeitsrhrift fiir Krys-
lalloyraphip iind Mineraloyie. His writings,
cliiclly on mineralogy .and crystallography, in-

clude: TiihcUarisrhp Vchcrxirht dcr MinPraUen
itach ihren krystalloyraphisch-chrmixclieii Be::ie-

Itungen yeordnet (3d ed. 1889) ; Pliysikalische

Krystallographie (3d ed. 1895) ; and Grundriss
der Edtlnlciiikunde (1887).

GROTIUS, gro'shi-us, llU(;o, or De Groot
(1583-1045). A Dutch publicist. He was born
at Delft, April 10, 1583. His father, Jan de
Groot, was burgomaster of the town, and also
curator of the Lhiiversity of Leyden. In his
eleventh year Hugo entered the I'niversity of
Leyden, where lie studied under Joseph Sealiger.
In his fifteenth year he took his degree. In the
following year he accompanied' Olden Barneveldt,
the grand ])ensionary, on his embas.sy to France,
where (irutius's talents and conduct gained the
favor of Henry IV. On his return he began
practice as a lawyer, and conducted his first

case at the bar of The Hague in 1599. In 1007
he was appointed fiscal general, and in 1013 coun-
cil pensionai-y at Rotterdam. The disputes be-

tween the Remonstrants and their opponents were
now at their height in Holland ; Olden Barne-
veldt was the protector of the former, and Gro-
tius also supported them by his writings and
favor. These theological strifes had a political

significance as well, and in consequence both
Olden Barneveldt and Grotius were arrested,
tried, and condemned by the dominant party
under Prince Maurice. (See B.\rxeveldt.

)

Olden Barneveldt was beheaded in 1019, and
Grotius sentenced to imprisonment for life in
the Castle of Loevenstcin. He escaped, however,
by the contrivance of his wife.

For some time Grotius wandered about in

destitute circumstances in the Catholic portions
of the Netherlands, and finally escaped to France.
Here his straitened circumstances continued
in spite of the fact that Louis XIII. bestowed
upon him a pension of 3000 livres. since but a
part of it W'as paid, and in 1031 it was with-
drawn. A friendly letter from Prince Frederick
of Orange induced him to return to his native
country; but, by the intrigues of his enemies,
sentence of perpetual exile was soon passed upon
him. He removed to Hamburg, and while there
he received invitations from the Kings of Den-
mark, Poland, and Spain ; but the protection
promised him by the Chancellor O.xenstiern. and
Queen Christina's taste for literature, induced
him to enter the Swedish service in 1034. He
held the position of Ambassador at the French
Court (1035-45). His reception by the Queen on
his return to Sweden was flattering; but the liter-

ai'y dilettantism of Christina's Court did not suit

so serious and solid a scholar. Besides, the cli-

mate of Sweden did not agree with him, and he
was anxious to spend the evening of his life in

his native land. In consequence, he sent in his

lesignation of oflTice to the Queen, who, when she
found that nothing could induce him to. stay,

presented him with a sum of 10,000 crowns and
some costly plate, besides placing at his disposal

a vessel to conduct him down the Baltic to

Liibeck, A storm compelled him to land on the
coast of Pomerania. While proceeding toward
Liibeck. he fell sick, and died at Rostock, August
28, 1645.

To the talents of a most able statesman, Gro-
tius united deep and extensive learning. He was
a profound and enlightened theologian, perhaps
the best exegete of his day. a distinguished
scholar, an acute philosopher, .a judicious his-

torian, and a splendid jurist. His metrical trans-

lations from the Greek authors also display
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superior poetical powers; he was one of the best

modfni writers of Latin verse, ami lil<cwise

composed poems in Dutch. In spite of his

wiuuicving and eheel<ercd career, Crolius found

time to write a great variety of worlis. Tlie

tirst was the Mure Liberinn, in whicli lie defended

the freedom of the Dutch East India trade.

His chief work, however, is that entitled De Jure
Belli et Pads, which has been translated into

all the principal languages of Europe. It nuiy

be considered as the basis of inlernalinual law,

and has been much used as a textbook on the

subject. Among his other works wc may men-
tion Aniiolex et Historia- de Rrhtix Hchjieix (Am-
sterdam, 1657), written in a style that rivals

Tacitus for concise and pointed power; Aibiiola-

liunes in ]'etus Testumentiim {Paris, 1(144) ;

De Hnfisfactione Christi: and Ue Veritate Rc-
ligionis Christiance (Leyden, 1027), remarkable
for its clear arrangement, vigorous logic, and
elo(|uent style. Consult: Butler, Life of Grotiux
(London, 1826); De Vries, Htiiy de flroot en
Jfnrin van Reigershergen (Amsterdam, 1.S27);

Creuzer, Luther und Hugo Grotius (Heidelberg,

1846).

GRO'TON. A town in New London County,
Conn,, on the Thames River, opposite New Lon-
don, and on the New York. New Haven and
Hartford Railroad (Jlap: Connecticut, G 4), It

contains the Bill Jlemorial Library, and has
large ship-building yards. The government is

administered bv annual town meetings. Popu-
lation, in 1890,' 5!5.39; in 1900, .'5962.

Here occurred, on September 6, 1781, what
has been called the 'Massacre of Fort ftriswold.'

One hundred and fifty Americans stubbornly
resisted an attack of about 800 Tories under
Benedict Arnold, who finally forced their way
into the fort, and, maddened by the prolonged
resistance, butchered the greater part of the
survivors after their surrender. Of the 150,

85 were killed and 65 wounded, 35 mortally. A
monument marks the site of the fort. Consult:
Hixtnrg of Xcir London Countg (Philadelphia,
1882), and an article, "The Massacre of Fort
firiswold," in Mnaazine of American History,
vol. vii. (New York, 1880).

GROTTAGLIE, grottiilya. A city in the
Province of Lecce, Italy, 12 miles northeast of

Taranto (ilap: Italy, M 7). It has chalk and
clay quarries, and markets grain, fruit, wine, oil,

cotton, and cattle. Population of commune, in

ISSl, 94.31 : in 1901, 11,274.

GROTTE, grot'tfl. A town in the Province of

Girgcnti, Sicily, 13 miles northeast of the city

of Girgenti. Sulphur-mining is the principal
industrv (Map: Italy, H 10). Population of

commune, in 1881. 8808; in 1901, 11,039.

GROTTGER, grot'ger, Arthur von (1837-
67). A Pnlisli painter, born at Ottyniowice (Ga-
licia ) . He studied in his ow7i country as a boy,

and then went to Vienna, where he was a pupil
of K;irl Blaas, and afterwards to JIunich, where
he studied under Kanlbach. While in Vienna
he began to make his reputation as an illustrator.

.About 1865 he went to Italy, and a year after-

warils to Paris. There he execvited his cycle of
twelve cartoons, "In the Valley of Tears," ex-

bibited at the Exposition of 1867, and afterwards
bought by the Emperor of Austria. They show
his skill in composition. His "Warsaw" (seven

scenes, 1861), "Poland" (nine scenes, 18G3),

"Lithuania" (six scenes, 1863), present a history

of Poland profoundly patriotic and profoundly

sad. Such works as these, together with the

"Meeting of Sobieski and Leopold 1." (1859),

have made him a popular painter in Poland.

GROUCHY, groo'she', Emmanuel, Marquis
de (1766-1847), A French marshal. He was
born at Vallette in the Department of Seine-

et-Oise, September 5, 1766, He entered (he

French Army at the age of fourteen, and

by 1789 had risen to the rank of captain

in the royal bodyguards. In s])ite of birlh

and training, he threw in his lot with the re-

publicans, and left the royal guard for a line

regiment. In 1792 he was a colonel of chasseurs

and camp marshal. His services in Savoy and in

La Vendee (1793) were rewarded with the rank

of brigadier-general (1794); but the decree of

the Convention against the nobles forced his re-

tirement for a tin:e. He was reinstated in com-

mand in 1795, and took part, as second in com-

mand to Hoche, in the Irish expedition (1796),

and entered Bantry Bay. In I79S he fought

under Joubert in Italy, and later distinguished

him.self under Moreau'in Piedmont. His public

protest against the coup d'etat of the Eigh-

teenth Brumaire did not prevent Napoleon from
utilizing his services, and he took part in the

campaign on the Danube, distinguishing himself

at Hohenlinden (1800). After the Peace of

Luneville Grouchy was made inspector-general

of cavalry and employed on various impcn-tant

missions, becoming one of Napoleon's most trust-

ed followers. He was prominent in all the

Emperor's campaigns. During the Russian ex-

jiedition he commanded a cavalry division at

Borodino, and in the retreat led the 'sacred

squadron' of officers forming the Imperial body-

guard. Nevertheless, he was refused tin; com-

mand of an army corps in 1813, but at the close

of the year accepted a lesser post, and after fight-

ing bravelv against odds, was severely wounded
at the battle of Craonnc (1814). The Bourbon
restoration resulted in Grouchy's loss of rank
and banishment, and on Napoleon's return from
Elba Grouchy was one of the first to offer his

services. He suppres.sed the Royalists under the

Didce of Angouleme, and received a marshal's

baton as his reward. He received command
of a division of the French Army sent against

Wellington and Bliicher. With a force of

35,000 men and 100 guns, he was ordered to

operate against Bliicher and the Prussians after

their defeat at Ligny, These orders he obeyed

too literally, for, in spite of the entreaties of

his generals, he remained before Wavre, assail-

ing Bliicher's rear-guard of 15,000 men, while

the rest of the Prussian army marched to the

field of Waterloo. The absence of Grouchy's

army resulted in Napoleon's defeat, and caused

the Emperor to exclaim: "I would have gained

the day but for his stupidity." Grouchy did all

he could to repair his fatal error, but the cause of

the Emjiire was lost, and he resigned his com-
mand under the walls of Paris. T'nder the Sec-

ond Restoration he was proscribed, and passed five

years in exile in the United States, residing in

Philadelphia. Both parties in France reviled him,
and an effort was made to condemn him to death.

At last, in 1819, he was restored to his titles and
estates, though not given the rank of marshal.
He lived in retirement near Caen, constiintly de-

fending his conduct in 1815 in pamphlets and
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letters. After tlio .Inly Revolution of 1830 he
was recognized as a marslial of l''rance, and re-

sinned Ills scat in the Chamber of I'ecrs. He
was forced, from time to time, to defend liimself

against the attacks of his former generals of

stall':, and died Jlay 29, 1847, before he was fully

rehabilitated. His most important writings ap-

]X'ar in the Fruymcnts hislorigues relatifs a
la campagiw ct A la bataille de Waterloo (Paris,

1830). Consult, also: Mimoires du marcchal
Marquis de Croiichi/, edited by his grandson
(Paris, 1873-74) ; the histories of the campaign
of 1815 by Jomini (Paris, 1841), Charras (Brus-
sels, 18.57), and tjuincet (Paris, 1862).

GROUND (AS. grund, ground, earth, founda-
tion). In painting, the material with which the
canvas or panel is covered pri'])aratory to paint-

ing, also called priming. Canvases are known
as absorbent or non-absorbent, single-primed or
double-primed, and are thus prepared to meet
the taste of the artist, both as regards their

character and their color. The Italians of the

Renaissance used white gi'ounds in paintings on
wood, but with the increased use of canvas they
preferred a dull red. The Dutch and Flemings
chose light tints, varying from white to gray.

This is also the present practice. The prepara-
tion of grounds was formerly considered of great
importance. Of contemporary painters Burne-
Jones is said to have often prepared his grounds,

and then set them aside for years to dry and
get thoroughly set. Most modern painters, how-
ever, attach less importance to priming. A good
uniform ground of light tint is generally accept-

able, as the covering of the pigments is now. in

all competent work, of so great a body and Ihick-

ness that the ground counts for little or nothing
in the final processes of a painting. For the

ground in engraving and etching, consult the

articles on these subjects.

GROUND-ALMOND. See Chufa.

GROUND-ANNUAL. In the law of Scot-

land, an aiunial rent or annuity paid by the

owner of land to a creditor, or to the vendor of

the land. Thus, when a vendor sells his land, and
instead of taking a lump sum for the price, pre-

fers a sum by way of a perpetual annuity or

rent, he conveys the land in fee to the disponee

or purchaser, subject to this ground-annual,
which is a burden on the lands forever after.

The vendor or creditor is called the ground-an-
nualer. and if the ground-annual is not paid he
is entitled as a remedy to poind the ground,
i.e. seize all the goods, whether of the owner or

his tenants, which are found on the lands, and
pay himself, or he may sue the debtor. But he
cannot, as a ground-landlord can do in England,
poind the goods of the debtor's tenants to a
greater extent than the current terra's rent or
arrears due by them. The ground-annual is the
.Scotch equivalent of the rent charge reserved
by the vendor of land in England, and of the
fee-fai'm rent of American law, while poinding
is the common-law remedy of distress (q.v.).

GROUND-BEETLE. A beetle of one of the
largest and most important families of beetles.
Carabidse, so called because they live on or
beneath the surface of the soil. About 12.000 spe-

cies have been described in this family, and 1100
of them occur in North .\meriea. Most of them
are predaceons and carnivorous, and both adults
and larva; are swift runners. Their colors are dull

metallic blue, green, brown, or black, and they
are often ornamented by longitudinal ridges and
rows of punctures. Botli aciults and larv;c feed
mainly U]ion insects, slugs and snails, but also

eat dead aninnil Uesh, .Some fonns eat young
growing corn, young seeds, and ripe strawberries.
The family is generally useful to agriculture,

for its various members feed on such destructive
forms as the potato-beetle and its larvic, the

June beetle and cutworm. Certain species even'
ascend trees in search of canker-worms and
plum-curculios. Seashore forms feed on tlie beech-

ilea (Gammarus). A number of blind species

inhabit caves both in Kuro]ie and America (see

Cave Animals), and other small blind forms
dwell under large stones. Not one of this last

class has ever Ix'en found above ground, so that
each colony may have been confined for genera-
tions under its respective stone. Certain other
species live under stones at the seashore, which
are covered at each high tide, and come out
only when the tide is low. Still others occur
in the nests of termites; these so strongly re-

semble the termite queens that one may easily

mistake the one for tlie other, and they prob-

ably prey upon the termites. Some forms pro-

duce a loud noise by raising the tip of the
abdomen and rubbing it against a file on the
wing-cases. These are the 'squeakers' that are

sold in Covent Garden market. London. Some
forms are aquatic, and others live in wet sands
of rivers and pools. Certain adult and larval

forms lie awaiting their prey in holes in the

ground, from which they bound out when the

victim is sufficiently ne.ar. The overpoweringly
fetid odor of a small species (Nomius p^jHitcits)

is described bv Barrows (Proc. Assoc. Econ. Ent.,

W.ashington. 'l897). In the United States the
ground-beetles can only be confused with the
darkling beetles (Tenebrionid.T) of California:

the ground-beetles have five-jointed tarsi, while
the darklings have only four joints in the hind
tarsi. The 'searcher* {CalofiOiiin .srriitalor) is

one of our commonest groiuid-bectles. It is vio-

let, blue, and green, with red margins on the wing-
covers, and sometimes ascends trees in search

of caterpillars. The bombardier-beetle (Lehia
grandis) , which closely resembles the bombar-
diers and is frequently an enemy of the potato-

beetle, and the genus Harpalus. are other common
ground-beetles. The last named are black, and
feed to a considerable extent on cutworms.

GROUND-CHERRY. See Physalis.

GROUND-CUCKOO. See Coucal.

GROUND-DOVE, or GROUND-PIGEON.
A pigeon of terrestrial habits. Several genera
have short and rounded wings, with nuich in-

ferior power of flight to pigeons in general : their

legs are longer, and their feet rathep adapted
for walking than for grasping. They are little

arboreal in their habits, but live mostly on the

ground. Many of them run very quickly. They
have not in general much brilliancy of plumage,
but among them are the beautiful Ijronzewinss

(q.v.) of Australia. In the Southern United
States, Bernuida, and the West Indies the name
'ground-dove' is especially applied to the diminu-
tive little dove Colvunbigallina passerina.a plain-

colored but handsome bird, which is common in

those regions. These doves are less than seven
inches long, are almost always on the ground
(though they roost at night in trees), and arc
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common in the roads, where they show little fear

of man. Tlicy are generally seen in pairs, and
seem yivatly attached to each other.

GROUNDHOG. ( 1 ) The name in the South-

ern Unilcil Stales of the marmot (Arctuiiiys

ifiumix). better named "woodehuck' (q.v.). (2)

In South Africa, the aardvark (q.v.).

GROUND-HORNBILL. A hornbill of the

African sul)family liucoracinie, characterized by
liolUivv casques, and liy habits and an organiza-

tion suited to terrestrial life. Two species are

known, a northern (Bucorax, or Bucorus, Ahys-
sinicus), and a southern, the 'bromvogel' of the

Boers {Bucorax Cafcr) . Both are large birds,

the Abyssinian being SVo feet long, and of stout

Iniild, with a casque open in front. The southern

species has the casque closed. Both are wliolly

black, except the wing-quills, which are white.

They go about in small flocks, and are fearless,

but when too much alarmed fly into trees for

safety. They eat anything they can find—fruits,

insects, crayfish, small reptiles, mice, and snakes.

They are noted for their antipathy to snakes

and their cunning in overcoming them. When a

snake is discovered, they ajjproach it, holding

their wings stretched out and fla]q)ing the rep-

tile with them until it is induced to seize a
feather. Then all the birds attack it and peck

it to death. If the snake advances, the bird

threatened folds its wings as a shield in front

of it, and by mameuvres and assaults soon over-

comes even the death-adder. They place their

nests in cavities or broken trees. The natives of

South Africa hold this bird in superstitious ab-

horrence, its alleged foretelling of storms being

the least of its sins in their sight. See Hornbill.

GROUND-IVY, Xepeta Glcchoma. A plant

of the natural order I^abiata?. a native of Europe,
widely introduced in America, which grows in

the dry soils of waste places, plantations, hedges,

etc. ft has a creeping stem, kidney-shaped cre-

nate leaves, and axillary blue llowers in threes.

The plant is stimulant, aromatic, and is used
in pectoral complaints. A tea prepared from
the leaves is in great repute among the poor in

many places. Tlie leaves were formerly used
in England for clarifying and flavoring ale, which
was then called gill-ale, from gill-over-the-grovmd,

an old name of this plant : but this use has been
discontinued since the introduction of hops.

GROUND-LAUREL. See Arbutus, Trail-
ing.

GROUNDLING. A small loach {Leuciscus
twnia) of English rivers and ponds, keeping
close to the bottom. See Loach.

GROUNDNUT. A term variously employed,
to denote the seed of the peanut {Ararhis li/ipo-

(jcva) and the tubers of certain umbelliferous

plants, especially Apios tuierosa, also called
earthnut. See Pp;anut.

GROUND-PINE. See Club-Moss.

GROUND-PINK. See Phlox.

GROUND-RAT, or GROUND-PIG. A bur-
rowing, rat-like rodent {Aularodus sicindciia-

nus) , of South and West Africa. It is two feet

long, and has very harsh, bristly hair, flattened,

grooved, and brown in color. It is a near relative

of the spiny rodents of tropical America, such
as the coypu, hutia, and others of the family
Octodontida'.

GROUND-RENT. In England, the rent re-

served on land leased for a long term of years
for inqirovemcnt. The additional value imparted
to the land by the erection of buildings and other

improvements con.stitutes this a safe and con-

venient form of investment. In England and in

some parts of the United States the remedy of

distress (q.v.) exists in favor of the ground-land-
lord. Unless otherwise provided in the lease, the

improvements constitute fi.xturcs and become the

property of the owner of the soil.

The practice of hiring ground for building

purposes exists in the United States, and the

law is similar to that of England on this point.

But in most of the States there is no distress

of the tenant's chattels in case of failure to pay
the rent. The landlord will simply have an
action for the amount of rent due, or he may
dispossess the tenant and resume possession of

the premises himself.

In Pennsylvania the term ground-rent is em-
ployed for rent charge or fee-farm I'ent to de-

scribe the rent reserved to the grantor of an
estate in fee simple.

GROUND-SEA. A West Indian name for a
roller. The sea rises in long swells or billows,

usually from a northerly directicm, which in-

crease in height as the shore is approached, and
break there with great force. The ground-sea
may occur in a calm and otherwise smooth sea,

and with no indications of a previous or coming
gale. It has been suggested that they are due
to 'northers' blowing farther to the north. In
the Gulf of California and other parts of the
world, particularly in the tropics, similar phe-
nomena occur.

GROUND-SLOTH. See Ganodonta ; ilECA-

TUERIUM.

GROUND-SNAKE. Any of the small, worm-
like serpents of the North American genus Car-
phophiops, which are the most lowly of Colubridfe,

and represent the typical forest burrowers of

Central and South America. They are harmless
little snakes, about the size of a slate-pencil,

and with no apparent neck, and are likely to

be found luider stones, or beneath or inside of

decayed logs. Frequently thev also force their

way under the bark of trees, an operation in

which they exert considerable muscular effort.

The species most connnonly seen, and to be found
in all the South Central States, is Carphophiops
am(rnus, which is glossy, opalescent, chestnut-

brown above, and bright salmon color beneath.
Another species {Carphophiops rcr)?ii.s) . the
'pioiuid-worni' of the lower Jlississippi Valley,

is large and pur]dish-brown in color above, while
below it is broadly flesh-colored.

GROUND-SQUIRREL. A group of squirrels,

differing from the true squirrels in the posses-

sion of check-pouches, in having a more slender

body and shorter legs, and in living chiefly on
the ground, and seldom climbing trees to any
considerable height. They are of small size, are
longitudinally strined on the back and sides,

are extremely active and restless, and emit a
peculiar chipping sound. The striped spermo-
phile or 'gopher' (q.v.). so troublesome in the
Northwest, and the chipmunk (q.v.) are familiar
American examples. See Plate of Gophers, etc.

GROUNDSWELL. A long smooth swell, fre-

quently occurring along a coast where the ocean
bed is not far below the surface for a long
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distance from the land. While often found in
fair or calm weather, it is due to deep-water
disturbaiicos from heavy winds. Where the
water is very shoal the swell or roller breaks as
it rolls in, forming a series of breakers which
smooth down asaiii before reaching shore, if the
flat is of great extent.

GROUND-TACKLE. Anchors and chains,

and tackles, r<i]H'S, etc., used in working the

anchors are included by the general expression
groiiml-lncklc. See Anchor.

GROUND-THRUSH. A pitta (q.v.)

.

GROUP (Fr. grotipe, from It. gruppo, groppo,
cluster, knot, Ijorrowed from the Germanic; cf.

OHG. Icropf, Ger. Kropf, AS. cropp, Eng. crop )

.

In the fine arts, a collection of figures or objectsi

related to each other, and to a general design,

so combined as to produce a harmonious whole.
* For the principles of grouping, conventional and

otherwise, see Cosiposition.

GROUPER (probably from Sp. garrupa, from
the American Lndian name). A general name
for the fishes of the genus Epinephelus, typical

of the group Epinephalinse, a section of the sea-

bass family Serranida-. It is the largest, most
widely distributed, and most important genus
of the Serranid^p. They are mainly of large size,

and occur frequently in all the tropical seas,

where they are valuable for food. About a
dozen species are known on the southern coasti

of the United States, and about the West Indies,

where various ones are called 'cabrilla,' 'cherna,'

'guasa.' and 'nicro' by Spanish-speaking fisher-

men, 'hind' in the British Islands and at the

Cape of Good Hope, and 'jewfish' (q.v.) in

Florida. They have a robust, powerful form,

and are usually greenish-gray, or orange-brown,
varied with many blotches and bars, and with
dark fins—on the whole very handsome fishes.

The best known and most common American
species is the red grouper {Epiiiephrfus morio),
which ranges from Virginia to Brazil. It aver-

ages about two feet in length, and is generally
gray, but reddish aliout the mouth, this color

deepening and spreading with age. It remains
near the bottom, not far from shore, feeds on
crabs and small fish, and when caught oiTers

no resistance. It is an important food-fish, but
not of the first quality in flavor. Another much
smaller species (Epinephelus macnlosiis) is the
'red hind' or 'cabrilla,' so constantly seen in the
markets of Havana. Tlie common Bermudan
groui^er [Epinephelus striatus) is larger: and
the 'rock hind' or 'cabra mora' (Epinephelus
Adsecnsionis) , which is also known on the -\fri-

can coast, ranks highest of all as a table fish.

The black grouper of Key West (Mgcteroperca
honaci) , also called 'aguaji,' represents an allied

genus, several species of which are called 'group-
ers,' 'roekfish,' or 'bonacis,' and are large and
important food-fishes. The great jewfish or war-
saw ( Gnrrupa nigrita ) is also sometimes denom-
inated 'black grouper.' See Guasa ; Jewfish :

RocKFiSH; Sea-Bass ; Scamp; and Colored Plate
of Philippine Fishes.

GROUPS ( in mathematics ) . See Substitu-
tion.

GROUSE (a false singular, after the analogy
of louse, mouse, as singulars of lice, mice, from
grice, qrise. greese, gray, from OF. griesche, gray,
moor-hen, variant of gris, gray, from OHG. gris,

Ger. greis, gray) . A game-bird of that section of
the rough-footed gallinaceous family TetraonidiB
which includes the larger forms ; one of the
Tetraonina'. They are distinguished among birds
of their class by their completely feathered
shanks (except Bonasa) ; also by the fact that
feathers fill the nasal groove and conceal the
nostrils. The toes usually are naked, but are
featliered to the claws in ptarmigans (q.v.), and
they have pectinations of scales along the edges,
v.liich are deciduous. The tail-feathers are from
IG to 18 and sometimes even 22 in number; and
in shape the tail is acute, rounded, or forked.
The orbital region usually is somewhat bare, and
there is above the upper eyelid a naked stripe,

marked by short, fringe-like processes. Many
genera have an inflatable air-sac on the side of

tlie neck. Often the sides of the neck are further
adorned by elongated feathers. The phnnage is

thick, soft, and handsome, but gay colors and
patterns are ab.sent; blacks, purples, and dark
greens occur in some forms, but variegated
lirowns, reds, and grays prevail in most species,

and there is usually a considerable difference in

color and ornamentation between the se.xes and
some seasonal changes; one genus (Lagopus)
turns white in winter. (See Pt.\rmig.\n.) The
grouse, as a rule, are birds of the forest, but
some genera are found in open regions only, and
the ptarmigans chiefly inhabit mountain-tops.
All, however, seek their food principally and
nest wliolly on the ground. The food consists of

seeds, berries, buds, leaves, insects, worms, small
snails, and so on. varying with region, season, and
op])ortunity. Tlie nest is a rude bed of leaves,

twigs, and the like, and from six to fifteen eggs

are laid, which are brownish and sjxitted—among
the iitarmigans very heavily. AH except the

]>tarmigans are polygamous, and the cocks in-

dulge in demonstrative courtships (see Capeh-
CAILLIE). make various sounds with their wings
( see below ) , and contest fiercely for the pos-

session of their harems, as is the habit of most
gallinaceous birds. They trust mainly to con-

cealment for safety, and remain motionless on
the ground or perched in a tree until fear over-

comes their prudence, when they spring away
with a startling whirr of the wings and aston-

ishing speed. Hence trained dogs are needed to

find and flush them, and much skill in shooting

is required to bring them down in flight, but

some of the forest-haunting species will not leave

tile supposed safety of a tree-perch and are easily

killed. They are favorites of sportsmen wherever
they occur, and all are most excellent eating,

except the few, whose flesh is tainted by their

bitter or resinous food. Great numbers are shot

for the markets in all northern countries. A
brief account of the principal species follows:

Capercaillie and Blackcock. The largest of

all grouse is the European capercaillie (q.v.).

Next in importance to it in -Europe ranks the

Idackcock or lieatlicock (Tetruo tetrix) . which is

the bird to which the name 'grouse' primarily ap-

plies, although in popular English speech the

red grouse or moor-fowl is meant. On the Con-

tinent it occurs both in mountainous and marshy
countries, as far south as the .\pennines. It

abounds in most parts of Scandinavia, Russia,

and Siberi<a, and is abundant in Great Britain

wherever there are extensive moors or favorable

spaces for it. The male, which is much larger

tlian the female, and sometimes weighs four
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pounds, is a shining bluisli black, with a con-

spicuous white bar on the wings, and a mixture
01 black and white on the legs; there is a piece

of bare scarlet skin over tlie eye; the outer

feathers on each side of the tail are elongated and
curve outward, giving it a very peculiar appear-
ance. The female, called "grayhen,' is of a rust-

color, darkest on the upper parts, everywhere
barred and mottled with a darker color; the tail

is straight and even at the end. Tlie young males
resenilile Ihe females in plumage. It is a grega-

rious bird, the dill'erent sexes, however, in winter
generally keeping in flocks by themselves; and,

where they are well protected, they often venture
into old turnip and stubble fields to feed.

Red Grouse. This, the ordinary 'grouse' of

Great Britain, the shooting of which, beginning

on August 12th, is so important a part of the

British sportsman's year. is. properly speaking,

a ptarmigaUj and is descrilied under that title.

RuFFEu Grouse or 'Partridge.' The best-

known American grouse is the bird called 'par-

tridge' in tlie North and 'pheasant' in the South,
but it is properly tlii' rulTed gr<iuse ( Romisii um-
hellus) . This familiar and liighly inized game-
bird, the flesh of which is incomparably superior

to that of any other grouse, is found throughout
North America from the Atlantic to the Pacific,

from Virginia and northern Georgia to Alaska.

It is nearly a foot and a half long, and the

plumage is handsomely variegated with gray, red-

brown, and black. The tail is composed of eigh-

teen feathers, and is crossed near its tip by a
broad band of black or brown. On each side of

the neck is a tuft of broad, glossy black feathers.

These grouse live in woodland, where their nests

are made on the ground at the base of a tree or
shrub. The eggs are buff-colored, and a dozen,

more or less, are laid. (See Colored Plate of

Game Birds accompanying this article.) The
hazel grouse (Bonasa betulhui.) of Europe and
Asia is a nearly allied species.

One characteristic of this species—its 'drum-
ming'—is kno\\n to almost every one, yet the

method of it is widely misunderstood. The sound
is produced by the male only, and is most fre-

quent and vigorous in the spring, when it may be
regarded as a challenge to other cocks and for

the entertainment of the hens; but as it is heard
also in summer, and especially in autumn, it can-

not be wholly a sexual expression. It may be

only an expression of vigor. The manner in

which the long, muffled roll, resounding to a great
distance through tlie woods, is produced, was
long a puzzle, or most fancifully explained. It

was at first supposed to be a vocal effort, whence
comes the generic name Bonasa (from 5oHfl.s»s, a
bull). The true explanation is that the bird sits

crosswise upon the chosen log. resting upon the

back of the tarsi, its tail spread horizontally,

and its head drawn back. "The wings are then
raised and stiffened, and drumming commences by
a slow, hard stroke with both wings downward
and forward; but they are stopped before they
touch the body. The rapidity of this motion is

increased after the first few beats, when the
wings move so fast that only a semicircular haze
over the bird is visible, the rapid vibration caus-

ing the rolling noise with which the sound ter-

minates." So says Henshaw. arid Coues and other
field ornithologists confirm the statement.

Prairie-Chickens. The Eastern prairie-chick-

en, or pinnated grouse (Tympanuckus Ameri-

canus), is a trifle larger than the ruffed grouse.

The general color of the plumage is rufous, with

bars and crossings of black; the tail is short and
rounded. The male has necktufts of narrow
feathers, the largest of which are five inches

long; he is more remarkably adorned with
two loose jK^nduIous wrinkled patches of skin ex-

tending along the sides of the neck for two-thirds

of its length, capable of inflation with air, and

when inflated resembling in bulk, color, and sur-

face middle-sized oranges. This grouse chiefly in-

habits dry open districts, from northwestern (Jhio,

Indiana, and Kentucky westward to central Kan-
sas and the Dakotas. It was at one time abun-
dant on the Western prairies, but has always be-

come rare as a district has become cultivated

and populous, notwithstanding laws enacted for

its preservation. It has almost disappeared from
the State of Kentucky, where it was at one time
so extremely abundant that children were con-

stantly employed to prevent its depredations in

the cultivated fields, and multitudes were shot

and trapped merely to be thrown awa.y. It con-

gregates in flocks in winter, which break up into

smaller parties in spring. The males have many
combats at the approach of the breeding season.

Their voice is a low 'tooting' or 'booming.' They
strut, after the manner of turkey-cocks, with
wings let down to the ground, and neck-feathers

erected. Certain spots, known as 'scratching-

places,' seem to be specially appropriated for their

displays and combats, and there considerable

numbers often meet about daybreak and disperse

again after the sun is up. The food of the pin-

nated grouse consists of seeds, berries, the buds
of trees and bushes, insects, and the like.

A very closely allied species, the American
heath-hen (Tympanuchux cupido) . formerly dwelt
in favorable localities in the Middle States and
southern New England. Long Island and Cape
Cod were its strongholds, It wa.s long confounded
with the more widely distributed prairie-chicken,

and is now extinct, except a small band on Nan-
tucket Island, which is dwindling away in spite

of such protection as can be given them. In 1890

less than 200 were living on Nantucket and
^Martha's Vineyard, and in 1900 it was thought
that less than" 100 remained. See Extinct Ani-
mals.
The 'prairie-chicken' of the Northwest is more

strictl.v to be called sharp-tailed grouse (Pedio-

cwtr.t phnxinnelhis) . of which tliere is a northern

and a southern race. It is easily distinguished by
the extra long middle pair of tail feathers and the

darker plumage—clear dusky black above, with
no buft' about the head. The back is variegated

with transverse zigzags of yellowish brown, and
there are many white spots on the wings : below,

the plumage is white, thickly marked with tri-

angular spots of drab. The sexes are alike. In

the southernmost parts of their range they asso-

ciate with the prairie-chicken, and vary their

habits northward only as their environment
changes. The northern variety extends from the

Saskatehewap Valley to the borders of the Arctic

regions. *

Sage-Geouse. Tliis species {Centroceroii,<i vro-

pha.iianiis) . called in old books 'coek-of-the-

plains.' is a very large grouse which inhabits

the sage-brush districts of the Western United
States, feeding upon the bitter buds and leaves

so that its flesh is inedible to civilized palates,

though consumed by the Indians, who formerly
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captured it in large numbers with nets. The
constant use of soft food has deprived this species

of an effective gizzard, and it never feeds upon
the grain of the farmers who have invaded its

district. Its plumage is dense and soft, the

prevalent color yellowish brown, which is beau-

tifully mottled and varied with darker tints.

The tail, of 20 feathers, is very long, and much
graduated. On each side of the neck is a large

bare space, capable, when the bird struts, of being

inllated into a hemispherical sac. The female is

smaller and of less showy plumage than the male
and is destitute of the neck-sacs.

\A'ood-C4rouse. Tbe remaining species of Amer-
ican grouse are denizens of forests. A very
widely distributed form is the Canada grouse or

'spruce-partridge' (Canace Canadensis), a West-
ern variety of which is called l'"'ranklin's grouse
or 'fool hen.' It is plentiful throughout the for-

ests of Canada, from Maine to Alaska, and when
disturbed takes refuge in trees, whence a flock

may be shot, one by one, without scaring the

others away. In winter it feeds mainly on the

leaves and young sprouts of the spruce, which
taint its flesh. Its plumage is distinctly barred
above with plumbeous and black ; beneath it is

black, with a white border to the throat and
white across the breast and on the sides. The
fetaales show a duller mixture of yellowish orange,

gray, and black. The eastern and western
(Franklin's) varieties may be distinguished by
their tails: that of the former is rounded and
tipped with rufous, while that of the latter is

nearly even, black to the tip, and has the upper
tail-coverts (see Bird) broadly tipped with pure
white. A Siberian grouse {Canace falcipennis)

is closely allied to this. A still larger Western
wood-grouse is the 'blue,' 'dusky,' or 'pine' grouse
{Dcndragajnis ohscuriis) . It approaches the

capercaillie in size, and may be regarded as the

American analogue of the blackcock. Its general

color is blackish brown ; the wings are lighter and
the tail large, rounded, and composed of eighteen

or twenty feathers. They keep in the coniferous

forests for the most part, and occur throughout
the mountain regions from Colorado to central

California and northward. For the Arctic grouse
(Lagopus), see Ptakmigau.
BiBLiooBAPHY. Standard works of ornithology

and field sports. The fullest general account of

American grouse is contained in Coues, Birds of

ilie 'Notthn:est (Washington, 1874). Consult
also: Leffingwell (and others), Hhooting on Up-
land, Marsh, and. Stream (Chicago, 1890) ;

Sandvs and others. Lapland flame Jiird.^ (New
York', 1902) ; I.loyd, Came Birds and Wildfowl
of Siveden and Hforwaj/ (London, 1867) : Morris,
British Game Birds (London, 1891). See Plate
of Orol'Se.

GROUSE'S DAY, Saint. An English sport-

ing term, used of the twelfth of August, when
the shooting season opens.

GROTJSSET, groo'siV, Paschal (1844—). A
French politician and antbor. born at Corte in

Corsica. He studied medicine in Paris, but im-
mediately took up journalism, wrote scientific

articles for L'Etcndard and Le Figaro under the
name 'Docteur Blasius,' and began to write fiction

luider the pseudonym 'I^eopold Virey.' He joined

Henri de Rochefort in the management of La
Marseillaise in 1809. and in .Tannary, 1870, quar-

reled with Prince Pierre Bonaparte and sent two

seconds to answer his challenge. One of these,
Victor Noir, was killed by the Prince. This
deepened Grousset's opjiosition to the Empire,
and he attacked it bitterly in La Marseillaise,

and was condemned to hea\'y tines and repeated
imprisonments. He took part in tlie insurrection
of March, 1871, was elected a member of the Com-
umne, and took charge of foreign affairs ; but on
his attempt to leave Paris in June was arrested
and deported to New Caledonia. He escaped with
Rochefort and others (1874), went to England,
acted as London c(jrrespondent of Le Temps,
under the name 'Philippe Daryl,' and returned to

Paris in 1881. Defeated in the elections of that
year, he was chosen Deputy in 1893 and reelected

in 1898. His works include: The political

sketches, Le bilan de I'annee 1SG8 (1869), La
conspiration dii general Malet ' {lS6d) , and Les
origines d'une dynastie, le coup d'etat de Bru-
maire an VIII. ( 1869) , as well as the autobiogra-
phic Les eondammes poUtiques en Nouvelle Cale-
donie (with Jourde, 187C) : notes of travel and
life abroad. La vie partovt (1884-88) : Scenes de
la i^ie de coll-ege dans tous les pays (1881-91) ;

translations of Stevenson's Treasure Island and of

Mayne Reid's novels; and L'hcritier de Robinson
(1884) ; L'epave du Cynthia (with Jules Verne,

1885) ; Le capitaine Trafalgar (.1886) ; Le secret

du mage (1890) : and Atlantis (1896). 'Tiburce

Moray' is another of Grousset's pseudonyms.

GROVE, Sir George (1820-1900). An Eng-
lish engineer and musical critic, born at Clapham.
After studying at the grammar school there he
was articled to Alexander Gordon ; worked at Na-
pier's factory in Glasgow ; was employed in the

building of ilorant Point Lisrhthouse in Jamaica
(1841), and of Gibb's Hill "Light in Bermuda
(1845); and then worked on the Britannia
Tubular Bridge over Menai Strait. In 1850 he
was secretary to the Society of Arts, but re-

signed this post (1852) to become secretary of

the Crystal Palace. Here he first made an effort

to educate English musical taste, especially for

Beethoven and the Romantic German School. In
1867 he traveled to Vienna with Arthur Sullivan

and discovered the part-books of Schubert's music
to Rosamunde. His abilities as a critic of music
brought him into connection with the Mac-
millans. He was editor of their magazine from

1868 to 188.3, and of the valuable Dictionary

of Music and Musicians (1879-89), and wrote
Beethoven and His Nine Symphonies (1896).

For twelve j-ears he was director of the Royal
College of Music. He was knighted in 188.3 and
made Commander of the Bath in 1894. His work
in biblical geography was also important. He
wrote many articles for Smith's Dictionary of

the Bible (London, 1864) ; assisted Stanley in

his Sinai and Palestine (New York. 1865) ; and
was influential in the promotion of the Palestine

Exploration Fund. Consult Graves, The Life of

Sir Oeorge Grove (London, 1901).

GROVE, Sir Wixliam Robert ( 1811-96) . An
English physicist, born at Swansea. He grad-

uated at Brasenose College, Oxford, in 1832; was
called to the bar in 1833, and began the practice

of law, but left it for the study of physics. He
was professor of experimental philosophy in the

London Institution from 1840 to 1847, was a

member for some time of the council of the Royal
Society, and in 1847 received the Royal IMedal for

a paper on "The Gas Voltaic Battery." Returning
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1. WILLOW PTARMIGAN (Lagopus olbus); winter plumage. 4. CRESTED GUAM or CURASSOW (Crax alector); male.

2. RUFFED GROUSE (Bonasa umbellus); male. 5. CAPERCAILZIE (Tetrao urogallus*; male.

3. BLACK GROUSE (Tetrao tetrixl; male. 6. PRAIRIE CHICKEN (Tympanuchus Americanus); male.
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to the law, he became prominent' in the South
Wales and Chester circuits. He became a -justice

of common pleas in 1871.. and in the following

year was knighted. Afterwards he l)ecame judge

of the High Court of Justice, from which posi-

tion, however, he retired in 1887. and thereafter

until his death devoted himself to scientific in-

vestigations. In 1842 he delivered a lecture on
"The Progress of Physical Science," in which he

propounded for the first time the doctrine that

the so-called forces of nature, such as heat, elec-

tricity, etc., are not essentially dissimilar; that

they are notliing but ditTerent modes of motion,

different and mutually convertible forms of some-
thing which is called ciier(jii, and of which the

most essential characteristic is its indestructi-

bility. Grove was thvis one of the first to grasp
and enunciate what Faraday has called "the

highest law in physical science which our facul-

ties permit us to perceive—the conservation of

force." These views were further developed in

the famous essay on The CorreJalion of Physical

Forces (1846). Grove published several works
on subjects connected with electricity, containing

the results of his acute experimental investiga-

tions. He also made important improvements in

electrical apparatus, and invented a well-known
galvanic battery which bears his name. See

Elecikicity.

GROVE CITY. A borough in Mercer County,
Pa., 60 miles north of Pittsburg; on the Pittsburg,
Bessemer and Lake Erie Railroad (Jlap: Penn-
sylvania, A 2). It has a Carnegie Library ($30,-

000 ) and is the seat of Grove City College, opened
in 1884. There are manufactures of carriages,

gas-engines, foundry products, brooms, etc. The
borough owns and operates its water-works. Pop-
ulation, in 1890, UGO; in 1900, 1599.

GEO'VEE, CuviER (1829-85). An American
soldier, born in Bethel, Maine. He graduated at
West Point in 1850, served on frontier duty at
Fort Leavenworth. Kan., until 1853, took part in

the Northern Pacific Railroad Expedition of

1853-54, and was again stationed at various fron-

tier forts until the outbreak of the Civil War.
He was made a brigadier-general of United States
volunteers in April, 1862; participated in the
Peninsular campaign; was brevetted lieutenant-

colonel on Maj' 5th for his conduct at the battle of

Williamsburg; and on May 31st was brevetted
colonel for gallantry at Fair Oaks. He took part
in the battle of Glendale. and his brigade was
especially distinguished for valor at the battle

of Manassas. From December, 1862, until July,
1864, he was in command of a division of the
Nineteenth Corps, Department of the Gulf, and
directed the right wing of the armv in the siege
of Port Hudson, La. In October, 1864, he was
brevetted major-general of volunteers for his
conduct at the battles of Winchester and Fisher's
Hill : and his gallantry at the battle of Cedar
Creek and in the Shenandoah campaign earned
for him on March 13, 1865, the brevet of briga-
dier-general in the I'nited States Army. He was
also brevetted major-general on the same day
for services during the whole war. He subse-
quently returned to frontier duty, served as as-
sistant inspector-general of the Fifth Military Dis-
trict in 1869-70. and while on sick leave died at
Atlantic City, N. J.

GROVEB, La Fatette (182.3—). An Ameri-
can la^vyer and politician. He was bom in

Bethel, Maine, graduated at Bowdoin College,

and in 1850 was admitted to the Ijar in Phila-

delphia. He began practice in Salem, Ore., in

1851, and was elected prosecuting attorney of the
Territory in tlie same year. In 1852 he wag
auditor of public accounts, and a member of the
Oregon Legislature, in which he served, in all,

three tenns, being Speaker in 1856. He fought
in the Indian wars of 1853 and was United States
ccnnnissioner to settle spoliation claims against
the Government. He was a member of the Ore-
gon Constitutional Convention in 1857, and was
the first representative of the State in Congress.

He was chairman of the Dcm(x;ratic State Cen-
tral Committee from 1860 to 1870, and was
Governor from 1870 to 1877, when he resigned

to enter the United States Senate, in which
he served one term.

GROVES, Sacred. Groves associated with
worship or religious rites. Such groves are found
among many peoples. In the Authorized Version
of the English Bible, the word 'grove' occurs fre-

quently as the translation of the Hebrew 'ashO-

rah; this is generally admitted to be an error,

and in the Revised Version the word is trans-

ferred without attempt at translation (see

AsHERA). In two passages (Gen. xxi. 33; I.

Sam. xxii. 0, margin) 'grove' represents the

Hebrew 'cshel, tamarisk (ef. I. Sam. xxxi. 13).

A shrine may liave been connected with the tree

mentioned in the last passage, and in the first it

is stated that Abraham planted a tamarisk in

Beersheba "and called there on the name of

Jehovah." There is mention of an oak by the

sanctuary at Shechem (Joshua xxiv. 26) and at

Bethel (Gen. xxxv. 8) ; certain other passages
are by some interpreted as referring to trees

(Authorized Version, 'plain'; Judges iv. 11; ix.

6, 37). The tree occurs frequently on Assyrian
sculptures.

Groves played an important part in connec-

tion ^\ith the religion of the ancient Greeks
and Romans. To nature - worshipers, they
seemed peculiarly appropriate sites for temples
and oracles. Tlie C?reeks placed groves and
forests under the protection of the god Pan, and
tenanted them with nymphs called dryads or
hamadryads. Some of the earliest Greek oracles

were supposed to be given at Dodona through
the rustling of oak-leaves. Tile famous Grove
of Academe was a public garden outside of

Athens, where Plato taught. Perhaps the most
famous sacred grove of the ancient Hellenic

world was Daphne, situated in the environs of

Ajitioch on the Orontes, and consecrated b.v Seleu-

cus Nicator to the worship of Apollo. The
Romans derived the foundation of their religion

from Numa. as of their political life from Romu-
lus. JJuma was believed to have received his

religious instruction in a grove from a nymph
Egeria. In this spot, thus consecrated by divine

presence, he erected, according to tradition, a
temple to the Camcnse. Seventeen miles south-

east of Rome was a place Nemi. where a famous
temple was erected in a grove to Diana. See
Camex.e; Daphne; Dodona ; Dryad.'?; Nemi.

GROVE'TON. See BrtL Rfn, Second Battle

GROW. GALr.sTiA A.\ROX (1823—1. An
American politician, horn at Ashford. Conn. He
graduated at Amherst College in 1844, and was
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admitted to the bar in 1847. Four years later

lie was elected to Cuiigress from Pennsylvania
and continued to be a member of that body until

18G3; tlie first half of tlie time as a Free Soil

Democrat, the last as a Republican. From July
4, 1861, to March 3, 1863, he was Speaker of

the House of Representatives. He was president

of the International and Great Northern Rail-

way from 1871 until 1876, a position which
made it necessary for him to live in Texas. In

the latter year, however, he returned to Penn-
sylvania. He declined the Russian mission in

1879, and since 1804 has been Congressman at

large from his State.

GROWTH (from grow, AS. {irowan, Icel.

grOa, OHG. gruoan ; connected with AS. grcenc,

Ger. griin, Eng. green ; cf . also Icel. gropr, grCpi,

growth). Increase in size or volume. It is not

to be confounded with development, which fol-

lows or accompanies growth and has to do with
the unequal growth of parts of the organism, in-

volving an increasing unlikeness of the different

parts, i.e. a differentiation or specialization of

the body. Hence developnient is the formation
of a complex from what was originally a simple
whole, as seen in the development of the flower

or the chick, which both grow and unfold or

develop.

Inorganic Growth. Growth, whether that of

minerals, of our earth, the solar system, or even

of the universe, is primarily due to the action of

cosmic energy and of motion. Our solar system,

the fixed stars and planets, have had a history,

have grown, have developed. Geological history

is a process of growth : the continents may be

said to have gradually grown to their present

size and shape. This is illustrated by the

growth or simple increase in size of mineral
or inorganic bodies. Crystals, under favornMe
conditions, grow by the addition of particles to

the outside. There is a certain limit to their

growth, and crystals are of different sizes—they

take on a definite shape, related to the physical

and chemical characters of the mineral sub-

stance. Verworn, however, thinks the contrast

made between the crystal and the organism is

'unfortunate.' He states that "as regards its

physical characteristics the living substance of

organisms in its essentials ought to be com-
pared with a liquid," and he goes on to state that
"liquids grow by intussusception, i.e. if a soluble

body be added to a liquid, e.g. salt to water, the

latter dissolves the former and stores the mole-

cules of the soluble body by diffusion between its

own molecules, that is, there is here exactly the

same process as in the growth of the organism."'

All this goes to show that growth or increase in

size, together with some degree of development up
to a certain stage (certainly not up to the cessa-

tion of power of reproduction), takes place in the
inorganic world.

Organic Growth. As living beings funda-
mentally differ from mineral bodies, so growth
in plants and animals is inherently different.

Even organic growth is defined as increase in

volume, but this does not go far enough. Living
organisms are compounds or proteids of mineral
matter, forming protoplasm, and they grow by
adding to the substances forming their bodies

similar substances or food, which is taken within

the body by interstitial deposit (intussusception),

and these are digested and assimilated. This

causes an increase in the volume or bulk of the

body. Organic growth is fundamentally a phys-
ico-chemical process plus a form of constructive

energy wliich we are unable to comprehend. In

our present ignorance we invoke vital force,

'growth force,' or 'bathmism,' words wliich do
dot help us to understand what is behind the

plienomenon of increase in volume. Besides sim-

ple increase in bulk, there is, as Ryder states, a

process of rearrangement, further subdivision of

and addition to the material basis of the organ-

ism. Growth, also, according to Ryder, pro-

ceeds everywliere by "adding to its substance at

a rate which corresponds exactly with tlie rate

at which tlie cube of the dimensions of the grow-
ing body is everywhere being increased. All

growth is accompanied by movement, for as a

cell increases in volume it becomes expanded."
"Hence," says Verworn, "growth-movements are

common to all living substance, but they take

place so slowly that they can scarcely be followed

with the eye." That the phenomena of growth
are powerful sources of energy is exemplified by
the well-known fact that trees growing out of

crevices in the rock are able by tlieir roots to

force apart huge masses of stone. See Mechanics
of DEVELOrMENT.

CORHELATION OF THE VOLUMES AND SURFACES
OF Organisms. It has been pointed out by I^uck-

art and by Herbert Spencer that as organized

unicellular bodies increase in bulk, their sur-

faces become proportionately less, and that this

elementary rule of growth very probaldy leads to

the necessity for segmentation or subdivision of

the original cellular body, "owing to the un-

favorable conditions which continuous growtli

establishes between the organism and its sur-

roundings, thus developing unfavorable conditions

for nutrition, respiration, and consequently for

metabolism and growth in general." (Ryder.)

But, as Ryder claims, there are "supplementary
b'lt equally important principles connected with

the c/rometrical ratios with which the forces of

growth, reproduction, and metabolism are simul-

taneously operative during the development,

growth, and evolution of organic types"; and he

claims that "without resort to another tvpe or

set of adjustments which living beings have

effected in relation to the outer world, the pres-

ent development of organized resistance, and even

of animal motion and mentality, would in all

probability have been an impossibility."

The primary form of living beings, as the low-

est plants and animals, is that of a sphere, the

spherical shape being due to gravity and surface-

tension. But Ryder" points out that this shape is

one "which is itself unfavorable for growth, with

a proportionate and concomitant acquisition of

new surface, since of all forms of bodies it is the

very one wliich can contain the greatest amount
of matter within the least amount of surface."

Hence any departure from this primitive spheri-

cal form "will increase the proportional amount
of enveloping surface in respect to the volume of

enveloped matter." Hence, first, the tendency of

organs to extend indefinitely in the form of a

cylinder, with rounded or hemispherical ends,

which becomes more and more attenuated as its

length is increased, as in the nerves, or blood-

vessels: and. secondly, the formation of flattened

disk-like bodies, such as the blood-corpuscles.

Why do the nerves, blood-vessels, etc., grow
slender and branched? Ryder answers this ques-
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tion by saying that the indefinite stretching or

flattening of a mass achieves the same thiug "as

splitting it up into a great many sienilei- bars,

and phicing these end to end, or, as splitting up
the mass into a great man}' thin slices, and join-

ing these edge to edge. In both cases a great gain

of surface is accomplished. Now if a body
branches rapidly, it docs the same thing as is

done when it is split up into a great many
slender bars; namely, it increases its surface

in a ratio corrcs])onding exactly to the rate at

which the splitting or branching takes place."

This is what the vascular system has done. The
branching of the blood-vessels, with their in-

numerable ramifications, "is nothing more than
a physiological response, developed in a geometri-

cal ratio, to a correspondingly rapid increase in

the volume of the organized matter to be

metabolized." So with the nervous system, "the

extreme attenuation of the terminal and central

interrelative fibres given off by the ganglion

cells of the nervous system means a gain of sur-

face in proportion to mass which is nowhere else

paralleled by any active constituent tissue of

animal liodies." Tlie enormous development of the

irritable surface is, he adds, correlated with the

extreme irritability of the nervous system. This
is exemplified by the tenacity of the nerve ter-

minals of the auditory organs and the other

oTgans of sense; while it is the most attenuated
structures known to the histologist which are

the most irritable, as cilia, flagella, etc. This

subject is further illustrated by the stretching

of plasma into threads, as the pseudopods of

many protozoans, the branches and filaments or

flattened leaf-like forms of gills, as well as the

roots and branches of plants. Thus organisms
higher than spherical protozoa have, after life

began, proceeded, during their growth in volume,
to develop surfaces according to this rule of

geometrical progression.

Growth as a Finction of Cells. As organ-

isms are one or many-celled, and as the many-
celled plants or animals arise from a single cell

(the seed or egg), growth is primarily a function

of cells. During growth the cells undergo rapid

multiplication, which causes the body to increase

in weight, this l)eing determined by the number
of cells and their average weight. Increase in

age affects the different cells iniequally, and
hence some cells are dividing while others are not.

In the mature body a minority of the cells are in

process of division, while the majority are not.

(Minot. ) Very few observations have been made
as to measurement of the growth of animals.

Semper measured that of the pond-snail; but

those of B. A. Oould and of H. P. Bowditch on
man are more extensive and reliable. In animals,

according to ilinot, the rate of growth in weight
for man, and for some few other animals, in-

creases for about half the period of growth, then
remains approximately constant for a short time,

and finally slowly diminishes until it becomes
zero.

Factobs Concerned in Growth. These are
chiefly external, such as abundance of food and
other conditions of existence, as heat, light, etc.

Hatschek assumes that in growth the simple
molecule of living proteid continually attracts

elements to itself from the food. Growth is more
rapid in a well-fed animal or plant. Develop-
ment of the higher organisms is usually intro-

duced by a period of rapid cell-division with al-
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7nost no growth. This is followed by a period of

rapid imbibition of water during which the tis-

sues are stretched, and growth occurs with great

rapidity. Later still, the cell-walls thicken, in-

tercellular substance is deposited, and the dry

weight slowly increases. This is the special

period of assimilation and secretion. In the de-

velopment of the frog the jicrcentage of water
rises to OG when half a month old. and tlicn

falls slowly. At six weeks from fertilization the

human embryo consists of 97.5 per cent, water,

but at birth the proportion of water has fallen

to 75 per cent., and in adult man it is GC per cent.

The growth processes may be classified as 'transi-

torj',' in which growth is followed by a rcturii to

the former size, and 'permanent' or develop-

mental, in which there is a persisting enlarge-

ment which plays an important part in develop-

ment. Transitory growth may be illustrated by
the enlargement of those cells which cause the

leaflets of the sensitive plant to turn; this en-

largement is only temporary. Developmental
growth is illustrated by the increase of the em-
bryonic plant. Growth phenomena may also be

classified as 'diffused' or 'localized.' DilTuscd

growth affects the entire individual or many of

its parts, whereas in localized growth the process

is confined to a limited region. In early develop-

ment the wdiole animal swells by diffused growth

;

later, the separate organs enlarge as a result of

localized growth. Although cell-divisi(m usually

accompanies growth, it is in no way the cause of

growth. The curve of growth is obtained by join-

ing with a line the tops of ordinates erected from
a horizontal base-line at equal time intervals,

the height of the ordinates being proportional

to the volume of the organism. A study of these

growth-curves shows that absolute increments of

size are at first small, rapidly increase to a
maximum, and then decline to zero. This decline

to zero is not a necessary property of protoplasm,

but it is an adaptation to the limited size which
is advantageous to most animals.

Various external agents influence the rate of

growth as follows: (1) Chemical Agents.—The
assimilative and secretory are chemical processes.

They require certain materials to work upon.'

These materials are the food of organisms. The
principal elements found in the body are car-

bon, oxygen, nitrogen, calcium, phosphorus, potas-

sium, sodium, chlorine, magnesium, sulphur,

silicon, and iron, which enter the body in various

combinations, while each plays a definite role.

Since phosphorus is especially abundant in

embryonic tissue, its peculiar importance for.

growth is indicated. Potassium is probably of

great importance in imbibition. Iron is essen-

tial in the early processes of cell-division. Be-

sides the inorganic elements, organic food is

essential to the growth of animals; various

chemical agents that are not built up into the

organic body may accelerate growth by acting as

a stinuilus. Certain poisons do this.

(2) Wafer.—The imbibition of water is an
important growth, process. Developing embryos
are usually found in moist situations.

(.?) Density of the Medium.—The rapidity

with which water is imbibed depends largely

upon the osmotic pressure of the medium, and
this is determined by its density. Regeneration

of marine animals is hastened in dilute sea-water,

retarded in a concentrated solution. Pond-or-
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ganisms develop with abnormal slowness in a
salt solution.

(4) Molar Agents.—Quiet facilitates growtli,

and after a wound excessive growth takes place

along the cut edge.

(5) Light.—Light may retard or accelerate

growth in different cases. Its effect is usually
unfavorable to growth in young plants, and the
growing tissue of vegetative plants is usually
jirotected from the sun's rays. So, likewise,

among animals the embryo is usually sheltered

from the light by being carried in the iiuiternal

body, covered by egg-shells, or placed in dark
places. Acceleration of growth by light, on the

other hand, takes place in certain aquatic algfe,

especially diatoms, and in certain aquatic em-
bryos (tadpoles, fish-embrj'os, and young pond-
snails). In these processes of retardation and
acceleration not all the component rays of white
are equally effective. Thus, in general, the long-

waved raj'S have no more efl'ect than darkness
except in forming starch. It is the active ra,ys

which retard the growth of aerial organisms, and
it is the actinic rays which accelerate the growth
of aquatic organisms.

(0) Tcmpiraliirc.—Heat has a well-kno\\Ti

effect on the rate of growth. For every organism
there is a temperature to which it is attuned—

•

at which growth takes plaoe faster than at

any other. As we lower the temperature the
rate of growth gi-advially and slowly diminishes;

as we raise the temperature the rate of growth
diminishes more rapidly. The temperature of

maximum growth (called the optimum) is closely

related to the temperature to which the organism
is normally subjected. See Evolution.

(7) Extent of the Medium of Volume.—Among
the most remarkable factors determining the e.\-

tent of growth of an animal is the amount of

space it has to move in. It is well known that
small trout occur in small brooks and large ones
in greater streams. Some years ago Karl Sem-
per reared pond-snails in vessels containing
different quantities of water. He found that
there was a direct relation between the volume
of the water and the length of the shell at the

end of eight weeks. This experiment has since

been repeated with care, and the result con-

firmed. The explanation of this phenomenon is

difficult. It may be that there is a self-adjust-

ment of the size of the snail to the space at its

command. In fact, in all the phenomena of

growth, the jihenomena of adaptation are strik-

ing.

As to the external factors which influence
growth, we are very ignorant. Morgan speaks
of a few isolated cases. From experiments in
cutting off the tail of a minnow, in which par-
ticular regions are held in check while others
grow at the maximum rate, the results demon-
strate some sort of a formative influence in the
new part. "An excellent example of an internal
factor," Morgan says, "is found in the inter-

relations of the parts of the organism to each
other." A most important factor in the growth of

organisms of the present day is that of heredity
(q.v. ), for the existing forms of life are the
descendants of innumeralile generations. Growth,
development, and reproduction are now proceed-
ing in grooves as it were, or along more or less

definite paths, in accordance with long-establish-

ed laws, and heredity undoubtedly affects the
mechanism of growth. As Cope has well said:

"In bathmism we see the resultant of innumer-
able antecedent influences, which characterize the
life of living beings."

When a worm multiplies by budding or by
self-division, the new part grows or begins to
form in a zone near the end of the body. This
zone is called the 'growing zone,' or the "zone of
proliferation,' and here the nuclear substance is

abundant in proportion to the enveloping pro-
topla.sm. This zone is still more definite in the
embryos of all arthropods. It is situated between
the peiuiltimate and the last segment of the
body, and from this zone the new segments arise
and grow. It is also interesting to observe, as
Packard states, that in striped or spotted cater-

pillars, as well as in lizards, the change in the
origin and shape of the markings appears to

originate at what corresponds to the zone of

formative cells, and then passes forward toward
the head.

Growth is related to longevity (q.v.). That
men, says Minot, are larger than rabbits, because
they grow for a longer jjeriod is a common obser-

vation; but the facts tabulated by him show the
curious result that the average daily increments
in growth are nearly the same in man and rabbit.

"On the other hand, rabbits attain a larger
size than guinea-pigs, not because they grow
longer, but because they grow much faster." The
rate of growth in guinea-pigs and rabbits is not
very different, as was to be expected in so nearly
related animals ; but it is sufficient to produce
a great inequality in the final size, because the
effect of the difference is accumulated, like com-
pound interest on capital. The rate in man
(0.02 per cent.) is only J^ of the rabbit's (0.5

per cent.). This comparison renders it still

more strikingly evident that the larger size of

man depends on the greater duration of growth."
The percentages given by Jtinot may, he says,

bo called the specific ooefficicnts of growth.
Together with the duration of growth, they de-

termine the ultimate size of the organism. As
a rule the larger an animal, the longer it

lives, and this, adds Minot, confirms the idea

that in large animals senescence proceeds more
slowly than in smaller ones. See Sene.scence.

Growth is related to great size. The question

why the elephant is so much larger than the

mouse, the whale than tlie porpoise, cannot be

answered at present ; but from the foregoing
statement the causes appear to be connected with
nutrition and longevity, as well as the conditions

of the environment. Why the moa (Dinomis)
or the epiornis. whose legs were as thick as a
man's hat, attained such a colossal size com-
pared with the sparrow, is apparently due to its

mode of life and its environment. Birds which
have the full use of their wings, and are con-

stantly on the wing, live faster than running
birds, and are of small or moderate size. The
ancestors of the nmning bird, as the ostrich and
moa, were undoulitedly flying birds, with keeled

sterna; but owing to the isolation of the moa on

the New Zealand Islands, and to the absence of

mammalian and other enemies, it is evident that

by lack of exercise, by food being abundant in the

soil, and by not being compelled to fly after

their prey, thev gradually increased in bulk and
weight. Here we see a direct relation between
the conditions of life and change of habits, and
size. Turtles are slow livers, and are known to

attain a verv great age.
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The matter of longevity and also of size may
also be dependent on the nature of the cells,

ilinot states that the most charaL-teristic pecu-

liarity of advancing age, of increasing develop-

ment" is the growth of protoplasm in proportion

to the size of the nucleus. "The possession of a

relatively large quantity of protoplasm is a
sign of age" ; that is, the amount of protoplasm

in the cell is large in maturity and old age as

compared with the nucleus. He refers to Biit-

schli's investigations, which indicate that in

bacteria a nucleus is present and very large,

while the protoplasm enveloping it is minimal
in amount. This fact should be correlated with

the e.\traordinary power of proliferation or re-

production in these organisms, indicating that

a snuill proportion of protoplasm is essential to

rapid growth. This presence of a minimum
amount of protoplasm is a 'young' character, a
characteristic of youth. Certain sea-fishes, as

also starfishes, continue to grow for very long

periods, and their cells have the 'young' charac-

ter, containing very little protoplasm. On the

other hand, there are certain types which do not

grow bej-ond a definite size, and in these, as for

instance among the insects, the cells are charac-

terized by having a great deal of protoplasm in

proportion to the nucleus. In this connection

it should be remembered that 5Iay-flies and
dragon-flies in the Carboniferous period were

gigantic in size, their wings expanding from ten

to twenty inches, and throughout geological

history we have cases of types becoming colossal

before becoming extinct. Thus overweight and
oversize may be a sign of weakness and decrepi-

tude—of senescence of the type. As the result

of prolonged observation on guinea-pigs, weigh-

ing them regularly at fi.xed ages from birth

until maturity, Minot shows that even from the

time of birth there is a steady loss of vitality;

the animal begins, so to speak, to die as soon

as it is born. The amount of protoplasm in the

cells increases with age. This loss of growth
power is equally demonstrated in the case of man,
and presumably of all mammals. The passage

from youth to old age is called 'senescence'

(q.v. ). and the procreation of the J'oung 'rejuve-

nation' (q.v. ).

Bibliography. H. Spencer, Principles of Bi-

cloriij (New York. 2d ed.. 1900) : Minot, "Growth
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address, American Association for the Advance-
iiient of Science (Salem, 1901) ; "Senescence and
Kejuvenation." in Journal of Phi/siolof/;/, vol. xx.

( 1S91) ; Ryder. "The Correlations of tlie Volumes
and Surfaces of Organisms." Contrihnfions to the

Zoiilorjical Laborntori/. Unircrsit;/ of Pcnnsijl-
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worn. General Physiolotii/ (Xcw York. 1899) ;

Davenport, "Effect of Chemical and Physical
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ogy, part ii. (New York, 1899), and the litera-

ture there referred to.

GROWTH (in plants). Three ideas are in-

volved in tlic term 'growth' as applied to plants:

First, increase in size; second, formation of new
material: third, attainment of maturity. Of
these three, increase in size is the predominant
one: but in special cases of growth, no ap-

preciable increase in size occurs, although there
Vol. IX.—21.

Fig. 1. Longitudinal section of
tlxo (irnwiiiy- iKiiiitof tlie slioot
orinu'sftail {Kiiuisetum arvense}.
Tlie iipex is (M-fupied by a tetra-
liedrai ceil, wiiicii is continually
dividing. Lateral leaves, and
ju.st above thcni the oldest lat>-

erai growing points, are forming.

may be the formation of new material, and
even, on attainment of maturity, a rather com-
plex structure. Again, organisms may increase

in size and attain mature form without the for-

mation of any new
living material, the

whole course of de-

velopment depending
merely upon the ab-

sorption of water,

and the rearrange-
ment of material al-

ready present. The
plant passes through
three phases of

growth, which are by
no means sharply
distinguishable from
one another, and are

established merely
for convenience.

The Foriiati\'e or
Embryonal Stage.
Every plant begins
its history as a sin-

gle cell. The growth and differentiation of this

one cell may comprise its whole life history,

which will then be correspondingly brief; or, the
first cell may divide

again and again, and
its daughter cells con-

tinue dividing, until

the plant is construct-

ed of a mass of cells.

These may remain
practically alike, or
they may dift'erentiate

into unlike groups of

cells, each group con-

stituting a tissue.

(See Histology.) In
this case its life his-

tory will be more com-
plex, and will proceed

as follows : At first the cells are all similar in

size and form, and each will show these charac-

teristics: (1) Granular protoplasm without any
water-spaces (vacuoles)

;

(2) a relatively large nu-
cleus, its diameter often

more than half that of

the entire cell ; and ( 3

)

a relatively thin wall sur-

rounding the cell. Since
this is the condition of

the cells in every young
(embryo) plant, and since

in this condition cells aa'e

able to ])roduce new cells

by division and to give

rise to new organs, this

stage is named the em-
bryonal or formative
stage of growth. As the
cells grow older, some or
all of them pass by im-
perceptible degrees into

the second and third

phases of growth, while others remain in the
formative stage. Those which persist in this

stace are to be found at the ends of the axes, at

which place they constitute the so-called growing

Fig. 2. Longitudinal Bection
througli the growing point of
the shoot of a seedling dico-
tyl, A group of cells, instead
of one, as in equisetum (Fig.
1), occupies the apex.

Fig. 3. Longitudinal sec-

tion of growing jn'int of
rootfroni sfl.igiiiHlla. The
triangular t-ell near the
tip is the apical cell, divid-
ing continuail.v to form
(behiml) the tissues of the
root-shaft, and (before)

the root-cap.
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point (Figs. 1, 2, 3). In the seed-plants, the tip

of eaeh rootlet and the tip of each liraneh is

occupied by such a region of formative tissue.

Even cells which have passed into a later stage

of growth may return under certain conditions

to the formative

stage. This occurs

normally in those

stems which in-

crease in thickness

and form one or

more growing zones

concentric with the

surface. A division

of the cells in these

zones is mainly in

a plane parallel to

the svirface ; the

additions increase

the diameter of the

axes. When a plant

is wounded, cells

adjacent to those

injured may regain

their power of di-

vision and produce
a callus, which
closes and heals

the wound.
Em.ARGEMENr.

In the second
phase of growth,

enlargement, division of the cells has practically

ceased, and the greater part of the increase in

size is due to the rapid absorption of w^ater,

which is secreted by the protoidasm in the form

of drops in its substance. As these increase

in number and volume, they often unite, and
usually by tha time increase in size has been

completed' all have united to form one large sap-

cavity (vacuole), in which the protoplasm con-

stitutes a layer pressed firmly against the cell-

wall (Fig. 5)". Since this mode of growth involves

Fig. i. Longitudinal eection o(

growing* point of root of corn
(monocot.vl). Apex (wliere cell-

rows converge) occupied by a
group of cella, instead of one, as in

eelaginella (Fig. 2). The root-cap is

well developed.

Fig. 5. a. Several .voung cells from the cortex of a root
of the bean ; b. one from the same region after attaining
its full size. Drawn to same scale. "The volume of h is

more than 1700 times that of a, though, as the wrinkling
ehows. it is not turgid.

a relative imimportant increa.se in the amount
of living protoplasm, it is extremely economical.

In this feature the growth of plants differs

most strikingly ( in degree at least ) from that
of animals. During this second phase of growth
the volume of the cells may increase a thou-

sand to fifteen hundred fold. Characteristics of

the cells in this phase are, therefore, (a) rapid
increase in volume, and (b) high percentage of

water. The rate of enlargement during this

phase is not uniform ; nor does it persist indefi-

nitely, even though the conditions may be con-

stantly favorable. The increase in volume, at

first relatively slow, becomes more and more
rapid until it attains a maximum rate, from
which point it rapidly declines, and soon ceases

altogether. The total period of enlargement is

spoken of as the grand period of growth (Fig. 6)

.

~
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. the ventral side. SimiUir variations in growth

are induced by the action of external agents;

thus, epinasty i)roduced by the action of the

light is designated pholo-epinasty, etc. Nutation

is exhibited by yuung leaves of ferns, which are

rolled upon themselves in a coil and straighten

as they grow older; by the leaves of buds and

flowers, whose closed form (bud) is due to the

more rapid growtli of the outer faces .xnd their

'opening' to the more rapid growth of the inner

faces. The rate of enlargement is affected in

various ways by external stinuili (see Irrita-

bility), which 'will be considered later. Ex-

amples of very rai)id growth are furnished by

the filaments of the stamens of wheat, which

elongate, as the flower opens, at the rate of 1.8

millimeters (0.07 inch) per minute (about the

speed of the minute-hand of a man's watch) ;

by the leafsheath of the banana, which grows at

the rate of 1.1 millimeters (.04 inch) per minute;

by the flower-axis of the century-plant, which

grows at the rate of 1.5 centimeters (G inches)

in twenty-four hours : and by the leaves of T"ic-

toria regia, which increase in diameter at the

rate of .30 centimeters (12 inches) in twenty-

four hours. The rate of growtli is studied by

means of the auxanometer (q.v.).

Internal Development. 'The third phase of

growth is the phase of internal development.

No increase in size occurs during this phase. It

is marked by increase in thickness of the cell-

walls (unequal in different parts), by the death

of some cells, and by other less noticeable changes.

Since the growth ' of different groups of cells

(tissues) is rarely eqvial, it follows that the

tissues—some compressed, some stretched—firm-

ly united as they are, finally exert strains upon
o'ne another in various directions, which serve

an important purpose in maintaining the rigid-

ity of the plant.

"Factor.s on Which Growth is Dependent.
The conditions of growth are four: First, an
adequate supply of constructive materials, which

are necessary for the formation of a new organic

substance, protoplasm, cell-wall, etc. ; second, an
adequate supply of water, which is necessary

for the enlargement of the cells; third, access

of free oxygen, which is necessary for respira-

tion, by which the requisite energj' is set free;

fourth, a temperature within definite limits,

wliicli, however, vary with different plants, the

minimum being approximately 0° C. (32° F.),and
the maximum '40° C. (104° F.). The best aver-

aae tem])cr.iture foi- the growth of most of the

higher plants lies between 25° and 32° C. (77°

and 89.0° F.).

The effects of external agents upon growth are

numerous and profound. Scarcely any change

in external conditions can occur without modify-

ing the growth nf the plant. These effects may
be unequal in different tissues, or in different

parts of an organ, or they may be uniform, so

that the total growth of the part is retarded or

accelerated. The most noticeable effects, natural-

ly, are those which produce curvature and conse-

quent displacement of certain parts. See under
C'HEMOTROPISM; ElECTROTROPISM ; GeOTROPISM
IN Plants; Heliotropism ; Hydrotropism;
Kheotropism ; Thermotropism ; and Tiiigmot-

BOPISM. The most important effects upon the

general rate of growth are those produced by

temperature and liffht. In general, growth is ac-

celerated by increased temperature up to the op-

timum point, but further increase beyond the

optimum retards it. On the other hand, growth

seems to be delinitely retarded by light. Since

under ordinary conditions plants are subject to

daily variations in temperature and light, thcii,-

arises a corresponding daily variation or 'daily

period' in the rate of growth ( Fig. G) . Since the

temperature rises during the day and diminishes

during the night, the general effect will be to

accelerate growth during the day and retard it

during the night. As light, however, retards

gruwth during the day, the final effect will be a

resultant between these two opposing factors, the

effect of light as a rule predominating. The min-

imum usually occurs in the afternoon and the

niaximum after midnight, and this variation per-

sists for many days, if plants be kept in contin-

uous darkness.
Correlation, The growth of one part of the

plant is directly affected by the activity of an-

other. Thus the failure of a certain organ to

develop may determine the development of an-

other to an unusual extent or in an unusual

form. This mutual influence of jilant organs,

both as to their formation and the course of

their development, is termed correlation. Ex-

amples of correlation may be found in the de-

velopment of the stipules of the pea and the

pansy to an extraordinary size when the leaf-

blades are removed early ; in the continued blos-

soming of plants when fruit is not pennitted to

form;" in the symmetrical or grotesque shaping

of a plant made possible by pruning; in the

transformation of an underground branch of the

potato, which would normally form a potato at

its tip, into an aerial shoot bearing leaves and

flowers when the aerial parts are cut away.

GRUB (connected with OHG. grubilon, Ger,

griibbcln, to dig, and Goth., OHG. graban. Ger.

graben, AS. grafan, Eng. grave). The name com-

monly given to the larva of a coleopterous in-

sect." Thus the larva^ of the Slay beetles of the

genus Lachnosterna, found commonly in the soil,

are known as 'white grubs.' The larvae of certain

(lies (Diptera) are also called grubs, although

the term 'maggot' is now specifically applied to

them. Thus 'grubby cattle' means, in the West,

cattle affected by the. 'ox-bot' or 'ox-warble,' the

larva of the dipterous insect Hiipoderma lineata.

The 'erub' of sheep is also the larva of a fly

{(Estrtis oris). See Beetm; Bot; Wabble-Fly.

GRTJBB, Sir Howard (1844—). An Irish

astrcmomer and instrument-maker. He was born

in Dublin, Ireland, July 28, 1844, being the son

of Thomas Grubb (q.v.), the famous optician,

whose business he succeeded to in 1868. He was
educated at Trinity College, Dublin. Under his

direction the optical establishment founded by

his father achieved increased reputation, and

constructed a large number of telescopes, includ-

ing those for the I'niversity of Oxford and the

observatory at Potsdam. Sir Howard Grubb

was knighted in 1SS7. He was vice-president of

the Royal Society of Dublin, honorary secretary

of the Royal Dublin Society, president of the

Photographic Society of Ireland, and a member
of the Board of Irish Lights Commissioners.

GRTTBB, Thomas (1800-78). A distinguished

Irisli optician. He was born at Kilkenny, Ire-

land, and in the course of his life constructed the

equipment of some of the most important astro-
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nomical observatories. At an early age he gave
up business for engineering, and soon gained a

high reputation as a maker of fine machinery
and instruments, many of which were of his own
invention. He also exhibited great skill as an
optician, particularly in the construction and
mounting of reflecting telescopes. He construct-

ed the metallic speculum for the Melbourne Ob-

servatory reflector, which had a diameter of four

feet, and was used in making photographs of the

moon. Grubb wa.s elected a fellow of the Royal
Society in 1864, the Royal Astronomical Society

in 1S70, and was for many years a member of the

Royal Irish Society. To the journals of these

societies he contributed papers on astronomical

instruments and optics.

GRUBBER. See Cultivatob.

GRtfBEL, gru'bel, Johaxs Konbad (1736-

1809 ) . A German folk-poet, born at Nuremberg.
He became known by his poems in the X'jrcm-

berg dialect, which first api)eared under the title

Gediclite in Xiirnherger Mundart (3 vols., 1802).

These poems reflect the life of the old German
city, and entitle Griibel to be ranked with such

eminent dialect poets as Hebel, Groth. and others.

Another volume entitled Korrespotidcnzen. iind

Brtefe in y iirnberger Mund-art appeared in 1808.

GRUBER, groo'ber, Johann Gottfbied (1774-

18.51). A German scholar, born at Xaumburg.
He studied at Leipzig, was employed for some
time in editorial work, and held professorships of

philosophy at Wittenberg and Halle .successively.

He was the author of a large number of works on

historical and critical subjects. With Ersch,

after the death of Hufeland, he edited the great

Allgemcine Encyklopudie der ^yissenschaften vnd
Kiinste. Among his independent publications

are: Geschichte dcs menschlichen Geschlechts atis

dem Gesichtspiinkte der Humanitiit (1806);
Worterbuch der Aesfhetik, der schonen Kiinste,

etc. (1810) ; and n'orterbuch der altklassischen

Miltlwloqie (1810-15). He also edited Wieland"s
l<(imtltciie ^yerke (.53 vols., 1818-28), to which
he added a biography.

GRTJB STREET. A London street, described

by Dr. .Johnson as "originally the name of a

street near Moorfields. much inhabited by writers

of small histories, dictionaries, and temporary
poems, whence any mean production is called

Grub Street." Employed in a disparaging sense

by Andrew ilarvell, it was frequently used by
Pope, Swift, and other wits. The Grub Street

Journal, which ended in 1737. was one of the

most entertaining of the old newspapers, and con-

tained contributions from the partisans of Pope
attacking the Dunces. The locality is now termed
Milton Stn'ct.

GRTJ'GRTJ (native name). The grub or larva

of Rhyiirophorufi palmnrum (called in the older

works ('(thnidra pahnaruni) . an insect of the

weevil family (Curculionidw) , inhabiting Guiana,
Cuba, Porto Rico, and other tropical parts of

America. The perfect insect is an inch and a half

long. The grub is an ugly, inactive creature of a

whitish cream-color, as long and as thick as a

man's thumb, and lives in the soft and spongy
central part of the cabbage-palm (Euterpe ole-

rneen). on which it feeds. It is extremely fat

and oily, and is esteemed a great delicacy, not
only by the Indians, but by many of the European
colonists and their descendants, particularly the

Dutch. It is cooked by roasting, and eaten with
bread and butter, after being sprinkled with
cayenne pcpjier. The fragrance of roasted grugru
is said to be most tempting to epicures. A cab-

bage-palm which has been cut down often be-

comes in a short time almost filled with grugrus;
but they are usually obtained from the upper
part of the stem of gi'owing palms, near the

crown.

GRTJld, grCo'Ich, Sava ( 1840— ) . A Servian
statesman, born at Kolare. He was chief of the

artillery division, under General Tchernayeff, in

the Servian Army during the war with Tur-
key in 1870. Upon the outbreak of the Russo-
Turkish War of 1877, he was appointed Minister
of War, and afterwards was sent to Bulgaria
as the first diplomatic representative of Servia

to that country. In 1877 he returned to Bel-

grade, and thereafter was twice Minister of War
and three times president of the Ministry. In

1900 he was made Servian Ambassador at Con-
stantin(i]ile.

GRTJMBKOW, groom'kS, Fbiedbich Wil-
HELM vox {1078-1739). A Prussian soldier and
statesman, born in Berlin. He served in the wars
against France 'and enjoyed the favor of Fred-

erick William I., who employed him in both
military and administrative matters. As the head
of tlio War Department of Prussia he increased

and imi)roved the army, and in a civil capacity

he introduced important tax reforms and consid-

erably improved the administration of the mu-
nicipalities. In Ills foreign policy he was not so

fortunate, and his pro-Austrian leanings involved

Prussia in numerous difliculties abroad.

GRUMBLER, The. A comedy by Sir Charles

Sedley, printed in 1702, but apparently not pro-

duced until 1754, and adapted by Goldsmith

in 1773 for Quick's benefit. It is an English

version of Bruc^s's he Grandeur.

GRUM'BLETCNIANS. A term applied in

sjveuteenth-century English politics to the Conn-

try Party, which was also known as the Peti-

tioners, and which constantly protested against

the policy of the later Stuarts.

GRUN, grijn, Anastasius. See Alteespebq,

A. A.

GRXJNBERG, gn.m'berK. Capital of the cir-

cle of the same name in the Prussian Province of

Silesia, situated on a tributary of the Oder, 32
miles northwest of Glogau (Map: Prussia, F 3).

It lies amid vine-clad hills, and is noted chiefly

for the sparkling wine which has been produced

in its vicinity for centuries. Besides wine, there

are produced cloth, varn, paper, brandy, ma-
cliinerv, flour, etc. Population, in 1890, 16.002;

in 1900, 20,983.

GRUND, groont. Fr.^ncis .Jcseph (1805-63).

An American author, born in Bohemia. He came
to the United States in 1826, and in 1854 w^as

sent abroad to represent the United States in

consular and diplomatic positions. He con-

tributed frequently to the press, and wrote a

number of books, essays, and addresses, among
them: Americans in Their ilorat. Religions, and
Sorial Relations (1837) : Aristoeraey in Atnerica

(1839) : Thnufihis and Reflections on the Present

Position of Europe and Its Probable Consequences

to the United States (1860); and a campaign

Life of Gen. William Benry Harrison (1840),

written in German.
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GRTJND, Frajnz Fuiedricii Alexander (1S14-

92). A (Jeinian engineer. He was born at Hein-

richau, Silesia, and was educated at Breslau and
Berlin. In 1854 he was appointed inspector of

hydraulic engineering in the Rhine I'rovince, and
iu 1802 he became advisory counselor in the

Prussian Ministry. Among the hydraulic engi-

neering works executed by him are those on the

river Wupper and in Alsace-Lorraine. He also

planned the Rhine-ileuse Canal, tlie harbors at

Emmerich and Oberlahnstein (at the junction of

the Lahn and Rliine rivers)^ and the extension

of the harbor at Ruhrcrt, at the junction of the

Ruhr and the Rhine. His memorial on tlie

waterwaj-s of Alsace-Lorraine became the basis

upon which the boundaries, as aft'ecting rivers,

canals, and so on. were subsequently determined

in the annexed provinces.

GRUNDEMANN, groon'de-man, Reiniiold
( ISoO— ) . A German Protestant theologian, born
in Rlirwald.. in the Xeuraark. Brandenburg. He
studied at Tubingen. Halle, and Berlin, after

which he occupied himself with pastoral duties

from ISCl until 1865., when he devoted himself

to the study of missions in England, Holland,
and North America, concerning himself especially

with their geographical aspects. As the result

of his labors, he published Allgcmcincr Missions-
atlas (18G7-71, 1872, with maps), an amplifica-

tion of his previous Missionsiccllkartc (3d ed.

1886). In 1869 he was made pastor in Miirz,

near Belzig. His works include: Biofjraphie des
Missioniirs J. F. Itiedel (1873) ; Die Entimcke-
lung der cvangclisclien Mission (1878-88); and
Missions-Stiidien und Kritiken in Verbindung
mit einer Eeise nach Indien (1894).

GRtTNDTVIG, groont'vig, Nikol.m Frederik
Severi.x (1783-1872). A Danish historian and
poet. He was bora at Udby, Zealand, was edu-
cated at Copenhagen, was appointed pastor of

Praestd, Zealand, in 1821. and in 1822 became
chaplain of the Church of the Saviour at Copen-
hagen. He first attacked the ruling rationalism
in his Kirkens Gjenmcele (1825), a work which
aroused bitter controversy, and caused him to be
deprived of ecclesiastical office from 1826 to

1839. In 1861 he was appointed bishop. He
was a champion of religious and civic freedom,
and advocated the severance of Church and State.

His views led to the formation of a school which
sought to secure many important reforms. In
addition to his popular ballads, he wrote the
Koif liefirch of Vcrdcns Kriinike i f<ani))iriilimifi

(1812) ; translations of Saxo Grammaticus and
Snorre Sturleson (1818-22) ; and man.v polemical
essays. He became a leader of the Danish party
in the Diet, and vigorously opposed German influ-

ence. After 1866 he became more conciliatory
toward Prussia. He is best known by his books
on Xorthern Mythology and some volumes of

jioetry.

GRTJNDTVIG, Svend Heb,sleb ( 1824-83 ) . A
Danish pliilologist, born in Copenhagen, Septem-
ber 9. 1824. son of the preceding. His early edu-
cation was conducted wholly by his father, who
disapproved of the prevailing methods in Den-
mark at that time. The study of Greek, Danish,
Old Norse, and English preceded that of Latin,
and the father's enthusiasm for Danish ballads
turned the son's attention at a very early age
in that direction. Grundtvig's name is now es-

pecially associated with the ballad literature

of his native land. His first important publi-

cation was a critical edition of Englisli and
Scotch ballads (1842-46). In 1853 the first vol-

ume of his Daninaiks gninlc Folki riser appeared,
the fourth and last volume being puldished soon

after his death in 1883. In 1882 he publislied

a selection of these ballads in one volume.
Grundtvig's position among Danish philologists

is of the highest, in the same class with Rask
and Madvig. In 1863 he was appointed doccnt
iu Old Norse literature at the University of

Copenhagen, and full professor in 1868. He
died .July 14, 1883.

GRUN'DY, Felix (1777-1840). An Ameri-
can lawyer and politician, born in Berkeley Coun-
ty, Va. In 1779 his father removed with his

family to western Pennsylvania, and in the fol-

lowing year to Kentucky, where Felix, one of

seven brothers, was brought up amid the perils

and privations of a frontier life. He was edu-

cated at Dr. Priestly 's academy at Bardstown,
and studied law. In 1799 he became a member
of the Kentucky Legislature, where he met Henry
Clay iu debate, but resigned in 1806 to accept

an appointment as judge in the Supreme Court
of Errors and Appeals. The next year he became
Chief .Justice, but, owing to the insufficiency of

the salaiy, resigned from the bench in 1808 and
.settled in Nashville, Tenn., where he achieved a
wide reputation as a criminal lawyer. In 1811

and 1813 he was elected, as a Democrat, to Con-
gress, and in 1819 was a member of the Tennessee
Legislature, where he successfully advocated the

establishment of a State bank. In 1829 he w-as

elected to the United States Senate^ to fill the

unexpired term of James H. Eaton, who had
entered Jackson's Cabinet as Secretary of War,
and in 1832 was reelected for a full term. In the

Senate he was chairman of the Judiciary Commit-
tee, and was a strong advocate of most of

Jackson's measures, although he maintained a
somewhat neutral position in the Nullification

controversy. He was a consistent opponent of

Clay's 'American policy' and of the United States

Bank. In September, 1838, he entered Van
Buren's Cabinet as Attorney-General, but held

office only until December, 1839, when he re-

signed to enter the Senate again, serving therein

until his death, which followed an electioneering

tour in behalf of Van Buren's reelection in the

fall of 1840.

GRUNDY, SIRS. A very censorious person,

to ^vhoin Dame Ashfield, in Morton's play of

.S'/«'C(7 the Plough, often refers in the expression,

'What will Jlrs. Grundy say?" but who does

not appear among the dramatis pcrsonw. Hence
the name has come to denote that part of society

whose opinions are considered with reference to

any proposed act or course of conduct.

GRUNDY, Stdnet (1848—). An English
dramatist, born in JIanchester. He was educated

at Owens College, and was called to the bar in

1869, but after 1872 devoted himself to the

writing of plays and comic operas, ephemeral in

character but of temporary iwpularity. such as:

A Little Change (1872); In Honor Bound
(1880); The Glass of Fashion (1883); A Pair

of Speetaeles (1890) ; f^ou-ing the Wind (1893) ;

A Buneh of Violets (1894); The fiilver Key
(1897): The Degenerates (1899); and Froeks
and Frills (1902).
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GRUNEB, groo'nOr, Justus von (1777-1820).

A Pi'ussiau stiitesinan. He was born at Osna-

briii-k, and was educated at Halle and GiJttingen.

In 1S09 he was appointed president of the police

department of Berlin, wliere lie introduced so ad-

mirable an organization that two years later he

was advanced to the command of the entire police

force of Prussia. In this position he displayed

great shrewdness in circumventing the French

method of espionage at work throughout the king-

dom. After the conclusion of the Prussian alli-

ance with France. Gruner. who was an implacable

enemy of Napoleon, tendered his resignation, and
subsequently was intrusted in Prague with the

organization of the national defense in Germany,
planned by Baron von Stein. He was arrested in

1S12, by order of the Austrian Cabinet, which had
determined on the measure in order to rescue him
from capture at the hands of the secret police of

France, who had traced his movements. In 1814

he was made Governor-General of Berg, and in

the following year was appointed chief of the Ger-

man police in Paris during the occupation of that

city by the Allies. During the last four years of

his life he was Prussian Ambassador to Switzer-

land. As Governor-General of Berg and of the

Middle Khine he organized the patriotic rising

against Napoleon, issuing proclamations, and
traveling from place to place in order to arouse

the people. It was he also who succeeded, while

chief of the German police in Paris, in obtaining

the restoration of the art treasures seized by the

French during their occupation of German terri-

tory.

GRTJNER, WiLHELM Heinrich Ludwig (1801-

B2). A German line-engraver, bcrn in Dresden.

He was a pupil of Klingen and Kriiger, in

Dresden, and he also studied under Longhi and
Anderloni in Jlilan. From 1837 till 1841 he re-

Bided in Rome, where he engraved the "Mosaics

of the Chigi Chapel." published in 1839. In

1842 he went to England, where he remained

until he was called to be director of the Cabinet

of Engraving in Dresden, in 1856. While in

England he engraved "Decorations of the Garden
Pavilion of Buckingham Palace" (1846). and
"Specimens of Ornamental Art" (1850), ordered

by the British Government. At the King's desire

he also produced for the Berlin JIuseum a num-
ber of Raphael's cartoons from the originals at

Hampton Court. His sight being for a time

afTected. he devoted himself to fresco painting,

and he had a share in the decoration of the Crys;

tal Pal.aee in London, and in the decorations of

Osborne Castle and Biickingham Palace. Gruner
remained m Dresden until his death. \Yhile

there he published a series on the Cathedral of

Onielo (Leipzig. 1858) ; Lvini's Decorations of

fianta Maria (Telle Gra:::ie, Milan (London. 1859-

60) : and his Terra-Cotta Architecture of Xorth-

ern Ital;/ (1867). He also engraved a number
of sneeial plates, especially after Raphael and
Overheck.

GRTJNERT, groH'nert, Jx-Lirs TnEonoR ( 1809-

89). A German forester, born and educated at

Halle. He was appointed assessor of forests for

the Prussian Government at Konigsberg in 1839,

and thereafter held important positions under

the Government at Danzig and other cities of

Prussia, and was also for a time director of the

Academy of Forestry at Eberswalde. His last

appointment was at Treves, where he was chief

forester from 1806 until his retirement in 1878.

He was founder and editor of the ForstUche liliit-

tcr (established 1861), and wrote the works en-

titled: Der pri:ussiticlw Fijrster (2d ed. 1883);
Forstlchre (4th ed. 1884) ; and Die Jagdgesetz-
(jehunrj Prcuxarns (1885).

GRTJNEWALD, gru'ne-valt, Matthias (
?-

c. 1.529). A tlerman painter, born at Aschaffen-
burg. He sjient most of his life at Mainz,
but very little is kno\\-n of his personal his-

tory. The treatment of his figures is broader
and more expressive, and at the same time softer

and of riciier color, than anything that had
hitherto been attempted; and he ranks among
the first of German painters. His works were for

a long time confounded with those of Cranach.
The most important of them is an altarpiece

from Isenheim (now in the Colmar Jluseura) ;

it represents the Madonna and Child with angel

musicians (centre picture), the Resurrection and
Annunciation, and scenes from the life of Saint

Anthony. Other works are: the wings Of an altar-

piece—Saint Lawrence and Saint Cyriacus— in

the Frankfort Jluseum; "The Conversion of

Saint Maurice." in the old Pinakothek, Munich

;

and an altarpiece owned by Queen Victoria is

also attributed to him.

GRXiNHAGEN, grun'ha-girn, Kolm.^r (1828
— ) . A German historian, born near Breslau, and
educated at ,Jona, Berlin, and Breslau, where
in 1855 he was made docent in history, and
eleven years later professor. He edited the Zeit-

schrift des Vereins fiir Gescliichte und Altertum
Schlesiens (1862 et .seq.), and was long head of

the governmental archives in Breslau. He wrote

much on the history of Silesia : Breslau vnter

den Piasten. als deutsches Gemeinicescn (1861) ;

Friedrich der Grosse iind die lireslauer, n'lO-Jil

(1864); Die Hiissifen-Kampfe der Schlesier

(1872); Geschichte Schlesiens (1884-86); and
Schlesien untcr Friedrich dem Grossen (1890-

92). Griinhagen published many valuable docu-

ments, especially from the Middle Ages, bearing

on the history of the province.

GRtfNINGER, gni'nlng-er, Joiiann, also

known as Joiiann Reinhart von Gruningen
(c.1450-?). A German printer. He became a

master in Basel in 1480. and in 1482 was made
a burgher of Strassburg. where between 1483 and

1529 he printed about 250 works, many of them
illustrated with wood engravings, but full of

errors. At the beginning of the Reformation in

Strassburg he published a number of Catholic

polemic treatises.

GRUNT. A name commonly used by fisher-

men for various species of the drum (q.v. ), espe-

cially the fresh-water apeciesi Haplodinot us grun-

nicns). It refers, like 'croaker' and other names,

to the vibratory 'grunting* sounds made by these

fishes.

GRUPPE, groop'pe. Otto Friedrich (1804-

76). A German scholar and author, born at

Danzig, and educated at Berlin. His opposition

to the then prevailing Hegelian philosophy

was so strong that he was not allowed to qual-

ify as a docent. He became a journalist, wrote

for the Preussische Staatszeitung. and became

its editor in 1835. Seven years later he was

appointed to a position in the Ministry of Edu-

cation, and in 1S44 lie became professor of the

pliilosophie faculty in Berlin. His philosophic
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work is contained in Axtiius (1831), Wriidr-

ptinkt dcr I'hilosophie tin HI. lahrliuiKhrt (1834),
!>nd Ocgeincart vnd Zukunjt iter I'hilusujthic in

Deutschlaiid (ISoo), all aiiti-Huyelian. He was
a classical scholar of much ability, and wrote:

Die 'kosmischen (<t/stemc der (Iritclirn (IS.tI);

Ariudne, on Greek tragedy (1834) ; the valuable

work Die romisclie Elegie (1838); and Minos
(1850) and Acacns (1872), in which he discussed

interpolation in the Roman poets of the Augustan
•Age. His other works include: the epic jxienis

Konigin Bertha (1848), Thcudeliiidr (184n),

Kaiser Karl (18.52), Firdusi (1850), Biith,

Tobias, Salnmith (2d ed. 185!l). and yaterliin-

dische (Icdichte (1866-07) ; the drama Otttt ran
Witfelsbaeh (1861) and a continuation of Schil-

ler's Demetrius (1861): the anthologies Der
deutschc Dichtcnoeild (1849), Sagen und Ge-

scliiehten des deutschen Yolks aiis dem Mund
seiner Dichier (1854); and the critical work
Leben and Werke deiitscher Dichter (2d cd. 1872).

GRUPPETTO, grUo-pet't6 (It., little group,
diniiiiutive uf gruppo, group). In music, a terra

signifying that kind of embellishment called the

turn. (See Gkace Notes.) It may also be ap-

plied to a group of grace notes in general.

GRUSCHA, groo'sha, A>'ton Jo-seph (1820
— ). A Roman Catholic prelate. He was born in

Vienna, and in 1843 was made a priest. In 1851

he was appointed professor of religion in, the

Tlieresianum, and in 1855 preacher in the Cathe-

dral of Saint Stephen in Vienna. After that his

rii^e was rapid, and he was ai)pointed in succes-

sion to the offices of Privy Chamberlain of the

Pope (1858); professor in the University of

Vienna. (1863); Canon of Saint Stephen's

(1871) ; Apostolic Field Vicar of the Army, and
Bishop of Karrha in partibus (1878); Arch-
bishop of Vienna (1800); and cardinal (1891).

He has contriljuted frequently to Catholic period-

icals, and published a Handbuch der katholischen

Keligionslehre fiir hohere Lehratistalten (1851).

GRTJ'SIA, See Georgia.

GRTJSIN'IAN. A name used by some eth-

nologists to designate the Georgian peoples of the

Caucasus. It is derived from Grusia, the Russian
name of Georgia.

GRUSON, groo'z6n, Herm.4NN (1821-95). A
German inventor and iron-master, born at Magde-
burg, and educated at Berlin. After working in

the Bnrsig locomotive works he was nieclianic

on the Berlin-Hamburg road (1845) ; then was
chief engineer of the Wuhlert machine shop in

Berlin, and in 1855, after serving as manager of

a steamship company at Buckau, set up a ship-

yard of his own and an iron foundry'. The result

of his experiments here was the invention of a
process for chilled cast iron (see Armor Plate),
which found many uses in industrial machinery,
as well as ior armor and shells. The metal, some-
times called 'Gruson metal,' is used also in the
manufacture of the Gruson rapid-fire gun and
the Gruson anchor. In 1886 his establishment

was incorporated with Gruson as manager. He
retired in 1891, and in 1803 the works were
bought by the firm of Krupp (q.v.). Gruson
wrote studies in physics luider the title, Iin

liciche des Liehts (2d ed. 1895).

GRUTER, grn'ter. or GRtTYTERE, gri.i-e-

tar', Jan (1500-1627). A Belgian classical

scholar, born at Antwerp, After studying at the

universities of Cambridge and Leyden, he held
various professorships until 1592, when he was
made professor of history at the University of

Heidelberg. In 1002 he became lil)rarian of

Heidelberg, but during the siege by Tilly in

1622 the valuable Palatine collection of books, of

which he was keeper, was sent to Rome, to-

gether with his own private library. He pub-
lished editions of many of the Latin classics, but
is remembered chiellj' for his J^anipas sire Fax
Artium Libcralium (1602-34), a collection of

the best critical and antiquarian treatises of the

sixteenth centur.y, and his masterpiece, Inscrip-

tiones Anliquee. Totius Orbis liomnnorum (1003;
edited by Gudius, Gnivius, and Burmann, 4 vols.,

1707), to which Joseph Scaliger (1.540-1009)

wrote a valuable index. Consult Hulst, Jean
Oruytcre (LiSge. 1847).

GRUTLI, grut'le, or RUTLI. A meadow in

the Canton of Uri, Switzerland, occupying the

western shore of the Lake of Uri, the southern
portion of the Lake of Lucerne (Jlap: Swit-
zerland, C 2). It is regarded as the cradle of

Swiss liberty, tradition designating it as the
place where in Xovember, 1307, Arnold nf Melch-
tlial, Fiirst, and Staufl'acher planned the revolt

against Austria which resulted in the inde-

pendence of Switzerland. The tract was pur-

chased in 1859 by the school-children of Swit-

zerland to be preserved as national property. A
monument commemorating the event was erected

there in 1884.

GRtJTZNER, gnits'ner, Eduard (1846—).
A German painter, born at Gross-Karlowitz. He
w-as a pui)il at the Munich Academy, and after-

wards of Piloty. He is princijially known through
his pictures of scenes from Shakespeare, and his

humorous genre subjects from monastic life.

The latter include: "In the Convent Cellar;"
'"Testing Wine;" "Convent Brewen;" "Capuchin
Mending His Cowl:" and "Monastic Hospitality."

His Shakespeare studies include: "Falstaff at the

Inn" (1800) ; "FalstafT and His Companions in

the Wood" (1870) ; "Scene from .Is You Like
It:" and "Scene from The Merry irircs."

GRTJYERES, gru'yar'. A town of Switzer-
land, situated 16 miles southwest of Fribourg
(Map; Switzerland, B 2). It has an old castle

of the former counts of Gruy&res. and is a centre

for the celebrated Gruv&re or Swiss cheese.

Population, in 1000, 137.5.

GRTJYTERE, gni-f>tar', Jan. See Gruter.

GRYX'LID.a; (Neo-Lat. nom. pi., from Lat,
gryllus, grillus, cricket). A family of insects of

the order Orthoptera, including those forms
known as crickets. It comprises three distinct

groups, the true cricket.s, typified by the common
field-cricket, the tree-crickets, and the mole-
crickets. See Cricket.

GRYPH.a;'A (Xeo-Lat., from Lat. grgphus,
grgps, Gk. tpi>p, griffin, from ypinrb^, grgpos,
hook-nosed). A pelecypod genus of tlie family
Ostreidfc, found fossil m. and very characteristic

of, Mesozoic rocks. The shell has little resem-
blance in form to the majority of pelecypods, for

it is very unsymmetrical. the left valve being
much enlarged and strongly arcuate with under-
turned beak, while the right valve is small, flat,

and lid-like. The best-known species are Gryphipa
arcuata of the European Lias, and Gryphtea
vcsicularis of the Cretaceous of both Nortli Amer-
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ica and Europe. At some Cretaceous localities

in the United Slates Gryph.nea shells have been
washed out of the soft deposits in which they

were entombed, and now lie scattered on the sur-

face of the ground in great numbers. See

EX0GTR.\.

GRYPHIUS, grlf'i-us, Ger. pron. gie'fe-us,

Anukeas (l(ilti-64). A German dramatic poet,

whose real name was Greif. He was born at
Grossglogau. He studied at Leyden, traveled in

France and Italy, and was appointed Syndic of

Glogau. The strviggles of his youth and the envy
of later years, as well as physical weakness, made
his lyrics sombre and his epigrams sharp. But his

dramatic work, which is far more important, suf-

fers little from his own experience of tlie tragedy
of life; and the plaj's Leo Armceniiis (1646),
Katharina von Cleorgien , [IfUl) , Cardenio nnd
Celinde, and Pnpinianus, though marred by imita-

tions of Seneca and of Vondel, show consider-

able power. His comedies are even better. Peter
/8(/«CH/3, or Ahsurda Vomica (c.l650), is based on
the main episodes of the Midsummer Xiflht's

Dream ; norribilicribrifaT, of about the same date,

has much the same motive as Plautus's Miles
Gloriosus. save tliat it adds a iiedantic scholar,

besides a braggart captain : and Das rcrtibte

Gespen-ste (1660), and Die ijelibte Dornrosc.
written in the dialect of Silesia, are full of

liunior. Several of his plays and lyrics have
been reprinted in recent times. Gryphius also

translated many Dutch, Italian, and French
plays; wrote an epic in Latin, and was considered

a marvel of learning, as he knew eleven languages
and lectured on logic, anatomy, geography, Iiis-

torv. matliematics. astronomy, and Roman an-

tiquities. A fairly complete edition of his works
is th.at published at Breslau (16,'57-63). Consult:
Hermann, Uebcr Andreas Grjiphivs (Leipzig,

1851 ) ; Klopp, Andreas Grt/phins als Dramati-
her (Osnabriiek. 1852) ; and Wysocki, Andreas
Gryphivs et la Iratjedie allemande au XVIIeme
si^cle (Paris, 1803).

GRYPHIUS (properly Greytf), SEB-iiSTiAN

(1493-1550). A German printer, bom at Reut-
lingen, and a brother of Franz Greyff, who pub-
lished at Paris a Lexicon Grceco-Latinum. Se-

bastian went to Lyons before 1524, and printed
there more than three hundred titles in Hebrew.
Greek, and Latin, but veiy few in French. The
best-known among his books are a Latin Bible

of 1550, in unusually large type, and a Thesaiinis
Linguce Sanetw. by Sanctus Pagninus (1529).
His son Antoine carried on his father's business
for a time in Lyons.

GRYPHON, grif'on (archaic form of griffin).

( 1 ) A fabled monster with the head of an eagle
and the lower part of a lion. (2) In Orlando
Fnrioso, the brother of Aquilant. a brave cham-
pion and a follower of Charlemagne.

GRYSBOK, gris'bok (Dutch grijsbok. from
grijs, gray -f bok, buck). A small chocolate-red
antelope CXanrjtragus melanotis), one of the
steinboks (q.v. ), now met with only in the
hilly country north and west of the Limpopo
River. Compare Oribi.

GUACA, g^vi'ka. or HUACA, hwii'k.a. See
Peruvian Antiquitie.s.

GUACAMAIA, gwa'ka-mi'4. A West Indian
parrot-fish (q.v.).

GUACHARO, gwa-chli'ro, Oil-Bird, or Fat-
Bird. A curious bird of northern South America,
which has many resemblances to the niglitjars,

but is now regarded as constituting a sejjarate

family, the Steatornithida>. Its specitic name is

Stcatornis Caripensis, in allusion to tlie valley of

Caripe (q.v.). where it was first obtained by
Humboldt and Bonpland. It is about the size of

a crow, much resembles a nightjar in form and
plumage, and is wludly nocturnal, spending the
day in vast luimbers in deep and dark caverns.

At night the birds come forth, chattering witli

a queer clicking note, and search the forests for

food, which consists of oily nuts and fruits. The
hard, indigestible seeds swallowed by the gua-
charos accumulate on the fioor of tlieir caves in

great quantities, and many of them sprout and
grow in pale, colorless forms of plants, which
form a most singular jiart of the scenery of the
caverns. The bii'd is said to make a bowl-like

nest of clay, in which are laid two to four white
eggs. The young are extremely fat, and are gath-
ered by the Indians and used by many wliite per-

sons as food ; but more extensively as the source
of a clear and very useful oil, which is tried out
of their bodies. The guacharo inhabits Trinidad
and neighboring islands, and various inland parts
of Venezuela and Ecuador. Consult Newton,
Dictionary of Birds (London and New York,
1893-96). where many further references will be
found. See Plate of Nightjars, etc.

GUACHOS, gwa'ehoz. See Gauchos.

GUACO, g\va'k6 (South American name). A
Peruvian medicinal plant. See Eupatorium.

GUADALAJARA, gwa'da-la-iiii'ra (Lat. Ar-
riacu). Capital of the Spanish province of the
same name, situated on the left bank of the
Ilenares. 35% miles by rail northeast of Jladrid
(j\Iap: Spain. D 2). It is an ill-built town, but
has many buildings of interest, some of which,
however, have fallen into ruin. The chief of these

are the palace of the Mendozas, the feudal lords
of Guadalajara ; the Fanteon. in which they are
buried ; the Cloister of San Francisco, now a
fiu't: and the Gothic-Arabian palace of the dukes
of the Infantado. There are also some notable
churches, and several educational establishments,
including a school of military engineering, and
tlie provincial institute, museum, and library, in-

stalled in an old convent. , The industrial estab-

lishments inchule textile and flour mills. Guada-
lajara fell into the hands of the Moors in 714.

but became a possession of Castile in 1081. Popu-
lation, in 1807. 11.513; in 1900, 10.944.

GUADALAJARA. The capital of the State
of Jalisco, Mexico, situated near the Rio Grande
de Santiago. 3000 feet above sea-level (Map;
Mexico. G 7). The surrounding district is fer-

tile and rich in silver-mines, and the city it-

self is well built, with straight, well - paved
streets, and many large squares, being the third

city in the country in size, and second only
to Mexico in import.ance. The chief buildings

are the cathedral, dating from 1618. which has
a magnificent interior, and contains a beauti-

ful painting by Murillo; the university, the Gov-
ernment building, episcopal palace, theological

seminary, high school, and art academy. The
city has also a public library of 24,000 volumes;
a botanical garden, and a number of scientific

and literary institutions, as well as several fine
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theatres. The numerous convents rent their

arcades to shopkeei)ors. The water-supply is de-

rived from the many springs near the city, and
is brought by an aqueduct eight miles long.

Guadalajara is the centre of the iron, steel, and
glass industries in Mexico, and also manufactures
jjottery and leather. It is the residence of .a

United States consular agent, and imports large

quantities of maiuifactured goods from the United
States. Populaliim, 1)5.000. Guadalajara was
founded in 1530.

GUADALAVIAR, g\va'ua-l;i've-ar' (.\r. wud
al-abyad, white river) . A river of Eastern Spain,
rising in the Sierra do Gudar, in the Province
of Teruel, and llowing in a south and southeast

direction through Valencia. It falls into the

Jlediterranean at the town of Valencia. Length,
about 150 miles. In one place the river passes
through a defile or canon, only 50 feet wide,

with perpendicular roclcy sides 450 feet high, and
the romantic scenery along its banks has been
celebrated by many poets. Near its mouth the
waters of the Guadalaviar are led off into numer-
ous canals, irrigating the plain around Valencia,
and a large part of it serves as the water-supply
of the citv.

GUADALCAZAR, gwa'dal-ka'sar. A town
in the Province of San Liiis PotosI, Mexico, situ-

ated in an arid region about 40 miles northeast
of the city of San Luis Potosi (Jlap: Mexico, J
0). It is important because of its mines of

quicksilver. Population, about 8000.

GUADALQUIVIR, g.a'dal-kwiv'er, 8p. pron.
gwil'Dal-ke-ver' (.\r. wad al-kebir, great river).

Ne.xt to the Ebro the most important river of

Spain. It rises in the Sierra de Pozo, in the
eastern part of the Province of Jaen, and, after
pursuing for a short distance a northeasterly
course between that range and the Sierra de
Cazoila, makes an abrupt bend, and flows in

a generally west and southwest direction through
the provinces of Jaen, Cordova, and Seville,

emptying into the Atlantic Ocean 20 miles north-
west of Cadiz, after a course of 350 miles (Jlap:
Spain, C 4). Its upper vallej- is irregular and
mountainous, but through the greater part of its

course it flows through a wide and level plain,

somewhat resembling the Pampas of Argentina.
Here the river runs sluggishly, and for the last

VO miles of its course, as far as Seville, it is a
tidal stream. Below Seville it divides twice,
forming two large islands, called Isla Mayor and
Isla Mcnor. .^t high water it often overflows its

banks, and the whole region around its mouth is

loiown as /,f(x .l/nnsHio.s. or tidal marshes. The
principal tributary is the .Jenil. from the south.
The middle valley is very fertile, and contains,
besides the cities of Cordova and Seville, on the
banks of the river, numerous to«-ns and villages.
The river, though navigable to Seville for ships
of 1200 tons, is not much used as a waterway.
The Guadalquivir figures largely in the legends,
poetry, and history of Spain. It is the Bsetis of
the Romans.

GUADALQUIVIR, M.\rqtjis de la.s Maris-
jfAS TiEi,. See .\guado, Ale,tandro MabIa.

GUADALUPE, g\vii'Da-lorT'pa- A river of
Texas. It rises in Kerr County, in the southwest
central part of the St<ate, and flows southeast
through pleasantly undulating prairie and forest
regions past the towns of New Braunfels, Seguin,

Gonzales, Cuero, and Victoria (Jlap: Texas, F
5). About 20 miles from its mouth it divides

into two branches, the southern branch luiiling

with San Antonio River, and both emptying inlo

San Antonio Bay, 140 miles southwest of Gal-

vestcm. The length of the Guadalupe is about
250 miles, and steamers can ascend it to Victoria.

GUADALUPE HIDALGO, he-diil'g6 or
e-niil'go, Treaty of. A treaty made between the

United States and Mexico, at Guadalupe Hidal-

go, a small place in the outskirts of the City of

Mexico, February 2, 1S48, at the close of tlie

Mexican War. The American negotiator was
Xichulas P. Trist, of Virginia, chief clerk of
the Department of State, who had been sent by
President Polk, in the summer of 1847, to the
headquarters of General Scott for the purpose of

entering into negotiations with the llexican
Government. At that time Trist was instructed

to demand, among other things, the cession of

New Mexico and the Californias and the recog-

nition of the Rio Grande as the international

boundary. During an armistice, in the month of
August, commissioners of the Mexican Govern-
ment met Trist and offered radically dilTcrcnt

counter-propositions, insisting also upon the
Nueces as the correct boundary. Nothing eame
of these negotiations, and, upon the termination
of the armistice, hostilities were resumed, and
Trist was recalled. Nevertheless, he remained on
the ground, and upon a suitable change in the
military situation, negotiations were resumed in

January, 1848, and on February 2d an agreement
was reached in the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo.
Trist promptly returned to Washington, and
President Polk submitted the treaty to the Senate
on February 23d. After vigorous opposition on
the part of some of the Senators, resulting in

modifications which were accepted by Mexico, the
treaty was ratified by the Senate on March 16th:

ratifications were exchanged on May 30th, and
the treaty was proclaimed on .July 4, 1848. By
the terms of the treaty in its final form, the Rio
Grande was established as the boundary for the
eastern portion of the cession, and in the w-est

the lines of the Gila and Colorado were so fol-

lowed as to give to the United States all the
territory then known .as New Mexico and Upper
California. The United States agreed to pay
to Mexico $15,000,000, and to assume the pay-
ment of all claims adjudged against Jlexico under
the conventions of 1839 and 1843. Furthermore,
the United States assumed the payment of all

claims, not exceeding in the aggregate .$3,250,000,

held by citizens of the United States against
Mexico, and which originated prior to the date
of the treaty. On .Tuly 29, 1848, Congress passed
an act providing for the payment of the claims
already liquidated, andon March 3. 1849, a com-
mission was created to pass upon claims against
Mexico held by citizens of the United Stales. By
this commission 182 claims were allowed and 70
were rejected. For a map illustrating the ces-

sion, consult Channing, United Utatc/; of Amer-
ica, page 135.

GUADALUPE (ga'de-loop') MOUNTAINS.
A mountain range between the Rio Grande and
the Pecos River in Texas and New Mexico. It

has a northwesterly trend, and may be considered

as a southern continuation of the Rocky Moun-
tains. The range has a maximum elevation of

5000 to 6000 feet above the sea.
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GUADELOUPE, gft'de-loop', Fr. pron. gwi'id'-

luT.]/. TIlo laigfst of the French West liuiiau

isUuids, situated between the British islands of

Dominica to tlie south and Jlontserrat on the

north (llap: West Indies, Q G). Area, (il'J

.'.quare miles. Guadeloupe is practically divided

into two islands—Basse Terre and Grande Terre,

separated by the Riviere Salee, an inlet four miles

long and 100 to 400 feet wide. The two portions

dili'er radically. Basse Terre, the western part,

is mountainous, and reaches in its highest peak
the activi' volcano of La Grande Soufri&re, an
altitude of about 5500 feet. It is of volcanic for-

mation and intersected by a large number of vol-

canic streams. Grande Terre, the eastern part,

on the otlier hand, has few elevations above 100

feet, is of calcareous formation, and depends for

its water-sup])ly mainly on ponds and marshes.

The climate of Guadeloupe is hot and moist, and
not unholthful in the more elevated parts of

the island. Tlie mean annual temperature is

nearly 80°. Guadeloupe, like most of the West
Indies, has a fertile soil, and produces chiefly

sugar, coffee, cacao, vanilla, rice, bananas, etc.

Over 30 per cent, of the total area is vmder culti-

vation, and of that nearly 50 per cent, is under
sugar. The sugar industry of the island, which
had greatly declined with the abolition of slav-

ery, has again revived as a result of the impor-

tation of coolies, and the annual output amounts
at present to about 50.000 tons. Cotton, rub-

Iser, and tobacco are also cultivated to some ex-

tent. The forests of Guadeloupe, confined largely

to Basse Terre, are quite extensive, aboiuiding

in campcachv or logwood. The commerce for

!S89 amounted to .30.700.000 francs ($7,082,100),

divided almost equally between exports and im-

ports. Guadeloupe forms, together with the isl-

ands of Marie Galante, Les Saintes, Saint Bar-

tholomew (Barthelemy) , and a part of Saint

JIartin, a French colony, and is administered by
a governor, an executive council of six, and a

legislative council of thirty members. It is rep-

resented in the French Parliament by a Sena-

tor and two Deputies. The budget for 1900

balanced at about 5,000,000 francs (.$965,000),

and the subvention from the French Government
amounted, in 1901, to 1,600,000 francs ($.308,-

800). The population of the island of Guade-
loupe, chiefly colored, was 182,112 in 1901, in-

cluding about 15,000 coolies. Capital, Basse
Terre (q.v. ) ; chief commercial town, Pointe-.l-

Pitre, at the south entrance of the Rivi&re Salee.

Guadeloupe w'as discovered by Columbus in

1493, and settled by the French in 1635. During
the latter half of the seventeenth century the'

•colonists resisted several attacks by the British,

who finally captured the island in 1759 and re-

tained it until 1763. The island was again
captured by the British in 1794 and 1810. In

1813 it was transferred to Sweden, and in 1816

was formally restored to France. Consult: An-
nvaire cle In Onnilc'loupe et dependances (Basse

Terre) ; Boumais, Giiadelmipe physique, politiqve,

crononiiqni . nrcc vnc notice historiqve (Paris,

1881) ; Stoddard, Crvising Amont) the Carihhees
(London, 1896): Ballet, Lo Gntideioiipe (Basse
Terre. 1890-96) ; Guesde, Ln Guadrloiipe et d4-

pciiihuiccs (Paris, 1900).

GUADET, g-vva'diV, Marguerite Eue (1758-

?4). A French orator and statesman, born at

Saint Emilion. Already known as a lawyer, he

•was elected in 1791 to the Legislative Assembly,

and became one of the leaders of the Girondists.

Although anxious for every curtailment of the

power of the King, he attacked his enemies,
iMarat and Robespierre, quite as violently when
reelected to the Convention in 1792. The pro-

ceedings he demanded against Marat ended in

the hitter's acquittal, and Gaudet took refuge in

Saint Emilion with his famil}% where he was dis-

covered and sliortly afterwards guillotined at

Bordeaux.

GUADIANA, gwa'De-il'na (Lat. AnasJ. One
of the longest, but at the same time the narrow-
est and poorest in volume, of the five great
Spanish rivers (Map: Portugal, B 3). The little

river which has conunonly been regarded as its

head-stream, and which bears the name of Gua-
diana Alto, rises ori the western boundary of the

Province of Albacete, abov;t eight miles northwest
of the to\xn of Alcarez. From its source it flows

northwest for about 30 miles, after which it dis-

appears among swamps, and, according to latest

investigations, finds its way by a subterranean
passage to the Zflncara, a river which rises in the
Province of Cuenca, and which should be con-

sidered the head-stream of the Guadiana. A short

distance from the Zancara are situated a ninnber
of lakes, called Los Ojos (ej-es) de la Guadiana,
which were formerly believed to indicate the sub-

terranean course of the Guadiana. The Guadiana
]iursues a westward course through La JIancha
and the Province of Estreniadura, imtil, passing

the town of Badajoz, it bends southward, and
flows in that direction through Portuguese terri-

tory, partly forming the boundary between Spain
and Portugal, until it enters the Atlantic below
the town of A3'amonte. It is about 520 miles in

length, but is navigable for only 40 miles : it

is, moreover, extremely difficult to enter from
the sea, on account of the rapid changes which
take place in the channels and bars of its delta.

Its chief affluents are the Giguela on the right,

and the .labalon and Ardilla on the left.

GUADIX, gwa-DSii'. A city of Spain, situ-

ated in the Province of Granada, on the river

Guadix, about 35 miles east-northeast of Granada
(Map: Spain, D 4). It is said to have been

the first bishop's see in Spain. It contains the

ruins of a ^Moorish castle and a cathedral. It

has brandy distilleries and manufactures build-

ing materials ; in the neighborhood are iron and
copper mines. Population, in 1900, 12.616.

GUADUAS, g^vfl-DTTo'as. A city in the De-

partment of Cundinamarca, Colombia, situated in

the fertile vallev on the road between Bogota
and Honda (Map: Colombia, C 2), at 3100
feet above sea-level. The town lies in a district

producing coffee and sugar, and abounding in

asphalt deposits ; its chief manufactures are

leather and hats. Population, 9000. It was
founded bv a monk, who built a convent there in

1614.

GUAGUA, g^va'g^va. A town of Luzon, Phil-

ippines, in the Province of Pampanga. It is

situated about three miles southwest of Bacolor.

Population, in 1898. 10,722. .

GUAGUANCHE, gvva-gwan'ch& (Sp.-Am.,

probably from the native name). A small bar-

racuda (ftphiirtrna fjimchancho) , occasionally

taken in the Southern L'nited States.

GUAIACOL. gwT';i-kiM (from giiainc. from

Sp. guaijnco, guayaean, from the Haitian or
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South American name), or JIethyl Ptrocate-
ciiiN, t'„H,.OI1.0CH3. A preparation obtained

by distillation of bcechwood creosote, of which it

contains from 00 to itO per cent. It is a colorless,

oily liquid, soluble in 85 parts of water and much
more freely in alcohol, ether, glycerin, and oils.

Its taste and odor strongly resemble those of

creosote, but it is less disagreeable. Of its com-
pounds, guaiacol carbonate is best known. This

is a tasteless, odorless, white powder insoluble in

water. Both guaiacol and its carbonate are

employed as substitutes for creosote in the treat-

ment of tuberculosis, being, in many cases, less

irritating to the stomach.

OUAIACUM, gwi'a-ktim (Neo-Lat., from Sp.

guayaco, guutjucan ) . A genus of trees of the

natural order Zygophylleie, natives of the trop-

ical parts of America, which have abruptly pin-

nate leaves, and axillary flowers on one-flowered

stalks, often in small clusters. The trees are

remarkable for the hardness and heaviness of

their wood, generally known as lignum vita',

but also as guaiacum wood, and sometimes as

Brazil wood; as well as for their |-)eculiar res-

inous product, guaiacum. often but incorrectly

called gum guaiacum. The species to which the
commercial lignum vitae and guaiacum are com-
monly referred are Guaiacum officinale and
Guaiacum xanctum, natives of the West India
Islands, and of some of the continental parts of

America. Guaiacum officinale is a tree some-
times 00 feet high, with two or three pairs of

ovate, obtuse, and perfectly smooth leaflets, pale-

blue flowers, a furrowed bark, and generally a
crooked stem and knotted branches. Some spe-

cies have been grown as ornamentals in Florida

and southern California. It seems probable that

other species supply part of the guaiacum wood
and resin of commerce. At present the supplies

are obtained chiefly from Cuba, Jamaica, and
San Domingo. The wood is exported in billets

about three feet long and one foot in diameter, of

a greenish-brown color. This is the color of the
heart-wood; the sap-wood is pale yellow. Guaia-
cum wood sinks in water, and is remarkable for

the direction of its fibres, each layer of which
crosses the preceding diagonally; annual rings
are scarcely to be observed, and the pith is ex-

tremely small. It is much valued, chiefly by
turners. Ship's blocks, rulers, pestles, and bowls
(q.v. ) are among the articles most commonly
made of it. When rubbed or heated it emits a
faint disagreeable aromatic smell : its taste is

also pungent and aromatic. Shavings and rasp-

ings of the wood are bought by apothecaries for

medicinal use. The bark is also used in medi-
cine on the Continent of Europe, but not in Great
Britain or America. The virtues of both wood
and bark depend chiefly on the resin which they
contain, and which is itself used in powder, pill,

and tincture. It is an acrid stimulant, and has
been employed with advantage in chronic rheu-
matism, skin diseases,* and catarrh. It has also

been highly praised as a preventive of gout. In
the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries guaiacum
was the remedy most in repute for syphilis. The
resin sometimes flows spontaneously from the
stem of the guaiacum-tree; it is sometimes ob-

tained artificially. It is of a greenish-brown
color, and has a brilliant resinous fracture. It

has scarcely any taste, but leaves a burning sen-

sation in the mouth. One of its most striking

characteristics is that it is colored blue by its

oxidizing agents. It contains guaiacic acid, which
closely resembles benzoic acid, and yields on dis-

tillation certain definite compounds known as

guaiacin. jiyroguaiacin, and guaiacol.

GUAICUBUAN, gwi-kon'roo-iin'. A distinct

stock of South American Indians living in the

Gran Chaco. There are about twenty tribes of

them, all of the same warlike, roving, equestrian

habit. The best known of the tribes are the

Abipone, Guaicuru, Mataguay, and Toba. The
Guaicuru originally lived farther south upon
the Paraguay River. They have a system of

hereditary castes, distinguished by different

colors used in painting the body, the ruling

family painting with black. The men go naked,
but the women wear a short skirt. Tlu>y place

large wooden labrets in the lower lip. They
tend immense herds of cattle and horses, but re-

fuse to cultivate the ground.

GtTAJACON, gwil'Ha-kun'. The Cuban name
for the various top-minnows of the genus
Gambusia. exceedingly abundant in Cuba. See

, Plate of KiLLiFisiiES and Top-Minnow.s.

GUAjAn, g\va-n;ln'. See Guam.
GTJAL, goo-ill', Pedbo (1784-1802). A South

American patriot, born in Caracas, Venezuela, and
educated at the university in that city. He tooic

part in the Revolution of 1810, was a member of

the Legislature, and secretary to Miranda. After
an e.xile of several years, he returned, was made
Governor of Cartagena, and then Ambassador to

the United States. In 1810 he joined Bolivar's

revolt, and for some time acted as Minister of

Finance and Foreign AfTairs in the newly estab-

lished Government. For many years he lived in

retirement, which was broken only by a mission
to Europe for Ecuador in 1837, resulting in the
final acknowledgment of that State's independence
by Spain. In 1858, while living quietly at Ca-
racas, he was chosen President of a Provisional

Government, established in opposition to that of

Monagas; and again entered actively into polit-

ical affairs, serving as president of the Council of

State luider the Castro Government. In 1859 he
was elected Vice-President of the Republic of

Venezuela, and succeeded, in the following year,

to the Presidency, which he resigned on account
of failing health' in 1801.

GTJALBERT, gwal'bfir'. or GALBERT, .Joux.
See V.\LLuMi!ROSA, Congregatio.n ok.

GUALDO TADINO, gwiil'do ta-de'nft. A city

in Central Italy, 58 miles southwest of Aneona.
In the cathedral and in the city hall are paint-

ings by Niccolo da Foligno. Near the city are the
ruins of the ancient Taginte, where Narses in

552 defeated and slew the Ostrogothic King,
Totila. It markets oil, grain, and millstones.

Population of commune, in 1881, 8477; in 1901,

10,055.

GUALEGUAY, gwa'la-gwl'. A city in the

Province of Entrc Rios, Argentina, situated on a
small tributary of the ParanS. 120 miles north-

west of Buenos Ayres (Map: Argentina. F 10).
It has tanneries and flour-mills, and in its

vicinity are situated extensive slaughter-hou.ses.

It has railway comnnmication with the more
important towns of the province, and through
Puerto Ruiz. 7 miles below, it exports a con-

siderable quantity of animal products. It con-
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tains a theatre, a library, and a branch of the

National Bank. Population, 7700.

GUALEGUAYCHU, gwa'la-gwi-choo'. A
cily in the Trovinoe of Entre Rios, Argentina,

siluatod on tlie Gualeguaychd River, 12 miles

from its junction with the Uruguay (Map:
Argentina, F 10). The town has a library and a

school, various milling establishments, important

nuinufactures of beef extracts, and an active

river trade. Population, 14,000.

GUAM, gwiim, or GTTAJAN, gwa-Han'. The
largest of tlie Ladrone Islands (q.v.), lying in

the Pacific Ocean, and belonging to the United

States. It is the southernmost of the group, and

is situated in latitude 13° 30' N., and longitude

144° 45' E., about 1500 miles east of Manila, and
nearly the same distance southeast of Yokohama.
It is'Sl miles long and from 5 to 7 miles wide,

anil lias an area of about 195 square miles. The
northern half consists of a level and barren

plateau 250 feet above the sea, toward which it

falls abruptly on all sides; the southern half is

mountainous, and the whole island is surrounded

by a coral reef, with here and there a break per-

mitting entrance to the harbors, of which the

largest and best is that of Apra. on the western

coast. The climate is humid, with rain at all

seasons, but not unhealthful. The indigenous

flora is poor and little varied, the principal

trees being the cocoanut-palm and the bread-

fruit tree. Rice, sugar, and indigo are also

cultivated, and the farms are well stocked with
domestic animals imported by the Spaniards.

Agriculture and fishing are almost the only oc-

cupations of the inhabitants, who consist chiefly

of aboriginal Chamon-os intermixed with Taga-

los and Malays. Tlie island is of little impor-

tance to the United States except as a naval

station and port of transit between America and
Asia, to which end the harbor of Apra is being

Extensively improved. The population, in 1898,

numbered 9000, of whom more than half live in

the capital, Agana (q.v.). Guam was captured

by the United States cruiser Charleston on .Tune

21, 1898. and by the Treaty of Paris was ceded

by Spain to the United St.ates. Consult: Griffis,

hist of Books (with references to periodicals) on

S'n?)ioo and Guam (Washington, 1901) ; AVheeler,

Report on tlie Island of Guam (Washington,
1900).

GUAN, gwan (South American name). A
gallinaceous bird of Central and South America,
often domesticated. It belongs to the same
family (Cracidie) as the curassow, the guans
constituting the subfamily Penelopinse. They
have been separated into seven genera, of which
Penelope (16 species) and Ortalis (19 species)

are the largest. All are rather large, varying
from the body size of a grouse to that of a goose.

Their plumage is mainly black, glossed with
Sieen. and varied with white and brown ; nearly

ill have the throat bare, and many have pendent

gular wattles. Their heads are often crested, and
their tails are long and gracefully carried. They
go about in large flocks, but separate into pairs

luring the breeding season, and spend most of

their time in the high forest trees, descending to

the ground in search of fallen fruits, insects, and
the like. Their nests are placed in trees, on
bushes, or on the ground. Only one species

ranges sufficiently far north to enter the United
States. This is the Texan guan or 'chachalaca'

(Ortalis vetula, var. McCalli). which is a dark,
glossy, olivaceous-green bird nearly two feet long;

but one-half of the length is due to the graduated
tail of twelve feathers. It is noisy in the breed-

ing season (April), the name chachalaca being
imitative of its notes, which are as harsh and
loud as those of a guinea-fowl; and all the guans
of a neigliborhood join in a stentorian chorus at
sunrise each morning. These birds may be easily

tamed, and to a certain extent are domesticated
about the rural villages ; but there seems little

probability of their becoming a really widespread
and useful fowl. See Plate of Grouse, etc.

GUANABACOA, gwa'na-Ba-ko'a. A town of

Cuba, situated a few miles east of Havana, on
the Havana-Matanzas Railway line (Map: Cuba,
C 3). It is built chiefly on a range of hills, and
i^ surrounded by groves of trees, watered by nu-
merous springs. It has a theatre, a lyceum, and a
hospital. It was formerly an ancient Indian
town, but the Indians were supplanted by Span-
iards before the end of the sixteenth century. It

received its town charter on August 14, 1743. In

1702 it was sacked by the English. Population,

in 1899, 20.080.

GUANACO, gvva-nii'ko (Sp., from the South
American name huanaeo, hiianaca) . The larger

of the two wild species of the camel family in-

habiting South America, of Avhich the llama and
alpaca are domesticated varieties. This animal
(Lama guanaco) has more the appearance of a

hornless goat-antelope than of a camel. Its

back is flat and straight, its legs in fair pro-

portion, its head .small and neat, with long,

pointed, expressive ears, and its tail reduced to

a bushy stump. A full-grown male stands about
fcair feet high at the shoulder, and is covered

with a thick coat of long, almost woolly hair,

pale reddish in color, and longest and palest on

tlic under parts. Domestication and artificial

breeding with reference to the improvement of

this coat has produced the alpaca (q.v.).

The guanaco is distributed throughout South
America wherever a temperate climate exists.

It inhabits the valleys of the Andes as far north

as Bolivia and Ecuador, in company with the

vicunias (the other species of the genus. Lama
ricunin), and there has habits very similar to

its mountain-keeping relatives: but on the plains

of Patagonia it ranges to the shores of the

Atlantic and of Magellan's Straits, and moves
about in herds. The pairing season comes in

August and September, and the young are born

in May and June. They feed upon the pungent
herbage of the Patagonian deserts, as well as

upon the bitter grasses of the Pampas, and
furnish to the wandering natives their principal

flesh food, and the only skins useful for clothing

or tent-making, except those of the rheas. The
Ciauchos hunt them extensively also, and they

form the principal prey of the puma, so that

they take the place in South America of the

antelopes of other plains«regions. The guanaco

also occurs on Tierra del Fuego and neighboring

islands, and swims readily from one to the

other. Over a large part of its habitat none but

salt water is to be had, and this it drinks read-

ilv. One very curious circumstance in its history

is its habit of resorting to certain places in

river valleys when it feels ill, so that nearly all

A\hich die a natural death seem to do so at these

spots. This has been plausibly explained as
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Uue to the influence of an instinct inherited from

the time wlien the country was nnicli colder,

and whenever storms or otlier distress afflicted

the animals, they were accustomed to seek a

covert in the bushes which grew only alongside

the sunken streams. Consult: Tschudi, Reisen

(lurch Sud-Amcrika (Leipzig;, 186fl-0!1) ; Darwin,

.1 yaturalist's Voyage (London. 18(j0) ; Cun-

ningham, yatiiral Histori/ of the Straits of

Magellan (London, 1871); Hudson. The .A'o/»-

ralist in La Plata (London, 1892) ; Spears, Gold

Diggings of Cape JJoni (New York. 1895). See

Llama ; Vicuna : Plate of Camels and Llamas.

GXJANAHANI, gwa'na-hil'ne. The name
given by the natives to the island on which
Columbus first landed, and which he called San
Salvador. It is identified b_Y some with Cat
Island, one of the Bahamas, while others believe

it to be the present Watling's Island, belonging to

the same group.

GUANAJAY, Er\va'na-Hi'. The chief town of

the department of the same name in the Province

of Pinar del Rio. Cuba (Map: Cuba, C 3). It is

situated a short distance from the Puerto del

Mariel, 20 miles west of Havana, and is the

terminus of the Havana and Guanajay Railroad.

It is surrounded by hills, and is one of the best

health resorts in the province. Population, in

1899, 879t5.

GUANAJUATO, gwii'na-iiwa'to. An inland

State of Jlexico. bounded on the north by the

State of San Luis Potosf. on the east by Quere-

taro, on the south by Miehoacan, and on the

west by Jalisco (Map: Mexico, H 7). Area,

11,370 'square miles. The State lies entirely

within the great central plateau of Mexico, Ana-
hnac (q.v. ), whose average elevation is GOOO feet

above the sea. The surface is mountainous in the

northern half, where it is traversed by the

Sierra Gordo and Sierra de Guanajuato, while

the southern half is more level. The chief rivers

are the Lerma and its two tributaries, the Laja
and the Turbio. There are a number of lakes in

the southern part of the State, and mineral
springs abound. The climate is moderate in the

plains and somewhat cold in the mountains. In
the valleys and plains the chief industries are

agriculture and stock-raising, while in the moun-
tainous regions mining ranks first. The chief

agricultural products are corn, wheat, barley,

tropical fruits, and red pepper. The mineral
wealth of the State is very large, silver, gold,

mercury, tin, lead, and copper being represented.

The annual output of the mines is valued at
over $9,000,000. Guanajuato has a large num-
ber of small cotton and woolen mills, flour-mills,

potteries, breweries, distilleries, etc. The State
is traversed in three directions by the Mexican
Central Railway, and also by two other lines.

Guanajuato is one of the most densely populated
States of Mexico; its population in 1900 was
1.065,317, or nearly 94 inhabitants per square
mile. The capital is Guanajuato (q.v.).

GUANAJUATO, or SANTA FE DE GUA-
NAJUATO, siin'ta fa' ih'i g\v:i'na-nwli'to. The
capital of the State of Guanajuato. Mexico, situ-

ated in the Canada de Marfil. 0200 feet above sea-

level and 165 miles northwest of Mexico (Map:
Jlexico, H 7). It is Oriental in general appear-
ance; its streets are deep and tortuous, but the
houses are well built, and the city contains many
fine public buildings, the chief of which are the
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cathedral, the monasteries (eight in number),
the college, the gynmasium, tlie tliealre, and
the mint. In the vicinity are numerous silver-

mines, among the richest in all ilexico. It has

manufactures of soap, chemicals, pottery, and
some silverware. It has a fine system of water-

works. Population, 53,000. Guanajuato was
founded in 1554. and under Spanish rub' num-
bered over 100,000 inhabitants, receiving tlie title

of city in 1741. It is one of the most historic

spots "in Mexico, having been originally distin-

guished by the heroic "struggle of tlie natives

of the region against Spanish conquest. In the

great war for liberation against the mother coun-

try the city was the scene of the first great battle

at" the storming of the AlhOndiga de Granaditas

(q.v.) in 1810. It was repeatedly sacked during

the long war.

GUANABE, gw:\-n;i'ra. Capital of the Vene-

zuelan State of Zamora, situated near tlie River

Guanarito (Map: Venezuela, D 2). It is a place

of great importance in the cattle trade of the

count ri'. Its population is estimated at 11,000.

Guanare was founded in 1593.

GUANCHOS, gwiin'choz (native Guanchinet,

from guan, man + Chinet, Teneriffe). A Ha-

mitic people, formerly numerous in the Canary
Islands, associated with the ancient Canarii and

Kamnurieh. Their subjugation by the Spaniards

was completed about 1490, and they are now al-

most extinct. In craniological characters they

approach the Cro-Magnon race of France, with

subdolichoeephalous skull, low forehead, and pro-

jecting jav.-3. Those who first described them say

that they were a handsome people, tall, well built,

athletic," and agile. Their complexion and hair

were blond, but mixture with Arabs changed these

characteristics in ditTerent islands. By their lan-

gi'.age and inscriptions they ally themselves with

the Berbers of Xorth Af'rica, and the ancient

Xumidians. Consult Wallach, in Journal of the

Anthropological Institute, voL xviii. (London,

1SS7-88).

GUANE, gwa'nS, or GUANES, gwa'nas. An
inland town of Cuba, in the Province of Pinar

del Rio. and judicial seat of its district, about

20 miles southwest of Pinar del Rio (Map: Cuba,

B 4). It is a centre of tobacco and cotton

production, cattle-raising, and cedar lumbering.

Population, in 1899, 14.760.

GUANIDIN, gwa'ni-din (from guano),

CHjXj. An organic substance obtained in small

quantities by the direct oxidation of proteids,

and readily converted into urea ; it is therefore

possibly one of the intermediate products of the

gradual disintegration of proteids in the animal

body. Guanidin is a crystalline solid substance

soluble in water and alcohol; it acts as a power-

ful base, forming crystalline salts by combination

with one molecule of acid. Chemically guanidin

is an imido-urea, its constitution being represent-

ed by the following structural formula

:

/ NTI~

C = XH
\ XTIj
Guanidin

It may be prepared synthetically by the action

of ammonium chloride on cyan-amide in alcoholic

solution. The most important derivatives of

guanidin are kreatin and kreatinin (qq.v.), the
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former boinj; mothyl-guanidiii-acetic acid, the lat-

ter an anhydride of kreatin.

GUANIN, gwa'nin, C5H5N5O. A yellowish-
white aniorphuus substance, which derives its

name from its l)eing a constituent of guano. It

also forms, however, tlie chief constituent of the
excrement of spiders, has been found attached
to the scales of fishes, and seems to be a normal
constituent of the mammalian liver and pan-
creas.

\\'ith regard to its occurrence in guano, as it

has not been found in the recent excrement of

sea-birds, there is every reason to believe that it

is formed by slow oxidation ( from atmospheric
action) of uric acid, much as uric acid can be
made to yield urea and oxalic acid. In the pan-

creas and liver it probably represents one of

those transitory stages of disintegi-ated nitro-

genous tissues wliich are finally excreted by the
kidneys in tlie more liighly oxidized form of urea.

Guanin may be best prepared from Peruvian
guano, which is for this purpose finely powdered
and boiled with lime until the filtrate becomes
colorless ; the residue is then boiled with sodium-
carbonate solution, the liquid is filtered and
precipitated with acetic acid. To purify the

guanin thus obtained., it is boiled with dilute

hydrochloric acid, from which it is subsequently
freed by the use of concentrated ammonia. Gua-
nin is insoluble in w.iter. ether, alcohol, and am-
monia. By the' action of oxidizing agents it is

converted into guanidin, parabanic acid, and
carbon dioxide. The presence of guanin may he

analytically detected with the aid of concentrated

solutions of potassium chromate and potassium
ferrocyanide, the former reagent producing an
orange-colored, the latter a yellowish-brown, crys-

talline precipitate, in solutions of guanin. When
treated with nitrous acid, guanin is transformed
into xanthin. The chemical constitution of gua-
nin has been determined by Eniil Fischer.

GUANO, g\va'n6 (Sp. guano, hiiano, from
Peruvian huanu, dung). A name applied to the
excrement it ious deposits of sea-fowl, such as
pelicans, penguins, and gulls, which are found on
certain coasts and islands where the climate is

dry and the rainfall slight. The deposits some-
times contain, in addition to excrementitious mat-
ter, the remains of the birds themselves, as well

as of seals, walruses, and various other animals.
Although the use of guano as a manure is com-
paratively recent, dating from about the middle
of the nineteenth century, its value in agricul-

ture was well known to the Peruvians long before
they were visited by the Spaniards, probably as
early as the twelfth century. Alexander von
Humboldt first brought specimens of guano to
Europe in 1S04, and had them examined by the
best anah'tical chemists of the day. Since then
numerous analyses have been reported. The most
noted deposits of guano are those found in the
vicinity of Peru ; but valuable beds have been
discovered in many other parts of the world

—

viz. in North America. West Indies. Australia,
Asia, Africa, and certain islands of the Pacific.

The deposits, however, occur mainly within 10°

to 20° north and south of the equator. The qual-
ity and value of the guano commercially depend
almost wholly upon the amount of decomposition
to which it ha.s been subjected by the action
of the atmosphere. The ficcal matter of the fish-

eating birds, which by its long accumulation

forms the guano deposits, consists essentially of

nitrogenous and phosphatic compounds, the for-

n'.er l)eing chiefly ammonia salts and nitrates de-

rived from the decomposition of tlie uric acid

and urates which exist in the fresh excrements of

the birds, as well as of undeconiposed or partiallj'

decomposed uric acid and urates and other or-

ganic compounds. The annnoniacal salts and
nitrates, and some of the phosphates, are soluble

in water, and are readily washed away by rain.

In dry climates, where very little rain falls, as

in some parts of Bolivia and Peru, on the western
coasts of South America, the deposit of excreta
sutlers very little from the action of the atmos-
phere, and retains nearly the whole of its nitro-

genous and phosphatic compounds. Guanos, on the
other hand, found in regions where rain falls free-

ly, lose a great part of their soluble constituents,

but remain rich in their less soluble constituents

—the phosphates of lime and magnesia. Guanos
ma.v, therefore, be divided, according to their

composition, into three classes: (1) Those which
have sutTered little from atmospheric action, and
which retain nearly the whole of their original

constituents, such as the Angamos and Peruvian
guanos; (2) those which have lost a considerable

portion of their soluble constituents, such as the

Ichaboe, Bolivian, and Chilean guanos; (3) those

which have lost nearly all their ammonia, and
contain but little more than the earthy phosphates

of the animal deposit. Many of these are large-

ly contaminated with sand. In this class belong
tlie African (excepting Ichaboe). West Indian,

Kuria iluria. Sombrero, Patagonian, and Shark's
Bay guanos.

Aikman cla.sses guanos as nitrogenous and phos-

phatic. and gives the following data as to the

composition of the deposits which were reported

as still being worked in 1894:

C0.MPO8IT10N OP Guanos

KIND or GCANO

NITROGENOUS GUANOS
Saldanha Bay
Ichaboe
Pahellon de Pica
Piinta de Lobos
Huaullloa ,

PHOSPHATIC GUANOS
Baker Island
Endei'bury
.\ve9 and Sidney Island
Maiden Island
Bro%\'8e Island
Huon Island

Nitrogen

Per cent.

9
8
7
4
6

Phosphoric
acid

9
14
15
13

39
37
Si
32
3L
28

Of the more important deposits of nitrogenous
guanos which have been exhausted, Angamos con-

tained nitrogen 20 per cent., phosphoric acid

5 iier cent. : Chincha. nitrogen 14 per cent., pho.s-

phoric acid 1.3 per cent. : Ballcstas, 12 per cent,

each of nitrogen and phosphoric acid : Macabi,
nitrogen 11 per cent., phosphoric acid 12 per

cent. : Corcovao, nitrogen 1 1 per cent., phos-

phoric acid 1.5: Independence Bay. nitrogen 7 per
cent., phosphoric acid 12. Among the phos-

phatic deposits now exhausted, but of historical

interest, were Maraeaibo, or Jlonks, with 42 per

cent, of phosphoric acid ; Raza Island and Cura-
cao, 40 per cent. : Starbuck. 38 per cent. ; Fan-

ning Island and Howland, 34 per cent.; Mejil-
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loiies and Laccpede Island, 33 per cent.; Som-
brero, 32 per cent.; and Jan'is Island, 20 per
cent.

Until 1874 most of the so-called Peruvian gua-

no was obtained from the Chinclia Islands, situ-

ated about 12 miles oft" the coast of iVru, between
latitude 13° and 14° S. Each of these islands is

from 5 to 6 miles in circumference, and is of

granite, formerly covered with guano, in places

to a height of 200 feet, in successive horizontal

strata, varying in thickness from three iuclics to

a foot, anil in color from a light to a dark brown.
Sometimes, however, a vertical surface of upward
of 100 feet of a perfectly uniform appearance was
found.

As good Peruvian guano always commanded a
high price, and there was a strong inducement
to adulterate it, imiber, powdered stones, vari-

ous earths, partially decomposed sawdust, and
other substances were used for this purpose, and
specimens have been sold containing mere traces

of the genuine article. Moreover, as the deposits

become exhausted the quality deteriorates. For
instance, certain of the Peruvian guanos origi-

nally contained as high as 14 per cent, of nitro-

gen, but declined to 3 to 4 per cent, as the deposits

became worked out. To make good this deficiency,

it has been a common practice to "equalize' or

'rectify' the guano bj- the addition of ammonium
sulphate. In view of this wide variation in

composition and quality, large purchases of guano
should be made only on guaranty of composition.

.\s the chemical composition of natural guano
is known, an artificial guano may be readily com-
pounded by the admixture, in due proportions,

of its constituents. The following mixture forms
a good imitation of giuino, 1321-. pounds of it

being considered equal in power to 1 cwt. of

good Peruvian guano: 78% pounds of bone-dust,

25 pounds of sulphate of ammonia, I Vi pounds of

pearlash, 25 pounds of common salt, and 2%
pounds of dry sulphate of soda.

Guano formerly was largely used for all the

cultivated crops on the farm, and is now when it

can be procured. It was the first artificial fertil-

izer to be used in large quantities, and the re-

markable benefits derived from its application led

to a rapid extension of its employment and pre-

pared tlie way for the general use of commer-
cial manures and intensive culture. Guano is

therefore of great importance historically, be-

cause of its inrtuence on agricultural practice,

although, as Aikman states, it is now largely a
manure of the past. It is essentially a nitro-

genous and phosphatic fertilizer, although it

usually contains a small percentage of potash.

When used continuously, therefore, and not sup-
plemented by potash fertilizers, it may result

in an undue exhaustion of the soil as regards
potash, and a consequent refusal of the soil to

respond to further applications of the guano.
The practice, formerly common, of applying salt

with gu.mo tended to hasten this exhaustion of

potash in the soil. Guano is especially valuable
as a nitrogenous fertilizer. The nitrogen, being
in a variety of forms, is supplied to the plant
gradually and continuously throughout its period
of growth without danger of serious loss by
leaching.

At the beginning of the Civil War there were
annually imported into the United States about
80.000 tons of guano, used chiefly in the South.
The importation since has not been so large. In

1S50 Congress passed an act giving to any Ameri-
can citizen who discovered a guano island the ex-

clusive right to sell the guano. This stimulated
the exploitation of deposits for a time to a marked
extent; but the business has declined in recent

years, due both to the exhaustion of deposits and
to the utilization of cheaper sources of commer-
cial fertilizers, such as the immense phospliale

beds of the South. The total amiual injpurt

into Great Britain in 18113 is estimated by -\ik-

nian as under 30,000 tons, while in 1S,")5 it was
over 200,000 tons.

The term guano is commonly applied to vari-

ous other manures, such as fish-guano and bat-

guano. The latter is t!ie more or less altered

accumulation of bat-manure found in certain
caves. It sometimes contains as high as 9 per

cent, of nitrogen and 25 per cent, of ])liosphoric

acid, but is found in too limited quantities to

be of much commercial importance. See Ma-
MKES AXU ;\IANIRING.

GUANOALCA, g\va'n6-al'ki (1,530-01). An
Araucanian cacique, born in the valley of Puren,
Chile. Renowned for his victories over the Span-
iards, he was elected commander-in-chief of the
forces of the allied tribes in 1588, and was killed

in the assault upon Marigueuu.

GUANO ISLANDS. A general term applied
to the Chineha, Lobos, and minor groups of isl-

ands, oft' the coast of Peru, South -\merica. They
were so named from their large deposits of guaim.

GUANTANAMO, gwan-tan'a-ni6 (also called

Santa Catalina del Saltadero, from the name of

the mountains which surround it). An inland
town in the Cuban Province of Santiago de Culia.

situated about 10 miles north of the Bay of

Ciuantilnamo (Map: Cuba, K 6). It is connected
by rail with Caimanera, its port. It exports
coffee, sugar, and lumber. It was founded at the
end of the eighteenth century, largely by families
of French descent from Santo Dominco. Popiila-

tion, in 1899. 28,0G3.

GUAPOR^, gwa'po-ra', or ITENEZ, ftji'nas.

A river of South America, rising in Matto Gros-
so, Brazil, and flowing northwest between Brazil

and Bolivia, to its confluence with the Mamon'
(q.v. ), an affluent of the JIadeira (Map: Brazil.

E 6). Its entire length is about 950 miles, and
it is navigable for light-draught vessels to the

town of JIatto Grosso, which is less than 100
miles from the source of the river.

GUAQUE, gwil'ka. A wild Carih tribe on the
Caqueta River, on the border between Colomliia
and Ecuador. They are intelligent, and skillful

in gathering wax and in other occupations. The
couvade is in force among them. Xo woman nuist

be seen by men during her monthly period, and
at the birth of a child sTie must withdraw from
the household for three months, during all which
time her husband observes strict seclusion. See
COTVAUE.

GUARA, gwa-rii'. A corrupt form of 'aguara'
(q.v.).

GUARANA, gwft-rii'n,^ (Brazilian name), or
Brazilian Cocoa. A dried paste made from the
seeds of the PaulUma sorhUift. The dried seeds
are reduced to powder, mixed with water to a
stiff paste, and rolled into cylinders, which are
then dried, forming a hard, brown isli mass. The
substance has an astringent, bitterish, but not
unpleasant taste, and is largely used as a stimu-
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lant by South American Indians. It is sometimes
of the greatest service as a remedy for sick head-
ache. Tlie essential crystallizable principle of

guarana, called (luimiitiue, is identical with caf-

tcine (i|.v.
I or tlieine; of this, guarana usually

contains between 4 and 5 per cent.

GTJARANf, gwa'nVne'. One of the most im-
portant of all the groups of Indian tribes in

America. The term has two meanings, applying
(1) to the GuaranI proiier (warriors), living

between the Parana River and the Atlantic, and
(2) to the immense linguistic family called

Tupi - Guaranf, spread formerly over Uruguay,
Paraguay, and Brazil, with ramifications in Bo-
livia and Peru. Their numbers have been greatly
exaggerated, running up into the millions. The
population of Paraguay and Uruguay is largely

Guaranf, or has the blood of that peqple in its

Teins. They are not tall (average height, G3i^

inches). They are dolichocephalic, and are also

said to be light in color and to lack the coarse
features of the average American tribes. The
Guaranf were not, at the time of the discovery,

altogether dependent upon hunting, but had de-

veloped peaceful arts and sedentary life. In one
sense tliis made them an easy prey to both Span-
iards and Portuguese, but it saved their lives

and taught them new industries. The more
"vigorous, after enduring their oppressors for a
•centurj', moved up the branches of the Parana
into Bolivia, where they mingled with the Span-
iards, learned their language, and developed a
fme-looking breed. The GuaranI of Brazil, under
the Portuguese Government, were settled on res-

ervations, and have married with the whites, the
mixed progeny being called ilamelucos. These
are industrious and progressive in agriculture

and arts. Tlie manioc is their staple vegetable

food, along with many wild roots and fruits.

They hunt also a great variety of wild animals
and catch fish. Poultry is reared, and besides

dogs they have tamed parrots, swine, and os-

triches. The villages are surrounded with a

double line of palisades, and consist of a number
of large communal clan houses, in which each
family has its fire; in many of these houses there
are no partitions.

Some of the tribes wear skin or network
cloaks, and others a waist garment of feathers

like a Scotch kilt. Their weapons are the bow
and arrow and clubs. The bow when straightened

is also used as a lance. The tribes on the wide
streams make dugout canoes 20 or .'^0 feet long,

capable of carrying .30 persons. They have a
simple upright loom, and make netted hammocks.
For bodily decoration they apply colored juice

or clay, on which rude patterns are drawn;
feathers of tropical birds are also used as orna-
ments. Drums, trumpets, and flageolets are their

Tnusical instruments.
The Tupf-Guaranf, scattered over the immense

drainage area of the Kio de la Plata and the

southern affluents of the Lower Amazon, had no
political solidarity. They are most of them now
either distinct tribes or groups, or settled down
under different conditions with the white popula-
tions. If the stock originated in Central Brazil,

it is easy to see how the Tupfan portion followed
the Amazon affluents to the northward, and the

<iuaranJ portion moved southward along the

Paran.'i.

The langTiages of the Guaranf, as well as their

laces, are said to have Mongolian characteristics.

Instead of the long, compact groups of sounds in
which a whole thought is wrapped u[), monosyl-
lables abound, whicli have various meanings ac-
cording to the intonation. But the most interest-
ing fact about the Guaranf language is the
importance which it early acquired through its

adoption by the missionaries as the lini/oa gcnil
(general language), a kind of Chinook jargon,
by means of whicli they put themselves into
communication with tribes over an immense area.
In their religion the Guaranf do not differ from

their kimlred in both continents. Vicarious taboo
is alleged to jiave been practiced; tliat is, if a
child became sick, the relatives abstained from
food which the}' thought would be injurious to

the child. Eclipses were thought to be caused
by a dog and jaguar trying to eat the planet.
Consult: Martins. Ethiiogi-apliic luid ^prachcn-
kunde Anierikas (Leipzig, 1867); Brinton, The
American Race (Xew York. 1S91).

GUARANTY, or GUARANTEE (OF., Fr.
garantie, from garantir, to warrant, from garant,
guaranty icarant, warrant, from OHG. giiceren,

Ger. geiciihren, to grant). In its broadest sense,

a contract by which one becomes legally liable

for the debt, default, or miscarriage of another.
In this sense, it is used interchangeably with
suretyship (q.v.). Frequently it bears a nar-
rower signification, denoting a contract to pay
money or do an act upon the failure of another
to pay or to do. In the former case the principal

debtor and the guarantor or surety are bound,
ordinarily by a single contract to the third per-

son. In the latter case the guarantor's contract
with the third person is separate and distinct

from his principal's contract. A promissory note
signed by A and B for A's debt is an example
of the first class. A promissory' note by A for

his debt to which B adds a separate contract,

by which he guarantees the payment of the note,

illustrates the second class. There is some au-
thority for the use of guaranty in a third and
still narrower sense—as an undertaking, by the

guarantor, to pay if the principal cannot; that
is, to pay only upon proof of the principal's

insolvency. If the guarantor's agreement is made
at the same time with that of the principal, the

same consideration will answer for both; but a
guaranty of an existing debt or liability requires
a new and distinct consideration.

At common law, a guaranty was equally en-

forceable whether written or oral. By sec. 4, cli.

.3, 29 Charles II. (see Frax'ds, Statute of) it

must be in writing and signed by the party to
be charged or his authorized agent, if it is "a
special promise to answer for the debt, default,

or miscarriage of another person." Ordinarily,

a guaranty is such a promise, and thus within
the statute; but it often happens that a trans-

action which partakes of the nature of a guaran-
ty does not fall within the statute. The rules

governing the construction of guaranties, the

discharge of guarantors, and their rights against

their principals will be considered under Sl'RETY-

snip. Consult- Brandt. Snreti/ship and Gtiaran-

ill (Chicago. 1801) : He Colyar, Ijau- of Guaran-
Ires and of Principal and finrett/ (3d ed.. London,
1807) ; and the authorities referred to under
Contract.

GUARAUNO, gw.-i-rou'no. A tribe of South
American Indians, known to the English as War-
raus, living in the delta of the Orinoco River,
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Venezuela. They are dark in color and well

shaped in body. They are also industrious farm-

ers and skillful laborers, building their houses

upon piles to guard against llie overllowing of

the river. It is said, however, that they prefer

the uplands, having been driven to the swamps
by the inroads of the Caribs. They are estimated

to be from 6000 to 15.000 in number, and appear

to constitute a distinct linguistic stock.

GUARD (OF., Fr. garde, from OF., Fr. gar-

der, to guard, from OH(i. icartCn, Ger. uarten,

AS. iceurdian, Eng. icard ; connected ultimately

with Gk. 6pav, horan, to look). A soldier de-

tailed for and assigned as a sentinel or sentry.

The term, used collectively, applies to a body of

troop.s, under the command of an officer or non-

commissioned ollicer, assigned for the protection

of a militarj' post, camp, or other locality under

military jurisdiction. Guards may be divided

into two general classes, the first embracing (1)

outposts (q.v. ) ; (2) interior guards, including

stable guards; (3) detachments to protect labor-

ers on military works; (4) armed working par-

ties on such works—the second covering all other

duties, in or out of garrison or camp. The propor-

tion of men required for the guard in eacli regi-

ment or corps is distributed among the companies
by the regimental sergeant-major, and is called

tile detail, the strength of each detail being regu-

lated according to the available number in each

company as shomi on the roster, which, under the

supervision of the adjutant, the sergeant-major

is required to keep. The company details are
similarly assigned from the rosters kept by the

company first sergeants. Officers are assigned

according to rank and availability. When the

headquarters of more than one regiment are con-

cerned, or in the case of a small brigade in the

field, where but one guard is necessary, details

are made from the headquarters of the command.
The detail relative to guard duty includes: Offi-

cer of the day, officer of the guard, sergeants of

the guard, corporals of the guard, musicians of

the guard, and privates of the guard. Where
there is more than one guard, a field officer of

the day is also detailed.

GuAKD-lIouNTiNG is the ceremony of inspec-

tion and review preliminary to the actual re-

lieving of the old guard. The details fall in on
their company streets or before their bar-

racks, are examined by their first sergeants, and
marched to the regimental parade ground, where
the sergeant-major places them in the desired

alignment, receives the first sergeant's reports,

and in turn presents the detail and reports to

the adjutant. The latter officer then directs the

officers of the guard to take posts, the guard is

formed and turned over to the officer command-
ing the giuird for inspection, the adjutant exer-

cising general supervision. During the inspec-

tion the band plays; on the conclusion of such

inspection officers take post, the guard stands

at the 'parade rest,' the adjutant orders 'sound
oflf,' upon which the band playing passes in front

of the officer of the guard, to the left of the line,

and back to its post on the right, and ceases

playing. The adjutant then reports to the offi-

cer of the day, before whom the guard is

marched in review. After passing the reviewing

officer the adjutant and sergeant-major return

swords and fall out, the commander of the guard
forms it into column of fours, the band retires,

Vol. IX.—22.

the guard field music taking its place. As the

new guard approaches the guard-house the old

guard is formed into line, and receives its relief

witli arms at the 'present.' Tlie officers of the

day face each other, salute, and exchange duties.

The new guard, drawn up opposite the old guard,

proceeds to relieve the old sentinels, receiving

over the duties and responsibilities of the posi-

tion. The old guard, having been completed, then
marches past the new on its way to tlie regi-

mental parade ground, where, after inspection,

the company details are marched to their own
quarters by the different company non-conmiis-

sioned officers, and their tour of duty is complet-

ed. Except in special circumstances, the old

guard is not available for other duties or parades
witliin at least four hours of their dismounting
guard.

GUARD, Xational. See Militia.

GUARDAFUI, g\var'da-fwe', Cape (Lat. Aro-
matiiin proiiiontoriutii) . Xext to Has Hafun,
most eastern point of the African continent, sit-

uated in latitude 11° 50' N., and longitude 51°

16' E. (Map: Africa, K 3). It forms the ex-

tremity of an innnense promontory stretching

seaward in a northeast direction, and washed on
the northwest by the Gulf of Aden, and on the
southeast bj- the Indian Ocean.

GUARD-BOAT. A picket or patrol boat.

Also a boat sent by the guard-ship of a fleet or
squadron to carry the orders, mail, etc., between
the flagship (or ship of the senior officer) and the
other vessels.

GUARDFISH. See Needlefish.

GUARDI, gwar'de, Francesco (1712-93).
An Italian landscape painter, born in Venice. He
was a pupil of Canaletto, and like him painted

Venetian scenes. Their works are sometimes con-

fused, bvit Guardi's paintings are less finished

than those of his master; his whole style is

sketchier, more sparkling, and more picturesque,

though architecturally less exact. He introduced
processions of figures in brilliant colors, and
peopled his pictures with animated groups in

gay costume, all treated with unfailing spirit,

and with every advantage of beautiful and har-

monious color. His works are very numerous.
The best of them are in Venice, but they are to

be found in nearly all European galleries. "The
Rialto, Santa JIaria della Salute. Venice," is in

the Metropolitan ^Museum, Xew York City.

GUARDIA, g\varde'a, Tomas (1832-82). A
Central American politician. President of Costa

Plica, born in Bagflces. Guanacaste. He adopted

a military career, and participated in the defeat

of the Walker filibustering expedition in 1855. He
was made colonel, and was Governor of Alajuela

from 1866 to 1869, when he led a revolt against

Jiminez, which resulted in his overthrow in

1870, and the establishment of Carranza as Pro-

visional President, and Guardia as commander-in-
chief of the army. Six months afterwards he
succeeded Carranza as Provisional President, and
toward the end of the year Was elected Presi-

dent. From thiit time until his death he was
virtually dictator of Costa Rica, and ruled with

a strong hand. The interior of the Republic was
much improved under his administration, al-

though he saddled the country with an enormous
debt by attempting to construct an interoceanic

railway. He was reelected in 1874 and 1878, and
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died in office. He was defeated for a third re-

election sliortly before his deatli.

GUARDIAGRELE, gwar'de-agra'la. A city
in tlie Province of Chieti, Italy, 18 miles from
the Adriatic and from Ortona, the nearest rail-
way station (Map: Italy, J 5). It marliets grain,
olives, and vegetables, and has numerous fairs.

Four miles from the town is a mineral spring,
ricli in bicarbonate of iron and magnesia. Popu-
lation of commune, in 1901, 9493.

GUARDIAN. One having lawful care and
control of tlie person or property, or both, of an
individual who cannot take care of himself. This
definition includes guardians of lunatics, idiots,
liabitual drunkards, spendthrifts, etc., though
such a guardian is usually styled a 'committee.'
It also embraces a guardian or overseer of the
poor and many other custodians. But in its

most usual acceptation the word guardian is
employed to denote one who has the custody and
care of tlie person or property, or both, of an in-
fant, i.e. of a person under twenty-one years of
age, during the whole or some part of his mi-
nority. Such guardians exist either, I., by virtue
and operation of law, or II., by special appoint-
ment by parents or courts.

I. In the first class are (1) guardians fty na-
ture; (2) guardians for ««r<ure; (3) guardians
in socage; and (4) guardians by estoppel. (1)
A guardian by nature is, in England, one who
has the care and charge of the person, but not of
the property of the heir apparent. The guardian-
ship continues until the ward reax-hes the age of

twenty-one. (2) In English law also a guardian
for nurture is one who has the management of
the persons only of all the children other than the
heir apparent, until they are fourteen years of
age. Both of these species of guardianship repre-
sent the natural right of parents to the custody
and control of their children. They vest, there-
fore, in the father, or, upon his death or disabil-
ity, in the mother. But in the case of illegiti-

mate children the mother has the preference. In
the United States, where all the children inherit
equally, these two forms of guardianship are
substantially the same, and are governed by
the laws relative to the relation of parent and
child. (3) Guardianship in socage, under the
ancient law, pertained to both the person and
estate of the ward. It arose when an infant
under fourteen obtained land by descent, but
might then extend to his personal property also.
It devolved upon the infant's nearest of kin
who could not possibly inherit the prop-
erty. It ceased when the ward reached the age
of fourteen if the infant elected to appoint an-
other guardian. Otherwise it might continue.
This form of guardianship is obsolete in most of
the United States, and in those States where it

is retained it is no longer necessary that the
guardian shall be incapable of inheriting from
the infant. (4) A person who officiously meddles
with the property of an infant may be required
by the court to account to the infant, the same
as if he were in fact guardian. He is then said
to be a guardian hi) estoppel. See Estoppel.

II. Guardians appointed by parents or courts
are now the most common. They include: (1)
Testamentary guardians and (2) judicial guar-
dians, and within the second class are embraced
(a) guardians in Chancery. (6) guardians ad
litem, and (c) guardians appointed by courts.

by virtue of some statutory authority. ( 1 ) The
English statute 12 Car. II., ch. 24, first gave
to a father po\\er to appoint by will a guardian
of his minor children, born or unborn, and vested
in such testamentary guardian control of both
the person and the estate of the ward until he
became twenty-one years of age. That statute is
generally reenacted in the United States. Such
a guardian is under the jurisdiction of equity,
must account strictly for his acts, and is the re-
cipient of a personal trust which cannot be dele-
gated. (2) (a) The King of England early
delegated his power, as parens patriw, to appoint
guardians for infants and other incompetent per-
sons to the Court of Chancery, and that authority
still exists in the Chancery Division. In the
United States the same right is exercised by
courts of equity, though frequently regulated and
modified by statute. The guardianship lasts
until the infant is twenty-one years old, but
after he is fourteen his choice and wishes will be
taken into consideration by the court in making
the appointment. (b) It is also an inherent
power of a court, before which an infant comes as
a part}-, to appoint a guardian ad litem or spe-
cial guardian for that particular suit. The ap-
pointee is usually an attorney-at-law. (c) It was
only by force of statute that the English
ecclesiastical courts acquired the power to ap-
point guardians for infants. And the .same is
true of probate and surrogate courts in America.
That power is genemllj- conferred on such courts
in the United States, and in some States other
designated courts are given the same authority,
by special statutory enactment.
The authority of a guardian closely resembles

that of a parent. He has in general the custody
of the ward's person, the right to change his
domicile, or bind him out as an apprentice, the
direction of his education, secular and religious,

and the power to deal generally with his personal
property, and to sell and dispose of the same.
But he cannot sell the real estate of the ward,
though he may manage and lease it, and receive
the rents and profits for the ward's benefit.

The duties of a guardian are summarized by
the statement that, since he is in effect a trustee,
he must act exclusively in the ward's interest,

and must take no profit to himself by virtue of
his position. He must keep the property pro-
ductive, and invest in such securities only as are
directly authorized by law or by the court. He is

not obliged to support the ward, except out of
the ward's property. His acts are closely scru-
tinized by the courts and he may be required,
from time to time, to give an account of his
dealing with the ward's property. The ward has
generally one year after becoming of age in
which, to call the guardian to account. The guar-
dian's compensation is usually statutory and by
way of commissions.

'The guardianship of the person terminates
when the ward marries, and the better authori-
ties hold the same to be true as to the property.
The court which appoints a guardian may re-

move him for good cause. Guardians not judi-
cially appointed cannot be removed by a court
in England, but in the United States such power
is generally vested in the courts by statute. For
the guardianship vested in lords of lands held
by military tenure under the feudal .system in

England, see Tenuee. See also Parent and
Child.
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GUARDIAN, The. ( 1 ) A play by Massinger,
licensed l(i33, produced at Court with success,
l(i34, and published in 1055. (2) A comedy by
Abraham Cowley hastily written on the occasion
of Prince Charles's passage through Cambridge,
where the poet was a fellow (1041), and printed
in 1050. In 1G5S it was revised under tlie title

of The Cutler of Cotemnn Street, and published
in 1003. (3) A periodical founded in 1713, iu

London, by Richard Steele. It was the successor
of the Spectator, but was issued only from
JIarch to October. Of the 176 papers, 53 were
written by Addison.

GUARDIAN ANGEL, The. A novel by
Oliver Wendell Holmes (1807). The "guardian
angel' is Professor Gridley, who watches over the
heroine. Like Holmes's other novels, it deals with
psychological questions.

GUARD-SHIP. In a fleet or squadron, the
duty ship of the day. She must provide a guard-
boat which makes the rounds of the fleet or
squadron one or more times a day carrying mail,
orders, etc.. to and from the flagship. She must
also furnish additional special boats for this sort

of service if called upon. She must furnish the
patrol boatSj if such are necessary, and are not
supplied by other vessels of the fleet. An ofBcer
from the guard-ship boards all vessels entering
port if so required by the senior officer present,
and makes a report to him in regard to them.
The guard-ship, during the twenty-four hours of
the duty, hoists the guard-flag at the fore, and
at night is distinguished by a red lantern car-

ried at the truck,

GUARINT, gwa-re'ne, Giovanni Battista
(1538-1612), An Italian poet, born at Ferrara.
On the termination of his studies at the univer-
sities of Pisa, Padua, and Ferrara, he was ap-
pointed to the chair of literature in the last, and
soon after the publication of some sonnets ob-
tained for him great popularity as a poet. At the
age of thirty he accepted service at the Court of
Ferrara. and was intrusted by Duke Alfonso II.

with various diplomatic missions. Differences
between him and the Duke induced him to with-
draw from the Court of Ferrara about the year
1587. Having resided successively in Savoy, Man-
tua, Florence, and Urbino, he returned to his
native Ferrara, and discharged one final public
mission, that of congratulating Pope Paul V. on
his election (1605). He died in Venice, whither
he had been summoned to attend a lawsuit.
As a poet he is remarkable for refined grace

of language and sweetness of sentiment, while
his defects are occasional artificiality, due to an
unnatural quintessence of conceit, a too constant
recurrence of antithetical imagery, and an affect-

ed dallying with his pleas. His chief and most
popular work. II pastor fdo. is regarded in
Italy as a standard of elegant pastoral composi-
tion, and obtained a high measure of popularity
on its appearance. The writer designed it as a
tragicomic pastoral ; its first dramatic represen-
tation was in honor of the nuptials of the Duke
of Savoy and Catharine of Austria ( 1 585 ) . It

was not published until 1500. at Venice, and
Guarini continued to make changes in it until
the twentieth edition appeared at Venice in 1002.
Altogether, some 120 editions of this favorite
work have been issiied ; the best is that of G.
Casella (Florence, 1806). containing an essay
on the poet, which is also to be found in vol, ii.

of Casella 's Opere (Florence, 1884). Transla-

tions of the Fustor jido have appeared in very
many modern languages. In its kind, the play
has been surpassed only by the Amivta of Tasso.

In editorial work .Guarini prepared the Hcelte

delle rime of Tasso, published at Ferrara in

1582. Jlention may be made, among Gua-
rini's other works, of his Cumpcitdio delta

poesia tragicotniea, published in 1001, and
again in the 1002 edition of the Pastor
fulo : his dialogue, II scgretario (1504), on the
duties of a secretary, and on matters of logic,

rhetoric, etc.; the prose comedy La idropica,

written about 1584 (published 1613); his Let-

tere (1593) ; the Trattaio delta politiea liberld,

(first published in Venice, 1818), Consult: Rossi,

Battista Guariiii ed. II pastor fido (Turin, 1880) ;

Cian. in Archivio veneto, second series, vols, x.xxiij

and xxxiii. (Venice, 1880) ; Ruggieri's life of
Guarini, published in the edition of the Trattaio
delta politiea liberta (Venice, 1818) : Saviotti,

Guariniana (Pesaro, 1888) ; M. W. Shelley. Lives
of the Most Eminent L'ternrt/ and Scientific Men
of Italy, vol. ii. (London, 1835).

GUARINI, gwa-re'ne, Guabino (I624-C.1683).
An Italian architect, born in Modena. He was
appointed architect to the Duke of Savoy, Carlo
Emanuele II., and to his successor, and de-

signed many public and private structures in

Turin. These include the Church of San Lo-
renzo of the Theatins ; the Sanctuary of the
Madonna della Consolata ; the mortuary chapel
of the House of Savoy in the Church of San
Giovanni ; and the Church of Saint Philip Neri.
All these are in the fantastic style of Bernini,
which Guarini carried to the extreme of the
baroque. He also designed the Church of Sainte
Anne of the Theatins on the Quai Voltaire. Paris,

since destroyed; and buildings in Prague, Lisbon,
and Modena. He wrote Arehitettura civile dirisa
in cinque trattati (1737), and several other
works on architecture.

GUARINO (Lat. Varinus) DA VERONA,
gAva-re'nS da va-ro'nS (1370-1460). A learned
Italian of the Renaissance, especially influential

in reviving the study of Greek. He studied under
Chrysoloras at Constantinople, and after his re-

turn to Italy taught in many places, including
Venice, Verona, Padua, Bologna, and Florence.

At one period he was tutor to Prince Lionello of

Ferrara, and acted as interpreter for the Coun-
cil of Ferrara. He translated the first ten books
of Strabo, and a portion of Plutarch ; wrote a
Greek as well as a Latin grammar, and com-
mented on Aristotle, Cicero, Persius, Juvenal, and
Martial. Consult: Rosmini, Vita, Guarino
(Brescia, 1805-06) ; Sabbadini, Guarino Veronese
e il svo epistolario (Salerno, 1885) ; La scuola e

fill studi di Guarino (Catania, 1806) ; Woodward,
T ittorino da Feltre and Other Humanist Educa-
tors (Cambridge, 1897),

GUABNERI, gwiir-na're. or GUARNE'-
RIUS, A noted family of violin-makers of Cre-
mona, Italy. The head of the family. Pietro
Andrea (c.103O), learned his art of Nicold
Amati, for whom he worked from 1050 to 1695.—Giuseppe (16e0-c.l730), son and successor of
.\ndrea, was as much an imitator of Stradivarius
as was his father of Amati.—.Another son,

Pietro, was also a violin-maker, but a much in-

ferior workman to his father and brother.—The
most famous member of the family was Giuseppe
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Antonio (1C83-c.1745), who was a nephew of

Andrea, and a pupil of the famous Stradivarius.
Tlie letters 'I. H. S.' were written on many of

his labels, in conseiiucnce of which he was popu-
larly Iviiown as Uuarneri del Gesit. ilany reasons
have been given by historians for the variable
character of his work; the violins of his later

days being of veiy inferior workmanship, while
those of his medium period are regarded by con-

noisseurs as equal to those of Stradivarius. See
Violin.

GUASA, gwii'sa. One of the huge sea-bass or
groupers of the tropical Atlantic, especially

Promicrops guitatus. (See Jewfish.) The word
'guasa' or 'guaza,' often. corrupted in Florida into

'Warsaw,' is the Spanish name of a similar fish

first known in the Mediterranean, where it is

called "merou' by French fishermen ; and both
these names are given in the West Indies to vari-

OU.S groupers (q.v.).

GUASTALLA, gwa-stal'la. A city in North
Italy, in the Province of Reggio nell' Emilia,
about 20 miles northeast of Parma, on the right

bank of the Po, in the marshy, fertile plain
.which is cut up by canals (Jlap: Italy, E 3).
It markets rice, silk, cheese, and wine, and has
a municipal theatre, a public library, and a
bronze equestrian statue of Ferdinand I. of

Gonzaga (died 15.59) by Leone I.eoni. Guastalla
was founded in the sevenlli century l)y the Lom-
bards, and the original form of its name was
Wardastalla. Paschal II. held a council here in

110(i. The Duchy (now circondaria) of Guastalla,
of which this city was the capital, came into the
po.sscssion of the Gonzaga family in 1539. After
the death of Giuseppe Gonzaga witliout heirs in

1746, the territory was annexed by the Empress
Maria Theresa, as an unoccupied fief: in 1748 it

was handed over to the Duke of Parma. In 1790
it was captured by the French, and the next year
became part of the Cisalpine Republic. In 1805
it was given as a principality to Napoleon's sister

Pauline, and in 1814 was assigned by the Con-
gress of Vienna, together with Parma and Pia-
conza, to Napoleon's wife, Marie Louise. Shortly
after her death in 1847 it was annexed to Modena
(q.v.). Population of eonunune, in 1881, 10,309;
in 1901, 11.091.

GUATEMALA, ga'te-mala, Sp. pron. gwji'-

ta-ma'la. Tlie largest and most important of

the five Central American republics, containing
nearly one-half of their collective population,
and leading tliem in the extent of its domestic
and foreign commerce. It has a frontage of

200 miles on the Pacific and of 70 miles on the
Caribbean Sea (Gulf of Honduras). It extends
from latitude 13' 54' to 17° 48' N.. and is

bounded on the northwest and north by Mexico,
on the east by Briti-sh Hondura.s and the Gulf
of Honduras, on the southea-st by Honduras and
Salvador, and on the south by the Pacific Ocean
(Map: Central America, B 3), Its-area (esti-

mated) is 48,300 square miles.

Topograph y. The Pacific coastal plain is

somewhat broad in the west and quite narrow in

the east near the coast of Salvador. At the foot
of the mountains its slope is very noticeable, but
nearing the sea it is almost level. It is also
ST low that in the rainy season lakes form which
connect with the sea by channel, thus rendering
their waters brackish (esteros). The Pacific

ports, San Joso, Chamgerico, and Ocos, are mere-

ly open roadsteads. The Atlantic ports are Liv-
ingston and Puerto Barrios, tlie latter having a
good natural harbor.

Three distinct topographic features mark the
interior, crossing tlie country east and west. In
the north is the broad, low, hilly plain of Peten,
of Tertiary and Cretaceous formation, covered
with forests and grasses, and still largely un-
explored. In the centre the plain rises to a
high plateau surmounted by the sedimentary
ranges of the Sierra JIadre system, which in

their highest point attains an elevation of about
11,000 feet. The plateau is continued to the
south, and is bordered along its southern edge
by the volcanic mountains which skirt the Pa-
cific coastal idaiii and are rouglily parallel with
the Pacific shore-line. 'Diis southern part of the
plateau is covered deep with the debris of erup-
tive rocks and ash, forming plains of very rich

and productive soil among the mountains. Ac-
cordingly, the most important agricultural dis-

tricts are among the uplands of the south, and
much nearer the Pacific than the Atlantic. Most
of the volcanoes ore extinct: but there have
been recorded within the historic period severe

eruptions of Tacana (upward of 13,000 feet

high), Cerroquemado. Fuego (upward of 12,000
feet), and Pacaya. Other volcanic summits are

Agua,' Atitlan, Tajumulco (seemingly the loftiest

elevation of the land ) , Acatenango, and San-
ta Maria. Earthquakes are very frequent in

the neighborhood of the volcanic belt, and some
of them have destroyed many towns. The eff'eets

of a very destructive earthquake on April 18,

1902, which resulted in the partial destruction
of the important city Quezaltenango. were re-

corded by seismographs all over the world ; and
the volcanic eruptions from the Santa Maria
group that followed in late October buried a
large area of coffee lands under several feet of

the same volcanic ash that has contributed to

make this southern portion of Guatemala one
of the large cofl'ee jiroducers.

The volcanic belt fomis the water part-

ing between the Atlantic and the Pacific river

systems. On the Pacific side the rivers descend
the steep slopes as torrents to the narrow
coastal plain, and there is no opportunity for

the development of rivers useful for naviga-
tion. Tlie Atlantic rivers, on the other hand,
have a long and gentle slope ; but they are of

little consequence as water highways, though
the Motagua, the most southern and important
of the Atlantic group, is navigable for 100 miles.

Other streams are the Polochic and the Usu-
macinta (on the Mexican frontier). There are
many lakes without visible outlet in the Cre-

taceous rocks of northern Guatemala, the largest

of which is Lake Peten, and among the eruptive
rocks farther south are many beautiful moun-
tain lakes. The largest lake of the Atlantic

slope is Yzabal (the Golfo Dulce). It is shal-

low, considering its large area, but is navigated
by steamers.

CLiir.VTE. Fr.0R.\, and Faina. Lying wholly
within the tropics, Guatemala would have a uni-

formly warm, moist climate if it were not for the

great diversity of its surface in the central and
southern parts. Here the differences in topog-

raphy reach their maximum, with important
effect upon climate, while the comparatively level

areas of northern Guatemala and the Pacific

coastal plain are under uniform tropical weather
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conditions. The lower-lying districts, up to 2000
feet above the sea, are called the hot lands
(Tierra caliente). The mean temperature is

from 77° to 82° F. The population here is very
small. Fevers are prevalent, and most of the
hot lands are unsuitable for settlement by the
white races. These are the regions of cacao cul-

ture, of the cocoa palm, and of ruliber and ma-
hogany forests. The healthful temperate regions
(Tierra templada). forming the central and
southern plateaus and plains among the moun-
tains, are from 2000 to (iOOO feet above sea-level.

The zone between 2000 and 4000 feet, with a mean
temperature of 08° to about 73° F., is the chief
region of coflfee culture. Less coffee is grown
in the higher parts of the temperate lands, where
the temperature has been known to fall to the
freezing-point. The cold lands (Tierra fria),
above GOOO feet, where the mean temjjerature is

50° to 0.3°. are adapted to the cultivation of

wheat, the potato, and apple; and in particular-
ly favored spots, well exposed to the sun. even
oianges and bananas, which, with sugar-cane and
cotton, are characteristic products of the lower
altitudes, are successfully grown. Above 10,600
feet, among the highest mountains, where the
mean annual temperature is under 50° F., there
is no agriculture. Here are found Alpine coni-

fers, and there is more or less mountain grazing.
The tops of the highest mountains are treeless,

and are sometimes covered with a little snow.
The Atlantic slope, swept to a considerable ex-

tent by eastern or northeast trade winds, has
a larger rainfall than the Pacific slope, where
the heaviest precipitation is on the southern
slopes of the mountains. The driest regions are
the plains among the mountains. These plains
are partly screened by the elevations around them
from rain coming from either ocean. Thus the
inland district of central Guatemala has only
about 27 inches of rain in a year, which is suffi-

cient for agriculture, while the city of Guatemala,
on the coast of the southern Cordillera, has 57
inches, and Tual, high on the Atlantic slope, 195
inches. The temperate lands, covering a large col-

lective area in central Guatemala, are the great
source of the country's agricultural wealth. Among
the wild plants, the bamboo grows in thickets
on the low-lying Pacific seaboard, and the dense
forests of the northern hot land are famous for
their magnificent orchids. Animal life is more
abundant in the moist than in the dry regions.
A number of mammals, including the tapir and
peccary, inhabit the forests. The alligator, and
thirty species of fish previously unknown, were
found in Lake Peten. Some of the most danger-
oiis snakes find a home in the forest imder-
growth. There are very many species of birds,

the most notable of \\hich is the quezal or long-
tailed trogon, "with an emerald-green silky plu-
mage, dashed with a golden lustre above, with
a lovely jiurple hue below, and a tail three feet
long." This bird has been chosen as the national
emblem of the Republic. Horses, mules, cattle,

sheep, swine, and goats are important factors in
the industrial life of the drier and cooler agri-
cultural districts.

Agriculture and 1Miner.\ls. The principal
industry is agriculture, for which the country
is well adapted on account of its fertile and well-

watered soil, as well as its favorable climate.
Government lands are sold at from .$250 to ,$500

a eaballeria (113.62 acres), or leased on favor-

able terms. The most important product is cof-

fee, Guatemala producing half the crop of Cen-
tral America, and being surpassed only by Brazil
and the East Indies in the quantity harvested.
The large destruction of plantations by the vol-

canic eruptions of 1902 will reduce the yield for
some years. Coffee is cultivated by German and
United States planters on very large plantations,
and is also grown on a smaller scale by a great
number of Guatemalans. The average annual
yield in recent years has been about 05,000,000
pounds. In the lower regions where coffee is

raised, the trees are shaded by the banana-plant,
which also yields good crops. Cane-sugar yields
an average of about 45,000,000 pounds, nearly all

consumed at home, the rum distillers taking
much of the crop. The eocoa product of northern
Guatemala is about 700,000 pounds a year.
Tobacco, indigo, rubber, vanilla, and sarsaparilla
are also important. The output of cereals, con-
fined to narrow areas in the higher lands, is in-

sufficient for the domestic demand. Cattle on
the plateaus yield hides for export, and the
cotton-fields and high, dry sheep-pastures pro-
vide fibres for the spinners and weavers who
ply their trades in the homes. The mineral de-
posits have received little attention, although the
mining code encourages the industry. They in-

clude gold, silver, salt, iron, lead, and coal, of
which onl.v placer gold is obtained, to some ex-
tent, in the valley of the Jlotagua River.
Manuf.\ctuees and Commerce. The manufac-

turing industries are onl.v slightl.v developed, and
are confined chiefly to the production of blankets,
coarse cloth, straw hats, ponchos or cloaks, wood-
en and earthen wares, tobacco products, and
leather goods. The transportation facilities are
far from adequate. In many parts of the coun-
trv there are merel.y paths on which trains of
pack-mules furnish the only means of transpor-
tation. The railwa.v lines, all owned by Ameri-
can iind German companies, have at present a
total length of about 400 miles. The Guatemala
Central Railroad, connecting the capital, Guate-
mala, with the Pacific seaport of San Jose, and
with a branch line connecting Santa Marfa with
Patulul, is 129 miles long, Tlie Northern Rail-
way is in operation from Puerto Barrios up the
Jlotagua Valley to Rancho de San Agustin, a
distance of 134 miles. With the completion of
the portion (62 miles) from the latter place to
Guatemala—a line under construction in 1903
by an American company—the capital will have
a direct line of communication between the two
coasts. Most of the railwa.v bonds are guaran-
teed by the Government, and the companies are
assisted by annual subventions, as well as by
land grants, Puerto Barrios, the chief Atlantic
seaport, is connected by steamers with Xew
York and New Orleans. The Pacific ports have
direct steam communication with San Francisco
and Europe,
The chief article of export is coffee, which

goes mainly to German.v, the United States
(about one-eighth of the total export) , and Great
Britain, Besides coffee there are shipped hides
and skins, bananas, rubber, and mahogany. The
imports consist chiefl.v of cotton goods .supplied
by Great Britain, the United States, Germany,
and France: railway materials, and telegraph
and electrical supplies, chiefl.v from the T'nited
States; and building materials and iron manu-
factures, which are also supplied to a large ex-
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tent by the United States. The value of the ex-

ports of Guatemala for 1899 amounted to $8,-

370,555 gold, a falling off since 1896, when
it amounted to $10,037,193 gold. The imports

for 1899 amounted to $4,117,659 gold, as against

$11,429,200 in 1896. The commerce with the

United States was for a long time greatly handi-

capped by the lack of direct steamship lines be-

tween the Pacific ports of the two countries. The
establishment of a direct steamship line between

San Francisco and Guatemala in 1900 has been

followed by an increase in the United States im-

ports to Guatemala from $785,462 gold in 1900 to

$1,424,814 in 1901. The latter figure, however,

still falls short of the exports from the United

States in 1890, when they exceeded $3,000,000.

The imports from Guatemala into the United

Stales in 1900 amounted to over $2,000,000, con-

sisting chiefly of coffee, bananas, hides, skins,

and rubber.

GovERNiiENT AND FINANCES. Guatemala has

a democratic form of government, and is gov-

erned under the Constitution proclaimed in 1879.

The executive power is vested in the President

(who is elected directly for six years and is

assisted by a Cabinet of six Ministers), and by
a Council of State consisting of 13 members
partly elected by the Assembly and partly ap-

pointed by the 'President. The legislative au-

thority is vested in the National Assembly of

69 members, elected directly for a period of four

years, at the rate of one Deputy for every 20.000

inhabitants. For the administration of justice

Guatemala has a Supreme Court, consisting of a

Chief Justice and four associate justices, elected

by the people; six courts of appeals, consisting

each of a Chief Justice and two associate jus-

tices, all elected by the people; and minor courts

whose judges are appointed by the President at

the recommendation of the Chief Justice of the

Supreme Court. For governmental purposes the

country is divided into 22 departments, w'hich

are subdivided into municipal districts. Each
department is administered by an official called

Jefe Politico. He is appointed by the President.

The municipal districts are administered by one

or more alcaldes each, and by municipal councils,

all elected by the people.

The regular army of Guatemala numbers about

7000 officers and men. The effective army is esti-

mated at 56.000 men, and the reserve at 30.000.

The metric system of weights and measures is

in use.

The chief source of the revenue of Guatemala
is customs duties. As the imports have declined

about two-thirds since 1896, the revenue also

has shown a considerable falling off. The re-

ceipts, which amounted in 1896 to $15,150,741

currencv, were estimated in the budget of 1900-01

at $9,770,000, of which $4,340,000 was to be de-

rived from customs. However, the expenditure

also decreased from $17,437,452 in 1896 to $9,-

611.201 in 1900. The chief items of expenditure

in the budget of 1900-01 were: For Department
of Financed $3,157,856; Departments of Interior

and .Justice. $1,421,524: War, $1,998,203: and In-

struction, $1,513,915. The total foreign indebted-

ness of the countrv, including arrears of inter-

est, amounted at the end of 1900 to $9,352,694

gold. It runs mostly at 4 per cent, interest, and
is held in Great Britain and Germany. The
internal debt amounted at the end of 1900 to

$28,118,068 silver. Guatemala has six banks of

issue, whose notes are legal tender even in case
of debts contracted to be paid in silver. Guate-
mala is practically on a paper basis, gold and
silver coins being little circulated. The value of

the silver peso in United States currency fell

from nearly $1 in 1874 to about 40 cents in 1902,

while the paper peso is subject to frequent fluc-

tuations, and for some time in 1902 was as low
as 15 cents in United States currency.

PopuL.\TiON. The inhabitants numbered 1,574,-

000 in 1900. The density of population is great-

est on the high, cool plateaus. About 65 per

cent, are Indians and negroes, and 35 per cent,

are Spanish-Americans and mixed breeds, the

last slightly exceeding the whites in number.
The foreign population is only about 12,000,

Guatemala being unable as yet, in spite of favor-

able legislation, to attract many immigrants.
Nearly the entire population adheres to the

Roman Catholic faith. There is no State religion.

Perfect liberty of worship is granted. Education
is free, and nominally compulsory. In 1895,

64,015 children were enrolled in 1284 schools.

The educational system is the best in the Cen-

tral American States.

History. Extensive ruins of cities, temples,

and aqueducts found in all parts of Guatemala
testify to the existence of a highly developed

people before the advent of Europeans. The
most careful study of these ancient remains,

however, has as yet failed to reveal anything

of the history of this prehistoric race, which was
probably allied to, if not identical with, the

Toltees'of Mexico. The countiy was conquered

by the Spaniards, under Alvarado. between 1522

and 1524, and in no province of Spanish America
were the natives so mercilessly oppressed as in

Guatemala. Las Casas states that in the first

fifteen or sixteen years of Spanish misrule be-

tween four and five millions of Indians perished.

The proi'ince was governed as a captaincy-gen-

eral under the vicerovalty of New Spain down
to the declaration of independence in 1821. In

1822 Guatemala was declared annexed to Itur

hide's Mexican empire, a status which lasted for

fifteen months, and was followed by tlie creation

of the Confederation of Central America, con-

sisting of the five States of Guatemala, Honduras,
Nicaragua, Salvador, and Costa Rica. In 1825

a federal constitution was adopted, and the con-

federation thus formed endured until 1838 or

1839. The new State of Guatemala then adopted

a liberal constitution, and plunged into a condi-

tion of chronic warfare with its neighbors. Under
the firm guidance of Rafael Carrera the country

successfully withstood an attempt made by Gen-

eral Merazan in 1842 to establish an autocratic

Government in Central America. In 1850 the

republics of Honduras, Salvador, and Nicara-

gua endeavored to force Guatemala into a new
confederation, but were decisively defeated at

Arada. Since that time there has been an ever-

present tendency to resolve the office of Presi-

dent into that of dictator, from the attempt of

Carrera. who was made President for life in

1854 and maintained himself in office until his

death in 1805, to Jose ^laria Regna Barrios, who
installed himself as dictator in 1897, and was

assassinated in the following year. Nor has

Guatemala been able to resist the temptation of

effecting by force of arms a new union of the

Central Amei;ican States, and in 1885 Rufino

Barrios, who had come into power in 1873, fell
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in battle against the republics of Nicaragua,

Costa Rica, and Salvador, wliich had formed
an alliance for the preservation of their inde-

pendent existence. The movement toward federa-

tion by peaceful means, instituted in 1895, came
to naught after two years of negotiations. Since

1899 Manuel Estrada Cabrera has been Presi-

dent.
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GUATEMALA, or SANTIAGO DE GUATE-
MALA, siin'te-a'gd da gwii'ta-mU'la. Tlie cap-

ital of the Republic of Guatemala, situated 85
miles from the Pacific coast on a plateau 5000
feet above sea-level. The city is regularly built,

is well supplied with water by an aqueduct, and
lias electric lights, street cars, and all modern
<;onveniences (Map: Central America, B 3). Its

most notable buildings are the large cathedral,

the episcopal residence. Government palace, and
the university building, in which the law school

and the national library are installed. The city

has also schools of art, medicine, engineering, and
agriculture, a conservatory of music, and several

technical evening schools. Amusement is fur-

nished by a theatre and an arena for bull-fights.

<jiuateniala is the commercial centre of the coun-
try. It manufactures cotton and woolen goods,

earthenware, gold and silver articles, cigars, and
leather. Population, 73,000. Guatemala is the

third capital of the country to bear that name.
The first was founded in 1524, and was over-

whelmed in 1556 by a volcanic eruption. It is

now called Ciudad Vieja or Almalonga. The
second capital, now known as Guatemala la An-
tigua, lies 25 miles west of the present capital,

and was almost entirely destroyed by an earth-

quake in 1773. the date of the settlement of

the present Guatemala.

GUATEMOTZIN, gwji'ta-mo-tsen', or CfAun-
TEMOC (1502-25). The last Aztec Emperor of

Jtexico. He was only eighteen years old when he
assumed charge of the operations against the in-

vaders under Cortes, in November. 1520. He
was a nephew of Motecuhzoma (Montezuma),
and had been a leader of the party opposed to

the hitter's temporizing policy from the first

arrival of the Spaniards, He organized the at-

tack of the 'Noche Triste,' and after the return

of Cortes Guatemotzin, who had succeeded Cuitla-

luiatzin as Emperor, carried on the defense of

"the City of Mexico throughout the spring and
.summer of 1521. When further efforts became

vain, he tried to e.scape from Mexico with his

remaining followers, but was captured. CortC-s

at first treated him with much respect, but,

failing to secure from him any information re-

garding hidden stores of gold, which probably
existed only in the minds of the Spaniards, put
him to the torture of a slow fire. When Cort6s
started on his difficult march across Honduras,
he took the most important of his native prison-

ers with him as hostages for the good behavior
of their people. During the journey CortOs was
informed that the Mexicans were planning a
rising against the white conquerors. A summary
trial was forthwith arranged, and Guatemotzin.
together w'ith the other prisoners, who had been
a serious hindrance during the march, was ex-

ecuted in February, 1525.

GUATIVEEE, gwa'te-va'ra. The name in the

Spanish West Indies of a genus (liodianus) of

small, brightly colored, much-spotted fishes, which
abound in tropical seas, and are good food. Two
or three species occur along the Florida reefs,

^^here they are called 'negro fish' from their

blackish-olive hue. See Jacob Evertzen.

GUATUSO, gwa-too's6. A wild tribe, forming
a distinct linguistic family on the Rio Frio, In

the northern part of Costa Rica. They are a ro-

bust and athletic people, cultivating corn, ba-

nanas, and other crops, knitting hammocks and
nets from agave fibre, but steadfastly rejecting

the Spanish civilization, preferring to lead a
free life. In consequence of the cruelties of the
rubber-gatherers, they are rapidly dying out.

GUAVA, gwU'va (Sp., Port, rjuat/aba, from
Brazilian guai/aba, guaiva, the native name). A
shrub or small tree of the genus Psidium, native
of the tropics of Asia and America, most common
in the New World, and cultivated in suitable

climates for its edible fruit. The lemon guava

RUAVA,

a, Psidium Cattleianum; b, Peldium Guajava.

(Psidium Guajava) is most commonly grown in

Florida and the two Indies, attains a height
of twenty feet, has numerous branches, obtuse,
smooth leaves, two or three inches long, white
fragrant flowers on solitary axillary stalks, and
roundish or oblong smooth yellow fruit about
the size of a hen's egg. The rind is thin and
brittle; the pulp firm, flesh-colored, full of horny
seeds, aromatic, sweet, and rather astringent.

They, and the jelly made from them, are ex-
jiorted. The red guava, also referred to the
same species, a plant common to both the Indies,
bears a beautiful red fruit, with red flesh. Since
it is acid and less agreeable than the lemon guava.
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it is less in cultivation. Besides these, the straw-
berry guava (I'sidium Gattleianum) produces a

small claret-colored fruit of excellent llavor and
good presenting qualities.

GTJAVIABE, gwa've-a'ra. One of the largest

tributaries of tlie Orinoco, rising in the Andes
not far from BogotS, Colombia, and flowing east-

ward ( Map : Colombia, C 3 ) . It forms the bound-
ary in Colombia between the departments of

C'undinamarca and Cauca. Tlie region through
H'hich it flows is mostly level and very sparsely

populated. Length, over 700 miles; navigable
througli the greater part. In the present mide-
veloped state of the country it is of little economic
value.

GtTAVIKTA, gwa-ve'na (Sp.-Am., probably
from the native term ) . A name for sundry fishes

of tlie goby family, common in the tropical

rivers, and useful as food. Jlost of them belong
to the genera Philypinus, Dormitator, Guavina,
and Eleotris, and several are known in the Gulf
States as 'sleepers'.

GUAYAMA, g\v.i-ya'm:i. A town of Porto
Rico, in llie Department of Gua3'ama, situated
at the southeastern end of the island, about
four miles inland (Map: Porto Rico, C 3). The
anchorage off the sliore, thougli only an open
roadstead, is protected bv a reef, and is much
frequented. Population, in 1899, 5334.

GXJAYAQTJIL, gwii'ya-ke!', or Santiago de
Guayaquil. A city, the chief seaport of Ecua-
dor, situated on the west shore of the estuary
of Guaya-s River at the head of the Gulf of

Guayaquil, an inlet of the Pacific Ocean (Map:
Ecuador, A 4). The town lies in a low plain,

and is divided into two parts, the old and the

new. In the old town tlie streets are crooked
and ill-paved ; in the new town, they are well
laid out, and lined by the residences of the richer

class. The climate is unhealthful, and the water-
supply is bad. The chief buildings and education-
al institutions are the cathedr-al. town hall, the

college and technical school, and the hospitals.

The town has a good harbor, protected by a
breakwater, and tlie chief occupation is trade,
both foreign and domestic. The city is the seat

of the United States Consul-General to Ecuador.
Its chief e.vports are cacao, coffee, quinine, gold,

silver, and hides. Steamships go to all parts
of the world, and the town has a number of
shipyards ranking among the best on the Pacific

coast of South America. Population. 45,000.
Guayaquil was founded in 1535, and has often
been the scene of battles between Government
troops and insurgents.

GTTAYAQTJIL, Gulp of. One of the largest
inlets of the Pacific Ocean, on the western coast
of South America, in the southwestern part of
Ecuador (Map: Ecuador, A 4). It is over
100 miles wide at its mouth, and narrows into
an estuary of Guayas River, the entrance to
the narrower part being divided by the island
of Puna. Above the island the gulf is too shallow
for ocean steamers, and communication with
the city of Guayaquil is maintained by smaller
vessels.

GTJAYAS, g^va'vas. A river of Ecuador, Sou tli

America, rising in the western chain of the Andes,
and flowing in a southwestern direction into the
Gulf of Guayaquil (Map: Ecuador, V> i) . It is

navigable for small steamers as far as the city of
Guayaquil.

GUAYMAS, gwi'mas. A seaport of Mexico,
situated on the Gulf of California (Map: Me,\ico,

C 4). It is the chief trading centre of the State
of Sonora, and a leading Pacific port of Mexico;
it has railway and steamship connection with
the United States ; exports gold, silver, pearls,

and hides, and is the residence of a United States
consular agent. Population, GOOO.

GTJAYMI, gwl'nie. A tribe, probalily of

Chibehan stock, inhabiting the Veragua and Chi-
riqiif districts of Colombia, extending across to
llie Isthmus of Panama, from ocean to ocean.
Their ancestors are suppo.sed to have been the
makers of the numerous gold, copper, and silver

relics dug up in recent years from the Indian
burial-places of this region.

GTJAYRA, gwi'ni, La. A city in Venezuela.
See La Guayra.
GUAZXT, gwii'sUo. The word in the vernacular

of Eastern South America for any of several

deer. When used alone it usually refers to tlie

marsh-deer (C'ervus palustris) , a species closely

resembling the V^irginian deer, and commonly
found between the Atlantic coast and the Parana
River. The 'guazuti' is the Pampas deer {Cervus
campesiris) ; 'guazu-pita,' the red brocket (q.v.)

of Brazil; and 'guazu-viva' is another brocket,

probably Cervus netnorivagus. Compare Goemal.
GTJBAT, goo-bat'. A town of Luzon, Philip-

pines, in the Province of Albay. It is situated

near the eastern coast, about 52 miles southeast

of Albay. Population, 13,360.

GTJBBIO, goob'be-6 (Lat. Iguvium, media'val

Eugubium) . A city in the Province of Perugia,

Central Italy, 70 miles southeast of Arezzo
( Jlap : Italy, G 4 ) . It is niedi.'eval in appear-

ance, and is picturesquely situated on the slopes

of the Apennines. The most conspicuous building

is the Palazzo dei Consoli, a huge Gothic structure

with pinnacles and tower, dating from the four-

teenth century. In the twelfth-century cathedral

and other churches are important frescoes and
paintings. The Residenza Municipale contains

ancient and modern majolicas, and tlie Eugubian
tablets that were discovered in 1444 near the

ancient theatre. (See Eugubine Tablets.) Gub-
bio has a municipal theatre. It markets cattle,

grain, wine, oil, linen, and lumber, spins silk,

and manufactures majolica, for which it has been

f.imous since 'Maestro Georgio' discovered his ear-

mine finish. An interesting procession is that of
the Ceri, on INIay 15th. Population of commune,
in 1881, '23.316; in 1001, 26,3'20.

GXJBEN, goo'bcn. The capital of a circle in

the Prussian Province of Brandenburg, situated

at the confluence of the Lubis with the Neisse,

30 miles south-southeast of Frankfort-on-the-Oder

(Map: Prussia, F 3). It has clotli-niills, spin-

ning and dyeing establishments, tanneries, potter-

ies, an<l machine-works. Vines and fruit are

cultivated in the vicinity, and some bromi coal

is mined. Guben passed, with Lower Lusatia,

from the possession of Saxonv to that of Prussia

in 1815. Population, in 1890, 29,328; in 1900,

33.122,

GtTBEENATIS, gooTier-na'tes, Angelo de,

Count (1840—). An eminent Italian litterateur,

born at Turin. He studied at the University

of Turin, and in 1862 was sent by the Government
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to Berlin to perl'oit himself in philologj'. In

1863 he was apiKiiuted, as professor extraor-

dinary, to tlie chair of Sanskrit in the Istituto

dcgli studj superior! at Florence, and in ISlJ!) he

became full professor. He was attracted by the

socialistic theories of Bakunin, and not long after

his first appointment vacated liis chair, that he
might be free to carry out tliose views, but he

soon discarded them, and after some hesitation

was reappointed in 1807. He was called to the

University at Rome in 1891. De Gubernatis has
been active as a dramatist, lyric poet, journal-

ist, critic, Orientalist, and mj'thologist. His
early works wei'e contributions to Sanskrit

scholarship. The Zobloyical Mytholoyij, pub-

lished in London (1872), gave him a Euro-
pean reputation. Among his scientific and liter-

ary works may also be mentioned his dramas,
such as the trilogy II re Xala (1859), the Don
Hodrigo (IStil ), the Dminmi indiani (1872), the

Savilri (1877) : his works dealing with Oriental

studies, as, for example, the Piccola enciclopedia

indiana (1867), the Fonti vedirhe dcW epopca

(1868), the Milologia vcdica (1874), the Maiiu-

ale di storia dclla Ictteratura indiana (188'2);

his investigations into mythology, such as the

llaniiale di tnitologia comparata (1880) ; his im-

portant biographical compilations, the Dizionario

biografico dcgli scrittori contevxporanei (1879-

80). and the continuations since 1888 (cf. the

Diclionnaire international des ccrivains du jour,

1888), the Ricordi hiografici (187.3), the Dizio-

nario degli artisti italiani viventi (1889-92) ; and
the great history of literature and anthology en-

titled Storia universale delta lettcratura dai

primi tempi e presso tutti i popoli civili fino ai

nostri giorni, eon florilegi da ogni letteratura
(1882-85). He founded and carried on many
periodicals and reviews; e.g. La letteratura civile

(1859) : La cicilla ilaliuna (18G5) ; liirista

orientate (1807-68); Ricista europea (1869-76);
Bolletlino italiano dcgli studj orientali (1876
el seq. ) ; Revue internationale (1883-87). A
contributor to many reviews, he also has directed

the Giornale delta societi asiatica italiana since

1887.

GUDDEN, good'dcn, Beknhabd von (1824-

86 ) . A German physician, born at Cleves, and
educated at Bonn, Berlin, and Halle. He special-

ized in the cara of the insane ; became assistant
physician at the asylums in Siegburg and Illenau ;

then director of an establishment near Wiirzburg,
and in 1869 professor of psychiatry at Zurich.
From this position he went in 1872 to a like chair
at Munich, where he also had charge of the dis-

trict insane asylum of Upper Bavaria. En-
nobled in 1875, he became physician to Prince
Otho of Bavaria, and had charge of the mad King
Louis IL, with whom he died (1886) in the at-

tempt to keep him from suicide by drowiiing in
the Starnbergersee. His works include: Bci-
triige zur Lchrc von der Scabies (2d ed. 1863) ;

Experimentaluntcrsuchungen iiber Sehadelwachs-
tvm (1874); and the po.sthumous papers col-

lected by Grashey (1889). With Westphal he
edited Arrhiv fiir Psychiatrie tind Nervenkrank-
Jwiten (1868 et seq.).

GTJDE, giw'dr. H.\N.s (1825-1003). A Norwe-
gian painter, born at C'hristiania. He was a pupil
of the Diisspldorf .^cadeniv. and was appointed a
professor there in 1854. In 1862 he went to Eng-
land. Two years later he was made professor at

Karlsruhe, and afterwards was appointed to a
similar position at tlie Berlin Academy (1880).
Among his numerous works are "Bridal I'roces-

sion on Hardanger Fjord" (1848); "Summer
Evening on Norwegian Lake" (1851); "Calm
Sea," "Norwegian Harbor of Refuge" (1873);
and "Harbor of Christiania" (1881). They are
cliaracterized by solid composition and good eoloi'.

GUDGEON, guj'on (Fr. goujon, It. gobione,
from Lat. gobio, from t<k. />u/ii6s, kObios, gudg-
eon). A fish (Gobio fluiiuliUs) of the carp fam-
ily, Cyprinida', resembling the chub. It is very
connnon in the streams of Europe, particularly
such as have gravelly bottoms and occasional

pools and rapids. It is about eiglit inches long,

has large scales, a barbule at the angle of the
mouth, and a forked tail. The upper parts are
brown spotted with black, and white below. The
gudgeons swim in shoals, feed on worms, mol-
lusks, and other small animals, are ready biters,

and are easily cauglit. Jinny are taken witli

the casting net in shallow water and kept alive

in the mari^ets until sold. Tliey are excellent

food. There are other species in Europe. Nearly
related species occur in America, but they are

not laiown by this name.

GUDIN, gu'da^'', Tueodoke (1802-80). A
Freiicli landscape and marine painter. He was
bcrn in Paris, August 15, 1802, and studied for

some time under Girodet-Trioson. Under Louis
Philippe and Napoleon III. he was marine
painter to the Court. In 1838 he was commis-
sioned by the Government to paint a cycle of

ninety pictures glorifying the French Navy for

the Gallery of Versailles. His first works were
fine 'in color and spirited in execution, but he
soon lapsed into inferior worlc. His chief paint-

ings are: the "Burning of the Kent in the Bay
of Biscay" and the "Hurricane of Wind in the
Roadstead of Algiers. January 7. 1831." both in

the Louvre. Gudin was commander of the Legion
of Honor and received many foreign decorations.

He died at Boulogne-sur-Seine, April 11, 1880.

GTJDRUir, goij-droon'. The chief of the Low
German epic sagas, taking the place of the

Nibelungen saga in High Germany. The legend

is preserved only in a High German poem by an
unknown author. It tells how King Hagen of

Ireland had a daughter, Ililde, whose suitors he
was wont to kill. Undiseouraged, King Hettel
of Denmark sends a secret embassy, who per-

suade the willing maid to flee with them to him
over sea. Hettel meets the bride on the shore,

but the father is in hot pursuit. There is a fight

on the beach. Hettel saves Hagen's life, and
there is a happy reconciliation. Tliis is the pre-

lude. Hilde has a daughter, Gudrun. She. too,

loves a foreign prince, Herwig of Zealand; but
while her father is away 'fighting the iloors,' a
rival, Hartung of Normandy, carries her away.
As before, the father pursues on his return and
with him Herwig. There is another fine battle

scene. Hettel is killed, and Hartung carries away
GudiTin for seven years' hard captivity, soothed

by Hartung's sister. Ortrnn, and terminated by a
rescue through her lover and her l)rother Ortwin,
all ending as before in a reconciliation. We
have a higher stage of moral evolution, a more
Christian standard than in the Xibrlungenlied,

and so. naturally, in the course of the epic there

is a more thoughtful insight into the complex

aspects of human nature. There is also a more
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delicate humor, though not the effeminate sen-

timentality of some other epics in this cycle. The
time of tlie Gudrun saga is evidently that of the
Danish raids on the English and Irish coasts.

The subject is as old as the stories of Europa ami
Helen, but it was essentially a story of the

seaside. Hence, though it was the more artistic,

it appealed less to popular taste, and was not

like the yibcliingenlicd subjected to popular re-

vision and extension. It had its origin, like the

other, in epic songs, but it had an original poet

for its author, and shows a constructive develop-

ment by conscious plan. Thus it stands between
the true popular epic and the studied epic of the

•Court. The best modern edition of the Guclrini

is by Jfartin (Halle. 1902). There are transla-

tions into modern German by Simroek (1843);
Klee (1878) ; Weitbrecht (1884, a paraphrase) ;

L. Freytag (1888); Lemmermayer (1890); and
Legerlotz (1900). Consult Wilmanns, Die Ent-

icickchoig dcr KiKlrumlichtung (Halle, 1873).

GTJEBEIIS, ge'berz or ga'berz. See Guebebs.

GT7EBRIANT, ga'bre'aN', Jean Baptiste
HuDES, Count de (lti02-43). A French marshal,

horn at Plessis-Budes, in Brittany. He fought

first in Holland, then held a command in the

French troops that formed a portion of the

•German army in the campaign in the Lower
Palatinate, and conducted the passage of the

Khine (1G39). After the death of Duke Bernhard
of Saxe-Weimar, its leader (1639). the army
fought under the French banners with Guebriant
in command. He defeated the Imperial troops

at Wolfenbiittel (1041). and at Kempen (1642),

whore he was made marshal. At the siege of

Ivottweil, in Swabia, he was mortally wounded
and died in the surrendered city (1643).

GUEBWILLER, gab've'lar'. A town in Upper
Alsace, Germany. See Geisweiler.

GUELDER, gel'der, or GUELDRES ROSE
(from Gelderhuid, (Icldcrcn, a Dutch province

where this rose was supposed to have originated)

.

A cultivated variety of the high-bush cranberry

( ^'ihurnu)n Opiilus—see ViBURKUM) ,in which the

flowers are all barren, and instead of forming flat

cymes, as in the wild plant, form much larger

globose corymbs. It is sometimes called the

snowball tree. When abounding in flowers, it is

a very ornamental shrub, and is therefore very

often planted.

GXJELL Y RENTE> goo-al'y'l ran-ta', Juan
(1815-75). A Cuban author, born and educated

in Havana. When twenty years old he went to

Spain and enlisted in the army, where he served

for a number of years. When he returned to

Cuba he was for several terms sent as a repre-

sentative of the island in the Spanish Cortes.

He published a volume of poems, Hojas del alma
(1844); ntimos cantos (1859): and Noches
de estio (1861).—His brother .Jo.s£ (1818-84)

was born in Havana, and was sent to Barcelona

to be educated. After several years spent in

practicing law in Cuba, he returned to Spain in

1848, and married Dona Jo.sefa Fernanda, the

sister of the King consort, in spite of royal op-

position. This resulted in his banishment, and
for several years he lived in Paris, where he was
active in the liberal and republican conspiracies

in connection with Spain. He published Amar-
finrax del cora:nn (1843) : Laqrimas del corasdn

(1846) ; and Leyendas americanas (1856), all

poetry in Spanish, several novels in French, and
an historical work, Philippe 11. et Don Varlos
drvant I'hisloire (1878).

GUELPH, g^velf. The chief city of Welling-
ton County, Ontario, Can., on the river Speed
and the Grand Trunk and the Canadian Pacific

railways, 48 miles west of Toronto (llap: On-
tario, C 4). It is an inland port of entry, the
seat of a United States consul ; has abundant
water- po^^•er, and a large number of piano, organ,
.sewing-machine, agricultural implements, carriage,

and other factories. It is a stock-raising centre,

and is the seat of the 'Canadian Cirencester,' the
Ontario Agricultural College, and its experi-

mental farm. Guelph was founded by John Gait,

the Scotch author (q.v. ). Population, in 1891,

10,537; in 1901, 11,496.

GUELPH FUND. The name given to the
sum granted by the Prussian Government, in

1867, to the deposed King of Hanover, George V.,

but withdrawn in 1868, on the latter's continued
refusal to renounce his right to the throne. It

amounted to about .$12,000,000, and the income
of it was kept by Prussia till 1871), when part
of it was given to the widow and daughters of

the King. The Duke of Cumberland, son of

George V., acquired the entire income in 1892,

en renoimcing explicitly any intention of intrigu-

ing against Prussia. While Prussia administered
the fund the income was said to have been used

in combating the Guelph intrigues : and the sus-

picion that Bismarck employed it for corrupt
purposes, such as bribing the press, won for it

the nickname of the 'Reptile Fund.'

GUELPHIC (gwel'fik) ORDER. An order

of knighthood for Hanover, instituted by George

IV., when prince regent, on August 12, 1815. It

became extinct in 1866. It was both a military

and civil order, unlimited in membership, com-

prising fiveclasses, Grand Cross, Commanderof the

first and of the second class, knight, and simple

member. The grand mastership was vested in the

Crown of Hanover. The badge of the order was

an eight-pointed cross of gold, with lions be-

tween the arms and surmounted by a crown; in

the centre was the white horse of Hanover sur-

rounded by a blue circle, and the motto. Nee
Aspcra Tcrrcnt.

GUELPHS, g\velfs, AND GHIBELLINES,
gib'e-linz. The names of two great political

parties, whose contentions and wars distracted

Northern and Central Italy in the latter part of

the Middle Ages. The designation Guelph ( Ital.

(jurlfo, pi. Ouelfi) is commonly supposed to be

derived from Welf, the name of a princely

family of Germany, which rose to great power

in the twelfth century, when it was the rival of

the House of Hohenstaufen. which occupied the

Imperial throne. The most famous of the rulers

of the House of Guelph was Henry the Lion,

Duke of Saxony and Bavaria, who defied the

power of the Emperor Frederick Barbarossa. and

who was finally deprived of most of his pos-

sessions in 1180-81. The origin of the designa-

tion Ghibelline (Ital. Ghihellino) is altogether

uncertain. A theory which has been widely ac-

cepted, but which rests on an insufficient basis,

is that it became current as a modification of

Waiblinger ('men of Waiblinger.' one of the

possessions of the Hohenstaufen in South Ger-

many), the name, used as a battle-cry, under
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\vhich the followers of Conrad III. (the first of

the llohenstaufeii emperors) are said tu have
Jigured in the battle of VVeinsberg, in which Welf
\"1., uncle of llenrj' the Lion, was defeated in

1140. About the beginning of the thirteenth
century we find the names Ghibellines and
Guelphs in use in Italy. Tlie former may, in gen-
eral, be described as the upholders of the Im-
perial authority in Italy (or, at the beginning,
the supporters of the Hohenstaufen), the latter

as the opponents of the Emperors. The opposi-
tion to imperial authority in Italy arose from
two distinct parties, which, for the most part,
made conuuon cause with each other—from the
Church, wliieh sought to assert its independ-
ence of the emperors, and from the principali-

ties and city republics, which contended for
their provincial or municipal rights and liber-

ties. The Guelphs may therefore, in a measure,
be said to have represented the National party.
Florence, Bologna, and Milan took, as a general
rule, the side of the Guelphs; while Pisa, Verona,
and Arezzo were Ghibelline. Florence, especially,

was the great stronghold of the Guelphs. The
great Italian families in like manner took op-
posite sides, but tlie policy of each family fre-

quently varied. As a rule, the nobles of the
more northern districts of Italy inclined to the
Ghibelline side, while those of the central dis-

tricts were Guelphs. By degrees, however, and
especially after the downfall of the preponder-
ance of the German emjjerors in Italy, the con-
test ceased to be a strife of principles, and de-
generated into a mere struggle of rival factions
availing themselves of the prestige of ancient
names and traditional or hereditary prejudices.
In 1334 Benedict XII. practically disallowed al-

together the reality of the grounds of division
between the parties, by proscribing, under pain
of the censures of the Church, the further use
of those once-stirring names, which had long
been the rallying words of a sanguinary war-
fare. After the fourteenth century we read lit-

tle more of Guelphs or Ghibellines as actually
existing parties. Consult: Browning, Guelphs
and OfubrlUnes (London. 1893) ; TroUope, His-
iory of the CommonweaUh of Florence (Lon-
don, 1865) ; also the general works on mediaeval
history referred to under Italy and Germany.
See Florence; Hohenstaufen; Italy.

HEAD OF GTIEMAL.

GtTEMAL, gft-mal' (South American name).
Either of two species of small deer confined to
the Andes. They are distinguished from other

deer (as the subgenus Furcifer) by their antlers,
which have but a single forking, of which the
front prong is the longer and projects straight
forward, by tlie tusks in the upper jaws of
both se.xes, and also by the uniform coloratiou
of the fawns. One species (Cercus Vhilensis)
inhabits Southern Chile, and the other (ijcrcus
Antiaiensia) the highlands of Peru.

GiJEMEZ PACHECO DE PADILJ^A HOB-
CASITAS, gwa'math i*i-clia'kr. da jia-ue'lyd

or'ka-sC-'tas, Juan Vicente, Conde de Kevillagi-
gedo (1740-99). A Spanish administrator, born
at Havana, Cuba. He won military distinction
in the Peninsular wars, and in 1789 was ap-
pointed Viceroy of Buenos Ayres. Soon after-
wards he was transferred to the Viceroyalty of
Mexico, in which post he was continued until
1794. His administration was among the most
beneficent in the history of Spanish rule in
Jlexico. Afterwards he \yas Director-General of
the Artillery of the Spanish Army.

GXTENDOLEN, gwen'do-len. Wife of Locrine
and daughter-in-law of the legendary King Bru-
tus, according to Geoffrey of Monmouth's Chron-
icles. Through jealous rage, she drowned Sa-
brina. her husband's illegitimate daughter, in
the river Severn.

GUENON, ge-noN' (Fr., ape, monkey). A
term for a group of African monkeys, forming
the large genus Cercopithecus, and including the
malbrouak, vervet, grivet, green, patas, mona,
diana, and various other species, elsewhere men-
tioned. All are small, slender, arboreal in

habit, gregarious, strikingly colored, and so
hardy and docile in captivity that they furnish
the most familiar forms to menageries. They
are the servants of organ-grinders, and pets on
shipboard and in the house all over the world.
These are the monkeys best known by the an-
cients of Egypt, Greece, and Rome, and probably
were those designated by the Latin name Ceius,
now applied to an American group alone. Ana-
tomically they more closely resemble the langurs
than any other group.

GTJERCINO, gwer-che'n* (It., squint-eyed),
a nickname of CJiovanni Francesco Barbieri
(1591-1660). An Italian painter. He was born
at Cento, near Bologna, February 8, 1591. the
son of a peasant. There is a difference in opinion
as to his first masters at Cento and in Bologna,
hut they were certainly of the Eclectic School,
and it is likely that he was influenced by the
works of Lodovico Carracci (q.v.). His earliest

works, however, show the influence of Caravaggio
(q.v.), whose pictures he certainly saw. and are
marked by strong contrasts of light and shade
and by the naturalism of that master. In 1616
Guercino founded a popular school of painting at
Cento; in 1019 and 1020 he visited Ferrara at
Venice, and in 1021-23 he was at Rome. The in-

fluence of these travels is seen in the works of his
second period, which are his best. His designs be-
came grander, his sense of color more refined,
and his heads more characteristic. 'To this period
belong the "Raising of Saint Petronella," in the
museum of the Capitol at Rome: his fresco of
"Aurora," in the Villa* Ludovisi. Rome: and his
"Saint William of Aquitaine Assuming the
Monk's Garb," in the Gallery of Bnloirna. Upon
the death of his patron. Gregory XV.. in 1623,
Guercino returned to Cento, where he made his
home until 1642. In 1619 he painted the frescoes
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of the cupola of the Cathedral of Piacenza—

a

remarkable technical production, in coloring, fore-

shortening, and relief. The subjects represented

are: "Prophets with Angels," "Sibyls," and
"Scenes from the New Testament."
Upon the death of Guido Reni (q.v.) in 1642,

Guercino attempted to fill his place at Bologna.

He imitated Guide's manner, but without success,

losing his own strength and vigor, ilost of his

pictures in Bologna and several in the Louvre are

in this last manner. He died at Bologna, Febru-

ary 22, IGGG, leaving a large school. His house
at Cento, witli its fine paintings and fresco

decorations, is still preserved, and the church
there also contains several of his works.

Guercino left 250 large pictures, besides fres-

coes and smaller works, and a ntimber of draw-
ings. Among his chief paintings, besides those

mentioned above, are: "Saint Bruno and His
Companions in the Desert," in the Gallery

of Bologna, and the "Capture of Saint Eoch"
(1G18), a fresco in San Rocco, Bologna; ''Saint

Peter Raising Tabitha," in the Pitti Palace. Flor-

ence; the "Death of Dido," in the Spada Palace,

Rome; "Abraham Casting Off Hagar," in the

Brera, Slilan ; the "Prodigal Son," in the jMuseura

of Turin, the last two belonging to his later

period; "Cephalos and Procris," at Dresden;
the "Ecstasy of Saint Francis," in the Louvre;
the "Assumption of the Virgin," at Saint Peters-

burg. Consult : Calvi, yoti~ie deUa vita di

Barhicre (Bologna, 1S42) ; Malvasia, Felsina pit-

irice (ib.. 1G7S) : Dohme, Kiinst und Kunstlcr
Italicns, vol. iii. (Leipzig, 1887).

GTJEREBA, ga-riilia (South American name )

.

The black howler monkey. See Howler.

GIXEREZA, ge-re'zft (African name). A
strikingly adorned monkey {Colohus giiere^a) of

eastern Central Africa, found in forests from
southern Abyssinia to Jlount Kilimanjaro, and
westward beyond Lake Albert Kyanza. The head,

body, and limbs are covered with black hair of

moderate length; but a line of long hair, which
hangs below the flanks, rises on botli sides of the
back and forms a white mantle. The dark face is

also surrounded by a white fringe, so that long

whiskers lie flat on the cheeks. The long tail

terminates in a white tuft. The local variety on
Mount Kilimanjaro exhibits these features in

their highest perfection, the tail being 'feathered'

throughout its whole length with hair described

by Abbott as glistening like sptm glass. This
long black and white fur so closely harmonizes
with the moss on the trees that the monkeys
are unrecognizable at a very short distance.

This species is nowhere very mimerous, since it

has been persistently sought by the natives for

the sake of its skin, with which the Abyssinian
soldiers adorned their shields, while the Masai
warriors used the white mantle and tail as a
part of their battle costume. No specimen has
thus far been taken to Europe alive. Consult
books of exploration in East Africa, especially

those of Thomson, Johnston. Abbott, and Gregory.
See Kino ]\Ionkey; and Plate of Monkeys of the
Old \^'oRi.n.

GUERICKE, g;1're-kp. Otto von (1602-86).
A celebrated physicist, known chiefly by his dis-

coveries regardinc the nature and effects of air.

He was born at ^lagdeburg. and studied in Ger-
many and Holland, subsequently traveling in

England and France, and becoming later an

engineer in the army of Gustavus Adolphus. In
1U4G he was made Burgomaster of Magdeburg,
and became greatly interested in the philosophi-
cal discussions over the vacuum which were in

progress. The experiments of Galileo and Pas-
cal on the weight of air led Guericke to at-

tempt the creation of a vacuum. His first ex-

periment was made by filling a stout barrel with
water and then pumping out the water, but it

was found that no sooner was a vacuum produced
in the barrel than the air forced its way through.
He next took a globe of copper provided with a
stop-cock, and having an opening at the bottom,
into which a pump was fitted. To his astonish-

ment he found that the pump extracted the air

quite as well as the water, and when he opened
the cock the air- rushed in with a whistling noise.

This, the first air-pump, was invented about
10.50. (See AlR-PlllP. ) Guericke's invention soon
became famous, and in 1G54 he was summoned to

the presence of the Emperor Ferdinand III. of

Germany at Ratisbon, at which time he made
the famous experiment commonly known as the

'ilagdeburg Hemispheres'
(
q.v. ) . (liuericke's Oc

\'acuo 1^patio, a work in seven books, written in

16G3, was published in 1672, and the third book,

which contains an account of his experiments, was
translated into German and published in Ost-
wald's Klassiker, Xo. 59 (Leipzig. 1854). CJue-

ricke's name is also associated with the begin-

nings of scientific investigation in the field of

electricity. In his experiments he applied fric-

tion to a sphere of sulphur.

GUE'rIN, ga'r;tN', Georges Maubice DE (1810-

30) . A French poet. He was born in Languedoc,
entered the Church, and became a member of the

religious community of La Chesnaye. In 1838
he was appointed an instructor in the Collfege

Stanislas, Paris. His poems were collected in

1860 as Reliqitice, edited by Trebutien, with a
critique by Sainte-Beuve. His genius was ex-

ceptional, its most distinctive characteristic being
its comprehensive view of nature.—His sister

ErcfiNiE (1805-48) was remarkable for her

brilliancv. and for her devotion in caring for him.
Her Journals and Letters (1862) are charming
in style, and reveal her saintly spirit. For a
most penetrative and svmpathetic stu.dy of his

life and work, consult Matthew Arnold. Essaj/s

in (Viticism (1865). Consult also Harriet Parr,

Maurice and Eugenie de Guerin (London, 1870).

GtTERIN, Pierre Narcisse. Baron (1774-

1833). A French historical painter, bom in

Paris, May 13, 1774. He was a pupil of Jean
Baptiste Regnault (q.v.). and was entirely under
the influence of David. His works are good in

line, but cold in color and sentiment. The best of

them, the "Return of Marcus Sextus" (1799), in

the Louvre, is of unustial pathos. Others are:

the "Off'ering to -Esculapius" (1802) : "Pyrrhus
and Andromache"; ".'Eneas and Dido" (1813):
"Ch-temnestra" (1817)—all in the Louvre; and
"Xapoleon Pardoning the Rebels in Cairo." at
Versailles. Gtn'rin was made member of the
Institute and of the Order of Saint ilichel in

1819: director of the French Academy at Rome
in 1822, baron in 1829, an'd oflicer of the Legion
of Honor in 1832. He died in Rome. July 16,

1833. Among his pupils were Sigallon, GSricault,
and Delacroix (q.v.).

GTTERIN-MENEVrLLE, ma'n'-vfl'. FfiLix
Edou.\rd (1799-1874). A French naturalist.
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born at Toulon. A pupil of Cuvier, Gcoffroy

Saint-Hilaire, and Latieille, he became professor

of entomology in the College of France in 1850, and
ttas specially famed for his scientific investiga-

tions into the proper methods for raising silk-

worms. He wrote largelj- upon the subject for

the different societies to which he belonged, and
]iulilislied. besides: Iconogrnphie du rrgnr iinimul

(Ic Cuvier (1829); Genera des insecies (1835);
(liiide de VHercur dc vers d soie (1850) ; I'ro-

duriiun de la soie, situation, maladies et amelio-
ration des 7-aces du rer d soie (1857) ; and Soles
sur Ics edueaiions pour grainc qu'il conviendrait
de faire pour attcuurr les desastreux effcts de
Vfpizootie des vers a soie (1857).

GUERNSEY, gern'zl. The second in size of

the Channel Islands (q.v.), distant 69 miles
southeast from Start Point, Devonshire—the
nearest point of the English coast, and about
40 miles southwest of Cherbourg, in France
(Map: France. D 2). Its length is nine miles, its

greatest breadth about five, and its circumference
31 miles. The northern part of the island is flat,

the southern more elevated, intersected by deep
valleys and glens, and with a loftv, picturesque
coast. Saint Peter Port and Saint Sampson, con-

nected by the first-built English electric trolley

line, are the chief towns. Saint Sampson is an
important quarrying centre for blue granite.

There is a United States consular agencv on the
inland. Population, in 1801, 35,289; in 1901,
10,477.

GUERNSEY, Eghert (1823—). An Ameri-
can honu'Opatliic physician, born at Litchfield.

Conn. He entered Yale College in 1842. but
came to Xew York and graduated in medicine
from New York University in 184G. He then be-

gan practice in Williamsburg (now a part of

New York City), and was soon appointed city

physician. In 1848 he started the Brooklyn
Daily Times, and was for two years its editor-

in-chief. The teaching of Hahnemann was then
exciting great interest in this country, and
Guernsey became a convert tn, and prominent
exponent of, the homeopathic system of prac-
tice. He began to practice in New Y'ork City in

18,50. and was identified with the New York
Homeopathic Jledical College, as professor, first

of materia niedica. and then of practice. His book
on Domestie Praetiec (1855) has passed through
several editions, and was translated into French,
Spanisli.and Danish. In 1852 he edited, with Dr.
A. Gerald Hall, Jahr's Manual, and in 1872 he
established and became the editor-in-chief of

the New York iledieal Times. In 1870 he or-

ganized the Western Dispensary, since united
with the Hahnemann Hospital. In 1877, through
his efforts, the inebriate asylum on Ward's Isl-

and. New York City, was converted into a general
hospital under the control of the Commissioner
of Charities and Correction, and placed in the
hands of the Homeopathic ^Medical School of
Practice. Guernsey being its president. Besides
the writings mentioned above. Guernsey was the
author of an elementary history of the United
States, which was used in public schools through-
out the country.

GUERNSEY CATTLE. See Cattle.

GUERNSEY LILY. See Amaktllis.
GUEROULT, gfi'rTK>'. Adolphe (1810-72). A

French publicist, born at Radepont (Eure). He
became known as an exponent of Saint-Simon-

ist principles, and wrote articles on economic
subjects for the Journal des Dtbats and other
periodicals. Subseciucntly he was correspondent
of the Debats in Italy, in 1842 was appointed
French consul at ilazatlan, ile.\ico, and in 1847
at Jassy, Rumania. He was variously active as
a journalist in Paris from 1848 to 1857, when he
became editor-in-chief of La Presse. In 1859 he
founded L'Opiniun Xationule. which under his

direction attained consjiicuous inlluence as the
advocate of democratic measures under Imperial
rule. From 1803 to 1870 he was a mend^-r of the
Corps LC'gislatif, in which he acted with the
Left Centre, or democratic opjiosition. After
September 4, 1870, he declared for the Republic.
His publications include: theLettres sur I'Esjiagne

(1838), originally contributed as a series to the
Debats during a residence in Spain; De la ques-
tion, eoloniale (1842) ; Etudes de politique et de
pliilosophie religicuse (1802) ; La politique de la

Prusse (1800); Discours jiroiiouccs an, Corps
Icq'slatif (1800) ; and La Kepublique en France
(1871).

GUERRARA, gar-rJi'ra. A town of Algeria,
in the District of the Beni-ilzab. about 40 miles
northeast of Ghardaia (jMap: Africa, El). It is

a commercial meeting-place for the neighboring
tribes, and has a large trade in live stock and in

manufactured products imported from foreign
countries. The population is estimated at 4000
to 5000.

GUERRAZZI, gwer-rat'se, Francesco Do-
MEMco (1804-73). An Italian statesman and
writer, born at Leghorn, and educated for the
legal profession. In 1829 Guerrazzi was asso-
ciated with Mazzini and Bini in the establish-

ment of the Indicator Lirornese, a short-lived

liberal organ. A little later came his Elogio di

Cosimo del Fante, and as a result of the liberal

opinions enunciated in this treatise he was sent
to Montepulciano. There he wrote La serpicina,
a little essay delightful in style, intended to prove
the paradox that man is in every way inferior to

the brutes. He was imprisoned in 1831, and again
in 1834, when he was taken to Portoferraio. At
this place he employed his time in writing his

Assedio di Firen.7e, an historical novel, replete
with patriotic fervor, which was published at
Paris in 1S30, and was a favorite with the young-
er generation during the events prior to 1848. In
January of this last year he was again incar-

cerated for a few months. On the eve of the
definite breach between the people and the Grand
Duke of Tuscany, in 1849, Gueri-azzi was induced
to accept ofiice in the Jlinistry. On the flight of

the Grand Duke he was proclaimed member of
the Provisional Government, and subsequently
Dictator. During this crisis of the State he pre-

served the strict autonomy of Tuscany until the
return of the grand ducal rule, when he was im-
mediately seized and imprisoned on the ground
of having neglected due measures of repression
when the revolution first gathered strength dur-
ing his Ministry. His defense, entitled Apologia
dclUi vita politico di F. D. Guerra!:zi, published
at Florence (1852), is a masterjiiece. After an
im])risonnient of three years, he was condemned
to the' galleys, but was subsequently permitted
to select Corsica as the refuge of his perpetual
banishment. Restored to liberty and acticm by
later events. Guerrazzi sat in tlic Parliament of

Turin in 1862 and 1805. Guerrazzi's vocabulary
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is of the purest Italian, but his style is often most
bitterly intemperate—Byronic in its impul-
sixeness, not infrequently bombastic, and oc-

casionally even blasphemous. Some of the

novels of Guerrazzi are: La battaglia di Bene-
vento, his first important production, and one
of the most praiseworthy for its narrative style,

not so much marred by defects here as elsewhere

;

Veronica Cybo; Isabella Orsini (1844) ; Marehese
di Santa Prassede (1853); Beatrice Cenci

(1854); La torre di Nonza (1857); Storia di

an moscone (1838); Pasquale Paoli (1860), a
work excellent in both tone and treatment, and
dealing with the fall of Corsica. The later

novels, like the Asscdio di Roma (1864), showed
a remarkable decline in power on the part of

Guerrazzi. Conspicuous among his other writ-

ings are the Scritti, published at Florence
(1847), containing the mordant satire, / nuovi
Tarlufi; the Discorso al principe e at popolo
(1847), in which he demanded a constitution
for the countrj'; the Asino (1857), with a sub-

ject like that of iierpieina ; and the Yita di

Andrea Doria (1863). In 1844 he collected and
published, at Florence, four Orazioni funehri
d'ilhislri Ilaliani, and in 1848 he printed his

Memorie. Consult: The editions of Guerrazzi's
Lettere, by Carducci (Leghorn, 1880-83), and by
JIartini (Turin, 1891); Bosio, Opere, Vita di

Francesco Domenico Ouerrazzi (Milan, 1877) ;

Visniara, Bibliofjrafia di Francesco Domenico
Guerrazzi (Jlilan, 1880) ; Fenini, Francesco Do-
menico Guerrazzi, studi critici (Milan, 1873).

GXTEEBERO, ga-ra'r6. One of the Pacific
States of Mexico, bounded by the States of
Michoacan, Morelos, Mexico, and Puebla on the
north, Oaxaca on the east, and the Pacific on the
southwest. Its area is 24,996 square miles (Map:
Mexico, J 9). With the exception of the coastal
zone, about twenty miles wide, where the land
rises gently, the surface is rough and mountain-
ous. The Sierra Madre del Sur, rising to an alti-

tude of over 9000 feet, traverses the whole lengtli

of the State parallel with the coast. It sends out
numerous lateral spurs, inclosing narrow valleys
through whieh small streams run south into the
Pacific and north into the Rio de las Balsas, also
called Rio Mexcala, the only large river of Guer-
rero. Its valley, separating the Sierra Madre del

Sur from the main range of the vSierras, occupies
the northern half of the State. The climate is very
hot and unhealthful in the eoastlands, where fe-

vers and leprosy prevail to a great extent; but
the uplands enjoy a temperate, dry, and healthful
climate. There is an extensive region of agri-
cultural land, but its cultivation is greatly im-
peded by the sparseness of population. The chief
agricultural products are cereals, fruits, tobacco,

coffee, cacao, vanilla, and cotton. The mineral
deposits are believed to be extensive, but thus
far relatively little has been done toward their ex-

ploitation, although considerable quantities of
silver have been mined. There is direct steam-
ship communication between the port of Acapulco
and foreign countries. Tlie Interoceanic Rail-

road, which is to connect Acapulco with Vera
Cruz, is still in course of construction, and has
been completed as far as Chilpancingo. The
population in 1900 was 475,594, largely aborigi-

nal Indians. The largest city is Chilapa, with
a population of 12.000; the capital is Cliilpan-

cingo, a small town in the centre of the State,

situated about 200 miles from the City of Mexico,
and about 110 uciles from the coast. It is well
built and liglitcd by electricity, and had in 1895
a population of 6321.

GUERREEO, Vicente ( 1782-1831 ) . A Mexi-
can revolutionary leader. He was born at Tixtla,
and spent his youth upon a farm. In October,
1810, he joined the Revolutionary army under
Morelos, and distinguished himself by his energy
and valor. In 1818, when all opposition to the
Spanish power seemed extinct, he won two victo-

ries over the Viceregal troops, and reorganized the
republican movement. He became tlie recognized
head of the Independents, and established himself
in the south, but was induced by Iturbide, in Janu-
ary, 1821, to join in the Plan de Iijualu. by which
ISIexico was to become independent under a king
of the Spanish royal family. Iturbide's assump-
tion of the Imperial title alienated Guerrero,
who became the leader of the opposition, and
was in conirtiand at the battle of Almolonga, in

January, 1823, in which he was severely wounded.
When Iturbide left the country, Guerrero was
made a member of the Executive Council of four,

but his lack of education and his inexperience
in politics prevented his exercising much in-

fluence in the Government. From 1824 to 1828
he was Vice-President of the Republic. He was
a candidate for the Presidency in 1828, and was
defeated. Thereupon his partisans rose in revolt,

and succeeded in forcing the legally elected can-

didate (Pedraza) to leave the country. The
Congress elected Guerrero to the vacant office

(March, 1829). The most important measure
of his administration was the decree abolishing
slavery (September 15, 1829). The Spanish in-

vasion of that year was repelled with ease, but
the e,xtraordinary powers conferred upon the
President afforded a pretense for the formation
of a revolutionary coalition, tmder the veteran
intriguer Bustaniente. Revolution broke out in

December, and gained ground with great rapidity.

Bustaniente assumed the office of President.

Guerrero fled to the south, and with Acapulco
for a base of o])erations kept up the defensive

until January, 1831, when he was betrayed into

the hands of his enemies by a Genoese shipping
captain. He was shot on February 14, 1831,
after a brief military trial.

GtTEEBILIiAS, ger-rlllaz (Sp., predatory
war, diminutive of guerra, war, from OHG.
icerra, strife, confusion). Organizations of
troops carrying on warfare independently, and
operating principally against isolated detach-
ments or convoys. They were originally parti-

san armed bands of Spanish peasantry' who, fa-

vored by local conditions and the terrain gener-

ally, proved very effective against the French
invasion which began in 1808. In the American
Civil War the name was applied to various irreg-

tilar bodies of Confederate troops. Similarly, the
francs-tireurs (q.v. ) of the Franco-German War
were practically guerrillas. The Spanish em-
ployed some few guerrillas against the United
States in Cuba in 1898. and the closing stages
of the recent British-Boer War were devoted, on
the Boer side, to guerrilla tactics, carried out by
small bands of armed Boers.

GUERRINI, gwer-re'ne, Olindo (pseudonym,
Lorenzo Stecchetti) (1845— ). An Italian poet
and miscellaneous writer, born at Sant' Alberto
(Province of Ravenna). He studied law at the
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universities of Turin and Bologna, but never
priK-ticed. In 18(i8 he began to ourupy himself
witli literature, and research, and he was ap-

pointed librarian of the University Library at

Bologna. His publications include: I'ostumu.
Canzoniere di Lorenzo Stecchctii (1877) ; Polemi-
ca (1878); Canti popoluri rumaynoli (1880);
Iximc di tre gentildoiiiie del sccolo XVI. (1882) ;

BrandelU (1884); and II libro dei colori (with
Eicci, 1887). He is the chief representative of

the so-called 'verism' in modern Italian lyric

poetry.

GTTESCLIN, ga'klfiN", Bertr.^nd Df. See Du
GuEscLix, Bertrand.

GUESS, ges. George. See Sequot.\.

GUESS WARP. A hawser paid from a ship

by rough estimate of its sufficiency. In carrj'-

ing out a hawser in a boat from a ship to a
distant object, if the boat is small, or if in haste,

only part of the hawser is put in the boat, which
drags the hawser from the ship until, in the

judgment of the officer or petty officer in charge
of the boat, he can reacli his destination with

what he has in the boat.

GUEST (in law). "See Inn, Innkeeper.

GUEST, gest, Edwin (1800-80). An English

scholar. He graduated at Cambridge, where he
became fellow of C'aiiis College in 1824 and vice-

chancellor in 1854. He was one of the founders
of the Philological Society (1842), to which he
contributed numerous papers. His work in phi-

lology has been largely superseded, but his His-

tory of English Rhythms (2 vols., 1838; ed. by
Skeat, 1882) is still valuable. He was a pio-

neer in the study of ancient Britain. Some of his

investigations in the field were collected by W.
Stubbs under the title Origines Celticw (1883).

GUEST, John ( 1821-79 ) . An American naval
officer, born in Missouri. He entered the navy
in 1837, and in 1866 rose to be captain. During
the Mexican War he served along the coast of

Mexico, and in 1854, while at Shanghai in com-
mand of the seamen and marines of the steamer
Plymouth, won a decisive victory over a force

of Chinese rebels who were seeking to plunder
foreign residents. In the Civil War he command-
ed the Oirasco in the passage of Forts Jackson
and Saint Philip, and the Lehigh and Itasca in

the battles of Fort Fisher. He was promoted in

1873 to be commodorCj and was in command of

the Portsmouth Xa\y Yard at the time of his
death.

GUEUX, Les, la ge (Fr., beggars). The
name assumed by the confederated nobles who
opposed the tyrannical policy of Philip II. of
Spain in the Low Countries, and brought about
the revolt which separated the Northern Prov-
inces from Spain. Philip having followed up his
previous policy of severity and persecution by
sending inquisitors to the Low Countries to put
into execution the decrees of the Council of
Trent, provoked b.v this act the bitter resent-
ment of the patriotic party, who saw in it an
attempt to curtail their ancient liberties. An
opposition was thus formed, which, headed by
Count Louis of Nassau and Count Hendrik van
Brederode, declared in an act called the 'Com-
promise' (April 5, 1566) their fixed deter-
mination to ignore the authority of the in-

quisitors. On one occasion, after listening to

a deputation from the liberal party, the Regent,

Jlargaret of Parma, it is said, seemed in-

clined to yield to their demands, when one of her
council approached her and whispered tluit she
"need not be afraid of tliese gatherings of beg-

gars." The remark having been overheard by some
of the deputation, the ej)ilhet was soon after-

wards assumed as the title of the patriotic league.

The 'beggars' maintained a long and vigorous
contest against the despotic ))roceedings of Philip

ami his advisers. A branch of them, the 'sea

beggars,' under the bold leadership of Count de
la Jlarck. initiated the long struggle for inde-

pendence by the capture of Briel, A])ril 1, 1572.

The record of their struggles is a glorious one.

After many reverses and few successes, the tide

turned in their favor. From the date of the
L'nion of Ghent (1576) the history of the
Gueux is merged in that of the Netherlands.
Consult: Kervyn de Lettenhove, Les huguenots et

les gueux (Brussels, 1883-86) ; Renon de France,
Histoire dcs troubles dcs Pays-Bas ( Brussels,

1889) ; De la Gravi^re, "Les gueu.x de mer," in

Re-rue des Deux Mondes (Paris, 181J2) ; also the
general works of Motley, Blok, and others, men-
tioned in the article on the Netherlands.

GUEVARA, ga-va'rj, Antonio de (cW490-
1545). A Spanish writer. He was attached to

the Court of Isabella I. for a part of his early
life, entered the Franciscan Order in 1.528, and
became Court preacher and historiographer of
Charles V. He enjoyed great favor in his own
time, both at home and abroad, for the peculiarly

artificial style of his didactic and political trea-

tises, which are marked also by decidedly moraliz-
ing tendencies. This rhetorical manner of Gue-
vara prevailed in his Mareo Atirelio eon el relojT

de prineipes (1529), which, translated into Eng-
lish

—

The Golden Book of Marcus Aurelius, Em-
peror and Eloquent Orator, translated from the
French by Lord Berners (London, 1532); and
again. The Diall of Princes. Englysshed oute of
the Frenche, by Thomas North (London, 1557;
cf. a later ed., London, 1019)—first made known
in England the literary mannerisms and affecta-

tion which in Lyly's hands became euphuism.
Like the other productions of Guevara, this work
was frequently translated into French, and from
it, through an interesting French translation, La
Fontaine derived the subject-matter for his fable-

Le paysan du Danube (libre xi., fable 7). When
publishing the Relax, Guevara pretended that it

was a genuine aiitobiography of Marcus Aurelius,
and that the original manuscript was to be found
at Florence. Tliis fraud was detected and made
known in 1540, by Pedro de Una, a professor at
Soria. and Guevara had to admit his authorship.
The proceeding was the occasion of undue stric-

tures upon him on the part of several critics.

His other productions comprise a volume (Valla-

dolid. 1539) containing the Dccada de las ridus
de los X. Cesare.% emperadores romanos, the De
menosprecio de la corte, the Ai-iso de privadox
y doetrina de cortesdnos, and the De los inren-

tores del marear : the Epistolns familiares (also
published at Valladolid in 1539) : and two devout
treatises, the Monte Calrnrio (1.542) and the
Oratdrio de religidsos (1543). Of these the
Epistolas familiares became the most famous,
and were widely read for the sake of their refined

diction, which for us is overwrought and absurd-
ly pompous, .\mong the English translations of
the Episitolas—called generally the 'Golden Epis-
tles,' so great was their vogue—may be noted
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that of E. Hellowcs (London, 1574), and that of

G. Fenton (1575). Consult: Guevara, "Epfstolas

familiares v escogidas," in the Blblioteca clasica

espai'wla (Barcelona, 1880) : the selections from
Guevara given in "Obras escogidas de filosofos,"

etc., in Blblioteca de autores espafioles (Madrid,
1S73) ; and for his life, Antonio, in Biblioteca

nova.

GUEVARA, Lns Velez de (1570-1644). A
Spanish puet and dramatist, born at Ecija. Anda-
lusia. Little is' known of his life except that he
was Court chamberlain to Philip IV., and a
fecund and popular playwright in the style of

Lope de Vega. Of his 400 dramas, the names of

about 80 remain, and his works have never been
collected. The most notable are two tragedies,

Mas pesa cl reii que In san;ire and Rcinar despues
de niarir. and two comedies. La hina de la sierra

and El ollero de Oeana. His most remark.ible

work is El diablo cojiiclo (1641), a powerful
satire, from which Le Sage borrowed much for

his Le diable boiteux. Other tales by him are

printed in the Coleccvon de novelas escogidas

(1785-04).

GU;EVI, gwa've (South African name). The
pygmy .Tntelope. See Bluebuck.

GUGLIELlffil, guo-lyel'me, Pietro (1727-

1804). One of the most celebrated Italian com-
posers of the eighteenth century. He was born
at ilassa di Carrara, and was educated chiefly

b,y his father, who was maestro di cappella in the

ducal chapel of ilodena. He gained a European
reputation as a musician and composer : but
after living in Germany and England returned
to Italy at the age of fifty to find his operas

neglected for those of Cimarosa and Paisiello.

Guglielmi immediately set to work and com-
posed a number of new operas which regained

for him the public favor. He was appointed
maestro di cappella at Saint Peter's, Rome, by
Pope Pius VI., in 1793, and from that time up
to the day of his death occupied himself com-
pletely with his official duties. He was the com-
poser of almost twenty operas, many of them
extremely popular in their day, several oratorios,

and considerable Church music. His death oc-

curred at Rome.

GUIAN, ge'an. A to\vn of Samar, Philip-

pines, situated at the southern extremity of the

island, about 109 miles southeast of Catbalogan.
Population, in 1898, 11,300.

GUIAN.^, ge-;l'na. A territory in the north-

cast part of .South America, bounded by the At-
lantic on the north, by Brazil and the Atlantic on
the east, and by Brazil and Venezuela on the

west (see accompanying map). Its area is

estimated at 175,400 square miles. (Brazilian
Guiana, lying on the south, is sometimes em-
braced under this general heading.) Guiana has
not been thoroughly explored. Its surface may
be described, on the whole, as a plateau rising

toward the west and north, with an average eleva-

tion of about 3200 feet. The mountains have
nowhere been found to rise higher than the peak
Rorairaa (S600 feet). This mountain is on the

western boundary, and belongs to the Pacaraima
range. Along the southern border of Guiana is

the low Tumuc Huniae range. The coast is level

and low-, and dikes keep back the ocean at many
joints.

Guiana is a well-watered country, numerous

rivers coursing through it northward to the sea.

The most important of thein arc the Essequibo
(600 miles in length, the longest river in Guia-
na), Jlazaruui, licrbice, Corentyn, and ilaroni
(400 miles). Owing to numerous rapids and
falls, they are navigable only for comparatively
short distances. Of the many fertile valleys,

none has any considerable extent except the
depression lying between the Essequibo and the
Corentyn. Little is known of the geology of

Guiana, except in the southern part, near the
Brazilian boundary, where valuable deposits of

gold have given an impetus lately to geological ex-

ploration. In this region gneisses and granites
are found to underlie heavy beds of sandstone
and other stratified rocks of undetermined age.

The climate is tropical. Owing to the intense
heat and humidity along the coast, the northern
portion of Guiana is particularly unliealthful.

Both here and up along the rivers fevers have
greatly interfered with the development of the
country by Europeans. The climate of the upland
interior is naturally more moderate and inviting.

The rainy period extends from the last of April
imtil the middle of August, during which time
there is a very heavy precipitation. Along the
coast there is a second and lighter rainy season
from November to February. In the short dry
periods of the year east winds prevail. Guiana
is free from hurricanes. The vegetation is wholly
equatorial. In the lower and northern sections

heavy forests cover the land. They usually ex-

tend well up toward the higher parts. The
forests, like the fauna, are similar to those of

the Amazon region, possessing valuable medicinal
and dye woods and the typical wild fruits of the

torrid zone. The magnificent Victoria regia was
first made known from the Berbice River. The
plateau itself, so far as explored, is practically

barren. The low, forest-covered lands are very
fertile, but are surpassed in richness by the tide-

irrigated coast strip. The cultivated land pro-

duces the usual tropical crops, as well as some
of a less torrid region. Among the larger animals
may be mentioned the j.aguar. sloth, tapir, ant-

eaters, capybara, and numerous monkeys (howl-

ers, capuchins, mannosets). The boa, anaconda,
and a number of venomous species represent the

serpents.

Politically Guiana is divided into three coun-
tries—British, Dutch, and French Guiana.
British Guian.\, This Colony, a possession of

Great Britain, forms the western part of Guia-
na, and lies between Venezuela and the Corentyn
River. Its area is about 95,100 square miles,

being more than half that of all Guiana. Of
British Guiana (quite the most important of the

three Colonies), only the alluvi.al stretch along
tlie coast has been really developed. Thereare three

settlements—Demerara, Essequibo, and Berbice

—

with Georgetown as the capital of the Colony. In
addition, there is the new northwest district,

which began to he opened up in 1883. There w-ere

83,000 acres in the Colony in cultivation in 1900,

nearly seven-eighths of which was in sugar. The
live-stock interests are not important. Wood-
cutting is a leading industry. The gold-mines are

being exploited, and employ some 11.000 miners.

Diamonds are also found, chiefly along the

Mazaruni River.

The principal export is sugar, forming about
55 per cent, of the total exports for the Colony.

Next in order of value rank gold (£393.926) and
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rum (£300,583). Some timber and woods, bala-

ta. and molasses are also shipped out. About 40

per eent. of the sugar goes to (Jreal J5ritain and
I he Inited States. The eonimeree of liritish (iui-

ana dtH-s not appear to be increasing. Tlie total

value of e.xports for lilOO-Ol was £2,0tiS,40G; of

imports, £1,393,529. The latter eonsist principally

of tissues, flour, manures, rice, and machinery.

Xorth America supplies the Colony with fish.

Fully half the Colony's trade is with Great Brit-

ain. " In 1900-01 the total tonnage entcreil and
cleared was 709,928 tons. The colonial fleet

consists of 48 vessels, with 2793 tons, (ieurge-

town (q.v. ) is the chief port: next in commercial
importance is New Amsterdam, at the mouth of

the Berbice. There are 75 miles of railway. 500

miles of river navigation, GOO miles of telegra[)h

lines, and about 75 post-offices.

The Colony is administered by a Governor ap-

pointed by the Crown. The Governor is assisted

by an E.xecutive Council and by a Court of Pol-

icy, consisting of seven appointed and eight elect-

ed representatives. In addition, there is a court

made up of six financial representatives, who
are also chosen by the registei'ed voters (2400).

In 1900-01 the revenues and expenditures of the

Colony nearly balanced at a little over £500,000.

The colonial" debt was £088,400. Besides the

twenty-five savings banks, there are two banks
with a note circulation. The population in the

same year was 294,943, among whom were 2000
Europeans, 105,500 East India coolies, 99,700

negroes, and 3800 Chinese. The Asiatics furnish

the labor for the plantations. The common lan-

guage is English, and English money is ordinarily

used. In 1900 there were 212 public schools, at-

tended by 27.500 pupils.

Dutch Guiana, or Surinam. This Colony,

belonging to the Xetherlands, lies next east of

Britisli Guiana, and is bordered on the east by
the Maroni River. Its estimated area is 49,800

square miles. Only the sea region is developed,

the interior having been little explored. The
coast is generally rather swampy. Its inhabited

portions are protected and drained by dams and
canals, and are nowhere wider than 25 miles.

Along the coast are fine mangrove forests. Among
the woods exploited by the natives here and
farther inland are manioc and .several varieties

of palms. -Agriculture is almost the sole indus-

try of the Europeans, sugar being the principal

product. Cacao, bananas, rice, and maize are

grown. The coffee and cotton industries have
been rapidly dying out since the abolishment of

slave labor. There are over 40,000 acres in all

crops.

Gold was first discovered in 1870 along the east-

ern edge of the territory, but the mining of it

has been not a little interfered with by the contest

over the boundary line. In 1900 the production of

gold was .$522,000. practically the whole being
exported. The total of all exports for tlie Col-

onv in 1900 was 5.540,000 guilders (.?2.2!r).OO01
;

of" all imports 6.170,000 guilders (.«2,4r)S,000)

.

The colonial fleet consists of 404 ships with 280.-

113 registered tons. The trade is with the I'nited

States, Great Britain, and (chiefly) Holland.
There are no railways and only a few miles of

telegraph lines.

The Colony has a Crown Governor, with a coim-
cil of four members nominated by the Queen. Tlie

Colonial .Assembly, or 'States,' consists of four
representatives named by the Governor, together

Vol. IX.—23.

with one representative elected for every two hun-
dred electors. There are 16 districts for admin-
istrative purposes. The laws are those of the
Netherlands. In 1901 the colonial revenues were
2,324,000 guilders (.$929,000) ; the expenditures,

2,705,000 guilders (.$1,082,000): subvention from
the motlier country, 381,000 guilders ($1.52,400)

.

The official language is Dutch, but English is much
used. The population in 1899 numbered 82,300,

of whom 12.000 were Indians and Bush negroes,

and 1200 were Israelites. The po|>ulation for the

most part belong to the Mtu'avian and the Re-

formed Lutheran churches. The natives are of

little .service for industrial purposes except as
workers in the forests. In 1899 there were 53
common schools, with 7200 children in attendance.

The high schools numbered three. Paramaribo
(q.v.) is the capital and only important town.
French Guiana, or Cayenne. This Colony

and penal settlement of France lies between
Dutch Guiana and Brazil, the River Oyapok being
on the eastern border. Its area is estimated at .30,-

500 square miles. The surface rises quite grad-
ually from the unhealthful coast to the moun-
tain border on the south, where the highest point,

however, does not reach above 2700 feet. The
coast is not so low as that of British and Dutch
Guiana. There are several rivers, but none of

importance. Only a small part of the country
is icnown. Fevers, particularly yellow fever,

decimate the region, and proved so fatal to
French convicts that white prisoners have long
been sent elsewhere. Less than 10,000 acres of

land are under cultivation. Cacao, coflTee, cot-

ton, tobacco, and many other crops grow-. Cacao
also flourishes wild. The industrial growth of the

Colony is very slow and discouraging. The culti-

vated land is poorly handled and b.y about only
6000 hands. There are but a few thousand head
of live-stock in the Colony.

Gold-mining is the leading industry, and gold

is the chief article of export. CJold was discovered

in 1853. The value of its annual export has fluc-

tuated considerablv. In 1900 the total mined
product of the niet'al was .$1,412,000. The devel-

opment of this industry is much affected by the

high rate of mortality. There is a little produc-
tion of phosphate, silver, and iron. Some marble
and balata and rosewood oil also figure in the

list of exports. In 1900 the imports were 9.700,-

000 francs : the export of native products, 0,350,-

000 francs. Nearly all the trade is with France.
In the Colony's commerce of 1899 were engaged
180 ships, of 38,872 registered tons. There are
no railways. A cable connects Cayenne with
France.
The Colony is administered by a Governor ap-

pointed at Paris. He has a Privy Council of

seven members. The Colony has sixteen represen-

tatives in its Council General, and sends one
Deputy to the National Chamber. The Colony is

comparatively a heavy financial drain on the
Republic, requiring, in 1902. 7,086.000 francs

—

mostly for the penal establishment. In 1901 the
local budget balanced at about $550,000. In 1895
there were 30.310 inhabitants, among whom were
4360 hard-labor convicts and 1500 native Indians.
The convicts are restricted to four localities.

The He du Diahle off the coast, northwest of

Cayenne, became famous throiich the imprison-
ment there of Alfred Dreyfus. Cayenne, the capi-

tal (q.v.). and the only important town, h.ns one
college. The group of islands called the lies du
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Sahit (of which the Ilo ihi Diable. mentioned on
preceding page, is one) form a desirable harbor.

There are 27 elementary schools, with 2000 scholars.

Hi.sTORY. The coast of Guiana was first visited in

.

14'Jll and loOO by Ojeda. Vespucci, and Pinzon.

The Spaniards planted a few settlements in the

region, none of which seem to have had any long

existence. Missionaries visited the interior during
the sixteenth century. The tales of El Dorado
aroused interest in this corner of South America,
but the main current of settlement and explora-

tion was along the t*rinoco and to the westward
of UK/dcrn Guiana. Ralegh, who first made the

name widely known, in 1595, confined his opera-

tions almost entirely to the river, although his

sailing masters in 1504 and succeeding years

carefully explored the coast to the east. After

the formation of the Dutch West India Company
in 1621, the Dutch, who had settled on the Pom-
erun River as early as 1581, and had explored the

Guiana coast more fully in 1597 and 1598, gained

a permanent foothold at the head of the Essequibo
delta, where a settlement had been existing since

1613. In 1648 the Treaty of Westphalia con-

firmed the Dutch West India Company in posses-

sion of the territory, ileanwhile the French had
settled near Cape Orange, and the English near
the mouth of the Surinam. In 1667 this English

colony was exchanged with Holland for Xew
Xetherlands or Xew York. Things remained in

much the same condition until 1803. when Eng-
land captured Demerara, Berbice, and Essequibo
from the Dutch, who formally surrendered them
by treaty in 1814. The three colonies, compris-

ing some 76.000 square miles, were consolidated

in 1831. The boundary between British Guiana
and Venezuela (q.v.) ceased to be a subject of

dispute after the arbitration treaty of 1897.

BiBLiOGKAPHT. JIartin. By'itish Colonics (Lon-

don, 1849-51) ; Dalton, History of Britis.h Guiana
(London, 1854) : Duff, BrifisJi Guiana (Glasgow,

1866) ; Palgrave. Dutch Guiana (London. 1876) ;

Bronkhurst, Cnlont/ of Biilish Guiana and Labor-
ing Population (ih., 18S3) : Rodway, A Handbook
of British Guiana (Georgetown. 18931 ; id.. His-

tory of British Guiana (3 vols.. Georgetown,
1891-94) ; Lc I'ays-Bas: La colonic Surinam
(Amsterdam, 1898), and the Dutch statistical

works, published annually by the Government

;

Xorman, Colonial France (London, 1886) : Viala.

Lcs trots Cruyanes (Montpellier, 1893) ; Bas-

si&res. Notice siir la Guyane (Paris. 1900);
Brousseau. Lcs richesses de la Guyane fran^aisc

(ib., 1901).

GXJIANGA, gt>-;in'ga, GUANGA. goo-iin'gS.

A wild Malayan people in Davao Province, Min-
danao: speech separate. Compare Dulangan,
Manguanga, Mangulanga. See Philippines.

GTJIB, g^vib (African name). One of the
'harnessed' antelo[>es. or bushbucks (Tragclaphus
scriptus), of Southeastern Africa, which former-

ly were extremely numerous, and are still scat-

tered from Abyssinia to the Cape. It is the .small-

est of the genus, not larger than a goat in size,

and shows a. great variety of coloration, which
varies from dark brown to pale rufous, irregular-

ly streaked and spotted with white. It keeps

near the watercourses, hiding in dense thickets.

See Plate of Gazelles.

GUIBERT DE NOGENT. ge'bar' (\e nft'zh-iN'

(1053c. 1124) . A French historian and theologian,

bom near Clermont (Oise). He is said to have

been instructed by Saint Anselm, and became
Abbot of Xotre Dame de Xogent in 1104. His
principal work is the history of the first Crusade,
written probably from 1095-1101. called the best
of contemporary accounts. He also wrote an
autobiography and several other works. A com-
plete edition of these was issued in 1651.

GUIBERT, gf'bar', or WIBEIIT, vi^'hort, OF
RAVENNA (c. 1020-11(1(1). Antipopc with the
nam>? Clement 111., 1080-1099. He was born be-

tween 1020 and 1030^ and in 1073 became Arch-
bishop of Ravenna. He quarreled with Gregory
VII. (q.v.). by whom he was suspended in 1075
and>exconunuuicated in 1078. In 1080 the Em-
jjeror Henry IV. (q.v.) had him chosen Pope in

opposition to Giegory at Bixe, and he was
enthroned at Rome four years later, after the
Em]icror had ca])tured the city. After the death
of Gregory tiuibert contested the Papal See with
Victor Ili. and Crban II. In 1099 he made his

submission to Paschal II.

GUICCIARDINI, g\ve'char-de'n^, Francesco
(14831540 1. An Italian statesman and his-

torian, bom of noble parentage at Florence. The
studies of law and literature engrossed his ear-

liest attention, and before he reached the age of

twenty-three he was elected professor of law by
the signoria of Florence. His knowledge of in-

ternational law and his tact in the conduct of

public affairs caused him to be selected in 1512
by the signoria as Ambassador to the Court of

Ferdinand, King of Aragon. During a period of

two years he discharged his diplomatic duties

with ability. In 1515 he was dispatched l>y the
Republic of Florence to receive at Cortona Pope
Leo X. This pontift" at once secured Guicciar-

dini's services, and committed to him the govern-
ment of Modena and Reggio, and finally of Parma.
Under Clement VII. he was for some years gov-

ernor of the Romagna, and finally of Bologna.
On the accession of Paul III. (1534), Guicciar-

dini resigned all his dignities, and returned to
Florence, where Alexander de' iledici had been
made sovereign by Charles V. On the assassina-

tion of Alexander. Guicciardini promoted materi-

ally the elevation of Cosimo de' Medici; but meet-
ing with no special favor from that prince, he
withdrew from Florence to his villa at Arcetri,

where he commenced his famous work La storia

d'ltalia, the greatest historical work of the six-

teenth cenrury. He died before its completion. In
1561. twenty-one years after his death, the first

sixteen books of his history were published at

Florence, and three years later, at Venice, four

additional books appeared. The work is considered

a standard of classical historical writing, inde-

pendently of its value as a minute and faithful

record of the period it embraces, from 1490 to

1534. A magnificent Italian edition was pub-

lished at Freiburg (1775-70), and another at

Pisa in 1819, edited by Rosini. An earlier work
than the Storia d'Ftalia was the Storia fiorcntina,

composed about l.iOO, and dealing with the his-

tory of Florence from 1378 to 1509: it is marked
by an impartial and keenly searching spirit. In
1857-67 there appeared at Florence Operc inedite

di Francesco Guicciardini. comprising: Considera-

nioni intorno ai discorsi del Machiavelli. liicordi

politiei e cirili—Discorsi politici (vol. i.) : Del
regflimento di Fireme, Discorsi intorno allc mu-
tnzioni e riforme del qorerno fiorentino (vol.

ii.): Storia fiorentina (vol. iii.) ; Lettere e
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istruHoni scritte durante la luogotenenxa generate

per il I'apa Clcmcnle ^ 11. (vols, iv., v.) ; Carteg-
' gio, loJ^-.i'i (vols, vi.-ix.) ; liicordi autobiografici

e di famigliu, seritti eari (vol. .\.).

Consult: Bonoist, (liiiehardiii, Iiistorien et

homme d'etat (Paris, 18G2) ; Gioda, Guiceiardini

e le sue opcre ineditc (Bologiia, 1880); Rossi,

Francesco Quicciardini e il governo fiorenthio dal

1527 al lo'iO (Bologna, ISOti) ; Zanoni, Vila

pubhlica di Francesco Guiceiardini (Bologna,

isno).

GTJICCIOLI, gwS-eh6'16, Teresa, Countess
(1801-73). The daughter of Count Gamlia of

Ravenna; married when sixteen to Count (iuie-

cioli, who was over sixty. .She is known to fame
from her intiniaev with Lord Byron in 1810-22.

In 1851 she married the ilarquis de Boiss^'. She
wrote a defense of Byron, entitled Lord Bi/ron

juge par les timoins de sa vie (1868), known
in its English translation as Mi/ Recollections of

Lord Btjron (1809).

GXTICHARD, ge'shiir', Karl THEOPiiiLfS,
hetter known as QuiNTfS ICILIUS (1724-75). A
German soldier and writer on military affairs,

born in Magdeburg. As an ensign (1747) he

took part in the War of the Austrian Succession

in the Netherlands, and in 1752 he was mustered
out with the rank of captain. In 1758 he pub-

lished his Memoires mihtiiircs siir les Orees et

les Romain,s. At the outbreak of the Seven
Years' ^Yar he enlisted in the army of Duke
Ferdinand of Bi-unswick. and in 1758 was

,
presented to Frederick the Great, to whose per-

sonal service he was forthwith attached. It

was at Landshut in May, 1759, that Fred-

erick referred to a certain centurion mentioned
in Polybius's account of the battle of Phar.salus

as Quintus Icilius. Guichard ventured that the

name was Quintus Ca>cilius, persevered in his cor-

rection, and next day appeared with the text of

Polybius in confirmation. "So ?" retorted the
King. "Well, then, Quintus Icilius shall be your
name!" From that time Guichard appeared as

Quintus Icilius in all lists and reports. He be-

came major in 175S, and aft.>r the conclusion of

the war was retained at Potsdam. Avhere he was
promoted to be colonel. He published further,

Memoires critiques et historiques siir phisieurs

points d'antiquit^s militaires (177.3). Consiilt

, Carlvle, History of Frederick the Oreat (London,
1858-05).

GXJICHE, gfeh, DiAXE D'ANDonN.s, Countess
of (1554-1020). A mistress of Henry IV. of

France; davighter of Paul d'.\ndouins. In 1507
she married Philibert de Gramont, Count of

Quiche. About 1580 Jlontaigne dedicated some
sonnets to her. and about that date the belle

Corisande, as she was called, met the King, who
wished to marry her after her husband's death
at La F?re (1580). Henry's letters to her are
included in his published correspondence, Rccueil
des lettres missives de Henri IV. (9 vols., 1843-

76).

GUIDE (OF. guis, Fr. guide, from OF. guier,

guider, Fr. auider, to guide, probably from Goth.,

AS. loitan, OHG. rcizzan. Ger. u-issen, to know,
Lat. videre, to see, Gk. dSivai, eidenai, Skt. ri'rf,

to know). A military term denoting the non-

commissioned officer detailed to regulate the pace

and direction of bodies of troops during parade,

drill or evolutions. It also describes the person,

civil or military, intrusted with the responsibility

or duty of leading troops through a strange coun-

try, or during night operations. In the French

Army flu- Guide Corps of cavalry and infantry

form an important branch, 'i'lie corps of guides

of the British Indian Punjab frontier force con-

sists of six troops of cavalry and eiglil companies

of infantry, composed of native rank and file,

and also, with the exception of fourteen Euro-

peans, of native commissicmcd ollicers. The French

Guide Corps was first formed in 1744 as a small

company of messengers on active service, but the

number increased rapidly, until Nai)olcon tinally

formed tlicm into a corps ten thousand strong.

GTJIDEEITJS, gwi-de'ri-us. A long-lost son

of Cymbeline, in Shakesjx'are's romantic comedy
of that name. Stolen, together with his brother,

by the exiled Morgan when a child, he dwells with

them in the forests of ancient Britain and receives

into his cave his lost and unrecognized sister.

He is restored to his princely rank and surround-

ings in the denouement.

GUIDGTJID, gwid'gwid, or GTTITGUIT. An
imitative name given in tropical America to

almost any small bird having a quickl}' repeated

cry, especially the creepers of the genera Coereba,

Dacnis, and the like. It is also used of members
of the family Pteroptochid;e, which consists of

many species of small, plainly colored, wren-like

birds wliich spend their time and seek their insect

food on the ground in the forest. A Chilean

species (Hyactes megapodius) is very well known
as 'elturco.'

GtriDI, gwe'de. Carlo Alessandro (1650-

1712). An Italian poet, born at Pavia. Litera-

ture, especially poetrj', engrossed his earliest

attention, and to the ability of his first pieces

he owed the notice of the Duke of Parma, whose
favor he further secured by the talent he evinced

in setting his verses to airs of his own composi-

tion. In 1685, with the sanction of the Duke, he
went to Rome, where his patron assigned him
apartments in the Farncsc Palace. He obtained

the friendship of Christina, Queen of Sweden,
and composed, at her request and with her col-

laboration, the pastoral drama of Endimione;
he was also one of the first members of the

Arcadia. He died at Frascati. The dramas of

Guidi fail in sweetness and affection, but are

interesting and elevated in sentiment. As a
lyrical poet Guidi ranks very high : to him is

due a modification of the canzone by the intro-

duction- into it of free strophes. He was at first

under the influence of JIarinism, but he later

adopted the classical manner of Chiabrera and
Testi. His Rime appeared first at Parma in

1681. Consult: Martelli, in Vite dcgli Arcadi,
vol. iii. (Rome, 1714) ; Crescimbeni, in the Poesie

di A. Guidi, non piil raccollc (Verona, 1720).

GUIDI, ToMMASO. See !NL\SAcrio.

GUIDICCIONI, gwe'de-cho'ne, GiovAxra
(1500-41). An Italian poet, born at Lucca. He
was made Bishop of Fossombrone. and afterwards
president of the Romagna and governor of the
jiarches. His love poems are of little value, but
where his strong feeling for his country is sho\\'Ti,

as in the sonnet beginning "The Arne. and the

Tiber, and the Po." his verse is vers' noble. His
ccmplete works were published in 1718, and his

Lcltirr iiirdite in 1805.

GUIDO, gnve'do. Duke of Spoleto. He con-

tested the Italian crown with Berengar I. (q.v.).
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with the result that he was crowned King at
Pavia (889). In 8i)l the Pope phu-ed the Im-
perial crown on his head. Guido died in 894.

GUIDO. In Ariosto's Orlando Fui-ioso. an ally

of the Amazons under Jlarphisa, and the hushand
of ten wives of that nation, whom he had heen
forced to marry after being wrecked on their
coasts. He is surnamed 'the Savage,' and is a
doughty chani]ii(in.

GUIDO D'AREZZO, da-ret'sS, or GUIDO
ARETINO (0.99.5-0.10.30). A famous reformer
of nuisio. and a monl; of the Benedictine Order.
Xothing is known absolutel.y of his life, the oijly

source of information being the frequently contra-
dictory traditions of the Middle Ages. He has the
reputation of being the inventor of musical nota-

tion, and has been styled 'The Regenerator of

Music' But the circumstances which led to this

invention are differently stated by nearly every
narrator. The most plausible and possibly the
racist reliable account is that on one occasion,
while chanting with tlie monastery choir a hymn
in honor of Saint John, he was struck with the
gradual and regularly ascending tones of the

opening S3dlable sounds of each hemistich in the
first three verses;

*'Ut queant laxi8
Mi-va, gestoruiu
Sol-re polluti

iJe-aonare flbris

Fa-muli tuorura
La-bii reatum," etc.

Comprehending the fitness of the.se sounds to

his proposed system of solfeggio, he promptly
systematized the idea. The fame of Guide's musi-
cal invention, and the success he achieved with it,

particularly among the youthful choristers of his

own monastery, while it gained for him consid-

erable ill-will, and subjected him to much jeal-

ousy in his own and neighboring monasteries,
finally brought him to the attention of the Pope
(John XIX.), who invited him to Rome. Guide
immediately accepted the invitation, and met
with a very gratifying reception. The Pope be-

came a student of the new system and did nuich
to help the cause.

Research and tradition are united in ascrib-

ing to him the introduction of the four-line

staff, which was a combination of the former red

f line and yellow c line, with the addition of a
black a line between them, and a black e line

above them : the mensural notes being written on
the lines and spaces. Extra lines were added
either above or below, whenever necessarj'. By
this invention a uniformity of pitch was obtained,

which in itself marks one of the mo.st important
steps in the history of music. Ill health com-
pelled Guido to leave Rome, and he reentered the
Monastery of Pomposa, where he had spent his

younger days. He left many interesting writings
explanatory of his musical doctrines, among
which may be mentioned the Microlologus and
the Arijiimenliim Navi Cantus Inveniendi. See
Musical Notation.

GUIDO DELLE COLONNE, del'lA ko-lon'na.

An Italian poet of the thirteenth century, proba-
bly a Sicilian by birth. He wrote Italian poems
patterned after Provencal, models, and in Latin a
Histnria Trojana, based on Dictys and Dares, and
on the twelfth-century Roman de Troie of the
French trouveur Benoit. de Sainte Maure. This
poem was very popular in the Middle Ages, and,
translated into nearly all the tongues of Western
Europe, had a great effect on the literature of
Italy, France, and England. Caxton's English

version of the French translation by Raoul de
Fevre was the first printed English book.

GUIDO GUINICELLI, gwe'nc-chel'lii. An
Italian poet. See Gui.mcelli, Guiuo.

GUIDON, gi'don ( older form yuydon. from Fr.
guidon, from guider, to guide) . A color or pennon
carried by troops of cavalry or batteries of field

or horse artillery, broad at one end and forked
at the other. It aids in nuiintaining alignments,
being placed on the flank on wliicli the guide is

indicated. In column formations it is placed at
the head of the columns. See Colors, Military.

GUIDON DE LA MER, ge'doN' de la mar
(Fr., banner of tlie sea). A celebrated treatise

on maritime law, which appeared at Rouen about
the year 1071. Notwithstanding the fact that it

was of unknown authorship, it rapidly gained a
position of great authority, comparable to that
of the Consol-ato del Mare (q.v. ), and the Ordon-
nance de la Marine (q.v.), promulgated by Louis
XIV. of France in 1081. See also Maritime
Law; Olebon, Laws of; Rhodes, Law of;

WisBY, Laws of. The best edition is that con-

tained in Pardessus. Collection de Lois maritimes
antrrieures au XVIIIe siecle (Paris, 1828-45).

GUIDONIAN (g\ve-do'ni-an) HAND. A
mechanical device for teaching the syllables of

solmization (q.v.). Guido of Arezzo distributed

the twenty tones of his scale over the linger-tips

and joints of the left hand. But as the hand
has only nineteen tips and joints, the twentieth
tone (which was very seldom used) was assigned

to a point above the tip of the middle finger.

After the position of the different tones on the

hand was once committed to memory, the pupil

was enabled to tell any interval or scale by
merely glancing at his left hand.

GUIDO (gwe'do) OF LUSIGNAN, lu'ze'-

nyiix'. See Gi Y of Lu.signan.

GUIDO OF SIENA, .se-a'na. A painter of

the thirteenth century, about whose work there

is much uncertainty. He is important mainly
as an immediate predecessor of Cimabue and
Giotto, and was slightly superior to his contem-
poraries, such as Margaritone and the Berlin-

ghieri, and the equal of Giunta Pisano. For the

Church of San Domenico, in Siena, he executed

a large painting of the "Virgin and Child En-
throned," with six angels, signed and dated
1221 (though the date is read by some 1271 or

1281, on account of spaces between the existing

numerals). In the general treatment of the pic-

ture there is nothing to distinguish it from other
works of the same early period ; but the heads of

the Virgin and Child are indisputably superior,

in natural character and graceful dignity, to any-

thing anterior to Cimabue. It is now conceded
that the heads were repaiivted in tl»e fourteenth
century; thus the claims of Cimabue would re-

main undisturbed. Beyond this, little is known
of Guido of Siena. There is in the Academy of

Siena a picture assigned to him, a half figure of

the Virgin and Child, with two angels; also in

the Church of San Bernardino, in the same city,

a Madonna, dated 1202. Milanesi thinks that the

work in San Domenico is due to Guido Graziani,

of whom no other records remain earlier than
1278, when he was mentioned as the painter of a
banner.

GUIDO RENI, ra'ne. An Italian painter of

the Bolognebe School. See Reni, Guido.
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GUEENNE, ge'en'. An ancient province of

France. It comprised tlie territory now included

in the departments of tJironde. Lot, Lot-et-Cia-

ronne, Dordogne, Avcyron, and portions of Tarn-

et-Garonne and Landes. and foiiiicd witli (Jascony

what was originally Aquitaniu. of wliich name
Guienne is a corruption. For its earlier history,

see Aqi'Itani.\.

GUIGNES, ge'ny', Joseph DE (1721-1800). A
noted French Orientalist and Cliinese scholar.

He was born at Pontoise in the Department of

Seine-et-Oise. His great work, L'histoirc yi'-nvrale

dcs Huns, Turcs, Monyoles, ct a litres Tartarcs

occidcntaiix uL-aiit ct depiiis J. C. jusqu'a present

(17.56-58), is a rare specimen of industry and
research. De Guignes maintained the thesis that

the Chinese were the descendants of a very an-

cient Egyptian colony. His son. Ciir15tiex Louis
Joseph (1750-1845), also a very distinguished

Oriental scholar, was consul at Canton and pub-
lished a Chinese dictionary (1813).

GXJIGNIATJT, ge'nyo'. .Joseph Daniel (1794-

1870). A French Hellenist and archieologist,

born at Paray-le-ilonial. He was appointed

director of the Xornial School in 1830. afterwards
was made professor of Greek, and then professor

of geography in the faculty (1835). Hi 1800 he
was made perpetual secretary of the Academy
of Inscriptions. His principal work. lieU;iions

d'anliquito considerces priiwipalcmeiit danx Icur

forn'e.i si/mholiques et nii/tholoriiques (1825-51),

is founded upon the Siini hcAik of F. Creuzer. Other
works include: Dissertation sur la Venus de
Paplios (1827) ; Dissertation sur le dieu Serapis

et son origine (1838) ;and TJieoqonie d'Hcsiode

(1835). He also contributed articles on archie-

ology to the Globe, the Revue Archeoloyique, and
other publications.

GTJIGNOL, ge'nyol'. A French puppet show,
the equivalent of tlie English Punch and Judy.
It was developed from the Italian pupa::::i by
Laurent ilourgnet. who in 1705 estal)lished a

theatre for the Guignol in Lyons, which was kept

up for many years by his descendants. The
drama is said to be derived from Guignol or
Chignol, a silk-weaver of Lyons, where, as also in

Paris, the performance is one of the most popular
street shows. See PUKCII.

GTJIJA, ge'Ha. A lake of Central America,
situated in the republics of Salvador and Guate-

mala, at an altitude of over 3000 feet (Map:
Central America, C 3). It is about 20 miles long

and about miles wide, and is surrounded by
mountains. It contains two volcanic islets.

GTTIKOWAB, gi'ko-war. See Gaekwar.

GUILBERT, gM'bar', Y\Ti:TTE (ISfiS— ). A
Parisian singer, noted for her performances at

cafes-concerts, like the Eldorado and the Ambas-
sadeurs, and such theatres as the Xouveautcs and
the Varietes. She visited the L'nited States in

the season of 1805-Ofi. and'again in 18n()-07, and
also appeared with some success in Germany and
England. In 1897 she became Madame Schiller.

GtriLD (AS. yeyild, yild^eipe, Icel. yildi. Ger.

Oihlr. guild, from AS. yild. Icel. yjald. payment,
0H(;. yeld, Ger. Geld, money, from .VS. yildan,

Icel. yjalda, OHG. geltan, Ger. ycltcn, to pay,

Eng. yield). A medifeval association whose mem-
bers were pledged to assist each other in the

pursuit of common ends. They have been classi-

fied as (1) ecclesiastical, (2) social-religious, and

(3) trade guilds. The trade guilds may be sub-

divided into the guild merchant and the craft

guilds. The aim of the ecclesiastical guilds was
to prtJUiote piety and encourage good works;
while the aim of the social-ndigious guilds was to

perform certain social and religions functions,

such as the holding of feasts, psalm-singing, and
escorting the dead to the grave. These guilds

also endeavored to secure protection for members
from personal injury. The trade guilds were
mainly designed to protect the economic interests

of their niember.s, but social and religious func-

tions were also performed by them.

Okigin of Guilds. The origin of the guilds is

still a matter of dispute. They first became
prominent after the ninth century, when the

original tribal organization of the Teutonic races

liad broken down, and in some cases succeeded to

the functions of the tribe. The spread of Chris-

tianity had a great influence upon their develop-

ment. It is possible that on the Continent the

trade corporations of the Konum Empire had not

wholly disappeared, and formed the nucleus of

some of the later guilds.

Guilds are first mentioned in the Carolingian
capitularies of a.d. 779. The first authentic
notice of guilds in England dates from the ninth
century. These early guilds were social-religious

in their nature. In England evidence of trade

guilds does not appear before the Norman Con-
quest, when the great increase in trade made
associations for mutual protection necessary.

They had probably appeared somewhat earlier in

Flanders and North France.

Soci.\l-Religious and Ecclesiastical Guilds.
The history and organization of the social-reli-

gious guilds are involved in much oliseurity. They
were presumably local organizatiims. In some
eases the.v became powerful, and were vested
with manorial jurisdiction. In England they lost

their importance after the Nornuin Conquest.

Tlie ecclesiastical or religious guilds, on the other

hand, grew in wealth and power down to the

beginning of modern times. In London there

were a large number of them. In the reign of

Richard 11. a guild in honor of Saint George
the Martyr, consisting of an alderman, master,
brothers, and sisters, was established in Norwich.
King Henry V. confirmed it by letters patent
under the great seal, made it perpetual, and
granted it certain privileges and immunities
(Madox, Firma Burgi) . In like manner guilds

were formed in Bristol, Exeter, and other large

towns. These guilds, through the munificence

of individuals, b.v degrees amassed considerable

wealth. By Henry VIII. the property and rev-

enues of these religious guilds were seized and
perpetually vested in the Crown. See Brother-
hoods, Religious.

The Guild Merchant. In its early stages the
guild merchant was doubtless a ])rivate institu-

tion, designed solely to protect the interests of its

members. By the twelfth century it had become
in England and in some Continental cities a semi-

public body, possessing by charter a monopoly of

all trade carried on within the town. Those who
were not of the guild might, indeed, sell their

wares, but not at retail. They were, moreover,
subjected to all sorts of petty exactions from
which guild members were exempt. Entrance to

the guild merchant was free to all burgesses who
would share in the 'scot and lot'—the general
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burden of ta.xation. Citizens of distant towns
might be given tlie privileges of tlie guild. (See

L.wv JIercha.nt. ) This was, however, less gen-

erally the case on the Continent. In Continental

countries the guild merchant never attained the

influence that it attained in England. In many
cities it remained practically a private institution

parallel with the craft guilds.

The Craft (Uild.s. With the growth of indus-

try the members of different trades began to

associate themselves for the defense of their own
special interests. These associations were known
as the craft guilds in England, as the corporations

de metiers in France, and the Ziinfte or Innungen
in Germany. In England we may regard them
as the outgrowth of the guild merchant. Super-

vision in the various trades, regulations as to

membership, and like functions were consigned

to these guilds. ^Members might still belong to

the guild merchant. As one craft after another

was organized, the guild merchant lost its func-

tions as a regulator of trade, and finally lost its

individuality, becoming an integral part of the

municipal constitution.

In their inception the craft guilds admitted to

their ranks all who could exercise their trades

with sufficient skill. They sought to insure good
workmanship, and therefore required that each

craftsman should have served an apprenticeship.

Officials of the guilil supervised the entire process

of production, to see that no deception was prac-

ticed. Night work was for this reason forbidden,

In so far, therefore, the interests of the consumer

were protected. They sought to protect their own
interests by preventing all competition, both from

without and within. Non-members were not per-

mitted to practice the trade within the towns;

and the members were required to sell at the same
rates, and to pay equal prices for raw materials.

During the flourishing period of their existence

(from'the twelfth to "the fifteenth century) the

craft guilds did nnich to advance the standard

of workmanship and to procure a satisfactory

existence for their members.
The membership of the guilds consisted in mas-

ter-workmen, journeymen, and apprentices. The
master worknum alone bought materials and sold

the finished product ; the journe\nnen lived in the

master's household, and received a fixed wage for

their work. The apprentices also lived with the

master, but as a rule they received for their labor

nothing but their board and training. In the

period of greatest prosperitj- each apprentice

looked forward to becoming a journeyman, and
each journeyman could become a master. In

France and Germany, and less generally in Eng-

land, it was the custom in some trades for each

craftsman who had completed his apprenticeship

to travel from place to place, learning new meth-

ods of work. It was also customary to require

from the journeyman who wished to become a

master the performance of a piece of work as evi:

dence of his capacity—a chef d'ceuvre. or master-

piece. These customs obviously exerted a very

beneficial inlluence upon mediteval industry.

Prominent exam|des of the trade guild in Eng-
land were the weavers' and goldsmiths' guilds.

The weavers' guild was the earliest and most
important of tlie craft guilds. Weaving was the

first important industry to break away from the

house system, hence tlie early development of the

guild. In 11.'^0 we find mention of an influential

weavers' guild in London, Lincoln, and O.xford.

At the height of its powers the guild claimed full

jurisdiction over its members in pleas of debt,

contract, and petty agreements. It held a mo-
nopoly of the cloth industry and regulated the
qiuility and prices of the goods produced. Later
it split into several branches, of which one, the

drapers, became an association of great im-

portance, developing into the merchant class which
later won for England her commercial supremacy.
In the fifteenth century the intluenee of the

weavers' guild was broken by the introduction

of the domestic system of industry in the cloth

trade, under which the craftsman, originally an
independent worker owning his own tools and
purchasing his own materials, became a mere
v, age-eai-ner. The guild continued to exist until

the eighteenth century, but without vitality or

influence.

The earliest mention of a goldsmiths' guild

dates from 1180. At that time the guild was
'adulterine.' i.e. imauthorized by the Crown.
Later, however, the goldsmiths constituted one

of the more powerful guilds of London, and are

regularly mentioned near the head of the list of

the 'twelve great companies.' By a statute of

1300 the guild received the office of establishing

a standard of fineness for gold and silver \ised in

the arts. The standard was established in Lon-
don, and officers of the guild were to visit other

cities, establishing in each place the London
standard. Throughout the ^liddle Ages the gold-

smiths' guild seems to have played an important
part in determining the standards adopted in the

coinage. At the beginning of modern times we
find the goldsmiths a wealthy and powerful body,

who undertook, in addition to the work of their

craft, the functions of deposit and lending of

money.
In England the craft guilds did not generally

aim at political power. On the Continent, on

the other hand, prolonged struggles were carried

on between the guilds and the aristocracy. In

some parts of Germany the contest for political

power culminated in civil war. During a part of

the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries the guilds

succeeded in securing political supremacy in some
of the cities of Germany.
Journeyman Golds, Compagnonnage. The

movement of population to the towns, which char-

acterized the later Middle Ages, created in the

guilds a tendency toward exclusiveness. The
period of apjirenticeship was lengthened for those

who were not the children of guild members, and

certain classes were excluded from menibership

altogether. The period of journeying from place

to place was also lengthened, and the fees for

admission to the guilds were increased. The
'masterpiece' became a very onerotis and costly

piece of work, sometimes requiring several months
of labor and heavy expenditures for materials.

The chance of the journeyman's becoming a mas-

ter workman was accordingly greatly reduced.

A cleft appeared between the interests of the

master and those of the journeymen. The latter

associated themselves in the so-called journev-

nian or yeoman guilds of England and the com-

pafinonnnge of France. These organizations

sought to secure better wages from the masters,

and to assist members in distress. The coin-

pofjiionnage in particular developed into a power-

ful organization. Its members were bound by
oaths to carry out the policies of the organiza-

tion. The masters naturally opposed it in every
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way, as did also the cleru^j- and the State. It con-

tinued, however, to thrive. In 17U1 it was for-

mally pro.scribed by the Revolutionary Govern-
ment ; Ijut it was beyond the reaeh of the police

power. During the nineteenth century, however,
its significance dwindled away. Only vestiges

of it remain at present.

Decline of the Guilds. The guilds were
strictly local institutions, working for a local

market, and their niumiiioly was a local monop-
oly. The commercial ]irugress which followed the

era of discovery reacted upon the industrial or-

ganiztition. It oftered a wider market than had
heretofore been known, and encouraged production
upon a large scale, to which the guild system was
inherently antagonistic. It was necessary that

cither tlie guilds should abandon their p<dicy of

e.xclusiveness and restriction, or that industry

should be transferred to new centres, where guild

regulations had no force. In England these

things occurred. In some of the older towns great

inroads were made in the industrial privileges of

the organized masters. Where custom and tradi-

tion stubbornly resisted such innovations, towns
gradually sank in importance. On the other

hand, in the north of England, even before the

utilization of coal in modern production, new
towns and industrial centres arose where the

guilds had no sway. On the Continent of Europe
the system lost its vigor in the latter half of the

eighteenth and first half of the nineteenth cen-

tury, owing to the general development of modern
industry.

GfiLDS. Musical. With the decline of the
troubadours and the passing of music from the

aristocratic minnesingers to the civic meistcr-

singers, a corresponding change took place in the

attitude of the general public toward musicians.
Instead of being feted and praised they were now
looked upon as mere hirelings, whose morals were
doubtful, and wlio deserved little consideration

and no civil privileges. In self-defense, therefore,

the minstrels, jongleurs, and itinerant musicians
banded themselves together into guilds. These
organizations, which diflfered little from the com-
mercial guilds, were recognized by the King or

by the local authorities, and the members ad-

mitted to certain privileges within the territory

governed by their guild. Although the guilds of

different countries had certain distinguishing

features, the general plan was the same, the

authority being vested in a king or warden, and
a board of control, who arbitrated any disputes

between the members. The first musical guild of

which we have record was the 'Xiknlaibriider-

schaft.' which was organized in 12SS. Soon after

the musicians of Strassburg founded the "Bruder-

schaft der Kronen.' and about the same time
the famous "Confreries de Saint .Tulien des ^lene-

triers' came into prominence in Paris. This lat-

ter guild acquired wide influence, even requiring
all nuisic-teachers and organists to belong to it,

and was abolished only in 1773. In England the

'Musician's Company of the City of London' was
formed in 1472. and incorporated by James I.

in 1004 as the 'Worshipful Company of Mu-
sicians.' The regulations and privileges of this

guild are representative of the general character

of musical guilds. It was given exclusive rights.
'.\11 musicians and dancing-masters playing for

hire in the City of London are obliged to take
up their freedom thereof in the Company of

Musicians only." As every musician had to pay

£1 12s. to the company for the freedom of the

city, and as binding an apprentice cost £1 10s. 2d.,

it will be seen how the Worshipful Company
quickly acquired considerable power. Every
member was further obliged to take an oath

swearing loyalty to the King and city, and prom-
ising to be "obedient unto the JIaster and War-
dens of the Art or Science of ilusicians of Lon-
don, for the time being, in all things concerning

the same Art and Science." Instrument-makers
fared badly in the Jliddle Ages. For the most
part they were coni])elled to join nearly allied

guilds, but in France and liclgium a number of

sejjarate instrument- makers' societies were
formed. The most important of these was the

"Cor])oration des joueurs, faiseurs d'instruments

de musique et maitres de danse," estal)lished in

14.54 at Rouen. See Ha>.se.\tic League. Con-
sult: Gross, and Merchaiil (Oxford. ISOO) ;

Seligman, Mediwval Guilds (Baltimore, 1887);
Saint Martin, Histoire des corpomtioiis de mv-
tiers (Paris, 1897); and Le compagnonnaqc
(Paris, I90I).

GUILD, Curtis (1827—). An American
journalist, born in Boston. He began a mercan-
tile career, but in 1847 became a reporter for the

Boston Daily Joiinml. Two years later he became
connected with the Traveler, of which he became
part owner in 1856. In 18.50 he fomidcd and be-

came editor of the Boston Daili/ f'oniiiiercidl Bul-

letin. His publications include: Orer the Ocean
( 1867) ; Abroad Again. ( 187.3) ; Britons and Mtis-

covites (1888); A Chat About Celebrities; and
From Sunrise to Sunset, a volume of poems.

GUILD, Reuben Albridge (1822-99). An
American author and librarian. He was born
in West Dearborn, JIass., and was educated at

Brown L^niversity, where, after graduating in

1847. he was appointed librarian, a position

which he held until 1893. His puldications in-

clude: The Librarian's Manual: A Treatise on
Bibliography (1858); Life, Times, and Corre-

spondence of James Manning, and the Early
History of Broim University (18G4) : History of

Brou^n University (1867); Biographical Intro-

duction to the Writings of Roger Williams
(1866): Chaplain Smith and the Baptists

(1885). He edited Staples's Rhode Tsland in the

Continental Congress. 170-'i-90 (1870); Literary

and Theological Addresses of Alva iroods(I808) ;

Letter of John Cotton, and Roger Williams's

Reply (1806).

GUILDENSTERIT, gil'den-stern. A courtier

in Shrikespcare's Hamlet, who always appears
with his fellow coui'tier, Rosencrantz. They are

companions of Handet, and are set by the King
to watcli him.

GUILDFORD, gTl'ferd. The county-town of

Surrey. England, situated on the river Wey, 30
miles southwest of London (ilap: England, F
S). Grain, celebrated as Surrey wheats, is its

staple commodity: fairs are held for horses,

cattle, pigs, and sheep; it has breweries, iron-

fcundries, brick-fields, paper and powder mills,

and is an important railway centre. The town
consists mainly of one long wide street with
many well-built and many old and picturesque

houses. Tile prominent buildings are: the Xor-
man keep of the ruined castle which stands in a
public park: the Archbishop Abbot's hospital

(1619) ; Trinity and Saint Mary's churches; the
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guildhall, corn .market, county hospital, insti-

tute, and free grammar school founded by Ed-
ward VI. Guildford is a suffragan bishopric

to Winchester. The town owns its markets anil

water-supply. Guildford was bequeathed in the

will of Alfred the Great to his nephew Ethel-

wald, and was a royal demesne and occasional

regal residence until 1630. Population, in 1891,

14,800; in mOl, 16,000.

GXTILDHALL. An important public building

in London, which may be regarded as the town
hall, and is the place of assembly of several

courts, as the court of common council, the court

of aldermen, the chamberlain's court, and a po-

lice court presided over by one of the aldermen.

The construction of the building was begun in

1411. It was partially destroyed in the great fire

of IC6G, but was soon restored, and in 1789 it

was altered to its present form. The hall proper

is 153 feet in length, 48 in breadth, and 55 in

height. It has been famous for centuries for

the magnificence of its civic feasts. The first

time it was used for this purpose was in

1500, when Sir .John Shaw, goldsmith, who had
been knighted on the field of Bosworth, first gave

here the Lord ilayor's feast.

GUILD OF ARQUEBTJSIERS, ar'kwe-bus-

erz'. A painting li.v Jan van Raveste.vn, represent-

ing twenty-five arquebusiers descending the stairs

of a shooting gallery after practice. It now
hangs in the town hall of The Hague.

GUILFORD, gll'ferd. A borough in a tow-n

of the same name. New Haven County, Conn.,

16 miles east of New Haven; on Long Island

Sound and on tlie New York, New Haven and
Hartford Railroad (Map: Connecticut, E 4).

It has a circulating library; and an old stone

house, built in 1639, now serves as a State

museum. The borough is engaged in agriculture,

is the seat of a considerable canning industry,

and has a distillery of witch-hazel, and manu-
factures of iron, wheels, etc. Population, in

1900, 1512.

Settled as Menunkatuck, in 1639, by a company
from England under the Rev. Henry Wiitfield,

Guilford received its present name and became
part of the New Haven Colonv in 1643. The
borough was incorporated in 1818, and in 1826

the town was divided, Madison being set off as

a separate township. There is a tradition, ap-

parently well authenticated, that the regicides

Goffe and Whalley came to Guilford in 1660 to

surrender to William Leete. a native of Guil-

ford, then Governor of the New Haven Colony,

and that they were carefull.y secreted for several

days and nights in the Governor's cellar. Guil-

ford was the birthplace and the home for many
years of the poet Fitz-Greene Halleck. Consult

R. D. Smith. History of Guilford (Albany, 1877),

and an article in the ]few England Magazine, new-

series, vol. i. (Boston, 1884).

GUILFORD, Earl of. See North, Lord.

GUILFORD COLLEGE. A town (incorpo-

rated in 1895) in Guilford County, N. C, si.x

miles west of Greensboro; on a branch of the

Southern Railway (Jfap: North Carolina. CI).
It is the seat of Guilford College (Friends),

established in 1837.

GUILFORD COURT HOUSE. Formerly a
small village in CJuilfnrd County, N. C, five miles

northwest of Greensboro (Map: North Carolin.i,

CI). A battle lasting five hours was fought

here, March 15, 1781, between 4404 Americans
under Greene and 2213 English under Corn-
wallis, the former losing 400 and the latter 600
in dead, wounded, and prisoners. Though neither

side gained a decisive advantage, the battle hai
been regarded as a great strategic victory for

Greene, as it closed a campaign in which Corn-
wallis was outgeneraled and forced to abandon
the C'arolinas. The site of the battle has Vjeen

converted into a park, highly improved, and
a numlier of monuments have been placed here.

GUILLAUME, ge'yom', Eugene ( 1822-1905)

.

A Frencli sculptor. He was born at Montbard
(Cote-d'Or), July 4, 1822, and entered the Ecole
des Beaux-Arts in 1841. He won the Prix de
Rome in 1845, and a first medal in the Salon
of 1855. His first important work, and that
on which his reputation chiefly rests, is the
splendid group of the Gracchi in the Luxem-
bourg, two half-length figures in bronze. Other
works in the same style are the "Roman Mar-
riage" (1877), two statues of Napoleon as lieu-

tenant of artillery and as Emperor, and the mon-
ument of the architect Duban. Guillaume mod-
eled busts of Ingres, Balbard, Buloz. Sequin,
Jules Ferry, President Gr^^-y, Monsignor Darboy,
and others, including six busts of Napoleon. His
ideal figures are less fortunate; the best known
of these is the group of "JIusic" on the fagade

of the new Opera House.
In his personality and in his work Guillaume

was scholarly, dignified, and severe. He received

medals of honor at the Expositions of 1807 and
1878, was a member of the Institute, and was pro-

fessor at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts from 1865

to 1875 and also a director of that institution.

He was also a prominent lecturer and writer oa
the fine arts. His article on Michelangelo as

sculptor, in the Michelangelo volume of the

Gazette des Beaux-Arts (1876). is one of the

finest appreciations of that great master ever

written. Consult Gonse. Heidpture frani;aise

(Paris. 1895).

GUILLAUME DE CHAMPEAUX, de shiiN'-

p6' (C.I070-1121). A French scholastic, born at

Champeaux. He was a pupil of Anselme de Laon
in Paris, and afterwards opened a school himself

in connection with the Cathedral of Notre Dame.
Here one of his scholars was his great rival,

Abelard. .Jealous, it is said, of the younger

man's brilliancy. Champeaux removed to a sub-

urb of Paris, where he founded the Abbey of

Saint Victor (1113). At this time he was made
Bishop of Chnlons-sur-Marne. In the controversy

regarding investiture he took the part of Calixtns

II.. and was his representative at the conference

of Mousson. He stood for realism as against the

nominalism of Abelard. but in a less positive and

more scientific form than that of his old master,

Anselme. Only three of his treatises have been

printed, and these among the works of Saint

Bernard. He has been called 'the first dialecti-

cian' of the realist sect. Consult: Haureau. De
la philosophic seholastiqiie (Paris, 1850) ; and

ilichand. Giiiilaiime de Chniiiprniix et les Scales

de Paris an Xllrine sieele (ib. 1867).

GUILLAUME DE LORRIS. 16'res' (c.1215-

C.1240). A French mediiTval poet, born at Lorris.

Of the man himself nothing is known, except that

he was the author of the Roman de la Rose

(q.v.). Four thousand of the twenty-two thou-

sand lines in the poem are his, and the sudden
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break is presumed to have liecn caused by bis

early death. Tbe Koiiiun was eompleted by Jean
de .\leun aliout 1277, but in a very dilFereut

style, (iuillauiiie's part in it has been called "a
complete mediu'val art of love."

GUILLAUME DE MACHAULT, or MA-
CHAUT, nm'.shi' ( c. 1290- 1377 ) . A Frencli poet

and nuisician, born near ilachault, in Cham-
pagne. He was secretary to John of Luxendjurg.
King of Bohemia. In this capacity he accom-
panied the King in his various expeditions, and
remained with him until his death, at the battle of

Crecy ( 134U) . When John the (iood ascended the

throne of France, he gave Guillaunie the office

of Royal Notary (1350). Meanwhile he had held
(lill'erent ecclesiastical positions. His musical
compositions consist of motets, ballads, and ron-

deau.x for several voices, and a mass, which was
sung at the coronation of Charles V. (1364).
The manuscript of this is in the National Library,
Paris. Of his numerous poems, one describes

the instruments of music used in those days.

Among the others are: Le comfort d'anii (1356) ;

Ln jtrise (I'Alexnndric, the history of Pierre I.

of Lusignan, King of Cyprus; and Le lirre dii

roir-dit. Consult: TarbO. Lrn rriii-ns dr (liiil-

hnime de Machaut (Paris, 1840) : and Paulin
Paris. Le lirrc dii voir-dit de Guillaume de Mn-
claiit (ib., 1875).

GUILLAUME DE PALERNE, de ])a'larn'.

An old French romance, of which the translation
has been i)rinted by the Early English Text
Society under the title of William of Palerne.
It is founded on the werewolf superstition. Con-
sult Saintsburv, .1 Shnrt Hislon/ of French Li'-

ernture (New York, 1882).

GUILLAUMET, ge'yo'ma', Gustave Achille
(1S40-S7). A French landscajie and genre paint-
er, born in Paris. He studied under Picot and
Barrias, and won the second Prix de Rome in

1863. Soon afterwards he went to Biskra (Al-

geria), and began the series of Moorish scenes
by which he became known. The first of these,

"Evening Prayer in the Desert" (1863), is in the
Luxembourg. The somewhat melancholy and
mysterious character of his Eastern pictures is

in striking contrast to the brilliant, sparkling
treatment by Fromentin of the same subjects.
His other works include: "Laghouat," "The
Seguia Ravine, near Biskra." both in the Luxem-
bourg: "Arab Market in the Plain of Tokria:"
"The Famine;" "The Dogs of Douar." He also
contributed to the yoiireUe Heme articles after-

wards collected and published with the title,

Tahleaux nlf/crirns (1880), an interesting lit-

erary comment on his own work.

GUILLEMEAU, gel'mO', Jacques (1550-
1613). A French surgeon, born at Orleans. He
studied medicine at the Hotel Dieu in Paris,

served for several years in the army, and in 1595
became provost of the College of Surgeons, Paris.

He was the author of several treatises of con-
siderable value and authority, such as: Traiti
dcK mnhnUes dc I'ncil (1585) ; De !(i ffrossesse et

de Vneeonehemcnt des femmes (1621) ; (Eiivres de
ehirurpie (1602) ; La chirurgic fran<:aise (1594).

GUILLEMET, gi'l'ma', Jean Baptiste An-
ToiNE (1842—). .\ French landscape painter,
born at Chantilly. He studied under Corot and
Oudinot, and first e:>ihibited in 1865. His land-
scapes are usually of the country about Nor-

mandy or near Paris, treated in simple direct

style and quiet color. Examples of his work
are: "Low Tide at Villerville," in the nniseum
of Grenoble; "View of Bcrcy," in the Luxem-
bourg; and a "View of Paris," also bought by
the French Government. He received second-class

medals at the Salon of 1874, and the Paris Expo-
sition in 1S89, and the Legion of Honor in 1880.

GUILLEMIN, .gel'maN', AMiii)l5E Victor
(182li-'J3). A French scientific writer, born at
Pierre, Saone-et-Loire. He was educated in

Paris, and became a teacher of mathematics. He
is best known as the author of many popular
books on scientific subjects, such as: Les iitoiidcs,

causcrics ostruiiomiijucs (1861) ; Simi)le explica-

tion des ehemins de fer (1862) ; Le ciel (1864) ;

La lune (1805); Elements dc cosmoyraphie
(1866) ; Les phencnncnes dc la ph;/siijuc (1867) ;

Les applications dc la physique aux sciences

(1873) ; Ija vapeur (1873) : Les cometes (1874) ;

La lumiere ct les couleiirs (1875); Le son
(1870); Les etoiles (1877); Les ncbuleuses

(1880); Le monde physique (1880-85); and
Petite enci/elopcdie populaire (1886-91).

GUILLEMIN, Jacques Antoine (1796-

1842). A French botanis't, born at Pouill.v-sur-

Saone, COte-d'Or. He was educated at Dijon and
Geneva, and went afterwards to Pari.s, where
he was at first a private tutor, then assistant
in the museum, then professor of botany at the
horticultural institute (1830-34). Four years
afterwards he was sent to investigate the tea

plantations of Brazil to determine if the plant
could not be grown in France, and returned with
a large number of specimens, though the greater
part of them were spoiled in transit. He contrib-

uted articles to the botanical archives and to

various learned societies, made also an ollicial

leport of his trip to Rio Janeiro and published
besides: Rceherehes siir le pollen (1825) ; Icones
Lithographiece Plantarum Australim Rarioriim
Decades Dues (1832); and Considerations sur
I'amertnme des vcyctaiix (1832).

GUILLEMOT, gil'e-mot (Fr. guillemot, from
Bret, gnehni. Welsh gii^ylan. Corn, gullan, gull

-f- OF. moettc, Fr. mouette, dialectic Fr. mauwe,
from OHG. meh, Icel. mar, Dutch meeuie, Ger.
Mowe, AS. maew, Eng. meir). Any auk (q.v.)

of the genera Cepphus and Uria ; specific^ally,

the common or 'foolish' guillemot (Uria troile).

These auks are extremely abundant in the Arctic
regions and the colder parts of the temperate
zone, particularly in the neighborhood of rocky
coasts, the winter migrations extending as far

south as the Mediterranean. It is called foolish

guillemot from its often sufTering itself to be
taken by the hand rather than leave the clifTs

on which it breeds, where numbers may be seen
stationed close together on the ledges of rock.
It lays only one egg. which has an exceed-
ingly thick shell, is pear-shaped, and remarka-
bly large, being more than three inches long.

Tliis egg exhibits remarkable variety in color-

ing. No nest is juade, but the brooding bird
places its webbed toes beneath the egg when
incubating, and warms it beneath and between
its thighs. The skin, with the feathers, is

used for clothing in some northern regions.

Young birds and eggs are among the objects in

pursuit of which the rock-fowlers of the northern
coasts scale or descend terrifying precipices.

Great numbers of the eggs are exported from
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the coasts of NewfouiuUanJ and Labrador. In
the North Pacilit- the lommon guillemot is re-

placed by a subspecies of L'ria troile, called Cali-

foniica.
' The thick-billed guillemot or 'arrie'

{I') id Ujiiivia) has the same distribution in the

GUILLEMOTS.

A group on a breeding-ledp:e, illustraticg charaoteristic
attitudes.

New World as the common guillemot, and the

Pacific coast form is called 'arra.' It is a some-

what larger bird than the other, and has a bill

much shorter and thicker. The black guillemot

{Cepphus rjryUe) is a smaller species, about 14

inches long: the plumage is entirely black in

summer. exce]it a large white patch on each

wing, but in winter the under parts are white.

The young are mottled or spotted. It is plentiful

throughout the Arctic regions, and has been called

'Greenland dove.' It lays three eggs, often on

the bare rock; but if the situation is damp it

piles up for them a curious nest of pebbles. On
the Pacific coast it is replaced by two similar spe-

cies, the pigeon guillemot {Cepphus columha)
and the sooty guillemot {Cepphus cario)

.

GUILLIM, gwil'im, John (c.1565-1621). An
English heraldic official, native of Herefordshire.

He was educated at Oxford, but for the greater

part of his life was red cross herald in ordinary

at the London College of Arms. He was credited

with the authorship of The Display of Eeraldry
(1610, reprinted 1724). but in reality simply
edited Dean Barkham's collections.

GTJTLLON, ge'yoN', Adolphe Ib^k^e (1829
—

) . A French painter, born in Paris. He stud-

ied with Jules Noel and Charles Gleyre and de-

voted himself chiefly to the delineation of the

landscapes about ^"ezelay. Yonne, where he lived.

He exhibited at the Salon: "La recolte des oliv-

iers a Mentnn" ( 1SG4) : "Tamaris et laurier-roses

au bord de la !Mcditerranee (1806) : "Pins para-

sols il Cannes," and "Clair de lune ;1 Cannes"'

( 186" ) : "La terrasse de I'ancienne abbaye de

Vezelay" (1870): "La toilette des canards au
bord de la Cure" (1S76) : "Octobre a Vezelay''

(at the Universal Exposition of 1878) ; "AoQt"
(1882): "Les novers de la Cordelle" (1883):
"Vezelav" (188.5)": ":Menton il v a vingt ans"

(1887) ; "Le barrage du Grand-Moulin" (1888) ;

"Une nuit d'hiver a Cannes," and "Sous les

noyers" (1890). He gained medals in 1807,

1S80, and 1889.

GUILLOTIN, ge'yd'taN', .Joseph Igxace
(173S-1S14I, A French physician, born at

Sainlcs. He was a brilliant student, and after

obtaining his education iu a Jesuit college he en-

tered the Order as a novitiate, and for sever.il

years was a teacher in their college at Bordeaux.
Afterwards he removed to Paris, where he prac-

ticed medicine with such success as to win recog-

nition as one of the foreiuost physicians of the

day. He took a prominent part in the early

revolutionary movement, and his suggestion that

some kind of decapitating machine be used in

intlicting the death penalty forever connected his

name w ith the most terrible events of tlie Frencli

Revolution. He was secretary of the National
Assembly in 1790. after which he retired and
took no part in the Reign of Terror, during the

latter part of which, indeed, he was himself a
prisoner and in constant danger of being guillo-

tined. .Vfter the rise of Napoleon he resumed
his practice in Paris, where he was one of the

earliest and most earnest champions of vaccina-

tion.

GUILLOTINE, gil'16-ten'. The instnmient
_,

of decapitation introduced during the French
Revolution by the Convention, and named after

its supposed inventor. .Joseph Ignace Guillotin, a
physician, who, however, was merely the per-

son who first proposed the adoption of a de-

capitating machine. It is composed of two up-
right posts, grooved on the inside, and connected

at the top bj' a cross-beam. In these grooves

a sharp iron blade, placed obliquely, descends

by its own weight on the neck of the victim,

who is bound to a board laid below. The in-

vention of machines of this kind is ascribed to

the Persians. In Italy, from the thirteenth cen-

tury, it was the privilege of the nobles to be put

to death by a machine of this kind, which was
called mnnnciia. An instrument resembling the

guillotine was likewise employed in Germany dur-

ini; the Middle Ages. During the sixteenth, and
till late in the seventeenth century, a machine
called the maiden, which differed btit slightly

from the guillotine, was employed in .Scotland for

the purpose of decapitation. That such an ap-

paratus was known and used in France at an
earlier period is proved by the execution of the

Due de Jlontmorency. who is described as having
been executed by a falling axe at Toulouss in

16.32. The Dutch, too, in the eighteenth century,

employed a decapitating machine in executing

slaves in their colonies. Consult Le Notre. La
(jurlinliiic pendnnt la r&rolution (Paris, 1893).

GUILMANT', gel'milx'. F'^Lix Alexandre
(1837— ). A French organ virtuoso and com-
poser. He was born at Boulogne and received

his earliest instruction from his father, who
was a professional musician. He later studied

the organ with Lemmens and harmony with
Carulli. From early boyhood he was distin-

guished for his love of music, and the persist-

ent sincerity of his studies, which enabled him
when but twelve years old to act as his father's

substitute at the organ of the Church of Saint
Nicholas. Four years later (18.53) he was ap-

pointed organist at the Church of Saint Joseph.
Other appointments were: 1857. choir-master of

.Saint Nicholas: 1871. La Trinite; 1893. Chevalier

of the Legion of Honor: and 1896, professor of
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the organ at tlio Paris Conservatory. He was
the foremost exponent of the Jistinctively French
school of organ music: and on that account, as

well as for his brilliancy as an organist, met with
great success in his tours of England, Italy, Rus-
sia, and the United States. His playing was
marked by tlie striking orchestral qualities of

his combinations, a feature which is similarly

conspicuous in his compositions. His published

works include the lyric scena for soli, chorus, and
orchestra, lielsa^ar; a symphony for organ and
oreliestra : several organ sonatas; and many
smaller pieces for organ, one of the most success-

ful of which is the Marche funehrc et chant
seraphi/jue. His vocal compositions include mo-
tets, masses, and choruses.

GUILT, Guilty (AS. gylt. giU. from AS.,
Goth, gildan. OHG. geUnn. Ger. gclten. Eng.
yield). In law, guilt signifies the fact, whether
an overt act or a state of mind, which renders a
person liable to punishment for crime. In gen-
eral, the <^:lnlmission of a forbidden act in itself

constitutes legal guilt, but tliere are other acts,

iiuiocent in themselves, wliich become criminal
when performed with a guilty intent. (See
Crime; Ixf.^^nt.) In the common-law system, a
per-son accused of crime is presumed to be inno-
cent until his guilt has been established by the
verdict of a jury. In England and America
there are only two general verdicts which can be
given in criminal cases—viz. 'guilty' or 'not

guilty'; but in Scotland there is an intermediate
verdict, called 'not proven,' which, though in

reality a verdict of 'not guilty' (and it is so
entered in England), yet is allowed to be given
by juries when they are not satisfied that suffi-

cient legal evidence has been given, but neverthe-
less consider there was some foundation for the
charge, or at least some ground for suspicion.
It has been objected to this verdict that it leaves
a stigma on the party against whom it is found;
but it is, nevertheless, firmly intrenched in the
law and practice of Scotland.

A person charged with crime is said to have
a 'guilty mind' when he has sufticient mental
capacity to understand the action and quality
of the criminal act in question. Even though he
has such capacity, if the act were done under
extreme diii-css (q.v.), the actor would not dis-

play a 'guilty mind.' For the effect of the plea
of 'guilty' or 'not guilty,' in criminal actions, see
Generai. Issue ; Plea.

GUIMAEAES, ge'ma-riNsh'. A town in the
Portuguese Province of Entre-JIinho-e-Douro, sit-

uated in a valley surrounded by hills, about 35
miles by rail northeast of Oporto (Jlap: Por-
tugal, A 2 ) . It is a picturesque place, with a num-
ber of old buildings and the ruins of the old castle,

in which AfTnnso Henriques, the first King of Por-
tugal, was l)orn. Among other interesting build-

ings are the Dominican convent and the Church
of Sao Jliguel. dating from the eleventh century.
In the vicinity of the town are situated hot sxil-

phurous springs, known to the Romans as Aqtice

Lwvce. Population, in ISOO, 8630; in 1900, 8863.

GUIMBAHANO, gem'ba-ii'no, GnMBAJANO,
GT•I^^nA^'o. GuninA, or Qi'IMpaxo. A wild
Malayan people in Sulu Island. See PiiiLtP-

PINES.

GUIMBAL, gi'ni-biil'. A seaport iovcTx of

Panay, Philippines, in the Province of Iloilo, sit-

uated about 18 miles east of Iloilo (Jlap: Phil-

il.pinc Islands, G 0). Population, in 1898, 10,960.

GUINAANE, ge-nii'an, GtriNAN, Ginan, Qui-
NAAN. A licad-hunting Malay people in Northern
Luzon; speech distinct. See Philippine.s.

GUINART, ge-niirt', Roque. A noljlc in Cer-
vantcs's />o» Quixote. A caricature of a real

personage, Don Pedro Rocha Guinarda, leader of

a band of fre»"bootcrs of Catalonia.

GUINEA, gin'e. A geographic;'' term for-

merly designating the Western African coast re-

gion lietween the Senegal River on tlie north and
tlie Orange River on the south, and now being
gradually restricted to Portuguese Guinea (ad-
joining Senegambia) and Angola (qq.v. ) (Map:
Africa, C 3 ) . Tlie region extending from Sierra
Leone to the Gabun Ri\er in French Congo
was generally termed Upper Guinea, and the
region south Lower Guinea, The term Northern
Guinea was sometimes applied to the coast of

what is now Nigeria and Kamerun. The four
Guinea islands were Fernando Po, Annobon,
Principe, and Sao Thome. The earliest form of

the word began to appear on maps in the middle
of the fourteenth century. Tlie Portuguese were
the first to explore and trade along the Guinea
coast, tempted by the gold deposits, and later

also by the opportunities of slave-trading. The
coast, besides having an almost deadly climate,

is generally hard of access from the sea, owing
to a rougli surf and lack of good havens.

GUINEA. A gold coin formerly current in

Great Britain, but now no longer coined. It de-

rived its name from the fact that the gold from
which the first specimens were coined was brought
from the Guinea Coast in West Africa. For the

same reason it originally bore the impression of

an elephant. It was first coined during the reign

of Charles II. in 1064, and continued in common
use till 181", when it was superseded by the
sovereign (q.v.). Its value varied considerably
at different periods, but was ultimately fixed at

twenty-one shillings. It is still customary in

Great Britain to estimate professional fees, hon-
oraria of all kinds, complimentary subscriptions,

prices of pictures, etc.. in guineas.

GUINEA, Gulf of. That portion of the At-
lantic Ocean which washes the western coast of

Africa between Cape Palnias at the southeastern
point of Liberia and Cape Lopez in about 1°

south latitude (Map: Africa. D 4). It forms
two open bays, known as the Bight of Benin and
that of Biafra,

GUINEA, Portuguese. See Portuguese
Guinea.

GUINE.^ CORN. A name sometimes given
to durra, sometimes to another cereal grass, Pen-
nisetum tijphoideum or Pennisctum spicatum,
pi-operly called pearl millet, which is very exten-
sively cultivated in Central Africa, and to some
extent also in India, where it is called hnjrce. Pearl
millet is of the tribe Paniceoe, and is regarded as
one of the millets. It is an annual which grows to
a height of S to 10 feet, with spikes a foot long,

which bear a largo amount of grain. In India
it is one of the most imiiortant cereals. As a
fodder plant pearl millet ranks high, although
rather difficult to cure perfectly. It has been
successfullv grown in the United States as far
north as Pennsylvania. A number of other spe-
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cies of Ponnisetum are cultivated for their orna-
mental ai)])earante. See Sorghum, section Sor-
dini in, Xon-satckayiue.

GUINEA-FOWL. A group of birds, closely

allied to the peacock, representing the pheasant
family on the continent of Africa, and in part
domesticated. The guinea-fowls are usually re-

garded as a subfamily (Numidinse) , and are
separated into several genera, including a dozen
species, all natives of Africa and iladagascar.
They stand between the pheasants and the tur-

keys and jungle - fowls. Nearest the typical

pheasants in structure (from which the subfam-
ily difTers in having the skin of the head more
or less bare and wattled, in the absence of spurs,

and in the fact that the plumage of the se.xes is

alike) are the crested guinea-fowls of the genus
Guttera. They have a jet-black plumage, dotted
with small bluish-white or light-green spots, the
bare skin of the neck blue, purplish, or scarlet,

and the head crowned Ijy a long, full black crest.

There is also a ruff about the neck. This genus
(or at any rate its best-known species, Guttera
cristata, of the \Yest African coast) possesses
a unique structure in the fact that the head of

its wish-bone (the furcula), unlike that in all

other Gallinie, is in the form of a hollow cup
which opens upward, into which the trachea, or

windpipe, dips and emerges again. Another group
contains the 'helmcted' guinea-fowls, of which
the 'connnon' species (Xinnida melenriria) is the
type, the top of whose head is covered with a
horny cap or 'casque' rising into a hard crest

;

the bare skin on the sides of the face, neck, and
chin, as well as the wattles, are red. and the re-

mainder of the neck is bluish and bristly. The
plumage is black, thickly sprinkled with round
white spots, to which the bird is said to owe its

specific name., given to it by the Romans in

fanciful allusion to the tears shed by the sisters

of Ifeleager when he died. Its native home is

West-Central Africa. Representing the group in

South Africa are Xiiniida roroiinta. a favorite
game-bird in Cape Colony, and Xiimida cornnta,
more prevalent northeastward. ^Madagascar has
a red-crowned species {yiimida mitrata), now-
acclimatized and wild in Rodriguez, and Abys-
sinia a well-known form (Xiimida ptilorJujncha)

,

without any red on the head, as have all the

others, and regarded by Darwin {Aiiitnals and
Plants Vndcr Domestication, 1875) as the source
of our domestic races. The Xiimida vulturina of

Zanzibar differs from all these, and is the finest

of the species. Its plumage is dark blue, it has
hackles on the lower part of its neck, and a long
tail. Some writers believe this species forms a
separate gen\is, Acryllium. Two other allied

birds, essentially differing from the type by the
possession of sp\ns on the feet, a*-e the rare
black guinea-fowl {Phnsidus nir/er) and the
turkey guinea-fowl (Arrclaslcs melenfjride.s) . both
of the coast of equatorial West Africa, and little

known. All these agree in going about in large
and noisy flocks, seeking their food on the ground,
but roosting in trees. They are polygamous as
a rule, make nests on the ground, and lay many
eggs. They furnish good sport, and their flesh is

excellent.

Domestic !R.\ces. Our domestic guinea-fowls
are no doubt derived in the main from the Xii-

midn mcleaijris above described, and were among
the fowls kept by both Greeks and Romans, who
also may have domesticated the Abyssinian spe-

cies. This fowl disappeared, however, with the
decay of Roman civilization, and was reintroduced
into Europe, apparently by the Portuguese ex-
plorers of Africa, in the sixteenth century. To
them we owe the substitution of the name 'guinea-
fowl' for the ancient 'meleagris,' which became
mixed up with the turkey, whose present names
are thus doubly erroneous. It was early intro-

duced into the Cape Verde Islands, and also into
several of the West Indies, where it soon ran
wild. It slowly became conunon in Europe, and
thence has spread around the world, but has
undergone little change beyond a tendency to

albinism. Tliese fowls are not popular, however,
on account of their almost incessant and harsh
cries, and because they are quarrelsome and dilfi-

eult to rear; but the high price commanded in

the market by both the birds and their eggs com-
pensates those who keep guinea-fowls for profit.

The eggs are small, and have a thick, strong
shell, but are particularly esteemed. See Pheas-
ant, and Colored Plate with Peacock.

GUINEA GRASS (Pamciim maximum, or

jumentonim) . A grass of the same genus as
some of the millets, a native of the west of

Africa, but now naturalized and extensively cul-

tivated in the West Indies and in the Southern
United States. Its height in favorable moist
situations is from 5 to 10 feet, or even more; in

dry grounds it is smaller. It has a much-
branched spreading panicle. long flat leaves, and
a somewhat creeping rootstock. In countries
favorable to its growth it is very valuable cattle

food. In such regions, and upon good soil, the
amount of forage this grass yields is very
great; it may be cut every month. It has some-
times been confused with Johnson grass, from
which it is distinct. Other species of the same
genus are among the most useful pasture and
forage grasses of tropical countries. See An-
nROPOGON.

GUINEA PEPPER. A name variously ap-

plied to the seeds of dried fruit of several dif-

ferent plants, which agree in their peppery char-

acter and in the place of their production—West-
ern Africa. The name JIalaguetta ( Malagheta,
Jleleguetta, etc.) pepper is generally to be regard-

ed as equivalent to Guinea peppier, but ])roperly

is a designation of grains of paradise. The
capsules of dry berries of Capsicum frutescens

are commonly sold by druggists under the name
Guinea pepper. Both the names Guinea pep-

per and JIalaguetta pepper have been applied

to the dried fniit of Piper chisii. and to the

seeds of Xylopia .^T.thiopica, a shrub of the nat-

ural order Anonace.'c. This last, sometimes called

Ethiopian pepper, was at one time a considerable

article of export from Guinea, but is now seldom

heard of. It is an aromatic and not extremely

pungent condiment. There is great difficulty in

determining which of these kinds is meant in

many instances in which the term Guinea pepper

or JIalaguetta pepper is employed by older

writers; yet. from the importance of the trade in

this article, the name Grain Coast was given to a

great tract of land in the Bight of Benin, and to

it the establishment of the settlements of Grand
Bassa and Cape Palmas is due. Guinea pepper
continued in request up to the close of the eigh-

teenth century, and then the peppers of the East

drove it from the market. See Grains of Pasa-
DiSE; Capsicum; Cubeb.
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GUINEA-PIG. A popular Imt iin'orroet name
for a spucies ut cavy (q.v.) abuiidaiit in tlonii'sli-

cation. Some authorities consider it a valid

speeies, Cavia cobai/a ; but it is more probably

only a domesticated form of the restless cavy

(Vai-ia apcrea) of Guiana and Brazil. The
guinea-pig is a small animal, about si.\ inches

long, usually black, white, and tawny. Recently

it has been much used in bacteriological labora-

tories for the study of germ diseases, and it has

long been a popular pet for cliildren. It is ex-

ceedingly prolific. The young, which are produced

ti\e or six times a year, are very jH-ecocious,

shedding the milk-teeth before they are hatche<l.

These animals are not pigs, l)ut nuicli more near-

ly rabbit-like rats; nor are they found in Guinea,

but are conlined to South America. The 'guinea'

is probably a corruption of 'Guiana.' while 'pig'

is as accurate as many other popular names.

GTJINEA-WOKM:. a parasitic roundworm
(q.v. I {Dnictiiivulus Mcdinetisis) , especially char-

acteristic o( the central and eastern parts of

Arabia, but abundant in India, Persia, Xubia, the

swampy regions of the Wliite Nile, and Guinea,

and found widely distributed in the warmer parts

of both hemispheres. Sailors have been known to

bring them into New England ports. The adult

worm is whitish in color and only one or two
millimeters in thickness, although it is some-

times a meter in length. Tlie eggs are laid in

water, but tlie yoiuig only reach maturity in

the hijman body, where they come to lie under
the skin, in the connective tissue, especially of

the extremities, often producing painful sores,

and causing the disease fllariasis (or dracon-

tiasis), which is accompanied by emaciation

and debility. The female is viviparous, while

the male is unknown. Carter regards a small

worm {Urolnbes palustris), frequenting brackish

waters, as the immature form of the guinea-worm.
It is also believed that the embryos enter the

bodies of water-fleas ( Cyclops, etc. ) , and there

molt, and that consequently they may be intro-

duced into the body by drinking standing water

;

but this has not been proved. Other species of

Filaria occur in the tropics, one of which (Filni-ia

sanciuinis-Iiominix) is said to be the cause of the

disease elephantiasis (q.v.). This is a worm
of microscopic size, found living in the blood of

the mosquito in India and China. It is said that

the eggs are swallowed in the water dnmk by
man, are hatched in his intestines and obstruct

the smaller blood-vessels, thus causing the dis-

ease named, and perhaps even leprosy. Other
species of Filaria live in the peritoneum of the

horse and of apes, and an iminature form
{Filnria Irntis) has been detected in the lens of

the human eye.

BlBUOGR.^PHY. T. S. Cobbold. Entozoa (Lon-
don, 1864) : R. Leuckart, Die mrnsrhlichcn Para-
.iHcn (2 vols., Ix'ipzig. 186.3-76) ; Bastian. "On
the Structure and Nature of the Dracunculus,"
in Traihsactions of Hie Linnwan fiocietn, vol.

xxxiv. (London. 186.3).

GUINEGATE, ge'n'-gat', or ENGUINE-
GATTE, iiN'ge'n'-gat'. A small village in the
French Department of Pas-de-Calais, noted as the

scene of two defeats of the French, by llaximilian
of Austria in 1479. and by Henry VIII. and Maxi-
milian in 1.518, the latter engagement being
known as the 'Battle of the Spurs' (q.v.).

GUINES, ge'nas. A town of Cuba in the

Province of Havana, about 30 miles southeast

of Havana, on the Havana-Cienfuegos Railway
(Map: Cuba, C 4). It has .some trade in sugar

and eotl'ee. In the eighteenth century Guines was
the name of a large hacienda, occujjying the en-

tire plain, in the middle of which the town was
founded by the families of the laborers. It be-

came a cliartercd town in 1814, but was destroyed

by fire in 1817, and did not acquire any impor-

tance until 1838, when it became a railroad

terminus. It is now well builtj and has several

notable buildings. Population, in 1809, ll.;i94.

GUINEVERE, gwin'e-ver. A famous fig\ire

in tlic later Artiunian romances. In the earlier

versions of the legend her personality is scarcely

developed. In the ri(a <Jildw there is indeed

a. queen whom King Melvas carries off from
Arthur, to be recovered only after a year's search

and a siege. In Geoffrey of ilonmouth she ap-

jjears as CJuanhumara. "of a noble Rcnnan family,

and surpassing in beauty all the women of the

island," and she takes the veil after Arthur's

defeat by Mordred. As \\'enhaver in Layamon's
story, she gains little distinctness. It is not

till the romance is completed, whether by Walter
Map or by Chretien de Troyes. with the magnifi-

cent invention of Lancelot, and of her sinful but
romantic love for hinij that she reaches her full

proportions and becomes "the first perfectly

human woman in English literature." The story

was treated by other medi.Tval writers ; an inci-

dent given by them but omitted by Malory (that

describing her first avowal of her love for Lance-

lot) plays a crucial part in Dante's famous epi-

sode of Francesca da Rimini. The character was
powerfully treated by Tennyson in the Idi/lls of

the KiiH), and a phase of it by William Morris,

who, in his Defense of Guenevere, remains truer

to the original conception of it. See Arthur ;

Lancelot.

GUINEY, Loci.SE Imogen (1861—). An
American poet and essayist, born in Boston. The
daughter of Gen. Patrick R. Guiney, she was
educateil in Providence. Her more noteworthy
volumes of poetry are: f<on(js at the Start

(1884); The White Sail aiid Other Poems
(1887) ; The Martyr's Idyl, ami Shorter Poems
(1890). She wrote also much in pro.se. for ex-

ample: Goose-Quill Papers (1885); Monsieur
Flenri/, a Footnote to French History (1892) ; A
Roadside Harp (1893) ; A Little En'r/lish Gallery

(1894) ; Patrins: A Collection of Essays (1897).

She has edited an edition of .J. C. Mangan's
Poems, and shared with Mrs. Spofford and Alice

Brown the authorship of Three Heroines of Eng-
lish Romance (1S94).

GUINGAMP, gaN'giiN'. The capital of an
arrondissement in the Department of Cotes-du-

Nord, France, on the Trieux, 20 miles northwest
of Saint-Brieuc (Map: France, C .3). It was for-

merly the capital of the Duchy of Penthi^vre,

and was surrounded by walls, of which there are

remains. The site of the ducal castle is now
planted with trees, and serves as a promenade.
The town is a noted place of pilgrimage in Brit-

tany for the annual 'pardon' at its mediirval

church of Xntre Dame de Bon Secours. ,'\ restored

fifteenth-century fountain is a noteworthy monu-
ment in the town. Guingnnip—whence gingham
—has the original manufactories of that linen

fabric, hat-factories, tanneries, and a considera-
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ble cattle and agiioultural trade. Population, in

1901, 9252.

GUINICELLI, gwe'ne-chel'le, GuiDO (c.1240-

itl). An Italian poet, born in Bologna. He stud-

ied jurisprudence., and seems to have practiced

law in his native city. In politics he was Ghibel-

linc. and so was banished with the rest of the

Lanibertazzi party in 1274. and died in e.xile.

Dante considers him the father of Italian poets,

and he was the first to introduce a higher phil-

osophical spirit into Italian poetry, which had
liitherto been only of tlie troubadour variety.

"He was," says one critic, "the head of that

Bolognese school to which belong Lapo Gianni.

Cino da Pistoja. and Guido Cavalcanti." Of
his verse only seven eanzoni and five sonnets re-

main. The best known of tliem is the canzone
of The Gentle Heart (as finely translated by D.

G. Rossetti)., which Dante praises. These are

printed in Nannucci, Mnniiale delta le^terafura

del priiDO seeolo delta tin(iiui ilaliana (Florence,

1843). Consult: Grion. (Itiido Guinicelti e Dino
Caiiipagni (Bologna. 1870); Cassini, Lc rime
del [loeti Bolognesi del sccolo XIII. (ib., 1881) ;

and D. G. Rossetti^ Dante and His Circle (Lon-
don. 1874).

GUINOBATAN, ge'n6-bii'tan. An inland town
of Luzon. Philippines, in the Province of Albay.

It lies about 11 miles west of Albay (Map:
Philippine Islands, H 6). Population, in 1898,

20,500.

GUIBATTD, ge'r.y. Erxest (1837-92). A
Frencli dramatic composer, born in New t)rleans.

La., of French parentage. His first sttidies were
under his father (a music teacher, and the winner
of the Prix de Rome in 18271. and later (1849)

he studied in Paris under private teachers. In

1852, when but fifteen years of age. he returned

to New Orleans, and superintended the production

of his first opera, Lc Roi Dnrid. after which he

went back to Paris and made it his permanent
home. He studied at the Conservatory, and won
the Grand Pri.Y de Rome with his Bajazet ct le

joueur de flute in 1859. He served througliout

the Franco-Prussian War of 1870-71, and in

1876 became a member of the faculty of the Paris
Conservatory. He was the composer of many
successful operas, among them Sylvie (1864),
Le Kobold (1870). La r/alniitc aventiire (1882) :

orchestral suites, and minor compositions, as well

as of a solemn high mass. He died in Paris.

Brunhilde, an unfinished opera, was completed
bv Saint-Saens and prodviced in Paris as Frcde-
(joude (1895).

GTJISBOROTJGH, giz'brfl. A market-town in

the North Riding of Yorkshire. England, on the

North Eastern Railway, 7^2 miles east-southeast

of Middlesborough (Map: England, F 2). Neigh-
lioring mines supply the Cleveland iron ore used
in steel-founding, which constitutes its chief in-

dustry. Its historical interest centres in the ruins

of the Augustine priory, built in 1119 by Robert
de Brus, grandfather of King Robert Bruce, and
up to the time of its dismantlement by Henry
VIII. one of the wealthiest of English monastic
institutions. Population, in 1891, .5625; in 1901.

5650. Consult Cnrliilarium Prioratus de Gyse-
hurne, Fundati A.D. 1119 (Durham, 1889).

GUISCARD, ges'kiir', Robert (e.1015-85).

Duke of .Apulia and Calabria. He was the son
of Tancred of Hauteville. and was born near

Coutances, in Normandy. His elder brothers,
William of the Iron Arm, Drogo, and Humphrey,
had gone to Italy to seek their fortunes soon
after 1030, and had been very successful. Robert
followed them about 1047, but was badly re-

ceived by them. At first he served under
the Prince of Capua, and then acted as the
leader of a band of adAenturers, endeavoring to

secure possessions for himself in Calabria. In
1053 he took a prominent part in the battle near
Civitate, in Avhich the Papal forces, led by Leo
IX., were defeated by the Normans. In 1057,
after the death of Humphrey. Robert became
Count of .\pulia. About this time he was joined
by his brother Roger, who aided him greatly in

his conquests. In 1059 Robert concluded a treaty

with Pope Nicholas II., wlio made him Duke of

Apulia and Calabria, and "future Duke' of Sicily,

if he could conquer the island. Robert. 'Duke
by the grace of God and of Saint Peter.' became
the Pope's vassal. This gave the Papacy a feu-

dal supremacy over Southern Italy whicli lasted

for centuries. \n 1060 Roger engaged in the

subjugation of Sicily. He was joined in the
following year by Robert, and Messina was
captured. The conquest proceeded slowly. Paler-

mo was taken in 1072, and the subjugation of tlie

island was not completed til! about 1090, long
after tlie death of Robert. On the southern main-
land, however, the supremacy of the Nornuins
was firmly established by the capture of Tarentiuii

and Reggio in 1068, and Bari in 1071. In 1074
Robert incurred excommunication by attacking
Benevento. which was a Papal possession: but in

1080 there was a reconciliation between Gregory
VII. and the Norman duke, who renewed tlie

oath which he had made in 1059. After establish-

ing a magnificent principality on the ruins of the

Byzantine power in Southern Italy, Robert pro-

ceeded to invade the territory of the Byzantine
Empire in the Balkan Peninsula, acting as the

champion of the heir of Michael VII., who liad

been deposed by, Alexius Coninenus. In 1081 he

gained a great victory over Alexius at Durazzo,

and captured the city in the following year. Tlie

war in Macedonia and Thessaly was carried on
mainly by his son, Bohemund (q.v. ). From his

victorious campaigns Robert was recalled in

1084 to the aid of Gregorj' VII., who was be-

sieged in the castle of Saint Angelo by Henry
IV.

(
q.v. ) . Robert captured and sacked Rome,

many of the inhabitants being killed or sold into

slavery. He then prepared to renew the war
against Alexius, but died at Cephalonia, July 17,

1085. He is described by Anna Comnena (q.v.)

as of lofty stature, large frame, and command-
ing appearance. He was extremely brave, am-
bitious, and shrewd, but pitiless. The surname
Guiscard (sly) is said to have been given him
because of his ability and craft. Consult .John-

son, The Normans in Europe (London, 1877).

GUISCARD, Roger. See Roger I.

GUISCHARD, ge'shar', Karl T. See Gm-
CHARD.

GUISE, gwez (]ML. Guisia). A town in the

Department of Aisne. France, on the left banlt of

the Oise, 25 miles from Saint-Quentin l>v rail

(!Map: France, K 2). It is strongly fortified, has
the ruins of a sixteenth-century castle, from which
the famous dukes of Guise (q.v.) derived their

title, and a statue of Camille Desmoulins. who
was born here. Its industrial feature is the
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coHperative stove - factory, employing about
1500 hands, and its fdmilietcre or workman's col-

ony with a phalanstery, or common dwelling-
house, accommodating 400 families, founded liy

Godin, a follower of Fourier. Population, in

1901, 7310. Ciuise was a noted strategical place
as early as the eleventh century. It gave its

name to a county, which later -.vas erected into
a duchy. The town was burned by tlie Eng-
lish under John of Hainault in 13.30, but their

assaults on the castle wers foiled by his daughter,
wife of the lord of the fortress.

GUISE. Tlie name of the most famous branch
of tlie ducal family of Lorraine, the members
of which plaj-ed a prominent part in the his-

tory of France and Europe during several cen-

turies. The family derived its name from the
town of Guise (q.v. ), and claimed an ancestry
reaching back to Merovingian times. In 1333
Marie of Blois married Eodolf, Duke of Lorraine,
and brought with lier as part of her dower the
county of Guise. The following are the most
celebrated members of the Guise family: C'L.\unE

DE LoRR.iiNE (1400-1.5.50), first Duke of Guise,
Count of Aumale, Jlarquis of Mayenne and El-

banif, and Baron of .Joinville, was tlie fifth son
of Rene II., Duke of Lorraine. He was endowed
by his father with the French fiefs of the family,
while Lorraine went to his elder brother. Claude
accompanied Francis I. in all his Italian cam-
paigns, receiving a severe wound at the outset in

the battle of Melegnano { 1515) . Eight years later

lie drove the Imperialists from Champagne. In
1527 he became Duke of Guise, a peer of France,
and Governor of Champagne as a reward for his

suppression of the peasant revolt. In 1542 he
fought in Flanders under the Duke of Orleans.

He married Antoinette de Bourbon, and his

daughter Mary was the wife of James V. of Scot-

land, and mother of Mary. Queen of Scots.

—

Fran(;ois de Lorraine, second Duke of Guise, son
of the preceding, and known as In Baltifre, the
Scarred, was born February 17. 1510. He won
world-wide renown as a brave and skillful soldier,

distinguishing liimself at Montmedy (1542),
Landrecies (1543), Saint-Dizier (1544), and at

Boulogne ( 1545) , and by his successful defense of

Metz for two months in 1552 against Cliarles V,
In 1557 he had eomniaud of the expedition against
Ih'e Spaniards in Italy, which failed through lack
of proper support. The Duke was recalled, and
in 1558 took Calais, the last stronghold of the
English in France. His niece, ilary Stuart,
being the wife of Francis II., he enjoyed for

a time the highest power at Court. After the
death of tlie King, the jealousy of the queen-
mother. Catharine de' Medici (q.v.), forced him
into temporary retirement, but with the Con-
stable Montmorency and Marshal Saint-Andre
he formed the coalition known as the Triumvi-
rate, and it was probably at his instigation that
the massacre of Hugiienots at Vassy was perpe-
trated, March 1, 1502, which marked the begin-
ning of the civil wars. He took Rouen, and
won a victory at Dreux (December 19, 1502), but
was assassinated before Orleans, February* 18,

1503. by "a Protestant fanatic, Poltrot de Mere,
.".nd died six days later. Gfuise cannot be cleared

from the charge of cruelty and ferocity, though he
was doubtless much influenced by his brother
Charles, the Cardinal of Lorraine. He liad a

taste for literature, and his memoirs have consid-

erable historic interest.

—

Charles de Lorraine,

brother of the preceding, was born February 17,
1525. He entered the Church, became Archbishop
of Rheinis in 153S, and was created a cardinal in

1547. He was known as the Cardinal of Guise
until the death of his jiaternal uncle, when he
took the title of Cardinal of Lorraine, b}- which
he is known in history. He was deeply involved
in the political intrigues of the time, and in-

spired much that was worst in the policy of his

house, of which he became practically the head
after the assassination of his brother. His vacil-

lation and cowardice rendered liim inefficient as
a leader, and his influence declined from the
moment wlien he became responsible for the exe-

cution of his own designs. He introduced the
Inquisition into France in 1558, and the responsi-
bility for the cruel excesses following the tumult
of Amboise (1500) rests upon him. He was
licentious in his private life. His brother Louis
(1527-78) received the title of Cardinal of Guise
after Charles became Cardinal of Lorraine, but
was a figure of little importance historically.

—

Henri I. ue Lorraine, third Duke of Guise, son
of Francois de Guise, was born Decemb(j>r 31,

1550. At the age of fifteen he distinguished him-
self fighting against the Turks in Hungary. He
fought against the Huguenots at Saint-Denis
(15(i7), -Jarnac (1509), and Moncontour (1509),
and forced Coligny to raise the siege of Poitiers.

He aspired to the hand of ilargaret of Valois,

but, to appease the anger of the joung King,
Charles IX., he married Catharine of Cleves

(1570). He left the Court because of the favor
shown to the Huguenots, but soon returned and
took an active part in the massacre of Saint
Bartholomew, leading in person the assault
upon the house of Colignj-, whose body
was thrown at his feet in the courtyard. In

the fight against the Huguenots at Dormans
(October 10, 1575) he received a wound which
left a scar from which he was given his

father's sobriquet, le Balafre. For his part in

this battle he became an object of unreasoning
idolatry on the part of the Parisians, and he
used this shrewdly to advance the power of his
liouse. It soon became common talk that the

Valois were illegitimate, and the Lorraines the
true heirs of Charlemagne. Guise was a prime
mover in the formation of the Holj' League
(1570), the primary object of which was to

shut the Bourbons, whose head was Henry of

Xavarre, out of the sticcession and to bring
in the Guises. The League became dormant,
btit was revived in 1584, and entered into alli-

ahce with Philip II. of Spain by tlie Treaty
of Joinville, to uphold the Catholic cause. Henry
III. wavered between the equally dangerous par-

ties of Bourbon and Guise, but finally decided
first to put down the Hitguenots, and came to an
agreement with Guise at Nemours. In the fol-

lowing War of the Three Henrys, Guise defeated

the German allies of the Huguenots at Vimory
and Auneau (1587), wiiile the royal forces were
defeated by those of Henry of Xavarre. On
account of the increasing popularity of Guise,

the King ordered him to keep away from Paris;

but he defied this command, and there followed

the Day of the Barricades in Paris (May 12,

1588). when the King of France and Guise, who
was called the King of the Parisians, were ar-

rayed against each other. Finally the King retired

to Blois, and summoned the Estates, appearing to

yield to his defiant vassal, who was induced to go
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to Blois and to respond to a summons of the King
to a private audience in the royal cabinet. There
he was assassinated by members of the royal

guard, the famous Forty-Five, December 23,

1588. His brother, another Cardinal of Lorraine
(1555-88), was arrested and put to death on the

followinj; day.

—

Chaklks ue Lorraine, Duke of

JIayenne, born Marcl\ 'il!. 1554, was brother of

Henry L de Lorraine, under whom he fought in

the ilugueuot wars, distinguishing himself at
Moncontour and Brouage. After the as.sassina-

tJon of his brother he went to Paris and took
command of the forces of the League, which he
organized more thoroughly than they had ever

been before. He proclaimed the Cardinal of

Bourbon King, and made himself lieutenant-gen-

eral of the kingdom. He was defeated by Henrj'

IV. at Arques (1589) and Ivry (1590), but car-

ried on the struggle until 1590, when he made his

submission to the King, and was one of his most
loj'al subjects until his death, in IGll.

Chari.es de Lorrai.ne (1571-1(340), son of

Henry I. and fourth Duke of Guise, was succeeded
by his second son, Henri II. de Lorraine, fifth

Duke of Guise, who was born April 4, 1614.

Henri had been trained for the Church, and
was Archbishop of Rheims when the death

of his elder brother (1639) caused him to

abandon ecclesiastical life. He was brilliant,

but fickle in his attachments, and noted for

many amours. He joined the league of the Coimt
of Soissons against Richelieu (1641), and took
refuge in Brussels, returning only after the

death of Richelieu and Louis XIII. He went
to Naples during the r(?volt of Masaniello, hoping
to conquer a kingdom, but was made a prisoner

by the Spaniards (1048). He was .set at liberty

in 1652, and joined the opponents of Mazarin,
but soon betraj-ed them, and after numerous
vicissitudes returned to Paris, was made Cirand

Chamberlain, and directed the fetes of Louis XIV.
He died in 1604. His Memoircs (2 vols., 1609)

were really written by his .secretary. Saint-Yon,

and by Count Ra\Tiiond of Modena. Henri II.

was succeeded by his nephew, Louis Joseph. Duke
of Guise, Joyeuse, and Angouleme. With the son

of the latter. rRA>-cois Joseph, who died in 1075,

the direct line of the dukes of Guise of the House
of Lorraine became extinct. The family posses-

sions passed to the House of Cond^, the next of

kin.

BiBLiOGRApny. For the general history of the

house, consult: Forneron, Les dues de Otiise et

leur fpoque (Paris. 1893) ; Bouille, Histoire des

dues de Guise (Paris, 1849-50); for individual

biographies and special works, see: Brisset,

Francois de Guise (Paris, 1840) ; Cauvin, Fran-

cois de Lorraine, due de Guise (Paris, 1885) ;

Valincourt, Vie de Francois de Guise (Paris,

1881) ; De Croze. Les Guises, les Valois, et Phi-

lippe IL (Paris, 1860) ; Renauld, Henri de Lor-

raine, due de Guise (Paris, 1879) : Ruble,

L'assassinat de Francois de Lorraine, due de

Guise (Paris, 1897) ; Zeller, ed., "Charles IX.

et Francois de Guise, extraits des lettres de Cath-

erine de Medicis," in L'histoire de France ra-

contce par les conteniporains (Paris, 1887).

Consult also general works referred to under the

histori' of France. See Huguenots ; Lorraine.

GUITAR, gi-tar' (OF. guiterre, puiterne. Fr.

guitare, from Lat. eitlwra, Gk. KiBipa, l-ithara,

lyre). A musical stringed instrument, somewhat

like the lute, particularly well adapted for ac-

companying the liuman voice, and nuich esteemed
in Spain and Italy. It has six strings, tuned as
follows: E, A, d, g, b, e'. Its compass is over
three octaves, from E to a". The music of the

guitar is always written in the G clef, and thus
tile actual sound is an octave lower than writ-

ten. The sound is produced by the fingers of the

right hand plucking the strings, which are
stopped by the fingers of the left hand pressing
them against the frets, ^he three highest strings

of the guitar are usually of gut, and the three

lowest are of silk spun over with silvered wire.

GUITAR-FISH (so called from the shape of

the fish ) . A long-nosed, shark-like ray of the
family Rhinobatidie. It differs from the Raiida;

mainly by the peculiarity that the eggs are
hatched within the body. The name is copied
from the Spanish r/uitarro, applied especially to

species of the Gulf of California. The best

known is the California Khinobatus productus.
A familiar form from Jamaica to Brazil is the

'pureque' or 'fiddler-fish' (lihinobatus pcrecUens)

.

GUITEAU,. ge-to', Charles J. See Garfield,
James A.

GUITGUIT, gwit'gwit'. See Guidguid.

GUITTONE D'AREZZO, gwe to'na da-ret's6

(e.l230-c.l294). An Italian poet, born near
Arezzo. It is said that in his youth he devised

the sonnet form. He was very well educated for

the time', and wrote much in the troubadour style.

In 1293 he founded the monastery Degli Angeli

in Florence. During the latter part of his life he

wrote of theological and political subjects, in

dreary, unattractive verses. Nevertheless, he had
a decided infiuence on his contemporaries, and was
one of the first of Italian prose writers. His letters

(Lettere) were not published until 1745. His
poetry is better than his prose. The best edition

of his works is tiiat by Valeriani, Rime di Fra
Guittone d'Arezzo (Florence, 1828 and 1867).

Consult Romanelli, Di Guittone e delle sue opere
(Campobasso, 1875).

GUIZOT, gwe'ze', by foreigners commonly
pi-onounced ge'zA', Elizabeth Charlotte Pau-
line (de Meulan) (1773-1827). A French au-

thor, the first wife of Guizot, the historian. She
was born in Paris. Her father having died when
she was eighteen years of age. she sought sub-

sistence for herself and the straitened family by
literaiy labor. She published 7-e.s contradictions,

a novel, in 1800; afterwards joined the staff' of

Suard's journal. Le Publieiste, and as literary and
artistic editor became known for her critical

articles, a selection of which were published in

1802 as Essais de litteratiire et de morale. Ill

health would have interrupted the series in 1807,

had they not been continued by an anonymous
writer, who later revealed himself as Guizot. The
friendship thus begun resulted in their marriage

in 1812, and during their married life she was of

great assistance to her husband in his historical

studies and literary work. Her subsequent writ-

ings, devoted to the moral improvement and edu-

cation of the young, are: Les enfants (1812);

Lc journal d'une «iece(lS13) : L'ccolier, ou Raovl

et Victor (1821) ; Nonrean.r contes a I'usage de

la jeunesse (1823) ; and Education domestique.ou

Lettres de famille sur I'ediication (1826). Her
husband published several posthumous volumes

of her essays and other writings.
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GUIZOT, Fban^ois Pierre Guillaume (1787-

1S74). A distinguished Kieiicli historian and
statesman, burn at Xinies, October 4, 1787, of

Protestant parents. His father was an advo-

cate of liberal views, was guillotined during the

Eeign of Terror (April 8, 1794), and his mother
soon afterwards went with her two sons to (Jene-

va, where young Guizot received his edu('ation.

In 1805 lie went to Paris to study law. but in-

stead devoted himself to literature. His first

work, the AowreoH dictionniiirc unirvrscl dcs

sjiiiiiin/mcs dc la Iniiffiic fraii<;aisc, appeared in

18(11), and was quickly followed by an essay on
the fine arts and a translation of Gibbon. In
1812 lie married Mile, de Meulan, who was the
editor of Le Publiciste, and fourteen years his

senior. In the same year he became a professor

of liistorv at the Sorbonne. After tlie Restora-
tion lie became general secretary in the Ministry
of tlie Interior, and subsequently secretary in

the Ministry of Justice. Guizot contributed to
tlie dissolution of the Chambre Introuvable (q.v.)

by a memorial whicli was placed in the liands of

Louis XVIII. bj' Decazes. The latter committed
to him the general direction of tlie administration
of the communes and departments (1819). At
tliis time he attached himself to the Constitu-
tional Party, whose leaders were subsequently
kno%ni as doctrinaires (q.v.), expounding its

principles in his essay, Dcs moyens de gouverne-
iitcnt et d'oppositio)i dans I't'tat actuel de la

France (1821). In 1821-22 he published his His-
toire dcs oriffines dit, poiivcrnvment representatif,
containing his lectures at tlie Sorbonne. Owing
to his attacks on the Vill6!e Ministry, Guizot lost

his official position, and for a number of years
devoted himself to literary work. His Histoire
de la revolution d'Angleterre appeared in 1827,
and he edited the EncyclopMie Progressive and
the Revue Franeaise, which he' established in

1828. His first wife having died ( 1827) , he mar-
ried her niece. In 1829 the Martignac Ministry
granted liim permission to resume his lectures

on history. Tliey were attended by large and
enthusiastic audiences, and gave rise to several
historical works of great value, published under
the collective titles of Coiirs d'histoire moderne
(1828-30), which included the nistoire de la

cimlisatioH en France, and the Histoire generale
de la cimlisation en Europe. In January, 18.30,

he was elected to the Chamber of Deputies from
Lisieux, and sided with the opposition, vigor-

ously attacking the Polignac jlinistry. After
acting as Jlinistcr of Education in tlie Provi-
sional Government which succeeded the over-

throw of the Bourbons, he was made jNIiiiistcr of

the Interior (August 11, 1'830), but resigned in

November. He was Minister of Public Instruc-

tion in the Cabinet formed by Soult in 1832, and
lield that position, with a brief interval, until

1837. In this capacity he did much for the im-

provement of educational institutions, particu-

larly for the primaiy schools. During the Ori-

ental crisis of 1840 arising from the ambitions
of Meheraet Ali (q.v.) of Egypt, Guizot was sent

as Ambassador to London, where lie met with a

cordial reception, and returned to France in

Octolier of the same year, on the resignation of

the Thiers Ministry, to become Jlinister of For-
eign Affairs and the chief of Louis Philippe's

supporters, as the virtual head of the Soult Min-
istry. After Soult's retirement, in September,

Vol. IX —24.

1847, he became tlie ollicial liead of the Cabinet,
wliich, liowever, although Guizot liy liis conduct,
both in home and foreign atl'airs, liad done all

tliat was possible to make constitutional govern-
ment a success in France, could not inucli longer
retain its hold upon the people. Tlic policy

of peace at any price and the suppression of

the republican spirit caused its final overthrow
and the fall of the July Monarchy, Feliruary

23-24, 1848. As a statesman (Juizot provcil jiim-

self stiff and obdurate; from these (lualities,

as well as from his cold and austere man-
ner, he was always unpopular witli tlie masses.

Guizot escaped from Paris to London. In April,

1849, he publislied a circular in whicli he offered

Ills services to the electors of France. He re-

turned to France in November, 1849, but was de-

feated as a candidate for the Chamber. The
coup d'etat of December 2, 1851, put an end to

his political career. The rest of his life was
passed in retirement, and was devoted to liis-

torical and literarv work. He lived to see many
changes in France, and died, at the age of eighty-

seven, at his villa in Val-Richer, September 13,

1874. By founding the Comitcs historiques, by
bringing about the publication of important his-

torical documents, and by liis own writings and
lectures, Guizot did much for historical study
in France. A work on Washington, published
under the title T'l'e, correspondance et ecrits de
Washington (Paris, 1839-40), procured him the
honor of having his portrait placed in tlie Cham-
ber of Representatives at Washington. Of Gui-
zot's numerous works the most iiii]iortant, in

addition to those already mentioned, are: De la

democratie en France (1849); Etudes hiogra-
phiques sur la revolution d'Angleterre (1851);
Etudes sur les beaux-arts (1851); Corneille
et son temps (1852); Shakespeare et son
temps (1852) ; Histoire de la republique d'Angle-
terre et d'Oliver Cromwell (1854) ; L'amour A/h.9

le mariage (1855); Histoire parlementaire de
France (1863); Meditations sur la religion

chritienne dans ses rapports avec V(tat aetuel
des sociHes (1865-68); Melanges biographiques
et litteraires (1868); Melanges politiques et

historiques (1869). For the life of Guizot, the
most valuable materials are his own Mem aires

pour servir a Vhistoire de mon temps (Paris,
1858-65; Eng. trans. London, 1858-62) ; Madame
de Witt (Guizot's daughter). Monsieur Gni::ot

dans sa famille et avec ses amis (Paris, ISSO;
Eng. trans. London, 1880) ; Simon, Thiers, f!ui:ot,

Remusat (Paris, 1885) ; Bardoux, "Guizot," in

Les grands 6crivavns frangais (Paris, 1894) ;

Crozals, "Guizot," in Classiques populaires
(Paris, 1891) ; Wilson, "M. Guizot and His Mem-
oirs," in Studies in Modern Mind and Character
(London, 1881); Mazade, Portraits d'histoire
morale et politique du temps (Paris, l!?T5).

GUJARAT, goo'zhft-rUt'. A geographical divi-

sion of India, extending along the northnn sea-

board of the Province of Bombay (]\Iap: India,
B 4). It comprises the Kathiawar Peninsula,
and. on the mainland, Baroda (the dominion of
Gaekwar) and other native States. It is bound-
ed on the north by Eajputana and on the south
by Concan. The Vindhya and Satpura moun-
tains extend into the region from the east.
Area. 41,536 square miles; population, over
11.000.000. The surface generally is level and
monotonous. The chief rivers are the Ner-
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budda and Tapti. Tlie products are cotton,
ricf, wheat, barle_v, maize, tobacco, sugar, opium,
and fruits. Tlie name Gujarat is frequently ap-

plied to the British Northern Division of Bom-
bay, wliich comprises the districts of Ahmadabad,
Kaira, Panch ilahals. Broach, Surat, and Tanna.
Area. 13,710 square mile.s; population, in 1801,

3,918,100; in 11)01, 3,510,200.

GUJARATI (LfUn'zha-rii'te) LANGUAGE
AND LITERATURE. The language uf Gu-
jarat in Western India, which is spoken by al-

most 11.000.000 persons. It is derived, through
the mediaeval vernaculars called Prakrit, espe-

cially the SaurasenI, Apabhraiusa, from ancient
dialects closely akin to Sanskrit. It contains
many words borrowed from Sanskrit, Arabic,

and Persian. Its alphabet is a modihcation of

the ancient Devanajiari script of the Sanskrit,

with the bar above the letters omitted.
Gujarati literature is abundant and of fair

character. It begins with Narsingh ilehta in the
fifteenth century, who composed short poems on
religious subjects. Other poets of note were
Vishnu Das. Shiv Das, and Sanial Bhatt.

Consult: Taylor, titudcnt's (Injnriiti Grammar
(London, 181)5); Bengali and ilerchant, Xcio
Pocket Gujarati into Ent/lisli Dictionary (Bora-

bay, 1890) ; Blumhardt. Cataloyue of Maruthi
and Gujarati Printed Books in the Library of the

British Museum (London, 1802) ; Tripi'ithi, Clas-

sical Poets of Gujarat ( Pxiniliay. 1S1I4I.

GULBAR'GA. KULBAR'GA, or CALBUR'-
GA. A town of Hyderabad, India, 110 miles west
of Hyderabad by rail (.Map: India. C 5). It

stands on a minor affluent of the Kistna. and
has been successively the capital of Hindu and
Mohanuiiedan sovereignties. The town's ancient

prosperity is reviving, modern buildings, public

offices, barracks, a fine bazar, a model jail, and
ornamental gardens relieving the archaic aspect

of numerous mosques and tombs. Tlie chief fea-

ture of interest is the fort containing the cita-

del and a unique mosque built in the thirteenth

century after the design of the great Cordova
mosque in Spain. Population, in 1801, 28,200;
in 1001, 20.228.

GULDBERG, gruTl'berg. OvE Hoegh (1731-

1808). A Danish statesman and author, born at

Horsens. He became preceptor of Crown Prince

Frederick, the son of Christian VII.. and
managed the coup d'etat that overthrew Queen
Caroline and Struensee. By this means he be-

came secretary of the Cabinet (1773) and Secre-

tary of State (177f)). Under his leadership the
country gained in importance and power. When
the King reached his majoritv (1784). Guldberg
-n-as sent to Aarhus as Grand Bailiff ( 1784-1802)

.

He wrote a valuable Universal History and some
theological works.

GULDEN, goiJl'dcn. See Flokin-.

GULES, gulz (from OF., Fr. yueules, red,

from OF. fiole, yoiile. Fr. yueule, throat, from
Lat. (lula. throat). The name for the color red

in heraldry (q.v.).

GULF OF CAR'PENTA'RIA. See Carpen-
taria. Gt'i.f of.

GULF STREAM. The most important and
best-known current in the Atlantic Ocean, de-

riving its name from the (Julf of Mevicn. o\it of

which it flo-,vs between the coast of Florida on

the west and the Bahamas on the east. Its

breadth in the narrowest portion is about 50
miles, and its depth about 2000 feet ; tlie velocity
averages between two and three miles per hour,
reaching an extreme of live or six miles in some
localities. This great mass of warm water,
having a temperature several degrees higher than
the neighboring ocean. Hows northeastwardly
along the American coast, but can no longer be
distinguished fi'oin the rest of the ocean drift by
either temperature. saltness, color, or motion, after
it has passed latitude 40" N. and tlie meridian
00° W. As it passes the thirty-.second parallel
between the Bermudas and the coast of Carolina
it is divided into several small streams of about
100 fathoms deep and aggregating 150
miles wide. North of this region the increasing
westerly winds so break up the surface and mix
the waters that it is improper to speak of the
Gulf Stream as having any further existence:

since it becomes the general drift of warm water
from the southwestern Atlantic northeastward to

Europe, which is a general phenomenon that has
little or nothing to do with the special Gulf
Stream, properly so called.

By means of floating derelicts, bottles, and
buoys, the general drift of the ocean surface cur-

rents has been studied with great care. This
drift is seen to depend wholly on the wind, and
may trend to the northeast or southeast as the

winds and storms vary. The majority of the der-

elicts in the Atlantic Ocean circulate around the
Sea of Sargasso, but occasionally one penetrates

directly through it. Very rarely does a derelict

make its way from America to the European
coast. Where the western edge of the so-called

Gulf Stream passes by and intermingles with the
cold northerly drift, close to the coasts of New-
foundland and New England, banks of fog are

formed; but these are not the fogs that trouble

navigation. The latter are due to the flow of

warm southwest winds over the cold ocean water,

and therefore depend for their existence on the

wind rather than on the Gulf Stream. It is a
common error to attribute the warmth of Europe,

as compared with the cold in America in the

same latitude., to the influence of the Gulf
Stream ; meteorology shows that the southwest
winds of Europe, bringing moisture frcmi the

ocean, are not appreciably affected by the Gulf
Stream. On the other hand, this deep layer of

moist southwest wind contains far more latent

heat than the same quantity of dry air at the

same temperature ; and it is the evolution of

latent heat by this moist air in the formation of

fog. cloud, and rain that raises the temperature
of the atmosphere over Europe, and prevents loss

of heat by radiation. Precisely the same phe-

nomenon is found on the leeward side of each

of the Great Lakes, and of the Mediterranean

Sea. the Baltic, and probably every other large

sheet of water.
The mechanical cause of the Gulf Stream has

been clearly expounded by William Ferrel. It is

not caused wholly by the winds. The steady

northwest trade winds are not strong enough to

raise any considerable mass of water in front

of them. Hurricane winds may raise the level

several feet temporarily, but the trade winds

scarcely an inch. The accurate levelings of the

Coast and Geodetic Survey have shown that

there is no appreciable difference of level between
the water in the CJulf of ilexico and that of the

Atlantic on the opposite coast of Florida. The
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Gulf Stroam is a result of the goncral vertical

circulation of the eccan, bringing from tlic nortli

cold water which sinks below, while the warm
Wiiter of the equatorial region rises, and slides

northward above the cold current; owing to the

rotation of the earth, each of these currents de-

viates toward the right, so that tlie cold cur-

rent presses toward the suulhwest and the sur-

face current toward the northeast. Tliese pres-

sures are very slight, but by acting for long ages
they have given the upper layers of the ocean a
slight general rotation. r>y thus being pushed
against the shores or through narrow channels,

the mass of water far below the influence of sur-

face winds is forced to seek its channel of easiest

flow, and the cold water ilowing tlirough certain

passages between the \\cst Indian Inlands into

the Caribbean Sea Hows thence into the Gulf of

Mexico, and finally it rounds Cape Sable as
warm water from tlie gulf. The Gulf Stream
really has its origin in deep currents far east of

the \\indward and Leeward Islands, and is

pressed northward beyond Cape Sable by the
force of the water pushing behind it from the
Atlantic Ocean into and tlirough the Caribbean
Sea. In otlier parts of the globe there are great
ocean currents that depend wholly upon the
winds, but tins does not seem to be Ihe case with
the Gulf Stream.

BiDLiOGR.iPHY. Ferrel, Winds of the Gloie
(Xew York. lS9o) ; Agassiz. Three Cruises of ihe

Blake (Boston. 1888): Pillsbury. in Antiual
Report, published by the Ignited States Coast
Survey (Washington, 1800) : Thomson and Blake,
Reports of the t^cieniific Results of U. M. S.

Chailf lifter (London. 1880-0.5).

GULFWEED. A popular name of Sarrtns-

sum, one of the brown alg;T. The plants are torn
from the coast and carried by currents out to

sea. where they grow and form large masses of

iloating weed in the eddies of oceanic currents.
See Pn.T:opiiYCE.5:.

GULISTAN, grio'le-stan' (Pers., rose-garden).
Tlie most famous work of the Persian poet Sadi
(q.v.), a collection of moral discussions inter-

woven with stories, puns, and maxims. It is

contained in eight chapters in prose and verse.

There are English translations bv Eastwick
(Hertford. 18.52) ; Gladwin (Boston.' 1S0.5) ; and
Sir Edwin Arnold (London. 1890).

GULL (from Corn, gullan, Welsh gn-i/lnn,

Bret, riirelaii. gull). A web-footed bird of the
subfamily Larin.T, of the family Laridse. The
gulls are inhabitants of the seacoasts of all parts
of the world, and also of the shores of large
rivers and lakes far inland. The bill is strongly
hooked at the tip. tlnis differing from that of

the terns, and lacks a cere, in this respect dif-

fering from that of the jiigers. The tail is usual-
l.v square across the tip. and the wings are long
and pointed. The plumage is generally in great
part white, variously mixed with gray, slate-

color, brown, and black. The white in some
species assumes a rosy tint in the breeding sea-

son, and the head of some becomes black. The
differences of plumage, according to age. season,

and sex. are verj^ considerable, and have led to
many errors as to species. Gulls have great
power of wing, and delight in performing varied
and beautiful evolutions. They descend with
great rapidity to seize prey from the surface of
the water, or at a small depth ; but they are not

good divers, and the Hsiics caught are chiefly

tliose wliidi, like tlic herring, swim near the sur-

face. They are very voracious. Tludr food con-

sists of almost anything animal, and tliey fre-

quently rol) other birds' nests of eggs or young.
In winter tlicy throng harbors, and fee<l largely
on scraps thrown from ships or drifted upon
the shores. The larger gulls seize clams and
other mollusks, carrying the large oms into the

air and dri)])ping tlicm upon a rock in order to

break them. The llesh of gulls is rather coarse,

but tliat of the .young is in request on many
n(]rthern coasts as an article of food, and is

salted for winter use. The eggs are palatable,
and are collected in great quantities in some
places. All gulls are wholly or partially
migratory; they breed in colder regions than
those which they inlial>it in winter. In general,
they lay only two or three eggs, which are large
for the size of the bird, bluish-white to brownish-
olive in color, more or less heavily spotted,
blotched, and marked with brown. Idack, and
purplish. The nest is composed of moss and
seaweeds, or marsh-weeds, and is usually on the
ground in swamps or on rocky cliffs. Occasion-
ally, however, the nest is built in trees, and is

then based on a foundation of sticks.

About 50 species of gulls are known, of which
about 20 are found in Xortli America. The com-
monest and most widclj- distributed are the ring-
billed gull (Larus Urlim-nrcnsis) and the herring
gull (Larus argentutus, var. Hinitlisonianus)

.

The latter is two feet long and nearly five

feet across the wings, while the former is

considerably smaller. Both species are abundant
on the Atlantic coast, in the Mississippi Valley,
and about the Great Lakes. They breed from the
United States northward. The kittiwake (Rissa
triflacti/la) . rather smaller than the first named,
gray and white, and destitute of a hind toe. is

plentiful in Arctic America and Europe, where
the coast is girt with rocky precipices, on the
narrow ledges of which it makes its nest. Its

young and eggs are among the chief objects of
pursuit of the rock-fowlers. The great black-
backed gull, or 'wagell' (Larus marinus) , nearly
thirty inches long, is found on the Atlantic coasts
of both Europe and America; and the glaucous
gull, or 'burgomaster' (Larus filniiriis). scarcely
inferior to it in size, of a pale bluish-gray cidnr

above and white below, is a winter visitant from
tlie Arctic regions.

On the Pacific coast of Xorth America, the
common gulls are the glaucous-winged gull
(Larus glaueescens) , the Californiai gull (Liiriis

Califoriiieiis) . and the western herring gull {IAims
occidciitdlis) . all large birds, four feet and a half
across the wings. Smaller than these is the white-
headed gull (Larus nreriiiaiiiii) . which is leail-

colored, with a white head and red bill; it is

common on the coast of California. Other notable
gulls are the common mew (Larus eauus) of
Europe: the red-legged kittiwake (Rissa hreri-

rostris) of Bering's Sea; the Arctic ivory gull
(Larus aiha). the entire plumage of which is

pure white: the black-headed gulls of Europe and
America (Larus ridihiiiiilus and alricilla);

Franklin's and Bonaparte's rosy gulls (Larus
Fraiil-liui and I'liiladrlphia) . tlie white under
parts tieing suffused with rose during the breed-
ing season; Ross's rosy gull (Rhodnslrlhia rosea)

,

which has a wedce-shaped tail, and is white, rosy
tinted, with a black collar, and occurs only in the
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most northern regions; and the forked-tail gaills

(A'enio l^ahiiiii and fiirciiltis), the former Arctic

and common, small, tlie latter tropical, very rare,

and large. Terns, boobies, and various other

marine birds are often very improperly called

gulls. Consult Saunders, "Revision of the Lari-

nse," in Proceedings of the Zoological Society of

London (London, 1S78). See Plate of Auks,
ALUATROSSE.S, ETf.

GULL, Sir William Withey (1816-90). An
English physician. He was born in Thorpe-le-

Soken, graduated at London L-niversity in 1841,

and from 1843 to 18C5 was a teacher first of nat-

ural philosophy, then of physiology and compara-
tive anatomy, and finally of medicine at Guy's
Hospital, to which he was also for twenty years

physician. From 1847 to 1849 he was a professor

at the Royal Institution, and in 1848 became a
fellow of the Royal College of Physicians. He
was president of the Clinical Society, member
of many other associations, and the author of

numerous valuable papers on medical subjects.

GULLET. See (Esophagus.

GULO/IVER, .Joiix Putnam (1819-94). An
American clergyman of the Congregational
Church. He was born at Boston, ^lass.. gradu-

ated at Yale in 1840, and at the Andover The-
ological Seminary in 1845, and held pastorates at

Norwich, Conn. (1846-05) (where he will always
be remembered as the promoter of the Xorwich
Free Academy); Chicago. 111. (1865-08); and
Binghamton, N. Y. (1872-78). From 1808 to

1872 he was President of Knox College (Cialcs-

burg. 111.), and in 1878 was appointed professor

of the relations of Christianity and science in the

Andover Theological Seminary.

GULLIVEK'S TRAVELS, or Tr.vvels into
Several Remote Xatiox.s of the World. A fa-

mous satirical romance liy .Jonathan Swift, nar-

rating the travels and adventures of Lemuel Ciul-

liver, surgeon, and then captain of several shi])s.

It was first published anonymously in 1720. and
obtained an immediate success among all classes,

which has ever since beenniaintained. The plan and
form of the romance were intluenccd by the works
of Lucian, Cyrano de Bergerac. and Defoe. It is

in four parts, of which the first describes the

hero's voyage to Lillipvit, the land of pygmies;
the second, his adventures in Brobdingnag, among
the giants; the third, his journey to Laputa. a

country of quacks and pretended scientists; and
the fourth his visit to the Houyhnhnms, horses

endowed with superior intelligence. The char-

acters and events are in great part satires on
prominent personages and political and scientific

conditions of the day.

GUL'LY, William Court (1835—). Speaker
of the House of Commons since April 10. 1805.

The second son of .Tames !Manby Gully, of Great
Malvern, he was born in London August 29. 1835,

and was educated at Trinity College. Cambridge,
where he graduated JI.A. .in 1856. He was ad-

mitted barrister in 1800. Q.C. in 1877, and
Bencher of the Inner Temple in 1879. In 1881,

and again in 1885. he unsuccessfully contested

Whitehaven against !Mr. Cavendish-Bentinck. but
since 1886 has sat in Parliament for Carlisle.

GULPER. A fi-h. See Ltomeri.

GULS HORNEBOOKE, giilz horn'byk, The.
A tract by Thomas Dekker (1009) giving a vivid

account of the maiuiers of Jacobean London. It

is largely drawn from Dedekind's (Urobinius, the

author having changed his original intention of

translating that work into one of "altering the

shape and of a Dutchman fashioning a mere
Englishman,"

GUMBEL, gumljfl, Karl Wilhelm vox
(1823-98). A German geologist, born at Dannen-
fels, Rhine Palatinate. He studied at the univer-

sities of ilunich and Heidelberg, in 1848 under-

took a practical inve.stigation of the mining in-

dustry in tlie Government service at Saint Ing-

bert collieries in the Palatinate, and in 1851 was
appointed director of the Bavarian geognostic

survey. In 1861 he became an honorary professor

in the University of Munich, in 1868 an in-

structor at the Technical High School there, in

1869 was appointed to the Bavarian mining board,

and in 1879 director-in-chief of mines. A fibrous

mineral, consisting of a hydrous silicate of alu-

mina, was discovered by him in the clay-slate of

Northalben (Upper Franconia. Bavaria), and is

known to geologj- as giimbelite; while a petrified

corallin is styled Ouemhclina. His publications

include four volumes of the Geognosti-ichc Be-

schreibung des Konigreichs Bayern (1801-91),

an Anieitung zu icissenschnftlichen Bcohnclitun-

geii anf Aljienreisen (1879-82), and a Geogno-

stische Karle des Eonigreiclis Bayern (1891).

GUMBINNEN", goom'bln-en. Capital of the

district and circle of the same name in the

Province of East Prussia, situated on the Pissa,

a headstream of the Pregel, 08 miles east-south-

east of Kiinigsberg ( Jlap : Prussia, K 1 ) . It is

regularly built, and produces woolens, linen and
cotton goods, leather, and spirits. The trade is

mostly in grain. CJumbinnen is of comparativel.v

recent origin, having received its mvuiicipal

rights from Friedrich Wilbelm I. in 1722. Popu-

lation, in 1890, 12,207; in 1900, 14,003, consisting

chiefly of descendants of exiled Protestants from
Salzburg.

GUM'BO. See Hiniscus.

GUMBOIL. An abscess (q.v. ) near the root

of a tooth, and discharging itself toward the

mucous membrane of the gum. Gumboil should

be treated by a free incision.

GUMBO (
probably of negro origin ) SOIL. A

popular term applied in the Western L'nited

States to a class of very heavy, fine-grained soils

(the grains are less than 1-100 inch in diame-

ter), rich in soluble salts (alkali) and practi-

cally devoid of sand. Water percolates through
them with difticulty, and as they are soapy and
waxy when wet, the names 'waxy' and "black

waxy' are sometimes applied to them. The.se

soils improve with cultivation, but are difticult

to till. See also Soil.

GUM FLUX. See Gummosis.

GUMILLA, goo-melya, Josfi (1690-1758). A
Spanish missionary, born at Barcelona. He was
a Jesuit, and in 1714 was sent to South America,

where he was made superior of the missions on

the Orinoco (1728). Soon afterwards he re-

turned to Spain, and was appointed head of the

College of Cartagena (1734), and of the t^ni-

versity of Madrid (1738). He was a careful

stmlent of South American fauna and flora, and
wrote 7?; Orinoco ilnstrado y defcndido (1745),

a very valuable work.

GUMMA. See Syphilis.
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GUMMEL, goti'mfl. A town in tlip ncfiro

kingdom of Bornu, near the northern lioinulavy

of Nigeria, Africa, in longitude 9° 21' E. (Map:
Africa, E 3). It is of some commercial impor-

tance, and has a population of about 12,000.

GUMMERE, gum'merc, Francis Barton
(18oJ— ). An American scholar, born at Bur-

lington, X. .J. He graduated at Haverford Col-

lege (Pa.) in 1872, at Harvard in 1875, studied

in Gei'many at the universities of Leipzig. Berlin,

Sti'assburg, and Freiburg, and was ai)pointed

professor of English in Haverford College. He
was elected a member of the Jlodern Language
Association of America, and in addition to con-

tributions to the Xation, the American .Journal

of Philolojiy, and other periodicals', published a
valuable and widely used Handbook of Poetics

(1885) ; ilermanic 'Orifiins (1892) ; Old English

Ballads (1894); and The Bcf/innint/s of Poetry

(1901).

GUMMERSBACH, guTTm'mers-biic. Capital

of the circle of tlie same name in the Prussian
Province of Westphalia, situated near the Rhine,

30 miles northeast of Cologne (Jlap: Germany,
B 3). Its principal industry is the manufacture
of cardigan jackets, woolen goods, paper, ma-
chinerv, and boilers. Population, in 1890, 10,-

000; i'n 1900, 12.525.

GUM'MIDGE, ilRS. A none, lorn creetur,'

in Dickens's David Copperfield, the widow of a
sailor, and housekeeper of Sir. Peggotty's home.

GUMMING. See Gummosis.

GUMMO'SIS (from Lat. gummi. Gk. k6|UM',

komnii, gum), C4UMMING, or Grxi Flux. Any
plant disease in which gum flows from tlie dis-

eased area or its vicinity. Tliere are many dift'erent

diseases of this character, which have been noticed

upon many species of plants, as shown below. The
gum, according to Sorauer, is a combination of

metagummic acid and lime. When it first ap-

pears it is soft, translucent, and gelatinous, but
becomes hard, horny, and brittle upon standing.

and very dark brown or nearly black. Fungi
and bacteria seem associated witli the gummosis
of many trees, but they are perhaps secondary
to some cause like insufficient nutrition, wounds,
etc. Poor soil and superabundant moi.slure are
believed by some to cause a flow of gum in

some plants. On the other hand, there seems
abundant evidence that diseases caused by bac-

teria produce gummosis of grape, olive, sugar-
beet, sugar-cane. etc.. and the gummy deposits

noticed in the fire-blight of pears and bacterial

wilt of cucurbits. A common form of gum-
mosis of cherry and other stone fruits is caused
by the fungus Ascospora beyerinckii. Tliis fun-

gus can live in and kill the leaves and young
fruits of the.se trees. In the Japanese quince (Py-
nis j(iponicn) the tears of ginn accompany the

attacks of Cladosporium epiphyllum. If broken
off, a canker-like wound is revealed, which may
extend often to the pith of the stem. In Cali-

fornia a ginnmosis of citrus trees is said to be
due to the presence in the trees of the mycelium
of one of the mushroom fungi. In the case of

many of these diseases, pruning below the gum
deposits may be' of some service in checking the

disease. When wet. the gum dissolves and flows
to the ground, carrying spores with it. To destroy
these a dressing of lime at the base of the tree is

recommended. In those forms of gummosis due

to errors in cultivation, restoring the necessary
functions of the plants should correct the dis-

ease. For wounds of insects, etc., coat the

wounded surface with tar or some similar ma-
terial.

GUMPLOWICZ, grioniplo'vTch. Lidwig ( 1S3S— ). An Austrian ])olitical economist and sociid-

ogist. He wa.s born at Cracow, and studied in

tluit city and in Vienna. In 1882 he was made
professor in the University of Gratz. His prin-

cipal works are: Philosophisehen Staatsrccht

(1877); Vericaltungslehre (1882); Dcr Rassen-

kampf (1883) ; Urundriss der Sociulogie (1885) ;

Das osterreichische Staatsrccht (1891); Socio-

logic und Politik (1892); Die sociologische

Staatsidee (1892); and Hociologische Essays
(1899). His works are characterized by ])ro-

fundity of research and acuteness of analysis.

Der Rassenkampf is generally recognized as one^

of the most important of recent attempts to
give unity to the science of sociology.

GUMRI, goom're. See Alexandropol.

GUMS. A class of organic substances mostly
of vegetable origin, and composed of carbon,
hydrogen, and oxygen. JIany of them are com-
pletely soluble in water, forming with it a trans-

parent mucilage ; but they are all insoluble in

alcohol. Chemically, the gums are amorphous
carbohydrates that are transformed into sugar
when heated with dilute acids. The finer varie-

ties are used pharmaceutically for making enml-
sions and emollients. Other ginns are used in

the manufacture of confectionery, in calico-print-

ing, in making ink, finishing cloth, etc. With
reference to their chief constituents, the gums
may be subdivided into the following three
groups: (1) Gum arable and similar gums, con-

taining arahin: (2) gum tragacanth and similar
gums, containing bassorin ; ( 3 ) other gums, con-

taining ecrasin, such as cherry-gum, peach-gum,
etc.

( 1 ) Gum arahic, or gum acacia, is gathered
chiefly from the Acacia Senegal, growing in East-
ern Africa, and near the Senegal River in West-
ern Africa. It is brought into the market in the
form of roundish tears, vai\ving in color from
a light straw to a garnet red. and is more or less

transparent; the lightest is always the best.

Picked Turkey gum is the most esteemed variety.

Gum arable consists chiefly of arabin (arable

acid), combined with calcium, magnesium, and
pota.ssium. Barbary or iloroceo gum. a dark-
colored variety, has some qualities which render

it valuable to confectioners. Gum Gedda is an
inferior quality, now but seldom met with in

commerce. Gum Hcntgal comes in fine, large,

ro\ind tears, generally larger and of a darker
color than the finest gimi arable. It is found in

tropical parts of the western coast of Africa. Gum,
gattie, an Indian gum, is used as a substitute

for gum arable. Other varieties are: Cape gum,
the Australian wattle gum. etc. Woodapplc
gum is often used as an adulterant of gmn ara-

ble. The East Indian gums are dark colored,

and much inferior to those produced in Africa.

(2) Gum Tragacanth. or gum dragon (Fr.

gomme adrngante ; Ger. Traqanth) . is a gummy
exudation from various species of Astragalus
( natural order Leguniinosae) . It is derived chiefly

from the Astragalus gummifer. growing in West-
ern Asia, and comes into the market by way of

Smyrna and Constantinople. The best sort is the
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flaky iragacanth of commerce; vermicelli and
common tiagacanth are cheaper varieties. Traga-
eanth is dull, translucent, horn-like, and has a
white or ^yellowish color. It contains both arabin
and bassorin; when the gum is treated with
v.ater, the portion containing arabin goes into

.solution, forming a mucilaginous liquid, while
the bassorin remains undissolved. Tragacanth
has a soothing action when applied to a sore
throat. It also tinds considerable application in

the arts, being muel) valued as a stiffening ma-
terial for various textile fabrics. The following
gums are more or less closely allied to gum
tragacanth: liassora gum, which is used to adul
terate tragacanth; uood gum, which is derived
from the birch, ash, oak, willow, etc.

(3) Chtrrii-lree gum is a colorless or yellow
gum used for stiflening hats. It swells with
water, forming a slimy paste. In contains a con-
siderable amount of the insoluble substance
cerasin.

t'iugar-hcet gum, Irisli-moss gum, and a few
other gums contain substances which dift'er some-
what in their properties and reactions from the
arabin, bassorin, and cerasin mentioned above.
Sugar-beet gum contains pararabin; Irish-moss
gum contains lichenin.

A substance named animal gum has been ex-

tracted from the salivary and mucous glands.
It is a carbohydrate closely resembling the vege-
table gums; soluble in water, insoluble in alcohol.

Like the vegetable gums, it is transformed into

sugar when boiled with dilute acids.

Gum Rksixs. These are the dried exudations
of various plants. The gura resins are mixtures
containing one or more gums and one or more
resins. When they are rubbed with water, the
gum generally dissolves, while the insoluble resin

forms an enuilsion. Alcohol, on the contrary,
dissolves the resin, leaving an insoluble residue
of gum. It thus requires both water and alcohol
to dissolve a gum resin completely. The group
includes: Ammoniac, asafoctida, galbanum. gam-
hoge, myn-h, and srainnwng. all of which are in-

cluded in the United States Pharraacopceia, and
are described in special articles under their

names. Other gum resins are the following:

Bdellium, which resembles myrrh, and was
highly esteemed by the ancients for its medicinal
properties. The Indian variety is mentioned in

the Bible; the African variety is used by French
druggists in making plasters.

Euphoi-bium. an acrid substance formerly used
in medicine: it is derived from the Euphorbia
officinarum. growing in Xorthwestern Africa.

Sagapenum. formerly used in medicine.

Gum Sue.stiti'tes. These are made from
wheat-starch, potato-starch, and other feculas, by
baking or roasting, so as to convert the .starch

into dextrin. They are employed as substitutes
for the real gums, which are more expensive.
For some purposes, the gum substitutes are su-

perior to the real gums.

GUMTI, gum'te. A river of India, remarkable
for its windings. It rises in a small lake in the
District of Shahjehanpur in the United Provinces
of Agra and Oudh, and after a southeastern
course of 4S2 miles, enters the Ganges near
Benares (Map: India, D 3). It is navigable for

inland craft to Lucknow. more than 300 miles
above its conlluence with the Ganges.

GUM-TREE. A name applied to many very
distinct trees that exude gum or resin of some
kind. In the United States, one of the best known
from New York to Texas is the sweet gum
{Liquidambar styntciflua, order Hamamelidea')

,

sometimes called the American stora.x, a large,
handsome tree, with deeply five- to seven-
lobed smooth and shining leaves, whicli in
autunui become brilliant scarlet. Tlie rather
fine-grained wood is used to a considerable ex-
tent for furniture, and the bark, which is deeply
furrowed, is valued in domestic medicine
in the treatment of dysentery. Several species of

Xyssa, a genus of the order Cornacea>, are known
as gum-trees. The best known is the black or
sour gum {Xyssa multiflora) , found from jMaine

to Texas, a large tree with tough, close-grained
wood which, since it splits with difficulty on ac-

count of its cross-grained and interlacing fibres,

is valuable for hollow woodenware. Other spe-

cies are conunon through the Southern States,

where they are better known as tupelo. Xyssa
riipitata. of rather limited range in South Caro-
lina, Georgia, and Florida, is known as the
ogeeehee lime from the appearance of its edible
fruit. Burstra gummifcra. of Florida, is known
as gum elenii, and Bumelia lanuginosa, the shit-

timwood, indigenous from Illinois to Texas and
Jlexi<"0, is locally known as gum elastic. In
Australia the name gum-tree is applied with
various modifications to many of the species of

Eucalyptus (q.v. ). Sfi/raj; Soisoi'n is called gum-
tree in the East Indies, and in Europe a number
of other trees are similarly designated.

GUN. A heavy piece of artillery or ordnance
designed for direct fire, in which it differs from
howitzers and mortars, wliich use high-angle fire.

See Artillery ; Guns, Naval ; Ordnance^ Field
Artillery; Machine Gun; Mortar; Siege
Guns.

GUNBOAT. A small vessel of light draught,
designed for service in harbors, rivers, and in-

shore waters. Modern gunboats are much larger
than their prototypes. In the United States
Xavy the vessels of the Yorktoicn class of 1700
tons displacement are styled gmiboats, though
their proper designation is that of cruiser, for

they are sea-going ships. Gunboats have always
been useful auxiliaries in ofTensive and defensive
warfare, but by themselves they have very little

fighting value.

GUN-CARKIAGE. The vehicle or support
by which artillery or heavy ordnance is brought
into action or manoeuvred. The modern gun-
carriage is a result of the great improvements
made in recent years, chiefly due to better me-
chanical design, and the introduction of pneu-
matic and hydraulic cylinders to check the recoil,

combined with powerful springs to throw the gim
back to its firing position, after recoil. For more
detailed information, see Artillery; Field Ar-
tillery; Coast Artillery; Guns. Naval ; Ma-
chine Guns; Mountain Artillery; Siege
Guns ; and Ordnance.

GUNCOTTON. A name applied to certain
cellulose products of the action of nitric acid on
cellulose, discovered by Schonbein in 1840. The
molecular formula of cellulose (q.v.) is some un-
known multiple of C„H,„0„ and the action of

nitric acid results in the substitution of a vary-
ing number of NO, groups for hydrogen atoms in

the doubtless complex molecule of cellulose. The
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composition and clieniieal constitution of the re-

sulting compounds determine their properties

(e.g. the solubility in organic liquids), and \ipon

these, in turn, depend the practical uses to which

the several compounds may be applied. The
higher substitution products are generally called

'guncotton,' the lower ones 'pyro.vylin.'-

In preparing the cellulose nitrates, purified

cotton is treated with a mi.xturc of nitric and
sulphuric acids. The nii.xturc used in the case

of guncotton consists of one part b.y weight of

nitric acid, specific gravity 1.5. and three parts

of sulphuric acid, specific gravity 1.845. For
every pound of cotton 12 pounds of the acid mix-

ture are used, and the cotton is immersed and
digested in it for twenty-four hours. After the

acid has been removed from the cotton by
wringing, the latter is pulped, washed, and com-
pressed into blocks. The acid liquids wliicli have

been expelled from the cotton after use are found
to contain Tfl.Ol per cent, of sulphuric acid, 0.52

per cent, of nitric acid, 1.04 per cent, of tetroxide

of nitrogen, and 9.05 per cent, of water. This
mixture is re-worked and is used again. For py-
rox,vlin and other of the lower cellulose nitrates

weaker acids are used, according to the jiurpose

for which the resulting product is intended.

The cellulose nitrate, known as pyrocellulose,

used by the United States Navy in making smoke-
less powder, contains from 12.45 to 12.80 per

cent, of nitrogen. Such cellulose nitrate has been

made by dipping one pound of cotton (free from
oil and mechanical impurities and containing
about 7 per cent, of moisture) in 19 pounds of

a mixture containing about 57 per cent, of sul-

phuric acid, 28.2 per cent, of nitric acid, and not
more than 2 per cent, of nitrogen tetroxide. The
acid mixture has an initial temperature of 25°

C. (77° F.), and the crock containing the mixed
acids and cotton is heated to 30? C. (97° F.),

the action being maintained with one turning
over of the cotton, for sixty minutes. After puri-

fication by wringing, washing, and steaming, to

remove the acid, the nitrocellulo.se is freed from
the water remaining in it by extraction with
alcohol, and it is converted into a gelatinous mass
bv kneading or stirring in a Werner and Pflei-

derer mixing-machine with a mixture of ethyl

ether and ethyl alcohol, two parts by weight of

ether and one part by weight of alcohol being
used for every three parts by weight of nitro-

cellulose. The subsequent processes have for

their object the more intimate mixing of the
material and straining off of the unconverted
portions, the shaping of the mass into grains.

The latter still contain some of the solvent, par-
ticularly alcohol, the amount varying with the
thickness of the walls. The very smallest grains
contain about 0.5 per cent., the larger grains
often as much as 4 per cent, of the solvent.

The pyroxylin used for the manufacture of

pyroxylin plastics, such as 'celluloid,' is made by
dipping cotton or tissue paper in a mixture of

sulphuric acid, 66 parts; nitric acid, 17 parts;
and water, 17 parts; 100 pounds of the acid
mixture being used for one pound of paper, and
the immersion being continued from twenty to

thirty minutes at 30° C. The pyroxylin used
in this art is of low nitration, containing about
10.18 per cent, of nitrogen. The pyroxylin used
for collodion and in the making of varnishes
contains about 11.11 per cent, of nitrogen, and
is made by the use of stronger acids than those

employed in the mamif:u/ture of the pyroxylin for

plastics.

The perfection of the modern processes for the

manufacture of guncotton are due principally to

Baron von Lenk, of Austria, and Sir Fiederick

Abel, of England. Abel's improvement consisted

chiellj- in the reduction of the guncotton to a

pulp by beating it in rag-engines, such as are

employed in the manufacture of paper-jiulp. The
fibres of cotton consist of hollow, hair-like tubes.

Wlien iunuersed in the acid mixture, they become
filled with it, just as capillary tubes of any other

material would be, and cannot readil.v' be freed

from it. But the acid thus retained is capable of

exercising further action on the fil)res, and thus

rendering the product unstable. (Juncotton has
thus frcquentl.v undergone spontaneous decom-
position in storage. B.v puljiing tlie long-staple

guncotton, Abel cut the fibres into very short

tubes which permitted of the acids being readily

waslied out with water in a poacher, and tliereby

insured the stabilil.v of the product. Moreover,

the moist pulp can be readily molded into any de-

sirable shape, and can be compressed to a density

that may fit it best for use in militar.v and naval
mining. Thus the guncotton used for torpedoes

in the United States Navy is compressed into rec-

tangular blocks, with chamfered corners, 2.9

inches in diameter and 2 inches in height, each

block being provided with a hole one-half inch in

diameter lying in its vertical axis. Such blocks

are obtained by first molding the wet pulp in a

molding-press under a pressure of 100 pounds to

the square inch, and then subjecting the molded
blocks to a pressure of 6800 pounds to the square

inch in a final press. Although one of the most
powerful of explosive substances when fired by
detonation, this military guncotton can, when
damp, be shaped with tools as wood is shaped,

and in the preparation of the guncotton charges

foi- use in the heads of the very large torpedo-

shells fired from the guns of the United States

steamship Vesuvius, these compressed blocks of

pulped guncotton were sawed with a fret saw and
turned in lathes to shape the mass so as to con-

form to the particular shape of the heads of the

torpedoes.

The stability of guncotton or its permanency
during storage is tested by exposing it to an
agreed temperature and noting its behavior. This

is preferably done by the method devised by Abel,

in which the gimcotton is placed in a test tube

which is partly immersed in the water contained

in a w^ater bath, the mouth of the test tube being
closed by a cork stopper from which a piece of

partly moistened test paper is suspended by means
of a platinum wire. When the guncotton begins to

decompose, it gives ofT nitrogen oxides, which are

absorbed by the moisture on the test paper and re-

act with the reagents with which the paper is cov-

ered to produce a color, and as only the lower half

of the paper is moistened, the color first appears
as a brown line at the point of demarcation be-

tween the wet and dry parts of the paper. In
making the test the water in the bath is heated

up to the agreed-upon temperature, and main-
tained at that temperature by means of a tem-
perature-regulator. The test tube, filled and fitted

as above described, is plunged into the water bath
to the prescribed depth and a stop-watch started.

A piece of paper upon which a line of the agreed
depth of color has been drawn (known as the

standard-tint paper) is placed beside the test
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tube, and the paper witliin the tube is carefully

watched. In order that the guncotton shall pass
the test, no colored line equal in depth to that

on the standard tint paper must apjiear on the

test paper within ten minutes when the gun-

cotton is exposed to a temperature of 73° C.

(170° F.). This test is known as the Abel heat

test.

Aside from tlie use of cellulose nitrates for

guncotton for military purposes, for which object

the product is finely ])ulped and compressed and
undergoes the highest nitration possible, it is

also employed in various important industrial

applications. The solubility of pyroxylin in

ether alcohol, which was discovered by Dr. May-
nard, of Boston, in 1847 or 1848, afforded the

liquid since known as collodion (q.v.), which can
be used as a substitute for sticking plaster and
as a vehicle for medicine. Subsequent applica-

tions of the cellulose nitrates have been tlie coat-

ing of photographic plates by collodion, the manu-
facture of celluloid (q.v.), the pyroxylin var-

nishes invented by Crane, and the making of

artificial silk, artificial leather, and transparent
films for photography.
From the returns of the last United States

census it appeared that in 1900 there were ten

establishments in three different States engaged
in the manufacture and sale of cellulose nitrates,

and that they employed $255,343 of capital and
had 163 employees. There were produced 922,79!)

pounds of the various cellulose nitrates, having
a value of .$486,773, and there were consumed
691,115 pounds of cotton and 8,247,668 pounds
of mixed acids. In addition there were pro-

duced and consumed in other establishments 2,-

739.834 pounds of cellulose nitrates, making a
total product for the year of 3,662,633 pounds of

cellulose nitrates.

Bibliography. Consult: Munroe, Chemistry
and Exfilosioes (Newport Torpedo Station,

1888) ; Guttmann, The Manufacture of Explosives

(New York, 1895) ; Wisser, Compressed Gun-
cotton for Military Use (New York, 18861 ; For-

ster, Schiesstcolle in Hirer militiirischen Veriven-

dung (Berlin, 1888) ; Cundill, A Dictionary of

Explosives (London, 1895) : Romocki, Geschichtc

der Sprengstoffchemic, der fiprcnf/tcchnik viul des

TorpedoiC'ese-ns his ,^i(m Beginn der neuesfen Zeit

(Berlin, 1895) ; Parrozzani, Del fulmicotone e del

cotone pirico (A.guila. 1884); Lubarsch, Die
chemische Priifung des comprimierten Pyroxy-
lins (Berlin, 1885) ; Munroe and Chatard, Report

of Chemicals and. Allied Products for the United
States Census of 1900 (Washington, 1902) ; Mun-
roe, Index to the Literature of Explosii^es (Balti-

more, 1893). See Cellulose; Explosi\-es;
Smokeless Powder.

GUN'DAMTJK'. See Gandamak.

GUNDOF'ERtJS (Lat.. from Gk.TovySacpipo!.

Goundaphoros : an attempt to transliterate the

Iranian name Vindafarnti) . An Indo-Bactrian

King, who is said in early Christian legends to

have been converted by the Apostle Thomas, the

missionary to India. In the Sanskrit inscription

of Takht-i-Bahi, of A.n. 44, and on his coins, the

King is called Guduphara, or Gadaphara, Hyndo-
phcrres. etc. In later Christian legends he ap-

pears, under the corrupted name Gathaspar or

Caspar, as the third of the Magi wlio worshiped
the Christ-child at Bethlehem. Consult Justi,

Iranischesnamenhuch (Marburg, 1895).

GUNDUK'. See Ganuak.

GUN'DULF. T he reputed founder of an heret-

ical sect in Artois, the Bishopric of Li&ge, and
elsewhere, in the eleventh century. Of Gundulf
himself nothing is known. In 1025 a company
oi his fellows was arrested by Gerhard, Bishop of

Cambrai and Arras, and brought to trial. Ac-

cording to the rules which they avowed, they had
forsaken the world, were striving to keep the

flesli in sulijection, to support themselves by
their industry, to be honest in their dealings, and
to love all who were willing to join them. In
their assemblies they were accustomed to pray
and to wash one another's feet. Gerhard, how-
ever, charged them with rejecting the sacraments,

the Roman Catholic Church, the Pope's suprem-

acy, the hierarchical .system, and all clergy what-

ever, and teaching that the consecrated elements

of the Lord's Supper were nothing more than

what they appeared to be,; that marriage was to

be avoided, that church buildings and altars were
not holy, and that crosses, crucifi.xcs, and images
tended to idolatry. At length, under the com-
bined influence of the Bishop's arguments and of

torture, they agreed to recant their errors. The
acts of the synod are the only source from which
knowledge of this sect can be obtained, and after

the trial neither Gundulf nor bis followers can
be traced. The acts are best edited by Federicq,

Corjtus Documcntorum Int/uisitionis Necrlandicw
(Ghent, 1889). Consult DiJllinger, Beitriige zur

HektengescMchte des Mittclalters (Munich,

1890).

GUNDULIC, gi.in'dnn-lech, Ivan (1588-16.38).

The most celebrated lllyrian poet of earlier times.

He was born in Ragusa, on the coast of Dalmatia,

a meeting-place of Italian and South Slavic

culture, and received the best education oljtain-

able at the time, studying philosophy, jurispru-

dence, and cla'ssical and Latin literature. His
scholarly attainments secured him various official

posts at an early age, and at one time he occupied

the iiighest office, that of rector of the Republic of

Ragusa. A translation of Tasso's Jerusalem
Delivered was followed by original poetical

works, lyric, epic, and dramatic. His greatest

v.'ork is the heroic epic Osman, in twenty cantos,

describing the campaign between the Poles and
the Turks around Khotin in 1021. The poem was
first published in 1626, and since then has been

often republished. A late edition for schools,

with a cononentary. is by Broz (Agram, 1887).

Other works of Gunduli<5 are the elegy Tears of

the Lost Son. and the dramas Cleopatra, Dubrav-

Ica, Prospcrpina, and Ariadne, to mention only a

few of the many that laid the fo\indations of

Slavic drama at the new theatre of Ragusa. His

collected works were published in 1877 by the

Agram Academy in volume ix. of Ancient Hor-

ratian Writings. Consult: Appendini, Vita di O.

Gondola (Guiidulic) (R.agusa. 1828); .Tensen,

(lunduliii und sein Osman (Gotenburg, 1900).

GUNGIj, goongl', Joseph (1810-89). An
Hungari.an composer and conductor, born at

Zsfniibt'k, in Hinigary. He became an olioist in,

and subsequently bandmaster of. the Fourth

Austrian Artillery Regiment. Previously he had

gained considerable experience as a teacher, but

it was his work with this organization, both as

soloist and conductor, that gained for him public

recognition. During the eight years of his leader-

ship^the band attained a European reputation and
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made many tours, Guiigl's compositions being

tlie most popular features of the programmes
presenleil. His Berlin Orchestra was established

in 1S43, with which organization he made a tour

of the United States six 3ears later. His

other positions were: Royal Musical Director

(1S50), and Bandmaster of the Twenty-third

Regiment of Infantry, stationed at Briinn ( 1S5S).

From this time on, most of his life was employed

in concert tours. He has left about four humlred

compositions, for the most part waltzes, many
of which have vied in popularity and eifectivenesa

witli tlie waltzes of Strauss. He died at Weimar.

GXJNMAKING, GUN-FACTORIES. See

Orii.nam'e: Sm.\ll Arms: SiioTr.r.\.

GUN-METAL, or GUN BRONZE. See

Alloy.

GUNNEL, or Butterfish. A kind of blenny

{Pholis gunnellus), which has an eel-shaped body
six or eight inches long, and occurs abundantly

along rocky shores, among alga?, on both sides

of the North Atlantic south to Long Island

Sound, and on the coast of France. It is deep

olive in color, with a row of dark spots on the

back, and is remarkable for the quantity and

thickness of the mucous secretion with which it

is covered. There are other species, all shore

fishes of the northern seas.

GUNNER. In military usage throughout the

world, private soldiers of the various branches

of the artillery service are described as gunners.

In field batteries the soldiers who drive and have

charge of the horses of the battery are usually

termed 'drivers.' In the United States Army
the cannoneers are the non-commissioned officers

and men who ride on the field piece and lim-

ber, and who work the guns. The grade of

first or second class gunner is open to non-

commissioned officers and men who qualify by
examination. The grade carries with it an in-

creased rate of pay. the soldier being distin-

guished by a decoration in the form of a projectile

of scarlet cloth worn on the sleeve of his coat.

(See Military Insignia.) In the British Army
there is a warrant rank in the garrison artillery

known as master gunner, but it is gradually be-

coming obsolete. In the naval service the gunner
is a warrant officer who. under the ordnance offi-

cer, has charge of the ship's ordnance, magazines,

etc. He is usually an ex-apprentice with a good
record, appointed after examination upon the

recommendation of the commanding officers. Gun-
ners and boatswains (q.v.) to the number of

six annually are eligible for commissions in the

line of the navy if suitably recommended and
after passing the requisite examination. As an
assistant to the gunner, there is a petty officer,

known as the gunner's mate. See Navy under
United States.

GUNNER'S QUADRANT. A mechanical
instrument used in the artillery service, either

to give the elevation directly or to verify the

angles obtained by ordinary sights on every kind
of gun and mortar. In the 3.6-inch and 7-inch

mortars two seats for the feet of the quadrant
are squared off on the upper side of the piece in

rear of the trunnions. The quadrant is applied

to the breech of the gim, the face of the muzzle,

to an element of the bore, or to an element of

the exterior surface where it is parallel to the

axis of the bore, as may be most convenient. It

is composed of two main parts, the body carry-

ing the graduated are, and the movable arm
carrying the index and the level. The movable

arm also carries a graduation in minutes from

to CO degrees; and the level, which is capable

of a longitudinal movement along the arm, car-

ries a second index for reading this scale. De-

grees are read upon the graduated arm upon
the body, minutes liy the sliding level and scale

on the movable arm. The iirinciple by which the

GUNNER 8 QUADRANT.

scale of this arm is constructed to read to min-
utes is as follows: The arm represents a portion

of the arc of a circle, which in this case has a

radius of 113.45 inches. The level is a chord of

this circle, and its index is at its middle point.

See Gunnery.

GUNNERY. The science and art of handling

guns. Tlie science of handling gims consists of

exterior and interior ballistics (q.v.) and the

discussion of problems arising in connection there-

with. The art of handling guns includes drill

and target practice and the practical problems
and other matters connected with them.
To render a gun effective, four jioints are to be

considered: (1) Safety, (2) accuracy, (3) destruc-

tive effect, (4) speed of fire. Safety is necessary,

as the knowledge, or even the suspicion, of its un-

safeness, will demoralize the men who h.andle it,

in addition to which is to be considered the injury

it may do if it gives way. The greatest dangers

to be apprehended from modern guns are the

premature explosion of the charge : a hang-fire

(q.v.) and the opening of the breech before ex-

plosion of the charge; the jamming of a pro-

jectile in the bore and the blowing off of the

muzzle; the use of bad or improper powder^, or

of proper powder in too great quantities ; weak-

ness in the mount. Xo other causes should ren-

der a well-made modern gim dangerous to its

crew. Premature explosion of the charge cannot
absolutely be prevented, but it is now rendered

very unlikely by automatic attachments to the

breech mcchanisjn which make it impossible to

fire tlie primer—whether electric or percussicm

—

before the breech is fully closed and locked. The
remaining source of danger is the high tempera-

ture of a gun when heated by rapid firing ; the

condition of affairs in which a gun becomes so

hot that it will set fire to the charge is not im-
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possible, but sliould be unusual. Turret guns
niaj' be cooled by the washing-out hose, which is

always handy, and the otlier guns by the fire

hose if necessary. Hang-fires (q.v. ) are chiefiy

dangerous in small pieces, and most of these are

automatic or semi-automatic, and will not open
until the chai'ge is exploded. The jamming of

tlie projectile may occur in spite of all ordinary
precautions; but tlie damage is usually confined

to the part of the gun outside of the ship, and
therefore will not injure the members of the crew.

The use of bad (i.e. deteriorated) powder is very
nearly overcome by the employment of a reliable

kind of powder and careful inspection and stow-
age. As far as weakness of mount is concerned,

there is no excuse for a mount to be so weak as
to render firing dangerous to the crew.

Having secured a gun and mount which is

safe, we should next desire accuracy. In a
field giui the causes of inaccuracy are : { 1 ) Varia-
tions in the angle of sight ; ( 2 ) drift ( due to ro-

tation of the projectile) : (3) wind; (4) jump;
(.5) axis of trunnions not in the horizontal plane;

(6) variations in velocity of projectile due to

inequality of the powder; (7) incorrect setting of

the sights, due to error in the supposed distance of

the object fired at ; (S) personal error of the gun-
pointer, which makes him habitually take too

fine or too coarse a sight, etc.; (9) state of the

atmosphere (height of barometer and thermome-
ter and hygrometric conditions) ; (10) efi'ect of

strong or defective light upon the sights, etc.

In addition to these, guns aboard ship are sub-

ject to errors due to (11) horizontal movement
of the ship and of the enemy; (12) rolling and
pitching of the ship. As ships' gims have all the

errors of field guns and some very important ones

of tlieir own., we need consider them only. The
angle of siglit is the elevation of the object fired

at above the horizontal plane through the gun;
the error due to this is usually trifiing. This
follows from the principle of the 'rigidity of the

trajectory.' whieli may be briefly explained by
saying that the range of a gun upon any plane

passing through the axis of the trunnions of a

gun is practically the same as upon the horizontal

plane, if the angle of elevation of the gun above
this plane is the same as its elevation above the

horizontal : provided always that the angle the

inclined plane makes with the horizontal is a

small one. The drift of a projectile is very con-

siderable; but it is likewise very resrular in

amount, and this is definitely known and allowed
for by inclining the rear sight-bar to the left

through an angle of 2^^ to 3 degrees, or dropping
the left end of the axis of a telescope sight until

it is inclined the same amount.
The correction for the effect of the wind must

always be left to the individual judgment of the
gun-pointer; tables showing the deviations of

projectiles due to winds of varying force are pre-

pared, and these are used to train the gun-pointer
in making allowances. Jump is the vertical

error due to the upward throw of the gun as it is

fired. It is very nearly corrected by an allow-

ance in marking the sight-bars and drums. If

the axis of the trunnions of a gim are not paral-

lel to the horizontal plane, the angularity of the
sight-bar or telescope is interfered with. Tlie

error due to this cause is usually small, except
at long ranges, and difficult to correct. It should
be avoided as far as possible by firing when the
axis of the trunnions is nearly horizontal. The

error due to variations in velocity caused by in-

equality of powder can be corrected only by test-

ing tlie powder at intervals, and by careful at-

tention to its stowage, especially as to the preser-

vation of low and regular temperatures in the
magazines. The error is usually small. The
error caused by incorrect setting of siglits due td

a mistake in the supposed distance of tlie ol)ject

is the greatest of all the errors of firing. In the

days when guns fired slowly and the fall of the

projectiles could be noted, the range could be in-

creased or decreased as was seen to be desirable.

But in modern ships the guns are so numerous
and fire so rapidly that the fall of any particular

projectile cannot be observed with certainty; and
this is particularly the ease when more than one
ship is engaged on each side.

It is necessary, therefore, to depend upon some
form of range-finder (q.v.). Xo perfectly satis-

factory range-finder has yet been produced, but
acceptable ones are beginning to ap])ear. The
error due to incorrectly assumed distance of the

object is much reduced as the velocity of pro-

jectiles is increased, provided the increased velo-

city is not obtained by lightening the projectile,

because the trajectory, or line of flight of the

projectile, becomes nearer a straight horizontal

line as the velocity increases. In the following

figure, let A be the point at which the gun is lo-

DIAGRAM SHOWING TRAJECTORY.

cated, and A B C be a prolongation of the axis

of the bore. Let B be the point at wliich the ])ro-

jectile would be in 1 second, C in 2 seconds, and
D in .3 seconds, provided gravity did not act.

Then the actual positions will be E. F. and G;
and B E, C F, and D G are the distances the

projectile would fall, if acted on by gravity alone

in 1. 2, and 3 seconds. For convenience we have
assvnned that the projectile strikes the water
at the end of three seconds. Since we have from
physics the general formula S = '{jff/", in wliich

S is the distance in feet a body falls in t seconds

and g is the gravity acceleration, or 32.2 feet, we
can at once determine the shape of the curve

A E F G if we know the time it takes for the

projectile to move from A to E, from E to F,

and from F to G. In the case assumed,

S; = BE =5^ (I)' — 16.1 feet; S, = CF =
32.2

2)= = 64.4; and S3 = DG = 32.2

2 -' -
--'--- -- 2 '^''

=

144.0. The formula S = '^2<lt' is only true in

roci/o ." but since projectiles are very dense, it is

approximately true in air when / is small. If

the velocity of the projectile were doubled, the

necessary elevation, in order to hit an object at

G, would be represented by the line A L. in which
L G is the distance the projectile would fall in

1.5 seconds, or 36.2 feet; the trajectory would
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then be represented by the line A M G, which is

very nuiili nearer the horizontal ])lanc than the

curve A E F G. So that if tlie object fired at be

at O instead of at G, as supposed, and if its

height is O P, tlie low-velocity shot will miss it,

while the high-velocity one will hit it, notwith-

standing Uie error in the assumed range. The
diliicully of obtaining the correct range is en-

hanced by the movements of tlie ship firing and
the one fired at, the combined movement con-

stantly changing the distance, sometimes very

rapidly. It is necessary, therefore, to have the

range transmitted to the gun as ([uickly as pos-

sible after being determined by the range-finder.

This renders it desirable to have many range-

finders—one for every group of guns, if possible.

The reason why so few hits are made in a naval

battle in comparison to the shots fired is largely

due to the uncertainty of range. At the naval

action oft' Santiago the ships were all moving
quickly, ami the ranges were changing with great

rapidity: Ihe result was. tliat the United States

ships made less than 10>|ier cent, of hits, while

the Spaniards probably made not nuich over 1

per cent. In lioth fleets the smoke interfered very

much with the shooting: but the greatest source

of error was the uncertain range.

The personal error of the gun-pointer, which

tends to make him habitually shoot high or low,

or too soon, or too late, can only be corrected by
practice at known ranges. The state of the

atmosphere affects the range, but this need not

be considered. The horizontal movement of ships

has already been referred to. If from a ship

W'hicli is not moving, the centre of a vessel 200
feet long moving at the rate of 20 feet per sec-

ond ( 12 knots per hour) is fired at, the shot will

fall astern of her if she is so far away that it

takes more than 5 seconds for the projectile to

reach her. If the firing ship is moving in the

opposite direction at 12 knots, the shot will miss

her if the projectile only takes 2.5 seconds. The
allowance is the same sort as that made when
shooting at birds on the wing or at moving ani-

mals; but it must be very much more carefully

estimated. The rolling and pitching of a ship

are fruitful sources of error in firing, particularly

with poorly trained gun-pointers. Good training

and plenty of target practice reduce the errors

in a great measure, and nearly eliminate' them
when the angle of roll or pitch is small. The
greatest effect of rolling through small angles

is seen in the decreased speed of fire, for the gun-

pointer of a heavy gun must 'wait for the roll'

before he can fire, and if the gun is not trained

correctly it will not be on the target when the

sights roll past it. For this reason, and because

the motion is slower then, it is desirable to fire

near the end of the roll: this must always be an
approximate rule, as one roll may be through an

angle of o degrees and the next only through 2

or 3. Guns of 7-inch calibre and less are now
fitted with elevating gear wliich permits them to

be kept on the target througliout moderate rolls.

The destructive effect of gun-tire depends upon
the character of the projectile and of the ship.

Against unannored ships shells with compara-
tively thin walls, but containing a largf bursting

charge, are used. Against armored ships armor-

piercing projectiles are used, if the armor is too

thick to be perforated by heavy common shell.

To secure greater penetration in hard-faced ar-

mor, soft steel caps are placed on shell which

are to be used against armor. (See Armob
Plate: also Projectile.s.) At close itingc it is

possible to select a particular part of a ship for

attack: but close ranges are likely to Ijc the

exce])tion in naval battles, and many will doubt-

less be decided before close range is reached. At
long range the probability of hitting at all is

not large : therefore it is not advisable to reduce

this ])robability by attempting to strike par-

ticular parts of the enemy's vessel: all pro-

jectiles should therefore be fired to hit the centre

of the target it presents. The unavoiilable er-

rors will cause the projectiles to deviate more
or less from this jioint, but many will hit in

places where they will do much damage. Large
armor-piercing shells usually have no bursting

charges, because gunpowder is not strong enough
to burst their thick walls, and very few high-

power explosives will stand the shock and heat

engendered by passing thrcnigh armor. There are

a few powerful cx]ilosives that can be fired

through armor: but they are so insensitive that

they will not explode of themselves when beyond
the armor, and it is dillicult to construct a fuze

which will explode them that will not be ignited

too soon. The most promising explosives for

leading armor-piercing sliells are perhaps jovite

and maximite: shells filled with each of the.-e

eom])ositions have been fired through armor and
satisfactorily exploded beyond. For common shell

and armor-piercers not exceeding G inches in

calibre, fine black gunpowder is used as the

bursting charge. It is safer than any high-power
explosive, and can be satisfactorily exploded.

Moreover, it breaks the shell into a sufficient

number of pieces, and its incendiary effect is be-

lieved to be greater than that of any high-power

explosive. 'The latter breaks the shell up into

very small pieces, which are less destructive than

larger ones. The damage caused by the explosion

of a shell containing a bursting charge made up
of a high-power explosive is very great in the

immed'ate vicinity of the explosioin, but the area

of destruction is generally less than from shells

filled with gunpowder.
In former days, if a ship could cross the bow

or stern of an enemy and deliver a raking fire,

it often caused suiricient destruction of life and
material to decide the fight, while the vessel

raked could bring few or no guns to bear in re-

turn. The value of a raking position has much
decreased, and is likely to be further lessened.

Recent armored ships are well protected against

raking fire, and a very large proportion of their

batteries is available against an enemy crossing

bow or stern. The different plans upon which

the batteries of modern ships are arranged will

cause them to try to select such positions with
reference to the enemy as will enable them to

use their gun power to the best effect, while that

of the enemy is less fav(U'ably situated : but if

the enemy is sufficiently alert, not even the posses-

sion of superior speed will insure that this can
1m> done. The direction of the enemy from a ship

is called the angle of presentment, and it is usu-

ally measured from the beam; but as regards the

striking of shell, the angle of presentment is the

angle between the path of the projectile and a

normal line or periicndicular to the surface

hit. In both old and modern ships the

broadside fire is greater than the bow or stern

fire; but in modern ships the bow and stern

fire is usually strong. With the exception of
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one or two guns, the broadside battery is

generally available in any direction from 45

or 50 ileyrees forward of the beam to a point at

an eijual angle abaft it. The advantage of giving

the widest practicable arcs of fire (the angle

through which the gun can be trained or fired)

is easily seen, for it may result in giving a deci-

sive advantage, and it is carefully sought when
the plans of a ship are made. It was formerly

the custom to fire at the enemy's water-line, be-

cause hits there were most serious, and if the

shell fell short it would usually strike the ship

after making a 'ricochet' (i.e. glancing from the

surface) ; while if it went too high it might
cause no damage whatever. The ricochet of

spherical projectiles was visvially in the line of

fire : but elongated rifled projectiles do not con-

tinue on the course after striking the water: they

usually turn to the right, often at a considerable

angle, and sometimes shoot sharply upward to

a considerable height. The present practice is

therefore to aim at the middle of the target the

enemy presents, both as regards length and
height. In defen.se against torpedo boats, the

smaller guns of ships are chiefly relied upon : but
as a result of experiment and experience in war
it is found that the very small pieces are of little

use. They are inaccurate, owing to the curved

path of the projectile, which loses its velocity

more rapidly than a large one. while it is too

small to disable a modern torpedo boat. Guns
using projectiles weighing from 6 to 14 pounds
are the ones chiefly relied upon ; but it is doubt-

ful if even these are quite adequate, and it is

certain that shrapnel from 5-inch. 6-inch, 7-inch,

and 8-inch would be very useful.

The last point to consider about a gun is speed

of fire. As has already been said, speed is last

to be considered, not because of lack of impor-

tance, but because a gun must be safe, and its

fire accurate and destructive, or speed is useless.

A high rate of fire can be attained only by means
of a properly designed mount and breech mech-
anism, adequate ammunition supply, a reason-

ably steady gun-platform, and a well-trained

crew. The mount nuist be strong, and admit of

rapid and ea.sy training and elevation. The
breeeh mechanism must be simple, effective,

strong, and quick working. Xo delay must occur

through inadequacy of the amnumition supply,

and there must be sufficient room for the crew
to carry on the operations of loading in the most
expeditious manner. The speed of fire from tur-

rets is generally nnicli reduced for lack of room,
particularly in turrets mounting guns of 8-inch

calibre or less. More, perhaps', depends upon a

suitable form of drill than upon anything else.

Exact adherence to prescribed forms should not
be required ; a drill manual should be a general

guide, and not a plan to which exact compliance
is required, if it can be shown that greater speed

can be obtained by a variation of it. In prepar-

ing a plan of drill, the fact must be kept in view
that the greatest efTeetive speed is attained when
the work is so divided that every man is working
all the time in a manner which will not interfere

with, but facilitate, the work of others; and no
man should be called upon to do what another
can do better, if that can be avoided. Such a
division of duty is usually impossible ; but it is

the end to be soiight and approximated to. Or-

ders and all talking should he done away with,

and the different operations going on at the

same time made "to fit in with each other in a
way to make orders superfluous.

Having by experiment developed the best drill,

so far as the oflieer in charge of it is able to

jvidge, the men should be exercised at their duties
until their movements have become nearly me-
chanical. The stage is now reached at which
target practice must be begun. In the United
States Navy the gun-firers for the principal guns
nearly all receive a preliminary training in the

gunnery ships, and hold the ratings of gun cap-

tain (chief, or first or second class). In the

United States service tlie expenditure of time
and amnumition for target practice is greater
than in any foreign navy. There are seven prac-

tices a year in which full-calibre ammunition is

used ; six sea practices in which no attempt is

made to obtain an exact record of the firing be-

yond what is necessary for purposes of immediate
instruction and the information of the gun-firer,

so that he can correct hi^ errors; and one record

practice in which the exact records of the firing

are sought, in order to furnish the Navy Depart-

ment with information as to the efficiency of the

men who operate the guns. The expenditure of

ammunition per gim per year is fixed as follows:

10, 12. and 13 inch guns", 12 rounds: 8 inch, 18

roimds: 7-inch, none yet in service; 4. 4.7, 5,

and (> inch gims. 24 rounds; 3 inch. 36 rounds;
3-inch field gim. 18 rounds; 1, 3, and 6 pounders,

72 rounds: Catlings and Colt automatic guns,

1 100 rounds. In order to give a greater amount
of practice tluin is afi'orded by any reasonable

exjienditure of tlie ordinary ammunition, the sub-

calibre principle is used. Tliis consists of a small

barrel or gim securely clamped to the outside

of a large gun, or inserted in disks and then

placed in the inside of the gun. where it is firmly

held in position. The gun-firer trains and ele-

vates the large gun. using its sights, but setting

the elevation in accordance with a table which
adapts them to the various ranges of the small

piece. So far as the training of the gun-firer is

concerned, this is almost as good as firing large

charges, and the reduction in expense is 00 to 99

per cent. The sub-calibre practices are held about

once a month, and the amount of ammunition
which may be expended is left to the discretion of

the commanding officer of the ship. The targets

used are made of canvas, supported by a frame-

work or ]xile : the common one. supported by a

pole, is triangular: but a rectangular one will

probably be used in future for certain record

practices. In addition to target practice, gun-

firers are practiced at aiming with a device which

records the direction of the sights when the firing

button is pressed, and which keeps the little tar-

get, which is at the muzzle of the gim, in motion

in a manner to simulate the apparent movement
of a real target past the sights when the ship

rolls. For training on shore, an oscillating or

rolling platform has been designed which gives

the gun motion similar to that which it has on

a rolling ship.

For further information on the subject, con-

sult: Glennon. Accurari/ and Frobahility of Fire

(Baltimore. 1888) : id..' Inferior Bnllistic^ (Bal-

timore. 1894) ; Insrersoll. Tcxf-Iiook of Ordnance

and Gunneni (Annapolis. 1899) : id.. Exterior

JialUstics (Baltimore. 1893 H Brufl?. Text-Iiook

of Ordnance and Giinnert/ (New York. 1896) :

Proceedinfis of Vnited Sltatcs Xaral Inxtifute

(Annapolis, current) ; Journal of the United
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States Artillery (Fort Muiiroe. Va., current) ;

Annual Ucporls of tlw Office uf Saval Intelligence,

particularly lluit tor 1899 (Washington). See Ar-
tillery; li.vLLis-ncs ; Co.\sT Aktillery; Ex-
plosives; Field Artillery; Ul.ns, Naval;
Gunpowder; Ordnance; Projectiles; etc.

GUNNY (Hind, ytinni. Ben;;, (/vnii. ijOn'i. from
Skt. fiuni. sack, probably originally lii<le, cf.

Prak. gOiui, ox; connected with Skt, guu, Gk. /Soi/s,

hous, ox, Fng. cow). A coarse kind of cloth or
sacking, manufactured in India, chielly in Ben-
gal, whence it is largely exported to other parts

of the world. The fibre of which the cloth is

made is cliiclly that of the same species of cor-

chorus whicli yields the jute (q.v.) of commerce,
although it is made in Bombay and Madras to

some extent from sunn-hemp. Enormous quanti-

ties ai'e annually exported to China, Australia,

and other countries. It is partly made up into

bags in Bengal, partly exported as gunny cluils

or chuttees, pieces of size suitable for being im-

mediately made up into bags. The manufacture
of these bags was at one time the great domestic
industry of all the populous eastern districts of

lower Bengal, jjervading all classes, and giving

occupation to men. women, and children. At
present, however, the bags are chiefly made in

large steam factories. Gunny, both cloth and
bags, is also manufactured in large quantities

in Dundee, Scotland. (See .Jute.) There are
few articles of commerce so widely diffused over
the globe as the Indian gunny hag. being used,

as it is, for a covering for large packages of all

kinds, including cotton-bales, and bags for hold-

ing wheat, pepper, rice, cofl'ec, and many other
kinds of pvnchice.

GUN-PENDULUM. See Ballistics.

GUNPOWDER. An explosive mixture, con-

sisting of potas^iium nitrate, sulphur, and char-

ccal. used for military purposes, in firearms, and
for blasting. For use with cannon anil small
arms, and for high-grade sporting rifles and shot-

guns, gunpowder is being rapidly superseded, and
its place is being taken by the more recent smoke-
less powders (q.v.). There are, however, several
important uses to which it is now put, the ex-

tent of which may be appreciated when it is

stated that in 1000 the production of black gim-
powder in the United States was valued at .$1,-

452.377. It is employed as a priming charge in

firing smokeless powder, and must be used in the

older types of rifles and shotguns still owned
throughout the United States. It is also neces-

sary in the manufacture of fuzes and fireworks,

and is much used for saluting, as it is far less

expensive and is quite as satisfactory for the
purpose as the more modern smokeless powders.
The origin of gunpowder is involved in consid-

erable uncertainty, but it is believed that the
mixture and its characteristic properties have
long been known, even before its use to propel
a projectile from some form of artillery. There
is evidence that the recipe for making gunpowder
was in the hands of some of the alchemists of the
thirteenth century, and on the strength of pas-

sages in the works of Roger Bacon, he is often

spoken of as its inventor. In his Dr Serrrtis

Oprrihiis Arfifi rf Xntiirfr rf do yjillitafe Magi(B
(1270) he gives the following directions for

making gunpowder: "'ilix together saltpetre with
lura nop cum ubre and sulphur, and you will

make thunder and lightning, if you know the

mode of mixing." The mysterious 'lura nop cum
ubre,' after the fashion of the time, was merely
a transposition of the letters of the words car-

honuni pitlvere, or charcoal. The discovery of

gunpowder is also assigned to Berthold Schwartz,
by whom it was mentioned in i;!28. In addition

to these references there are other quotations

from mediteval writers bearing more or less on
the subject, and also numberless traditions which
confer on the ancients, and more c>pccially the

Eastern nations, the honor of this important dis-

covery. .Such legends go back even to the time
of Alexander the Great, and it was asserted that

he refused to attack the Oxydraca>, a race which
occupied the country between the Hyphasis and
the Ganges, because they "lived under the pro-

tection of the gods, and overthrew their enemies
with thunder and lightning which they shot forth

from their walls." Tliis would seem to corrobo-

rate the theory that gimpowder was well known in

China many centuries before its first appearance
in Europe, and that it gradually worked its

way westward.
Passing now to the realm of fact, we know

that by the time of the battle of Crecy (1340)
cannons in which gunpowder was used as the

propellant were well known, and from that time

as firearms were developed the amoimt of gun-
powder consumed increased. Although its use

rapidly extended, nevertheless its improvement
then and since took place at a very slow rate.

Gunpowder was at one time very generally styled

'meal powder' on account of its fineness of

grain and the intimate mixture of its ingredi-

ents. Even in the early days of its use it was
divided into different qualities, and one William
Bourne, writing on gunpowder in 1587. makes a
distinction between serpentine and come poicder,

the latter being the form known to-day. Serpen-

tine powder, according to Sir Henry ilanwaring
{Seaman's Dictionary. 1G44). was never used at

sea. He says that the cannon-powder of that

date was not very strong, while the musket-pow
der was the finest, strongest, and best that could

be procured. William Bourne, to whose work
reference has already been made, speaks of a
gunpowder commonly made by the 'Bours in

Germanic,' which was very irregular in its qual-

ity, and had to be judged by its taste, color, and
the rapidity with which it biirned, the amount
necessary for a charge being gauge<l by such a
test. He advocates the use of a cartridge for the

larger gims on shijiboard in order to prevent the

frequent explosions due to scattered powder.

The difficulty of obtaining powder of an even

quality persisted until the middle of the nine-

teenth century, and while the numerous wars
made its manufacture necessary on a large scale,

yet it was not until the end of the eighteenth

century that any substantial improvements in

apparatus or machinery were efTccled.

Gunpowder was made even before the Revolu-

tionary War in the United States with crude
machinery which consisted mainly of stamp mills

having mortars and pestles of wood and bronze,

in which the materials were reduced to powder
and thoroughly mixed. The powder thus ob-

tained was coarse and uneven, and the maniifae-

ture was attended with great danger. In the

eighteenth century the French Government gun-
powder, which was prepared under the direction

of the famous chemist Lavoisier, attained con-

siderable reputation for high quality, and it was
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in France that the practice of pulverizing and
mixing tlie separate materials in wheel mills was
first emplo_ved. This method was invented by
Cossigny in 1787, and in 1791 a revolving drum
was first used for pulverizing, and the wheel mill

reserved for mixing and incorporating materials,

improved methods and apparatus were brought

to the United States by Dupont, a student of La-
voisier, and the famous works bearing his name
at Wilmington. Del., were founded in 1802. In
1850 these works undertook the manufacture of

blasting-])owder, .substituting the nitrate of so-

dium for that of potassium, and in 1868 the

method previously suggested by Longchamps,
Antlion, and Kuhlman, of obtaining the potas-

sium nitrate from sodium nitrate and potassium
chloride, was adopted. About 18G0 General Rod-
man of the United States Army determined to

make powder of larger sized grains, which con-

sequently was slower burning, and enabled the

Ordnance Department to construct guns of larger

calibre. From this discovery resulted powders of

variously shaped grains, generally symmetrical,
and with perforations. By changing the nature
of the carbon constituent, and using brown char-

coal as described below, the gunpowder was ren-

dered still slower biu'ning, and in that form, more
or less improved, has been brought down to the

jjresent.

M.\NUFACTURE. In the manufacture of gun-
powder great care is necessary, especiallj' in the

selection of the ingredients. The potassium ni-

trate, or nitre, as obtained commercially, con-

tains potassium, and sodium chlorides and sul-

phates, sand, and organic matter amounting to

nearly five per cent. For the removal of tliese

impurities the potassium nitrate is dissolved in

hot water, and after boiling the solution is

filtered through bags of coarse cloth into crys-

tallizing vessels, where it is continually agitated

while cooling, so that fine crystals may be

formed. The crystals are then washed in distilled

water, and while still moist are stored in bins

for use. For the making of the charcoal small
wood of about 10 years' growth is preferred.

Alder and w'illow are mostly used in the United
States and Great Britain, while in France dog-

wood is preferred, and in Germany the willow,

alder, and dogwood are employed. The wood
should be straight, perfectly sound, entirely free

from bark, and felled during the spring of the

year when its moisture is at its maximum. The
carbonization is accomplished in cast-iron retorts

set in bricks, and the time of burning varies

from three to five hours, according to the nature
of the powder for which the charcoal is desired,

and at a sufficiently high temperature to drive

off all volatile matter.

After cooling, the charcoal is carefully hand-
picked, and then ground to powder in a mill.

The sulphur employed is usually the best com-
mercial article, but this still contains from four
to six per cent, of gangue. The sulphur is puri-

fied by distillation in a large iron retort, and
the sublimed sulphur received in a condenser,
from which it is removed in the liquid form and
cast into moist w'ooden molds. AYhen thoroughly
cold the sulphur is broken un into larjre lumps
and finely ground to powder. The ground ingredi-

ents are carefully weighed, and the proper pro-

portions mixed in a cylindrical drum of gun-
met;il or copper in charges of .50 pnimds and
upward. The mixture is then hand-sifted to re-

move foreign substances, and again mixed in an
incorporating mill, in which, by means of dis-

tilled water, the charge is kept sufficiently moist
to prevent its scattering as dust. This operation
is continued for several hours, and the mill-cake
is then reduced to meal by passing through roll-

ers. The meal is then pressed into cakes by a
hydraulic press, and the resulting press-cake
broken into pieces of difl'erent sizes, accoi'ding to

the variety of powder which it is desiretl to pro-

duce. .\ series of rollers next converts the press-

cake into grains, which are rough and porous on
the surface, and very angular in shape. It is

freed from dust by placing it in revolving reels,

and then glazed by causing the grains to rub
against each other in revolving wooden barrels.

The final operation, called drying, consists in

heating the glazed powder in large chambers at
a temperature of from 52° to 54° C. (

120° to

12',)° F. ) for twenty-four hours. 'Pebble,' 'pris-

matic,' and similar names were given to forms
of military powilers that were used especially

for artillery, and were made essentially as just

described, except that the press-cake was cut
into the shapes indicated by their names. (See
ExpLOSiVE.s.) The black powder once used for

military purposes by the United States. Great
Britain, Russia, Sweden, Italy, and France,
consists of potassium nitrate 75 ]jarts, char-

coal 15 parts, and sulphur 10 parts. Other
nations used slightly difterent proportions,

ranging from potassium nitrate 77 parts dow'n
to 01.5 parts. The sulphur is the most constant
of the ingredients, while the charcoal varies

from 23 to 12.5 parts.

Brown or cocoa powder received its name
from the color of charcoal iised. It con-

sisted of about the following proportions
in the dried powder of the usual ingredients:

Nitre 711 per cent., sulphur 3 per cent., and
charcoal 18 per cent., although when in ac-

tual use it contained about 2 per cent, of

moisture. The charcoal used was a lightly

baked material, and the percentage of carbon that

it contained was therefore but slightly higher

than that of the wood or straw from which it

was made. This variety of gunpowder found its

chief use in heavy breech-loading guns in the

forms of hexagonal prisms. The rate of combus-
tion of the brown powder is slower than that of

the black, and therefore for equal muzzle veloci-

ties of the projectile it produces less pressure in

the powder-chamber of the giui than Idack pow-
der; also it yields a thinner smoke than the

latter. This variety of powder gives on explosion

a greater quantity of heat, and a smaller Volume
of permanent gases than does an equal weight
of black ijowdcr. Brown powder has been dis-

])laced by smokeless powder (q.v. ) and other

high explosives. See ExPLO.siVES.

Jlining or blasting powder, which is used for

blasting purposes (see Bl.v.sting ) . usually has
a lower amount of potassium nitrate than mili-

tary powder, so as to make it slow burning, and
the proportions are from potassivim nitrate 70
parts, sulphur IS parts, and charcoal 12 parts,

to potassium nitrate 62 parts, sulphur 20 parts,

and charcoal IS parts. The manufacture of blast-

ing-powder became an important industry in the

United States when the construction of canals

and railways and mining operations began to

be undertaken on a Inrce scale. 'With the in-

creased demand for blasting-powder, which origi-
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nally did not iliU'er from ordinary powder, it

was found necessary to make a less expensive
substance, and accordingly it was found by L.
Dupont of Wilniingtcjn in 1857 that sodium ni-

trate or Chilean saltpetre could be substituted
fur the far more costly potassium nitrate or
India saltpetre. As a result of this discovery the
icanufactnre of blasting-powder has attained con-
siilcraldc importance, and in 11100 there were 37
different establishments in 1.3 different States
engaged in this industry. These factories repre-

sented .$4,900.48.5 capital, and their output in

1900 was 97.744,237 pounds of blasting-powder,
valued at .-l;3,88O,!)10.

Giuipowder, when of good quality, should have
a specific gravity between 1.50 and 1.85. It ex-

plodes at about 313° C. (595° F.). and when
ignited on a piece of white paper should burn
aw:iy rapidly, leaving no residue. If black
spots are found tliey indicate on excess of

charcoal, or imperfect mixture, while yellow
spots show excess of sulphur. Alany studies

have been made of the products of combus-
tion of gimpowder. and the results obtained
seem to show that the gases formed are. in

proportions varying according to the quality
of the powder, as follows: Carbon monoxide, cai'-

bon dioxide, nitrogen, hydrogen sulphide, marsh
gas, hydrogen, and oxygen. The temperature pro-

duced by the explosion of gunpowder is estimated
at from" 2100" to 2200° C. (3812° to 3092° F.),

according to the quality of the powder: and the
quantity of heat evolved in gram-degree units

ranges from 837 down to 51S.8.

The production and value of gunpowder, in-

eluding blasting-powder, produced in the United
States is given by decades in the following table

from the Twelfth United States Census:

accession he was extremelj' severe in enforcing
against them the existing penal laws. Disap-
pointed and angered by this policy, a few' des-

perate Catiiolics banded together to remedy the
evil by overthrowing the Government. The origi-

nator of the scheme was Robert Catcsby, a man
of good birth, who had plotted against IClizabuth.

P'irst he took ,)olin Wright and Thomas Winter
into his secret. After trying in vain to gain
toleration for the Cstholics through the media-
tion of Spain, these three men proceeded to their

desperate task. They drew into the plot Guy
Fawkes (q.v.), a soldier of fortune, who had
made a re])Utation in war, and whose character
was determined and fearless, and Thomas Percy,
a relative of the Earl of Northumberland. They
began to undermine Parliament House from an
adjoining tenement which they had hired. One
day after thin' had laboriously pierced the wall,

three yards thick, they were alarmed by a. noise,

which as Fawkes discovered came from a vault
under the House of Lords. Finding that this

cellar was soon to be vacant, they hired it, and
stored in it barrels of gimpowder, which they
covered with stones and billets of wood. Their
object was not only to conceal the powder, but
also to supply an abundance of destructive mis-
siles. While tliis work was progressing a brother
of Wright, a brother of Winter, and a few other
oiiscure persons were added to the conspirators.
But the}' needed money; and to supply it three
others were induced to join the plot—Sir Everard
Digby of Gatehurst in Buckinghamshire, a young
gentleman of large estates: Francis Tresham, a

follower of Es.sex. like C'atesby and Percy, but
unlike them ,a cold, selfish man little suited to a,

conspiracy of the kind: and Ambrose Rnokwood,
also a wealthy gentleman residing in the coun-
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his friend would be of itself a sufficient reason

for writing it; but it is not altogether improbable

that Treshani wished to expose the plot, and at

the same time allow his fellow-conspirators an
opportunity to escape. That they might have
escaped but for the unreasonable hopes of Cates-

by is all but certain. On the evening of the fourth

the Lord Chamberlain and Lord ilonteagle vis-

ited Parliament House, and entering the cellar

in a casual way, told Guy Fawkes, whom they

found there, and who passed as Percy's servant,

that his master had laid in plenty of fuel. In

spite of this direct warning Fawkes clung to his

post, though escape was still possible; and on
the morning of the fifth, a little after midnight,

he was arrested as he came from the cellar

dressed for traveling.

On his person the magistrate found slow

matches, and in the cellar a lantern burning, and

a hogshead and thirty-si.x barrels of gunpowder.
E.xamincd under torture, Fawkes confessed his

own guilt, and after long obstinacy revealed the

names of his associates. Nearly all the others

were killed on bein'g taken, or died with him on

the scaflfold. Tresham, who at first went about

openly, was finally arrested, and died of sickness

in the Tower. Fawkes was a man of some ex-

cellent qualities: his aim was unselfish, but his

zeal was wliolly misdirected. So far from reme-

dying the oppression of the Koman Catholics, he

greatly increased their miseries. The memorj' of

this mad plot, invested with much fiction and
intentionally enveloped in mystery for State and
religious purposes, was long perpetuated by an

annua! festival on November 5th, in which it was
customary to burn Fawkes in effigy.
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GUNS, guns. Hunp. KOSZEG, k&'seg. A free

royal town in the County of Eisenburg, Hungary,
situated 11 miles by rail northwest of Steina-

nnanger (Map: Hungary, E 3). It has a castle

of the princes of Eszterhazy. a fine modern church,

and two convents. Its educational institutions

comprise a g^-7unasiiim and a military school.

Giins obtained municipal rights in 1328. and be-

came a free royal town in 1648. It is noted for

its gallant resistance to the attacks of the Turks
under Solvman II. in 15.32. Population, in 1890.

725.3: in 1900. 7930.

GUNS, Nav.\l. Neither gunpowder nor guns
were invented in the modern sense of the word.

Thev were developments that, in their earlier

forms, were scarcely distinguishable from previous

types. Greek fire (q.v.) and other ancient in-

cendiary compositions contained all of the es-

sential ingredients of ginipowder, and it was
discharged through tubes, the prototypes of guns,
placed in the bows of galleys. The force with
which the llame and gas issued from the tubes
may have led to placing darts or hard substances
in the tubes so that they might be thrown out as

projectiles. The earliest guns of which we have
knowledge were certainly very crude affairs, and
their immediate predecessors were probably
cruder still, so that the importance of the im-
pending change was not realized. If we regard
the incendiary tubes as the prototypes of tlie

gim, the latter seems to have been first developed
in naval warfare.
The earliest record of the use of guns on ship-

board is derived from an old Japanese painting

of the repulse of the ilongol fleet off the shores of

Japan in a.d. 1281, the fleet being shown
wreathed in smoke from its guns. Kublai Khan,
the Mongol-Chinese Emperor, certainly had an
ordnance department at this time, and it is

not unlikely that he mounted some guns on the

vessels of his fleet. The first recorded use of

guns on European ships is in the thirteenth cen-

tury. In 1350 the Moors of Spain are said to

have us^d cannon in a sea fight with the iloors

of Tunis, and in 1837 the French and English fleets

fought at sea witli guns. Up to this time the

pieces were fired over the rail of the sliip, but

early in the fourteenth century gim-ports were
invented—a suggestion of Descharges, a ship-

builder of Brest—and the number of pieces car-

ried rapidly increased, so that toward the end
of the century the Queen of Louis XII. made a

present to the French people of the Cordclirre,

a ship carrying 00 guns; and the English im-

mediately built a very similar ves.sel, the Regent,

to oppose her. The guns carried on these ships

were mostly breech-loaders, and we are struck

by the fact" that they still retained a removable
chamber for the powder, similar to the charging

piece of the incendiary tubes used in the old gal-

leys. The inefficient closing of the breech made
the guns very ineffective, and breech-loading was
very generally abandoned in the early part of

the seventeenth century. The metal of the earlier

gmis was wrought iron or brass, hut after the

general introduction of muzzle-loaders it was
either cast iron or cast brass. Some of the early

gims were rifled : at the Woolwich Arsenal there

is a barrel dated 1547 which is rifled with sis

grooves, of a twist of one turn in 26 inches.

By the year 1600 rifled small arms firing

spherical lead bullets were common, but the

disuse of heavy breech-loading guns prevented

the development of rifled artillery. Guns of very

large size were made in the fifteenth century,

those used by Mohammed II. in the siege of Con-

stantinople in 1453 having a calibre of about 25

inches, and firing a stone ball of over fiOO pounds
weight (see Artillery) : and still larger ones

with a calibre of 30 inches, and firing stone

balls of 1100 pounds weight, are yet to be seen in

some of the old batteries on the Dardanelles.

Iron shot began to be used about the middle of

the fifteenth century, though stone shot were not

whollv given up for many decades after this.

By the end of the sixteenth century the batteries

of ships had become formidable. The Spanish

.'Armada of 1588 was composed of 130 ships car-

rving 3165 gims. most of which were 4, 6. and
10 pounders, but the two largest ships, the San
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Lorenzo and Xiiestra .S'e/io/o del Iloaario. were
better armed. Tlie former carried four (iO-pouiui-

ers, eight 30-pouiiders. si.K 18-pounders, six

9-pounders, ten Upoiinders, and sixteen small
guns—50 t;uns in all; the latter mounted three
30pounders. seven 24pouii<lers, four IS-pound-
ers, one Sl-pouniler, and 21) small guns, or 41 guns
in all. The Triiiniiili, the largest Knglish ship in

the lleet whieh opjiosed the Armada, earried four
tiO-pounders. three 30-pounders. seventeen 18-

pounders, eight 0-pounders. six G-pounders, and
30 small guns, or 68 guns in all.

Sir Jonas Moore, writing in 1G89, says: "All
artillery are commonly reduced to three sorts:

The tirst is that of the Culvering. the second
Cannons of Battery, the third Cannons Pelrieri.

To oll'end afar off. in case of strong resistance,

the Culve'ings do serve, which carries a ball of

iron from 14 to .'5(1 pounds weight, though some
make these to 120 pounds. As to calibre they
are called Whole-Culvering, Culvering, and Demi-
Culvering. The Whole-Culvering are called

anciently Dragon-Drakes, and carry a ball of

iron from 40, 50 to 60 pounds, etc. The Culver-
ing from 35. 30. 25. 20 pounds. The Half-
Culvering from IS.. 16. and 14. As to length,

the.v distingui-sh the Culvering into ordinar.v. e.v-

traordinarv. and bastard. Tlie ordinary Culver-
ing are long from the touch-hole to the muzzle.
32 calibres. The extraordinary are longer than
the ordinar.v. viz.. to 30. 40. and 41 calibres.

The bastard are shorter tlian the ordinarv. viz.,

only 28, 27. and 26. The Cannons of Battery are
pieces ordinarily shorter than Culverings. The
One-fourth Cannon carries a ball of iron from
16 to 18 pounds. The Demi-Cannon from 20 to

28 pounds. The Cannon from 30. 40. 45 to 50
pounds. The \\hole-C'annon from 70 to 120 pounds.
The Cannon-Ro.\al from 130 to 150 and 200 poinid
hall, used by the Turks. The Pitrieroes are so

called from its hall of stone, with which they are
loaded, from 2 to 100 and 150 pounds." An illus-

tration of the Culverin will be found in the article

Artillery.

During the .seventeenth eenturv ships increased
in size and in batterv power, but there was lit-

tle change in the guns from the muzzle-loaders
of 1000. Earh" in the eighteenth eenturv the
method of boring out the guns instead of casting
them hollow and not boring out, added some-
thing to their accuracy and power. Robins, who
published his treatise on gunnery in 1742. in-

vented the irallistic pendulum (see B.^llistics )

for measuring velocities, and pointed out th,-"

advantaaes of rifling and of elongated projectiles.

Until' after the War of 1812 the heaviest
pieces in <ise were the long 32-pounder of 55
hundredweight, and tlie 42-pounder of 57 hundred-
weight. The advantages of large calibre were un-
derstood, as may be seen liy the adoption of car-

ronades, but long giuis firing projectiles of this
size were too heavy for use on board the ships of
the day. These pieces were generally tired by
means of a priming and slow match ; Sir Charles
Douglas brought out the flint-lock about 1780.
but it was not until after Rodney's battle of
April. 1782—in which action was the Duke, pre-
viously commanded liy Sir Charles, and having
guns fitted with flint-hicks at his own expense

—

that the advantages of the lock were appreciate.!.
Xo measures were taken to supply these locks
until 1700. when brass locks of a new pattern
were supplied, and used up to 1818. The dis-

VoL. IX.—25.

covery of a composition which could be ignited
by friction or percussion was made in 1807 by
U. Forsyth, a clergyman. Sir Charles Doug-
las designed quill primers for his locks about
1780, and a modification of these was used for
the new percussion locks. Flint-locks continued
in general u.se up to 1835 or 1840. In 1828 jxr-

cussion locks were tittcd to the guns of the U. S. S.

\\tndaUii, but they were not exclusivelv used in

the United States service until 1842, when Hid-
don patented the hammer with a slot permitting
it to be drawn back from the vent. In 1832 an
cllicient percussion lock was introduced into the

French Nav\'; the British continued to use some
Hint-locks until about 1S45, when they adopted
a modilicd form of Iliddon's lock.

Sighting was ctTcelcd by looking along the 'line

of metal.' and decisive actions necessarily took
place at close range. Soon after 1801 fixed sights

on guns were adopted in the British Navv. but
the invention of the movable rear-sight, attrib-

uted to Colonel Jure of the French Army, did not
take place until much later, the method of al-

lowing for distance being to shoot at certain

parts of the ship which were higher tlian the

point to be hit.

The ne.xt important imjirovement was the de-

velopment of the shell gun by General Paixhans;
In his Xouvelle Arnie, published in 1821, he most
strongly advocated the abandnnment of the use
of solid shot in long guns and the adoption of e.x-

])losive shell, which had hitherto been fired from
mortars and howitzers onl.v. General Paixhans's
views were adopted, and shell ginis were intro-

duced in all navies. The consequences of the intro-

duction of shell guns General Paixhans also

foresaw: in 1824, after the new guns were adopted
in the French Xavy. in an oflicial letter to the

Government he prophesied that the new departure
in projectiles would force the creation of ar-

mored ships. His prophec.v was fulfilled and the
armored ships in turn caused the development of

the rifled gun. In this, France was again the

leader. During the Crimean War some 6.5-inch

cast-iron rifles'were made and mounted for trial

on board ship. These were muzzle-loaders of

crude design modeled after the Paixhans .shell

guns, and used studded projectiles; but they
jjroved to be so much more powerful against
armor that they immediately gained favor.

C)ther countries followed suit in the development
of rifled guns. Prussia decided upon a breech-

loading rifle, and in England Armstrong and
Whitworth brought out breech-loaders. Krupp's
earlier pieces were muzzle-loaders, but in 1862 he
exhibited at London his first five cast-steel

breech-loading guns. Armstrong brought out his

breech-loading rifled field gun in 1S55, and naval
guns a year or more lati'r. In 1858-50 a series of

competitive trials of Wliitworth and Armstrong
breech-loading rifles resulted in the adoption of
the latter. But the method of breech-closure w,ls

very defective, and after numerous serious acci-

dents, the navy demanded a return to muzzle-
loaders. The French adopted breech-loaders in

1862, hut adhered to east iron as a cannon-metal
until IS75. The retention of cast iron by the
French and the return to muzzle-loading in Eng
land left Krupp's primacy undoubted (as we view
the question now), but of course this was not
acknowledged at the time.

In the United States the perfection to which
muzzle-loading smooth-bores had been brought
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blinded the people to the value of the rifle. Many
Farrott rifles were made and used in the navy,
liut it was never a favorite j?un. After the close

of the Civil War the development of ordnance in

o
n"Ball.

calibre of 13 inches and wrought-iron cores in-

serted, and these were in turn bored out to a
diameter of 8 inches and rifled. In the develop-
ment of the new ordnance (1880-85) all sorts of

dilHcultics were met, the chief of which was the
crop of ideas which the mistaken views of the

preceding twenty years had fostered. The Dahl-
ren and Rodman smooth-bore guns had become

an article of faith with the American people, who
had been taught to believe that their naval suc-

cesses were due to cast-iron smooth-bore guns,
instead—which was the fact—of being won in

spite of them. Numerous inventors and manu-
facturers apjieared before Congress with ideas

based upon our previous mistaken practices, but
the breech-loading, forged-steel, built-up gun con-

(luered its way past all attempts to supplant it.

The slotted-screw breech-block was used in all the

new guns. The design of these pieces was prac-

tically the same as tliat of the be.st foreign

jjraetice, and included a tube extending the full

length of the bore; a lieavy jacket in one piece

extending from the breech end of the t-ube for a

little more than half its length; over the jacket

a row of hoops; and over the tube beyond the

1900i 6" Breech Loading Rifle

ie«37."2* Projectile

1902 , l^" Breech Loading Rifle

DIAGRAM ILLUSTRATING PEVELOPMENT OF orss AND PROJECTILES IN U.S. NAVY FROM 186"2 TO 1902.

,,. . ,^ t T *i * Charge of Weight of Initial veloe- -„„-„_TVPEOFGPN Weight ot gun Length of guu g,K ^f;^„
jty per second ™^j^Sy

15-in. smooth bore 1S.7 tons 16 ft. 7.0 ins. 36 lbs. 350 lbs. 1.600 ft. 7,997

n-in. smooth boi'e 7.14
•' 13 " 3.7

• 27 - 166 " 1,062 •• 1,300

8-in. muzzle-loading rifle 7.76 •• 13 " 3.7 " 35 •• 180 • 1.430 ' 2.627

9-in. smooth bore 4.0 • 11 0.0
" 10 " 70 1.320 - 847

100-pdr. Parrott 4.35 •• 12 " 1.4
" 10 •' 100 •• 1,080 810

6-in. breech-loading rifie 4.74 • 16 ' 4.0
' 36 • 100 •• 2,000" 2,773

6-in •• • ' 8.46 " 25 •• 0.0
" 40 " 100 •• 2,900 " 5,838

12-in. " ' •• 53.4 45 •• 0.0 " 360 " 850 " 2,800 '• 46,246

both army and navy ceased—largely owing to jacket, hoops extending part way or all of the

lack of funds. Congress refusing to grant money way to the muzzle. The first guns were made of

for new work. All sorts of repairs and make- 30 calibres length: between 1883 and 1890 the

shifts were resorted to, such as cutting off the length increased to 35, after 1890 to 40 and 45

breech of Parrott rifles, putting on a larger hoop, calibres, until the last model, that of 1899,

SECTION OF CNITED STATES NAVAL 121NCH GUN, .MARK III.. 1899, FORTY CALIBRES (493 INCHES) LONG.

SECTION OF UNITED STATES NATAL 6-lNCH GUN, MARK VI., 1899, FIFTY CALIBRES (300 INCHES) LONG.

A, B. C, D. E, hoops; F, jacltet: G, tube; H, powder-chamber; J, screw-box; K, bore.

inserting a lining tube, and making them into brought out guns of 50 ealibre»-in the sizes below

breech-loaders. (See Ordnance.) Eleven-inch the 7-inch.

Dahlgren smooth-bores were reamed out to a The breech mechanisms used in the United
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States naval service me the Fletcher (several

modifications) , Dashiell. Viokers-Maxim, lUiloh-

Uiss. and Driy:i;s-ScluiHHk'i-. The Fletcher, which
is a development of the Farcot system, is ])rob-

;ibly the simplest, and is certainly one of the

neatest and strongest breech mechanisms known.
A worm-wheel on a vertical spindle works in a
rack on the .breech-plug, and first causes it to

turn and disengage the threads and then move to

the rear and turn out clear of the breech. The
vertical spindle is driven by a worm and worm-
wheel in the larger calibres, in the smaller ones

simply by a liandle pivoting on it. The Dashiell

and Vickers-Maxim are operated by a sliort arm
driven from the vertical axis of the operating

lever, which shifts its centre during the motion.

The Hotchkiss breech-block is a vertically sliding

wedge, and the Driggs-Sehroeder block drops to

clear its upper end from the housing of the breech

and then revolves to the rear about a horizontal

axis: these two mechanisms are only used in 6-

pounders and smaller pieces. See Rapid-Fire
GUN.S.

Breech open.

VICKER8 BREECH .MECHANISM. SHOWING WEI.IN BREECH.

All new gims in the United States Xavy are

fitted with the Wei in system of breech-closure,

a modification of the slotted screw. The inside

of the screw-bo.x is cut away in steps in the fol-

lowing manner: It is divided by twelve (usual

number) radial planes: three of the sectors are

smoothed out to a maximum diameter, and form
the bfanks of the screw-box; the next sector (in

the direction toward which the block turns in

closing) has a radiiis which is less by a little

more than the height of the threads on the block
or in the serew-hnx : the next has a radius

smaller than the preceding by a similar amount;
the next sector is likewise reduced in radius;

while the next is another blank from which the
succeeding sectors rise in steps, as from the first

one. The advantage of the W'elin system is that
three-fourtlis or live-sixths (if desired) of the
circumference of the block is available for screw-

UNITED STATES NAVAL BREECH MECHANISM FOR .MARE HI.

1'2-INCH GUNS. SHOWING DE HANGE GAS-CHECK.

.4, mushroom head : B. mushrooiu stem ; C, breech-pluj^

;

D, frictionless washer; EE, lock nuts : F, operating crank.

surface to resist the powder pressure instead of

one-half as in the old block of ordinary model;
this enables the Wei in block to be made shorter,

and therefore lighter.

The gas-checks used in naval guns are the
Broadwell ring or euj) gas-check used by Krupp,
and some modification of the De Bange gas-check,
such as is used in United States naval ordnance
and in nearly all ordnance using a screw breech-

block. The Broadwell ring is a steel ring with a
section somewhat like a letter L. When the gun
is fired the pressure of the powder gas presses

the lips of the ring against the walls of the
chamber and again.st the face of the breechbloek,
and so cuts off the escape of the gas to the rear.

Tlie He Barige gas-check is more complicated. As
originally made, it consisted of a ring-shaped pad
of asbestos saturated with suet, covered with
canvas, and held between two disks with large
holes through their centres, through wliieh, and
the hole in the pad, passes the stalk of the steel

block called the mushroom, because of its shape.

The disks holding the pad between them are
Iheiiiselves held between the mushroom head and
front face of the brecch-plug. The opposing faces
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of the disks are hollowed out so that a section of

one side is somewhat like luiK of the letter 1.

Wlien tlie powder pressure acts on the mushroom
head tlie pad is squeezed and forced out against
(he surface of the bore, and at the .same time the

outer lips of tlie disks are also forced outward
against it; this combination of metallic and pad
contacts cuts ofl' all escape of gas to the rear.

In the latest types of gas-checks used in United
States naval guns the shape of mushroom head,

gas-cheek, and rings has been modified, but the
principle remains the same. The front disk (and
in some cases the other as well) is now usually
split on one side by a jilane passing through the

centre of the disk and making an angle of about
75 degrees with the axis of the bore; this per-

mits of a close fit without danger of jamming
or sticking. In guns using fixed ammunition the

cartridge-case acts as a gas-check, its thin walls

ex]janding under the action of the powder gas
until they press against the walls of the chamber
so tightly that no gas escapes.

Naval guns are fired by electric, percussion,
,

combination (electric and percussion), or friction

primers. In the United States service only the

first three varieties are used, and all guns are
being fitted to use the combination primers a3

rapidly as opportunity offers. The electric and
percussion primers are small tubes of copper an
inch and a half long with enlarged heads not
imlike in shape the bottle-neck small-arm car-

tridges if we imagine the part of the cartridge

which is of large diameter to be very short : the

electric primer has a small wire projecting from
it which connects to a firing circuit : the percus-

sion primer has only a cap in the head like a
centre-fire cartridge. The combination primer i.^

similar to a 32-calibro cartridge shell, but much
longer; the cap in the head, if struck, will cause
the primer to explode : and it is insulated from
the shell of the primer so that if touched by the

point of an electric contact piece the current will

iow thrcug'i the cap, then through a bridge of fine

platinum wire, thence to the shell of the primer,

to the gun, and to earth. As the current passes

through the platinum bridge it heats it white
hot, igniting the priming composition, and that

in turn ignites the charge, as with other primers.

Primers are fired in locks, of which there are
three styles in use. The oldest, called Mark VI.,

is fitted for electric or percussion firing, but to

change from one to the other it is necessary to

remove the wedge or breech-block of the lock.

Mark VIII. is fitted for use with combination
primers; to change from one method of firing to

the other, it is only necessary to connect or dis-

connect the electric firing wire. The only other
lock in service uses tlie combination primer, and
differs from Mark VIII. in automatically ejecting

the primer after firing. It is nsed on quick-fire

guns. In all cases, the lock screws on the rear

end of the mushroom stem. Somewhat similar

locks are used in foreign navies. To prevent
premature firing of guns^—for it is convenient to

insert the primer while loading is going on—the

electric circuit is not complete through the
primer until the breech-block is closed and fully

turned into place, so that the contacts placed in

the proper position are pressed together; the
pressure of the firing key will then complete the
circuit. In quick-fire and rapid-fire gims (see

Rapid-Fiee Gun.s), a detent holds the percus-

sion firing pin back so that it cannot strike the

primer until the breech is closed and locked. The
electric current for firing is obtained from elec-

tric batteries at the guns or a current of reduced
voltage derived from the djnamo.
The rifiing of United States naval guns is poly-

groove with a twist which increases from zero
to one turn in twenty-five calibres; that is to
say, the projectile starts along grooves which at
first are parallel to the axis of tlie bore, but
which almost immediately begin to incline to
form a spiral on its inner surface, the inclination
increasing to a point near the muzzle from which
the spiral is uniform ; the projectile is thu^
caused to rotate faster and faster, until, when it

leaves the muzzle, it is spinning at a rate that
will make it revolve once while moving a dis-

tance equal to twenty-five "times its diameter.

SECTION OF UNITED ST.\TES NAVY 6-INCH GFX SHOWING
RIFLING. ALSO ENLAESED PLAN OF RIFLING (a. a).

The grooves are .05-incli in depth and several

times as wide, but decrease in width as the muz-
zle is approached, and their number is usually
four times the calibre expressed in inches (for

a 0-inch gun, 4 X 6 = 24) ; but there are some
exceptions.

In the design of naval guns the weights are

kept down as much as possible, as every addi-

tional ton of weight carried involves three or four

tons extra displacement in the ship. In guns
for forts and fixed defenses on shore, small sav-

ings in weight are unimportant. The largest

guns now being made for ships of any navy are

of 12-inch calibre, though many very new 13-inch

are carried on recently built ships of the United
States Navy and many 13.5-inch guns are in

service in tJie British and French navies. The
heaviest guns ever put on board ship were the

16.25-ineh, 110-ton guns of the British battle-

ships Mctoria, Sanspnreil. and Benhoic. The
first-named was lost in collision, so that the

Hanspareil and Benboir are the only vessels now
caiTying them. Aside from their unwieldy size,

which made them undesirable, these guns were
faulty in design and were poorly constructed, so

that they never gave satisfaction. Guns of 100

tons weight were mounted in Italian battleships

many years ago, but some of these have been
removed and replaced by others of less weight
and smaller calibre, and the others are likely to

be if the vessels are not condemned as not worth
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icarmina:. At pii'M'iil. llic yoncial opinion in all

navies is that the l^incli u'nn is the larjjest nccos-

sarv or desirable to ninunl on Imard ship.

Wire-wound cuns are used in the British scr-

viee, and some lew fjuns of this type have been
built for .Japan, but the naval authorities of

other countries do not favor them. Ample
strength is usiially see\ired by forged steel tubes,

jaeket. and hoops to stand the pressures de-

sirable with modern powders, but if transverse

trimnions and resting on little wooden wheels
i-alled the trucks. The sides of the carriages

were held together by framing called transoms,
the rear one supporting the brc'Cch and elevating
device. The latter consist<'d at lirst of a large

wooden wedge, b\it was re])laced by an iron ele-

vating screw. ( See illustrations under Ord-
nance. ) The recoil was cheeked by a heavy rope
called the- breeching, passing annind the breech of

the gun and .secured at the ends to the ship's

Table of Elements of Late Types of United States Naval (Jnss (Models of 1S99)

Giving perforatiou of face-liardeiied armor, service velocities, at ranges up to :)000 yardB, with smokeless po
Capped and uncapped armor-piercinii; projectiles, at normal impact.
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into use. and tlieso were so much more compli-

laterl that the tonii numnt began to be applied to

them as well as I(j llie fittings of the turret guns.

The central pivot carriage was very heavy and
clumsy, however, and it was displaced some eight

or ten years later by the pedestal mount, whicli

had the further advantages of returning the gun
to the firing position by the use of heavy springs

compressed during recoil and of permitting the

gun to pivot close out to the side. Improved
pedestal mounts are still in general use for guns
carried on deck, and there seems to be no im-

mediate prospect of their being displaced. The
latest one consists of a heavy casting called

the pedestal, bolted to the deck; a top-car-

riage resting on cone-shaped rollers or balls

working in a roller path on the pedestal : an
oscillating sleeve with trunnions on the sides

resting in trunnion sockets on the top-carriage;

lastly, elevating and training gear, combined re-

ing of guns on pedestal nunuits is almost in-

variably performed by hand, though the annnuni-
tion is generally hoisted from below by electric

or hand ammunition boists. In the United States
Navy all guns of 4-inch calibre and larger are
fitted with telescope sights, and have been so

fitted for years, but in other navies the telescope
is just beginning to be appreciated. It is about
1.3 inches long with an object glass about 2 inches
in diameter. The magnifying power is not
great—only about two diameters—but the real

gain is not in this direction. Ordinary bar
sights consist of a fixed, pointed bar on the trun-
nion, and a bar on the breech with a notch in the
top. The rear sight-bar can be moved up and
down in its sight-box in order to adjust it to

the elevation corresponding to the desired range
(for which the bar is marked on the side). To
take sight on the object it is necessary to bring
the rear sight notch, the tip of the front sight,

1. .sniE VIEW.

PEDEST,VL MOUXT. MARK VU., FOR 6-l.\CH BREECB-LOADING RIFLE. .\IAIIK

For key to iiiinibpr?, see seetinual Jrawinj^.

UNITED STATE.'^ NAVY.

coil and counter-recoil cylinders, and sighting

nieehanisni. The gun recoils through the sleeve

which is cast in one with the cylinders; tbe.se

latter have pistons connected by rods to a band
around the gun; inside the pistons are heavy
count«r-recoil springs and a liquid consisting of

glycerin, 80 per cent., and water. 20 per cent.

As the gun recoils the liquid escapes past the

piston-head in small grooves, decreasing in

depth from front to rear, which are cut in the

inner surface of the <'ylinders. The water pres-

sure gradiuilly brings the gun to rest, the pres-

sure of the springs assisting. As soon as the re-

coil is checked the springs return the gun quickly

to the front, the total time of recoil and return to

firing position (or to battery, as it is called)

Iieing only a fraction of a second.

The elevating and training are effected by hand-
wheels driving shafts connected to cogged racks

or worm gearing, the perfect balance of parts and
the ball-bearings rendering very little power
necessary to train or elevate rapidly. The load-

aiul the ))oint aimed at all in the same line; the

three objects are all at different distances, and
the eye sees them all imperfectly or else one per-

fectly and the others imperfeetiy. The result is

defective shooting. In the telescope sight the

cross-wires are at the optical focus, and the

image of the object aimed at is also formed there

so that the eye is not straining to adjust itself

to several focal lengths simultaneously. Further-

more, the object aimed at is seen as well when
l.clow the cross-wires as above them—a most im-

liortant piunt when the ship is rolling. The prin-

cipal objections urged against telescope sights

are their fragility and the ease with which they

may be thrown out of adjustment. Ten years' use

in the United States Navy does not sustain the

validity of these objections. Furthermore, for

use in dark turrets or bright sunlight, they arc

a ffreat relief to the eve. which is disturbed by
irregular light on ordinary sights.

Small guns, (i-puunders and less, have small,

light mounts, culled cage stands. They are like
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pedestal nioimts, Ijut siiiipliT, tliou{;h fully ade-

quatv U) their purpose. Kail mounts consist ofqu
sockets bolted to the rail or upper works of a

sliip in which tit the stalks of tiie top-carriages of

light guns. Mounts for light guns in military

tops run on a rail inside the top-rail, and the

force of the recoil is received l)y a damp <'.\tcn.l-

ing over the top-rim.

Turret mounts are by far the most complicated

of any fitted in ships. For small guns llu'v differ

ehieflv in the ammunition hoist and training

mechanism, which latter is necessarily effected by top of the turret ) who attends to notliing else but

means of a motor—electric, steam, hydraulic, or keeping the guns directed to the proper part of

compres:,ed air—as the whole turret and contents the enemy's vessel, following tlie directions of the

turn when the gun is trained. In turrets for turret officer. The gun-tirers are in the side

large guns the sv/.e of the guns entails numerous hoods. Each has controlling meehanisin for ele-

special appliances. The shell and powder-charge vating his own gun and the siglit. which in our

made in short lengths separated from each other

by disks, which are free to move with the springs.

The annnunition car, hoisted by a wire rope, the

motive power usually electric, carries an entire

round—powder and projectile. It is stopped in

rear of the open breech and the shell, and then

the ])owder pushed in by a sectional rammer, also

operated by electricit.y. The training is done by
a turret trainer in the central or forward hood

1 an armored lookout large enough for the head
and shoulders, and rising about a foot above the

PEDE8T.\L MOU.NT. .MARK VII.. TOK G-ISCH BBEECH-LOAUINU RIFLE, MARK TI., CXITED STATES NA VV.—LilSllITirmNAL
SECTION.

1. Pedestal : 2. top carriage rest on ball-bearings : 3. pivot ; 4, 5. composition rings ; 6, vertical rollers ; 7, gun-

flrers' platform : R. hand-rail : 9. bracket ; 10. sleeve through which gun recoils; 11, recoil cylinders; 12, recoil

cylinder piston-rods: 13, elevator wheel; U. elevator shaft; 15. elevator shaft (horizontal) ; 10. elevator worm-
wheel ; 17, elevator worm-wheel shaft : 18. elevator worm-wheel uut connecting to lug (24) on gun by two arms (25):

19. training shaft ; 20, training wheel ; 21. training worm ; 22. telescope sight ; 23, training gear-wheel nhich trains

gun by working in rack (26) ; 24. 25, see 18; 26. see 23: 27, n-coil band to which recoil piston-rod is attached.

are both too heavy to handle, and power appli- naval service is invariably of the telescopic type

ances are necessary, not only for hoisting them up and carried on a side arm which is given the

from below, hut for loading them into the gun. proper direction by a system of parallel motion

Nevertlicless. in the general arrangement of recent connecting witli tlie trunnions of the gun-slide,

turret mounts much has been borrowed from the The magazines and shell-rooms are grouped about

lighter deck types. The gun is generally balanced tlie base of the turret shaft leading below, and

on extension's (called Iciiife-rdficn) projecting are fitted with shell and powder trolleys for

from the trunnions which are shaped like V's, bringing ammunition to the ammunition car

the sharp edge (not very sharp by the way) rest- when it is down: and the men handling the am-
ing on a hard steel bar. The latter is supported munition are under the orders of the turret

at the ends, and gives sufficiently, when the gun officer.

is iired. for the trunnions to drop .02 of an inch Bibmography. For further information on

and bear against the heavy trunnion seats. As naval guns, the reader should consult the follow-

the gun is normally supported on the knife-edges ing works: Annual Reports of 0/Jirr of Naval

and is quite accurately balanced on them, it is InlcIUficitce (Washington); Proceed i it (js of the

easily elevated and depressed by hand gear. The Viiiled SItates Naval Institute (Annapolis. Md.

;

recoil is taken up by four recoil cylinders cm-rent) : Animal Reports of the Chief of Bureau

equally spaced about the gun and containing of Ordnnuee United tytales Navif : TngeranU. Text-

pistons working in a mixture of .SO per cent. Hook on Ordnance and Ounnerif (.Vnnapolis,

glycerin and 20 per cent, water; the cylinders l.SilO) ; Brassey. Naral Annual (London, annii

also contain the heavy counter-recoil springs ally) ; the Naval Pocket Book (London, annual-
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ly) > Scientific American (Xew York, current);
Engineer (London, current) ; Engineering (Lon-
don, current). See also articles on Rapid- Fike
Guns; Machine Liixs;' Gunnery ; Oudnance;
Akmor Plate; Ships, Armokeu; section on .\(icy,

under United States; Ammunition; Pro.jec-
TiLES: Explosives: Gunpowder, etc.

GUUrSAULUS, giin-sii'liis. Frank Wakelet
(185(i— ). All American clergj'man of the Con-
gregational Cliurcli. He was born at Chesterville,

Ohio, graduated at Ohio \\'esleyan University in

1875, was ordained to the Methodist ministry,
but later became a L'ongregationalist, and was
pastor of Congregational churches at Columbus.
Ohio (1879-81): Xewtonville. Mass. (1881-85):
and Baltimore. Md. (1885-87). From 1887 to

1899 he was pastor of Plymouth Church. Chi-
cago, and in 1899 accepted a call to the Central
Church of that city. He was also president of

the Arnioiu' Institute of Technology from 189.3

to 1901. He has been widely known as a preach-
er, and has lectured on "Savonarola," ".John

Hampden," and other subjects. His published
works include: Monk and Knight: An Historical
Study in Fiction (1891); Phidias, and Other
Poems (1893); Gladstone: The Man and Bis
Work (1898) ; and The Man of Galilee (1899).

GUNSHOT WOUND. A wound jjroduced by
a. niisj^ile projected I'rcnii a ])istol. rille. cannon,
etc., by the force of any explosive. Such wounds
may vary in severity from a simple bruise to the

tearing away of a whole limb. Single balls jn'o-

duce an incised, bruised, or lacerated wound, ac-

cording to the amount of their velocity when
they strike the body. The effects of small shot

vary with the distance and power of the gun;
when at short range the pellets enter so close to-

gether as to make one wound like that of a single

ball. It was once commonly believed that the

'wind of a large shot' could (iroduce serious in-

juries; this belief may have arisen from the cir-

cumstance that when a heavy ball, which has
lost some of its force, strikes the body at a par-

ticular angle, the skin does not always give

way, but the deeper structures, such as the
muscles, or large organs, as the liver, may be

completely crushed. When a bullet perforates

the body, the entrance opening, which is generally

depressed, round, and regular, is often smaller

than that of the exit. The modern conical ball

makes a well-defined oblong wound ; but it nia.v

shift its direction, strike longitudinally, and
cause a more extensi\e injury to the skin. When
a bullet strikes the shaft of a bone, it cracks or
splinters it. and either remains or passes through
the cancellated ends. In its course the ball may
carry before it pieces of eloth, coins, or other
foreign bodies, which increase the danger from
the wound. The modern bullet of small calibre,

traveling at a very high rate of velocity, such
as the bullet projected by the JIauser. Lee-!Met-

ford. or Krag-.Jorgensen rifles, produces a small
round wound of entrance and a wound of exit of

nearly, if not quite, similar character. As a, rule

all tissues, including bone, are clearly perforated:
but occasionally, usually at close range, or where
a soft-nosed bullet is employed, the destruction
of tissue may be very great.

Hemorrhage is as a rule very slight, though
occasionally a blood-vessel of importance may be
perforated. Injuries to the blood-vessels are con-
siderably more frequent with modern high-velo-

city projectiles than they were with the old-
fashioned bullets of low velocity, which occa-
sionally bruised the vessels, but more often pushed
them aside instead of cutting them. Jlany per-
sons who have been shot during the excitement of
battle describe the sensation as resembling the
sharp stroke of a cane ; but in most instances the
man soon begins to tremble, complains of cold,

his face befomes pale, his pulse is scarcely per-
ceptible, and he appears as if about to die.

This is the condition termed shock; and though
death sometimes does ensue during this state of
prostration, it is not so serious as it appears,
and the patient will probably pass out of it in

a few hours, with the help of stimulants and
I'est. .Although excessive bleeding is not so common
after gunshot as after other kinds of wounds, it

may occur immediately and to a fatal extent, if

assistance be not afforded. The first assistance in

the treatment of a gunshot wound is to preserve
cleanliness in the locality of the injury. This
is to be done by immediately applying a dressing
or compress of gauze to the injured surface. In
modern warfare every man who goes into the
field is supplied with one of these sterile dress-
ings in a compact form, with directions for ap-
plying it. In private practice, or under circum-
stances where a sterile dressing is not immediate-
ly at hand, the dressing should be wet with some
antiseptic solution, such as carbolic-acid solu-

tion of a strength of 1 to 60, or mercuric chlo-

ride (corrosive sublimate), 1 to 1000. Where
hemorrhage is free, pressure should be applied
directly to the wound by means of compresses or
with the hands or bandage. If this does not
control the bleeding, an inijuovised tourniquet
(q.v.) should be applied to the limbs. When a
bone has been broken bv' the shot, a suitable
splint or support must be applied. The further
management of a case, beyond the administration
of such stimulants as may be needed, should be
at the hands of a surgeon.
At the present time, surgeons do not probe for

a bullet except in rare instances. To pass a probe
through the opening made by a missile in several

lavers of tissue it is necessary to place the pa-

tient in the same position in which he was when
the wound was received, if the tissues are mov-
able or slide one upon the other. This is gen-

erally impossible; and very often the probe will

make a false passage, opening up a new track
for possible infection, and never strike the bullet.

In the case of the imbedding of a bullet in the

brain, the substance of which is not contractile,

and which alters but little in relative position to

the skull after a gimshot woiiiid. probing is al-

lowable if the probe enters easily. It is most
desirable to remove the bullet in such a case.

Frequently its position may be inferred with con-

siderable :iceuracy from the symptoms.

GUN'TER, ARCiiinALD Clavering (1847—).
An American novelist. He was born in Liverpool,

England, and when quite young was taken by his

parents to California, where he was educated in

the public schools, and at the School of Mines
of the State University. From ISfiS to 1874 he

was employed as a mining and civil engineer and
chemist, and from 1875 to 1878 was a stock-

broker in San Francisco. He then removed to

Xew York City, and devoted himself success-

fully to literature. He became the owner of the

Home Publishing Company, and a number of his

books, several of wliicli were extremely popular,
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bear the imjjiint of Ihat firm. His best-known
novels are: ilr. Uariics of .Vcif York (18S7);
.1/;-. Potter of Texas (1888); Tluil J'reiHhiiniii

!

(188'J); Jack Curzon (1899); and .1 Uunufuv-
tiller's Daiiyhler (1901). As a playwright lie

is also well known, his most successful plays
beinf; Prince Karl and Mr. lianies of A'ea" York.

GUNTER, Edsiunu (1581-1(526). An English
mathematician and astronomer, born in Hert-
fordshire. He was educated at Westminster
and at Christ Church, O.xford, and became
professor of astronomy in Gresham College
(ltil9). He was an enthusiastic student of

mathematics, and a genius of no mean order.

He obsei-vcJ the variation of the magnetic needle,

improved llie instruments for navigation, and in-

vented the surveyor's chain. The latter, known
as Gunter"s chain, is UC feet long, and is com-
posed of 100 links of 7.92 inches each. It is con-

venient in practice, since it is graduated on the
decimal scale, and since 10 square chains make
an acre. For certain purposes, however, chains
(or steel tapes) of 50 or 100 feet (called engi-

neer's chains) are more convenient. Gunter's
sector or line consisted of a scale graduated
according to the logarithms of numbers, of sines,

and of tangents, so that areas, heights, volumes.
and other magnitudes could easily be calculated

therefrom. He was the first (1622) to give the
annual variation of the magnetic declination, and
to use arithmetical complements in logarithmic
work. His chief works are the Xew Projection

of the Sphere (1623). and the Canon Triaiir/u-

loniDi, or Table of Artificial Sines and Tangents
(1620). His collected works were published in

1624 (2d ed. 1636; 5th ed. 1673).

GUNTHEK, gwin'ter. A Burgundian king,

in the yihchiiifienlied. the brother of Kriem-
liild. and liusliand of Brunhild, whom he won
with the assistance of Siegfried. He was put to

death by his sister Kriemhild.

GUNTHEB, or GUNTHERUS. A German
p(et, historian, and theologian, born in the twelftli

century. He was long established as a scholiast in

South Germany, and became the teacher of Prince
Konrad, a son of the Emperor Frederick Barba-
rossa. About 1215 he entered the Cistercian eon-

vent of Pairis. in Alsace. He is the author of the
two Latin epic poems Solymornts and LigiirinKS.

Holi/mariiis was dedicated to Frederick Barbnros-
sa in 1186. and treats of the First Crusade; but
nothing remains of the work except a fragment
discovered by Wattenbach in the Cologne Li-

brary. The poem entitled Lifiurinus is considered
the greatest media'val Latin epic of Germany. It

consists of six hooks, and celebrates the achieve-

ments of the Emperor Frederick in Xorthern
Italy. The facts upon which it is based are
taken largely from the dexla Fritlcriei of Otto
von Freising. Apart fiom its high poetic value,

it presents a faithful |iic-ture of the conditions nf

the time.

GtJNTHER, gt.in'ter, Albert (IS.'.O— ). A
German-English zoiilogist, born at Esslingen
(Wiirttemberg) . He was educated at the uni-
versities of Tubingen. Berlin, and Bonn, and ap-
pointed an assistant in the zoiilogical section of

the British Museum in 1856. In 1875 he was ap-
pointed director of the zoiilogical section, and in

1895 was superannuated. He foundeil and became
the first editor of the Record of Zoijlopical I.ilrr-

aturc in 1864. was a co-editor of the Annalx and

Ma(/azine of yalural History, and contributed
the reports on "Shore • Fishes," "Deep-Sea
Fishes," and "Pelagic Fishes" to the \oya</e of
H. il. S. Vhallcni/cr (1887-88). In 1878 a medal
of the Hoyal Society was awarded him for his

services in the promotitm of zoological science,

and in particular for his researches in herpe-
tology and ichthyology, llis publications include:

Medizinische Zooloi/ic (1858); Valulotjue of the
liutrachid Sulientia in the Collection of the Brit-

ish Musenni ( 1859) ; a similar catalogue of fishes

(8 vols., 1859-70) ; The (ligo.ntic Land-Tortoises,
l.iriny anil E.rlincI (1877) ; and an Introduction
to the Stndii of Fishes (1880).

GiJNTHER, AXTOX (1783-1863). A Roman
Catholic theologian and philosopher. He was
born November' 17, 1783, at Lindcnau, in Bo-
hemia. He studied law- at Prague, but turned
later to reading for orders, became a priest in

1820. and after 1824 lived in Vienna, where he
died February 24, 1863. His life studies were
directed to reconstructing Catholic dogmatics as
a rational science, aiming to settle once for all

the ancient strife between reason and religion.

Inasmuch as all his attempts to reach this goal
by means of pure reason resulted in pantheism,
which he saw to be irreconcilable with the doc-
trines of bis Church, he sought to solve his diffi-

culties by an apjjeal to inner experience and self-

consciousness. Thus gradually arose his theo-
logico-speculative system first presented in his
Vorschule znr spekulatiren Theologie des posi-

tiven Christentums (1828). In his Der letzte

Symholiker (1834) the Tiibingen tendencies are
attacked. By these and similar works, Giinther
gained munerous adherents, whose "Yining Ca-
tholicism' spread through Ciermany and Austria.
Giinther received and declined a call to the Uni-
versity of JIunich. preferring to remain a priest,

althovigh his collected works were ])ut on the
Index Lihrornm Prohibitorum in 1853. His col-

lected works apjieared in Vienna in 1882. For
his life, consult Knoodt (Vienna. 1881).

GtJNTHER, JoiiANN Christian (1695-1723).
A Carman lyric poet, born at Striegau. He was
the most gifted poet of an unpoetic generation, but
wasted his genius in dissipation. At twenty-two he
won recognition by a poem on the Peace of Pas-
sarowitz (1718). His later vagabond lyrics are
marked by more sincerity and freedom. cleverne.ss

and imagination than were common in his time,
but they were as unconventional in morals as in

treatment. Goe4;he put Giinther among those
from whom he got his first lyric inspiration.
Giinther's poems (1742) are edited by Fulda in

Kiirschner's Deutsche Xationtillitteratur. vol.

xxxviii.. by Tittmann (1S74). and by Litzmann
(in Rechnns T'nirersrrl-Bihiifilhek) . Consult:
Ivalbeck. \eue Beitiiifie zur Biofiraphie des Dich-
ters Christi<in (liinther (Leipzig. 1879); and
Litzmann. Xnr Tcxtkritik and Riographie
Johann Christian Gi(nthers (Frankfort, 1880).

GUNTHER, .ToiiANN Heixricii Friedrich
( 1794-1858). A (ierman veterinary s\irgeon. bom
at Kelbra. and educated at .lena and Berlin. He
was director of the Veterinary College at Hanover
from 1847 until his death. 'From 1821 to 1835
he devoted himself cliieflv to the he;iling of con-
tractures. He adoi)(e(l the subcutaneous method
of operating in 1835, and after 1846 collaborated
with his son on dental diseases. Their treatise,

entitled I'rhrr yrsiinde and kraiike Z.iihne lies
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Pferdcs, an appendix to Die Beurieilunyslehre des
I'ferdes (1859), was the first valuable contribu-
tion to the pathologj- of dental disease in ani-
mals. His investigations on veterinary diseases,

particularly those on pulmonary affections, are
very important. His principal works include:
Lehrhiich der praktischcn Vctennurqehurtshilfc
(1830) ; Das (lanywcrh- der I'ferde ('l845) ; and
Lupinciibun (1857).

GUNTHER, IvAKL Wilhelm Adalbert (1822-
9G). A tierman veterinary surge an, son of the
preceding, born at Hanover and educated there
and at Berlin. From 1S47 until 1880 he was
the principal -teacher in the veterinary school
at Hanover, .vhere he was appointed professor in

1867, and director in 1870. He was an e.vpert

anatomist, and one of the best veterinary
operators of his time. His works include: Topo-
graphische Uyologie des Pferdes (1860); Die
Wutkrankhcit der Hunde (1880) ; Das Kapaunen
der Hiihne (1890) : Sludien iiber das Kehlkopf-
pfeifen der Pferde (1894).

GtJNTHER, SiEGMUND (1848—). A German
mathematician and geographer. He was born
in Nuremberg, was educated at Erlangen,
Heidelberg, Leipzig. Berlin, and Gottingen. and
in 1886 became professor of geography in the
School of Technology' in Munich. His contribu-
tions to mathematics have been largely historical

and geogi'aphieal, and in these lines they are val-

uable. They include the following: Lehrbuch der
Detvrminantcntheorie (1875: 2d ed. 1877); Yer-
misehte Unlersuehunqen zur Geschichte der
muthematischen Wissenschaften (1876); Der
Einflusst der Himmelskdrper auf Witterungsver-
hiiltnisse (1870: 2d ed. 1884): Gnindlehren der
inathcmatischen Geographie iind Astroiiomie
(1878; 3d ed. 1893)': Die Lehre von den. ge-

wohnlichen tinfl rerallgemeinerten Hyperbelfunk-
lionen (1881); Parabolische LoyaritJimen und
parabolischc Trigonometrie (1882); Lehrbuch
der Geophysik und .physikalischen Geographie
(1884-85): Die Meteoroloyie ihrem neuesten
Sfandpurikt gemiiss dnrgesteUt (1889); Hand-
huch der mathematischen Geographie (1890);
Lehrhneh der physikalischen Geographie (1801).

GUNTHER VON ANDERNACH, f6n jin'-

der-nac, .JoHAXX (1487-15741. A German physi-
cian, born in Andernach, Hhenish Prussia. He
was educated at Utrecht and Marburg, became
professor of Greek at Louvain. and subsequently
took his doctorate in. medicine at Paris. There
he became physician to Francis I. Obliged, as a
Protestant, to flee the city, he established him-
self at Strassburg, where he achieved distinction

as a physician and anatomist. His published
works include Anntoinieanim InstHiitiomnn Libri

Qtiattuor (1536).

GUN'TON, George (1845—). An American
social economist, editor, and author. He was
born in Cambridgeshire. England, immigrated to

the United States in 1874. and was active from
1874 to 1880 as a writer on economic and allied

topics. Subsequently he was connected with
economic, sociological, and scientific work, and
in 1890 became president of the Instit\ite of

Social Economics. From 1890 he was also editor
of the Social Ecwiomisl. the name of which was
changed in 1896 to Gunlon's Magazine. In 1899
he was appointed director of the economic and
sociological work of the Young Men's Christian
Association in Xorth America. His publications

include Principles of Social Economics (1891)
and Trusts and the Public (1899).

GUPTY, William. A weak young clerk in
the office of Kenge & Carboy, in Dickens's Hleak
House, who is hopelessly smitten with the charms
ol Esther Sununerson.

GURA, goC'ra, Eugen (1842-). A German
barytone singer. He was born at Pressern, Bo-
hemia, and after studying nuisic at Munich, made
his first appearance at the Court Theatre in that
city in the role of Count Liebenau. in Lortzingfs
opera Der Waffenschmicd. He subsequently sang
at Breslau, Leipzig, Hamburg, and London, and
in 1883 became a member of the Munich Opera.
Although at first excelling in roles such as Ne-
lusco. Tell, the Templar, he subsequently de-
voted himself more exclusively to the interpreta-

tion of Wagnerian parts, and frequently played
the parts of Hans Sachs. King Jlarke, Anifortas,
Telramund. and other Wagnerian characters at
the Bayreuth festivals.

GURAMAI. goo-ra'ml. A river fish of South-
eastern Asia [Osphromriiiis olfax), which reaches
a weight of twenty pounds, and is regarded as

the best-flavored food-fish of its region. Hence it

has been naturalized in India, Australia, and
elsewhere. The word is variously spelled.

GUR'JUN (East Indian name) BALSAM,
GuRJU.x Oil, or Wood Oil. A limpid, dark-
brown balsamic liquid, obtained from the gurjun
tree, growing on the Burma coast. East India. It

is used medicinally for checking leprosy, and
sometimes as a substitute for copaiba. In the

aits it is chieflj' employed as a varnish for wood-
en articles. It may be distinguished from the
balsam of copaiba by applying heat: at 132^

C. (270° F. ) , ginjun balsam coagulates, while
copaiba remains liquid.

GURKHAS, gTwr'koz (from Skt. goraksa,
cowherd, from gau. cow + rakm, guard, from
raks, to protect), or Goorkh.\.s. A Hindu race

of supposed Eaiput origin, inhabiting Nepal, a
State situated on the southern slope of the Him-
alayas, between Tibet and British India, which
they first invaded aliout the twelfth century A.D.,

and where they have been permanently settled

since the latter half of the eighteenth century. An
attempt to extend their power farther south

brought them into conflict with the British in the

Gurkha War of 1S14. which ended in the Treaty
of Scgauli, and clearly defined their territorial

limits. They are now a part of the Indian Em-
pire, and supply its army with a corps of in-

fantiy renowned for its loyalty and bravery.

Their war record began with the Indian Mutiny
in 1857, diiring which they remained loyal, and
rendered invaluable senice to the British—a rec-

ord maintained throughout the Afghan wars and
the many smaller frontier expeditions since that

time. In 1900 tliey formed part of the British

contingent in the international campaign in

China. In physique the Gurkha is very short

and stout; a natural infantrvman and an in-

stinctive foe of cavalry, whose horses he is an

adept at hamstringing. In addition to the ordi-

nary equipment of the native soldier, he has a

number of knives peculiar to his race, and a
quoit-shaped weapon carried on the turban, the

outer edge of which is exceedingly sharp, and often

effective when the weapon is hurled, quoit fash-

ion, at an enemy. The Gurkha troops number
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nbout 20,000, and ai-e gi-eatly valued Uy iIk' ]?iil-

ish CiovL'iiiincnt. See Nepal.

GTJRKO, s'J^Jr'ko, Ossip Vladimirovitcu
( 1828-1 ilOl

I . A Russi.aii geiK'ial. }!<• onterpd the

army as coinet of the Hussars of the Imperial

Guard, was made a eaptain in 1852, and in this

capacity served in the Crimean War, In 1S.")7 he

was assigned to the command of his old regi-

ment of the Guards, and in 180O was nuide an
aide-de-camp of the Emperor. His next promo-
tion was to a colonelcy, in which capacity he
served in the campaign of Poland in 180.i. In

]S(!7 he was a major-general in the suite of

tile Eni])eror, and assigned to the command of a
brigade in the second cavalry division of the

Guards. In 1870 he was given the eununand of

the same division. .\t the opening of the war
with Turkey he led the Russian advance across

the Danube, and occupied Tirnova, July 7, 1877.

At the head of a large force, composed chiefly

of cavalry. Gurko passed the Balkans, moved rap-

idly on Adrianople, advancing within two days'

march of that city. He was. however, defeated by
Suleiman Pasha at Eskizagra and compelled to

fall back lo the Shipka Pass, which he held

against repeated attacks. In October he was sent

to operate in the re-ar of Osman Pasha's forces

at Plevna, and took (Jorny Dubnik and Telish.

In December he advanced again across the Bal-

kans and occupied Sophia. .lannary 4, 1878. He
defeated Suleiman Pasha in a three days' battle

near Philippopolis, .January l.'jth-nth. In 1879
he became Governor-General of Saint Petersburg,

but was removed in the following year. From
188.3 lo 1894 he was Governor-General of Poland,

retiring in the latter year with the title of field-

marshal. He died .lannary 28, 1901.

GXJRLEY, Ralph Randolph (1797-1872). An
American philanthropist. He was born in Leb-

anon. Conn., and graduated at Yale in 1818.

Beginning in 1822, he was for half a century
agent and secretary for the American Coloniza-

tion Society. He visited Afiica three times in

the interest of the negroes, and aided in estab-

lishing Liberia. Ho edited the A[ricn» lirposi-

tory. and published a Life of Jehude Axlimiin

11839) and f.ife and Eloquence of Rev. t^iilrrs-

trr Lamed (1844).

GURLITT, awJr'lit, Cornelius (1820-1901),

A Cierman composer. He was born at Altona, near
Hamburg, and studied under the elder Reinecke
(composition), and subsequently with Weyse at
Copenhagen. In 1864 he became organist of the

Altona Hauptkirche, and during the Schleswig-

Holstein campaign was appointed army musical
director, after which he became a memljer of the

faculty of the Hamburg Conservatory. In 1874
he was appointed royal musical director. His
com]iositions include several operas and operet-

tas, string qviartets. violin sonatas, 'cello sonatas,

vocal duets, und songs. His operas had but a
local significance, and while his string composi-
tions are more generally known, his claim to fame
will rest on his pianoforte compositions, and par-

ticularly on his instructive pieces, which are used
thrcnighout the civilized world.

GTIRLT, griorlt. Ern.st Friedrich (1794-

1882). A German veterinary surgeon, born at
Drentkau. near Griinberg, Silesia, and educated
at Breslau. He was professor of the School of

Veterinary Surgery- at Berlin from lS2f> to 1870.

and also director of the technical department of

that institution during the last twenty years of

his life. • He may be said to have beiMi the founder
of that branch of anatomical science which treats

of the organic structure of the domestic animals,
and his investigations on animal deformities are
especially noteworthy. His principal j>ublieation3

include: llandbiich der rvrylcielwiidt'n Aiiatmnie
dir llaiixsaugetierc (7th ed. 1890); Lclirbuch

drr patholoyisehcn A)uitoniic der Uaiissauyetiere
(with ;i.') plates, 1831-.'i2) : Lehrbuch der verglei-

clieiidcn I'hysiolofiie der Ilaiissuiiriiliere {'id ed.

18(ir>) : Analo-iiti/ uf the Horse, English transla-

tion by .1. Willimott (35 plates, 1833).

GURLT, ERN.ST Julius (1825—). A German
surgeon, son <if the preceding, born in Berlin. He
was apjpointed professor at the university in that
city in 1SG2. His writings on medical statistics

are especially valuable. His principal publica-

tions include: Leitfaden fur Operaliotisiibungen

am, Kadaver (7th ed. 1889) : Zur Gexehichle der
inlernjilionalen und freiuilligen Krankenpflege,
im Krieg (1873); Die Gelenhresekl ionen iiach

HchKssrerletzungen ( 1879)

.

GXJR'NAH. See Kurkaii.

GUR'NARD (connected with OF. gournauld,
gouruant. grougiiaut, from groqnard, grunter.

from grongner, Fr. grogner, to grunt; so called

in allusion to the sound made by the fish when
taken from the water ) . Any of the marine spiny-

AX AMERICAN (jniNARD {Priouotus Curolintis).

rayed fishes of the family Triglida'. The head in

the gurnards is angular, and wholly covered with
bony plates ; the body is elongated, nearly round,
and tapering. There are two dorsal fins. The
lower three rays of the large pectoral fins are de-

tached and elongated into long feelers, which are
used mainly in search for food. JIany gurnards
are distinguished for their beauty of color. They
live on the bottom, some at considerable depths,

in which case they have a red color. The red gur-

nard of the British coast {TrigJa cuculus) is the

most common of many European species, and
takes its name, 'red crooner' or 'cuckoo' gurnanl,
from the note it utters when lifted out of the

water; another species is called piper.' In the
t'nited States the.se fishes are better known as

'sea-robins.' The most common one (Priouotus
Caroliuus) is found abundantly on the east

coast from JIaine to South Carolina. There
are manv other species. The flying gurnard
(C'epiialaeanthus volitans) occurs in the .At-

lantic on both coasts. (See Flying Fish.)
The guru:irds are known by various other names,
such as 'batfish' and 'sea-swallows.' Tlie maxi-
mum size is 18 inches. They are regarded as
good food-fishes in the Old World, in s])ite of

their inicoiith appearance, but in tlie Ignited

Slates are little used as food.

GTJRNEY, Ephraixi Whitman (1829-86).
An .\merican educator, born in Boston. Mass.
He graduated at Harvard in 1852. was tutor in
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Latin there from 1859 to 1863, and in 1863-67

assistant professor of Latin. In 1808 he became

assistant in history, in 1869 university professor

of history, and in 1881) ik-Leau professor of his-

tory. He was editor of the \orth American Re-

view from 1868 to 187-2, and dean of Harvard
from 1870 to 1876. In 1860 he was elected a

member of tlie American Academy of Arts and

Si'iences. As an academic lecturer he was ex-

lecdingly able.

GTJRNEY, Sir Goldsworthy (1793-1875).

An En.L'lisli inventor, born in Cornwall. He was
probalily tlie first to devise the oxyhydrogen

Idowpipe, tlip so-called Drummond light, and

Ihe first to produce and emjdoy the high-pressure

sU-am-iet for purposes of rapid locomotion. In

1827 he built a steam-carriage, in which he made
a journey of 85 miles in ten hours. He was
knighted' in 1863. He published a Course of

Lectures on Chemical Science Delivered at the

Hurreii Institution, and several other works.

GTJR"NEY, Joseph John (1788-1847). An
Engli-h CJuaker, prominent as a philanthropist

and reformer. He was born at Earlham Hall,

near Norwich, was educated privately at Oxford,

and, in 1818, became a minister of the Society

of Friends, His life was devoted to the prose-

cution of benevolent enterprises, to many of

which he also made liberal gifts. He co.'iperated

with his sister, Mrs. Elizabeth Fry, in prison

reforms, and with Clarkson, Wilberforce, and Sir

Thomas Fowell Buxton (his brother-in-law)

in the advocacy of the abolition of slavery. He
made a nundier of visits to various European

countries and to the United States in the inter-

est of the Society of Friends, and in the I'nited

States spoke frp(|uently in public in favor of the

abolition of slavery "and capital punishment.

Among his numerous works are: Observations

on the Distinguishing Views and Practices of the

Society of Friends (1824) ; and A ^yinter in the

^Vest Indies Described in Familiar Letters to

Henry Clay of Kentucky (1840). Consult:

Braithwaite. :l/c«ioiV.s of Joseph John Gurney
(3d ed.. London. 1902) : and Mrs. Geldart, i?emi-

iiiscencrs uf a (lood Man's Life (1853).

GUROWSKI, goorov'ske. Adam, Count (1805-

66). A Polish author, long resident in the United

States. He was < xpclled from Polish schools in

1S18 and in 1819. for having taken part in

revolutionary demonstrations, and subspriuently

studied in (Jcrmany. He returned to Warsaw
in 1825, however, and had a share in the insur-

rection of 1830, after the failure of which he

fled to Paris, w'here be joined the Polish com-

mittee. In 1835 he published La verite sur la

liussic, a work advocating Panslavism, which was
so favorably received in Russia that he was re-

called and employed in the Russian civil service,

though his ooiifiscated estate was not restored.

In consequence of opposition to him at court, he

left the country in 1844. studied at Heidelberg,

taught at Bern. Switzerland, and in 1849 came
to the United States. He was for several years

engaged in active literary work, and from 1861

to 1863 was employed as a translator in the

State Department of Washington. He published-

La civilisation et Iti Russie (1840): Pcnsecs

sur I'avcnir des Polonais (1841): Ans meinem
Ccdankcnhuche (1843): Die letzten Ereitjnissc

in den drei Theilen des aft en Polen (1846);

Le Panslavisme (1848) ; Russia As It Is (1854) ;

The Vurkish Question (1854); A Year of the

War (1855); America and Europe (1857);
Slavery in History (1860) ; and a diary of notes

on the Civil War.

GUR'TEEN, Stepiiex Hi .mpiirevs Vili.ieks

(1840 1)8). An American clergyman, born at

Blcan House, near Canterbury. England, and
educated at Cambridge, and subsequently at Paris

and Uerlin. He was professor of Latin at Hobart
College, held rectorates at Bufl'alo. N. Y., and at

Toledo. Oliio, ahd was dean of Saint Paul's

Cathedral. Springfield. 111. His publications are

chiefly devoted to the discussion of English char-

ity organiziition, which he was instrumental in

introducing into the United States. They in-

clude: What Is Chariti) Orqanization? (4th ed.

1882); How Pdupers Arc Made (1883); Hand-
book of Charity Organization (1882); and Be-

ginnings of Charity Organization in the I'nited

Stairs <)/' America (1894).

GURTH. A swineherd and bondsman of Ced-

ric tlic Saxon, in Scott's Ivanhoe.

GUR'TOW, 0.\MS[ER, See G.\mmer C;rRTOX'.s

Xeedle.

GTTRI7, goo'rijij (Skt., teacher). A spiritual

guide or teacher among the Hindus. The title

was applied to a religious preceptor from whom
a youth received initiatory instruction, and who
conducted the necessary ceremonies up to the

time when the lad was invested witli the sacred

cord, as described in detail in Manu and the

other law books. The guru not infrequently

possesses considerable temporal power, as, for

example, in Nepal (q.v.). Among the Sikhs

(q.v. ) the guru was at first the spiritual guide,

l3ut came in time to be practicall.y the temporal

ruler or leader, while the teaching was done by
the other priests, who acted as guardians of the

sacn'd bonks.

GURY, gi.i're', Joseph Pierre (1801-66). A
Frcncli Roman t^itholic theologian. He was born

at Maillcroncourt, and at the age of twenty-three

entered the Society of Jesus. After teaching at

variiius .Tesuit colleges, he became professor of

moral theology at Vals. His principal works,

the Compendium Theologiw Moralis (4th ed.

186S; German trans., 1869). and Casus Con-

sciriifiw in Pr(Fcipt(as Qu<Fstiones Theologian

M<'ralis (1805), gave rise to considerable polem-

ical discussion. They have been frequently re-

published in France. Germany, and elsewhere,

and have also been used as text-books.

GTTSECK, goo'sek. Berxd von. The pseudo-

nym of the Gennan novelist and military writer

Karl Gustav von Berneck (q.v.).

GTJSSENBATIER, gu'sfn-bou'er, Karl(1842-
1903). -\n Austrian surgeon. He was Ijorn at

Ober-Vellach. Carinthia. and was educated at

Vienna, where for some time he was assistant to

Billroth. In 1875 he was appointed professor of

surgery at Li&ge, in 1878 he was made professor

at Prague, and in 1894 he became professor of

surgery in Vienna. He was the first to construct

a serviceable artificial larynx. His researches

were devoted chiefly to gastrotomy. removal

of the larynx, partial intestinal resection, and

methods of artificial bone-severance. His princi-

pal works include: Die fraumatischen Vcrletznn-

gen (1880): Sephthiimie. Pyohiinrie und Pyo-

Srphthiimie (1882). and Reitrag zur Extirpation

von lieckenknochengeschwiilsten (1891).
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GUSSFELDT, gi.is'felt, Paul (1S40-). A
Gcriimn oxpUiivr. lie Uiis horn in Berlin, and
was edueateil at lleiilell)er{^, Berlin, CJ lessen, and
Uonii. When the lirst expedition was sent out by
the German African Society in 1872, he was
chosen its leader. The expedition sailed to the

coast of Loango. but was shipwrecked near Free-

town, Liberia. .January 14. 187^, and lost all its

stores and e(|iiipnients. .\lthough Giissfeldt suc-

ceeded in eslablishiim a station on the coast, he

was unable to penetrate into the interior, and re-

turned to Germany in the summer of 1875. In

187G he visited Egypt and the Arabian Desert

( with Schw einfurth ) . and afterwards explored a
portion of the Andes, where he discovered a num-
ber of glaciers in latitude 34° 30' S. He also

ascended to the top of the volcano of JIaipo, and
reached almost the suuunit of Mount Aconcagua,
the highest peak of South America. In 1892 he
became ])rofessor of physical geography in the

seminary for Oriental languages in Berlin. Among
his principal works are the following: In den
Hochuliirn. Erlehnisse au^ den Jahren lSi>9-85

(3d ed. 1893) ; Kaiser Wilhelms II. Ilcisen nach
Xoruesicn in den Jnhren 1889-9.2 (1892); Die
Loant/uexiiedition. jointly with Falkenstein ami
Pechuel-Loesche (1879 et seq. ).

GUSTA'VIA. The capital of Saint Bartholo-
mew ( Saint-Barthelemy

)
(q.v.), a French island

of the \\'est Indies. It is on the southwestern
coast, and has a good harbor.

GUSTAV'US I. VASA ( 1496- 1 560 ) . King of

Sweden from 1523 to 1560, and founder of the
royal House of Vasa. He was born at Lindholm,
JIa_y 12, 1496, and was known in private life as
Gustavus Ericsson. The name Vasa came into

use after his accession to the throne, being de-

rived, it is conjectured, from a black fascine in

his arms, which was drawn so that it resembled
a vase, and was changed to yellow by Gustavus,
giving it the appearance of a sheaf. His father,

Erik Johansson, was a patriotic member of the
Swedish nobilit.y who followed the Stures in the
struggle of the Swedes for independence from
Denmark. The young Gustavus began his studies

at Upsala in 1509, and five years later entered
the service of the Regent Sten Sture. distin-

guishing him.self by gallantry in the battle of

Briinkyrka. in wbicli Sture deteateil the forces of

Christian II. of Denmark (1518). After the
battle Christian sought an interview with Sture,
and asked that six hostages be given for his
safety, Gustavus was chosen as one of these
hostages. As soon as they were on board the
Danish ship it sailed away to Denmark, where
the hostages were held in captivity. From this

captivity Gustavus escaped to Liibeck in 1519,
and returning to Sweden, finally found a refuge
among the loyal (ieasantry of Dalecarlia. for the
death of Sture in 1520 had given the country
over to the Danes. In Dalecarlia he wandered
for several months, in poverty and disguise, with
a price set on his head. In November. 1520,
ninety of the nobles and leaders of Sweden who
had been sunmioned to attend the coronation of
Christian II. were faithlessly beheaded. .Among
them were the father and the brother-in-law of
Gustavus. The young fugitive vainly attempted
to rouse the inhabitants of Dalecarlia to revolt,

and was forced to seek refuge in the less frequent-
ed parts of the coimtry. where for a month he
earned his living as a field laborer, and more

than once owed his life and safety to the gen-
erosity of the peasant women of the district. This
period of his life has been so long made the sub-

ject of romance that it is dillicult now to sepa-

rate the true from the false. Not until his

account of the tyranny of the Danes was cor-

roborated by the testimony of se\eral fugitives

from Stockholm was the national enthusiasm
roused, and the men of Dalecarlia, at Mora, on
Christmas eve, 1520; proclaimed him head of

their own and other connnunes in Sweden. His
first victories over the Danes brought recruits

in large numbers. He defeated the Swedes at

\^'esteras, took Upsala, and on August 24, 1521,

was proclaimed Administrator of the Kingdom of

Sweden. In June, 1523, the Swedish Diet at
Strengnils declared the union with Denmark dis-

solved, and jiroclaimed Gustavus Ericsson King of

.Sweden. Two weeks later he made his trium])hant
entry into Stockholm.
The King early showed his determination to

favor the Lutheran doctrines, and. withput at-

tempting to force his subjects into an unwilling
change of ecclesiastical alliance, he gradually, by
patience aitd tact, established Lutheranism as the
religion of the State, and placed Sweden unaltera-
bly in tile ranks of Protestant countries. This
was linilly accomplished and legalized in the
Diet at Westeras in 1527, and a national council
held at Oerebro in 1529. His attitude toward the
Reformation was largely inlluenced by his desire to

overthrow the power of the Catholic clergy, which
he considered dangerous to the royal authority and
the cause of Swedish independence. The problems
of government he had to encounter were many.
The young King fotind a country divided into

factions, poor, and with almost wholly undevel-
oped resources, and wasted by barbarous wars.
He devoted himself with fine patience and modera-
tion to the task of developing and reorganizing
it. He had owed nuioh to the devotion of the
peasantry, while in the proud and turbulent no-
bilit.y, many of whom Ijelonged to the Danish
and C'atholic factions, he saw a grave menace to

stable government. He therefore sought to give

the jjeasantiy better opportunities and fuller

participation in the national lite, and to limit

the dangerous power of the nobles. He was a
practical business man as well as a large-minded
statesman, and he fostered the commerce, mining,
and fisheries of the kingdom with the most care-

ful personal attention, even as to details. Land
was reclaimed, hydraulic works were construct-

ed, and sawmills built. He was equally shrewd
in his personal all'airs. and accumulated a large

fortune by agricultural opei-ations. The reforms
in the State were not accomplished without
gieat difficulties. The K-ing had to meet dis-

affection and revolt; he carried on war with Lii-

beck and the Hansa towns. After forty year^'
rule Gustavus left Sweden a peaceful and civilized

realm, with a full exchequer, a well-organized
army of 15.000 men, and a good fleet. He made
commercial treaties with foreign nations, and
established fairs for foreign traders. Roads and
bridges were made in every part of the coimtry.
and canals begun. In his relations with his sub-

jects Gustavus was firm, and sometimes severe,

but seldniii unjust, except in bis dealings with
the Catholic clerg;s', whom he despoiled with some-
thing like rapacity of all their lands and funds.
He did much to promote the cause of Lutheran-
ism, although he took care that the Refcuineil
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clergy should be dependent on the Crown and
enjoy only very moderate emoluments. He was
three times married, and had ten eliildren. By
an act of the Diet of 1544, at Westeras, the crown
was declared hereditary in the male descendants

of Gustavus; in conformity with which, his eldest

son. Eric (see Eric XIV.), succeeded to the throne

on his father's death, September 2S), 1500. Consult:

Geijer, Geschichte ScJiiixdens, vol. ii. (Hamburg,

1834) ; Watson, The Swedish Revolution Under
(lustavus Vasa (Boston, 1S89), which contains a

good bibliography. See Sweden.

GUSTAVUS II. ADOLPHUS ( 1594- 1632)

.

King of Sweden from Uill 1o 1(132. and one of

the greatest generals of modern times. He was
born December 9. 1504, and was the grandson

of Gustavus Vasa, by his youngest son, Cliarles

IX., at whose death in Kill he succeeded to the

throne. Gustavus was brought up in the Lu-

theran faith, carefully trained in habits of busi-

ness, and was one of the most accom]dished

princes of his age. He was educated under the

care of .Tohn Skytte, a traveled and accomplished

Swede, Von Morner, a German, and James de la

(iardie, a Swedish noble of French origin. On
his accession to power he found the country in-

volved in wars with Denmark, Russia, and Po-

land. Two months after his accession Gustavus
was declared of age by the Estates and the re-

gency was dissolved. The tasks which confronted

him "were pressing. It was necessary to wrest a

large part of Southern Sweden from the Danes,

and to crush the designs of Sigismund of Poland

upon the Swedish Crown. To strengthen Sweden

for the striiggles which this involved, the young
King, with the approval of the great Chancellor,

Axel Oxenstierna (q.v.). believing that the time

iuid come for a halt in the policy of repression of

the nobility, which his father and grandfather

bad found necessary for the authority of the

Ci-o\vn, sought to secure the hearty cooperation of

the nobles, whose privileges he confirmed, holding

them in return strictly accountable for loyal ser-

vice. He sought to unite the classes—nobles,

clergy, burghers, and peasants—in a common
purpose, the upbuilding of Swedish power. ^Yhile

reorganizing the internal government the King
entered upon a war with Denmark, which ended

in .Tanuarv, 1013, with the relinquishment of

some Swedish districts of Denmark. Gustavus

had a clear appreciation of the importance of

Ttussia and of the possible menace to Sweden
in Russian aggrandizement, and therefore, after

disposing of Denmark, he opened a victorious

campaign against Russia. By the peace of Stol-

bova. February 27. 1017, Russia ceded to Sweden
Ingria and Carclia. The boundary of the Swedish

territory then included the site of the future Saint

Petersburg. The Russian war was but a prelude to

that against Poland in which, during eight years

of active campaigning (1021-29), Gustavus devel-

oped his innovations in the art of war. trained

the Swedish armies, which became noted as the

best troops of Euro|ie. and brought out that bril-

liant body of commanders who followed him in

his later campaigns aiid carried out bis policy

after his death. Gustavus conquered all of Livo-

nia and Courland. and occupied the Duchy of

East Prussia, held by Brandenburg as a fief of the

Polish Crown. The war against Poland was to

prevent the aggrandizement of Sigismund and to

compel his recognition of Gustavus as King of

Sweden. In a larger sense it was a defensive

war, since tlie ullra-Catholie powers—Spain and
the Empire—had schemed to use Sigisnuind as

an instrument against the Protestant 'Lion of the

North.' Largely through the efforts of Riche-

lieu (q.v.), an armistice for si.x years was ar-

ranged September 10, 1029, on the basis of a

full recognition of Gustavus as King of Sweden,
and (iustavus was thus left free to take an active

part in (icrmany, where the course of the Thirty

Years' War had been steadily against the Prot-

estant princes, and the advance of the Imperial-

ists under Wallenstein (q.v.) was already threat-

ening to establish a new power on the Baltic.

In" June, 1030, Gustavus, with an army nf

about 13.000 men, landed in Germany to aid the

Protestants in their struggle against the Catholic

League, backed by the power of the Empire. The
Swedes soon drove the Imperialists from Pome-

rania. France, through hatred of the Empire,

agreed to furnish Gustavus with a subsidy of

400,000 rix-doUars as long as he maintained an
army of 30,000 men. The Protestant Electors of

Brandenburg and Saxony, jealous of this new
power in German}', were little inclined to co-

operate with Gustavus. but were forced to join

the Swedes. On September 17, 1031, Gustavus
completely defeated the Imperialists under Tilly

at Breilenfeld, near Leipzig, saving the cause

of Protestantism just wlien it .seemed threatened

with utter destruction. The King now advanced
into Franconia_, and after allowing his armies to

recruit their strength in the rich bishoprics of

Wiirzburg and Bamberg, overran the Palatinate

and held a splendid court at Mainz, surrounded

by princes and ambassadors. Thence he advanced

into Swabia. On April 15, 1032, in the face of

Tilly's army, he forced the passage of the Lech,

where Tilly was mortally wounded. The road

to Vienna was now open to Gustavus. and the

Emperor Ferdinand II. in terror recalled his gen-

eral. Wallenstein (q.v.), w-ho gathered a large

army and advanced to meet Gustavus. The two

great commanders confi'onted each other for a

time at Nuremberg, before which town Wallen-

stein occupied an intrenched position, from wliich

Gustavus. who held Ivuremberg. attempted in

vain to dislodge him. Then the armies moved
northward and met at Liitzen. southwest of Leip-

zig. Here, on November 10, 1032, Gustavus

fought his last battle. The Swedes won the day.

but in the course of the fighting Gustavus fell,

mortally wounded. Bernhard of Weimar (q.v.)

succeeded to the command of the Swedish army.

Although Gustavus was eminently a warlike

king, he made many salutary changes in the

internal administration of his country, and de-

voted his short intervals of peace to the promo

tion of conunerce and manufactures. He was

preeminently religious, and his success in battle

is ])erliaps to be ascribed not only to a better

mode of warfare and the stricter discipline which

he cnfcnced. but also still more to the moral

influence which his deep-seated piety and his per-

sonal character inspired among his soldiers. The
spot where he felkon the field of Liitzen was long

marked by the Shwedenstein. or Swede's Stone,

erected by his servant. Jacob Ericsson, on the

night after the battle. Its place has now been

taken by a noble monmnent erected to his mem-
ory by the German people on the celebration of the

second centenary of the battle, held in 1832. He
raised Sweden to a commanding position as the
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great power of the Xortli, wliioli she retained

for a century, and his l)rief and brilliant cam-
paign saved the cause of Protestantism in Ger-
many. He \va.s succeeded by liis dauj,'litcr C'lnis-

tina.

BlBLlOGKAPHY. Of especial value for the his-

tory of t4ustavus Adolphus is tlie third volume of

Geijer"s standard Sriri(irs llislariu, in tlie (Icr-

'man translation. Ocschivlitc Scliicedciix (Ham-
burg. 1830). (jeijer makes much use of con-

temporary documents, including the corre-

spondence of the King. Consult also: Droysen,
diistav Adolf (Leipzig, 1870) . a valuable study by
one of the foremost German scholars : (Uriirer, (le-

schichle Gustar Adolfs.Eiinigs vonf^diircden. iind

seiiirr Zeit (Leipzig. 18(ii1), a Catholic presenta-

tion; in English, iStevens. Hisloni of (lustavus
Adoljihiis ( Xew York, 188;")), the work of a for-

mer I'nited States Minister to Sweden and an in-

teresting product of studies pursued under most
favorable conditions: Fletcher, Gusto viis Adol-
phus (Xew York. 1890), in the "Heroes of the

Nations" Series; Dodge, Gnstavus Adolphus
(Boston. 1895), a study especially on the mili-

tary side. See Thirty Yi^ars' \Vak.

GUSTAVUS III. ( 1 74(i-92) . King of Sweden
from 1771 to 1/92. He «as born .laiuiary 24,

1746, and succeeded his father, Adolphus Ffed-
erick (q.v. ). in 1771. at a period when the royal
power had almost disappeared before the en-

croachments of the nobilitv. and the coiuitry was
distracted by the strife of the rival political

parties known as the "Hats' and 'Caps.' (See
Caps and Hat.s.) Finding that the people,
weary of the misrule of the nobles, were ready
for any change, Gnstavus covertly fomented the
general discontent, and having raised a fictitious

rebellion, through the agency of his friends and
adherents, he collected a large body of troops,
on pretense of restoring order, and arrested
tlie council in a boily, Aiigust 19. 1772. He con-
voked tlie Diet, and laid before it. a new consti-

tution to which the assembly was compelled to
subscribe. .\ revolution was thus effected with-
out the shedding of blood, and by a stroke of
the jjen Gnstavus recovered all the regal powers
that had been gradually lo.st by his immediate
predecessors. He acted with great moderation
after this successful coup d'etat, and might ha^e
long retained the advantages he had gained if

his love of display and his wish to emulate the
King of France in extravagance and magnificence
had not led him into profuse expenditure, wliich
embarrassed the finances; at the same time, the
introduction of the manners and usages of Ver-
sailles in bis Court irritated the national party,
while it undoubtedly tended to demoralize the
v.ppev classes. In 1788 rie entered upon a war
with Russia, when Chat empire was engaged in ac-
tive hostilities against the Turks, but derived no
advantage from tlie contest. In February. 1789.
a Diet at Stockholm conferred extensive' powers
upon the King in the matters of war and of the
civil administration. This incensed still further
the turbulent nobility, who saw the royal authori-
ty thrive at the expense of the privileges of their
class. A conspiracy against the KinL''s life was
formed, the leaders being Counts Kihbing and
Horn and General Pechjin. On the night of
l^farch Ifi. 1702. Gnstavus was niortnllv wounded
by their agent, AnckarstriJm (q.v.). at' a masked
ball in the opera house which he had himself
built. The pistol had been loaded with broken

shot, which rcndcreil the wound especially painful,
and the King suffered the most dreadful agony
for thirteen days before his death. Gustavus
was a man of varied learning, and the author
of several dramatic works and poems of consider-
able merit. His writings have been published in

a collective form both in Swedish and French,
in 1788 Gustavus deposited certain pay)crs in the
liluary of I'psala, which excited much interest
from the fact that they were not to be ojiened
for fifty years after his death. Their publication,
which was confided to Geijer (q.v.), disappointed
the general expectation, as they were found to
consist of historical notes and letters of little

value. Consult P.ain, Gustavus 111. and His
Coiitouiiomriis, ]7'ii!-i)2 (London, 1804). See
SWEUEX.
GUSTAVUS IV. ADOLPHUS (1778-1837).

King of Sweden from 1792 (o 18(19. He was the
son of Gustavus 111. and was born X^ovember
I, 1778. He succeeded his father on the latter's

death, March 29, 1792. By his father's will he
was to be vested with the actual sovereignty at
the age of eighteen. His uncle, the Duke of
Sudermania, acted as regent during his minority.
Gustavus had all the belief in absolutism and
the wrongheadedness which wrought his father's
downfall, without the latter's ability. (^Justavus
rashly entered the coalition against Napoleon,
and hatred of the Corsican became the guid-
ing inlluenee of his life. The result of his
policy was the occupation of Swedish Pomeranisi
by French troops under Marshal Brune, who took
Stralsund and Rugen from the Swedes in 1807,
and thus deprived them of the last of their Ger-
man possessions. The King opened all his ports
to English vessels, and thereby involved liimself
in a war with Russia, which was then the ally
of France. The scene of these hostilities was
Finland, flhieh was invaded and conquered by
Russia in 1808. the Swedes being assisted by an
English auxiliary force of 10,000 men, who, how-
ever, speedily r.=turned to England when they
found that Gustavus intended to send them to
Finland. This unfortunate war with Russia,
wliich had been excited entirely through the
folly of the King, gave rise to so much dis-

content in Sweden that a conspiracy was set

on foot by several officers and nobles, the ob-

ject of which was to dethrone the unpoj)u-
lar monarch. He was seized in the palace
at Stockholm, March 13, 1800, and made a
])risoner, and the powers of govei-nment were
assumed by the Duke of Sudermania. On May
10th the King was formally deposed by the
Diet, and the Duke of Sudermania was cho.sen

King of Sweden as Charles XIII. After wan-
dering for a time from place to place, Gustavus
finally settled at Saint -Gall, Switzerland, where
he died, February 7, 1837, in poverty, having re-

fused to accept a pension from Sweden. Consult:
Mrmorinl du cotoiirt Guslafssou

{
p.'icudoni/m)

(Leipzig, 1829); Klein.schmidt, Die Irrfahrien
(lusldvus IV. Adolf von t^rhirrdni (Leipzig,
ISS8).

GUSTAVUS ADOLPHUS SOCIETY (Ger.
Gustdr-.ldolf-Verriii) . A Protestant society, orig-

inating in Germany in 1832, for the purpose of
Hiding and supporting Protestant congregations.
It was formed in Leipzig on the second centen-
nial anniversary of the battle of I,utzen. and of
the death of Gustavus Adolphus. as a memorial
to tliat champion (jf Protestantism. Congrega-
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tions are aided both in and out of Germany, and
contributions are received from many countries,

but more esiiceially from Sa.vony and Sweden.
Various women's aid societies are associated with
it. Its yearly income is at present some 'i.OOO.OOO

marks, and it lias dislril)uted since its founda-
tion over ;!l),l)l)0,()(»lt niaiUs.

GUSTAVUS VASA. vii'sa. See Glstavus I.

Va.s.\.

GiJSTROW, gn'stro. Capital of the circle of

the same name in the Grand Dueity of Mecklen-
burgSehwerin. situated on the Nebel, 22 miles
south of Kostuck (Jlap: (.>ermany. E 2). Its

chief public buildings are the thirteenth-century
Cathedral of Saint Cecilia, recently restored: the

parish church, dating from the sixteenth cen-

tury and containing Flemish oil paintings and
fiue specimens of wood-carving; the old castle.

now used as a workhou.se: the to\ni hall and the

theatre. Chief among the educational institu-

tions of the town is the gymnasium, dating from
the sixteenth century. Giistrow produces ma-
chines and other iron articles, tobacco, soap,

sugar, beer. etc. The trade is mostly in wood,
grain, and animals. There is also an annual wool
fair. Giistrow was founded in the thirteenth
century, and was for a long time the residence

of different reigning houses. Population, in 1800,
14,.50S: in lltOil. l(i.882.

GUTENBERG, gw'trn-berK, Jon.\NXES
(C.1400-C.141JS I . The inventor of printing from
movable types. He was born at !^Iainz, of the
patrician family of Gensfleisch; the latest in-

vestigations tend to fix the date between 1304 and
1309. The name of Gutenberg was taken from a

property long supposed to have been brought in

t)y his mother, but discovered by recent researches
to have been in tlie possession of his great-grand-
father. The family was expelled from !Mainz in

1420 and took refuge in Strassburg. where Guten-
berg is found living in 1434, having already ac-

quired some reputation for technical skill. He
left Strassburg for Mainz in 1444. .\ttempts at

printing were heard of in various quarters ; to

carry out his own schemes. Gutenberg in 14.50

associated himself with Johannes Fust, a wealthy
citizen of ilain/, who supplied the money to

tet up a press and i)rint the 'fnrty-two-line'

Bible. Fust dissolved the jiartnersbip in 1455,

and since Gutenberg could not repay bis ad-
vances, retained possession of the plant, which he
improved and used. In this maimer, though
Gutenberg v\as known as the inventor through-
out the fifteenth century, it was possible to

claim the lionor for Fust in the si.xteenth

;

but for a century past the Dutch Coster (q.v.

)

has been the only serious rival of Gutenberg,
and the searcliing investigations carried on
in 1000. in connection with the fifth centenary
of his birth, have established Gutenberg's claims
more firmly than ever.

His commercial success was neveiT large.

In 1465 the .-Vrchbishop Adolf, of Nassau, gave
him a benefice, to which various privileges as well

as an income were attached. He died at Mainz
toward the end of 1467 or in the beginning of

1468. He has been honored by statues in va-

rious German towns, and in 1001 a Gutenberg
museum was opened in his native town supported
by a society also named after him. Consult

:

Van der Lindc. (!iitcnh<-rqx flpxcliirhte v»d Er-

diehtung (Stuttgart, 1878) ; Borekel, Gutenberg

(Giessen, 1897) ; Hessels, (Itilcnhtrg : Was lie
tile Jiiventor of Frintingf (London, 1882) ; Meiss-
ner and I.ntlier, Die Er/imluiuj tkr ISitchilrucker-

kunst (Bielefeld, 1000).

GUTHE, gTTn'tc, IIlrma.nx (1825-74). A Ger-
man geiigraplier. born at Andreasl)erg in the
llarz region, and educated at Gottingen and
Berlin, where he was a pupil of Ritter. In 1873
he was ai)pointed to the chair of geographv at the
I'cdyteehnii Institute. .Munich. He fell a victim
to tlie cholera, .lanuary 20. 1S74. His geograpiii-

cal works inchnle: Die l.nii'lc llriniiiscliiceifi iiii'l

IJtiiiiiorcr (2(1 ed. 1887: 4th abridged ed. 1890) :

Lelirhueli der Gcographie fiir die »iitlle>-en iind

ohrrcii Kliisseii lioherer Iiildiiii(isiinstitUeii (Gtli

eil. IS'.M .'I -0(1.).

GUTH'RIE. A city, the capital of Oklahoma,
and the county-seat of Logan County, 32 miles
north of Oklalioma City, on Cottonwood Creek,
and on the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe, the
Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific, and the Okla-
homa Fasten! railroads (Map: Oklahoma, F 3).
It was founded in 188!l, when tlie Territory was
opened for settlement, and became the capital

city in 1800. Later occurred a spirited contest
between (iuthrie and Oklahoma City (q.v.), the
rival cities both developing rapidly, (iuthrie has
an'extensive trade in wholesale merchandise, and
among its industrial establishments are cotton-

seed oil. planing and Mouring mills, a foundry
and macliiue-shop, and broom-works. The prin-

cipal buildings include the Territorial Capitol.

Scottish Rite Temple. Carnei^ic Lihrarv (costing

.$2.5.000). the city hall, and' the Federal prison.

Congress has a])])ropriatcd ,$50,000 for a Federal
building here. The government is vested in a
ni:iyor. elected biennially, and a unicameral coun-
cil which confirms the mayor's appointments
of meniliers of the fire department, including the

chief, and of the police force, excepting the

chief, who is chosen by the people. The city

owns and operates its water-works. Population.

in 1800, 5.333: in 1900, 10.006.

GUTHRIE, FREnERicii (1833-SO). An Eng-
lish physicist. He was born at Bayswater, Eng-
land, and was educated at I'nivcrsity School and
College. London. He then studied chemistry at

Heidelberg and at Marburg, where he received

the degree of Ph.D. He subsequently occupied posi-

tions at Owens College, Manchester, L'niversity

of Edinburgh, and the Royal College. Mauritius.

In 1860 (iuthrie became connected with the Xor-
mal Sclioolof Science at South Kensington, and
lectured there until his death. His early ex-

perimental work was for the most part in chem-
istry, but later he took up |ihysics. and two of

his fir^t papers in this field were on "Drops" and
"Biibldes." Ill 1870 he disiovered the phe-

iiomemm of the attraction of a vibrating tuniiiLL-

fork for a light suspended body near by, known as
'•Approach Caused by Vibration." and later in-

vestigated the thermal conductivity of liquids,

stationary vibration of liquids in various shaped
vessels, electrolysis, solution, and melting-points.

Guthrie was elected a fellow of the Royal
Society of Edinburgh in 1850. and of the Royal
Society of London in 1873. in which year he
founded the Physical Society of London, whose
presi<lcnt he became in 1884. His efforts in pro-

moting and improving elementary science teach-

ing were most successful, and he devised many
simple methods and considerable apparatus tor
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teadiers wliich came into extended use in schools.

He was an experimentalist rather than a mathe-

niatieal physicist, and was thoroughly practical

in his teaching and investigations; he was also

a student of the nuxlern languages and a iiuiu

of letters, having published, under the pseudonym
of Frederick Cerny. a ])oem entitled Thr Jew
(181)3) ; Elcmciils of Heat and Xon-Mrliillic

Cliciiiislrj/ (lS(i8); .ilagnetisin and Elcclricily

(1875); Introduction to Physics (1877); and
the First Booh- of Knoirledge (1881).

GUTHRIE, George .Umes ( 17851 8.j(i ) . An
English .--urgeon. burn in London of Scottish pa-

rents. He was admitted to merabership in the

Royal College of Surgfcons in 1801. Asarmysur
gcon he served in the Peninsular eam]iaign. and
ills work there won the praise of the Duke of

Wellington. In 1816 he began a series of lec-

tures in surgery to the officers of the army and
navy, which he continued for nearly thirty years.

His ])rincipal works are: On Oiniftliot M'onnds of

the Kxtrcmitics Requiring the Different Opera-
tions of Ainputntion. and Their After Treatment
(6th ed. 1855). and his Lectures on the Operative
.S'»n/(M/ of the Eye (3d ed. 1838).

GUTHRIE, .James (1702-18(i,9) . An Ameri-
can lawyer and politician, born near Bardstown,
Ky., and educated at JIcAlister's Academy in

that town. He was engaged in the Mississippi

River trade for several years, during,whicli he

made a number of trips down the river to Xew
Orleans on flat-boats, returning to Kentucky
each time on horseback. He then decided to

enter tlie legal profession, studied and liegan

practicing at Bardstown, and removed to Louis-

ville in 1820, on receiving his appointment as

cnnnnonwealth's attorney. For fifteen years con-

secutively he served as a member of the State

Legislature, for the last six years being a member
of the Senate. In ISJO he was president of the

State Constitutional Convention, and from 1853

to 1857 was Secretary of the Treasury in the

Cabinet of President Franklin Pierce. In 1860
he became president of the Louisville and Nash-
ville Railroad. In the same year he was a candi-

date for the Presidential nomination at the

Democratic Xatioual Convention at Charleston.

S. C, but when the secession movement began
he took his stand as a stanch friend of the

Union, and by his exertions contriluited mucli

toward kee]jing Kentucky in the Union. He was
a delegate to tlie Chicago Democratic Convention
in 1864, and from 1865 to 1868, when ill health
compelleil him to resign, was a member of the

United States Senate. In 1<866 he was a delegate

to the National Union Convention at I'hiladel-

phia.

GUTHRIE. TiioMA.s (1803-73). An eminent
Scottish pulpit orator and philanthropist. He
was born .July 12, 1803, at Brechin, Forfarshire,

where his father was a merchant and banker.
He went through the curriculum for the ministry
at the University of Edinburgh, and devoted two
additional winters to the study of chemistry,
natural history, and anatomy. Jicanwhile he
was licensed as a preacher by the presbytery of
Brechin in 1825. He subsequently spent six

months in Paris, studying comparative anatomy,
chemistry, and natural philosophy. Ret\irning
tc Scotland, for two years he conducted the
affairs of a hank agency in Brechin. In 1830
he became minister of Arbirlot, in his native

Vol. IX.—26.

county: and in 1837 was appointed one of the
ministers of Old Greyfriars Parish in Edinburgh.
In 1843 Guthrie joined the Free Church, and
for a long series of years continued to minister to

the large and inlluential congregation of Free
Saint John's in Edinburgh. He came forward
in 1847 iis the advocate of ragged seliools (q.v.),

the first of whicli he liimself eslal>lished. He
also earnestly exerted himself, in m;iny ways, in

opposition to intemperance and other prevailing
\ ices. He retired from the ministry on account
of his health in 1864, and from that time until

his death in Saint Leonard's-on-the-Sea, February
24, 1873, he was editor of the .Sundai/ Magazine.
(i\ithrie possessed great rhetorical talent, and
his style was remarkable for the abundance and
\ariety of the illustrations he used. His most
important pulilislied works are: Tlic (lospcl in

Etekicl, a series of discour.scs (1855) ; The Way
to Life, a volume of .sermons (1862) ; .4. Plea for
Drunkards and Against Drunkenness, a pamphlet
(1851) ; .1 Plea for Ragged Schools, a pamphlet
(1847). followed bv a second and a third plea

(1848 and 1840), the latter with the former re-

published under the title of Seed-Tinie and Har-
vest of Ragged Schools (I860); The City: Its

iS'iHS and /Sorrows (1857). His A ulohiography
and Memoir was publislicd by his .sons (London,
1874-75). For his life, consult Smeaton (Lon-
don, 1900).

GUTHRIE, Thomas Ax.stey (1856—). An
English author

(
pseiidonym, F. Axstey), born

at Kensington. After graduating at Cambridge,
he was called to the bar in 1880, but immediately
took up writing short stories for the magazines.
His works include: Vice T'cr.w (1882), which
was successfnllv dramatized; The Giant's Robe
(1883): The Black Poodle (1884); The Tinted
^enus (1885); The Fnllrn Idol (1886); The
Pariah (1880) : Voces PopuH (1892) ; The Trav-
cllinq Companions (18921; Under the Rose
(1894) ; Lyre and Lancet (1895) ; The filalcment

of Ktclla Maherhf (1896) ; Paleface and Redskin
(1898): and The Brass Bottle (1900). "Many
of his recent stories have first appeared in

Punch.

GUTHRIE CENTRE. A to\ni and the eoun-
ly-seat of (Uithric County. Iowa, 59 miles west of

Dcs Moines, on tlie Soutli Coon River and on the
Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Riiilroad (Map:
Towa, C 3). It has some manufactures and is

surrounded liy a farming and stock-raising dis-

trict. The water-works are owned bv the munici-
pality. Po|)ulation. in 1890, 1037: in 1900, 1193.

GUT MANUFACTURE. See Catoit: Goi.n-

Beatehs' Sktx.

GUTNIC, gTmt'nlk. or GUTNISH. The dia-

lect of the island of Gotland in the Baltic, fonn-
ing, with Swedish and Danish, the philological

group known as East Norse. It is preserved in

ninie inscriptions extending from the seventh to

the sixteenth century, and also in several four-

teenth century manuscripts.

GUTSCHMID, goot'shmit. Ai.FREn vox (1S31-

87). .\ German historian, born at Losehwitz,
Saxony, lie was educated at Leipzig and Bonn,
and held tlie chair of history at tlie universities

of Kiel. Kiinigsberg, .Tena. and Tiibingen. His
writings, mostly on the hi-^tory of Greece and
Persia, and on ancient chronology and annalism,
include: Fnfersuehungen iiher die Oeschichte des
Konigreichs Osrocne (1887), and (leschichte Irons,
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uud seiner Xachbarldnder von Alexander dem
Orossfit bis ^iim Ciiterganffdcr Arsaciden (1888).

GtrTSMXITHS, goots'inSots, Joiiann Chkis-
TOPH Fkieukich (1750-1839). A German peda-

gogue and (.-o-foundcr of German athletics. He
uas born at Quedlinburg, and after studying
tlieology under Semiier, Niemayer, and Knapp at

Halle, became preceptor in the parental home of

the renowned geographer Karl Hitter, upon
v.liose development Gutsmuths exercised a power-

ful influence. He subsequently became instructor

in various branches, but more especially in ath-

letics, technology, and geography, in the newly
established educational institution at Sehnep-
fenthal, wiiere he remained for more than fifty

years. He may, perhaps, be said to have been
the first in Germany to systematize the study of

geography and to make it interesting. He also

ranks as one of the chief promoters of athletics,

on which subject he published the following

works: G^ymnastik fur die Jugriid, the first Ger-

man te.\t-book on gymnastics (latest ed. 1893) ;

Spiele fiir die Jiigend (8th ed. 1893). His Hand-
hiirh der (jcographie (4th ed. 1820) was also im-

portant in its day.

GUT'T.a! (Lat., drops). Pendent ornaments
attached to the under side of the mutuics iq.v. ),

and to the band under the triglyphs of the Doric

order. They are in the form of the frustum
of a cone or are cylindrical. They are obviously

reproductions in stone of pegs or nails, which
had a practical purpo.se in the wood and clay

structures from which the Doric style was de-

veloped, but in the stone buildings have become
merely ornamental.

GXJT'TA-'PEB'CHA (Jlalay gatah, gum +
percha, name of a tree). A substance in many
respects similar to caoutchouc, and consisting of

the dried milky juice of certain trees and climb-

ers, the best being obtained from the Isonandra
gutta, which is found in tlie peninsula of Malacca
and the ^Malayan Archipelago. The tree belongs

to the natural order Sapotaceip. It is a very
large tree, the trunk being sometimes three feet

in diameter, although it is of little use as ii

timber-tree, the wood being spongy. The leaves

are alternate, on long stalks, obovate-oblong, en-

tire, somewhat leathery, green above, and of a
golden color beneath. The flowers are' in little

tufts in the axils of tlie leaves, small, each on a
distinct stalk, the corolla having a short tube
and si.x elliptical segments; they have' twelve
stamens and one pistil. Other trees producing
good gutta are found in Cochin-China. Venezuela,
Costa Rica, and Australia. In 1860 vast forests

of gutta-percha trees were found in Guiana, and
many varieties of the tree flourish in the luxu-
riant forests of Brazil. An inferior quality is

obtained from trees and climbers in Africa and
^Madagascar. There is also a variety known as
caoutchouc puttenx. which combines many of the
characteristics of gutta-percha and india-rubber.
The gutta-percha of commerce conies chiefly from
the Sunda Islands, Goehin-China, Cambodia, and
Hindustan, Singapore being the chief shipping
port. The different varieties on the market are
designated by the place where they grew, the best
being that coming from Macassar and Sarawak.
The present mode of obtaining the gutta-percha

is a most destructive o7ie. and attempts arc being
made in many countries to regulate by legislation

•the collection of the juice. The finest trees are

selected and cut down, and the bark stripped ofT;

l)etween the wood and bark, a milky juice is

found, which is scraped up into little troughs
made of plantain-h-avcs. 'Ihc milk, as it Uow.s
from the tree, is sno^v-white, but darkens on being
exposed to the air. Like rubber, a thick cream
forms on the top of the milk when allowed to
stand. This is removed, molded into cakes, and
thrown into boiling water, from which it emerges
ready to be shipped. Unfortunately, the gath-
erers do not hesitate to mix earth or other im-
purities in the cake to add to its weight, so that
it is difficult to obtain tlie pure article.

It is imported in blocks and lumps of five to

ten pounds weight, in various forms, chiefly large

cakes, or rounded into gourd-like lumps. It has
a very light, reddish-brown, or almost a flesh col-

or, and is full of irregular pores elongated in the
direction in which the mass has been kneaded. It

has a cork-like appearance when cut, and a pe-

culiar cheese-like odor. Before it can be used,

it has to undergo some preparation. This con-

sists in slicing the lumps into thin shavings,

which are placed in a de\'iling or tearing machine
revolving in a trough of hot water. This reduces
the shavings to exceedingly small pieces, which,
by the agitation of the tearing teeth, are washed
free from many impurities, especially fragments'
of the bark of the tree, which, if not separated,
would interfere with the compactness of its

texture, which is one of its most important
qualities. The small fragments, when sufficiently

cleansed, are kneaded into masses which are
rolled several times lietween healed cylinders,

which press out any air or water, and render the
mass uniform in texture. It is then rolled be-

tween heated steel rollers into sheets of various
thickness for use, or is formed into rods, pipes,

or tubes. Hollow tubes are made in a machine
similar to that which is used for making maca-
roni. Sometimes caoutchouc guttcux is mixed
with the gutta-percha to make it more supple,

or india-rubber to make it more elastic.

Gutta-percha was known in Europe long before

its peculiar character and possible uses were un-
derstood. It W'as from time to time brought home
liy voyagers, in the form of drinking-bowls. which
excited much curiosity on account of the material
of which they were made. Some thought it a
species of india-rubber; others asserted it to be
a kind of wood, which they named mocer tcood,

from its use in making these drinking-cups.
Gutta-percha is now turned by surgeons to

various uses, chiefly for splints and covering
moist applications to retard evaporation. A
splint of gutta-percha is made by taking a rigid

board of the substance cut to the desired shape,
soaking it in hot water, and then bandaging it

to the limb. In a few minutes the gutta-percha
is found hard, and modeled to the shape of the

parts. Gutta-percha being readily soluble in

chloroform, such a solution is sometimes used
for covering raw surfaces, as when the chloro-

form evaporates it leaves a pellicle of solid gutta-
percha. It is also used in dentistry. It softens

in warm water, and can be molded into any form
in that state, as when soft it is not sticky, and
turns well out of molds. It will .always be of

great value as a material in which to take
casts, as it can in the soft state be made to take
the sharpest forms most faithfully: and as it

quickly becomes hard, and preserves its shape,
if not too thin, the range of its utility in this
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respect, is very extensive. Golf-lmlls are iiuulo

of gutta-pereha.
Gutta -perelui is supple, llexible, and very tena-

cious and exten.sible, so that it may be drawn
out to many times its length and retain almost

all the extension. It is insoluble in water and
dilute acids ; it resists alkalies and hydrolluoric

acid, so that the latter may he contained in

bottles or other receptacles made of or coated

with gutta-percha. Gutta-percha is used for

making a vast variety of ornamental and useful

articles: but its most important application is

for the insulating coating of sul)marine conduc-

tors. In this application, as in most others, its

chief defect arises from the readiness with wiiich

it becomes oxidized and decomposed. Its great

value arises from the ease with which it can

be worked, and its being so complete a non-eon-

duetor of electricity. Its non-conducting power
is not modified by burying it in the ground or

plunging it in fresh or salt water. Gvitta-percha

is used as an insulating material in nearly 200,-

000 miles of ocean cables, and it is its suc-

cessful application to this purpose that has made
the extensive development of submarine teleg-

raphy possible. From the time when Morse laid

his telegraph line in New York Harbor from
Castle Garden to Governor's Island, in 1842. using

an insulated copper cable, the promoters of sub-

marine telegraphy were seeking for a suitable

insulating material. During this time Mont-
gomerie was independently studying the proper-

ties of gutta-percha, and it was suggested by
Wheaistone, who was unable to put the idea into

practice, that it would be a suitable insulating

covering for a submarine conductor. This was
successfully accomplished al:)Out 1848.

Attempts have been made to remedy the defect

of gutta-percha of softening in a high tempera-

ture by a process of vulcanization similar to that

so successfully applied to india-rubber (q.v.),

but the results liave not been satisfactory.

Gutta-percha differs very materially from
caoutchouc or india-rubber in being non-elastic,

or elastic only in a very small degree. Not-
withstanding this very striking character of

i'aoxitcho\ic, the two articles are often confounded
in the public mind, probably from the similarity

of their applications. India-rubber is displacing
gutta-percha in some of its most important appli-

cations, and especially in the coating of both land
and marine telegraph cables. See Telegraph,
SUUM.\RIXE.

GXJT'TA RO'SEA (Lat., red drop). A very
old term used to denote a cutaneous eruption
sometimes ]io[iularl3' called 'toddy blossoms' from
its frequent occurrence in aged drunkards. It

is really a form of acne. (See the article on
Acne.) Gutta rosea febrilis is a eonditlon
of the nose in certain malignant fevers when
that organ becomes purple, swollen, and pustu-
lar. It was considered a fatal symptom. Gutta
rosea herpetica was applied to eczema of the
nose, accompanied by itching, formation of pim-
ples, and blisters, and scaling of the skin. Gutt.a
rosea leprosa was applied to leprosy of the face
with pustules. Gutta rosea syphilitica was ap-
plied to the corona venerea, or row of papules
and pustules appearing on the forehead of a

syphilitic patient.

GTJTTA SERE'NA (Lat., serene drop). An
old name for amaurosis (q.v.).

GUTTER (OF. ijuticre, Fr. goutUir, from OF.
iiolc, I'l'. ijiiittr, drop, from Lat. ynltii, drop). An
open channel for conveying water fnnu buildings,

roads, etc. The Greeks, who constructed their roofs

with a simple span, used gutters at the eaves of

their buildings, hollowed cnit of the stone which
formed the cornice. These gutters discharged their

contents on the ground at intervals through small
gargoyles (q.v.), usually in the sha])e of lions'

heads. The Romans followed this example, and
also formed gutters with tiles laid in cement.
In the Middle Ages the eaves seem to have been
left without gutters until, owing to the castles

being frequently built on dry, rocky sites, it

was found desirable to collect the rain-water and
preserve it in cisterns. Stone or wooden eaves,

gutters, and pipes were used for this purpose.

In ecclesiastical architecture, when the construc-

tion became complicated, it was necessary to

convey the water from the roofs with great care,

so as to prevent damage to the building. It

was collected at the eaves of the central roof, and
by means of well-projected gargoyles, thrown
along channels formed in the crest of the but-

tresses, and so carried beyond the walls of the
building, and thrown off through gargoyles in a
num'oer of small streams, which dispersed the

water before it reached the ground. This acted

well in calm weather, but during storms the
water was blown back all over the building,

which, in case of its being of a porous stone,

softened, and became liable to decay. This led

to the use of lead pipes, which carried the water
directly to the ground, and discharged it into

open gutters. At first, the pipes were used for

conveying the water from the main roof to the

roof of the side-chapels, whence it was discharged
by gargoyles. Pipes conveying the water to the

base of the building were first employed in Eng-
land, where they seem to have come into use
during the fourteenth century. They were formed
with great taste, and had ornamental cups or

cisterns at the top to receive the water from
the mouth of the gargoyle. They were then made
square in form, not circular, as they usually

now are.

The sides of streets next the curbstones, or

the ditches along roads, in which the surface

water flows, are also called gxitters.

GUTT-y, or GUTTE (OF. cioute. fjotir. spot-

ted, from Lat. guttatus, spotted, from fiiitta.

spot). In heialdry, a term used to describe a

particular charge on a field, covered with drops.

When the drops are red. they are siipposed to

represent drop.s of blood. In this case, some
great suffering or labor, such as fighting for

the recovery of the Holy Land, is supposed to

be indicated. Where the droj)s are blue, they
represent tears. When white, they are called

diops of water; but it is possible that tears are
intended in this ease also, and that repentance
or penitence is signified by both. .\ field or
charge may also be fitillc tie vri-l. or green, to rep-

resent oil: and r/iittc tic poLr, or black, to repre-

•.icnt pitch. See Heraldry.

GUTZKO"W, goots'kr.. Karl ( ISII 78i. A dis-

tingui-hcd German novelist and dramatist, bom
in Berlin. He studied thcoloi;y and philosophy in

Berlin and early contributed to lilcrarv journals.

He subsequently studied law and political sci-

ences at Heidelberg and Munich, but devoted him-
self exclusively to literature. His early fiction is
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satirically skeptical, as is implied in the title of

his first siyiiilicunl novel, Widh/, die Zweifieri ii

(1S35), for which he was iir.prisoiicil and all

his writings forbidden, with the usual result

of making them and him widely popular.

This work is usually taken as the starting-

point of the school known as Voung Ger-

many, literary reformers heralding the demo-
cratic upheaval of 184S. After his release

from prison Gutzkow went to Hamburg, and
wrote four powerful dramas: Kicliard Hai-Ufir

(1S30) ; Zopf mid Schwcrt (1S44) ; Dafi UrhiUl

des 'I'artiiffc (lS-17); Vricl Acosta (1848), and
others of less merit. In 1847 he went to Dresden
as director of the Court Theatre (till 1850), and
wrote two remarkable novels. Die Ritier vom
Geiste (9 vols.. 18.50-32). and Der Zavberer ron

Horn (9 vols.. 18.59-liI). From 18.52 to 18G2

he edited the family weekly I'nterhulluniicii am
liiiuslieheii Herd. In 1804 he had an attack of

insanity, and though after his recovery he con-

tinued to write voluminously, he never regained

his power. Gutzkow's strong controversial pur-

pose obscured his artistic genius, but his work
has profoundly influenced the popular thought
of modern Germany, and gives one of the best

pictures we have of the intellectual life and the

social struggle of his generation and nation.

Consult: Prolss, Das juiiije Deulsehland (Stutt-

gart, 1892); Frcnzcl. Eriinierungen vnd Htrii-

muiiflen (Leipzig. 1890); Houben. Stitdicn iiher

die Dramen Gutzkoas (Jena. 1899) ; Casclmann,
Karl (lut::I:oirs Ulelliing ^» den religin.i-ethischen

Prohleineii seiner Zeit ( Augsburg, 1 900 )

.

GXTTZLAFF, guts'laf. Kakl F. A. ( 1803-51 )

.

A missionary, historian, and author, born at Py-

rjtz. Pomerania. In the service of the Nether-

lands Missionary Society, he studied Chinese at

Batavia. 1826-28. Severing his connection with

the Jlissionary Society, he went to Singapore, and
a few months later to Siam, where he engaged
in translating the Scriptures into Siamese. His
wife dying in 1831. he went to Macao, where,

and later at Hong Kong, ho assisted Morrison
(q.v. ) and Medhurst (q.v.) in translating the

Bible into Chinese, and was incessantly active

in C4ospel labors. In jiersonal apjieaiance. Giitz-

laff was so like a native that he was able to

pass for one when traveling in the costume of

the country. His influence as physician and
preacher was magnetic. He served for a while
as interpreter to the British Government, assist-

ing in the peace negotiations of 1842. He was
especially active in raising up a native ministry

and in diffusing information in Chinese. He
made many voyages in countries near China.
On his visit to Europe, his powerful addresses
inspired many young men to enter upon East-

ern careers, among them G. F. Verbeck (q.v.).

Japan, and Sir Harry Parkes (q.v.). China.

See his Jouriinl of Three Vot/afies Along the

Coast of China, with Xotices of fiiaiii. Corea, and
the Loo Choo I.':lnitds (Xew York. 1833) ; Chinese
Bistorii (2 vols.. London. 1834) ; China Opened
(revised by the Rev. Andrew Reed. 2 vols.. Lon-
don. 1838; a German edition of this work was
also published. Stuttgart. 1847) ; Life of Taon-
Ktrang. Late Emperor of China (1851). besides
many learned contributions to periodicals. He
died at Hong Kong. One of the ablest and most
efficient men in the opening of the East, his

services have received scant lecognition. A bioc-

raphy of CiUtzlaiT by Gai'han. (liilzlaff der Mis-
.sioHur der Vhinesen, was brought out at Duis-
burg in 1830.

GUY, Seymoub Jo.sEi'n (1824—). An Eng-
lisli paintir, born at (Jrccnwich. He studied
under Buttersworth and Ambroise Jerome. In
1854 he removed to New York City, and in I8G5
became a member of the National Academy. His
w(uks comprise portraits and genre pictures,
often scenes from child life, such as: "The Little
Sweeper;" "Bedtime Story;" "Making a Train."
He paints with great detail and good color.

GUY, Thomas (e.I645-1724) . An English
I)hilanthropist. the founder of Ciuy's Hospital in

London. He began l)nsiness as a bookseller on
a capital of £200. and it is said that he laid the
foundation of his fortune by selling, surrepti-
tiously. Bibles brought into England from Hol-
land. Later he became printer to the I'niversity

of O.xfonl. and it was largely owing to him that
the universities were able to beat the King's
jirinters. who were trying to drive them out of
the ])ublishing business. He was a member of

Parliament from 1095 to 1707. In 1G78 he gave
his first public charity—an almshouse at Tam-
worth for the accommodation of six poor women.
Five years later he enlarged this almshouse so

that it could accommodate fourteen men and
women. He gave generously to the poor, to
release insolvent debtors, and to start young men
in business. To relieve the overcrowded condi-

tion of Saint Thomas's Hospital, he built three

new ^\ards, and then, having acquired a great
fortune by the rise of South Sea stock, applied
a large part of it to building the hospital which
bears liis name.

GUYAU, ge'yo'. .Jean Marik (1854-88). A
French philosopher, born at Laval. His ill liealth

did not lessen his activity, and he produced much
before his early death. A critic rather than a
constructive scholar, he still advanced the theory
that altruism is not artificial, but instinctive, a

particularization of his psychological law that
instinct tends to be destroyed or diminished as it

becomes conscious ; and. in ethics, he held that

'I can. therefore I nuist,' is a truer characteriza-

tion than 'I must, therefore I can.' Besides con-

tributions to the Revue des Deux Mondes and the

Rerue Philosophiiiue, he wrote: Vers d'un phi-

losophe ( 1881 ) : La morale ancflaise eontempo-
raine (1885) : Esrjuisse d'une morale sans ohliga-

lion ni sanetions (2d ed. 1890) ; L'irrcligimi de
I'avcnir (1887); Education et heredite (1889);
and La genese de I'id^e du temps (1890). Con-

sult the essay in Royce. f^tudies of Good and
Evil (New York. 1898) ; and Lambert. "L'CEuvre
sociologique de Guyau." in the Revue Interna-

tionale de So<ioloiiie. vol. viii. (Paris. 1901).

GUY DE MAUPASSANT, go dp mo'pii'siiN'.

See Mat rA.ssANT.

GU^ FAWKES, gl fnks. An English con-

spirator. See F.\WKES.

GUY (gi) MAN'NEKING. A novel by Wal-
ter Scott (1813). Hogg is said to liave recog-

nized, at once, in the hero, a portrait of the

author himself. The leading characters are Dom-
inie Sampson and ileg Jlerrilies.

GUY OF AREZZO. ;i-ret'sd. See Gnoo
n'AREZZO.

GUY or GUIDO (g\\v'd6) OF LUSIGNAN,
lu'ze'nyUx' ( ?-1194). A king of Cyprus and .Icru-
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ealeiii. He was the son of Hitjio VUl. of Lusi-
giiaii, the liead of that family in Poitou. During
a journey to the Holy Land he niarricil Sibylhi,

the daughter of Aniaury. King of Jerusalem
(J 180), and beeanie King himsidf upon the death
in IISG of Sibylla's son, Baldwin \'.. by her first

husband, the Alarquis of ilontferrat. In a war
which ensued with Saladin, he was defeated and
taken prisoner at the battle of Tiberias (1187),
and was obliged to give u]) his kingdom. He was
not kept long in captivity, and resumed opera-
tions against the lloslems. laying siege to Acre
in 1189. He made over his rights to Jemsalem
to Richard I. of England, who gave him in pay-
ment the island of Cyprus (1192). His four .sons

were killed *t the siege of Acre, so he was suc-

ceeded l)y liis brother, Amaury, Count of Jafla.

One of Amaury's descendants married Catarina
Cornaro, through whom Cyprus became a part of

the Repidilic of Venice (1489).

GUY OF WARWICK, wor'ik. The hero of a
po|iular English legend. Guy is represented as
the son of Siward of Wallingford. Becoming page
to Rohand. Earl of Warwick, he falls in love
with the Earl's daughter, named Felice, who de-
clines to marry him until he has proved his
knighthood. To this end he makes two expedi-
tions to the Continent, going as far east as Con-
stantinople. He returns to England, .slays a
dragon, marries Felice, and departs for the Holy
Land. Returning to England just at' the time
when Athelstan is besieged by the Danes at Win-
chester, he slays in single combat Colbrand, a
terrible giant in the Danish Army. He retires
t(j a hermit's cell, where he dies. Scholars have
attempted to find at the basis of the legend some
historical incident. The fight between Ciuy and
the giant has been doubtfully identified with the
'cattle of Brunanburh ( 937 ) between Athelstan
and Anlaf the Dane. While this is hardly more
than conjecture, it is generally agreed that the
legend rests upon English traditions of the tenth
and eleventh centuries. It was given literary
form by an Anglo-Norman poet of the twelfth
century, and from French it jiassed into English
(fourteenth century). From that time on. the
story, implicitly believed in all its details, was
extremely popular, as is indicated by several
Middle English versions. It was printed by Wil-
liam Copland (middle of the sixteenth century) ;

versified incidents from it were recited by min-
strels: it was dramatized by Day and Dekkcr in

collaboration: and, reduced to a chap-book, it cir-

culated widely tliroughout the eighteenth cen-
tury. Consult: Zupitza. Zur lAtlerntiirqefichichte
del (liif/ ron Warwick (Vienna. 1873) : ^MSS. of
the Middle English versions edited bv him for
the Early English Text Society (London, 1875-
7(); 1883-92) : and l^peciilum fnifi dp Wareicyke.
edited bv Morrill for the same soeietv (London.
1898).

GTJYON, ge'oN', Jeanne Marie Bouvier de
LA MoTTK- (1648-1717). A French writer on
mystical subjects. She was born of noble parents
at Montargis, April 13, 1648. She wished to en-
ter a convent, but her parents prevailed upon her
when not quite' sixteen to marry .Tacques de la

Motte-Guyon. the son of the wealthy contractor
who constructed the Canal of Rriari?. for which
he was ennobled. 'St. Guyon was twenty-two
years her senior, and at first had no symj)athy
with his wife's extreme religious tendencies.

Before his death in 1676 he learned to appre-
ciate her goodness. A widow at twenty-eight
with live children, she devoted herself to
their education for several years. Later she
moved to Paris, where, as an attractive wealth}'
widoWj she had many suitors. About 16S0, after
settling most of her fortune on her children, she
went to Geneva for religious work. At this time
she fell into melancholic depression, from which
her sjjiritual director, I'&re Lacombe, aroused
her. -Madame (iuyon followed in licr director's

footsteps, and wrote a tiliort and l.'nsi/ Mclliod of
Prayer (revised translati<m, London. 1902), be-

sides eonuncntaries on the Scri|)tures, which
brought her under ecclesiastical censure. While
protesting submission, she continued to write and
teach as before. Her life after this is a series

of persecutions for her religious ideas. She was
accused of laying too nuich stress on faith and
the (juictude of contem])lation rather than good
works in the Christian life. Shut u]) by a royal
order in the Convent of the Visitation (1688),
she was set free by the infiuence of iladame de
ilainlenon, and through her obtained entrance
into the highest circles of the French nobility.

Feneion, convinced of her personal goodness, al-

lowed himself to be led into a fal.se position in

her defense. (See F£nelon.) Polities became a
factor in her condenuiation and the severity of
her sentence. For a time Madame Giiyon was
confined in the Bastille, but her virtuous char-
acter was acknowledged by the assembly of the
French clergy in 1700. She was released from
prison, however, only in 1702, and then was
banished. She passed the rest of her life in re-

tirement at Blois, where she died June 7, 1717,
professing absolute faith in the Roman Catholic
Church and its dogmas. Her life has attracted
attention partly because of Fenelon's interest in

her. and partly because of her persecution by the
Church authorities. Frequent allusions in her
autobiography would seem to indicate certain
manifestations in her case of what would now
be called subconscious personality. The impu-
tations made against her moral character in her
relations to P6re Lacombe are nndonbtedlj'
groundless.

Consult: (Euvrcs spiritiieUes de Mine. Guyon
(42 vols., Cologne, 1713-22) ; Guerrier, Mme.
fiuyon, sa rie, sa doctrine, son influence (Paris,
1881); Ui)ham. Life, /iV/if/ZoH.? Opinions and
Ej'perirnrrs of Mnie. (luyon ( Xew 'V'ork, 1870).
For her spiritual life, the best work to consult
is La rie de Mine. ./. M. B. de la Motte Guyon
ccrite par rUc-mvine (3 vols., Cologne, 1720).
This was ])robably not eonqiosed by herself as it

now exists, but is a compilation of documents
left by her. The most complete translation is

Autohiofirapin/ of Madame Guyon (2 vols.. Saint
Louis, 1807). There is a Reeueil de poesies 'spiri-

hielles 15 vols., Amsterdam, 1689). Some of
these have been translated by the English poet
Cowper.

GUYON, gf'on. RiciiARn Deesaifre (lS13-.ifi).

A general in the Hungarian Army in the Revolu-
tion of 1848-49. He was born at Wolcott. near
Bath, in England. After fighting against Dom
Aliguel in Portugal. Guyon entered the .Austrian
service in 1832. and was among the first to offer

his services to the Hungarian Government in

1S48. He took part in the battles of Sehweehat
(October 30, 1848) and Tvrnau (Decendier
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Utli), iind in I'cbruaiy, 1849, as a comniaiuler uf

a division in Goigey's army, carried tlie mountain
pass of J3ranyiszUo. When in April, 184!), the

j,'arrison of the besieged fortress of Komorn was
to be apprised of the victorious approach of the

National Army, Guyon, with a detachment of

hussars, cut his way through the enemy's lines

and entered the town. He took Arad, July 1st,

and shared in the victory of Hegyes, and in

the disasters of Szoreg and Teniesvar. After the

last battle Guyon escaped to Turkey, and entered

the service of the Sultan. Under the name of

Kurshid Pasha he was Governor of Damascus,
and at the beginning of the Crimean War did

much to organize the Army of Kars. He died at

Constantinople.

GTJYON, Sir. The personification of tem-

peranpe. and the hero of the adventures of

the second book, in Spenser's Faerie Queene. He
overcomes the various specific forms of intem-

perance, and finally conquers Acrasia, tlie per-

sonification of intemperance in general.

GUYOT, ge'6', Arnold (1807-84). A Swiss-

American geographer and geologist, born near

Nenchatel. Switzerland. He studied at the Col-

lege of Neuchatel and the University of Berlin,

from 1835 to 1839 was a private tutor in Paris,

and from 1839 to 1848 professor of history and
physical geography in the College of Neuehatel,

In' 1848 iie settled at Cambridge, Mass., in the

same year gave a series of lectures at the Lowell

Institute, Boston, from 1848 to 1854 was in the

service of the Massachusetts State Board of

Education as a lecturer, and from 1855 until his

death was professor of physical geography and
geology- in Princeton. He also held a lecture-

ship in Princeton Theological Seminary from
1861 to 1866. In 1838 he made one of the ear-

liest scientific investigations regarding glaciers,

and in a paper submitted in that year to the

Geological Society of France was the first to

proclaim and account for the laminated structure

of the glacial ice. He perfected a system of

meteorological observations for the United States

from which the present Weather I-Iurcaii was de-

rived ; made barometric surveys of the Appala-
chian !Mountain chain, and prepai'ed Mcteorolofii-

cal and Phi/sieaJ Tables (1852; rev. ed. 1884), a

collection that has been very extensively used.

He also did much for the study of geography in

America tlirougli the preparation of series of

text-books and wall-maps, for which he obtained

a medal of progress at the Vienna Exhibition of

1873. In addition to numerous papers contrib-

uted to the American Journal of fieienre, the

reports of the American Association for the Ad-
vancement of Science and the Smithsonian In-

stitution, and other periodicals, he published

Earth and Man (1853; the Lowell Lectures,

translated by C. C. Felton) ; A Treatise on Phys-
ical (reogruphy (1873) ; Memoir of iMuis Agas-
sis: (1883); and Creatimi, or the Bible Cos-

mogony in the Light of Modern Science (1884).
Consult the sketch by Dana in the Biographical
Memoirs of the National Academy of Sciences
(vol. ii.. pp. 311-47. Washington. 1886). con-

taining the text of an address read before the
National Academy, April 21, 1886. with a com-
plete list of Guyot's writings.

GUYOT, Yves (184.3—). A French politician

and publicist, born at Dinan (Cotes-du-N^nrd)

and educated at Rennes. After a career as a jour-

nalist, and as a member of the Radical I'arty in

the Chamber of Deputies, he was appointed Min-
ister of Public Works in the Tirard t^abinet

(1889), and retained this portfolio in the Frey-
cinet Ministry (1890-92), He became known as

a champion of commercial and industrial free-

dom, and an opponent of protectionism and so-

cialism. M. Guyot took a prominent part in the

discussion over the Dreyfus affair. His works
include: Eludes siir tes doctrines sociales dii

cliristianisnie (2d ed. 1881); La science ccono-

Hiir/Hc (2d ed. 1887) ; and L<i tyrannic socialist';

(1893). In association with A. Ratl'alovitch he

published a Dictionnaire du commerce, dc I'iii-

dustrie ei de la hanque.

GUYSBOROUGH, giz'bflr-fi. A seaport town,
capital of (iuysliorough Count}', N. S., on Cheda-
bucto Bay, 61 miles east-southeast of Pietou

(Map: Nova Scotia. H 4). It has a fine harbor.

Fishing is the leading occupation. It was
founded in 1783. Population, in 1901, 1411.

GUYSE, giz. .John (1080-1761). An Englis.'i

Presbyterian divine. From 1727 till his death,

November 22. 1761, he was a preacher in London.

He is remembered for his Practical Expositor,

an Exposition of the New Testament in the Form
of a Paraphrase (London. 1739-52), frequently

republished and re])rinted, and once very popular,

but now hopelessly antiquated.

GUY'S HOSPITAL, Southwark, London. An
institution founded by Thomas Guy(q.v.), a Lon-

don bookseller, who leased from the governors of

Saint Thomas's Hospital a large piece of ground

for a term of 999 years, at a ground-rent of £30 a

year. The building was begun in 1722, and the

hospital admitted "its first patient in 1725, a

few davs ;ifter the death of its fovinder, who
bequeathed £219,499 to endow it. In 1829 a

Mr. Hunt bequeathed to the hospital £190,000. and
additional bequests have since been received. The
luimber of beds has been increased from 400 to

700. The yearly average of patients is over

5000; the "out-patients "relieved may number
50,000. The annual income is about £40,000. A
library and valuable museum are attached to the

hospital. New wards were built in 1852, and a

chemical laboratory in 1872. Additional labora-

tories were added in 1893. Students enter the

hospital for study, attending chemical practice,

lectures, etc., and paying annual fees. Fifty

students besides the house staff' are lodged in the

residential building. In the chapel is a fine

marble statue of Guy, by Bacon. Sir Astley

Cooper, the eminent surgeon, is buried in the

chapel. Consult Wilks and Bellamy's History

of Guy's Hospital (London. 1893).

GUYTON DE MORVEAU, gc'toN' de mor'-

v6', Loris Berxard, Baron 11737-1816). A
French chemist, born at Dijon. He was for a

time de])uty attorney-general in the parliament

of his native city, but devoted most of his time to

the study of the physical sciences, and published

a number of interesting original researches. In

1782 he undertook to reform the system of

chemical nomenclature. Soon Lavoisier, Berthol-

let, and others joined him in this important

work, and in 1787 they published their Mcthode
d'une nomenclature chimique. which was unani-

mously adopted by the scientific world. Guyton
wrote a "Dictionary of (^hemistry" for the Ency-

cloin'die mcthodique. He was professor of chem-

istry at the Eeole Polytechnique. and one of the
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first menil)Ois of tlie Institute. He was a member
of the Legislative Assembly and of the Conven-

tion, wliere he voted for tiie e.\eeution of Louis

^VL Krom 1800 to 1814 he was at the liead of

the Freneli mint, wlicre he did mueh to promote
the use of the decimal system.

GUZEL-HISSAR, gu'zel-his-sar'. A city in

Asiatic Turkey. See AlDlx.

GUZERAT, gUr/ze-riit. See Gujarat.

GUZMAN, goCth-man', De. A titU' often ap-

plied to Saint Dominic. See Dominic, Saint.

GUZMAN, NuNO (or Nunez) Beltban
(c. 1485- 1544). A Spanish lawyer and soldier,

born at tJuadalajara. He was for a time Enco-

mendero at Puerto de Plata, Espaiiola, and in

l.i2(i was a])pointed Governor of Panueo, a prov-

ince of Xorthwestern Jlcxico. He busily schemed
against Cortes, and invaded Xarvaez's territory of

Kio de las Palmas. In 1528 he became president

of the first .4udiencia of Mexico, and until 1531,

when he was deposed by the second Audiencia.

was ruler of the country. He conquered the

district long known as Xueva Galicia in 15.30.

and was appointed its Governor. He had little

save his bravery to recommend him.

GUZMAN BLANCO, blan'kA, Antonio ( 1829-

09 ) . A Venezuelan soldier and political leader,

liorn in Caracas. Early in life he was banished
for his share in political disturbances, and after

taking a prominent part in two invasions, be-

came Vice-President of Venezuela under Falcon,

in 1863. Driven from olhce in 1808, he headed a

revolution, which restored him to power in 1870,

and for many years he was virtual dictator of

the country. Other men were occasionally per-

mitted to fill the office of President, but they were
merely figure-heads. In 1889, however, popular
discontent was aggravated by reports of corrupt
contracts made in Paris; and Ciuzmfin Blanco, who
was then acting as envoy to all the European pow-
ers, was practically deposed by Congress. Although
he amassed great wealth by ([uestionable methods,

and his rule was despotic, he introduced many
beneficent reforms, improved the public credit,

founded schools, and built canals and railways.

GUZMAN DE ALFABACHE, dfi al'fa-rii'-

cha. The liero of a Spanish romance by Mateo
Aleman, published at Madrid, the first part in

1599, the second in 1605. The story is that of a

boy cast upon the world, who in his career passes

through almost all the phases of knavery. The
style is dry and the adventures are used as texts

for a severely sarcastic connnentary. It is much
more minutely realistic than its contemporary,
Don (Jtii,r<_rte.

GWALIOR, gwii'le-or. A native State or

agency of Central India, the dominions of the

Maharajah Sindhia. consisting of a main north-

ern portion, which is separated from Rajputana,
on tile northwest, by the Chambal River, and of

several detached portions straggling far to the
.south (Map: India. C 3). Area, 29,047 square
miles. Jjying partly in the basin of the .Jumna,
and partly in the basins of the Nerbudda and the

Tapti. it di\-ides its drainage between the Bay of

Bengal and the Arabian Sea. Tlie population, in-

cluding that of the Guna Agency, which was
united with Gwalior in 1890. in 1891 was 2.095.-

000: in 1901. 2.150.000. Though Gwalior is a

jStahratta prinei|)ality. it is only to the south of

the Nerbudda that the Mahrattas form anv con-

siderable proportion of the (leople. Since 1803 the

country has been under British protection; the

existing relations date from 1844. In 184.3 the

death of tlie sovereign, by producing universal

an;irchy. led to the forcible interposition of the

British tiovernment. liy a treaty of the following

.lanuary, in addition to a large contingent under
British authority, the native Government was
pi'rmitted to have 9000 troops of its own. Capi-

tal, Gwalior (q.v. )

.

GWALIOR. The capital of the State of the

same name in Central India, near the northeast

extremity of its straggling territory (Map: India,

('3). Its nucleus is a citadel crowning an iso-

lated rock about 300 feet in height, perpendicular

on all sides, and measuring 1% miles by 300

yards. It can accommodate a garrison of 15,000

men. The spot is supposed to have been oeeu-

pied as a stronghold for more than a thousand
years, and the summit has been provided, from
time to time, with several spacious tanks. Along
the eastern base of this eminence lies the town
of Gwalior, which contains a beautiful mosque
of white sandstone, while in the vicinity palaces,

reck temples, and statues abound, of particular

areha'ological and architectural interest. To the

southwest the Lashkar, or camp of the Maha-
rajah's army, extends for several miles, while to

the northeast is the Mvirar, or cantonment of

the protecting contingent. Gwalior has had a

long and eventful history, not the least important
among its varied incidents being the mutiny of

the native army in 1857, notwithstanding the

fidelity of the Maharajah. Population, in 1891.

104,100; in 1901, 118,200.

GWIN, William McKendry (1805-85). An
,\meriiaii i)olitician. He was born in Sumner
County, Tenn., graduated in medicine at Tran-

sylvania University in 1828, and for five yeara

was a practicing physician at Clinton, Miss. He
was a Democratic Congressman from that State

in 1841-42, but in 1848 declined a renomination,

;ind in 1849 went with the gold-hunters to Cali-

fornia. He was a member of the California Con-
stitutional Convention late in 1849, and was a

member of the United States Senate from 1850 to

1861, when he was arrested on a charge of dis-

loyalty, and was imprisoned. On his release in

1863, he went to France, and took part in an
inisuccessful scheme for colonizing Sonora, Mexi-

co, with Southerners.

GWIN'NETT, Button (c.17.32-77) . An
.\merican patriot, a signer of the Declaration of

Indejiendcnce. He was born in England, engaged

in business in Bristol, and in 1770 removed to

Charleston, S. C. where he remained until 1772.

In the latter year he purchased a plantation on
Saint Catherine's Island, Georgia. Through ac-

quaintance with Dr. Lyman Hall he became
intensely interested in the early Revolutionary
movement in Georgia, and in 1775 was a member
of the first delegation elected by that province

to the Continental Congress. He was a member
of that body at the time of the adoption of the

Declaration of Independence, of which he was one

of the signers. In 1776-77. as a member of the

Georgia Constitutional Convention, he took a
|irominent part in framing the new State Consti-

tution, and in the same year was president of

the Provincial Council. Defeated both for the

odice of Governor under the new Constitution, and
for selecti<m as brigadier-general of the Georgia
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troops, he expressed liis resentment openly

against Gen. Lachlan Mcintosh, who had been

siiceessful in securing the hitter post. A duel

followed in which both principals were wounded,

Gwinnett mortally. Consult Dwight, Lives of

the Hiyiwrs (new ed.. New York, 1895).

GWYNIAD, gwin'i-ad (Welsh, whiting). A
Britisli whiletish {Coreyonns faro), usually

called a herring on account of its form, large

scales, and silvery appearance. It is of inferior

quality as a fooil'-fisli. Sec Whitefish.

GWYNN, GWIN, or GWYN, Eleanob
(l(i.50-87). An English actress, mistress of

Charles II. The place of her birth is not definite-

ly known. She was brought up in poverty, and
as a child .'old oranges at the Theatre Royal in

London. In 10(i5 she made her first public

appearance as Cydaria in Dryden's Iiidinii Em-
pt-roi; and from that time until 1682 (when she

left the stage) was a great favorite in parts

which required little emotional fervor. She was
in no respect a great actress, and her sprightli-

ness, beauty, and skill in dancing seem to have

been the chief causes of her popularity. She

had many lovers, among them Charles Hart, the

actor, and Charles Sackville, who in 1077 became

sixth Earl of Dorset. About 1009 she became

the mistress of the King, by whom she had two

sons, Charles (1070). called Beauclerk, who was
subsequently made Duke of Saint Albans, and

James (1071 ) , who died young. She retained her

popularity throughout life. As the King's mis-

tress, she was received into the best of London
society, and she was in favor with the people

for her many acts of charity. She was illiterate,

even for those times, but her animation, humor,

and good nature seem to have more than over-

balanced her defects. According to Burnet and
Evelvn, the dying request of Charles 11. w^as,

"Let not poor" Nelly starve." After the King's

death she led a quiet life. She died in London,

and was buried in the Church of Saint IMartin's-

in-the-Fields. According to her request. Dr. Teni-

son. afterwards .\rchbishop of Canterbury,

preached her funeral sermon. Consult: Seymour.

Memoirs of the Life of FAeanor Gn-inn (London,

1752) ; Cunningham, The Story of yell Gwyn
(London. IS.jO)'.

GYA, gi':i. A town in Bengal. British India.

See Gav.\.

GYAROS, jl'a-ros. One of the Cyclades (q.v.),

known at present as Giura, and situated 10 miles

northwest of Syros. Area, about 12 square

miles. It is mountainous and uninhabited, and
v,as once used by Rome as a place of banish-

ment.

GYAS, jl'os. ( 1 ) A companion of .Eneas, and
commander of one of his ships. (2) A Latin

in the army of Tnrnus, slain by .95neas.

GYBE. See .TiUE.

GYGES, gl'jez (Lat., from Gk. ri)7/f). King
of Lydia from B.C. 689 to 654, and the founder

of the powerful dynasty of the MennnadiP. Ac-

cording to Herodotvis. Gyges was the favorite of

King Candaules of the ancient line of the Hera-

elides, and cnnimandpr of the household troops.

Candaules, proud of his beautiful queen. Nyssia

concealed Gyges in the royal bedchamber one

night to prove the truth of the extravagant

praises he had bestowed on her beauty. The.

Queen became aware of the presence of Gyges,

but pretended ignorance, and suuunoning him on
the morrow, offered him the choice between her

hand, together with the throne of Candaules, and
death, viyges slew the King and seized the crown.

The Lydians resisted his usurpation until the

oracle at Delphi, bribed b_v gifts of immen.se

value, declared in his favor. He waged success-

ful wars against the cities of the coast, and ex-

ten<led the boundaries of the Empire. I'lato haa

a fable in which Gvges is represented as a shep-

lierd of Candaules, who had discovered a nuigic

ring by which he was enabled to make himself

invisible, by which means he murdered the King
and secured the sovereignty. According to a
third tradition, Gyges overthrew Candaules with
the aid of foreign mercenaries. The 'riches of

Gyges' and the 'ring of Gyges' were popular prov-

erbs in ancient and mediaeval times.

GYLDEN, ynl'dan, .ToilAX ArousT HuGO
( 1841-96) . A Swedish astronomer, bom and edu-

cated at Helsingfors. Finland. Having been an
assistjint to Struve in the Observatory at Pul-

kov.a, he was appointed director of the Royal
Observatory at Stockholm. .Sweden, in 1871. In

1884 he was appointed director of the observatory

at the t'niversity of Goettingen. He published

Vniersuehunyen iiher die Konstitution der Atmos-
lihiire (1807-70): Htudien niif de.m (iehicte der
Htoruiujittheorie ( 1871) ; Die (Irididlehreii der As-

tronomie nneh Hirer yeschiehtlieheii EnliriekliDig

daryestcllt (18771: Tersuch einer nutthemati-

schi-n Theorie zur Erkliiruny des Liehtircehsels der

rcriixderliehen interne (1880); Die iiitermediSre

Tiahn des Mondes (1883); Untersuehungeii iiher

die Konreryenz der Keihen uelche zur Darstel-

lung der Koordinaten der Planeten angeicendet

iverden (1887); ]\iotivelles reeherches svr les

series employees dans les theories des plandtes

(1893) ; and Traite des orbites absohies des huit

plaiietes priiieipales (1894).

GYLIPPUS, ji-llp'pus (Lat.. from Gk. TiXiw-

iroj). A Spartan general in the Pcloponnesian

war. son of Cleandridas. the councilor and fellow

exile of the young King Pleistoanax. He was
appointed the conunander of the expedition sent

to aid the Syracusans against the Athenians,

B.C. 414. Though his ships were so few that

Nicias at first, thought they belonged to an in-

significant jirivateering expedition. Gylippus,

with the reenforcements drawn from various

Sicilian towns, and by his skillful operations,

completely defeated the Athenians, and captured
their commanders. Nicias and Demosthenes, in

R.C. 413. .\fter the capitulation of Athens to

Lysandcr. Gylippus was conunissioned by the lat-

ter to take home the treasure, but stole a con-

siderable portion, and was condemned to death

for the crime. He escaped, however, and died in

exile. Consult Plutarch. Nieias. 28 : Diodorus
Sicubis. xiii.. 106: and Tlniiydidos. vii.

GYLLEMBOTJRG - EHRENSVARD, yiil'-

Icm-boor-y'a'ren-svard, Thom.\sixe Christine,
Baroness (I773-1S56). A Danish novelist, born

at Copenhagen. Born Buntzen. she married at

seventeen Peter .\ndreas Heiberg. and had one

son. .Johan Ludvig Heiberg (q.v.). Her hus-

band was banished for political activity (1799),
and she obtained a divorce and married a Swed-
ish political refugee. Baron Ehrensviird, who
assumed in Copenhagen his mother's name, Gyl-

lembourg, and who died in I8I5. After this she

lived with her son, the poet Heiberg, and at fifty-
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tluee began a busy literary career with The Polo-

uiua Family (1825). Afterwards she wrote

steailily Uiout;b anoiiyinously till her death.

Aiiiniii; her better novels are Star and l-'ar{ 1841

)

and Tiro liriii iiitiinis (184.5).

GYLLENBORG, yi.il'ltnbor-y', Kakl, Count
(lU7t)-lT4G). A Swedish statesman and author.

He was born at .Stoekhohn. and after serving in

tlie Polish \\ar was sent to ]>ondon as secretary

of legation. In 1715 he was made ilinister

Plenipotentiary, and two years later was im-

prisoned for five months because of his participa-

tion in tlie plot to reinstate the House of Stuart.

In 17:!3 lie was appointed Councilor of State, and
in 1738 Prime Minister. While in this ollice he

founded the llailpurti or Hattar CHat' Party),

which instigated the disastrous war with Russia

(1741-43), resulting in the loss of the Province

of ^'iborg. He was successively chancellor of the

universities of Lund (1728) aiul Upsala (1739),

was a patron of letters and art. and wrcjte several

poems and the tirst Swedish comedy. Drn svcnska
SpratthoKei) (1740). His lycttcrs . . . Uclaliiuj

io a Design to Raise a l'c1)eflion on His Majesty's
Dominions, to he Sup/ioiird by a Force from
Sweden, were published in French and English

(1717).

GYMKHANA, gim-kii'na (probably a corrup-

tion of Pers. qund-khfinah. ball-house, influenced

by popular association with i/ym-nasitini : also e.x-

plained as being from Eng. yume + Pers. Ichanah,

house). A generic term, originating in India, and
signifying an outdoor meeting for recreational pur-

poses. Ordinarily, gyniklianas are of two kinds:

one, a race meeting on a small scale, in which
any soi-t of horse takes jiart in order to make u])

a 'card.' and in which the races are generally for

catch-weights. The second type of gymkhana
is a variety of what was formerly called the

'pagfir ( 'foolish" or 'amusing') gymkhana, in which,
besides the usual horse and pony races, other com-
petitions for men and women, mounted and dis-

mounted, are introduced: also tent-pegging and
tilting, the foniier for men, and the latter for

women. Every cantonment in India, no matter
how remote, or how large or small, has its period-

ical gj'mkhana. The 'card' or programme is ar-

ranged so as to include all classes of cantonment
society, and consists of Hat and obstacle racing,

jumping, blindfold races, egg and spoon races,

sack races, etc.. for the rank and tile of the local

garrison. Among the events set apart for the
natives none is more important than the race

with an earthenware ehatti full of water, carried
on the head, or the wheelbarrow races. For the
oftieers, military and civil, are such events as
'tent-pegging' and 'tilting' in couples, in which
the man rides at the jieg and the woman tilts at

a ring: 'threadingthe-needle' race; 'Aunt Sally'

race, performed by two men and two women,
riding from the starting-iioint to a fixed place,
where the men dismount their partners and hold
their horses, while the women throw stones at

four empty bottles. The moment the bottles are
broken the women are remounted and the part-
ners race back to the post. A favorite competition
is the 'wand' or 'maize' event, in which mount-
ed competitors canter in and out between rows of

posts (ir wands driven into the ground, and placed
at convenient distances apart from one another in

two parallel lines. The competitors must 'make
the ride' without touching a post. A menagerie

race usually winds u)) tlie ineeting, and, owing to

the many varieties of animals common to the

country, an extremely varied assortment of com-
petitors is always possible. In the hill stations

the concluding feature is generally a 'jinrickshaw'

(eollo(f(iially 'rickshaw) race, in which these

light conveyances., drawn by coolies and driven
liy Kuropeans, race with each other. A 'rickshaw

may be described as an enlarged perambulator
mounted on two wheels and litted with a shaft.

It is drawn by two natives in the shaft, while

two push behind. Although the gymkhana has
become po]iular in Kngland within recent years,

and has also been introduced into America, it has

not the same reason for existence, or value as a

sport. In India, owing to the nature of the

climate, and the few hours of comjiarative cool-

ness, together with the impossibility of following

the ordinary sports of the West, considerable

ingenuity has to Ije exercised to invent games
which shall afford harmless amusement, and at
the same time be within the scope of the usually

limited resources of the average eanlonmcnt.

GYMNASIA (
gini-nii'zi-a ) AND REAL-

GYMNASIA, ra-til'gim-n;i'zi-a (Lat. noni. pl.,

fri.in (ik. yviJ.vd<noi', yymnasion, from yv/nvd^eiv,

nymnazcin, to train, from yviivl>c, yymnoi,
naked). The classical higher or secondary
schools of Germany, graduation from which,

until recently, necessarily preceded the university

course and all professional careers. The Gym-
nasia arose in Germany out of the humanistic
movement during the sixteenth century. The ex-

isting schools were monastic and cathedral under
the control of the Church, and guild schools con-

trolled by the guilds or municipalities, but yet

taught and dominated by the clergj'. Such
schools were devoted almost exclusively to the

study of Latin, organized into tlw traditional

curriculum, consisting of the trivium (q.v.)

grammar, rhetoric, and dialectic, and the qua-

drivium (q.v.) arithmetic, astronomy, geometry,

and music. The study of the quadrivium was of

a most suiwrticial character, while that of the

trivium was formal, with no appreciation of the

spirit of the Latin literature and no devotion

to classical ideas. The humanistic movement
reached the German States during the last quar-

ter of the fifteenth century, and soon modified

not only the culture of the universities, but also

the work of the secondary schools. Probably the

first schools to respond to the new influences were
those of Nuremberg, which were modified in 1485

and again in 1400. It was not till 1521. however,

that this movement was complete, and instruction

in Greek and Hebrew added, thus constituting a
true humanistic school. Meanwhile the Prot-

estant Reformation had begun, and for the time
being coincided in its educational aspects with
the earlier Renaissance movement. In addition

to instruction in classical Latin and Greek, the

Reformation influence favored the consolidation

of existing schools into stronger centraliz^ed ones,

or even into complete systems extending over an
entire State, and also the placing of these under
secular control.

The first Protestant school of the humanistic
type was that of Magdeburg, established in 1524.

About the same time Mclanchthon formulated his

'school plan' providing for both (ireck and He-
brew, at least for the favored few. and this plan
became the basis of most of the Protestant schools

of Germany. The first general system of schools
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wliieli provided for the liymnasia was tliat of

Sa.xonv, formulated in 1528, but without provid-

ing for Greek in such schools until a later date.

The Gymnasium most inlluential as a type was
that of Slrassburg, founded (or uiodilied) in

].'>38, under the headship of Johannes Sturm
(q.v. ). Only of sli<flitly less importance were the

(iynniasiuni' of tioldberf; under Trotzciidorf and
tliatof llfeld under Ncan<lcr. The Protestant move-
ment for the cstablishnicnt of Gymnasia may be

said to have culminated in l.'iSO with the estab-

lishment of the revised school plan of JSaxouy.

From 1540 on, the Jesuit Order established nu-

merous schools that were similar to the Gymnasia
in all respects save in their religious instead of

secular control. The rivalry between these types

of schools^ together with the change in the char-

acter of the Keformation movement, which elim-

inated the earlier symjiatliy shown with human-
ism, was responsible for the decline in the char-

acter of the Gymnasia. Instruction became most
fornuil. little interest was shown in the content

of ancient literature, scholasticism was rehabili-

tated, and the sympathies of the masses were
alienated. Such renuiined the condition through-

out the seventeenth century. During the last

decade of that century and the earlier part of the

eighteenth, the Pietistic movement put new life

into education. This change in spirit and motive
of education, and the substitution of a more vital

interest in the study of classics in place of the

existing formalism, culminated in the formation
of a new type of school—the Realschiile (q.v.),

for those who were not destined for the learned

professions. The Prussian monarchy exerted

throughout the eighteenth century, especially

un<ler Frederick the Great, a quickening influence

on education. But it was not till the latter part

of that century, under the leadership of such men
as Herder, Kant, Lessing, Goethe, and Schiller,

that there was infused the new humanistic

spirit that has characterized the German G%-m-

nasia from that day to this. During the past

century, particularly, the needs of an age devoted

more to the material than to the ideal, as well

as the rapid rise to importance of mathematical
and natural science, couhl not fail of influence

or be left without due ])rovision. Yet even now
the chief subject of g\-mnasial teaching is the

jmrsuit of the hiunanitics—i.e. the study of clas-

sical antiquity, the two languages of which, Latin

and Greek, form the foundation of the teaching

and study of the Gjaunasia, Still, while retain

ing this foundation, the strongest efforts are no
longer directed, as in former times, toward the

most exact familiarity possible with the lan-

guages per se. but the introduction of the students

into the spirit of antiquity is made of prime
importance; and hence the ancient writers are

treated not so much with reference to their gram-
mar and style as to their general human, moral,

and a'sthetie significance. In the lower classes,

naturally, a cert.ain formal strictness is indis-

pensable for strengthening the linguistic fomida-

tion, for sharpening the perception, and develop-

ing a clear, logical method of thought, for which
nothing else is so well adapted, according to the

German view, as the structure of Latin grammar.
The character of the Gymnasium is best seen

through a statement of the entire system of

higher schools in Prussia. The Gymnasia include

a nine-year course, with both Greek and
Latin; the Progvnnnasia are similar schools of

si.x or seven-year courses; the Kealgymnasia give
a nine-year course, with Latin, but no Greek; the
Kealprogymnasia, similar courses of six or seven
years' length; the OberreaUchulen oftcr a nine-

year course, with neither Latin nor Greek ; the

Kealschulen or burgher schools ( Hiirgerschulen)

are similar schools, with si.x-year conr.ses only.

The biirgher school in nuiny of the (ierman States
is sini])ly a conauon school with a continua-
tion school ( Fortl)ilduugsschule) course attiiched.

The organization and curriculum of the Gymna-
sium in the various States of Germany present

many points of difference, but in essential char-

acteristics there is unity throughout, so that .stu-

dents can be transferred from one to another with-

out interruption of their work. The Gymnasium
embraces nine classes or one-year courses: Sexta,

Quinta, Quarta. lower and upper Tertia, lower
and upper Secunda, lower and upper Prima.
Pupils are admitted to Sexta at nine or ten years
of age, and are required to have a knowledge of

reading, writing, and arithmetic. I^atin is the

basis of instruction from the beginning. In the

Prussian schools eight hours a week is given to

it for the first two years, seven for the next four,

and six for the last three. The emphasis on Latin

is much greater in the other States than in Prus-

sia, where the entire course calls for sixty-two

week hours in this subject, while in W'iirttemberg

it is eighty-one. The official programme of 1001

expresses the aim of Latin instruction thus:

"On the sure basis of grammatical training to

enable boys to understand the more important
writers of Rome, and thus to introduce them to

the intellectual life and culture of the ancient

world." In the RealgAinnasium the purpose is

stated to be the comprehension, based on accurate

grannnatical knowledge, of the easier works of

Roman literature. Latin essays are no longer

required. Reading begins in the Quarta with

Cornelius Nepos and Pha-drus; in the Tertia,

Coesar and Ovid: in the Secunda. Cicero. Livy.

Sallust, and Vergil: in the Prima. Cicero, Taci-

tus, and Horace: sometimes extracts from Catul-

lus, Tibullus. and Propertius, and. exceptionally,

Terence or Plautus. Greek in the fourth year

(Lower Tertia) occupies six hours a week in

each class. The grammar is finished in the

fourth year: the authors read are the following:

First, Xenophon: then, in the .Secunda. Homer's

Odyssey, Xenophon. Herodotus, and I^ysias : in

the Prinui, Homer's Uiad, Demosthenes, Thucyd-

ides. and Plato, extracts from the lyric jioets:

of the tragic poets, Sophocles and Eiuipides,

rarely .-Eschylus, Besides the authors named
various others are not excluded, as Isocrates,

Plutarch, .\rrian. Curtius. Quintilian.

A change, revolutionary in character, which to

a great degree breaks down the distinction be-

tween the Gymnasia and the Realgynuiasia. was
introduced iii 1901 and in02, as a result of the

conflict begim some ten years previously, under

the leadershi]) of the present Emperor, and waged
for the modernization of the higher curriculum.

This change is the introduction of English into

the gs'mnasial course and making Greek elective.

This is the most far-reaching change made since

the introduction of the Realschulen. In 1001 the

higher professions, save that of the ministry,

were opened to those who had no knowledge of the

Greek language, but who possessed in its stead a

corresponding knowledge of modern languages.

A strong tendency away from the Greek imme-
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diately made its^elf fell. Tlie school wliicli gave
the necessary languages, J^atin. French, English,

was the Realgymnasiiini. But there were in

Prussia (in ISDS) 277 Gymnasia and only G7

Realgj'ranasia. and hence such a shifting of client-

age would have been injurious to both .schools,

iloreover. the character and amount of the in-

struction in Latin in the Kealgymiiasia is infe-

rior to that of the Gymnasia. Hence some
modification of the gymnasial curriculum was
necessary. Then followed the introduction of

English and the placing of Greek on an elective

basis.

The great dift'erence existing between the

Gymnasia and the Realg^-mnasia is still that of

the respective emphasis on the classics. A much
greater time is given to the study of Latin in the

Gymnasia and to science in the Realgymnasia.
Both French and mathematics receive greater

attention in the Realgymnasia. In the Gymnasia
French begins in the third year (Quarta) with
four houis a week; later, three: then only two.

Little time can be spared for practice in speak-

ing; grammar and reading form the chief parts

of the instruction. The reading embraces the

classical and the most important of other poets

and prose writers. German is given four to

three hours with the following course: Li the

lower classes, mythologA'. grammar, and ex-

planation of poetical works ; in the middle
classes, rhetoric, poetics, and the reading of

easy plays and larger poems ; in the Prima, the
history of German literature, reading of the

Xibelungenlieil and W'alther von der Vogelweide,
with the most important works of the classical

period, especially Lessing, Schiller, and Goethe,

and some introduction of Shakespeare. Hebrew
and English are elective and are given two hours
a week. The recent change has given much more
time to English. Mathematics has four hours
throughout, except in Tertia. where it has only

three, and includes geometry, mensuration, plane
and spherical trigonometry, stereometry, and the

elements of analytical geometry; in arithmetic,

the fundamental operations, equations of the
first and second degree, arithmetical and geo-

metrical computations, compound interest and
stocks, combinations, the theory of probability,

and the binomial theorem. The natural sciences

have throughout two hours, and embrace descrip-

tive natural history, zoology and anthropology,
botany and mineralogy, physics, mathematical
geography, and an introduction to astronomy and
clieniistry. History receives two hours in the
lower middle classes, and three in the upper.
The matter is so divided that the whole passes
twice before the pupil ; in the Quarta, ancient
history; in the Tertia. mediawal and modern: in

the Secunda, the history of (ireece and Rome for

the second time; and in the Prima, general his-

tory, from the migrations of the nations to the
present time, with special reference to German
history. Geography has two hours in each of
the lower classes, one in the Tertia. with a re-

view of the subject in the upper classes in con-
nection with history. The Sexta has two hours
of penmanship. Religion (separately, according
to creed) has four hours. Gymnastics, singing,
and drawing have each two hours : the last

branch is not pursued in the four upper classes.

The number of hours of teaching averages .30

to 34 per week. The instruction is given from
8 to 12 A.M. (intermission at 10 o'clock), and

fioni 2 to 4 or 5 p.u. : the afternoons of U'ednes-
day and Saturday are free. For home prepara-
tion one to two hours are required from the lower
classes, two to tiiree hours from the upper. Va-
cations occur at Cliristmas, Easter, sometimes at
Whitsuntide, and the longest in the autumn,
altogether eleven weeks. At the end of the
school year (generally at Easter) formal public
closing exercises arc held, with the announce-
n'ent of promotions and distribution of prizes to
the best scholars. A pupil who has in no report
the note 'unsatisfactory' is transferred to the
ne.xt higher class. If two branches are unsatis-
factory he is required to pass through the same
class again, in Prussia even with one 'unsatis-

factory.' In Southern Germany in such a case a
reexamination in the study after vacation deter-
mines his remaining or advancement.
As the Gymnasia are only very seldom board-

ing schools (Iniernata) , the maintenance of dis-

cipline outside of school is accomplished by cer-

tain regulations, which, however, allow scholars
of the Prima somewhat greater freedom. The
punishment for transgressions is arrest, impris-
onment, or the consilium abcundi, which is fol-

lowed at the next otTense by expulsion. Each
class is in general limited to forty students, and
when that number is exceeded parallel divisions

are formed. Since many Gynmasia have 700-SOO
pupils, all their classes contain two, sometimes
even three, divisions. Each class is under the
sjjecial supervision of a class teacher or 'ordi-

narius,' who teaches the chief branches in that
class. At the head of the Gymnasium is a
'director.' The directors are themselves respon-
sible to an 'Oberschulrat' or 'Oberstudienrat'
(Board of Education), in Prussia the 'Provin-
zialschulkollegium,' and the latter to the Min-
istry of Religion and Instruction. Conferences of

the directors and higher school officials act on
questions of instruction, and determine changes in

method, conditional upon the Imperial sanction.

The higher schools are primarily State institu-

tions; some are also uuinicipal. The State super-

vises the schools by inspections, appoints and
pays the teachers, wlio bear in the south the title

of 'professor,' in the north that of 'Oberlehrer';
but specially deserving teachers in Prussia also

receive the title of professor. Younger teachers,

from their State examinations to their definite

appointment, bear the title of 'Lehramtsprakti-
kant' or 'Probecandidat' (probationary instruct-

or). Teachers witliout academic education are
employed only for arithmetic, natural history,

penmanship, and the special branches, drawing
and gymnastics. The instruction is not free; the
State receives a tuition fee of 60-120 marks, ac-

cording to the class. At the completion of the
gymnasial course the examination for graduation
(.\rbiturienten- or Maturitiitspriifung) is held
under the direction of a State commissioner and
is judged very severely. The successful candi-

dates receive the certificate of fitness for the
uni\ersity. The privilege of granting this cer-

tificate belonged formerly to the Gymnasium
alone, but graduates of the RealgAMimasium may
now enter law, medicine, and all studies of the
philosophical faculty, save classical languages.
The certificates of the Oherrcalschule admit to

university study of mathematics and natural
sciences. The other higher schools fit for the
great technical schools. A priviU>ge qu'te as
highly prized as that of fitness for the universitj".
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anil one that is to a great dc<rioc responsible for

the large attendance and pnblic support of the

Gymnasia, is the e.xeinption from one year of the

required two years' military service on successful

completion of the six-year gymnasia! course.

Nearly one-half of all secondary pupils in Pr\is-

sia leave school at the end of six years after

securing this privilege. This privilege also ex-

plains tlie formation of the Progynmasium, which

offers simply the first six years of the gymnasial

course. Tlie Realgjnnnasiuni differs from the

Gymnasium in the stronger emphasis on the

non-classical subjects, as is seen in the greater

number of hours giv.en to mathematics and the

sciences, and the fewer hours given to Latin,

in the omission of Greek, and in the requirement

of English as well as French. The Realschulen

(q.v. ) and the Oberrealschulen are altogether

non-classical. Every higher school has a well-

endowed school library and a teachers' library,

and publishes at the end of each school year a

Program,' which is, first, a handbook of school

information records, vacations, and lists of stu-

dents, and, second, contains a scientific treatise

written by a teacher of the school.

In essential unity of method and in the equal

supervision of the State, the higher schools

as a wliole stand on the same plane of excellence,

although one or another institution may occa-

sionally enjoy a position of preeminence through

tlie influence of a siiecially gifted director, or a

happily constituted faculty. So in Prussia the

'Landes- und Fiirstenschule' Pforta (Foundation

school), in Saxony the 'Landes- und Fiirsten-

schule' at ^leissen, all founded previous to the

middle of the sixteenth century, in Wiirttemberg

the 'elite' schools of the upper Gymnasia (with-

out lower classes), in which only pupils of

marked excellence are received—e.g. at llaul-

bronn. Some of the.se most noted institutions are

boarding-schools. At the present time there are

in all Germany more than 1200 approved higher

schools, of which about 4.50 are Gymnasia. Con-

sult: Matthew Arnold. Higher Hchools and I'ni-

rersities in Germayiy {-lA ed., London, 1882) :

Schrader, Erziehinirjs- und Unterrichtslehre fiir

Gi/mnoDien nnd Real>ichule>i (5th ed., Berlin,

1S93) ; Paulsen. Geschichfe des gelehrten Vnter-

richf.t (iiif de)i deiitxchen flchulen. tiird riiiversi-

taten (2d ed.. Leipzig, ISn.j-OT) : Russell. Ger-

man Hifiher f^chooJs CSew York, 1890) : Bolton.

Secondiirji .SV7ioo( Si/stem of Germrini) (New
York, UioO) ; SSpccial Reports on Educational

l^iibjects hy the Board of Education of Great

Britain, vols, i., iii., and ix. See National
EnucATiox. Systems of: Realschulen.

GYMNA'SIABCH (Lat. gymnasiarchus,
fiiim Gk. yvfi.va<rlapxoi, gymnasiarchos. from 7iiju.-

viffiov, gymnasion. gymnasium + dpxis, archos,

leader, from apxfi", archein, to lead). The name
of a Greek oflicial, whose rank and duties varied

widely in different places and at different times. In

Athens during the fifth and fourth centuries n.c.

a gv'nmasiarch was chosen annually from eacli

tribe to bear the expenses of the torch races.

(See Lampadephoria.) The duties included the

pa^nnent of all expenses connected with the

training of the competitors, and the office was
one of the most expensive of the jniblic services

demanded by Athens of her wealthy citizens. The
name seems to imply that the gynmasiarcb had

also certain rights and duties in the gj-mnasia

during the training of the youths, but there is no
definite information on this subject. After the

establishnu'nt of the Macedonian power we find a
change at Athens. There is lujw one gynmasiarcb
cliosen annually, and his oHice is one of great dig-

nity, lie has llie general oversight of order and
discipline in tlie gymnasium of the epliebi (q.v.).

and sometimes undertakes heavy expenses from
his own ])ursc. The same name is given to rich

ephebi, wlio undertake for a longer or shorter

period, generally one month, to bear certain heavy
charges for tlieir comrades, sucli as the expenses

of festivals, or of furnishing the oil needed in the

gymnasium. Outside of Athens and the States

whicli copied her gymnastic system, the term de-

notes either magistrates who have charge of the

g\Tnnastic and literary instruction, or those who
have to provide for certain expenses connected

with the iiymnasiuni or festivals, either from

their own projierty or from the public funds. The
wide diversity in details cannot be discussed

here. Consult Glatz. "Gymnasiarchia." in Darem-
berg et Saglio, Dirtionnaire des antiquitcs

(Paris, 1890).

GYMNASTICS (Lat. gymnast icus. from Gk.
yvp-vacTTiKOs, gyinnustih-os. relating to athletic ex-

ercises, from yv/ivd^eii', gymnazein, to train).

Indoor exercises for tlie development of physique

by the aid of suitable appliances. A room or

building set apart for such purposes, and fur-

nislied with the requisite appliances and para-

phernalia, is termed a gymnasium. In tlie train-

ing and develo]>ment of the athlete, indoor exer-

cises occupy a position of ])aramount importance:

indeed, supremacy in field sports, or outdoor

games, is rarely possible unless the progressively

systematic exercises of tlie gA'mnasiuin are made
a part of the training. The preeminence which
classical antiquity gave to systematic training,

and which resulted in the physically magnificent

s[)ecimens of humanity common to the Greek
games and Roman gladiatorial combats, became
lost to the world with the decay of those na-

tions. Gymnastics as practiced to-day may be

said to date from the middle of the nineteenth

century, and to be a product or result of modern
life aiid conditions. The increasing number of

densely populated cities, the stress of industrial

conditions requiring a correspondingly complex

and exacting mental or technical preparatiu-y

education, as well as a lifetime spent under con-

ditions frequently injurious to good physical

health or development, have all eontrilnited to

render the practice of gymnastics an absolute

necessity to the individual, and a subject of

serious imjiortance to the nation at large.

At the beginning of the twentieth century it

is an important feature of the educational system

of every nation in the world, receiving its origi-

nal iiii)ictus in Europe, but reaching its highest

development thus far in America. Gymnastic
exercises may be divided into tliree general

classes: {\)'Free gymnastics, under which is

included every exercise that is performed with-

out apparatus: (2) roZi.sf/ir)ii>s. under which are

included exercises with dumb-bells, Indian clubs,

wands, etc.; and (3) Gymnastics proper, by which

is meant every exercise in which the body is the

resistance moved, and in the execution of which

a fixed apparatus is necessary. Indiscriminate

gvmnastic exercises are rarely beneficial, and
frequently injurious, if indulged in by any one
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who is not qualilluil by physical capacity, or who
has not the knuwkMlge or experience necessary

for prolitable practice. A pliysical examination

is always a wise ])reliminary to a course of work
in the gymnasium, and where possible a system

of exercise sliould be outlined which will be

williin the physical capacity of the student, and
at tlie same time beneficial to his pliysical con-

dition and general licalth. A physical director

or instructor in gynuiasties is now a regular

olliccr in every \vcll-C(|uipped modern gymna-
sium : and his presence is the more indispensable

when the fact is borne in mind that while some
particular muscle or group of muscles may be

develo])ed by one form of exercise, another exer-

cise may result in stiffened joints. In a well-

arranged system the exercises are such as will

gradually devehi]) the athlete from a condition

of weakness to one of long endurance, producing

powerful muscles and general suppleness nf Ixidy.

-Gymnastic exercises, moreover, play an equally

important part in the general health of the body

by hel])ing the system to throw otT its waste
material, improving the circulation of the blood,

and promoting growth by feeding new material

to all parts of the body, thus supplying the

entire system witli exactly what its needs de-

mand.
In order to make the gymnasium a ])opular

institutinu. and svipjily a needful variation in

its work, the difl'crent exercises are usually ar-

ranged with a view to making them as entertain-

ing and amusing as possible, the monotonous
drills of dumb-bells, Indian clubs, etc.. being

performed to music. An important principle is

that gymnastic exercises, if they are to be of

permanent benefit, shall be practiced every day;

but where this is not possible, some of the exer-

cises of free gymnastics will be foiuiil particular-

ly profitable. After each period nf exercise .1

short rest should be taken, or if the heart gives

signs of being distressed, the gymnast should

gradually reduce the severity of his drill by
milder exercises, rather than cease work sudden-

ly. Heavy gymnastic exercises should never be-

gin nor stop suddenly, and in any case should

not be continued beyond the first slight .sense

of fatigue. Authorities are all agreed that the

best time for exercise is as follows: Vor school-

children, during the intermission between studies;

for adults, the morning hours from 10 to 12 when
possible; and for those whose occupations will

not permit any daytime exercise, the hours from
8 to 10 o'clock in the evening are considered

more helpful than any hour before 7 in the

ninrning. Care should be taken, however, that
when exercising at night a sulTicient period should
elapse before going to bed. in order that the ex-

citement incident to the exercise may have sub-

sided. Gymnastic exercises should never be at-

tempted immediately before or after meals.

Suitable clothing for the gA'mnasium for men
consists of a pair of loose-fitting trousers, a light

sleeveless undershirt, and a pair of canva.s shoes,

without heels. Care must be taken, if a waist-

belt is woin. that it is not so tight-fitting

as to prevent the free play of the body, and
particularly that of the abdominal muscles.

The dress for women should be suiricieiitly loose

to afford every ])nssible freedom of action, but
where exercises with apparatus are performed,
the divided skirt will be found to be preferable.

The most effective exercises in free gymnastics

are tho.se used in the phjsical training of the

soldier, which are so arranged as to exercise

every muscle and joint of the body, develop the

chest, strengthen the lungs, and conduce to an
erect and easy carriage. They may be easily

arranged and adajitcd for cither sex or any age.

Calisthenic exercises with dumb-bells (q.v.), the

weight of which may vary from a few ounces
upward, although heavy ones are used only for

trials of strength and are opposed to effective

work in developing muscle, are very effective

when performed in class work with niiisic:il ac-

companiment. They are, however, of exceptional

value for home or private exercise, and sh(nild

be used regularly. The ordinary dumb-bell should
never weigh over six pounils. There are many
exercises arranged for them, in addition to which
nearly every pliysical exercise in free gvmnastica
can be used witli tlieni to very great advantage.
Kxercises witli the wand are also very beneficial

and very interesting, but are almost entirely

confined to school-children. The wand may be

an ordinary broom-handle or cane, but is usually

a specially manufactureil smooth stick, about
four feet long, nearfy an inch in diameter, and
perfectly straight. During the many exercises,

nearly all of which may be easily improvised,

it is held in both hands, the palms downward.
Induiii rhili.i are made of wood and shaiied like

a wiue-hotlle. Originally they were weighted
with lead, but this practice has long been dis-

continued, and exercises to develop speed and
quickness of movement have taken the place

of those originally designed as an exhibition of

strength, supple joints taking precedence of en-

larged muscles and biceps. The number of move-
ments and exercises which may be performed
with the clubs is practically unlimited, and al-

most any beginner can, if necessary, invent an
exercise for himself. Nearly every movement
must of necessity consist of combinations of three

distinct motions or circles—the straight-arm

circle, the bent-arm circle, and the wrist circle.

In the first of these movements the club is swung
at arm's length, while in the second the movement
is made with the arm bent at the elbow, and in the

third the hand is the I'cntre of the circle fhrouoh
which the club is moved. These latter circles

are made by the muscles of the forearm and
hand. Care should be taken that every circular

movement should be as near a plain circle as
possible. A good club-swinger is able to stand
close to a wall without hitting it with the elub.s

while he is swinging. 'Inside circles' are those

in which the club moves first in the direction

of the .swinger's head : 'outside circles' are move-
ments in the opposite direction.

Heavy Gymnastics, or Gyjix.astics with
.\prARATL',s. Before discussing the ajipliances

familiar to every gymnasium, mention must he

made of the many forms of wall apparatus which

]day so important a part in the gymnasium of to-

day. They are designed for chest develo)imcnt.

weight-lifting, wrist and finger strengthen iug.

foot and ankle development, and for the reducing

of superfiuous weight. Some are in the form of

a quarter-circle, others are known as intercostal

machines, others as rowing-machines (the seat of

which, together with the positions of the feet,

is on the rowing principle, the resisting weights
being suspended from the wall). Another ma-
chine, is the traveling' iiarallel. The wrestling-

machine is also a friction appliance, the tension
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of whicli, like all other wall machines, is capable

of regulation to any desired degree. I'ulley-

Iftights, or, as they are frequently called, ihesl

weights, are made double for tlie special purpose

of exercising both sides of the body at the same
time. It is probably the most important single

piece of ap])aratus for general physical exercise

that can be used. Tlie weights are adjustable so

that tlierc need be no danger of straining. A
good exercise with lliis apparatus is as follows:

Take a liandle in cacli liand and stand facing the

ai>paralus at such a distance as will leave the

hands al)out twelve inches from the pulley when
the arms are extended, then, raising the arms to

a per]iendicular position, return to the original

position and repeat the process as many times

as desired. Otlier exercises are as follows: (1)

Kxtend the arms as far apart as possible and
return them to the first position. (2) Lower
tlie arms to the sides and return to the first

])osition. These exercises may be combined in

any way that the gj-mnast feels would best

advance his scheme of practice. Good exercises

for the legs may be obtained by putting a foot

in each handle, stirrup fashion, and marking
time with the feet or using one foot at a time,

balancing with the other leg. In this latter

exercise, many movements may be executed, and
valuable exercise for the legs and hips thus de-

rived.

A good machine for strengthening the muscles

of the neck is one in which a pulley weight
is used, having a small semicircular net at tlie

end of the rope. This is placed on the back of

the head, which is moved backward and forward,

lifting the weight. In this particular exercise

the muscles in the back of the neck derive special

benefit, but the position ma}' be easily shifted

so tliat the other neck muscles may be similarly

exerci.sed.

Dynamometers, or strength-measurers, are ma-
chines for testing the muscles : a spirometer, or

breath-measurer, is a similar contrivance for

gauging the c.ipacity of the lungs. These and
similar machines are common in every thoroughly

equipped gymnasium, and by their aid the gym-
nast is enabled to keep an accurate record of

his progress and development.

The heavy apparatus usually consists of a hori-

zontal bar; a pair of parallel bars: a trapeze;

a pair of hanging rings suspended from the

ceiling or bar; a horse or vaulting bar: horizon-

tal, perpendicular, and inclined ladders; and a
climbing pole, or rope. The horizontal bar is

usually made of hickory, or some other hard
wood, and is about six feet long by one and three-

quarter inches in diameter. It is sometimes so

ai ranged that it can be adjusted to any height by
sliding it up or down the iipright posts to which
it is fastened. The bar shovild be placed at such

a height that the feet will be clear of the ground,

and while some instrvictors maintain that it is

best to hold on to the bar Avith the thinid) on
the opposite side from the fingers, it is generally

found to be more advantageous to grasp it with
the thumb and fingers on the same side. The
first exercise with the horizontal bar should be

that of drawing the body steadily up imtil the

chin is above the bar. and then lowering it slowly

until it hangs again at full length. This exercise

should be frequently practiced imtil the beginner
can sticceed in raising himself several times in

succession without any undue effort. This ac-

complished, he may practice hanging from the
bar, using each hand alternately, or 'walk' along
the hiiT hand over hand, or practice swinging
the body backward and forward until he can
attain almost a horizontal position. Having
thus become familiar witli the 'feel' of the bar,

lie iiKiy next proceed to its exercises. To mount,
tlie body must be raised until the chin is above
the bar, after wliich the left leg is raised and
thrown over tlic liar, knee bent. The oilier leg

is now swung until it gains sufficient impetus
to aid the g;smnast in securing an upright posi-

tion above the bar, which passes between his

legs, after whicli he may throw the right leg

also over the bar, and practice balancing him-
self on it by sitting in various positions without
holding on by his hands. After this, numerous
exercises will suggest themselves. A much more
difficult ap]iaratus is the hanging or trapeze
bar, which is similar to a horizontal bar except
that it is sup])orted by two ropes, swing fashion.

The same exercises may be performed on it, but
with very much more difliculty.

Parallel bars are two bars side by side sup-

|)orted on posts. They are usually from 4Vj to

a feet high, 3 or more inches in diameter, and
from IG to 20 inches apart. They are sometimes
oval and sometimes round. An elementary exer-

cise is to practice supporting the weiglit of

the body with a liand on each bar, arms held

rigid; after which should be practiced 'walking'

along the bars, taking a step alternately with
each hand. Care should be taken that the body
is perfectly erect, head well up, eyes to the front,

legs rigid and close together, and toes pointing
to the ground. Another exercise is to allow the

body to drop a little by bending the elbows, and
allowing them to point liackward on a level with
the shoulders, the gymnast advancing along the

bars by a series of jumps, both hands striking

the bars at once. In this exercise considerable
reenforcement is obtained by drawing the feet up
in readiness to aid the arms at the instant of

jumping, and then kicking them straight down.
There are a great variety of exercises possible

with the parallel bars, which are at the same
time among the most profitable of the entire

gymnastic curriculum. The vaulting horse may
consist of a block of wood, rounded at the top

and shaped so as to resemble a horse's back.

Two pommels, so constructed that they can be

removed when necessary, are fixed on the back,

saddlewise. The numerous exercises with the

horse range from vaulting it by placing the hands
on the pommels, to jumping over it. starting with

a run. Hanging rings, or traveling rings, are

leather-covered iron rings suspended from above
by a rope. Ordinarily, several are suspended in

a row' so that. cDiiimencing with the first one. the

gymnast may swing hini.self to the second, after

w-hich he lets go of the first, and so on down
the line. There are many positions in swinging,

each one of which has its own advantages, while

with two of these rings many of the exercises on
the horizontal and parallel bars may also be

features of gymnastic training. In climbing, the

rope is grasped with both hands, one above the

other, the rope hanging between the feet, which

are crossed. -As the hands pull the boiiy up. the

rope is allowed to swing between the feet, which

proceed to grasp it tightly, permitting the hands

one at a time to be moved to a new grip: so

that the body is first supported by both hands,
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followi'il by tile left liiuul iUid the feel, ;iiul

finally l)y the right hand and the feet. In ilc-

scending, the feel act as a brake to regulate

the speed of the descent, the hands being lowered

one past the other. Pole-climbing is more ditli-

iiilt than roi)e-elimbing, owing to tlie thickness

and rigidity of the pole. Horizontal or inclined

ladders are used for ascending and descending

with hands and feet, or by hanging by the hands
alone. They are tixed usually about eight feet

above the ground, either vertically or inclined at

an angle. Frequently two of them are inclined

together.

The Delsarte si/stein of gymnastics is more
jiroperly a system of physical expression, and
will be' found treated at length under Physical
Tr.\ixi.\u. In analyzing the organism, Delsarte

(q.v.) taught that the voice was the language

et physical life; gesture the language of emo-
tion: and articulation the language of reason.

Motiini from the individual as a centre he termed
excentric; motion to a centre, concentric: and
motion between these two extremes, when they

are properly balanced, normal. The exercises are

so arranged as to develop to its fullest extent the

ability of each organism to perform its part

in the sensitive, moral, or intellectual transmis-

sion with which it is charged. The system com-
n/ences with a series of aesthetic gynmastics,

which include decomposing or devitalizing exer-

cises for the fingers, hand, forearms, entire arm,
Iiead, torso, foot, lower leg, entire leg, entire

body, eyelids and lower jaw: the harmonic pose

of hearing as standing, change of centre of gravi-

ty forward, back, and sideways, rotation, and
poise when seated ; gestures from the significant

zones, mental, moral, and vital; standing in

significant attitudes ; as well as the whole gamut
of expression in pantomime. The Delsarte sys-

tem is of particular importance in training for

the stage, but it is also regarded as of great

general value in the cultivation of nerve-control,

as well as for physical expression.

The term Sicedish gi/mnastics if. usually ap-

plied in America to a system of physical training

in the education of childhood and youth, which
directs the muscular activity of the child toward
the development of the mechanism of accustomed
movements, such as walking, running, etc. : and
subseipu'Utly the performance of exercises which
employ large masses of coordinate muscles, and
the cultivation of manual dexterity. The system
dies not aim to supply an athletic training,

although it is an excellent prelude to such train-

ing. In Sweden the claim is made that they do
not adapt their work to an apparatus, but their

apparatus to their work: and that while they
do not encourage the practice of difficult feats

on fixed Hoor apparatus, they are enabled by
their system tq conserve the physical man during
the ])criod of his mental training, and thus endow
him when he arrives on the threshold of man-
hood with a body physiologically cap.able of

sustaining him in the work of his life. The
Swedish system was first developed by Ling, who
died in ISoO. but it was not until between 1860
and 1870 that the several important discoveries

of ph\sinlogy were thoroughly incorporated into

the training, and g.ive it the value it subsequent-
ly acquired.

BiBi.ioriRAPiiY. \\'ood. Manual of Phi/sical Ex-
erciser (\ew- York. 1867) ; Frobisher. I'hc Blood
and Ihe Breath : A ffi/ntcm of Exercise for the

l.iiiKjs and Limbs (New York, 187(i) ; Lewis, Tlia

\'cir Uymnastics for Men, Women and Children.

(18th ed., Boston, 1882) ; Ling, ><itedish. (li/innus-

tics for iSchools (London, LH83) ; LeMaire, In-

dian Clubs and How to Use Them (London,
1880) ; Alexander, Modern (lymnastic Exercises

(London, 1890); .Jenkins, (lyninastics (New
York, 1800) ; Posse, The Htpcdish tfyslcin of Edu-
citliiinal (him nasties, trans. (Boston, 1800);
Stcbbius, Delsarte tiystem of Ex/jrcssion. (4th
cd.. New York, 1892) ; Lewis, Home (Jymnaslicn

(New Y'ork, 1892) ; Stebbins, Dynamic Breathimj
and Harmonic (tyniHasiics (New Y'ork, 1803);
Posse, tipecial Kinesoloyy of Educational (lym-

nasties (Boston, 1894); Nissen, Rational Home
(lymnaslics for the Well and the Hick (Boston,

1898).

GYMNEMA, jim-iw'mi\ (Neo-Lat., from Gk.
•fv/j.i'd!, ijyinnos, naked -j- i^fia, iiema, thread),
or Cow-Plant, (Symncma luctiferum. A climb-

ing perennial shrub of the order Asclepiadaeeae,

native of the East Indian Archipelago, the milky
juice of which has been said to be used by
the natives as a substitute for milk and cream,
but which is believed to contain enough of the
poisonous principle peculiar to the order to cast
a doubt upon its reputed use.

GYMNOCLADUS, jim-nok'la-das (Neo-Lat.,
from Gk. yv/jvo^, gymnos, naked -|- /tXatVis, klados,

branch). A genus of trees of the natural order
Leguminosa". Gymnocladus Canadensis is a

North American tree, found in rich bottom soils

from Canada and the Eastern United States as

far south as Tennessee and west to Indian Ter-
ritory and Nebraska. It attains a height of 50
to 00 feet in cultivation, or 75 to 100 feet when
growing wild. It is remarkable for its upright
branches and its exceedingly rough bark. The
leaves of young trees are very large, and bipin-
nate. The flowers are white in short spikes. The
pods are 5 inches long and 2 inches broad. The
tree is called ehicot in China, and sometimes
stump-tree, from its dead apjjearance in w'inter.

and the absence of conspicuous buds. It is one
of the last trees to put out its leaves, which are
Ytry ornamental when yoimg. Its common name,
Kentucky cofl'ee-tree, was apjilied because its

seeds were formerly washed and ground as coffee

in Kentucky. The wood is u.sed both by cabinet-
makers and carpenters. It has very little sap-
wood. The pods, preserved like those of thi'

tamarind, are said to be wholesome and slightly

aperient. A second species, Gymnocladus Chincn-
sis, occurring in the east of Asia, is a smaller
tree. See Plate of Ginkgo.

GYM'NODON'TES (Neo-Lat. nom. pi., from
Gk. yvfiv6i, gymnos. naked + dSoiis, odous, tooth).
A suborder of plectognath fishes, which in-

cludes the puffers, sunfishes, porcupine-fishes,

globefishes. and the like. These forms have no
separate teeth, but the jaw's are envelo)ied by an
enamel-like covering. Many of them have the
power of inflating their bodies, probably for pro-

tection. (See Gloceflsh.) There are many
species, mostly found in the warm seas.

GYM'NONO'TI (Neo-Lat. nom. pi., from Ok.
yvfMi/ds, fijimnos. naked + j-wtos, ndtos, back).
A suborder of eel-like fishes of the fresh waters
of Soutli .\merica, named from the electric eel

(see Electric Fishes), formerly called Gym-
notus^ The group embraces two families, re-
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garded as being between the true eels and the
eel-like siluroids (Clariidir).

GYMNOPiEDES, jiiu'iiO-pO'dez. See under
Pluiiiaiji-. in llio artiele KiKU.

GYM'NOPHI'ONA (Xeo-Lat. nom. pi., from
Gk. •fvji.iibs, gi/iiiiius, naked + 6<p'!, ophis, ser-

pent). An order of small snake-like amphib-
ians, with no traee of limbs or tail. The body is

vermiform, the skin hardened to form scales, the
eyes nidimentary, and the membranous skull
complete and substantial. They are tropical bur-
rowers, and number about 42 species, principally
of the family Crcciliidie. See Blindworm.
GYMNOS'OPHISTS (Lflt. gymnosopMstw,

from Gk. yv^vo<70(piaT^s, gi/innosophistc.s, naked
sage, from yv/j.i'ds, r/yiiiiios, naked + o-o^io-ti)!,

sophistcs, sage, from (roipds, suplios, wise). Tlie

name given by the Greeks lo those ancient Hindu
philosophers, or religious devotees, who wore
little or no clothing, and dedicated themselves to

mystical contemplation and the practice of the
most rigorous asceticism. They often adopted a
solitary life in the forest, for which reason the
Greeks termed them also Hglobioi, answering to
ySiw-prasthas of the Sanskrit literature. They
correspond to the yogis, fakirs, or "holy men"
of India to-day. According to Strabo tliere were
two classes of these, the Brahmans and the Sa-
inana>ans. The former adhered strictly to the
rules of caste distinction : the latter did not.

Calamis (q.v. ). who allowed himself to be burned
alive, was a type of these naked philosophers.

GYMNOSPERMS, jim'no-spermz (from Gk.
•yv/ii'fir, gyiniios, naked + a-ipfui, sperma, seed).
A name applied to one of the two groups of seed-

plants (spermatophytes) . the members of whicli,

as the name implies, bear naked seeds. The mem-
bers of the other group, angiosperms (q.v. ), bear
seeds 'in a case.' Tlie most familiar gymun-
.sperms are pine, spruce, hemlock, cedar, etc., the
forms commonly called "evergreens.' The group
is an ancient one: its representatives were abun-
dant in the forest vegetation of the coal measures,
but to-day only about 400 species exist as a rem-
nant of a former much larger display. The gym-
nosperms are divided into four distinct living

groups, and at least two extinct groups are
known.
The Conifers. The conifers form the most

conspicuous modern group. They are character-
istic of the temperate regions, and comprise the
commonly known evergreens. Some forms are
widely distributed, as the pines, wliich still form
extensive forests. Others are now very much re-

stricted, although they were once widely dis-
tributed, as tile gigantic redwood (Sequoia) of
the Pacific slopes. See Coxifer.e.
The Cycaos. The cycads, tropical fern-like

forms, with large compound leaves, rank second
in importance to the conifers. Tlie stem is

either a columnar shaft, crowned with a rosette
of green leaves which give a palm-like habit, or
it is like a great tuber crowned with leaves. In
ancient times cycads were very abundant, but
now they are represented by only about eighty
forms, scattered through both the eastern and
western tropics. See C'ycad.vce-E.
The Gnetims, some of which arc of remarkable

form, compose the tliird living group. Tlierc are
but three genera, very distinct in ap)iearance and
in range. The genus Ephedra, which includes
about thirty species, occurs in the dry regions of

both hemispheres. In the arid region of the
Southwestern United States characteristic species
of Ephedra are low straggling bushes with long-

jointed, lluted green stems, and opposite scale-like

leaves. A second genus. Tuniboa, better known as
Welwitsehia. contains onlj^ a single species, whicli
occurs in certain extremely dry regions of West
and South Africa. The body of these remarkable
jilants is shaped like a gigantic radish, wliieh
rises well above the surface of the ground, and
whose circumference is sometimes over 12 feet at
tlie crown, from the edge of which two enormous-
ly large leaves are produced. These extend u])on

the ground sometimes from 10 to 12 feet, and
become weathered into ribbons. The third genus,
Gnetum, contains fifteen species of trees or vines,

and occurs in the tropics of both hemispheres,
where some of the climbers are prominent.
The Ginkgo. The fourth great group of living

gymnosperms contains at present but a single

form, the Ginkgo, a remarkable tree almost un-
known in the wild state, but recently reported in

certain forests of Western China. Its extensive
cultivation, however, in connection with temple
worship in China and .Japan has preserved it,

and has introduced it as a well-known park tree

in all civilized countries. The leaves so much
resemble those of the maidenhair fern that they
suggest the common name 'maidenhair tree.' The
fruit is plum-like. See Ginkgo.

It is tliouglit that a^'mnospcrms have lieen de-

. rived from the ferns, from whicli they dilTer most
strikingly in their production of seeds. Among
the numerous other characters which separate
the gymnosperms from the angiosperms. it may
be mentioned that the female generation (gameto-
pliyte) developed within the ovule (see Alter-
nation OF Ge.xer.^tions) bears such female or-

gans as are found in the ferns and the mosses
(archegonia) : in angiosperms no such organs
are found. Again, in gymnosperms the body of

the stem is chielly composed of the peculiar form
of vessels called tracheid (q.v.), which differ

from the true vessels of angiosperms in not form-
ing somewhat continuous passageways. These
traeheids are formed so regularly that the wood
is remarkably uniform and of even grain, a fea-

ture characteristic of the lumber obtained from
pines and their allies. The fruits of gymno-
sperms are diverse, and from the fact that the

seeds are not inclosed they are difl'erent in char-
acter from those of angiosperms. The best-known
form of fruit is the prominent cone that gives

name to the group Conifene, These cones en-

large very much during the formation of the
seeds, and consist of an a.\is bearing numerous
bract-like members to the upper surface of which
the seeds are attached. In the case of the cy-

cads and ginkgo, the seed itself ripens and re-

sembles a fleshy stone fruit, such as a plum or
cherry. To botanists g;\'mnospcrms are of chief

interest because of their relations to the ferns

and to the angiosperms. The largest problems
in connection with the group have to do with the
details of their origin from the ferns, and with
the more obscure question as to whether they in

turn may have given rise to the angiosperms.

In addition to the books cited under Morphol-
ogy, all of which treat more or less fully of this

group, consult Coulter and Chamberlain, ^for-

phnlofig of Hprrmdlophglen. part i. (New York,
inoil. For works on classification, see under
Taxo.xomy'. See Di.strii'.ition of Plants.
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GYMPIE, gim'pi. A gold-mining town of

JIarili I'uunty, yiu'cnsland. Australia, on the

Upper Jlaiy River, 107 miles north of ISrisbane

by rail (Map: Queensland, H 9). TopuUition, in

lk)l. ll.'.lf.il.

GYN^CETJM, jin'e-se'um (Lat., from (ik.

)i'i'Oi^t(or, t/i/iiaikcioii, women's apartments, from
yvvcuKei'is, iji/iuiiJ:cios, relating to women, from
yvvT), yi/nC; woman). The apartments lor women
in aneient Greek houses. In the fourth cen-

tury A.I), and later, the term was applied to

large factories where slaves of both sexes wove
and made up clothing of fine stufl's for the im-

perial families, and also of coarser materials

for the soldiers. These factories were in direct

dependence on the Emperor and under the super-

vision of imperial officers.

GYNECOLOGY, jT'ne-ki.l'o-ji (from Gk. 7u>'7i,

f/i/H'', woman + -\i>yia., -lor/ia. account, from X^-

7«i', legein, to say). That branch of medicine

which treats of diseases and afl'ections peculiar

to the physical organization of women. All oper-

ative work upon the female genital apparatus

is called g^'n;ccologieal surgerj-. But childliirth

and the care of the parturient womali belong to

the domain of Obstetrics (q.v.). Consult Kelly,

Opcriitirr (SijiHvcology (New York, 1S98).

GYOMA, dyo'nio. A town of Hungary, in the

county of Bekes, situated on the Koriis. about
114 miles east-southeast of Budapest by rail

( INIap : Hungary. G .3 ) . The country is extremely
fertile and produces much grain and fruit. Cattle

and sheep are raised in considerable numbers,

and the fishing is also important. Population,

in 1900, 11.54.5, mostly Magyar Catholics.

GYbNGYOS, dyen'dyesh. A town of Hungary,
in the County of Heves, situated at the base of

the Matra ^Mountains, about GO miles northeast of

Budapest (Jlap: Hungary, F 3). The town has

a gvmnasium and a large Franciscan monastery.

It manufactures bricks, alcohol, and copper goods,

and carries on a large trade in grain, cattle, and
particularly wine, the vineyards yielding the

grape which prodiices the fine Erlauer wine. In

the vicinity are excellent medicinal baths. Popu-
lation, in 1900, 10.442, nearly all Magv'ar Catho-

lics,

GYP, zhep. The nom-de-plume of the French
writer Sibylle Gabrielle Jlarie Antoinette de

Ricpictti de Mirabeau, Comtesse de Martel de

Janville. See Martel de Janville.

GYPSIES. A singular race of wandering
tribes, scattered through Western Asia, all the

countries of FAirope. and Northern Africa, and
found, where the tide of modern immigration has

flowed, in North and South America and in Aus-

tralia. From the standpoint of ethnography and
language .ilike they present one of the strangest

problems \vith which modern scholarship has to

deal. Dwelling in the midst of highly civilized

nations, associating in the daily life of diverse

peoples, they yet retain their physical and racial

characteristics and their peculiar language wher-
ever they may live. No similar phenomenon is

to be observed in all the world. The nearest

parallel is to be found in the .Tews, who, also scat-

tered among the nations of the earth, retain the

distinguishing characteristics and customs of

their race: but the .Tews are numerous and pow-
erful, and have the influence of a long history and
strong traditions, not to speak of the bond

Vol. IX—27.

of their ancient religion. Tlie gj'psies, on the

other hand, are isolated, unlettered, the despised

of the earth ; witli no common bond of religion,

history, or tradition. It is an unexplainable

native" instinct tliat holds them together in com-

muniliis and roving bands, that keeps them apart

from the rest of the world, and that drives them
to endless, restless roaming. It is in their blood

to love the open-air. nonuKlie life; and even where
education or .self-interest leads them here and
there to adopt the settled haliits of civilization,

the old native instinct returns at times and
forces them from house and town to the wander-

ing life in the fields.

Name. In his own language a gypsy calls

himself and his race Rom, i.e. 'man,' the man
par rxcellciicc, for all the rest of mankind he

defines under the generic term (jiijo ( English-

gypsy dialect gajo), 'gentile.' His wife is roinni,

and all that characterizes him and his ways is

summed up in the term romnipen, while his lan-

guage is romani. The gypsy of each country
accepts the name applied to him by the people,

but knows not what it means. These local names
are as varied as the countries in which he lives;

but if we except the many appellations of gypsy-

like tribes in the East (the Luri and tlie Karachi
in Persia, Nowars in Syria, .Tat and Sinti in

India, etc.), of which but little is known, they

may be reduced to three general categories: (I)

Those referring to the supposed origin of the

tribe; (2) a group of allied names of uncertain

etymology; (3) depreciatory appellations, such
as 'heathen' and 'outcasts.' Instances of the

third class occur in Holland, where the g;\'psie9

are known as ITcidcnet}, 'heathens,' and in Egypt,
where they are Hnrami, i.e. 'robbers.' To the sec-

ond group belong most of the appellations of

Eastern Europe and Germany. Early Byzantine
writers (ninth to twelfth century) speak of the

wandering tribes under the name aTalymmi,
whence the gypsies in Turkey are to-day called

Chinriianc, in Bulgaria Cignviii. in Rumania
Cigaiui. in Hungary C:igun>i. in Bohemia Cinlcfin,

in Germany Zigeuiier (Old German Zigiiirr. Zi-

geiner). in Italy Zingari. To their emigi-ation

from the East we owe the first group of appella-

tions; a very general, but wholly false, belief

that they had wandered into Eurojie from Egypt
led the Greeks to call them VvipToi, the Albanian"*

Jcvk, the Turks Fiirdicni (i.e. 'Pharaohs'), the

Hungarians Faraonepe (or Pharaoh's people),

Spaniards flltanos, and the English in olden

times Egipcions. whence Gi/psies. Similarly in

Dcraiiark, Sweden, and Northern Germany they

are designated as Tatars, and in France Bohc-
miens.

Ohigix axd Ethxic Traits. Of their own
origin the g\-psies can give no sensible account.

They are apt, at least those of Western Europe,

to follow the popular belief that they came orig-

inally from Egy'pt. Among the many authors

that have written about them from the fifteenth

century to recent times the most diverse and ab-

surd theories have been advanced. A fanciful

resemblance in their German name Zificiinrr led

early writers to trace them to Zeugitania (Tu-

nis), or to Singara, in Mesopotamia. Others

have sought to trace them to the Saracens, the

.Tews, the Amorites, the Canaanites. the Lost
Tribes of Israel, or the 'mixed multitude' that

followed Moses out of Egypt. It was the com-
parison of their language that gave the first clue
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to their real origin. .\s earl_y as 1776 a certain

Captain Szt'kely j)ul)lished a letter in a Viennese
review, in which he mentioned that an Hungarian
clergyman named \':'ilyi. during his student days
at the University of Leyden, had become acquaint,

ed with some lelluw students from ilalabar, in

India, and had acquired from them a small vo-

cabulary of Malabar words. On his return to

Hungary he read his list to some gypsies, who
understood almost every word. In 1783 two Ger-

mans. Eiidigcr and Grellmann, writing on the

gypsies, arrived independently at the conclusion

oit their Indian origin. The growing study of

Sanskrit and the modern Indian languages drew
further attention to that of the gypsies, and in

1844-45 Pott published a monumental work. Die
Zigeuner in Eiiropa tiiid Asia, in which was
fully set forth the Hindu origin of 'romani.'

There can be no further question of the fact that

the gypsies are an Indian race, and every step

in the study of their language and racial type

tends still more to confirm the fact. It is un-

necessary here to treat in detail the many inves-

tigations of Bataillard, JIacRitchie. De Goeje,

Miklosich. and others, that seek to connect them
closely with one or another of the wild tribes

of Northwestern India. A few words taken at

random will serve sufficiently to show the Hindu
origin of their lanjruage:

Eoglisb
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their way to Rome to Jo penance for apostasy,

thus gaining the aid and good wishes of the

siiiipk'. A large band wandered into Italy under

the leadership of a 'duke of Eg^-pt' named .\n-

(Irew, and encamped before the gates of Bologna
on .July 18. 1422. The 'duke' himself entered

tlie city and took lodgings at the 'Alljcrgo del

Ke.' displaying a passport for himself and his

tribe, signed by Sigismund, King of Hungary,
and explaining to the town authorities that he

and many others of 'Uttle Egypt' had turned

against Christianity and consequently had been

driven from their country by King Sigismund.

He himself, and 4000 of his people, had there-

uix)n decided to renounce the error and return

to the Church; and the King, after putting to

death the most obstinate renegades, had imposed
upon the others a penance of seven years' wan-
dering and the obligation of going to Rome to

get the Papal absolution, as a condition of re-

ceiving back their lands and goods. For five

years had they already wandered, and now were
approaching Konie. This stor^' served the 'duke'

well for several years; bvit the imposition was
ultimately discovered, and the whole band was
expelled from Italy. In 1429 we find the city of

Arnhem. in Gelderland. furnishing money and
provisions "to the Count of Little Eg^pt, with
his company," and another item ''to the same
count and the heathen women, for the honor of

God." In 14.59 the town of Zutphen made a like

present to the 'King of Little Egypt.' and Duke
Egmont granted a passport to "Count Jlartin

Gnoug}'. jichorcii van Klijn-Efii/ptcn, so that he

might be helped on his pilgrimage." Many more
instances might be cited ; and it may be observed
that in all these cases the gj'psies were from
Himgary. and strangers in the lands through
which they were wandering. In the course of

time their fraud was naturally exposed ; and
then the "dukes' and 'counts,' reduced to common
vagabonds, either retraced their path to Hun-
gary or remained with their tribes and became
severally Gennan and Italian and Dutch g.vp-

sies. As such they were treated as outcasts and
often rigorously persecuted. In Germany, acts

of banishment were passed against them in 1479,

1.500, 1544, 1548. and 1577. each more stringent

than the last; and that of 1725. under Frederick
William I., was the most cruel of all: "Gypsies,

whether men or women, that are caught in the

Prussian States, if over eighteen years of age,

shall be sent to the gallows without mercy, and
may previously also be punished with branding
and tiogging, whether they have come into the

cciimtry for the first time singly or in company,
and whether they have passes to show or not."

Christian III. of Denmark gave the gypsies three

months to leave the country in 1536. under pen-

alty of death in case of return, and a similar

roy.i! edict was passed against them by Sweden
in 10(52. In France they were never allowed to

gain a foothold. Himgary. Rumania. Poland,
Russia, and England, on the contrary, have on

the whole been generous to them, they have
thriven in Spain, and Italy has tolerated the

comparatively few that dwell there. To-day
the tent-dwelling gypsies seldom pass from one

country to another; they have become habituated
to their adopted country, and with the growth
of popular education and the increasing dilliculty

of leading the nomadic life, they .are gradually
losing their peculiar character and becoming as-

similated to their neighbors. Their last migra-

tion is to the New World or to Australia ; and
here, in new surroundings, nuxny thousands are

already living, mostly English g\psies, but also

bands from the Continent, especially from Hun-
gary and the Balkan States. The gj'psies are

most numerous in Rumania and various parts

of the Balkan region, Hungary (with Transyl-

vania), and Russia. Their aggregate number
in these countries is in the neighborhood of 500,-

000. On the migi-ations of the gypsies, consult

especially Von Wlislocki, Vrmi loandernden Zie-

geunervolke (Hamburg, 1890).

Language. It is a very prevalent impression

among English-speaking people that the language

of the gj'])sies is a simple jargon or cant. Noth-

ing could be further from the truth. The broken

dialect of the English gypsies, indeed, is a strange

mixture of English and roinani. in which the

grammar has almost wholly disappeared, and it

is this fact that has created the popular impres-

sion. But in the farther East, where the race is

more compact and has preserved far better its

habits and instincts., rmnaiii is a true and com-

plete language, with a considerable vocabulary

and a higlily developed system of inflections. A
brief characterization is all that is possible here

;

but the student is referred to the list of valuable

works appended to this article.

There are fourteen distinct dialects of romani

in Europe: (1) The Greco-Turkish, (2) Ruma-
nian, (3) Hungarian, (4) Slavonian, (5) Polish-

Lithuanian, (6) Russian, (7) Finnish, (8) Ger-

man, (9) Scandinavian, (10) Italian, (11)

Basque, (12) Sp.anish, (13) Anglo-Scotch, (14)

Welsh. Any one of these dialects is not easily

intelligible "to the speakers of the others. The
purest are those of Turkey, the Balkan States,

and Hungary-Transylvania; the most corrupt are

those of England, Scotland, and Spain. We may
first select the dialect of Turkey as an example of

the pure roma)ii—the hiclio romiino chih—and
then illustrate its corruption in the hybrid dia-

lect, the posh and posli romani, of the English

gj-psies. For the Turkish dialect we owe our

accurate knowledge to Dr. Alexander G. Paspati,

of Constantinople, whose extensive researches

are summed up in his Etudes siir les Tchingianis,

oil Bohcmiens de I'Empiie Ottoman (Constanti-

nople, 1870).

AuH-iBET. As romani is not a written lan-

guage, it properly has no alphabet; but it is very

rich in sounds, both vowel and consonantal.

Article, (a) Definite masc. o, fem. », from the

Greek (S, j}. (b) Indefinite: Yek, properly 'one.'

Examples: o rakU, 'the boy'; i rakli, 'the girl';

yck cliavo, 'a child.'

Noun. There are two genders, mase. and
fern. Nouns may terminate equally in vowels

and consonants. All nouns are fully declined,

and tjjere are eight cases, as follows:

Masc. Fem.
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Masc. Kem.
Second dative rakltmsiit; rakli^nghe,

•in the bo.vs.' -in tlie girls'
Ace. rakMa raklU-n
Voc. raklAle rakldli'

Instr. ruklt'uUja riikVu'uOja
Abl. rakl(-ntiHr rakiWndur

Examples: E rorn^skero rakU ta raklid, 'the

boys and girls of the gypsy.' Terasa yck rakU-s,

'we have a bow' E raklia 4 penela o ruklo, "the

boy says to the girl.' So soven romalef 'why do
you sleep. O gypsies ?'

Adjective. Masc. ends in -o. fem. in -i. Excep-
tions are rare, as shukar, 'beautiful'; yavir,

'other.' All the oblique cases and the entire

plural end in -e. E.\ainples: lacho chavo, 'good

child'; lache chaveskorn, 'of the good child'; etc.

Pronouns. These are fully declined, like the
nouns. The personal jironouns are mc, T; til,

'you' (singular); ov, 'he'; oi, 'she'; as follows:

Singular
Nom. me tu or oi
Gen. m&ngoro ? Mskoro Mkoro

First Dat. m&ntie lute l^stc Uite
Second Dat. mAnghe tdke leske lAke

Ace. man tut les la
Voc. me tu

Inatr. mSndJn tusa iftsa l&ea
.\bl. m&ndar tdtar lestar Mtar

Plural

Nom. am^n tumfin oe
Gen. am^Dgoro tum^ngoro h'ngoro

First Dat. amende tumeude Wnde
Second Uat. am^-agbe tumengbe l^ngbe

Ace. am^n tum^n len

Voc. am^n tum^n
Instr. am^ndja tum^ndja Mndja
Abl. aniC'adar tum^ndar l^Ddar

Examples: Me isom, 'I am'; pende manghf,
'they .said to me'; tu peiighids anicnghe, 'you

(sing.) said to us'; dikliiis la Idkoro dat, 'her

father saw her'; astilas lasii, 'he laughed with
her.' The possessive pronouns are mo, 'my' (fem.

7)1 i ; oblique cases and plural me) ; to, 'your'

(sing.; fem. ti: oblique cases and plural te)
;

niinro (fem. niinri), 'my'; tinro (fem. tinri),

'your,' 'yours' (sing.); leskoro (fem. hikoro)

,

'his,' 'hei's'; amiiro (fem. ainnri), 'ours'; tumaro
(fem. iumari). 'yours' (plur.) ; lenfjoro (masc.

and fem.), 'their,' 'theirs.' The demonstrative
pronouns are: ukd or orakii. 'this' (fem. iikiii nr

avakiii, plur. aklc or nrakic). The interrogative

is kon, masc., fully declined ; and so. defective,

neuter; and the relative is ka, indeclinable.

Examples: Mo chavo, 'ray boy'; mi rakli, 'my
girl'; mc chare, 'my children'; to vast, 'your

(sing.) hand'; tinro sukarib^, 'your (sing.)

beaxity'; leskoro grast, 'his horse'; Irskere dant,
'his teeth': hikoro pral, 'her brother': akd rnkld,

'this boy'; arakle gnvcste. 'in this village'; Icon

kachel, 'who will be left?' ta tu, so penes mdnghe,
'and you. what do you say to me?'

Numerals (all Hindu, except 'seven,' 'eight.'

'nine,' from the Greek ) : Yek, 'one' ; due, 'tw'o'

;

tiiv. 'three'; f.htar, 'four'; ponch, 'five';is/ior,

'six'; eftd, 'seven'; okhto. 'eight'; enea, 'nine';

desh. 'ten'; desh-u-i)pk. 'eleven.' etc.; bish, 'twen-

ty'; bish-n-pek, 'twenty-one,' etc.

Verbs. The conjugation of verbs, regular and
irregular, is exceedingly complex and full. As a

general example, the regular verb ddva, 'to give,'

will suffice.

Presen t

Imperfect

d.'irns dSsas
dfsas dfuas
dflaa dfnas

Second aohst
diBi6mas dinidmas
dinei'iDas diaiAaan
diuiis dinHtn

First aorist

dmi6m dini&m
dini^D dwiAa
diiii^s dintAs

Future
kamad&ra kamad&sa
kamadfisa
kamad^la

kamaditna
kamad^na

de, 'give!'

Imperative

Subjunctive

tedS ra
te dfea
te d^na

dind • taken

'

den, 'give!' (plur.)

te d&sa
te d^na
te dena

Participle

(fem. dini: plur. din().

dAva, '1 give*
dfifta, ' you give *

d^la, 'lie gives'

dAsa. ' we give'
dfinn, ' you give"
d^na, ' they give'

E.vamples: Kerava, 'I make'; tcrclas hut cha-
veil, 'he had many children'; so kamavela, 'what
will come?' me ehinghiom les, 'I killed him.'

It will readily be seen from the above resume
that romani, where well preserved, is a fully
developed and highly inflectional language. This
character it has kept where the gj'psies live in
large numbers, as in Hungary, for instance; but
in every country it has received many inlluences
from without. In Hungarian, the word-accent
falls invariably on the first syllable, and this has
inlluenced the Hungarian dialect. Thus, what
would be pronounced raklo, 'boy,' i-akli, 'girl,'

in Turkey, would become rdklo. rakli. in Hun-
gary and in all the gv-psy dialects of the farther
west.

A word about the corrupt English dialect.

When the gypsies arrived in England, early in

the sixteenth century, they spoke roiiiaiii of a
pure and inflectional character. But association
with the country people, and especially with
the questionable gentry of the horse-fairs and
the roads, caused their speech to become more
and more corrupt, until to-day it is the English
grammar applied to several hundred gypsy words.
The old .gypsy men and women who spoke the
'real language,' tacho romani jib, are dead, and
fheir descendants have forgotten it: but for-

tunately scholars took it from their lips before
it disappeared. Almost every inflected form of

romani may be found in the English dialect.

Thus, of the verb; kerdvu, kei'csa, kerrla, kerena,
k^rdo, "I, you, he, they make,' 'made,' are re-

corded; but the English gypsies of to-day, in-

stead of nie kerdra, 'I make,' say indnde kers
(using the English vulgar termination -s in 'I

makes') , tnte kers, lesti k-ers, etc. The migrations
of the English gvpsies are veiy discernible in

their language. The basic stock is Indian; the
Persian has svipplied many wcu'ds. as derrudl,

dovydl, 'sea,' vesh or loesh, 'forest': the Armenian
.several, as gra.<it, 'horse,' c7tor, 'deep'; not a few
are from the Greek, as drom, 'road" (I'ipd/jnr), pet'l

'horseshoe' (w^TaXov) . stndi, 'hat' {cKidSi) ; the
Slavic languages have furni.shed, among others,

krdlis. 'king,' kichcma. 'inn,' lorinor, 'beer;' while

German is represented by stifi-pal and stifi-pcn

(.'v7ie/bruder. ShV/'schwester) , and French, as

seme think, by biti. 'little' (petit).

Tiepresentative specimens of several romani
dialects arc here appended for comparison. Non-
romani words and forms are given in italics.

Turkish Dialect (Paspati, p. 600) : Yek
A

dakilr terclas trinto rakl^n, dinifis e khurdfs
king had three eons he gave to the youngest
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hilidih's [Greek] rjliroshu [Turkish], diiiii'is e

one hundred piastres he gnve to

thousand the

bares ta e maskaritnes. UfkinOtar o khunU'), liAs

eldest and the middle Uprose the .youngest, took
[the same].

baro droni, kilrin farakelas chorf dOhis iovfi,

the lens; road, every- that he found poor he money,
where people, pave

akari2ig okoriiig dinias len khalias o lovO.

here there he them, he the money,
gave soatteretl

Hungarian Dialect (Yon Wlislni'ki. p. 280) :

Ob diidoro, baro ruk Andro bes, tu ptdyiil, tu men
Oh dear great tree in the forest, you liave you us

father, fallen,

niuklyiil! Ameu avnas tute curii. Akiinii nii bin

have left! We were your grasses. Now not is

nienge usbalyin. Ameu avnas tut' fliliiklii!

to us shade. We were your lilriis

!

Akiinii nii bin rukii! Kai usbiilyin th'^ariikiis. kai

Now no are trees! Where shade to find, where

rukii tb' iiriikiis ?

trees to find?

Bohemian Dialect (.Jesina, p. 133) : Kai Jas,

where go
you,

male ? .Jav andro foros. So hi odoi tfike te kurel ?

friend? I go iuto town. What is there for to do ?

.vou

Mri rOmni odoi geyas okia the n'avel pAle; iia

My wife there went away and not comes back; not

jiinav so pes lake tiilindyas.

1 know what to her has happened.

German Dialect (Liebich, p. 269) : Ap o yek
Upon a

dfvio grai kllsyas givgses yek dslskero cbiivo. Goi
wild horse rode proud a spirited boy. Then
pendas o divio guro graieske: "Laj ! Tu mukyal
said the wild bull to the horse: "Shame! you allow

te n'kkervel tut yek ehiivester?" "Ava," pendas
to hold you a boy?" "Y^," said

o grai, "hav ptltib veles mflnge, yek ehiives te

the horse. "How honor come to me, a boy to

cbiverviiva tele ?"

throw down?"

English Di.\lect—old pure form (Smart and
Crofton, p. 21.5) : Dostadosta lie.^ha ghias kona

Many, many years gone now
sas (I [Eng.] baro kralis adril Angliiterra. Ed-
was a ' great king in England. Ed-

wardus sas lesko nav, kusbto komelo rai sas-lo.

ward was his name, good lovely gentle- was he.
man

English Dialect—modern corrupt form

:

Where's yer jal'tii' 1o iich yer tiin? IT'c doesn't

Where's yer goin' to pitch yer tent? We doesn't

jin. We pen.5 icp'H dik .some kusbto tan to ficb

know. We thinks we'll see some nice place to c,anip

adol apra the drum adof. ililndi pen.s / jin a
there in the road there. I thinks I know a
kflshto tan to iSeh akai under dova r<ikyi\,. There's

nice place to camp there under those trees. There's

shade adoi. and ebor for the grai.s. and dusta
shade there, and grass for the horses, and plenty

p.lm, yi'iso for the chals to pe. .Tal icilh m.lndi,
wat*r, clean for the gypsies to drink. Go with me,

ta miindi'// siker tute the kuslito tau.

and I'll show you the nice place.

Religion and Folk-Lore. Of the religion of
the gypsies there is little to be said. On the
one hand they are not idolaters, nor on tlie other
have they any well-defined religious ideas. They

may go by the name of Christians or Jloham-
medans, according to tlie religion of t!ie people

among wliom they live, but at best lliey attach

little vital significance to religious riles and
worships. Their religious attitude was proba-

bly the same on their arrival in Europe ; tliey

brought with them tlieir Indian religion, but so

slightly grounded that it was easily obscured,

and then wholly lost. A curious proof of tliis i.s

to be found in the roniani word tnishul. Tlic

Iri.ihula in Sanskrit is the three-pointed spear,

or trident, borne by the Hindu god Sliiva. Erom
India the gypsies brought the word, along with a

vague memory of the old god; but, arrived in

Cliristian countries, they speedily forgot Shiva,

and transferred his symbol, tlie trident, to the

symbol of the Christian religion—the Cross; and
all over Europe, in England as in Turkey, the

trushul is the Cross of Christ.

It is stated in many books on the gj'psies that

they have no conception of God. and that there

is no word for God in their language. Tliis is

wholly false. The name of God is to l)e found in

every gv'psy dialect, and is of pure Hindu origin:

Dcv'el "(Sk't. dera, 'god,' Avesta daCva, 'an evil

genius,' Lat. deus). The English gypsy calls God
o horo DiUl, 'the great God,' or mi-duvl, 'my
God.' Tile gjpsy conception of God is partly

pantheistic, but largely' anthropomorphic. It

varies, of course, witii the grade of cvilture of

the tribe. In England the gypsy is. to all intents

and purposes, a Protestant Christian, with the-

ological notions of a very vague sort, and rather

indifferent in the matter of devoutness; but

often, in individiutl cases, he becomes an ardent

evangelist and missionary. At the other e.'w-

treme, geographically and racially, tlic gypsy of

Eastern Europe is almost a pagan, so rich is his

mythology and folk-lore in supernatural beings,

male and female, benign and pernicious, of

every grade. It would lie impossible in a limited

space to give an adequate idea of tlie complete

mj-tbologicai system, for exam]ile. of the Tran-
sylvanian gypsies as recorded by Wlislocki.

'iliey have developed a thorough cosmogony ; and
the sky and woods and streams are jicoplcd in

tlieir imagination with numberless beings, whose
influence must be souglit and whose vengeance
must be averted with amulets and charmed
words. Kot an illness, not an animal in nature

that does not have its 'spirit'; and every 'omen,'

every coincidence, every dream has its porten-

tous meaning.
Peculiar Customs, etc. The gypsy, wherever

lie lives, inclines naturally to some occupations

rather than others, and especially to those that

admit of a roving life, or, at least, of a life in

the open air. He is universally a mender of

pots and pans, and in the East, where the gypsies

are settled in communities, they engage in many
employments, such as smithing, basket-making,
and the like. Horse-trading is a favorite means
of livelihood, and almost the only one in EngUtnd
and America. The women 'tell fortunes,' and
gained no small profits by their skill in more
credulous days, while even now they earn a good
living in this way from the frivolous. In Hun-
gary especially, but also in Russia and Poland,
the gv-psies are noted as musicians, and Liszt
himself has borne tribute to their genius.

( See his work on Gypsy music, cited bebiw.) This
music is wild and wonderfully eflfeetive, being
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wholly by ear and most accurate in technique.

In their relations with (jujc (gajos) or non-gyp-

sies, they are genial, friendly, ready to do busi-

ness; but in matters pertaining to themselves,

their life, and language, often inclined to be reti-

cent. When, however, they have confidence in a
r.on-g3'p.sy friend, their sincerity and fidelity

know no bounds. j\hicli has been written about
the gypsies in a spirit of hostile prejudice or

commiseration: it must be admitted, none the

less, that those who have gained their confidence

and learned (heir ways and their point of view,

have ahvay.-i spoken well of the roniani.

BlBLlOGK,\piiY. Baudrimont, Vocuhulaire de
la langue des BoJieiniciis habitant les pays

hasques frantais (Bordeaux, 1862); Bischott',

Deutsch-Ziiieunerischcti Worterbiich ( Ilmenau,
1827) ; Borrow, T)w Ziiwali, or an Account of
the Gypsies of fipain (London, 1801); id.. Ro-
mano Lavo-Lil, Word-hook of the Romany [Eng-
lish dialect] (ibid., 1874); Colocci, Gli Zingari
(Turin, 1889) ; Dirks, (Icschiedkundigc Ondcr-
zoekingen aanga/itide hct Verblijf der Beidens

of Eyyptiers in de noordclijke yederlanden
(Utrecht, 18.50) ; Drylund, Tatere og Xatimands-
folk i Danmark (Copenhagen, 1872) ; De Goeje,
Bijdrayc lot de Ocschiedenis der Zigeuners
(Amsterdam, 1875) ; Grellmann, Die Zigcuner
(Dessau, 1783) ; Graffunder, Ueher die Sprache
der Zigeniicr (Erfurt, 18.3.5) : Groome. In (lipsy-

tents (Edinburgh. 1880): Jesina, Romani-Oih
Oder die Zigeuner-Hprache (Leipzig, 1880) ; Arch-
duke .Joseph of Austria-Hungary, Czigany Kyelc-
tan (Budapest, 1888) ; Kalina, La langiie des

Tziganes slovaques (Posen, 1882); Leland, The
English Gypsies and Their Lanquaqe (London,
1874): id.. The Gypsies (ibid., "l88'2) ; Liebieh,

Die Zigcuner in ihreni Wesen und in ihrer
Sprache (Leipzig. 1803) ; Liszt, Des Boh&miens
et dc Icur mtisiqiie en Uongrie (Leipzig, 1881) ;

Miklosich, Veher die Mundartcn vnd die Wan-
derungen der Zigcuner Europas (Vienna, 1872-

80) : Paspati. Etudes sur Ics Tchinghianes. on
Bohemiens dc VEinpirc Ottoman (C'nnstantinople.

1870) ; Pott, Die Zigcuner in Enropa und Asicn
(Halle, 1844-45) ; Simson, A History of the

Gypsies (New York, 1878) ; Smart and Crofton,
The Dialect of the English Gypsies (London,
1875) ; von Sowa, Die Mundart der sloimkisehen
Zigeuner (Gottingen, 1887): Sundt, Beretning
om Fante-ellcr Landstrygerfolket i Norge (Chris-

tiania, 1853) : Von Wlislocki, Tom wandcrnden
Zigcunervoike (KAmhurf:. 1890) : id.. Volksglanbe
vnd reUgio!<er Brniich der Zigcuner (Miinster,

1891) ; id.. Aiis dcm inneren Leben der Zigcuner
(Berlin. 1892).

GYP'STJM (Lat., from Gk.7<!fos,.<7.!/psos, chalk,

probably of Semitic origin, cf. Ar. jibs, gypsum,
from jabusa. to walk haughtily ). A hydrated
calcium sulphate comjiosed of lime 32.50 per

cent., sulphuric acid 40.51 per cent., and water
20.93 per cent. It crystallizes in the monoclinic
system, has a hardness of 2, and a specific grav-

ity of 2.31. The crystals are found in beds of

massive g^•psum. in veins, or scattered through
beds of marl and clay: When transparent they

are called selenite. Alaliaster is a massive white,

opaque variety of gvpsum, and satin spar is a

fibrous variety. A loose, earthy gypsum found
in Kansas passes under the name of g\-psite. The
color of gv'psum mav be white, red. green, blue,

gray, or brown. When gypsum is heated to a

temperature of 120° to 130° C. about 14 per cent,
of the water of crystallization is driven ofl' and
llie i)roduct left has the eumposiliiin of (CaSOj,
H.O; the mineral is tlicn easily reduced to a
2)owder, in which state it is known as plaster of

Paris. Plaster of Paris when mixed again with
water forms a hard mass, and this setting is due
to the reci'ystallization of the calcium sulphate.
If the gA'psum is underburned its setting power
is injured, and tlic same ellect may be produced
by over-caleining, for the reason that the latter

so conuninutes the g^'psum i)artieles that none
are left to serve as nuclei around which the crys-

tals can begin to form when the setting takes
place. Fine grinding docs not liave any ett'ect on
the setting power. Underburned gj'psum is

tough and soluble in cold water to the extent of

about one part in 461, and it is scarcely more
soluble in acids or warm water.

Origin and Distkiiution. The origin of gyp-
sum may be'explained in several ways. Some beds
of the material have been formed Ijy the changes
of existing deposits by chemical reactions, a.s

wlien sulphuric acid liberated \>\ the decomposi-
tion of pyrite attacks carbonate of lime, and con-

verts it into calcium sulphate. In such cases

there may be a gradual passage from the lime-

stone into the gypsum rock. Gypsum may also

be formed by the evaporation and concentration
of sea-water ; and in fact most deposits of gypsum
found in the world are considered to have been
derived in this manner, although the gj'psum is

not deposited until about 80 [ler cent, of the

salt \\ater has been evaporated. Gypsum is

widely distributed geologically, being found in

various formations, ranging from the Sihirian up
to the Tertiary'. Extensive beds of g;\'psum are

found in the Silurian formation in New York, the

Carboniferous of Ohio and ilichigan, and the

Cretaceous of Iowa and Kansas. Deposits also

occur in Arizona, California, Colorado, Wyoming,
Indian Territory, Texas, Utah, and Virginia.

In foreign countries it is found in Canada, Ger-

many, Norway, France, Austria, Bohemia, Italy,

Eg)pt. Aiabia, and Persia. It is mined some-
tinu's by quarry methods and sometimes b}' un-

derground ^^orkincs.

U.SES. The use of gypsum seems to have been

known at a very early period, for the Greeks were
familiar with it, as shown by the writings of

Theophrastus and Pliny. Tlie commercial value

of the mineral gypsum depends largely on the

color, the whiter grades being calcined and used

for plaster. This calcining is commonly done in

large kettles, the material having been previouslj'

ground in crushers and mills. The kettles are

iisually about six feet deep and eight feet in

diameter, and are filled to a depth of five feet.

They are heated from below, and the g^'psum is

constantly stirred during the calcining process

by revoh'ing arms. Aside from its uses for

ordinary plastering, it is also extensively em-
])loyed in the manufacture of ornamental stucco

work, as a filler in paper, in making imitations

of marble, and sometimes for caleimining. Where
a slow set is desired a retarder is sometimes

used, such as glue, hair, lime, etc. Raw gypsum
is also \ised as a basis for paints, the pigments

being mixed with it. The impure crude gypsum
finds application only for fertilizing purposes,

and is extensively employed in both England and
America for increasing the fertilit.y of soils.
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(See Manures and Manuring.) It is also em-
ployed at times to counteract the blacls alkali

which forms in many of the soils of the arid

region. Alabaster has been used for many years
for decorative purposes, and in the making of

statuary, while satin spar has been employed for
necklaces, inlaid work, and other ornaments.

The total quantity of gypsum produced in the
United States in 1901 amounted to l,24ti,G49 short
tons, valued at .'51„577.493, and of this quantity
521,292 short tons were calcined. In the United
States Kansas is the largest producer, with
ilichigan second. The imports in 1901 were
valued at $326,670. Among the world'.s producers
France leads, with the United States .second and
Canada third.

BiBLiooRAPiiT. Grimsley and Bailey, Gypsum.
DeposilK of Kansas, issued by Kansas Geological
Survey (Topeka, 1899) ; Wilkinson, "Technology
of Cement Plaster," Transactions of the Ameri-
can Institute of Mining Engineers (New York,
1897) ; La Croix, "Le gypse de Paris et les mine-
rau.x qui I'accompagnent," Xouvclles arcltires

des museum histoire naturellc (Paris, 1897).
Tor statistics, consult volumes of the Mineral Re-
sources, issued by the United Slates Geological
Survey (^S"asllington, annual). See Plaster oi'

Paris".

GYPSY MOTH. This insect is abundant
throughout the temperate zone in the Old World,
and often does much damage to fruit, shade, and
forest trees, particularly in France, Germany,
and Southern Russia, It was first described by
Linna'us in 1758, and named by him Bomhyx
dispar, but later authorities place it in the genus
Porthetria. The eggs of the moth are laid in

August in a yellow, hairy mass on tree-trunks,

rocks, and fences. They hatch the following
spring, and the caterpillars feed on all kinds
of trees, shrubs, and plants. Even conifers are
not exempt from their ravages, and the latter

trees usually die after one defoliation. B.y the
middle of July the caterpillars become full grown,
when they pupate in loose cocoons in sheltered
places, and the moths emerge in about two weeks'
time. The male moth is brown, and flies ac-

tively, while the large white female does not fly.

This insect was introduced into iledford. JIass.,

by Leopold Trouvelot, who in 1869 W'as experi-
menting with various American and European
silkworms in the efl'ort to find some hybrid which
might be exempt from the attacks of the pebrine
disease of silkworms. Trouvelot's specimens
escaped accidentally, and although he notified
the proper authorities, the matter was lo.st sight
of until about 1889, when the ravages of the
caterpillars at Medford were sufficient to cause
general alarm. A j'car or two of desultory ef-

forts on the part of property-owners in this

vicinity were sufficient to convince them that
they could not successfully cope with the insect,

and the aid of the State was asked. In 1890
the Legislature of Jlassachusetts began the effort
to exterminate the moth, first placing the work
in the hands of a commission, and later trans-
ferring it to the State Board of Agriculture.
This work was carried on .systematically for
about ten years, at an aggregate expense to the
State of nearly .$1,000,000. when it was permitted
to lapse, chiefly because public sentiment in
Massachusetts would not support it further.
The insect having become scarce, it was difficult

to convince taxpayers of the necessity of further
appropriations to secure the last remaining ones.
Since the aliandoiuuent of the work by the Legis-
lature in 1900, tlie moth has gradually increa'sed
to a point where .several municipalities have
been obliged to take up the work of destroying
it, using the methods originated and perfected
by the Board of Agriculture. Unless thorough
work can be prosecuted over the entire district,
it is quite probable that in a few years damage
by the moth will become nuich more severe than
ever before. Consult : Forbush and Fernald, "The
Gypsy Moth," Massachusetts ^tale Hoard of
Agriculture (Boston, 1890) ; Howard, "The
Gypsy Jloth in America," Bulletin 11, United
iSlntes Department of Agriculture (Washington,
1898).

GYPSY MUSIC. See IUgtab Music.

GYRATION, Centre of. See Centre of Gy-
ration.

GYRFALCON (OF. gerfaucon. girfaueun, ger-
fault, Sp. gerifalte. gerifulco. from ML. hirrn-
fnleo, gyrfalcon, from Gk. Jepis, hieros, sacred;
popularly connected with Upa.^, hierax, falcon,
although the words are only remotely akin, +
Lat. faleo, falcon, confounded in popular ctyniol-
ogj' with Lat. gyrus, circle, in fancied allusion
to the bird's circling flight). A large falcon
{Faleo rusticolus, or Faleo Islandicus), the fe-

male of which is about two feet in entire lengtli.
The plumage is almost brown when the bird is

young, but gradually changes to white as it ad-
vances in age, the white margin of each feather
encroaching on its brown centre, until aged birds
are almost pure white. It is rarely seen in the
United States or other temperate regions, except
in severe winters, but inhabits all the very cold
northern parts of the world. It was formerly in
high esteem for falconry, and was.^5rocured at
gieat expense from Iceland and Norway. Two
species and two subspecies are recognized in
-America. Sec Plate of Falcons and Falconry.
GY'ROMAN'CY. See Superstition.

GYRON'NY. See Heraldry.

GY'ROSCOPE ( from Gk. yOpos, gyros, circle +
dKOTreiv, sl-opeiii. to view). The name given bv
l''oucault to an instrument for the exhibition of
various properties of rotation, and tlie composi-
tion of rotations first described by Bohnenbcrger
in 1817. It differs from a top in having both
ends of its axis supported. The invention is

probably French or German, and in some of its
forms it dates from about the end of the eigh-
teenth century, but no certain information can
be obtained as to the original inventor. Its ac-
tion is based on the principle that if a mass is

set in rotation about its principal axis of inertia
of greatest or least moment, it will continue to
revolve about it, and unless extraneo\is f<u-ce

is applied the direction of the axis will remain
unchanged. If. then, a mass of metal—as, for
instance, a circular disk, loaded at the rim and
revolving in its owni plane—be made to rotate
rapidly about its axis of greatest moment of in-
ertia, and if it be freely supported (in gimbals,
like the box of a compass), the direction of its

axis will be the same so long as the rotation
lasts. It will, therefore, constantly point to the
same star, and may be employed to show that the
apparent rotation of the stars aliout the earth
is due to a real rotation of the earth itself in
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the opposite direetion. This application was
made by Fimeaiilt in 1852. who set his gj'roscope

in rotation, anil then with a telescope observed
the apparent chansc in the ])lane of its rotation

caused by the movement of the earth.

GYROSCOPE.

The most singular jihenomena shown by the
gyroscope are those depending on the composition
of rotations. Any motion of a body which has
one point fixed is of tlie nature of a rotation about
an axis passing through that point. Hence, si-

multaneous rotations about any two or more
axes, being a motion of some kind, are equivalent
to a rotation about a single axis. The eflfeet.

then, of impressing upon the frame in which the
axis of the gyroscope is suspended a tendency to

rotate about some axis, is to give the whole in-

strument a rotation about an intermediate axis;

and this will coincide more nearly with that of

the gyroscope itself, the greater the rate of its

rotation. It is hardly possible to explain to the
non-mathematical reader the exact nature of the
compound motion, but the rotation of the axis of

a top round the vertical (when it is not 'sleeping'

in an upright position), and the precession of
the earth's axis, are precisely similar phenomena.
Thus, when the gyroscope is spinning, its axis
being horizontal, a weight attached to the frame-
work at one end of the axis ( Fig. A ) makes the
whole rotate about the vertical. Often the appa-
ratus is so arranged that the framework may be
lifted by a string attached near one end of the
axis ( Fig. B ) , and the g;\'roscope will then
revolve without falling. Its axis still projects
horizontally from the string, but it revolves
as a whole round the string. Various other
singular experiments may be made with this ap-
paratus; and others, even more curious, with
the gyrostat of W. Thomson

(
q.v. ) , which is

simply .1 g^'roscope inclosed in a rigid case,

by which the ends of its axis are supported.
"VMien a gyrostat is made the bob of a pendulum
under certain conditions, the plane of vibration
of the pendulum turns, as in Foucault's cele-

brated experiment, but in general at a much
greater rate.

The gj'roseope is thoroughly discussed in a
treatise by Gen. J. G. Barnard, published in
1S58, and in the following standard works on
l)h}'sics: \\'iillner, Lehrbiich der Expcrimcntal-
lilii/sik- (.5th od., Leipzig, 1894-95) ; Miiller-Pouil-
lit-Pfaundler, Lclirhuvh der Physik (nth ed.,

lirUMswic-k. 1880) : and also in Poggendorfl",
Annahn, vol. xc. (Leipzig, 1878).

GY'ROSCOP'IC PENDULUM. See Me-
CIIAXICS.

GYROS'TEUS. See Ctioxdrosteus ; Stur-
OEO.N.

GYROWETZ, go'ro-vets, Adalbert (1763-
1850). An Austrian composer. He was born at

Budwcis, Bohemia, and after studying law at
Pragvie. devoted himself entirely to music. In-

troduced to the Vienna public through the influ-

ence of Jlozart, his first symphonies were re-

ceived witli marked favor, and he was soon
enabled to continue his studies at Naples, Jlilan,

and Paris. He afterwards became a favorite of

the Prince of Wales at London, and upon his
return to Vienna was appointed conductor of the

Imperial orchestra. In that capacity he directed

the opera from 1804 to 18.'il. He was a very pro-

lific composer, writing over 00 symphonies. 40
ballets, and 30 operas, the most popular of the

latter being .4j7)ie« Sorei (1811) and Der AiKjen-
arzt (1811). His autobiographv was published
in 1848.

GYTHIUM, jith'i-ura (Lat., from Gk. TMnv).
A town in the Polo|)onnesus, on the Laconian Gulf,

near the modern. Marathonisi. It lay opposite

the island of Cranfe, and was the port of Sparta,

27 miles distant. The harbor was an artificial

one, and protected by a breakwater. Its inhabit-

ants claimed Apollo and Heracles as the found-

ers, but it seems to have been originally a settle-

ment of Phncnicians, attracted by the presence

of the murcx, which yielded the Pha?nician red

dye. It was the ordinary station of the Spartan

llect, and in the wars against Athens it was
therefore exposed to frequent attacks. Tolmides,

the Athenian commander, burned it, B.C. 455.

Later it was besieged unsuccessfully by Epam-
inondas. B.C. 370. It was strongly fortified by

the tyrant Nabis; but he was compelled by
Flamininus to give up Gythiuni and other coast

towns to the Ach.nean League, B.C. 195. It after-

wards became a member of the league of inde-

pendent Laconian towns, which after the time of

Augustus received the name of the Free Laco-

nians. Excavations in 1801 uncovered part of the

theatre and of other ancient structures, and there

are ninnerous ruins of Roman times in the neigh-

borhood. A considerable part of the ancient city

seems to be covered by the sea, as extensive ruins

can be seen in the bay on a calm day. The site

is described by Leake. Le Bas, Ross, Curtius.

Philippson. and others in their books on the

Peloponnesus, and a good plan is given in Le Bas.

Voyage archeologie/ue. Itineraire (Paris, 1888).

The excavations are described in the VlpaK-iKa of

the Greek Archseologieal Society (Athens, 1891).

GYULA, dyijolo. or BEKES-GYULA, ba'-

kiish dyoo'lo. Capital of the county of Bekes.

Hungary, situated on the White Koriis, in a

somewhat swampy district, 45 miles southwest of

Grosswardein (Map: Hungary, G 3). It has-
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manufactures of wine, oil, and spirits; turtle-

lisliing; and a considerable trade in cattle, ropu-

lation, in 1890, 19,'J'Jl; in 1900, 22,023.

GYULAI, dyoo'KM, Fhanz. Count von :Maro3-

N^metli and Nadaska (179S-18GS). An Austrian
soldier, born at Pest. In 1814 he entered the Aus-

trian Army, and liy 1840 had risen to the rank of

major-general commanding a division. In that

year also he was apjiointed commandant of Triest,

in which post in 1848 he assembled the scattered

vessels of the Austrian Navy, so far as possible,

under his control, and after the outbreak of revo-

lution assumed command of this naval force upon
his own responsibility and maintained a coast

defense. He became War ilinister in 1840. In

1859 he received cliicf command of the Austrian
Army in the Italian War, but after his defeat by
the Franco-Sardinians at Magenta he retired

from the .service. Consult Riistow. Dir ifolirn-

ischc Krieq ISoO, politisch-militarisch yeschrichen

(Zurich, 1859).

GYULAI, Pal ( 1826— ) . An Hungarian poet

and literary critic. He was born and educated at

Klansenburg, and was appointed jirofessor of

Hungarian literature at Budapest in 1875. His
works include a biography of Viiriismarty (2d

ed. 1879) ; a critical work on Katona (2d ed.

1883) ; the collection of novels entitled Vazlatoh
cs kcpck (Sketches and Pictures, 18(i7) ; and a
volume of poems (1882).

GZOWSKI, gzhov'ski. Sir Casuiir Stanis-
LAUS (1813-98). A Polish-Caiuidian engineer,

born in Saint Petersburg. He graduated at the
military engineering college in Kremenetz, Vol-
hynia, and had a commission in the regular
army that he relinquished to join the patriots of t

Poland in their insurrection, for which he was
imprisoned in Austria and banished, going to

the United States in 1833. Having no knowledge
of English, he could not follow his own profession

there, so he taught French, (tcrman, drawing, and
fencing: studied law in Pittstield, ilass.. and
practiced it in Pennsylvania. In 1841 he re-

paired to Toronto, where he speedily found engi-

neering occupation in connection with the pro-

posed enlargement of the Welland Canal, and he
received an appointment in the Public Works De-
partment. He had charge of the harbor works
at Montreal (1850-531, was chief engineer of the
Saint Lawrence and Atlantic Railway Company,
and in 1857-09 senior partner of a railroad-build-

ing firm which owned rolling-mills in Toronto.
In 1871 he was engineer of the International
Bridge across the Niagara River. He was
knighted in 1891.
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HTlip eighth letter and sixth conso-

nant in the EngHsli alphabet. Its

form is derived, through the inter-

mediate Latin H, from the Chal-

cidian Greek H. and the Phoenician

Q . As this character was used in

Greece for both an aspirate and a vowel sound,
some dilferentiation of form was found to be
necessary and accordingly h was used for h,

and H for C: Tlie form t passed through the

stage L to the symbol ', for the rough breath-

ing. In like manner, ' came to stand for tlie

smooth breathing. The Latin H and the Greek
eta (H) are identical in both form and alpha-

betic position, but they have not the same value.

They have taken the position of cheth, the eighth

letter in the Pha-nician alphabet. The name
cheth was probably merely a letter-name and not

a word in the Semitic languages.

Phonetic CHAR.i.CTER. The modem sound of h
is a gradual weakening of an old strong guttural

or back-palatal as in Ger. lachen, Scotch loch. In

Old English, h was a guttural : later on it

softened to a spirant, or often practically disap-

peared. Linguistically, the English h comes from :

(1) Indo-Ger. k > Germanic /!, as hurdle. OHG.
hurt, Goth, haurds, Lat. crates, Gk. mpTaXor,

Indo-Ger. kert, 'to bend, weave' ( ?) ; (2) Ger-

manic 7ir, as icht>, Goth, hvas, Lat. quis. Indo-

Ger. '*qo; (3) the combination rih in English
orthography is usually a way of writing the Old
English spirant, thus, high, OE. hiah, Ger. 7ioc/i.

This fih sometimes shows labialization, as the

sound of f as in trough, slough; or sometimes it is

so attenuated through palatalization as prac-

tically to disappear, e.g. mighiii. In ch. th. ph.

.</!. the h indicates a spirant promuiciation. The
pronunciation of the h is one of the most difficult

things in the English language'. It depends part-

ly on the following vowel and partly on accen-

tuation. In French, the sound is disappearing,
but it is being more nsed in England and America.
As A Symbol. H in .chemistry = hydrogen.

As a numeral, H = 200, fi = 200.000. In Greek
i} was used for 8 ; « for 8000.

HAAG, hiig, Carl (1820—). A German
painter in water-color, long a resident of Eng-
land. He was born at Erlangen, studied prin-

cipally with Reindel in Nuremberg and at
Munich. From the time of his removal to Eng-
land in 1847. lie devoted himself to water-color.

He traveled much in the Orient, especially

among the Bedouins, whose life be has portrayed

with truthful vigor and brilliant color effects.

He has obtained many medals and lionors and is

Court painter to the Duke of Saxe-Coburg and
Gotha. Since his return to Germany he has
lived in the famous Red Tower at Oberwesel on
the Rliine. wliich lie bought and restored.

HAAKON, ha'kon. or HA'KON. The name of

.several Norwegian kings in the Middle Ages. Tlie

earliest of them, Ha.\kon the Good, was sent to

tlie Court of Athelstane in England, from which
he returned with a fleet when the Norwegian
throne was seized by his brother Eric, after the

deatli of their father. Harald Haarfager (933).

He defeated Eric, and ruled from aliout 934 to

nliout 900. He was a Christian, and English niis-

piunaries under his ])rotcttion did mucli to Chris-

tianize Norway.

—

Haakon Magncsson, a grand-

son of Harald Haardraade, was king for a short

time, about 1093-95.

—

Haakon HERriEBREn (1147-

C2), son of Sigurd, ruled for only live years

(1157-62), a stormy period, full of revolt and
strife.

—

Haakon Haakonsson (1204-63), the

elder, grandson of Sverre and son of the Haakon
Avlio ruled from 1202 to 1204. is best known
for the addition of Greenland and Iceland to the

Norwegian realm during his reign, which began
when he was only thirteen and lasted for forty-

six years.

—

Haakon JIagnus.son, the elder, suc-

ceeded his brother, Eric, on the throne in 1299

and reigned to 1319.—Another Haakon Magnus-
.s^oN, called the younger, was son of Magnus
Eriksson, King of Sweden and Norway. v,-]w was
forced to resign the crown to Haakon in 1343,

wlien the latter was still a child, remaining re-

gent during his minority. Haakon married Alar-

garet (q.v.). dausrliter of Waldemar of Denmark.
He died in 13S0.

'

HAANEN, ha'non. Remi van (1812-94). A
Dutch landscape painter, born at Oosterhout,

North Brabant. After studying with his fatlier

and .Jan van Ravenszwang. lie traveled tlirough-

out Europe, and fi-om 1.837 resided at Vienna.

He painted moonlight and water scenes with

some teclinical ability. Iiut. witli increasing popu-

larity, liis work became mannered. He is well

represented at Berlin and Prague. His brother

Georq GiLLLS (1807-79). also pupil of his

father, and a wide traveler, painted similar sub-

jects. Vienna and Leipzig possess good examples.

HAAR, liiir. Bern.\rd TER flSOfiSO). A Dutch

poet, born in Amsterdam. He obtained his de-

gree in theology', held several pastorates, and in

1854 \vas made' professor of theology in the Uni-

420
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versity of Utrecht. From this position he re-

tired ni 1874. He wrote a number of theological

articles, and Wic was JczKsf (1803), a volume

directed against the teachings of Kenan, for

wlioni, and for whose followers, he had a great

dislike. His other prose works include: Oe
Uistoriotiraphie der Kerkgeschieiienis (1870-73).

The most remarkable of his poems are: Joliannia

en Theagenes (1856): Hiiiberi en Klanrtjc (3d

ed. 1858); and Dc Sankt Pauliis Wots (5th ed.

1S65) ; and those in the collections published in

1871. 1878, and 1870.

HAARLEM, hiir'lem. The capital of the

Dutch Province of North Holland, situated on
the Spaarne, 11 miles west of Amsterdam (Map:
Netherlands, C 2). It is an extremely clean and
well-built city, situated amid very picturesque

environs intersected by canals, and full of inter-

esting Dutch hou.ses. The principal church is the

Groote or Saint Bavo's Kerk, a fifteenth-century

cruciform edifice, with a tower 260 feet high and
an organ with 5000 pipes. 60 stops, and 3 key-

boards—one of the largest instruments of its kind

in the world. In front of the cliurch is a statue

of Coster, the alleged inventor of printing. In

the Groote Markt is the meat market, a brick

and stone building dating from the beginning of

the seventeenth century, and considered to be of

great architectural merit. The town hall, a for-

mer palace of the counts of Holland, remodeled

in 1020, contains a small collection of paintings

by Dutch artists, including eight large canvases

by Frans Hals. In the same building are also

tlie town library, and a collection of weapons,
glasses, and instruments of torture associated

with the early history of Haarlem. Among other

interesting buildings may be mentioned the

Pavilion, a chateau in Italian style, now the seat

of the Society for the Promotion of Industry,

and containing an industrial art and a colonial

museum, the latter consisting of an extensive

collection of the products of the Dutch colonies,

notably those of the Dutch East Indies. The
educational institutions of Haarlem include a
g^'mnasiuni : a seminary for teachers; the Teyler

JIuseum with its nimierous scientific collections

and an extensive library; the episcopal museum
with a collection of Dutch ecclesiastical antiqui-

ties. There are also two theatres and the oldest

printing ho\ise in Holland. The town contains
numerous homes for the aged, known as ho:jc!<.

Although of less industrial importance than in

former times, Haarlem still has a nmnber of

large industrial establishments, notably textile

mills. One of the oldest and most extensive in-

dustries is the cultivation of flowers, Haarlem
exporting bulbs to many European countries.
Tliere are a horse-car line for local purposes and
an electric railwav for iuterurban traffic. Popu-
lation, in 1809. 04,009.

Haarlem grew up around a castle, and obtained
municipal rights in 1245. It rapidly developed
into an important city. In 1492 it was seized
by the peasantry', and upon its being recovered
by the Imperial Statholder, Duke Albert of Sax-
ony, it was deprived of its privileges and bur-
dened with hea\'y taxes. In 1559 it became the
seat of a bishop. Haarlem took a prominent
part in the revolt of the Netherlands, and as a
result was besieged in 1572 by an army of 30,000
men under Don Frederico, a son of the Dulce of

Alva, and after an heroic resistance of seven

months capitulated to the Spaniards, who, regard-

less of tlieir promise of mercy, avenged themselves

on the city and its inhabitants in the most cruel

way. In 1577 it w-as freed from tlie rule of

Spain by the Prince of Orange, and became a

part of the Netherlands.

HAARLEM LAKE. A district in the Dutcii

])rovinces of North and Soutli Holland, formerly

a lake. It lies between Haarlem, Amsterdam,
and Leyden (Map: Netherlands, 2). It was
formed from four small ponds by an inundation

of the sea at the end of the sixteenth century.

At one time its area was 00,000 acres. In con-

sequence of the destructive overfiow of 1830, the

Government decided to drain the lake. The work
'vas begun in 1840 and completed in 1853. The
land reclaimed forms at present an island of 70

square miles, with a fertile soil and a population

of about 16,000.

HAAS, hiis. JoiiANXES Hubebtus Leon.^rdus

DE ( 1832— ) . A Dutch painter, born at Hedel. North

Brabant. He studied under Van Os, in Haarlem,

and afterwards lived in Brussels. His works con-

sist of characteristic Dutch landscapes with

animals, or of studies of animals alone, and are

of a hign order. Thev include "After the Flood"

(gold medal, Utrecht, 1861); "A Trio of

Donkevs" (gold medal. Munich, 1869) ; "Cows at

Pasture" (National Gallery, Berlin) ; "Pasture

on tlie Banks of the Ysscl";" "Noonday Rest on

the North Sea;" "Three Comrades;" and "Castle

on the Rhine." He also engraved several of his

own pictures.

HAASE, ha'ze, Friedrich (1826—). A dis-

ting-uished German actor. He was born in Berlin,

the son of the first valet dc chambre of Frederick

William IV., under whose patronage he received

a thorough education and was prepared for the

stage bv Ludwig Tieck. In 1846 he made his debut

at Weimar, acted there until 1848, then in

Potsdam and Berlin, and rose to prominence

during his connection with the theatre in Prague

in 1849-51. His subsequent performances at

Karlsruhe, :Munich. and in 1855-58 at Frankfort,

steadily increased his reputation, while starring

tours made his name familiar in various countries

of Europe, and an engagement at Saint Peters-

burg during the six winters from 1800 to 1866

firmly established his position in the front rank

of German actors. In 1869 he visited America;

then was for one yeaR a member of the Court

Theatre in Berlin, "and in 1870 succeeded Lauhe
as director of the Stadttheater in Leipzig, and

managed it cleverly to great pecuniary advan-

tage for six years. Henceforth he made his home
in Berlin, and undertook only starring eng.age-

ments, the most important of which was his

tour through the United States, as far as Cali-

fornia, in 1882-83. His distinguished appear-

ance made him an apt impersonator of the aristo-

cratic types in high comedy which belong to the

most brilliant parts of his repertory, presented

with original conception, exquisite refinement,

and ingenious elaboration of character. Chief
among these were Count Thorane, in Gutzkow's
Konifisleiitnant. Klingsberg the elder in Di''

hriden Klingsberp, Chevalier Rocheferrier in Kiite

Pnrtir Piquet, and similar roles. Consult Simon,
Fiirflrich Ilaase: Eine dramaturgische Studie
( Berlin, 1898 1

.
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HAASE, Heinrich Gottlob Friedrich Chris-
tian (1808-67). A German classical pliilologist,

born at Magdeburg. Prussia. After studying at

Halle, Greitswald, ami Berlin, he made extensive

researclies in the libraries of Paris, Heidelberg,

Strassburg, and Bern, in the Greek and Koman
military writers. He was made professor of

philology at the University of Breslau in 1840,

and in 1851 became co-director of the Philological

Seminary at the same institution, where he re-

mained until his death. His most important
publications are editions of Xenophon, De Repuh-
hcft Laccdccmonioruni (1833); Thucydides, with

a Latin translation (1840) ; Vellejiis Paterculus,
Eistoria Romanu (1851 and 1858): Seneca
(1852-5.'!); and Tacitus, with admirable pro-

legomena (1855). Mention should be made of

his article "Philologie," in Ersch and Grubers
Allgeincine Encylclopiidie, and his Die atlienische

Stammverfassuxg (1857). His Vorlesiin!)e>i iiher

lateinische SprachiL''issc>ischaft (1874-80) was
edited after his death by A. Eckstein and Her-
mann I'eler, and greatly stimulated research

in the field of Latin philology. Consult: Bursian,
Geschichte dcr Idassischen Philologie in Dculsch-
land (Munich, 1883), and Fickert, Friderici

Haasii Memoria (Breslau, 1868).

HAAST, Sir John Frascis .Julius (known
in Germany as Julius von Haast) (1822-87).
An English colonial geologist and explorer, born
at Bonn, Germanj^ His scientific training was
obtained through studj' at tlie L^niversity of

Bonn and extended Continental travel. In 1858
he went to New Zealand, where in the following
year he was appointed by the Provincial Govern-
ment to conduct explorations of Nelson, and
prepare reports on the natural history and geol-

ogy' of the region. During the execution of this

task he discovered fields of coal and gold. He
became Governor-General of Canterbury Province
in 1861, and as such he directed a ten years'
exploration of the interior of the island. His
topographical and geological maps Won for him
the gold medal of the Royal Geographical Society.
He also discovered the remains of the gigantic
extinct birds Dinoriiis and I'ulapieryx. As an
authority on glaciation he was well known in
scientific circles. He was elected (18G7) to a
fellowship in the Eoyal Society, and published
Geology of the Provinces of Canterbury and West-
land (1879).

HABAK'KUK. The eighth of the minor
prophets. Concerning his'life absolutely nothing
is known. Legends about Habakkuk are plenti-
ful in tlie later Apocrypluil literature. In Bel
and llie Dragon (q.v.), for example, Habakkuk
is ordered to bring food to Daniel in the lion's
den, and in order to carry out this command, an
angel seizes Habakkuk by the hair and trans-
ports liim to Babylon. The etymology of the
strange name, which has not a Hebrew sound, is

unknown.
Tlie Book of Habakkuk consists of two parts:

(1) Chapters i. and ii., which deal with the
tlireat^ned Clialdean invasion of .Judea. The
book opens with a dialogue between the prophet
and God. The prophet complains of the preva-
lence of iniquity and violence among the Jews.
God replies, thre.ntening to punish them by
allowing the Chaldeans to come against them.
The prophet then humbly expostulates with

God for using, as an instrument in punish-
ing the Jews, a nation more guilty than
themselves. God again replies, intimating that
the pride of the Chaldeans will lead to their

downfall, and promising aid to the righteous.

The destruction of the Bab}'lonian Empire is fore-

told with attending judgments on the Chaldeans
for their covetous exaltation of themselves on tlie

ruin of others; their murderous violence in build-

ing up their cities; tlieir enticement of men to

drunkenness as a means for effecting tlieir fall

;

and their extension of idolatrous worsliip. (2)

Chapter iii., called the prayer of Habakkuk, but
in reality a sublime Ij'ric ode, expressive of con-

fidence tliat God will execute vengeance on His
people's enemies. It opens with a prayer that
God will give" increased energy to His promised
work of mercy reaching through the ages. God is

praised for His interposition in behalf of His
people in Eg^'pt, at the Red Sea, and in the

promised land. Confidence is expressed that, in

times of utmost want and peril. He will give

triumphant deliverance Internal evidence en-

ables us to fix the date of the book at the time
when the Xeo-Babylonian Empire founded by the

Chaldean Xabopolassar c.625 B.C. had assumed
a commanding position, and was already threat-

ening to engulf .Tudea (cf. i. 6). Since tlie Chal-

deans actuall}' began to invade Palestine c.GOl

B.C., we are thus brought to the end of the

seventh century as the approximate date for the

first two chapters. Whether the third chapter,

so totally different in character, belonged to the

book originally is an open question, and the gen-

eral trend of scholarly opinion is to regard it as

an independent poem of uncertain date, which
has been attached to chaps, i. and ii. because it

seemed to accord with the subject treated in the

latter. Consult tlie commentaries on the Minor
Prophets (q.v.) ; Delitzseh, De Habakkuk Pro-

phetce Vita atque JUtate (Leipzig, 1842) ; id.,

Der Prophet Habakkuk ausgelegt (ib., 1843) ; for

chapter iii.. see Cheyne. on the Psalter (Bamp-
ton Lectures, London, 1888).

HAB'BEBTON, John (1842—). An Ameri-

can editor and miscellaneous writer, born in

Brooklyn. He was educated in southern Illinois,

then learned the printing trade in Xew York;
served in the Civil War. and did editorial work

for the Christian Union, Godey's Magazine, and
the New Vork Herald. He became well known
through Helen'.<! Babies (1876), widely circulated

in America, England, France, and Germany, a

slight but amusing account of childish precocity.

Among liis other works may be mentioned : The

Barton Experiment (1877) : Other People's Chil-

dren (1877); a drama. Deacon Cranket; The
Chautaiiquans (1891): All He Knew (repub-

lished 1900) ; and The Tiger and the Insect

(1902).

HA'BEAS COR'PUS. Any one of several com-

mon-law writs which issue out of a court of jus-

tice, or (in England) are awarded by a judge in

vacation, and require the body of a person to be

brought before the judge or into the court for

some purpose specified in the writ. The name
arises from the emphatic words habeas corpus

('have the body') which occur in the writs so

i-alled. In the broadest inclusion, besides the

writs now commonly so called, the writ known as

capias (q.v.) is covered by the term habeas cor-
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pus, and these words foiin a part of the Latin
form of the writ. Of all these writs the one
which is now of primary importance, and which
is commonly meant hy the term, is that of which
the fuller name is habeas voriiiis ad suhjicien-

dum, the history and law concerning which is

here hrietly stated under ihat fuller name.
Other writs of minor importance arc yiven below
under llieir fuller names, by which they are or-

dinarily distinguished.

Habeas C'oiu'us ad Sucjicik.n'du.m. This is a
prerogative writ requiring the body of a person
alleged to he unlawfully restrained of liberty to

be brought before the judge or into court, that
the lawfulness of tlie restraint may be investi-

gated and determined. The writ is addressed
to the person in whose custody the detained per-

son is alleged to be, and commands him to pro-

duce the body of the prisoner before the court
and there state the cause and warrant for his

detention, or show cause why this was not
done.

At the time when the Magna Charta declared
that no "freeman may be taken or imprisoned but
by the lawful judgment of his peers or by the law
of the land, ' there seems to have been no definite

machinery available by which a freeman so im-
prisoned could recover his freedom. This was
due partly to the fact that the power was not
then fully centralized, partly to the fact that the

King's court (through which this was then to

he accomplished if at all) was not yet ready to

set at naught the King's will, and partly that the
law seemed to fear too little rather than too
much imprisonment of malefactors, and the ac-

tion for false imprisonment seemed a sufficient

check for merely lawless confinement. The words
'habeas^ corpiis' ai'e making their way into vari-

ous writs, but they are not yet habitually used
of any method of investigating the cause or le-

gality of an imprisonment.

A person arrested was set free as soon as some
sureties became bound for his appearance in

court. It was not common to keep men in prison,
not (apparently) because of any love of the
abstract idea of libertv, but because imprison-
ment was costly and troublesome to the sheriff.

The sheriff enjoyed a discretionary power of de-
taining or releasing prisoners vipon sureties such
as he considered sufficient, except th.at he might
not set at liberty any one imprisoned by the
special command of the King. A writ [de ho-
mive repleginndo) , which came into currency
during this same period, directed the sheriff to
deliver the prisoner unless he were taken at the
special command of the King or his chief jus-
ticiar or for the death of a man, or for some
forest offense, or for some other cause which by
law made him irrepleviable: but the writ was so

worded as to throwi upon the sheriff the respon-
sibility of deciding whether the prisoner should
be kept in custody.

In theory the central court (King's Court)
had a control over the entire province of crim-
inal justice, and at times directed a sheriff to
send prisoners to Westminster for trial ; but such
instanc'^s at this date were rare, and were gener-
ally from ChanceiT rather than from the jus-
tices, and were more aovernmentn! than judicial
in their origin. Undoiditedly, also, if a man
thought himself unlawfully imprisoned by the
sheriff' or by some lord of a franchise, and

made himself heard in the King's Court, the jus-
tices of lliat court had power to order that his

body he brought before them, and to liberate him
if persuaded that his impri.sonment was unlaw-
ful.

Although in 1234 the royal court, by the
mouth of William Raleigh, declared null and
void the outlawry of Hubert de Burgh (q.v.),

which the King had especially commanded, this
victory of law over arbitrary power was gained
only after a revolt and a chang(' of Ministry.
In spite of this, a man conunitted to jail by the
'mandate of the King' would have found none to

liberate him. It was two hundred years before
the habeas corpus as the appropriate instrument
for enforcing tlie law of personal liberty granted
by Magna Cliarta became well established, and
it was not until the reign of Charles II. that the
last vestige of the superiority of the King's man-
date disappears. In Darnel's case (3 Charles I.,

1027) the judges declared that a return to a
writ of habeas corpus directed to the warden of
the Fleet Prison, which set forth that the pris-

oner was detained by warrant of the Pri^'y Coun-
cil, was a sufficient answer to the writ. The
result of the indignation consequent upon this
subserviency of the judges to the King's will was
the passage of the Petition of Right (16 Charles
I., ch. 10, sec. 8), which jirovided that the writ
of habeas corpus should be granted as of course
to a jjerson comnnttcd by the King or Privy
Council upon demand made to the Court of

King's Bench or Connnon Pleas, thus extending
the power of granting the writ to the Common
Pleas Court by statute. In 1076 the court re-

fused to grant a writ upon such a motion in

vacation, and this resulted in the passing of the
Habeas Corpus Act. The substance of the act is

that the sheriff or other person having a prisoner
in his custody shall, when a writ of habeas cor-

pus is directed to him, bring the body of his

prisoner into court, within a time fixed, with the
true cause of his detainer or imprisonment, un-
less the commitment was for treason or felony
]dainly expressed in the warrant ; that the writ
of habeas corpus should be granted in vacation
time by the Lord Chancellor, the writ to be
returnable immediately and the prisoner to be
discharged on giving security for his appearance
before the proper court, except in case of persons
committed for treason or felony expressed in the
warrant of commitment, persons convicted or
suffering execution by legal process, and persons
detained upon a legal process or for an oft'cnse

not bailable upon a justice's warrant: that per-
sons discharged on habeas corpus shall not be
recommitted for the same offense except by the
court having cognizance of the case; persons
committed to prison for treason or felony if not
indicted and tried in or before the second term
or session after commitment should be dis-

charged ; and that no inhabitant of Kngland
(except convicted felons and those contracting
to be transported) shall be sent as prisoners to
Scotland. Ireland. .Tersey, etc.. or any place be-
yond the seas. Stringent penalties provided for
a forfeit of f.500 against a judge delaying the
issue of the writ, costs and damages of not less

than £.500. besides the penalties of proemunire
for illegal Transportation beyond seas.

This act was gravely defective in restricting,
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or not extonding, the right to habeas corpus to

cases other than those of persons arrested on
criminal charges. Tliis defect was not remedied
until 1«1U, when an act (50 George 111., ch. 100)
vvas passed providing that the writ should be
gianted in otiier ilnin criminal cases; that
though tlie return might be good on the face of

itj if the facts on wliich it was made appeared
doubtful, the prisoner should be admitted to

bail; and that the writ should run to harbors
end roads on the coast, although not within any
county. In 1801 it was decided that the writ
ran throughout the British Empire, and the act
2.') and 20 Vict., ch. 20, was passed restricting

the jurisdiction so that the writ should not run
from the English court into those colonies or do-

minions where the granting of the writ by a
local court iiad been provided for.

In the United States the right to the benefit of

the writ of habeas corpus was always claimed by
the English colonies in America, and vvas enjoyed
by them except in cases of arbitrary oppression.

An instance of its early use occurs in New York
in 1707, in procuring the release of ministers
arrested by an illegal warrant issued by the
Governor, Cornbury. In Xew Jersey in 1710 the
Legislature denounced a judge who had violated
the 'tmdoubted right' of a colonist by refusing
the writ to him. In 1092 the South Carolina
Assembly ado])ted the act 31 Charles II., and
during the reigii of Anne the act was expressly
extended to Virginia. Maryland in 1725 claimed
the benefit of the w-rit as a "birthright of the
inhabitants." independently of the royal favor.

Hut, altliough the colonial charters generally con-

tained express provisions that the colonists

should have all the privileges and immunities of

natural-born British stibjects, no express men-
tion seems to have been made in them of this

particular writ. It was rather taken for

granted as belonging of right to every British

subject, and when the colonies separated from
the mother country, the right of habeas corpus
became a part of the general common law of the
States, derived by them from the laws existing

while they were still colonies. (See Common
Law.) The Constitution (Art. 1, sec. 9, subdiv.

2) provides that "the privileges of the writ of

habeas corpus shall not be suspended unless

when, in cases of rebellion or invasion, the public

safety may require it." The constitutions of

most of the Slates contain provisions of a simi-

lar effect ; and in Virginia, Vermont, Louisiana,
and North Carolina the suspension of the writ
in any case is forbidden. The Constitution of

Maryland, however, does not mention the writ.

Several of the States provide in their constitu-

tions for suspensions, as in Massachusetts for

twelve months. New Hampshire three months,
Florida in case of insurrection or rebellion,

etc.

President Lincoln stispended the privilege of

tlie writ in 1801 by proclamation, but it was
decided by Chief .Tnstice Taney, in the Circuit
Coiu't of ilaryland. that Congress alone possessed
the right to suspend the writ ; and this seems to
be the better opinion, although the right of the
President was supported by authorities at the
time. Later, in March, 180.3, Congress passed a
bill authorizing the President to suspend the
privilege of the writ ; hut in cases arising under
the exercise of this authority it was held that the

suspension of the privilege did not suspend the
issuance of the writ, but that the return was
to he the means of suspending its further oper-
ation. Neither does the suspension of the privi-
lege of the writ deprive an unlawfully arrested
or imprisoned person of his action ot" damages,
nor protect the wrong-doer from criminal prose-
cution. None of the States have suspended the
privileges of the writ except Massachusetts,
where the privilege of the writ was suspended
from November, 1786, to July, 1787, on the occa-
sion of Shays's Rebellion. In England, as noted
above, the King's Court, or Court of King's
Bench, and the Court of Chancery were the ordi-
nary courts from which this writ was issuable

;

but it could be issued by the Court of Common
Pleas and by the Court of Exchequer, at least in

ca.se of i>ersons privileged in those courts. The
Habeas Corpus Act (31 Charles II., ch. 2) and
other later acts prescribed the courts which could
issue the writ, extending the jurisdiction so that
it is always possible to obtain the writ in vaca-
tion as well as in term time.

In the United States the power of the Federal
courts is purely statutory in origin. The orig-

inal statute creating this power in them was the
.ludiciary Act of September 24, 1789, sec. 14
(1 .Stat., L. 81), which provided "that writs of

habeas corpus shall in no -case extend to prison-
ers in gaol, unless they are in custody under or
by color of the authority of the L^nited States, or
are committed for trial before some court of tho>

same, or are necessary to be brought into court
to testify." The jurisdiction created by this

act, it is now settled, is exclusive in the Federal
court. Subsequent statutes have extended this

jurisdiction to cases where the prisoner is in

custody for an act done or omitted, in pursuance
of a law or process of the United States (Rev.
Stat., sec. 7.53). this being the general effect of

the act of March 2, 1833" (4 Stat, at L., 634),
commonly called the Force Bill; to eases where
tlie prisoner is held in violation of the Constitu-
tion, or a statute, or treaty of the United States,

w'hether in a State or Federal court (Rev. Stat.,

sec. 753) ; "to all cases of any prisoner in jail or
confinement who are subjects of a foreign State,

and domiciled therein, who are confined or in

custody under or by any authorit.y or law, or
process founded thereon, of the United States,

or of any of them, for or on account of any act

done or omitted under any alleged right, title,

or authority, privilege, protection, or exemption
set up or claimed under the commission or order
or sanction of any foreign State or sovereignty,

the validity and effect whereof depends upon the
law of nations, or under color thereof (act

of Atigust '29, 1842, 5 Stat, at L., 539; Rev.
Stat., see. 753)

.

These provisions do not grant to the Federal

courts the authority by habeas corpus to dis-

charge a prisoner from the ctistody of the State

courts or officers where the prisoner is within the

jurisdiction of the State authority by which he is

im])risoned, merely because rights are involved

which arise under the laws of the United States,

since where there is a proper jurisdiction the

State courts are equally bound with those of the

Federal Government, and are equally supposed,

to support and give effect to the Federal laws,

and nny erroneous ruling in this respect would
involve an error of law, which cotild be remedied
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by a proper api>eal to the Feileral courts. But
where the denial of right by the State court in-

volves not only an error of law, but such a re-

fusal as places the court in a i)i)silion of acting

without jurisdiction, as in acting under an un-

constitutional State law, a basis is laid fur the

remedy of a habeas corpus from the Federal

court." This power of the Federal courts to grant

the writ under the special grotnids mentioned
above is discretionary, and the writ is frequently

refused in cases where the granting of it would
tend to subvert the ordinary course cf justice in

the State courts.

Tlie general function and purpose of the writ is

to determine whether the person in whose behalf

the writ is granted is detained or held in custody

lawfully or unlawfully. Tlie cases where the

writ is used may be broadly classified as those

where the person is detained without any legal

])rocess. and where he is held under some form
of legal proceedings, which may or may not

be lawful. The first of these classes is ex-

emplified where one parent seeks to obtain the

custody of a child under the control and in the

custody of the other parent or some other per-

son, and for that purpose obtains a writ in be-

half of the child, setting up the illegal confine-

ment of the child. Here the merits of the wliole

case nuist be heard and determined in order to

decide to whom the custody of the child lawfully

belongs. So, in the case of a person confined as

an insane person, without legal process, the mer-

its of the case must be heard and decided, both

as to whether the person is insane, and if so

whether the confinement is lawful. Where the

confinement is under legal process, how'ever, the

purpose and function of the writ is to procure a

hearing and determination as to the question

whether the confining authority is lawfully exer-

cising its jurisdiction or not. Here irregularity

does not necessarily deprive the court of jurisdic-

tion : but when the irregularity is so material

that no jurisdiction over the prisoner has been

obtained for the purpose of confinement, then

the prisoner will be discharged. In other words,

generally speaking, the writ cannot be used

to do away with the regular trial of an action,

or to inqtiire into the merits of proceedings

any further than this is necessary to determine

the legality of the confinement complained of.

The procedure by which tlie Avrit is obtained,

both at connnon law and under the various stat-

utes regulating the subjects in some of the

States, is by some form of a petition or motion
signed by the party or some one in his behalf,

setting up such facts as are necessary to make
out a prima facie case. Tlie person entitled to

custody of one illegally detained by another, as a
father deprived of his chilil. may himself apply
for the writ. The courts of the Federal Govern-

ment in the United States have the discretionary

right to withhold it ; but in some of the States

the writ must be granted, as in England, upon a

proper petition or motion.
The question as to when the Federal and when

the State courts have authority in cases where
their authorities clash with each other is deter-

mined by the general principles governincr the
conflict of laws between the two. For a discus-

sion of tliat subject, and of the method of return
of the writ, the general principles of jurisdiction,

etc.. see the titles Coxfltct of L.\ws ; Consti-
tutional Law; Writ; Jleisdiciio^', etc.

Habeas Corpls ad Facienuiim et Recipien-

Dl Ji. A writ by which a superior court com-
mands an inferior court to produce the body of a

defendant, together with the cau.se (whence the

writ is also called a lidhras ciir/iiis cdiii viiiish),

or grounds of nis being taken and held, there to

do aiul receive whavsoever shall be adjudged of

him in the superior court. The writ is some-

times used in the United States.

Habeas Corpus ad Prosequendum. A writ

issued to remove a prisoner for trial in the juris-

diction where the act was committed.

Habeas Corpus ad Eespondeadi m. A writ

for bringing up a prisoner from a lower court to

be charged with a new ofi'ense.

Habeas Corpus ad S.\tisfaciendum. A writ

used to bring up a witness to a superior court to

charge him with process of execution ( q.v. ) upon
a judgment.

Habeas Corpus ad Testificandum. A writ

used to bring a witness into court when he is in

custody at the time of the trial. It directs the

sheriff to have his body in court. The power
to issue writs of habeas cor/ius ad teslificaiidum

in eases where it is necessary to bring prisoners

into court to testify is vested in the Federal

courts by the C4eneral Judiciary Act of 1789.

Consult: Church, Uaheas Corpus, v:ith Prac-

tice ami Forms, containing an extended account

of its -history in the United States (2d ed., San
F'rancisco, 189.3) ; Spelling, A Treatise on Ex-
iraordinary Relief in Eqtiitii and Law; the com-

mentaries of Kent, Story, Blackstone, and Ste-

phen; Encyclopcedia of the Laics of England
(London. 1897-981 ; .Jenks, "The Story of the

Habeas Corpus," 18 Loir Quarterly Revieio, 64;

and the authorities referred to under Constitu-

tion ; Constitutional Law ; Conflict of Laws ;

Writ. etc.

HABEAS CORPUS ACT. The name com-

monly given to the act 31 Charles II., ch. 2

(1679), which greatly facilitated the granting

and enforcing of the writ habeas corpus
(
q.v. )

.

Similar statutes in some of the States are also

called habeas corpus acts.

HABEN'DUM. A technical term in the com-

mon law of conveyancing, to describe the part of

a grant, or deed of lands, which immediately

follows the description of the premises conveyed.

This was formerly written in Latin, habetidum

et tenendum (to have and to hold), whence the

name of the clause. Though not essential to

the validity of a conveyance, it is still commonly
employed in the English form of the words. Its

purpose is to qualify or define the estate granted,

as "to have and to hold, to the said .John Doe
(the grantee), his heirs- and assigns forever."

whereby a fee simple is created ; or "to the said

,Tohn Doe and the heirs of his body." .showing

the estate granted to be a fee tail. Where the

habendum is clearly repugnant to the 'granting

part' of a deed, it will be rejected, but if it be

consistent with the grant it will control it. See
Conveyancf: Deed: Crant.

HABENECK, ab'nek'. Franc^ois Antoine
(1781-1849). A French violinist and conductor,
born at Mezi&res. He entered the Conservatory
in Paris (ISOl). where he studied under Baillot.

and obtained the first violin prize (1804). .After-

wards he was appointed first violin at the Op6ra,
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and he served as director (ISOU), and conductor
of the orchestra from 1821 to 1824. For twenty
years, beginninj^ in 1800. he conducted the Societe

des Concerts du Conservatoire, and was made
permanent conductor in 1828. These concerts at-

tained a iMiropean celebrity, and by means of

them he introduced Beethoven's symphonies into

Trance. He composed two concertos, composi-
tions for tlie violin, and several songs. Among
iiis pupils were Alard and Leonard.

HABERL, h;i1>erl, Franz Xaveb (1840-).
A Catholic clergyman and writer on music, born
at Obcrcllcnbach, Lower Bavaria. He «as or-

dained to the priesthood in 18G2, in which year
he was also appointed conductor of music at the

Cathedral of Passau, and musical director of the

Catholic Seminary in that city. During the

period 1807-70 he was organist of the Church of

Santa Maria dcU' Anima at Rome, and from 1871

to 1882 served in a similar capacity at Ratisbon.

In 1875 he founded in that city the celebrated

School for Church ilusic, which under his man-
agement became one of the leading institutions of

its kind. In 1880 Haberl assumed the editorship

of the periodical entitled Musica tiacra. He was
also chief editor of the splendid edition of the

works of Palestriiia, published by Breitkopf and
Hartel (Leipzig, 32 vols., completed in 1894).

A Palestrina Society was established by him in

1879. The following are a few of his principal

publications: il agister Clwralis (1805; 10th ed.

1893; trans, into English, Spanish, French,

and Italian) ; Cucilieti-Kalendar (1876-85; since

1886 published as Kirchenmusikalisches .Jahr-

l-uch) ; Psalterium Vespei-tinum (8th ed. 1901) ;

Biblior/raphisclier und thematisch-er Mvsikkata-

loq des piipstHchen Kapellarchivs im Tatikan zu
Rom (ISSS).

HABEBIiANDT, ha'ber-lilnt, Gottlieb
(1854— ). An Austrian botanist, born at L'n-

gariseh-Altenburg, Hungary, and educated at Vi-

enna and Tiibingen. In 1884 he was appointed

professor of botany at the university in Gratz,

and in 1891 he made a scientific tour through
Java. He is a follower of Schwendener. His
publications, mainly on the physiology and bi-

ology of plants, include: Die Schulxinrichtun-
gen in der Entwickliinp der Keimpflanze (1877) :

Physioloffische Pftanzenanntomie (1884); and
Eine hoianische Tropenreise (1893).

HABEBLIN", hfi'ber-len, Karl Friedrich
(1756-1808). A German authority on constitu-

tional law. He was born and educated at Helm-
stedt, and was professor of Gei-man constitutional

law at Erlangen (1782-86) and Helmstedt (1786-

1808). His fame rests chiefly on the works en-

titled Haiulbncli des drutschcn f^taatsrechts (2d

ed. 1797) and l>ns detitselir fitrwtsnrrhir (16

vols., 1790-1808), which contain valuable essays

and treatises on constitutional and statistical

affairs.

HABICHT, hlinjiKt, LuDwiG (18.^0-). A
German novelist, born at Sprottau. His princi-

pal novels include: Der fftndtsehreiher i^on Liea-

mtz (2d ed. 1881 ) ; .
.Sfc7iem. und Sein (2d ed.

1878); Er muss studieren (1896); and Wider-
spriiehe (1899).

HABIETINEK, ha-be'tl-nek, Karl (1830—).
An An^itrinn statesman, born in Prague. He
graduated at Prague University (German) in

1855, in 1858 was appointed lecturer in Aus-

trian civil law at Vienna, from 1804 to 1868
was at Prague as professor of civil law and the
law of trade and exchange, and from 1808 to

1871 occupied a similar chair at Vienna. lu
1871 he was for a time Jlinister of .Justice, in

1879 became a life member of the Lpjicr House
of the Reichsrat, and in 18S1 vice-president of
the Reichsgerieht, a tribunal for the scltlemcnt
of conflicts between the ordinary administrative
courts and the special couit for Governmeftt
officials. He was vice-president of the Supreme
Court of Justice and Cassation from 1881 to
1889, and in the latter year was appointed its

lirst president.

HAB'INGTON. William (1005-54). An Eng-
lish poet, born at Hindlip, Worcestershire, of
Roman Catliolic parentage. He was educated at
Suint-Onier and Paris; but declined to become
a Jesuit, and returned to England. He married
Luc)' Herbert, youngest daugliter of Lord Powis,
and retired to his ancestral estate, Habington
addressed to his wife, under the name of Castara,
a series of beautiful lyric poems, distinguished
from similar contemporary work by their purity
of tone. To the volume entitled Castara (1034),
additions, including religious poems, were made
in 1035 and 1640. Consult: Arber, English lie-

prints (London, 1870) ; and Ward, English Poets,
vol. ii. (ib., 1880-83).

HABIT (from Lat. habitus, condition, from
habere, to hold). In its most extended sense, a
settling of any plastic material into determinate
form. Since the organism at large, and the ner-

vous system in particular, are characterized by
nothing so much as by plasticity, more especially

during the years of growth that precede maturity,
it is clear that habit must play an important
part in biology, as well as in the sciences of

mind (psychology, ethics) that follow upon bi-

ology. Habit, in this technical sense, is common
both to man and to the lower animals. It may
be defined as "a fixed tendency,' the result of

repetition and association, "to think, feel, or act

in a particular way under special circumstances"
(Sully). Habit finds its principal importance
in the sphere of voluntary action, where it pre-

sents two points of psychological interest. In the

first place, it "simplifies the movements required

to achieve a given result, makes them more ac-

curate, and diminishes fatigue." In the second

place, it "diminishes the conscious attention with

which our acts are performed" (.James). Phys-

iologically regarded, habit thus implies that ner-

vous functions are relegated l)y the higher to

the lower (automatic) centres: the cortex is

relieved of so many burdens, and is free for so

many new combinations. Psychologically re-

garded, it implies the possibility of mental prog-

ress: what we have learned becomes a matter of

course with us, unconsciously utilized when the

right cue is given, so that we can drop, without

fear of forgetting, the topic that we have been

workins; upon, and proceed to new acquisitions

upon the orsanized basis of previous effort.

It is important to distinguish accurately be-

tween 'habit,' 'custom,' 'usage,' and 'fashion.'

Habit is the widest term: it "covers all and

every form of voluntary action that we have

made our own" (Wundt). Habit is therefore an

individual rule of conduct. Usage is social habit:

there are family usages. local usages, etc.; but

we do not speak of an individual usage. Custom
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is habit, by virtue of its regularity and unifor-

mity; it is also usage, by virtue of its social or

common character. But it is. further, normative
in nature: it exercises a moral consti'aint; v\o

may disobey it, as we may disregard the moral
laws proper, but we do so at the risk of being

considered 'eccentric,' if of nothing worse. Fash-
ion is an individual habit which has acquired a
temporary vogue.

Habit in Its Relations to Ecology and Evo-
lution. The habits of animals play an important
part in evolution. A study of tlie habits or mode
of life peculiar to this or that animal, i.e. wheth-
er it has creeping, leaping, Ih'ing, burrowing, or

mining habits, is receiving at this time much at-

tention. The habits of an animal change with the

environment. By competition a plastic form
may be compelled to change its habits. A form
adapted to living on land may be forced to

change its habits, and become aquatic or adapted
for flight. Thus the whales have evidently de-

scended from some terrestrial ancestor which
went on all fours, and birds have apparently
sprung from some four-footed reptile. The initial

cause of these transformations was a change in

the conditions of life, together perhaps with com-
petition. This led to change of habits, and this

caused changes in the use or functions of this or

that organ, this change being accompanied by
changes in other parts of the body (correlation

of parts). Hence it will be seen that the matter
of habits and change of habits has direct bear-

ings on the evolution of organisms.
The importance of habits was clearly perceived

by Lamarck, and change of habits is one of the

factors of organic evolution suggested by him.

He asserted that "great changes in circumstances
bring aboiit in animals great changes in their

needs, and such changes in their needs neces-

saril.y cause changes in their actions. Now, if

the new needs become constant or very perma-
nent, the animals then assume new habits, which
are as durable as the needs which gave origin to

them." Then he goes on to say that if new habits

are formed "there will from this result the use

of such a part by preference to that of another,

and in certain cases the total lack of use of any
part which has become useless." He again says:

"Such is then the power of habits, which have
a singular influence on the conformations of

parts, and which give to the animals which have
for a long time contracted certain of them fac-

ulties not found in other animals." Darwin also

occasionally speaks of the effects of habits, both

in domestic and in wild animals. At present

much attention is being paid to a study of the

habits of animals, since it affords data for the

study of comparative psychology.
Consult: Wundt. Ethics, translated (New

York, 1897); .Tames, Principles of Psijcholofti/

(New York, 1890), which gives ethical impli-

cations and pedagogical maxims ; Carpenter,
Meyital Physioloiii/ (London, 1888); Huxley,
Lessons in Elementary Physiology (New York,
1896) ; Sully, Outlines of Psychology (London,
1889). See Assooiation of Idkas; Custom; In-
stinct.

HABITUAL CKIMINAI,. One whose habit
of indulging in criminal acts has been estab-
lished by previous convictions. In some of our
States there are statutes fixing three convictions
as the minimum number required to constitute

Vol. IX. -28.

one an habitual criminal or offender, and in the

absence of legislative dehnition, this number
is sullicient to make out a case of habitual or

common criminality. In other States, one con-

viction of a felony or five convictions of a mis-

demeanor warrant a judgment of habitual crimi-

nality. It is the present view tluil an habitual

offender against the criminal law ought to be

punished more severely tlian a first transgressor.

Accordingly, modern legislation |)rovides a sliding

scale of punishments for persons convicted of

crime. For the first offense a mild penalty is im-
posed, wliile a heavier penalty is inflicted with
each repetition of the same offense. (See Se.\-

TENCE. ) In some States it is provided that
the person of an habitual criminal shall be at
all times subject to the supervision of every
judicial magistrate of the county, and of the
overseer of the part of the town wliere the crimi-
nal may be found, to the same extent that a
minor is subject to the control of his parent or

guardian. Consult: Bishop, 'Sew Criminal Law
(Chicago, 1892) ; Blackburn v. State, 50 Ohio St.,

428 (1893).

HABITUAL DRUNKABD. In ordinary
language a drunkard is one who has the habit of

getliing drunk, and the term habitual drunkard
is therefore tautological ; but the term has a tech-

nical legal use in the sense, a person who has
become so confirmed in this habit of getting drunk
as to render him a proper subject of legal guard-
ianship, analogous to that exercised over insane
persons, under provisions of statutory law.

The law of the State of New York is typical

of this class of legislation. LTnder it the proceed-

ings for the appointment of a committee of a
person as an habitual drunkard involves an in-

quest into his character and habits, as in the case

of insane persons. The eonunittee, when ap-

jjointed, has charge, not only of the estate of the

drunkard, but also, subject to control of the

court, of his person, so that he can fix his resi-

dence and otherwise determine his method of

living.

A finding of habitual drunkenness upon the in-

quest deprives the habitual drunkard of his ca-

pacity to bind himself by contracts, even when
sober; but it does not class him with those per-

sons of unsound mind who cannot make a valid

will. See Drunkenness, and consult tlie author-

ities there referred to.

HACHETTE, ha'shet', Jean Nicolas Pierbe
(1769-1834). \ French mathematician, born at
Mezieres (Ardennes). He studied at Charleville

and at Rheims, and taught at Rocroy ( 1787 ) , Jle-

zi&res (1788-92), and at the Coll&ge de Collioure

(1793). On the founding-of the Ecole Polytech-

nique in Paris, in 1794, he was given a sub-

ordinate position, and in 1797 was called to

the chair of descriptive geometry in this in-

stitution. In 1810 he was nominated to a
professorship in the university, but for politi-

cal reasons the Government refused to confirm
the nomination. His first election, in 1823, to

the Academy of Sciences also failed of confir-

mation, although he was finally, in 1831, suc-

cessful in securing a scat. ITachette was a
prolific writer on mathematical topics, his mem-
oirs appearing in the -Jonrnnl dr I'Fcole Pulii-

lerhniqiie. in the Corresponrlnnce de I'Ecole PoUi-
tcchnique (Paris, 1817, 3 vols., which he edited),
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in Crcllc's Journal, and in various other scientific

publications. He also wrote a number of works,
among which the following are the most promi-
nent: Traitc elcnentaire dcs machines (1809; 2d
ed. 1828) ; Programme d'un cours de physique
( ISO'.O ; Elements de ffdomdtrie a trots dimensions
(1817); Traite de (jcomftric descriptive (1822;
4th ed. 1828) ; Hisloirc dcs muchiiics a vapcur
(1830). For a list of the memoirs of Hachette,
consult The Catalogue of l!icicntific Papers of the

Royal Society, vol. iii. (London, 1869). For a
biographical sketch, consult Arago, (Euvres, vol.

iii. (Paris, 1855).

HACHETTE, .Jean^'E LAljrf; (c.U54-?). A
Frencli heroine. So little is known of her family
that it is impossible to say whether she was the
daughter of an officer named Fourquet by whom
she was confided to the care of Dame Mathieu
Latne, or was in truth the child of the latter and
her husband, a simple workman of Beauvaia.
In 1472, when she was about eighteen years old,

Cliarles the Bold of Burgundy invaded France,
and endeavored to take Beauvais by storm. As
ihe town was garrisoned l>y but 300 men, the in-

habitants, men and women, defended the walls,

and succeeded in repelling the first assault of the
Burgundians. The second assault, however, was
more determined, and a standard-bearer had suc-

ceeded in reaching the top of the rampart when
Jeanne struck him dead with a hatchet (ha-

chette) and captured the banner. This so disheart-

ened the assailants that they again withdrew,
and as reenforcements soon after entered the city,

Charles decided to raise the siege. King Louis
XT. not only rewarded Jeanne by marrying her
to the man of her choice and decreeing that they
and their descendants should be free from the
payment of all taxes, but excused the other citi-

zens from the pa\'ment of the poll-tax, gave
many privileges to the women of Beauvais, and
instituted an annual procession to take place

on the day of Saint AngadrOme, the patroness of

the city, in which the flag captured by Jeanne
was carried by some woman of her family. In
1851 a statue was erected to her memory in

the principal square of Beauvais.

HACHETTE, Louis Ciiristopiie FRANgois
(1800-04). A French publisher, born at Rethel,
in the Ardennes. He began to.prepare himself to
be a teacher, but having been dismissed, owing to

his polities, in 1822, entered a school of juris-

prudence. This he quitted in 1820 to become a
publisher in Paris, with tlie avowed object of

issuing books to improve pedagogics, and to ele-

vate the general intelligence of iW people. This
aim he pursued throughout his life, and the nu-
merous series of works that he published in every
department of knowledge gave him not only
a national but a world-wide reputation as a
moral educator and as a disseminator of whole-
some literature. Noteworthy among his pub-
lications are scientific and miscellaneous libraries,

editions of various classics, dictionaries of mod-
ern languages, dictionaries of imiversal refer-

ence, and Le Journal pour Tons, a weekly period-

ical founded in 1855. He was the author of

several pamphlets on the economic condition of

the poor and their betterment, and was greatlv
interested in the establishment of cooperative
friendly societies among the industrial classes.

He was also one of the early promoters of inter-

national copyright.

HACHIOJI, ha'chi-O'jl. A town of Japan,
situated on the island of Nippon, 23 miles by
rail from Tokio. It is an important centre of the
silk industry. Population, in 1898, 23,203.

HACKBERRY (variant of hagbcrry, heg-

berry, from hag, AS. haga, Dutch haag, Ger. Bag,
fence, coppice + berry) ,a.\iio called Sugar-Berry,
Nettle-Tkee, Hoop-Ash, and Hagberry. A num-
ber of trees and shrubs which belong to the
natural order LTrticace*, the species of which
are distributed throughout the Northern Hem-
isphere. The best-laiown species are Celtis oc-

eidentalis and Celtis Mississipjnensis of the
United States. The former ranges from Canada
to Tennessee, and westward to the Pacific. It is

a large tree, which attains a height of 120 feet or

more, and three feet in diameter. In habit of

growth tlie tree somewhat resembles the white
elm, but the bark is rougher and the branches
are nearer the horizontal. It is of rapid growth,
and is well adapted to park and general planting.

The wood is heavy, rather soft, and coarse-

grained. The heart-wood is brown, the thick

sap-wood yellow. It is adapted to about the
same uses as the elm. The latter species, to

which the name sugar-berry is more generally

given, is a somewhat smaller tree of more south-

ern range. Celtis australis, sometimes called

lotus-tree, is a species common in the ]\Iediter-

ranean region, and found in India. It attains

a height of 60 feet or more, but is not hardy in

the north. Its wood is extensively used for furni-

ture, carving, etc., and its drupe-like fruits are

edible. Celtis bungeana, a North China species,

with dark green glossy leaves, is a hardy tree in

northern Latitudes.

HACK'EE (in imitation of the cry of the ani-

mal). A name for the cliipraunk (q.v.), foimd in

(he books of Richardson, Godman, Audubon,
and other early writers, and perhaps once in

popular use in the Southern States, but now
larely heard. The same may be said of 'chicka-

ree,' a name given to the red squirrel (Sciuriis

Jludsonivs) , according to Avidubon, on account

of its chattering note.

HACK'ENSACK. A village and the county-

seat of P.ergcn County. N. .!.,. eight miles east by
south of Paterson : on the Hackensack River, and
on the New Jersey and New York and the New
York, Susquehanna and Western railroads (Map:
New Jersey, D 2 L It is piimarily a residential

town, and has the .Tohnson Public Library, Hack-
ensack Hospital, and an Old Ladies' Home. The
principal industrial establishments are silk-mills,

a jewelry factory, and a wall-paper factory. The
government is vested in a board of commis-

sioners, elected from the village wards for a
term of three years. Hackensack was first

settled by the Dutch, about 1640. near a vil-

lage of the Hackensack Indians, and in 1678

a company of Huguenots settled near here on

what was known as the French Patent. Wash-
ington stopped here on his retreat across New
Jersey in 1776, and the place was subseqif^ntly

occupied by the British and Hessians. Hacken-
sack was incorporated in 1808. Population, in

ISnO. 6004: in 1900. 9443.

HACK'ER, Francis (?-1660). An English

regicide. He was a zealous supporter of Parlia-

ment and later of Cromwell during the Civil

War and the Protectorate, and distinguished
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himself in several battles. He commanded the

soldiers who guarded Charles 1. during liis trial,

had iliarge of the execution, and signed tlie execu-

ti<iiior's order. During the Scotch War he eoni-

nianded a regiment under Cromwell, and later

represented Leicestershire in the Parliament of

Richard Cromw-ell. After the Kestoration iie was
sent to the Tower, and was hanged on October
1<}. IGCid.

HACKEET, ha'kert, PlllLiPP (17371807). A
German painter, born at Prenzlau. Brandenburg.
He studied under his father, and at the Berlin

Academy. VViiile in Rome he painted his best

works, "The Naval Battle at Tchesnie and the

Burning of the Turkish Fleet," a series of six

I>ictures executed by order of Catharine II. of

Russia. Ferdinand IV. of Naples made him
Court painter (17S(1). After the Revolution of

1799 he bought a villa near Florence, where he

lived until his death. He was one of the ablest

of the eighteenth-century landscape artists, but

has been overpraised. Among his works are: "A
View of Saint Peter's." "Ideal Landscapes" (2),

a number of views about Rome, and some ma-
rines. His four brotliers were also painters—

-

Karl Ludwig ( 'MSOO) ; Johann Gottlieb (1744-

73): Wilhei'm (1748-80); and Georg Abraham
(1755-isn:5).

HACK'ET, .John (1592-1G70). An English
ecclesiastic. He was educated at Trinity College,

Cambridge, and was ordained in 1018. He re-

mained loyal to the King during the Civil War,
but was permitted to stay in Kngland until the

Restoration in lOfiO placed the Stuarts again

on the throne. The next year he became Bisliop

of Coventry and Lichfield. Among his publica-

tions are:' Loi/ola (1648), a Latin comedy of

small merit; and a Life of Archbishop ^VilIi(lms

(1693). Consult Plume, Life of Hackct. re-

printed with additions by Mackenzie Walcot,

B.D. (London, 1865).

HACK'ETT, Horatio Balch (1808-7.5). An
American biblical scholar, liorn in Salisbmy,
Jlass. He graduated at Amherst in 1830, and
studied theologv' at Andover. and in Germany.
He was professor of Latin and CJreck at Brown
L'niversity. and in 1839 was chosen to the chair

of biblical literature in the Newton Theological

Seminary, where he remained for thirty years.

In 1870 he was made professor of New Testa-

ment Greek in the Rochester Tlieological Semi-
nary. He was one of the most distinguished bildi-

cal scholars in the Baptist Church, and a notable

exegetist. His works include: An edition with
notes of Plutarch's De iSVr« Kiiniiiii.i Yindicta

(1844) : Illuslrations of Scripture Hufificsted by
a Tour Throutih llie Hoiii Laiirl (1855) ; a trans-

lation of Fiiilcnwii (1860) : Cliri.ilinn Memorials

of Ihe War (1864); an edition of Rairlinson's

Historical Illustrations of the Old Testament
(187.3) ; and other translations for the Ameri-
can edition of Lange's Commentary. With Kzra
Abbott he edited the American edition of Smith's

lUble Dictionary (1868-70). Consult Whitlc-

more. Memorials of Horatio Balch Ilackeft

(1878).

HACKETT, .Tames Henry (1800-71). A
noted American comedian. He was born and
brought u)) in New York City. After his early

marriage to an actress. Miss I^e-Sugg. and a

failure in business, he went upon the stage, first

in 1826, and rapidly earned a prominent position,

especially in eewntric characters. Among Iu3 *

imper.sonations best known were Justice Wood-
cock, Sylvester Daggerwood, Mons. Morbleu,
Dromio, Rip Van Winkle, Nimrod Wildlire, Sir

Pcrtinax McSycoijliant, and above all, Falstall',

iu which in this country he had no ])ecr. He
played with success in Kngland, and in all parts

of the Liuited States, besides managing, at diller-

cnt times, several theatres. Before his death he

had made a fortune. He was the auliior of

Notes and Comments on Shakespeare (1863).
Consult Ireland, Actors and Actresses of (Ireul

Britain and the' United States, edited by
Matthews and Hutton, vol. iii. ( New York,

1886).

HACKETT, James Iveteltas (1869—). An
American actor, son of James Henry Hackett.
He was born at W'olfe Island, Ont., and was edu-

cated at the College of the City of New York,
where he graduated in 1891. He made his ap-

pearance on the stage in A. 51. Palmer's company
in 1892, and after several engagements became,
early in 1896, leading man at the Lyceum. Plays
in which he became best known arc: The Prisoner

of Zcnda (1896); Rupert of Ilent:au (1898);
The Pride of Jennico (1900) : Don Ccesar's Re-
turn (1901) ; and The Crisis (1902). In 1897 he
married the actress Mary Mannering. Consult
Strang, Famous Actors of the Day in America
(Boston, 1900).

HACKLANDER, hak'len-der, Friedrkh Wil-
iiELM VON (1816-77). A Germ.au novelist and
dramatist, born at Burtscheid. He won a
wide reputation by his Bilder aus\ dem Sol-

datenlehen (1841) and Das Holdatenleben im
Frieden (1844). The keen observation and lively

humor of the first of these books broiigiit

him an invitation to accompany Baron von Tau-
benheim to the Orient, as a result of which he
wrote Datjuerreotypen (1842), later known as
Reise in dem Orient (1846) ; and Pilyer^uy nach
Mekka (1847), a collection of Oriental legends

and tales. In 1849 he went through the cam-
paign in Piedmont, and his experiences resulted

in the Bilder aus dem Soldatenleben im Krie(i

( 1849-50) . In 1855 he founded the po])ular week-
ly, Ucbcr Land und Meer, at Stuttgart, the home
of his later years. Of his other works, the more
noteworthy are: Dcr yeheime Ayent (1850), a

very popular and often translated comedy

:

Waehtstuhcnabenteuer (1845), scenes of military

life: Handel vnd Wandel, a humorous novel

(1850); and yan'.enlos<' Geschichten (1851).
Hackliinder left an autobiography. Dcr Roman
meines Lebens (Stuttgart. 1878) . Consult ^lorn-

ing. ErinnerunQcn an Hackliinder (Stuttiiart,

1878).
'

-

HACKLE, HECKLE, or HATCHELL ' from
Dutch hekcl, heckle, from Dutch haak. luiiik). An
instrument for cleaning, sorting, and straighten-

ing the fibres of raw flax, and hemp, preparatory
to s])inning. See Flax.

HACK'MATACK. See Larch.

HACK'NEY. A metropolitan borough of Lon-
don (i|.v.) in Middlesex, three miles northeast of

Saint Paul's (Jlap: London, D 8). It was for-

merlv a favorite sutuirban vilUige residence nf

Tjondon citizens, and in its fashionable days is

said to have given its name to hncknev coaches.

Population, in 1891, 247,594; iu 1901, 270,.535.
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HACO. See Haakon.

HA'DAD. One of tlie chief deities of ancient
Syria and Assyria. The name of tliis deity oc-

curs in several comiJOiind names in the
Bible, namely, Hadadiv.er (11. 8ani. viii. 3 et

al.), Ben-Hadad (1. Kings xv. 18 et al.), and
Hadad-Rinimon (Zech. xii. 11); and is men-
tioned by Macrobius {Saturnalia, i. 23, 18).
The god is identical with Adad, who appears
among the great gods of Babylonia and Assyria.
Through ciuieiform documents it is likewise clear

that Hadad-Adad was a storm-god, who was also

known by various epithets, such as Raniman
(thunderer), Bir, and Dadda, though in Syria he
is a solar deity. Hadad also appears in the Old
Testament as the name of various kings or

princes of Edom (Gen. xxxvi. 35; I. Chron. i. 50;
I. Kings xi. 14)

.

HADADEZER, had'ad-f'zer. King of Zobah,
an Aranucan Slate, in the eleventh century B.C.

( II. Sam. viii. 3 ) . Zobah is probably identical with
the Assyrian Zvhiti, which seems to have been sit-

uated north of the territory occupied by Maachah
and Amnion in Hauran

(
q.v.

) , or immediately
west of this district. Hadadezer is said to have
been a son of Rehob. His name is apparently a

Hebraized form of Hadadidri, 'Hadad is my help.'

wliich occurs in an Assyrian inscription ol

Shahnanezer II. (B.C. 860-825). According to

II. Sam. viii. .i-12, Hadadezer was defeated by
David, altliough the Araniieans of Damase<is
came to his assistance, and the gilded armor of

his servants was carried to .lerusalem. Vessels of

bronze were also captured in the cities of Tebah
(or Betah) and Berotai, which belonged to

Hadadezer. The location of these towns cannot
be determined at present. After the battle, Tou
(or Toi), King of Hamath (q.v.). sent his son
Hadoram (or loram) to congratulate David, be-

cause he had himself been at war with Hada-
dezer. A later narrative, found in II. Sam. x.

15-10. gives an account of a second campaign by
David ending with a defeat of Hadadezer at

Helam (prolmbly Alima, east of the .Jordan).

One of Hadadezer's servants named Rezon fled

from his master, and became the founder of a new
dynasty at Damascus (I. Kings xi. 23). Con-
sult: Winckler, Geschichte Isfaels (Leipzig,

1895) ; and the commentaries on Samuel by Klos-

temiann (Nordlingen, 1887). Henrv Preserved
Smith (New York, 1809), Budde" (Tlibingen,

1902). and Xo'.vack ( Gdttingen, 1902).

HA-CDANI, hii-dii'ne. A Jewish traveler of

the ninth century. Sec liLDAD Ha-Dani.

HAD'DAN, Arthur West (1816-73). An
English ecclesiastical historian, born at Wood-
ford, in Essex. He was educated at Brasenose,

and Trinity College. Oxford, where he afterwards
became a fellow. The High Church revival at
Oxford, which occurred during his residence

there, enlisted his warmest support, and in 1869
he published his Apostolic Succession in the

Church of E)i(it(iiiil. which was reprinted in 1879
and in 1883, and remains the best work on the

subject. Among his other publications are Coun-
cils and Ecclesinsticnl Documents (1860-73).

HAD'DINGTON. The capital of Hadding-
tonshire. Scotland, on the banks of the Tyne. 16

miles east of Edinburgh (Map: Scotland. F 4).

It is an important grain market, and possesses

the second largest corn exchange in Scotland.
Noteworthy buildings are the old Abbey Church,
the Lucerna Laudoniai (Lamp of Lothian), the
county buildings, town hall, and the Knox Me-
morial Institute. Haddington i^ a very ancient
royal burgh, its charter dating from the eleventh
century. It owns its water-works. King Alexan-
der 11. (born 1198), John Knox, .lohn Brown
and his grandson Samuel, Samuel Smiles, and
Mrs. .Jane Carlyle were natives of Haddington.
Population, in isol, 3771; in 1901, 3902.

HAD'DINGTONSHIEE, or East Lothian.
A maritime county in the southeastern part of

Scotland, bounded north and east by the Firth
of Forth and tlie Xorth Sea, south and south-

east by Berwickshire, and west by Midlothian
(Map: Scotland, F 4). In the south of the

country are the Lammermuir Hills, rising to the

height of 1732 feet. The principal river is tlie

Tyne. which flows northeast across the county
into the sea at Tyningham. Haddingtonshire has
enjoyed high agricultural fame since the seven-

teenth century; coal is mined at various points.

The principal towns are Haddington (the capi-

tal), Dunbar, and North Berwick. Population,
in 1891. 37.377; in 1901, 38.660.

HAD'DO (American Indian). A local name
on Puget Sound for the humpbacked salmon.

HADDOCK. A fisli {Melanogrammiis cegle-

finns) of tlie cud family. It resembles the com-
mon cod very nuicli, but can readily be distin-

guished by the black lateral line, that of the
common cod being white. It has three dorsal

and two anal fins, and a barbel at the symphysis
of the lower .jaw. There is a black spot behind
each of the pectorals, these spots sometimes ex-

tending so as to meet on the back. A ridiculous

legend ascribes these spots to the finger and
thumb of Saint Peter, and says the haddock is the
fish from the mouth of whicli he took the tribute

money.
This valuable fish is abundant on both coasts

of the North Atlantic southward to France and
North Carolina, but does not range so far north
as the cod, though abundant about Iceland.

They consort with the cod, but seem to be much
more gregarious, and swim about in large schools.

Some years they are far more rare at the fishing-

grounds than in others. As they live very large-

ly on mollusks, the}' are likely to be numerous
on the clam-banks; and in their feeding and
habits generally they closely resemble the cod,

varying mainly in the practice of keeping close

to the bottom. In Ajiril they approach the shore

and spawn. They remain near the shore about
six weeks and then return to deep water. An
ordinary female will produce annually more than
a million eggs, resembling those of the cod. and
to be treated in the same way in fish culture. The
haddock fishery (see Fisheries) is of great im-

|)ortance on both coasts. This species, which usu
,illy weighs about six pounds, is especially salable

in the markets of Boston and Philadelphia, and is

one of the easiest to transport in ice. Tbey are

also smoked successfiilly. after the Scotch method,
which produces 'finnan haddie' (Finland had-
dock). See Plate of Codfish and Allies.

HAD'DOCK, Sir Richard (1629-1715). An
English admiral, son of William and grandson
of Richard Haddock, both of whom were officers
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in the English Navy. He commanded ships in

various actions durinj; the wars with Holland

from 1057 to 1074. and iu tlie liattlc of Solcliay

(May 28, 1072) fought his ship, the /'o.i/"' 'l<i>iics,

so gallantly that when he was iircscnlod to the

King after his return to England, the latter, as

a mark of favor, took otl' the cap ho was wearing

and put it on Haddock's head. He was knighted

in 1075, and in lOitO. after the battle otT Bcachy
Head, was made admiral, and, in conjunction

with Henry Killigrew (q.v. ) and Sir .lolin Ashby,

commander-in-chief of the Ueet.

HAD'DON, Walter (1510-72). An English

pliiluldgist, luirn in Buckinghamshire. He was
invited to enter Cardinal College. Oxford, but

preferred Cambridge, to which he had been elect-

ed from Eton. Together with Cheke. he labored

for the reform of the ecclesiastical laws, and in

1571 the result of their work was published under

the title Kcfonnniin I.cijum EcrlesiitsticoniAi. He
was appointed master of Trinity Hall in 1.551-52,

and soon afterwards succeeded Owen Oglethorp

as president of Magdalen College, Oxford. This

appointment, however, was at variance with the

founder's statutes, and Queen ilary. soon after

her accession to the throne, caused Oglethorp

to be reinstated. His sympathies were with the

cause of Protestantism, and in 1503 he answered

a letter published by a Portuguese priest named
Jerome Osorio da Fonscca exhorting Queen Eliza-

beth to become a Roman Catholic. Tliis was the

beginning of a eontroversy whicli continued until

his death. During his lifetime he enjoyed a

great reputation as a writer of Latin prose; but

later critics have not held his works in as much
esteem as did his contemporaries.

HADDON HALL. A fine specimen of the

Engli^li baronial mansion, situated two miles

southeast of Bakewell, in Derbyshire, England.

It was originally in the possession of the Avenel

family, but in the twelfth century passed into the

hands of the Vernors. and. by the romantic mar-

riage of Dorothy Vernon with 8ir John Manners,

became, in the sixteenth century, the seat of the

Rutland line. The building incloses two court-

yards, and combines the late Norman with the

Renaissance style of architecture.

HA'DEN, Sir Francis Seymour (1818—).
An English surgeon and etcher. He was boni

in Ijondon. September 10, 1818. He was edu-

cated at University College, at the Sorbonne,

and at the medical schools of Paris and Gren-

oble; was admitted a fellow of the Royal Col-

lege of Surgeons of England (1857): distin-

guished himself by his studies in ovariotomy and
by his writings against cremation; but is best

known as an etcher and an authority on etching.

He was the founder and first president of the So-

ciety of Painter Etchers, and has published: The
Etched Work of liciiibraiirlt (1870-80) : Lectures;

and Ahout Etching (1881) ; a collection of twen-

ty-five plates from his own hand are contained in

The Etched Work of F. S. Baden and Etudes a

I'eau forte (1805-00). He married Miss Whist-

ler of Balthnore in 1847. and visited the United

States in 1882. IMany of his etchings have been

exhibited in New York and Boston. The sub-

jects of his plates are largely English land-

scapes. Among the best known are: "Breaking

Up of the Agamemnon." exhibited at the Phila-

delphia Exposition in 1870; "Bulais Pier,"

after Turner; and, especially, "Twickenham
Church."

HADERSLEBEN, ha'ders-la'ben. The cap-

ital of tlie circle of the same name in the Prus-

sian Province of Schleswig-Holstein, situated on
the Hadersleben Fiord, 32 miles north of Flens-

burg (Map: Prussia, CI). Its Church of Saint

Mar.y, originally erected in the thirteenth cen-

tury, and rebuilt in the fifteenth century, is a
handsome edifice. The town has a gynniasium
dating from the sixteenth century, and a semi-

nary for teachers. The industrial establishments

comprise a foundry, machine-works, and wagon-
factories. Hadersle'oen obtained nuinicipal rights

in 1292. It suffered greatly from the wars be-

tween Schleswig and Ilojstein. Population, in

1890. 8397; in 1900, 9201.

HADES, ha'dez (Gk. " Aidrig, Eaides, or, Aj<%.
Aides, from d, a priv., -f- lihlv, idein, Lat. videre,

Skt. vid, to see). (I) In Greek mythology, the

god of the lower world. (See Pl.UTO. ) In late

writers the word is also used to denote the realm
of H.ides, called by the earlier poets 'House of

Hades' (do/iuc "Aidof). The Greek conceptions of

this region varied greatly. In the common belief

it was in the depths of the earth, while another
view placed the home of the dead in the far

west, the region of night and sunset. Wherever
situated, it was a gloomy region, with its wide
gates ever open to receive newcomers, but closely

guarded by Cerberus (q.v.) against any who
would return. Here also was the joyless asphodel
meadow, where the shades wandered in sadness.

Early also arose the belief in the rivers of the
lower world, Styx, Acheron, Cocytus, and Pyri-

])hlegethon, and the ferryman Charon (q.v.).

Over against these views nuist be placed that of

the abode of happiness for (he favored (see

Ely.sium), and of punishment for the wicked.
(See TAnTARU.s.) Consult Rohde, Psyche (Frei-

burg. 1898). See Greek Religion.

( 2 ) In the Septuagint and Greek New Testa-

ment the word signifies the realnj or abode of the

dead. Other ancient peoples had corresponding

terms. Witli the Egyptians the abode of the dead
was Amentet (the west) ; the Babylonians called

it Aralu (perhaps a cave) ; the Hebrews
spoke of it as Sheol. The general idea among
all these was the same— that of an unde-
fined Bi,>»sterious locality under the earth to

which, in some unexplained way, the souls of

the dead go. there to exist for all time to come.
But as to details, no one of these ancient peo-

ples possessed a generally accepted, consistently

worked out theory. Besides the changes due to

the progress of thought from age to age, in the

same period many different conceptions were cur-

rent, difficult if not impossible to combine into

one consistent doctrine. This fact is well illus-

trated by the course of Hebrew and Christian

thought on the subject.

The Hebrew word Sheol. which the LXX. ren-

dered by the Greek Hades, comes from a root

meaning 'hollow'; hence probably it meant the

supposed great cavern or hollow imder the earth

where the dead abode. The term often indicates

simply the grave. Another term similarly u.sed

in the Old Testament is bor (pit). The grave
and Sheol proper are not, however, the same.
The word 'hell.' so frequently used in King
Tanies's Version, originally- meant nuich the same
as Sheol. Sheol was thought of as deep down
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(Dent, xxxii. 22; Ps. lx.>txviii. 0, 11; Job xi. 8;
Ps. Lxxxvi. 13; Prov. xv. U). The dead, though
their bodies crumbled to dust in the graves, here

contiiuie a bodiless, shadowy sort of existence.

They lind themselves grouped according to earth-

ly relationships, so that one who dies is "gathered

to his fathers.' They retain in some way their

general ajipearance at tlie time of death (cf. the

realistic narrative 1. Sam. xxviii. 8-14). They
also are possessed of unusual knowledge, so that
there was a morbid curiosity to inquire of the
dead through those who had 'familiar spirits'

—

i.e. whom the 'spirit' of the dead used as a medi-
um of communication. Sucli conceptions were
quite prevalent in early Israel ; the Hebrews
shared tliem with the old Semitic world about
them. The state was a permanent one, looked
upon as the normal consequence of a life lived

out to its full length. To go to Sheol before one
had filled out his days was a misfortune, a
calamity; but not, apparently, because the condi-

tion there was supposed to be in itself imhappy,
or atTected by the time of one's death. A violent

death, however, seemed to endanger one's jjeaee

in Sheol (cf. Num. xvi. 30, 33: I. Kings ii. 6, 9;
Ps. Iv. 15). Jehovah was said to 'save from
Sheol' when He delivered from ini)icnding death
(cf. Psalms, passim). In Sheol all were supposed
to meet on a common level, good and bad alike

(cf. I. Sam. xxviii. 19). No vital connection
with Jehovah belonged to the existence there. It

was a gloomy, unattractive place.

In later years, near and after the E.xile. modi-
fications began to be introduced into these early
conceptions of the Helu'ews. due in ]iart, perhaps,

to fuller acquaintance W'ith Babylonian ideas.

Hence we find tlie questionings and faint hopes
of Job and some of the Psalms. These later con-

ceptions were more definite than the earlier ones.

We now read of the bars of Sheol (.lob xvii. 16).

of its 'uttermost parts' (Is. xiv. 15-19; cf. Ezek.
xxxii. 23). assigned, apparently, to special classes

of the dead ; of the nations with their kings on
thrones, etc. (Ezek. xxxii.). Its gloom is more
Icpcnly felt now. In it there is no remembrance of

Jehovah, no praise, no work, no desire, only a
negative existence (Ps. vi. 5; Ixxxviii. 5-12; Eccl.

ix. 5-10). It is under .Jehovah's power, but not
where His presence is felt and enjoyed. Hence
the tendency arose either ( 1 ) to conceive of the

existence in Sheol as of two varieties—one most
unhappy, the fate of the especially wicked, the
other more like non-existence; or (2) to think
that the good did not need to go to Sheol. or

might at last be released from it. See as to ( 1) :

Ps. Ixxxviii. 4-7: ix. 17: Prov. v. 5; Ezek. xxxi.

17; xxxii. 21 ; and as to (2) Gen. v. 24: Ps. xlix.

15; .Job xiv. 14; xix. 25, 20; Is. xxvi. 19; Dan.
xii. 2.

These tendencies were further developed in the

last three pre-Cliristian centuries, and find full

expression in the great body of Apocalyptic litera-

ture belonging to tliis period. Hades came to he
thought of as definitely divided into two main
parts, each capable of subdivision, one the place

of the righteous dead, tlie other that of the
wicked. From the abode of the righteous a resur-

rection to a new blessed life was thought possible

or probable ; the wicked were doomed to stay in

their already unhappy abode, or to meet with a

further pimishment in Gehenna— i.e. the place

of fiery torment. In close connection with Ge-

henna was the great Abyss, in wiiich the evil

angelic spirits met their due reward. In such
developments the influence of Greek mythology
is perceptible.

Tlie New Testament writings reflect these popu-
lar conceptions, and use them to illustrate their
teachings. Hence we find Jesus, in the parable in

Luke .xvi. 19-31, speaking of Hades, where the
rich man was tormented, and in its neighborhood,
if not in Hades itself, 'Abraham's bosom,' where
Lazarus is comforted. He refers to the "everlast-

ing (ire' pre])ared for the Devil and liis angels
and for wicked men (Matt. xxv. 41), and to

'Paradise,' where tlie repentant tliief would be
with Him after death (Luke xxiii. 43). But
such statements do not contain definite doctrine.

The same may be said of other New Testament
references to the post-mortem condition of the
soul; such, e.g. as arc found in Rev. i. 18; vi. 8,

etc. The bulk of the positive teaching of the
New Testament has reference to the resurrection
and its implication—the positive and blessed fel-

lowship of repentant souls with their Heavenly
Father. In view of this truth, thought and teach-
ing in regard to Hades were relegated to a sec-

ondary place, Jind lost their importance. Consult

:

Salmond. Christian Doctrine of Immortnlity (3d
ed., Edinburgh, 1897) ; Alger, A Critical History

of the Doctrine of a Future Life (New York,
1871) ; Charles, Critical Hiatory of the Doctrine

of Future Life (London. 1897); .Jastrow, Reli-

(jion of Bahi/lonia and Assyria (Boston, 1898).
See Ab.\ddon ; Aryss; Esch.^tology ; Gehenna;
Hell: IinroRiAiiTV.

HADIK VON FUTAK, hii'dik fon foo'tak,

Andreas, Count (1710-90). An Austrian gen-
eral, born on the island of Schiitt (formed by the

Danube, between Pressburg and Koniorn), of

an ancient noble family of Hungary. He distin-

guished himself in the wars against France and
Prussia by his bravery and strategical skill. He
was advanced to the rank of general in 1747. In
the second year of the Seven Years' War il757)
he suddenly made a, descent on Berlin and levied

upon the city a Iribute of 300.000 Ihalers, which
he distributed among his soldiers. After the
treaty of peace (1703) he became (Joveriior of

Transylvania. He was commander-in-chief of the
Austrian Army during the Turkish campaign of

1789, but was compelled by illness to resign his

command to Laudon. His diary contains much
interesting information on the military history

of the eighteenth century.

HADING, a'duN', Jane ( 1859— ) . The stage-

name of Jeanne-Alfri'dine Trefouret. a French
actress, born at Marseilles. Her first appearance
on the stage, she has recorded, was when she w-as

three years old. At the age of fourteen, after
di'aniatic studies at the Conservatoire of her na-

tive city, she began her career in Algiers and
Cairo. She first appeared in Paris in 1879. w^hen
she sang in La petite marit'e and La helle Lurette.
She was engaged in 1SS5 at the Gyiniiase. under
the direction of M. Victor Koning, who after-

wards was her husband, and she established
her popularity by her enormous success in Oh-
net's Le maiire dc forges; in Frou Frou (1886)
she added still further to her reputation. She
contributed to the success of M. Lavedan's
Prince d'Aurec in June. 1892, and afterwards
joined the Com^die Francaise. Sardou chose her
for the title rule of his Murcette in 1896. She
appeared in many parts of Europe and in South
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America, as well as in the United States, where
she became best known by her tours with Coque-
liii in 1888 and 1894.

HAD'ITH (Ai. hodith, tradition, from hada-

tha, to occur). The general designation in Ara-

bic for a story or tradition, but more specifically

applied to the traditions about Mohammed, the

prophet's sayings and doings, which, as a com-
plement to the Koran, form, together with it, the

supreme authority for all religious and legal

questions of the Mohammedans. Originally the

traditions were transmitted orally; but the dan-

ger of their being entirely forgotten gradually
led to their being written down in the first

centuries after Jlohammed. The earlier collec-

tions, however, possess only individual authority,

and make no claim to systematic arrangement or

comprehensiveness. Such collections are known
as musnads, 'genealogical chains.' from the fact

that each tradition is traced back to its ultimate
authoritative source. Eight of such musnad col-

led ions are known to us. though many more
were produced. The higher class of .Hadith

literature, however, is represented by collections

termed ntusnnnat, 'systematized.' in which the

traditions are divided according to subjects and
treated with reference to their ritualistic, his-

torical, and ethical import. The attempt is made
to carry each utterance of the prophet back from
one source to the other, until a contemporary of
Mohauimed is reached, and if the chain is com-
plete the tr.aiiitinn is considered to be of the

first class; the value of the defective traditions

varies again according to the number of links

missing, and the names of those who have trans-

mitted the traditions. It will be seen that in

this way the door is opened for almost endless

variety of opinions as to the exact value of this

or that tradition. The principal and most au-

thoritative collections of traditions are those of

Bokhari. Moslim, Abu Daud. Tirmidi, Nasa'i, and
Maja. Of these again, which were all produced
in the ninth century, the most important code is

Ihe ftfiliih of Bokhari (810-870). «ho, il is said,

spent sixteen years of his life in traveling through
the length and breadth of the land for the pur-
pose of collecting such traditions, and who sin-

gled out. from a number of 00.000. about 7270. as
alone genuine. Besides numerous editions pub-
lished within the last fifty years in the Orient,
a standard European edition of the iSo/ii/t was
published by the later Professor Krehl. Le rveiiril

des traditions musnlmanes. par . . . al-Bo-

Ihnri (Leydcn, 1862-08). The six authoritative

Hadith collections are far from exhausting the
Hadith literature. Every generation, almost, pro-

duced collections of traditions aiming to fill out
gaps or to determine the value of traditions. In
this way an enormous Hadith literature grew up
which is fully discussed by Goldziher, in his

Mohiimmedrniifsche Stiidien, vol. ii. (Halle. 1S90).
See SrNN.\; MOHAMMEDANISM; Koran.

HADJEMIS, h.'ij'j-miz. A name applied to

the Iranian population of that part of Persia be-

tween Ispahan and Teheran, including also the
Talych and Mazandarani of the shores of the
Caspian. In stature they are generally above the
average; their head form is dolichocejjhalic. or
tends to be such. See Persia, section Ethiwloyy.

HAD'LEY. A town, including several villages,

in Hamoshire County. Mass.. three miles north-

east of Northampton ; on the Connecticut River,

and on the Boston and Maine Railroad (Ma]*:

Massachusetts, B 3). It is in an agricultural

region, and has two public libraries. The gov-

ernment is administered by town meetings. Popu-
lation, in 1890, 1669; in 1900, 1789. Settled as

Norwottock in 1659, Hadley was incorporated

under its present name (from Ilailley. Kugland)
in 1661. The regicides Goffe and Whalley were
concealed here for some years after l(i(i4 ; and
there is a tradition that in 167.5 the former sud-

denly appeared, put himself at the head of the

]ieop1e, and saved the town from an liulian at-

tack. Consult Judd, Historij of Uadlcy (North-

ampton, 186.3).

HADLEY, Arthur Twining (1850--). An
American educator, who became president of

Yale University in 1899. He was born at New
Haven. Conn., the son of Prof. James Hadley.

He graduated at Yale in 1876, and pursued ad-

vanced studies at Yale and Berlin. In 1879-8.3 he

was tutor in Y^ale College. He was university

lecturer on railroad transportation from 1883 to

1886 ; commissioner of labor statistics for Con-
necticut from 1885 to 1887; professor of political

science at Yale l^niversity, 1S86-98; and in 1899

was made president. He was ])resident of the

American Economic Association, 1897-99. In

1885 he published Railroad Transportation:

Its History and Its Laivs, which at once

gained him the position of an authority on the

subject; it was translated into Russian in 1886,

and into French in 1887. In the same year he

was summoned as expert witness before the Cul-

lom State Committee, which drafted tlie In-

terstate Commerce Law. He also published:

Report cm the Labor Question (1885) ; Report on
the System of Weekly Payments (1886); Eco-

nomics (1896) ; Education of the American Citi-

zen (1901). He contributed numerous essays

on political and economic subjects to scientific

and popular periodicals, and is the author of the

articles on transportation in Lalor's Cyclopaedia

of Political Science. President Hadley's writings

place him in the first rank among American
economists.

HADLEY, Henry K. (1871—). An Ameri-
can composer, born at Somerville, Mass. In

Boston he studied with George W. Chadwick and
Stephen A. Emery, but subsequently completed

his musical education in Vienna. Upon his re-

turn to America in 1895 he was appointed in-

structor of music at Saint Paul's School, Garden
City, Long Island. Previous to that, Damrosch's
orchestra had performed Hadley's concert over-

ture. Hector and Andromache, and in 1897 his

Symphony of Youth and Life was performed by
the New York Philharmonic Society, under Seidl's

direction. On December -20. 1901, the same or-

ganization gave the first perforniaiioe of a second

symphony. The Four Seasons, which had received

the prizes oflfered by the New England Conserva-

tory of Music and the Paderewski Fund. In
addition, his works include orchestral suites,

vocal pieces for solo and chorus, instnnnental

trios, quartets, etc.. and numerous songs, which
are among the very best of their class.

HADLEY, .Tames (1821-72). A distingiiished

linguist and classical scholar, born at Fairfield.

N. Y. An accident in boyhood made him hope
lessly lame, and deprived him of all hope of an
active, life. He graduated from Yale College,

first in his class, in 1842, and in 1844 he was
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made tutor in Middlebury College (Vermont).
In the following year he was appointed tutor at

Yale, and in 1848 became assistant professor of

Greek. In 1851 he was elected professor to sue-

. ceed Dr. \\'oolsey, and continued to hold this office

until his death. Although he had taken a theo-

logical course at New Haven immediately after

graduation. Professor Hadley devoted himself to

the study of languages. He was very efficient

as a teacher, and became one of the most emi-
nent linguists of his time. In addition to Greek,
he was familiar with Sanskrit, Hebrew, Arabic,
Latin, Gothic, Armenian, Gaelic, Swedish, and
the principal modern languages. He was also

well versed in early English, and was the author
of The Historij of the Entilish Language in the
introduction to the earlier editions of Webster's
Dictionary. He published a Greek Grammar
(IStiO). based on tluit of Curtius. which, as re-

vised by Prof. F. D. Allen, of Harvard Uni-
versity (1884), has maintained a place with
that of Goodwin as standard in American schools

and colleges. An Essay on the Greek Accent was
lepublished in Curtius, Stjidien s\ir griechischen
find liiteiiiisehen Grammalik. Ex-President Wool-
sey edited a posthumous volume of his lectures

on Roman T,aw in 1873, and in the same year
Prof. W. D. Whitney edited a second volume of

twenty Philological and Critical Essays.—His
brother Hexry II. Hapley was a professor of He-
brew in Union Theological Seminary, and his

son Artiu R is president of Yale University.

HADLEY, JoHM (1682- 174,3). An English
matliematician and physicist. He became a fel-

low of the Royal Society in 1717, a member of

its council in 1726, and its vice-president in 1728.

Although showing considerable power in higher
mathematics, as evidenced in some of his astro-

nomical papers, it is by his improvements in the

reflecting telescope (1710-20) that he is best

known. By means of the improved instrument
Hadley and his friend Bradley were able to

make important discoveries relative to the satel-

lites of Jupiter and Saturn. He also suggested

(1730) a valuable improvement to the quadrant.
See Godfrey. Thomas.
HADRAMATTT, ha'dra-m.it'. A region of

Southern Arabia, along the Gulf of Aden,
between JIahra on the east and Y'emen on
the west (Map: Turkey in Asia. R 12). Its

area is about 100,000 square miles. The coast
rises in terraces, which are succeeded by the

moimtainous border of a tableland. This strip

of mountains attains 8000 feet. The tableland
behind slopes to the north, and finally disap-

pears in the great desert of the interior. Hadra-
maut is mostly barren. In its valleys, of which
the Wadi Doan is the best kno\vTi. the veget.ition

is often very luxuriant, and a number of impor-
tant communities are found. The population is

estimated at .500.000. and includes- a race of
Bedouins. The chief towns are Terim and
Shibam, in the interior, and !Makalla, a port.

A part of the coimtry is under the protection of

England.

HATDRIAN (Pi-BLirs .^Lirs HAnRiAjjus)
(76-138). A Roman Emperor (A.D. 117-138) . He
was born in Rome. .January 24, a.d. 76. Dur-
ing the reign of Trajan, who wa.s his guard-
ian, and with whom he was connected by
maoriage. he fillp«i several high oflices in the

State. He accompanied the Emperor in his

wars against Decebalus, where he distinguished
himself by his bravery; and in 117, when
Trajan set out on his return to Italy from the
East, he was left behind with the army as Gov-
ernor of the Province of Syria. When the intelli-

gence reached Antioch that Trajan had died in
Cilicia on his journey home, Hadrian was pro-
claimed Emperor by the army (August 11, a.d.

117). The state of the Empire at the time was
extremely critical. Insurrections had broken out
in Egypt, Palestine, and Syria ; Moesia in the
east and Mauritania in the west were both in-

vaded by barbarian hordes, while the Parthians
had once more defied the Roman power and won
several successes over the Imperial forces. Ha-
drian, perceiving the advantage of a peaceful pol-

icy, wisely resolved to limit the boundaries of the
Roman dominion in the East, and concluded a
peace with the Parthians. surrendering to them
all the country beyond the Euphrates. In 118 he
returned to Rome, established his authority by
liberality toward the people, and suppressed with
great severity a patrician conspiracy against his

life. The Roxolani. who had made an inroad into

McEsia, were by large gifts induced to retire. In
the year 119 he set out on his long travels, visit-

ing Gaul, Germany, Britain (where he built the
famous wall extending from the Solway to the
Tyne), Spain, Mauritania, Egypt, Asia Minor,
and Greece, whence he returned to Rome a.d. 126
or 127, and received the title of pater pntrice,

after which he resumed his travels through the

Empire, He spent the years 132 and 133 in

Athens, for which city he had a great predilec-

tion. At this time occurred the great rising of

the Jews under Bar-Cochba (q.v. ). After once
more visiting Syria Hadrian returned to Italy,

and spent the last years of his life at Rome and
Tibur (Tivoli). During the severe illness which
carried him off, July 10, 138, at Baiae, he

was subject to violent outbursts of cruelty, to

which, as well as to jealousy and pleasure, he
was naturally addicted. After the death of Lu-
cius Ceionius Commodus, whom he had adopted
under the name of Lucius .^-^lius Verus, he ap-

pointed Titus Aurelius (afterwards the Emperor
-Antoninus Pius) his successor. During his reign

the army was vigorously disciplined and re-

organized, while as a civil ruler he merits high
praise for the just and comprehensive view he
appears to have taken of his duties as a sover-

eign. To him is attributed, more than to any
other, the consolidation of the monarchical sys-

tem of Rome. Hadrian divided Italy into four

districts, in charge of men of consular rank,

to whom he intrusted the administration of jus-

tice. He erected numerous splendid edifices, the

chief of which were, in Rome, the Temple of

Venus and Rome, the mausoleum called the

Holes Hadrian! (now called Castel Sant' Angelo).

the .Elian Bridge leading to it, and the magnifi-

cent villa at Tiinir. He likewise laid the founda-

tions of .several cities, the most important of which
was Hadrianopolis (.Adrianople) . Hadrian wa.=

a lover of fine arts, of poetry, philosophy, and
rhetoric.

HA'DBIAN, Arch of. A well-preserved

triumphal arch at Athens, southeast of the

Acropolis. It was built either by Hadrian or by
his sHcces^r, and divided the ancient city of

Theseus from Hadrianopolis. the new city of

Hadrian. The arch is 59 feet in height and 44
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in width, with a single archway 20 feet wide,
surmounted by an attic with three openings. The
inscriptions fronting the new and the old city

are still in place.

HADBIAN, Tomb or JIausoleum of (Lat.
Hadrianunt) . The massive building in Rome
now known as the Castel Sant' Angclo. It was
erected in a.u. I'Sii by the Emperor Hadrian, to-

gether with the J<jlian 15ridge (Ponte Sant' An-
gelo), which gave access to it. The tomb was
situated in the gardens of Domitia, on the bank
of the Tiber. It consisted of a ba.sement 247
feet sqiuire. surmounted by a circular mass of

masonry 230 feet in diameter, both faced with
Parian marble. The whole was crowned with a
cone of earth planted with evergreens. The tomb
was adorned with statues and surrounded by a
gilt bronze railing with gilt peacocks, two of

which are preserved in the Vatican gardens. The
front of the basement had panels bearing the
names of the members of the Imperial family
buried in the tomb. The entrance to the burial-

chamlier was in the front, facing the bridge. The
structure was fortified in the time of Honorius,
and was the centre of the factional strife dur-
ing the mediteval and modern history of Rome.
The castle was held by the popes from the time
of Boniface IX.. and about 1500 was connected
with the Vatican by a subterranean passage.
The ancient structure is almost concealed l)y the
works of fortification which have been added to

it, and has been despoiled at various times. The
marble tombstones were used by Gregory XIII.
in the construction of his Gregorian Cliapel in

the Vatican, and the mausoleum supplied the

materials with which the Sistine Chapel was
built. The gilt angel sheathing his sword, and with
outstretched wings, on the pinnacle of the struc-

ture, is a modern work, taking the place of previ-

ous statues destroyed or stolen during the ilid-

dle Ages. It commemorates the appearance of

the Archangel Michael to Gregory the Great dur-
ing a plague.

HADRIAN'S VrLLA. A magnificent coun-
try place laid out and built by the Emperor Ha-
drian near Tibur (Tivoli). It covered an area of

several .square miles, and its different parts bore
the names of famous scenes and buildings which
Hadrian had visited in his travels. It contained
gardens, theatres, a stadium, apartments, baths,

colonnades, terraces, and many artificial land-

scafie features, carried out with lavish use of

costly materials, which were subsequently used
in the construction of other buildings. The ruins,

in great part preserved, have for centuries yielded
important works of ancient art, now in the vari-

ous museums of Rome.

HADRIAN'S WALL, See Roman Wall.
HADROME, had'rAm (from Gk. rirSpof, hadros,

thick). The conducting portion of the woody
part of a vascular bundle. It includes the ves-

sels, traeheids. and wood parenchyma, but not the
libriform cells. Where the libriform cells are
lacking altogether, as is generally the case in

monocotyledons, the hadrome and xylem are
identical. See Leptome and Mestojie.

HAD'ROSAU'RUS (Neo-Lat., from Gk.nfVoc,
hadros. thick + anvpocsntii-os, lizard). A gigan-
tic fossil lizard of the dinosaur group, found in

(he Cretaceous sandstones of Wyoming. The
shape of the animal was very peculiar. With a
length of 35 feetj it had a small head, short fee-

bly built fore legs and strong hind limbs, and
heavy tail. Its jaws were broadened laterally to
form a fiattened bill like that of a duck. Portions
of thick rhinoceros-like hide were found asso-
ciated with the skeleton. The animal is consid-
ered to have been an amphibian, feeding on
succulent marsh plants, for which habit its flat-

tened beak seems to have been j)eculiarly adapted.
See DijSosalhia.

HADRUMETUM ( Lat., from Gk. 'A^pov-
fi'lTi'l', IJarlroiiiiiclos) . An ancient city on the Af-
rican coast of the Mediterranean on "the Gulf of
Hammamet (Tunis). A PlKcnician colony which
claimed to be of earlier date than Carthage, in
ctairse of time it became subsen-ient to the Impe-
lial city, and fell along with it under the power
of the Romans, On the subdivision of the Ro-
man Province of Africa Propria, it became the
capit;il of Byzacium. By Trajan it was made
a colony

—

Colunia Concordia XJlpia Traiana Au-
f/iista Fniiiifcra Hadruinetina. From the devas-
tation indicted by the Vandals, it was restored
by Justinian, and in consequence it bore for
some time the name of Justinianopolis. It is

now called Susa.

HAECKEL, hek'l, Ernst (1834—). A Ger-
man zoiilngist and natural philosopher, born at
Potsdam. He studied medicine and the nat-
ural sciences at Berlin, under .lohannes Miiller,

and at Jena. After taking his medical degree
at Berlin, he practiced medicine for a year, and
then, having decided to devote himself to the nat-
ural sciences, he studied marine life in Heligo-
land, Messina, and Naples. In 1861 he became
privat-docent, in 1862 professor extraordinarius,
and in 1865 professor of zoiilogj- at Jena. He
made numerovis scientific journeys, to the Canary
Islands, to Norway, the Adriatic, the Red Sea,
Corsica, Sardinia, Ceylon, and Java. He pub-
lished: Die Radiolarien (1862) ; Die Hydromedu-
sen (1865) ; Entwicklunnsyeschichte der Hiphono-
phoren (1869); iloneren ttnd andere Protisten
(1870); Die Kalkschmimmc (1872). The last
named work is an impoitant monograph upon
calcareous sponges, in which an attempt is made
to arrange them in a natural system; the prop-
osition being that tlie layers forming the body-
wall are also homologized with the ectoderm and
endoderm of tlu' gastrula. This is the basis laid
for the celebrated gastraea theory. Other in-

vestigations are: Arabische Korallen (1876);
Dn,s Hystent der Medusen (1880-81) ; Reports on
the h'adiolaria ; on the Deep Sea Medusa': on the
Deep Sea Keratosa : on the fiiphonophora Col-
Jectcd h;i the ChaUenficr (1882-88); Plankton-
Stiidien (1890), Haeekel's philosophical writings
were first inspired by Darwin's Origin of Species.
In 1866 appeared Die ficjicrelle Morplmlnriie der
Orfjanisnicn, which was the first attempt to apply
the general doctrine of development to the whole
field of morphology', and also to found a classifi-

cation of animals and plants based ujjon the doc-
trine of their common relationship. In it he
formulates tlie celebrated 'biogenetic' law, al-

ready stated by Von Baer, Agassiz. and Fritz
Mviller. In 1868 appeared Xotiirliche Schopftinijs-

(leschichte. translated into English as the TJis-

torii of Creation, wliich is a popular exposition of
ihc doctrine of evolution, and has liad the widest
circulation and done more to popularize Darwin-
ism in Germany than anv other hook. Feher die
Entstehung und den Siammbaum des Merv-
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schcngeschlechtes (1870) and Anthropogenie
(1874) treat specially of the descent of man.
In Die (Justrwatheorie (1874) he traces the

phyletic iiistory of all tlie great groups of the

animal kingdom, and finds for all of them a com-
mon ancestor in the hypothetical gastr*a. (See

Gastr.ea Theory.) Haeckel's influence upon con-

temporaneous tliought has been ver}' great. As
a popular scicntilic writer and lecturer he has

spread tlio Icnowiedge of tlie principles of Dar-
winism throughout Germany and Europe, while

his specuhilions on the phyletic history and an-

cestry of tlie various groups of animals, and his

attempts to classify them so as to express their

relationships and common descent, althougli often

erroneous, have stimulated investigation and
led the way to the correct interpretation of phe-

nomena. He is one of the best-known exponents
of the monistic philosopliy. which he has ad-

vocated in most of his speculative writings. His
most important contriliution to it is Die WeU-
riitsel. Gcincinverstiindliche Studien iibcr inoni-

stischc I'liilosopliie (4th ed. 1900), which has

been translated into English as The Riddle of the

Universe (1902). In 1883 was published a popu-
larly scientific account of a journey to the East
Indies, translated into English under the title

o; A Visit to Ceylon. The fourth German edition

U entitled Insalijidc.

H^MAMCEBA LAVERANT. See Spoeozoa.

HJEMANTHUS, he-man'thus. See Blood-
flower.

H.iEMATEMESIS, hem'a-tem'e-sis (Neo-Lat.,

from Gk. o/un, hainia, blood + i/ieaig, emesis,

vomiting, from i/uGh>, etnesin, to vomit) . Vomit-
ing of blood. A symptom of ulcer or cancer of

the stomach or of the oesophagus, hemorrhage
from the lining of the stomach (as in alcoholism,

poisoning, yellow fever, or purpura hjemor-

rhagica), or cirrhosis of the liver. The blood

may be fresh or clotted, mixed w'ith ingesta or

with mucus. The treatment of this symptom is

rest on the back, small pieces of ice swallowed,

and absolute avoidance of solid and sometimes
even liquid food, and of alcoholic drinks. It is

a symptom of so much importance and gravitj'

that the aid of a competent physician should be

at once obtained wherever possible.

H.ffiMATIN, hem'a-tTn (from Gk. alfia, haima,
blood), CiJlaiNjFeOs, or, according to some chem-
ists, C^jHjiN.FeO,. A bluish-black substance ob-

tained, together with a proteid. when the oxy-

htemoglobin of blood is treated with acids or

alkalies, or is acted on by the gastric or pancre-

atic juice. It is chemically very stable, the

caustic alkalies, hydrochloric and nitric acids,

having no effect on it. and it does not decom-
pose even at as high a temperature as 180° C.

It is insoluble in water and in the ordinary
organic solvents, but dissolves readily in alkaline

solutions. By the action of sulphuric acid it is

transformed into hiemato-porphyrin, a substance

that contains no iron and has also been obtained

by decomposing chlorophyll (q.v.), the green

coloring matter of plants. Pure hsematin may
be prepared from ha^miii by boiling with
noetic neid. washing Avith water, alcohol, and
ether, dissolvinsr in dilute potash, and precipi-

tating with hydrochloric acid: the lippmatin thus
precipitated is carefully washed with hot water
and dried at I.^O'-ISO'C. Hipmatin may also be

obtained directly from blood, the following being

a convenient method of preparation : delibrinated

blood is mixed to a thin paste with potassium
carbonate, the paste is evaporated to dryness on
a water-bath, and the residue is extracted with
boiling alcohol; the solution thus obtained is

made acid by carefully adding sulphuric acid, is

filtered, again made alkaline by adding an excess

of ammonia, and then evaporated to dryness ; on
washing the residue with boiling water and dic-
ing at 130°-150° C, a fairly good specimen of

ha'iiiatin is obtained.

H.a;MAT'OCELE (from Gk. a(/ia, haima,
blood + Ki/'/r/. I;clc, tumor). A tumor containing
blood.

HiEMATOXYLIN, hem'a-toks'i-lin (from
Gk. 07/0, /laimu, blood + ^v'Aov, xylon, wood) . A
chromogen (a term u.sed by "chemists to denote
certain nearly or quite colorless substances

whicii, under certain influences, yield well-marked
colors) obtained by extracting logwood {Hama-
toxylon cumpcnehianum) with ether. Its com-
position is represented by the formula CuHnOj.
3H3O. and in its pure state it occurs in trans-

parent glistening straw-colored prisms. It has a

sweet and not astringent taste, is sparingly sol-

uble in cold water, but dissolves readily in boil-

ing water, alcohol, and ether. The aqueous solu-

tion is not affected by the air, but if a very small
quantity of ammonia is added, it assumes an
intense reddish purple color. This color is due to

a decomposition, of which a substance SoHi^O,;,

termed Itcrmatein, is one of the products. The
compound resulting from the union of harnatein

and ammonia is represented by the formula
C„H,,0„NHj. Ha^niatoxylin is used in the arts for

producing blue and black colors. The commercial
liwmein is an impure form of hoematoxylin. Log-

wood (q.v.) contains about 12 per cent, of ha^ma-

toxj'lin.

H:.ffiM'ATOZO'A. See Sporozoa.

H^M'ATU'RIA (Neo-Lat.. from Gk. nifia.

haima. blood -\-'oiftov, ourmi, urine). The appear-

ance of blood in the xirine. It is a symptom of

disease of the kidneys, bladder, or prostate gland

(tumor, stone, tubercle, syphilis, hypertrophy,

etc.) in most cases. The treatment depends upon
the condition present. Eest is important.

HLffi'MODYN'AMOM'ETER (from Gk. a)ua,

haima. blood + r'Ora/Liir. di/iiamix. power + /itrpnv,

metron, measure). An instrument for determin-

ing the pressure of the blood in the arteries and
veins of the living body. The pressure of the

blood is measured, as in the barometer, by the

column of mercury that it balances. The instru-

ment has been improved in various ways, and a

contrivance added by which the oscillations of

the mercury are inscribed in the form of an un-

dulating curve on a cylinder made to revolve by
clockwork. Recently instruments have been in-

troduced by means of which the blood-pressure

can be determined in the human subject with

facility and precision; these are of great clinical

value. See Spiivr.MOOE.iPn.

H.a;'MOGLO'BIN (from Ok. o'//'". haima,
blood + Lat. qlohiis. ball). An important sub-

stance found in red blood-corpuscles, and hav-

ing the property of readily taking up oxygen
from the air. and just as readily giving it up
to the tissues of the body. The chemical na-

ture of hoemoglobin is as yet little understood,

and even its true chemical composition is un-
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known. The compound of lupnioglobin with oxy-

gen, called ox_v-h;vniogloliin, may l)e converted into

ha-mogloi)in by keeping its concentrated aqueous
solution lor some time in a sealed tube. Crystal-

line hemoglobin has a dark-red color, which dif-

fers somewhat with the direction from which the

crystals are viewed. The crystals are very soluble

in water, and combine readily not only with oxy-

gen, Init also with nitric oxide, carbon monoxide,
and probably with carbon dio.xide. \\ hen treated

with acids or alkalies, luemoglobin is decomposed,
yielding (1) a proteid called globin, and (2) a

colored substance known as reduced hematiu, or

t.oemochroiiagen. which is readily converted, by
oxidation, into hsniatin (q.v.).

Oxy-haiiiotilohbi, and probably ha-moglobin it-

self, vary in chemical composition and in certain

physical properties according to the source from
which tliev are obtained. The preparation of a
considerable quantity of oxy-haeraoglobin from
the blood of certain animals is a matter of some
difficulty. To obtain oxy-liaemoglobin from dog's

blood, the latter is defibrinated, strained, shaken
with ether, and cooled, the oxy-ha?moglobin sepa-

rating out in the form of a ciystalline mass: it

may be purified by recrystallizing from very lit-

tle cold water, a small amount of alcohol being
added to the aqueous solution. The crystals of

oxy-li!EmogIobin have a bright scarlet color like

that of arterial blood. Their constituent elements
are carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen, sulphur,
and iron. Nothing, however, is known of the
chemical structure of oxy-ha'moglobin, and its

molecular weight appears to be at least as high
as 13,000.

Carhon-monoxifle hccnwglohiii may be obtained
by passing carbon-monoxide gas through an
aqueous solution of oxy-hiemoglobin. The highly
poisonous action of carbon monoxide is due to

the formation of this stable compound in the
blood, by which the latter loses its capacity for

carrying oxygen. Caustic soda solution pro-

duces, in blood containing carbon-monoxide hte-

moglobin, a brilliant re<l precipitate: in normal
blood the precipitate is of a brownish-green color.

The presence of carbon mono.xide in blood may
thus be readily demonstrated by means of this

test.

H.S;M0PHILIA, he'infl-fil'i-ii. or HEMATO-
PHILIA, hi--in';i-tr.-fil'i-a (Xeo-Lat., from m/ia,

haima, blor)d + pOin, philia, friendship, from
(pi^eJv, philein, to love). A constitutional dis-

ea.se. almost always hereditary, and charac-
terized by a tendency to uncontrollable hemor-
rhage from slight wounds or even spontaneously.
The cause seems to be a greatly diminished
coagulability of the blood, and a congenital
thinning and degeneration of the walls of the
blood-vessels. It is more common in males
than in females. People who suffer from this con-
dition are termed 'bleeders.' The prognosis is

poor, most cases terminating fatally in child-
hood, and only about ono-eighth of the patients
reaching the adult age. The treatment is chiefly

protective. Bleeding calls for the application of
cold and styptics. The resulting ansemia is

treated wit'i iron. See BLEEnixc.

H.a:]yrOP'TYSIS (Xeo-Lat., from Gk. al/iii,

hnima, blood -|- TrTv<n.i.p1ys>s. expectoration, from
TTTieiv, pfi/ein. to spit). Raising blood from the
respiratory passages by coughing. The blood may
come from the blood-vessels of the larynx, of the

bronchi, or of the pulmonary vesicles. If the last

alternative be true, the cause may be tubercu-
losis; or the bleeding may take the place of

menstruation. In tuberculosis it generally fol-

lows breaking down of the lung tissue, though
it may be the first .symptom of disease noticed.

It is very rarely fatal, and in most cases should
cause no alarm as to immediate evil results. In-

deed, where tliere is incipient tuberculosis, an
early hemorrhage is even beneficial in that it at
once relieves congestion, and especially, by sharp-
ly calling attention to a diseased condition, in-

duces the patient to place himself under projjcr

treatment. It occurs most frequently in cases of

slowly progressing tuberculosis. Rest and admin-
istration of morphine constitute the immediate
treatment. Styptics, stich as gallic and tannic
acid, are of no use. In all cases of coughing up
of blood, the cause should be at once accurately
ascertained, and suitable treatment promptly
instituted, as the ho])e of permanent and com-
plete cure in tuberculosis is largely bound up in

])rompt and sy.stcmatic treatment while the dis-

ease is in the early stages. See Bleeding.

HiEM'OERHOIDS. See Piles.

HiE'MUS. The ancient name for the Balkans.

HERETICO COM BXJEEN'DO (Lat., for

burning the heretic). An ancient writ of the
English law. directing the execution of the .sen-

tence of burning at the stake against one who
had been legally convicted of heresy. It was last

employed in the ninth year of James I., and was
abolished by act of Parliament in 1077 (29 Chas.
II.. c. 9). 'Sec HEKE.SY. /

HAFENREFFER. or HAFFENREFFER,
ha'fcn-rOf'fer, ]M.\ttiii-4S ( l.jijl-lOIO) . A Ger-
man Lutheran theologian, born at Kloster Lorch,
Wiirttemberg. He studied pliilosophy and the-

ology at Tiibingen, and in 1.590 was appointed
professor of theology- and director of the theo-
logical seminary there. In 1017 he succeeded
Andreas Osiander as chancellor of the university
and as provo.st of the cathedral. As a theologian
HafenretTer was an orthodox Lutheran, and an
opponent of Calvinism, although, unlike several

of his contemporaries, he did not indulge in

acrimonious polemics. His principal publication,

tlie Loci Thcologici (1000: frequently reprinted),
was u.sed as the official text-book of Lutheran
dogmatic theology in Wiirttemberg and ,Sweden,

where it supplanted Heerbrand's CompcDciiitm.
His Trinphim E~ecJiieUs was equally popular in

its day.

HAFFNER, haf'ner, Paul Leopold ( 1829-99)

.

A German prelate, born at Horb, Wiirttemberg,
and educated at Tiibingen, He was ordained in

1852, and in 1880 was appointed Bi.shop of

Jlainz by the Pope, in which capacity he secured
from the Hessian Governmetit a revision of the
ecclesiastical laws. In 1888 he was chosen as the
leader of the pilgrims who visited Pope Leo XIII.
on the occasion of his jubilee. Hafi'ner founded
several Catholic societies and wrote the work
entitled GriDidlinien der Philosophie (1881-83).

HAFIZ, hii'flz ( ?-c.l3S9). A Persian poet of
Shiraz, and one of the world's greatest names
in lyrical poesy. The time when he flourished
corresponds to the period of Cliaucer's fame in

the West: but it was not in the field of narrative
poetry that Hafiz was great: he poui-ed forth his
spirit in the song of the nightingale and the rose,
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springtime and love, wine and delight. The date

ol his birth is not precisely known, but it must
have been about the first quarter of the fourteenth

centui-j' of our era. Hatlz's full name is given as

Shams-ud-Din Muhammad, or Mohammed, the

Sun of Religion; added to this is his title Hafiz,

of retentive memory, given to one who knows the

Koran and its interpretation by heart. His pro-

ficiency in various branches of knowledge brought
him under the notice of the reigning House of

Muzatl'er, and not only was he appointed teacher

in the house of the royal family, but a special

college was founded for him. His spirit of in-

dependence, however, stood in the way of his

worldly advancement, and notwithstanding many
ofTers of princely favor, he remained during his

whole life in the humble condition of a dervish.

Altliough the burden of his poetical compositions

is beauty in every form, we occasionally find also

the praise of Allah and the Prophet, and re-

flections upon the instability of life and its joys;

through all of them runs, however, a withering
contempt of all professional piety and mock
humility. These poems are of such sweetness that

the poet has also received the name of Shakar-
lab (Sugarlip); and' his contemporaries speak
of his having drunk from the fountain of life,

a drauglit of which was brought to him by
Khizr (the jMnhammedan Elijah) himself.

Hafiz was married, and appears to have reached

a happy old age. The time of his death is va-

riously given, but A.D. 1389 is the date now gen-

erally assigned. The enmity, however, which had
been provoked by the freedom of his manners, and
his more than Sufistie contempt for the outward
forms of godliness, broke out undisguisedly at his

death. The ministers of religion refused to re-

peat the usual prayers over the dead body, and
after long altercations between the members of

his family and his enemies, it was agreed that
the question, according to the usual customs of

the East, should be decided by lot. Verses se-

lected at random from Haflz's own handwriting
were thrown into an urn. and one drawn out by a
child to settle the question. The result was fa-

vorable, whereupon he was buried with great

honor. Hence, perhaps, arose the custom, com-
mon in Persia, of consulting verses from Hafiz
at random as an oracle. His tomb, situated

about two miles to the northeast of Shiraz. has
been adorned with the greatest sumptuousness by
princes and nobles, and is still resorted to by
pilgrims from all parts of Persia.

How far some of the odes or Ghazals (q.v.1 of

Hafiz are intended as an allegorical and mystical
revelation of things divine in the manner of

Sufism (q.v.), as is declared by Hafiz's admirers,
is a qiiestion which has at different times been
raised before ecelesia.stical and critical courts.

No doubt there is much in them that is Anacreon-
tic; but it is equally certain that considerable
weight must be given also to the Oriental inter-

pretation of them as svTiibolic and mystical. The
language and imagcrv of hum,1n love were largely
employed in the East for the expression of
union with the Soul and the Spirit Divine. The
two passions often commingled in the expression
of ecstasy; and parallels, for example, in the
e.arly seventeenth - century English poets, like

Donne, Vaughan. and Crashaw. might be no-
ticed with profit in resrard to this much-mooted
prol)!em. A style brilliant yet clear, imagery
gorgeous yet clothed in pure and unaffected dic-

tion, undulating melody and classical harmony

—

these are the chief characteristics of Haliz's Ana-
creontic lyrics, which have not only become the
national poetry of his country, but are even ap-

pealed to as an oracle on most important ques-
tions of peace and war. The number of their

commentators is legion ; the most valuable notes,

however, are those of Shamii, Sum, Sidi. The
Divan, or collection of the writings of Hafiz. was
first made after his death, by his friend Moham-
med (iulandam. The Divan, in Hannner-Purg-
stall's translation, inspired manj' of the poems
in Goethe's ^S'c.'i^ostlicller Ditvan. Lithographed
editions abound, e.g. Calcutta, 1826; Bcnnbav.
1828, 1841, 188.3; Cawnpore, 1831; Bulak. 1834
and 1840; Constantinople, 1841; Lahore, 1888;
Tashkend, ISi'o. The best early edition, printed
by Aliu Taliltkhan. appeared at Calcutta. 170,>

(reprinted lS2(i). The most valuable edition is

by H. lirockhaus (Leipzig, 18.54-50). with a part
of Sudi's Turkish commentary. Consult also

Rosenzweig (with German metrical translation,

3 vols., Vienna, 1856-64). Notice also the Nami
Press Hafiz inth a Glossary (Lucknow, 1899).
Of older translations into European tongues,

mention may be made of Rewitzki in Latin (Vi-

enna, 1771) ; Richardson. .Jones. Ouseley. Hind-
ley. Rousseau. Bicknell (1876) in English; and
by Hannner-Purgstall and Daumer. in German.
Easily obtainable are McCarthy, Olmzels of Hafiz
(New York. 1893) ; Bell, Poems from the Divan.

cf Hafiz (London, 1897); Leaf, Versions from
Hafiz (London. 1898); Payne (London, 1901).
But most important is the valuable translation,

with extensive commentaiv and bibliography, by
H. Wilberforce Clarke (London. 1891). Addi-
tional biography, critical and bibliographic ma-
terial will be found in Ouseley. Persian Poets
(London. 1840) ; Ethe. in Gnoidri.'iS der iran-

ischcn Philoloqic (Stuttgart, 1890) : Horn, Ce-

schichte der persischen Litteratur CLeipzig, 1901 )

.

HAFNER, hiifner, Philipp (1731-64). An
Austrian farce writer, born in Vienna. His
principal productions are the following: Der
(lite Odoardo und der lacherliclie Hnnsunrst
(1755); Die reisenden Komodianlen (1774), a

comedy full of wit and humor; and Dramatische
Unterhalttingen vnter giiten Fretindcn (1774).

His collected comedies \\ere published by Joseph
Sonnleithner in 1872 (Vienna).

HA'GAE. According to the Book of Genesis,

luindmaid oi Sarah, concubine of Abraham, and
mother of Ishmael. The narrative (Gen. chs.

xvi. and xxi.), when critically analyzed, is shown
to be composed of twci sources which have been

combined, and now runs as follows : Sarah, having
remained barren u]i to an advanced age, gave

Hagar to Abraliam for a concubine after he had
l)een in Canaan ten years, in the hope of estab-

lishing a family of her own (Gen. xvi. 1-3; cf. Gen.

XXX. ,3-9). Afterwards she repented of her action

and treated Hagar cruelly, so that Hagar fled

into the desert, but returned on being comforted

by an angel of the Lord, and bore Abraham a

son who was called Ishmael (q.v.). After the

birth of Isaac Sarah urged Abraham to drive

Hagar and Ishmael away. and. though reluctant

to do so. the patriarch at God's command com-

plied. The bondwoman and her son went again

into the desert, where they were almost spent

with famine when an angel of God appeared and
prophesied greatness for Ishmael, and God
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showed Hagar a well of water (Gen. xxi. 1-21).

This story of the relationship of liagar to Sarah,

of the birth of Ishniael, of Sarah's treatment of

Hagar and her sun, and of the final dismissal of

the pair, is an admirable illustration of tlie man-
ner in which tribal conditions are portrayed

under the guise of history. Hagar personifies a

tribe that at one time stood in close relationship

to some of the Hebrew clans. Rivalry ensued,

and the result was a separation, which is pictured

as a dismissal on the part of the elan regarding

itself as the superior. Interpreted in this way,

the various features of it become clear. The
opposition between Israelites and Ishmaelites

leads the Hebrew writers to so construct genealog-

ical traditions as to make Ishniael the son of the

'handmaid,' whereas Isaac is the offspring of

the real wife, ."^arai. As a justitication for the

separation of two nations having so nuieh in com-
mon as Israel and Ishmael, it is rc])rcseMted (1)

that Hagar, tliough the inferior, attempted to

gain the supremacy, and (2) that Ishmael, the

'inferior' offspring, failed to recognize the

superiority of Isaac. The separation, which no
doubt was voluntary on the part of the Ishmael-

ites, is. therefore, portrayed as a deliberate act of

dismissal on tlic part of Abraham, in whom the

genealogical traditions of Hebrews and Arabs
are thus made to unite.

The story of Hagar and Ishmael was well

adapted for homiletical and allegorical elabora-

tion, and hence lioth in the New Testament and in

Rabbinical literature the subject is frequently in-

troduced. Hagar is contrasted with Sarah al-

legorically by Saint Paul ( Gal. iv. 22 sqq. ) , who
makes Hagar, the bondwoman, represent the

earthly .Jerusalem. Sarah, who is free, the heaven-

ly, and contrasts Ishmael and Isaac in a similar

way. A .Jewish tradition identifies Hagar with
Abraham's second wife, Keturah (Gen. xxv. 1),

and another makes her the daughter of Pharaoh.
The Mohammedans look upon Hagar as Abra-

ham's true wife and upon Ishmael as the favorite

son. Consult: The commentaries on Genesis by
Dillniann, Gunkcl. Holzinger, and Delitzsch, and
for furtlier amplification of the Hagar-Ishmael
tradition in .Jewish and Slohammedan writings,

Griinbaum. yciie lieitriige sur seiiiitixclien Sar/cn-

kiinile (Berlin. 1001); Beer. Di/.v Lchrn Abra-
hams nach Aiiffassiinri der jiidischen Suflc (Leip-

zig. 18591 : Weil, liihlical Leqends of the Mussul-
mans (trans., London, 1840).

HAGAR, Stansbury (1800—1. An Ameri-
can etliniiliigist and lawyer. Iiorn in San Fran-
cisco, Cal. He graduated at Yale in 1802. at the

New York Law School in 1807. an<l became an
investigator of native American archa'olog\' and
ethnology. For this purpose he made studies in

Peru, among the Cherokee Indians of North Caro-
lina and the ilicmacs of Nova Seotia, and in va-

rious European nuiseums. He received election

to the American Association for the Advancement
of Science and to the vice-presidency of the
American Folk-lore Society.

HA'GARTY, Sir .John H.vwkins (1816-

1900). A Canadian judge, born in Dublin. Ire-

land, and educated at Trinity College. He emi-
grated to Canada in IS.'io. chose the law as his

profession, soon attained a large practice, and
in 18.50 was made a Queen's Counsel. He was
made a judge of the Court of Connnon Plea*
in the Province of Ontario in 1856. a judge of the

Court of Queen's Bench in 1802, Chief Justice of

the Conmion Pleas in 1868, Chief Justice of the

Queen's Bench in 1878, and president of the

Court of Appeals and of the Sujireme Court of

.Judicature, with the title of Cliief Justice of

Ontario, in 1884. He was knighted in 1807 on
the occasion of Queen Victoria's diamond jubilee.

Judge Ilagarty was also a member of tiie law
faculty of Trinity University, Toronto. He was
a man of fine literary culture, aiul wrote some
pamphlets and poems of considerable merit. As
; criminal judge he was especially well known.
He retired from the bench in 1897, and received

on that occasion ^i highly appreciative address
from the bench and bar of Ontario.

HAGBERG, hiig'berg, Carl August (1810-

04 1 . A Swedish writer on a-sthetics and lin-

guistics. He was born at Lund, studied at Up.sala,

where he became instructor of Greek in 1833, and,
after two years in Germany and in France, where
be became personally acciuainted with Hugo and
Lamartine, in 1840 was appointed professor of

modern languages and of aesthetics at Lund.
There he spent eleven years in tlie preparation

of his excellent version of Shakespeare ( 1847-

51) : and on its publication was named a niemlier

of the Swedish Academy, a post in which he

made great contributions to the lexicon wf that

body. Hagberg's later years were devoted to the

study of old Norse dialects. In 1859 he Was
elected to a chair at Lund for instruction in

Norse. Besides a sketch of modern French
thought. Om den nya fransj/ska initcrhelen

(1837). Hagberg wrote little.

HAGBERRY. See Hackberry.

HAGDEN. See Shearwater.

HAGEDORN, ha'ge-dorn. Friedrich von
(1708-54). A German poet. He was born in Ham-
burg, studied jurisprudence in .Jena, and was secre-

tary to the Danish Minister at London in 1729 31.

In i733 he became secretary to the 'English Court."

a Hamburg trade association of English merchants.

His poetry is of a varied character—sentimental,

satirical, didactic—but all is marked by good taste

and careful elaboration. He has been credited

with originating the modern German GescllscJiafls-

licd. or glee. Many of his Lieder were set to

music by composers of the time. There is an
edition of his works, with a biography and cri-

tique, prepared by Eschcnburg (5 vols., 1800).

Consult: Scduister. Fricdrirh roii naricdoru nnd
Sfinc Brdfutunfi fiir dir drutxrhc LitteraliirCLt'ijt-

zig. 1882) : Eigenbrodt. llarirdoni und dir Erziih-

lunfj in Reimversen (Berlin. 1884) ; and Witkow-
ski. Dir Vorlaufer drr anakrronfi^chru Dirhtunij

und Frirdrirh von Hagedorn (Leipzig, 1880).

HAGEN, hii'gpn. The capital of the circle of

the .same name in the Prussian Province of West-
phalia, situated on the Volme, 44 miles from
Cologne (Map: Prussia, B 3). It is an impor-

tant industrial centre and has a number of tech-

nical schools. Its chief manufactures are ma-
chinery and iron and copjier proilucts. railway
and telegraph supplies, cotton goods, paper, to-

bacco, liquors, etc. There are electric street rail-

ways, Hagen is mentioned as earlv as the elev-

enth century, when it belonged to the .^rchliishop

of Cologne. It received municipal rights from
Friedricli Willielm I. of Prussia. Population, in

1890, 35,428; in 1900, 50,612.
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HAGEN, or HAGEN VON TRONEGE, lia'-

geii I'liii trO'iit-gc:. t>iie of the must }Jo\vcrIul

creations of old (jiermaii myth. His early life is

spent as a hostage at the Court of Attila, from
which he escapes with Gunther. He carries out
Brunhilil's vengeance bj' murdering Siegfried, and
is finally captured l>y Dietrich von Bern and
taken before Kricndiild. who slays him with .Sieg-

fried's sword wlien lie refuses to disclose the

Nibelungeu treastire.

HAGEN, August (1797-1880). A German
atithor. He was born and educated at Kiinigs-

berg, Prussia, and became professor of the history

of art and literature at the University of Kiinigs-

berg, in which capacity he founded the art society

and the city museimi. His novel entitled Xorica
(6th ed. 1887; Eng. trans. 1851) treats of the

art life of Nuremberg. His Kunstlcrgeschichten

(1833-40) are also justly celebrated.

HAGEN, Fkiedrich Heinbich von der ( 1780-

185ti). A German philologist, born at Schmiede-
berg, and educated at Halle (1797-1800). In
1810 he became professor of German literature

at the University of Berlin, tlien newly estab-

lished. In the following year he was called to

Breslau, and in 1821 was reinstalled at Berlin

University, where he was four times dean of

the pl^losophical faculty. He did mtieh to stimti-

late interest in Germanic literature, though his

critical methods have been superseded. His prin-

cipal works include: ErziihUinrjen iind Miirchen
(2d ed. 1838); Xordi'ichc Hclclenromane (1814-

28) ; Tauscndundeiii Tag. Morgenlandische Er-
zuhluncjcn (1838) ; and Uchcr die altcsten Dar-
sielluiigcui der Faustsuge (1844).

HAGEN, GOTTHILF (1797-1884). A German
hydraulic engineer. He was born and educated
at Kc'inigsberg, Prussia, and at first devoted him-
self to astronomy. In 1816, on behalf of the

Berlin Academy of Sciences, he observed at Kulm
the total eclipse of the sun, and in 1831 was
appointed instructor at the Prussian Artillery

and Engineering School, and also taught hy-

draulic engineering at the Academy of Architec-

ture. He designed and directed the construction

of the naval harbor at Wilhelmsliafen, on the

Jade estuary (completed 1869), and now one
of the principal fortified naval stations on the

North Sea. In 1869 he was appointed director-

in-chief of the building department of Prussia.

His principal publications are the following:

Handbiirh der Waxserhaiikunst (1841-0.')), an
exhaustive work which has passed through sev-

eral editions ; Grundziigc der Wahrsch-einlichlceits-

rechnung (3d ed. 1882) ; Vcber Form nnd Stiirke

geioiilbtcr Bogcn (2d ed. 1874) ; and Uchcr die

ghichfiirmige Bcircgiing dcs Wasscrs (1876).

HAGEN, Karl Gottfried (1749-1829). A
German pliysician and apothecary, born at Kc'i-

nigsberg, Prussia. He was appointed professor

of medicine at the University of Konigsberg in

1779, and professor of chemistry, physics, and
natural history in 1807. His lectures, which he
continued until his death, exercised a far-reach-

ing influence. His best-known work is Lehrhuch
der Aiiothrkerlunst (8th ed. 1829).

HAGEN, Otto voi^ (1817-80). A German
fcrester. born at llsenburfr. and educated at Ber-
lin and at the Academy of Forestry in Rberswalde.

In 1863 he was appointed chief of the Prussian
department of forestry and curator of the Acad-

emy of Forestry at Eberswalde, and in 1868 was
made curator of the Academy of Forestry at

iMUnden. His principal work is entitled Die
fursllichen \'crhaltnisse I'rcusseus (3d ed. 1894).

HAGEN, Theodor (1842—). A German
painter, liorn at Dusseldorf. He was the pupil

of Andreas and Karl Miiller at the Diisseldorf

Academy, and afterwards of Oswald Aclienliach.

In 1871 he was appointed professor, and in 1877

director, of the art school at Weimar, but re-

signed both positions in 1880. At the exposition

of 1891 in Berlin he was awarded a gold medal.

His landscapes, which are in the manner of Kuys-

dael, include the following: "View of Kander-
thal, Switzerland;" "A Storm;" "A Village in

Spring;" "Saint Gothard;" "View of Schevenin-

gen;" "View of Zons Near Diisseldorf" (Dresden
Gallery).

HAGENA'U, ha'gc-nou. Capital of the circle

of the same name in Lower Alsace, Germany,
situated on the iloder, 18 miles north of Strass-

burg (Jlap: Germany, B 4). It manufactures
\\'oolen .yarn, chinaware, and beer. Hoi)s are

raised extensively in the vicinity. The town had
its origin in a hunting seat belonging to the father

of Frederick Barbarossa. It was strongly fortified

by the latter, and in 1164 obtained a constittition

and special privileges. It became a free town in

1257, and in the fourteenth century was at the

head of the league of Alsatian free towns. By
the Treaty of Westphalia, Hagenau passed to

France, and its fortifications were destroyed in

1673. In 1871 it came into the po.ssession of

Germanv. Population, in 1890, 14,752; in 1900,

17,968.
'

HAGENBACH, hii'gcn-biiG, Karl Rudolf
(1801-74). A German theologian. He was born
ilarch 4. 1801, at Basel, wliere his father was pro-

ftssor of anatomy and botany. After being pro-

fessor c.vtraordinary at Basel (1824). he became
full professor in 1828. He lectured to public au-

diences, and afterwards published several courses

of lectures on the nature and history of the Ref-

ormation, on the early history of the Church, and
on the Church history of the eighteenth ;ind nine-

ttenth centuries, which were gathered into a col-

lected edition ( 1869-72) , and after his death edited

by F. Xippold (Leipzig, 188o-S7K The portion

relating to the history of the Reformation in

Germany and Switzerland was translated b^' E.

Moore (Edinburgh, 1878-79), and that on the

eighteenth and nineteenth centuries by J. F. Hurst
(New York, 1869). Two other of his popular
yet scholarly works have been translated—.4

Text-Book of the Historii of Doctrine (oris. Leip-

zig, 1840; 0th ed. bv Benrath, 1888; trans, from
the 5th ed.. Edinburgh, 1880) ; and his Theo-

loqicul Eiiciicloftccdid mid MeHiodoloi/i/ (oris.

Leipzig, 1833; 12th ed. by Reischle. 1889 ; worked
over by Crooks and Hurst, New York, 1884: new
ed. 1891). He was an admired preacher (Pre-

digten, Basel, 1858-73), and a poet {Gediehte,

Basel. 1846). He edited the Kirchenhlatf fiir die

reforiiiicrte Scliirei:; (from 1845 to 1868) ; also

the valu.ible series of biographies of the reformers
of the Reformed Church, with selections from
their writings (Lehen mid flchriftcn der Viiter

mid Bcfiriinder der reformierten Kirehe, Elber-

feld. 1857-62. 10 vols.), to which he contributed
the lives of fficolampadius and Mvconius (1859).
He died in Basel, Jtine 7, 1874. Consult his brief

autobiography in Erinnerungen an K. R. IJageii-
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hack (Basel, 1874) ; and the fuller sketch by

Eppler (Gutersloh, 1875).

HAGENBACH, Peter von (?-1474). Grand
Uailly of Alsace. He was a soldier under

Charles the Bold of Burgundy, who appointed

liim Grand Bailly of Alsace, wlicre his cruel-

ties caused general protest from the neighbor-

ing Swabian and Swiss communities, and may
be said to have led to the war between Switzer-

land and Burgundy, wliich resulted in the com-

plete ruin of Charles. Consult: Kirk, Uixlory of

CUiirlcs the Bold (London, 18(i3-G8), and Barante,

llistoin' dcs dues de Dourgotjne (Paris, 1824-2G).

HAGENBECK, hii'gfn-bt'k, Karl (1844—).
A Cierman trainer of animals and circus mana-
ger. He was born at Hamburg, where his father

in 1852 established a considerable trade in ani-

mals. The business, which subsequently passed

into the hands of the son, was greatly enlarged

by liim. In order to obtain animals from Africa

and other countries, several transports were an-

nually sent out from Hamburg. He later trav-

eled through Europe, giving ethnological exhi-

bitions representing the life of the various races

of Africa, Oceanica. and of the far North. In

1886 he visited the United States, where he con-

ceived the idea of organizing a circus. During
the Chicago Exposition (1893) he revisited

America, bringing with him about 1000 animals,

including lions, tigers, bears, leopards, and wild

boars. Hagenlieck has been styled 'tlie Moltko
of menagerie-owners.'

HA'GER, Albert David (1817-88). An
American geologist, born in Chester, Vt. Having
obtained a common-school education, he was
appointed assistant naturalist of Vermont in

185(1. assistant State geologist under Edward
Hitchcock from 1857 to 1861. State geologist from
1861 to 1870. and Vermont Commissioner to the

Paris Exposition of 1867. From 1870 to 1877

he was State geologist of Jlissonri. and in the

latter year was appointed librarian of the Chi-

cago Historical Society. He published Gcolofiji of

Vermont (2 vols., 1861. with Prof. Edward.Hitch-
eock ) and other reports of surveys in his native

State and in Missouri.

HAGER, hii'ger, Haxs Hermann Julius
(1816-97). A German writer on pharmacy, born
at Berlin. Both as editor of the Pharmazeutische
I'eiitralhalle at Berlin and as an author he did
much to ad\aiice pharmaceutical science. His ex-

position and published analyses of secret remedies
are especially valuable. His more important pub-
lications include: Handhiieli dcr pharmazenti-
sehen Re~critiii:unst (5th ed. 1890): Mnnuale
Pharmaceutic urn (vol. i., 6th ed. 1891; vol. ii.,

3d ed. 1876) ; Dns Mikroskop und seine Atiive^i-

diiiHi (7th ed. 1880).

HA'GERSTOWN. A city and the county-
seat of W'asiiington County. Md.. 87 miles west by
north of Baltimore: on the Baltimore and Ohio,
the Cumberland Valley, the Norfolk and Western,
and the Western Maryland railroads (Map:
Maryland. G 2). It is the seat of Kee Mar Col-

lege for women, opened in 1852, and has the
Washington County Free Library. Hagerstown
is of considerable commercial importance owing
to its facilities as a railroad centre. The indus-
trial establishments include machine-shops, flour

and knitting mills, pipe-organ, cigar, match, fur-

niture, and fertilizer factories: and agricultural

implement, bicycle, spoke, and bending works.
The city is governed under a cliarter of 1885, re-

vised in 1895, which provides for a mayor, elected

every two years, and a unicameral council. The
electric-light plant is owned and operated by the

municipality. Hagerstown was settled about
1740, and during tlie Civil War figured promi-

nently as a base of operations. Population, in

1890," 10.118; in 1900, 13,591.

HA'GERSVILLE. A town and railway junc-

tion in llaldiraand County, Ontario, Can., 25
miles southwest of Hamilton (Map: Ontario, C
4). Population, in 1891, 1001 ; in 1901, 1020.

HAGEISH, or HAG ( ME. hayije, hcgt/c. from
AS. Ueegtes, witch, MDutch hayhetisse, OHG.
hagazussa, Ger. Hexe, hag, witch; apparently
connected with provincial Eng. hag, AS. haga,

Dutch haag, Ger. Hag, inclosure, coppice). Any
of several species of roundmouths (see CycLCS-

TOMI) that live parasitic upon fishes, and struc-

turally are closely related to the lam])rey (q.v.).

They are eel-shaped in form and individmils of

the genus Bdellostoma may reach a length of

HAGFI8H [Myxine glutiDosa).

1. Outline of the hag, showing: the two ventral openings
(/i) by which the water escapes from the gills. '2. Anterior
jiortion of the body laid open on the ventral side to show
the branchial sacs. sp. gullet laid open, showing on each
side the six apertures by which the w'ater is conducted to
the corresponding branchial pouches {/^): d, one of the
efferent ducts by which the water is conducted away from
the branchial pouches: ct?, common efferent duct on the
left side, opening on the ventral surface b.v a branchial
pore (p.or b of Fig. 1) : gd, special canal developed on the
left side only, and leading from the gullet into the com-
mon branchial duct; n, unpaired nostril, with its "bar-
bels ;" m, mouth.

three feet. The common hag or 'slime-eel' (Myx-
inc glutinosa) may grow to be eighteen inches

long, and is found on both coasts of the North
Atlantic south to Cape Cod. The mouth is

formed by a mere membranous ring with a
single tooth on its upper part, while the tongue
is furnished with two rows of strong teeth, and
also performs the office of a piston in the use
of the mouth as a sucker. Around the mouth
are eight tentacles. The skin is smooth and
capable of secreting an enornunis amount of

mucus. There is only a membranous caudal fin.

The eyes are very rudimentary and sunk beneath
the skin. The six gill-pouches empty separately

internally into the phar™x. but externally by a
single tube. There are no bones; the skeleton is

membranous and cartilaginous. The eggs are

large, are inclosed in a horny case, and bear
hooked processes at each end for attachment to
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weeds, etc. Myxine is hermaphroditic ; the young
animal produces sperms, and, later in life, ova.

By means of the mouth the hags bore their way
into tlie body of fishes, especially halibut and
flounders, consuming them, leaving only the en-

trails, skeleton, and skin; hence another common
name is 'borer.'

The hag on the west coast of America (Poll-

stotrema Stoiiti) is hated by the fishermen, be-

cause of its destruction of fishes caught in nets,

and its ugly appearance. It is about fourteen
inches long. See Plate of Lampbeys and Dog-
fish.

HAGGADA, hag-ga'da (Heb., narration, from
higyUl, to narrate). The fi'ee rabbinical inter-

pretation of Scripture, chiefly for homiletical
purposes. Haggada is thus contrasted to Hahiclui
(q.v. ), 'rule,' whieli represents the authoritative
interpretation of biblical laws for practical pur-
poses. The Haggada developed side by side with
the Halacha, and the two tendencies are found
combined in the great compilation of rabbinical

theology known as the Talmud (q.v.). But while
the Ilaggadic sections in the Talmud are consider-

able, the great bulk of the Haggadic interpreta-

tion of the Old Testament is to be found in a
number of separate compilations known as Mid-
rashim. (See MiDRASir.) The oldest of these

collections, adapted to the order of the biblical

books, and in which the interpretations run
parallel with the text, are: (1) The Mcchilta, a
<rollection of Haggadic interpretations to the Book
of Exodus; (2) the Siphra to Leviticus; (3)
Siphre to Numbers and Deuteronomy. Far more
extensive, however, is the collection known as the
Midrash Rabhah, or 'Great Midrash,' comprising
the Haggada to the entire Pentateuch and to the
five scrolls (read on the various festivals of the
year), Esther, Ruth, Lamentations, Ecclesiastes,

and Song of Songs. By the side of the compila-
tion (concluded C.900 A.D.) may be mentioned the
Pesikta to various sections of the Old Testament
and the Tanchuma to the Pentateuch. On the
basis of this Rlidrasliic literature, a large num-
ber of works were produced through the Sliddle
Ages to our own days, containing selections from
the earlier compilations as well as additions and
amplifications. Among these may be mentioned
the Midrash Eapadol, 'the Great Midrash,' a
Yemenitic compilation now being published by
Dr. S. Schechter for the Cambridge University
Pres.s. Bof/fiada shel Pesacli is the name of

a ritual, partly in Hebrew, partly in Aramaic,
used on the first two evenings of the Pass-
over, which contains, besides a brief descrip-
tion of the Exodus, extracts from the Scripture,
the Jlishna, Tosephta. Mcchilta, Siphra, and the
two Talnnids, and some liturgical pieces, all

bearing more or less directly on the oppression
in Egypt and the deliverance. Originally within
very small compass, it has been extended to its

present larger size by subsequent centuries. Two
Piutim, or religious poems, were added in the
eleventh century, and four more Hebrew and
Aramaic songs (the last originally a German
Yolkslied) as late as the fourteenth century.
Consult: Winter and Wiinsche, Die jiidische Lit-
terafur (Trier. 1894); Karpeles, Geschichte der
jiidisrhen Litterafur (Berlin, 1886) ; Stein-
scbneider, Jeu-ish Literature {Tins, trans. London,
1S57); Chenery, "Legends from the Midrash,"
in. Loewy, Miscellanies of Hebrew Literature

(London, 1877) ; Bacher, Die Aggada der Tan-
naiten (2 vols., Strassburg, 1884-90).

HAGGAI, hag'ga-i (probably 'born on a feast
day," though Haggai may also be an abbreviation
of Hagiah, 'feast of Yabwehj' or for Haguriah,
'Yahweh hath girded'). A llebrew prophet of
the post-exilic period, and contemporary with
the Prophet Zechariah, witli whom he was
associated (Ezra v. 1; I. Esdras vi. 1; vii.

3). He prophesied in Jerusalem after the re-

turn of the Israelites from the Babylonian cap-
tivity. The date of his work is fixed by his
own wtiting (ch. i. 1, 15; ii. 1, 10) in the second
year of Darius Hj'staspes, B.C. 520. Concerning
his own history nothing is known. The inference
drawn from his work ( ii. .3 ) , that he had in his

youth seen the former temple in its glory, may
be correct, in which case the prophecies that we
have from him would represent compositions pro-

duced in his old age. The Book of Haggai con-
sists of four discourses, the delay in the rebuild-
ing of the sanctuary furnishing the general
motive. The prophet is represented as appearing
before Zerubbabel and Joshua, the high priest,

and strongly urging the reestablisliment of the
sanctuary, pointing at the same time to the
famine in the land as the divine pimishment for

the culpable neglect of the people, who only
thought of their own houses, and not of that of

God. His words made a deep impression, and
the building was recommenced (ch. i.). The
second discourse, about a month later, predicts
a still greater glory for the new temple than Inid

belonged to the former (ii. 3-0). Two months
later he had to renew his reproaches against their

inertness, and his promises of a blessed future (ii.

10-19). The fourth discourse (ii. 20-23), de-

livered on the same day, is directed to Zerub-
babel, and, while foretelling great revolutions and
political changes, promises that Zerubbabel shall
remain a 'signet' in the hands of God—an im-
plication apparently that Zerubbabel is to become
the Messianic King. The style of Haggai is

prosaic, and labors under an uncommon tamenesg
and poverty of expression, principally apparent
in the frequent repetition, within the short space
of two chapters, of certain words and phrases,

which could not well have been purposely re-

tained for the sake of ornamentation. There is

hardly any parallelism ; but the prophet has
endeavored to impart a certain vivacity to his

writing by means of interrogation. The diction

itself is, generally speaking, pure and clear. The
contrast between Haggai and Zechariah. who
have much in common, and the older prophets of

the type of .Jeremiah and Isaiah, is striking.

Whereas the latter are concerned chiefly with
ethical problems, the interest of the former is

largely centred in the temple and the cult. They
reflect in this respect the tendencies of the post-

exilic period. Consult the general commentaries
on the Minor Prophets (q.v.) ; Perowne. "Haggai
and Zechariah." in the Camhridge Bihlr for
Schools and Colleges (Cambridge. 1886).

HAG'GAKD, Henrt Rider (1856—). An
English novelist, born at Bradenham Hall, Nor-
folk, and educated at the Ipswich Grammar
School. He spent some time in South Africa

(1875-79i, where he became Master of the High
Court in the Transvaal. On his return to Ensj-

land he practiced law. After two moderately suc-

cessful experiment-s in fiction, he produced King
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f<(ilo)i' oil's Mines (1SS5), and Ulie (ISSG), wliich

won him instant fame by their imaginative power

and novelty of scene. Among the novels which

followed are Jess (1887); AUaii (Jiiutcriiiaiii

(1888): Cleopatra (1889); Beatrice (1890);

Eric liritjhteyes (1891) ; ^ada the Lily (1892) ;

Monteziniia's Daughter (1894) ; The People of

the Mist (1894) ; Sualloic: A l^tory of the Great

Tiel: (1899) ; Elissa: A Zulu UliiU (1900) : and
Rural EnyUiiid (1902). He also collaborated with
Andrew Lang. All his work is crude iu stylo and
structure, but it possesses the merit of being

readable.

HAGGENMACHEE, ha'genmaG'er, Gustav
AuoLF (1845-75). A Swiss explorer of Africa,

born on tlic island of Linuiuitau, near Brugg,

Switzerland. In 1865 he went to Egj-pt and in

the following j-ear he settled at Khartum. Five

years afterwards he proceeded to Suakin and
thence to Massowah. In 1872 he was the com-
missioner of Egypt at the World's Fair, Vienna,

where his exhibition of Sudanese products at-

tracted general attention. In 1874 he was ap-

pointed the representative of Consul Jlunzinger

at C'assala, whence, by order of the Khedive, he

undertook a tour through Somaliland. In the

following year he proceeded as far as Oalabat.

He accompanied JNIunzinger during the campaign
against the Galla tribe, taking with him his wife

and two children. On the return journey the

family wore murdered by the natives.

HAGHE, hag, Louis (1806-85). A lithog-

rapher and water-color painter. He was born

at Tournay. in Belgium, March 17, 1806. His
right hand lieing deformed from birth, he drew
with the left. At the age of seventeen he made
drawings for De .Jonghe's "Vues pittoresques de la

Belgique." and soon afterwards went to England.

At London he formed a partnership with Wil-

liam Day, producing a series of lithographic

works of the highest merit. Among these were
Vivian's "Spanish Scenery," Atkinson's "Views
in Afghanistan." his Robert's "Sketches in the

Holy Land. Syria, Idumea, Arabia, Egypt, and
Nubia," and lithographs of his own drawings
of old Flemish interiors. Subsequently he de-

voted himself to painting in water-colors and
became a leading member of the association

formed to promote this branch of art, and was
president from 1873 till 1884. Haghe displayed

a predilection for old Flemish interiors, but also

painted Italian subjects and scenes from English
history. Among his pictures may be mentioned
the "Council of War at Courtray" (1854). in

the National Gallery, and the "Audience Cham-
ber at Bruges," which are remarkable for their

harmony of color, fidelity in detail, and richness

of architecture. He exhibited "The Night
Watch" at the Philadelphia Exposition in 1876.

There are good examples of his work in the South
Kensincrton. British, and Bethnal Green museums.
He obtained the gold medal for lithography at

Paris in 1834. and a second-class medal for water-
color at the Exposition of 1855: and was a mem-
ber of the Belgian and Antwerp academies. He
died at Stockwell Green. Brixton. March 9. 1885.

HAGI, hii'ge. A towTi in the .Japanese Pre-
fecture of Yamaguchi. situated on the eastern

coast of Nippon, near the southern end of the
island (Map: Japan. B 6). In feudal times it

was the residence of the Daimios of Choshu and
Vol. I.\.—29.

played a prominent part in the abolition of

feudalism. Po[)ulation, about 20,000.

HA GIOG'KAPHA. See Bible.

HAGN, hiign. Lldwig vo.\ (1820-98). A
German genre painter, born in Munich. He was
educated at the military school there, but pre-

ferred the life of an artist to that of a soldier,

and studied in Berlin and Antwerp, lived in

Paris for ten years (1853-63) and in Italy for

two, but returned to his native city in 1868.

His paintings include: "Unwelcome Wooing"
(1851, Schwerin Gallery): "Musical Morning
Entertainment" (1859, Pinakothek, Munich) ;

"Italian Garden Scene" (1868, Schack (iallery,

Munich) ; "Library of the Jesuit College in

Rome" (1869). His later work depicted an
"Audience with Pope Leo XIII." (1880), and a

"Corpus Christi Procession in the Seventeenth

Century," for the Munich City Hall (1881).

HAGONOY, a'go-no'e. A town of Luzon,

Philippines, in the Province of Bulacan, founded
in 1581. It lies about 13 miles northwest of

Bulacan and about six miles north of Manila
Bay. Population, in 1898, 20,120.

HA'GOOD, Johnson (1829-98). An Ameri-
can soldier, born at Barnwell, S. C. He gradu-

ated in 1847 at the South Carolina Military

Academy, and at the outbreak of the Civil War
became colonel of the First South Carolina Vol-

unteers. In 1862 he was made a brigadier-general

in the Confederate Army. He served on the

South Carolina coast, and commanded at Battery
Wagner. At the siege of Petersburg lie com-
manded a brigade in the trenches, and subse-

quently he fought at Weldon Road, in the opera-

tions north of James River and at Fort Fisher.

HAGUE, hag. The (Dutch 's Grnrenhage. the

count's hedge). The seat of the Government of

the Netherlands and residence of the sovereign,

pleasantly situated in the Province of South
Holland, about 15 miles northwest of Rotterdam
and three miles from the North Sea (ilap:

Netherlands. C 2). It is intersected in all direc-

tions by canals and shaded avenues of linden

trees, and is famed above all other Dutch cities

for its broad, handsome streets, palaces. Govern-
ment and municipal buildings, and stately houses.

Of these edifices the picturesque town hall is the

most interesting from an architectural stand-

point. The most notable church is the Groote
Kerk, or Church of Saint James, a Gothic .struc-

ture of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, with
a lofty hexagonal tower. The palace of justice is

a handsome building in the Dutch Renaissance
style. In the Mauritshuis. rebuilt in 1704, is

located the renowned picture gallery, containing
about 450 canvases, largely of the best Dutch
period, and especially rich in Rembrandts.
Among the most celebrated pictures are Rem-
brandt's "School of Anatomy" and "Presenta-
tion in the Temple." Ruysdael's "View of Haar-
lem," Paul Potter's well-known "Biill." and
Rubens's "Portrait of Ophovius." The municipal
museum and the house of .Baron Steengracht also

have fine collections of paintings, the former con-

taining corporation pieces by Ravestcyn.
The royal librarv possesses 500,000 volumes

and a valuable collcetion of more than 40,000
coins and medals, and over 300 cameos. In the
centre of Willems-Park rises the magnificent na-
tional monument commemorating the restoration
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of Dutch independence in 1813. It was unveiled

in 1801) and is surmounted by the "Nedcrlandsche
Maagd"—the virgin personification of Holland.

Other monuments are the equestrian statue of

William I. of Orange before the royal palace, and
the bronze figure of Spinoza, erected opposite

the house in which he lived. Still other museums
and monuments merit attention.

The Government buildings are handsome, and
their archives include State papers over four

centuries old. From an historic point of view

the most interesting buildings of The Hague are

the Gevangenpoort, or the prison gatehouse in

which Oldenbarnevelt, the brothers De Witt, and
many others distinguished in the history of Hol-

land were confined; and tlie Binnenhof, in which
Oldenbarnevelt was executed, and which, together

with the Buitenhof, forms an irregular mass of

public buildings of various ages, inclosed by moats
and approaclied by drawbridges. These edifices

are situated in the wealthy central quarter of the

town around tlie attractive Vp-er (fish pound)—
an ornamental lake, with an island. The fish

market is one of tlie most interesting in Europe.

The suburbs are particularly beautiful with tlieir

meadows, gardens, woods, and villas. The so-called

zoological and botanical garden is almost exclu-

sively a pleasure park, and a fine road and five

tramways lead to the celebrated watering place of

Scheveningen on the coast. The far-famed royal

villa of Huis ten Bosch ( The House in the Wood )

,

situated on the outskirts of the city in the midst

of a noble and much frequented park-forest (het

Haagsehe Bosch), has costly and dainty apart-

ments filled with fine art objects and rare ex-

amples of interior decoration, including tapes-

tries, embroideries, and grisailles. The Orange
Koom, an octagonal hall decorated with paint-

ings by Jordaeiis and others, especially attracts

the visitor.

The city is provided with good educational

institutions, comprising public schools, a gym-
nasium, a drawing school, the Eoyal School of

Music, and an educational institute of the Free

Masons. There are many learned societies, the

most notable being The Hague Society for the

Defense of the Christian Religion, founded in

1785. Others are the Witte Society, the Physics

Society, the artists' association called Pulchri

Studio, and the Netherland-lndia Institute. The
Hague is a residential city, conspicuous for fash-

ionable life. Its prosperity depends chiefly on

the Court and nobility and on the throngs of for-

eigners that visit the city and Scheveningen. The
^manufactures are neither important nor varied,

consisting chiefly of articles of luxury, such as

gold and silver work and porcelain. There are

some gun-easting and brass and copper molding:
and carriages and furniture are also manufac-
tured. But little trade is carried on. The city

is the starting-point of the railway system of

Holland, and has .steam and electric trams. The
Hague, like other Dutch towns, has increased

rapidlv in population. The fisrures were 81.303

in 18fi3: 174.700 in 1804: and 212.211 in 1000

(including Scheveningen). Two-thirds of the in-

li.abitants are Protestants. The death-rate is

low—less than 17 per 1000.

The Hague was originallv a hunting seat of

the counts of Holland. Under William 11. (12,50)

it became a princely residence, and prospered

thereafter to such an extent as to become, in

the sixteenth century, the seat of the States-

General and of the Stadtholder of Holland. In

the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries -The

Hague was the diplomatic capital of Europe.
Here were concluded the triple alliance of Eng-
lan<l, Sweden, and the Netherlands against France

(1668), and the triple alliance of England,
France, and Holland for the preservation of

the Treaty of Utrecht (1717). Between May
18 and July 29, 1800, the city was the seat of

the Hague Peace Conference
(
q.v. ) . Curiously

enough. The Hague possessed no municipal

rights till tlie time of Louis Bonaparte, having

rcniained for centuries the most magnificent 'vil-

lage' in Europe.

HAGUE, Arnold (1840—). An American
geologist, horn in Boston. He graduated in 1863

at the Sheffield Scientific School of Yale, studied

at Gottingen, Heidelberg, and the Freiberg School

of Mines, and in 1867 was appointed assistant

geologist of the United States Geological Ex-

ploration of the Fortieth Parallel. From 1877 to

1878 he was Government geologist of Guatemala,

and from 1878 to 1879 government agent for

the examination of mines in Northern China. He
was a])pointed a geologist of the I'nited States

Geological Survey in 1879. and in 1883 was
assigned to the Yellowstone Park division. He
was elected a member of the National Academy
of Sciences in 1885. His publications include:

The \'olcanoes of California, Oregon, and Wash-
ington Territory (1883) ; The Volcanic h'ocks of

the Great Basin (1884) : The Volcanic Rocks of

i^iilvador (1886) ; Geologg of the Eureka District

(
1892) ; and Geologi/ of the Ycllotcstone National

I'ark (1899).

HAGUE, George (1825—). A Canadian
banker, born at Rotherham, Y'orkshire, England,

where he was also educated. He emigrated to

Canada in 1854. and was for twenty years in

the employ of the Bank of Toronto '( 1856-76),

but afterwards became general manager of the

Merchants' Bank. He was first president of the

Canadian Bankers' Association and of the Mon-
treal Good Government Association, a governor of

McGill University, and of the Montreal Diocesan

College. He gave liberally to many charitable

institutions. Several of his papers on banking
and kindred subjects have been published, besides

his Personal Reminiscences of the Late E. H.

King (1806).

HAGUE PEACE CONFERENCE. An in-

ternational conference of delegates which as-

sembled at The Hague on May 18. 1899, in

response to an invitation addressed by the Czar

of Russia to the principal States of the civilized

world, with a view to concerted action for the

maintenance nf a general peace and the ameliora-

tion of the hardshijis of war. and with a view

to the possible reduction of the military and
naval armaments of the world. One hundred

delegates, representing the United States. Mex-
ico, China, Japan, Persia. Siam. and twenty-one

European powers were present. Italy objected

to anv representation of the Papacy, and Gi'eat

Britain protested against the representation of

the Transvaal Republic. It was accordingly

decided to restrict participation in the Conference

tii States maintaining standing armies or navies.

No delegates from the Central or South Ameri-

can republics attended. The Conference was in

session from May 18 to July 29, and was presided
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over by Baron de Staal of the Russian delcfjation.

For the purpose of facilitating,' the work of the

Conference, tlirce grand comniiltees were formed,
dealing respectively with annaiiients and engines

of destruction, humane regulations in warfare,

and mediation and arbitration. Each of the

Great Powers was represented on all of the com-
mittees, and the delegation of each State had one

vote on every proposal submitted to the Confer-

ence. The conclusions of the Conference were
embodied in a final act signed July 29, by all

the States represented. This act consists of three

treaties or conventions, three formal declarations,

and six resolutions. The first convention relates

to the pacific adjustment of international dis-

putes. The second deals with the laws and
usages of war on land. The third provides for

the adaptation of the rules of maritime warfare
to the principles of the Geneva Convention of

1S64. The three declarations involve the pro-

hibition ( 1 ) of the use of projectiles or explo-

sives from balloons for a period of five years
(accepted unanimously) ; (2) of the employment
ot projectiles which dift'use asphyxiating or other
deleterious gases (not accepted by England and
the United States); and (3) of the use of

bullets which expand or flatten easily in the

human bodj'. In the six resolutions the Confer-

ence expresses the opinion that the limitation of

the military burdens which now weigh so heavily

upon the world is greatly to be desired for the

enhancement of the moral and material well-

being of humanity (unanimously agreed to) ; that

the questions relating to the rights and duties

of neutrals, the inviolability of private property

in maritime warfare, and the question of the

bombardment of towns, should be referred to a
future conference : and that the questions re-

lating to types and calibres of marine artillery

and small arms and the size of military and naval
budgets should be studied by the governments
of the signatory powers with a view to estab-

lishing luiiformity in the former and reduction

in the latter.

Of all the conclusions reached by the Con-
ference the convention relating to mediation

and arbitration aroused the most general inter-

est. According to this convention, the signatory

powers agree to resort to mediation in cases of

serious international dispute, and a method of

procedure is provided by which mediation ma,v
be arranged at the instance of the disputants or

by the vohmtary oflfer of neutral powers. It

further provides that mediatory advances shall

never be considered by the disputing parties as

an unfriendlv act. With a view to the adjust-

ment of international differences where neither
'honor' nor 'essential interests' are involved, a
commission of inquiry is provided for, whose
duty it shall be to examine controverted ques-

tions of fact such as are susceptible of judicial

ascertainment, and report the result of its in-

quiries to the disputing powers for their accept-

ance or rejection. Finally, with a view to the
settlement of disputes between States b.v arbi-

tration, a Permanent Court of Arbitration was
created. This tribunal is composed of persons
eminent for their knowledge of international law,
and chosen by the parties concerned from a yier-

manent list of arbitrators nominated by the sig-

natory powers. Each power is allowed to nomi-
nate not more than four members, and their

term of office is six years. In order to consti-

tute the court for a particular case, each party
to the controversy chooses two arbitrators either

from the list of permanent members or from
persons who are not members, and these

choose an umpire. There are also detailed

provisions for selecting an umpire in case the

two arbitrators cannot agree, for regulating

the procedure of the court, for reviewing its

decision, etc. The diplomatic agents of the

signatory powers resident at The Hague, under
the presidency of the Dutch Minister of For-

eign Affairs, constitute a permanent Council

which serves as the office of the Permanent Court
of Arbitration. The first resort to the Perma-
nent Court of Arbitration was made by the
United States and Mexico in 1902 for the set-

tlement of the controversy in regard to the Pius
Fund Claims. The delegates from the United
States to the Conference were Andrew D. White,
Seth Low, Captain A. T. Mahan, Captain Wil-
liam Crozier, Stanford Newell, and Frederick W.
Holls, the secretary of the delegation. Consult:
Davis, Elements of International Law (New
York. 1900) ; and Holls. The Peace Cotiference at

The Hnrnic (New York, 1900).

HAHN, han, August (1792-1863). A Ger-
man Protestant theologian. He was born at

Grossosterhausen, Saxony, March 27, 1792;
studied at Leipzig, and in 1819 was appointed
professor extraordinar,v of theology at Kiinigs-

hevg. In 1826 he removed as professor of the-

ology to Leipzig, where he came into great
prominence as the author of a treatise, De ra-

tionalismi, qui dicitur, vera indole el qua. cum
naturalismo contineatur ratione, and also of an
Offene Erkliirunfi an die crangelische Kirche
?»n.ac/iS? in Sachsen vnd Preussen, in which he
endeavored to convince the rationalists that it

was their dut,v voluntarily and at once to with-
draw from the National Church. In 1833 Hahn
was called to Breslau as theological professor
and consistorial councilor, and in 1844 he became
general superintendent of the Province of Silesia.

Among the other literary labors by which he is

best known are his edition of the Hebrew Bible
(1831), and iiis BihUolhek der fiiimhole und
Glaubensreqehi der apostolisch-kaiholischen
Kirehc (Breslau, 1842, 2d ed. bv G. L. Hahn,
1878). He died at Breslau. May 13, 1863.

HAHN, Friedricu vo.\ ( 1823-97) . A German
jurist, born in Homburg. After study at Jena
and Heidelberg, he became a lecturer at the
former in 1847. and professor in 1850. In the
conferences held at Nuremberg and Hamburg in
connection with a general code of commercial
law for Germany, he took a prominent part. He
was appointed to the Court of Appeal at .Jena
in 1862. and to the Imperial Supreme Court
at Leipzig in 1879. From 1891 mitil his retire-
ment in 1893 he was president of the Senate
of the Supreme Court. His chief publication is

his Kontmentar zum nllfjemeinen deiitschcn Ean-
dcUfirsctzhiich (Brunswick, vol. i., 4(h ed. 1894;
vol. ii.. 2d ed. 1875-83).

HAHN, JoHAKN Michael (1758-1819). A
Swabinti theosophist. founder of the Michelians.
He was born at Altdorf, and had visions at the
age of seventeen, and again in his twentieth and
twenty-second years. After the last of these he^

began to proclaim his beliefs both by writing'
and by .speech, and gained many followers. But
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neither he nor they became separatists. In 1782

he traveled to Switzerland and met Lavater,

Pfenninger, and Jung-Stilling. Unlike most of

the visionaries of his country, Hahn held that

regeneration was a slow growth. His views were
largely tinged with the teachings of Bohnie and
of Oetinger. He held the belief in a double fall

of man; the mystic belief that the work of

Christ is not merely for, but within man ; and
the millennial view of the second advent, and
of the final beatitude of all souls, even of the

fallen angels. His works were published post-

humously at Tubingen (1819 sqq. ). Consult:

Palmer, Die Ocmelnsvhaften unci Sekleii Wiirl-

temherps (Freiburg, 1877) ; and Staudenmeyer,
Michael Hahn (Wilferdingen, 1893).

HAHN, LuDWio (1820-88). A German his-

torian, born at Breslau, and educated there and
at Berlin. After several years of service as
school officer at Stralsund, he became chief coun-

selor of the Government in the literary bureau,
and retired in 188.3. He wrote: Das Vnterrichls-

wesen in Frankreich (1848) ; the verj- popular
Geschichte dcs preiissischen Vaterlands (24th ed.

1895) and Leitfaden der vaterlandischcn Ge-
schichte (49th ed. 1896) ; Friedrich der Grossc
(2d ed. 1865) ; Ktirfiirst Friedrich I. ron Bran-
denburg (1859) ; Zirei Jahre prcussiseh-deiitscher

FoVlik, 1803-67 (1868); Der Kriep Deutsch-
lands flcgen Frankrcieh (1871); Kaiser Wil-

helms Gedenkhuch (5th edi 1880) : Fiirst Bis-

marck, a collection of speeches. State papers,

letters, etc., of the Chancellor (1878-01, the

last volume by Wippermann) ; Zimn::ig Jnhre
1S62-S2. a study of Bismarck's influence (1882) ;

and Wilhelm, der erstc Kaiser des neuen denfsch-

en Heiehs (1888).

HAHNEL, ha'-nd, Ernst (1811-91). A Ger-

man sculptor, born at Dresden. He studied archi-

tecture there and, from 1830. at Munich. Under
the influence of Sehwanthaler and Rietschel, he

turned his attention to sculpture, which he also

studied at Rome. In 1825 he returned to Munich.
In 1838, through the architect Semper, he received

a commission to supply sculptures for the Royal
Theatre of Dresden. The most important of

these, a frieze representing a "Bacchanalian Pro-

cession," was destroyed when the theatre was
burned, but survives in plaster cast, and the

statues of Sophocles, Aristophanes, Shakespeare,

and Moliere were saved and used on the new
building. For the Dresden Museum he executed

many reliefs and six statues in sandstone, the

most famous being a Raphael, of which there are

marble replicas in the National Gallery, Berlin,

and the Leipzig Museum. His best known works
include a bronze statue of Beethoven at Bonn
(1845), the colossal statue of Charles IV. at

Prague (1848), the bronze image of Frederick

Augustus II. at Dresden (1867), and Field-

Marshal Schwarzenberg at Vienna (1867). For
Leipzig he executed a bronze statue of Leibnitz

(1883) and a group, "Eve Protecting Abel from
Cain" ; for the Vienna Opera house five ideal

statues ; and the two admirable Pegasus groups.

Although Hiihnel's tendencies were classical, his

portrait statues and busts evince high power of

characterization. His art repiesents a transition

from the classical to the romantic school. As
professor at the Dresden Academy, he had many
pupils. His works have been published in photo-

graphic reproduction (Dresden, 1882-87).

HAHNEMANN, ha'ncman, Samuel (1755-
1843). The founder of homceopathy. He was born

at ileissen, Saxony, the son of a painter of Dres-
den china. After obtaining a primary education
with difficulty, at the age of twenty he left Meis-

sen, with 20 crowns as his fortune, and went to

Leipzig, to prosecute his medical studies. Here
he maintained himself by translating works from
Latin, French, and English into German. Two
years later he went to Vienna, where, under tlie

direction of Dr. Quarin, he pursued his studies,

but a year afterwards was obliged to seek funds
through employment as physician and librarian

at Hermanstadt. He was graduated in medicine
from the University of Erlangen in 1779. Sub-
sequently he retired to Saxony, and settled in

Dresden in the year 1784. His attention at this

time was given to the study of toxicologj' of ar-

senic and of mercury. After spending four years

in Dresden, where he had for a time the direction

of a large hospital. he returned in the year 1789 to

Leipzig. In the following year, while translating

Cullen's Materia Medica from English into Ger-

man, he became interested in the similarity of the

effects of quinine and some other drugs upon
the healthy body with the result of certain dis-

eases for which these drugs are used. In other

words, he discovered, independently. Hippocrates's
old 'law of similars.' With intense interest he
searclied medical literature for confirmation gf

his belief in a new principle of cure which he at

once began to advocate, namely, that drugs which
produce certain symptoms in the healthy body
will cure a disease which exhibits similar symp-
toms. In Hufeland's Journal, in 1790, he pub-

lished his first important paper, entitled, "An
Attempt to find a New Principle for the Discov-

ery of the Healing Power of Medicine, with Ob-
servations on Existing Methods." About 1800
he promulgated the principle of 'potentization'

or 'dynamization' of drugs, by trituration of

minute amounts of dry drugs with inert material,

or dilution and vigorous shaking of minute quan-
tities of liquid drugs, claiming for such prepara-

tions increased strength from the new arrange-

ment of molecules. 'Dynamization,' he claimed,

imparted a spirit-like force to the dose. In 1810
Halmemann published his Orgunon der ration-

ellen Heilkunde, which was translated into many
languages, and in which he expounded his new
system. wliich he enWeAhontwfjpaihii. Between 1810

and 1821 he published, at Leipzig, his Materia

Medica, under the name Reine ArzneimitteUehre,

in six volumes. In this work he set forth his

observations of the eflfects of drugs upon healthy

people. About the same time he founded at Leip-

zig a school which soon attracted students from
all over the country. In 1828, in his work on

chronic diseases, written at Kiithen. he discussed

the disease known as the itch, and reached the

conclusion that all diseases are modifications of

the itch. The discovery that the itch insect,

Sarcoptes scabiei (Acariis senhiei), is the cause

of scabies beyond a doubt, caused >a change in the

belief of homa^opathists all over the world, and
an abandonment of what had been called the

first principle of homoeopathy.

As Hahnemann's system involved the admin-
istration of medicines each separately by itself

and in minute doses, there was no longer any
need of the apothecary's intervention between the

physician and the patient. In consequence of

this, the apothecaries' company brought to bear
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upon Hahnemann an act forbidcling physicians

lo dispense their own medicines, and with such
etl'ect that ho was obliged to k'ave Leipzig. The
Uuke of Anhalt-Kdthen appointed him liis phy-

sician, and invited him to live at Kothen. Thitli-

er, accordingly, he removed in the year 1S'21. and
there he prepared various new editions of his

Uryuiion and new volumes of his Materia Mcdica
for publication. In 1835 he left Kijthen, and set-

tled in Paris, where he enjoyed a great ri'imta-

tion till his death, which took place in the year
1843. On the centenary of his birth in 18.55, a

statue was erected to his honor at Leipzig, at

the expense of his disciples in (iermany. France,
England, and other countries, with the concur-
rence of the local authorities, who supplied the
site in one of the public places in their handsome
town. His princi|)al work, besides those already
mentioned, is P^nij/mcntii de Viribus Medica-
iiicntoriim (1805). ConaiM his Life and Lrttcrfi,

by Bradford (Philadelphia, 1895). See Homce-
op.\Tiiy.

HAHN-HAHN, hiin'han, Ida, Countess von
( 1805-80). A German novelist, born at Tressow.

Her unhappy married life and divorce (182n)

are reflected in her Vlrich (1841) and Zuri
Frauen. (1845), written under the influence of

the emancipatory ferment of Gutzkow, Laube,
and Heine, and the early novels of George Sand.
She became a Roman Catholic in 1850, wrote sev-

eral proselytizing books, became a novice (1852),
foimded a convent at Mainz., and died there. Her
clever but su])erficial talent had great though
pas.sing vogue, during wliioh several of her books
were translated into English. For her life, con-

sult: JIarie Helene (Leipzig, 1869); Haff'ncr

(Frankfort. 1880): and Alinde .Jaeobv (Mainz,

1894).

HAHNKE, luin'ke, Wiliielm von (1833—).
A German soldier, born in Berlin. He received

his military training as a member of the Prussian
cadet corps, entered the Prussian Army in 1851,

and in 1860 was on the staff of the Crown
Prince, Frederick William, during the campaign
in Bohemia. During the Franco-Prussian War
he was a major on the general staft", in the head-

quarters of the Crown Prince, and by 1881 had
risen to be major-general, commanding the first

brigade of infantry guards. In 1890 he became
general of infantry, from 1888 to 1901 was chief

of the military cabinet, and in 1899 was ap-

pointed commander-in-chief in the ^larches and
governor of Berlin. He also received an ap-

pointment as adjutant-general. to the Emperor.

HAIDA, hi'dii. A remarkable gi'oup of tribes

constituting the Skittagetan linguistic family,

formerly occupying the thirty-nine villages on
the Queen Charlotte Islands. British Columbia.
They are a seafaring people, traveling and fishing

in large canoes, hewn from logs of cedar, carved
with symbolic figures. The women are skillful

in weaving mats and baskets in twined work,
and the men in carving from black slates minia-
ture figures of their totemic designs, totem-posts,

house-fronts, and articles of daily use. They
were a warlike race, and extended their raids

along the coast as far as the mouth of the

Columbia River. Their houses are built of

cedar planks hewn out. and in front of each im-

mense totem-pnles have carved on them the

heraldic emblems of the family dwelling within.

Women and men tattoo their bodies and wear

labrets. The contact with civilization has re-

duced the population from 7000, in 1840, to 600,
living in .Masset and Skidegate villages.

HAIDABABAD, hider-u-bad'. A native
State and a city of British India. See Hyder-
AB.\1),

HAIDEE, hi-de'. A Greek girl in Byron's
Don Juan.

^

HAIDINGER, hi'ding-cr, Wiliielm von
(1795-1871), -An Austrian mineralogist and
geologist. He was born at Vienna, and studied

with Mohs at Gratz and at Freiburg. After
living for a time in Edinburgh, lie returned to

Austria, where he was interested with his brother
in a porcelain factory at Elbogen, In 1840 he
was a|)pointed to take charge of the Imperial
Mineralogical Collections, and .1 few years later

he commenced his lectures on mineralogy. In
1849 lie was chosen as the director of the newly
founded Geological Institute, and in 1865 he
was knighted. He published many books on
mineralogy and crystallography, but is best

known perhaps for the discovery of the phenome-
non known as Haidinf/er's hrush, by means of

which plane polarized light can be detected.

This consists of a pale-yellow brush with curved

arcs on either side, shaped like the branches of a
hyperbola. The plane of polarization coincides

with the axis of the brush, and on either side

there is a violet or bluish patch. This phenome-
non is supposed to be caused by the polarizing

structure of the eye. While in Edinburgh, Hai-
dinger translated Mohs's flriindriss dcr Miiicralo-

gie, and then published it in enlarged and im-

proved form under the title of Treatise on
Miiieralofiii (3 vols., 1825). He is the author of

Bandhuch der bestimmcndcn Mineraloqie (1845),
and supervised the construction of a geological

map of the Austrian Empire (1845).

HAIDUKS, hl'duks (Hung, hajdu, drover,

plural Jiajdiik). A term formerly applied among
the Balkan Slavs to the liandit mountaineers,

who. like the Greek klephls. were generally Chris-

tians and opposed to Turkish rule. Such bands
—each one having a chief—the haram hasha—
were found among the Serbs and Bulgarians from
the beginning of Turkish rule. Some of their

chiefs became distinguished as partisan leaders.

Those who killed Turks only were regarded by
their people as patriots rather than a,s bandits.

They were popular heroes, and did much to bring

on the final struggle for independence. In Hun-
gary this designation was applied to a class of

mercenary foot-soldiers. As a reward for their

services in the struggle against the Hapsburgs,
Stephen Bocskay, Prince of Transylvania, grant-

ed them, in 1605, the privileges of nobility, and a
large stretch of territory as their own pos.session.

The Haiduk district remained independent of

the local authorities, and under the direct ad-

ministration of the national Government, until

after the Revolution of 1848, Haiduks adopted
Calvinistic Protestantism early in the Reforma-
tion. In 1876 this district was incorporated with
portions of two adjoining districts into a new
administrative division known as the TTniduk
County, with Debreczin for its capital. In Hun-
gary and Poland the term is also applied to the
domestics of the great houses. In France in the
eighteenth century it was given to the outriders

of the carriages of the rich. These outriders

wore Hungarian costumes and carried swords
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iintil prohibited by royal ordinance, in 1779, from
bearing this mark of military rank. Consult

Rosen, Die Balhankuiduken (Leipzig, 1878).

HAIL (AS. luigol, leel. hagl, OHG. hagal, Ger.

Eagvl, hail; probably connected with Gk. (ca,v/'«,

kucldex, pebble). Komid, compact masses of ice

that fall from the clouds to tlie earth, usually

with rain. Wlien these masses are as large as

one-quarter of an inch in diameter or larger they

are often spoken of as hailstones ; when they

are quite small and perhaps accompanied by

rain they are known as .sleet. Hailstones occur

of all sizes from a quarter of an inch in diameter

up to three indies in diameter; usually com-

paratively few hailstones fall at any one place,

but cases are recorded in which the ground has

been covered to a depth of several inches, and

al! vegetable life destroyed. Tlie larger hail-

stoneshave a rather complex structure, oeing

mostly composed of concentric layers of solid

transparent ice and snowy-white or soft ice. In

most cases the larger stones have a nucleus,

which is either ? foreign substance, such as a

bit of gravel or a small pebble, or some larger

object, such as those that are carried up froui

the earth by tornadic winds; or the centre is

composed of a mass of snow, in whose interstices

is held some gas, presumably air or oxygen,

powerfully comi)ressed within the central cavity.

When this cavity is opened under water the

inclosed gas is seen to expand, and, according to

Jaentr, the gas seems to 'be held therein under a

pressure of as nmch as fifty atmospheres.

The external surface of a hailstone is some-

times of beautiful regularity, as though it had

grown by accretion of small particles during a

slow and steady motion through the atmosphere,

but this regularity is quite rare, ilore frequently

the larger stones are irregular aggregations of

masses of ice; of course, however, sucli masses

may have their sliapes greatly altered when they

strike the ground. The largest stones whose

records are trustworthy have not exceeded two
pounds in weight. Stones of two and three

inches in diameter, weiglimg twelve and sixteen

ounces, occur annually in Europe, India, and

America. See the Monthly Weathe)- lieview for

August, 1878.

A hail-storm is usually characterized by the

formation of very high cumulus clouds, strong

surface winds, considerable lightning and thun-

der, and heavy rain. It appears possible that

hail may be formed either in the front of an

advancing cool wave or in connection with a local

thunder-storm or tornado. The former gives u?

the smaller hail and sleet; the latter gives us

the larger and destructive hailstones. In the

latter case it is quite connnon for the area of

destructive hail to cover lung, narrow strips of

country as tliough it belonged on one side of the

path of progression of some special cloud or

vortex. .

Protection against hail has been sought from

time immemorial by different methods character-

ized by the gradual progress of our knowledge as

to how hail is formed. In most ancient days the

church bells were riuig and the saints invoked.

The lightning-rod is called paragrele in France,

but there is no evidence that it protects from

hail. In recent years the belief and practice of

the peasants of Styria and Northern Italy ha.s

spread through Austria and Southern France to

the effect that a special form of cannonading
may, by bombarding tlie clouds, prevent hail, the

theory being that if hail is formed by a process

of crystallization in still air, then the cannonading
bj' disturbing the stillness would prevent the

hail. But all tliese ideas are delusions, and the

bombardment has no appreciable effect upon the

hail-storms. The most rational method of conn

tcracting tlie injury done by hail is by adopting
a method of bail insurance bj' wliich the losses of

a few persons are distributed among many. The
total amount of damage done by hail and liglit-

ning is summed up statistically in the annual
reports of the Chief of the Weather Bureau and
in the special reports in the Monthly Weather
Review. In the Ignited States in 1899 there

were 56.3 persons killed and projierty valued at

$4,000,000 ( ? ) was destroyed.

The method of formation of hail is as yet but

little' understood. It seems to be demonstrated
that when a rising mass of air cools to the dew-

point and below, it begins to form a cloud; as

it continues to ascend, it cools to a temperature
where hail is formed or rather hail and rain

simultaneously. Higher than this it cools to a

temperature where snow is formed. The ordinary
hail may be formed in the second region, but the

large hailstones of complex structure must have

been carried up and down many times from tlie

rain region to the snow region forward and
liackward until tliey become too large and liea\y

ti: be held up any longer. In accordance with

these ideas it is found that a very large propor-

tion of the destructive hail occurs between ten

A.M. and four p.m., and a very small proportion

between 6 p.m. and 8 a.m. See Von Bezohl.

Thermodifiianiics of the Atmosphere (originally

published at Berlin, 1888 and 1889; translated

in full in Abbe, Mechanics of the Earth, Wash-
ington, 1891); Ferrel, Recent Advances in Me-

teorology (Washing-ton, 1886).

In tiie Monthly Weather Reriew for Septem-

ber, 1900, is given a table showing the annual
frequency of hail-storms for a unit area of one

hundred miles square, as derived from the rec-

ords of each State in the Union. This table is

as follows:

Alabama 3.9G

.\ri7,ona 1.^9

Arkansas B.08

California S..^

Colorado 6.92

Florida 2.10

Ceorgia 3.39

Idaho 4.20

Illinois .. 8.44

Indiana 9.R4

Indian Territory 2.58

Iowa ; 8.44

Kansas ;.;. ..::.!: 6.28

Kentucky.. .^..,j.,i.i 7.16

Louisiana ....,..; 6.04

Maine .....J.' 1.84

Mieliigan 6.64

Minnesota 4.48

Mississippi....,,,., 4.62

Missouri ......'.'..7.;...; 8.78

Montana. ...;.':.'.*;..J l.TS

"'In' addition to the preceding, records made in

the States of Connecticut. Rhode Island. Massa-

chusetts, Maryland, Pelaware, and in the District

of Columbia, "may be summed uji into one aver-

age—i.e. 3.0 per cent.

HAIL COLUMBIA. A song written in 1798

by Josejih Hopkinson for the benefit of a young

Nebraska 5.78

Nevada 2.62

New Hampshire 2.6S

New Mexioo 1.98

New York 6..10

North Carolina 6.22

North Dakota 3.82

Ohio 10.74

Olclahoma 3.74

Oregon 4.30

Pennsylvania 6.18

South Carolina 6.72

South Dakota 4.06

Tennessee 5.70

Texas 1.44

rtah 3.06

Vermont 6.40

Virginia 6,36

West Virginia 7.94

Wisconsin 6.28

AVyoming 1.16
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actor, and sung to the tune of the President's

March (1788), composed by Fyles in lionor of

President Washington. Though not of a high

order, it appealed to the popular taste, anil

continues to maintain its position as one of the

representative patriotic songs of the United

States.

HAILES, Lord. A Scottish judge and writer.

See Dalrymi'le.

HAIOiEYBURY COLLEGE. An English

public school situated at Hailey, Hertfordsliire,

nineteen miles north of London. This school is

often called New Haileybury, in distinction from

the older and more famous school whicli it suc-

ceeded. Old Haileybury, or more properly the

East India College, was a training-sclioo! for

young men entering the service of the East India

Company. It was founded by the Company in

1806, and occupying first Hertford Castle, moved
to the building "erected for it at Hailey by Wil-

kins, in 1809. Here it carried on its work till,

after a career of almost exactly half a centurj',

it ceased to exist, January 31, 1858. During
that time many of the most distinguished men
connected with Indian history and administration

were members of the college. Among the pro-

fessors are to be found the names of Slalthus,

the political economist; Sir .James Stephen, Sir

James Mackintosh, and William Enipson, mas-
ter of the college and later editor of tlie Edin-
hurgh Review. Lord Lawrence, Sir Bartle Frere,

Sir Charles Trevelyan, Sir William JIuir, John
Muir, Dean iterivalc. Sir Richard Temple, and
Sir M. Monier-Williams may be instanced among
its students. The great days of the scliool seem
to have been in the principalship of Dr. Batten,
ISl.'j-.^T, when many of those most famous in the

Mutiny days were in Haileybury. It was indeed
in that trying time that the value of the school

and its training was best seen, and the proud
tradition of the school is the part its men took
in the suppression of that rising. Its importance
rests on even broader grounds tlian this. In the
influence it has had on Indian administration
by its spirit and traditions : in the model which
it set for the training of men for botli Indian
and colonial service, now carried on elsewhere

;

in the impetus it gave to Oriental studies in

England, as well as in the vigorous and varied
intellectual life it enjoyed during the greater
])art of its career—the East India CoUegie deserves
a high place among. English educational forces

of the nineteenth century. The fall of the East
India Company after the Sepoy JIutiny brought
witli it the suspension of its great training-school.

The Indian Civil Service was reorganized under
Covernment control, and the training of men
for that service fell into other hands. For some
four years the buildings at Haileybury stood
vacant.

New Haileybiry. Owing to the exertions of

certain gentlemen of Hertfordshire, chief among
whom was the publisher Stephen Austin of Hert-
ford, a sum was subscribed to buy the estate
and found a public school on the premises. This
was accordingly done, and the school was incor-

porated by royal charter, and was opened in

September. lSfi2. as Haileybury College. This
foundation, beginning with an enrollment of sonie

f.fty scholars, was successful from the start.

The estate has increased from tlie original .t.5

acres of the East India College to nearlv double

that area; the number of students has grown
to nearly 000, and many new and Iiiiiwlsonie

buildings have been added to the great ((uad-

rangle of tlie old school. Of that earlier founda-

tion more has been inherited l)y llie new than

tlie estate and buildings; for while it is no
irnger a training-school for the Indian service,

much of the old atmosphere and tradition re-

mains, giving it a tone and character which mark
it off to some extent from otlier schools. For

the East India College, consult Monier-Williams,

Memorials of Old Haileybury College (Westmin-
ster, 1894) ; for the new school, consult hand-

books of Public Schools. A. L. Lowell, Colonial

Civil Service (New York. 1900), devotes more
than 100 pages to Haileybury College to show
its value in securing good and fit men for colo-

nial otficos.

HAILLAN, i'UN', Bernard de Girard (c.I535-

1010). A French historian, bom in Bordeaux.

He occupied a number of political ollices be-

fore Charles IX. appointed him historiographer

of France, in which position he was confirmed

by Henry III,, who liked him so well, despite his

vanity and selfishness, that he made him genealo-

gist of the Order of the Holy Ghost, and gave
him a pension of 1200 crowns. His chief work
is L'histoire generale dps rois de France jusqii'H

Charles VII. iiicliisivement (1576), w'hich ran

through many editions.

HAILMANN, hal'man, William Niciiola.s

(1830— ). An American educator, born in the

(.';inton of Glarus, Switzerland. He studied in the

g;i'mnasiura at Zurich, Switzerland, and with

a tutor, and in 1855 entered the Jlcdical Col-

lege at Louisville, Ky. He taught in the Louis-

ville High School from 1850 to 1805; was di-

rector of the German and English Academy at

Louisville from 1805 to 1873, of the Ger-

man and English Academy at Milwaukee from
1873 to 1878, and of the German-American
Seminary at Detroit from 1878 to 1883, when
he became superintendent of public schools at

La Porte, Ind., a position which he held until

1S94. From 1894 to 1898 li* was the National

Superintendent of Indian Schools, and in 1898

was appointed superintendent of instruction at

Dayton. Ohio. His publications, many of which
are on educational subjects, include: Outlines of

a System of Object teaching (1806); History

of Pcdagogi/ (1870); Kindcr;iarlen Culture

(1872) ; LeVtcrs to a Mother (1870) ; Early Edu-
cation (1878) ; Primary Helps (1884); Primary
Methods (1887); Application of Psychology to

Teaching (1887) ; and Place and Development of

Puiijose in Education (1899), He also trans-

lated Froebel, The Education of Man (1890);
and edited the Erziehungshldtter (1870-83) and
The Kindergarten Messenger and 'New Education
(1870-83),

HAIL TO THE CHIEF.^ The boat song oc-

curring in the second canto of Scott's "Lady of

the Lake." The air. by Sir Henry Rowley Bishop,

is frequently played on public occasions to an-

nounce the approach of a person of prominence.

HAILTZUK, hll'tsnk. A group of tribes of

\A'akashan stock, occupying the coast islands of

British Columbia from Gardner Channel to Riv-

ers Inlet. In language and customs they are

almost identical with their neighbors and kins-

mPM. the Kwnkiutl (q.v.).

HAIMBTJRG, hIm'boorK. See Hainbubo.
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HAIMO, or HAYMO, hi'm6 (C.77S-853). An
Anglo-Saxon eec-lesiastii.', Bishop of Halberstadt.

He was a friend and fellow student of Hrabanus
Maunis, who dedicated his Dc Vnivcrso to hiiu.

A monk at Fulda, Haimo taught at Hersfeld,

and in 840 became Bisliop of Halberstadt. He
was scholarly and spiritual, fond of allegory

and mysticism. His works are published under

the designation "Haj-mon Halberstatensis," in

vols, cxvi.-cxviii. of Migne, Patrologia Latina

V Paris, 1844).

HAIMONSKINDEB, hi'm6ns-kin'der. A
popular German romance which appeared at

Cologne in 1004 under the title Eiii schonc und

liisttgc Histori von den vier Ecymonskindern.

It was largely an adaptation of a version current

ii> the Netherlands and based on a French orig-

inal. A previous German adaptation (1535) was
based directly on the prose romance Lcs quatre

fih Ai/mon. See Aymo.x.

HAIM'SUCKEN, or HAMESUCKEN(from
AS. ham, Goth, haims, OHG. hcim, Ger. Hcim,

home + AS. sacii, contention, guilt, lawsuit, from

AS.. Goth, sacan, OHG. sahhan, to contend). A
Scotch law term, denoting the offense of feloni-

ously assaulting a man in his own house or

lodgings.- This was an aggravation of the ordi-

nary offense of assault. It was not so in Eng-

land, where there is no peculiar name to dis-

tinguish this from otlier assaults. The term
was. however, employed in English law to de-

scribe the offenses comprehended under the term
housebreaking. See Burglary.

HAINAN, hi-nan'. A large island in the

China Sea, situated south of China and forming

a department of the Cliinese Province of Kwang-
tnng (Jlap: China, D 8). Its area is esti-

mated at 13,600 square miles. It is separated

from the mainland by Hainan Strait. 10 miles

wide. There are several densely wooded moun-

tain chains in the interior. The coasts are

level and well watered, and the chief rivers

are navigable for flat boats. The flora is very

rich, and includes the areca-palm. cocoanut-tree,

the banana-tree, and various other tropical plants.

Among the fauna are the tiger, the rhinoce-

ros, and several species of monkey. The climate

is hot, but somewhat tempered on the coast by

the wind. The chief products are sugar-cane,

cotton, tobacco, cocoanuts, and cocoanut products.

The population of the island is estimated at •

2.500,000. consisting partly of Chinese who im-

migrated to the island during the eighteenth

and nineteenth centuries, and the aborigines.

The latter resemble somewhat the Malays, and
are of small stature, and far from prepossessing

in appearance. They are mostly savage in their

mode of life, and have retained some independ-

ence. The capital is the treaty port of Kiung-

chow (q.v.).

HAINAULT, or HAINAUT, S'nA' (Flem.

lUncgourven ) . A western province of Belgium,

lying southeast of Planders (Map: Belgium, B
4). Its area is 1437 square miles. The prov-

ince may be said to belong to the region of

the Ardennes, and is well watered by the

Scheldt, the Sambre, and their tributaries.

The canals are numerous. The soil is very fer-

tile, and agriculture flourishes. Wheat, flax,

and fruits are principally grown. Horse-breed-

ing is an important industry. Hainault is

very rich in coal deposits, yielding about three-

fourths of the total output of Belgium. Over
06.000 people are employed in the coal-mines.
Iron, marble, and plaster are also exported,
and the production of pig iron, steel, and glass
is extensive. The textile manufactures are like-

wise well developed. Nearly one-half of the
population are occupied industrially. The in-

habitants numbered 807.407 in 1895, and 1,I4G,-

040 in 1900. The capital is Mons. Hainault
was a county in the latter part of the Middle
Ages. Together with the Cimnty of Holland, it

was made over to Burgundy by Countess Jacque-
line in 1433. Subsequently it shared the for-

tunes of the Belgian Xetherlands. Portions of

it were annexed to France in the seventeenth
century.

HAINBTJRG, hIn'booirK, or HAIMBTTRG.
An ancient town in Lower Austria, situated on
the right bank of the Danube. 26 miles east-

southeast of Vienna (Map: Austria, E 2). It

is surrounded by old walls, and abomids in

Roman antiquities. It is supplied with water
by an ancient aqueduct, and the Rathaus con-

tains a Roman altar. The old ruined castle

is identified with the Castle of Heimburc, men-
tioned in the yibehingen as the border fortress

of the Huns. Outside of the town lie the ruins

of the Castle of Rottenstein. Hainburg has one

of the largest State tobacco-factories of Aus-
tiia and a needle-factory. It lies near the site

of the ancient Carnuntum. The town was de-

stroyed by Matthias Corvinus in 1482. and by
the Turks in 1683, when most of the inhabitants

were killed. Population, in 1900, 6225.

HAINES, or HAYNES, Joseph (?-1701).

An English actor and writer. After completing

his studies at Queen's College, Oxford, he was,

for a time, secretary to one of the ministers

of State, but was soon dismissed because of

his indiscretion, and then became a dancer on
the stage. He played Benito in the Assignation,

a part which it is supposed Dryden wrote ex-

pressly for him, but his fame rests principally

upon his ability in reciting prologues and epi-

logues, many of which were from his own pen.

HAIPHONG, hi'fong'. The chief port of Tong-
king, opened in 1876 to foreign residence and
trade under a treaty made by the French with the

King of Annam (Jlap: French Indo-China. E :i).

It is situated on the right bank of the Kua-Kam,
a branch of the Songkoi or 'Red River,' at a
point where a canal leads out of it at right

angles toward the Songkoi. It is the port of

Hanoi, the capital of Tongking, distant 145 miles
by water, but only 60 in a direct line. The town
lies on both sides of the canal, in the midst of

a rice-swamp. The native town consists of houses

of nnid. bamboo, or matting. Previous to the

arrival of the French there was scarcely a hut.

On the other side of the canal is the 'Concession,'

or French settlement, with fine wide streets

lined on both sides with trees and lighted with
electricity, a fine boulevard, good houses, spacious

warehouses, extensive shops, many pleasant bun-

galows, and a hotel, all erected on swampy land

filled in with mud dug from the creek which
surroiuids it. The city is connected with Saigon

by cable. Haiphonfr is the highest point to which
vessels drawing 14 feet can ascend. In 1897

the population was 18.400, including 5500 Chi-

nese and 900 Europeans. Most of the trade.
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amountiag in IS'J'.l to ."j.'iSO.OOO tacls, is with
Hong Kong. A railway to Hanoi was opened in

February, 1901.

HAIR (AS. hur. Icel. OHG. ha-r. Ger. Haar;
Ijrdlialilv connected witli (_)Cliiirch Slav, kosma,
Lith. kasa, hair, and perhaps with Lat. carere,

to card wool). The characteristic covering of

mammals, an epidermal outgrowth, the forma-

tion and structure of which are quite different

from either scales or feathers. Hairs are not en-

tirely wanting in any mammals, though they

vary greatly in abundance, some animals being
completely and densely clothed in them, while

others possess them only on limited parts of the

surface, as in man, and others, as adult whales,

have only a few bristles near the mouth. Hairs
of two distinct kinds occur in many mammals,
one of which is stitT, straight, and smooth, the

other curly, soft, and often minutely rough. It

is this roughness of the outer surface which
makes the processes of felting and skinning pos-

sible. When both kinds of hairs are present, the

soft ones, usually called 'wool,' are much more
abundant than the straight ones; but the latter

give the smooth outer coat to the body and are
therefore sometimes called 'contour' hairs. Un-
like feathers, hairs are uniformly distributed

over the body, except in special cases, where par-

ticular regions are left bare. Hairs vary great-

ly in size and color ; the longest hairs occur
among the ungulates, especially in the tails of

such species as the horse, while the shortest hairs

of any mammal are usiially on the face. The
color of hairs depends upon the amount of pig-

ment they contain, the amount of air in the inter-

cellular spaces, and the character of the external
surface.

Hairs arise as outgrowths of the epidermis
and contain no dermal tissue. The original epi-

dermal thickening pushes down into the dermis
as a solid hair-germ, around which the dermis
forms a hair-follicle. The hair-germ soon dif-

ferentiates into two distinct parts, a peripheral

and a central. The former gi^es rise to the ex-

ternal root-sheath and becomes the inner, epi-

dermal coat of the hair-follicle, from the outer
dermal portion of which it is separated by the

so-called hyaline laj'er. The central part of the
hair-germ gives rise to the hair-.shaft itself and
to the inner root-sheath, which closely invests the

base of the shaft. The latter consists of a cen-

tral medulla or pith, a cortex, and an outer
cuticle ; the pith is made up of a loose, dry tissue

with large intercellular spaces filled with air;

the cortex is a dense layer containing the pig-

ment; the cuticle is the covering of the hair, and
may be smooth, or more or less rough, and orna-
mented with scales and other projections. At the

base of the shaft and inclosed by the swollen or
bulbous base is the hair-papilla, which is well

supplied with blood-vessels, and thus furnishes
the nourishment necessary for the growth of the
hair. When a hair is shed, a new hair may arise

in the same follicle from a new hair-papilla.

Each hair-follicle is provided with nerves, smooth
muscles, and sebaceous glands, the latter keeping
the hair oiled. By means of the muscles (arrec-

tores pili) the hairs can be moved independently,
but the movement of large numbers of hairs in

unison is accomplished by the movements of the
striped muscles of the skin. Sensations of cold,

or of fear, cause an involuntary contraction of

these muscles in man, causing the feeling of an
erection of the hair on the head in terror, or

'gooseflesh' in cold. In the lower animals this

cti'ect is produced by ill health. Hor.semen have
a very graphic expression for it, saying of the

coat of an animal out of condition, that it

'stares.'

GROWTH OF A HAIIt.

DIagraniniatio lonpitutlinal section tlirouf^h the 'root' of
a hair, se. Stratum coniemu ; Nm, stratum Malpigliii; co,
derma; ap, arreotoreH pili; ft, adipose tiewue; f, outer
longitudinal la.ver. and f, inner transverse la.ver, of dermic
coat {botii composed of connective tissue); 8cb, hair-shaft

;

m, medulla; r, corte.x ; o. cuticle of shaft; W8, external
root sheath ; ws', internal rool>-8heath, which reaches
above onl.v as f.ar as the point of entrance of the ducts of
the sebaceous viands; libd, sebaceous glands; /jp. hair-
papillae <-(Mitaiiiing vessels; gli, h.valine la.yer which lies

between ttic inner and outer hair-sheaths, i.e. between the
root-eheath and the follicle, (Wiedersheim.)

An infant's hair is shed soon after birth, and
replaced by a new covering. The short downy
hairs on the human body are rudimentarj' re-

mains of complete hairy covering in ancestors of

the race. Loss and repair appear to go on con-

tinuously up to a certain time, when baldness
occurs with the majority. Each hair is said to

live from two to four years. The graj'ness of

hair in advanced life results from a deficient

secretion of pigment and perhaps an increase of

air in the medulla of the hair. Well-authenti-
cated cases are on record in which the hair has
grown gray or white in a single night, from the
influence of fear, distress, or any variety of

strong mental excitement.
With respect to the quantity of hair that grows

on the human body, there are great difl'erences

in ditTerent races. The Mongols, and other north
ern Asiatics who are similar to them, are noted
for the deficiency of their hair and for scanty
beards, and the same character is ascribed to all

the American Indians; while on the other hand,
among the Ainos of Japan, or in the Kurilian
race, there are individuals who have hair grow-
ing down the back, and covering nearly the
whole body. The Northern Asiatics and the
American Indians have generally straight, lank
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hair, while Europeans have it sometimes straight

and flowing, and occasionally curled and crisp.

Negroes present every possible gradation from a
completely crisp or what is termed woolly hair,

to merely curled and even flowing hair; and a
similar observation holds regarding the natives

of the islands in the great Southern Ocean.
The length to which the hair of the head may

grow normally, especially in women, is very con-

siderable. A North American Indian of the

Crow tribe is said to have had hair that was ten

feet seven inches in length. About 1878 there

was exhibited in New York City a family of

Russians who w-ere almost covered with long hair.

Tlieir foreheads, noses, and cheeks were so shagjy
that their eyes could scarcely be seen, and their

ears were concealed by the hair that grew from
them. Cases occasionally occur where there is

an abnormal abundance of hair of considerable

length in women, on parts where the hair is

usually little more than down. A well-known
case is that of Julia Pastrana, whose ears and
all parts of the face except the e}'es were cov-

ered with hair of different lengths. The beard
was tolerably thick, the hairs composing it being
straight, black, and bristly, the part of it which
grew on the sides of the chin hanging down like

two plaits. The upper portion of the back of the

neck and the hinder surface of the ears were
covered with hairs. On the shoulders and legs

the hairs were as abundant as they are occasion-

ally seen on very powerful men. See Beard ;

Wig.
On the other hand, there may be a deficiency

or even entire absence of hair. The eff'ect may
be more or less general or localized, and may
be either congenital or acquired. It is stated
that about 90 per cent, of cases of baldness (q.v.)

are due to seborrhcea, which causes an excess of

dandruff. This widespread affection is due to

bacterial infection. The symptoms consist in

the presence of small grayish-white greasy scales,

falling of the hair, and more or less itching, with
usually a red scalp. The primary site of the dis-

ease is, in most cases, the scalp ; not infrequently,

however, it extends to the face, chest, and back
(seborrhoeal eczema). Unless treatment is in-

stituted, the disease results in permanent bald-

ness, by interfering with the nutrition of the

hair and by destroying the roots and papillfe of

the hair. Seborrhtea is communicable, and there-

fore the use in common of combs and hair-brushes

should be discouraged. The treatment consists in

avoiding much water as well as avoiding fre-

quent shampooing, and the local application of

sulphur, carbolic acid, chloral, resorcin. some salt

of mercury, or some other parasiticide., either in

the form of an ointment or a lotion.

The services of hair in animal economy are
various, though there is reason to believe that
the primary use was the maintenance of a uni-

form body temperature by preventing loss of heat
by radiation. Hair is an excellent non-conductor
of he.at, especially in the form of wool, and we
thus find wool best developed in those mammals
which are natives of cold regions. Its warmth-
conserving quality is largely due to the air en-

tangled among it. The widespread use among
men of the skins of mammals in the form of furs

is ample evidence of their value as non-conduc-

tors. An important service to man is performed
by the hair about the lips and nose in keeping

dust and deleterious particles from entering the

nostrils and mouth, while the beard forms a pro-
tection to the throat and chest against chilling

changes of temperature. In the form of bristles

and spines, which are simply excessively stiflT

hairs, hair often serves a protective purpose, as

in the hedgehog and porcupine. In other cases
the hair becomes fused with dermal plates, and
helps to form a defensive armor, as in the arma-
dillo and pangolin. And finally in entering into

the composition of some horns, as in the rhi-

noceros, hair reaches the extreme of its defensive
uses. In many animals, notably the cats, hairs
may become organs of touch of great sensitive-

ness, especially in the region of the mouth. Sucli

hairs, known as vibrissae, are supplied with spe-

cial nerves to fit them properly for their pur-

pose. Whether claws and hoofs are to be re-

garded as modified hair is still an unsettled

question. For chemical composition, see table

under Horn. Consult: Walsh, The Hair and Its

Diseases (London, 1902); Wiedersheim. Com-
parative Anatomi) of Vertebrates (New York,
1886).

HAIR ( in plants ) , See Trichome.

HAIR, DisE.\.SES OF THE, See Hair: Bald-
ness.

HAIRBIRD. A local name in the Eastern
X'nited States for the chipping sparrow {Spizella

socialis). in reference to the fact that its nest

is now made almost entirely of horse-hairs. ,See

Sparrow.

HAIRCLOTH. A fabric of horsehair, woven
on a warp of cotton, linen, or worsted, and for-

merly much used in upholstering furniture. The
long hair from horses' tails is chosen for the

purpose. The hair is drawn, straightened, and
assorted, then woven on power-looms, which in

their general appearance, though not in their

method of working, resemble the ordinary cot-

ton or woolen cloth looms. At the close of the

nineteenth century this material was little used
for upholstery, but was extensively employed
by tailors and dressmakers as a stiffening fabric

for interlinings, its superiority to other ma-
terials used for the purpose being that it is

unafffcted liv moisture. Haircloth is also em-
ployed for sieves for expressing oils, etc.

HAIRDRESSING. This has always formed
an important part of costume. The most ancient

monuments of art show coverings for the head
wliich must certainly be wigs, and others in which
there is doubt whether the natural hair, worn
long and elaborately curled and crimped, or an
artificial imitation of it is intended. Hairdress-

ing is sometimes entirely decorative in intention,

and sometimes has a traditional character in-

tended to convey an idea of personal dignity, of

having attained a certain age, of a certain rank
in the community, of bravery as a warrior or the

like, as the curious ring worn by the Zulu war-

riors, in which, according to the most exact ac-

counts, the short curling hair is, in a circle as

large as the top of the head allows, stiffened with

gum in such a way that it stands up in a very

visible coronet. It is not unlike the tonsure or

partial shaving of the head common in many
lands, which in the form used by the Roman
Catholic clergy is familiar to us. The tonsure

used by the Greek Church differs very much from
that in the Latin or Roman Catholic Church. It

is noticeable that the head, as the most prominent
part of the body and the part which cannot be
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EGYPTIAN HAIRDRE88ITfG.

concealed, is selected to bear tliese unmisUkable
marks, and the wearinf; of tliis i)ernianent crown

may be compared with the coronets, jjarlands,

wreaths, and crowns in the usual sense which,

although of tem|)in-ary use, are equally significant

as indicating a rank or a state of being.

Hairoressing in Ancient Times. The Egyp-

tian hairdrcssing, as shown in the painted bas-

reliefs and flat paintings, was extremely varied.

It was divided into

ni a n y tresses, each
thickly plaited, or in

two very broad and flat

braids, one on each side

of the head, while the

hair behind is cut short

;

or in long parallel

braids of great number,
which are again grouped
in masses, one mass
f.alling in front of the

shoulder on either side

and the larger mass be-

liind. Wigs were evi-

dently very common.
Among the Greeks the

statues and bas-reliefs

which we have of the sixth century B.C. and
before show a very elaborate style of dress-

ing the hair common to both men and women.
The heads even of athletes show the hair

crimped and curled, retained by a broad band,
in front of and below which the little curls

are arranged in corkscrews, or in curls made
spiral at the end and fixed close to the forehead,

evidently retained by some very tenacious cos-

metic. One most beautiful headdress of which
the date can be nearly fixed is that of the Apollo

in the eastern pediment of the Temple of Zeus
at Olvmpia. The hair, radiating in all directions

from the crown of the head, is generally rippled;

it is retained by a band above the ears and falls

below this band in short, curling locks parted so

as to leave the ear free. At the same epoch,

however, namely about B.C. 4.50. the portrait stat-

ues, or those which may seem to be so, have the

hair in a less elaborate st.vle, worn naturaNy as

in many heads of both old and young men of the

great period of Greek art, and the heads of

women of the same periods have the hair not

ver^' long and gathered at the nape of the neck or

retained by a broad fillet, a stephane, or the like,

and falling on the neck, but not below the shoul-

ders. In the fourth century B.C. and later the

headdress of men becomes less and less a matter
of moment. The hair is worn in its natural curls

or cut very short, and it is evidently the purpose

of the sculptor to in<yst upon the form of the head,

which the hair is not allowed to conceal. At the

same time the headdress of women becomes sud-

denly more and more elaborate. Among the Ro-
man hairdressers, this Greek tendency continues.

The typical head of a man of family has short-

cut hair and no beard except for a few years

under the Antonines, while the headdress of

women, though charmingly simple and natural,

and setting oflf the head well during the years

of the later Republic and the early Empire, is

shown as extremely fantastic in the busts and
medals of women of the Imjierial Court.

HAiRnp.ES.siNG IN LATER TiMES. The disposi-

tion to use the hair, when worn long, as a vehicle

riKTEENTH CENTFBY.

(The Netherlands.)

for elaborate design of some kind never seems to

disappear. As the Roman ladies twisted the hair

over their forehead into the appearance of an

immense sponge, the taste recurs after the sim-

pler conditions of the Middle Ages in the four-

teenth century, when men and women alike, of

the wealthier classes,

had most elaborate coif-

fures, sometimes
wrought into a glossy

ring two or three inches

'n diameter reaching

diagonally from abov«

tlie forehead, touching

the ears and to the nape
of the neck, or in two
great puffs concealing

the ears, or, in the case

of women, combined
with a broad cushion or

coronet at the top, which seems to be supported

by a great volume of crimped and curled hair be-

low. The well-known portraits of Henry IV'.

(died 1010) and his minister, the Due de Sully,

show this fashion carried into later times. The
beard is shown combed out and curled with great

nicety, gimimed in a radiating form like a fan

below and on both sides of the lower lip, and the

mustache in like manner is curled and rolled up-

ward from the mouth, the whole evidently held

in place by some glutinous medium. The hair,

\\hen abundant, is also rolled back from the fore-

head and temples in a way which is very effective

and reminds one of the 'Pompadour' style of hair-

dressing which has been in fashion for women
during several epochs since.

The elaborate dress-

ing of the hair reached

its culmination under

the reigns immediately
succeeding that of Henry
IV. Thus, during the

boyhood of Louis XIV.,

and in England during
the reign of Charles I.,

the long hair, perfmued
and carefully adjusted,

was not allowed to blow
freely in the wind, but

was tied with ribbons

into long and heavy
locks. The fact that the

King, Louis XIV., had unusually long and abun-

dant hair seems to have been the main cause of

the introduction of long curled wigs, by means of

which his courtiers thought to ape the natural

gifts of their master.

The use of perukes was well established by

1050, and from that time for at least a century

thereWas no such thing as hairdrcssing for men.

The coilfure of women during the early part of

this time was extremely tasteful and well adapted

to the head and face, varying as it did very

largely, according to the age. complexion, and
stature of the wearer. The curling hair lying

on the neck and bare shoulders and covered by a

crf'i«' veil which we associate with the simpler

dress of court ladies and the costume of the richer

bourgeoisie from 1640 to 1070 is followed by, or

alternates with, lighter and shorter curls which
.seem to blow in the wind. Toward the close of

SIXTEENTH CENTURY.

(England.)
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1750 (England)

the seventeenth century tlie tall headdresses of

lace anl starched cambric begin to come in. but
these are mere modillcations of the veil, and the

hair is not very elaborately dressed, being grace-

fully combined with the loose cap which covers

the back of the head and arranged in ringlets

around tlic forehead and cheeks, while the stiff,

upright, fan-like plaits of the 'tower' tend rather

to elongate the head and increase the apparent
stature than to form in themselves a mere head-

dress. In the reign of Louis XV., with all the

fantastic elaboration of cos-

tume, the enormous panier
or expanded skirt, the loose

sleeves and collar and the

rest, the head is generally
dressed very simply and it

is obviously tjie purpose of

the whole toilet to make
the head seem very small

in proportion. With the

close of this reign and th'?

beginning of the reign of

Louis XVL the return is

gradual to more fantastic

forms, and by 1750 a huge
edifice of curls stiffened

rtith wire, as well as hair-

cloth and the like, was arranged to carry a little

cap or hat entirely removed from the scalp
and adorned with feathers and flowers. It is

probable that hairdressing in the proper sense

has never been so rich and fantastical as at
this time. As the reign of Louis XVI. drew on
toward the Revolution this headdress of women
grew still more fantastic, and we read of one in

which a model of a ship of war was carried in

the place of the hat upon this structure of curls

and crinoline. These extravagances were grad-

ually abated, and in the nineteenth century the

hairdressing of men w^is much less elaborate, as

the hair was uniformly worn short. In the first

part of the century women dressed their hair very
simply, letting it fall at the sides in a series of

ringlets, and gathering it around the back of the

head with a ribbon. Somewhat later the side

curls were done away with, and the hair was
arranged on the top of the head with elaborate

and fantastic headdresses and much use of false

hair. Chiqnon was the word used to describe

the hair when it was dressed in a large roll,

especially when it was arranged over a cushion,

or other support. From about 18.50 curls again
became popular for a time, and since their dis-

use no marked innovation has been introduced
in the matter of hairdressing. Consult: Viller-

mont, Histoirc rfc la coiffure fhniniite (Paris,

1892), a most comprehensive treatment of the
subject; Child, IT'n/i/j/rs (nirl Crisping Pins (New
York. 1895). a popular historical sketch of hair-

dressing: Wollensack, Der Damenfriseur (Stutt-
gart. 1897).

HAIB-DYE. A substance employed for chang-
ing the natural color of the hair to a pre-

ferred one, and for hiding the approaches of age
as indicated by the presence of gray hairs. Usual
methods consist in washing the hair with a solu-

tion of some metallic salt known to have the
effect of darkening its color. These are the salts

or oxides of silver, mercury, lead, and bismuth.
Peroxide of hydrogen is used to produce a golden
tint. The most perfect mode of dyeing the hair,

however, is that of previously preparing it by a
complete soaking with a solution of sulphide of
potassium. The strength of this solution must
depend on the depth of tint intended to be given;
the stronger the solution the darker the color will

be. When thorouglily wetted the hair is allowed
to dry partially: and while still damp it is to be
again thoroughly wetted with a solution of

nitrate of silver, also proportioned in strength by
the same rule as in the case of the solution first

applied. This makes a ver.v permanent dye,
which only requires renewing as the new growth
of hair becomes conspicuous. The fashion of dye-
ing the hair is very ancient, and belongs as much
to savage as to civilized nations, but in the case
of the former vegetable dyes have been ehieily

used ; the ladies of China and other Eastern coun-
tries also resort to the same, the juice of the

petals of Hibiscun Triuiiiim and probably other
s];ecies of hibiscus being in general use with them.
JIany hair-dyes cause disease: some kill the hair,

and it assumes the appearance of mouse-fur.

The practice is rarely justifiable, and almost in-

variably results in a loss of the esteem and re-

spect of others.

The detection of stained hair is sometimes an
object of medico-legal investigation. Lead may
be detected by boiling the hair in dilute nitric

acid, and then applying the tests for lead (q.v.

)

to the acid solution : while the presence of silver

may be shown by digesting the hair in dilute hy-

drochloric acid or chlorine water, when the result-

ing chloride of silver may be dissolved out with
a solution of ammonia, and submitted to the

ordinary tests for silver (q.v.).

HAIB-EEL. See H.\irworm.

HAIR-GRASS (so called from the slender

form ) . A genus of grasses, the members of

which have loosely panicled flowers, and two
imeqtial glumes which contain two perfect florets.

The species are natives of temperate and cold

climates. The tufted hair-grass, or turfy hair-

grass {Deschampsia cwspitosa) , common in most
pastures and meadows of Middle and Northern
Europe, is a beautiful grass when in flower, but

forms coarse tufts two to four feet high. It has

very rough leaves, which, if drawn quickly across

the hand, inflict considerable wounds, whence
the plant sometimes receives the name of 'cutting

grass.' If other herbage is within reach, cattle

reject it. It is sometimes used for thatching

ricks of hay or grain, and in some places for

making mats. Soils upon which it grows luxu-

riantly usually need draining. It is sometimes
tolerated, in order to add to the bulk of marsh
or bog hay, but is carefully eradicated wherever

agricultural improvements take place. For its

extirpation, drainage is requisite above all

things: but the digging out of the tufts is also

practiced, and other grasses are sown instead.

This grass is, however, sometimes sown to form
cover for game, particularly hares: and in

marshy situations, for snipes and wild fowl. It

is the 'windlestrae' of the Scotch.

HAIRLESS DOG. Races of dogs whose skins

are almost completely devoid of hair have been

known since ancient times, and in widely sep-

arated parts of the world. The Chinese have a

varietv which they cook and eat as a delicacy.

This Oriental hairless dog is of a small grey-

hound-terrier type, mostly entirely destitute of

hair. One variety has a few straggling hairs on
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the body and a tuft at the tip of the tail. In

East India the mountaineers of Coimbaton use a

dog they call the 'polygar' in the chase of the

bear and wild boar, which is wholly destitute of

hair. It is fierce and unmanageable except by

its keeper, and in this respect dillcrs from all

other known hairless dogs. In Central Africa

there is a naked dog of greyhound type, about

14 inches tall and with a slender body about

22 inches long, and much retracted in the flanks.

A few hairs are found near its tail, around the

mouth, and on the legs. Its skin is black. Eeng-

ger gives reasons for believing that when America
was discovered by Europeans a hairless dog was
domesticated, which was distinct from the hair-

less dog found preser\-ed in the ancient Peruvian
burial-places, described by Tschudi under the

name of 'Inca dog.' Other hairless dogs exist

in the Philippine Islands, the Antilles, and the

Bahamas. A large naked dog is figured by Cla-

vigero as one of the indigenous animals of ancient

Mexico. In the native language it was called by
a name translated into 'servant dog.' Tlie small

edible dogs of the Mexicans, which the Spaniards

spoke of as 'very tender and delicate food,' un-

doubtedly were the puppies of this breed. Their

Indian equivalent title was 'sucker.' because,

doubtless, they were taken from their mother to

be eaten before they had ceased to nurse.

Hairless dogs, called 'Mexican hairless,' are

often shown in the pet-dog classes at the dog
shows. They are very like shaved black and tan

terriers, but lack the keen eye of that dog. They
are mostly of a blue or brownish color, entirely

devoid of hair except a few straggling single ones

here and there on the body and tail, and some-

times a small tuft on the head. The skin, as a
rule, is wrinkled, and generally harsh to the

touch.

HAIR MANUFACTURES. The diiTerenee

between hair and wool is that the surface of the

former is smooth and hard, while the latter is

covered with little projections so that it can be

felted easily. The hair of animals is woven into

fabrics, made into brushes, and used as a,stuffing

for upholstery. Horsehair is woven into hair-

cloth (q.v. ). It is also twisted into thick yarn,

and woven into sacking in the ordinary way, in

Anatolia and Rumelia. Cow-hair is used in

large quantities by masons to bind plastering to-

gether. It is also worked up into a rough yarn,

and is woven into carpets in Germany ; and in

Norway is made into socks by the peasants. Pier's

hair is similarly employed in China; and among
the natives of the Hudson's Bay Territories dog's

hair is used for the same purpose. The goat's

hair of Tibet and Persia, and the camel's hair

used in weaving, belong rather to the true wools,

and will be treated of under Wool. The shorter

kinds of horsehair from the manes and tails, also

cow-hair and the softer kinds of pig-hair, are

twisted into ropes, which, after being boiled and

then thoroughly dried in an oven, are pulled to

pieces. The hair retains the twist given it, and
is then used for stuffing seats of chairs, etc.

Brushe.s of Hair are of various kinds ; some
are made of the stiff hairs from the backs of pigs,

and others are made of the soft hair of the camel
and other animals. The hairs for the first kind

are usually called bristles. Tliey are chiefly

used in the manufacture of hair and clothes

brushes, tooth and nail brushes, house-sweeping

brooms, the larger kinds of painters' brushes, etc.

The second kind are chiefly employed in the

manufacture of the fine brushes or hair pencils

used by painters and artists. Tlie best bristles

come from Russia. Besides the camel, hairs are

yielded for this purpose by the badger, sable, goat,

dog, etc. See Brush and Broom.
HuM\N Hair is sometimes emjjloyed for orna-

mental purposes, as chains and artificial flowers,

but its principal use is to supply natural deficien-

cies, and for this purpose it is made up into wigs,

toupees, and switches. See Wig.
The greater part of the hair used in Great

Britain and the United States is imported

through French dealers, who collect it from the

peasant girls of Holland and Germany, as well

as from the various departments of their own
countries. The light colors are usually obtained

from the former countries, and the dark shades

from Brittany. This does not arise irom the cir-

cumstance that these countries yield the finest

heads of hair^ but because the poverty of the

people cause its sale to be a matter of importance.

The girls sell all but the front hair, and then

wear a handkerchief or coiffc to hide their shorn

locks. At the annual French fairs regular meet-

ings are arranged, where the purchases are made.
The average price for a full head of hair is about

$2, though $5 or more is sometimes paid for an
extra fine head.

HAIR-POWDER. A pure white powder,

made from pulverized starch, scented with violet

or some other perfume, and at one time largely

used for powdering over the head. The fashion of

using hair-powder came into vogue at the French

Court during the reign of Charles IX. (end of the

sixteenth century). Those who had dark hair

>ised violet, blonds used iris. During the two
succeeding centuries it was largely used in Eng-

land, France, and other European countries by
both men and women of the higher and middle

classes. Even the wigs during the age of Louis

XIV. began to be filled with it. To make the

powder hold, the hair was usually greased with

liomade, and accordingly the fashion was ex-

tremely troublesome. In England an act of

Parliament fixed that the fine dust of which the

])owder was composed should be made from
starch alone. In 179.5 a tax of a guinea (after-

wards £1 3s. 6d.) was put on the use of hair-

powder, and at one time yielded £20,000 per an-

num, but it had the efi'ect of causing hair-powder

to fall into general disuse. The French Revolu-

tion, which tended to simplify fashion, hastened

the return to natural and unpowdered hair. At
the present day powder continues to be used by
some of the footmen of the nobility and higher

ranks as part of their livery; and occasionally,

at piiblic or private bals costumes, ladies and
gentlemen still appear with their heads pow-
dered. The tax on hair-powder was done away
with in 1869. At the time of its abolition, it

was paid by about 800 persons, and yielded a

revenue of about £1000 a year. See Hairdress-

ING ; Wig.

HAIR-SEAL. Any seal not a fur-seal. IMore

especially, however, the term designates the typi-

cal, or true, seals of the family Phocidae. See

Seal.

HAIR-SPRING. See Balance and Balance
Spring; Watch.
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HAIRSTREAK. A butterfly of the family
LyeaniJip, and commonly one of the genus The-
cla. The hairstreaks may be distinguished from
the "coppers' and 'blues' of the same family by
the fact that the radius of the fore wing is only
three-branched. They are brown, with very fine

stripes on the lower surface of the wing, hence
the common name. A few species are blue or
green. Some of the stigmata are filled with scent-

scales, known as 'andriconia.' There are fifty

species of hairstreaks in North America. The
largest species {Thccia halesus), found in the
southeastern part of the United States, expands
two inches. The male is bright blue and black

;

the female has more black than the male. The
commonest species in New England is Thecla
calanus, a small, dark brown form. The larvie of

Uie more common of the hairstreaks feed on the
oak; others feed upon wild plum, the hop-plant,

Astragalus, Hosackia, and other plants, and
some are especially fond of the unopened flowers.

HAIRTAIL (so called from the attenuated
tail). A fish of the spiny-rayed family Tricliiu-

ridoe, characterized by the compressed and elon-

gated body, the posterior end of which gradually

tapers into a fine filament. The dorsal fin is long

and low, and composed of spines and rays almost
hidden in the skin. There are no caudal or ven-

tral fins and the skin bears no scales. They are
voracious fishes of the high seas, principally con-

fined to the tropics and growing to a considerable

length. Compare Cutlass-Fish ; Tiireadfish.

HAIRWORM. Any of the long, thread-like

nematode worms of the parasitic order Gordi-

oidea. (See Gordius. ) In these nematodes the

body-cavity is lined by a distinct epithelium

;

there is a simple large ventral nerve-trunk, and
the reproductive organs are arranged nietameri-

cally and are separate from the gonoducts. The
group includes a small number of species, which
are parasitic in locusts and other insects in the

asexual, but free and mobile in the se.xual stage.

They inhabit moist situations, are sometimes
found on the leaves of plants, but more fre-

quently in stagnant pools, and in mud, through
which they work their way with great ease.

They often twist themselves into complex knots,

whence their name Gordius, from the celebrated

Gordian knot, and many of them are sometimes
found thus twisted together: but they are also

often to be found extended in the water. The
eggs are laid in long chains in the water, and the

young which hatch from them swim about until

they reach some aquatic larvie into which they

bore and encyst. When this insect is eaten by
some minnow or other small fish the cyst is dis-

solved and the young Gordius lives parasitically

in the intestine of its new host, until it reaches

sexual maturity, when it bores its way out of

the cyst, passes into the intestinal cavity of the

fish, and from thence is carried out with the

faeces into the water. When fully grown a large

hairworm may be nearly three feet long. One
popular name is 'hair-eel'; and a notion still

prevails even among educated people that it is

nothing else than a horsehair, which has some-
how acquired life by long immersion in water,

and which is destined in time to become an eel,

or, as some say, a snake. They are often seen in

fresh-water pools or horse-troughs, whence they
are supposed by the ignorant to be transformed

horsehairs. A popular notion prevails in Swe-
den that the bite of the Gordius causes whitlow.
Most hairworms in their last stage live in
ground-beetles and locusts, turning in the intes-

tines of their host, and finally passing out of the
anus. Consult Villot, "Alonographie des Dragon-
neaux," in Archives de zoblogie experimeiitale,
vol. iii. (Paris, 1874).

HAITI, ha'te, Fr. pron. a'e'te', also called
Santo Dosiingo, or Hispaniola. One of the
four islands of the Greater Antilles, the sec-

ond in area and population, and the only
island of the West Indies that is politically
independent. The name of the island requires
special comment because the usage is not uni-
form. Haiti is the name given to it by the
Caribs, who inhabited it, the word signifying
'mountainous' or 'high land.' When Columbus
discovered Haiti he renamed it 'Hispauola' (His-
paniola); colonized by the Spaniards the name
of Santo Domingo was given to its most im-
portant port, and in the course of time the Eng-
lish, French, and even the Spaniards came to
know the whole island by the name of its capi-

tal and chief settlement. Early in the nineteenth
century, at tlie suggesiicK" of some leading geogv
raphers, the original name Haiti came again into

use, and is now commonly employed to designate

(1) the whole island, and (2) the independent
republic which occupies the western four-elev-

enths of the island's area. The name Santo
Domingo (q.v. ) is now properly applied only to

the republic occupying the eastern seven-elevenths
of the island (officially, Republica Dominicana),
or the Dominican Republic.

Situated between Port., Rico and Cuba, the
island extends from latitude 17° 37' to 20° N.
and from longitude 68° 20' to 74° 28' W. (Map:
West Indies, L 5 ) . It is about 400 miles long
and varies in width from 24 to 16,5 miles. Haiti
has the highest mountains of the West Indies.

The island is covered with forested mountain
chains and isolated mountain masses, inter-

s)iersed with fertile valleys. The highest point
of the island, Lonia Tina, rises to over 10.000
feet, and the average altitude of the Sierra del

Cibao is about 7000 feet. The coasts are mostly
elevated and greatly indented, forming numerous
natural harbors. The rivers, although numerous,
are naturally short and swift, most of them hav-
ing their sources in the mountains. A few of

them are navigable for small boats : their mouths
are generally obstructed. There are several large

lakes in the western part of the island, one of

them, Enriquillo, being evidently connected with
the Caribbean Sea, judging from the specific grav-

ity of its water and its tides. The principal for-

mations are sandstones and schists, the crs'stal-

line zone being foiuid chiefly in the centre of the

island. Tertiary deposits are found in some of

the mountain chains. The minerals are supposed
to be abundant, and some gold is found in the
streams. The climate is hot and heavy in the

low-lying parts of the island (as at Port-au-

Prince), the temperature during June, July, and
August frequently rising to about 95°, but rare-

ly above this. The mean annual tempei'ature in

the Port of San Domingo is a little cooler than in

Port-au-Prince. In the mountains the climate is

much cooler, the average for the summer months
6eing about 77°. There are two rainy and two
drv seasons, differing in their duration in differ-
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ent parts of the island. The rainfall is heaviest

in Way and June. Although there are no active

volcanoes, earthquakes occur not infreciucntly and
are occasionally very disastrous. Haiti has a re-

markably rich rtora. Most tropical products are

found on the island, and many species are in-

digenous, such as rice, cotton, cacao, ginger,

arrowroot, tobacco, and different kinds of fruit.

Valuable timber is found in abundance on the

mountain slopes. The fauna is relatively i)Oi)r. and
most of the domestic animals are of foreign origin.

The Republic of Haiti, the first of the negro
republics, comprises the western part of the

island, and with the adjacent islands of Tortuga.

Gonave, and Vache covers an area of 10.200

square miles (or, as estimated by others. 11,000

square miles). The country is almost exclusive-

ly agricultural, and has a soil exceedingly well

adapted for cidtivation. The principal product

during the French occupation was cane-sugar,

of which over 176.000.000 pounds were exported

in 1701. Coffee was also cultivated in those

days, but only on a limited scale. At present

coffee ranks first in the exports of the country,

showintj. however, a considerable decline during
the period of 1801-99. In 1801 the exports

amounted to 78.000.000 pounds; in 1809, 61,-

600,000 pounds. In 1900 it rose to 72.000,000

pounds. The cultivation of coffee is carried

on by primitive methods, and large planta-

tions, equipped with improved machinery, are

a thing unknown in the Eepublic. Sugar is

grown only in quantities sufficient to meet the

domestic demand. While the agricultural pos-

sibilities of Haiti are large, the backward con-

dition of agriculture clearly shows that they are

not fully utilized. This is due to lack of capital,

high export duties, the roadless condition of the

country, frequent revolutions, and the unprogres-

sive character of the people. Many kinds of fruit

that are cultivated in Jamaica and find a ready

market in the United States could easily be

grown in Haiti, which has the same advantages in

point of distance as .Jamaica. Cotton, grown
extensively in colonial times, now receives only

scanty attention, and very little is available for

export. The same is also true of indigo. Log-

wood is exported in considerable quantities, al-

though the exploitation of the forests is hindered

by the lack of transportation facilities. The
commerce of Haiti fluctuates between $1.5.000.000

and .$19,000,000. of which the exports amount to

about .$10,000,000 or $12,000,000. The United
States takes only a small portion of the exports.

which go mostly to France, Germany, and Great

Britain. Two-thirds of the coffee, the principal

. article of export, goes to France. Very little of

the coffee comes to our market, as Brazil coffee

is cheaper and gives a larger profit to importers.

The United States supplies over 60 per cent, of

the imports, consisting ' chiefly of provisions.

flour, aiid textiles. Haiti has fifteen ports, most
of which are open to foreign commerce. The
most important of them are Port-au-Prince, the

capital, Aux Caves, .Jaomel. and Gonalves. The
roads of Haiti are so poor that travelers from
one port to another almost invariably go by sea.

The Republic has only one short line of railway.

15 miles long, connecting Cape Haitien with
Grande Rivi&re. Projects for several other lines

are on foot, and a concession for a line between
Port-au-Prince and Salt Lake, ultimately to be

extended to Santo Domingo, was granted in 1000.

Haiti has a republican form of government, and
its present ConstitutioUj adopted in 1889, is an
outgrowth of the original instrument of 1805.

which has passed through numerous changes and
modifications in consequence of the political up-

heavals to which the Republic has been subjected.

The President is elected for seven years by the

.Senate and Chamber of Communes in joint ses-

sion. He is assisted by a Cabinet of four mem-
bers, nominated by himself. The Cliamlier of

Communes consists of 95 members elecl('<l direct-

ly by tlie people for three years, each commune
being represented in proportion to it,s population.

The Senate has ,39 members, chosen by tlie Cham-
ber of Communes for six years, from two lists,

one submitted by the President and one by the

Electors. The administrative divisions of the

Republic are modeled after those of France. The
country is divided into five departments, sub-

divided into arrondissements and C(mimunes. The
laws of the Republic are based on the Code Xapo-
icon, and the forms of legal procedure are the

same as in France. Foreigners, and especially

white foreigners, are prohibited from owning
real estate, and are otherwise discriminated

against. The Constitution provides for a system

of free elementary schools, but this provision is

hardly observed, the number of schools in the

rural districts taeing far from adequate. There

are altogether about 400 free elementary schools

and 5 public lyc(?es. The revenue of the country

is derived almost exclusively from import and
export duties, a part of the latter being a guar-

antv for several debts. The import and export

duties for 1000 amounted to $4.20,3.000 and $3,-

332.300 respectively, showing an increase of over

.$2,000,000 against' the preceding year. The ex-

jienditures for the same year amounted to $6,-

580.480. The public debt was consolidated in

1900, and amounted to $27,000,000 gold. Haiti

adopted the gold standard in 1900. The military

strength of the Republic is about 7000 men,

chiefly infantry. The navy consists of six ves-

sels, which may be rated as third-class cruisers.

No accurate figures for the population of the

Republic are available, as no census has ever been

taken in the country. An ecclesiastical enumera-

tion of 1894 placed it at over 1,200,000, while

more recent estimates give it as 1.700.000. Ac-

cording to general estimates, about 90 per cent,

of the total population is black, and the remain-

ing 10 per cent, consists chiefly of mulattoes. in-

cluding a few Europeans. The mulattoes form

the aristocracy of the Republic, and occupy a

prominent position in State affairs as well as

in the professions. The negroes are, as a rule,

inferior in intelligence to the mulattoes, and

the relations between them are those of mutual
contempt and hatred, a fact which has played a

prominent part in the political affairs of the

Republic, and hindered considerably its develop-

ment. The State religion is Roman Catholic, al-

though religious freedom is guaranteed by the

Constitution, and the Protestant churches also

leceive considerable support from the State. In

its social and intellectual life Haiti is full of in-

congruities. The higher classes, who mostly

receive their education in France and in many
cases travel extensively, do not in any essential

respect differ from Europeans of the same class.

The peasantry, nn the contrary, seem to show

a retrograding tendency, in spite of a century

of practical self-government and freedom. A
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largo number of the lower classes, especially in

the rural districts, practice raHrfoju-worshiping,

and, according to some authorities, the practice

is occasionally accompanied by human sacrifices

and acts of cannibalism. Marriage ties are very

loose, and polygamy prevails to some extent.

The current langiiage is French, but the peas-

antry speak a dialect. The capital is Port-au-

Prince
(
q.v. ) . There are United States consuls

at Cape Haitien, Gonaives, Port-au-Prince. Au.x

Cayes, Jacmel, Jeremie, Miragoane, Petit Goave,

anil Saiht-JMarc.

History. The island of Haiti vpas discovered

by Columbus in 1492. In 1496 Bartholomew
Columbus founded Santo Domingo, the first Euro-

pean town in the New World. The natives, who
were very numerous, were quickly exterminated

by their relentless taskmasters, and negroes were

imported from Africa to take their place as

laborers. Tlie blacks soon came to form the vast

majority of the population. After the coloniza-

tion of the mainland Haiti was neglected, and in

the seventeenth century a colony of buccaneers

were allowed to make "their headquarters at the

western end of the island. They were French-

men, and as a result of this occupation that

part of the island was ceded to France by the

Treaty of Ryswick (1697). A prosperous and

wealthy Freiich colony grew up, but the large

negro population, and especially the turbulent

and discontented class of free nuilattoes, were a

constant source of disquietude to the planter.;,

who would not allow civil rights to any portion

of the colored population. During the French

Revolution, at a time when there were dissen-

sions among the white population, the negroes

and mulattoes, encouraged by the reception ac-

corded to their appeals by the people of France,

rose against their oppressors. Tlie insurrection,

which broke out in 1791, was marked by the most

bloody excesses. In 1793 the commissioners of

the French Convention proclaimed the freedom

of the blacks. At this time invasions by the

British took place. The blacks were rallied,

organized, and led to victory by Toussaint L'Ou-

verture (q.v.), who was recognized by them as

generalissimo of their forces in the island, and

who expelled the British in 1798. Three years

previouslv Spain had ceded the eastern part of

the island to France, and this was now included

by Toussaint, who now reigned as dictator in

practical independence, within his sphere of au-

thority. In 1801 Napoleon Bonaparte sent a

force under General Ijcclerc to svibdue the island.

Toussaint w^as captured and deported to France,

where he died in prison (1803). His place was

filled by other leaders, and the French were final-

ly expelled in December, 1803. The victorious

general, Dessalines (q.v.), declared Haiti inde-

pendent, and assumed the title of Emjieror

(1804), He was assassinated in 1806. Then

for some years the northern part of Haiti was

held by Christophe (q.v.), a negro, who in 1811

assumed the royal title, while Petion (q.v.) es-

tablished a mulatto republic to the south. Upon

the death of Christophe in 1820, the power was

seized by Boyer, the successor of Petion, who then

proceeded to the. conquest of the eastern part

of the island, which had been reoccupied by Spain,

but had revolted, and formed a republic. The

whole island was ruled with wisdom and firm-

ness by Boyer (q.v.) as President until his over-

throw "in 1843. France recognized the independ-

ence of Haiti in 1825. In 1844 the eastern part
set up for itself as the Republic of Santo Do-
mingo. In the west—tlie Republic of Haiti—

a

series of struggles between the blacks and mulat-
toes for political ascendency lasted for many
years. In 1849 the negro President Soulouque
proclaimed himself Emperor as Faustin I., and
for ten years ruled in a despotic manner, at-

tempting more than once to annex the Republic
of Santo Domingo to his dominions. The Re-
public was restored at the beginning of 1859 by
the mulatto Geft'rard, who held power till 1867.

In 1888-89 civil war raged between the generals
Legitime and Hippolite, who were rival candi-

dates for the Presidency. The latter was vic-

torious, and ruled with unlimited authority till

his death in 1896. He was succeeded by General
Simon Sam, who was President until May, 1902,

when he was forced to resign. Civil war ensued

between Boisrond-Canal, head of the Provisional

Government, and M, Firmin, Haitian Ambassa-
dor at Paris, who established a rival government
at Gonaives, in the northern part of the island.

In October, 1902, Firmin was overthrown, and
in December General Nord was proclaimed Presi-

dent by the army.
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HAJDU-BOSZOBMENY, hi'dy be'ser-ma-ny*.

See BiisziiRMKNV.

HAJEK OF LIBOCAN, hii'yek uv le'b6-chan,

\^ENZEL (?-1553). A Bohemian chronicler. He
wrote in the Czech language a Chronicle of

Bohemia (1541), which was translated into Ger-

man bv Johann Sandel ( 1596) , and was long con-

sidered one of the best sources of Bohemian his-

tory. Modern criticism, however, has found it to

be very inaccurate. Consult Palacky, Wurdigung

der alien hohmischen Gesohichtsohreiber (Prague,

18.30-69),

HAJJ, haj (from Ar. hajja. to make a pil-

grimage). An Arabic word, applied specifically

To the pilgrimage to the Kaaba (q.v.) or sanctu-

arv of Mecca, which every Mohammedan, whose

means and health permit", is bound to perform,

once at least in his life. The original sense of the

word appears to be •circuit,' and points to the

ancient custom of passing around a sanctuary as

one of the rites connected svith a visit to a sacred

spot. The word also exists in Hebrew {hag), and
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while referring originally to the pilgrimage to the

sanctuary at Jerusalem in the fall of the year, 13

generalized as the designation of any of the three

great festivals—Passover, Pentecost, Tahernacles

—as provided for in the IVntateuchal codes. As
concerns the Arabic institution, it appears that

many generations before ilohamnicd a sanctuary

in Mecca had acquired consideral>le pojuilarily

among the Arabs. This was due in jiart to tlie

position of Mecca on the highway leading

from Syria to Yemen, and in part to the

fact that ilccea was visited annually by many
thousands on their way to Okaz, where a great

fair was held, which brought Arabs from all parts

together. Far more sacredj however, than the

sanctuary at Mecca was a mountain. Arafat, out-

side of the city, and the visit to this mountain,
which was the real goal of the ancient Arabic

Hajj, was combined naturally with a circuit

around the Kaaba. The care of the latter at the

time of Mohammed was iu the hands of his fam-

ily, the Koreish, and this circumstance may ac-

count for the devotion of the Prophet to the old

sanctuary—a devotion which, though inconsistent

with his general religious doctrines, he was un-

able to throw off. ^^'ith increasing years his

fondness for the Kaaba.. which he designated as

the licit Utah (house of Allah), increased, and
his visit to it the year before his death led to

the institution of the pilgrimage as one of the

five cardinal duties of every Mohammedan. (See

MoHAMMEi).\NiSM.) The visit to the Kaaba may
be made at any time, but the full rites of the

Hajj. including the visit to Arafat, can only be

carried out in the twelfth month of the Jloham-
medan calendar, known as Dhul Hajjeh, or

month of pilgrimage. The pilgrims have to set

out for their journey one or two months before,

according to the respective distances they have

to traverse. They first assemble at several vari-

ously appointed places near JNIecca in the begin-

ning of the holy month, and the commencement of

the rites is made by bathing and assuming the

ihram or sacred habit, which consists of two
woolen wrappers—one around the middle, the

other around the shoulders ; the head remains

bare, and the slip])ers must cover neither the heel

nor the instep. It is enjoined that the pilgrims.

while they wear this dress, shall be particularly

careful to bring their words and thoughts into

harmony with the sanctity of the territory they

now tread—a territory in which even the life of

animals is to be held sacred from attack. After

assuming the sacred garb the pilgrim must not

shave any part of his body, anoint liis head, pare

his nails, or bathe until the end of the pilgrim-

age. Arriving at Mecca, the pilgrims proceed at

once to the temple, and begin the holy rites there

by walking first quickly, then slowly, seven times

round the Kaaba. starting from the corner where
the black stone is fixed. (See K.^aba.) This

ceremony (called Inuuf) is followed by the sai,

or running, likewise performed first slowly, then

quickly, between the two mounts Safa and Merwa,
where, before ^lohammed's time, the two idols

Asaf and Nayelah had been worshiped. These
ceremonies, accompanied by prayers, are re-

peated daily. The next rite takes place on the

ninth of the month, and consists in the inil-iif,

or .standing in prayer and listening to a ser-

mon on the mount.ain of Arafat. Tlie whole of

the succeeding night is spent in holy devotions

at Mozdalifa, between Arafat and Mina. The
Vol. IX —30.

next morning, by daybreak, the pilgrims proceed

to the valley of Mina, where they throw seven

stones at each of three pillars, for the purpose of

putting the devil to Uiglit. The pilgrimage is

completed with the slaughtering of the sacrifices

—a sheep, goat, cow, or camel, according to the

pilgrim's means—on the same day and in the

same place. The sacrifice over, they shave their

heads and cut their nails, burying the latter on tlie

same spot. After remaining three nu)rc days at

Mecca they take leave of the Kaaba, making the

seven circuits and drinking water from the holy

well Zemzem. Most Mohanunedans combine with

the Hajj a visit to Mohammed's grave at Medina
—some three days' journey from Mecca. The
return of the holy caravans is watched every-

where with the most intense anxiety, and is

celebrated—as is also the departure—witli great

pomp and rejoicings. Henceforth the jjilgrim

never omits to prefi.x the proud title of Hajji

to his name. It is permitted to those who,
through bodily infirmity, are incapacitated from
performing the holy journey themselves, to send

a substitute, who acts as tlieir representative in

almost every respect, but this substitute has no

share whatever in the merits and rewards belong-

ing to the Hajj.

The number of pilgrims who assemble at

Mecca varies greatly from year to year. It has
often exceeded 100.000. Sir Wilfrid Blunt (Fu-

ture of Islam. London. 18S.'?) estimates the num-
ber in 1880 at about il.S.OOO. The fanaticism of

Mohammedans rigidly excludes all non-believers

from the sacred soil of Mecca. Consequently the

few Christians who have succeeded in visiting the

place have done so in disguise and at the risk of

their lives. As early, however, as the first decade

of the sixteenth centviry an Italian, Ludovico di

Varthema. witnessed the ceremonies and de-

scribed them in his book of travels (Rologna.

1510; Eng. trans, by .J. \V. Jones, edited with

notes by G. P. Badger in the ''Hakhiyt Society

Publications," vol. xxxii.. London. 1803). The
first Englishman to enter the sacred city was
•Joseph Pitts, of Exeter, a sailor, who was cap-

tured by Algerine pirates in IfiTS and held as a

slave for fifteen years, during which time he

made the pilgrimage in company with one of his

masters. His narrative was pul)lished at Exeter

in 1704. During the nineteenth century the pil-

grimage was performed by the following: The
Spanish adventurer Badia. commonly known as

-Vli-Bei (1807: Loi/n.'/e d'AIi-Bci en Afruiiie et en

Asie, Paris, 1814) : Seetzen (1800), whose jour-

nal was published after his death bv Kruse and
rieischer (Berlin, 18.54-59): Burckhardt (1814-

15: Travels in Arnbin. London. 1820): Burton
(185.3; Personal Xarrative of a Pihp-ininpc to El-

Medhiah and Meecah. 3 "vols., London, 1855,

several later editions); Bicknell (1802): Von
Maltzan (1864: Meine Wallfahrt naeh Melka,

2 vols., Leipzig, 1805) : Keane (1880; Sir }fonlhs

in Mecca and ili/ Journci/ to Jledina. London,

1S81); Snouck-Huraronje' (1884-85; Mcl.ln. ?

vols, and a third of illustration. Tlie Hag\ie. 1S88-

89); Courtellemont (1894; J/oh roifiifir I'l In

Mecqiie. Paris, 1896). The most tluuough and

accurate descriptions of the pilgrimage cere-

monies are those given by Burckhardt and B\ir-

ton. .Snouck-Hurgronje gives an account of life

in Mecca, a history of the city drawn from orig-

inal manuscript sources, and details regarding
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the various classes of the present po|iulation, and
the arrangements made for receiving and taking
care of the pilgrims, based upon a residence in

Mecca of more than six months—a longer time
than any other Eurojiean has ever spent there.

His illustrations are from photographs. Consult,

besides the work already mentione<l: Salih Sou-
bhi, Pelcrinagc a hi Mccqiie ct a Mcdinc (Cairo,

1S94) ; August iliiller, Dcr Islnin iin Morycn- uiul

AhctHiUind (Berlin. 188.5-S7); Snouck-Hurgronje,
Het Mckkaansche' Feest (Lejden, 1880). See
Mecca.

HAJJI, hfij'i, Ar. pron. hii'je (At. liajji, pil-

grim, from licijja, to make a ])ilgrimage) . An
Arabic word, signifying one who has performed
the Ilajj (q.v.) or pilgrimage to Mecca. It is a
title of honor added to a person's name* as an in-

dication that this religious duty, obligatory upon
every Jlohammedan. has been performed.

HAJJI BABA OF ISPAHAN, h-i'je ba'ba
tiv is'pa-hjin'. The Adventures of. A romance
by J. J. Morier (1824). It is an Oriental Gil

Bias, revealing a world of humoroiis insight into

life in Persia. The Persian Minister to England
is said to have remonstrated in behalf of his

Government against its satire and plain speaking.

HAJJI KHALFAH, hii'je kiil'fa. MrsT.\F.\

IBN Abdallaii Katie Tchelebi (c.1G00 5S). A
celebrated Turkish historian and bibliographer,

lie was born at Constantinojile about the end of

the sixteenth century, and died there in Septem-
ber, 1G58. From 1022 till 1033 he was employed
in the Turkish army, and had an excellent oppor-

tiniity of acquiring information regarding mat-
ters of history, geography, etc. He made the pil-

grimage to Mecca, whence his name Hajji (q.v.).

In 1635 he was at Constantinople studying and
collecting material for his encyclopsedia. In

1648 he was appointed second assessor in the

army bureau of provisions. From this position

he got his second name, Khalfah (assessor). His
works are written in Turkish and Arabic.

They include, besides smaller works: (1) th.^

celebrated Asami alkulfib iro-al-funun (Names
of Books and Sciences), written in Arabic, and
of which Flilgel has given a Latin translation

with the text, under the title Lexicon Biblio-

graphicnm et E)ic;)clopa'<Ucitm a Miistnpha-ieii-

Abdallah (Leipzig, 1835-.58). In this work is

given a definition of each science; the titles, con-

tents, language, dates of composition, and trans-

lation of more than 2.5.000 works are specified

;

also the names of the authors and dates of their

death. It is the most complete catalog\ie in ex-

istence of works written in Arabic. Persian, and
Turkish; (2) Ta'rikh kehir (Great History), a

history of the world from the creation of Adam
to lfi.'5.5, containing notices of 150 dynasties, prin-

cipally -Asiatic; (3) a history of the Ottoman
Empire from 1595 to 1655: (4) a history of the

maritime wars of the Turks, which has been

translated into English (London, 1831).

HAJJUG. See Haytu.t.

HAKATA, ha'ka-ta. Formerly a separate

city of .Tapan, now forming a part of Fukuoka
(q.v.).

HAKE (abbreviation of provincial Eng. haked,

from AS. hacod, OS. haciid, OHG. hahhif, Ger.

Uecht, pipe, from AS. hnrii, bar, Norweg. liakc,

hook; connected also with AS. hoc. Eng. hook.

so called from the hooked shape of the lower

jaw). A fish of the family Merluccidfe, closely

allied to the cods. Several species arc known,
all large voracious marine fishes, inhabiting
moderate depths, and of little value. The Euro-
pean hake lMerlu<;cius merluccius) is common
on all the coasts of Europe, and though its flesh

is coarse and flaky, is extensively utilized by
salting and drying, in which condition it is

known as 'stockfish.' It reaches a length of

three or four feet. The American 'silver hake'
[Mcflnccius bilincuris} , of the Xew England
coast, and the Pacific hake {Merluccius prodiic-

tvs) are also eaten, but are not well liked. The
habits of hake are like tho.se of the cod, and
they are abundant on the 'banks' olT the northern
shores of the United States, where they are
eavight in the same way and at the same time
as the connnon cot!. The average weight is about
5 pounds ; the maximum weight falls under
20 pounds. This fish is generally eaten in the

fresh condition, and does not 'take salt" as well

as the coHunon cod, but is smoked and dried

scmetimes. The annual yield in the United
States is about 50,000,000 pounds, valued at

$1,115,000. The spawning season lasts from
.January to June. See FisnEHiE.s; and Plate of

Codfish and Allies.
The name is also given in New England to

various codlings of the genus Urophycis, as the

squirrel-hakes (Urophi/cis chuffs and tenuia),

but they are not of much value except for their

sound-i. or air-bladders.

HAKE, Edward (?-lo79). An English satir-

ist. He held a number of political offices in New
Windsor, and from October 10. 1588, till March
29, 1589, represented that town in Parliament.

He was a stanch Puritan, and most of his

works are satires directed against the abuses of

the day. The best known is \eires Out of Pai-les

Chiircheiiard, A Trappe for Syr Moni/c, which
appeared in 1567. Probably no copy of this

edition is now in existence, but a reprint was
issued in 1579 tmder the title Xeires Out of

Powles Chiii-chyarde. etc., and this has been re-

produced among the "Isham Reprints" (1872).

Many of Hake's other works either have been

lost or are very rare.

HAKE, hii'ke, Karl von (1768-1S35). A
German soldier, born at Flatow in Brandenburg.
He began his military career as an ensign in the

guards, took psrt in the battles connected with

the French Revolution, in 1809 was appointed to

a post in the War ^linistry, and in 1810 became
chief of the War Department. In 1813 he attract-

ed much attention by his efficient preparations

for war. subsequently commanded a brigade in

Billow's corps with rank of major-general, and
took a distinguished part in the battle of Water-
loo. From 1819 to 1833 he was Minister of War,
in which capacity he carried out important
schemes of reorganization.

HAKE, Thomas Gordon (1809-95). An Eng-
lish poet, called 'the parable poet.' He was
born at Leeds, was educated at Christ's Hospital,

and traveled on the Continent. He studied medi-
cine, and settled as practitioner in East Anglia,
where he formed a friendship with George Bor-
row. Afterwards he visited Canada and the

United States, and finally settled in London,
where he became the physician and lifelong friend

of Rossetti. His poems display marked origi-

nality and talent, but are frequently obscure,
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owing to their subtilty and symbolism. They
comprise: Poetic Lucubrations (1828); Mtidc-

litK, irith Other I'ocms and I'nratiirs (1871);

Parables and Talcs (1872); Xrir Symbols, his

best work (1875); Legends of the Morrow
(1S78); The Serpent I'taij, aDirine I'astonil

(1882). Consult: Select Poems, ed. by Mcynell

with a portrait of Rossetti (London, 18!14) ; and
Hake. Memoirs of Eirihtj/ Years (Loni'on, 1892).

HAKE'S DAME. The British codlhij;. The
term 'hake' is used very confusingly. In the

Kastern United States the species of Urophycis

are the fishes usually called "hake.' while the

true hake (Merluccius) is known as 'silver hake'

or 'whiting'; and the corresponding species of

England {I'hi/eis hlennioides) is called 'hake's

dame' or "forkbeard."

HAKE'"WILL, George (1578-1040). An Eng-
lish clergyman and author. He studied at Sain(;

Alban Hall, Oxford, and afterwards was elected

a fellow of Exeter College. He was one of the

two clergymen appointed in 1612 to preserve

Prince Charles 'from the inroads of popery.'

Boswell says that Johnson studied his writings

for their style. His works include: The Vanitie

of the Eie. First begannc for the comfort of a
(lentleicomun bereared of her sight and since upon
occasion inlargcd (2d ed. IGOS; 3d ed. 1(115; and
another impression 1633) ; -1 comparison be-

tneene the Dai/es of Purim and That of the Pow-
der Treason ( 1(126).

HAKIM IBN ALLAH, ha'klm ibn al'la. also

called Ai.-MoK.\NNA, 'the veiled.' Founder of

a Mohammedan sect in the eighth century, and
leader of a revolt against Mahdi, the third Ab-
baside Caliph. He came from Merv in Khorassan
and began his career as a private soldier, soon be-

came cajitain. and subsequently headed a band
of his own. In one of his fights he lost an eye,

and henceforth wore a veil. Hakim's religious

leaching was that God enters the body of men at

various times—e.g. Adam and Xoah—and that He
had entered his body. He claimed to perform
miracles and is said on one occasion to have
caused the moon to appear out of a wall ; hence
he is sometimes called 'moon-maker.' His alleged

miracles gained him numerous adherents and with
them he captured many strongholds. For a time
the armies sent against him were defeated, but
finally Mahdi dispatched Said al-Harashi. who
took city after city, and compelled Hakim to

withdraw to Kash. where he was surrounded. In
this predicament Hakim poisoned his soldiers

and burned himself to death. The story of the

veiled prophet has been put into poetical form^
by Moore in Lalla Rookh. Consult Weil. Ge-
schichte der islamitischen Viilker (Stuttgart,

1866).

HAKKAS, hak'kdz (Chin., stranger fami-
lies). An interesting class of people fovnid in

different provinces of Sotithern China, but chief-

ly in Kwang-si, Kwang-tung. and Fu-kien, whence
they have spread to Formosa, Hong Kong. Hai-
nan, and even to the Straits Settlements.
Their origin is unknown, but for some nn-
." ccountable reason they appear to have been
for over 2000 years the object of the most persist-
ent and inveterate hostility and persecution at
the hands of the native or punti part of the popu-
lation of China. Hence they live in communities
by themselves. In some districts they form the
entire population, as in the prefecture of Kia-

ying Chow; in others they form two-thirds of

the ])opulation. They are a hard-working, thrifty

jieople. engaged in agriculture, and as quarry-

men, stonemasons, porters, barbers, etc. In dress

and in customs they diU'er from the Chinese.

The women are handsome, do not bind their feet,

and are not secluded like the Chinese women.
Their language is evidently Chinese, resembling
more the ilandarin dialect of the north than
any of the other dialects.

Tradition and their family records and regis-

ters place them in Shan-tung and otlicr northern
parts of Cliina about the middle of the third cen-

tury B.C. It has been suggested tliat the}' may
be the descendants of the aboriginal tribes found
in Xorthern China when the Chinese themselves
arrived in tlie country from their original home.
They seem to have incurred the displeasure of

the first universal Emperor of China (c.250

B.C.). and a bloody persecution followed, in which
some of the clans were wiped out. The remnant
fled to the nujuntains, whence most of them began
their wanderings southward in search of a per-

manent home, but persecution met them every-

wdiere. Sometimes they were permitted to settle

down quietly, and remain undisturbed for genera-
tions, as, for example, \mder the Han djiiasty,

when some of them attained to high otfiee, a cir-

cumstance, however, which led to fresh outbreaks,

more slaughter, and renewed migrations. Dur-
ing the T'ang d\Tiasty (seventh, eighth, and
ninth centuries), they settled in the mountains of

Fii-kien and the borders of Kwang-tung, where
they were when Kublai Khan and his Mongol
armies undertook to conquer China. Large ntnn-

bers of the Hakkas joined the Imperial Army and
fought for the native dynasty with the utmost
bravery. During the disturbances incident to the

expulsion of the Mongols, and the establishment
of the iling dynasty (1368), fierce persecutions
again broke out and large numbers movd to

Kwang-tung. whence smaller colonies have made
their way into the adjoining regions. Kia-ying
Chow, which is entirely Hakka, is noted for its

scholars, many of whom compete successfully
with the Chinese in the public examinations.
Hung Hsii-ch-'uan. the originator and leader of

the Tai-ping Rebellion, and all his principal gen-
erals, were Hakkas.

Bibliography. The literature of the subject
is not extensive, but is interesting. Consult:
"Ethnographical Sketches of the Hak-ka Chi-
nese," in Xotes and Queries on China and Japan,
vol. i, (Hong Kong, 1867, and reprinted in the

China Review, vol. xxi., London, 1894-95) ; "An
Outline History of the Hakkas," in China Rc-
vicn-. vol. ii.. and in the same volume, Pitou, "On
the Origin and History of the Hakkas" [London,
1873-74) ; Vne risite au pai/s des Hakl;a dans la

province de Canton (1892) ; Ball, Things Chinese

(London, 1893); First Lessotis in Reading and
M'riting the Hakka Colloquial (Basel, 1809) ;

Schanb, "Proverbs in Daily Use Among the

Hakkas," in China Reviea-, vol. xxi. (London,

1894-95).

HAKLUYT, hak'loot, RiciiARn (c.1552-1616)

.

An English writer on geography and history.

After gettinir his degree at Oxford he lectured on
the above sulijects. In 1582 he published Dirirs

Vogages Touching the Diseorrrg of America,
which attracted considerable attention, and prob-

ably secured his appointment as chaplain to the
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Enolish Ambassador at Paris in 1583. There he
collected all available information respecting
French and Spanish voyages, and in 1584 wrote
A Particular Discourse Concerninci ^^'estcrn Dis-
coveries, first printed in 1877, in the collections of
the Maine Historical Society. In 1587 he pub-
lished a translation of the journal of the French
explorer Rene Laudoni&re. The following year
he returned to England and busied himself in
preparing for publication his Principall Xaviga-
tions, i'oiaffes. and Discoveries of the Eur/lish
Xatiou. Tliis appt\ired in one volume in 1580.
but it met with such popular success that Hak-
luyt proceeded to collect material for a new
and enlarged edition, which was published in
three volumes in London in 1598-lflOO. In 1602
Hakluyt was made prebendary of Westminster,
and in the following year archdeacon. He lent
his influence to solicit a patent for the colonizing
of Virginia from tlie King, and was one of the
adventurers in the London or South Virginia
Company. Besides his pulilished works, he left
a large collection of manuscripts. Hakluyt'a
Voi/afies have been reprinted twice, in 1800-12,
and in rearranged form by Edmund Goldsmith
at Edinburgh in 1889-00. ' His best monument
is the society that bears his name. Consult : An
account of Hakluyt in the introduction by J.
W. Jones to the society's edition of the Dirers
Vojiafies Touehiufi the Diseorery of Afnericn (Lon-
don, 1850) ; also an article by Fronde in i^hort
Sturlics on Great Siiliiects. vol. i. (London, 181)7) :

and Voyages of Eli^ahethan Seamen: Select Nar
ratives from Haklnvt's Principal 'Narigations.
odited hy Payne (Oxford, 1803-1900), See Hak-
rvYT Society.

HAKLUYT, EiciUBn. 'of the Middle Temple'
(about 1580), a cousin of Richard Hakluyt. He
was exceedingly influential in arousing English
interest in the colonization of the New World.
It was, indeed, at his lodgings and as a result
of conversations with him, that his cousin re-

ceived the inspiration wliich has made their
name synonymous with the history of the begin-
nings of Greater Britain. In 15.85 he drew up
some extremely valuable "Inducements" for those
who were contemplating the voyage to America,
and two years later he was among those chiefly
instrumental in sending Frobisher to the North-
west. From 1578 onward he was in constant
communication witli nearly every adventurer who
made the American voj-age, and his correspon-
dence, preserved by his cousin, furnishes many
important details regarding these early luider-
takings. There are many evidences that his
sound judgment and wise counsel gave him a
leading position among the English Imperialists
of his generation.

HAKLUYT SOCIETY. An association or-
ganized in December. 1840, for the purpose of
''printing and distributing among its members
the most rare and valuable voyages, travels, and
geographical records, from an early period of
exploratory enterpri.se to the circumnavigation
of Dampier." Between 1847 and 1809 ninety-
seven volumes \\ere issued under the editorial
supervision of eminent authorities in geograplii-
cal science, containing original or contemporarv
accounts of travels and exploration in all parts
of the world. Notable publications were: Select
Letters of CoUimhus (1849 and 1870) ; Raleigh'.s

Guiana (1848); Hakluyt's Divers Voyages

(1850); Galvano's Discoveries of the World
(1862) ; Garcilasso de la Vega's Royal Commen-
taries of the Incas (1869 and 1871 )^ Pigafetta's
account of Magellan's voyage (1874); The Ob-
servations of S'r Richard Nairlcins ( 1S77) ; Com-
mrntarics of the Great Alfonso Dalboquerq^ie (4
vols., 1870-84) ; The Journal of Uhristopher
Columbus (1893) ; The Letters of Amerigo Ves-

pucci (1894); Danish Arctic Expedition (1897).
Tile president of the association after 1880 was
Sir Cl"ments ^larkham.

HAKODATE, ha'kcVda'ta, or HAKODADI,
hii'ku-dii'tle. The northernmost of the treaty
ports of .Japan, situated at the southern end of

the island of Yezo (.Map: Japan, G 3). It lies

at the foot of a bald rock, and has a fortified and
extensive harbor. It is a well-built, well-kept

towni, but of little arcliitectural interest. The
chief buildings are the .lapancse Club, the town
hall, and the naval school. There is also an
American mission school. It has water-works and
a tram line. As a commercial port it is of but
slight importance, owing to the comparatively
undevelojied state of Yezo. The total trade of the

port for 1000 amounted to about $3,000,000. Po])-

ulation, in 1887, 55.677: in 1808. 78.040. The
forei,gn population, consisting mostly of mission-

aries, is about 160. Hakodate was opened to for-

eign commerce in 1859.

HAKON, ha'kon. The name of several kings
of Norway. See Haakon.

HAL, hiil. A town of Belgium, in the Prov-
ince of South Brabant, on the river Senne and
the Chsrieroi Canal, nine miles southwest of Brus-
sels (Map: Belgium, C 4). The fourteentli-

century Church of Saint JIar\' is a rich Gothic
edifice, containing a miracle-working wooden
image of the Virgin and visited on that account
by numerous pilgrims. The town has an episco-

pal institute, and manufactures of paper, porce-

lain, and other articles. Population, in 1800,

10,441: in 1900, 12,284.

HALACHA, ha-lii'ka (Heb., rule of proce-

dure, from hiilat;, to go). The general term for

the Jewish oral law. which runs parallel with the

written law contained in the Bible, and is sup-
posed to be, like this, of divine origin. Its rela-

tion to the ordinances contained in the Penta-

teuch is that of an amplified code to the funda-
mental religious and civil maxims. The theory

being that the oral law was handed down through
a long chain of highest authorities (Sinaitic

revelation. Moses, Joshua, elders. Great Syna-
igogiie [Ezra], etc.). it could only be treated and
further developed by the foremost men of each
generation, who through their eminence in learn-

ing belonged to a kind of aristocracy of mind
{hakamini, wise men), towering above the multi-

tude (liediotim, laymen). Their decision on all

ordinances involved in contradictory traditions

was final, because it was believed to spring from
a deeper apprehension of Scripture. An elab-

orate system of interpretation of the biblical

texts was devised, which, frequently sacrificing

the spirit to the letter, attached great weight to

certain special letters, words, and even signs

in the Old Testament, which, seemingly super-

fluous where they stood, were supposed to point

to the injunction under discussion. Halach.a em-
braces the whole field of juridico-political, reli-

gious, and practical life, down to its most minute
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and insignificant details. Originally, as already

said, tile tiral law par excclltnce, it began to be

written Jdwn wben, as was natural, varicms opin-

ions and traditions arose as to tlie correct prac-

tice and the danger of sectarianism was immi-
nent. The first collection of laws was instituted

by Hillel, Akiba, and Simon bc-n Gamaliel; but

the final redaction of the general code, the

Mishnn (q.v. ), is due to Jedudah Hanassi, about

A.D. 220. Later additions to this code are the

liaraitlias and Toscjilitus. Of an earlier date with

respect to tlieir contents, but committed to writ-

ing in later times, are the three Haggadic books
(Midrashim): Siplira or Toriith iiohdnim (a

Haggadic amplification of Leviticus), Kiplirc (of

Numbers and Deuteronomj-) , and Mcchiltka (of

a portion of Exodus) . The rabbis of the Mishnaic
period are called the Tanuim. These were fol-

lowed by the Arnoruim, who, by discussing and
further amplifying the Mishna, became the au-

thors of the Gemara (q.v.). The Halacha was
further developed in subsequent centuries by the

Saboraini, Geonim, and the authorities of each

generation. See H.\gg.\da ; iiiDR.vsir ; Talmud.

HALAS, ho'losh. A town of Hungary, situated

near the lake of Halas, in the county of Pest-Pilis-

Solt-Kis-Kim, about 80 miles south-southeast of

Budapest (Jlap: Hungary, F 3). Tlie chief in-

dustry is agriculture and the cultivation of the

vine. Population, in 1800. 17,100: in 1900, lil.SoG.

HALAYA, a lit'ya, or HARAYA, a ra'yn.

A Visayan dialect in Panav Island, Philippines

(q.v.)."

HALBERD, or HALBABD (from OF. hale-

bardc, Fr. hallcbardc, Ger. Hellehiirtc, from. MHG.
helmbarlc. halberd, from helm, halm, Ger. Helm,
handle, AS., Eng. helm, tiller + JIHG. harte,

Ger. Barte, axe; connected also with OHG. hart,

Ger. Bart, AS., Eng. beard) . A weapon employed
in mediipval warfare, consisting of an axe-hlade

balanced by a pick, and having a pike-head at

the end of the six-foot shaft. It was used by the

Germans, Swiss, and Danes previous to the thir-

teenth century, and up to the sixteenth century
was borne by sergeants of foot and artillery and
companies of so-called halberdiers. The 'hus-

carles' of Canute were armed with the halberd.

The Swiss were the first to change from the

halberd to the pike and similar weapons. In the

famous battle of Morat (1476), in which the
Swiss overthrew Charles the Bold of Burgundy,
halberds and pikes were used by the former.

The English used the halberd previous to the
Tudor period, but as it was an expensive weapon,
the halberdiers were restricted to a select corps

for the protection of the 'colors.' In France the

halberd was very little used.

HALBERSTADT, hal1ier-st;it. Capita! of

the circle of the same name in the Prussian
Province of Saxony, situated on the Holzemme,
28 miles southwest of Magdeburg (ilap- Prussia,

D 3). It is an ancient town with many old-

fashioned buildings and some fine specimens of

wood architecture from the fifteenth and six-

teenth centuries. The Cathedral of Saint Stephen,
rebuilt very slowly after the fire of 1179, and
recently restored, contains some good reliefs,

wood sculptures of the thirteenth century, a num-
ber of pictures, and many antiquities in its

treasury. The Church of Our Lady, constructed
in 100.5-1284. contains fine reliefs and mural
paintings. Among the most interesting secular

buildings are the town hall, a Gothic striKture

of llie fourteenth century, the market, and the

Katskcller, a wooden Late Gothic building of

the fifteenth century. Halberstadt has a gym-

nasium originally founded in the ninth century

and reorganized in the seventeenth, two semi-

naries, two fine libraries, a collection of portraits

by Gleim, a number of private collections of

paintings, coins, and antiquities, and a theatre.

The manufactures of the town comprise sugar,

sjiirits, beer, cigars, leather, soap, and gloves.

Halberstadt became the seat of a bishopric as

early as 804, and obtained municipal rights at

the end of the tenth century. Tlie bishopric of

Halberstadt was secularized in 1048 and given

as a principality to Brandenburg. Population, in

1890. 30,780; in 1900, 42,810.

HALBERTSMA, hanjert-sma, TjALLlNO
(1841— ). A Dutch gj'ua'cologist, born at Sneek-

He studied medicine at Leyden (1858-63), where
he got his degree with a dissertation Over den
tceelspiegel eiiz ; and then at Tiibingen, Vienna,

and Paris. He was professor at Groningen ( 1800-

67), and then went to the University of Utrecht.

Besides many contributions to medical journals

in Holland and abroad, and an essay on English
contributions to gynfccology (1807), Halbertsma
wrote: Ovariotomie (1873) ; Craniotomie (1874) ;

and Ueber die Aetiologie der Eclampsia Puerper-
alis (1882).

HALBIG, halTjiK, Johann (1814-82). A
German sculptor. He was born at Donnersdorf,
in Lower Franconia, July 13, 1814, and was
educated at the Polytechnic School and at the

Academy of Fine Arts in Munich. In 1845 he
was appointed professor of sculpture in the
Polytechnic Institute, Munich, in which city is

a great part of his work. His most notable pro-

duction is the group of a quadriga and lions on
the triumphal arch. He also carved the lions

of the Pinakothek, and statues of Roma and
]\Iinerva in the palace gardens. He made eighteen

colossal statues representing the leading German
provinces of Kehlheim ; sixty busts for the

Pinakothek (Munich) ; a statue of King Maxi-
milian II. for Lindau (1854); a monument of

Platen at Ansbach (1858); the monument of

Marshal Cachahiba d'Argolo in Bahia, Brazil

;

a statue of King Louis I. for Kehlheim. Among
the most important of liis later works are a
statue of Frauenhofer in Munich (1866); an
equestrian statue of King William I. of Wurttem-
berg for Cannstatt (1876) ; the "Emancipation"
group of .sculpture in New York (1867-68) ; and
the "Passion" group at Oberammergau (1875).
His work is characterized by its decorative qual-

ity, is carefully executed, and true to nature. He
died at Munich. An^-ust 29^ 1882.

HAL'CYON DAYS (Lat. halcyon, infiuenced

by popular confusion with Gk. fiXs, hals, salt +
KiJeiK, ki/ein, to conceive, from Gk. aXxviiv , al-

Ixi/on, iXmiiv. hallnion, kingfisher: connected with
Lat. alcedo, kingfisher ) . A name given by the
ancients to the seven days which precede and the
seven days which follow the shortest day of the

year. The reference is to a fable, that during
this time, while the halcyon bird or kingfisher

wcs breeding, there always prevailed calms at
sea. From this the phrase 'halcyon days' has
come to signify times of peace and tranquillity.

HALCYONE, hal-si'6-ne. A Greek divinity.

See Alcyone.
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HALDANE, James Alexander (1768-1851).

A Scotch clergyman, brother of Robert Haldaiie
(q.v.). He was boru at Dundee, July 14, 17C8,
and educated at Edinburgh University. He be-

came a midshipman in 1785, and in 1793 ths
commander of the Melville Castle, but before tlie

ship sailed a radical change took place in his
character. He sold liis coumiand and his interest
in the ship and stores and retired with his wife
to Edinburgh (1794), giving his chief attention
to religious concerns. He organized many Sab-
batli schools, and preaclied extensively in the
villages and large towns of Scotland, and as
congregations were gathered they were provided
with houses of worship by the liberality of his
brother Robert. He left the Church of Scotland
ii) 1799 and founded a Congregational church iu

Edinburgh, the first in Scotland, and was or-

dained pastor. From 1801 till his death in Edin-
burgh, February 8, 1851, he acted as pastor of
Leith Walk Tabernacle, Edinburgh, without sal-

ary. In 1808 he embraced Baptist sentiments,
a change which split the Scotch Congregational
body. He wrote several controversial works
against tlie Irvingites, Erskine of Linlathen, and
others; also Earhj Instruction Commended in a
Narrative of Catharine Haldane (his daughter,
who died at the age of six), with an Address to

Parents on the Importance of Religion ( 12th ed.

1801); The Atonfment (1845, 5th ed. 1877);
An Exposition of Galatians (1848). For his life

consult Alexander Haldane (London, 1852).

HALDANE, Robert (1764-1842). A philan-
thropist and preacher of Scotch descent. He was
born February 28, 1704, in London. He inherited
a large property, but, having a passion for the
sea, after studying but a short time in Edin-
burgh University, he entered the naN-y, where he
served with honor (1780-83). When the French
Revolution commenced he regarded it with pleas-

ure and hope, but was soon disappointed by its

excesses. Having, after a season of doubt, be-

come convinced of the divine origin of Chris-

tianity, he heartily embraced it. and resolved to

devote his life and fortune to its advancement,
and in 1796 he selected India as a field for mis-
sionary operations, intending to go himself as a
missionary, and engaged the cooperation of sev-

eral ministers to whom he pledged a sufficient

support ; but as the East India Company refused

to sanction the enterprise, it had to be given up.

He then resolved to work at home. In company
with Rowland Hill and others, he was very suc-

cessful in awakening throughout Scotland a deep
interest in the subject of religion. The unusual
methods of work which they adopted excited the
opposition of the Scottish Gk'neral Assembly.
Field preaching was forbidden and other features

of the revival were disapproved. Haldane se-

ceded from the Established Church (1709) and
entered the Congregational body, and, at his o^vIl

cost, erected tabernacles for public worship in

many of the large towns of Scotland. At his

expense also, 300 young men were educated for

the ministry under several eminent teachers.

In 1808 he adopted Baptist views, engaged in

personal labors to promote religion in the south
of France and in Switzerland (18161. and in

1817 removed to Montauban. By his work in

Geneva a new impulse was given to evangelical

Christianity, and an important theological school

was established. In 1819 he returned to Scot-

land. Previously (1798) his attention had been
directed to missionary work in Africa, and, as a
beginning, he liad 30 children brouglit to England
from Sierra Leone to be educated. He died in

Edinburgh, December 12, 1842. Several of his

writings had a large sale: The Evidence and
Authority of Divine lievelation (1816, 2d ed.

1834) ; The Books of the Old and Xew Testament
Proved to he Canonical, and Their Verbal In-

spiration Maintained and Established (1830, 7th

ed. 1877) ; Exposition of Romans (1835; 2d ed.

1874). For his life, consult Alexander Haldane
(London, 1S52>.

HALDEMAN, hal'de-man, Samitel Stehman
(1812-80). An American naturalist, born at

Locust Grove, Lancaster Co., Pa. He studied for

two years at Dickinson College, was made as-

sistant in the Geological Survey of New Jersey
in 1836, and from 1837 to 1842 was engaged in

similar service in Pennsylvania. He became pro-

fessor of the natural sciences at the University of

Pennsylvania in 1851, and in 1855 was called

to a similar chair in Delaware College. From
1869 until his death he was professor of com-
parative linguistics in the University of Penn-
sylvania, he being the first to occupy the chair

in that institution, and during this period mada
a careful study of Indian dialects. In addition

to numerous papers on scientific and philological

subjects, he published: Eletnents of Latin Pro-

nunciation (1851); Tours of a Chess Knight
(1865) : Pennsylvania Dutch (1872) ; and W&rd
Building (1881).

HAL'DIMAND, Sir Frederick (1718-91). A
Swiss soldier of fortune in the service of Great
Britain. He was born in the Canton of Neu-
chatel. served in the Sardinian Army and under
Frederick the Great, but was in the Swiss Guard
at The Hague in 1756, when, together with his

friend and fellow countryman. Col. Henry Bou-
quet, he went to the British colonies in

America, then in the throes of the French and
Indian War, to enlist and command, under Lord
Loudoun, a regiment of Germans, Swiss, and
other nationalities, chiefly in Penn.sylvania, tc

be called the Royal Americans. He successfully

defended Oswego, and thus saved Niagara, in

1759; was with General Amherst at the capitula-

tion of Montreal, 1760; was Military Governor
at Three Rivers; for six years was in charge
of the English garrison at Pensacola, Fla.

(1767-73), and then in command at New York
for about a year during Gage'.s leave of absence.

He supported that general through the siege of

Boston, and was recalled to advise the British
Ministry upon American afTairs. bvit was sent

out again as Governor of Canada (1778-84).
General Haldimand held down with a firm hand
the French Canadian sjanpathizers with the
American Revolution, and welcomed and cared
for the many thousands of loyalists who sought
refuge in Canada during and after the war.
He represented Great Britain in the Vermont
negotiations with the Aliens and others, and he
left behind him a mass of mo.st valuable official

correspondence relating tliereto, as well as to

the general history of America for the latter

half of the eighteenth century. These papers,

called the Haldimand Collection, were bequeathed
to the British Museum by Sir Frederick's grand-
nephew (1858), and have recently been copied
for the Dominion Archives at Ottawa.
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HALE, Benjamin (1797-1863). An American
educator. He was born at Newbury, ilass.

;

graduated at Bowdoin College (1818), studied

tlieologj' at Andover, and entered tlie Congre-
gational ministry in 1822. Tlie ne.xt year he l)e-

came a tutor at Bowdoin. and from 1.S27 to I8;i.">

was professor of chemistry and mineralogy at

Dartmouth. Wliile there lie took orders in the

Protestant Episcopal Church. From 1836 to

1858 he was president of Geneva (now Hobart)
College. He published: tfcriptiiral Illustrations

of the Liturgy ( 1835) : Liberty and Law
{ 1838) ;

and Education in Its Relations to a Free Gorern-
ment (1838). Consult Douglass, Life of Benja-
min Hale (1883).

HALE, Cn.\RLEs Reuben (1837-1900). An
American bishop of the Protestant Episcopal
Church, born at Lewiston, Pa. He graduated at

the University of Pennsylvania (1858); was a
chaplain in the Union Army (1803) ; and after
varied service in Pennsylvania, New York, and
-Maryland, became Dean of Davenport, Iowa
(1886), and six years later Assistant Bishop of

Springfield, with the title of Bishop of Cairo. A
High-Churchman in his theology. Bishop Hale was
a prominent sympathizer with the Greek Church;
was secretary to the Eusso-Greek Committee in

1871, and acted as clerk to the Commission on
Correspondence with the hierarchs of the Eastern
churches and of the Old Catholics (1874). His
writings include: .1 List of All the Sees and
Bishops of the Holy Orthodox Church of the East
( 1872) ; The Mozarahic Liturgy, and the itexiciin
Church (1870) ; Russian Missions in China and
Japan (1878) ; Order for Holy Communion, Ar-
ranged from the Mozarabic Liturgy (1879);
and The Vniiersal Episcopate (1882).

HALE, Edward Everett (1823—). An
American author, clergyman, and philanthropist,
born of a well-known family in Boston, Ma-ss.,

April 3. 1823. He was educated at the Boston
Latin School, graduated at Harvard in 1839. and
received an honorary degree forty years later.

' After a short period of tutoring he studied the-
ology, and was a Unitarian pastor at Worcester
from 1840 to 1850. After that he preached in

Boston, and took an active interest in all the
philanthropic movements of his city and time.
A collected edition of his works, in ten volumes,
was completed in 1901, but it represents only a
small portion of his literary work. He contrib-
uted voluminously to magazines and newspapers,
and edited several of them ; for example, the
Christian Examiner and Old and Sew (1869-75),
a magazine of which he was founder, and which
finally was merged into Scribner's Monthly. He
also took great interest in history, and especially
in Spanish-American affairs; contributed to Win-
sor's great cooperative histories ; edited Lingard's
England; and wrote a CJiautauquan History of
the United States (1887) ; a Life of Washington
(1887) ; Franklin in France, with his son, E. E.
Hale, Jr. (1887-88) ; and other kindred works.
With his sister. Susan Hale, he wrote several
volumes of travels. In .1 \ew England Boyhood
(1893) and in James Russell Luuell and His
Friends (1889), he gave his reminiscences of
New England and New Englanders of the past.
But he is perhaps best known for his fiction, and
especially for one short story, the famous and
efTective Man M'iihout a Countrg. published
anonymously in the Atlantic Monthly in 1863,

and collected with other stories in a volume five

years afterwards. Another short story. My
Double, and How He Undid Me, published in the
same ])eriodical in 1859, also attracted great at-

tention, as well as his "Skeleton in the Closet,"
whicli ai)pcared in the (lalaxy in 1806. But his
most iiilUicutial book is his Ten Times One is

Ten (1870), which led to the formation of many
charitable organizations — Lend- a -Hand clubs.

King's Daughters, etc. Mention may also be made
of The Ingham Papers (1S09) ; and an elaborate
piece of historical fiction, Philip Xolan's Friends
(1876), a romance of the early Southwest. His
Memories of a Hundred Years appeared in 1902.

HALE, EiGENE (1830—). An American
legislator, born at Turner. Maine. He studied

law at Portland, and was admitted to the bar in

1857. From the Maine Legislature, to which
he was elected again in 1880, he was sent to

the Forty-first Congress in 1868, and was four
times reelected. During his Congressional ca-

reer he served on the Committee on A]ipropria-

tions, and during his last term was chairman of

the Republican Congressional Committee. Hale
was a delegate to the Republican conventions
of 1808, 1870, and 1880, and strongly urged the
nomination of Blaine in the last two. He de-

clined the Post-office portfolio in Gi"ant's second
Cabinet (1874), and, after service in Grant's
'private commission' for the canvass of the Presi-

dential vote in Louisiana (1876), refused the
post of Secretary of the Na\'y ofl'ered him by
President Hayes in 1877. In 1871 he married
!Mary Chandler, daughter of Senator Chandler of

Jlichigan. He was elected to the Senate in 1881
to succeed Hannibal Hamlin, and was reelected in

1887, 1893, and 1899.

HALE, George Ellert (1808—). An Ameri-
can astronomer, born in Chicago. He was edu-
cated at the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology (1890), at the Observatory of Harvard
College (1889-90), and at Berlin ("1893-94). In

1890 he was appointed director of the Kenwood
Astrophysical Observatory. He was professor of
astrophysics at Beloit College from 1891 to 1893,
lecturer in the same subject at Northwestern
University, and associate professor in the Uni-
versity of Chicago until 1897, when he was made
full professor. In 1896 he was appointed director
of Yerkes Observatory. Hale made special study
of spectroscopy, and invented the spectrohelio-

graph. He was joint editor of Astronomy and
Asfro])hjisics from 1892 to 1895, when he became
editor of the Astrophysical Journal.

HALE, Horatio (1817-96). An American
ethnologist. He was born in Newport. N. H., the
son of Mrs. Sarah J. Hale (q.v. ). graduated at
Harvard in 1837, and accompanied, as philologist,

the United States exploring expedition under
Wilkes. He made a careful study of the lan-

guages and customs of the Pacific islands, and
subsequently published the results of his investi-

gations in his Ethnography and Philology (1840).
After his return he pursued his studies inde-

pendently, especially among the Indians of Cana-
da. He was admitted to the Chicago bar in 185.'),

but soon removed to Clinton, Ontario, where he
afterwards lived. He was a member of many
learned societies, and in 1886 was president of
the anthropology' section of the -American Asso-
ciation for the Advancement of Science. His
writings include: hidian Migrations as Evi-
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denced hii Language (1883), and The Iroquois

JUmk of kites (1883).

HALE, John Parker (1800-73). An Ameri-
eau statesman and orator, born in Itochester,

N. H. He studied at Phillips Exeter Academy,
graduated at Bowdoin College in 1827, and three

years later was admitted to the bar. His polit-

ical career began in 1832, when, as a strong

Jacksonian Democrat, he was elected to the

New Hampshire State Legislature. In 1834 he

was appointed by President Jackson United

States District Attorney tor New Hampshire, was
reappointed by Van Buren in 1838, and served

until removed by Tyler in 1841. His nomination

and election to Congress in 1842 followed natural-

ly. Once in Congress, however, he soon asserted

las independence, and spoke and voted against

the adoption of the 'gag rule' (q.v.), intended to

put a stop to anti-slavery petitions. He still

remained a stanch Democrat, however, sup-

ported Polk and Dallas in the campaign of 1844,

and was renominated without opposition. Be-

fore the Congressional election, however, Texan
annexation having been adopted by tlie Demo-
cratic Party as one of the main features of its

programme, the New Hampshire Legislature, in

December, 1844, passed resolutions instructing

its Senators and Congressmen to favor that policy.

Hale, however, came out with a public statement
opposing annexation on anti-slavery grounds.

The Democratic State Convention was tliereupon

hastily reassemlded at Concord. Hale was
branded as a traitor to the party, and his name
was stricken from the ticket. In the subsequent

election he ran as an independent candidate, and
as neitber he, the regular candidate, nor the Whig
candidate obtained a majority of the votes cast,

the district was unrepresented. In the face of

an apparently invincible Democratic majority, he

set out to win the State over to the anti-slavery

cause, addressed meetings in every town and
village in New Hampshire, carrying on a remark-
able canvass known as the 'Hale Storm of 1845,'

and was rewarded with seeing the State choose a
Legislature in whicb the Wbigs and Independent

Democrats had a majority of the votes. He
himself was elected to the Lower House, and was
chosen Speaker, and in 1847 was elected to the

United States Senate. True to his convictions,

he alone refused to vote in favor of the resolu-

tion tendering the thanks of Congress to Scott

and Taylor for their victories in the Mexican
War. in 1849 be was joined in the Senate by
Chase and Seward, and in 1851 by Sumner, as co-

advocates of the anti-slavery cause. In 1848 he

supported Van Buren for the Presidency. In
1851 he was counsel for the rescuers of the slave

Shadraeh in Boston. At the national conven-

tion of Free-Soil Democrats, held at Pittsburg

in 1852, Hale was nominated for President, and
George W. -Julian, of Indiana, for Vice-President.

The ticket polled 157.685 votes. At the expira-

tion of his Senatorial term in 1853. Hale was
succeeded by Charles G. Atherton; but after two
years, which he spent in law practice in New
York, the Legislature of New Hampshire having
again an anti-slavery majority, he was elected to

(ill the vacancy caused by Senator Atherton'j

death. In 1858 he was reelected, as a Republican,
for a full term, and served until 1865, completing,

in all, a service of sixteen years in the Senate.

During the war he was a consistent supporter of

President Lincoln's policy, and upon his retire-

ment from the Senate he was appointed Minis-
ter to Spain, where he remained for four years.

HALE, Sir Matthew (1609-76). A distin-

guislied English lawyer and judge, born at Al-
dcrley, in Gloucestershire, November 1, 1609.
His paternal grandfather was a wealthy trades-
man, while his mother was a member of the
noble familj' of Poyntz of Acton. Left an or-

phan at the age of five, he wa.s placed under
the care of the Puritan Vicar of Walton-under-
Edge, who prepared him for college. He entered
Magdalen Hall, Oxford, at sixteen ; at the age
of twenty he was enrolled as a member of Lin-

coln's Inn, and entered upon the study of the

law with great zeal and industry. During this

period he is said to have worked sixteen hours

.a day, reading and rereading all the year-books,

reports, and law treatises in print, delving into

the records of the Tower of Lomlon and other

repositories of antiquarian law. He also devoted
considerable time to investigations in Roman law,

in mathematics, in physics, chemistry, history,

philosophy, medicine, and theology. Called to

tlie bar in 1637, he quickly gained a large prac-

tice, and soon became prominent also in public

affairs. While a Puritan in principle, he was
not a partisan by nature, nor was he an anti-

royalist. As long as possible he maintained a

position of neutrality between the opposing fac-

tions in the State, having taken Pomponius At-

ticus as his political model. Upon the triumph
of Parliament he signed the Solemn League and
Covenant, sat in the Assembly of Divines at

Westminster, tried to bring about a settlement

between the King and Parliament, and after

the death of Charles I. threw in his lot with
the Commonwealth. Although, as a member of

the Commons, he spoke in favor of subordinating
'the single person' to Parliament, the Protector

made him a judge of the Court of Common Pleas

in 1653. He declined a reappointment by Richard
Cromwell. Having taken an active part in the

restoration of Charles II., that monarch appoint-

ed him Chief Baron of the Exchequer in 1660,'

and made him a knight. Eleven years later Hale
was advanced to the Chief Justiceship, which he

held until failing health forced him to resign

in February, 1676. L^pon his withdrawal from
]iiddic life he retired to his native Alderley,

where he died the following Christmas.
Hale's fame as a lawyer and a judge is very

great. Lord Campbell accounts him "the most
eminent judge who ever filled the office of Chief
Baron." His authority upon legal questions was
deemed Avell-nigh infallible during the latter

years of his life. His Analysis of the Law fur-

nished Blackstone with an outline for bis Com-
mentaries. The other legal publications of Sir

Matthew Hale which are most highly esteemed
are: De Jure Maris;, Commentary to Fitzher-

hert's Natura Brevium ; and A History of the

Common Law. He bequeathed many valuable
manuscripts to Lincoln's Inn, where they are

still treasured. Consult: Burnet. Life and Death

of Sir Matthew Hale (London. 1682) ; Williams,

Life of Hale (London. 1835) : Campbell, Lives

of the Chief Justices (Boston. 1873).

HALE, Nathan (1756-76). A Revolutionary
patriot, who met his death under circumstances

that have made him famous in American history.

He w.as born at Coventry. Conn., graduated with
high honors at Yale in 1773, taught school at
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East Haddam from October, 1773, to March,

1774, and afterwards at New London until soon

after the outbreak of tlie Kevohitionavy War,
when (July 1, 1775) he became tirst lieutenant

in a Connecticut regiment, eomnianJed by Charles

Webb. For a short time he was engaged on re-

cruiting duty at Xew London, tlien served at the

siege of Boston, and on September 1st became a

captain-lieutenant. On January 1, 1770, he was
formally commissioned a captain in the regular

Continental service. In JIareh. 1770, he started

with Heath's brigade for Xew York, where soon

afterwards (according to a doubtful tradition)

he, with several picked men, captured by night a
British provision sloop protected by the man-of-

war Asia. While in the vicinity of Xew York
he served as a member of a small harassing

body known as Knowlton's Rangers. Early in

September he volunteered to visit Long Island

and Xew York, to secure some much-needed in-

formation concerning the enemy. Entering the

British lines disguised as a Dutch school-teacher,

he obtained the desired information, and was
about to return, when, on the night of September
21st, he was recognized and captured. On the

following morning he was hung as a spy, having
previously, it is said, been denied the use of a
Bible, or a visit from a minister, and having had
the letters which he had written to his mother
and his fiancee destroyed before his eyes. His
last words were: "I only regret that I have but
one life to lose for my country." There are

statues of Hale in Hartford, Conn., and in City

Hall Park, X'ew York, the former by Gerhardt
and the latter by Jfacmonnies. The best biog-

raphy is that by Johnston (X^ew York, 1901).

Consult, also: Lossing, The Two Spies. Nathan
Unle and John .indrc (Xew Y'ork, 1880) ; Brown,
Sathan Hale, the Martyr Spy (New York, 1890) ;

and Hollowav. Nathan Hale, the Martyr Hero
(New York, "1899).

HALE, Nathan (1784-1863). An American
journalist, the nephew of X^athan Hale the pa-

triot, and the father of the Rev. Dr. Edward
Everett Hale. He was born at Westhampton.
Mass.; graduated at Williams College in 1804,

studied law, and in 1810 was admitted to the

bar in Boston. In 1814, with Henry D. Sedg-

wick, he begaft to edit the Weekly Messenger. In
the same year Hale also bought the Boston Daily
Advertiser, the first daily journal in New Eng-
land. The .idrerti.<!er was originally Federalist

in politics, and w'hen that party went out of

existence 7iaturally gave its support first to the

Whig and then to the Republican Party. Hale
opposed the Missouri Compromise in 1820. and
the Kansas-Xebraska Bill in 1854. and was a

vigorous advocate of the colonization of Kansas
by 'Free State' settlers. For many years he was
a member of the State Legislature. He was one
of the founders of the Xorth American Review
(1815) and of the Chri.^tian Examiner (182.3).

HALE, Philip (1854—). An American music
critic. He was bom at Xorwich, Vt.. and from
childhood was remarkable for his musical talent.

He graduated at Yale in 1870, and was admitted
to the bar at Albany in 1880. After his gi'adua-

tion his musical studies kept pace with his read-

ing in law. Dudley Buck being his teacher. He
was in Eurojic from 1882 to 1887. during which
period he studied the organ with Haupt, Eaiszt,

Rheinberger, and Gnilmant; composition with

Crban, Bargiel, Rheinberger, and Guilmant; and
tlie ))ianoforte with Raif and Seholz. Returning
lo tlie United States, he held the following ap-

pointments: 1879-82, organist of Saint Peter's,

Albany: 1887-89, at Saint John's, Troy; 1889,

of First Religious Society of Roxbury, Mass.

;

and 1887-89. conductor of the Schubert Male
Chorus Club. From 1889 to 1897 he wrote musi-

cal criticisms for the Boston press, :ifter which
period he was the editor of the .Mnsical Record
of Boston, and a contributor to home and foreign

musical imirnals. In 1901 he became editor of

the .Musiciil World of Boston.

HALE, Salma (1787-180G). An American
historian and politician, born in Alstead, Cheshire

Co., X'^. H. He learned printing in the ollice of a

paper in Walpole, N. H., and at the age of eigh-

teen became editor of the Walpole Political Ob-
scrratory. In 181.3 he moved to the neighboring
town of Keene, where he studied law, but was not
admitted to the bar until 1834. He was elected

to Congress as a Republican (Democrat) in 1816,

but declined a reelection. During the following

years he held several local political offices, and
was secretary to the Boundary Commission ap-

pointed to determine the northeastern frontier of

the L^nited States. He interested himself in the

causes of temperance, education, abolition, and
I'nitarianism, and while in Congre.ss opposed
the Missouri Compromise. His works include: A
77 isfon/ of the United States for Schools (1838),
which won a .$400 prize and gold medal oflfcred

by the American Academy of Belles Lettres of

Xew York; The .innals of the Town of Keene
(1826) ; a number of other books, orations, and
articles in newspapers and periodicals, as well

as one or two translations.

HALE, Sakah Jo-SEPHA (Buei.l) (1790-1879).

An American editor and author, born in X'ewport,

N. H. After the death of her husband in 1822,

she turned to literature, and throughout the rest

of her life was constantly engaged in writing and
editing. She took charge of the Boston Ladies'

Mnfja^ine in 1828. and conducted Godey's Lady's
Brjolc after its consolidation with the former in

1837. She advocated the soci.al and intellectual

advancement of women, and is said first to have
suggested Thanksgiving Day as a national holi-

day. She was also active in raising money to

complete the Bunker Hill Monument. She pub-
lished many volumes of poems, some of which had
great contemporary popularity, and edited sev-

eral anthologies. She is said to have written

the well-knoAvn "Mary Had a Little Lamb" for

Dr. Lowell Mason in i830, and published: Xorth-
irood (1827): SI;etchcs of .imerican Character
(1833) ; Trails of American Life (1835) : Gros-

renor: A Tragedy (1838J; Alice Hay: A Ro-
mance in Rhtime (1846) ; The Judge: .1 Drama
of American Life; Woman's Record, or Sketches

of Distingvi.'ihed Women from the Creation to

the Present Day (1853) ; The Letters of Madame
de Sevignf (1856) ; The Letters of Lady Mary
Worthy Montagu (1856).

HALE, William G.\RnNEB (1849—). An
eminent American Latinist, born in Savannah.
Ga. He graduated from Harvard in 1870, and
studied at the universities of Leipzig and Giit-

tingen. He served as tutor in Latin at Harvard
from 1877 to 1880. In the latter year he was
appointed professor of Latin at Cornell, and in

1892 accepted a similar appointment at the head
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of the Latin department in the University of

Chicago. His publications include: The C'um-

ConstructioHS (1887-88) ; The Anticijiatory Sub-

junctive in Greek and Latin (1894); and va-

rious papers in classical journals. He took a

prominent pnrt in establishing the American
School of Classical Studies at Rome, and waa
its first director (1895-96). He received the de-

gree of LL.D. from Union College in 1895, and
from Princeton University in 1890.

HAlEK, hii'lek. ViTEZSL.\v (18.35-74). A Bo-

hemian poet, bom at Dolinek. and educated at

Prague. He devoted himself to journalism, but his

talent was poetic and more especially lyric, and

his collecteif lyrics, Vpriode (1872-74) and Tecer-

ni pisni (lltl'i ed. 1891), rank him with Neruda.

as among the foremost of the modern Czech

poets. He also wrote the epic poems: Kriisnd

Lejla (18.59); Alfred (1858); Mejrima a

Ilusejn (1859); Goar (1864); Cerny prdpor

(1867); Didieovi Bile Hory (1869): Derce z

Tater (1871); and Pohddky z naii vesnice

(1873), in which lyric and epic mingle. His
plays, Carevif- Aleiscj, Zavii s Falkenstejna,

and Krdl Rudolf, were fairly successful. A com-

plete edition of his works, including some fiction,

was published at Prague (1878-87) with a
biography.

HALEN, il'lan, or HALEM, Don Ju.\n van.
Count of Peracampos (1790-1864). A Spanish
general and patriot of Belgian descent, born on the

Isla de Leon. He entered the navy when he was
fifteen, and was present at the battle of Trafal-

gar. He took part in the rising against the

French at Madrid (May 2, 1808). and" at Ferrol

was captured, but joined the French Army and
became an artillery officer under Joseph Bona-

parte (1809). In 1813 he went to Barcelona in

Suchet'a staff, joined a Spanish patriotic society,

and treacherously surrendered Lerida. Monzon,
and Mequinenza. Two years afterwards he

was accused of complicity in a conspiracy

against Ferdinand Vll., and was imprisoned,

but almost immediately released, and made
a lieutenant. Again, in 1817, he was involved

in Torrijo's plot, was put in the prison of

the Inquisition, but escaped and fled to Russia.

In 1821 he returned to Spain and fought under
Mina. He took part in politics and was promi-

nent in the Belgian Revolution of 1830, being

placed at the head of the insurgent forces, but

soon after the expulsion of the Dutch from Brus-

sels he quarreled with De Potter and resigned.

Once more in Spain (1834), he was appointed

Cordova's adjutant, and served with success

against the Carlists (1836). In 1840 he was
made Captain-General of Catalonia. In 1842

he put down the uprising in Barcelona, but the

opposition to Espartero had grown too strong in

1843, and he escaped to England in .July. He
returned to Spain in 1850. and in 1854 became
president of the Supreme Navy and Army Court.

He wrote Relacidn de su caiidividad en los cala-

bo^os de la Inqttisicidn. su erasidn y emigraeidn

(1827), and Les quatre journies de Bruxelles

(1831).

HALES, halz. Alexander of. See Alexanper
OF Hales.

HALES, John (1584-1656). A CImrch of

England divine. He was born at Bath. April 19,

1584; educated at Oxford; became fellow of Mer-
ton, 1605; fellow of Eton, 1613; canon of Wind-

sor, 1639; but was ejected by the Parliamentary
committee from liis canonry, 1642, and his Eton
fellow-ihip, 1649. He died at Eton, May 19, 1656.

In 1618-19 he was present in the Synod of Dort
(q.v.), and has given an interesting account of

it. The discussions changed him from Calvinism
t(; Latitudinarianism. His learning, popularity,

and practical sense were so admired by his con-
temporaries that they thought posterity coiUd not
possibly forget him, and his first editor issued

his works under the caption. Golden Remains of

the Ecer Memorable Mr. John Hales (London,

1059) ; a fuller collection appeared in Gla.sgo\v

(1765, 3 vols.). His most famous single work
is his Tract Concerning iSchism and Schismatics,

written in 1636, but not printed till 1642.

HALES, Stephen (1677-1761). An English
jihysiologist and inventor. He was born at

Beckesbourn, in Kent, and died at Teddington, in

Middlesex, in 1761. He entered Corpus Christi

College, Cambridge, in 1696, was elected fellow

in 1702, and having taken holy orders, was pre-

sented about 1710 to the perpetual curacy of

Teddington. He was a fellow of the Royal So-

ciety and trustee for the Colony of Cieorgia. He
was the author of Statical Essays, the first part

of which was published under the title of Vege-

table Statieks, or an Account of Some Statical

E.cpcriments on- the Sap of Vegetables (1727),

and which rapidly acquired so high a reputation

as to be translated into French, German. Dutch,

and Italian, and may be considered the starting-

point of our true knowledge of vegetable physiol-

ogy. A second part of this work, under the title

Hcemostaticks, and treating of the circulation of

the blood, appeared in 1733. In addition to

valuable researches in botany and physiology, he
contributed numerous memoirs to the Philosophi-

cal Transactions on ventilation, on the method of

keeping water fresh, on electricity, on the analy-

sis of the air, etc. Ventilating machines which
he invented were introduced into London prisons,

and were found most efficacious in diminishing
mortality among the prisoners. His system was
also adopted in France with similar good results.

He wrote a number of essays on the evils of the

drinking of spirits, which were extiemely popu-
lar and widely circulated in the cause of tem-

perance. In his experiments with gases he col-

lected them over water, a method which was
extensively employed by Priestley and other

workers in the field.

HA-LEVI, JuDAH. A Jewish poet and scholar

of the eleventh and twelfth centuries. See Judah,

Ben Samuel.

HALEVY, i'la've', Jacques rRAN<;'0is Fro-

mental (1799-1862). A celebrated French dra-

matic composer, bom in Paris, of Jewish

])arentage. After a little preparatory study he

entered the Solf^ge class of the Paris Conservatory

in 1809. The following year he undertook the

study of the pianoforte under Charles Lambert,

and in 1811 of harmony under Berton. Five

years in the study of counterpoint under

Cherubini followed, after which in 1816 he won
the Prix de Rome, with a cantata, Herminie.

Ilis time in Italy was devoted principally to

operatic composition, and after considerable diffi-

culty he succeeded in having the result of his

labors, the opera h'artisan, presented in Paris in

1827. The public, however, received it coldly, and

refused the composer any recognition until, in
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1834, his successful treatment of HeroUrs un-

finished opera, lAidoric, which he ennipU'tcil, won
general eoniinemlation from critics and pul)Uc

alike. La Juice, produced in 1835, niarl<cd his

first triumph, and was followed si.v nionllis later

by the etpially successful L'Eclair. Guido ct

Ginerra (1838) met with but an indilTerent re-

ception, a fate wliidi pursued Lt's Ircizc (18311)

and Le Driipicr (1S40). With La reinc dc Chy-

prc (IS4I) liis lirst success was repeated. He
held many important positions, beginning as a

teacherat the Consen-atory in 1827, and being ap-

pointed, at tlie same school, professor of theory

in 1833, and of composition in 1840. He also

served as accompanying pianist at the Theatre

Italien (1827). and as chef du chant at the

Grand Opera (1829). Among his pupils were Gou-

nod, Victor Masse, Bizet, Bazin, and Henri Duver-

noy. As a composer, lie suffered from Meyer-

beer's over.shadowing popularity, although he is

regarded as possessing i far greater depth of

sentiment than his more successful confrere.

Certain it is that he did not consult the public,

and in consequence his music was frequently mis-

understood. His masterpiece is undoubtedly La
Juive, which is deservedly recognized as a classic.

He was elected permanent secretary of the

Academic des Beaux-Arts in 1854. He died

in Nice, but was buried in Paris. For

his life, consult Leon Halevy, F. HaUry, sa vie,

scs a-iivres (Paris, 18()3), which contains a full

account of all his numerous compositions.

HALEVY, .TosEPii (1827—). A French Ori-

entalist, born at Adrianople, Turkey. He studied

at .Jewish colleges in Adrianople and Bucharest,

and attracted some attention by his Hebrew verse.

In 1808 he was commissioned by the Alliance

Israelite Universelle to study conditions among
the Falashas of Abyssinia, and in 1869-70, under
the direction of the Academic des Inscriptions,

traveled in Yemen, where he obtained copies of

686 inscriptions, chiefly Sabfean and Himyaritic,

later published in his Rapport siir niic mission

orchcologique dans le Yemen (1872). He was
appointed adjunct professor of Ethiopie at the

Kcole des Hautes Etudes, and assistant librarian

of the Asiatic Society. As an Assyriologist, he is

known for his contention that the Akkadian peo-

ple and literature never existed, and that their

so-called writing was a cryptography invented by
the Babylonian priests to lend greater secrecy to

their compositions. Halevy has also been promi-
nent as a biblical critic. His publications in-

clude further: Voyage ati Xedjran (1873);
Etudes sab^ennes (1875); Etudes berbcres, cpi-

graphie lybique (1875); La pretendue langue
d'A-Ccad. csl-clle touranienne? (IS75) ; Recherches
critiques sur I'origine de la civilisation baby-

lonimxne (1870); Melanges de critique et d'his-

toire relatifs aux peuplcs scmitiques (1883) ; and
an Essai sur I'origine des fcritures indicnnes

(1886). A series of Recherches bibliques. pub-
lished by him in the Revue des Etudes Juivcs
from 1886 to 1892, was continued from 1893 in

the Revue Sdmitique d'Epigraphie et d'Histoire

Ancicnne, which he founded in the beginning of

that year. He also wrote much for the Revue
Critique and the Journal Asiatique.

HALEVY, Lfiox (1802-83). A French man
of letters, born in Paris, brother of .Jacques

Francois Halevy, the composer. He became a
supporter of Saint-Simon, and one of the found-

ers of Le Producteur. In 1831' he was ap-

pointed adjunct professor of literature in the

Kcole Polytechnique, and from 1837 to 1853 was
cliief of the bureau of historical monuments in

the Ministry of Public Instruction. His wcuks in-

clude: Rcc'ueils de fables (1844 and lS5(i) and
La (Irccctragiqu- (1846). both of which were
crowned by the French Academy; lit: </< Eran-

cois Ualery (18G2) ; and several dramatic works,

including two tragedies, Le Czar Dimitrius
(1829), and Electre (1864).

HALEVY, LlDOVic (18.34—). A French
dramatist, born in Paris. He achieved great

Ijopularity during the Second Empire for work
in collaboration with Henri Meilhac (q.v.) in

light comedy, and by writing Olt'enbach's

most popular librettos. Their first great suc-

cess was La belle HcUne (1865), followed by

Uurbe blcue (1866) ; La grandc duchesse (1867) ;

La I'crichole (1808); Carmen (1875); and Le
petit due (1878). They wrote also during this

period farces of unusual levity, and toward the

close of the Empire essayed the serious though
sensational drama in Frou-Frou (1869), one of

the greatest theatrical succes.ses of the century.

From the literary point of view, the best of their

joint work is in realistic and farcical satires,

such as Tricoche et Cacolet (1872); La boule,

or, in still lighter vein, the sparkling effervescing

one-act play Reveillon, and the clever luit un-

.savory Toto ehez Tata. Both Meilhac and Halevy
worked also independently. Here Halevy has de-

voted himself almost wholty to novelistic satire

and idyllic sketches. Of the former, the best are

the three astonishingly clever volumes on the Car-
dinal family: M. et Mnie. Cardinal (1873) ; Les
prtites Cardinal (1880); La famille Cardinal
{ 1883), whose head is a "corrupt Puritanic Prud-
homme of vice." Of the latter, L'abbf Constantin
(1882) is world-renowned for its fresh charm,
and the early part of Criquette (1883) is hardly
less winning in its picture of a theatrical Parisian
gamin. The rest of Halevy's fiction is not sig-

nificant. He was elected to the Academy in 1886.

The dramatic works {Theatre Cmnplet) of Ha-
levy and Meilhac are in course of publication
(5" vols., Paris, 1901). Consult Matthews,
French Dramatists of the Nineteenth Century (3d
ed., New York, 1901).

HAL'PA. A name for esparto ( q.v. ) , a Span-
ish grass used in paper-making. See Feather
Grass.

HALF-APE. A book name for a lemur (q.v. )

.

HALFBEAK. One of a group of synentogna-
thous marine fishes, related to the pikes and
needlefishes, and constituting the family Hemi-
ramphidae, which are conspicuously distinguished

by the shortness of the upper half of the beak-

like jaw, the lower mandible being variousI.y pro-

longed beyond it. (See Plate of Needlefish,
Pikes, etc.) All are small, about a foot in

length, handsomely colored, and mostly remain
near shore in warm latitudes. They swim near
{he surface, often in large schools, and feed on
alga>; th.^y are excellent to eat. The common
Spanish name in the West Indies is 'halao' (dan-

cer), and some species are called 'pajarito' and
'cscribano' ; while one beautiful and rather pe-

culiar form (Chriodorus atherinoides) , abundant
at Key West, Fla., is called 'hardhead.'

HALF-BLOOD. In English and American
law, the relationship of persons who have one
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parent only in common, as half-brothers, etc.

When two persons have the same father, but not
the same mother, they are said to be consanguin-
eous : wlien they have tlie same motlier only,

they are called uterine brothers or sisters. In
the succession to real property in England, the
lialf-blood relations by the father's side succeed
after the full-blood relations; and next, but at a
considerable interval, the half-blood relations by
the mother's side. This is a modification of the

common-law rule, however, as by that law per-

sons of the half-blood were excluded entirely

from the line of descent and were not capable of

inheritinc; from each other. In Scotland, also, the
half-blood consanguineous succeed to heritable

estates in the same way, though not in identically

the same order ; but the half-blood uterine never
succeed in any event. In England, as regards
personal estate, the half-blood on both sides

succeed indiscriminately, and share equally with
the full-blood. But iii Scotland the half-blood
siicceed to movable projierty only after all the
full-blood and their descendants are exhausted,
and then the half-blood by the father's side suc-

ceed in exclusion of the half-blood by the mother's
side, who do not come in until the succession
reaches a distant point, viz. w'here the nearest re-

lations are uncles and aunts paternal, or their

descendants, in which case only the half-blood

uterine after the mother's death take half the

propertv, and the paternal relatives the other
half.

The common-law disability of tlie half-blood for-

merly existed in the United States : but has every-

where been wholly or partially removed by statute.

In some States the modern English rule has been
adopted, brothers or sisters of the half-blood suc-

ceeding after those of full blood, while in others

no distinction whatever is made between them.
It is to be observed that the distinction between
the whole and half blood exists only in determin-
ing the relationship of brothers and sisters 1o

one another and for the purpose of determining
the descent of property from one of these to the
other, all children being equally related to a

common parent. See CoNS.\?sGrixiTT : Descent.

HALF-BBEEDS. A political nickname ap-

plied, in ISSl and the years immediately follow-

ing, to members of a faction in the Republican
Party in the State of New York, which favored
the Administration in the controversy between
President Garfield and Senators Piatt and Conk-
ling, and opposed the regular Republican candi-

date for the (iovernor.ship of the State. Folger,

thus bringing about the election of the Demo-
cratic candidate, Grover Cleveland. The name
was given in derision, as denoting those who
were but half Republican, by the nembers of the
opposite faction denominated 'Stalwarts' (q.v.).

The term was also used to some extent in other
States.

HALF MOON, TnE. The name of the ship in

which Henry Hudson, commissioned by the Dutch
East India Company, in 1609, undertook his voy-
age in search of the Northwest Passage, and in

which he skirted tlie New England coast and
sailed up the Hudson River.

HALF MOON, The. A former tavern in Al-
dersgate, London, once the resort of many liter-

ary men. Its present designation. 'Shakespeare's
House,' is without foundation.

HALF PAY. See Pay and Allowances.

HALFSNIPE. The British 'jacksnipe' (q.v.).

HALFWAY COVENANT. The designation
given to a peculiar modilication of church-mem-
bership which arose in early New England. Ac-
cording to tlie view prevalent in the Congrega-
tional churches of New England at their founda-
tion, the only proper members of a local church
were men and women of personal Christian faith

and experience, and their minor children. The
growth to maturity of the children of the first

settlers raised the question of the permanent
ecclesiastical status of such children. Were they
still members, though lacking a personal Chris-

tian experience? The question was answered in

the afiirmative by many early New England min-
isters, by a ministerial convention which met at
the request of Connecticut and summons of Mas-
sachusetts in 1657, and by a sjTiod of the Jlassa-

chusetts churches in 1062. It was held by them
that such as were members themselves in in-

fancy by reason of their parents' membership
were still sufTiciently members when of mature
years, even if not of conscious Christian experi-

ence to transmit the same degree of membership
in turn to their children, and to have their chil-

oren baptized. To bring their children for bap-

tism they must enter into a 'covenant' with the
church to submit to its discipline, and give an
intellectual assent, at least, to the main truths

of Christianity. In the absence, however, of a
personal Christian experience they were not fit to

partake of the communion. Hence the name
halfway,' or halfway into full church member-
ship. The ascription of a political significance to

the system (increased access to the franchise) is

without foundation. The system was the occa-

sion of long controversy in New England; it was
opposed by .Jonathan Edwards and his disciples,

and died out in the early part of the nineteenth

century. Consult: Walker. Creeds and Platforms

of Congrefiationalism (New York, 1S93).

HAL'HED, Nathaniel BKA.SSEY (1751-1830).

An Englisli Orientalist, born at Westminster. He
studied at Christ Church, Oxford, and after-

wards went to India, where, at the instance of

Warren Hastings, he translated a digest of the

Sanskrit law-books, under the title A Code of

flentoo Law. etc. ( 1776) . This work went through
tliree editions, and was translated into French
in 1778. After his return to England in 1785
he was elected to Parliament, of which body he

continued a member until 1795. His other pub-

lications include: A (Irannnar of the Bengal Lan-
guage (1778): and A Xarrative of the Events
. . . in Bombay and Bengal Relative to the

Mahratta Empire (1779).

HALIBURTON, Thomas Chandler (1796-

18651. A British-American humorist, who wrote
under the pen-name of 'Sam Slick.' He was born

at \\indsor, N. S., and was educated at King's

College, in his native town. He was called to

the bar in 1820; was raised to the bench of the

CoDimon Pleas in 1828 ; and became judge of the

Supreme Court in 1842. In 1856 he retired

from the bench, and took up his residence in

England. In 1858 he received the degree of

D.C.L. from Oxford, and in 1859 entered Parlia-

ment as Conservative member for Launceston.

llaliburton is best known as the author of Sam
.S7/f',-, the name of a Yankee clock-maker and
peddler, whose quaint drollery, imsophisticated

wit, knowledge of human nature, and aptitude in
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the use of what he calls 'soft sawder,' have given

him a fair chance of immortality. In a subse-

quent series the author brings Sam Slick to Eng-

land as an attache of the United States I.<>ga-

tion. These sketches., begun in the Xoca Scotian

newspaper in 18.')5, appeared in three series

(1837, 18;i8, 1840). Copied into otlier pajxM-s,

they were for a long time popular in America
and in England, and were translated into several

Continental languages. Among Haliburton's nu-

merous other works are: The LettcrBiifi of the

Great ^Yestern ; ^\'ise Saws and Modern In-

stances : Xature and Human Xature; Bubbles of

Canada ; Rule and Misrule of the English in

America; and An Historie/il and Statistical Ac-

count of .Vora Scotia. Consult Memoir, by Crof-

ton (Halifax, 1880).

HALIBUT (from UE. haly, Eng. holy + IME.

hutte, Eng. hut, Ger. liutte, Swed. butta. floun-

der: so called as eaten especially on holy days).

The largest and most important of the flatfish.

This species {Hippoglossus hippoglossus) is

elongated and rather thick in form (see colored

Plate with Fish as Food) and lies on its left side,

which is white, while the right side, uniform dark
brown in color, with very small smooth scales,

is uppermost and bears both the large eyes. The
capacious mouth is symmetrically placed, as

also are the ventral fins. Specimens sometimes
reach huge size—seven or eight feet in length

—

and weigh 400 pounds or more: but these are be-

lieved always to be females, and their flesh is

poor. A weight of 75 pounds or less is more
usual, and such fish are in better condition. Lit-

tle ones are called 'chicken halibut' by the New
England fishermen. The halibut abounds in

all northern seas at moderate depths, extending

as far south as it can find water only a few-

degrees above the freezing-point : hence it ranges

farther in winter than in summer, infrequently to

the region of Xew York, on the eastern, and San
Francisco on the western coast; or to the English

Channel in Europe. Formerly it was extremely

numerous in Massachusetts Bay and on George's

Bank, but since about 1850 has become scarce

south of the Banks of Newfoundland, where it

haunts the skirts of the Banks, and must year

by year be followed into deeper and deeper water

(300 to 500 fathoms) as those in the shallower

places are depleted. The halibut are voracious,

and, despite their bulk, active and fierce; their

principal food is believed to be mollusks and
crustaceans of various kinds, but they chase and
devour all sorts of fishes, and sometimes follow

the schools of Arctic capelin close inshore, or

pursue fishes at the surface, disabling them with

strokes of the tail as well as seizing them in

their mouths. The halibut, in its turn, is preyed

upon by seals, the white whale, various large

sharks, and. when young, by its own kind. The
females become heavy with roe in the latter pai't

of summer, and then seek comparatively shallow

water in which to spawn.
Halibut are caught by the same methods as are

cod. (For particulars see Fisheries.) Two
other closely related fishes are the arrow-toothed

halibut {Athcrestlics stomias) of the Xorth Pa-

cific, about two feet in length and largely caught

.and utilized in the Aleutian. Islands; and the

Greenland halibut ( Rrinhardtius hippoglossoides)

.

which is yellowish brown, may reach a very large

size, and inhabits the Arctic Atlantic, but not

numerously.

HAL'ICARNAS'StrS (Lat., from Ok. 'AAi.

Kiilimtjaiir ). A Greek city of Caria, in the south-

west of Asia Jlinor, on the north shore of the

Ceramic Gulf. It was founded by a colony from
Tra-zeii. and was one of the cities of the so-called

Doric Hexapolis. from which confederacy, how-

ever, it was eventually excluded. The Ionian

element in the population seems to have been

large, for in the fifth century B.C. the ollicial

dialect was Ionic. Close to Halicarnassus was
the Carian city Salmacis. which formed witli it

one comnumity, and later became its cliief and
almost impregnable citadel. Under the Persian

rule it passed to the dominion of the tyrant

Lygdamis. whose daughter Artemisia (q.v. ),

while ruling for her infant son, conunanded a
squadron in the fleet of Xerxes (B.C. 4801. With
help from Samos the city threw ott' tht; Persian

rule, and became, with other Carian cities, for

a time a member of the Athenian League. Later

it again fell under Persian control, and in the

fourth century we find it the capital of the rulers

of Caria. The most celebrated of these was
Slausolus, son of Hecatomnus, in whose honor

his sister and wife, Artemisia, erected the great

mausoleum
(
q.v. ) . Alexander the Great de-

stroyed the lower town, liut could not capture

Salmacis. From that time the town was com-
paratively insignificant. Halicarnassus was the

birthplace of two of the most eminent of the

Greek historians. Herodotus and Dionysius. Early

in the fifteenth century the Knights of Saint

.John erected here a strong citadel, to which they

gave the name of the Petronion. in honor of Saint

Peter. From this is derived the modern name
Budrun. For an account of the discovery of the

ajicient remains of the city, and of the disentomb-

meiit of the mausoleum, see JL\usoLEUM.

HALIDON (hiil'i-don) HILL. A height of

land in England, a short distance northwest of

Berwick-upon-Tweed, noted as the scene of a
bloodv conflict between the English and the Scots,

July" 10, 13.33. Edward III., in support of

the claims of the fugitive Edward Baliol (q.v.)

to the crown of Scotland, .
had advanced to

the borders with a large army and laid siege

to Benvick. The Scotch forces under the Re-

gent of Scotland, Archibald Douglas, Lord of

G.-xlloway, surnamed 'the Tyneman.' marched to

the relief of Berwick, and found the Eng-
lish drawn up on the north side of Halidon

Hill. Regardless of fatigue, the Scots imme-
diately advanced to the attack, sufl'ering se-

verely from the English archers while crossing

the morass which skirts the base of the hill.

They nevertheless struggled onward, and suc-

ceeded in mounting the hill, but were thrown
into confusion by a charge of the English, and
were totally routed. The English cavalry and
the Irish auxiliaries committed great slaugliter

among the fugitives. According to the Chronicle

of Lanercost. Arcliibald Douglas, ''seven earls,

27 bannerets, and 30.320 foot soldiers" fell. The
English loss was comparatively small. The town
of Berwick immediately surrendered, and Ed-

ward Baliol for a short time regained possession

of tlic throne. See Scotland.

HALIFAX. The capital of Nova Scotia,

Can., on the southeast or outer coast of the

peninsula, in latitude 44° 30' N.. and longitude

63^ 35' VV. (Map; Nova Scotia, F 5). It is built

on the east slope of a small peninsula in Halifax
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harbor. The harbor is one of the finest in the
world. It is entered from the south, extends
nortlnvard about six miles, terminates in a mag-
nificent sheet of water called Bedford Basin, and
ofl'ers at all times an easy access and safe anchor-

age to vessels of any magnitude. It has two en-

trances, made by M'Xab's Island, of which only

the western is navigable for vessels of large ton-

nage. Halifax is the chief naval station for

British North America, with dockyards, a dry
dock, and complementary establishments. The
head oflices of the Nova Scotia Railway and the

Nova Scotia Electric Telegraph Company are

situated here. Halifax is also the eastern ter-

minus of the Canadian Pacific Railway, and of

the Inter-Colonial Railway of Canada. The port

has nearly all the foreign trade of the colony. Its

export trade in agricultural produce, lumber, fish,

and furs is large. The industrial establishments
comprise iron-foundries, machinery, agricultural

implement, cotton, woolen, tobacco, paper, and
soap manufactories, sugar-refineries, tanyards,

distilleries, and breweries. The city is the seat of

various foreign consuls, including a consul-gen-

eral of the United States. It is an important
military post, defended by eleven forts and bat-

teries, one of which, the Citadel crowning the hill

on which Halifax is built, is said to be, after

Quebec, the strongest fortification in America.
Halifa.x and Quebec are the only places in Canada
where British troops are stationed. The extensive

and handsome barracks overlook the harbor. The
city, with its suburbs, extends along the slope of

a hill, and covers an area three miles long by one
mile wide. The streets are well laid out at right

angles, and granite and freestone have replaced

wood for building purposes. The principal edi-

fices are the Dominion Building, containing the

post-ofiice, customs department, and a museum,
the Provincial Parliament building, C4overnment
House, military hospital, admiralty house,

lunatic and blind asylums, provincial peniten-

tiary, court-house, exchange, theatre, and Y. M.
C. A. building. Halifax is the seat of the

Anglican Bishop of Nova Scotia and Prince Ed-
ward Island, and of the Roman Catholic Arch-
bishop of Halifax, with their cathedrals. It also

has numerous churches. Among its educational

institutions are Dalhousie College and University,

unsectarian and well equipped with faculties of

arts, sciences, law, and medicine ; 28 public

schools, a ladies' college, a convent, and a Presby-
terian theological college. The city is lighted by
electricity, has street railways, public gardens
where band concerts are given, attractive parks,

a fine water-supply, and a modern system of sew-
erage. It has liccome a favorite summer resort

owing to the beauty of its surroundings, its sani-

tary conditions, and the bracing climate. The
city sends two representatives to the Dominion
House of Commons, and three to the Provincial
Legislature. Pounded in 1749, and named in

honor of the Earl of Halifax, the contemporary
president of the British Board of Trade, it sup-
planted .4innapolis in 1750 as the seat of govern-
ment. During the Revolutionary War it was one
of the chief British bases of supply. Population,
in 1891, 38.495; in 1901, 40.787.

HALIFAX. A town and county borough in

the West Riding of Yorkshire, Englaiid, on the

Hebble, seven miles southwest of Bradford (Map:
England, E 3). It has exceptional facilities for

water and railway transportation, which con-

tribute to the importance of its woolen and cot-

ton industries. It also has iron, machine, and
chemical works, and neighboring coal-mines and
stone-quarries. There are numei'ous charitable
institutions and public and private educational
establishments, which include the Heath Gram-
mar School, founded in 1585, and the Blue Coat
School. The standard of municipal administra-
tion is high. The town maintains free libraries,

markets, slaughter-houses, a fire-briga.de station,

and a cemetery; its owns its water, gas, and elec-

tric works, tramways, bathing establishments,

paving-stone quarry, and has a modern system
of refuse and sewage disposal. Halifax sends

two members to Parliament, ilcntioi-.ed in the

twelfth century, it was an obscure hamlet until

the fifteenth, when the settlement of Flemish
artisan refugees inaugurated its growth and
prosperity. It was long under manor rule, and
did not receive its charter of incorporation until

1848. Population, in 1891, 97,700; in 1901,

105,000.

HALIFAX. Charles JIoxt.vgu, Earl of

(1061-1715). An English statesman and finan-

cier. He was a grandson of Henry, first Earl of

ilanchester, and was born probably at Horton, in

Northamptonshire, April 10, 1661. He was edu-
cated at Westminster School and Trinit.v College,

Cambridge. A laudatory poem on Charles II.

in 1685 first brougivt Montagu into public notice.

Two years later appeared the parody on Dryden's
Hind and Panther, entitled The Town and Couri-

try Mouse, of which he was joint author with
ilatthew Prior. He disappeared almost entirely

from the field of literature after the appearance
of his satire, save as the patron of Addison and
other men of letters. He was elected to the Con-
vention Parliament in 1689, where he voted for

the declaration that James II. had abdicated, and
that the throne was thereby vacant. He retained

his seat in William III.'s first Parliament, and
was appointed in 1692 a commissioner of the

treasury. On December loth of the same year
he proposed in the House of Commons to raise

a million pounds sterling by way of loan, a
measure which, adopted, made the beginning of

the English national debt. In the spring of

1694 money was again wanted, and Montagu was
ready to supply it. This time he did so by orig-

inating a national bank, a scheme for which had
been laid before the Government by William
Paterson three years before. The capital was to

be £1,200,000, and the shareholders were to be

called the Governor and Company of the Bank of

England. The bill for this was ultimately passed;

the result was entirely successful, and Jlontagu
became Chancellor of the Exchequer. His next
work was the recoinage of 1695, which he carried

out successfully, appointing Newton, of whom he
was a lifelong friend and patron, warden of the

mint, and raising a tax on windows to pay the

expense, instead of the obnoxious impost called

hearth-money. In 1697 he became First Lord
of the Treasury, but soon, being unpopular on
account of his arrogant manners, he was obliged

to bestow upon himself the auditorship of the

Exchequer and resign his higher offices. Harley
insisted on his withdrawal from the Commons,
and he became Baron Halifax. He was im-

peached in 1701 before the House of Lords for

breach of trust while Chancellor of the Ex-
chequer, and again in 1703. but the proceedings

fell to the ground. ' During the whole of Anne's
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reign Halifax rpmained out of otlice, but was
active in promoting the union with .Scothind and
the Hanoverian succession. On the Queen's death
he was appointed a member of the temporary
council of regency, and on George I.'s arrival be-

came an earl and First Lord of the Treasury.
His rule lasted only nine months, being termi-
nated by his deatli. on May 111, 1715. For Hali-
fax's literary activity, consult his Life and Mis-
ccthnuoiis Works (London. 1715): for his po-

litical career, consult : Maeaulay, History of
Emihind (Xew York, 1856-62); Banke, History

of England (Oxford, 1875).

HA LIOT'ID.iE. See .4BAL0^•E.

HALIE, hii'ler. K.\rl (1850—). A Bohemian
violinist, born at Hohenelbe. He studied at the
Prague Conservatory, and in 1874-7(1 with
Joachim in Berlin. In 1888 he was appointed
leader of the Court Orchestra at Weimar. In
1894 he settled in Berlin, where he became a
member of Joachim's quartet and a teacher in

the conservatory. An American tour (1800-97)

was extremely successful. Halir is in the front

rank of modern European violinists.

HATjITE (from Gk. a\s, haU, salt). A min-
eral composed of sodium chloride. It crystal-

lizes in the isometric .system : has a vitreous

lustre, and is white in color, sometimes tinged
with yellow, red, blue, and purple. It is found in

irregular beds in rocks of various ages, usually
associated with ealcite and gj'psum, together
with clay and sandstone: also forming salt

springs, and in the water of the oceans and lakes.

The principal deposits in Europe are at Wiel-
iczka. Poland, and at Stassfurt, Germany: it is

also found at various localities in the Carpathian
Mountains, the Austrian and Bavarian Alps, in

Western Germany, the Vosges, and the Jura
Mountains, and in Cheshire, England. In the

United States it occurs in the follo\nng States,

given in the order of their apparent im])ortance:
Michigan. Xew York, Kansas. California, Loui-
siana. Illinois, L'tah. Ohio. West Virginia. Ne-
vada. Pennsylvania. Virginia, Kentucky, Texas,
and Wyoming. The rock salt deposits of Petite
Anse, New Iberia, and other localities in Louisi-

ana, are well known. See S.\lt.

HAL'ITHE'RIUM (Xeo-Lat., from Gk. aXt,

lials, sea + Briplov, ihi'rion, diminutive of 6-r)p,

th-er, beast. A fossil dugong, of which remains
are found in rocks of Miocene age in Europe. See
SiRENiA; Dugong ; IManatee.

HALL, hal. A town in the Austrian Crown-
land of Tyrol., situated on the Inn. which is here

navigable, six miles east of Innsbruck (ilap:

Austria, B 3). The parish church, built in 1271,

the fifteenth-century Rathaus., the Franciscan

convent, and the Miinzthurm. are the chief build-

ings. About nine miles north of the town is the

Salzberg. with salt-mines, from which salt in the

form of brine is conveyed in wooden pipes to the

pans of Hall. Hall also manufactures chemicals,

felt hats, buttons, paper, cloth, and chicory.

Population, in 1890, 5800; in 1900, 6200. Hall

was a flourishing town in the Middle .-^ges, but

has declined greatly on account of wars and

earthquakes.

HALL, or SCHWABISCH ( shva'bish ) HALL.

An old town of the Kingdom of Wiirttemberg,
Germany, situated on the Koclier, 48 miles north-
east of Stuttgart (Map: (iermany, C 4). It is

poorly built, but has some interesting ancient
buildings. The Church of Saint Michael, con-
structed in 1427-1525, contains a fine altarpiece.
The Church of Saint Catharine, on the left bank
of the Kocher, dates from the fourteenth century.
Hall has salt-works and saline baths, and carries
on a trade in grain and cattle. The manufactures
include iron articles, nuichinery, cotton yarn,
leather, etc. Hall, mentioned as early as 887,
owed its importance in ancient times to its saline
springs. It was raised to the rank of an Imperial
town in 1276, and it was in its mint that the first

coins known as Hellers were strui'k. It came into
the possession of Wiirttemberg in 1802. Popula-
tion, in 1890, 9000; in 1900, 9225.

HALL (AS. heall. heal, Icel. k-iiUr, OHG.
hallii, t;er. Halle: probably connected with A.S.
Iielan, obsolete Eng. heal. OHCi. helan. Ger. heh-
len, Lat. celare, Gk. KoXiijrTeic, kalyptein, to hide,
Olr. celim, I hide). A name given to a large in-
closed space in the form of a single apartment,
whether it stands alone in a separate structure or
is in a larger building of which it is merely a
part. The term is even used, by extension," of
the feudal mansions or manor houses of which
such a large room was the main part. Finally,
in modern architecture, by a misuse of the terin
it has come to be applied to the common room out
of which the others open.

In the history of architecture the term hall is
a]]]ilied to such interiors as the hypostyle hall of
an Egyptian temple, the apad-an's of "a Persian
palace, or the lepidnriiim of the Roman therms,
and we call mediaeval churches with a single nave,
or with several naves of equal height, hall
churches. But the origin of the term is both
secular and northern. The earliest Saxon build-
ings we have any record of are the palaces of the
kings, and these seem to have consisted of one
large hall, in which the king, his courtiers, and
all his retainers dwelt together, and one other
chamber, in which the king and his hearthmen
slept, while his retainers slept in the hall. The
same custom prevailed among other early Xorse
and Germanic tribes. The Normans built their
houses on the same plane, with the hall and one
solar (q.v.) or sleeping apartment. The same
arrangement prevailed with slight modifications
during the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. Then
and later the hall, while part of the group of

manor buildings, was often a separate structure,

with its independent roof, as at Stokesay and
Oakham castles. In the fourteenth and fifteenth

centuries, when the country was more settled and
prosperous and manners had become more re-

fined, more numerous rooms were necessary. The
hall, however, still retained its place as the chief

apartment. In it the King or the lord of

the manor entertained his retainers and guests,

and performed all the acts of feiidal life. At
one end of the hall was a raised platform or
dais, on which the table of the lord of the manor
was placed, and where his more honored guests

sat. Hie retainers sat at a table in the lower
part of the room. The halls were more frequently

roofed than vaiilted, and these roofs were very
carefully and elegantly constructed, as many still
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remaining show. The hall of the King's palace,

now called 'Westminster Hall,' built by William
Rufus and restored by Kichard 11., is the finest

example in England, being 300 feet long and 100
feet broad. Those in the Imperial and royal

palaces of Germany, as at Goslar, are the earliest

and best preserved of their class.

The use of such halls spread from feudal so-

ciety to other branches of life, especially cor-

porate life in the Gothic and Renaissance periods.

There are three principal classes of such halls

—

the communal halls, tlie guild halls, and the
college halls. The political organization of the

free mediieval cities recjuired large meeting-places

for their governing bodies; they sometimes occu-

pied the entire ground floor, as at Udine, either

open or inclosed ; sometimes the second floor

above a basement, as at Padua (the largest in

existence). The entire structure was often most
imposing, as at Siena, Perugia, Gubbio, Flor-

ence, Cremona. ( See Palace. ) They fell into dis-

use with the fall of liberty in the Renaissance.

The second class, the guild halls, without being
generally as imposing in Italy (except, for in-

stance, that at Florence), attained great impor-

tance in Flanders and Northern France. Here
the Tlalles' were the heirs of the great Roman
markets. Each great corporation possessed one,

and where the city was governed by them the
communal belfry often rose from its summit, as

in the halls of Ypres, Bruges, and Arras. Many of

these great structures remain: the Butchers' Hall

{Halle a la Viande) at Ghent, Ypres, and Ant-
werp: the Bakers' Hall (Hallr an Pain) at Brus-
sels : the FLshmongers' Hall (HaUe aux Poissons)

in many towns; the Cloth Hall (Halle aux
Draps) at Ghent, Bruges, Louvain, and Brussels;

the Bankers' Hall (Boiirxc) at Antwerp. The fin-

est of all is the hall at Ypres, built between 1201

and 1.304. Some are open, on piers, especially in

the south of France, as at Fijeac and Cordes;
others, in France also, are built entirely of wood,

as at ^'illeneuve and Evron, Sometimes they
are built around a court, as at Antwerp; but
the usual type is an oblong stone structure with
wooden timbered roof or vault, in one, two, or
three aisles, often with a second-story gallery.

The various colleges at Oxford and Cambridge
and other universities had common halls, which
were oft<>n of great architectural dignity and
beauty, several of which remain almost un-
changed. The history of the terra, therefore.

shows that it applies to a large meeting-place,

whether of a feudal family, a corporation, or an
entire community.

In more recent times it has been logically

applied to large places where any audience is

gathered together, especially for musical and
other entertainments, such as Saint George's
Hall in Liverpool, or Carnegie Hall in New York.
Some of the meeting-places notable in our own
history bear this name, such as Faneuil Hall in

Boston, and Nassau Hall in Princeton. Tlie

large buildings at American universities, whether
dormitories or recitation buildings, even when
they contain no large main apartment, are gener-

ally called halls.

HALL, or HOSTEL. An institution in Eng-
lish universities fast dying out, chiefly by
absorption into colleges. It was the earliest, and
for a long time the only organization for the

support of students outside the foundations

of the religious orders. For the establishment
of a hall, a few students by mutual agreement
rented a house, chose a principal, at first general-
ly one of their number, later a master, and ap-
plied to the university for recognition. The halls
were held on lease, the rent being fixed at in-

tervals, generally, of five years by four taxers,
two m.asters and two citizens, and houses once
occupied by students could not be let to a lay-

man, so long as a clerk would take it. The halls

were under the supervision of the university,
which had the right of visitation, and gradually
acquired considerable authority over them. For
centuries the halls greatly outnumbered the col-

leges, and even after the rise of colleges many
halls remained as independent establishments,
largely as the residences of wealthier students.

Some received endowments and became not unlike
small colleges; but most kept to the original

idea of a hall, that of an independent self-gov-

erning community of students living at their

own expense. The rise of colleges where sujjport

was given students was the death-blow to the hall

idea, and many colleges owed their origin to the

absorption of older halls. This process of absorp-

tion is still going on, and the halls are now al-

most extinct, even those now remaining being

destined to union with neighboring colleges after

a longer or shorter period. See Saint Edmund
Hall.

HALL, Anna Maria (jn'e Fielding) (ISOO-

81). An English novelist, born in Dublin. Her
mother, left a widow, took her to London, where
she was educated. In 1824 she married Samuel
Carter Hall, editor and author. She became
known by i^kctches of Irish Character (1829),

which was followed during the next fifty years by
about fifty distinct publications, consisting most-

ly of short stories and novels. Many of them
first appeared in magazines. A good specimen

of her delineation of . Irish character—almost

equaling Maria Edgeworth's—is Marian (1840).

Another side of her talent is represented by Mid-

summer Eve, a Fair;/ Tale of Love (1848). She
also succeeded in gaining popular favor by sev-

eral pliiys. The Freneh Rcfvfice (1836), for ex-

ample, ran ninety nights at Saint James's Thea-

tre, She was an active and practical philanthro-

pist. Consult Hall, Retrospect of a Long Life

(London, 1883).

HALL, Arthur Crawshay Alliston ( 1847

— ). An American bishop, born at Binfield, in

Berkshire, England. He was educated at Christ

Church College, Oxford, and entered the Cowley
Fathers, or Society of Mission Priests of Saint

.John the Evangelist, a community bound to pov-

erty, chastity, and obedience. In 1872 he became
assistant pastor of the Church of the Advent in

Boston, and. in 1882, minister to the Mission

Church of Saint .John the Evangelist in the .same

city. He was recalled to England in 1891, was
elected Bishop of Vermont in 1893, and after

much ecclesiastical discussion was consecrated

in February, 1894, after being released from the

Cowley Order. He wrote: Confession and the

Lambeth Conference (1879) ; Meditations on the

CreedilSSO) ; Meditations on the Collcctsi\SS7) ;

The Example of the Passion (1882) ; The Virgin

Mother: Christ's Temptation and Ours: A Charge
an Marriage and Divorce: Confirmation; and
Marriage with Relatives (1901).
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HALL, Asaph ( 1820— ) . An American as-

tiouomer, born of Revolutionary stock in (jio.slien,

Conn. At sixteen he became a carpenter, but

spent his spare time in study. In 1854 lie went

to Central College, JlcGrawville, N. Y.. and in

spite of poor teaching, learned some mathematics

in the year and a half he spent there. He studied

under 13runno\v at Ann Arbor, where he made his

first acquaintance with astronomy, and in 1857

went to Cambridge as assistant to Professor

Bond at the pitiful .salary of three dollars a week.

He studied mathematics and German by himself,

and gradually advanced until he earned $0()U a

year at the Cambridge Observatory. In 1862 he

took a civil-service examination and became an

aid. and a year afterwards professor of mathe-

matics in the United States Xaval Observatory.

This position he held until 1891 and was sent on

several expeditions: in 1809 to Bering Strait,

in 1870 to Sicily to observe eclipses: in 1874 to

Vladivostok to observe the transit of Venus : to

Texas in 1882 for the same purpose; and to Colo-

rado in 1878 on a solar-eclipse expedition. His

greatest fame came from his discovery in 1877 of

the two satellites of liars, which he called

Deiraos and Phobos. In recognition of this dis-

covery he received a gold medal from the Royal
Astronomical Society, and the award of the La-

lande prize from the Paris Academy. In 1875 he

was elected a member of the National Academy of

Sciences, and afterwards was elected its presi-

dent. He retired from the Government employ in

1891. and four years later went to Harvard as

professor of astronomy, \Ahere lie remained until

1901. In 1902 he was president of the American
Association for the Advancement of Science.

HALL, Ba.sil (1788-1844). A British naval

officer, author, and traveler, born and educated in

Edinburgh. He entered the navy in 1802. saw-

service on the coasts of China. India, and South
America, was made post-captain in 1817. and
left the na-i-y in 1823. The rest of his life was
spent in travel, and scientifie pursuits at home.
The descriptions of his various voyages while in

the na\7\ and of his subsequent travels, show a

broad and keen observation and were well re-

ceived, though his Travels in North Amrrica
caused great indignation and met with mueli hos-

tile criticism in the United States. Tiecause of his

outspoken remarks upon American customs. His
scientific work was mostly confined to personal

experimentation, and was of little permanent
value, though he was a member of many scien-

tific societies and contributed widely to their

journals. In 1842 his mental powers failed,

and he died in confinement two years later.

His most important writings are: A Voi/acje

In the Went Const of Corea and the Great Loo-
Choo Island (1818); Extracts from a Jonrnnl
Written on the Coasts of Chili, Peru, and ^fcxi-

co (1824): Travels in Iforlh Anierira (1829);
Frapment-s of Voj/affes and Travels (1S31);
fiehlnss Uainfeld, cyr a Winter in Lnirer Stpria
(1830) : iS'poiH and the fieat of War in Spain
(18.37) : and Patchivork (1841).

HALL, Charles CXtthbert ( IS52— ) . An
American clergyman of the Presbyterian Church,
horn in Xew York City. He was educated at
Williams College, the Union Theological Semi-
nary, the Presbyterian College in London, and the
Edinburgh Free Church College ; was ordained
in 1875, and succeeded Wendell Prime as pastor

Vol. IX.—31.

of the Union Presbyterian Church of Newburg,
X. V. Two years afterwards he lieeame pastor

of the First Presbyterian Church of Brooklyn,

N. Y. Qtiali/ications for Ministerial Power
(1894) was Dr. Hall's Carew lectures at Hart-
ford Theological Seminary. A trustee of Atlanta
University and of Williams College, and long a

director of Lnion Theological Seminary, he was
ciiosen president of the la.st-named institution in

1897. Dr. Hall compiled with Lasar The Evan-
ficlical Hymnal.

HALL, Charles Fkancis (1821-71). An
American Arctic explorer. He was bom at Roch-

ester. X^. H., and was for a time a blacksmith,

and later became a stationer and journalist. Jn

1800 he sailed from Xew London in the Oeorr/c

Henry, to discover the remains of the Franklin

party, the expense of the expedition being borne

largely by Henry Grinnell (q.v.). His ship was
blocked by ice, and for two years he lived among
the Eskimos near Frobisher Bay, returning in

1862. In 1864 he published an account of the

expedition in Arctic Researches and in Life

Among the Esquimaux. In the same year 11* U
returned to the Arctic to renew his search for

evidences of the fate of the Franklin expedition.

It was not till the spring of 1866 that he met
Eskimos at Cape Weyton, south of Boothia Felix,

who had seen Franklin and visited the deserted

ships. He obtained from them silver bearing the

crest of Franklin and other officers of the party.

While searching for further evidence he did some
interesting geographical work liy filling in the

gap between Rae's farthest (18-fO) and Parry's

farthest, in Fury Strait (1825), thus completing

the mapping of the north coast of the continent.

At last, after five years of toil, he met natives

near the south shore of King William Land, in

the summer of 1869. who gave him personal or

traditional information of the fate of 79 of the

105 men who died of starvation in King William
Land. It is now believed that the remaining 26
reached the coast of the mainland and perished.

It was thus McClintock, Hall, and Sehwatka and
Gilder who solved the fate of the Franklin party.

His last expedition was undertaken in 1871,

at the expense of the United States Government,

in the small naval ves.sel Polaris, which jiroved

to be unfitted for Arctic work. He ascended the

Smith Sound channels into the Polar Sea to

82° 11' N.. the mo.st northern point attained

up to that time by a vessel. Unable to proceed

farther, the expedition spent the winter of 1871-

72 at Thank God Harbor, on the Greenland coast.

In the fall Hall made a sledge journey north tn

Cape Brevoort, and was the first to see the land

on the west side of Robeson Channel and to de-

termine approximately its extension to the north.

Upon returning from this journey he was taken
violently ill, and died on Xovember 8. 1871. In

the fall of 1872 the Polaris pushed into an im-

passable ice pack and drifted south for two
months, when a terrible gale broke up the pack
and nearly destroyed the vessel. A part of the

supplies had been removed to the ice. on which
19 of the crew had taken refuge, and they were

carried away from the vessel in the darkness.

After experiencing all the horrors of a five

months' winter drift on an ice-floe, they were
picked up. off Labrador. 1300 miles from the

point of separation, with 20 in the party, the

Eskimo Hannah having given birth to a girl.
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The ship had drifted to the Greenland shore a
little south of Smith Sound, wlienee, in the spring
of 1873, the remainder of the party retreated
south in boats, and were resuued at (Ja])e York
on June 22d by a Seottish whaler. Though the
expedition was unfortunate, its geographical re-

sults were very important. Hall completed the
e.xploration of Kennedy Channel, discovered Hall
Basin and Robeson Channel, extended both Green-
land and Grinnell Land northward nearly two
degrees of latitude, and visited the unknown
Polar Sea. He was not competent to take charge
of scientific work, but he was a genuine Arctic
pioneer, full of resources, and inidaunted by ob-

.stacles, many of which he overcame by patient
and untiring effort. The scientific results of the
Polaris expedition were important, and were pub-
lished by the Government in 1879. Consult also:

Davis's Pol<iris North Pole Expedition (Wash-
ington, 1876) : Tyson's Drift (New York, 1874) ;

Bessel's Die am.erikanische Nordpola Expedition
(Leipzig, 1879).

HALL, Chester Moor (1703-71). An Eng-
•lish scientist, inventor of the achromatic tele-

scope. He was born at Leigh, in Essex ; was
n student of the Inner Temple in 1724 and a

bencher in 1763. He lived at New Hall, Sutton,

and was often called 'Moor of Moor Hall.' From
study of the structure of the human eye he ar-

rived at the conclusion that achromatic lenses

were possible ; discovered two kinds of glass in

1729, of enough variation of dispersion ; and in

1733 had made several telescopes. But though
there seems no doubt of the priority of his inven-

tion, he took no pains to appear in the suit of

Dollond vs. Champness (1706). See Achro-
matism.

HALL, Christopher Newman (1816-1902).
An English Congregational minister. Ijorn at
Maidstone, Kent, and educated at Totteridge. at
Highbury College, and at the University of Lon-
don. For twelve years he was pastor of the

Albion Congregational Church at Hull. In 1854
he succeeded Rowland Hill and .Tames Sherman
at Surrey Chapel, .ind in 1876 he went to Christ
Church, L.ambeth, a charge which he resigned in

1892. He became widely known in England as
a total-abstinence agitator and as an evangelist.

He was a friend of the North during the Civil

War, and in 1867 toured America with the inten-

tion of quieting differences between Great Britain
and the ITnited States. Dr. Hall's tracts were
his best-known works, especiallv; Come to Jesus
(1846) ; It is I (1848) ; Folloiv Jesus : and many
others, of which hundreds of thousands have
been distributed. He wrote besides: Tlie Land
of the Forum and the Vatican (2d ed. 1859) ;

a biography of his father, under the title Con-
flict and Victory (2d cd. 1874) ; Li/rics of a
Long Life: and an Antohiographi/ (1865).

HALL, Edward (c.1499-I547) . An English
historian, son of John and Catharine Hall, who
seem to have been prominent in the Reformation,
and may have been the "John Hall and his wife."
prisoners in Newgate, "for the testimony of the
Gospel" (1555). mentioned by John Fox. Ed-
ward Hall was educated at Eton and at King's
College. Cambridge, and studied law. He was a
strong defender of the Tudors. and carried his

ideas of reform no further than the King, but
supported the royal supremacy in Parliament,

spoke in behalf of the Bill of Six Articles ( 1539)

,

and was appointed (1541) a member of the com-
mission to deal with all transgressors of that
law. His Union of the Nohle and llluslrc Fame-
lies of Luncustre and Yorlc (1542; and, the most
complete edition, from the press of Richard Graf-
ton, and with a preface by him, 1550) is espe-
cially valu.able for the reign of Henry VII. and
the eiu'ly years of Henry VIII. It was largely
used by Shakespeare in his historical plays, and
was borrowed from by Grafton, Holinshed, and
Stow.

HALL, FiTZEDWABD (18251901). An Ameri-
can philologist, who was born at Troy, N. Y.. but
spent his mature years in England. He was edu-
cated at Walpole, N. H., Poughkeepsie, the Rens-
selaer Polytechnic Institute, and at Harvard,
where he did not finish his course, as he was sent
to India to look for a runaway brother. At
Benares, in 1850, he was appointed to a po.st in

the Government College, which became in 1853
an Anglo-Sanskrit professorship. In 1855 he
was appointed inspector of public instruction for
Ajniere and JIairwara, and a year later for the
Central Provinces. In 1860 he i-eceived the de-

gree of D.C.L. at Oxford, and two years later left

[ndiii for London, where he became professor of

Sanskrit, Hindustani, and Indian jurisprudence
at King's College, received the post of librarian

at the India Otfice, and in 1864 was made ex-

aminer in Hindustani and Hindi on the Civil-

Service Commission. In 1880 he succeeded Max
Miiller as examiner in Sanskrit, and from 1887

to his death w.as examiner in English also. His
edition of the \ ishmipuruna is marked by wide
reading and liy many quotations from unpub-
lished manuscripts in his own possession. About
1870 he turned his attention to English philology,

and published: Recent Exemplifications of False
Philology, an attack on Richard Grant White
(1872); Modern English (1873); On English
Adjectives in -able, icitU Special Reference to

'Reliable' (1877): Doctor Indoetus (1880); and
other volumes. The most lasting monument to

his activity in English philology is liis work on

the Oxford Dictionary, and on Wright's English

Dialect Dictionary. A valu.able library of a

thousand Oriental manuscripts and many books

he gave to Harvard University. From 18()0 until

his death he lived at Marlesford, in Suffolk. His
principal works in Sanskrit arc: Atmabodlta
(1852); Sunkhyaprdvachana (1856); Saryasid-

dhdnta (1859); Vasavad^iltil (1859); Sihilchya-

sdra (1862) ; and Dasarfipa (1805) : and in Hin-

di, a Reader (1870), and Ballantyne's Hindi

Grammar ( 1808)

.

HALL, George Henry ( 1825— ) . An Ameri-
can painter, born in Boston. He studied at

Diisseldorf and in Paris, and traveled in Spain,

Italy, and Egypt. In 1868 he was elected an
Academician. His works include: "Group of

Spanish Children;" "Y'oung Lady of Seville;"

"The Seasons;" "Studies of Grapes;" "Bric-a-

Brae of Damascus;" "April Showers;" and some
portraits.

HALL, Gertrude (1803—). An Ameiican
author, born in Boston. She was educated in

Florence, and published several volumes of verse,

beginning with Verses in 1890, and including

Allegretto (1894), The Age of Fairy Gold (1899),

April's 8oa>ing (1900), and a translation into

English of Rostand's Cyrano de Bcrgerac.
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HALL, Granville Stanley (1845—). An
Auitricaii oiliuator. He was born at Ashfield,

Mass.; graduated at Williams College in 1867,

and subsequontly spent several years studj'ing

philosophy and psychology in Germany. Ho was
professor of psychology at Antioch College. Ohio,

from 1872 to 1870, and at various periods was
lecturer on tlie same subject at Harvard and at

Williams. In 1884 he was chosen professor of

psj'cholog}' at Johns Hopkins University, and in

1888 he became president of Clark University,

Worcester, Mass. He became an important con-

tributor to educational literature, and is a lead-

ing authority in that field. He was also ap-

pointed editor of the American Journal of Psy-
chiilogij and the Pedagogical Seminary. Among
his books are : Aspects of Oerman Culture { 1881 ) ;

Hints Toward a Select and Descriptirc Bibliogra-

phy of Education (1886). with .John M. Mans-
field: and The Contents of Children's Minds on
Entering School (1894).

HALL, Isaac Hollister (1837-90). An
American Orientalist, born at Norwalk, Cfonn.,

and educated at Hamilton College. After eleven

years at the New York bar he was appointed pro-

fessor at the Protestant College of Beirut, where
in 1870 he discovered a Syriac manuscript of

the Philoxenian version of the Gospels, Acts, and,

in part, the Kpistles. This he published in 1884.

He returned to America in 1877 : distinguished

himself by his studies of epigraphy, especially

as the first to decipher the Cypriote inscriptions;

in 188.5 was appointed curator of the Metropoli-

lan Museum of New York City, and later lectured

on New Testament Greek at .Johns Hoplcins Uni-
versity. In 1884 he deciphered "Antilegomcna
Epistles" from the Syriac manuscript discovered

by the Rev. W. F. Williams, which he published

(1886) in facsimile. He also compiled a Critical

Bibliography of the Oreek New Testament as

Published in America (1884).

HALL, Sir James (1761-1832). A British
geologist and chemist, noted for his application

of chemical tests to geological hypotheses. He
was born in Haddingtonshire, Scotland, the eld-

est son of Sir John Hall, Baronet, and succeeded

to the baronetcy in 1776. Having become inter-

ested in geology during the early part of his

career, he associated intimately with .Tames Hut
ton, then the most eminent name in tliat science,

and was ultimately led to accept his nniformi-
tarian theory of geolo.^^^ which explains the phe-

nomena of the earth's crust by steady and progres-

sive natural changes. In testing the tlieoiy he
traveled extensively, and studied the rocks in dif-

ferent parts of Scothind, as well as in the Alps, in

Italy, and in Sicily. He also had recourse, for

the same purpose, tn experiments in his labora-

tory, but, owing to Hutton's disapproval of that

method, did not publish the results until after

the latter's death in 1797. These made good his

contention in some respects against the opponents
of Hutton's system. On some points, however,
he differed from his master, explaining, for ex-

ample, the boulders on the Jura and similar phe-

nomena at Corstorphine by the supposed action

of a sea flood instead of by the glacial theory
which is now generally accepted. He was also

deeply interested in (he study of architecture,

and in 1813 published an Essay on the Origin,

History, and Principles of Gothic Architecture,

whose ideas had already been presented in less

elaborate form before the Royal Society of Edin-
burgh in 1797. He aims to ])rove that (iotbic

arcliiteclure is an evolution begun 1)y reproducing
in stone crude wattle buildings, and he construct-

ed a miniature wattle-work cathedral in Gothic
style to illustrate his argument. Hall took jiart

in Parliamentary life, representing tlic borough
of Michael in Cornwall from 1807 to. 1812. .\fler

his death, which occurred at Edinl)urgh in 1832,

an acc<nmt of a machine which he invented for

the regulation of high tcmix-ratures was given

before the Geological Society of London.

HALL, .James (1793-1808). An American
journalist and author, born in Philadelphia. He
studied law, but joined the army in 1812, and
served at Lundy's Lane and Fort Erie. JNlean-

while he continued his legal studies, and in 1820
he removed to Shawneetown, 111., where he began
practice at the bar, and edited the Illinois Ga-
zette. Later he was judge of the Circuit Court
and then State treasurer, meanwhile editing at
Vandalia, 111., the Illinois Intelligencer. At Cin-
cinnati he conducted the Western Monthly Maga-
zine (1833-37), and was engaged in banking*.

Among his publication.s are: Letters from the
West (1829); Legends of the West (1832);
Tales of the Border (1835) : Life of W. H. Har-
rison (1836); History of the Indian Tribes (3
vols., 1838-44),; and The Romance of Western
History (1847). His collected works were pub-
lished in four volumes in 1853-56.

HALL, James (1811-98). An American geolo-

gist and paleontologist, born in Hingham, Mass.
He studied under Amos Eaton at the Rensselaer
Polytechnic Institute, where lie subsequently oc-

cupied the chair of geology. In 1836 he was ap-

pointed to the Geological .Survey of New York,
and was soon placed in charge of the work in the
western part of the State. The report of the
survey which appeared in 1843 laid the founda-
tion for the proper classification of the Paleozoic
form.ations in America, and was the means of

establishing the office of State Geologist, with
Hall as its occupant. He now devoted himself
to a comprehensive study of the older fossil-

bearing rocks, and published his researches from
time to time in various reports and monographs,
which have come to be regarded as classics by
students in this branch of geology. He was presi-

dent of the American Association for the .Ad-

vancement of Science in 1856, of the Geological
Society of America in 1889, and was elected

honorary president of the International Congress
of Geologists at Washington in 1891. He received

many honors from foreign seicTitific societies, in-

cluding the Wollaston medal of the London Geo-
logical Society. Among his more important con-
tributions to geology are the following: Geology
of .Veie York, part iv. (1843) : Pahrontology of
New York (8 vols., 1847 et seq,) ; Orapfolites of
the Quebec Group (1805): and portions of the

Report of the Geological Survey of Ion a (1858-

59), and of the Report on the Geological Survei/

of the State of Wisconsin (1862).

HALL, .John (1829-98). An American clergy-

man, born of Scotch ]>:irent,age at JIarket Hill,

County Armagh, Ireland, and educated at Bel-

fast College. He was licensed to preach by the
Belfast Presbytery in 1849. was a missionary in

West Ireland for three years, held a pastorate

for an equal period at the First Presbyterian
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Church in Armagh, and in 1858 accepted a call

to Saint Mary's Abbey, Dublin, wliere he remained
for nine years, actively occupicil in Church
work and in matters relating to popular educa-

tion. In 18G7 he came to America as a delegate

from the General Assembly of the Presbyterian

Church in Ireland, and shortly after his return

was called to the pastorate of the Fifth Avenue
Presbyterian Church in New York City, where
he remained until his deatli. He was a member of

the International .Sunday-School Committee from
1S7'2 to 189ti, served as a trustee of Princeton

University and a director of the Union Theolog-

ical Seminary; delivered many lectures at Yale
on the Ljnnan Beecher foundation ; and from
1882 to 1891 was chancellor of the University of

the Citj' of New Y'ork (now New Y'ork Univer-
sity). Among his best-known writings are: Fam-
ihi Prai/crs for Four Weeks (18GS) : Care Cast
upon ihc Lord {18n9) ; Papers for Home Read-
ing (1871); Questions of the Day (1873);
Prcaehing: Manner and Matter (1874); God's

Word Through Preaching (1875) ; You and Your
Children. (1877) : Foundation Stones for Young
Builders (1881); A Christian Home and How
1o Maintain It (1883): Ught unto My Path
(189.5). Consult T. C. Hall, John Hall, Pastor

and Preacher (New Y'ork, 1902).

HALL, John Vine (1774-18G0). An English
religious writer and advocate of total abstinence.

He was born at Diss, Norfolk. When a young
man he fell into drunken habits, but after a hard
struggle reformed, and became a teetotaler. From
1814 to 1850 he was a bookseller at Maidstone.

From 18.54 till his death (1800) he devoted him-
self to religious and temperance work. His Sin-

ner's Friend (1821) is said to have been trans-

lated into thirty languages and circulated in

millions of copies. Consult his autobiography,

Conflict and Victorji, edited by his son, the Rev.
Newman Hall (London, 1874).

HALL, .Joseph (1574-1656). An English
bishop, remarkable for his learning, piety, and
misfortunes. He was born July 1, 1574. at

Ashby-de-la-Zouch. Leicestershire. He was edu-

cated at Emanuel College. Cambridge, of which
he became a fellow ( 1595) . Entering the Church,
he became, in 1C17, Dean of Woi'cester: was
one of the English deputies to the Synod of Dort
(1618-19) ; was consecrated Bishop of Exeter in

1627 ; and in 1641 was translated to Norwich.
In the latter yeari? of his life he was accused of

Puritanism, and incurred the displeasure of Arch-
bishop Laud. In 1641, having joined the prel-

ates who protested against the validity of all

laws passed during their forced absence from
Parliament, he was committed to the Tower and
threatened with prosecution for high treason

;

but was set at liberty .nt the end of seven months,
on finding bail for £5000. On his return to Nor-
wich he found his revenues sequestrated and his

property pillaged. He rented a small farm at

Higham, near Norwich, to which he retired

(1647), and died Septenilier 8, 1656. His works,
mostly of a controversial character, have been
published, with autobiography, notes, etc.. by
Pratt (London. 1808) : Peter Hall, a descendant
of .Joseph (Oxford. 1837-39) ; and Philip Wynter
(Oxford. 1863). Of his other works, the 'most
rend now are his devotional treatises (Select

Devotional Works, 1830) . in seven parts, of which
a number have been separately reprinted. His

poetical Satires, written at college, were praised
by Pope. For his life, consult John Jones (Lon-
don, 1826).

HALL, Ltman (1725-90). A signer of the
Declaration of Independence. He was born in

Connecticut, and remained there until his gradua-
tion from Yale College in 1747, after which he
removed to the parish of Saint John, in Georgia.
This parish was largely peopled by New Eng-
landers, and to them is chiefly due Georgia's
final decision to throw in her lot with the other

colonies. The people of this parish, disgusted
with the indecision of their fellow colonists, en-

deavored to ally themselves with the Committee
of Correspondence in Charleston, S. C. and when
this proved infeasible decided to refrain from
trading with the other colonists of Georgia, and
particularly with the people of Savannah. In
1775 they sent Hall as their delegate to" Congress,
where he was allowed to debate, but being the

only representative of Georgia, could not vote
when the voting was done by whole colonies.

Soon afterwards Georgia joined her sister colo-

nies and elected five delegates to the Congress,

among them Hall. He was reelected in 1776,

and again in 1780.

HALL, M.\RSHALL (1790-1857). An eminent
English physiologist and physician, born at Bas-
ford, Notts. At the age of twenty (having been
previously apprenticed to a chemist) he entered

on the study of medicine at the Universitj' of

Edinburgh, where, in 1812, he took his degree

of M.D. After throe j-ears' subsequent attendance
at the leading schools of medicine on the Conti-

nent, he commenced practice in Nottingham in

1815, and rapidly obtained a high provincial

reputation. In 1826 he removed to London, where
his career as a physician was eminently success-

ful. His name is well known in connection with
the doctrine of the reflex fimction of the nervous
system. He admitted that the phenomena of

which he treated liad been long known to physi-

ologists; but he believed himself to have been

the first to show their independence of sensation,

to bring them together luuler one generalization,

to establish with precision the laws of their pro-

duction, to assign them their just rank in physi-

ology, and to apply the doctrine to the elucida-

tion of disease. His la.st bequest to the science

of medicine and the cause of humanity was the

description of a simple and easily applied method
of restoring suspended respiration, which has
been the means of saving many from untimely
death, and is known as 'the Marshall Hall meth-
od.' It is briefly as follows: The insensible per-

son is laid on his back. His mouth is opened,

and the tongue, grasped with a towel or hand-
kerchief, is pulled forward. The lower part of

the body is then elevated for a moment, to let

water in the larynx and mouth run oiit by gravi-

tation. The body is then laid on its back, with

the left arm bent backward and upward, and
placed under the head. The body is then gently

rolled over on the face, the tongue being held

forward, and then rolled back again. The object

kept in view is to compress the thorax and
empty the lungs by means of the weight of the

body. The manoeuvre must be repeated once every

four seconds, deliberately, and preferably by the

watch ; for rescuers are apt to be too hasty

and to perform the manipulation incompletely

through nervousness. This method of resuscita.-
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tion has been largely superseded by the 'Sylvester
method,' described under Respiration. Artificial.

HALL, Owen (real name James Davis). An
Englisli dramatic autlior. He was educated at
University Colleife. London, and practiced as a

solicitor in London from 1874 to ISSli. In the
latter year he deserted the law for journalism,
was editor of the Bat in 1885-87, and of Gali-
gimni's Mcsseiiner in 1888-90. In 1890 he founded
and beeaine editor of a weekly magazine kno\\'n
as the Phoenix. He is best known bj' his librettos,

such as: A Gayety Girl; An Artist's Model; The
Geisha; A Greek Slave; Florodora ; and The Sil-

ver Slipper.

HALL, Robert (1764-18.31). A celebrated
English Ba]itist preacher and writer. He was
born at Arnesby. near Leicester. May 2. 1764. the
son of a Baptist minister and the youngest of

fourteen children. He was feeble in body and
precocious in intellect. At the age of fifteen he
was sent to a Baptist academy at Bristol. In
1781 he entered King's College. Aberdeen. Gradu-
ating .M.A. in 1784, he became (1785) assistant
Baptist minister and tutor in the academy at
Bristol. He was a fluent, rapid, and impressive
speaker, and was liberal, but not heterodox, in

his religious views. In consequence of a dis-

agreement with his colleague, he went, in 1790,
to Cambridge, where, by his elaborate composi-
tion and vivid eloquence, he rose to the highest
rank of British orators. He was not less distin-

giiisiicd for his writings and published discourses.
His Apology for the Freedom of the Press ( 1793)

,

and sermon on Mo(ler)i Id fidelity (1800), extend-
ed his reputation. In 1806 he resigned because
of poor liealth. and in 1807 he settled in Leicester.

He married in 1808. after a whimsical courtship;
returned to Bristol in 1826. and died there Febru-
ary 21, 1831. He w'as an indefatigable student,
learning Italian at sixty that he might enjoy
Dante. Nearly all his life he suffered from ill

healtli. and had at times attacks of insanity:
yet few men have performed more intellectual
labor. A complete edition of his works, with
a memoir b.v Dr. O. Gregory, and observations
on his character as a jjreacher by .John Foster,
was published in London; in six volumes (1831-

33; 11th ed. 1853). His miscellaneous works are
in Bohn's Standard Library, and an edition of his

Tl'or/v of the Holy Spirit appeared in London
(1886). Consult his life, by Hood (London,
1881).

HALL, Samuel Caeteb (1800-89). A British
author and editor, born near Waterford, Ireland.

He went to London in 1821. became a reporter of

debates in the House of Lords in 1823. commenced
a. year later the study of law, though he never
practiced, and had a varied experience as editor
of magazines and books. In 1824 he married
Anna ilaria Fielding, who became well know'n
as a skillful delineator of Irish life and customs.
He edited the London Art Journal from 1839 to

1880; introduced during his period of supervision
the engraving of sculpture and other innovations:
and exposed the prevalent frauds in the sale of

pictures alleged to be by the old masters. In
1880 he was granted a pension by Lord Beacons-
field. He frequentl.v collaborated with his wife,

rendered her valuable assistance in the prepara-
tion of her very popular Ireland, and edited,
with extensive critical and exnlanatorv annota-
tions: The Book of Grms (1830-38) ; The Bonk

HALLAM.

of liritish Ballad.s (1842); Gems of European
Art, the Best Pictures of the Best Schools (1843-
45) ; The Beauties of the I'oet Moore ( 1844) ; The
Baronial Halls and Pirlurcs<iue Edifices of Eng-
land (1848): The Gallery of Modern Sculpture
(1849-54) ; and Selected Pictures from the Gal-
leries and Private Collections of Grral Britain.
(1862-68). The best known among his original
works are: The Trial of Sir Jasper: A Temper-
ance Tale in ^'erse (1873): .4n Old Story: .4

Temperance Tale in Verse (1875); A Memoir of
Thomas Moore (1879); Rhymes in Council;
Aphorisms Versified (1881) ; and Retrospect of a
Long Life, from ISlo to 1S83 (1883).

HALL, William Edward (1835-94). An Eng-
lish writer on international law. born at Leather-
head. He was educated at University College,
Oxford, where he took the degree of A.B. in
1856 and A.Jf. in 1859, and in the latter year
won the chancellor's prize for a notable essay on
The Effect Produced by the Precious Metals of
America upon the Greatness and Prosperity of
Spain. He studied at Lincoln's Inn. and was
called to the bar in 1861, but turned his energies
toward a study of modern history and interna-
tional law. He traveled widely, and liecame well
known as an art collector, U]jon wliich subject
he also wrote extensively. In 1867 he attracted
public attention by the publication of an able
treatise entitled A Plan for the Reorganization
of the Army. In 1874 appeared his first work on
international law. The Rights and Duties of Neu-
trals. This was followed in 1880 by his great
work. International Law, the publication of which
marked an epoch in the literature of the subject,

and secured for its author at once recognition
as one of the greatest living authorities in that
branch of law. The l)ook readied a fourth edition
in 1895. and was accepted as a standard work
in Europe and America as well as in England.
He also wrote .1 Treatise on the Foreign Powers
uyitl Jurisdiction of the British Crown (1894).
He was elected in 1882 a member of the Institut

de Droit International, and in 1891 was appoint-
ed one of the English commissioners for the set-

tlement of the Newfoundland fisheries question
with France.

HALO/AM, Arthur Henry (1811-33). An
Englisli essayist, son of Henry Hallam. He was
a young man of great promise, and was educated
at Eton, and at Trinity College. Cambridge. On
graduating in 1832. he began the study of law;
but the next year went abroad with his father,

and died suddenly at Vienna. At Cambridge he
formed a close friendship with Alfred Tennyson,
to whose sister he was engaged to be married.
Hallani's name has been rendered memorable
through its connection with Tennyson's "In Me-
moriam." in which the poet employs the prema-
ture death of his friend as the starting-point of

the well-known elaboration of his views on life

and death. Ilallam's Remains in Prose and Verse
were published in 1834.

HALLAM, Henry (1777-1859). An Engli.sh

philosophical historian and critic. He was the

only son of .John Hallam. Dean of Bristol and
Canon of Windsor, and was born in Windsor on
.Tuly 9. 1777. He was educated at Eton, and at

Christ Church. Oxford, where he graduated B.A.
in 1799: studied law at the Inner Temple, of

which society he became a bencher: and was in

practice on the Oxford circuit until 1812, when
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an inheritance, through liis father's death, to-

gether with a Govoninu'nl sinecure, allowed him
to follow his natural lient for historical study
and literary work. His literary aptitude had
hvi-u early exhibited by precocious productions
in the Musa; Etoitcnscs (ITilo). and his contribu-

tions to the Edinhnrnh Uccictr and other period-

icals soon brovight him into prominence among
the most noted writers of the day. His first ex-

tended workj .1 Yiew of the State of Europe
Duriny the Middle Af/es (1818), was the result

of ten years' preparation, occasionally relieved

by intervals of Continental travel. His other
important works are: The Constitutional His-
torji of Enyhind from the Accession of Henri/ VII.
to the Death of (leorrie II. (1827), and Introduc-
tion of the Literature of Europe in the Fifteenth,
Sixteenth, and Seventeenth Centuries (4 vols.,

1837-30). Marked by conscientious and extensive
research in original sources, by impartial analy-
sis and criticism, together with ease and lucidity

of style, these works long remained standard
authorities, unsurpassed in their accuracy of

details by the more extended modern works
which have replaced them in the estimation of

scholars. The.v w(>nt through several editions,

and were translate<l into the leading Euro])ean
languages. In politics Hallam wa.s a \Yhig;
his candor and general temjjerament, however,
unsuited him for 'the conflicts of parties, and
he took no active part in them, but he dis-

played a genuine interest in all questions of

social improvement. He acted with the Wilber-
force party for the abolition of slavery, as well

as in other luunane schemes, and was one of the

original promoters of the Society for the Diffu-

sion of Useful Knowledge. In 1830 he M-as one
of the recipients of the two fifty-guinea gold med-
als instituted by George III. for historical ju-e-

eminence. Washington Irving received tlie other
medal. Other honors included a D.C'.L. degree,

fellowship of the Royal. Antiquarian, and other
learned societies, and trusteeship of the British

Museum. Hallam's life was 'saddened by much
domestic affliction, ten out of his eleven children,

and his wife, having died before him.

HALLAM, RoKERT, Bishop of Salisbury
(c. 1360-1417) . An English ecclesiastic. Edu-
cated at Oxford, he was a prebendary of Sails-,

bury Cathedral by 13!14, and six years after-

wards was Archdeacon of Canterbury. After
having been chancellor of Oxford University
(1403-05). he was made Bishop of Salisbury in

1407 and a cardinal in 1411. He was a noted
reformer, a leader of the party which tried to

assert the supremacy of the Papal Comicil over
the Pope himself, and be maintained so high a
standard of independence throughout his investi-

gation of abuses, while preserving the unity of

his Church, that his death was considered re-

sponsible for the reactionary movement of Roman
Catholicism in England,

HALLBERG-BK.OICH, hal'berr.-broiK, Theo-
t)OR il.VRlE HiBEiiT. Reichsfreiherr von (1768-

1802). A German soldier and author, known
also by the pseudonjin Eremit von Gauting, born
in the Duchy of Jiilich. He entered the military

service of the Electorate of Bavaria, and subse-

quently, after extensive travels, became so active

a patriot in the German cause that he was im-

prisoned by the French invaders for eight months

in Paris. In 1813 he organized the militia forces
enrolled between the Rhine and the Maas, and
on January 6. 1814. crossed the Rhine at Cob-
lenz in command of 30.000 troops. His writings,
nnirked by original viewpoints and a somewhat
bizarre style, include: Ueise dureh Skandinavien
(1818) ; Ifeise dureh Italien (1S30) ; Reise dureh
Enylnnd (1841); and Deuischland. Ilussland,

Kaul.-asus. I'ersien (2 vols., 1844). C(msult
Giftel. Lebcn des preussischen Generals Freiherrn
ron Hullherg-Iiroich (Berlin, 1803).

HALLE, or HALLE AN DER SAALE,
hiil'lf ;in der zii'le ( Lat. Ilahr Saxonutn). An
important city in the Prussian Province of Sax-
ony, situated on the right bank of the Saale, and
on a number of islets, in latitude 51° 2^)' N'., and
longitiide 11° 58' E., 21 miles by rail northwest
of Leipzig (Map: Prussia. D 3). Halle has broad
promenades on the site of its ancient fortifica-

tions, and abounds in media>val buildings and
monuments. Among the prominent churches are

the splendid edifice of Saint Jlaurice. founded in

the twelfth century and containing a fine choir and
altar, and a pulpit with reliefs: the sixteenth-

century ilarktkirche, with its four towers ; and
the cathedral, consecrated in 1523. The chief

secular edifices and monuments are the Rathaus,
dating from the fifteenth century and recently

renovated; the Rote Turm. a clock tower 276 feet

high, dating from the fifteenth century; the

neighboring statue of Roland, erected at a more
recent date; a statue of Handel, who was born
here; the new Ratskellcr, built in 1893, in the

Gothic style,, and used partly for municipal of-

fices; the remains of the Moritzhurg. the former
residence of the archbishops of Magdeburg; the

Archlnshop's residence, adjoining the cathedral

and containing some valuable collections of the

provinci>.l museum ; and, lastly, the buildings of

the famous university. (See H.\lle, University
OF.) The interesting cemetery is like an Italian

campo santo, and has handsome arcades. Be-

sides the university the educational institutions

include two gj'mnasia, the Francke Institutions

(compri-sing a Latin high school, a 'real' school,

a seminary for teachers, etc.) ; also the provin-

cial museum with prehistoric antiquities, the

numicipal museum devoted to art. and tlie muni-
cipal theatre. Halle has a zoological garden and
important hospitals, and is the seat of numerous
historical, scientific, and economic societies.

It is a very important industrial town. At the

head of the local industries for centuries has

been the production of salt, which is obtained on
an islet of the Saale. the yearly output amount-
ing now to nearly 0000 tons. The workmen who
are engaged in the salt-works are known as

Halloren. and diflfer from the rest of the popula-

tion of Halle in the matter of dialect and certain

customs. In olden times they formed a separate

caste. The metal industries developed greatly

during the second half of the nineteenth century,

and Halle has now over fifty large estjiblish-

ments for the manufacture of machinery, besides

numerous establishments for the production of

other iron and copper articles. There are also

many starch factories. Additional manufactures
are of chemicals, chocolate, cocoa, chicory,

malt, sugar, beer, spirits, etc. Sugar-beets are

raised in the vicinity, and there are brown-coal
mines. The commerce, mostly in grain, sugar,
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and colonial goods, is quite extensive, a consid-

erable part of the trallic being by river. Tlic

town has good railroad connections. There is an
electric street railway.

Halle is administered by a chief burgomaster,
a burgomaster, an executive board of 10, and a
municipal council of 54 members. The city owns
the' water-works, two gas plants, an electric plant
since 1900, and an abattoir. The budget of 1902
balanced at .$l,(i25,G00, the mo.st sign.'iicanlly

large item of expenditure being for education.
The municipal debt amounted to $0,116,124. Halle
began to grow only in the second half of the nine-

teenth century. From 52,020 in 1871 the popula-
tion, almost whoUv Protestant, increased to 71,-

484 in 1880, 101,401 in 1890, and 150,011 in

1900. the extraordinary increase during the last

decade being due to the annexation of suburbs.
Halle, first mentioned about 800 as the Castle

of Halla, and as a tow'u in 1004, is of verv
ancient origin. It was presented by Otho I. to

the Archbishopric of Magdeburg, and began to

grow in importance with the foundation of the
monastery of Neuwerk in 1110. As a member of

the Hanseatic League it attained considerable
commercial prominence, and succeeded in treeing

itself from the rule of the Archbishops of Magde-
burg. Its independence, however, was of short

duration, owing to the internal conflicts between
the ciimmon people and the patricians, which gave
Arcldjishop Ernest an opportunity to regain the
tow)i in 1478. The Reformation became an issue

in Halle in 1522. and in 1541 a Lutheran superin-
tendent was appointed. By the Treaty of West
phalia the town came into the possession of

Brandenburg. Taken by the French in 1800, it

was annexed to Westphalia in tlie following year,
and passed to Prussia in 1813. Consult: Hertz-
berg. Gesriiichtc (]rr Stndt Halle, vols, i.-iii.

(Halle. 1889-92) : .Schrader. GeschicMe der Uni-
versiliit Halle (Berlin, 1895).

HALLE, University of. A German univer-
sity which came into existence through the
rivalry between conservative Saxony and pro-

gressive Brandenburg, and because the Hohen-
zollerns desired to have a more centrally located
Lutheran luiiversity than that at Kijnigsberg.
The new foimdation was united with a Bitter
academy already existing, and was formally
opened in 1094. with over 700 students. Tlionuisi-
us and A. H. Franeke were the most influen-

tial in determining the progressive character of
the institution, which has been called the iirst

modern university. In the earlier half of the
eighteenth century it was preeminently the chief
resort for Protestant CJermany, having 1.500

students on the average; later on, GJlttingen be-
came a strong rival. From the beginning. Halle
was one of tiie leading theological schools of Ger-
many, a distinction it lias never lost, though it

changed from its original pietism to a bold ra-
tionalism in the latter half of the eighteenth
century. In the period of the Napoleonic
Wars the university was twice suspended for its
strong Prussian utterances. In 1817 the old and
honorable University of Wittenberg (founded
1502) was united with it. Tlie main university
building was erected in 18.32.14; nearly all the
others in the seventies and eighties. Much atten-
tion is given to instruction in aericulture. Halle
had in 1901 aliout 2000 students. The library,
founded in 1090. contains over 210.000 volumes
and 800 manuscripts, besides the Ponickau eollec-

tioii of books on Saximy and Thuringia with 15,000
Volumes and 1000 manuscripts. Among the great
names of Halle are those of Chr. Wolf, F. A.
Wolf, .S-hleiermacher, (iesenius, Tholuck, I^eo,

and Bergk. Halle was also the seat of the
scientific society Academia Natura; Curiosoruni,
founded by J. B. Bausch in 1052, and now know'n
as the Leopoldinisch-Karolinisehe Akademie. See
Academy, ixissim.

HALLE, al, Auam de la. See Adam de la
H.\LLE.

HALLE, hal'le, Sir Charles (or Karl Halle)
(1819-95). A German-English pianist and con-
ductor. He was born at Hageu in Westphalia,
his father iieing the town kapellmeister, and was
regarded when but a young child as a musical
prodigy. After serious study with Rink at Darm-
stadt, he went to Paris (1830), where he laid the
foundation of all his subsequent success. He
earned for himself a solid reputation during the
twelve years of his stay there, and was in friend-

ly contact with Cherubini, Chopin, Liszt, and
Kalkbrenner. The political disturbances of 1848
caused his removal to London, where he was
enthusiastically received. It was in Manchester,
however, that he gained his most enduring fame,
and did his best and most important work.
He had been appointed director in 1853 of the
Gentlemen's Concerts, and in 1857 commenced
a series of subscription concerts with his famous
orchestra, which up to the time of his death was
the greatest musical educational factor in the
north of England. Although his greatest inter-

ests were in Manchester, he was closely connected
with the musical life of London, in 1801 per-

forming all Beethoven's sonatas in eight matinee
concerts. In 1880 he also produced Berlioz's

Faust in the same city. In 1888 he was made a
knight by the Queen ( Victoria ) , and the same
year married Madame Norman Neruda, with
whom in 1890 and 1891 he made a tour of Aus-
tralia. His compositions were entirely instru-
mental, and included many orchestral arrange-
ments, and a method for the i)ianoforte. He
died in Jlanchester.

HALLE, WiLMA Maria Francisca, Lady.
See Neruda. Wilma Maria Franclsca.

HAL'LECK, Fitz-Greene (1790-1807). An
American poet, born at Guilford. Conn. He was
educated in Guilford, and in 1811 became a clerk
in a New York bank, where he remained for
twenty vears. He w;is afterwards the confidential
agent of .Tohn Jacob Astor in his commercial af-

fairs, and was appointed by him one of the origi-

nal trustees of the Astor Library in New York.
In 1849 he retired to his native place, where he
spent the remainder of his life. Halleck wrote
verses from his boyhood, but in his collected
poems he included nothing juvenile. In 1819 he
became as.sociated with Joseph Rodman Drake
(q.v. ) in contributing the humorous series of
"The Croaker Papers" to the Ermiiifi Post. The
illness of Drake soon put an end to these papers,
and Halleck commemorated his friend's death
in the mo.st beautiful and best-known of his
poems, beginning "Green be the turf above thee"
(1820). His longest poem. Fann;/ (1819), is a
satire on the literature, fashions, and politics of
the time. It obtained a factitious popularity, but
hardly repays reading. In 1822-23 Halleck vis-

ited Europe, and in 1827 published an edition
of his poems, among them the popular and good
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verses on "Alnwick Castle," and on "Burns."
These, -with "Marco Bozzaris" (182.5), constitute

liis eliicf claim to rcmenibrancc as a poet of a
slight though genuine lyric vein, and of distinct

capacity for society verse, who was yet artist

enough to confine his production to a very mod-
erate compass. Consult: Wilson, The Life and
Letters of Fitz-Greeiie Halleclt (New York,
18()0) : The Poetical Writings of Fitz-Grcene Hiil-

Icck, edited by Wilson (ib., ISl!!)).

HALLECK, Henry Wager (1815-72). An
Anicricuii soldier, the general-in-chief of the

United States Array from 1862 to 1864. He was
born in Westerville, N. Y., on .January 16, 1815,

studied for a time at Union College, and gradu-
ated at W'est Point in 1839. He then served for a
year .as assistant professor of engineering at West
Point: was assistant to the Board of Engineers
at Washington in 1840 and 1841 ; and from
1841 to 184G, except for a few months in 1845,

when he was in Europe for the purpose of exam-
ining various public works, was assistant engi-

neer in repairing the fortifications of New York
harbor. Soon after his return from Kurope, he
delivered a series of lectures before the Lowell
Institute of Boston, which he published in 1846
as Elements of Military Art and Science, which in

a new edition (1858) was much used during the
C'ivil War as a training manual for volunteer
ofiicers. In 1847, during the Mexican War, he
was sent to the Pacific Co.ast, and here served as

aide-de-camp to Connnander Shubrick from Octo-

ber, 1847, to June, 1848 (for part of this period
serving as Lieutenant-(iOveruor of Mazatlan)

;

was chief of staff during Lieutenant-Colonel Bur-
ton's campaign in Lower California, and from
August, 1847, to December. 1849, served as Secre-

tary of State for California under the military
governments of Generals jMason and Riley. In
1849 he was ,a member of the California Constitu-

tional Convention, and of the committee which
draughted the State Constitution. From Decem-
ber, 1S52, to August, 1854, he was insjjector and
engineer of lighthouses, and from April. 1853. to

August, 1854, was also a member of the board of

engineers for fortifications on the Pacific Coast.

He resigned from the army on August 1, 1854;
became a successful lawyer in San Francisco

;

was elected president of the Pacific and Atlantic

Railroad in 1855, and from 1850 until 1861 was
director-general of the New Almaden quicksilver

mines. Soon after the outbreak of the Civil

War he reentered the army (.\ugust 19, 1861),
with the rank of major-general, and from Novem-
ber 9, 1861, to March 11, 1862. commanded the

Department of !Missouri. which then embraced
Missouri. Iowa, Minnesota, Illinois, Arkansas,
and western Kentucky. In this capacity he
quickly put a stop to the peculations of con-

tractors, thoroughly trained the disorganized
troops, dismissed hundreds of placemen, and in

general substituted order and system for the
chaos which had resulted from his predecessor's

laxity and incapacity. He planned the west-

ern campaign of 1862. and on April 11th assumed
command in person at Pittsburg Landing
(Shiloh). On May 30tli his forces entered Cor-
inth. On .July 11th he was appointed Gen-
eral-in-Chief of the Armies of the United States,

and at once proceeded to Washington, where he
served in this capacity imtil Jfarch 12. 1864.

after which, until April, 1S65, he was chief of

staff of the Armv. He then was in command

successively of the Military Division of the James,
the Division of the Pacilic, and the Division of

the South until his death. As a soldier he was a
strict discij)linarian, an excellent organizer, and
a skillful strategist; but his genius was more
adapted to the map than to the field, and on
many occasions he is considered to have fallen

far short of the requirements of a general-in-

chief. He published: liitumen: Its Varieties,

Properties, and Uses (1841); A Collection of

Mining Laics of Spain and Mexico (1859) ; Inter-

national Law, or Rules Regulating the Inter-

course of States in Peace atid War (1861;

abridged ed. for schools and colleges, 1886) ; and

a translation of Jomini's Vie politique et mili-

taire de Napoleon (1864).

HALL EFFECT. See ELECTRlciTr.

HALLEIN, hiil'lln. A town in Salzburg,

Austria, 10 miles south of the city of Salzburg,

on the right bank of the river Salza (Map: Aus-

tria, 3). It is noted for its extensive salt-

worics and saline baths, and has also important

cotton, needle, and button factories. The Durn-

berg, a mountain 2388 feet above the level of the

sea, contains the largest salt-mine in the Aus-

trian S;ilzkammergut, from which the salt is

conveved in large wooden conduits to the works

within the loAvm Good rock salt is also obtained

from Diirnberg. Hallein dates from the tenth

century. Population, in 1890, 5200; in 1900,

C600.

HALTjEL (Heb., praise). A part of the Jew-

ish hymnal service. The term usually signifies

the Egyiitian Hallel, so called because of its con-

nection with the Passover festival. This Hallel

comprises Psalms cxiii.-cxviii., and is chanted in

synagogues on the festivals of the Passover,

Pentecost. Tabernacles, and the eight days of the

Hannucah fcs1:iyal or Feast of Lights, and also

at the close of the meal on the first evening of

the Passover. It was this Hallel, or at any rate

part of it, that was sung by Christ and His

disciples at the Passover meal (Matt. xxvi. 30;

Mark xiy. 26). Another Hallel, called the 'great

Hallel.' was a general thanksgiving chant. .Jew-

ish authorities dispute in the Talmud as to what

Psalms it should include. Some identify it with

the usual Hallel (Psalms cxiii.-cxviii.); others

make it Psalms cxx.-cxxxvi., cxxxv. 4-cxX-Xvi., or

cxx.xvi. alone.

HALLELUJAH, hal'lf-loo'TO, or ALLE-
LUIA (Hel). Halclii Yfih. praise ye Yahweh).

An ascri])tion of praise to God derived from the

Old Testament, where it appears at the end of

certain psalms, and in general use as an expres-

sion of thankfulness. It is retained in the Greek

and Latin liturgies in the original form, and

was so also by the Church of England in the first

Prayer-Book "of Edward VI., though it is now
translated by "Praise ye the Lord." Being an

expression of gladness and triumph, it was re-

served for seasons and festivals which expressed

these emotions. Thus, in the Roman Catholic

Church, it is never used from Septuagesima to

Easter: and in some mediipval office books, the

office of the Saturday before Septuagesima made

a special mention of it, even personifying it. and

taking a quaint and tender farewell of it: "Thou

sh.alt go from us, O Alleluia: tho)i shalt return

to us again in peace, Alleluia." During the en-

tire Easter season, on the contrary, and also in a
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slightly less dcgi'ee during tlu' octaves of Christ-

mas, Epiphany, aud Corpus Christi, it is used
continually at the end of antiphons, introits,

communions, and other parts of the service. The
three-fold repetition of it at the end of the
mass, called the greater Alleluia, was in the
Jliddle Ages sung by the deacon to a very pro-
longed melody or neuma. (See Neumes.)

HALLELUJAH VICTORY. The name given
to the victory of tlic IJritons over the Fiots, at
Mold, Flintshire, \\'ale3, iMarch 30, 430, from the
war-cry of the former, which had been suggested
by Saint Germain, Tiishop of Auxcrre, on the eve
of the battle.

HALLEN, hal-lan', Axders (1846—). A
Swedish dramatic composer, born at Giiteborg.
He was educated under Rheinberger, Reineke,
and Rietz, and from 1S72 to 1878 was con-
ductor of the Giiteborg Musical Union, although
he had important interests in Berlin, and re-

sided there most of the time. He composed sev-

eral important operas, which received their first

presentation at the Royal Ojiera, Stockholm, of
which in 1892 he became musical conductor; and
also published numerous German and Swedish
songs. His music, not generally known outside
of Sweden and Germany, is exceedingly pojmlar
among the Swedish singing societies of the United
States. His compositions include the operas
Harald der Vikin(j (1881), Hexfallen (1896),
the song-cycles ]'nm Pafieii tind der Konigstixhtcr
and Traiimkouig und sein Licb, symphonic
poems, and choral rhapsodies.

HALLER, hal'ler, Albrecht von (1708-77).
.•Vn eminent physiologist, anatomist, botanist, and
])oct, born at Bern, Switzerland. Two years after
the death of his father, an able ln«yer, he went,
in 1723, to the University of Tubingen, where he
became the ]nipil of the anatomist Duvernoy. In
1725 he removed to Leyden, where he obtained
the degree of doctor of medicine in 1727. He
then visited London, whence he proceeded to
Oxford, and afterwards to Paris, where for
six months he studied anatomy and botany;
later lie became the pupil of .Johann Bernoulli,
the celebrated mathematician, at Basel. He
returned in his twenty-.second year to his native
city, and commenced practice as a physician.
The professor of anatomy, Meig, having fallen
ill, Haller imdertook the duties of his class;
he likewise devoted nuich of his time about
this period to the botany of the Alps, and also
published a descriptive poem. Die Alpen. In
1735 he was appointed physician to the hospital,

and shortly afterwards principal librarian and
curator of the cabinet of medals; but in 1736 he
left Bern to become professor of medicine, anat-
omy, botany, and surgery in the new university
at Giittingen. For the next eighteen years he
devoted himself wholly to teaching and to original
research. He took an active part in the forma-
tion of the Royal Academy of Sciences of Giit-

tingen. and the memoirs of the society contain
many of his papers. Dviring the period from
1736 to 1753 he published 86 works on medical
siibjects. He was appointed physician to the
King of England in 1730. In 175.3 he returned to
Bern. Amnng his most important writings are his
Elementa Plu/siolofiiw Corporis Uiimiini (1757-
66)—by far the most important of his works

—

and his four Bihliotheccc, or critical catalogues of

works on botany, surgery, anatomy, and medicine.
Haller's eminence as a man of science was didy
recognized in his own lifetime. He was eiuioblcd
by the Emperor of Germany in 1748, and the
uni\ersities of Oxford and Utrecht in vain en-
deavored to obtain him as their professor. His
name is especially connected with the doctrine
of muscular irritability. (See Muscle.) While
his name is indelibly recorded in the annals of
science, it should aNo be remembered that by his
work as a poet Haller greatly contributed to the
niovement which toward the end of the eightcentli
century brought new life to German poetry.
Others of his works were: Icones AniitomiccE
(1743-50); Opuscula Pathologica (1755); and
Opuscula Botanica (1749). For his Life, con-
sult Frey (Leipzig, 1879).

HALLES, ai, Les. A large building on the
Grande Place of Bruges, Belgium, erected in the
thirteenth century, now used as offices of the city
Government, and as a market. Its massive bel-
fry. 350 feet in height, is the subject of Longfel-
low's poem "The Belfry of Bruges." It contains
a remarkable set of chimes dating from 1748.

HALLES CENTRALES, al saN'trAI'. The
great central market of Paris, an enormous group
of metal structures consisting of a system of pavil-
ions planned to cover 22 acres. Between the pavil-
ions are covered streets 48 feet in width, with a
roof about 48 feet above the ground, intersected
by an avenue 105 feet wide. Each pavilion is di-

vided into 250 small shops, rented for 20 centimes
a day, and beneath are cellars 12 feet in height.
The provisions sold in the market are brought
during the night in wagons, the total number of
which is estimated at 15,000. The early hours of
the morning to 8 o'clock in summer and 9 in

winter are devoted to auction sales, after which
the retail trade commences.

HALOiETT, Benj.\min Franklin (1797-
1802). An American statesman and editor, born
at Barnstable. Mass., son of Benjamin llallett

(1760-1849), the ship-master and founder of sail-

ors' Bethels. He was educated at Brown Univer-
sity, studied law, worked on a jiaper in Providence,
R. I., and in 1827 became editor of the Boston
Advocate, from which he resigned in 1831, be-
cause his crusades against Masonry, against
slavery, and in behalf of temperance were ruin-
ing the .subscription list. He turned against
Henry Clay when the latter refused to commit
himself to the Anti-Masonic Party; and when
]\Iasonry no longer was an issue, Hallett joined
the Democratic Party. Long chairman of its na-
tional committee, he did much to nominate Pierce
and Buchanan. He was appointed district at-

toi-ney by the former in 1853, and wrote the
Democratic platform in 1856.

HALLETTE, .^'li^t'. A. (1788-1846). A
French mechanic, born at Arras, where he
founded a machine-shop. He improved the hy-
draulic press used for the extraction of oil. and
invented n new system of pro])ulsion tubes for

atmospheric locomotives, the tube propiilseur
JJnUrlte. Consult his monograph with that title

(Paris. 1844).

HAL'LETTSVILLE. A city and the county-
seat of Lavaca County. Tex., 101 miles west by
south of Houston; on the San .Antonio and .Aran-
sas Pass Railroad (Map: Texas. F 5). It car-
ries on considerable trade in cotton, cottonseed
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oil, and live-stock; and has several cotton-gins,

a cottonsccdoil mill, etc. The water-works and
elcc-liic liylit pfant urc owned l)y llie municipal-

ily. IVimlatiou, in 1890, lOUj'in i'JOO, 1457.

HALLEVI, JuDAH. See Judah, Ben Samuel.

HAL'LEY, Edmund (10.56-1742). An Eng-
lish a-struiionicr and mathematician, born at

Haggerston, London, the son of a soap-manufac-

turer. He was educated at Saint Paul's School,

and afterwards at Queen's College, Oxford, which
he entered in 1073. In 1070 he publislied a

paper on the orbits of the principal planets; also

observations on a spot on the sun, from which he

inferred its rotation round its axis. In No-
vember of the same year he went to Saint Helena,

wliere for two years he applied himself to the

formation of a catalogue of the stars in the

Southern Hemisphere, which he published in

1G78 (Cntalogus Stellaruin Auslralium). On
his return he was chosen a Fellow of the Royal
Society, and deputed by that body to go to Dan-
zig to settle a controversy between Hooke and
Hevelius as to whether it is profitable to use

telescopic or plain sights for astronomical obser-

vations. In 1680 he made a tour of the Continent,

during which he made observations with Cassini

at Paris on the great comet which goes by his

name, and the return of which he predicted. His
observations on this comet formed part of the

foundation of Newton's calculation of a comet's

orbit. Halley retiu'ned to England in 1681, in

1683 published his theory of the variation of the

magnet, and the next year made the acquaintance

of Newton. In 1686 Halley published an account

of the trade winds and monsoons on seas near
and between the tro])ics, and in 1692 his hy-

pothesis relative to the change in the variations

of the magnetic needle. To test the truth of this

by obtaining measures of the variations in differ-

ent parts of the world, he was sent in 1098 in com-
mand of a ship to the Pacific : but his crew mu-
tinied, and he was obliged to return. The next

year, however, he sailed again, and the result

of his observations was a chart for which he

was rcAvarded by the rank of captain in the

navy with half pay for life. Soon after he made
a chart of the tides in the channel, and surveyed

the coast of Dalmatia for the Emperor of Aus-
tria. On the death of Wallis, in 1703, he was
appointed Savilian professor of geometry at

Oxford. In 1705 he published his researches

on the orbits of the comets. In 1713, on the

resignation of Sir Hans Sloane, he became secre-

tary of the Royal Society: in 1716 he made valu-

able experiments with the diving-bell, which were
afterwards published: and in 1721. after the

death of Flamsteed. he became astronomer royal.

In this office, and engaged especially in studying

the moon's motions, he passed the rest of his life.

In 1729 he was chosen a foreign member of the

Academy of Sciences, Paris. Halley was the au-

thor of numerous other researches of great im-

portance besides those mentioned. His Tal>nl(E

Astronomicre did not appear till 1749. Among
liis principal discoveries may be mentioned
the long inequality of .Jupiter and .Saturn, and
that of the slow acceleration of the moon's mean
motion. He was the first to predict the retiirn of

a comet, and also to recommend the observation

of the transits of Venus with a view to determine
the sun's parallax. See CoMET.

HALLEY'S COMET. See Comet.

HALLIARDS, or HALYARDS
(
probably a

variant of hullicr, from US. halian, OllG. luilon,

holOii, Ger. holeii, Eng. hale, to haul; connected
with Lat. calare, Gk. Ku/.civ, kulein, to summon;
explained by popular etymology as liaulyurds, or
haleyards). Ropes used to hoist yards, gaffs,

sails, etc. They usually take their name from
the object hoisted; as, topsail halliards, jih hal-

liards, ensiijn halliards, etc. ; but in some in-

stances tliey have other designations, the craw-
foot halliards (so called because it is made fast

to the awnings by several small lines spread out
in fancied resemblance to a bird's foot) , throat
and pculc halliards on gaff's, etc.

HAL'LIWELL-PHIL'LIPPS, .Jame.s Or-
chard (1820-89). An English antiquary and
biographer of Shakespeare., born in Chelsea, Lon-
don. His taste for original research was exhibited
while }-et a student at Cambridge, and he was
made a fellow of the Royal Society and of the

Society of Antiquaries when but eighteen years
old. After the founding of the Shakespeare So-

ciety in London (1841), he gradually devoted
more and more of his time to the study of the
great dramatist. Rejecting the popular method
of constructing the poet's biography from in-

ternal evidence, Halliwell discredited the per-

sonal application even of the sonnets, and set

himself through years of investigation to collect

and sift contemporary and traditioniil evidence
to be found chioll.y in Stratford-on-Avon and
neighboring villages. The result of his labor

was issued in his Outlines of the Life of Shake-
speare (1st ed. 1881: 9th ed. 1890), but before

he left the ranks of Shakespearean critics he had
pidilished a superb folio edition of the plays (16
vols., 1852-65). In 1863 he was largely instru-

ment.al in preventing the sale of Shakesjjeare's

birthplace, and the foundations of New Place,

where he died, and he aided generously in turn-

ing the one into a museum, and clearing the site

of the other. Ever open to give and receive sug-

gestions or criticisms from other Shakespearean
students, his assistance was valuable, both di-

rectly and indirectly, through the collections of

old literature and Shakespearean and other docu-

ments he presented or bequeathed to the Chet-

ham Library, Manchester (1851), Smithsonian
Institution, Washington (1832), the Penzance
puldic library (1S06-S8), the Edinburgh Uni-

versity Library (1872), and the Birthplace Mu-
seum (1889). Many of his own numerous books
were printed for private circulation only.

HALL MARKS. See Plate Marks.

HAL'LOCK, Gerard (1800-66). An Ameri-
can journalist, bom at Plainfield. Mass. Ho
gradviated at Williams College in 1819. taught

at Amherst Academy (1819-21), and after a

short course at Andover, at Salem. In 1824 he
started the Boston Telcfiraph. which was united

with the Recorder a year later. He acquired a

part interest in the Netr York Ohserver in 1827, and
in 1828 joined David Hale in the management
of the Journal of Commerce. He built a schooner,

the Eveninf) Edition, which met incoming ves-

sels at Sandy Hook and brought back news; and
in 1833 established a pony express between New
York and Philadelphia, which gave the Journal

of Commerce another great advantage. Hallock
opposed abolition, but did much to further libera-
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lion of the slaves. He was one of the founders

of the Southern Aid Society (1854) : and in

ISGl the use of the mails was forbidden liis

paper, and he was indicted for 'encuuraginj;

rebels.' Unwilling to give up his principles, lie

retired from journalism, and lived at Hallocl<'s

Castle in New Ha^•en, where he was known as a

liberal and generous citizen. Hallock was one of

the foundei-k of tlie Associated Press of New
York.

HALLOCK, William Allen (1794-1880). An
American editor, brother of Gerard Hallock. He
was born at Phiintield, Mass., and was educated

at Williams College and at Andover Theological

Seminary. From the foinidation of the Ameri-

can Tract Society (1S2.'5), he was its correspond-

ing secretary until ten years before liis deatli.

He edited the Aniprirnn Mcxseiiger. and in addi-

tion to his labors as editor and reviser of the

publications of the society, wrote several biog-

raphies and many tracts. Consult Knight. Me-

morial of William Allen Halloek (New York,

1882).

HALL OF FAME. See Wai.ti.ux.v.

HALL OF FAME FOR GREAT AMERI-
CANS. A structure on the grounds of the New
York I'niversity, completed in 1900, and designed

to commemorate the acliievements of distin-

guished citizens of the United States. It con-

sists of a colonnade, 500 feet in length, following

the curve of a lerraee which suoports three of the

university Iniildings, and resting on a granite

corridor which contains a long hall and five

rooms, intended for a nuiseum for the preserva-

tion of portraits and mementos of those whose
names are inscribed in the colonnade. Tlie

colonnade contains 150 panels seven feet long

and one and one-quarter feet high, designed to be

filled 1>.V bronze tablets bearing the name of the

person commemorated, the dates of his birth and
death, and a selection from his writings. The
agreement between the university and the donor

of the Hall of Fame provided that no name shall

be inscribed except of a person born in what is

now the territory of the United States, and of a

person who has been dead at least ten years.

Fifty names, if selected, were to be inscribed dur-

ing 1900, and five additional names every five

years thereafter, completing the full number by
the year 2000. Nominations were received from
the general public by the University Senate, who
transmitted the names seconded by any member
to a hoard of 100 electors selected from educa-

tors, writers, and others interested in American
history, 51 votes being necessary to a choice,

subject to the final approval of the University

Senate. The first fift.v names were required to

include representatives of a majority of fifteen

classes: authors and editors; business men; edu-

cators: inventors; missionaries and explorers;

philanthropists and reformers; clergymen and
theologians; scientists; engineers and architects;

lawyers and judges; musicians, painters, and
sculptors; physicians and surgeons; rulers and

. statesmen; soldiers and sailors; distinguished

men and women outside these classes. Panels

left vacant by these restrictions may be filled

the ensuing year. The announcement of the new
foundation created wide interest. It was favor-

ably considered by the press, and some papers

offered prizes for the lists of names which should

approach most closely to the final choice of the
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electors. The Senate received over 1000 names,
of which 200 were submitted to the elec-

tors, who were themselves invited to add to the

nominations. From the names suggested, the

electors chose 29, as follows: George Washing-
ton, Abraham Lincoln, Daniel Webster, licn-

janiin Franklin, Ulysses S. Grant, John JI;ir-

shall, Thomas Jefferson, Ralph Waldo Emerson,

Robert Fulton, Henry Wadsvvorth Longfellow,

Washington Irving, Jonathan Edwards, Samuel
F, B. iMorsc, David G. Farragut, Henry Clay,

George Peabody, Nathaniel Hawthorne, Peter

Cooper, Eli Whitney, Robert E. Lee, Horace
Mann, John James Audubon, James Kent,

Henry Ward Beecher, Jose))h Story, John Adams,
William Ellery Channing, Gilbert C. Stuart, Asa
Gray. Of the remaining names, those which re-

ceived the votes of ten or more electors \^ere by
that fact placed in nomination for the next elec-

tion.

HALLOPEATJ,. a'lo'po', Francoi.s Henki
(1842— ), A French physician, bom in Paris

and educated there. He was appointed hospital

physician in 1877, and became a member of the

Academy of Medicine in 1893. Besides special

monographs on diseases of the skin, Hallopeau
wrote a standard Traite iUmentaire de patlwlogie

gciicnilc (4th ed. 1893).

HAL'LORAU, Lawbence Haynes (1706-

1831). An English poet and author, bom prob-

ably in Ireland. He was first a teacher in a

private school near Exeter. Afterwards he took

orders, and was chaplain in the English fleet

during the battle of Trafalgar. He published a

descriptive poem, "The Battle of Trafalgar," in

1806. He went to South Africa as chaplain to

the forces there, but owing to his defense of two
officers court-martialed for dueling in 1810, and

his satirical pamphlet, Cap-Abilities, or l^oiith

African Characteristics (1811), he was banished.

On his return to England he led a wandering life,

and was ultimately condemned to seven years'

transportation for forgery. He opened a school

in Sydney, Australia, where he died. His works

include: Odes. Poems, and Travslations (1790) ;

I.aeri/m(B Hihernicw, or the Genius of Erin's Com-
pldiiif (1801); and The Female Volunteer, a

drama (ISOl ).

HALLOW-EVEN, or HALLOWE'EN, The
name popularly given to the eve or vigil of All

Hallows, or festival of All Saints, which being

the 1st of November, Hallowe'en is the evening

of the 31st of October. In England it was long

customary to crack nuts, duck for apples in a

tub of water, and perform other harmless fireside

revelries. Sometimes there were ceremonies of ;i

more superstitious character, as, for example,

charms to discover who should be the husband

or wife of the person inquiring. Consult Brand,

Popular Antiquities, edited by Ellis (London.

1813).

HALLOW-FAIR. A market held in some
places in Scotland during November, i.e. at Hal-

lowtide.

HALLSTATT (hal'stat) EPOCH. The
name ajiplicd to the last stage of bronze or the

first stage of iron culture in Europe. It is so

ealled from the necropolis of Hallstatt, Upper
Austria, near the border of Salzburg, It is asso-

ciated with the Celtic langu.age group and the

Alpine race of Ripley, who characterizes the
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Uallstatt culture of the eastern Alpine highlands

as more highly evolved than that of the Neo-

lithic period in the West due to Oriental influ-

ences. It appeared a thousand years or more
before the Christian Era. It flourished chiefly in

Carinthia, Southern Germany, Switzerland, Bo-

hemia. Silesia, Bosnia, Southeastern France, and
Southern Italy. Consult Deuiker, Races of Man
(London, l'.«»0).

HALLSTROM, hel'strem, Ivab (1826—). ;V

Swedish composer, born in Stockholm. He
was educated for the legal profession, and was
private librarian to tlie Crown Prince, who
became Oscar II. of Sweden. In 1861 he was
appointed the successor of Lindblad as director of

the National School of Music at Stockholm. He
is essentially a national composer, and all his

writing is marked by the characteristics of

Scandinavian music in general, and the Swedish
folk-music in particular. He composed several

operas, the most successful of which was Den
lierglagiia, or the Mountain King. Other works
include the operas, Herliq Magnus; Den fortrol-

lade kattcn, or The Enclinnted Cat; Xeaga, or

Xyaga (libretto by Carmen Sylva) ; Idyl for soli,

chorus, and orchestra, which, in 1860, won the

prize of the llusical Union of Stockholm.

HALLUCINATION (from Lat. luiUucinatio,

ahicinatio, hallucination, from aliicinari, to wan-
der in mind). In the states of dreaming, hj'p-

nosis. and insanity, we lind a derangement, tem-

porary or permanent, of the normal train of ideas

(see AssocHTiox of loE.iS) and their attendant

afl'ective processes; in hallucination and illusion

(q.v.) we have an abnormal condition of single

ideas or representations. ( See Idea. ) An illu-

sion may be defined here, provisionally, as a dis-

torted perception; an hallucination is "an image
of memory which differs in intensity from the

normal" (Wimdt), a centrally aroused idea

which by its strength and vividness simulates the

reality of an external object, and is, therefore,

accepted as real by the perceiving subject. Hal-
lucinations are characteristic of certain forms
of insanity; the religious visionary holds inter-

course with the Virgin Jlary; the nielancholiac

hears insulting or threatening voices (delirium of

persecution). Sane persons, especially those en-

gaged in intellectual pursuits, are also liable to

hallucinations after a period of concentrated men-
tal Avork. The commonest forms of hallucination

are, perhaps, the 'hypnagogic' visions or voices

seen or heard in the drowsy interval preceding
sleep. Hallucinations are ordinarily auditory or

visual, though they may also arise within the
spheres of taste, smell, and touch.

Hallucinations may be set up by hypera>mia of

the brain, membranes, and cortex ; by the action
of drugs (morphiuni, ether, etc.l ; and by dis-

turbances of brain nutrition, resulting in anaemia.
The common factor in all these cases is a deposi-

tion, in the cerebral cortex, of products of decom-
position, which at first enhance the irritability

of the area affected, and presently serve them-
selves as stimuli to brain action.

BiBLioGRAPHT. Wundt, Grundziige der physi-
clogischen Psychologie, vol. ii. (Leipzig. 1893):
Mueller, Ucber die phantastisrhcn Gesiehtser-
srheiniingen (Coblcnz, 182(i) : Bri&re de Bois-
niont. Des hallurinationn (Paris. 1S45) ; Sully,
Illusions (New York. 1881) ; Parish, Hallucina-
tions and Illusions (New York, 1897).

HALLTJF. See Wabt-Hog.

HALLUIN, a'hvau'. A town in the Depart-
ment uf Nonl. France, on the Belgian frontier.

It has extensive manufacturing establishments
of cotton, linen, etc. Population, in 1901,

16,.500.

HAL'LTJX VAL'GUS (Lat., wry toe). The
technical name of a deformity of the great toe,

which is generally caused by wearing too small
a shoe, the toe, for lack of room, being forced
out of its normal position so that it sometimes
overlaps the other toes. This malformation,
which is most common among women, not unfre-
((uently results in osseous changes which may
necessitate amputation of the toe.

HALLWICH, hiil'viK, Hermann (1838—).
An Austrian politician and historian, born at

Teplitz, and educated at Prague. From 1871 to
1897 Hallwich was a member of the Austrian
House of Deputies, allied with the German Left,

and prominent as a speaker on questions dealing
with commerce and tarifl'. As an historian he is

best known as an ardent defender of Wallenstein.

He wrote: Wallen^tcins Ende. Ungedruckte Bricfe
nnd Akten (1879) ; Heinrirh Matthias Thurn als

Zeuge im Pro::ess Wallenstein (1883) ; and Se-
stalten aus Wallensteins Lager (1885).

HALM, Fkiedrich, the pseudonym of Mcnch-
BELi.i.XGiiArsEN, E. F. J., Baron von (q.v.).

HALM, halm, Karl (1809-821. A German
philologist, born at Munich in 1809. From 1839
he taught at Speier and Hadamar; in 1849 he
became rector of the newly founded Maximilians-
gymnasium at Munich, and in 1856 professor in

tlie university there and director of the royal
library. His principal works are critical editions

of Cicero (1845-56). QuintiUan (1868-09), and
Cornelius yepos (1871); Cicero's Orations with
commentary (1845-48); and Select Orations of
Cicero (1854-66) ; in the Teubner series, .Esop's

Fables (1Sd2) . Florus (1854). and Tacitus (4th

ed. 1891). His shorter treatises comprise: Lec-

iiones Stobenses (Speier, 1841-42) : the Catalogue

of the Fathers of the Latin Church (1865) : and
his rich Catalogue of the Munich Library, vol. i.

(1865).

HALMA, al'ma', Nicolas ( 1755-1.S28) . A
French mathematician, born at Sedan, and edu-
cated there and in Paris. He took holy orders,

and was principal of the college at Sedan (1791-

93 ) . Removed from this position by the suppres-
sion of the colleges, he went to Paris and was in

quick succession engineer, surgeon, professor at
the Prvtanfe and at the Military School of Fon-
lainebleau, librarian and instructor of the Em-
press, and librarian of the Department of Bridges

and Highways. Then he imdertook. at the in-

stance of Delambre, the translation of Ptole-

maus on astronomy, together with the commen-
taries of Theon on the first two books, and other

material (1813-16). But the success and merits

of his work were small, and appointments as

assistant curator of the Biblioth6que Sainte Gene-

vieve and as canon of Notre Dame were nuieh

more remunerative. His further works include

translations and criticisms of Greek mathema-
ticians and chronologists. and text-books of geog-

raphy, besides many miscellaneous writings.

HALMAHEBA, hal'ma-ha'ra. An island of

tlie iloluccas. See Gilolo.
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HALMOTE, or HALIMOTE (from hall +
mote. AS. (jrmot. asspmlily ) . An ancient Eniilish

court, helil by the lord of a manor for the purpose
of aclniinistoring the hiws and customs of the
manor. It was composed of the freehoUIers of

Iho manor, and came later to be known as the

Court Baron or manorial court. See CouBT
Babon.

HALMSTAD, hiilra'stad. A town in Sweden,
and capital of Halland Liin, situated at the
mouth of the Nissa on the cast shore of the Catte-
gat. about 76 miles south-southeast of Goteborg
(Map: Sweden, E S). The town possesses a
castle, now the residence of the Governor; a
church dating from 1462. and a high school. It is

an important railroad centre, and has regular
steamsliip connection \vith most of the Swedish
coast towns as well as with Copenhagen and
Liibeck. It is the chief export town for a large
part of Southern Sweden. The chief manufac-
tures are cloth, beer, and machinery. The town
exports lumber, lish (the river abounding in

Siilmonl. oats, butter, and woolen goods: the
chief imports are food-stuflfs, fertilizers, petro-
leum, and Jute. Population, in 1001, 15.400.
Halmstad received municipal privileges in 1307,
and has been the scene of many important events
in the history of Sweden, among them the defeat

of the Danes" by Charles XI. in 1076.

HALO (Lat. halos, from Gk. a?.u(, halo, disk,

threshing-floor, from. dAciu, ftoCei)!, to grind) . The
general name given to a class of optical phe-
nomena, described more specifically as Globt,
CoEON.\, Aktheli.\, P.^ehelia, JIock Suns, Sun-
DoGS, Paba.seleka, jMock Moons, etc. \Mien the
light of the sun or moon or bright star shines
through a delicate cloud, or layer of fog or mist,
a variety of optical phenomena are pioduced
which ma.y be classified as (a) circular rings
around the sun or moon or star as a centre; (b)
horizontal rings around the zenith as a centre;
(c) partial arcs around the sun or the zenith;
(d) vertical columns of light either through the
sun or moon, or through points around the hori-

zon symmetrically placed with reference to the
hun; (e) elliptical rings around the central lumi-
nary. If the observer is so located that his shadow
is pro.jected upon a cloud, a bank of fo.g. or a
meadow covered with drojis of dew, he may see
similar circles of light around his shadow or his
anti-solar point, which circles have been described
under Anthella. The circles around the sim
really occur much more frequently than those
around the moon, but are less frequently ob-

served, owing to the brightness of the sun; they
can, however, easily be seen by viewing the re-

flection of the sky in the surface of still water
or an nnsilvered glass plate.

Halo is the general term by which we designate
a variety of optical phenomena whose study is a
branch of physical optics. The circular rings of

class (a), when they are quite near the sun,
namely, within fifteen degrees, and. in fact, usu-
ally within five degrees, are the result of the
interference of waves of light that have passed
around the minute globnles of water, or some-
times of dust, in the hazy atmosphere. This
process was called diffraction by Sir Isaac New-
ton, who showed that in the rear of every small
object there is a bright spot instead of a shadow,
and surrounding this bright spot a series of con-
centric rings or bands of brilliant colors. If

one looks at the sun through a mass of small par-
ticles or fibres of rather uniform size, as those of

wool, a similar series of concentric rings will be

seen, the angular diameter of which increases as
the diameters of tlie fibres diminisli ; on this

principle Dr. Thomas Young based the construc-
tiou of his eriometer for the determination of the
diameter of snmll particles and the fibres of tex-

tile materials. The largest rings that have been
seen about the sun are those known as Bishop's
rings, observed after the eruption of Krakatoa.
These are about ten, twelve, or fifteen degrees in

radius, and must have resulted from the pres-
ence of a very delicate layer of the finest imag-
inable dust or aqueous globules whose diameters
probably did not exceed 0.0002. or one five-thou-

sandth of an inch. On the other hand, particles

that have a diameter of 0.0013 may produce rings
having a radius of one degree, which would,
therefore, very closely encircle the sun or moon,
whose radius is only one-quarter of one degree.
All these circles are known as 'glories.'

For large globules of water, such as compose
the lower clouds, the difiraction phenomena be-

come inappreciable, and are replaced by more
complicated phenomena of reflection and refrac-

tion. In the higher alto-stratus and alto-cumulus
clouds formed of small globules of water tlie

range of diameters is usually rather large, and a
series of overlapping circles is seen when the sun
or moon is behind them. In tlie highest cirrus
clouds the particles of ice form more delicate

circles. For particles of a much smaller size

than those that usually occur in clouds, the phe-
nomena of dillraction are replaced by the colors

of thin plates. Brilliant illustrations of these
clouds occurred in the green, blue, and red suns
seen when the sun was examined through tlie

clouds of vapor that were thrown off by the
eruption of Krakatoa in 18S3. The study of tliis

subject led to the experiments by Kiessling, and
more especially by Dr. Carl Barus, whose publica-
tions on cloudy condensation form the stepping-
stones to our present limited knowledge of the
growth of minute water-globules from a diameter
somewhat less than the tenth of the length
of the sodium-wave up to a diameter equal to

that wave-length itself. Consult Bulletin No. 12,

United States Weather Bureau, 1895.

In the small circles or glories referred to, the

red circles are outermost, and the blue ones
viithin ; the term 'halo' is applied by meteorolo-
gists more especially to circles of larger radius
formed by reflection and refraction within the

drops of water, such as the rainbow and the halos

of twenty-two and twenty-five degrees radius. In
rainbows or halos formed by one reflection the red

is innermost, namely, on the side toward the sun

:

and the blue is outenno.st, -or away from the sun.

Circles formed by two reflections have the red
outside and the blue inside.

The complex and beautiful halo phenomena
that are seen in the winter time result from the
reflection and refraction of light by innumerable
crystals of ice or simple snowflakes, which pro-

duce, in general, a hazy appearance in the air.

Wlien the skv is cloudless and of a pale blue near
the zenith, these ci-ystals of ice. settling down
very slowly throiigh the still air. may be sufTi-

ciently numerous to reflect enoiigh sunlight to

produce .corgeous efl'ects. The simplest ice

crystal is a reg\ilar hexagonal prism whose ends
are either planes perpendicular to the axis or
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more commonly hexagonal pyramids. When a

ray of light within a prism strikes an inner sur-

face at an angle of incidence of about 80.5° it is

totally reflected. When a beam of light passes

through the two sides of a prism whose angle

is 60°, in such a way as to suffer the

minimum deviation, the latter will amount to

about 21° 50'. Bearing these principles in mind,

as also the fact that in an ordinary cloud the

prisms have every possible position, we see that

the general result will be that crystals that are

near the position of minimum deviation will con-

spire to refract the light in the same direction;

some of the others will send the light in any
direction, so the general result will be a bright

circle of light surrounding the sun as a centre;

its angular radius from the sun will be about
21° 50', or the so-called halo of 22°, which has

a dark interior, an inner reddish edge, and a

bright exterior.

In still air the slender prisms of ice are likely

to be suspended more nearly vertically. There-

fore, their surfaces reflect a little sunlight as

from a vertical mirror to the eye. When the ob-

server is in the midst of a cloud or fog of such

prisms, he sees a reflection of the sunlight forming

a band of white light around the horizon at about

half the apparenit angular attitude of the sun.

This is called the pnrhelic circle. When other

combinations of reflections from snow crystals

occur so as to double or treble the brightness of

particular spots in this parhelic circle, the.se spots

are called mock suns, sun-dogs, or parhelia. A
vertical arc may be produced by the reflections

from the horizontal surfaces of snowflakes, and
this arc may extend for a very considerable dis-

tance above and below the sun.

The most brilliant attendant of a halo is the

tangential arc. which is sometimes seen touching

the halo of 4(j° at its summit ; it can only be

seen wlien the sun's altitude is between 12° and
30°, and is due to the reflection of the sunlight

through ice needles whose refracting edges are

horizontal. The geometrical study of halos was
most thoroughly worked out by i?ravais, in his

memoir of 1847 in the Jounud de I'Ecolc Poly-

technique, vol. xviii. (Paris) : it is also quite

fully presented by Maseart, Traite. de Voptique

(Paris, 1896). 'The complete application of the

theory of interference to the explanation of the

phenomena of the supernumerary rings that ac-

company halos, and especially rainbows, was
given by Dr. Thomas Young in 1S04. but has

more recently been presented in both elementary

.".nd analytical methods by Dr. J. Pernter, of

Vienna. The idea that cloudy particles are not

solid small spheres of water, but hollow vessels

like a soap-bubble, was abundantly disproved by
Clausius, bvit still finds occasional mention in

poimlar text-books. However, the arguments for

and against this vesicular theory (consult Kober,

in Poggendorn's Annalen. Berlin, 1871) show that

it can have no standing in science. An exhaustive

work on optical meteorology was in course of

preparation in 100.'? by Prof. J. Pemter of Vieima.

HAIiOANDER. ha'I6-an''der, GREGORir.s

(1501-.31). A German jurist whose family name
was !Meltzer. He was born at Zwickau, and was
educated in Xjcipzig. He published, at Nurem-
berg, imder the protection and with the help of

Wiiibald Pirkheimer: the Pandectce (1529) ; In-

slitutiones (1529); Codex Justinianeus (1530);

and, in Greek with a Latin version, fiovellce Con-
Mitutioncs (1531). He also edited Epictctus's

Enchiridion (1529). Consult: Schmidt, fe'j/mboia;

(id Vitam Grerforii Haloandri (Leipzig. 1866),
and I'lccliseg. (Ircgor Halouiider(Z\vickau, 1872).

HAI/OGENS (from Gk. fiXs, hah, salt -f

-yfw/f, -genes, producing, from yiyvccdai, gig-

nesthai, to be born). The name given to the four
non-metallic elements, fluorine, chlorine, bro-

mine, and iodine. The term was originally used
by Berzelius. on account of the ease with which
these elements form salts. The halogens combine
directly with many of the other elements, nuich

heat being evolved in the process. With hydro-
gen, they form the well-known hydrofluoric, hy-

drochloric, hydrobromic, and hydriodic acids,

respectively. The halogene exhibit an unmistak-
able gradation of physical properties. Thus,
fluorine is a colorless gas: chlorine is a yellowish-

green gas easily condensed to a liquid; bromine
is a dark-red volatile liquid : iodine is a lus-

trous grayish-violet solid. See Fluorine; Bro-
mine: Chlorine: Ioiiixe.

HAXOPHILOTJS PLANT (from Gk. aAf,

hals, salt -\- ip'iAor^ philos, loving). See Halo-
PIIYTE.

HAL'OPHYTE (from Gk. iT^c, hals. salt +
ipvrdi', phi/lun, plant). Plants which grow natu-

rally in soils or waters rich in various salts, espe-

cially those with alkaline reactions. Common
salt is quantitatively much tlie most important
of these substances, although in certain localities

alum, saltpetre, and other salts are abundant

BALOFHTTES.

Longitudinal section of the stem of sampliire. showing
obliquely arranged palisade cells, also isolated water
tracheids.

enough to be of ecological importance. The veg<^-

tation of the oceans and salt seas and lakes, as

well as that along their marshy shores, represents

the greater part of the halophytic vegetation of

the world : however, there are great interior

halophytic areas in arid climates, where seas or

salt lakes have formerly existed. Sometimes
salt springs or small areas of salty soil disclose

a halophytic vegetation. While a great many
species have, perhaps, become perfectly adjusted

to soils or waters rich in salt, it is. nevertheless,

true that these conditions are unfavorable for the

development of the great majority of plants; and
experiments have shown that many halophytes

may grow as well, if not better, in. soils or waters
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with a low salt content. This is not true, how-
ever, in the case of such extreme halophytes as

the marine alga;.

Effects of Salt on the Growth and Struc-
ture. Almost all plants can take up limited

quantities of ordinary salt without injury, al-

though most plants probably do not need it in

their normal life processes. All but natural lialo-

phytes and a few xerophytes soon perish if large

quantities of salt are present in the soil. Prob-

ably the injurious ell'ects of salt are due to the

increased difficulty of osmotic absorption by the

root, and to the inhibiting action of salt on the

plant's normal life processes. Structures and con-

ditions that have been experimentally shown to

result from growth in salt solutions are reduction

in leaf surface, increase of leaf thickness (due
to richer development of palisades and water-
storage cells), reduction of intercellular spaces.

All of these are well-known xerophji;ie characters,

so that halophytes. with the exception of sub-

merged marine plants, are now regarded as a

class of xerophytes whether the soil in which
they grow be dry or wet. The structures noted,

as well as others, doubtless serve to reduce trans-

piration, and it may be .supposed that this is an
advantage, because of the lessened osmotic ab-

sorption. See Xerophytes.

m^
irXLOPHYTES.

Cross-section of leaf of Sonneratia acida: 1, in ordinary
soil condition: 2, when ^rown in salty soil, showing the
great thicliening of the cuticle in the latter.

Halophytes belong to a great number of fami-

lies, some of which, as the Chenopodiaceae, Frank-
eniaceee, Plumbaginaeea". are particularly rich in

halophytic members. One of the most interesting

features of halophytes is the wide distribution of

their species. It is easy to see how coastal forms
should be similar over wide areas, but why the

same forms should also occur in many continental

interiors is not so apparent. Perhaps the former
interior seas had marine connections; in this

case the interior halophytes form the best-known
group of relict plants (q.v.). It must be re-

membered, however, that migrations are easier

than has been generally supposed, and that given
a congenial habitat in a congenial climate, a
species or genus characteristic of such places is

pretty likely to appear sooner or later. The va-

rious halophytic formations and societies are
treated under Beach Plants : Benthos : Desert
Vegetation; Dune Vegetation; Mangro\'E
Swamp; Plankton; and Swamp.
HAL'PINE, or HALPIN, C-harles Graham

(1829-08). An American soldier and poet, born
in Oldcastle. County Meath, Ireland, and edu-
cated at Trinity College, Dublin. After a short
journalistic experience in Dublin, he came to
America in 18.51. For a few months he was the
associate editor of tile Boston Post ,• served as the
Washington correspondent of the New York
Times, and .after .short connections with various
metropolitan papers, was associate editor of the

Xew York Times until 1857, when he became edi-

tor-in-chief of the New York LvaiUr. At the

outbreak of the Civil War he enlisted in the

Sixty-ninth Regiment, New York Volunteers. He
served as assistant adjutant-general on (jeneral

Hunter's stall' and under (lienoral Halleck, ac-

coiu]iani<'d the former un his Shenandoah exi)edi-

tion in 1804, resigned from the service soon after-

wards on account of failing licuUh, and was
brevet ted a brigadier-general of vohmteers. His
experiences and observations as a soldier found

humorous expression in the popular poems and
stories written over the pen-name of JMiles

O'Reilly. He became editor of the New York
Citizen in 1864, and strongly advocated civil-

service reform; was elected register of New York
County in 18G7, and died in the following year

from his continued literary exertions. His best-

known writings, apart from fugitive poems, are;

Lyrics by the Letter H (185-i) ; Life and Ad-
ventures, Songs, Serviees, and Speeches of Private

Miles O'Reilly (1864) : and Baked Meats of the

Funeral : A Collection of Essays, Poems, Speeches
and Banquets of Private Miles O'Reilly (1866).

His complete Poetical Works appeared in 1809.

HALS, hals, Frans (c.1584-1600) . A Dutch
portrait and genre painter, the greatest, next to

Rembrandt. He was born at Antwerp, not at

Mechlin, as is often stated, probably in 1.584. He
went to Haarlem before 1000, and studied there

•under Karel van JIander (q.v,). He led a care-

less .and jovial life, but was held in high esteem
b}' his fellow townsmen. Like his brother. Dirk,

he was an honorary member of the chamber of

rhetoric: he belonged to the civic guard, and was
head of the painters' guild, and of an important
school of painting. He was twice married. He
was usually in debt; and in 1004 the municipality
of Haarlem allowed him a yearly pension of two
hundred florins, which he enjoyed until his deatli

on September 7, 1606.

The artistic development of Hals may best be
studied in his large doelenstukken (portrait

groups of the city guard) in the JIuseum of

Haarlem. The earliest of these, the "Banquet of

tlie Officers of Arquebusiers of Saint George"
(161G), is in his first manner. There are traces

of the old Haarlem School, in particular of Van
Mander, but Hals is already an independent
master. His grouping is freer than that of the

old school ; his color, though still brown in tone,

is more luminous, and applied in a broader man-
ner; and his characterization far superior.

His second manner (1627-.39) is represented by
three doelenstukken in the Haarlem Gallery:

the "Banquet of Officers of the Arquebusiers of

Saint George and Saint Andrew" (1627) ; "Offi-

cers of Saint Andrew" (163.3), the most serious

and finest of the groups;" and the "Officers and
Sergeants of Saint George" (1639), nineteen

figures, among which is that of the aj-tist him-
self. To these may be added a similar piece, the

.so-called "Shooting Gallery" (1037), in the city

hall of Amsterdam. Diiring this period his pic-

tures are characterized by a light gray tone,

greater breadth of execution, and greater serious-

ness of character. Another portrait group of the

Haarlem ^luseum, the "Governors of the Fliza-

beth Hospital" (1041). in the pecailiar treat-

ment of light and in its rich golden hue. shows
the influence of Rembrandt—an influence, how-
ever, which was only temporary and experimental.

Before 163.5 his color began to grow deeper, and
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a darker gray tone pervaded his pictures. His
treatment continued to grow broa<ler, attaining a
breadtli periiaps never aeliieved by another mas-
ter. This last manner is represented in the

Haarlem Museum by two line portrait groups:
"Governors of the Hospital for Uld Men," and the

"Lady Governors of the Hospital for Old
Women," both of 1GG5.

l'"rans Hals was one of the greatest portrait

paint^Ms of ali times. All details are subordi-

nate to the character and expression of the face;

the colors, however bright, serve to emphasize
the carnation of the face. No painter has ex-

ceeded him in expression. He left over one
hundred and sixty works, most numerous in

Dutch and German galleries, and in those of

Paris, Saint Petersl)urg, and New York.
The most interesting example of the portraits

of the first period is that of the "Artist and His
Wife in a Park" (1624), at Amsterdam; others

are those of an unknown "Nobleman and His
Wife," at Cassel ; of ".Jacob Olycan and His
Wife" (1625), iu The Hague; and of a "Young
Married Couple" (1627), in Berlin. The Louvre
possesses three fine examples of his second man-
ner: "Nicholas Berensteyn and His Wife"
(1629) : the "Berensteyn Family," an admirable
group composed of father, mother, six children,

and two nurses ; and a "Girl of the BcrenstejTi

Family," the most channing of Hals's feminine
portraits. Other prominent examples are the

"Nurse with Child," in the Berlin Museum; the

life-size figure of William van Heythuysen, in

the Liechtenstein Collection. Vienna, his master-

piece, according to Bode; another of the same
subject in the Museum of Brussels.

The portraits of his last period show no decline.

Among the best are those of an old man and
his wife, in private possession. Paris; of Des-

cartes, in the Louvre; the "Young Man in a Soft

Hat," at Gotha; and three well-known portraits

of unknown men in the Hermitage at Saint

PetersVjurg. The Metropolitan Museum of New
Y'ork iias portraits of an unlcnown man, and of

Hals's wife, and one of two gentlemen, attributed

to him.
Hals is the father of Dutch genre painting. In

his genre pieces he found an anuisement and
freedom not possible in ordered portraits. They
are painted in a broader style with more humor.
Most of them date from his early period. Among
the best are: the "Jolly Trio" (1616), in private
possession in the United States, of which there is a

replica by Dirk Hals in the Berlin jMuseum ; the

"Herring Vender" (1516), in the Baring Col-

lection, London; "Junker Ramp .and His Mis-
tress," in private possession, Haarlem. To the
same period belong a number of pictures of sing-

ing boys and flute-players in the galleries of

Brussels, Berlin, Konigsberg, Schwerin, etc. ; and
of jovial drinkers at Amsterdam, Cassel, etc.

Especially fine examples of this genre are the
"Fool Playing a Lute." at Amsterdam, and "La
bohemienne," in the Louvre. The original of the
famous "Hille Bobbe," an old woni.an with an
owl upon her shoulder and a tankard of wine in

her hand, is in the Berlin Museum. There are
replicas at Dresden and in the Metropolitan Mu-
seum, New Y'ork, probably by Frans Hals the
younger. The latter museum also possesses a
genre piece of a "Smoker." '

Hals was the head of a large school, and exer-
cised a great influence upon Dutch painting.

Among his pupils were Verspronk, the portrait

painter; his brother. Dirk Hals, and Adriaen
Van Ostadc, genre painters; the greatest genre
painters of Holland—Metsu, Ter Borch, and
Steen (q.v. )—were under his influence. Five of

his sons were painters. Of these the most im-
portant was Frans Hals thk Younger (1620-

C.1U60), who copied his father's pictures. Ex-
amples of his independent works are in the Aren-
berg Gallery and in the Royal Palace at Brussels,

in the Schwerin Gallery, and iu the museums of

Berlin and Konigsberg.
Consult: Van der Willigen, Les artistes de

Haarlem (Haarlem, 1870) ; Vosmaer and Unger,
I'rans Ilals Oulcrie (Amsterdam, 1873) ; Knack-
fuss, Frans Hals (Leipzig, 1897). The chief

authority on Hals is W. Bode; see his Hludicn
zur Gescliiclilc der holliindichen Malerei (Braun-
schweig, 1883 )

,

HALSCHNER, hPlsh'ner, Hugo Piiilipp
Egmont (1817-89), A German criminalist. He
was born at Hirschberg, Silesia, was educated at

Breslau and Berlin, and in 1847 was made pro-

fessor of law at Bonn, where he lectured on the
history and nature of criminal law. In 1868 he
was made a life member of the Prussian Upper
House. His principal publications are: System
des preussisehcn titrafreehts (2 parts, 1858 and
1868) ; Das Rccht Deiitschlands im Streit mil
Diiiwmark (3d ed. 18G3), an important work in

which the disputes between Germany and Den-
mark are treated from the standpoint of tlie legal

historian.

HAL'STEAD, Murat (1829—). An Ameri-
can journalist, born in Ross Township. Butler
Co., Ohio. He was educated at Farmers' College,

near Cincinnati, became a member of the staff

of the Cincinnati Co»imerc\^l in 1853, and in

1865 its chief owner. This journal was subse-

quently consolidated with the Gazette of Cin-
cinnati, as the Commercial-Gazette, of which he
became the editor-in-chief. He was afterwards
editor of the Brooklyn Htandard-Vnion, and then
became a special newspaper correspondent and
magazine writer, in which capacity he visited the

Philippine Islands during the Spanish-American
War. His books include a JAfe of William Mc-
Kinley. a Life of Admiral Dcweij. and The Gal-

veston Traficdy.

HAL'STED, Btron David (1852—). An
American botanist, born at Venice, N. Y'. He
was educated at the Michigan Agricultural Col-

lege, and. after two years' teaching in that insti-

tution, at Harvard. In 1879 he became editor of

the American Agriculturist. He was elected pro-

fessor of botanv at Iowa Agricultural College

(1885), and at Rutgers College (1889). Halsted
gained most fame by his knowledge of weeds and
fungi injurious to agriculture. He wrote: The
Veffetahie Garden (1882); Form Conrrniences

(1883) ; and Household Conveniences (1883).

HALSTED, George Bruce (1853—). An
American mathematician, bom at Newark, N. J.

He graduated at Princeton in 1875. and studied

at Johns Hopkins and in Berlin. He was in-

structor in Princeton until 1884, when he was
appointed to the chair of mathematics in the
University of Texas. Halsted wrote on mathe-
matics, philosophy, and formal logic in the Popu-
lar Science Monthhi. in Mind, and the .imerican
Journal of Mathematics : and piiblished: .1/c»?.<!h-

ration (1881); Elements of Geometry (1885);
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Elementary Synlhctic Geometry (1892); Pure
Projective Geometry (1895) ; and Xon-Euclidcun
Geometry (1000).

HALS'WELLE, IvKELEY (1832-01). An Kng-
lish painter, born in Kiclnnond, Surrey. He first

worked as an cnfjraver, and afterwards studied at
the Koyal Seottisli Academy in Edinburgh. He
exhibited "Vino Veritas" in 18.57, and '"The

Bridge of Sighs" in 1858. The best know-n of

hi-s Roman pietures are "Koba di Uoma" and
"Xon Angli, sed Angeli." His landscapes usually

treat Surrey scenery. His work is marked by
bea\itiful color and free, vigorous handling.

HALYS, ha'lls. The old name of the Kizil

Irmak (q.v.), the largest river in Asia Minor.

HALYSITES, hal'I-si'tez (from Gk. Uvatg,

halyaiti. chain). A fossil coral found in rocks of

Ordovician and Silurian age in North America,
Europe, and Australia, and distinguished by the

chaindike figure produced by a cross-section of its

mass upon the surface of a rock in wdiich it is

imbedded. Halysites is a very characteristic

fossil of the Niagara series, and two species,

namely, Halysites catenularius and Halysites

escharoides, are common in the Silurian coral

reefs of North America and England, where they

are known as 'chain corals.'

HAM, aN. A town and fortress in the Depart-
ment of Somme, France, on tlie Somme, 36 miles

by rail from Amiens (Map: France. J 2), and
70 miles north-northeast of Paris. It is cele-

brated for its mcdiieval castle, strengthened by
modern additions, whicli has friequently served as a
prison for political oft'enders. Louis Napoleon,
afterwards Emperor, was a jjrisoner here from
1840 to 1846. After the coup d'etat of December
2, 1851. the Republican generals Cavaignac, La-
moriciJre, Changaniicr. and others were kept
here for some time. The donjon, a round tower,

i.s 110 feet high, 110 feet broad, and has walls 36
feet thick. Other noteworthy features of the
town are the twelfth-century Romanesque Church
nf Notre Dame, recently restored, a belfry, pidjlic

library, and museum. Population, in 1901, 3300.

HAM (AS. hamm, OHG. hamma, dialectic

Ger. Hamme. ham, haunch; connected with Gael.

cam, Lat. camur. crooked). Properly, the hind
part or angle of tlie knee; but usually applied to

the cured thigh of the ox, sheep, or hog. more
especially the last. Ham-curing and bacon-cur-
ing are performed in .a variety of methods, each
coimtry or district having its own peculiar treat-

ment. The essential operations are salting and
smoking. The curing of pork-hams forms a large

and important item in the industry of various
countries. See Packixg Ixdu.stby.

HAM (perhaps originally the name of a deity
to be compared with the first element in the name
Ammizaduka. an early Babylonian king) . Accord-
ing to Gen. X. 6-20. the second son of Noah, and
ancestor of a group of people which includes

Cush (Ethiopia). Epv'pt. Put. Canaan, and Baby-
lonia, represented b.v Nimrod. The origin and
meaning of the name are quite obscure. Older
explanations connecting the word with a sup-

posed name for Egypt. Kemi or Ohemi, signifying
'black.' or rendering it as 'hot' with reference to

the district from which the Hamites caine. arc

now discarded. The critical view of the tenth
chapter of Genesis is that it is a composite pro-

duction which has undergone much manipulation

Vol. IX.—32.

at the hands of editors. Ham has been substi-

tuted for Canaan, who, according to Gen. ix. 25,

is in reality the 'younger son' of Noah, and
who merited the curse of his father. According
to an earlier version, the three sons of Noah
were Shcm, Canaan, and .laphet—representing

three groups settled in Palestine. When the

originally local tradition, through circimistances

which cannot be considered here, was extended
into one of general etlmic significance, .laphct,

originally Pluenicia (as it seems), became a
term for the distant outlying nations of the
north and northeast, and the near and dis-

tant islands to the west in the Mediterranean

;

Shem became the ancestor not only of the He-
brews and their immediate relatives, but also of

other nations like the Elamites (i.e. the Per-
sians) who were favorable to the Hebrews; while
Ham became the designation for all nations who,
as enemies of the Hebrews at one time or the

other, are 'accursed.' Hence, Egypt. Babylonia,
Assyria, and the Canaanitcs with their oll'sprina

are put among the Hamites. Viewed in this

light, the list of nations in the tenth chapter of

Genesis, while not altogether lacking in historical

value, is of interest chiefly as revealing the
geographical horizon of Jewish writers in the
sixth and fifth centuries B.C., and the principles

guiding these writers in their grouping of the

nations known to them. A problem that is still

unsolved is to determine the source whence the
writer or writers obtained the name Ham, which
will also explain the substitution of Ham for

Canaan. Consult the commentaries on Genesis
(chapter .x.) by Gunkel, Holzinger, Straek, Dill-

mann, Delitzsch, Ball, and others ; also Knobel,
Die Volkertnfel der Genesis (Giessen, 1850);
Glaser, Gcschichte und Geographie Arabiens, vol.

ii. (Berlin, 1890).

HAM, East and We.st. Two Engli.sh munici-
palities, east suburbs of London, from which they

are separated by the river Lea (Map: London,
D 9). Their growth and importance are due to

their proximity to the metropolis, and to the

numerous factories established in their midst to

evade the prohibitive enactments of the Metro-
politan Board of Works. Both city administra-

tions are of a high order. West Ham owns a fine

town hall, municipal buildings, a public hall, free

libraries, a well-equipped technical institute, an
electric-lighting plant, electric tramways, isola-

tion hospitals, a lunatic asylum, public baths,

and recreation grounds. E.ast Ham is well pro-

vided with libraries, parks, and recreation

grounds, electric lighting, and tramways, a

new town hall, technical institute, and public

baths. Population, East Ham, in 1891. 32.700:

in 1001. 90.000; West Ham, in 1891, 204.900; in

1001, 267, .300.

HAMA, hli-m.a' (the namnth of the Bible).

A city of Syria, situated on both banks of the

Orontes, aliout 120 miles north of Damascus
(Map: Turkey in Asia, G 5). It is irregularly

laid out with narrow, crooked, ill-paved streets,

and houses built mostly of mud. It lias a number
of mosques and well-stocked bazaars. Its manu-
factures consist chiefly of rough woolen mantles,

and cotton fabrics; trade is with the neighboring
Bedouins, The population is estimated at 50,-

000. See Hamath.

HAMADAN, hii'ma-diin'. A town of West-
ern Persia, in Irak-Ajemi, situated in a very
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fertile and picturesque region, about 180 miles

southwest of Teheran (Map: Persia, C 4). It

is unattractive in appearance, hut has a num-
ber of tine well-stocked bazaars, several mosques,
and two tombs of special interest, one claimed

to be that of Jlordecai and Esther, and the

other of the Arabian philosopher Avicenna (q.v.).

Hamadan is famous for its copper ware, leather

trunks and saddlery, carpet, silver, and gold

works. Commercially the town is of considerable

importance, owing to its position on the route

between Bagdad and Teheran. The population

is estimated at 25.000, including about 1000

Jewish families. Ilamadan is generally believed

to occupy the site of the ancient Eebatana (q.v.)

.

HAM'ADRY'AD (Lat. hamadii/as, from Gk.

a/Mti/jins, liiiinadri/tis, from a/Ma, haina, with +
ipvs, drys, tree). A venomous serpent, the lar-

gest of Oriental cobras (Xaja or Ophiopluujus

iungarus) . It is nowhere numerous, but widely

distributed, occurring in damp, forested regions

from Ceylon to the Philippines, and is known as

the 'giant cobra,' and in some parts of India as

'sunerkor.' It grows to a length of 13 feet, and
probably more, and has a hood which it can ex-

pand; but differs from the common cobra by the

presence of a ])air of large shields on the head

behind the parietals. It is variable in color, but
usually, when adult, is some shade of brown, with

broad dark cross-bands. It is fierce in disposi-

tion, rarely showing any fear of man (though

exhibiting much intelligence in captivity), and
often climbs trees and conceals itself in their

hollows. It feeds altogether \ipon snakes, which
it chases swiftly, seizes behind the head, and
swallows head foremost. It is said that a man
bitten by a vigorous snake of this species will

die in three minutes, and an elephant in two
h.ours. Were it not so rare it would be the most
dangerous reptile in the world. See Cobra and
Keait. Consult Favrer, Thanatryphidia of India
iL.uidcm. 1S74).

HAMADRYAD. The mandrill. See Ba-
boon.

HAMADRYADS. See Ntmptis.

HA'MAN. A character introduced into the

Book of Esther as an 'Agagite' (Amalekite) chief

minister of Ahasuerus. King of Persia. When
Jlordecai the .lew refused to obey the order to

bow down before Haman, the latter made an at-

tempt to destroy all the .Tews in the kingdom

:

Queen Esther, however, foiled his design, and
Haman was hanged on the very gibbet which
he had prepared for Jlordecai. See Esthek,
Book of.

HAMANN", hii'man, Johann Georg (17.30-

88) . A German writer and a very original think-

er, sometimes called the 'Magician of tlie North.'

He was born at Kiinigsberg, in Prussia. His
early life was somewhat checkered, and he fre-

quently changed his dwelling-place. In 1759
he returned to his home in Kiinigsberg. and de-

voted himself to the study of the ancient lan-

guages and Oriental literature. As an author
Hamann was little esteemed by his contempora-
ries. His language was figurative and symbol-
ical in the highest degree, and frequently con-

cealed rather than revealed the depth of his

thinking. Yet he had the friendship of many
eminent authors, and the influence which he
exercised upon Herder, Goethe, and .lacobi was

considerable. All his writings exhibit a deeply
spiritual faith in the unseen and the eternal.
Among them the Sokratische Denkaurdigkeiten
(175!)) and Krcuz::ii<jc dcs I'll ilolotn'ii (1762) are
perhaps less oracular than the rest. His complete
works were published by Kotli (Berlin, 1821-43),
in seven volumes; an eighth volume by Wiener
(Berlin, 1843) contains additions and explana-
tions and an indispensable index. His corre-

spondence with .Tacobi was ])ublished by Gilde-

nicister (Gotlia, 1868), who also wrote his biog-

raphv (4 vols., 1857-63). For his life, consult

Poel *
( Hamburg, 1874-76 )

.

HAMASA, or HAMASAH, lui-nia'sa (Ar.

Iiamu>iuli, bravery, from Iminisa, to be firm). The
name of a famous anthology of Arabic poetiy,

collected by Habib ibn Aus et-Tai, surnamed Ab.i
Temmam (c.807-846). and divided by him into

ten books. The first book is the longest, and deals

with tile heroes of pre-Islamie times, illustrating

the quality of hamasah (valor), wliich names the
book, and also the whole collection. The remain-
ing books deal with (2) Lamentations; (3)

Manners; (4) Love; (5) Satires; (6) Hospital-

ity; (7) Descriptions: (8) Travel: (9) Pleas-

antries; (10) Blame of Women. The collection is

made with siugiUarly good taste, and is taken from
extempore works rather than from the standard
poets. It is of great historical value, since it pic-

tures very faithfully the life and the characteris-

tics of the early Islamic era. There are three

editions of the Arabic (1) by Frevtag (2 vols.,

Bonn, 1828-47); (2) the Bu'lak edition (A. H.
1256); (3) the Calcutta edition (18.)6). The
Hamasah has been translated into German by
Friedrich Riickert (Stuttgart, 1846), and selec-

tions have been rendered into English by Lyall.

Ancient Arabic Poetry (London, 1885). See Abu
Temmam.
HAMATH, ha'niath. A city in Northern

Syria, situated on the banks of the Orontes (the

modern el-Asi). The name signifies 'fortress' or

'sacred inclosure ;'by thciGreeks the citywas called

Epiphania. by the Christians Emath Epiphania ;

but the old name still maintains itself as Hama.
Hamath is mentioned as earlv as the inscriptions

of Thothmes III. (B.C. 1503-1449), and Seti I.

(B.C. 1356-1347). King Tou (or Toi), of Ha-
math, sent to David a message of congratulation

upon his victory over Eehob (after B.C. 1026;

II. Sam. viii. 9). Hamath was evidently the

capital of a State whose boundaries extended to

the northern limits of Israel, 'the entrance of

Hamath,' which probably was the opening be-

tween the Nasairiyeh Jlountains above Trijioli

and the north point of Lebanon. It is doubtful

whether Solomon exercised any authority north

of this point. Irchuleni of Hamath was one of

the allied kings against whom Shalmanezer II.

fought at Karkar in B.C. 854. In II. Kings xiv.

28, the text is too corrupt to permit any conclu-

sion as to the author's thought, and the passage

cannot be used to prove a conquest of Hamath by

Jeroboam II. of Israel. Ini-ilu of Hamath paid

tribute to Tiglath-pileser III. in B.C. 730, who
annexed 19 districts of the land to Assyria. Sar-

gon conquered Hamath in B.C. 720 and flayed

King Ilu-bidi alive. According to II. Kings
xvii. 24-30. Hamathites were transported to Sa-

maria ; a confusion with some other name is

probable. Hamath belonged successively to the

As.syrian, the Chaldean, the Persian, and the
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SeVeufid kingdoms. In the Asmonean period

Jonathan, the Jiulean high priest, marched with

an army into the eounlry of Hamatli lor the

defense of Demetrius. Hamath submitted peace-

ably to Abu L'baida, the Moslem leader, in ti3'J,

and the Christian church was changed into a

mosque. In the period of the Crusades the Is-

mailians took possession of Hamath. Tanered

conquered the city in llOS and massacred the

Isniailians; but the Christians lost it to the

Turk Togtckin in 1115. In 1178 the city passed

into the hands of Saladin. A flourishing period

tor Hamath was the reign of Abulfeda (1310-

31). In 1812 Burekhardt visited the city and
saw the famous stones covered with Hittite in-

scriptions, which have not yet been deciphered.

(See HiTTiTES. ) For the modern town see

Hama. Consult: Burekhardt, Travels in Syria

and the Holy Land (London, 1822) ; Delitzsch,

Wo lag das Paradiesf (Leipzig, 1881); Winck-
ler. AlttcstamentUche TJntersuvhungcn (Leipzig,

1892) : Ed. ilever, Geschichte des Alterthums,

vol. i. (Stuttgart, 1884).

HAMBACH, hiim'baa. A village of Bavaria,

situated in the Rhine Palatinate, 15 miles west of

Speier. Population, in 1900. 2244. It has an

old castle, and is famous chiefly on account of

the Hambacher Fest, a revolutionary meeting

which took place here on May 27, 1832, attended

by about 30,000 persons. This gathering marked
the beginning of an open republican movement
in Germany, and was followed by a series of re-

actionary measures on the part of the Bavarian

Government. Most of the leaders of the gather-

ing were compelled to seek safety abroad, and

some were imprisoned. The fortieth anniversary

of the Hambacher Fest was celebrated on May
27, 1872, with the approval of the Bavarian King.

HAM-'BEETLE. A cosmopolitan beetle CSe-

crohki nifiiies) of the family Cleridfe, also called

'red-legged ham-beetle,' which is particularly

abundant in the Southern and Western United

States, and occasionally ruins many hams in the

. packing houses and storehouses. The injury is

generally due to careless packing or to the acci-

dental cutting or cracking, or even to a consider-

able stretching or fraying of the canvas covering

of the hams. It is a small, rather slender

beetle of dark-bluish color, with reddish legs.

Its lan'a is a slender grub, white at first, with

a dark head and two small hooks at the end of

the body. When full-grown it is grayish-white

with a series of brown patches above. It trans-

forms to pupa within a paper-like cocoon. There

are several generations each year, and the winter

is passed both in the larval stage and as an adult.

HAM'BLET, PRINCE OF DENMARKE,
Hystorie of. The probable source of Shake-

speare's Hamlel. an English translation of one of

Belleforest's Histoires trofiiques. which, in their

turn, were copied from Bandello's tales. The
French version was piililished in 1570, and was
at once extremely pojiular in England ; the trans-

lation was made liefore 1596, possibly by 1589.

See Aiii.ETii.

HAM'BLIN, .Joseph Eldridge (1828-70). An
American soldier of the Civil War. born at Yar-
mouth, !Mass. Long a member of the Seventh
Regiment of the New York militia, he enlisted

in 1861 as adjutant in Duryea's Zouaves, and
served in Virginia under Butler, McClellan,

Meade, Grant, and Sheridan in the Sixty-fifth

New York. He especially distinguished himself
at Cedar (.'reek, where he was wounded. He was
brevetted brigadier-general, and in 18U5 pro-

moted to full rank, with the brevet of major-
general, for his gallantry at Sailor's Creek. After
the war he was prominent in the New York Na-
tional Guard.

HAMBLIN, Thomas SowERBY (1800-53). An
American actor, born in Pentonville, near Lon-
don. As a member of the Sadler's Wells Theatre
Company he won some success in London, espe-
cially at Drury Lane (1820) ; but gained nmch
more in New York City, whither he came ( 1H25)
with his wife, Elizabeth Blanchard. In 1830,
after extended American tours, he and James H.
Hackett leased the Bowery Theatre in New York
City, and soon after gained entire control of it.

He lost heavily when this theatre was burned
(1836) ; was not very successful in an English
tour; and later became maiurgcr of the second
and of the third Bowery Theatre. The Park
Theatre was burned during the first year of his

management (1848). 'Handsome Tom Hamblin*
was an excellent actor, though somewhat uneven

;

a liberal manager; an excellent business man;
and a great favorite with tlie pul)lic. Haniblin's
principal roles were Hamlet, Macbeth, Othello,

Rollo, and Pierre.

HAMBURG, hani'boiJrK. A city-State and a
city of the German Empire, with a gross area
of 159 square miles, of which the city occupies
.'>0 square miles (Map: Germany, D 2). The
city-State embraces, in addition to the city, four
contiguous districts, one of which 'oelongs also

to Liibeck. It lies mostly in one body, around
the city itself, on the north side of the Elbe, at
the head of the river's estuary-like mouth, it

is bordered by Schleswig-Holstein on the north
and Hanover on the south. The city-State com-
prises also small scattered districts, including

Ritzebiittcl (with Cuxhavcn) and the island

of Neuwerk, both at the mouth of the Elbe.

Nearly one-half of the total area is in farms
and gardens, and a rather large percentage is

in meadow. Grain, vegetables, and hay are the

chief crops. The fruit output is considerable,

and is excellent. The live-stock holdings are
heavy.

The city of Hamburg is situated on the
north bank of the Elbe, at the mouth of the
Alster, in latitude 53° 33' N. and longitude 9°

59' E.. and w'ith its suburbs extends for over
5 miles along the river-front ; it is the largest

port on the Continent of Europe, and the
third largest in the world. Its climate is damp,
mild in winter and cool in the summer. The
mean annual temperature is over 46° F. ; rainfall,

28 inches. The city consists of two radically dif-

ferent parts. The central part—since the dis-

astrous fire of 1842 reconstructed according to

modern ideas—by its broad, well-lighted, well-

drained streets, and fine, lofty houses, offers a
striking contrast to the remaining part, much
of which is devoted to wholesale business, and
is intersected by canals, along which goods are
conveyed in lighters to and from the ware-
houses. The ancient ramparts, converted into

gardens and walks, now constitute an inner

park-like girdle, separating the old city from
the adjacent suburbs of St. Pauli. Altona (q.v.K

Ottensen, Rotherbaum, St, Georg, Borgfclde,
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Hohenfelde, and Uhlenhorst. lu most of these

suburbs attractive villas may be found. The
beauty of the city is greatly enhanced by two

large sheets of water formed by the Alstcr, and
known as the Binnen-Alslur, or Alsterbassin,

and Aussen-Alster. They are surrounded by

good hotels, handsome private houses, and fash-

ionable promenades. Two splendid bridges span

the Elbe, over sixty bridges span the canals in

the city, and there are numerous steam ferries.

The harbor, with its vast traffic, is one of the

sights of the city, and splendid views of it are

to be had from different elevations. Of the

several ttne public buildings, the most note-

worthv are the Exchange, containing a commer-
cial library, with over 100,000 volumes; the

Kathaus, an elaborate structure in Roman Re-

naissance, completed in 1S97 ; the Seewarte {the

buildings of the German Meteorological Station) ;

and the Deutsches Schauspielhaus, completed in

1900. The priucipal churches are: Saint Nich-

olas, built from designs by Sir Gilbert Scott,

at a cost of $1,000,000, as a memorial of the

fire of lS-t2, a fine Gothic building, with one of

the loftiest spires in Europe (485 feet high)
;

Saint ilichael's, built in the eighteenth century,
' in the Renaissance style, and also distinguished

by a lofty spire (426 feet high) ; and Saint

Catharine's, dating from the fifteenth century,

and arehieologieaily interesting, being one of

the few eliui'ches that escajwd the fire.

Among the streets of Hamburg the Jungfern-

stieg is the most famous and the busiest thor-

oughfare. The Alter Jungfernstieg and the

Neuer .Jungfernstieg are handsome quays, which

bound the Alsterbassin. The Neurwall and the

Alterwall, near the Exchange, are the centre of

eonniicrcial life, and the Rodings-ilarkt and

the Katharinenstrasse contain fine residences of

merchants of the seventeenth and eighteenth cen-

turies. Of the new streets, the Kaiser-Wilhelm-

Strasse, opened in 1802, is the most important.

The Anlagen are a fine public promenade, laid

out on the site of the old fortifications, and

the Sandthor-Quai and the Kaiser-Quai. where

the large steamships lie, are the most prominent

quays along the Elbe. Hamburg is not rich in

public monuments. The statue of Lessing, by
Schaper. the monument to the sons of Ham-
burg who fell in the war of 1870-71, by Schil-

ling and the Hansa fountain, deserve mention.

Situated on a low jilain, far from any moun-
tains, the city derives its drinking-water from

the Elbe. Formerly this was so polluted that

Hamburg suffered from cholera epidemics more
than any other city in Northern Europe : but

since 18!).3.. when a ncAvly devised and enormous
filtering plant was put into operation, tliere has

been no recurrence of the epidemic. A well-con-

structed sewerage system drains the city per-

fectly, discharging the refuse into one sewer

tunnel Avhich empties into the river with the

outgoing tide, and is automatically dammed by

the incoming tide. Garbage is burned in municipal

crematories erected in 1893. The streets are well

paved with asphalt or smooth square stones, and

are kept very clean, the principal ones being

washed and swept every day. and the less fre-

quented ones cleaned a iew times a week. The
struggle against cholera epidemics led the city

authorities to revise also the building regula-

tions. This was necessitated bv the fact that the

poorer classes of the population are hou.sed in

the mediijeval portion of the town, in crowded
liouses facing narrow streets and small, poorly
ventilated courts; a considerable part of them
(Gi/-> per cent, in 1890) lived in cellars. The new
rules require more sanitary arrangements, and,
in case of cellars, more light and better safe-

guards against dampness.

Hamburg has a large number of hospitals, the
most noteworthy being the Epidemic Hospital,

opened in 1894, and considered one of the best in

the world. Connected with the hospitals are sta-

tions equipped with large ovens for disinfection

by heat of all kinds of household goods. Food
inspection is in charge of the H_ygienic Institute,

where a thorouglily equipped bacteriological lab-

oratory is maintained. A special sanitary ser-

vice is maintained in the harbor, to see that all

the sanitary regulations are complied with on
incoming ships. Municipal baths and wash-
houses were established in 1855. The establLsh-

raents are built and run after the British model.

(See Liverpool: Gi.-\S(;ow-: M.\sciiestee : etc. I

The effect of all these measures is seen in tlie

diminished death-rate, which declined from 30

per 1000 in 1805 to less than 20 in 1895 and
about 17 in 1900. Hamburg owns both its gas-

works and electric plant ; but they are operated

by a private company paying the city a high

rental, and rendering excellent service under the

strict supervision of the city authorities. The
street cars are also in the hands of private com-

panies, who pay the city a tax of one pfeimig

per passenger, in addition to all ordinary taxes

levied by the city, besides keeping the streets in

repair within the limits of one or two feet on

either side of the tracks. At the expiration of

Uie charter the property of the company reverts

to the city. Electricity is supplanting the use

of horse-power on most of the lines. There is also

a line operated by steam, belonging to the Prus-

sian Government, and connecting the various

railway depots in the city. The fares range from
2W. cents upward, according to class and distance.

The charitable institutions are numerous ami
well endowed. For the purposes of poor relief,

the city is divided into nine districts, which are

in turn subdivided into some 1000 smaller dis-

tricts. The work of relief is administered by a

charity board, composed of three Senators and

fifteen members of the Lower House, elected for

five-vear terms. The amount spent for relief was
2,820.000 marks in 1884. 5.023.000 marks in 1893.

and 0,538.000 marks in 1899. There are also a

great many private societies and asylums for the

relief or reception of needy jjersons. Besides the

hospitals mentioned above, there are two general

hospitals, a seamen's hospital, an establishment

for the insane, with an agricultural colony at

Langenhora (1893), and other special institu-

tions.

There are .several large and excellent private

schools, over 160 public schools, a school of art.

and conservatory of music, in addition to the

Johanneum. a ptiblic grammar school, founded

in 152S. The city also maintains a correctional

school (Strafschule), to which children may be

sent for jieriods of from eight days to eight

weeks, an orphan school, a school for deaf and
dumb, and one for the blind. There are. besides,

schools for technical instruction, building con-

struction, machine-building, navigation, and phar-
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mncy. The public library contains over GOO.OOO

volumes and 5000 manuscripts. The Kunsthalle,

or public .Trt gallery, is an imporlaiil cdilice in

early Italian Renaissance, its collection of painl-

ing.s" is extensive but third-rate. The Natural

History Museum is excellent, as is also the In-

dustrial Art Museum. An observatory, botani-

cal museum and gardens, a fine zotUogical muse-

um, and State laboratory, are among many other

institutions o£ a scientific or educational nature;

there are also several theatres and a great num-
ber of public gardens and places of amusement.
The first German theatre for opera was estab-

lished in Hamburg in 1078.

The geographical situation of Hamburg makes
it the commercial emporium of Northern Europe.

Through the Elbe, with its lunnerous branches

and canals, ships leaving Hamburg can reach the

heart of Germany; it is also the terminus of

seven lines of railway, which furnish direct com-
munication with all the German cities. In 1888

Hamburg became a member of the German Cus-

toms Union. Tliis stimulated its trade still fur-

ther, and about 1890 new docks were constructed

at Cuxhavon for ocean steamers, involving an ex-

penditure of S40,000.000. The dock and harbor

facilities are the most complete in the world

;

vessels drawing 23 feet can go up the harbor at

high tide. The number and tonnage of vessels

entering the port in the last years of the last

three decades of the nineteenth century were
as follows: 1880. about COOO ships, of 2,800,000

tons; 1800. about 8000 ships, of over 5.000,-

000 tons; IBOO. I.S.IOO ships, of 8.000,000 tons.

The number of vessels and the tonnage of the

mercantile navy of Hamburg surjjass that of

Holland. In 1880 Hamburg "had 475 ships, of

230,000 tons; in 1890, 587 ships, of 53S.000 tons;

in 1900, 792 ships, of 993,000 tons. In 1900 the

imports of Hamburg bv ssa. river, and land were
valued at about .$951,000,000: tie exports, .$285,-

000.000. The leading nations in respect to the

amnunf of exports and imports are Great Brit-

ain and the United States. In 1893 the im-

ports from Great Britain amounted to S93.762.-

766, the exports to $93,137,778. In the same
year imports to the value of $42,047,698 came
from the United States, and the exports were
$39,410,896. But in 1900 the United States

outstripped Great Britain in imports, the re-

spective figures being $114,954,000 and $108,052,-

000. In the amount of exports the figures were
$103,530,000 for Great Britain and $52,598,000

for the United States. The chief articles of im-

port and export are foodstufTs and raw ma-
terials. Manufactured articles constitute about
one-fourth of the total value. Hamburg is one

of the largest coflfee marts, and in money-ex-
change transactions is among the foremost cities

of the world. It is also one of the principal

emigration ports of Germany. 405.998 persons

having left during 1891-95, of whom 356.365

were bound for the United States. Among the

principal industries are cigar-making, sjjirit

and sugar refining, brewing. meat-curing, machine
and ship building, coffee-roasting, chocolate

manufacture, flour-milling, manufacture of furni-

ture, pianos, leather, ivory, and celluloid, etc.

The city-State of Hamburg constitutes one of

the States of the German Empire. Its oflScial

name is the Free and Hansa City of Hamburg
(Freie- und Hansa-Stadt Hamburg). Its con-

stitution is democratic. The executive power is

vested in a Senate of eighteen members, chosen
for life by the two governing bodies. One-half of

the Senators must have studied law or finance,

and seven of the remaining nine must be mem-
bers of the merchants' guild. The Senate elects

a first and a second burgomaster from its own
members, for a term of two years. The legisla-

tive power is confined to the House of Burgesses,

consisting of 160 members, who are elected for

six yearSj one-half retiring every three years.

The Senate, however, has a veto power in all

matters except those pertaining to taxation and
revenue. In case of a deadlock between the two
bodies, the 'matter is referred to a joint arbitra-

tion board, or to the Supreme Court of the Ger-

man Empire.
The administration of the city-State is divided

into several departments, each being presided

over by a Senator. The chief departments are:

1. The Board of Healtli—(Mediclnal-Collesiura).
2. Board of Public Works—(Bau-Di,"|iutation).

3. Police Board—(Polizei Beliorde).
4. Board of Charities—(,\rmen-Deputatiou).
5. Prison Board—(Gt^fancniss-Deputatioii).
6. Department of Finanr-e—(Finanz-Deputation).
7. Harbor Administration—(Haft^n-Verwaltung).
8. Board of Education—(Oberschulbehiirde).

Hamburg is the seat of the upper Hanseatie
court and of the three provincial courts of Bre-

men, Hamburg, and Liibeek. It sends three mem-
bers to the Imperial Parliament at Berlin.

Hamburg virtually has a municipal fire-insur-

ance institution, making insurance compulsory
for every householder; it also subsidizes a pri-

vate employment bureau, and maintains a mu-
nicipal pawnshop, established in 1650. Tlie debt

is hea\-j-. but is largely ofi'set by productive inib-

lie property, as, for instance, the harbor and its

equipment. The debt has latterly grown rapidly,

and amounted to about $105,500,000 at the close

of 1900. In 1902 the expenditures amounted to

$25,500,000; the revemies, $9,000,000. Of the

expenditures $5,000,000 went for ]Hiblic build-

ings. $5,300,000 for the service of the debt, $4,-

200.000 for the police department, and $2,750,-

000 for education. About $600,000 of the reve-

nues is earned by the municipal lottery.

The population of the city has more than
doubled within the thirty years 1871-1900. hav-

ing risen from 339,000 "to 700.000. Hamburg
is the largest city, according to population, in

Gei-manv. next to Berlin. The total population

of the city-State in 1900 was 768,349, nearly all

Protestants.

Somewhere between 805 and 811 Charlemagne
founded the castle of Hamburg as a defense

against the heathen Slavs. In 831 an episcopal

see was erected there (soon to be united with
that of Bremen), and Hamburg became a centre

of civilization for Northern Europe. The town
was repeatedly burned and plundered by Norse-

men, Danes, and Slavs. In 1189 it received im-
portant commercial privileges from Frederick
Barbarossa. By treaties with Liibeek an<l Bre-

men, in 1241 and 1249. it initiated the Hanseat-

ie Leatrue (().v. ). From that time it increased

rapidly in wealth and commercial ini]¥irtance,

augmenting its territory by the purchase of the
township of Ritzebiittel. at the mouth of the

Elbe (where the harbor of Cuxhaven is now situ-

ated), and several villages and islands in the

vicinity of the town. Under the protection of

the German emperors. Hamburg' soon became
powerful enough to defend itself and its com-
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merce, hoxh l)_y sea and land, and carried on
war for a considcralile period against the Dutch
and the Danes, though with varying sviccess.

Maximilian 1. declared Hamburg an Imperial

citv in lolO, though the act was not conlirmed

by" the Imperial Chamber till 1618. In 1529

the city officially adopted the Reformed religion,

and the large number of religious refugees from
the Iberian Peninsula and Holland enriched it

greatly during the sixteenth and seventeenth

centuries. After 1750 its commerce develojjed

wonderfully, owing to the American and French
revolutions, tlie wars between England and
France, and the downfall of the trade of the

Netherlands. Xapoleon's Continental system,

however, jjroved fatal to its commerce, especially

flfter 1810, when it was made a part of the

French Empire. In 1813-14 the city endured a

terrible reign of pillage and oppression at the

hands of the French general Davout. By 1814

its population had sunk from 100.000 to 55.000.

In 1815 it entered the German Confederation as

a free city of the Empire. It thrived exceedingly,

in spite of a disastrous fire which swept ofl' a

quarter of the city in 1842. After forming part

of the North German Confederation, Hamburg
became a member of the German Empire in 1871.

Jealousy of its commercial privileges kept Ham-
burg out of the Zollverein till 1888. In 1892 a
severe outbreak of cholera killed nearly 9000 of

the inhabitants.

BjBLiOGRArHT. Gallais, Gescliichte der Stadt
Bamhiirg (3 vols., Hamburg, 1856) ; Wiehmann,
Hamburgische Geschichte in Darstelhiiigen aus
alter und neurer Zeit (Hamburg, 1889) ; Faul-

wasser. Der grosse Brand und der Wiedei-aufhau
von Uanihurg (Hamburg. 1892) ; "Hamburg as

a Market for American Products." United States

Section of Foreign ^Jnrkets (Washington, 1897) ;

Shaw, Municipal Government in Continental En-
rope (New York, 1897) : Maltbie, Municipal
Function.<t (New York, 1898).

HAMBURG. A breed of domestic fowls,

noted as economical egg-producers. They are of

trim build, resembling Leghorns, and of great

beauty of plumage. Si.x varieties are recognized

—the golden spangled, silver spangled, golden

lienciled, silver penciled, black, and white. The
large black 'redcap' and the Dutch 'campine' are

also in this class. The designations refer to the

markings. Tlie 'spangles' or 'moon eyes' are

round or oval spots; the 'pencilings' are bars of

reddish bay or black, or of clear silvery white and
black. The most popular varieties are the span-

gled (see Colored Plate of PoLrLTEY). because of

their fine form as well as beauty of coloration.

Their "points' are as follows: Comb, square at

front, tapering nicely into a long spike, full of

points by no means plain, firmly and evenly set

on the head: face, red: ear-lobes, moderate size,

round as possible, and clear white ; legs, leaden
blue; carriage, graceful: plumage, very profuse.

(Thus far the specifications belong to the whole
Hamburg breed.) Silver-spangled cock; Color,

clear, silvery-white ground, every feather tipped

or spangled, the breast as bold as possible, but
showing the spangle, the bars of the wing regular

and bold; neck, back, and saddle nicely tipped;

bow well marked (by no means cloudy, brown,
or brassy) : back, as green as possible. Silver-

spangled hen: The white clear and silvery, the

spangles large, green as possible, distinct and

clear. Golden-spangled cock: Ground, rich; clear

spangles, large and distinct. Hen: Color, very
black and rich ground, the back glossy green;
the neck, back, and saddle nicely striped; bow
of wing well marked.

HAMDI BEY, ham'de ba, OsM.\x (1842—).
A Turkish statesman and scholar, son of Edhem
Paslia, born in Constantinople and educated in

Paris. He was Governor of Bagdad (1868-70),
a delegate to the Vienna Exposition in 1873,

General Secretary of Foreign Afiairs. then Gov-
ernor of Pera, in 1882 director of the Imperial
musemns at Stanibul, and (1888) connected with
the Department of the National Debt. A painter,

with some reputation for his rendering of Ori-

ental interiors, he founded in 1882 a Turkish
Ecole des Beaux-Arts, which is not limited in

its courses by the provisions of the Koran. He
edited with Reinach La necropole royale de Si-

don (1892-93), and built at his own expense,

near the Tchinili Kiosk, a Greek building, in

which the sarcophagi from the Sidon Necropolis

might rest.

HAMEL, :Vmel', Lori.s Ernest ( 1826-98) . A
Frencli historian and politician, born in Paris.

He was educated at the Lycee Henri IV. and in

the law school of the University of Paris ; but he

practiced little, preferring literature and politics.

He was a contributor to the liberal sheets; was
an editor of L'lwmnw librc ; was three times

defeated as candidate for the National Assembly;
but in 1878, 1881, and 1884 was elected to the

Parisian numicipal council. Besides his earliest

v:ork, Les derniers chants, a book of verse (1851).

his writings are historical: Histoire de Saint-

Just (1859) ; Histoire de Robespierre (1865-67),

in three volumes, of which tlie publishers re-

fused, for fear of prosecution, to publish the last

two volunies until they were compelled to do so

at their own risk by legal decision ; Monsieur
Michelct, historicn (1869): Precis de Vhistoire

de la revolution fran(aise (1870) ; Histoire de la

rcpublique francaise sons le Direcfoire et sous

le Consulat (1872) ; Histoire des deux conspira-

tions du general Malet (1873) : Histoire illustrie

du second Empire (1873) ; Souvenirs de Vhomme
libre (1878); Histoire du premier Empire
(1882); Histoire de la Rcstau7-afion (1887);

Histoire du rcgne de Louis I'hiUppc (1889);

Histoire de la seeonde Rcpuhlique (1891); and
Hixloire du second Empire (1893-94).

HAMELIN, ham'e-lin, The Pied Piper of.

Sec I'lEIl PlI'ER OF Hamelin.

HAMELN, hii'meln. The capital of a circle

in the Prussian Province of Hanover, situated

at the confluence of the Hamel with the Weser.

25 miles southwest of Hanover, with which it is

connected by rail (Map: Prussia. C 2). The
Weser is crossed by a suspension bridge. The

to^^•n has an old-fashioned appearance, and con-

tains many s])eeimens of mediaeval and Renais-

sance architeeture. It has a 'real' gymnasium.

The chief industrial establishments are sugar-

refineries, tanneries, distilleries, machine-works,

flour-mills, paper-mills, etc. The commerce is

quite important, and there is considerable ship-

ping in the harbor. Hameln is noted on account

of the legend of the Pied Piper of Hameln (q.v.).

Hameln had its origin in the Abbey of

Saint Boniface. It was" sold to the Bishop of

Minden in 1259. but the transaction did not meet

with the approval of the townspeojde. who, after
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a bloody battle, placed themselves under the pro-

tection of Brunswick. The town was a flourish-

ing nieniljcr of the ilansi'atic Lc'a{;ui'. It was
taken by the Swedes in llJ33. and surrendered to

the Frenih in 1757 and in 1S03. It linally passed

to Prussia in IStiG. Population, in IS'.IO," 13,075;

in l;il)ll. l>i,iHio.

HAMERIK, hii'me-nk, Asgek (1843—). A
Danish composer. He was born at Copenhagen,
and, despite the opposition of his parents, studied

music unaided, and when but fifteen years of age

had so far succeeded in his ambition as to be able

to study openly, under Gade, Matthison-llanscn,

and Haberbier. In 1802 he went to Berlin to

become a pupil of 'S^on Biilow, and two years

later, when studying in Paris, met Berlioz, with

whom he visited Vienna (1800-07). His lli/miw

de la paix. written for the Paris Exhibition,

earned for him a gold medal, and was greatly

esteemed for its splendid orchestration. He wrote

several oijeras, which were produced either in

France or Ital.v, and in 1871 was appointed di-

rector of the Peabody Conservatory of Baltimore,

and also of the Peabody symphony concerts. In
1890 the King of Denmark conferred upon him
the honor of knighthood. Not long afterwards

he resigned his post in Baltimore and returned

to Europe. Among his more important works
are: Der Wanderer (1872), a festival cantata;

La Vendetta ( 1870) , an Italian opera ; the choral

work Chri^tUeKe Trilogie. The operas Tave-

lille and Hjalinar and Inpeborg were only given

in part. He also composed much successful

chamber m.usic, and was particularly happj' in

his snlo work for the 'cello.

HAMERLING, ha'mer-ling, Robekt (1830-

80). An Austrian ))oet, dramatist, and novel-

ist, born March 24, 1830, at Kirchberg am Walde,
in Lower Austria. For four years he was a

choir-boy at the Cistercian Monastery of Zwetl.

Later he went to a gymnasium in Vienna, anil

afterwards matriculated for the study of medi-

cine. Besides natural science, Hamerling culti-

vated classical and Oriental languages and also

philosophy. In 1855 he became a professor in

Triest, but ten years later chronic illness forced

him to withdraw. An Imperial decree now
granted him a pension, and he was likewise

helped out by a Viennese lady. On July 13,

1889, after years of pain, he died in his villa

near Gratz. Hamerling's style is rich and highly

colored, his ideas are daring and keen. His
mastery over his language is notable. Among his

many writings .some of the most striking are:

Ein Sangesgruss vom Strande der Adria, poetry
(1S37); Sinnen vnd Minnen, youthful poems
(1859, 1880); GesammcUe Kleinere Dichtungen
(1K71, 1890); Blatter im Winde (1887, 1888);
the epic Ahasver in Rom (1880; 23d ed. 1892), a
description of Nero's Rome; Der Konig von Sion
(1868, 1890) : Die sieben Todsiinden (1><S7 ) ; Ho-
muncitlus (1880, 1890); Danton mid Robes-
pierre, a tragedy (1871, 1877) ; Aspasia, a novel

of the time of Pericles (1876). Selections from
his Work-f! appeared in 1901. Consult: Kleinert.

Robert IJamerlinq. Fin Diehter der Sebiinlicit

(Hamburg. 1SS9> ; Polzcr, Rnheri Tl'inirrlina.

^ein Wesenund Wirken (ib., 1890): Rabenleeh-
ner. JIamerlitiq. Keir heben niid htrine M'erke ( ib.,

18951: id., liomerlinq (Dresden. 1902).

HAMCERTON, Philip Gilbert (1834-94).
An English writer on art, painter, and etcher. He

was the son of a solicitor, and was bom at Lane-

side, near Shaw, Lancashire. His mother died

when he was an infant, and his father, who was
an inebriate, died ten years later. For these and
other reasons Hamerton's boyhood was lonely.

He gave up in displeasure his preparation for

O.xford, turned to poetry and art, and began writ-

ing for the I'cviews. He traveled in Wales, vis-

ited France, and in 1857 began his periodic

encampments on an island in Loch Awe in the

Scotch Highlands, described in A Painter's Camp
in the Highlands and Thoughts About Art
(1802). This notable work was followed by the

more technical Etching and Etchers (1808);
Contemporary French Painters (ISOS); and
Painting in France After the Decline of Classi-

cism (1809). In 1809 he-founded the Por/fo/io,

an excellent art magazine, which he edited till

his death. Among his other numerous writings

are: Tlie Intellectual Life (1873) ; Life of Turner
(1879); The Graphic Arts (1882); Human In-

tercourse (1884) ; Landscape (1885) ; and French
and English (1889). Hamerton, who had mar-
ried a French woman, passed his latter years in

France, and died at Boulogne-s\ir-Scine. Like
Ruskin, Hamerton wa,s an art interpreter to his

generation, the medium between the artist and
the public. For this he was eminently suited

because of the catholicity of his taste, and his

agreeable style. Consult Philip Gilbert Earner-
ton: An Autohioqraphii and a Memoir by His
Wife (London, 1890).'

HAMI, ha'me, or KOMUL, kcVmnl. A small
town of Chinese Turkestan, situated in a fertile

district 30 miles south of the eastern end of the

Tian-Shan or 'Celestial Mountains,' near the

northern verge of the desert of Gobi, about GO
miles southeast of Barkul. Its elevation above
the sea is about 3000 feet. The oasis of Hami,
which has an area of between 80 and 100 square
miles, produces wheat, barley, maize, millet,

pumpkins, watermelons, and excellent grapes.

The ]Joppy is also grown. The 'town' consists of

an old town (Lao-ch'eng) . built about two cen-

turies ago, and a new town (Sin [or Hsin]
Ch'eng) , surrounded with moated walls, 20 feet

in height, pierced with four gates, each sur-

mounted with a tower in true Chinese style.

The Mohammedan quarter, built over 300 years

ago and called Khamil, is about a mile off. It is

surrounded by a mud wall, and contains some
250 to 300 families. Here the kings of Hami
lie in a mausoleum, the dome of which is covered

with green-colored tiles. The population of the

old town is said to be about 5000. Hami is

advantageously situated as a trade centre, as

here the great travel-route from east to west
forks into two branches—one, the Tian-Slian Nan-
lu, running along the south side of the Celestial

Mountains to Kashgar and Yarkand : and the

other, the Tian-Shan Peh-lu, proceeding by an
easy pass 9000 feet high over the mountains
along their northern foot to Kulja and beyond.

HAMIL'CAR (Phoenician, grace of IVIelkart,

Gk. '.\iii?Knr, Aniill'as) . A name borne by several

distinguished Carthacinians. the most celebrated
of whom were:(l) The commander of the great
Sicilian expedition, n.c. 480. (2) One of the
commanders of a Carthaginian army defeated by
Timoleon. the Corinthian seneral. at the Crimis-
sus, B.C. 339. (3) (Surnamrd Rbodanus) the
ambassador to Alexander the Great after the fall
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of Tyre (B.C. 332). (4) Governor of Sicily,

B.C. 317. (5) The son of Ciisco, who succeeded

the preceding, and carried on militarj- operations

against the Syracusans and other States with

great success, "but was at length taken prisoner

and put to death (B.C. 309). (d) A commander

during the First Punic War, who was very suc-

cessful against the Romans by land in Sicily, but

was afterwards defeated in a sea fight off Ecno-

mus, and was thereafter recalled to Africa to

oppose Eegulus.

The greatest of all was Hamilcar, surnamed

Earca or Barak, 'lightning.' \A'hile very young

he was appointed to the command of the Cartha-

ginian forces in Sicily, in B.C. 247. at which time

the Romans had possession of almost all the isl-

and. Hamilear's first care was to discipline his

infantry thoroughly; he then established himself

on Mount Hercte, and from this point made pil-

laging excursions in all directions, sending his

privateers along the coast of Italy as far north

as CumiEj thus obtaining abundant supplies for

his troops. From this position the Romans en-

deavored to dislodge him, but in vain. After

three .years he left Hercte, and established him-

self on Mount Ery.x, keeping up his communica-

tion with Drepanum and the sea, where the same

tactics were repeated on both sides, and with the

same want of success on the part of the Romans.

The Carthaginian admiral. Hanno. having been

totally defeated off the .Agates Islands. B.C. 241,

Hamilcar was compelled to evacuate his fortress

and abandon Sicily. While Hamilcar was en-

gaged in Sicily he had made large promises to

his mercenary troops which he was unable to

fulfill; they revolted in consequence, and were

joined by some of the African tribes. Hanno
endeavored to suppress the revolt, but failed;

Hamilcar was accordingly appointed to the com-

mand, and succeeded in utterly defeating the

rebels, capturing all their towns and putting to

death their leaders. Hamilcar was next ap-

pointed commander-in-chief of the Carthaginian

Army, and was engaged for some time in wars

with" the neighboring tribes, which were aliruptly

ended by Hamilear's entering upon his Spanish

campaign about B.C. 236. His great aim was to

found a new empire in Spain, from which, as his

basis, he might assail the Romans. Such a king-

dom he saw would increase the power and wealth

of his native country, and atone to her for the

loss of Sicily and Sardinia. This end he did not

himself accomplish, but he prepared the way for

its accomplishment by Hasdrubal and Hannibal.

He marched westward, while the fleet under his

son-in-law, Hasdrubal. cruised along the coast

;

he then crossed over the Strait of Gibraltar, and
made war on the natives of Spain, in the course

of which he penetrated to the very heart of the

country, subdued many tribes and cities, and
amassed immense wealth. He spent nine years

in Spain, and at length, in B.C. 228, met his death

on the field of battle while fighting against the

Vettones. His military genius is considered

scarcely inferior to that of his son Hannibal.

HAM'ILTON. The capital of Dvindas and
Normanby counties, in the western district of

Victoria, Australia, on Grange Burn Creek, 50
miles northeast of Portland, and 198 miles west
of Melbourne, with which it has railway connec-

tion. It is a pastoral, .agricultural, and stock-

raising centre, with important semi-annual exhibi-

tions and race meetings. Population, in 1901,

4026.

HAMILTON. The capital of the Bermudas
(q.v. ), situated on Hamilton Island. Popula-

tion, in 1901, 2246.

HAMILTON. The capital of Wentworth
County, Ontario, Can., and port of entry on Bur-

lington Bay, at the southwestern extremity of

Lake Ontario, on the main line and several

branches of the Grand Trunk Railway, 70 miles

northwest of Buffalo, N. Y. (Map: Ontario, D 4).

The port is reached by a canal dug through a

sandbar which, stretching across the bay for

five miles, serves as a breakwater for a fine

harbor. Desjardins Canal, four miles long, con-

nects the harbor with Dundas. There is daily

steam communication with other lake ports,

and an extensive trade with the ilaritime Prov-

inces. Hamilton is the centre of Western Can-

ada's fruit district. The output of its numerous
industries comprises iron wares, sewing-ma-

chines, agricultural implements, glass, cotton,

woolen, and tobacco products, musical instru-

ments, and other manufactures. It is the fifth

city of importance in the Dominion, and is fre-

quently styled the Canadian Birmingham. The
United States is represented by a consul. The
city sends two representatives to the Domin-
ion House of Commons, and two to the Provincial

Legislature; it is the seat of Anglican and
Roman Catholic bishops. The town, laid out in

1813, is built on a plateau, has wide streets, mar-

ket and county-house squares, and many ele-

gant residences on the rising ground which cul-

minates in 'the mountain,' 250 feet high, with

its inclined railway. At the summit of 'the

Moxintain' is the Government Lunatic Asylum.
Other features include the post-office, custom-

house, city hall, public library, and Dimdurn
Park. The race-course at Hamilton is one of

the finest in America. The sandbar, known as

Burlington Beach^ is a popular summer resort,

with a good hotel. Population, in 1891, 48.980;

in 190C 52,5.50.

HAMILTON. A market town and municipal

borough in Lanarkshire, Scotland, on the left

bank of the Clyde, 11 miles southeast of Glas-

gow (Map: Scotland, D 4). The inhabitants are

chiefly employed in neighboring coal and iron

mines, and limestone quarries; market-gardening

and muslin-weaving are minor industries. The
town is irregularly built on rising groimd, com-

manding fine views. Its prominent structures are

the burgh buildings with a clock tower 130 feet

higli, the county buildings, in the Grecian style,

and the cavalry barracks. The town owns its

gas and water-works. It gives the title to the

first peer of Scotland, the Diike of Hamilton and

Brandon, whose famous family seat, Hamilton
Place, in the midst of extensive pleasure grounds,

is adjacent to the demesne of Cadzow Castle

with the remains of its forest, where primeval

oaks and a herd of the original breed of wild

cattle are preserved. Population, in 1891. 24,-

859; in 1901, 32,775. Consult Grant, The Com-
missariat Record of Hamilton (Edinburgh, 1898).

HAMILTON. A village in Madison County,

N. Y.. 28 miles southwest of Utica ; on the New
York, Ontario and Western Railroad (Jlap: New
York. E 3). It is the seat of Colgate University

(q.v.) with the Hamilton Theological Seminary

I
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(Baptist). Luniberyurils and a canning-factory
it'incsont tile leading industries. Tlic water-
wiirks and electric-light plant are owned and
operated by the nninicipality. I'opnlation, in

IS'.IO, 1744; in 1900, 1027.

HAMILTON. A city and the county-seat of

Butler County, Ohio, 25 miles north of Cincin-
nati; on the Great Jliami River, the Jlianii and
Erie Canal, and the Cincinnati, Hamilton and
Dayton, the Pittsburg, Cincinnati, Chicago and
Saint Louis, and other railroads (Map: Ohio,

B 7 ) . The splendid water-power derived from
both the river and canal has materially aided the

city's development as a manufacturing centre;

its industrial establishments include breweries,
paper, flour, and woolen mills, iron-foundries,

machine-shops, and safe, agricultural iuiplcment,
and tool works. The first settlement here was
made in 1701, when Gen. Arthur Saint Clair
built a fort and called it Fort Hamilton in honor
of Alexander Hamilton. Hamilton was first in-

corporated in 1810. The city is governed under
a charter of 1S98, by a mayor, chosen every
three years, and a board of control, consisting of

five members, elected at large. This board, super-
seding the old city council, has been subdivided,
each member being the head of a department.
The members in the first instance were appointed
by the Common Pleas Judge for terms ranging
from one to five years; subsequently they were
elected for a period of five years. The water-
works, gas plant, and electric-light plant are all

owned and operated by the citv. Population, in

1890, 17,505; in 1900" 23,914.'

HAMILTON. A famous noble Scotch family
of English origin. The name, obviously terri-

torial, was doubtless taken from some one of the
many English manors called Hamilton, scattered
through Buckinghamshire, Hampshire, Surrey,
Lancashire, Rutlandshire, Yorkshire, and Leices-

tershire. The pedigree of the familv is traced to

'Walter Fitz-Gilbert (or Gilbertsoii) of Hamil-
ton,' who. in 1290, held lands in Lanarkshire, and
swore fealty to King Edward I, of England as
overlord of Scotland, and iu 1314 kept the Castle
of Bothwell, on the Clyde, for the English. His
early surrender of this strong fm'tress, and of

the English knights .and nobles who had fled to it

from the field of Bannoekburn, was rewarded by
King Robert Bruce by grants of the lands and
baronies of Cadzow and Maehanshire in Clydes-
dale, Kinneil and Larbert in \Yest Lothian, Kirk-
inner and ICirkowen in Galloway, and other lands
forfeited by the Comyns and other adherents of

England. He attained the rank of knighthood,
and married ilary, daughter of Sir Adam of

Gordon of Huntly,. by whom he left two sons.

To a long list of illustrious descendants accrued
the titles, emoluments, and territories comprised
in the lordships of Abercorn, Bargeny, Bclhaven
and Stentoun, Hamilton, Pisley, and Strabane;
in the visconntships of Boyne, Clanboy, Hamil-
ton, and Strabane; in the earldoms of Arran,
.\bercorn, Clanlnassil. Haddington, Orkney, Rug-
len, and Selkirk: in the marquisates of Abercorn
and Hamilton: and in the dukedoms of Aliercorn,

Brandon, Chatelherault, and Hannltcm. The
present leading representatives are .\lfrcd, thir-

teenth Duke of Hamilton and Brandon, surname
Douglas-Hamilton, premier peer of Scotland and
hereditary keeper of Holyrood Palace, and
James, second Duke of Abercorn, surname Hamil-

ton, Groom of the Stole, Consult: Anderson,
Historical and (Jciiculoyicul Memoirs of llie Mouse
of Ilaiiiillon (London, 1823) ; Eraser, Uislory of
the Earls of lladdiiiylon (Edinburgh, 1889).

HAMILTON, ALE.KANDER (17.57-1804). An
eminent American statesman. He was born at
Charles Town, in the island of Kevis, West In-

dies, on January 11, 1757, and appears to have
been the natural son of a Scotch trader named
.James Hamilton, who died on the island of Saint
Vincent about 1799, and Rachel Lcvine, original-

ly named Faucctte, and of French-Huguenot de-

scent, who some time previously had .separated
from her husband. After a brief period of school-

ing, the future statesman at the age of twelve

—

his mother having died in the previovis year—
was placed in a counting-house at Christiansted,
on the island of Saint-Croix; but having sho^vIl

signs of literary ability, especially in a pam-
phlet describing a West Indian hurricane, he
was sent to the English colonies on the conti-

nent when sixteen years of age, for the purpose
of continuing his education. Arriving in Boston
in October, 1772, he proceeded at once to Xew
York, studied for a year in a grammar school
at Elizabethtown, X. J., and then entered King's
College (now Columbia l^niversity) . He soon
became intensely interested in the controversy
then raging between the Colonies and the Brit-
ish Government, and partly as a result of a visit

to Boston during the tension consequent upon
the passage of the Boston Port Bill (q.v.), be-

came firmly attached to the patriot cause. On
.July 0, 1774. he attended in Xew York a great
meeting in the 'fields' (now City Hall Park)
assembled to take action on the calling of a
general congi-ess, and made, extemporaneously, an
impassioned but well-reasoned speech, which
brought him to the notice of men of prominenc-e
and of the people generally. Soon afterwards
he published anon^Tiiously two remarkable pam-
phlets—.4 Full Vindication of the Measures of
Confircss from the Calumnies of Their Enemies
(1774) and The Farmer Refuted (1775)—in

answer to tliose of a 'Westehester Farmer,' then
much read, and in them endeavored to prove that
the Colonies owed allegiance directly to the Brit-
ish Crown, were therefore not amenable to Par-
liament, and were justified in resorting to ex-
treme measures to vindicate their rights. The
pamphlets were at first varioxisly attributed to
such men as .Jay and Livingston, and, their
authorship finally becoming known, they added
greatly to Hamilton's growing reputation. In
1775 ho twice took a stand, as an advocate of
order, against mobs bent on chastising Loyalists.
Meanwhile, perceiving that an outbreak of hos-
tilities was imminent, he had devoted himself
to the study of military science, ana, after serv-

ing for a time in a volunteer corps, he was ap-
pointed on JIarch 14, 177G, to the command of

an artillery company, which soon becnmc so

conspicuous for the excellence of its drill that
Xnthanael Greene, under whose notice it fell,

introduced Hamilton to General Washington
with a recommendation for advancement. Dur-
ing the retreat after the battle of Long Isl-

and. Hamilton distinguished himself by the cool-

ness and courage with which he brought up the
rear. He also attracted attention by the skill-

ful manner in which he served his battery at
White Plains; participated in the retreat through
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New Jersey, and in the battles of Trenton and
l^rinceton; and on March 1, 1777, became an
aide ou the stall' of General Wasliington, with

the rank of lieutenant-colonel. In this capacity

he acted as Washington's confidential secretary,

-attending to much of the correspondence from
headquarters; and in November, 1777, was sent

on a delicate mission to Albany for the purpose

of securing reinforcements from General Gates

and General Putnam.
In December, 17S0, he married Miss Elizabeth

Schuyler, the daughter of Gen. Philip Schuyler,

tluis allying himself with one of the most influ-

ential fiimilies in New York. In February, 1781,

in a fit of resentment, he left the staff of the

commander-in-chief becatise the latter had re-

buked him, on the ground of disrespect, for a de-

lay in obeying orders; and, returning to the line,

he" successfully led one of the attacking columns

at Yorktown ( q.v. )

.

Soon after the outbreak of the war lie had
begun to take a lively interest in the financial

and administrative problems that confronted the

Cimfcdcration. and in 1780 and 1781 wrote able

letters to Duane and Morris, respectively, point-

ing out the defects in the Articles of Confedera-

tion, and the necessity of a strong central Gov-
ernment, and proposing an elaborate scheme for

the reorganization of the finances, and the estab-

lishment of a bank. From May to November,
17S2, he acted as receiver of Continental taxes in

the State of New York; and was a member of

the Continental Congress in 1782-83, during
which time he took a conspicuous part in all

debates concerning taxation and finances gene-

rally ; served on various important committees

;

proposed aji elaborate plan for a military estab-

lishment in time of peace; and became con-

vinced, even more strongly than before, of the

weakness of the existing Government and the

need for complete reorganization. Early in the

summer of 1782, after a brief course of studj'. he
had been admitted to the bar at Albany, and
upon leaving Congress he took up with assiduity

the practice of liis profession in New Y'ork,

meeting with immediate success. He attracted

jiarticular attention by his advocacy of the lib-

eral treatment of Loyalists, and in the celebrated

ease of Rutgers rs. Waddington braved popular
opinion by attacking the 'Trespass Act' of New
Y'ork, which provided that a Whig dispossessed by
the British could collect rent from those who
bad occupied his property during his absence.

Besides practicing his profession, he took part

in the discussion of public measures, was one of

the founders of a State bank, and was active in

the organization of the Society of the Cincinnati.

During the most critical period of national
history he vigorously aided the movement
for a stronger central Government. He, with
Egbert Benson, represented New York in the
Annapolis Conventi<m of 1786 (q.v.). and it was
he who drafted the report which led to the as-

sembling of the Constitutional Convention at
Philadelphia in the following year. Upon his

return from Annapolis he was elected to the
Stale Legislature, and was there instrumental in

securing the appointment of delegates from New
York to the approaching convention, he himself
being chosen, along with Robert Yates and .John

Lansing. Though his influence in the convention
was to a great extent nullified by the opposition
of his strongly Anti-Federalist associates, who

finally withdrew altogether, as did Hamilton for
a time, he exerted himself, while in attendance,
to impress upon the delegates the need of a
thorough reorganization of tlie Government, and
in June, 1787, made an elaborate speech in which
he expressed a warm admiration of the Britisli

Constitution, and proposed a plan which provided
for a strong and virtually independent Executive,
and the subordination of tlic individual States to

the Central Government—the Executive and Sen-
ators to liold oUice during good behavior, the

State Governors to be appointed by the Central
Government, and to have a veto on all State

legislation, and the Lower House of Congress to

be elected directly liy the people. He vigorously

supported the Constitution as finally adopted,

especially by his production, with JIadison and
Jay, of the Federalist (q.v.) which exerted a

powerful influence, and remains the best con-

temporary exposition of that document ; ami in

tiie New York convention acliieved a remarkable
triiunpli tjy securing ratification in face of an
Anti-Federalist majority at the outset of 65 to

19, making numerous speeches and finally win-
ning over ilelanchthon Smith, himself, who liad

led the debate on tlie opposing side.

In September, 1789, six months after the

organization of the General Government under
the new Constitution, Congress passed an act es-

tablishing a Treasury Department, and Presi-

dent Washington immediately selected Hamilton
as first Secretar.y of tlie Treasury. In the then

unsettled state of the country financially and
economically, this was a position of primary im-

portance, and during his term of office Hamilton
rendered to the nation .services scarcely less in-

valuable than those of Washington himself. With
tireless energy and remarkable ability he applied

himself to the various economic problems which
then pres.sed so insistently for solution, and in

report after report laid down policies, which,

adopted by Congi'css, reestablished the public

credit, brought prestige to the National Govern-

ment in spile of the disintegrating tendencies of

the time, and formed precedents which for the

most part have since been followed, and have
thus in some lines determined the whole subse-

quent history of the nation. His reports dealt,

among other things, with the public credit, the

raising and collection of tlie revenue, estimates

of income and expenditures, the temporary regu-

lation of the currency, navigation laws, and the

coasting trade, the organization of the jKist-

office. the management of the public lands, the

purchase of West Point by the National Govern-

ment, the establishment of a mint, the founding

of a national bank, the policy of the Government
with regard to manufactures, and the adoption

of an excise; and, in addition, when, at the close

of 1791, his administration was attacked as cor-

rupt by the opposition under the lead of Madison
and Giles, he .sent into Congress a succession of

detailed reports, setting forth the operations of

his department with such comprehensiveness and
lucidity as to turn abuse into praise, and utterly

, to refute the charges of his assailants. His pro-

posals that the National Government should as-

sume the Revolutionary debts of the individual

States, that Congress should establish a national

bank by virtue of the 'implied powers' granted by

the Constitution—the first suggestion of this

doctrine—and th.at Congress shovild impose an
excise—all of which had in view the strengthen-
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ing of the Central Governiucnt—precipitated suc-

cessive controversies in wliich those wlio favored

Hamilton were uniformly successful, though
parly lines were sharply drawn, and a powerful

opposition, strenuously antagonistic to central-

ization, was created, under the leadership of

Hamilton's great rival. Thomas Jefl'erson (q.v. ).

Out of these controversies grew the Federalist

and Republican (later Democratic or Deniocratie-

Republiean) parties. Hamilton also took an
active interest in foreign atl'airs. and, during the

Revolutionary turmoil in Kurope and the wars
bet\xeen France and England, uniformly advo-

cated a policy of strict neutrality on the part of

the American Government; while by his altitude

toward Genet (q.v.) and his well-known views

concerning the excesses of the French Revolution,

as well as by h.is freelj' expressed admiration of

the British Constitution, he gave color to the

charge frequently brought against him by his op-

ponents, that lie was the leader of a strongly pro-

English and anti-French faction. At the time

of the Whisky Insurrection (q.v.), he advocated
the adoption of a vigorous repressive policy on
the part of the Xational Government, and accom-
panied in person the troops which were sent

against the insurgents. On January 31, ITO.'J, he
resigned from the Cabinet to resume the prtictice

of his profession in New York City, but kept in

close touch with political affairs, continued to

be consulted by Washington, and maintained un-

impaired his commanding influence in the Fed-
eralist Party. He vigorously' upheld the Jay
treaty

(
q.v.

) , in support of which he wrote a
series of pov.'erful articles, under the signature

"Caniillus;" assisted Washington materially in

the preparation of his Fai'ewell Address; op-

jKjsed the first drafts of the Alien and Sedition

Acts (q.v.) ; and strongly combated the doctrines

of the Virginia and Kentucky Resolutions (q.v.).

A coolness which had appeared in the relations

between Hamilton and John Adams (q.v.) as
early as 17S8, owing to the former having ex-

erted his influence to prevent an equal vote being
cast for Washington and Adams, gradually be-

came pronounced, and was especially marked af-

ter the election of the latter to the Presidency,
when Hamilton, though holding no office, exerted
perhaps as nuich influence over the members of

the Cabinet as did the President himself. Hamil-
ton, moreover, strongly disapproved of the mild-

ness and apparent indecision of President
Adams's policy toward France. ( See X Y Z CoB-
RESPONDENCE. ) At Washington's request, how-
ever, he was placed in 1798 at the virtual head
of the army when hostilities with France ap-

peared imminent, and while acting in this capa-
cit.y, with the rank of major-general and the
position of inspector-general (from .July lil, 1798,
to .June 15. 180(1) he devoted himself with energy
and ability to the task of organization and prep-

aration, effecting various much-needed refonns,

and perfecting plans for the invasion of Louisiana
and the Floridas. In the Presidential election of

1800 Hamilton showed a preference for Pinckney
over Adams for the Presidency, and by publishing
an ill-advised pamphlet sharply criticising Adams
and advocating the casting of an equal vote by
the Federalists for their two candidates, he

greatly weakened his party, and deeply offended

Adams and his immediate following. When, after

the election, the famous contest for the Presidency

arose in Congress, he suppressed his strong dis-

like for .Jefferson, and by the use of his powerful
iuUuence was instrumental in securing the defeat

of Burr. With the fall of the Federalists Ham-
ilton's political career virtually ende<l. In 1804
Burr, who had at various times been balked in

his political schemes by Hamilton, challenged
the latter to a duel, on the gnjund of an alleged

insult, and Hamilton, feeling that by refusing to

acknowlcilge the acce|ited code, of which he
strongly (li>ap])roved, he would lose his influence,

and anticipating a crisis in the affairs of the

nation with which he would probably be called

upon to deal, consented to a meeting. The duel
occurred at Weehawken, N. J., on July 11, and
Hamilton fell, mortally wounded, at the first fire

—having, it is said, discharged his own weapon
into the air. He died the following day.

Hamilton's services to the nation can scarcely

be overestimated. At a time when disintegrating

tendencies were pronounced ; when, British rule

having been overthrown, the mass of the people

were restive under any restraint; and when tinau-

cial and economic ruin threatened the very exist-

ence of the nation, ho contended steadily for the
establishment of a strong Central Government,
initiated various measures which were influential

in bringing about such a result, and did more
than any other man to put the nation on a firm

financial footing, to restore the public credit, and
to inculcate in the minds of the people sounder
views than were then current with regard to

political economy and finance. Judged by modern
economic standards, some of his opinions show
confusion of thought with regard to capital and
wealth, but for the most part he undoubtedly saw
further and clearer in his own special field than
any of his contemporaries. He was not. how-
ever, like .Jefferson, a great political loader, and,
frankly distrusting the peo])le, a large element of

whom distrusted him in return, he never had a
large personal following.

The best edition of Hamilton's Works is that
by H. C. Lodge (9 vols.. New Y'ork, 188.5-86).

Consult: .J. C. Hamilton, Uistory of the Kepublio

of the United States as Traced in the Writings

of Alexander Hamillon and His Con temporaries

(7 vols., New York, 1857-04; 4th ed., 7 vols.,

Boston, 1879) ; J. C. Hamilton, Life of Alexander
llaniilton (luifinished) (2 vols,. New Y'ork. 1834-

40) ; Morse, Life of Alexander HamiUon (2 vols.,

Boston, 1870) ; Shea. Life and Epoeh of Alex-

ander HamiUon (New Y'ork. 1879) ; Lodge, Alex-

ander Hamilton (Boston, 1882), in the "American
Statesmen Series;" Sumner, Alexander Ham-
ilton (New Y'ork, 1890), in the "Makers of

America Series;" and a brief sketch by Conant,
Alexander Hamilton (Boston, 1901), in the

"Riverside Biographical Series." A list of books
concerning Hamilton, and of Hamilton's writings,

is given in Ford. Bihliothcca Hamiltonia (New
Y'ork, 1880).

HAMILTON, Andrew (T-1703). A Colonial
Cioverniu' of New .Jersey. He was of Scottish

birth, and before emigrating to East .Jersey had
been a merchant in Edinburgh. In 1080 he was
appointed a member of Governor T^ord Neill

Campbell's council, and a year and a half later,

December 10. 1687, on the latter's return to

Europe, was appointed his substitute. While on
a visit to J>ondon in 1002 he was regularly com-
missioned Governor of East .Jersey, and soon
afterwards received the appointment to the same
office in West Jersey. In 1697 the proprietors
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deposed him because of his Scottish birth, in

accordance with an act of Parliament passed
shortly after Sir George Barclay's attempt to

assassinate King William; but in 1699 he was
reappointed. In 1701 William Penn appointed
him Deputy Governor of Pennsylvania. He was
for some time Postmaster-General in America,
and either he or his son, Col. John Hamilton,
established the first colonial postal service under
a patent dated 1694.

HAMILTON, Andhew (0.167G-1741). An
American lawyer, burn in Scotland. Of his early

history nothing is known, nor is it certain that

Hamilton was his real name, as he was for some
time called Trent. About 1097 he came to Vir-

ginia, and afterwards removed to Philadelphia,

where he was made Attorney-General (1717) and
a member of the Provincial Council (1721), He
was prothonotary of the Supreme Court and
recorder of Philadelphia, a member of Assembly
(1727) and its Speaker in 1729. He and his son-

in-law built as a private property the State

House, which later became Independence Hall.

Hanulton is best known for his defense (1735)
of .John Peter Zenger (q.v. ) on the charge of libel.

He advanced as defense the truth of the publi-

cati.nn, and gained a verdict of 'not guilty,' which
did much for the freedom of political discussion,

so that Gouvemeur Morris styled him 'the dog-

star of the American Revolution.' He was trustee

of the General Loan Office and (1737) judge of

the Vice-Admiralty Court of the Province of

Pennsylvania.

HAMILTON, Anthony (1646-1720). An
English courtier and French author of fables

and of the scandalous Memoires clu Chevalier
de (Iramont, other\vise known as the Histoire

anwnreuse de la coiir d'AiifilcteiTe (1713). He
was born at Roscrea, Ireland, the third son of Sir

George Hamilton, a son of the first Earl of

Ahercora, and was brouglit up in France and
as a Roman Catholic. This prevented his pro-

motion by Charles II., at whose Court he was
very popular, but furthered it under James II.,

who made him colonel of an Irish regiment and
Governor of Limerick. After the fall of James he
went back to France, where he found a patron-
ess in the Duchess Ludovise of Maine. At
her country-seat at Sceaux he wrote the famous
Memoires. His last public enterprise was a share
in the fiasco of the Old Pretender in 170S. Ham-
ilton's Conies de feerie aimed at once to rival and
to ridicule the Arnhian yifilits of Galland (q.v.).

They err through artificiality, and the intrusion

of personal and local allusions. The Mfmoires de
Griimont. on the other hand, will always remain
one of the most remarkable pictures that we
possess of the noble yomiger son. the cadet of the

grand Steele—light yet hard-hearted, keenly wit-

ty, profoundly skeptical, chivalrously brave when
in view, capable of dastardly meanness behind
the scenes. The Memoires were printed in Eng-
lish in 1714. There is an illustrated translation
with notes by Walter Scott (1811), and many
editions in both languages. The Fables were
first printed in 1730, and Hamilton's Works in

six volumes in 1749. Editions after 1812 are
more complete. Consult : Sainte-Beuve, Cause-
ries du Lundi. vol. i. (Paris, 18.57-62).

HAMILTON. Et.iz.^bettt (H.'iR-lSlfil . An
author, of Scotch parentage, born in Belfast. She
was educated by relatives in Stirlingshire, and

began to write at an early age. Hindoo Rajah
(1796), containing Eastern impressions of Eng-
land; Memoirs of Modern Philosophers (1800);
Letters on Education (1801-02); Memoirs of
Agrippina, the Wife of (Jermanicus (3 vols.,

1804) ; Letters on the Formation of the Religious
and the Moral Principle to the Daughter of a
'Nobleman (1800), are her more serious works;
but she is best known by her Scottish tale, The
Cottagers of Glenburnie (1808), and the ballad
"My ain Fireside." She was unmarried, but
called herself Mrs. Hamiltcm, and was personally
revered as a philanthropist.

HAMILTON, Emma, Lady (1761 ?-lS15).
Mistress of Horatio Nelson, the famous English
admiral. She ^^•as a daughter of Henry Lyon, a
man in very humble circumstances. Her career
was for a long time an obscure one, and she gave
birth to several illegitimate children. In 1784
she tell in with Sir William Hamilton, Ambas-
sador at Naples, and he was captivated by her
great beauty. She iiecame his mistress, but he
married her in May, 1791. At Naples she played
a great social and political rcjle, being an inti-

mate of Queen Maria Carolina, Nelson first met
Lady Hamilton at Naples in 1793, again in

1798, and from 1800 onward they lived to-

gether. In 1801 Lady Hamilton gave birth to

a child, Horatia, by Nelson. After Nelson's
death Lady Hamilton's affairs became involved,

and in 1813 she was even arrested for debt. She
died at Calais, on .Tanuary 15, 1815. Her child

bv Nelson lived with the hitter's sisters. She
died March 6, 1881. Another child by Nelson
died in infancy. See Nelson, Hohatio.

HAMILTON, Frank Hastings (1813-86).

An American surgeon, educated at LTnion Col-

lege and in the medical department of the Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania, In 1861 he became
professor in the Bellevue Hospital Medical Col-

lege, He was a military surgeon for two years
in the Civil War, and was appointed medical in-

spector with the rank of lieutenant-colonel in

1803. Among the many positions of honor and
trust which he held was the presidency of the

New York Society of Medical .Jurisprudence. His
services as consulting surgeon to various hos-

pitals and asylums were highly prized, and he
Ijccame widely known as an authority on surgery,

his three large works having a recognized place in

the literature of medical science. They are:

Treatise on Fractures and Dislocations (1860);
Practical Treatise on Military Surgery (1861);
and The Principles and Practice of Surgery
(1872).

HAMILTON, Gafl. The pseudonym of JIary
Abigail Dodge (q.v.).

HAMILTON, G.\^^N (1730-97). A Scotch
painter and antiquary. He was born at Lan-
ark. At an early age he was sent to Rome, where
he studied painting under Massuchi. His best

pieces were designed from the Iliad, such as

"Achilles Beside the Dead Body of Patroclus,"
"Andromache Bewailing the Death of Hector,"

and "Helen and Paris." Hamilton, however, ren-

dered greater service to art by his discoveries of

precious fragments of ancient monuments than
by his direct contribiitions to it. The latter part
of his life was devoted to excavations in various
parts of the Roman States, but especiallv at
Civita Vecehia. Velletri. Ostia. and above all at

Hadrian's villa at Tivoli. The statues, busts.
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and bas-reliefs found by him form tlie most inter-

estin" portion of the Museo rio-Clomontino in

the Vatican, after the treasures of tlie lielvedere.

Many collections in England, Germany, and Ivus-

sia are deeply indebted to his labors. To one

of the best of these—the Townlcy Gallery—Ham-
ilton contributed a large number of valuable

marbles. In 1773 he published at Rome Hchola

Italica picturce. illustrated after his own draw-

ings of the great Italian masters.

HAMILTON, Lord George Francis ( 1845

— ). lie was born in Brighton, England, and is the

third son of the first Duke of Aliercorn. He was

educated at Harrow, entered the Rifle Brigade as

ensign in 1804, and in 1808 was transferred to

the Coldstream Guards, with a lieutenant's com-

mission. In 1808 he entered Parliament as a Con-

servative from the county of Middlesex, and con-

tinued to serve from 1874 to 1880. From 1874 to

1S78 he was Under-Secretary of State for India.

With the return to power of the Conservative

Party in 1885 he became First Lord of the Ad-

miriilty. an office which he occupied until 1892.

During Lord Salisbury's third Administration he

was Secretary of State for India. His naval

reconstruction scheme of 18811 was the most ex-

tensive one ever adopted. Great credit is due

him for ability and judgment displayed in dealing

with the troubles in India. He w^as appointed

provisional Grand blaster of Middlesex County

in 1892, served as chairman of the London School

Board for the vear of 1894.. and was appointed

Captain of Deal Castle in 1899.

HAMILTON, James (c.1710-83). A Colonial

Governor of Pennsylvania, son of Andrew Hamil-

ton (q.v.), the lawyer, and born probably in

Accomac County, Va. He was prothonotary of

the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania after his

father's resignation, was six times a member of

the Provincial Assembly, was elected Mayor of

Philadelphia (1745), and a member of the Pro-

vincial Council (1740). Two years later he be-

came Lieutenant-Governor, which office he re-

signed in 1754. He was prominent in the defense

of the Colonies against the Indians in 1755, and
was Deputy Governor (1759-03, 1771, and 1773).

While the British held Philadelphia he was a
p^risoner on parole. He was prominent in educa-

tional and scientific circles after the war, acting

as president of the Board of Trustees of Phil.a-

delphia College and head of the Philosophical

Society.

HAMILTON, James (1709-1829). A British

teacher of languages. Hamilton went to school

for four years only, to two .Jesuits in Dublin. As
a Imsiness man he lived in France and Hamburg,
whei'c he learned German from an emigre,

D'Angeli, who used no grammar, but taught by
literal translation. On the rupture of the Peace
of Amiens, Hamilton was 'detained' in France,

nnd his Continental business was ruined. In
1S15 he came to New Yorl:. intending to manu-
facture potash. Instead, he became a teacher
of languages, combining the methods of his

Jesuit teachers and of D'Angeli. This analytic

method met with almost incredible success in

New York City and in Philadelphia, where he
published English interlinear translations of

works in Greek, Latin, French. Italian, and
German. Opposition to his methods in Baltimore
College roused him to a defense whicli resulted
in the total desertion bv the students of the

college to the Hamiltonian Institute. After

teaching in many college towns of the United

Slates and in Canada, lie went to London ( 1823).

Throughout England and Scotland he was again

marvelously successful. Hamilton's great work
was History, Principles, Practice, and Ucsults of

the llainiUonian System (lasted. 1831).

HAMILTON, James (178G-1857). An Ameri-
ciin politician, born in Charleston, S. C. He re-

ceived a good education in his n.ative city, studied

law, and soon attained a high position at the

South Carolina bar. In 1812 he was appointed

a captain in the army, and served in the cam-

paigns on the Canadian frontier. He was Mayor
of Charleston for several terms, and in 1822

while serving in that capacity lie detected, and liy

his measures suppressed, a well-planned negro

conspiracy. After serving in the State Legisla-

ture, he was in 1822 elected a member of Con-

gress as a States Rights Democrat, to fill a

vacancy, and was twice reelected, serving until

1829. He was an ardent sujiporter of Andrew
Jackson, both in 1824 and 1828, and after Jack-

son's election in the latter year he was otlered tlie

position of Secretary of War or of Jlinister to

Mexico, both of which he declined. Returning to

South Carolina, he was in 1830 elected (ioveriior

of the State on an extreme States Rights plat-

form, and immediately recommended to the Legis-

lature that it authorize armed resistance to the

enforcement of the provisions of the tari(T of

1828. He advised the passage of the Nullifica-

tion Act, which brought affairs to a crisis, and
in 1832 was appointed by Gov. Robert Y.

Hayne, who in that year succeeded him in the

Governorship, to the chief command of the State

troops recruited to resist the National Govern-

ment. He never acquiesced in the settlement of

the trouble, and soon thereafter removed to

Texas, where he became interested in some colo-

nization schemes. In 1841 he was the accredited

representative of Texas in Europe, and it was due
to his efforts that the independence of the repub-

lic was recognized by England and France in that

year. He next bent all his energies to securing

"the admission of Texas into the t^nion. In 1857

he was elected United States Senator from Texas,

Imt was drowned in a steamship collision oflT the

Te.xas coast before he took his seat.

HAMILTON, James (1814-67). A Presby-

terian divine. He was born in Paisley. Scot-

land, November 27, 1814; educated at Glasgow
and Edinburgh; entered the ministry, and from
1841 till his death.. November 24," 1807, was
minister of the National Scotch Church, Regent
S(]uare, London. His literarv activit.v was very

great, as aside from editorial labor he produced
numerous volumes, and eontributed the ;irticles

upon botany in Fairbairn's Imperial liihle Die-

tintiarii (London. 1807). His Collected M'orhs

were published in six volumes (London, 1809-73).

HAMILTON, .Tames Cr.Er,.\ND ( 18.30- ). A
Canadian barrister and author. He was born at

Belfast. Ireland, but was educated in America,

and graduated at Toronto University. He pub-

lished some travel sketches; but his more im-

portant work is contained in the papers upon
literarv and scientific subjects written for the

Canadian Institute, of which he was elected vice-

president, and printed in its Proceed in (in—such

as The Great Centre, an Astronomical Stiidii;

and The Pants, an Historical Outline of Ca-
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nadian Indian Slavery in the Eighteenth Cen-
tury.

HAMILTON, JIouNT. See Lick Observa-
tory.

HAMILTON, Patkick (c.1504-28). A pre-

cursor (if tlie Scottish Reformation. He was
born jirobably in the year 1504. either at Stane-

liouse or Kincavel. He was educated at the Uni-
versity of Paris, wliere lie took liis degree of

A.M. in 1520, after which he probably proceeded
to LoTivain and Basel. In 1523 he was back in

Scotland, and was admitted to Saint Andrews
University. While abroad he had formed new
tastes and interests, but for some time his opin-

ions attracted no attention. Ciradually, liowever,

his convictions matured. From agreeing with
Krasmus lie came to agree with Luther, and about
152G lie appears to have announced his new views
in such a manner as to draw the notice of Arch-
bishop Beaton. Early in 1527 Beaton made
'inquisition' into the grounds of the rumor
against him, and Hamilton fled to Wittenberg,
where he became familiar with Luther and Jle-

lanchthon. and then passed on to Marburg, where
the university was just opened. After six months
he returned to his native country, in the autumn
of 1527. He repaired to the family mansion at
Kincavel. and there, in the neighborhood of Lin-
lithgow, preached openly. In some way he was
induced to go to Saint Andrews in January, 1528,

and took up his abode in a hiijging provided for

him by the Archbishop. A conference was held,

in which his opponents showed a conciliatory
spirit, and even to some extent expressed con-
currence in liis views. He was allowed to depart
in peace, ai d for some time to promulgate his

sentiments in the city and University of Saint
Andrews. After a month or so he was summoned
to answer before Beaton to a charge of heresy.
He was condemned for divers heresies and 'de-

testable opinions,' deprived of all dignities and
benefices in the Church, and delivered over to
the secular power to be punished. The sentence
was carried out without delay. On the very
same day on the morning of which he was tried

(February 29, 1528), Hamilton was consigned
to the stake in tlie front of the gate of Saint
Salvador's College. His only publication is known
as Patrick's Places, and is an evangelical trea-

tise, written in Latin ; it was translated by Frith
(London, 1807). For his life, consult Lorimer
(London, 1857).

HAMILTON, PonERT (1743-1829). A Scot-
tish writer on finance, born in Edinburgh, edu-
cated at the University of Edinburgh. He entered
a banking house, but at the age of twenty-six left

mercantile pursuits, and became successively
rector of Perth Academy, professor of natural
philosophy in Aberdeen University (1779). and
professor of mathematics (1817). In 1777 he
wrote an Introduction to llrrchiindise : in 1790,
three essays on Peace and War; in 1822, Manage-
ment of the Poor, a work displaying enlightened
views on economics. His most important work
is the Essay on the National Deht. which appeared
in 1813. A posthumous volume published in
1830, The Progress of l<ociety, is also of great
ability, treating of economical principles by trac-
ing their natural origin and position in the de-
velopment nf social life.

HAMILTON. ScnrTMR (1822-1903). An
American soldier, a grandson of Alexander Ham-

ilton. He was born in New York, graduated at
West Point in 1841, .served with great gallantry
in tlie Mexican War, and was brevelted first

lieutenant in 1840 and captain in 1847. From
the latter year until 1854 he was aide-de-camp
to Gen. Winfield Scott. He then resigned from
tlie army, but upon tlie outbreak of the Civil

War volunteered as a private in the Seventh
Hegiment, New York National Cuard. He was
rapidly promoted, becoming a brigadier-general

of volunteers in 18U1, and a niajor-geueral of

volunteers in 1862. He was actively engaged
in the operations against New Madrid. JIo.. and
Island No. 10, in the Mississippi River, and
in the campaigns in Tennessee and Jlississippi.

Sickness compelled him to resign in 1863. He
was liydrographic engineer in the Department
of Docks, New York City, in 1871-73, and super-

intendent of yards in 1873-75, and subsequently,
owing to ill health, lived in retirement. He
wrote A History of Our National Flag (1852).

HAMILTON, Thomas ( 1789-1842) . An Eng-
lish ])rose writer, of Scottish descent, born in

(Jlasgow. He was educated at Glasgow Universi-

ty, and became the friend of Wordsworth and
Scott. His novel Cyril Thornton (18271 was
popular in its day, while in Men and Manners
in America (1833) he showed himself a kindly
critic, shrewd and humorous.

HAMILTON, Walter (1844-99). An Eng-
lish writer, born in London, and educated at

the Collfege de Dieppe. He was a fellow of the

Royal Historical Societj', vice-president of the

Societe Francaise des Colleetionneurs d'E.x Li-

bris, and vice-president of the Ex Libris vSociety.

His published works include: .4 Memoir of

Oeorr/e Cruikshnnk (1878): The Origin of the

Ofjice of Poet Laureate (1879) ; The Poet Lau-
reates of England (1879); The .Esthetic Move-
ment in England (1882) ; Pai-odies of the Works
of English and Amcriedn Authors. Collected and
Annotated (5 vols., 1884-88) ; French Book
Plates for Ex Lihris Collectors (1892); Dated
Book Plates (2 parts, 1894-95).

HAMILTON, William (1704-54). A Scot-

tish poet, born at Bangour, Linlithgowshire. Be-

tween 1724 and 1727 he contributed lyrics to

Allan Ramsay's Tea Table .Miscellany. In 1745
he joined the cause of Prince Charles, and cele-

brated the battle of Prestonpans in an ode begin-

ning, "As over Gladsmuir's blood-stained field.''

After the disaster of Culloden he lurked for

several months in the Highlands, and at length

escaped to France: but the influence of his friends

at home procured him permission to return to

Scotland. Broken in health, he went back to

France, where he died. Though Hamilton wrote
much graceful verse, his fame rests upon what
Wordsworth called 'the exquisite ballad.' ''The

Braes of Yairow."

HAMILTON, Sir William (1730-1803).

(irandson of William Douglas, third Duke of

Hamilton, born in Scotland. In 1764 he was
appointed English Envoy Extraordinary and
Plenipotentiary to the Court of Naples. During
liis residence there he devoted much time to a
study of Vesuvius and other volcanoes, and em-
bodied his results in Campi Phlegra'i (2 vols,

and suppl.. Naples, 1776-79). and shorter papers.

He was also an enthusiastic collector, particu-

larly of ancient vases, wliich he seems to Iiave

been one of the first Englishmen to appreciate
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for their artistic merit. Ilis first collection wag
sold in 1772 to the Hritish Museum for X8400,

tind formed the nucleus of llu> present depart-

ment of C4reek and Roman antiquities. Tlii.s

collection was described hy D'Hauearville, in

AiitUjuitcs (trusiiues, grcajucs et romaines (t

vols., Naples, 17(i(!()7; and 2d ed.. Florence, 1801-

08). In 1787 he resumed collecting, and in 17ilS

sent a second collection to England for sale, but
the vessel was wrecked, and only about two-thirds

of the cases were recovered. The whole of the col-

lection was drawn by Tischbein in his Colled ian

of Engravings from (Jrcck Vases . . . in the

Possession of Sir 11". Hamillon (Naples, 1791 et

seq.). From 1793 to 1800 Hamilton took an ac-

tive part in the di|ilomaey of the Court of Naples,

but his health failed, and in 1800 he was recalled.

A claim upon the British Government for special

services was not allowed, but he was granted a
pension of £1200. Hamilton's first wife was Miss
Barlow, who died in 1782. In 1791 he married
his mistress, Emma Lyon, who as Lady Hamil-
ton is prominent in the life of Lord Nelson.

HAMILTON, Sir William (1788-1850). An
eminent philosopher of the Scottish school. He
was born Mareli 8, 1788, at Glasgow, where his

father, Dr. William Hamilton, and his grand-
father. Dr. Thomas Hamilton, held in succession
the chairs of anatomy and botany. After gain-

ing distinction, especially in the philosophical

classes, at Glasgow, he went in 1807 to Balliol

College, Oxford, as a Snell exhibitioner, and
made a brilliant record for himself as a student
of literature. He left Oxford in 1810, and in-

stead of going into the practice of medicine,
which he had studied, he became a member of

the Scotch bar in 181."?, but seems never to have
had any practice in his profession except what
became incumbent on him afterwards, on being
appointed Crown solicitor of the Court ofTeinds.
In 1820, on the death of Dr. Brown, he was an
unsuccessful competitor for the chair of moral
philosophy in Edinburgh. In the following year,

however, Hamilton was appointed to the profes-
sorship of history in that university. He took
part in 1827 in the discussion of the scientific

value of phrenology, and made careful investiga-

tions for himself of the brains of various animals
in order to iiecome acquainted at first hand with
the facts of the case. In 1829 there appeared
in the Edinhurgh Review a critique of Cousin's
Vours de Philosophie of the previous year, in

which was developed Hamilton's famous doctrine
of the infinite. The critique, which was en-

titled "The Philosophy of the Unconditioned,"
immediately drew attention to him from philoso-

phers both in Great Britain and on the Continent.
For some years after this Hamilton was a regu-

lar contributor to the Edinburgh Revicic. writing
articles on philosophy, literature, medicine, edu-
cation, and university reform. Many of these
contributions were translated into German,
French, and Italian. In 18.52 they were all edited

by Hamilton himself, w'ith large notes and ap-
pendices, .under the title of Diseiissions in Philos-

ophy and Literature. Education, and Universitg
Reform. In 18.36, after a severe contest, Hamil-
ton was elected to the chair of logic and meta-
physics in Edinhurgh. In 184fi he pulilishcd in

two volumes The Works of Thoma.'i Rcid. care-

fully edited with notes and supplementary de-

scriptions, which give fairly satisfactory views

of his own philosophy. Extensive notes of his

university lectures were t.aken by his students,
numerous copies of them, transcribed from sliorl-

hand reports, were in circulation during the

later years of his life, and formed the basis of

Mansel and Veitch's edition. In 1844 he had a
stroke of paral3'sis. He was, however, able, with
an assistant, to perform the duties of his class

till the close of session 1855-50, when his health

suddenly became worse. He died .May Otli.

In logic Hamilton proposed the so-called doctrine

of 'the quantification of the predicate' in allirnia-

tive propositions. In his view the ])rcdicale of

every proposition has a definite logical quantity
assigned to it in thought, and an explicit state-

ment of this quantity simplifies logical opera-

tions. In this contention, Hamilton may properly

be regarded as the forerunner of the algeljraic

school of logicians. (See Logic.) His psycholo-

gy was a cumbersome analysis of psychic opera-

tions that perhaps went to the .extreme length

of "faculty psychology.' In philo.sopby be

was an exponent of the common sense Scottish

school, but in some respects he went beyond the

tradition of the school. Agreeing with Reid
that 'the root of our nature cannot be a lie,'

and that the deliverance of consciousness must
be trusted, he accepted a na'ive .sort of natural
realism, maintaining that we are directly con-

scious of the existence of external objects and
of ourselves. And yet knowledge is often all

relative. "To think is to condition." In this

doctrine of the relativity of knowledge consists

his departure from Scottisli traditions, and it

led him to maintain in the spirit of Kant that

the unconditioned cannot be known. God is an
object of faith, not of knowledge.

Pliilosophy, according to Hamilton, cannot say
whether God is absolutely limited or absolutely

unlimited. One or the other He nuist be, for

between contradictions there is no compromise

;

but either characteristic is inconceivable. Again,
our conception of causality is notliing positive.

It is notliing but the inatiility of the mind to

conceive an absolute beginning. So the infinity

of space and time is the inability of the mind to

conceive a point when space comes to an end or a
moment after which time shall be no more. But
this inability to think is no test of unreality. Thus
philosophy is only a learned ignorance (docta
ignorantia) , or a well-assured conviction of the
limits of our knowledge. In many ways this re-

minds one of Kant, from whom Hamilton indeed
learned much. Some historians have character-

ized his philosophy as a hopeless attempt to

unite the 'common sense' of Reid with the criti-

cism of Kant. His philosophy of relativity

changed in the hands of Herbert S])encer, who
gave nj) 'common sense,' into agnosticism. Con-
sult: Veitch, Memoir of .S'/c William Hamilton
(London, 1869) ; id., Hamilton, in Blackwood's
Philosophical Classics (Edinburgh, 1879) ; and
Hamilton, the Man and His Philosnphu (ib.,

1883) ; .J. S. Jlill, Examination of Sir ivilliani

Hamilton's Philosophy (London, 18781 : Mnrti-
neau. Reviews and Addresses, vol. iii. (London,
1891) ; A. Seth, Seotti.ih Philosophy ( F.dinlmrgb,

1890) ; Stirling, iS'ir Willium Hamilton (London,

1805) ; Monck, Sir William Hamilton (New
York, 1881). His principal writings are acces-

sible in the four volumes of lectures edited by
Mansel and Veitch, reprinted in two volumes
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(Boston, 1859-60). A college edition of his

writings was published in 1855, by O. \V. Wight.

HAMILTON, William Gerard (1729-96).

An English statesman. Chancellor of the Ex-
chequer in Ireland. Of Scotch family, but born

in London, lie passed through Winchester Col-

lege to Oriel, O.xford, tliough he did not graduate.

Be entered liimself as a student at Lincoln's Inn

(1744), but left the law for political life, and
>ras a member of Parliament for both English

and Irish boroughs. 'Single Speech Hamilton'

was a misnomer, since Horace Walpole remarlvs

upon the brilliance of his oratory on more than

one occasion. Boswell mentions that he also

charmed Dr. Johnson by his personality and
conversation. He went to Ireland in 17G1, as

chief secretary to the Lord Lieutenant, and his

own secretary was Edmund Burke. Hamilton
was Chancellor of the Irish E.xchequcr ( 1763-

84), and retired to England with a pension of

£2000 a year. He was so notable a figure in his

time that the Letters of Junius were ascribed to

him, but he was more of a politician than a
statesman. His puljlished writings were col-

lected by Malone under the title of Parliamentary
Logicl- "(1808).

HAMILTON, Sir Willtam Rowan (1805-

€5). A Scotch-Irish mathematician, bom at Dub-
lin. His father, a solicitor, went to Dublin as

a boy. William was remarkable as a child, hav-

ing a good knowledge of Hebrew at the age of

seven, and at twelve having studied not only
Latin, Greek, and the leading modern languages
of Europe, but also Syriac. Persian, Arabic,

Sanskrit, Hindustani, and Malay. This devotion

to languages was encouraged by his father be-

cause of the opportunities for service in the East
India Company. During this same period his

mathematical powers liegan to be manifest, and
in his tenth year he entered a contest with the
young American calculator (see Calculatoes,
EEJirAKKABLE) Zerah Colburn, who was then
visiting Dublin, and, although defeated, made a
creditable record. Before he went to Trinity
College, Dublin (1823), in his eighteenth year,

he had not only mastered Euclid, Newton's Arith-
metica Viiii:ersalis and the Principin, and La-
place's Mccaiiigtie celeste, but he had discovered
an important error in the last-named work, and
had written an original memoir on osculation
of certain curves of double curvature. His career
at Trinity was one of remarkable brilliancy.

W'hile only a second-year student he read before

the Royal Irish Academy a "Memoir on Caus-
tics," which attracted wide attention, and led
Airy to assert that "it had made a new science
of optics." While still an undergraduate (1827),
Hamilton was ajipointed Andrews professor of
astronomy and superintendent of the observatory,
and soon after became Astronomer Royal for
Ireland. He was twice honored with tiie gold
medal of the Royal Society, first for his work
on optics, and again for his contributions to
d>mamics. He was knighted in 1835, and was
subsequently made president of the Royal Irish
Academy, and corresponding member of the Acad-
emy of Saint Petersburg and of the AcadSnie des
(Sciences of Paris.

Hamilton is chiefly kno-svn for his discovery
of quaternions (q.v.1. He announced the theory
in 1844, and in 1848 began to lecture upon it

at Trinity, His Lectures on Quaternions (1853)

and Elements of Quaternions (posthumous, 1866;
2d ed, 1809) were not, however, written in a
style to appeal to a large circle of mathematical
readers, and it is owing chielly to the work of

Professors Tait and Kelland that the theory has
attracted the attention that it merits. Consult
Graves, Life of Sir William Rowan Hamilton
(Dublin, 1SS2-89).

HAMILTON COLLEGE. An institution of
higher education, situated at Clinton, N, Y, It

was founded in 1793 by the Rev, Samuel Kirk-
land, a Congregational missionary among the
Oneida Indians, for the education of the white
and Indian population. The erection of a building,

of which the corner-stone was laid by (ieneral

Steuben in 1793, was brought to a standstill for

lack of funds, and was only completed in 1797
through the untiring efforts of the founder. In
that year the school was formally opened, and
until 1812 was known as Hamilton Oneida Acad-
emy, deriving its name from Alexander Hamil-
ton, one of its benefactors and trustees. In
1812, the necessary $50,000 having been collected,

the institution was chartered by the University
of the State of New York as Hamilton College,

It grew steadily for a while, but during President
Davis's administration differences arose between
him and the students, and the college suffered

in consequence. Under President North's admin-
istration, however, the institution developed into

one of the best-known classical colleges in the
United States, and has since maintained a nation-
al reputation, especially in the departments nf

rhetoric and oratory. It has made no effort

to give 'university' or specialized training, but
has consistently upheld high scholastic standards.
The two courses offered are the classical and
the Latin-scientific, both oft'ering numerous elec-

tives. One fellowship, fifty-five scholarships, and
a large number of prizes are available. The at-

tendance in 1002 was 200., and the faculty num-
bered 20. .4t the same time the endowment was
$500,000, the gross income $400,000. and the value
of real estate and collections was estimated at
$500,000, The library contains 43.000 volumes.
The campus, covering 95 acres, is notable as rep-

resenting the contributions of a large number
of individual graduates and college classes in

buildings, grounds, and other college improve-
ments. The presidents of the collesre have been

:

Azel Backus (1812-10) : Henrv Davis (1817-33) :

Sereno Edwards Pwight (1833-35); .Joseph

Renney (1835-39): Simeon North (1839-57):
Samuel Ware Fisher (1858-60) : Samuel Gilnian
Brown (1866-81): Henrv Darling (1881-91);
Melancthon Woolsey Stryker (1892—).

HAMILTON INLET. An indentation of the
Labrador coast. North America, 150 miles long,

with a maximum breadth of 30 miles (Map:
Canada, T 6), It forms the estuary of the
Grand or Hamilton River (q.v.). From the
north it receives the waters of Grand Lake,

HAMILTON BIVER. See Gra.\'d River,

HAMILTON SERIES, See Devonian Sts-
TEir.

HAMITES, or HAMITIC. Designations ap-

plied to peoples and languages of the white or
Caucasian branch of mankind settled from re-

motest times in Northern and Northeastern' Afri-

ca and the Canary Islands. Both in biological

character and in speech, as well as in situation

and activities, they are nearest to the Semites.
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The Haniitcs are in touch with African tribes

south of the Sahara, ami mixture with ncijroi's

has inlUicMccil the type of the ])o|)uhitioii during
thousands of years. On the other liaiid, llamite

culture has extended far from its original

province. The eastern Ijraneh of the Hamitcs in-

cludes: (1) The ancient Egyptians, the oldest

known people of the white race to develop a
high civilization. Their descendants are the

Copts, or native Christians, interspersed among
the po])uIatiiin. and the Fellahin or peasant class,

speaking a .Semitic language and practicing a
Semitic religion.

(2) Farther up the Nile the Nubians, strongly

negroid, are mixed with Hamite Bejas.

(3) The aboriginal population on the Ab}'3-

sinian plateau. Agau Haniites.

(4) Ethiopian Hamites: Sonialis, in many
tribes; Gallas, one branch of whom, including

Shoas and Amharas. e.xtends into Abyssinia;

Danakils in Afarland.

(5) Masai, in British East Africa, south of

the Equator and east of the Victoria Xyanza.
Tliey are Hamites in language, have dark skin

and frizzled hair, and are physically among the

most magnificent races.

(6) Wahuma or Watusi, the ruling race in

Northwestern German Africa, almost identical in

speech and biological character witli the Ciallas.

Passing westward from the Egyptian area along
the north of Africa, the Berber Hamites, in-

cluding Tuaregs, Shluhs, and I'Cabvles. occupy
the littoral region and the Sahara. They are
the descendants of the oldest known inhabitants

of this territory, who were believed to have been
the founders of the Mediterranean race,

(7) Tibus or Tubus. Hamites of the Sahara
north of Lake Chad, mixed with negroes. Their
speech is of doubtful affiliation.

(8) Fulah or Fulbe, in extreme Western Af-
rica, in Futa-tor and Futa Jallon.

(9) Guanches, ancient Hamites of the Cana-
ries.

Each of the separate peoples here named is

described in its proper place. Among the Ham-
itcs are tribes that show blond characteristics,

but it cannot be decided whether this is due
to albinism or to invasion of Teutonic nations.
The standard color is dark brunette : the hair is

black and curly, the body is over medium height,

and in some tribes of great stature. The Ham-
ites have, in recent years, come into especial

prominence through their connection with the
origin of Mediterranean peoples and early culture,

some ethnologists tracing their type into the
heart of Europe. Hamitie speech in its three
varieties. Egyptian. Ethiopian, and Berber, be-

longs to the inflected class, near to the Semitic,
from which it has been separated for millen-
niums. The oldest writing in the world is the
hieroglyphic inscriptions placed on their monu-
ments by the Hamitie Egyptians. They also
were the earliest engineers, machinists, and archi-
tects in massive stones. Consult: Sergi, Africa:
Anthropologiri dellii stirpe camilirri (Turin,
180")

: Stanford, Africa (London, 180.5) ; Keane,
Man. Prtnf ami PrrapnM London, 1809).

HAMIT'IC LANGUAGES. See African
L.\Nra'.\f;ES.

HAM'LET. See Amleth.

HAMLET. An opera by Ambroise Thomas
(ISflS). the French libretto being adapted by

Vol. IX.—33.
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Barbicr and Carre from Shakesiware. An Italian

\crsion, Amlelo, was presented in 1809 in London.

HAMLET. ( 1 ) The conunon spotted moray
(q.v. ). [2} The Bermuda grouper. See GbovpeR.

HAM'LEY, Sir Edw.vku Buuce (1824-9;i).

An English general and author, born at Bodmin,
son of Vice-Admiral \Villiam Hamley, and edu-

cated at Woolwich. In 1854 he w:is made adju-

tant, and later became aide, to Kicli:ird Dacres,

and served through the Crimean War. He was
appointed professor of military history at Sand-
hurst in 1859, and in 1882 he went with Sir

Garnet Wolseley to Egypt, fought at Tel-el-Kebir,

and was much aggrieved that his division was
not recognized, insisting that it had won the
day. He was made geneial in 1890, as a recom-

pense for his ill-treatment. Hamlcy's l)cst-

known works are: The Utory of tlic Vampaitjn of

Sebastopol (T855): The Operations of Mar Ex-
plained and niiistrated (last ed. 1878), an ex-

cellent work: The War in the Crimea (1891);
Ladi) Lee's Widonhood (1854); and reprints

from lilaelxirood, with which he was long con-

nected.

HAM'LIN, Alfred Dwigut Foster ( 1855
— ). An American architect, born at Constanti-
nople. Turkey, the son of Cy rus Hamlin, founder
of Robert College there. He graduated at Am-
herst in 1875; subsequently studied at the Massa-
chusetts Institute of Technology' and at the

Ecole des Beaux-Arts in Paris. In 1883 he be-

came special assistant in Columbia University,

He was .nppointed assistant jirofessor of arclii-

tecture there in 1889. adjunct professor of ar-

chitecture in 1891, and afterwards professor of

architecture. Among his publications, in ad-

dition to many magazine articles, are: .4 His-

tory of Architecture (1S9G), and a Handbook
of the TJistori) of Ornament

.

HAMLIN, Cyrus (1811-1900). An American
Congregational missionary and educator. He was
born at; Waterford, Me., and graduated at Bow-
doin College in 1834, and at Bangor Theological
Seminary in 1837. In the latter year he went
to Constantinople, as a missionary under the

direction of the American Board. In 18C0 he
began the work of establishing Robert College

at Constantinople, and succeeded in spite of the

strong opposition of the Turkish authorities. He
acted as its president until 1876. and then be-

came professor of dogmatic theology in Bangor
Seminary. In 1880 he was elected president

of Middlebury College, Vt., which post he re-

tained till 1885. He published Amonij the

Turks (1877), and Mn Life and Times (1893).

HAMLIN, Hannibal (1809-91). An Ameri-
can political leader, vice-president of the United
States in 1861-65. He was born at Paris Hill,

Me., and prepared for college at Hebron Acad-
emy, but his father's death prevented his taking
a college course. After some years spent in

running the home farm and a short period as
proprietor of a country weekly at Paris, he
studied law, wffS admitted to the bar, and in

1833 began practice at Hampden. Maine. His
long political career of almost a half-century be-

gan in 1835 with his election to the lower branch
of the M.nine Legislature as a Democrat. To this

he was a number of times reelected, and served

as its presiding officer in 1837, 1830, and 1840.

In the last year he was a Democratic nominee
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for Congress, but was defeated in the Whig land-

i^lide of that year. Two years hiter he was
I'Icctt'd to the Twonty-eiglith Congress, ami was
reeles'ti'd to tlie Twenty-nintli, serving from 184o

to 1847. Karly in his Congressional eareer he

took a proiiounwd .stand as an anti-slavery man,
opposed the annexation of Te.xas. and drew par-

ticular attention to liinijdf hy introducing the

famous Wilmot Proviso (q.v.) during tlie tempo-

rary absence of its autlior, and securing its ac-

ceptance by the House by a vote of 115 to 106.

In 1848 he was elected to tlie United States

Senate to fill a vacancy caused by the death of

Senator Fairfield. In spite of his action in

speaking and voting against Clay's compromise
measures, he was reelected for a full term of six

years in 1851. Before the completion of this

term, however, he had taken an active part in

the founding of the Republican Party, and re-

signed his seat in the Senate in 1856 upon l)eing

elected by that party Governor of his native

State. In 1857, however, he resigned from the

(jovernorship to resume his seat in tlie Senate.

to which he had been reelected, and where he

thought he could be of more use to the anti-

slavery cause than in the Governor's chair. He
remained in the Senate until after his election;

in 1860, as Vice-President of the United States

on the ticket with Abraham Lincoln. During the

Civil War he was a valued adviser of President

Lincoln, and the relations between the two were
especially intimate. He was again United States

Senator.' 1809-81. and was Minister to Spain,

1881-83. Consult C. E. Hamlin, Life and Times

<if Hnnnibnl Hamliii (Cambridge, 1899).

HAM'LINE, Leonidas Lent (1T97-1865). A
Methodist Epi.scopal bishoj), born in Burlington,

Conn. He studied for the ministry, but after-

wards read law, and practiced in Ohio. In

1830, however, he became a preacher in the

Methodist Church, in 1830 was chosen assistant

editor of the Western Christian Advocate, and
four years later chief editor of the Ladies' Re-

pository. In 1844, when the Methodist Church
divided on slavery, he was a member of the

General Conference, and drew up the plan of

separation. He was elected bishop at that ses-

sion, and served until 1852. Hamline University,

Minnesota, was named in his honor. A number of

liis sermons are given in the Works of L. L.

namline. D.D.. edited by Rev. F. G. Hibbard,
D.D. (1869). Consult Palmer, Life and Letters

of Leonidas L. namline. I>.D. ( N^ew York, 1866).

HAMLINE TINrVERSITY. A coeducation-

al Methodist Episcopal college at Hamline, Minn.,
midway between Saint Paul and ^linncapolis.

It was situated at Redwing until 1869, when
it was closed, and reopened in 1880 at Hamline.
It has a preparatory department with about 100
students; a college of liberal arts, with an
attendance of 200; and a college of medicine,

with 1.50 students, at Minneapolis. The college

faculty in 1902 numbered 20, and the medical
faculty 48. At the same time the university

library contained 6000 volumes, the buildings and
grounds were valued at JfSlSO.OOO. the endowment
was $200,000, and the annual income was $24,-

000.

HAMM, hiim. The capital of a circle in the
Prussian Province of Westphalia, situated at the
confluence of the Ahse with the Lippe. 23 miles

northwest of Arnsberg ( Map : Prussia, B 3 )

.

It is surrounded by old ramparts and a moat,
and contains a Catholic church dating from
1510, and an old gymnasium. It is at the junc-

tion of several railroad lines, and produces many
varieties of iron articles, gloves. Hour, liquors,

starch, leather, bricks, eje. In the vicinitj' are
thermal baths. Hanini was formerly the capital

of the County of Mark and a member of the

Hanseatic League. Population, in 1890, 24,969;
in 1900. 31,371.

HAMMACHER, hii'miiG-er. Frieoricii ( 1824-

1904). .\ (Iciiiian politician, born at Essen, and
educated at Bonn and Berlin. He had to leave

the Government service in 1850 because of his

part in the rising of '48. and went into business.

He soon became interested in the mining in-

dustries of the Rhine District and of Westphalia,

and founded at Dortmund a union for mining
interests. A member of the Prussian House of

Deputies (1864-68), and of the Reichstag from
1809 to 1898, with two interruptions, he was one

of the founders and leaders of the National

Liberal Party ; took an especial interest in eco-

nomic questions, and drew up the declaration of

more than two hundred Deputies, which, in 1878.

altered Bismarck's commercial policy. He was
one of the promoters of a Government system

of railroads in Prussia in the following year, and
a founder and director of the German Colonial

Union. In 1S89 he mediated the disagreements

between the Rhenish Westphalian miners and
mine-owners in the coal strike of that year.

HAMME, liiini'mp or ham. A town in the

Province of East Flanders. Belgium, situated on

the right bank of the Dunne. 18 miles east-north-

east of Ghent (Map: Belgium, C 3). It contains

grain and oil mills, has manufactures of lace,

ribbons, and linen, and carries on trade in flax.

Population, in 1890. 12,039; in 1900, 13,755.

HAMMER (AS. humor, Icel. hamarr, OHG.
tianiur. (ier. {{ammei-; connected with OChurch
Slav, kainy, Lith. ukmii, stone, Gk. aK/iuii\ akmon,
anvil, Skt. a.inian, stone). A tool used for apply-

ing the force of impact either for the purpose

of beating or forging malleable materials into a

specific shape, or for driving nails, spikes, wedges,

etc. Hammers may be divided into two general

classes, viz. hand hammers and power hammers.
Hand hammers are made in a variety of forms

to suit the particular purposes for which they

are employed. They are all made with a steel

or iron head set crosswise of a wooden handle.

The part of the hammer which strikes the work
is called the face, and the opposite part is called

the pane. The pane of the ordinary carpenter's

hammer is bent, and has a V-shaped notch to

permit its use as a lever for drawing nails; that-

of a geologist's hammer is wedge-shaped, etc.

Many hammers have two faces, either of which

m.ay" be used indifferently. Hammers of large

size requiring the use of both hands to wield

them are commonly called sledges, and usually

have two faces.

Power hammers are of several forms, the most
important of which is the direct-acting steam
hammer and its modifications, the drop-press

and drop-hammer. One of the oldest forms of

power hammer is the tilt-hammer, which con-

si.sts essentially of a handle working on a hori-

zontal axle at or near one end. and having a

head at the other end. The handle and head

are usually made of iron, and very heavy. This
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type of liaiiiimr is opeiaU'd by a cam or cc-

ceiiti'ic (si'L' C'.\.m'; Ecc'ENTHic) , wliiili swings up
tile head end one or two tect and lets it drop.

An anvil placed so as to receive tlie blow is an
essential pari of tlie nieclianisni. Various modi-
fications of tliis simple device have been devised,

but, like the original form, they have become
])raetically obsolete in forging operations, having
been replaced by the ilirectacting steam ham-
mer. This tool was invented bj- .James Nasmytli,
wlio first conceived the invention in 1S39. but
did not patent it until lSt2. Sleanwhile a steam
hanuner had been actually built at the iron-

works of Le t'reusol, France, the- idea of wliich,

according to English writ'/rs. had been obtained
from Nasmyth's preliminary sketches, to which
the French builders had had access. Be this as it

may, the fact is that the first Nasmytli hammer
was erected at the Bridgewater Foundry at Patri-

croft, near Manchester, England, in 184.'!. This
hammer consisted of two vertical uprights or
columns surmounted by an entablature, which
carried an inverted vertical steam cylinder miil-

way between the two columns. In this cylinder
was a piston, with a piston-rod projecting down-
ward between the two columns and carrying at
its end a casting which formed the hammer
proper. An anvil block occupied the space lie-

tween the feet of the columns, and received the

blow of the hammer. To operate the hammer
steam was admitted to the cylinder below the
piston, w'hich raised it with its attached jiiston-

rod and hammer to any height desired, limited
by the height of the cylinder; wlien at the desired
height the steam was allowed to escape into the
air. and the piston and its attachments fell by
gravity. The force of the blow depended upon
the weight of the hammer and the height of the
fall. The hammer was worked by means of an
ordinary slide-valve and a long lever, requiring
great labor and constant attention in order to
give the blow required; so that some contrivance
capable of adjustment was necessary in or<ler

to have complete command over the power of the
blow, and in order that, (he instant the blow
was struck, the block should rise again, so that
not only no loss of time should ensue, but that
the heat in the mass of iron on the anvil might
not be reduced or carried off by the cold face of
the block. The peculiar difficulty of securing
a true automatic arrangement will be seen when
it is considered that the instant of percussion
must vary with almost every blow that is striick:

for the piece on the anvil becomes thinner and
thinner by each succeeding blow, and in flat =

bars a blow is first given on the flat side, and
(hen on the edge, the difference in the fall of the
hammer in the two cases being oftentimes several
inches; and further, that the liammer must be
under i)erfect control at all times.
Nasmyth, after many and protracted trials,

failed to produce the motion required, and, as a
consequence, the whole hammer scheme was on
the point of being abandoned. In this dilemma,
and during Nasmyth's absence from the works,
his partner, Gaskell, applied to their engineering
manager, Robert Wilson, who afterwards became
managing partner and successor to Nasmyth, to
endeavor to solve the problem which had hith-
erto baffled the skill of Nasmyth. Wilson took
the matter in hand, anil in little more than a
week a mechanism was invented and attached
to a hammer upon which former experiments

had been made, and was at once found to
answer most admirably every condition re-

(|uired. I'nder the inllucnce of this very beau-
tiful mechanical de\icc cvciy variety of blow
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Set!ti()ii showing cylinder and valve meohaniflm.

could be given—from the gentlest tap to the
heaviest blow within the compass of the hammer
—and that, too, perfectly self-acting in every re-

spect, the long lever and the hard work before

STEEL-UAMMEn.
For forging iron and stw'l.

referred to being now entirely banished. By
simply altering the position of the tappet lever
by means of two screws, a blow of the e.vact

force required could be produced and continued
so long as steam was supplied. On August IS.

1843, the first hammer was delivered to the Low-
Moor Iron Works, near Bradford. Yorkshire, and
gave such satisfaction that orders for this re-

markable tool began to flow in from all parts
of the country. The hammer remained in this
condition, with the exception of a few minor
details, from 1843 to 1803, when Wilson (who
had become connected with the Low ^loor Iron
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Works) invented, patented, and applied to tlie

lianuuevs at Low Jloor and elsewhere what is

lalk'd the "cireular Ijalaiiced valve.' He later

devised for the steam looomolive a balanced
slide-valve, in which, by a most ingenious ar-

rangement, the valve is allowed to Uoat, as it

were, in an atmosphere of steam pressing equally
upon it on every side, entirely doing away witli

all superineiim)>ent pressure upon the val-ve, no
matter what the pressure in the boiler may be.

The great advantage of this invention will be
apparent when it is stated that hammers are
now ni.ide of such a size that if the valve were
not balanced a small steam-engine would be re-

quired to move it. In June, 1801, Wilson pat-

ented and introduced another very important
improvement, popularly known as the double-
acting hiind-year motion. By this arrangement,
the steam is admitted as before to raise the
piston, and when it has attained the required
elevation, and at the very moment when aliout

to descend, by slightly increasing the travel of

the hand lever (more than when working single-

acting), the steam is admitted into the cylinder
iiliore the piston, which accelerates and increases
the intensity of the falling blow and the conse-

quent capaeit}' of the hammer .so nuich that a
6-ton hammer is, by this double-action arrange-
ment, increased to at least a 12% or 15 ton one.

Since 1861 the chief improvements in steam
h.ammers have been in the nature of mechanical
improvements in detail and construction to en-

able larger hanunei's to be built. A steam
hammer of great size was erected at the Bethle-
hem Steel Works, South Bethlehem. Pa., in

1889, to be used in forging armor plates and
other large steel objects. The steam cylinder is

76 inches in diameter, and has a stroke of 16'/;

feet, and the weight of the moving parts is 12,5

tons : the anvil is made up of three 22-inch iron
blocks, each weighing "0 tons. This hammer, it

is interesting to note, has been put out of com-
mission. At Perm. Russia, there is a 50-ton
hammer; at the Terni Steel Works, in Italy, one
of 100 tons; at the Krupp Works at Es^en.
Germany, one of 50 tons ; at Woolwich Arsenal,
England, one of 25 tons: and at Le Creusot,
France, one of .50 tons. Recently steam hammers
have been replaced by hydraulic presses for forg-

ing armor plate and similar large forgings, and
they arc now seldom built in the large sizes

stated above. In smaller sizes for making drop-
forgings (.see Forge. Forging), and for forging
the vast majoritv of smaller work, they are still

extensively used. In some works compressed
air is used in place of steam for operating their
hammers. For a description of a class of com-
pressed-air o])erated hanuners for light work,
such as driving rivets, calking, etc., see Pnei-
MATic Tools. The steam hammer doubtless
ranks as one of the most important economic
inventions of all time.

HAMMER, hii'mfr. .TuLlus (1810-62). A
German poet, born in Dresden. He studied juris-

prudence at Leipzig, hut in 1834 made the
acquaintance of Tieck and Theodor Hell by his

play Das seltsame Friihstiick, and decided to de-

vote himself to literature. It was largely due to

him that the Schiller Society was formed at Dres-
den in 1855. The early period of his literary ac-

tivity was taken <ip with fiction of comparatively
small value, only Einkclir nnd Umkehr (1850)

deserving mention; and his dramatic attempts
met with little success and had' not much worth.
He is best known for his poetry: the popular
collection of ])roverbs, ,Schav iiin dicli und sclnni-

in dich (1S51, 33d ed. 1892). A similar didac-

tic tendency is characteristic of his other lyric

productions, Z\i alien giiten titunden (1854);
fester Grund ( 1857) ; Auf stillen Wetjen ( 1859) ;

heme, Uebe, lebe (1862), all republished many
times. He also published a poetic version of the
Psalms, Die Psalincn der lieilif/en Hehrift ( 1801 ) ;

Unter dem Halhmond (1800) ; and the religious

anthology Leben und Heimat in Gott (13th ed.

1890). Consult Ende, Julius Hammer (Nurem-
berg. 1872).

HAMMER, The. A popular name for Judas
Maccaba'us.

HAMMER AND SCOURGE OF ENG-
LAND, The. a popular title for William Wal-
hice.

HAMMER-CLOTH. A cloth which covers
the driver's seat in some kinds of carriages, said
to be so called from the former custom of using
the bo.x as a receptacle for tools. Another ex-

planation of the name is that it is a corruption
of hammock-cloth, the seat which the cloth covers
being formed of straps or webbing stretched be-

tween two crutches, as a sailor's hammock is

suspended, to secure ease of motion. A third
suggestion has been made that hammer is a cor-

ruption of the Dutch liemel, canopy. Hammer-
cloths are usually ornamented Avith fringes, and
bear the arms of the proprietor of tlie carriage.

They are old-fashioned, and now seen only on
the ceremonial carriages of royalty.

HAMMERFEST, ha'mer-fest. A seaport of

Norway and the most northern town in the

world, "situated in latitude 70° 40' 11" N.. and
longitude 23° 30' E., on the west shore of the
island of Kvalo, in a barren, treeless district

(Map; Norway, LI). The town is almost en-

tirely built of wood. The sun is above the
horizon from the 13th of May to the 29th of

July. Its absence for .several months in the
winter has led to the extensive introduction of

electric lighting, the power being derived from
waterfalls. Tlie chief occupations of the people
:>re the production of cod-liver oil and walrus-

hunting. There is an active trade with the
Russian port of Archangel. Population, in 1891,

2188: in 1901, 2298.

HAMMERHEAD, or HAMMERFISH. ( 1

)

A shark of the geinis Sphyrna, consisting of four

or five species, and constituting a family. Sphyr-
nida>, distinguished from all other fishes by the

extraordinary form of the head, which in the

adults resembles a double-headed hammer, with
the eyes at the ends of the lateral extensions.

The mouth is below the centre of the head. Some
of the species attain a length of fifteen feet, and
are very voracious. The great hammerhead
{Sphyrna ziifjrvna) is found in all warm seas.

occurring on the coast of the United States and
Europe. These sharks are ovoviviparous, and
jiroduce about 40 yoimg at a birth. See Plate
of Great Sharks. (2) See Hammerkop.
HAMMERHEAD BAT. An extraordinary

fruit-eating bat {Hy]isi<tnnthiis monsfrosus) , dis-

covered about 1860 by Du Chaillu in the Gabun
region of West Africa. It is about five inches

long, and has the nose greatly swollen and pro-
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longed, as shown in the illustration of its head on

the Plate of Bats. Nothing is known of its

liabits.

HAMMERICH, ha'nier-iK, Maktin Joha.n--

NES (ISU-IU). A Danisli linguist and teacher,

brother of Peter Frederik Adolf IJamnierieli, liis-

torian and tlieologian. He studied tlieology, but

early showed interest and marked ability in

mythology and philology; received his degree in

1S36, was instructor of Sanskrit at Copenhagen
from 1841 to 1844, and was head of a gymnasium
at Christianshavn. His important works are:

a translation of the i<akuntala of Kalidasa (last

edition, 1870); Om Ragnaroksiiitilkcii (1830);
Jiidrag HI en Skildring of Hiilbery (1858);
Ewalds Levned (18(50): Daninark-Norgcs- Lit-

ieratur i kort Overblik (1804) : Thorculdsen oy

hans kuuxt (1870).

HAMMERKOP. The Dutch name in South
.\frica for a liird, the umbrette (q.v. ), ..\nglicizod

as 'hanuncrhead.'

HAMMER OF HERETICS. A title applied

to Saint Augustine; also to Pierre d"Arlly, presi-

dent of tbe Council of Constance (1414-18).

HAMMER OF THE SCOTCH, The. A popu-
lar nauK' for Edward I. of England. It appears
on his tombstone in Westminster Abbey.

HAMMER-PURGSTALL, ham'mer poorg'-

stal, Joseph. Baron (1774-1850). An Austrian
historian and Orientalist, born at Gratz. He
studied in the Oriental Academy of Vienna, took
part in the pviblication of an Arabic-Persian-
Turkish lexicon, and was appointed interpreter

to the Internuncio at the Porte in 1709, continu-

ing in the .Vustrian diplomatic service until 1817.

when he was made Aulic Counselor. In 1847-40

he was president of the newly established Acad-
emy of Sciences of Vienna, ileanwhile he wrote
constantly on many subjects connected with the
history and literature of the Orient. He trans-

lated from the Arabic, Persian, and Turkish
works ]jreviously luiknown in Europe. One of

his most important contributions was the hit-

feruturf/cschichtr dn- Arahcr (1850-50). and one
of his best known, the Diwan des Hafiz (1812).
He also wrote the Geschichte der Assassinen
(1818), and Geschichte der osinanischen Dicht-
kiiiifit ( 1 830-37 )

.

HAMMERSCHMIDT, ha'mer-shmit, An-
OKEAS (1011-75). A Bohemian musician, born at
Briix. In 1035 he became organist of Saint
Peter's. Freiberg, and four years later accepted a
like position at Zittau. He remained there for

nearly forty years, and
^^—-jUpon his death a statue

his-^_^^^_^_^_^ was erected to
'Tll^I^^^^as iiiemory. His comjjosi-

tions were of great im-

portance at their time,

and include: Weltliche
Oden (1650); Chor-
miisik fiinfter Theil

(1652) ; Kirehen- und
Tafelm iisik ( sacred con-

certos. 1002).

HAMMER-SHELL.
An Oriental bivalve
mollusk. of the wing-

shell family (Aviculidse) and genus Malleus, re-

markable for the T-shape of its shells, which are

RAMMER-8BELL.

cxjianded along the hinge-margin. It is also

called iiammcr-oystcr.' and the flesh is eaten.

HAM'MERSMITH. A metro])olitan borough
of Lunilon. _\Iiddlesex. England, on tbe left bank
uf the Thames. miles weslsoulbwest of Saint
Paul's; formerly a sulnuban village with large

nursery and market-gardening interests (Map:
London, E 5). It lias numerous educational and
benevolent institutions and is a populous Pdinan
Catholic centre. It is traversed by several im-

purfant railways. Population in ISOl. 07.283;
in 1001, 112.245.

HAMMOCK. The apparatus in which a sailor

slings his bed derives its name through the Span-
ish hamaea, from a Peruvian weird, the custom
of thus suspending a bed having been derived
from Peru, where the natives fasten the two ends
of a piece of canvas, or of a netting of grass
twist, to the branches of a tree. A sailor's ham-
mock consists of a rectangular piece of henijx'n

or cotton canvas, about six feet long and three
in width, gathered together at each end by means
of cords and a clew, and hung to hooks under tl^
deck. The hammock thus suspended forms a sort
of bag capable of containing the sailor's mattress,
his blankets, and himself, as soon as he has
acquired the far from easy knack of climbing into

it. The hammocks are taken below at sunset and
hung in rows about two feet apart, in the men's
portion of the ship. When done with in the
morning the bedding is carefully tied up within
each, and the whole stowed in the huiiDnock-nei-
tiiig, which is no longer a netting, but is a locker
or box-shaped receptacle, and is generally in the
bulwarks of the waist.

HAM'MOND. A city in Lake County. Ind.,

21 miles south by east of Chicago, III.; on the
Crand Calumet River, and on the Erie, the Michi-
gan Central, the Baltimore and Ohio, the Wabash,
and several other railroads (Jlap: Indiana. B 1).

With its exceptional railroad facilities, the city

is of considerable importance as :i commercial
and manufacturing centre. The industries in-

clude ext«isive steel-spring and chemical works,
nail-mills, a slaughtering and meat-packing plant,

ilour-mills, carriage-works, a distillery, starch-

works, a glue-factory, brick-yards, etc. Settled in

1809, Hammond was incorporated in 1883, the
charter of that date being still in operation. The
government is vested in a mayor, chosen every
four years, and a city council, which elects

administrative officials. The water-works are
owned and operated by the municipality. Popula-
linn, in 1800. .5428; in 1000. 12.370.

HAMMOND, Antho.w (1068-1738). An
English pamphleteer and poet. He was born in

Huntingdonshire, for whicli he w'as elected a
member of Parliament in 1605. .\s a fluent and
well informed speaker on financial questions, he
soon gained a considerable reputation, but his

lack of tact stood in his way. He was twice
chosen as member for Cambridge I^niversity. and
in 1701 was appointed a commissioner for stating
the public accounts. The following year he was
made a commissioner of the Navy, under Godol-
pliin's Administration. After another term as
nicniber of Parliament he went in 1711 to Spain
as |iaymaster of the British forces there, but soon
retired and devoted himself to literary pursuits.

In 1720 he edited a Nrir Miscrllnitt/ af Oririhial

Prjcnifs, Tr(u)xhiium.i and Imitations. ;iiid he also
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published several paMi])lik'ls cm political and
finnncial sul)ici4s.

HAMMOND, Edwakd Payson (IS.'Jl— ). An
American evangelist. He was born at Ellinjfton.

Cona. ; graduated at Williams College in 1858.

and studied theologj- at the Union Theological

Seminary, New York, and at the Free Church
Seminary. Edinburgh. After being ordained to

the Presbyterian ministry in 1803, he engaged in

evangelistic work in the United States, Canada,
and Great Britain, and met with remarkable suc-

cess. He wrote many tracts and a number of

hymns for use in his work. His work is described

by Headlev, in The Reaper and the Harvest

(1884 1.

HAMMOND, Henry (160500). A learned

English divine and controversial writer, born at

Chertsey, Surrey. He was educated at Magdalen
College. Oxford, and in 1629 became rector of

Penshurst. His devotion to Charles I. cost him
the living; nevertheless lie continued to act as

chaplain to the King until 1647. when all the

r#yal attendants were dismissed. After that he

was subdean of Christ Church, O.xford. but was
soon imprisoned, and spent the rest of his life

in Worcestershire. His separate works numbered
fifty-eight, the most celebrated of which are the

Practical Catechism (1644), and Paraphrase
and AHnotations on the New Testament (1653).
His M iscellaneotis Thenloffical Works have been

published (1847-50). His Life, by Fell. Bishop
of Oxford (London. 1601), is a charming biog-

raphy, and has been followed by several modern
biographers.

HAMMOND, .Ubez D. (1778-1855). An
.American author and jiolitician, born in New
Bedford, Mass. He practiced medicine in Ver-

mont, but afterwards studied law and followed

that profession at Cherry Valley. N. Y. He was
a Democratic Congressman from New York in

1815-17, a State Senator in 1817-21, and in 1825
was made a commissioner in the settlement of the

claims of New York against the Federal CJovern-

raent. In 1838 he was elected county judge at

Albany, where he had lived since 1822, and he

was one of the regents of New York University
from 184.') until his death. His published works
include: The PoJilical Historii of ISiew York to

December. IS.'iO (1843); Life and Opinions of

Julius Melhnurn (1847); and Life of Silas

Wright (1848).

HAMMOND, .Iames Henry (1807-64). An
American politician. He was born in Newberry
District, S. C, graduated at South Carolina
College in 1825, and was admitted to the bar in

1828. In 1830 he liecame editor of the l^ontheni

Times, published at Cohmibia. S. C. He entered

Congress in 1835, was Governor of South Caro-
lina in 1842-44, and was a member of the United
States Senate from 1857 to 1800. Both as an
editor and as a incmber of Congress he was a
vigorous exponent of nullification and States'

rights, and a defender of the institution of slav-

ery. Several letters written by hini in defense
of slavery, as a reply in part to an anti-slavery

circular by Clarkson. were published, with vari-

ous essays advocating the same view, in a volume
entitled Tfte Pro-Slareri/ Argitment (1853).

HAMMOND, .TouN Hays (18.55— ). An
American mining engineer, born at San Fran-
cisco. He irradunted at the SheflReld Scientific

School of Yale University in 1876, and after a
mining course at the Bergakademie, Freil)erg

(Sa.xony), Germany, he was appcinted mining
expert on the United States Geological Survey
and Mineral Census for the examination of Cali-

fornia gold-fields. In 1882 he became superin-

tendent of silver-mines at Sonora, Mexico, and
later was consulting engineer to a mining com-
pany at Grass Valley, Cal. He then became
consulting engineer to an iron company in San
Francisco and to the Southern and Union Pacific

railway companies. In 1893 he was appointed
consulting engineer to the various mining com-
panies operated by a L(mdon firm in South Af-

rica, and later to the British South Africa Com-
pany, known, as the Chartered Company, to the

Consolidated Gold Fields Company, and other

organizations of promoters acting in that region.

While in South Africa he was connected with
the Jameson raid, was tried for complicity in the

revolt against the South African Republic, and
was sentenced to death. This sentence was, how-
ever, commuted to fifteen years' imprisonment,

and later Hammond was released by the Boer
authorities upon the payment of a fine of .$125,-

000. Afterwards he established himself in Lon-
ilon, whence he directed mining interests in Mexi-
co and tile United States.

HAMMOND, Robert (1621-54). A soldier

in the English Civil War. He was born in Sur-

rey, was educated at Oxford, and in 1043 was ap-

pointed captain in one of the cavalry regiments of

the Parliamentary forces which were then being

organized. His career in the earlier part of the

war was so creditable that he was made colonel

of an infantry regiment in 1645. He was present

at the battle of Naseby. and at the capture of

Bristol and of Dartmouth. In the struggle which

soon afterwards began between the army and
Parliament, Hammond at first sided with the

former, but his scrui)les finally compelled him
to change his mind, and he resigned from mili-

tary service, accepting the appointment of Ciov-

ernor of the Isle of Wight. King Charles I.,

having been led to expect that he would be be-

friended by Hammond, threw himself upon the

latter's protection ; but Parliament ordered the

King to be kept in custody, a duty which the

Governor performed, with many misgivings, from
November 13. 1647. to November 29, 1648. In

1654 Hammond was ;ippointed by Cromwell a

member of the Irish Coinicil, but he died in

Dublin sliortiy after his arrival.

HAMMOND, Samuel (1757-1842). An
American Revolutionary soldier. He was born in

Richmond County.. Va., and as a youth took part

in Indian warfare. In the Revolution he partici-

pated in the battles of King's Mountain. Cow-
pens. Eutaw Springs, and other engagements.

In 1803-05 he was a member of Congress from

Georgia; from 1805 to 1824 was miUtary and
civil Governor of Upper Louisiana; and from
1831 to 1835 was Secretary of the State of South

Carolina.

HAMMOND, William Alexander (1828-

1900). An American neurologist, born in An-
napolis, JId. He graduated in medicine at New
York Universitv in 1848; was assistant surgeon

in the United States Army from 1848 to 1850, and

surgeon from 18.50 to 1860; professor of jvnatomy

and pliysiologj- in Maryland University from

1800 to 1861:' and again surgeon in the United
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States Army from the outbreak of tlie rebellion

in 1861. He was Surgeon-General of the Army,
with the rauk^f brigadier-gcueral, from ISUi! to

18(i4, when lie was dismissed from the service

upon the charge of official corruption after trial

by court-martial. In 1878 President Hayes,
under authorization of Congress, reviewed the
findings of the court-martial, following which ac-

tion Dr. Hammond was restored to his rank and
placed on the retired list as a brigadier-general.

He was professor of mental and nciTous diseases

in Bellevue Hospital Medical College from 18G7
to 1873, and occupied the corresponding chair in

New York University from 1873 to 1882. In
1882 he became a founder of the New York Post-
graduate Medical School, in which he was profes-

sor of mental and nervous di.seases till his death.
He established the Quartcrlij Journal of Psycho-
logical Medici)ie and Medical Jurisprudence, and
was a fovnider of the New York Medical Journal.
.\mong his published works are: Plu/siological
Memoirs (1863) : Militari/ Hygiene (1863) ; Lec-
tu)-es on Venereal Diseases (1864) ; On Wakeful-
ness ( 1866 ) : t^lcep tuid Its yerrous Derangements
(1860); Insanity in Its Medico-Legal Relations

{ 1866) ; The Physics and Physiology of Hpiritual-
ism (1871) : Diseases of the Nervous tiystem
(1871): Insanity in Its Relations to Crime
(1873); Mental Work and Emotional Disturb-
ances (1878); Cerebral Byperwniia. (1895);
Fasting Girls (1879); Sexual Impotence in the
Male (2d ed. 1885) ; Treatise on Insanity (2d ed.

1883), and several novels.

HAMMURABI, hil'moo-ra'bl. King of Ba-
bylonia (c.2240-2185 B.C.). The dynasty to which
he belonged seems to have been of Canaanitish
origin. It began to reign over Babylonia n.c. 2379.
Probably in the time of Hauniiurabi's grand-
father. Apil Sin, while Sin-idinnam ruled in Lar-
sam, an invasion of Babylonia by the Elamite
Kuturnachinita took place. The date of this event
is known from the statement by Asshurbanipal
(B.C. 608-626) that he brought back from Susa
the statue of Nana which an Elamitish king had
captured 1635 years before. The conquest tliere-

fore occurred in B.C. 2285. One of Kutiir-
nachunta's successors. Simti-Shilchak. made bis
son, Kutur-mabuk. lord of \"amutbal. He be-

came a great conqueror, putting an end to Sin-

idinnam's power in Larsain and apparently tak-
ing possession of .Syria. His son. Rim Sin. was
made viceroy in Larsam ; Sin-muballat. Hammu-
rabi's father, was driven out of Ishin. But
Hammurabi himself was finally successful in ex-
pelling the Elamites. and. as recently discovered
inscriptions show, extending his own power so
far as to include Susa itself. He was thus a
great conqueror and builder of a large empire.
Y'et it is as an organizer of this empire that he
has become particularly famous. He not only
ruled over a realm that seems to have extended
from the Mediterranean into the mountains of
Susiana. from the foot of the mountains of Kur-
distan to the Persian Gulf, but he wisely cared
for the inner development of his kingdom and
established it by law. Tn his inscriptions he
records especially the building of a large canal
to bring the water of the overflow into the land of
Shumir and Akkad. He also erected a great
granary for the storing of wheat .against times of
famine. And there are numerous accounts of his
building operations in the extension of temples

and palaces. The social life of Babylonia in the
time of Hammurabi has long been known more
intimately than that of any other period of its

history, thanks to the great uumlicr of contract-
tablets, deeds, testaments, bills of sale, and the
like that have been found. A discovery recently
made by "De Morgan throws an interesting liglit

upon the laws which were recognized in the
empire. A great stele, giving in 44 columns 280
edicts, was found in Susa. These laws, probably
intended to be enforced in the conquered province,
deal minutely with the various situations in life

that must be considered in tlie administration of

justice, and show Hammurabi to have been ,1

wise legislator, as well as a great conqueror and
administrator. This code of Hammurabi was
probabh' followed in Syria, as well as in Susiana
and in Babylonia, and it is therefore natural
that many of the statutes should remind of those
which found embodiment from time to time in the
law codes of Israel. Consult: Winckler, Ge-
schiehtc Babyloniens und Assyriens (Leipzig,
1892) ; MaspOi'o, Hisloirc ancienne: les premieres
melees (Paris, 1897) ; Rogers, .1 History of
Babylonia and Assyria (New Y'ork, 1900) ; King,
Letters and Inscriptions of Hammurabi (London.
1898) ; Winckler, Der alte Orient. Heft 4 (Leip-
zig. 1902).

HAMON, a'mo.N', Jean Louis (1821-74). A
Frcncli genre painter. He was born at Saint
Loup, near Plouha. in northern Brittany, March 5,

1821. He was educated for the priesthood, but
his artistic temperament carried him to Paris,
where he studied painting with Delaroche and
Gleyre. He exhibited the "Tomb of Christ" in

the Salon of 1848. "Equality in the Harem" in

1849, and a "Roman Poster" in 1850. In 1849
he found employment in the porcelain manufac-
tory at Sfevres, in which work he was very suc-
cessful. His enameled casket, exhibited at the
London Exposition of 1851, took a medal. His
"Human Comedy" (1852), and the celebrated
"Ma sceur n'y est pas" ("My Sister is Not at
Home") made his reputation; the latter was
purchased by Napoleon III. At the Paris Exposi-
tion of 1855 he received a second-class medal and
the ribbon of the Legion of Honor. In 1862 he
went to Rome, and in 1865 he established him-
self at Capri. The last years of his life were
spent at Saint Raphael (Provence), on the Medi-
terranean, where he died May 29, 1874.
Hamon belonged to the 'Neo-grec' or Pompcian

School. His art is the logical development of
that of Ingres and Gleyre : it represents mod-
ern ideas in a classical garb. It is delicate and
mythical, and graceful in execution, but without
real life. The Luxembourg and the Museum of
Marseilles possess examples of his work, and there
are several in .\merica. .Among bis later subjects
are: "The Muses at Pompeii" (1866): "The
Promenade" (1867); and "Le triste rivage"
(the "Sad Shore"), his last work, exhibited in

1873. Consult La Fenestre, "Hamon," in I.'Art.

vol. ii. ( 1S75).

HAMP'DEN, .Toiix (1594-1643). An English
statesman and patriot. He was born in 1594,
the eldest son of William Hampden, of Great
Hampden, Buckinghamshire, and Elizabeth,
davighter of Sir Henry Cromwell, of Hinching-
brooke. Huntingdonshire, aunt of Oliver Crom-
well. In 1610 he was entered a gentleman com-
moner at Magdalen College, Oxford, and in 161,1
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was admitted to the Inner Temple, wliere he
made oonsideial)le progress in tlie study of law.

On January 30, 1621, he first entered the House
of Commons as a member for Grampound. He
attaolied himself to the party of Saint John,
S'Iden, Coke, Pym, and those who opposed the

arbitrary encroachments of the Crown; but at

first took no very forward part in public busi-

ness, and spoke but seldom. In the first three

Parliaments of Charles I. he sat for Wendover.
In 1627. for refusing to pay his proportion of the

general loan which the King attempted to raise

on his own authority, Hampden was imprisoned
in Hampshire .'or nearly a year. His uncle, Sir

Edmund Hampden, with whom he is sometimes
confused, was one of the five knights who sued

for liberty on a writ of habeas corpus in the fa-

mous Five Ivnights case. The prisoners were all

set free -when Charles found it necessar}' to sum-
mon his third Parliament. Hampden's industry

in Parliament now rendered him one of its lead-

ing and most useful members ; he was on most of

its committees ; but after the dissolution of the

Parliament of 1628-29 he retired to his estate and
devoted himself to study, and country sports and
occupations. In 1634 Charles had recourse to

the impost of ship money, claiming that it was
not a tax. but a commutation for the military

.service, which everv one owed. .\t first limited

to London and the maritime towns, and levied

only in time of war. it was in 1635 extended to

inland counties in time of peace, when Hampden
resolutely refused to pay it. and his example was
followed by nearly the whole County of Bucking-
ham. In 1637 he was prosecuted liefore the Court
of Exchequer for non-payment, when a majority

of the judges gave a verdict against him. The
moral victor^', however, was clearly with Hamp-
den. In the Short Parliament of 1640 Hampden
took a prominent part in the great contest be-

tween the Crown and the House of Commons. To
tlie Long Parliament he was returned for both
^^'endover and the County of Buckingham, and
made his election for the latter. For his resist-

ance to the King's proceedings, he was one of

the five members whom Charles, on .January 4,

1642, rashly attempted in person to seize in the

House of Commons. On the breaking out of

the Civil War he raised and became colonel of

a regiment in the Parliamentary Army under the
Earl of Essex. He was also a member of the

Committee of Public Safety. He was an excellent

soldier, and constantly urged Essex to a more
energetic conduct of the campaign. Some of his

reputed victories over the Royalists, however, as

at Aylesbury and Reading, are unhistorical.

Prince Rupert having attacked a Parliamentary
force at Chinnor. near Thame. Hampden joined

a small body of cavalry that was rallied in haste
to oppose him, and in the fight that ensued at

Chalgrove Field received in the first charge a

wound of which he died six days later, on .Tune

24. 1643.

See .Anthony it Wood. Athence Oxonienses. vol.

iii. (Oxford. '1813-20)
; Clarendon's Historii of

the RchdUnn (6 vols.. Oxford. 1888); Lord
Nugent, Memorials of John Hampden (2 vols.,

London. 1832), with letters; Macaulay's essay
on Lord Xngent^s Memorwls of Hampden (New
York. IRfil); .John Forster. TAfe. in "Eminent

.English Statesmen." vol. iii. (London. 1S371 ;

id.. Arrrst of the Fire Members (London. 1860) ;

n\., Debates on the Grand Remonstrance (London.

1860) ; id., iSiV John Eliot (2 vols., London,
1864) : S. K. (lardincr. History of England. 1603-
.',:i (10 vols., London and New York, 1883-84);
and his Ureat Viril ir«r (4 vols., London and
New York, 1803).

HAMPDEN, .ToiiN (c.1656-96). An English
])oliti(ian. grandson anil luimesake of the famous
statesman. By 1679 he represented his native

county, Buckingham, in Parliament, but made
no great sensation there, and became known more
as a partisan than as a debater^ while his long
sojourns in France developed free-thinking ten-

dencies. On suspicion of being implicated in the

Rye House Plot, he was imprisoned in the Tower
( 1683 I . tried and condenuied to death, but saved
himself by ap])ealing to the King's mercy and
revealing even more tlian he knew. He thus
lost caste with his own party, and when it gained
the ascendency at the accession of William III.

Hampden did not receive the honors nor the posi-

tion he expected. He was defeated when he ran
for Parliament, and turning despondent, com-
mitted suicide.

HAMPDEN, Renn Dickson (1793-1868).
Bishop of Hereford. He was born in Barbadoes,
iLarch 29, 1793. and educated at Oxford. Hav-
ing left the university in 1816. he held dilTerent

curacies, and in 1827 published An Essay on the

Philosophical Evidence of Christianity, followed

by a volume of Parochial Sermons Illustrative

of the Importance of the Revelation of God in

Jesns Christ. In 1829 he returned to Oxford and
was tutor at Oriel (1832), after having twice

acted as public examiner in classics. He was
selected to preach the Bampton Lectures in 1832,

when he chose for his subject The Scholastic Phi-

losophii Considered, in Its Relation to Chri.^tian

Theology (London. 1833). Notwithstanding a
charge of .Arianism, he became principal of Saint
JIary's Hall (1833). and professor of moral phi-

losophy (1834). and in 1836 regius professor of

divinity. There resulted a widespread and vio-

lent, though ephemeral, controversy, his oppo-

nents objecting to certain of his views placing

the authority of the Scriptures higher than that
of the Cliurch. Later he published a Lecture on
Tradition (1839; .5th ed. 1842). and a lecture on
The Thirty-nine .Articles of the Church of Eng-
land (1842). His nomination by Lord .John

Russell to the vacant See of Hereford, in Decem-
ber. 1847. was again the signal for a violent and
organized opposition, and his consecration in

March, 1848. took place in spite of a remon-
strance by many of the bishops and the resistance

of Dr. Jlerewether. the Dean of Hereford. Among
the more important of his later writings were the

articles on "Aristotle," "Plato." and "Socrates."
contributed to the eighth edition of the Enct/clo-

pcedia Britannica. and afterwards reprinted with
additions imder the title of The Fathers of Greek
Philosophii (Edinburgh. 1862). He died in Lon-
don. April 23. 1868. Consult his life by his

daughter (London. 1871).

HAMPDEN, Richard (1631-9,5). An Eng-
lish statesman. He was the second son of the

famous .Tohn Hampden (q.v. ). and at the age
of twenty-five entered political life as member for

Buckinghamshire. As an ardent supporter of

Cromwell Hampden had a seat in Parliament
imtil the end of the Protectorate, and afterwards

durinsr a considerable part of the reigns of

Charles II. and .Tames II. Inheriting the politi-
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cal principles and sterling character of his father,

he resisted tlie S-tuart cneroachmeuts ujiun popu-
lar rights, and his fear of the religious tonse-

qucnces led him to advocate earnestly the measure
for excluding the Uuke of York, afterwards .lames

11., from tlie throne. In the Parliamentary delib-

erations in 1680, «liieh ended in the call of Wil-
liam, Prince of Orange, to the British throne,

Hampden bore an important part, and upon the

establishment of the new dynasty was rewarded
with responsible appointments. He was made
Privy Councilor, a Commissioner of the Treasury,
and linally Cliancellor of the Exchequer in 1690.

HAMPDENjSIDNEY college, a college

situated near Farmville, Prince Edward Count}',

Va. ; founded in 1776, and chartered in 1783.

It is under Presbyterian auspices, but is non-
sectarian. It offers courses leading to the de-

grees of Bachelor of Arts, Bachelor of Science,

and Bachelor of Literature. The attendance aver-

ages 100. The college has buildings and grounds
valued at $22.5.OU0. productive funds amounting
to $150,000. and an income of $13,000. The li-

brary contains some 16.000 volumes. Among its

early trustees were Patrick Henry and James
Wadison, and among its presidents Rev. John
Blair Smith, afterwards first president of Union
College. New York, and Rev. Archibald Alex-
ander, afferwards founder of Princeton Theolog-
ical Seminary.

HAM'POLE, RiCHAKD, Rolle of. See Rolle,
RlCH.\HD.

HAMP'SHIRE, Southampton, or familiarly
H.\NTS. A maritime coiuity in the south of
England, b,ounded on the west by Dorsetshire
and Wiltshire, on the north by Berkshire, on
the east by Surrey and Sussex, and on the south
by the English Channel (Map: England, E 5).

Area, including Isle of Wight, 1622 square miles.
The surface is irregular, being traversed by the
North and South Downs. The principal rivers are
the Anton or Test, the Itehen, and the Avon. The
climate of the country is in general mild and fav-
orable to vegetation ; the climate in the south of
the Isle of Wight is milder than that of any other
portion of Great Britain. Hops are cultivated,
and the bacon cured here is famous. Vegetable
gardening is an important pursuit. Southamp-
ton and Portsmouth, both termini of important
railways, are the chief centres of trade, while
Winchester is the capital. The New Forest is an
extensive tract in the southwest of the county.
Hampshire contains many interesting relics of
the early ages of English" history. Of these the
chief is Porehester Castle, on Portsmouth Harbor,
Population, in 1901, 798,7.56. Consult Shore,
History of Hampshire (Southampton, 1892).

HAMP'STEAD. a metropolitan borough of

London, in Middlesex. England. 4 miles north-

west of Saint Paul's Cathedral (Map: London.
D 6). The borough has an area of 3^4 square
miles, over 1.") per cent, of which is devoted to the

finest open public grounds of the metropolis.
Hampstead is the seat of several benevolent and
other metropolitan institutions, has one of the

finest of London town halls, municipal electric

lighting, baths, and public library. It is situated
on a range of hills that reach their greatest alti-

tude of 443 feet in Hampstead Heath, which
commands extensive views. It was formerly a

village celebrated for its mineral springs as far

back as the Roman period, and many valuable
arcluEologieal finds have been made here. From
early times it has been a favorite residential sec-

tion, with numerous elegant mansions and villas

of Londoners. It has interesting artistic and lit-

erary associations of Pope, Addison, Uay, .John-

>on, Byron, Keats, Leigh Hunt, .loanna BaiUie,
Constable, Du Maurier, and others. Hampstead
Heath, with an area of 240 acres, and Parliament
Hill, on the southeast with 265 acres, acquired by
the London Boai'd of Works since 1870 as ]niblic

grounds, are popular and greatly frequented re-

sorts on Sundays and holidays. Population, in

1891, 08,120; in 1901, 81,942. Consult Baines,

Records of Hampstead (London, 1890) ; White,
Sieert Ibnupsteud (London, 1901).

HAMP'TON. A city and the county-seat of

Franklin County, Iowa, 59 miles north by west of

Marshalltown ; on the Iowa Central and the

Chicago Great Western railroads (Map: Iowa,
D 2). It has a fine court-house and a public

park. The cit.v is the centre of an agricultural

and stock-raising district, and is an important
market for horses. Population, in 1890, 2067;
in 1900, 2727.

HAMPTON. A town and the county-seat of

Elizabeth City County, Va., on the north side of

Hampton Roads, 2i-2 miles northwest of Fort-

ress ^Ionroe and 16 miles north by west of Nor-
folk: on the Chesapeake and Ohio Railroad
(Map: Virginia, H 41. It is a popular resort,

with good bathing facilities ; and has considerable

trade in agricultural produce, fish, oysters, and
canned crabs. The town is the seat of the Hamp-
ton Normal and Agricultural Institute, and has
the Church of Saint John (Protestant Episcopal),
built in 1660, a National Soldiers' Home, with
2000 inniateSj and a National Cemetery where
3323 bodies are interred, 600 of unknown dead.

The government is administered under a charter

of 1887 by a mayor, elected every two years, and
a iinicameral council. Population, in 1890, 2513;
in 1900, 3521. Hampton was settled (before

1610) on the site of an old Indian village, Kiquo-
tan, and for many years was known by that

name. It was one of the original boroughs repre-

sented in 1619 in the first Virginia Legislature.

During the Revolution and the War of 1812 it

suffered by fire at the hands of the English, and
again in August, 1861, it was burned by a Con-
federate force under General Magruder.

HAMPTON, .John Somerset Paki.noton,
Baron (1799-1880). An English statesman, born
in Worcestershire. His father was William Rus-
sell, but he adopted his mother's name. Paking-
ton. upon inheriting estates from her family. He
received his education at Eton and Oxford, but

took no degrees, and entered Parliament in 1837.

In 1852 he was Colonial and War Secretary under
Lord Derby, First Lord of the Adiniralty in 1859,

and was again appointed to the same position

in 1866. when his party returned to power. He
was War Secretary under Disraeli. :ind w:is made
a baron in 1875. His Parliamentary labors

tended toward advancement in education and free-

dom in religion.

HAMPTON, Wade (17.54-1835). An .\mpri-

can soldier and planter, grandfather of Gen.
Wade Hampton (181S-1902K He seri'ed with
distinction under Marion and Sumter in the

Revolutionary W'ar, but, as Mc^faster says in his

History of the People fjf the United States
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(vol. iv., p. 49), he "was another of that small

class of oflicers who, after serving with credit

in the War for Indepundonce, fought with dis-

credit in the War of IS 12." Xol only did he

show no ability during the disastrous campaign
in which he took part as major-general in Wil-

kinson's army, but he helped to render abortive

the projected invasion of Canada in 1813 by the

enmity which he displayed toward his superior.

The next year he resigned his commission, and
returned to South Carolina, where he became one

of the wealthiest planters in the State. He was
twice elected to Congress, once in 1794 and again

in 1802.

HAMPTON, Wade (181S-1902). An Ameri-
can soldier and politician, the third of that

name, born at Columbia, S. C. the son of one of

the wealthiest planters in the South. He studied

law at the University of South Carolina, but in-

stead of practicing gave all his time to the man-
agement of his extensive estates. Although a
Democrat in politics, he belonged to the Union
rather than the States Rights wing of the party,

a fact which shut him out from political prefer-

ment in a State where radicalism was so rife as

it was in South Carolina. With the secession of

his State from the Union, however, he entered

enthusiastically into the movement for the estab-

lishment of the Confederacy, and early raised and
equipped from his private means the command
which, under the name of 'Hampton's Legion,' did

good service for the Confederate cause throughout
the war. At the head of these troops Hampton
participated in the first battle of Bull Run and
in the Peninsular campaign, was wounded at

Fair Oaks, and soon afterwards was commissioned
brigadier-genei'al of cavalry. He took part in

Lee's northward advance in 1863, was thrice

wounded at Gettysburg, and was promoted major-

general on August 3d following. He was engaged
in opposing the advance of Sheridan in the Shen-

andoah Valley in 1864, where he showed such high

qualities as a cavalry commander that he was in

August of that year commissioned lieutenant-gen-

eral and placed in command of all Lee's cavalry.

Later he commanded the cavalry in .Johnston's

army, which opposed Sherman's advance from
Savannah in 1865. After the war he entered

enthusiastically into the work of building up the

South and reconciling its citizens to the outcome
of the struggle. In 1876 he was nominated by the

Democrats for Governor, and after successfully

contesting the election with his Republican oppo-

nent, Daniel H. Chamberlain, he served until

1878. when he was elected to the United States

Senate. There he served by reelection until 1891,

when his opposition to the Populistic tendencies

of the Tillman Democracy in his native State led

to his retirement. From 1893 to 1897 he was
United States Commissioner of Railroads, to

which office he was appointed by President Cleve-

land.

HAMPTON COURT. An English royal

palace, situated amid extensive pleasure grounds,

on the north bank of the Thames, one mile from
the village of Hampton and about 15 miles west-

southwest of London. It dates from 1515, when
it was built for Cardinal Wnlsey. who presented

it to Henry VIII. The palace is built of red

brick with stone facings, and consists of three

quadrangles, with some smaller courts. The great

eastern ami southern fronts were Inult frnn\

UG HAMPTON NORMAL INSTITUTE.

designs by Sir Christopher Wren, for William
III. In the palace Edward VI. was born. Queen
Jane Seymour died, and Charles I. was impris-

oned. It was tlic occasional residence of Crom-
well, and was a favorite periodical residence of

the sovereigns until the reign of George II. It

contains one thousand rooms, eight hundred of

which in suites are now occupied by needy per-

sons of rank in favor with the King. There is

a famous picture gallery, with a valuable col-

lection of old masters. The gardens cover 44
acres of land : one of the most notable features

is the labyrinthine maze. The palace and grounds
are opened daily to the public, free of charge,

and constitute a popular holiday resort of the

Londoners. Consult Law, Bainpton Courl in

Tudor. Sluart. Orange, and Guelph Times (3

vols., London, 1885-91").

HAMPTON COURT CONFERENCE. A
conference at Hampton Court, shortly after the

accession of James I. to the throne of England,
for the discussion of religious differences. The
King presided, and was supported by Arch-
bishop Whitgift, with eight bishops, seven deans,

and two other clergymen. The Puritan party,

whose demands were under consideration, were
represented by four eminent clergymen of mod-
erate views. These demands had been presented
to the King in the previous year in what is

known as the Millenary Petition, because it was
intended to be signed by one thousand Puritan
clergj'men, though in fact it seems not to have
been done, about seven hundred and fifty clergy-

men having probably signified their adherence
by letter. It disclaimed schism, and, unlike
former demands of the Puritan party, carefully

refrained from attacking episcopacy, restricting

its prayers to a purification of the ritual and
the encouragement of preaching as an essential

part of the service, together with greater lati-

tude of belief for those clergymen who objected

to subscribing to the whole of -the Prayer-Book

:

and, lastly, to the reform of a few enumerated
abuses, principally in matters of discipline.

There were three sessions of the Conference

—

on January 14th. 16th. and 18th. The petitioners

were admitted to the second, in which .Tames

preserved an appearance of impartiality until

the unfortunate use of the word "presbyter'

threw him into a passion, and he left the room
with the declaration: "I shall make them con-

form themselves, or I will harry them out of the

land, or else do worse." On the third day the

King's decision, save for a few points entirely

adverse to the petitioners, was announced in in-

decorously harsh language. This marks the begin-

ning of the close connection between the bishops

and the House of Stuart, and the alienation of

the Puritan party.

The Millenary Petition is printed in Prothero,

Statutes and Constitutional Documents. 1559-

lf!25. p. 413 (Oxford. 1894), together with a
few documents bearing upon the Conference.

The Petition and .James's proclamation for the

use of the Prayer-Book are also to be found in

Gee and Hardv. Documents lUiistratiie of Eng-
lish Church History (J^ondon, 1896). See also

Gardiner. History of England. 1R0^-.'i2 (T^ondon

and Xew York. 1SS3-S4)! i. 146.

HAMPTON NORMAL AND AGRICUL-
TURAL INSTITUTE. An institution for the

education of negroes and Indians, situated on
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a plantation of 185 acres on the Hampton River,

Virginia, two miles from Old Point Comfort.

The school was opened in 1808 under the auspices

of the American Missionary Association, with

Gen. S. C. Armstrong in charge. In 1870 it

received a charter from the State. It is a private

corporation, administered by a board of 17 trus-

tees of difl'crent denominations. The school has

55 buildings, including, besides dormitories and
recitation-halls, a library with 11.000 volumes,

a church, a hospital, gj'mnasiura, sawmill, plan-

ing-mill, various shops, a well-equip])ed trade

school, and a large building for domestic science

and agriculture. The instruction comprises aca-

demic, trade, agricultural, domestic science, and
normal courses." The Armstrong and Slater Me-

morial Trade School, opened in 1806, gives train-

ing in the theory and practice of carpentry,

painting, blacksmithing, tailoring, and other

handicrafts. The girls are instructed in house-

work, laundry-work, cooking, sewing, upholstery,

and other home and farm occupations. A farm

with barn and stock, greenhouses, and experi-

ment station furnishes work and instruction for

agricultural students. Five miles from the school

is another farm of tiOO acres, largely for stock,

also worked by students. The expenses of tuition

are met by contributions: but in pursuance of

the school's policy to foster independence in the'

students, those who are unable to pay their

board are required to make a return in labor.

The young men are under military discipline,

and are organized in a battalion of six companies.

The school publishes a monthly paper, the South-

ern Workman, devoted to matters relating to the

two races, and printed, as is all other school

literature, by the students' printing department.
In 1002 the school had 80 instructors and an
attendance of 1070, of whom about 110 were
Indians. The day school is closed from .June to

October, but the industrial departments continue

through the summer. A normal institute is car-

ried on during six weeks in the summer for the

colored teachers of the South. Between four and
five hundred attend. Tlie institute has grad-

uated over 1100 students, of whom 60 per cent,

are engaged in teaching. At least 6000 under-

graduates have gone nut from the school. Of the

colored students wlio have finished their trade

studies since 18S5. about 80 per cent, are either

teaching trades or working at them. Many for-

mer students of both races are successful farmers

or engaged in varit)us business enterprises, while

a limited numlwr have fitted themselves for pro-

fessional careers. The most noted graduate is

Booker T. Washington (q.v. ). of the class of

1875. The endowment of Hampton is nearly

$1,100,000. and the annual income of about .$165.-

000 is received from endowments, from the State

land scrip and agricultural funds, from the Oov-

ernment Indian funds, from the Slater and Pea-

body funds, and from private henefactions. mostly

in the form of srlmlarships.

HAMPTON ROADS. Tlie lower part of the

estuary of the .Tames River, Virginia, where it

falls into Chesapeake Bay (Map: Virginia, H
5). It is an important military point, and is

defended by Forts Wool and i\fonroe. Its chan-

nel is broad and deep, and the harbors along its

shores, especiallv that of Xnrfolk, are excellent.

This fact. tii;;ether with the n\imber of railroad

lines which terminate at Norfolk and other point.^

on ils shores, gives it a considerable commercial

importance. During the Civil War there were two

naval engagements in and near Hampton Roads.

On March S, 18U2, the frigate Co)i(jri-ss, the sloop-

ofwar Vuinbcrlund, the steam frigates Minncmla
and l\o<nwkc, and the ship tSaiiit Laurence were

in the roadstead, when the Virninia, an iron-clad

Confederate craft, formerly the I'nited States

steam frigate Merrimac, which had been seized

the year before, attended by two small steamers,

came from Norfolk, passed rapidly by the Con-

gress, exchanging broadsides, and ran directly

into the Cumberland, which sank in less than

three-quarters of an hour. The Congress was
disabled and .set on fire, and eight hours later

her magazine exploded. The other Union vessels

escaped. The Union loss was 286; that of the

(.'onfiHleralcs only about a dozen. On the follow-

ing day the famous contest occurred in the Roads

between the Federal Monitor and the VirfiinUi.

Sec M(jMTOK.

HAMPTON ROADS CONFERENCE. In

American history, an informal conference, with

reference to the "arrangement of a peace between

the North and South, held on a vessel, the River

Queen, near Fort Monroe, February 3. 1865,

toward the close of the Civil War, between Presi-

dent Lincoln and Secretary of State Seward, rep-

resenting the United States Government, ami

Vice-President Alexander H. Stephens, Senator

Robert M. T. Hunter, and Assistant Secretary of

War .John A. Campbell, representing the Confed-

erate States. The conference was brought about

primarily by Francis P. Blair (q.v.). who con-

ceived that the war might be closed and the two

sections of the country reunited by arranging for

joint action on the part of the Federal and Con-

federate armies against Maximilian in Mexico,

with a view to the enforcement of the Monroe
Doctrine and the possible absorption of Mexico

by the I'nited States, the Southern States to

agree, however, to the complete abolition of sla-

very within their boundaries. President Lincoln

refused to consent to such a conference except on

the basis of union, and the Southern commis-

sioners somewhat equivocally acceded to his

terms. During the conference, wdiich lasted for

four hours, President Lincoln expressed himself

in favor of the admission of the Southern States,

after their surrender, to innucdiatc representation

in Congress, and stated that in regard to the

confiscation acts he should "exercise the |)ower of

the executive with the utmost liberality," but that

he would never modify to the slightest extent the

Emancipation Proclamation, though "if the w-ar

should then cease, with the voluntary .abolition of

slavery by the States," "he should, personally,

favor the payment by the Federal Government of

a fair indemnity to the former slave-owners. He
disapproved, however, of the project for a joint

attack upon the French in Mexico. ;ind refused to

consent to any treaty with the Confederate Gov-

ernment as such, or to consider any proposition

for peace which did not provide for the complete

restoration of the Union. Tlie conference broke

up without any agreement having been reached,

and the Confederate commissioners immediately

reUirncd to Richmond. Consult : Nicolay and Hay,
Ahr'ilinm Lincoln: A Tlislorii. vol, x. (New York,
1800) : A. H. Stephens. The War lietwecn the

Hhtlex. vol. ii. (Philadelphia, c. 1808-70) : and
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Davis, Rise and Fall of the Confederate Govern-
ment, vol. ii. (New York, 1881).

HAM'STER (Ger., from OHG. hamstero,
weevil; possibly borrowed from Lith. staras,

hamster). A burrowing gregarious rodent o£ the

Old World, reineseiiting a subfamily (Crieetinae)

of the mice (Murida'), and having the trouble-

some habits of the North ..Uuerican gophers. The
group is characterized by the tuberculous crowns
of the molar teeth, by the extensive cheek-

pouches, and by the short, hairy tail. The ham-
ster (Cricetus vulgaris) is a native of the north
of Kurope and of Asia, and is abundant in many
parts of Germany and Poland, but rare west of

the Rhine. It is of variable color, usually red-

dish-gray above, the belly black, the feet white,

and large white spots on the sides, throat, and
breast. It is larger and of stouter form than
the common rat, with the tail only about three

inches long. It burrows in dry soils, each indi-

vidual making a burrow for itself, to which there

are more entrances than one, and which also con-

tains several holes or compartments, one of them
lined with straw or hay, in which the animal
sleeps. Some of the chambers are capacious enough
for the storing of large quantities of seeds or other
provisions, even to the amount of 00 or 100
pounds of grain or beans, which the animal carries

thither in its cheek-pouches, and on which it feeds

during the milder parts of winter, spending the

most severe part of that season in a state of

torpid hibernation. It is a great pest to the

farmers, and the object of their unceasing hos-

tility; but it is very prolific, and produces two
or three broods in the year, 16 to 18 at a birth.

This leads, occasionally, to their appearing in

countless swarms, overrunning the fields in mi-

grating hordes which form a devastating plague
until gathering enemies and disease kill them
off. The hamster feeds generally on vegetable

food, as leaves, seeds, and the like, and is said

also to devour small quadrupeds, birds, frogs, etc.

It is a fierce and pugnacious animal, and exhibits

more than the pertinacity of the bulldog. The
skins of hamsters are of some value. There are
several other smaller species of the genus, mostly
Asiatic, and two other genera in the subfamily,
both African.

HAN. A Chinese dynasty. It was founded
by one Liu Pang, a soldier of fortune (born B.C.

247, died B.C. 195), who rebelled, took to soldier-

ing, became Duke of P'ei, later Prince of Han,
and after much fighting and many adventures be-

came the acknowledged Emperor of the country.

and mounted the throne about B.C. 200. The capital

was at Chang-an (now Si-ngan-fu in Shen-si) ;

but later, in the reign of the fifteenth Emperor
(a.d. 251, it was changed to Lo-yang in Ho-nan.
Hence the division of the dynasty into Western
or Former, and Eastern or Later Han. It came
to an end in a.d. 220, when the Empire became
divided into Three Kingdoms.' one of which is

known as the Minor Han (A.n. 221-204). In all

fourteen emperors ruled during the Former Han.
twelve during the Later, and two during the
Jlinor Han.

One of the first acts of Kao-ti, its founder, was
to abolish the tyrannical laws of his jiredecessors,

and to establish a new code characterized by mod-
eration and justice, and in the reign of his succes-

sors literature began to revive. In B.C. 91 ap-
peared the first general history of the coun-

try, from the pen of Sze-ma Ts'ien, the
Herodotus of China, whose works covered the
period from 2097 to B.C. 104. Two hundred
and twelve years later appeared the great dic-

tionary of Hiu Shin, in whicli all the words
in Chinese literature—about ten thousand in
all—are defined and explained. Early in the
dynasty the .Jews entered t bina and established
a colony in Ho-nan (see Kai-Fung), and in

B.C. 121 silk was introduced into Europe. In
A.D. 67 Buddhism entered China under Imperial
auspices, and Taoism, under the inlluence of the
new cult, began to take on its present forms. The
practice of burying slaves with the dead was
abolished and clay figures used instead, and it

would appear that marionettes were invented dur-
ing this dynasty. Though not without internal
troubles at times, and a usurpation that threat-

ened the continuity of succession, the Han period
was one of increasing prosperity and advancing
civilization and culture. Consult: Williams,
Middle Kingdom (New York, 1883) ; and Giles,

Historic China (London, 1882). See Chinese
Empire.

HAN'AFORD, Phebe Axxe (Coffin) (1829
— ). A Lniversalist minister and author, born
on the island of Nantucket. She was brought up
a Quaker. She w as married in 1849 : was or-

dained a minister in 1808, and has preached with
success in Massachusetts, at New Haven, and at

Jersey City, and on several occasions has per-

formed the duties of chaplain to the Legislature
of Connecticut. She has also been conspicuous in

temperance work. She has been a voluminous
writer, having published poems, es.says, addresses,

stories, and lives of Abrriliam Lincoln (1865), of

George Pcabodii (1870). and of Charles Dickens
(1870). Other works include Leonette, or Truth
Sought and Found (1857) : The Soldier's Dauah-
ter'iime): The Young Captain (1868); a"nd

From Shore to Shore, and Other Poems (1870).

HANATJ, hii'nou. The capital of a circle in

Hesse-Nassau. Prussia, situated at the junction

of the Kinzig with the ilain. 12 miles east of

Frankfort (ilap: Prussia , C .?) . The newer por-

tion of Hanau wiis founded in 1597 by Walloons
and Protestants from the Netherlands, and with
this date begins the town's industrial develop-

ment. The most notable buildings are the castle,

formerly the residence of the counts of Hesse-Phil-

ippsthal and now owned by the city; the old

Church of Saint ilary, mentioned at the beginning

of the fourteenth centurs'; the seventeenth-cen-

tury Church of Saint John : the two ancient town
halls, dating from the fifteenth and sixteenth

centuries respectively; the seventeenth-century

town hall, the theatre, and the house formerly oc-

cupied by (he brothers Grimm, natives of Hanau.
Hanau is an important industrial centre, and is

noted for its gold and silver ware. There are also

manufactures of tobacco, cigars, gloves, carpets,

paper, knit ware, machinery, and chemicals.

Hanau has. near by, one of the largest powder-

factories in the world. There is a considerable

trade in local manufactures, agricultural prod-

ucts, and lumber. The town possesses canal com-
munication, and is well equipped with advanced

schools and the most modern improvements. In

the vicinity are situated the fine palace of Phil-

ippsruhe and the bathing resort of Wilhelmsbad,
with its iron springs. Population, in 1890. 25,-

029: in 1900, 29,846, mostly Protestants.
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Hanau is believed to have had its origin in a
Roman settlement. It was raised to the rank of a
city early in the lourleentli ccnuiry. and was
fortified in 152S. Dnring the Thiny Vears' War
it was occupied repeatedly by the Swedes and the

Imperial troops, and it was the scene of the last

battle fought by Napoleon on German soil. This
conflict, which took place on the ;!Oth and 31.st

of October. 181.'!. resulted in the .severe defeat of

the allied armies under Wrede.

HAN'BURY, Benjamin (1778-1804). An
English Nonconformist historian, born at Wolver-
hampton. He was employed in the Bank of Eng-
land from 1803 ti> ISo!). He devoted himself to

collecting documents bearing on all Nonconform-
ist matters, and took the most lively interest in

the promotion of the cause. His works include:

An Historical Research Concerning the Most
Ancient Congrenational Church in. England . . .

(1820) : Historical Memorials Relating to the In-

(leiKndents . . . (.IS.Sil) ; and .1 Life of Calvin
(18.31).

HAN'COCK. A village in Houghton County,
Jlich., opposite Houghton; on Lake Portage
and on the Duluth, South Shore and Atlantic
Railroad (ilap: ilichigan. El). A ship canal
to Lake Superior ati'ords transportation facilities

also by water. Hancock is in the centre of the

Lake Superior copper region, and besides several

highly productive copper- mines has smelting-

works, foundries and machine-shops, and other

industrial estaltlishments. Montezuma Park and
a Finnish college are among the features of the
village. It was settled in 1859, and in 1863 was
incorporated. Under a charter of 180.5 the gov-

ernment is vested in a president, chosen annually,
and a village council, elected on a general ticket.

The water-works are owned and operated by the

municipalitv. Population, in 1890. 1772; in

1900. 40.50.'

HANCOCK. .John- (1737-93). An American
patriot of the Revolutionary period, president
of the Continental Congress, a signer of the
Declaration of Independence, and the first Gov-
ernor of the State of Massachusetts. He was
born at Braintrce, Mass.. January 23, 1737,
graduated at Harvard in 1754, and was adopted
by an uncle, Tliomas Hancock, who in 1764 left

him a fortune of about £80,000, and to whose
large mercantile business he succeeded. After his

graduation he spent some time in England. He
was for .several years one of the selectmen of

Boston, and after 1766 was repeatedly elected to
the Massachusetts General Court, where he
steadily resisted the encroachments of the Brit-
ish Ministry. After the 'Boston Massacre' (q.v.

)

in 1770. Hancock was a member of the com-
mittee which was appointed by the people of

Boston to demand of Governor Hutchinson the
removal of the British troops from Boston, and
on the fourth anniversary of the 'massacre' he
delivered the customary commemorative oration,
and by his boldness and eloquence attracted at-
tention to himself anew as one of the leaders of
the Patriot or Whig Party. In June. 1774,
he was appointed by the General Coiirt. of
which he was a member, one of the representa-
tives of Massaehiisetts in the first Continental
Congress, and in October he was appointed chair-
man (later president) of the first Provincial
Congress of Massachusetts, which adjoumed on
December lOth. He was likewise president of

the second Provincial Congress, which assembled
at Cambridge in February of the following year,

and by his activity in this and other extralegal
proceedings incurred, with Samuel Adams, the
bitter ho.slility of Governor Gage, whose ex-

pedition to Lexington and Concord on April
18th-19th (see Lexington) was sent out in

part to secure the ca])ture of these two leaders,

and who, when issuing his proclamation of par-
don on .June I2th, expressly excepted Hancock
and Adams, "whose offenses," he said, "are of too

flagitious a nature to admit of any other con-
sideration than that of condign punishment." In
defiance of the known hostility toward Hancock
of the British Ministry, and partly, no doubt,
whh a view to winning over n\embers of the
wealthier and more aristocratic families in New
England, who as a class were inclined to con-

servatism, and were disposed to remain loyal
to the home Government, Hancock was elected
president of the Continental Congress in May,
1775. Though he resigned this position in Octo-
ber, 1777, he remained a member of the Congi'css
until 1780, and served again in that body in

1785-86. In 1778, as major-general of Massa-
chusetts militia, he commanded the State troops
in the Rhode Island expedition. In 1780 he was
a member of the Constitutional Convention of
Massachusetts, and upon the adoption of the
Constitution there framed was elected first Gov-
ernor of the State, in which position he was re-

tained by annual reelections until 1785. After
an intermission of two years he was again Gov-
ernor from 1787 until his death. Though at first

thought to be opposed to the Federal Constitu-
tion as drawn up by the convention at Philadel-
phia in 1787, he presided over the Massachusetts
convention which ratified that document in 1788,
and used his influence to win over those who fa-

vored rejection. Concerning Hancock's character
and the extent of his influence there has been
much difference of opinion among historical writ-
ers; but he is now generally considered to have
been a man of undoubted patriotism and of con-
siderable ability, whose usefulness at times was
impaired by his vanity and his jealous disposi-
tion. There is no adequate biography of Han-
cock, but considerable material bearing upon his
life may be found in Abraham E. Brown, John
Hancock, His Book (Boston, I89S).

HANCOCK, WiNFiELD Scott (1824-86). A
distinguished American soldier, born February 14.

1824, at Montgomery Square, Montgomery Coun-
ty, Pa. He graduated at West Point, .June 30,
1844, number eighteen in a class of twenty-five,
and was assigned, Tuly 1, 1844, as a brevet second
lieutenant to the Sixth Infantry, with which he
served for two years in the Indian country. He
was appointed second lieutenant in the same
regiment in June. 1846. In the Mexican War he
commanded a company at the National Bridge
(August 12. 1847), and subsequently earned the
brevet of first lieutenant "for gallant and merito-
rious conduct at Contreras and Churubusco."
From 1848 to 1855 he served successively as regi-

mental adjutant and quartermaster, and for a
short time as assistant adjutant-general. Depart-
ment of the West. Having shown great aptitude
in all staff details, he was appointed captain and
assistant quartermaster in Noveniher. 1855. and
was assigned to duty in Florida. lie accompanied
General Harney to Kansas, serving during the
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border troubles there, and in 1855 was ordered

to proceed to Utah, arriving at Fort Bridgcr with

his wagon-train after a march of 700 miles in 26

days. At this point he found his old regiment

under orders to march overland to California.

He was directed to accompanj' it, in charge of

the transportation. Organizing and equipping a

train of 128 wagons, from inferior materials, he

conducted it safely over a rough trail of 1100

miles to its destination, at Benicia. From May,

1859, to August, 1861, he was chief quarter-

master on the Pacific Coast, with headquarters

at Los Angeles.

At the outbreak of the Civil War (iijitain

Hancock was among the first to be appointed to

the grade of brigadier-general of United States

Volunteers, his commission being dated Septem-

ber 23, 1861. Assigned to command a brigade

in Smith's Division, Fourth Corps, Army of the

Potomac, he first led it in action at Williams-

burg, Va. (May 5, 1862), where he earned the

mention, in General McClellan's dispatches, that

"Hancock wa« superb." At Antietam. upon the

death of General Richardson, he was placed in

command of the First Division, Second Corps.

In November, 1862, he was promoted to be

major-general United States Volunteers. At
Fredericksburg, Va., December 13, 1862, his new
command suffered a loss of 40 per cent., including

150 oflicers killed and wounded. The battle of

Chancellorsville (May 2-4, 1863) was to a great

extent prevented from becoming a total rout of

the Federal forces by the steadiness of TIancnck"s

division. Soon afterwards the command of the

Second Corps was given to him. On the

morning of July 1, 1863, the .advance of Lee's

army, having encountered the left wing of the

Army of the Potomac in front of Gettysburg, was
steadily pressing it back, with the loss of its

commander, Reynolds. General Meade ordered

Hancock to proceed to the battlefield, assume
command there, and virtually to decide at liis dis-

cretion whether the Army of the Potomac should

meet the Army of Northern Virginia at that time

and place. Hancock arrived on the field at 3.30

P.M., to find the Confederates massing their forces

for a farther advance while confronted by the

depleted lines of the Federal Army. He quickly

infused confidence among the troops, reformed the

Federal lines, and in various ways so strength-

ened his position as to deter General Lee from
making his contemplated attack. On the follow-

ing day, during the nearly successful attempt of

Lee to turn tlie flanks of the Federal Army,
Hancock was ])laced in command of the left

wing, and, by judicious handling of his men and
gallant personal effort, stemmed the tide of

battle. On the Ihird day a Confederate charge

was directed against Hancock's command, the

Federal centre, and succeeded in penetrating the

first line, but was finally repulsed. Each side

suffered terrible losses, and Hancock received a

wound from which he never entirely recovered.

In March, 1864. he resumed command of his

corps, which, in the reorganization of the army
imder Grant, was reenforced by the transfer of

two divisions from the Third Corps, making an
aggregate strength of 43.0.55. Hancock was dis-

tinguished by the energ>'. good judgment, and
tactical skill displayed in the Wilderness cam-

paign. The unfortunate engagements in front of

Petersburg and at Ream's Station were the first

occasions in which his command met with re-

verses. On August 12, 1804, he was promoted to

be brigadier-general in the Regular Army, and in

November he was placed in command of the Middle
Military Division. He received his commission as

major-general in the Regular Army on July 26,

1806. He was then sent to conunand the Depart-

ment of Missouri, with headquarters at Fort
Leavenworth, and during the year 1807 personally

led an expedition against the Indians. In August
of that year he was sent to New Orleans to super-

vise the rehabilitation of the States of Louisiana
and Texas. In a general order he defined his duty,

stating that "crimes and ofl'enses committed in

this district must be left to the consideration

and judgment of the regular civil tribunals," but
added that "armed insurrection or forcible re-

sistance to the law will be instantly suppressed
by arms." His conservative course not meeting
with the support from the Washington authori-

ties which he expected, he was at liis own re-

quest relieved, and assigned' to conmiand the

Military Division of the Atlantic, with headquar-
ters at Governor's Island, where he remained
until March. 1869, when he assumed charge of the

Department of Dakota. In 1872 he was reas-

signed to the Division of the Atlantic. White act-

ing in this capacity. General Hancock was in

1880 made the Democratic nominee for President

of the United States, but was defeated by his Re-

publican opponent, Garfield. General Hancock
died at Governor's Island after a brief illness, on
February 9, 1886. In 1850 he married Miss
Almira Russell, of Saint Louis, by whom he had
two children. Consult: Walker, flenercil Han-
cock (New York, 1894), in the "Great Com-
mander Series;" and id.. History of the Second

Corps I 1S86).

HANCOCK HOUSE. The former residence in

Boston of Governor John Hancock. It was
erected in 1737 and taken down in 1863.

HAND (AS., Icel. hand, Goth, handus, OHG.
haiit, Ger. Hand; perhaps connected with Goth.

hinpan, AS. hentan, to seize). The terminal por-

tion of the superior limb of man. It is almost

invariably distinguished by name from the same
organ in other vertebrate animals: but actually

there is little essential difference, and it is legiti-

mate and proper, therefore, to speak of the ter-

minal part of the fore limb of any quadruped

as the 'hand' or maims, in distinction from the

'foot' or pes. We will first consider the human
hand, and afterwards its homologue in the lower

animals.
"That," says Cuvier, "which constitutes the

hand, properly so called, is the faculty of oppos-

ing the thumb to the other fingers, so as to seize

upon the most minute objects—a faculty which

is carried to its highest degree of jjcrfection in

man, in whom the whole anterior extremity is

free, and can be employed in prehension." The
peculiaj' prehensile power of the human hand is

chiefly dependent upon the length, power, and
mobility of the thumb, which can be brought into

exact opposition to the extremities of all the

fingers, whether separately or gro\iped together.

The general arrangement of the bones of the arm
is similar to that of the leg. The hnmrriis or

arm-bone corresponds to the femur or thigh-bone:

the lower end of tlie humerus is connected Avith

the two bones of the forearm, the radius and the

ulna, which correspond with the two bones of
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tlie leg. Then come tlie carpal bones, the meta-
carpal bones, and the plialangcn, as we have tarsal

bones, mrtalarsal lioncs. nml pliiilniuics in the

foot. We have a diagram showing tlic way i"

which the bones of the iiand are arranged. The
carpal bones are eight in ininil)i'r. and are ar-

ranged in the wrist in Iwo rows. Tlie first or up-

i-EPT HAND (dorsal surfare).

ra., radius; iij., ulna; sea., Bcaphoid ; semi., semilunar;
pisi., pisiform: cunei., cuneiform; trpzm., trapezium;
/rpzd., trapezoid ; maf^. , inagDWm ; WDri., unciform : mete,
metacarpal; f.ptia., first phalange: s.ph.i., second pha-
lange; t.pba., third phalange.

per row consists practically of three bones, the

scaphoid, semilunar, and unciform, the fourth,

the pisiform, being regarded as belonging to the
class of sesamoid bones (q.v.), and the second row
of four bones, trapezium, trapezoid, os magnum,
and unciform : so tliat, excluding the pisiform
hone, the carpal and the tarsal bones correspond
in number. As Ave eonunonly term the palm the

front of the hand, the tluunb becomes convention-
ally the outer, and tlie little linger tlie inner,

digit; but according lo the rules of comparative
anatomy, and in order to compare the hand and
foot, we ought to reverse these terms. Tlic outer
of the carpal bones of the first row supports the
bones of the thumb and forefinger, and constitutes
with them the outer division of the hand. The
inner of the carpal bones bears the little and the

next (the ring) finger, and con.stitutes with
them the inner division of the hand: while the
middle one bears the middle finger, and belongs to

the middle division of the hand, llie two outer
bones are connected v\itli tlic radius, while the
inner bone is connected (indirectly by a thick
ligament) with the ulna.

Collectively, the carpal bones are so arranged
that the carpus presents a dorsal convex surface,

upon which the tendons of the extensor muscles
of the fingers play, and a palmar concave surface,

on which the tendons of the fiexor muscles lie.

The several bones; are joined to one another

—

each bone lieina united to three or more others

—

by a lai'ge extent of surface, and are girded to-

gether by strong ligamentous bands. The wrist

is thus as strong as if it had l)cen constructed of

one solid piece of bone, while the sliglit gliding

movements wliieh occur between the several bones
give it an elasticity which serves to break the

shocks that result from falls upon the hand.
The upiiermost surface of the first row of carpal
bones is convex, and this convex surface is re-

ceived into a wide eup or socket, formed by the

lower articular surface of the radius, and by a
ligaineiit passing from that bone to the ulna.

The metacarpal bones and the phalanges require

no special description. J. ike the great toe. the
tinniib has only two phalanges, while each of

tlie other digits has three.

We shall now notice the various movements
of which the hand is capable. They may be di-

vided into ( 1 ) the difTerent directions in which
the hand collectively can be moved, and (2) the
movements of which the hand itself, witliout ref-

erence to the arm, is capable. The scapula or

shoulder-blade, with which the principal arm bone
articulates, is itself movable to a very consider-

able extent on the surface of the ribs on which
it rests. Again, the socket in which the nearly
.spherical head of the humerus or arm-bone lies

is very shallow—not unlike the eup in the well-

known toy cup-and-hall—and the arrangements
of the shoulder-joint generally are such as to

Iiermit so great a variety and so extensive a

range of movements that we are able to apply
the hand to every part of the body. This freedom
of motion is due in a great degree to the clavicles

or collar-bones, which, by steadying the shoulder-

blades and ki'Cjiing the shoulders apart, ad'ord a
fixed point for the various mu.seles which we em-
|iloy in raising the arms, in folding them over

the chest, in the act of hugging, etc. The move-
ment at the ne.xt junction of bones, the elbow-

joint, is very dift'erent from that at the shoulder.

The latter is termed^ from its construction, a

ball-and-socket joint, and admits of motion in

all directions within definite limits; while the

elbow is a hinge joint, and merely admits of

bending and straightening, or, in other words,
of motion in one plane. We have next to con-

sider a class of movements of the forearm and
hand, to which there is nothing analogous (at

least to any material extent) in the leg. The
movements in question are called 'pronation and
supination.' In pronation (from Latin pronus,
with the face downward), we turn the palm of

the hand downward, as in picking up any sub-

stance from the table; in supinalion (from Latin
snpinus. with the face upward), we turn the

palm upward, as for the (nirpose of receiving

anything that may be |)lae*d in it.

These movements of pronation and supinalion
are so important to the usefulness of the hand
(hat we' must notice the three muscles by wliieli

they are chiefly effected. One of the three muscles
(lasses from a projecting pi'ocess on the inner

side of the ann-bone, at its lower end, to the

outer edge of the middle of the radius. Its

contraction causes the radius to roll over, or in

front of, the ulna. It thus pronates the hand,

and is called a pronator muscle, .\nother muscle
jiasses from a projecting process on the other

side of the arm-bone to the inner edge of the

radius near its upper part. It runs, therefore, in

an opposite direction to the former muscle, and
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produces an opposite efl'ect. rolling the radius

and the liand back into the position of supination.

ilence it is called a siipinaior muscle. The third

is a very powerful muscle, termed tlie biceps

(q.v. ). which not only bends the elbow, but, from
the mode in which its tendon is inserted into the

inner side of the radius, "also rotates the radius

so as to supinate the hand; and it gives great
power to that movement. When we turn a
screw, or drive a gimlet, or draw' a cork, we al-

ways employ the supinatiitg movement of the

hand for the purpose : and all screws, gimlets,

and implements of the like kind are made to turn
in a manner suited to that movement of the right

hand, because mechanicians have observed that

we have more power to supinate the hand than
to pronate it." Supination can only be per-

formed to its full extent by man. and even in

man it is not the natural or habitvial position

;

monkeys can partially efl'ect the movement, and
in most of the low'er animals the part correspond-
ing anatomically to the hand is constantly in a
state of pronation.

The movements of which the hand itself, with-

out reference to the arm, is capable, are very
numerous, and in this respect difl'er considerably
from the corresponding movements of the foot.

Thus we can bend the fingers down upon the

palm, or we can extend them be3'ond the straight

line : we can separate them from one another to

a considerable extent, and we can close them
with considerable force. The wrist and hand are

bent forward or flexed upon the forearm by three

muscles, which pass downward from the inner
condyle or expanded end of the humerus, and are

termed the radial flexor, the ulnar flexor, and
the long palmar muscles. The first two of these

muscles are inserted into wrist-bones on the

radial and ulnar sides respectively, while the

third expands into a fan-like fascia or membrane
in the palm of the hand, and thus serves both to

support the skin of the palm and to protect the
nerves and vessels which lie below it. Beneath
the palmar fascia lie two sets of flexor muscles
of the fingers, and they present so beautiful a
mechanical arrangement as to merit special

notice.

The superficial or perforated flexor muscle
passes down the front of the forearm and divides

into four tendons, which become apparent after

the removal of the palmar fascia, and are insert-

ed into the second phalanges of the fingers, each
tendon splitting at its termination, to give pas-

sage to the similar tendons of the deep or per-

forating flexor muscle, which passes from the
upper part of the ulna to be inserted into the last

phalanx of each finger. These flexor muscles are

antagonized by the coynmon extensor muscle of

the fingers, which, like the flexors, divides into

four tendons, one for each finger. Besides these,

there are a special extensor of the inde.x-finger. a
series of muscles forming the ball of the thumb,
which move that organ in itlmost every direction,

anfl various small slips giving lateral and other
movements to the fingers.

The hand possesses marvelous adaptability to

a great variety of iises. The fingers are fitted

for grasping small objects, or for suspending the

body from a horizontal bar. The hand may be
made into a cup for conveying fluid to the mouth,
or extended rigidly, as when swimming. A small
needle may be used with great precision and deli-

cacy in the same hand that wields a heavy sledge-

hammer or holds a taut rein over the back of a
turbulent horse. The great flexibility of the
lingers and their capacity for training in accu-

rate work is seen in their use in plaj'ing upon
the violin or the piano. Some of the commonest
daily uses of the hand consist of verj' intricate

and complex working of groups of muscles in

which coordination is exact. Controlling the pen-

cil in drawing or writing, and rolling a cigarette

may be cited as examples. It is imt strange, in

view of its adaptability and capacity for such
accurate adjustment, that the hand was thought
in old times to be a reservoir of special force

which passed out of it upon occasion. The 'lay-

ing on of hands' for the cure of the sick, or for

the transmission of a beneficent influence, is

as old as the Scriptures ; and the touch of royalty

was supposed to possess special virtue in healing
scrofula, or 'king's evil.'

The markings in the palm of the hand are

supposed to be indications of the character and
temperament, and disciples of palmistry (q.v. I

believe they can read tlie secrets of the future in

the records of palmar lines and folds. The papilhe

on the skin of the finger-tips are arranged in

concentric or ovoid lines. Probably these lines

are never identical in dift'erent individuals. It is

said that the Chinese use an impression of the

papillary lines on the pulp of the thumb-tips as

a means of identification : and it was seriously

proposed in this country to add to the meas-
urements of criminals by the Bertillon method
impressions of their thumbs as an additional:

standard of comparison and identification. The
investigations of Francis Galton (q.v.) in this

respect were noteworthy. Fingers dift'er much in

their size and model, and give hands different

expressions. From the natural position of the

hand at rest may be inferred much concerning
the temperament, genius, and mentality of its

owner. This fact is well stated in Warner's
Physical Expression (Xew York. 1886), one of

the )nost original works on this subject. Eight-

handedness is a natural condition, for which
several causes have been assigned, no one of them
being convincing. It has been considered due to

a larger arterial supply to the right side; to "an

innate tendency to a predominance of nutrition on

the right side in foetal life" (Breschet) ; to the

position of the fcetus in vtero: and to the as-

sumed fact that the centre of gravity of the

body lies on the right side. Left-handedness oc-

curs in about 9 per cent, of human beings.

There are many congenital and developmental

anomalies encountered in a study of hands. In

some rare cases the hand is wanting altogether.

This condition is termed 'acheiria.' If one or

more fingers be missing, the condition is termed

'ectrodactylism.' 'Hypophalangism' is the name
given to the condition in which the number of

phalanges in a finger is less than normal. 'Poly-

cheiria' denotes a supernumerary hand ; 'poly-

dactylism,' a supernumerary finger; 'polyphalan-

gism.' the condition in which the number of

phalanges in a finger is greater than normal.

The union of fingers together, web fingers, or

'syndactylism.' also occurs; as well as cleft-hand,

club-hand, and other deformities. In the disease

acromegaly (q.v.) an enlargement of the hands

takes place. Changes in the fingers and hands

occur in many other diseases, as in myxoedema
and syringomyelia (qq.v.). In pulmonary tuber-
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culosis the o.\ticiiiitii'.s of the linger? are hullnms,

or clubbed, from change in tlie condition of tlio

jjeriphcral circulation.

Consult taray, Anatumif, Descriplirc and i^itr-

gical (London, 1897).

HAND, CoMP.^RATiVE Anatomy of tuk. In

birds the hand has been so profoundly modihcd
for flight that it is considered as a distinct sort

of organ—the 'wing.' Among Amphibia we find

the tailed forms have the hand constructed on
the same general plan as the foot; it thus con-

sists of digits., palm, and wrist: or, in terras of

the skeleton, phalanges, metacarpals, and car-

pals, the latter the equivalent of the tarsals of

the foot : in all amphibians there are four digits

on the hand, except, in three genera which have
only two or three, but the number of phalanges
difl'ers considerably. The ITrodela have a carpus
of nine bones, a centrale, radiale, ulnare, inter-

medium, and tlve carpales; but in the Anura the
intermedium is wanting. Among reptiles we find

a general resemblance in the hand to that of the
Urodela, though the digits bear claws or nails,

which are always wanting in the Amphibia

;

crocodiles have no intermedium, and the carpales

are only partially developed.

Among mammals we find a very great variety

in the form and uses of the hand, the number of

functional digits varying from one to five, though
the number of phalanges is remarkably constant,

for except in Cetacea there are two in the first

and three in each of the others. In monotremes
and marsupials the hand possesses no peculiar
features worthy of special note, though in Echid-
na it is very stout and powerful, while among
kangaroos it is ratlier small and comparatively
feeble. The hands of the Edentata are remark-
able for the reduction in the number of digits

to four, three, or even two, and the long and very
strong claws which they bear. In the Ungulata
we find an even stronger tendency toward sup-
pression of digits, for there are never more than
four, and usually there are only two, sometimes
only one, functional. In this order the hand re-

sembles the foot (q.v, ) so closely that it is not
necessary to repeat here the various modifica-

tions; suffice it to say that the tapirs have four
digits on the hand and only three on the foot,

and that the metacarpals of the camel are sepa-
rated by a deep cleft. In the Sirenia there are
only four digits, and these are united by the
integument to form paddles and bear only rudi-
mentary nails. The Cetacea also have the hands
transformed into paddles ; but the carpus is made
up of polygonal bones, the phalanges are mniier-
ous, and there are no nails. The hand of the
Carnivora has never less than four digits, and
they always bear claws, usually sharp and curved,
and in cats retractile. The hand of the elephant
is remarkable for licing larger than the foot, and
for its very short and thick carpal, metacarpal,
and phalangeal bones. Hyrax has four toes on
the hand, but only three on the foot, and the nails
are nearly flat. The Rodentia have rather small,
often weak hands, with five clawed digits, while
the Insectivora have rather stout hands, espe-

,cially the moles. Of all mammals, bats have the
most profoundlv modified hands, since with them,
as with birds, flight is the object in view. Tlicre

is only one bone in the proximal series of tlie

carpus, and the metacarpal bones and phalanges
are greatly elongated to form the framework

Vol. IX.—34.

for the wing, which consists of a delicate mem-
brane stretched between the digits and the foot.

U'here are live digits, but only th<^ first two (some-
times only the first) are provided with claws.
.\mong the Primates we find a hand more nearly
like that of man, the digits being provided with
flat nails, and the first digit being (jpposable to

the olliers and thus forming a true thumb. The
iiiarmosets. however, have sharp curved claws,

and the tliumb is not opposable. Of all mam-
mals, the gorilla has a hand most like that of

man.
Consult : Wiedersheim, Comparative Anatomy

of Vcrtchrutes (New York, 1886) ; Huxley, Anat-
omy of Vcitehruled Animals (New York, 1880).

HAND, Edw.ard (1744-1802). An American
soldier of the Kevolution, born at Clydutl', Kings
Co., Ireland. He came to America in 1774, and
practiced medicine in Penn.sylvania imtil the out-

break of the Revolution, when he served at the

siege of Boston as lieutenant-colonel in William
Tlionip.son's brigade. In 177(i he was appointed
colonel. He served in the battles of Ijong Island

and Trenton in 1777; was promoted to brigadier-

general : succeeded John Stark at Albany ( 1778 ) ;

and took part in Sullivan's campaign against
the Six Nations. He was in command of a
brigade of light infantry (1780), and soon after

succeeded Scammell as adjutant-general; in 1798
Washington recommended him to a like post for

the war with France. He was elected to Con-
gress (1784), and was a signer of the Pennsyl-
vania Constitution (1790).

HANDBALL. A variety of 'Fives' practiced

in the United States chiefly on account of its

physical benefits in training for contests of en-

durance, though it is also one of the sports under
the regulations of the Amateur Athletic Union.
In its simplest ferm it consists of scoring the

ball .against a single back wall, with a lined-out

space in front; but in its home, Ireland, the

court or 'alley' on which it is played has also

side walls extending the length of the court (60
feet). Tbe floor is 60 X 28 feet, and about the
centre of it. parallel with the end wall, a line

is dra^n called tbe 'short line.' Sixty feet from
tlie end wall another line is drawn, called the

'over line,' and every service coming off the wall

must fall betw'een these two lines to be in play.

The game is started by one player 'tossing' out
file hall on to the ground and hitting it on the
rebound, with his hand, against the end wall. If

it falls inside the short line, and the other player
fails to return it, it counts an 'ace' to the server.

Should it be returned and the original server fail

to return it, it is a 'hand out.' Then the .service

clianges, and the game goes on alternately. The
game is won by the player who first gets 15 or

20 aces, as agreed.

HAN'DEL, Georoe Frederick, Ger. Georg
FRlE[)RK'ii H.XXDEL, lieu'drl (168.1-17.50). A fa-

mous German musical composer, chiefly renowncii

for The Messiah, still the most jiopular of ora-

torios. He was born at Halle an der Saale,

Februarv 2.3, 168.5. His father, a barber, and
afterwards a surgeon, at Halle, so opposed the
development of his son's musical proclivities that
the lad was obliged to practice at night upon
a small clavicliord secretly placed in the attic,

when the rest of the family were asleep, A
visit paid with his father in 1692 to a stepbrother

in the service of the Duke of SaxeWeissenfeU
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had important results. Whenever, during this

visit, young Handel found ojiportunit}-, he stole

into tlie ducal chapel and played upon the organ.

The Duke, chancing to hear him, questioned him,

and learning of his father's oi)position, persuaded
the latter to abandon his intention of making a

lawyer of the boy. As a result, on returning to

Halle, Handel began a thorough study of music
under Zaehau. Going to Berlin in 169(5 to pur-

sue his studies further, he became acquainted

with Ariosti and Buononcini.

In 1703 he took a modest position in the

orchestra of the Hamburg Opera House, but soon

astonished tlie public by the skill with which he

presided at the harpsichord durnig the tern-

]iorary absence of the renowned Keiser. At this

time he also applied for the post of organist at

Liibeck: but learning that one of the stipulations

in the competition was that the successful candi-

date should marry the daughter of the retiring

organist, he withdrew. At Hamburg he formed
a friendship with Mattheson, and when, in 1705,

Handel produced his first opera, Almira, Matthe-
son took the chief role.

Visiting Italy, Handel produced in Florence

the opera Koderiiio, and in Venice Agrippina,

which he composed in three weeks, and which
was received with enthusiasm. He met Scarlatti,

who so greatly influenced Handel's subsequent
works, Gasparini. and Lotti. and in Rome became
the intimate of Cardinal Ottoboni. In 1709 he

took sen'ice with the Elector George of Hanover
(afterwards George I. of England).
In 1710 Handel went to England, where he

spent practically the rest of his life, ^here the

taste for Italian music was on the increase, and
his Rinaldo achieved great success. The opera
was patched together from his earlier works in

fourteen days, and w ould have been finished soon-

er had the translator of the libretto been able

to keep pace with him. The score contains the

familiar "Lascia che io pianga," still a very
popular concert number. The year 1713 saw the

production of his 'Te Deum" and '•Jubilate."

in celebration of the Peace of Utrecht. They
brought him a life pension of £200. When
• ieorge I. ascended the English throne, Handel,
though previously in his service, avoided him.
He feared his Utrecht music might have offended

the former Elector, as the German Protestant

princes had not regarded the treaty with favor.

But his "Water Alusic." performed during the

Thames fete, led to a second annuity of £200.

For three years, beginning 171S. Handel was
musical director to the Duke of Chandos. and
during that time composed, among other pieces,

the two Chandos ''Te Deums" and the twelve
Chandos anthems. From this time also dates

"The Harmonious Blacksmith," which he is said

to have written after having taken refuge in a
smithy during a storm. During the period from
1720 to 1740. Handel, spurred on by the rivalry

of Ariosti and Buononcini, produced over a score

of excellent operas. The fact that their instru-

mentation was not fully written out, and the

change in the style of opera demanded in Eng-
land, has prevented these works from receiving

their just appreciation : hut it is beyond cavil

that they were superior to the compositions of

his contemporaries, and were scarcely inferior to

his oratorios.

Handel's career in England should have been
uninterruptedly prosperous, but he ruined him-

self fiuanciallj- by imdertaking, in rivalry with
Buononcini. whom he finally vanquished, the
responsibilities of operatic management as well

as of composition. He, however, retrieved his

fortunes by his oratorios. In .January, 1739, he
produced Haul, followed in -\pril by Israel in

B(jypt, but although both oratorios were highly
praised thej' met with no popular favor at the
time. The latter is considered by many even
superior to his famous Messiah. The Messiuli,

was produced in the autumn of 1741 in Dublin.

At the first London performance, March 23, 1743,

in Covent Garden, when the "Hallelujah Chorus''

was reached, the King and the whole audience
rose, and thus established a custom which con-

tinues to this day, George II. 's victory at Det-

tiugen was celebrated by Handel with the "Det-
tingen Te Deum and Anthem.'' In 1752 his

eyesight began to fail, and he became totally blind.

He, however, continued to accompany his ora-

torios on the organ, and did so at a Messiah per-

formance only eight days before his death, which
occurred April 14, 1759. He is buried in West-
minster Abbey.
Though of liberal disposition and much in-

terested in charity, Handel was at times choleric.

(Quarrels with his singers had nuich to do with
his failure as a manager.

Handel's se:-\'ice to music lies largely in the

grace and freedona with which he handled the

musical forms of his day, especially as compared
with the severer Bach, of whom he was a con-

temporary. Though Bach is now acknowledged
to be far the greater, the fact that their imme-
diate successors took them both for models gave
greater variety and plasticity to the development
of music. Handel founded no school ; he lacked

the genius for creating new forms, or for revo-

lutionizing existing musical conditions. His choral

work, especially in Israel in Ejiypt, The Mes-
siah, and Solomon, is great because of the mass-
ive effects he obtains by apparently simple means,
though in reality many of the choruses are

worked out with infinite detail. Greater musi-
cians have superseded him in the fields of opera-

tie and instrumental composition, but in oratorio ,

he is still supreme. It has been shown that on
occasion he helped himself to the music of other

composers, but lie was original enough to borrow
without losing esteem. Beethoven greatly admired
his nnisic. and during his last illness found en-

joyment in looking over a new edition of Handel's

works. See Accomp.\T{IMENT.
BiBLiOGR-iPHY. Marshall. Handel, in the

"Great Musicians Series'' (New York. 1883). an
excellent short life; Rockstro, Life of G. F. Han-
del (London. 18S3). and Chrysander, G. F. Ban-
del (Leipzig. 1858-67), the most authoritative

biographies: Bray, Handel: His Life, Personal

and Professional (London, 1857) : Great German
Composers (New York. 1878) : Whittingham,
LifTe and Works of Handel (London, 1882);
^laiuwaring. Memoirs of the Life of Handel
(London. 1760).

HANDEL AND HAYDN (hi'd'n) SO-
CIETY. Sec CiioR.xi, Societies.

HANDELMANN, han'dcl-man. Gottfried*
Heinrich (1827-91). A German historian and
antiquary, born at Altona. and educated at

Kiel. Heidelberg. Berlin, and Gilttingen. His first

historical work was Die letzten Zeiten hanisscher

Vrh< rmacht im .slcandinavischen Xorden (1853).
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With his /riend Theodor Leiiiiiaun he edited
Jahrbiicher fiir die Landeskunde der Huzoij-
liimer Hclilesuig-Holsteiu itnd Luucnbury ( 1S5S-

03). After several years devoted to American
history, he turned his attention again to German
antiquities, esi^ecially in his own province. In

186G he was made professor at Kiel and conserva-

tor of the antiquities of Sehles\vii;-Il<ilstein. lian-

delmann's other historical works include: tlc-

schichte der ^ erciiiigten Staateii (id ed. IStiO) ;

Oeschichle drr lii.scl Haiti (id ed. 1800); Ge-

xcliichte ran Brusilieii (18()0): Die diiiiische

Rcunioiisiiolilik inn die Zfit des Hicheiijiilirigen

Kriegcs ( ISOO, 1S70).

HAN'DEL SOCIETY. { 1 ) A society formed
in England in 1843 for the purpose of publishing
Handel's works. Its object was accomplished be-

tween 1843 and 1858. The society, however, was
dissolved in 1848. (2) A German society formed
at Leipzig in 1850, which under the editorship

of Chrysander has issued Handel's works in 100

folio volumes (1856-94).

HANDFASTING t AS. handfastnuiig. a clasp-

ing of the hand, from hand, hand H- fwnt-

luing, fastening, from f<FStnian. to fasten, from
fwst, OHG. ;V;.v^(. Ger. (est. fast. firm). An an-

cient ceremonial of betrothal, which prevailed ex-

tensively in Western Europe during the early

Middle Ages, and which consisted in t)ie plight-

ing of troth and tlie clasping of hands in the

presence of witnesses. It belonged to the class of

betrothals known as spoiixiilia per verba de pre-

senti. In Scotland the practice of handfasting

developed into an irregular form of marriage of

a temporary character, good for a year and a

day. At the end of that time the relation came
to an end or was made permanent by a ceremonial
marriage. See Betroth.\l; Marriage.

HAND GRENADE. A shell designed for

throwing with the hand. In various forms they

were used for many hundred years ; at first, as

mere envelopes containing incendiary composi-
tion, and afterwards as explosive shells. The in-

vention of the shell-gun caused them to fall into

disuse, and upon the advent of the modern high-

powered fast-tiring gun. which stopped hand-to
hand fighting., they disappeared entirely. See
<IRE^AnE.

HANDICAPPING (from handicap, appar-
ently hand i' cup, in allusion to the drawing of

lots from a cap). In all contests dependent upon
strength and skill there will be some so superior

that if they start under equal conditions with
the other contestants they iiuist always win. The
con.sequence of this, if unrestricted, would be to

deter other contestants; whereby not only would
the sport be limited to these few. but the second

class of players would lose the benefit of playing
with them, and learning from them the highest

class in form. To remedy both these evils re-

course is had to handicapping, i.e. an extra bur-

den is placed upon, or a special requirement
made of, a superior competitor, in favor of an
inferior, in order to make their chances of win-
ning equal.

In all sports wherein the competitors are to

meet as members of the same association, careful

note is taken of the performances of every man,
as they occur, i.e. the number of times he com-
petes against other members of it, against whom
it is and by what margins he wins.

In speed foot-races, in swimming, and in simi-

lar point to point contests, the slower performer
in a handicap race has so much start ahead of

the man whose past performances have put him
in the first class, and therefore has a shorter

distance to travel than his exitert rival. In lawn
tennis the players are handicapped by giving or

owing strokes, or by giving bixfjucs. In cricket

handicapping is usually accomplished by allowing
a large number of players lothe inferior team. II

men i)laying against 18 or 22. In horse-racing nn

the fiat, the horse which has ])roved itself in

the past by its performances, or which by age

or size or sex is naturally superior, is, where
handicapping is resorted to, required to carry

a heavier jockey, or to have weights placed on
the saddle which, with the jockey's weight, will

effect the same object. In polo, as practiced in

America, the difl"erent players are handicapped
by an allowance or penalty of so many goals, i.e.

in matches the teams whose aggregate handicaps
are less than those of their opponents are al-

lowed the number of goals which is the did'crence

between them and their opponents. In yachting,

the boats and their sails are measured, and the

boats whose hull and sails are the largest have
to make an allowance which is deducted at the

end of the race from the actual time which it has

taken to sail over a given course. In chess and
draughts certain, "men' are allowed to the inferior

player, and in billiards the better of two players

allows a certain number of 'points' so as to

equalize the game. These are the principles of

handicapping; their application is an inexhaust-

ible subject.

HAND LEAD. A .small lead, weighing fnnn
5 to 15 pounds, used for sounding in sliallow

water. Since the general adoption of the Thom-
son sounding-machine leads weighing more than
15 pounds are seldom used. See Lead, Sou.nui.ng.

HAND ORGAN. See Barrel Orgax.

HANDS, Imposition ob'. The ceremony em-
ployed in religious use. both ancient and modern,

to symbolize the conferring of certain inward
spiritual gifts. Aaron and his sons were directed

to lay their hands upon the heads of the victims

which were to be offered in sacrifice (Ex. xxi.x.

10, 15, 19). By a similar ceremony Moses set

Joshua apart as the leader of the people (Num.
xxvii. 23). Christ was entreated to heal the

ruler's daughter (Matt. ix. 18) by (he same
action, and He Himself adopted it in blessing chil-

dren (Matt. xix. 15). It is apparent from the

Xew Testament that it was considered from the

beginning of the Christian Church to convey

spiritual grace, specificallv the gift of the Holy
Ghost (Acts viii. 17; I. Tim. iv. 14). It was
accordingly employed in confirmation, ordina-

tion, and the reconciliation of penitents. The
name chirothesia was used for the actual laying

on of hands, while that of chirolnnia designated

the mere symbolic extension of the hand where
the recipients of the grace were more than one.

The imposition of hands is retained in the Roman
Catholic and .\nglican communions in confirma-

tion and ordination, for the latter purpose
among the Presbv'terians also; while in the mod-
ern Roman Catholic Church (he mere authorita-

tive lifting of the priest's hand has taken the

place of the former actual contact in absolution.

HANDSA-W-FISH. A name in California,

translating tlie Spanish scrrn. for the local lancet-
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fishes, in reference to tlieir rows of sharp teeth.

Sec Lancet-Fish.

HANDSEL (AS. handselen, Icel. haudsul, de-

livery into the hand, from luind, hand -|- AS.
selen, syleii, tol. sal, Eng. nalc, a giving, from
sellaii, syllan, to give, OHU. selluii, Eng. nell}.

A transaction of sale or barter of chattels or the

striking of a bargain, evidenced by the shaking

of hands—an ancient ceremonial which can be

traced in many systems of primitive law. Its

modern form is the giving of earnest (qv.). The
term is also sometimes nsed to denote earnest-

money, or part payment, by way of binding a

bargain. In Scotland it popularly signifies a first

transaction in trade, as, for example, the first

sale efl'ected in the day or week; and is likewise

employed to signify a present in the nature of a

JJew Year's gift on the first Monday in the year
—hence called Handsel Monday.

HANDSOME SWORDSMAN, The. See
BE.'^U S,\BREri!.

HANDS'WORTH. A suburban municipality

of ShcHield. in York^liire. England,, three miles

east-southeast of tlial town (Map: England. E
3). It is noted for its extensive manufacturing
industries. Population, in 1891, 10.300: in 1901,

14.150.

HANDSWORTH. A manufacturing town of

Stafford.shire. England, a suburb of Birmingham
(Map: England. E 4). It has rmdergone exten-

sive impro\ements. and has a number of public

works. Population, in 1891. 32,750; in 1901.

53,000.

HANDWRITING. The autlientic signature

or other writing of a person by his own hand.

Modern law, which makes the validity of many
legal acts depend upon their being conunittcd to

writing and subscribed by the party to be charged
tl'ereon. has conferred great irajiortancc upon the

handwriting of the signature of legal instruments,

and where such handwriting is in dispute, it must
often be proved by tlie evidence of third persons.

This is etTeeted by calling a witness who either

saw the individual write the identical words, or

who by correspondence, or by having previously

at other times seen the same person write other

papers, can swear tliat the paper is the hand-
writing of the individual to whom it is attrib-

uted. It will be noticed, however, that unless the

making of the writing in question was actually
observed by the witness, his testimony will belong

to the class of opinion evidence, the probative

force of which is very different from that of di-

rect evidence. Sometimes, where no direct evi-

dence can be had. bank tellers and others accus-

tomed to compare the niceties of handwriting are
allowed to give their evidence, or rather state

their liclief as to tlie writing: but this kind of

evidence is looked upon with great suspicion, ami
is much discountenanced. The great and growing
importance of handwriting evidence in recent

times has produced a class of professional ex-

perts, who have given a new value to evidence
of this character by the profoimd and scientific

character of their study of handwriting. But
their evidence remains mere opinion and con-

tinues to share in the discredit which has usu-
ally attached to evidence of this character. See
Expert Evidekce: Forgery.

In cases where a jury are called upon to de-

termine a disputed question of handwriting, they
are now allowed to form their own opinion by

comparing the disputed writing with other writ-
ings admitted to be by the same party. In Eng-
land this could not be done before 1854, but it is

now permitted in bolii civil and criminal cases.

In Scotland, a jury may also be allowed to judge
uf the handwriting in this way in any case. In
some countries—as, for example, in Scotland—

a

will, if written in the testator's handwriting, is

admitted to be genuine without the attestation of

witnesses, being then called a holograph (q.v.

)

instrument; but there is no such privilege in

England or Ireland, as all wills, by whomsoever
written, nnist be attested by witnesses. Consult:
W. Anderson Smith. Pror/ress of Handwriting
(1887) ; Frazier, Manual uf the Study of Docu-
ments (1894).

HANDY ANDY. A humorous Irish story by
Samuel Lover (1842), notable for its Irish wit.

HANEL, ha'nel, Albert (1833—). A Ger-
man jurist and politician, born in Leipzig. He
studied at Vienna, Leipzig, and Heidelberg, in

1860 became a professor at Konigsberg, and in

1863 at Kiel. One of the founders of the Liberal

Party in Schleswig-Holstein after the annex.ation

of the duchies to Prussia in 1866, he was elected

to the Prussian Cliamber of Deputies and the
Peichstag of the North German (Jonfederation,

and subsequently to the Imperial Reichstag. He
became known as a leader of the so-called 'Fort-

schrittspartei." or Progressists, which, after the

fusion with the Secessionists in 1884. was styled

the 'Deutschfreisinnige Partei.' Upon the break-

up of the ])arty in 1893, he represented the 'Frei-

sinnige Vereinigimg' (Liberal Union), but in the

elections of the same year to the Reichstag he
was defeated by the Social-Democratic candidate.

In 1898 he was reelected. His writings include:

Studien ziim deutscken Staatsrecht (r873-88),

and Die Gesel^fiehuuci dcs deutschen Reichs iiber

Koiinulanrcscii uiid Scescliiffahrt (1875).

HANFSTANGL, hiinf'steng'l, Franz (1804-

77). A German lithographer and photographer,
born in Bayernrain. He studied litliography un-

der Mitterer at Munich, and spent six years in

the Munich Academy (1819-25). He went to

Dresden in the following year and began his

great work., completed in 1852. of copying in

lithograph the canvases of the Dresden Gallery.

In 1844 he returned to Munich, leaving his estab-

lishment at Dresden to his brothers Max and
Hans. From 1S4S to 1853 he gave up lithog-

raphy for galvanography. and then devoted him-
self almcst entirely to ])hotography and later

to photogravure and heliogravure. His son

Edgar Hanfstangl (1842— ) succeeded to the
business in 1868. The most important publica-

tions of the house are the periodical Die Kunst
unserer Zeit. first published in 1890. and fine

collections of cai'bon-print reproductions, includ-

ing- the contents of the principal European gal-

leries, and the Galerie niodcnicr ileister.

HANG-CHOW,^ hilng'ehou'. A foo or depart-

mental cit.v of China, and capital of the Province
of Chedviang. the smallest of the 18 provinces

(ilap: China. E 5). It is situated near the

southern end of the Grand Canal, within two
miles of the left bank of the Ts'ien- (or Cli'ien-) ,

tang River. Its walls have a circuit of 12 miles,

are 30 to 40 feet high, 20 to 30 feet thick, and
are pierced with 10 large gates, controlled by
the Tatar general, who has a force of 7000
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Tatars under his coiiunaiul. The streets are toler-

ably wiae and clean, and tlieie are many good
shops. Tlie principal street which runs from
north to south is four miles long. The western
wall is washed by the famous Hsihu or West
Lake, the chief attraction of the city. It is a
beautiful sheet of water about ciglit miles in

' circtinifcrence. dotted with islands on wliicli are

built monasteries, memorial balls, and slirines.

On its western side is an abrupt but magniticent
range of hills. A little farther to the west are
numerous finely situated Buddliist temples to

which tens of thousands of pilgrims repair daily.

Hang-ehow has long been noted for its magniti-

eenee. its wealtli, and its luxury. Marco Polo
visited it several times toward the close of the
tliirteentb century, and describes it as 100 miles
in circuit, and gives the number of its bridges as
12.000. all of them of stone. The name he gives
it is Kinsai/, a corruption of Chinese Kingsze,
meaning "capital' or "metropolis,' Hang-chow hav-
ing become in 1127 the capital of the Sung
djiiasty when the Kin Tatars conquered the
northern provinces.

In December, 1806. Hang-chow was opened to
foreign residence and trade in accordance with
a treaty made at Shimonoseki between the
Chinese and .Japanese in the spring of the pre-

ceding year. A foreign settlement containing
1809 mou or Chinese acres, or about 300 English
acres, has been laid off on the east bank of the
firand Canal about 10 li {3}'^ English miles)
from tlie Wun-li Gate. It is described as low
and marshy, and infested with mosquitoes. Com-
numication with the city can be maintained by
small canals leading from the Grand Canal.
Hang-chow is noted for its silk. Here is the
Imperial silk-factory in which are woven the
bcaiitiful silk fabrics for the use of the Imperial
household, and there are about 7000 private
looms giving employment to about 30.000 per-

sons. There is also a cotton-spinning mill with
1.5,000 spindles. Hang-chow is noted for its fans.
and fan-making is an important industry. It

has no direct foreign trade, all produce of native
origin finding its way to Shanghai by the canal
or coastwise, and foreign goods come in in the
eame way. The expoi-ts consist chiefly of silk,

paper fans, lotus-niits. and tea; and the imports
of co])per and sjjelter from .Japan for use in the
mint. :ind of native produce, of brass buttons,
leather, and tobacco. In 1890 the gross trade of

the city passing through the custom-house
amounted to 12,000.000 taels. The. Ts'ientang
Eiver and the Grand Canal are the chief arteries
of inland trade. The former is navigable at all

seasons, but unfortunately is tortuous and shal-

low, and at certain seasons of the year is subject
to an 'eagre' or "bore' which rises to a height of

15 feet, and has a velocity of 1.5 miles an hour.
Further it is not connected with the Grand Canal,
some miles distant, and the transfer of goods
and passengers is very slow. . troublesome, and
expensive. There are 400 houses engaged in the
steam-launch transportation business on the canal.
and the journey to Shanghai may be made in

from 20 to 24 hours. The seaport of Hang-chow
is Chapu. 20 miles lower down the river. The
population of the city proper is estimated at

.500.000. but the subi;rbs. which are properly in-

cluded in the name Hang-chow, are densely popu-
lated, and the whole may be set down as SOO.-

000. On December 29. IStil. Hang-ehow was cap-

tured by the Tai-ping rebels after a protracted
siege in which it sutl'ered nuich.

BiiiLioGK.\i>iiY. Mriicu Polo, edited by Yule
(2 vols.. London. 1874) : Sotes on Hdiigdiou; by
G. E. Aloule (1889): and Scidniorc, China, tlie

Lomj-Uvcd Empire (New York, 1900).

HANG'EB, George (c.1751-1824). An Eng-
lish soldier and military writer, fourth Baron
C'oleraine. After completing his education at

Eton and Gijttingen, lie entered the army as a
guardsman, but was afterwards captain in the

Hessian force sent to America during the Kevo-
lutionary Wai". By 1782 he was major of a Brit-

ish dragoon regiment which was disbanded at

the peace, and as Hanger found be could not live

upon lialf pay, he spent nearly a year in a
debtors' prison until his retiring allowance was
doubled. He set himself up as a jirophet. fore-

told the Civil War in America, and was a well-

known man about town in London, intimate with
the Prince Regent, and noted for his eccentric

vulgarity even more than for his published
works: An Address to the Army in Reply to

Strictures hy Roderick McKenzie on Tiirletoti's

History of the Campaigns of 1780 and ITSl
( 1789) ; Aaticipalicm of the Freedom of lirahant

(1792) ; Military Reflections on the Attacic and
Defense of the City of London (1795) ; and The
Life, Adventures, and Opinions of Colonel (leorge

Hanger (2 vols., 1801).

HANG FIRE. When the powder-charge of a
gun fails to explode prompt!}' upon being ignited

it is said to hang fire. It is due to a variety of

causes, such as moisture, insufficient priming
charge, etc., and is a prolific cause of accidents

with modern breech-loading guns. Smokeless
gunpowder is not easy to ignite, and the small
priming charge of black powder sometimes fails

to give out a sufficient burst of flame, in which
case only a small portion of the charge takes

fire, and the burning may last several seconds
before the charge explodes. When several guns
are being fired tlie man who operates the breech
may think his own has gone oif and o])en the
breech while the powder is still burning. If the
gun is of large size premature opening of

the breech may cause the death or serious injury
of every one in the vicinity. See Gi'N.s, Nav.\l.

HANGING. The common-law mode of inflict-

ing capital punishment. The sentence pro-

nounced by the court indicates the method of

execution, viz. that the convict "be banged by the
neck until lie is dead." The time :ind jilace of

the execution are also, within statnt(u'y limits,

fixed by the sentence. In England, formerl.y. in

atrocious cases, it was usual for the c-jurt to

direct a murderer to be hung upon a gibbet in

chains near the place where the crime was com-
mitted—also at a later period to order the body
to be dissected—and the execution to take
place on the next day but one after the sentence
was passed. But these useless severities were
abolished by the statute 6 and 7 Will. IV.. c. ."iO.

The mode of punishment by hanging was first

adopted in England in 1241. when Afaurice. a
nobleman's son. was hanged for jiiracy. Other
Tuore barbarous modes of inflicting death were
long in us^, but have been abolished, and hanging
has long been the ordinary, lieeause the most
humane, mode of executing capital punishment,
in the Ignited States as well as Great Britain.
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In a few of the United States electrocution (q.v.)

has been substituted for lianging as a less re-

pulsive and more buiiiaiie nietSod of capital
punishment. The publicity which formerly at-

tended the hanging of criminals has, in most civi-

lized communities, been done away with. In
treason, hanging is part of the statutorj- punish-
Djent, coupled with mangling the body, though
the Crown may cluinge the sentence into simple
beheading, except in the case of women, who are,

in deference to their sex, legally exempt from the
latter form of execution.

The cause of death in hanging is complex. The
compression of the windpipe by the cord, the ob-

struction of tile return of venous blood from the
head, and of the Mow of arterial blood to the
brain, the stretcliing or tearing of the nervo\is

structures of the neck, and, in some instances,

dislocation or fracture of the vertebrfp, may con-

cur in the production of the fatal effect, which,
though attended with violent struggles in some
cases, is probably as nearly instantaneous as pos-
sible. See Strangi'lation ; Execution ; Capital
Punishment.

Hanging, Drawing, and Quartering was, in

English criminal jurisprudence, a mode of exe-

cuting the sentence of capital punislnuent on a
traitor. It consisted in drawing the criminal to
the place of execution on a hurdle, and, after
hanging him, dividing the body into quarters.
This form of e.xecuting the sentence was substi-
tuted by statute (54 Geo. III., c. 146) for the

more ancient and barbarous practice (to which
the word 'drawing' originally referred) of dis-

emboweling the criminal. The more humane and
decent method of execution by hanging, without
the spectacular concomitants of drawing and
quartering, is now employed in Great Britain as
well as in the United States.

HANGING GARDENS OF BABYLON.
The name commonly given to a structure of

ancient Babylon, famed as one of the seven
wonders of the world. It appears to have been
a sort of tower or pyramid, rising in terraces,

planted with trees, flowers, and shrubs, and
is said to have been constructed by Nebu-
chadnezzar for the gratification of his Median
Queen, because the Babylonian plain seemed
dreary to her in comparison with the mountain
scenery of her native land. Straljo says the
structure was a square, four plethra in area

;

it rested on arches supported by hollow pillars of

burnt brick, filled with earth, in which the roots
of the trees were planted; the top consisted of
terraces, and a force of men was constantly em-
ployed pumping up water from the Euphrates for
irrigation. The account that ascribes the gar-
dens to the mythical Semiramis has no historical
value. It is thought that the northern portion of
the mound Amran ibn Ali which forms part of
the ruins of Bal)ylon occupies the site of the
gardens.

HANGING ROCK, Battle of. A battle
fought on the western bank of Hanging Rock
Creek, S. C, on August 6. 1780. during the Revo-
lutionary War, between about 800 American
militia under Colonel Sumter, and an equal num-
l)er of Loyalists under Major Carden. The
Americans in an impetuous charge at first drove
the Loyalists back from their camp, but delaying
to plunder, fell into disorder, and. in consequence,
were themselves driven back and forced to re-

treat. The Loyalists lost 269 in killed, wounded,
and missing. The loss of the Americans was not
recorded. Consult: Dawson, Battles of the
United tilates (2 vols., New York, 1858) ; and
Lossing, t'icld Book of the American Uevolution
(2d ed.. New York, 185o).

HANGINGS. Pieces of textile fabrics, used
to cover the walls of rooms, especially of churches,
during the early Christian and Romanescjue
epochs. They were often of high artistic value.

See Tapestky.

HANGING WALL. A term used to desig-

nate the upper or covering wall of an inclined

ore body, mineral vein, or stratum. If the min-
eral deposit be flat the term roof is used. In
mining it is usually necessary to support the

hanging wall either by pillars of ore or masonry,
or by props of wood. See Foot-\\'.\ll,

HANGNEST. A name often used in books,

for the birds of the American family Icteridae,

sometimes called "troupials.' but more usually

orioles, all of which build pensile nests. (See

Nidific.ation ; Oriole.) The Baltimore oriole is

the most familiar North American representative

of the family, and is commonly known as 'hang-

bird' in certain localities.

HANGTJL, hun'gool (native name). The
Kaslunir stag (GerLiis Kaslimirinnus) , which
closely resembles the red deer {see Deer) of

Europe, of which it may probably be only a local

race. The antlers differ from those of the Euro-
pean stag in not forming a cup at the crown,
which is simply forked. It is a forest-haunting

animal, and in summer remains at elevations be-

tween 9000 and 12,000 feet, but in winter is

driven down into the valleys by snow. The proper

shooting season is in October and November,
when the stags are full-antlered and seeking the

does. They roam widely.

HANIFAH', ha ne'fii, or ABU-HANIFAH
(702-72). One of the four great ilohammedan
Imams or Church fathers. He was born at Kufa
on the Euphrates, and became founder of the
Hanifites, the oldest of the sects of Mohamme-
dans considered orthodox. His teachings were
subsequently formulated into a code of Moham-
medan law. which is still in force in many parts
of vhe Ottoman Empiie. He died in prison at

Bagdad, where he had been placed for contumacy
in refusing the office of Kadi, offered liim by the

Caliph, and declined because he thought himself
luiworthy of it.

HANKEL, han'kel, Hermann (1839-73). A
German mathematician, son of Wilhelm Gottlieb

Hankel, born at Halle. He studied at Leipzig

and at Gottingen under Ricmann and Mobius,
became privat-docent in mathematics at Leipzig

in 1803, and professor extraordinary in 1867,

and in the same year was called to Erlangen in

the same capacity. His chief works were:
Zvr aUgemeinen Theorie der Bewegting der
Fliissigkeiten (1861); Vorlesungen vber die

komplexen Zahlen und ihre Fiinktionen (1867):
Die Enttcickeliinq der Muthcnintil; in den
letzten Jahrhtinderfen (1869; 2d ed. 1884):
Znr Geschichte der Mathematik im Altertum und
Mittelnlter (published posthumously. 1874);
Die Elemente der projelctirisclten Geometrie in

Sf/nthetischer Behandhing (also posthumous,
187-5) . For his biography and an estimate of his

works, consult Zahn. "Einige Worte zum Anden-
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ken an Hermann Haiiktl," in tlic Mulhcmatische

Aiiiiulcn (Leipzig, 1S74).

HANKEL, WiLiiELM Gottlieb (1814-99). A
German pliysieisl. lie \vab born at Ernisleben.

and studied pliysics and eliemistry at the

University of Halle, where he later was appointed

professor." In 1S49 he beeame professor of pliysies

at Leipzig, and served there until 1SS7, when i\e

was forced to give up aetive duties. He devoted

himself to the study of thermo-electrie proper-

ties of crystals, and niade many interesting dis-

coveries in this field. HanUel's researches are

published for the most part in Poggcndorli's An-

nalcn (Leipzig), and the Berichte and Ahhand-
luiKjcit of th-? 8axon Academy of Sciences. He
also prepared a German edition of Arago's works,

which was published at Leipzig (1854-00).

HAN-KIANG, hiin'kyiing'. The name of sev-

eral rivers of t'liina, the most important of which

is that whicli Hows into the Yang-tse at Hankow
(q.v. ). It rises in the mountains in Shen-si,

known as Ta-pa-ling (sometimes also called Kiu
Tiao Shan, the 'mountain of nine ridges"), and
flows east and south through the provinces of

Shen-si and Hu-peh for a distance of about 1300

miles, for 12(30 of which it is navigable in some
degree. Its i^jjier courses are through a moun-

tainous region, and rapids are both numerous and

dangerous. In certain seasons floods are common,
the water rising in the narrower parts with great

suddenness, sometimes to a heiglit of 24 feet in

as many hours. On such occasions the rapids are

wiped out. and the river becomes a raging torrent.

From Sin-pu-wan, the limit of navigation, to

Tsze-yang Hien (400 miles), only small boats

can be used. At the latter place goods and pas-

sengers are transshipped to larger craft, subject

to a second transshipment at Lao-ho-k'ow (400

miles) or Fan-cheng (450 miles) to the ordinary

river junk of the Han. At Lao-ho-k'ow the coun-

try opens out, and for the remaining 400 miles

to Hankow navigation is easy, though shallows

and shifting banks abound. The traffic on the

river is considerable, and with a little dredging

it is capable of being used by steamers of light

draught as far as Fan-cheng or Lao-ho-k'ow. the

two most important trading centres on the river.

Other cities besides those already mentioned are

Hing-an-fu. a large walled city on the right

bank, with a great military depot in the vicinity,

and Siang-yang-fu ( also on the right bank )

,

a quiet walled city opposite Fan-cheng, both of

whicli arc noted for the long and stul)born re-

sistance (1268-7.3) which they ofTered to the

Mongol armies of Kublai Khan. (Consult Yule,

Ulano Polo. vol. ii.. London. 1871.) Prior to

1470 the river branched otT from its present

course about three miles above its present mouth
and flowed through the plain behind what is now
the foreign settlement of Hankow, and entered
the Y'ang-tse some miles lower down. In that

year it suddenly changed its course and poured
its waters into the Yang-tse through its present
channel.

HANKOW, hiin'kou' (Chin., Han-mouth) . An
important river-port an<l commercial centre of

China, situated in the very heart of the country,
000 miles from the sea. on the left bank of the
Yang-tse. at the point where it is joined bv the

river Han in latitude .30' 32' N.. longitude' 114"
19' E. (Jlap: China. D 5). It occupies the angle
formed by the junction of these two rivers.
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stretching along the east or left bank of the Han
for over two and one-half miles, and eastward
along the left or north bank of the Yang-tse for

one mile. Its streets are narrow, crooked, and
dirty, and usually much crowded with the

screeching, heavily laden wheelbarrows used in

the conveyance of the eiKniiimis quantities of

goods which here find their point of transship-

ment. Adjoining the native town on the east is

the foreign settlement, (jriginally a British eon-

cession, but thrown open to all foreigners by the

British Government shortly after the ojiening of

the port in 1861. It extends along the Yang-tse

for a distance of about 800 yards, a wide 'bund'

or esplanade running along its entire length. It

has fine streets, kept in splendid condition by a
municipal council elected by the land-renters.

Ground-rent is paid to the Chinese authorities

through the British consul. The houses and busi-

ness buildings are substantial, and are in marked
contrast with those of the native town.

To the east of this lie the 'concessions' more
recently acquired by the French, Russians, and
Germans, and the foreign water-front has now a

length of nearly three miles. Another new 'eon-

cession' has recently been ojiencd by the Chinese

authorities on the south or Wu-chang side of the

Yang-tse. where foreigners may build business

places and residences on certain conditions.

West of the native town, and across the Han,
is the departmental city of Hanyang, to which
Hankow (which is not a eity) is subordinate, and
directly across the Y'ang-tse from Han-yang
stands the large and imposing city of Wu-chang-
fu, capital of the Province of Hu-peh, and the

seat of the Governor-General (or viceroy) of the

two provinces of Hu-nan and Hu-peh, unitedly

known as Hu-kwang, or Liang Hu—that is, 'the

two Hu.' These three centres of population are

included in the port and customs district of

Hankow, and sitiiated as they are in the centre

of an unsurpassed network of rivers and lakes,

they form the most important commercial cen-

tre" of the country. Their total population is

estimated at 1,500,000, of which Hankow has
800,000, or more than half.

Hankow is the first of the 'Five Chin' or great

conunereial emporia of the country. Its trade is

chiefly distributive, but it has some indu.stries,

including a cotton-mill, a hemp-factory, a mint,

and an ore-crushing establishment in Wu-chang.
an arsenal and great iron and steel works in

Hanyang, and a few miles lower down the river

are great tanks for storing oil (capacity 5000
tons) which is tinned on the premises. The
mouth of the Han swarms with native shipping,

and the scene presented everywhere is one of great
commercial activity. Regular steam communi-
cation is maintained with Shanghai an<l the other

river and lake ports both above and below Han-
kow. I-chang. about 500 mile.s above Hankow,
being at present the limit of .steam navigation
westward. The largest ocean steamers come to

Hankow and load at great hulks moored off' the

river-bank. The \"ang-tse. o])posite the f(ueign

settlement, is 1400 yards wide from brink to

brink. In winter its average low-water depth
is 40 feet in mid-channel, but in summer, when
the rivers are in flood, the swollen waters fre-

quently rise 50 feet to the brink of the bund,
sometimes overflowing it, iiuindating the town.
In flood time the scene oft' the native town is

most exciting; many junks and boats come to
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grief, and many lives are lost, notwithstanding of earthenware and line porcelain. It has coal
the efforts of the stanch, splendidl_v managed and iron iiiiiics, iron furnaces and foundries, and
"Ked Boats' of the native Life-Saving .Society, brick-works. The principal portion of the town
w hose stations are found throughout the w hole is on an elevated site : the streets, wide and regu-

eourse of the Yang-tse. lar, are brick-paved, and there are many hand-
In 1900 the gross value of the trade of the some residences. The chief buildings are the

port, according to the report of the Imperial town hall^ mechanics' institute, museum, in-

-Maritime Customs, amounted to .$56,513,103, lirmary, national and board schools. There is a
against .$65,432,903 in 1899. the decrease of near- fine park. The town owns an electric-light plant,

ly $9,000,000 being due to the Boxer movement in and maintains markets, baths, a cemetery, a free

the north and the consequent general unrest in technical museum, and free libraries. It utilizes

tlie Yang-tse \'alley. Of tliis, foreign imports its sewage for the manufacture of fertilizers,

amounted to $19,595,371, as follows: From Chi- llanley's rise dates from the inception of the pot-

nese ports, $19,017,810; tlie Continent of Europe lei-y industry. It has absorbed the former town-
( excluding Russia), $338,702; Japan, $144,975; ship of Shelton. and it received a municipal con-

Hong Kong, $75,488; the United States. $18,409. stitution in 1857. Population, in 1891. 55,000;
The chief imports of foreign origin were: Opium, in 1901, 61,500.

43,855 pounds; cotton piece-goods, 1,684,237 HANLIN YUAN, han-len' yoo-wan' (Chin.,
pieces; cotton yarn. 30,94o.o9o pounds: woolen (^•oHeo,. ,jf the Forest of Pencils). The National
goods, 48,886 pieces: metals, 3,563,242 pounds Academv of China, membership in which is the
(including 18,201 pieuls of lead for lining tea- highest "literary honor China has to bestow on her
chests). Among the 'sundries,' kerosene oil fig- scholars. It was founded by the Emperor Hsiian
nres as 12,854,380 gallons. The chief exports are Tsuiig in 725, first as a coterie of scholars and
tea, rice, silk, tobacco, beans, coal. hemp, hides, poets"whose society he courted, then as a learned
vegetable wax. medicines, and wood-oil. Tea is body of copyists engaged in multiplying books.
alwaj'S one of the largest items. In 1900. 36,306.- Lo-yang, in Ho-nan, then the capital, was its

654 pounds, value $4,356,624, were exported di- home; since then it has shared the fortunes of

rect to foreign countries, and 26,441,654 pounds, successive dynasties, and has been in Peking since

value $3,176,534, to Chinese ports, whence no 1403. During the 'Boxer' trouble of 1900 it was
doubt much of it was re-exported to foreign coun- purposely burned down. Its members are the

tries. These figures include the large quantity historiographers of the country, the compilers of

sent overland via Kiakhta to Russia, as well as its great encyclopiedias, editors and conimenta-

that sent by direct steamer to Odessa—usually tors of its classics, etc.. and have charge of liter-

the finest black tea which can be produced. One ^'7 matters in general, or are drafted off to the

of the items of export to Europe was 4665 tons provinces as superintendents of education, liter-

of crushed antimony ore (obtained from the ary chancellors, etc Its membership is made up

Province of Kwei-chow). crushed, dried, and of honor men at the Irienmal examinations at

packed in bags in Wu-chang.
f|^>"g-

^ee Martin, Hanlm Papers (New York,

The shipping engaged in this great commerce
is ffiven in the Customs Report for 1900 as HANTVCER, Sir Thomas (1677-1746). An
follows: ^ Englisli statesman and scholar. He was educated

at Westminster and at Christ Church. Oxford;
Steamers ENTKEED Inward

^^.^^ elected to Parliament for Suffolk (1701),
British 510 carrying 567,747 tons and in 1713 became Speaker of the House of

!TalfaTOse":::":::::;:;:::";":::":'.:::"y.:'.;u2 • uliu " commons. He retired from politics in 1727 and
Gprmaii. !!!!!!!!!!!!!!.!!!!!!!!.."..".!.!....., .107 • 115,800 • devoted himself to literature. He published
Rii8sian 8 " 16,024 •• (1744) an edition of Shakespeare, with illustra-
Swedish ana Norwegian 6 " 4,459 " ,. > r, i j. ^ c -i- i itions by Gravelot, a work of no critical value.

The number of steamers clearing outward was but of splendid typography. Pope, in the

1162, and the cargo carried, 1,049,704 tons, the Dunciad. alludes to him under the name Ifon-

different nationalities being represented in about falto (book iv.. 105).

the same proportion. HANN, han, Julius (1839—). A German
Hankow is one of the principal stations of the pliysical geographer and meteorologist, born near

great trunk railway which is to connect Peking iJnz (Upper Austria). He was educated at the
in the north with Canton in the south. The University of Vienna, became a lecturer there
Hankow-Peking section (called the Lu-Han Rail- on meteorology in 1S6S. and in 1873 professor of

way) is already well advanced toward Hsin-yang, physical geogi-aphy. Having held a professor-
346 miles north of Hankow. The Hankow station ship at Gratz from 1897 to 1900. he returned to

is a few miles below the foreign settlement, but Vienna in the latter year to occupy the chair of

a branch with the necessary stations runs to the cosmic physics. In 1866 he established with
Han beliind tlie foreign settlements. Hankow .lelinek the Zcitschrift der Oesterreichischen Gc-
and the neighboring cities were all but destroyed sellscliaft fiir Meteorolor/ic. and in 1877 was ap-
during the Tai-ping Rebellion. (See H.^n-yang pointed director of the Central-Anstalt fiir jUe-

and Wr-CHANG.) Consult Scidmore, China, the teorologie und Erdmagnetismus of Vienna, and
Long-lived Empire (New Y'ork, 1900)

.

elected to the .'\cademy of Sciences. His re-

HANTLiEY. A manufacturing town and mu- searches dealing with such questions as the theory

nicipal borough in Staffordshire. England, on of storms, the decrease of temperature attendant

the North Stiiffordshire Railway, and on a branch upon increased elevation, and the violent south

of the Trent and Mersey Canal, two and one-half wind known to the Swiss as the Fohn. are exten-

niiles from Newcastle-under-Lyme (Map: Eng- sive. His publications include: Astronomiwhr
land, D 3). It is known as 'The Metropolis of Geogruphie und Phgsik dcr Erde for the AUge-

the Potteries,' and is famous for its manufactures meinc Erdkunde (4th ed. 1886) of Hochstetter
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and Pokoniy; Bundbuch der Klimatologie

(1883); and Die Tempcraturrerhaitnisse der

ovitciiTichixclien Alpenlunder (1887).

HANNA. The usual name in British Guiana
for llie hciuilzin (q.v.).

HAN'NA, Marcus Aloxzo ilS37-in04). An
Anieiic-an nianufactuier and politii-ian, burn ul

Lisbon. Cuhimbiana County, Ohio, of Seott-h-lrish

parentage. In 1S,")2 liis father removed with his

family to Cleveland, Oliio, where lie established

himself in a wliolesale grocery bu.siness that soon

became one of the most extensive in northern

Ohio. Young Hanna was educated in the Cleve-

land public schools, and began a course at West-

ern Reserve University, which was interrupted in

1857 by the failing health of his father. His
father died in 1862, and he conducted tlie business

with success until 1867, when lie formed a partner-

ship with his father-in-law, Daniel P. Rhodes.

U'he firm of Rhodes & Co. dealt in coal, iron ore,

and pig iron, and, under the management of the

junior partner, its scope was extended, so that in

a few years its property included coal and iron

mines, and a line of lake steamships constructed

in its own shipyards. In 1877 the firm name was
changed to M. A. Hanna & Co., and Hanna be-

came the controlling partner; hut his activities

required new fields, and lie Ijecame interested in

theatrical enterprises, the Cleveland Street Rail-

way, banking, and railroading. .\t length he

turned his attention to politics, gradually extend-

ing his inlluence from his home ward to city,

State, and finally to national politics. In 1880

he was an active Republican worker in Cleveland;

in 1884 he was a delegate to the Republican Na-
tional Convention, and in 1888 he was again a
ilelegate to that body, and this time made himself

known as one of the managers of .John Sherman's
canvass for the nomination. In 1806 he suddenly
acquired national prominence by the part lie took

in securing the nomination of William JIcKinley

for the Presidency at the Republican National
Convention at Saint Louis. Immediately after the

convention he became chairman of the Republican
Xational Committee, and conducting the campaign
on the same principles that had won him success

in business, secured the election of lIcKinley
by the largest pupuhir plurality given up to that
time at a Presidential election. In March, 1S97,

Covernor Bushnell appointed him United States
Senator from Ohio to succeed John Sherman, who
had resigned to become Secretary of State in

President McKinley's Cabinet, and in the follow-

ing year he was chosen by the Legislature Sena-
tor for the full term of six years. In the Senate
he did not take a prominent part either as a
debater or a legislator ; but up to the death of

President INlcKinley he was recognized as one of

the most influential advisers of the Administra-
tion. He actively interested himself in the

problem of the relation between capital and la-

bor, and upon the organization of the National
Civic Federation was made its president. In
December, 1001. he became a member of a per-

manent board appointed to settle labor disputes.

HANNA, William (1808-82). An English
clergyman, author, and editor, born at Belfast.
He studied at the universities of Glasgow and
Edinburgh, was ordained a minister of the Church
of Scotland, was installed as pastor at East
Kilbride (Lanarkshire! in IS.'?.';, and in 18.37 be-

came pastor at Skirling (Peeblesshire). L^pon

HANNIBAL.

the establishment of the Free Church of Scotland
in 1843 he, with his entire congregation, with-

drew from the State Churdi and formed, at Skir-

ling, a Free Church society. From 1850 to 1866

he was the colleague of Thomas Guthrie (q.v.) at

Saint John's Free Chureli, Edinburgh. His pul-

pit discourses were marked by a quiet yet force-

ful manner of utterance, clear thouglil, and niucli

literary excellence. He was appointed editor of

the yorlli British Review in 1847, but soim re-

signed, and wrote numerous, works, of which the

Laat Day of Our Lord's Passion (1863) liad a

wide circulation. He is, however, best known for

liis edition of The Posthumous Works of Thomas
Chalmers (9 vols., 1847), and his Memoirs of Ike

Life and Writings of Thomas ('halniers (4 vols.,

1849-52), which two publications won for him
from Olasginv the degree of LL.D.

HANNAHILL. A local name for the black

sea-bass (Ventropristes striatus) . See Sea-Bass.

HANTJAY, David (1853-). An English

journalist and author, born in London. Besides

work on the Pall Mall Gazette, the Saturday
I'eciew, and Saint James's Gazette, Hannay wrote

several books, mosth' connected in some way with

the navy: Short Histori/ of the Royal Navy
I 1898) ; Admiral Blake (1888) ; Rodney ( 1891) ;

Life of Marryat (1889) ; Life of Smollett (1887).

To the "Public Men of To-Day Series" he con-

tributed Don Emilio Castelar ( 1896), and to the

Periods of European Literature. "The Later

Renaissance" (1898), his most elaborate work in

literary history.

HANNAY, James (1842—). A Canadian
journalist and historian, born at Richibucto, N.

B., where his father was settled as Presbyterian

minister. Called to the bar in 1867, he was ap-

pointed official reporter of the Supreme Court of

tlie province (1867-73), and published two vol-

umes of reports. Resigning his post, he became
assistant editor of the Saint John Daily Tele-

graph (1873-83) and of the Montreal Herald

(1883-84), and after serving on the staflT of the

Brooklyn Eagle (1885-87) he returned to Saint

John to take the editorship of the Gazette ( 1888)

.

In 1893 he became chief editor of the Saint John
Telegraph. As a journalist, Hannay became well

known throughout Canada for able editorials,

brilliant sketches, stories, and ballads. Among
liis historical works are: JJistory of Acadia

( 1879) ; The Story of the Queen's Rangers in the

American Revolution (1883) ; The History of the

Loyalists (1893); and Life and Times of Sir

Leonard Tilley (1897).

HANNEMAN, han'ne-man, Adriaen (1601-

71). A Flemish painter, born at The Hague.

He was a pupil of Ravesteyn in his native city,

and went to England early in the reign of Charles

I. He worked in London under Mytens, in the

style of Van Dyck, and produced a number of

portraits notable for fine color. On his return to

The Hague he became Court painter to Mary of

Orange. His works include portraits of Charles

I., in the Vienna Museum: .Tan de Witt (16.52.

Rotterdam ifuseum) ; and William Frederick of

Orange (1661, Weimar Museum).

HAN'NIBAL, A city in JIarion County. IMo.,

112 miles northwest of Saint Louis, on the Mis-

sissippi River, and on several railroads, including

the Chicago. Burlington and Quincy. the Wabash,
and the Missouri, Kansas and Texas (Map;
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Missouri, E 2). It has steamboat communica-
lion with various cities on tlie river; a large

trade in lumber, tobacco. Hour, and agrirultural

produce, and manufactures of lumber, stoves,

shoes, car - wheels, cigars, cement, and lime.

Among the features of the city are the public
library building, the United States Government
building, the municipal buildings, the city park,
and a long iron and steel railroad and wagon
bridge across the river. Settled in 1S19, Hanni-
bal was incorporated as a town in 1839. The
government is conducted under a charter of

1845, revised in 1873. The mayor, annually
elected, controls appointments to the administra-
tive departments, those to the library board and
finance committee alone being ratified by the
council, whicli is unicameral, and of which the
executive is a member. The school board is

chosen liy the people. The city owns and operates
its electric-light plant. Population, in 1890, 12,-

857; in 1900, 12,780.

HANNIBAL (Phoenician, grace of Baal, Gk.
'Ai'fifSa^^ A)iiiib(is) . A common name among the
(arthaginian.s. the list of those famed in his-

tory extending to fourteen or fifteen. The great-
est of all was the Hannibal of tlie Second Punic
War, the son of Hamilcar Barca. He was bom
in B.C. 247. When he was nine years old he
accompanied his father on his Spanish expedi-

tion, and before starting swore an oath of

eternal hatred to the Roman name, which he
kept through liis whole life. After the death
of Hamilcar he was employed by Hasdrubal. his

brother-in-law, in most of the military operations
which he undertook. When Hasdrubal was as-

sassinated, the army with one voice elected Hanni-
bal commander-in-chief—an appointment 'which
the authorities at Carthage at once ratified. Han-
nibal, at this time in his twenty-sixth year, un-
dertook the command, for he longed to strike a
death-blow at his country's rival by attacking her
on her own soil. Before he entered on a task
of such magnitude he deemed it prudent to com-
plete the subjugation of Spain, and accordingly
spent two years in contests with some tribes

hitherto independent of Carthage. Saguntum, a
city in alliance with Rome, was attacked by him
on the ground that its inhabitants were making
aggressions on the Torboletes. subjects of Car-
thage. After a siege of eight months the city

was taken, and the Romans, after an embassy
had unsuccessfully demanded the surrender of
the general who had thus violated the treaty, de-
clared war in B.C. 218. Having taken measures
for the defense of Africa and Spain during his
absence, he started from New Carthage in B.C.

218, with 90.000 foot and 12,000 horse. This
force was much thinned by his contests with the
tribes between the Iberus and the Pyrenees, by
the necessity of leaving Hanno with 11,000 men
to keep them in subjection, by desertion in the
passage of the Pyrenees, and by his sending home
a portion of his Spanish troops. His object in
this last act was to inspire the soldiers with
thorough confidence in themselves and their gen-
eral. From the Pyrenees he marched to the
Rhane without opposition, since Scipio was at
Massilia, four days' march from the point where
Hannibal crossed the river in the face of the
Celtic hordes who sided with the Romans. His
next great difficulty was the passage of the Alps,
whicli he effected in fifteen days, in spite of the

attacks of the mountain tribes, the snows, storms,
and other dilliculties. Much discussion has taken
place as to whether Hannibal crossed the Cottian
Alps by the pass of Mont Genfevrc (or Cenis), or
the Graian Alps by the pass of Little Saint Ber-
nard. For the former route, Michelct, Thierry,
and most French writers argue; and for the lat-

ter, with better reasons, Niebuhr, Arnold, Monmi-
sen, and otliers.

After allowing his army (now about 26,000
strong) some time to recruit in the rich vil-

lages of the friendly Insubrians, he first sub-

dued the Taurini, a tribe hostile to the Insu-
brians, and took their chief city after a siege of
three days, and thus forced into alliance witli

him all the Ligurian and Celtic tribes on the
upjwr course of the Po. Scipio, having returned
from Massilia, took the command of the army in

the north of Italy, and met Hannibal on the plain
near the river Ticinus. The Romans were en-
tirely routed, and Scipio, who was severely

wounded, retreated across the Po. The armies
again met at the Trebia, with a like result,

though tlie Romans, who had received reenforce-
ments, were much more numerous. These battles
were fought in B.C. 218. Having wintered in the
neighborhood of the Po, and levied additional
troops among the Gauls, most of whom were now
his friends, Hannibal started southward as soon
as spring permitted, marching through Liguria
and the swamps of the Arno. In this difficult

route immense numbers of his beasts of burden
and horses perished, and he himself lost the sight
of one eye. He next inflicted a severe defeat, near
Lake Trasumenus, on the consul Flaminius.
After this victory he crossed the Apennines to

Picenum and Apulia, and thence reerossed to

the fertile Campania, which he ravaged. Thither
Fabius was sent with an army to oppose him, but
no general engagement took place, the consul en-
deavoring to lead Hannibal into snares, which he
succeeded in doing; but the Carthaginian extri-

cated his army by a .stratagem, and returned to

Apulia. He wintered at Cannae, and in June, or.

according to others, in August (2d) of B.C. 2 Hi.

almost annihilated a Roman army of 90,000 men
under Terentius Varro and ^I^Imilius Paulus, in

Ihe battle which was fought a little below the
town. About 50,000 are said to have fallen, in-

cluding .-Emilius Paulus, and a host of Roman
knights, senators, and other distinguished per-

sons. Here Hannibal committed, perhaps, the
greatest military error of his life, in not march-
ing direct to Rome: but it is supposed that he
refrained in order to allow the tribes of Italy to

declare in his favor. Many in the south of Italy

did attach themselves to his interests, but not in

such numbers as he had anticipated. After some
delay he marched on Neapolis, which he did not
succeed in taking, but the gates of Cajjua were
opened to him. and here he wintered. The ener-

vating eflect which the luxury of Capua is said

to have had on his army has been greatly over-

drawn; but his residence there forms, in one
point of view, the turning-point in the war, which
from this time became more of a desultory kind.

Hannibal's great purpose was to arm the Italian

nations against Rome, and so to crush her power
by means of her own subjects; the Romans, on
the contrary, henceforth avoided coming to a

pitched battle with the Carthaginians, but sought
rather to keep the tribes in awe and harass Han-
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nibal and his licutemiuts by small armies iii

Jillcicnt parts of tlie country. Hannibal trav-

ersed Hal}- in all directions, surprised the Roman
generals, defeated tlieir armies, captured their

towns, such as Casilinum, Arpi, Tarentum, Meta-
pontum, Tliurii. Locri, and many others; he de-

feated Sentenius near Capua ; Cn. Fulvius at
Herdonea ; Fulvius Flaccus on the Anio; Cris-

pinus and Marcellus in Lucania; and the besieg-

ing army before Locri. In all these eases the

armies were almost annihilated. Tlie defeat of

Hasdrubal, his brother, at the river Metaurus,
and the loss of his army, compelled Hannibal
to conhne himself to the mountainous peninsula
of Bruttii, where for four years he resisted all

the etl'orts of the Ronuuis to dislodge him. At
length, after having maintained himself in Italy

for upward of fifteen years, he was recalled to

Africa, to defend his country against Scipio; but
notwithstanding his utmost exertions, and the
bravery of his veteran troops, he was defeated by
Scipio near Zama. with a loss of 20,000 men
( B.C. 202 ) . Peace was concluded in the following
year (B.C. 201 ).

Hannibal's scheme had been baffled, but his

hatred of Rome was not diminished, and he set

himself to make preparations for a still more
deadly struggle. He turned his attention in the

first place to political reforms, and made some
constitutional changes by which he placed the

finances on a better footing. But his enemies ac-

cused him to the Romans of stirring up An-
tioehus the Great of Syria to make war on them,
and when ambassadors came to Carthage Hanni-
bal fled to the Court of Antiochus at Ephesus. In
the war which followed he took no conspicuous
part, but the King bitterly regretted afterwards
that he did not take the advice of Hannibal to

carry the war into Italy. When peace was con-

eluded, the surrender of Hannibal was one of the
conditions ; but, foreseeing such a result, he fled to

Prusias, King of Bithynia, for whom he gained a
naval victory over Eumenes, King of Pergamus.
He was at length demanded by the Romans, and,
seeing no hope of escape, he took poison, which
he always carried with him for such an emer-
gencv. The date of his death was probably B.C.
183."

Our information about Hannibal is derived
largely from Livy, Polybius, Plutarch. Appian,
Cornelius Nepos. and Tonaras. For an estimate
of the man, see Morris, Hannibal ( 1897 ) ; for an
account of his military operations. Dodge, Han-
iiihal (1891).

HANTSriNGTON, James (1847-85). An
English missionary, first Bishop of Eastern
Equatorial Africa, born at Hurstpierpoint,
near Brighton. He was educated at Oxford,
and entered the ministry of the Estaldished
Church. In 1882 the Church Missionary Society

sent him out to reenforce the missionaries al-

ready in Uganda, but his health gave way, and
he was compelled to go back to England. Two
years later he was consecrated Bishop of Eastern
Equatorial Africa, and started a second time for

Africa. After having conquered the many ob-

stacles and perils which he encountered in his

attempt to reach the interior, he was murdered
by the command of Mwanga, King of Uganda,
near Lake Victoria Nyanza. Consult Dawson,
James ffanninijlon. Fir.it Bishop of Eastern
Equatorial Africa (London, 1887).

HAN'NO ( Phaniician, merciful) ((.7.1.5-C.71.5

li.c). A King of Ciaza. He is called ilanunu in

the inscriptions of the Assyrian King Tighitli-

pileser 111.; and this name is identilie<l with that
of the Cartluiginian family, who possibly were
his descendants. He was situated between As-
syria and Egjpt, and in 732 rebelled against Tig-

iatli-Pileser, but lied without giving battle.

Against Sargon II. he allied himself with Sabaco
(biblical Sol, King of Egypt; was defeated with
liim at Uaphia (720) and carried into caplivity.

HANNO. A common name among the Cartha-
ginians. The earliest of note who bore the name
was a Carthaginian admiral who was sent on a
voyage of discover}' and colonization along the
west coast of Africa, which he explored as far
as the modern Sierra Leone. The date of this

expedition is not known, but is supposed to be
about B.C. 570. He founded a number of towns,
and on his return he deposited an accoimt of
his voyage in the Temple of Moloch. This
account was translated into Greek ; and the trans-

lation, known as "Aivupof YlepiirAuv^, or Voyage of
Hanno, is still extant. There is an old English
translation by Falconer (London, 1797). Con-
sult Mer, Mvinoirc siir le Periplc d'Hannon
(Paris. 1888).—Hanno ( ?-b.c. 264). A Cartha-
ginian admiral in the first Punic War. In com-
mand of a Carthaginian fleet, near Messana, Han-
no allowed the city to fall into the hands of the
Romans. He was recalled and executed.

—

Hanno
(third century B.C.). A Carthaginian general,

successor in command to the above. He was the
son of a Hannibal ; with Hiero II. besieged Mes-
sana, but was defeated by the consul Appius
Claudius.

—

Hanno (c.300-c.2.50 B.C.). A Car-
thaginian general in the First Punic War. He
was defeated near Agrigentum in 202. In 250, with
Hamilcar, he was defeated in a naval battle off

Ecnomus.

—

Hanno the Great (c.275-c.195 B.C.).

A Carthaginian politician. At the outbreak of

the revolt of the Carthaginian mercenaries he
was put in command of the army, but was so

badly defeated that Hamilcar Barca was sent out
to share the command with him. The two agreed
so ill that the home Government decided on a

single command, but left the choice to the army
in the field, which chose Hamilcar. Hanno tried

to break down Hamilcar's power, after his death
opposed intrusting Ihe chief command to Hanni-
bal, urged the suirender of Saguntinn to Rome,
and was head of the peace party. At the close

of the Second Punic War he became leader of the
party which was friendly to Rome.

—

Hanno (last

half of third century B.C.). A Carthaginian lieu-

tenant of Hannibal. He was in command of the
left wing at the battle of Cannnr- ; conquered sev-

eral towns in Lueania and Bruttium, and was
beaten by TiberiiiS Gracchus (r.c. 214) near
Beneventum.

HANOI, hii'mi-e' (Chin. Uo-nci, within the
river). One of the most important cities of An-
nam, capital of the Province of Tongking, and
the seat of the government of French Indo-

China (Map: French Indo-China. E 2). It is

picturesquely situated in a region of lakes and
Irees, on the right bank of the Songkoi or 'Red
River,' which rises in the Chinese Province of

Yunnan, and enters the China Sea 110 miles be-

low Hanoi. The native town lies between the

citadel and the river. The streets are fairly wide
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and the houses good, many of tlieni being of brick
and well built. Since coming under French con-

trol the part nearest the waler-l'riint lias been
mucli improved; new wide streets lined witli trees

have been opened, lighted with electricity,

riiey have been given French names, and in

this part the principal shops and hotels are

found. French missionaries have long resided

here, and a two-towered cathedral is a con-

spicuous feature of tlie landscape. In the mid-
dle of this newer part of the city is a

small island, with some quaint pagodas; and on
the shore of Grand Lake, in the neighborhood
of the city, is a Buddhist t(mplc with a colossal

bronze figure of Buddha. In the space near
the water-front is a bronze statue of Paul Bert,

unveiled July 14, 1900. Hanoi was fortified

by French officers at the beginning of the nine-

teenth century, but the defenses are now of

little importance. The citadel, which stands on
higher ground than the rest of the cit_v, is a

quadrilateral of 3U00 feet to a side, and is sur-

rounded by a wall and a deep moat. Within this

inelosure are the palace, the royal pagoda, public

offices and oflicial residences, the treasury, court

of justice, barracks, arsenals, magazines, etc.

The principal trade is in silk and rice, and is

largely in the hands of the Chinese, and embroid-

ery and pearl-work form important industries.

The Songkoi is navigable at all seasons as far

as Hanoi by vessels drawing eight or nine feet.

Above that point the river is shallow, and there

are many rapids, but llat-bottomed vessels draw-
ing not more than three and one-half feet can
ascend quite a distance. Haiphong (q.v.) is the

port of Hanoi, which is connected with it by rail

as well as with Langson on the Chinese frontier.

Several French newspapers are published in

Hanoi, and a new racecourse was opened there

in 1890. The population in 1897 was 102,000:

of whom 950 were Europeans and 1697 Chinese.

HANOTATJX, a'ni'to', Gabriel (1853—). A
French historian and politician, born at Beaure-
voir, Aisne. From being a specialist in paleogra-

phy and modern history, he pa.ssed into the civil

service (1879), as director of the historical de-

partment in the national archives, and became in

1881 sub-chief of Gambetta's Cabinet, and later

chief of that of .Jules Ferry. In 1885 he was
Counselor of Legation at Constantinople, and the

following year he was elected Deputy for Aisne.

He served in the Chamber till 1887. and was
mainly conspicuous for his opposition to Boulan-
ger. He was appointed Director in the Ministry
of Forei.gn Affairs in 1892, and in May. 1894, be-

came Jlinister of Foreign Ailairs in the Dupuy
Cabinet, remaining in office through several

changes of Premiership, till October. 1895. In the

Jleline Ministry (189(i-98) he again held the

portfolio of Foreign Affairs. In 1897 he was
elected to the Academy. Among his published
works are: Les villes retrouvces: Thebes, Ninive,
Babt/Ione, Troie, Carthage, Pompei, Hetculanum
(1880); Originca dc Vinstitution dcs intmtdants
des provinces (1884) : Henri Martin, sa ine, ses

(rurres, son temps (1885); Etudes historiques
siir le XVIhne et le XVIIitne sUcle en France
(1886) ; Le rceiieil drs instructions donnees aux
nmbassndcurs a Rome (18881; TJistmre du car-

dinal de Fiehelien (1893-96) ; La France et la

rot/ante arant Ttichelieu (1898); and ha fleine

et les qvais Promenades d'nn hihliophile (1901).

HANOTEAU, a no'tfi'. Hector (1823-90). A
French landscape painter, born at Decize(Xi&vre)

.

He was a pupil of Gigoux, and constantly exhibit-

ed at the Salon. His works arc characterized by
sturdy realism and skillful color. They include

"The Village Pond," "The Frogs,'' and "The
Water Lilies," all in the Lu.xembourg. He also

painted portraits. He was awarded medals at
the Salons of 1864, 1868, and 1869. a first-class

medal at the Paris Exposition of 1889. and the
Legion of Honor in 1870.

HAN'OVER, Ger. HANNOVER, ha-nO'ver.

A former kingdom of Germany, constituting since

1866 the most northwestern province of Prussia
(Jlap: Prussia, C 2). The North Sea and the

Elbe River border the region on the north iind

northeast, the Prussian Province of Saxony and
Brunswick on the cast, the Prussian provinces of

Hesse-Nassau and Westphalia on the south .and

southwest, and Holland lies on the west. Han-
over nearly surrounds tlie Grand Duchy of Olden-
burg. It embraces the old Brunswick-Liinebui'g
possessions, together with the principalities of

Hildesheim, East Friesland. Gottingen, Osna-
briick. etc. Area. 14,869 square miles.

GEOGRApnic.\L Features. The general physical

character of Hanover is that of an extended allu-

vial plain with sliglit undulations—the western
continuation of the great low plain of Northern
Germany. In the south, however, the country is

mountainous, embracing a considerable part of

the western Harz (reaching a height of about
3350 feet), together with the lesser heights of

the Eichsfeld, and other moimtain ranges. The
mountains are covered with dense woods. The val-

leys between the mountains are fertile, with a

good clayey loam, and well adapted to agriculture.

Beyond the valleys, toward the north, the country
is traversed from northwest to southeast by a

sandy tract from 50 to 80 miles in wiilth known
as the Liinebergcr Heide, which is almost wholly
\\nM for agricultural purposes. Toward the

northwest from tlie mountain region extend ele-

vated levels, characterized by heaths and other
dry areas. Great marshes, peat-moors, 'floating-

fields.' cover the northwestern and extreme north
ern districts of the province. These sections

have in some parts been successfully drained
and fertilized and furnish good pasture, but a

large portion is still unreclaimed, and is re-

garded as one of the least productive parts of

(Germany. The mora.ss of Bourtange, on the bor-

ders of Holland, alone covers 500 square miles.

The coast, partaking of the nature of the Holland
coast, is low. and requires protection from the

overflowing of the "German Friesland.' the land
being in many localities below the level of the
sea. Along the banks of the rivers and adjoining
the dike-protected coast are very fertile and high-

ly cultivated districts. The principal rivers are

the Elbe, which receives several affluents from the

southwest; the Weser, on whose affluent, the

Leine, is situated the capital. Hanover, and among
whose other tributaries are the Aue. the Em-
mer, and the Aller ; the Ems ; and the Vechte

—

all falling into the North Sea. There are only
two considerable lakes, the Diimmersee and the

Steinhnder Meer.
CLiifATE AND MINERAL RESOURCES. The cli-

mate is damp near the ocean, where fogs and
bea\'y winds are frequent; in the south it is

drier and colder, being bleak in the Harz in
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winter. In tlie vic-inity of tlic moors fevers are
jireviileiit, and the mortality is high. The mean
aiiiuuil toniperatiire is alxnit 47'" F. The mining
industry is important, and is carried on mostly
in the Harz region. The chief minerals are coal

and iron, of which about G50.000 tons each are

mined annually. Silver, lead, and cojiper are

also mined, -Hhile salt products are prominent.
Turf and peat are large and important outputs,

being shipped up the streams and canals toward
the interior for use as fu(d. Some mineral oil is

found.
AouiCL'LTl'RE. About one-third of the total

area of the province is under tillage—farm and
garden—a little over one-fifth is under pasture,

and nearly one-sixth under forest. According to

the census of ISilo.. there were 345.159 land
holdings, with a total area of 7,192,500 acres.

Of these, 200.870 holdings covered less than 5

acres each: 66,240, from 5 to 12% acres each:

55,869. from liVn to 50 acres each; and 22,180,

over 50 acres each. In the drier regions of the

country rye is the prominent crop; in the marsh
and moor districts, wheat, oats, barley, buck-

wheat, rape, and potatoes are grown. Cattle-

raising is an important industry. For wheat and
oats Hanover is one of the leading regions in

Germany. In the mountain valleys tlie farming
is intensive, and fruit is the leading product.

The sugar-beet industry is rapidly growing; the

number of factories was 43 in 1000. Clover,

hops, flax., and tobacco are raised. The number
of head of stock in the province generally in-

creased about 10 per cent, during the decade from
1890 to 1900, the sheep holdings alone having
fallen olT.

ILiXUFACTURES AND COMMERCE. The manufac-
turing industries are prosperous and growing,
especially in the southern part of the province.

The industrial census of 1895 gives the number
of industrial establishments as 158,756. employ-
ing 418.837 persons, or about 16 per cent, of the

population. In that number were included 67.-

058 establishments without any help and 1181

establishments employing 150,487 hands. Among
the chief manufactured products are cotton and
woolen textiles, machinery, wagons, leather,

glassware, cigars ;ind tobacco, paper, chemicals,

and spirits. Shipbuilding is a prominent in-

dustry. There are several Chambers of Com-
merce that actively further the interests of manu-
facturing and agriculture. The commerce is

extensive. Hanover ranking among the thirteen

leading commercial towns of Prussia. Trade is

greatly facilitated by the numerous splendid

waterways of the province, as well as by its

ample roads and railways, the last exceeding
1500 miles in length and belonging for the most
part to the State. The Province of Hanover has

about 40 ports, of which six are important ship-

ping centres, including Harburg and Geeste-

miinde. The Hanoverian shipping trade owmed in

1900 about 850 boats, which had, however, a light

tonnage—56.000,

Government and Instrixtion. For purposes
of administration Hanover is divided into the six

counties of Hanover, Hildesheim, Liineburg,

Stade. Osnabriick, and .\urich. which are divided

into 78 circles. The province is represented by
36 members in the Prussian Chamber of Deputies

and by 10 in the Upper House. It sends 19

members to the German Reichstag. In educa-

tional matters Hanover holds high rank. Edu-

cation is free, compulsory, and thoroughly dif-

fused. There are over 100 secondary schools
and other schools of advanced instruction. There
is also the famous imiversity at Gijttingen (q.v.)

.

Among the practical schools are the royal mining
academy in Clausthal, the building school in

Xienburg, and the forestry .school in .Miinden.

There are a technical high school (in the capital)

,

five navigation schools, several agricultural insti-

tutions, a school for the cultivation of meadows, a
veterinary high school, and several unions for
the diffusion of practical knowledge, as well as
various associations fostering the interests of
science, art, historj", natural philosojihy, engi-
neering, and architecture. There are two large
libraries: that of Gottingen University, and the
Royal Library in the capital. The Royal The-
atre of Hanover holds a creditable rank in Ger-
many.
Population. The population of the province

was 2,422,020 in 1890; in 1900, 2.590,336, of
whom 2,227,816 were Protestants. The popula-
tion per s<piare mile was 174.2 in 1900. There
were 1784 emigrants in 1900, nearly all to the
United States.

HISTORY.

The early history of Hanover is that of Bruns-
wick. In 1235 Otho, the grandson of Henry the
Lion, of the famous House of tiuelf (Welf) was
recognized as Duke of Brunswick l)y the Emperor
Frederick II. On the death of Ernest the Con-
fessor. Duke of Liineburg, in 1546, his dominions
were divided between his sons, Henry, who became
the founder of the Brunswick-Wolfcnbiittel line,

an<l William, who founded the new line of Bruns-
wick-Liineburg. (See Brunswick. House of.)

Several divisions were made among the mem-
l)ers of this family, the most important of which
occurred in 1635, when George, the son of William,
received the principalities of Calenberg and Giit-

tingen, and took up his residence in the city of

Hanover. Duke George died in 1641, and was
succeeded by his son, Christian Louis, who in

1648 succeeded to the possession of Liineburg,
transferring Calenberg to his brother George
William. In 1665 George William in turn se-

cured Liineburg. and Calenberg fell to the pos-

session of his younger brother .Tohn Frederick,

who was succeeded by still another brother, Er-
nest Au.gu.stus, in 1679. This prince introduced
the law of primogeniture into the succession of

the principality in 1683, and in 1092 secured tlie

electoral dignity for his house from the Emperor
Leopold I., becoming Elector of Hanover. He
married Sophia, the daughter of Elizabeth, wife
of the Elector Palatine. Frederick V.. and the

granddaughter of James I. of England, thus con-

necting the Hanoverian house with that of Eng-
land and Scotland. Their,son. George Louis, suc-

ceeded his father in the DucV.y of Calenberg and
in the electoral dignity in 1698, and. by marrying
his cousin Sophia Dorothea, he united the two
duchies of Calenberg and Liineburg, on the
death, in 1705, of George William. In 1714,

on the death of Queen Anne. George Louis,

Elector of Hanover, ascended the throne of

Great Britain as George T. (q.v.). being the

nearest Protestant heir, through his mother, the

F.lectress Sophia. With George, a brighter epoch
opened for the inhabitants of Hanover, who were
relieved from the burden of maintaining the court

and ducal household, while the revenues of the

Crown were thenceforth appropriated solely to
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the general purposes of the State. The secular-

ized sees of Bremen and Verden were obtained
in 1715 by purchase from Denmark. George II.,

who succeeded in 172". participated in the War
cf the Austrian Succession as an ally of Austria.

In the Seven Years' War. however, during which
Hanover suffered materially at tlie hands of the

French, who were the allies of Austria, he

sided with Prussia. This King founded the

University of Oiittingen in 17.34. The first

thirty years of the reign of George III. (q.v.)

of England, who succeeded to the Electorate

of Hanover on the death of his grandfather
in 1760, contributed largely toward the pros-

perity of the electorate. Like the other States

of Northern Germany, Hanover profited by
the increased English and American trade, for

which the Hanoverian ports and rivers formed
the regular channels of communication with the

rest of Germany. In nS.'S-OS Hanoverian troops

took part in the wars against the French Re-
public, but the expense of their maintenance was
defrayed by England, and it was not till 1801,

when Prussia, refusing to acknowledge the neu-
trality of Hanover, t.lirew troops into the elec-

torate, that Hanover suffered from the conse-

quences of tlie anomalous position in which its

relations to England placed it with regard to

the other States of Germany. The Prussian
troops evacuated Hanover in the following year,

in accordance with the treaty entered into be-

tween France and England. In 1803, when war
was renewed between the two powers. Napoleon
threw an army, under the command of Mortier,
into Hanover, and the result of this measure was
to compel the Hanoverian Government to enter

into a convention by which it bound itself to

abstjiin from taking |)art against France during
the pending war; to give up fortresses and mu-
nitions; to subsidize French troops; and to par-

ticipate unconditionally in the general costs of

the war. In 1807. Napoleon, after having ceded
Hanover to Prussia, and again withdrawn it,

appropriated a portion of the electorate to com-
plete the newly formed kingdom of Westphalia,
w-hich in 1810 received the whole of the Hano-
verian territory. Later in 1810 a portion of Han-
over was united with I'rance, and divided into the

departments of Bouches de I'EHie, Bouches du
Weser, and I^eine. After the expulsion of the
French. Hanover was handed over to George III.,

November 4. 1813. The Congress of Vienna
raised Hanover to the rank of a kingdom and
granted it important territorial additions.

In 1816 the Duke of Cambridge, brother of the
Prince Regent of England, became Governor-
General of Hanover: and in 1810 a new constitu-

tion was granted, providing for two representa-

tive chambers. The Government remained largely

autocratic, however, and the influence of Count
Miinster was paramount in Hanoverian affairs.

Very little was done toward the improvement of

the administration, and when William IV. as-

cended the throne in 18.10, the general disaffee-

tio7i and distrust had risen to the highest pitch.

The influence of the .Tuly Revolution extended to

Hanover, and in 1831 disturbances broke out at
Osterode and Gottingen. These were speedily

put down, but as the national discontent did not
abate. Count Miinster was dismissed, and the

Duke of Cambridge, who had hitherto acted as
Governor-General, was invested with the title of

A^'iceroy, and intrusted with very extensive pow-

ers. The Duke recommended gradual reforms,
but as the popular feeling was decidedly in favor
of a thoroughly remodeled constitution, the Es-
tates were convoked, and in September, 1833, a
new organic instrument was promulgated. The
death of William IV,, in 1837, placed Hanover
under the rule of the next male heir, Ernest Au-
gustus, Duke of Cumberland, son of George III.

One of the first measures of the new King was
to abrogate the Constitution of 1833. to which
he had from the time of its adoption refused
his assent, and to restore that of 1819. In con-
sequence of tht-ir refusal to take the oath of

allegiance required from all persons holding
office under tlie State, seven of tlie professors at
Gottingen, among tliem Dahlmann, Ewald, Ger-
vinus, and the brothers Grimm, were expelled
from the university. In 1840 a new constitu-

tion was promulgated; but its limited conces-

sions failed to satisfy the demands for a thor-

oughly constitutional government. From this

period till 1848, when the success of the French
Revolution compelled the German rulers to adopt
a more liberal policy toward their subjects, the

King showed himself resolutely averse to reform,

though the Hanoverian people themselves were
strongly in favor of the Constitution of 1833.

Only the danger of a revolution in 1848 forced

the King to grant a constitution more liberal in

nature than even that of 1833. The danger once
over, however, lie reverted to his former policy

and dismissed his liberal iMinistry. A revolution

was prevented by his death in 1851. Ernest Au-
gustus was succeeded by his son George V.. who,
though blind, was active and energetic. He cher-

islied high ideas of the royal power and favored
the claims of the aristocracy. The early meas-
ures of the new King were not calculated to al-

lay the fears entertained of liis policy; but the

decisive declaration of the Chambers that they

were desirous of seeing the reforms completed
which had been begun by the late King, and their

expression of w.ant of confidence in the new Cabi-

net, prevented any marked retrogressive move-
ment on the part of the Ministry, In 1854

Hanover joined the German Zollverein. In 1855

the Constitution underwent various modifica-

tions in accordance with the demands of the

federal Diet, by whicli it was made to approxi-

mate more closely to that granted by Ernest Au-
gustus in 1840. Although tlie changes were un-

popular, they met with no energetic opposition.

In the war of 1866 Hanover threw in her lot

with Austria, and in .lune the kingdom was oc-

cupied by Prussian troops, and on the 28th of

Ihat month the Hanoverian army was forced to

capitulate. By the Peace of Prague the incor-

poration of Hanover with Prussia was recognized.

Both George V.. who died in 1878. and his son.

Ernest Augustus. Duke of Cumberland (q.v.),

refused to acknowledge the act of annexation, and
went into exile. On this account, their private

estates in Hanover were sequestrated by Prussia,

the proceeds being denominated the Guelph Fund
(q.v.). The Hanoverian Deputies kept up a

constant protest in the Reichstag against the

annexation, but finally, in 1802. Ernest Augustus
renounced any intention of intriguing against

Prussia, and the income of the Guelph Fund
was handed over to him.

BinLTORRAPHV. Guthe. Die Lnnde Brann-
xchwniij iind Hannover (Hanover. 1888) ; ^feyer.
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Die Provins Hannover (ib., 1888) ; Ringklib,

Statisiisches Handbuch dcr Pioniiz Hannover
(till) ed., ill., 1897); Havemanii. (Icsrhichle dcr

Lande liraunschueig and Liincburg (Giittingen,

1853-57) ; Grotefend, Oeschichle der \'crfassung

des Konigreichs Hannover, ISH-.'iS (Hanover,

1857) ; Opporiiiann. Oescliichte Hunnovers von
18S^ bis 1860 (Leipzig, 1860-62); KiJcher, Ge-

schichlc von Hannover iind liraunschiveig, IG'/S-

ni.'t (Leipzig. 1884-96) ; Heineinann, Genehiehte

von Braunsehweig und Hannover (Gotha, 1884-

92) ; Mcdiiig. Mcnioiren zur Zeitgesehielile (Leip-

zig, 1881-84) ; Sybel, Die liegriindung des

deutschen Reiehs durch Wilhelm 1. (Munich,
1893: translated New York, 1890-92). See

Germany.

HANOVEK. The capital of the Prussian
Province of Hanover (q.v.). formerly the capital

of the Hanoverian kingdom, situated in a low,

level region, on both sides of the Leine, which
here becomes navigable, in latitude 52° 22' N.,

and longitude 9° 45' E. (Map: Prussia, C 2). Its

area is over 16 square miles. The mean aimual
temperature is 48.5° F.—.January 34.2°, July
65.4° ; average rainfall 22.61 inches.

Hanover Is composed of the Altstadt (old

town), the Aegidien-Xeustadt, the Calenberger-

Xeustadt ( dat ing from the thirteenth century )

,

inclosed by the Leine and its little tributary the

Ihrae, ami a number of suburbs. The town of

Linden lies beyond tlie Ihme. Fifteen river bridges

facilitate the eorauuinication between the various

sections of the city. The environs abound with

spacious parks and promenades which ennoble the

city and justify its fame for dignified beauty.

The Eilenriede—the city forest (about 1650 acres)

—adjoins the town on the east, and contains the

zoological gardens. The magnificent wide Lin-

denallee. aliout one and one-half miles long, is

celebrated, as well as the Grosse Garten, laid out

by Le NStre and richly adorned with statues, etc.

The Herrenhausen Castle, with its parks, its

great fountain, and its rare collection of palms,

is visited by all tourists, as is also the fine

adjacent mausoleum containing monuments to

Ernest Augustus and his Queen, by Ranch. In

the oldest portion of Hanover are found many
houses dating from the fifteenth and sixteenth

centuries, with stucco facades. The newer parts

of the city are generally modern in appearance,

being handsomely built of stone and brick, and
profusely adorned with monuments, fountains,

etc. Among the conspicuous recent edifices are

the magnificent municipal buildings, such as the

railway station and the new Rathaus. The most
veneraljle church in Hanover is the fourteenth-

century brick Marktkirche, situated in the cen-

tre of the old town. It has a tower 300 feet high,

and contains some fine stained glass and a carved

altar. The Gothic .lilgidienkirche, dating also

from the fourteenth century, with a Renaissance

tower, the modern Christuskirche with its fine

stained glass, the Roman Catholic Marienkirche,

and the old Nikolaikapelle, are the other note-

worthy ecclesiastical edifices. In the churchyard
of the Gartenkirche lies buried Goethe's famous
l.otte (Charlotte Kestner). whose family has
long been identified with Hanover.

Among the secular buildings the most promi-

nent are the Royal Palace, originally constructed

in the seventeenth century, and rebuilt in 1.S17,

with its majestic colonnade, its fine chapel con-

taining a beautiful aliarpiece by Cranach, and
interesting frescoes; two other royal palaces as-

sociated with the history of the reigning families

of Hanover and England, among them the old

palace of George V., which was the favorite pal-

ace of George 1. and George II. of England, and
now used as a town hall ; the s]>lendid old late-

Gothic Rathaus, built in 1439-55 and recently

restored, with a frescoed Ratskellcr by Schai)er,

and a bronze Gothic fountain in front ; the Royal

Theatre, comideted in 1853, with an attractive

facade decorated with statues of famous dram-
atists and composers, and, in the foreground, a

statue of Marsehner, formerly conductor of the

Hanoverian Royal Orchestra; the provincial mu-
seum : the Kestner mu.seum ; and the barracks,

situated on the Waterlooplatz. This square is

adorned by the Waterloo Column, surmounted
by a figure of Victory, erected in 1826-32 in

honor of the Hanoverians who fell at La Have
Sainte. Among the numerous monuments in

the city are the fine bronze e(iuestrian statues

of King Ernest Augustus, by A. Wolff; the im-

posing war moniiment (one of the best in Ger-

many) by Voltz. dating from 1884, with symbolic

figures of Germania and Hanover: and Dop-

meyers's famous artistic "Goose-girl fountain."

Another object of interest is Leibnitz's house, re-

cently restored by Haupt.
The city is a well-known educational centre,

and a favorite place of residence for foreign fami-

lies, who are attracted not only by the ])leasant

and quiet charm of the capital, but by the purity

of the German spoken there. The educational

establishments comprise a school of technology

(one of the four in Prussia), having various in-

teresting collections, and an attendance of nearly

1500: a veterinary high school (one of the two
in Prussia), founded by George III. of England
in 1778; several seminaries for teachers; a

decorative art high school; and a number of

lyceums and military and industrial schools. The
Royal Library contains over 200.000 volumes
and 3500 manuscripts. The municipal library is

also rich in manuscripts. The new provincial

museum has among its various treasures an im-

portant collection of pre-Christian antiquities,

two picture-galleries of minor interest, includ-

ing both ancient and modern canvases, and some
statuarjf by Canova and Ranch. The Kestner

Museum contains Egyptian and Roman an-

tiquities, old manuscripts and incunabula, the

famous Eulemann collection, paintings, minia-

tures, etc. The Royal Theatre, with seats for

1800, is one of the leading theatres of Germany
of the second rank. There are two good i)rivate

theatres. The city has a celebrated military

riding-school, and numerous scientific, historical,

art, and art-industrial organizations, as well as

important hospitals and charity homes.
The city, as the capital of the Province of Han-

over, is the seat of tlie Presidency and the higher

coTirts. The administration of the city is in

the hands of a director, a syndic, an executive

board of fifteen senators or magistrates, and a

municipal council of 24 members. The city is

lighted by electricity, has an electric street rail-

way, good water-works, and owns a market and

a slaughter-house. Its budget for 1901-02 nearly

balanced at about $2,100,000.

The industrial importance of the city has been

greatl}' increased in late years by reason of the
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improvement in its railway Cdniicctions. It is

now a railway and a manufacturing centre.

^Vmonj; llii' larger industrial estalilislinients are an
oilcloth factory, a railway repair-shop, a num-
ber of nuichine-shops, iron foundries, iron-bridge

works, piano-factories, and chemical works.

There are also produced lacquer ware, books,

lamps, liquors, and as])halt. Leather is an im-

portant output. The trade, which is of con-

siderable magnitude, is actively promoted by a

number of prominent commercial, agricultural,

and manufacturing associations, banks, and other

institutions of credit. The city is the seat of

the leading industrial provincial organizations.

The population of Hanover proper was 103,593 in

1890, and 235,649 in 1900—an increase of 12

per cent. It is the tenth city in size in Grcrmany
and the fifth ill Prussia. The population of

greater Hanover ( including several adjacent
to^^^ls not officiallv incorporated, but closely al-

lied with the city) was 302.054 in 1900. Nearly
all the population is Protestant.

History. Hanover originally was a little fish-

ing town, and notliing is known of it worth re-

cording until 1203, at which time Henry, the son

of Henry the Lion, Duke of Sa.xony, leeeived it

with his share of lands left by his father. He
soon handed it over to his nephew Otho. the

founder of the House of Brunswick. From Duke
Otho, Hanover received in 1241 a municipal
charter, and soon after it joined the Hanseatic

League, in which, however, it played only a

minor role. Its importance rose after 163t), when
it became the residence of one line of Brunswick
dukes. (See Hanover, Province.) In 1714, liow-

ever, the Elector of Hanover became King of

England, and until 1837 the city was a monoto-

nous provincial town. Upon the death of William
IV'. of England, Ernest Augustus, Duke of Cum-
berland, the new King of Hanover, took up his

residence here. In 18(il) the Kingdom of Hanover
was annexed to Prussia, and since then the city

has been the capital of the Prussian province of

the same name. Hanover has grown rapidly in

recent years, and is more prosperous under Prus-

sian rule than it ever was as the capital of an
independent kingdom. Consult; Hoppe, Oe-

schichte der Stadt Hannover (linnoyev, 1845);
Hartmann, (Icschichte der Residen::st(idf Han-
nover (Hildesheim, 1886) ; Hir.^chfchl, Haiiiio-

vers Grosnindustrie und Grossliandel (Leipzig,

1891).

HANOVER. A town in Grafton County.
N. H., 55 miles northwest of Concord, on the
Connecticut River, opposite Norwich. Vt.. with
which it is connected by a bridge (Map: New
Hampshire. F 7 ) . It is the seat of Dartmouth
College (q.v. ). and has the Mary Hitchcock
Memorial Hospital. There are minor manufac-
tures, but the town is interested mainly in agri-

culture, dairving, and lumbering. Population, in

IS90. 1817:'in'l900, 1884.

HANOVER. A borough in York County. Pa.,

42 miles north by west from Baltimore, Md., on
the Pennsylvania and the Western Maryland rail-

roads (Map: Pennsylvania. E 4). It is in a
productive agricultural region which also has
iron-ore deposits, and is of considerable commer-
cial and industrial importance, its majiufactures
including cigars, gloves, shoes, machine-shop
products, and carriages. Settled about 1730.
Hanover was incorporated in 1813. It is gov-

erned by a burgess, elected triennially, and a
borough council. Population, in 1890, 3746; in

1900, 5302.

HANOVER COLLEGE. An educational in-

stitution situated at Hanover, Ind. ; chartered as
an academy in 1828, and as a college in 1833. It

is under Presbyterian control, and since 1880 has
admitted women. Tlie nuMd)er of students was,
in 1902, 100 in the academic department, and 50
in tlie preparatory and musical departments.
At the same time the college had a librarj' of

17,000 volumes, an endowment of .$200,000,

grounds and buildings valued at $175,000, and
an annual income of $14,000. No tuition fee is

charged. The college provides a course for teach-

ers and oilers degrees in arts, science, letters,

philosophy, divinity, and law.

HANOVER COURTHOUSE, Battle op.

An engagement fought at Hanover Courtliou.se,

17 miles north of Richmond, Va.. on Slay 27,

1862, between a part of the Federal Army of

the Potomac under General Fitz-John Porter and
a Confederate brigade under General Branch, the

latter, after offering a stubborn resistance, being
driven from the field. The Federals lost 355 in

killed, wounded, and missing; the Confederates
265.

HANOVER SQUARE. A London square,

laid out in 1731. Near it stands Saint George'.4

Church, the scene of the most fashionable London
weddings.

HANSA, The. See Hanseatic League.

HAN'SARD. A well-known name in connec-

tion with the printing of the British Parliamen-

tary records. The first of the family was Luke
Hansard, who w.as born in 1752 at Norwich, and
coming to London, worked for some years as com-
positor in the office of Hughes, the printer to

the House of C'Ommons, and in 1800 succeeded

Hughes as sole proprietor of the business, which
is still carried on by his family. Competition

and other causes have led to a division of the

Parliamentary printing, but the Messrs. Han-
sard still print the bills before Parliament, the

reports of committees, and some of the accounts.

Tlie name of Hansard is connected with an
important question of Parliamentary privilege.

The case was briefly as follows: A bookseller

named Stockdale brought an action for libel

against the Hansards, the libel consisting of state-

ments in the Parliamentary reports which the

latter had printed, and Lord Chief .Tustice Den-

man decided in favor of Stockdale. This decision

seemed to violate the clause in the Bill of Kight^

that "debates and proceedings in Parliament
ought not to be impeached or questioned in any
court or place out of Parliament." A committee

of the Commons reported that Parliament, and
each House, had a right to authorize the publi-

cation of such matter as it believed to be for the

public good, and further that to call this right in

question was contrary to law and a breach of

privilege of the House. The right to publish

must necessarily carry with it the right to pro-

tect the publishers. So the struggle began, and.

before it ended, the Sheriff who served the de-

crees of the courts, the attorneys of Stockdale,

as well as Stockdale himself, and many others,

were imprisoned by the authority of the Com-
mons. On the other hand, the property of the

Hansards was seized under the decrees of the
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court. After three years of strife and debate
Parliament ended the anomaly of a conllict be-

tween the two departments of Government, and
also did away with the antiqmited methods of

Parliamentary redress, by enacting a law that
any proceedings against persons for publication

of papers printed by order of either House of

Parliament are to be stayed by the courts of law,
upon delivery of a certificate and affidavit that
such publication is by order of either House.

The Hansards are, however, most widely known
by the reports of the debates in Parliament,
which are published by them and bear their

name. The accuracy of these reports is rarely
questioned. They are not, however, prepared by
shorthand reporters employed by the Hansards,
but are compiled from the reports in the London
newspapers, and then submitted to the speakers
for correction. The speeches as they appear in

Hansard are not, therefore, in all cases the
spoken words, but frequently are the product of

the closet, the reviser inserting in many eases

what he intended to sa^'. or wished he had said,

and omitting the heated passages which he re-

gretted to have uttered. Cobbett's—often called

Hansard's

—

Parliamentary Histori/ ( 1006-180.3)

in 36 volumes furnishes the most complete avail-

able record of its pi'oceedings during these cen-

turies. Since 1803 the Hansards have published
the debates of Parliament in four series : ( 1

)

1803-20, in 41 volumes; (2) 1820-30, in 25 vol-

umes—an index of the whole forming an extra
volume: (3) 1830-91, in 356 volumes; (4) the
present series: begun in 1892, by 1900 76 volumes
had been published. The executive Government
takes a certain number of copies of Hansard for

distribution among the public offices and depart-
ments. Many peers and members of Parliament,
foreign governments, and public libraries, also
subscribe to this work,, which is issued at a cer-

tain fixed price, which the Messrs. Hansard guar-
antee, at the commencement of each session, shall
not be exceeded.

HANSCH, hiinsh, Anto?i ( 1813-76) . An Aus-
trian painter, born in Vienna. He was a pupil
of Miissmer at the Academy of Vienna, and after-

wards traveled and studied in Germany, Belgium,
Switzerland, and Italy. His works consist of
landscapes remarkable for composition and care-
ful detail. Notable pictures are: "Region Bor-
dering on the Kc'inigsee" (1849); "The Jung-
irau in Swit7erland"' (1853); "Under the Lin-
den Trees on the Shore of Chiem Lake" (1858),
all in the Vienna Museum; "The Lake of Con-
stance." "Firwood in the Salzkamniergut" (Vien-
na Academy) ; "From the Wilderness of Styria."
"At Bernina Pass." "-\fter the Storm," and "The
Wetterhnrn."

HANSEATIC LEAGUE, or HAN'SA, The
(from OHG. hansa [lianxr], Goth, hanxa, .\S.

Iws. league). A iniion established in the thir-

teenth century by some of the cities of Xorthern
Germany for their mutual safety and for the pro-
tection of their trade. This union grew out of

associations of Carman merchants organized
abroad. In order to travel and trade with great-

er security, these had long been accustomed to
band themselves together into companies: and
through such associations had secured privileges

in certain cities, notably in London. Novgorod,

^ Bergen, in Nor\vay, Bruges, and Wisby, in Goth-
land, off the coast of Sweden. In London the mer-

VoL. IX.—35.

chants of Cologne had obUiined a letter of protec-
tion as early as 1 157, and other Cierman merchants
wlio resorted to London joined tlie Cologne Han.se.

When Liibeck, in the thirteenth century, began
to threaten the supremacy of Cologne, the mer-
chants of the latter city endeavored to exclude
the men of Liibeck from trading in Kngland.
Possibly this opposition was inlhiential in caus-
ing Liibeck to seek allies to strengthen its posi-

tion. Between 1241 and 1255 she entered into a
treaty with Hamburg for the mutual protection
of the commercial higlnvay between the two
cities. This alliance, which is often regarded as
the origin of the Hanseatic League, resulted in
putting the control of commerce in the Baltic
and the North Seas into the hands of the mer-
cliants of Hamburg and Liibeck. In 1259 Liibeck,

Rostock, and Wismar formed an alliance against
pirates on the sea and robbers on land. In
12G7 the merchants of Liilieck were allowed to
form a separate hanse in London. In 1284-85
the five Wendish cities of Liibeck, Wismar, Ros-
tock, Stralsund, and Greifswald waged war
against King Erie of Denmark, and secured from
him certain privileges. Before the end of the
thirteenth century Cologne had been forced to
take a subordinate position, and LUbeek was the
recognized leader.

In the thirteentli century there were several
instances of alliances formed between difl'erent

groups of cities. These allied qities gradually
found it advantageous to join the Lubeck union,
which was constantly becoming more powerful.
In 1343 it was officially designated as The Hansa.
In 1362 the allies began a war against Waldemar
IV. of Denmark, who had attacked Wisby in
1361. and in 1370 Denmark was compelled to
conclude a treaty witli the 'seventy-seven hansen.'
in which the latter were guaranteed freedom to

trade and an indemnity for the losses which
they had suffered. In addition, it was agreed
that no one in the future should receive the
Danish crown without the advice of the cities

and without the confirmation of the privileges

of the Hanseatic League.
The entire League, which at one period em-

braced at least eighty-five towns, and included
every city of importance between the Netherlands
and Livonia, was divided at first into three, and
later into four, classes or circles : ( 1 ) The
Wendic cities of the Baltic; (2) the towns
of Westphalia, the Uhineland. and tlie Nether-
lands: (3) those of Saxony and Brandenburg:
(4) those of Prussia and Livonia. The capitals
of the respective circles were Liibeck, Cologne,
Brunswick, and Danzig.
The professed object of the League was to pro-

tect the commerce of its members by land and
by sea, to defend and extend its commercial rela-

tions with and among foreigners, to exclude as

far as possible all other competitors in trade, and
firmly to maintain, and, if possible, to extend,
all the rights and immunities that had been
granted by various rulers to the corporations.
For the promotion of these ends, the League kept
ships and armed men in its pay, the charge of

whose maintenance was defrayed by a system
of taxation and by the funds obtained from the
money fines which the Diet levied for infringe-

ments of its laws. In its factory at Bergen, in
Norway, only immarried clerks and serving men
were employed, and an almost monastic dis-

cipline was enforced; but the by-laws of the
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League prescribed a system of daily sports and
light occupations for the recreation of the men,
while judicious regulations for their comfort and
cleanliness, and for the celebration of festivals

at certain fixed times of the year, bear evidence

of the sound sense that influenced the mode of

government of the Ilansa. This was further

shown by the injunction to the masters of its

factory to avoid everything that could hurt the

prejudices of the foreigners among whom they

were placed, and to conform in all things lawful

to the habits of the country. At the Steelyard

in London, where a German hanse was estab-

lished as early as 1250, the regulations were simi-

lar in their severity to those of Bergen, and prob-

ably the customs at other factories were not far

difl'erent.

For many years the Hanseatic League was the

undisputed mistress of the Baltic Sea and the

German Ocean. It created new centres of trade

and civilization in numerous parts of Northern
Europe, and contributed to the expansion of agri-

culture and of the industrial arts by the con-

struction of canals and roads. It carried on
trad© with evei-y European country. The great-

est powers dreaded its hostility and sought its

alliance, and many of the powerful sovereigns of

the Middle Ages were indebted to it for most
substantial benefits.

The League reached its culminating point in

the fifteenth century. Its decline was rapid. In

proportion as the seas and roads were better

protected by the States which now arose in Eu-

rope with the passing of the old feudal anarchy,

and as rulers learned to comprehend the true

commercial interests of their dominions, the

power of the Hansa declined. The discovery

of America and of the new sea route to India

gave an entirely different direction to the trade

of Europe. The Hansa had. moreover, arrogated

to itself, in the course of time, the right of im-

posing the greater and lesser ban, and of exer-

cising other acts of sovereignty which were in-

compatible with the supremacy of the rulers in

whose States they Avere enforced. Hence the

League was necessarily brought into frequent hos-

tilecollision with the local authorities. In ac-

cordance with their narrow commercial policy,

the Hansards refused to grant to merchants trad-

ing in foreign parts the same privileges in the

Hanseatic cities which they themselves had en-

joyed for centuries in England, Russia, and
Scandinavia, and hence arose dissensions, which
not unfrequently ended in a fierce maritime war-

fare. By way of retaliation for the pertinacity

with which the League refused to grant to the

English the same immunities which had been

accorded to traders of other nations, the English

Parliament required that Germans should pay
the tax on wool and wine which was exacted

from all other foreigners in the English markets;
and although the Hansards strongly resisted, they

were at length condemned by the courts, in 1469,

to pay a fine of £1.3. .500. They would probably

have lost all they possessed in England if their

cause had not been advocated by Edward IV.,

who had more than once been indebted to them
for money and aid. and who in 1474 secured for

them, by a clause in the Treatv of Utrecht, a

restitution of nearly all their former rights in

England. In l.'SOS their obstinacv in insisting

upon the maintenance of their old prerogatives,

notwithstanding the altered condition of the

times, drew upon them the anger of Queen Eliza-

beth, who dispatched a fleet under Drsike and
Norris to seize upon the ships of the Hansa, sixty-

one of which were captured. At the same time
she banished the Hansards from their factory in

London. These measures had the desired effect

of compelling the League to receive English
traders on equal conditions, and thencefonvard
tlie Hansards were permitted to occupy the Steel-

yard, as before. The Hansa had. however, out-

lived its usefulness, and at the Diet held at Lii-

beck, in 1G30, the majority of the cities formally
renounced their alliance. Hamburg, Liibeck,

Bremen, and for a short time Danzig, remained
faithful to their ancient compact, and continued
to form an association of free republics, which
existed unchanged until 1810, when the first

three were incorporated in the French Empire.
In 1815 they became members of the tierman
Confederation. By a convention concluded in

July, 1870, the powers and privileges of the three

free towns were reestablished and reorganized,

and under the new German Empire they still re-

tain their self-government. Consult: Sartorius,

Geschichte des hanseatlschen Bundes (Giittingen,

1802-08) ; Barthold, Geschichte der deiifscheii

Hansa (Leipzig, lS5i); Hansische Geschichtsblat-

ter (Leipzig, 1871 et seq.) ; Hansische Re::esse

(21 vols., Leipzig, 1873-09) ; Lindner. Die
deiitsche Hansa (Leipzig. 1901): Helen Zim-
mern. The Hansa Towns' (^e\s York, 1889).

HANSEMANN, han'sc-man, David Justus
Lx'DwiG (1790-1804). A German publicist and
statesman, born at Finkenwerder, near Hamburg.
He set up as a wool-dealer at Aix-la-Chapelle in

1817, and after having attained considerable

reputation in commerce and through railway con-

struction, was elected a Deputy in the Provincial

Diet of Rhenish Prussia in 1845. In 1847 he

was elected a member of the United Diet, in

which he became conspicuous as a leader of the

Liberal Opposition, and in 1848 he was for a

brief period Prus.sian Minister of Finance. He
was the founder of the Diskontogesellsohaft of

Berlin, one of the most important fin.ancial in-

stitutions of Germany. His published works deal

with economic and political topics of his time,

and include: Preiissens icichtigste Eisenbahnfrage

(1837), and Das preussische und deutsche Ver-

fassungswcrl- (1850).

HANSEN, han'scn. GEKn.\RD Heneik Ar-

MAUER (1841 — ). A Norwegian physician, bom
at Bergen. He is known chiefly as the discoverer

of the bacillus of leprosy. He received his early

education in the cathedral schools of his native

city, and on the completion of his medical studies

became resident physician in the Rigshospital

of Christiania. Later he spent some time as

medical officer at the great Lofoten fisheries. In

1868 he was made assistant medical oflicer to the

Bergen Leper Hospital, of which Danielssen was
director. It was under the influence of this

teacher that Hansen began his lifelong study of

leprosy. Hansen's first investigation was to

work out the significance of the 'leper cells' of

Virchow. ,\fter more study in various universi-

ties, he returned to Norway to resume his in-

vestigations of leprosy. His researclies pointed

to the contagious and specific nature of the dis-

ease, and in recognition of the value of his work
the Jledical Society of Christiania voted a sum ^

of money to enable him to continue his studies.
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In his journeys about the country he came across

instances of the disease which were explainable

only by the theory of contagion. The conclusions

at which he thus arrived conformed with those of

Drognat-Landre, who had studied leprosy in

Surinam, and who had published his views in

1869. Hansen's further labors were rewarded by

the discovery of a bacillus in unstained prepara-

tions. Later the micro-organism was stained,

and became known as Hansen's bacillus. This
was in 1873. Subsequently Hansen for years

tried to cultivate and inoculate the leprosy bacil-

lus, but his efforts were unsuccessful. Neverthe-
less, legislation called forth by Hansen's proof

of the contagious nature of leprosy has effected

a marked diminution of the disease throughout
Norway.
HANSEN, Ha.n-s Ciiristia>' Peter ( 1840— )

.

A Uaiii>h critic, bom at Copenhagen. Noted
as a journalist and critic, he became editor of

iV(Br og Fjern (187"2-80), a high-class news-
paper, afterwards called Ilhisircrrt Tidcnde,
which he also edited from 1880 to 1884. He made
a Danish rendering of Goethe's Faust (1881-8!)),

and his original publications include: A romance.
Kristiun Kjohrnhrirner '1882); an illustrated

history of Danish literature, lUustrcret dansk
LUernturliistorie (188H); and a history of the

Danish theatre, begun in 1889.

HANSEN, jMaueit.s Christopher (1794-

1842). A Norwegian poet and novelist, born at

Jlodum. He was a teacher, and prepared nu-

merous text-books, but is best known by his

novels. They were the first accurately to describe

the life and surroundings of the small towns of

his own country-, and were very popular. They
include: Lurcn : Den fjale Chrislimi : and Bjerg-

manden. After his death a collection of them
was made by Schwach (8 vols.. Christiania, 1855-

58). A further selection, Xoveller i Udvolg, was
printed at Christiania in 1882. Hansen also

wrote a volume of poems, Digtninger (1816),

HANSEN, Peter Andreas (1795-1874). A
German astronomer, born in Schleswig. He was
employed by Schumacher, director of the Altona
observatory, to assist in the measurement of an
arc of the meridian in Holstein. In 1825 he
succeeded Encke as director of the observatory
of Seeberg. near Gotha, where he remained for

the rest of his life. He devoted his attention
chiefly to the lunar theory, and his Tables de
la Lunc (1857) were so excellent that they were
awarded a prize of flOOO by the British Govern-
ment, and were published at its expense. The
tables have been adopted for use in the cal-

culations of the various astronomical ephemer-
ides and nautical almanacs. Hansen was also

the author of a large number of papers relating
to the determination of the orbits of comets and
planets. Hansen was a f^ireign member of the

Royal Society of England, and an associate of

the English Royal Astronomical Society, and
was on two occasions awarded their gold medal
for his research work in astronomy and his lunar
tables. He will rank for all time as one of

the first mathematical astronomers of the nine-

teenth century.

HANSEN, TiTEOPiiiLUS von (1813-91). A
Danish architect, born in Copenhagen. He
studied in the Copenhagen Academy, and for

further training traveled extensively in Italy

and Greece. At Athens he praeticeil his profes-

sion to some extent, until the Revolution of

1843 compelled him to withdraw to Vienna,

where he was appointed superior councilor of

architecture in 1869, and was for several years

professor of architecture in tlu; Academy of l'"ino

Arts. He was an exponent of the classic Greek
style, and executed numerous works at Vienna,

including the Greek Church, the restored fa(;ade

o<f the Sina Palace, the Academy of Fine Arts,

the Bourse, and the Epstein I'alace. Niemann
and Feldegg published Theophitus Hansen und
seine Werkc in an edition de luxe at Vienna, in

1893.

HANSE TOWNS, Laws of the; also known
as the Ha.x.seatic Code. A code of maritime law,

ordained for the regulation of commerce by the

towns comprised in the Hanseatic League. It was
established about the end of the sixteenth cen-

tury, and enjoyed great authority until super-

seded nearly a century later by the Guidon de la

Mer and the Ordonnance de la Marine of Louis
XIV. It was first published in German in 1597,

and in 1014 was revised and enlarged by a con-

gress of delegates from the several towns of the
League, which was held at Liibeck. It lias been

translated into Latin (by Kuricke) and French
(by Cleirac, in Vs et Coutumes de la Her (Paris,

1G47).

HANSLICK, hans'lik, Eduard ( 1825-1904)

.

An Austrian musical critic and author. He was
born at Pragtie, and prepared himself for the

bar, studying law at Prague and Vienna. In

1849 he received his degree of doctor of law,

and entered the Government service ; but the

attraction which music had for him gradually
drew him into the career he subseqtiently fol-

lowed. His studies under Tomaschek at Prague,

and later his experiences as musical critic of

the Wiener Zeitung (1848-49), increased his in-

terest in mtisie. His most prominent character-

istic was an uncompromising antagonism to

exaggerated and foolishly sentimental criticism

in music, and his celebrated work, Voin Musika-
liseh-Hehonen: ein Beitrag zur Revision der

Aesthetik der Tonkunst (1854; 10th ed. 1902),

is particularly severe. He was one of Wagner's
most bitter opponents, and one of the last of

the critics to recognize the possibilities in the

new style of opera. His position with regard

to the emotional content of music was, that

music is incapable of conveying any meaning
other than the one inherent in the tonal sequence.

Few men of his day and generation exercised a

more healthy or restraining influence on musical

criticism and the treatment of so-called pro-

gramme music than Hanslick. It has been charged

that he was un.sympathetic, and that his legal

training precluded a true, conception of the real

content of mttsic. He was for many years musi-

cal editor of the Vienna Neiie Freie Presse. and
in 1801 became professor in Vienna L'niversity, in

the department of mtisical history and ivsthetics.

He was the author of many valuable treatises and
W'orks connected with his life work, among tliem

beinff: Gesehielitc des Kon::erttcescnfi in Wicn
(1869-70) ; Die modcrne Oper (1875-190U) ; and
Kon::erte, Komponisten vnd Yiriunsen der letz-

ien fitnfzehn .Jahre (1896). His autobiography,

Ans meinen Lehen, appeared in 1S94.

HAN'SOM. .TosEpir .\l,OYSirs (1803-82). An
English architect and inventor. He was born at

York, and began to practice his profession as an
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architett at Halifax in 1825. lie designed and
built the Birmingham Town llall, whicli lie eum-
pleled iu ISJJ ; but he became bankrupt under
the terms of his suretyship for the builders, in

1831 Hansom patented a safety cab. The raod-

om vehicle wliieh bears his name differs ma-
terially from the original one. After 1842 he

resumed his work as an architect, ecclesiastical

and domestic, chiellj' for the Roman Catholic

Church, to which he belonged. Among the best

known of tlie buildings designed and erected by

him are Saint Walburge's Church, Preston, Lan-

cashire; the cathedral at Plymouth; the Church
of Our Lady and Saint Philip Neri at Arundel

;

the Jesuit church at Manchester; the Church
of Saint Francois de Sales, near Boulogne; and
Saint Asaph College.

HANSOM CAB. A light two-wheeled, one-

horse, covered carriage, with the driver's seat

elevated behind. It received its name from the

inventor. See Carriage.

HAN'SON, Alexander Contee (1786-1819).

An American editor and politician, born in Mary-
land, and educated at Saint John's College, An-
napolis. As editor of the Federal Republiean,

of Baltimore, he published an article in 1812

attacking the Madison Administration with

such bitterness that a mob, by way of reprisal,

wrecked his office. A subsequent attempt to con-

tinue publication led to renewed violence, and
he and a number of friends and supporters were

removed to the local jail for safety. The popu-

lace, however, made its way into the jail, wound-
ed Hanson and others, and killed General Lingan.

From 1813 to 1817 Hanson was a Federalist

member of the National House of Representatives,

and from 1817 until his death was in the Senate.

HANSON, Levett (1754-1814). An English

author, born in Melton, Yorkshire. He was a

lifelong friend of Admiral Nelson, with whom he

went to school at Walsham, Norfolk. Hanson
studied at Cambridge, but went abroad when
twenty-two years old, and spent the remainder

of his life there, with but occasional visits to

England. He was the recipient of many foreign

orders and honors, wliile his experience in Euro-

pean courts gave him opportunity to collect ma-
terial for his book. An Accurate Historical Ac-

count of All the Orders of Knighthood at Present

Existing in Europe (1803). This was dedicated

to Nelson, and his Miscellaneous Compositions
in Verse (1811) to another friend, Warren Hast-

ings.

HANSTEEN, hiin'stan, Christopheb (1784-

1873). A Xiirwegian astronomer, born at Chris-

tiania. At first intended for the legal profes-

sion, he subsequently devoted himself entirely to

the study of mathematical science. In 1814 he

was appointed to the chair of mathematics in

the University of Christiania. and there, in ISIS),

published his celebrated work on magnetism,
which was afterwards translated into German
imder the title Vntersuchungen iiber den Mag-
netismus der Erde. and produced a great sensa-

tion, especially in England. He made an exten-

sive journey to Siberia, for the purpose of mak-
ing magnetic observations, in the years 1828 to

1S30, and returned to Europe with a large col-

lection of facts, which were of much service in

aiding to dispel the obscurity which enveloped
this subject. On his return to Christiania he

prevailed upon the Government to erect an ob-

servatory, lifted also for magnetic observations.
Besides occupying his chair in the university,

llansteen was professor of mathematics in the

school of artillery, superintended tlie triangula-

tion of Norway, and helped in the reorganization
of the national system of weights and measures.
He published lectures on astronomy, a work on
mechanics, another on geometry, several scien-

tific memoirs, and was one of the editors of

the Mag(i~>n for \iiturcidrnslcaherne.

HAll^SWUKST, hans'voorst (Ger., Hans Sau-
sage). Tlie conventional buffoon in old German
comedy. The name first appears in 151'J, and is

used by Luther in liis Wider Uanns M'orst in

1541, and as the name of a peasant in a play

of 1553, but first occurs in 1573 as the title of

a character in comedy. The character received

its conventional form and garb at Vienna, about
the beginning of the eighteenth century, when
Joseph Stranitzky represented it as a simple
eountr\nnan of Salzburg. A bitter fight was
waged against the existence of Hanswurst on the

German stage, and he was defended by Lessing

in his Hanihurgische Dramaturgie.

HANTS. A colloquial name for the English
county of Hampshire (q.v.).

HANUMAN, ha'noo-miin. The sacred mon-
key of India, representing the god Hanumiin
(q.v.). See Langub; Monkev; and Plate of

MOKICEYS OF THE Ol.n WoKLD.

HANUMAN, or HANUMAN. A famous
monkey chief in Hindu mythology and the legends

of the epic period of India, and still a favorite

divinity in Hindustan. He is represented in

the Sanskrit epic liamayana (q.v.) as the special

ally and friend of Rama, and as leading the

monkey hosts that helped this hero to recover

his wife Sit.a, who had been carried off by the

demon Ravana. The exploits of Hanunian play

an importjint part in the account of this expedi-

tion and the great war which followed. On one

occasion Hanumfm bridged over the passage be-

tween India and Ceylon with enormous rocks,

which he and his monkey followers threw into the

sea. Adam's Bridge in the straits between the

island and the mainland is still pointed out, ac-

cording to tradition, as the remains of those

boulders. Many other stories and curious le-

gends regarding him are told in the Rrimayana.

llis birth w;ts semi-divine. His mother was a ce-

lestial nymiih that had been cursed to assume a

simian sliajie ; his father was the god of the wind.

Hence Hanuman is sometimes called Maruti,

a child of the wind. His large face or monkey
jaw is likewise accounted for in a legendary

manner. The god Indra. angered at his yoiithful

prowess, tried to slay him by the thunderl>olt,

but was able only to fell him and break his jaw.

From this circumstance he received the name
Hanuman. 'he of the (broken) jaw.' The monkey
features, or mask-like face of this deified ape.

whose idols ai'c easily recognized by the prodi-

gious tail, are familiar enough in India, and

episodes taken from his history are found repre-

sented in sculpture or in painting almost every-

where in Hindustan. According to the Itama-

yana, he was an astute grammarian, and skilled

in many branches of learning. His prowess is

also recounted in the Jlahfibharafa. and a San-

skrit drama, the HaniDnan-iif'ifal-a. celebrates his

deeds in fourteen acts. It is not unlikely that
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undiTiieath tlio curious and uiicdulli li^Mirc of

Hanunian and liis monkey hosts wu may icoog-

iiize some representatives of tlie earlier and ruder
civilization of lower India that may have joined

forces with tlie invading Aryan civilization. The
reverential regard paid to monkeys around the

Hindu temples may. in a way, he associated also

with llanumfin. Consult: Dowson, Hindu My-
thology (London, IST!)) ; Wil.son, lliiiilii Mythol-

ogy (London, 1900). See Dravidians ; Ra-
MAYANA. For illustration see Plate of Hindu
Deities in the article India.

HA'NUS, Paul Henky (1855-). An Ameri-
can educator, liorn at Hermsdorf unter'm I\ynast,

JSilesia, Prussia. He was educated at the Wis-
consin State Xormal School ( Platteville) , and
the University of Michigan, became a teacher,

and in 1891 was appointed assistant professor of

education at Harvard University. His puhlica-

tions include: Elentriits of Determinants (1880) ;

Geometry in the Grammar School (1894); and
Educational Aims and Educational Values
(1899).

HAN'WAY, .JONA.S (1712-8G). An English
traveler and philanthropist, born at Portsmouth.
On the death of his father the family moved to

London, and in 1710 Hanway was apprenticed to

a merchant in Lisbon. In 1743 he became inter-

ested in trade with the East, and journeyed
through Persia, experiencing many hardship.s.

After his return from Persia he spent five years

in Saint Petersburg, at the end of which ]>eriod

he received a large bequest which enabled him
to retire from business. He returned to London
in 1750, where, excepting for two trips abroad,

he spent the remainder of his life, devoting him-
self to philanthropy and literature. In 1750 he

was one of the founders of the jNIarine Society,

organized to train seamen for the navj', and two
years later became a governor of the Foundling
Hospital, where he was active as an op])onent

of indiscriminate relief. In 1758 he helped to

found Magdalen Hospital for Fallen Women.
Hanway was almost constantly employed in the

promotion of imiiortant reforms, such as the

protection of the infant parish poor and of child

chimney-sweeps, the solitary confinement of pris-

oners, and the establishment of Sunday schools.

He was, however, a man of many harmless eccen-

tricities, of which his antipathy to tea-drinking

was one of the most amusing, and his attack

on the habit had the unique honor of drawing a

reply from Samuel Johnson. It is said that he
introduced the use of the mnbrella in London,
after thirty years of ridicule. As a writer Han-
way was most prolific. Seventy-four books and
pamphlets by him are enumerated, of which only

one, his Historical Account of the British Trade
Over the Caspian Hea (4 vols., 175.3), which con-

tains an account of his travels, is of any lasting

value. The most of his writings were occasional

in character, and were concerned largely with
the reform tnovements in which he w'as interested.

He also wrote several theological works, and
Common Hense: "Sine Dialogues on the American
TTnr (1775). As a reward for his public ser-

vices, Hanway was appointed one of the commis-
sioners for victualing the navy in 1702—an
office which he held until obliged to resign, on
account of ill health, in 178.3. Consult Pugh.
Remarlcnhle Occurrences in the Life of Jonas
Uunnay (London. 1787).

HAKfWELL. A town in Middlesex, England,
10 miles west of Saint Paul's, London. It is the

seat of the Middlesex County Lunatic .\sylum

(Map: London, E 4). It has a progressive mu-
nicipality, owns a sewage farm and recreation

grounds, and maintains an isolation hospital.

Popuhilion, in 1891, 0100; in 1901, 10,400.

HAN-YANG, hiin'yilng'. A departmental
city of China, situated on the left bank of llie

Yiing-tsc, at the point where it receives the wa-
ters of the river Han, wliieh separates it from
Hankow. Its most eonspicufjus feature is

Ta-pieh Shan, a precipitous hill crowned with
ruined fortifications, from which a fine view of

the surrounding country can be obtained. Com-
manding as it does both the Han and the Yang-
tse. it early became an import^mt military post,

and the possession of Ta-pieh Shan was always
an object of much interest to the contending par-

ties in the numerous revolutions, rebellions, and
wars which have characterized ('hinese history

from the earliest times. It received its present

name in the sixth century, and while it continued

to be a strong military post, its advantageous
position for trade soon attracted attention, and
it became a very populous and flourishing city.

Notwithstanding its proximity to Hankow, this

state of things continued until the Tai-ping Re-

bellion (1852-04), when it was almost entirely

wiped out. Han-yang never recovered until Chang
Chih-tung, Governor-General of Hu-kvvang, se-

lected it in 1880 for the site of the arsenal and
the great steel and iron works, cotton-spimiing fac-

tories, etc., which he has established there. The
iron-works (begun in 1801) cover 70 acres, and
include four immense hot-air blast-furnaces, sev-

eral large steam hammers, innumerable rollers,

and all the necessary machinery for producing
everything required for the Hankow-Peking Rail-

way, whic-h he planned and which is now partly

constructed. The sheds cover 20 acres. The
coke used is obtained from Wales, but the ore

needed in the manufacture of the rails is mined
near Wang-shih King, 76 miles below Hankow.
Both hard and soft coal are mined in the same
neighborhood. The plant in Han-yang also in-

cludes a railway P^ miles long, from the Yang-
tse to the works, and thence to the Han, with an
inclined plane on the Y'ang-tse bank, 300 feet

high, up which the cars are hauled by powerful
machinery. The whole is under foreign man-
agement.

HAN Yir, hiin yii, better known as HAN
"WTEN KUNG, hiin wfm kwng (708-823). A
Chinese poet, eSsayist, and i)hilosopher. He was
bom at Teng-chow. in Ho-nan. in 708. became
a diligent student of the classics, graduated with
honors at twenty-four, and shortly thereafter

entered the public service. In 819. while vice-

president of the Criminal Board, he incurred

the displeasure of the Emperor, a great patron

of Buddhism, by addressing to hiiu a strongly

worded remonstrance against certain public hon-

ors with -ivhich an alleged relic of P.iiildha was
being conveyed to the palace. Through the in-

tervention of friends he escaped with his head,

but was dismissed from the Court and banished
to ,a semi-barbarous region in the present Prov-
ince of Kwang-tung. There he served for eight

months as Governor, civilizing the inhabitants

and conferring upon them many benefits, .\fter-

wards he was recalled to the cajiital, restored
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to high office at Court, and loaded with honors,

dying at fifty-five, in 823. He was canonized

as Wcji Kiinij, "Prince of Letters,' was ennobled

as Earl of C'h'angli, and in 1084 his tablet was
placed in the 'i'em])le of Confucius. Many edi-

tions of his works have apin^ared, and his name
is venerated as the foremost scholar in China.

HAPARANDA, hil'pa-riin'da. The most
northerly town of .Sweden, situated near the

mouth of the Torneu, near the northern shore of

the Gulf of Bothnia (ilap: Sweden, L 4). It is

noted chierty for its meteorological station, es-

tablished in 1859, and known as one of the north-

ernmost stations of the world. Population, in

1890. 1252.

HAPAXANTHIC, ha'paks-an'thic, HAPAX-
ANTHOUS (from Gk. a-a;, Impax, once +
(irrtjc, iiiithos, flower). A botanical term ap-

plied to plants that blossom and fruit only once

in their life cycle. They are also characterized

by the almost complete absence of vegetative

reproduction. The term and its synonym,
monocarpic, are in contrast to pleiocyclic. All
annuals, most biennials, and a few perennials
(such as the centuiy plant) are hapa.xanthic
plants.

HAPHTARAH, haf-tii'r.i (plural 7i«/)7i/(7rof;i,

Hcb., sections, from patar, to split). The fifty-

four sections from the prophets used in the syna-
gogues on Sabbaths and feast-days, in connection
with the same number of sections into which the
law is divided, called pnrshioth. This reading
of the law and prophets is alluded to in the New
Testament (Luke iv. 17; Acts xiii. 15).

HAPLO'MI (Neo-Lat. nom. pi., from Gk.
divAoof, 7iop?oos, single -1- iJ//of, omos, shoulder)

.

An order of soft-rayed, pike-like fishes, character-
ized chiefly by the absence of the mesocoracoid
bone. They are mostly inhabitants of fresh
waters, and include the nuul-minnows (Um-
bridiie), the pikes (Luciida-), the great group of

top-minnows, killifishes, and other 'cyprinodonts'
(Pceciliidoe) , and the blindfish ( Amblyopsidae)

.

HAPPY VAIiLEY, The. A blissful abode,
in Johnson's Raasclan, which is shut in by moun-
tain barriers from the cares and sorrows of the
outside world, and accessible only through a
single passage. From it the Prince of AM-ssinia
starts on his journey through the world.

HAPSBTJRG, or HABSBtTRG, hiips'boTirK,

House of. The Imperial royal house of Austria-
Hungary. It is commonly supposed to have de-

rived its name from the Castle qj Habshurg. or
Habiehtsburg (Hawk's Castle), on the bank of

the Aar, in the Swiss Canton of Aargau. The
castle is said to have been built about 1027
by Werner, Bishop of Strassburg. His nephew.
Werner I., was the fir.st Count of Hapsburg: but
the real founder of the House of Hapsburg was
Albrecht or Albert III. (c.ll72). the son of

Werner II., who. in addition to extensive estates
which he had inherited in Upper Alsace, acquired
several Swiss districts (in the neighborhood of

Zurich, the Lake of Lucerne, etc.). To these
his son. Eudolph I., added the Countship of Aar-
gau. On Rudolph's death, in 12.32. his sons,

Albert IV., the Wise, and Rudolph II.. divided
their father's possessions—Rudolph becoming the
founder of the Hapsburg-Lauffenburg line. This
branch became extinct in 1415, its possessions.

except the Klettgau, reverting to the Austrian
line.

The son and successor of Albert IV., Eudolph
III., was elected to the Imperial throne of Ger-
many in 1273 (as Emperor, styled Rudolph I.),

and founded the greatness of the House of Haps-
burg. In 1271) he vanquished Ottokar II. of Bo-
hemia and forced him to give up the duchies
of Austria and Styria, with other territories.

In 1282 he invested his sons Albert and lludoli)h

with the territories which he had thus acquired.
Albert I. purchased his brother's share in 1283,

and on the death of his father, in 1201, suc-

ceeded to that prince's possessions, which in-

cluded large districts in Switzerland. (See Au.s-

TRi.\-HuNG.\RV. ) He was raised to the Imperial

throne of Germany in 1298, and was murdered
in 1308 by his nephew, .lohn the Parricide, while

preparing to subdue the Swiss, who had risen

in defense of their liberties. Of his six sons.

Rudolph was King of Bohemia, 1306-07, and
Frederick I. was one of the rival kings of Ger-

many (as Frederick III.) frbm 1314 to 1322
(died 1330). For the succeeding hundred
years the Imperial office was held by other fami-
lies, and the Hapsburgs were occupied mainly
in ruling their hereditary possessions. It was
a family principle that the lands were indivisible,

and that the brothers should rule jointly. This
principle was neglected at times. l)ut the deaths

of holders of territories which had been separated
from the main possessions brought all Hapsburg
lands under a single rule in 1457. and again in

1490. During this early period there were rela-

tively few children, and many of the princes died

without leaving heirs. This is in striking con-

trast with the later Hapsburgs. who w'ere re-

markably prolific, families of thirteen to fifteen

children being common.
From 1438 until the abdication of Francis II.

in 1800, all but two of the Emperors of the Holy
Roman Empire (Charles VII. and Francis I.)

were Hapsburgs. The house attained its greatest

power through the marriage alliances in the

last quarter of the fifteenth century. In 1477
Maximilian, who became Emperor in 1493 (Maxi-
milian I.), married Mary of Burgimdy. daugh-
ter of Charles the Bold, and thus obtained

all the Burgundian possessions, which inchulcd

the Netherlands, at that time the most opulent

country in Europe. His son, Philip, who died

in 1506, married Joanna, heiress of Spain, daugh-
ter of Ferdinand and Isabella. Their eldest

son, Charles I. (Charles V. of the Empire), re-

ceived as his share of the family possession

Naples, Sicily, and Sardinia, while the Austrian

possessions (Austria, Styria. Carinthia, Carnicda,

TjTol. Alsace, Breisgau, etc.) were left to him
and his brother Ferdinand, jointly. His share

in these last Charles relinquished to Ferdinand.

In 1535 Charles added the Duchy of Milan to

his possessions. Charles was the founder of the

Spanish line of Hapsburgs. Ferdinand was elect-

ed in 1526 to the throne of Bohemia (the Bo-

hemian kingdom at this time including Moravia.

Silesia, and Lusatia). which soon liecame prac-

tically hereditary in the Hapsburg line. At the

same time he was elected king in a part of Hun-
gary, the crown of wliieh country, after the ex-

pulsion of the Turks, was by violence made
hereditai-y in the Austrian dynasty (1687). The
union of so manv dilferent countries in the hands
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THE HAPSBURO FAMILY

HAPSBURG.

Ullitolpll I. (121S-91)

Holy Bomau Emperor 1273-91

I

Albert I. (liied 1308)

Germau Kiug 12»8-1308

I

I

Rudolph III. (1281-1307)

King o( Bohemia 1306-07

I

Kudulpli II. (died 1290)

I

Johu Parricida (died 1313)

Frederick the Fair (1286-1330)
German Kiug 1311-30

Albert ir. (1298-13.'iS)

Dulie of Cariiitliia

I

Rudolph IV. (1339-65) Frederick III. (1347-63) Albert III. (1349-95)

I

Leopold III. (1351-8G)

I

Albert IV. (1377-14Ui)

I

Albert (V.) II. (1397-1439)

Holy Human Emperor 1438-39

Laditilaus Postumus (1440-57)

(1) Mar.T of Burgundy =

Ernest the Iron (1377-1424)

I

Fredeviuk IV. (13S2-1439

Frederick (V.) III. (1416-93)
Uoly Roman Emperor 1440-93

: Mnxiiiiilian T. (1459-1519)= (2) Maria Bianca Sforza.
Hol.v R<»man Emi)eror 1493-1519

Albert VI. (1418-03)

Joanna of Castile = Philip the Fair (1478-1506)

I

MarKaret (1480-1530)
Stadtholder of Netherlands 1507-30

Chnrles (I.) V. (1600-58)

Holy Roman Emperor 1519-56
Feriliiiaild I. (1503-64)

Holy Roman Emperor 1556-64

Philip II. (1527-98) Margaret of Parma (1522-86)

King of Spain 1556-98 (illegitimate)

I

Stadtholder of Netherlands 1559-67

I

Don .Tohn of Austria (1547-78)

(illegitimate)

Don Carlos (1545-68) Pbilip III. (1575-1621)

King of .Spain 1598-1621
Mnxiiiiilinn II. (1527-76)

Holy Roman Emperor 1564-76
Charles of .Styria

1.540-90

I I I

Anna Maria (1601-66) Philip IV. (1605-65) Maria Anna (1606-46)

m. Louis XIII. of King of .Spain m. Emperor Ferdinand
I-rance 1621-65 III.

Ferdinand II. (1578-1637)

Hol.v' Roman Emperor 1619-37

Budolph II. (1552-1612)
Holy Roman Emperor
1576-1612

Matthias I. (15.57-1619)

Holy Roman Emperor
1612-19

Albert VII. (1.5.59-1621)

Stadtliolder of the Nether-
lands 1590-1621

Maria Theresa (1638-83)

m. Louis XIV, of France
Margaret Theresa (1651-73)

m. Emperor Leopold I.

I

Charles II. (1661-1700) Ferdinand III. (1608-57)

King of Spain 1065-1700 Holy Roman Emperor 16.37-57

(Spanish Hapsburg line I

extinct) I

FERniNAND IV. (1633-54)

King of Bohemia and Hungary
Leopold I. (1640-1705)

Holy Roman Emperor 1658-1705

I

Charles IV.
of Lorraine

I

Eleanor
1653-97

Maria Antonia (1669-92) = Maximilian

I

Elector of
Bavaria

Joseph Ferdinand (1692-99),

Candidate for Spanish throne.
(.See under Succession Wars,
section on War of the Spanish
Succession)

.ToHeph I. (1678-1711)
Holy Roman Emperor

1705-11

riiarles VI. (1685-1740)
Holy Roman Emperor

1711-40

Leopold of Lorraine
(1679-1729

Maria Theresa (1717-80) = Francis I. Stephen (1708-65)

Areliduclii-ss of .\ustria. I Holy Roman Emperor
Qui'eii (.( Hdlu'niia and 1745-65
Hungary 174l)-80

1

Joseph II. (1741-90)

Holy Roman Emperor 1765-90
I.,eopoia II. (1747-82)

Holy Roman Emperor 1790-92

Francis II. (1768-1835)

Holy Roman Emperor 1792-1806
Emperor of .Austria 1804-35

I

I

Marie Louise (1791-1847)
m. Napoleon I. (1810)

1^

Ferdinand I. (1793-1875)
Emperor of .\ustria 1835-48

Francis Charles (1802-78)

I

Francis Joseph I. (1830—)
Emperor of Austria 1848

—

Maximilian (183.3-67)

Emperor of Mexico 1864-67

Franz Ferdinand (1863—)
Heir to the throne, but renounced
right of succession for his children
on marrying Countess Chotek in

1900

Otto (1865-

I

I

Karl Ludwlg (1833-96)

L
I

Ferdinand (1868—)

Karl Franz Joseph (1887—)

Gisela (1850—)
m. Prince Leopold of

Bavaria

Rudolph (18.58-89) "Stephanie, daughter of

I

Leopold II. of Belgium
Elizabeth (1883—)

I

Maximilian Eugen
Ludivig (1895—)

Marie Valerie (1868—)
m. Francis Salvator of Tuscany
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of one family thrcatoiieil the soeinily of the other

Kuropean cuunlrics, and espirially of France,
which was sluit in by the possessions of Cliarlea

V. The rivalry which resulted continued until

the end of the eighteenth century, and brought
upon Europe many wars. (See Europe.) In
the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries the strug-

gles between France and the Hapsburgs were in-

volved with the religious wars. In the second

half of the sixteenth century the power of the

Spanish branch of the Hapsburgs received a
severe blow in the revolt of the Netherlands,

the northern jjrovinces of which finally achieved

their independence. By the middle of the seven-

teenth ccntuiy the Ilaiisburg power w'as declin-

ing steadily. The Spanish branch, which after

Cliarles I. (Charles V.) had been represented

by Philip II., III., and IV., and Charles II.,

became extinct in 1700. The Austrian Hapsburgs
became extinct in the male line by the death

of Charles VI. in 1740. By the Pragmatic
Sanction (q.v. ), however, his daughter, Jlaria

Theresa, succeeded to the throne. She was mar-
ried to Francis I. of the House of Lorraine, and
tlieir descendants have continued to rule in Aus-
tria until the present day. One of Maria The-

resa's fifteen children was Marie Antoinette, the

wife of Louis XVI. of France; a great-grand-

daughter, Jlaria Louisa, was the wife of Na-
])oleon : another gi-eat-granddaughter was the

wife of Pedro I. of Brazil : and a great-grand-

son was Maximilian I. of Mexico.

Consult: Lichnowsky, Geschichte des Eatises

ron Habsburg (8 vols.", Vienna, 1836-44) ; Coxe,

House of Atifitria (3 vols., London, 1807):

Schultze, Geschichte der Ilahshurrjer in den ersteii

drei Jahrhiinderten (Innsbruck, 1887) ; Weihrich,

Kf/ii)iinffifcl snr Geschichte des Hav-ses Babsburti

(Prague, 1892) : Hoernes, Oe^erreich-Ungarn
mid das Hans Habsburg (Teschen, 1892). See

genealogical table of the Hapsburg family.

HAP'TERA (Neo-Lat. nom pi., from Gk.

a-reif, haptcin, to fasten). A botanical term
denoting organs for attachment that contain no

vascular bundles, and are. therefore, not roots.

They occur on various marine algie, on the ten-

drils of Ampclopsis, etc.

HARA-KIRI, ha'ra-ke're (.Japanese, belly-

cut), or, more elegantly, SEPPUKU, sep-poo'-

kii (the Japanese pronunciation of Ts'ich-

fnh. to cut belly). Self-disembowelment ; a form

of suicide permitted in feudal Japan among the

territorial nobles and Samurai (q.v.), when un-

willing to survive some disgrace. From being a

custom, it had, about a.d. 1500, developed into a

privilege, so that noblemen and gentlemen could

demand that the form of judicial punishment be

death at their own hands, instead of dying

like common criminals. Tlie ceremonies and eti-

quette of seppiikii became verj' elaborate, and this

form of judicial suicide degenerated into execu-

tion at the hands of one's best friend. Arrayed
in the neatest of clothing, in a measured space,

behind white curtains, the victim and his friends

and the official witnesses took their places. The
dirk was laid upon a tray and presented by the

second, while at the moment of incision, or while

the principal was stretching out his hand to

seize the dirk, the 'best man' or friend of the

accused took oflf the latter's head with a sweep
of his sword. Then, the official witnesses having
inspected and identified the head, it was reverent-

ly washed by friends. With the decay of feudal-
ism, the custom has fallen out of use, but is even
yet occasionally practiced. Hani-karri, a form
of the word hara-kiri, which is frequently found
in newspapers and other more pretentious publi-
cations, is erroneous, as is the translation 'hapjiy
dispatch.' Consult: Jlittord, Talcs of Old Japan
(London, 1870), and Chamberlain, Things Japa-
nese (London, 1891).

HAR'ALD, or HAR'OLD I., suniamed
Haakf.\ou, or F.-^iK-ILviuEU (c.850-933). King
of Xorway from about SCO to about 930. He
was a descendant of the ancient race of the
Ynglings, and the son of Halfdan the Swarthy,
the most powerful of the many jarls or i)etly

kings who then ruled in Norway, According to

the popular saga, Harald was induced to at-

tempt the siibjugation of the whole of Norway,
by his love for a beautiful maiden, named Gyda,
who declared that slie would not be his wife
until he was sole king of the country; and he
swore that he would neither cut nor comb his
hair till he had subdued all the land to bis
sway—an oath which ho kept. After many
years' contest with his brother jarls, and after

defeating the last general confederacy of the
inde{)endent Norwegian chieftains, in a naval
battle at Hafrsfjord, he remained sole ruler of
the land (872). Harald's severity compelled
the deposed rulers to seek other homes; and his
reign is memorable for the many new settle-

ments which were made by these exiles in the
Orkneys, the Hebrides, the Shetlands, the Farofr
Islands, and Iceland, which, except Iceland,

were also subdued by Harald. (See Nor-
mans.) Although a barbarian, Harald ruled
with a sound policy in advance of his age, and
hy his firmness succeeded in su]5pressing for a
time the private warfare and sea-piracy which
had prevailed in Norway before his reign. The-

dissensions of his numerous sons, however,
checked all the good that might have resulted
from his measures. To restore concord in his

family, he divided his dominions among his chil-

dren, but vested the supreme power in his eldest

son, Eric Blodoexe, or Bloodaxe (c.930). Har-
ald died about 933. Consult Boyesen, Norway
(New York, 1886).

HARALD, or HAROLB III., surnamed
Haakdraade. or Hard Ruler (lOlo-Gti). King
of Norway from 104G to 100(5. He was the son of

Sigurd, chief of Ringerike, and 'a descendant of

Harald I. In his bovhood he was present at the

iiattle of Stiklestad in 1030. in which his broth-

er, Olaf, King of Xorway, surnamed the Saint,

was slain. Harald subsequently went to the-

Court of JaroslafT, Grand Prince of Novgorod
and Kiev, and afterwards to Constantinople,

where he became captain of the Varangian body-

guard of the Greek Emperors. In this office he
experienced many marvelous adventures, which
have supplied abundant materials for the narra-

tives of the older sagas and the modern romances

of the North. According to these, he took part

in the expedition against the pirates of the-

Mediterranean, and visited .Jerusalem, where he-

fought successfully against the Saracens, whom
he also defeated in eighteen pitched battles in.

Sicily and Africa. On his return to Con.stanti-

nople, he drew upon himself the vengeance of

the Empress Zoe by an intrigue with her rela-

tive, Mary, after he had rejected Zoe's proffered
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love. He escaped witli ditliculty from prison,

where he had been thrown on a charge of treason,

returned to Russia, 1044, married the dauglitcr

of Prince Jaroslaft'. and took her witli liiiii to

Norway (1046), where his nepliew, Magnus, the

son of Saint Olaf, agreed to divide the royal
power with him, in return for a share of liis

treasures. Tlie death of Magnus, in 1048. left

him sole King of Norwaj'. His unruly spirit

would not. however, suffer him to rest; ami he
entered into a war to dethrone the King of

Denmark. Although he was successful in battle

against the Danes, he gained no real advantages
by the contest; and in 1064 he concluded a
peace in which he recognized the right of .Sweyn,

the nephew of Canute, to the throne of Denmark.
In 10G6 he landed in England to aid Tostig
(q.v. ) against his brother Harold, King of Eng-
land, but was slain in battle at Stamford Bridge.

Consult Boyesen, Nortvay (New York, 1880).

HA'RAN, or CHARRAN, kar'ran (Ass.

Kharranu, road). A city in the north of Meso-
potamia, and southea.st of Edessa, at the .junc-

tion of the Damasois road with the highway
from Nineveh to Carchemish. For the Assyri-

ans it became a strategic position of first-rate

importance, and is mentioned in inscriptions as
early as the time of Tiglathpileser I., about
1100 B.C. Sargon II. (B.C. 721-70.5) refers to his

having restored the ancient privileges of the

place, and later kings, like Assurbanipal, de-

voted themselves to the restoration of the temple
to the moon-god, which enjoyed a high reputa-

tionUsa place of pilgrimage. Haran, the Carrhje

of the Greeks and Romans, became, by virtue of

its situation, the centre of considerable com-
merce. It was here that the Roman general

Crassus, in his eastern expedition, was attacked
and slain by the Parthians (B.C. 5.3), and here

also the Emperor Caracalla was murdered at

the instigation of Macrinus, a.d. 217. The place

retained its importance down to the period of

the Arab ascendanc.v, but is now wholly in

ruins. According to the Book of Cienesis, which
traces the name to Haran, a son of Terah. Haran
was the first resting-place of the latter and his

family, after their migration from Ur of the
Chaldees, and here Terah died before Abraham's
migration into Canaan (Gen. xi. 31-32). The
story recalls the tradition 'of the so.journ of some
clans—probably of Aramean origin—associated
with Hebrews at some remote period. Consult

:

Metz, Geschichte der Htadt Harran (1802);
Sachau, Rrisc in Mesopotamien (Leipzig, 1899).

HARAR, lia-riir'. See Harrar.
HARATIN, hii'ra-ten'. 'Black' Berbers, liv-

ing on the southern slopes of the Atlas Moun-
tains. Their darker complexion is doubtless
owing to mixture with negroes. They are inter-

esting to the ethnologist in that they still pre-

serve the patriarchal trilial state. See Berber.

HARAUCOURT, a'rO'kcjor', Edmond (18.57

— ), A French poet and novelist, born at Bour-
mont (Haute-Marne) . His first work. La Mffende
des sexes, poeines lu/steriques (1883), under the
pen-name of Le Sire de Chabley, attracted some
attention. L'nme luie (188.5), a collection of

verse, in which some of the earlier poems were
included, and .SV»? (1891), showed the poet's in-

creasing power and melancholy charm. He also
wrote the romance Amis (1887); Hhylock
(1889), a play; the Passion (1890), a drama;
Hiro et L4andre (IS93) ; Alienor, an opera; Don

Juan (1894) ; and FAisnhelh (1894), He received
the Academy prize for his poem, LcsVi/vi;i,(/s( 1890)

.

HARBAUGH, har'b.a, Henry ( 1817-07). An
American clergyman of the (ierman Reformed
Church, born near Waynesborough, I'a. lie

studied in Mercersburg Seminary, whore he be-

came professor of theology in I8U4. He was the
cliicf exponent of the 'Mercersburg theol(\gy.'

From 1850 to 1866 he was the editor of the
Guardian, a monthly magazine, and afterwards
of the Mercersburg Rei-ien\ He published some
poems in 'Pennsjlvania Dutch.' and also wrote:
Heaven {3 vols., 1843-53); The Fathers of the

German Reformed Church (1858); and Christo-
loyiral Theology (1864).

HAR'BIN, or KHAR'BIN. A city of Man-
cluiria situated on the right bank of the Sungari
River at the point where the Manihurian Rail-

way to Vladivostok bifurcates, a l)ranch extend-
ing to Port Arthur and Peking. It is about 600
miles northeast of Port Arthur, and 350 miles
northwest of Vladivostok (Map: Chinese Empire
G 2). It is a "fiat city" created b.v the Russian
Ciovernment to serve as a railway administra-
tion centre and military depot. It consists of
the old, or native, town, which was all that
existed before the building of tlie railway, the
harbor, or river, town, also called Prestin, and
the administration town. The last two are
almost exclusivel_y Russian, and consist of new
and substantial brick houses, among which a
number of large and pretentious public buildings

are in course of construction. There are already
established a teclmical and .a commercial school,

a tlieatre, hospitals, and among financial insti-

tutions a branch of the Russo-Chinese Bank.
B.v the end of 1903 considerable conunerce and
industry had sprung up. Besides the extensive

railwaj' shops there were eight flour mills in
operation with modern machinery, several brew-
eries, distilleries, meat packing establishments,

and brick factories. Steamers leave daily for

the Amur, and the railway traffic is extensive.

The population has increased rapidly from
12,000 in 1900 to about 60,000 in 1903.

HARBOR (ME. harbor, herbore, herberwe,
herhrryc. Icel. herberyi. OHG. heribcrye, Ger.

Herbcryc, from OHG. hcri. Ger. Hccr, AS. here,

army -f- OHG., Ger. bergen, AS. beoryan. to-

shelter). An indentation or inlet on the shore

of a sea or lake so protected from the winds and
waves, whether by natural conformation of tlie

land or by artificial works, as to form a secure

roadstead' for ships. In the broadest meaning
harbor works include all the structures and ap-

purtenances which facilitate the safe anchorage,

loading, unloading, and repairs of vessels which
seek harbors in the way of- commerce and safety

from storm ; in this sense quays, docks, break-

waters, jetties, piers, and wharves, etc., are
essential parts of harbors. In this article, how-
ever, the broad question of harbor construction

as illustrated by tvpical harbors will alone be

considered. For specific considei'ation of the

parts of harbor works, see Breakwater.s ;

DocK.s; .Jettv; LiQUTnouSES; Quays; etc.

Early Harbor Work.s. With the birth of

conunerce and naval warfare, in the earliest ages

of civilization, arose the necessity for artificial

harliors. The Phoenicians set to work to protect

their scanty strip of Levantine coast. At Tj're,

two harbor's were formed, to the north and to
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the south of tlie poiiinsula on which the city was
placed. At vSidon, similar but loss extensive

works long testified to the wealth and engineering

genius of the Pha>nicians. The breakwaters were
principally constructed of loose rubble. Carthage,
in another part of the Mediterranean, also pos-

sessed a harbor, though its site is not very satis-

factorily determined. It was in two divisions,

formed by moles; time, however, has dealt so

hardly with it that few traces remain. In

Greece nature provided so many navigable in-

lets that little remained to be done by man.
Nevertheless, some minor works were executed at
the Piraeus and elsewhere, chiefly for warlike
purposes. The Romans, finding ships necessary

to the dominion of the world, set about con-

structing harbors for them. The coasts of Italy

still show how well they imderstood both the
principles and the practice' of this branch of

engineering. A distinguishing feature of tlieir

harbor-making is the open or arched mole. Built
Avith open arches, resting upon stone piers, it

gives full play to the tidal and littoral currents,

thus preventing the deposit of sand or mud; but
in proportion as this advantage is increased (by
increasing the span of the arches), so also is the
agitation, and consequent insecurity, of the water
within.

The decay of commerce and civilization, con-

sequent upon the fall of the Roman Empire, put
a stop to harbor-making; nor did the art revive

until the revival of commerce by the Italian re-

publics of the Middle Ages. The rich traffic of

Venice and Genoa soon led to the construction of

suitable ports at those places; and the moles
of the latter city, and the works in the lagoons
of Venice, remain to this day. France was next
in the field, embanking, protecting, and deepen-
ing the mouths of the rivers along her north-
\vestern shores, as at Havre, Dieppe, Dunkirk, etc.

In 1G27, during the siege of La Rochelle, Mete-
zeau constructed jetties of loose rubble-stone, to

prevent access to the city. England lagged far

behind her Continental rivals. With few excep-
tions, her ports were absolutely unprotected, or
rather uncreated, until late in the last century.
Two of the few exceptions were Hartlepool, where
a harbor was formed about 1250. and Arbroath,
in 1394. In the seventeenth century, at Whitby
and Scarborough, also in Yorkshire, rough piers

were thrown out, protecting the mouth of the
port : while at Yarmouth, in Elizabeth's reign, a
north jetty, and subsequently a south one, were
formed. An ancient mole existed at Lyme Eegis.

But the chief efforts of the early English engi-
neers were directed against the shoals and waves
of Dover. With the advent of Smeaton, however,
things took a different turn ; and now few coun-
tries surpass Great Britain in the number of arti-

ficially improved connnercial harbors, or in the
just appreciation nf their importance.

The development of harbor works in America,
of course, belongs entirely to modern times. The
first regular appropriation for harbor work in

the United States was made in 1802; it amounted
to $.30,000, and was to he devoted to the erection
of public piers at Philadelphia, Pa. In 1822 an
appropriation of $22,700 was made for the con-
struction of a harbor of refuge in Delaware Bay.
The first approach to a river and harbor bill was
made in 1826. when about $1.50.000 was appro-
priated for carrying on work in about twenty
localities. From 1826 to 1838 aggregate appro-

priations carried by the various river and harbor
bills were about $'J,000,000. From 1838 to 1800
the aggregate expenditure was $0,000,000. The
total aggregate expenditure of the United States
on river and harbor works from 1820 to 1894 was
$202,845,900. Since 1894 the annual amount set

aside by Congress for such works has rapidly in-

creased, until in 1900-01 the River and Harbor
Bill called for an approi)riatiun of nearly $00,-

000,000 for new work, and tlie Simdry Civil Ser-

vice Bill called for an appropriation of $7,000,000
for continuing work in progress.

Harbok Construction. The designing and
construction of harbors constitute one of the most
difficult departments of civil engineering. In
discussing this branch of the subject attention
will be limited to commercial harbors, including
harbors of refuge. The general plan of com-
mercial harbors differs in different nations, and
there is a great diversity of form due to the

methods of connnercial means of disposing of the

freight received from vessels. It may be set

down, as a general rule, that the ship itself does
not determine the character of the harbor beyond
the fact that it must be of sutficient depth to

accommodate ships of the maximum draught
using the harbor. In some of the most important
ports of the world there are practically no instal-

lations for handling freight, the ships anchoring
in the open harbor and discharging their cargoes
into lighters. Railwaj's play a far more impor-
tant role in determining the arrangement of the
harbor, particularly in regard to the dock and
quay arrangement. In the last respect, also,' the
local movement of commerce of the city itself

plays an important part.

Turning now to the natural conditions which
influence the character and arrangements of

harbors, it may be stated that the topographic
and geologic conditions exercise a decisive in-

fluence. A harbor may be situated directly upon
the seacoast or in some river, bay, or gulf, or

far in the interior on some river or maritime
canal. The effects of the ocean, the action of the

winds and tides, and the general conformation
of the shore-lines are other controlling factors in

determining the arrangement of harbor works.
Finally, the nature of the soil, whether alluvial,

or diluvial, or rocky, plays an important part in

the arrangement of the basins, either natural or

artificial, and the adoption of quays, jetties, piers,

etc.

The great variety of commercial and natural
conditions which influence the arrangement of

harbor works of course call for a corresponding
variety of arrangements; it is obviously impo.s-

sible to describe each here. For the sake of clear-

ness we may somewhat arbitrarily divide har-

bors into, flrst, those located on a comparatively
open coast ; second, those located at river mouths
or on bays or gulfs, and thus more or less land-

locked; and third, those located well inland on
rivers or maritime canals.

The simplest form of open-coast harbor con-

sists of a quay wall or bulkhead wall open to the
sea, and serving only to enable ships to tie up
alongside the shore and discharge and receive

cargoes. Such a quay affords comparatively no
protection from the winds, tides, and currents.

The next advance is a straight pier extending out
from the shore. This pier affords little shelter to

ships from waves coming directly inshore. b>it in

case of winds and waves along shore it affords
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Ceara
Harbor̂
,

protection on its lee side. Another step in

advance is to build the pier bent or curved with

its concave side toward the shore. A still further

improvement is to build two curved piers con-

verging toward each otlier so as to include a
harbor basin with an opening between the sea

ends of the piers.

Still another meth-

od is to build olT

shore an insular

breakwater, wliich ' '
""'

. S.'i',|

prevents the waves Brazil §^fl_,^
from breaking on '"^^^!lJ"""TTmTTrrTTn<<^

^'VnTtrrrr

the shore, and thus ^""''^ Line

forms a compara- yk, l

tively tranquil ba-

sin between the breakwater and the shore.

Harbors of all these forms are found in practice.

Jlore generally, liowever, two or more of the

structures mentioned are combined to form har-

bor basins of

various forms
iind dimensions.

Figures 1 and 2

show in outline

form two repre-

sentative open-

coast harbors.

When the con-

foniiation of the

coast-line is of

the nature of an
indentation in

the land, as in

the case of a bay, gulf, or river-mouth, then a

portion of it may be utilized, to take the place

of one or more of the structures necessary to

form an open-coast harbor. For example, the

Fig.

Fig. 3.

harbor of New York is so inclosed by land that

no artificial structures in the shape of piers or

breakwaters are needed to secure a tranquil har-

bor basin. Where the ba}' or inlet is less per-

fectly landlocked, piers, break-

waters, or jetties are construct-

ed to supply the necessary pro-

tection at the exposed points.

Figs. 3 to 6 show actual ar-

rangements of such structures

in different circumstances.

Tile artificial works involved

in inland harbors consist of

jetties at the mouth of the river

or canal, bank protection, and
other constructions for preserv-

ing the channel, and the building

of docks and quays in the har-

bor proper. Among the notable

inland harbors of the world are

those of Hamburg, Manchester, and Amsterdam,
in Europe; and Charleston and Philadelphia, in

America. Fig. 7 shows the entrance harbor of

Fig. 4.

Fig: 5.

Fig. 6.

the ship canal hading to thi^ harbor of Anistor-

dain, and Fig. 8 that at the entrance of the Suez
Canal, at Port Said.

In what has preceded, we have concerned our-

selves only with
the general ar-

rangement of har-

bor structures
under diH'erent

topographic con-

ditions. For s])C-

eific information
concerning jet-

ties, breakwaters,
docks, piers,
quays, etc., the

reader should consult the articles with these

titles. Whatever the construction and arrange-

ment of these constituent structures of a har-

bor may be, they are such that the harbor con-

sists of an entrance,

of an anchorage
space, and of docks.

By the entrance is

meant the navigable
pass by whicli ves-

sels enter the harbor.

Some ports have nat-

ural entrance chan-

nels of large dimen-
sions and great
depth, and in other

harbors this channel

is of small size and
has to be artificially

constructed and maintained. Generally speaking,

the minimum width of practical entrance for

ships of modern dimensions is from 230 feet to

490 feet, but for large commercial ports it should

be preferably from
650 feet to 1000 feet

wide. Sometimes the

entrance channels
constitute the an-

chorage space tribu-

tary to the entrance

channel and the
docks. No general

rule can be laid

down for the area of

anchorage space, for

this is governed by
the local conditions at each port. When the nat-

ural harbor bank does not give sufficient room for

the commerce of a harbor, various metliods are

adopted for increasing this shore space. The
most simple is to build

out from the shore a
series of piers or wharves
with water spaces be-

tween them to form
docks. When this is not
practicable quays are
built which inclose dock
basins. Tlie nature of

these two classes of

structure is described in

the article on Docks.
For a comprehensive

treatise on harbors, consult: De Cordemoy, Las
ports modenies (Paris. 1900) ; Vernon-Harconrt,
Harbors and Docks (London, 1885). The best

w"

Fig. 7.

Fig. 8.
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descriptions of iniporhmt recent harbor works
will be found scattered llirougli the proceedings

of the various engineering societies and the en-

gineering papers.

HARBOR. As judicially defined, a place to

shelter ships from the violence of the sea, and
where ships are brought for commercial pur-

poses to load and unload goods and jiassen-

gers. It includes quays or docks and other in-

strumentalities for the use and protection of

ships. The term is generally considered a legal

STOonym for 'haven' and 'port,' although at

times it is employed in a somewhat narrower
sense than either of these terms. It is not
necessary, to constitute a harbor, that it be land-

locked or absolutely safe for ships. It is enough
that it affords a reasonably safe place of retreat

from winds and storms.

In Great Britain the right to construct or con-

trol harbors is vested in the Crown, but at present

they are generally owned or managed by boards

or commissions under special acts of Parliament.

Even when an individual is the owner of a harbor,

imder a grant from the Crown or by proscription,

he holds it subject to the right of the public to

make use of it and of the State to control it.

The Government has the power, also, of closing

particular harbors or ports, either absolutely, or

to certain lines of imports or exports. It has
the power, too, of regulating all harbor fees and
the conduct of business transacted in harbors.

At present, the various boards or commissions
are authorized by Parliament to make all needful

regulations and. within certain limits, to fix

the charges on goods and ships. It is their duty,

on the other hand, to keep tlie harbors in a rea-

sonably safe condition for those entitled to use

them. If they do not, they are liable for anj'

injury which results from their negligence. This

rule does not obtain in harbors eontj'olled directly

by the Government, and known as the King's
harbors. Here the maxim applies that "the King
can do no wrong;" that is, the State cannot be

sued without its consent for injuries due to its

negligence.

In the United States the development and con-

trol of harbors are shared to some extent by the

Federal and the State governments. Large ap-

propriations are frequently made by Congress for

the improvement and defense of harbors, and the

Federal Government, imder its power to regulate

foreign and interstate commerce, exercises a large

degree of control over most ports. On the other
hand, the ownership of docks, wharves, ware-
houses, and other harbor facilities afforded to

commerce, is generally a matter of State legisla-

tion. Each State, too. has its pilot laws, its

quarantine rules, and its harbor regulations, with
which the Federal Government does not interfere,

but which are subject to Federal laws so far

as the subject—as quarantine, for example—is

within the Federal jurisdiction.

A harbor mnxter is a State official with ex-

tensive authority. He has power to regulate the
times of landing, unloading, and loading vessels;

to make room for such as need to be immediately
accommodated by temporarily removing others

;

to collect harbor fees: to enforce obedience to
his lawful orders, and, in certain cases, to settle

disputes between the masters of vessels. In
some States a board of harbor commissioners is

provided for with large powers of control. Con-

sult: lloore, History of the Foreshore and the
Law delating Thereto (I^ondon, 1888) ; United
States llcvised Statutes, Sees. r)244-5255; Birds-
eye, General Laws of .A'fic Yorl:—Navigation
Lair and Xcir York }lart)or (New York, 1901).

HARBOR GRACE. A port of entry on the
west side of Conception Bay, Xe\vfoun<lland. 27
miles west by north of Saint .John's ; the second
town of importance in the island (Map: New-
foundland, G 5 ) . The harbor is large, but ex-

posed; it has a patent slip 200 feet long, and the
wlianes are protected by the beach. The trade
of Harbor Grace is nearly one-fourth of that of

the entire island. Population, in 1891, 6467; in

1901, 51S4.

HARBORING. In law, the act of receiving

and retaining a person in violation of the rights

of another or of the public. Harboring the wife
of another after notice from the husband not to

do so is an actionable wrong against him, unless

such act is a proper one for her protection. So
the harboring of an apprentice or seiTant, with
knowledge of the latter's obligation to his master,
is an actionable tort at common law. One who
knowingly harbors a felon becomes at common
law an accessory to the crime, while the in-

tentional harborer of one who has committed
a misdemeanor is himself guilty of a misde-

meanor. An innkeeper who is accustomed to

harbor thieves is indictable at common law for

maintaining a public nuisance. Some modern
statutes make it criminal for any one to harbor
thieves; that is, to shelter them or permit them
to congregate on his premises. Other statutes

impose a penalty for harboring seamen, knowing
them to belong to any vessel. Under such stat-

utes, and generally, the offense of harboring does

not necessarily involve the element of secrecy or
concealment. It is committed by merely shelter-

ing or entertaining the prohiliited person or per-

mitting him to take refuge under one's roof. See
Accessory; Husrand a>-d Wife: Master and
.Servant: Parent and Child; and authorities

there cited.

HAR'BORNE. William (c.1545-1617) . An
English traveler and diplomat, the first English
Ambassador to Turkey, born at Yarmouth. In
l.i75 he was elected to Parliament, but was not
allowed to take his seat, and in 1577 he went
to Turkey. Five years afterwards he was ap-

pointed Ambassador to that country. The Turkey
Company, formed in 1.579. received, thanks to his

efforts, larger privileges than those granted to

any other nation. He left Constantinople in

1588, and died at Mundham. An account of his

journey from Const.intinople in 1588 was printed

in Hakluyt's CoUeetion of Toyaries. as well as

the description of his outward voyage.

HARBOR-SEAL. The common seal [Phoea
ritutinn) nf all northern seas, which formerly

frequented numerously all the bays and harbors

of the Atlantic coast as far south as Virginia,

but now is uncommon south of Xova Scotia.

Stragglers, nevertheless, are still seen at long
inter\-als in the HtuUon, and even in the Delaware
rivers, where they once regularly ascended as

far as tidewater went. It is still numerous in

the Saint Lawrence, and has been taken in Lake
Champlain. The leopard seal of the Pacific Coast
(south to Southern California) is the same, and
has been known to ascend the Columbia 200
miles. This seal attains a total length of about
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51/;! feet, and a weiglit of from 80 to 100 pounds.

Brownish yellow with dark .spots is the common-
est color, init many variations occur, such as al-

most uniform dark brown, nearly black, and dark

spotting on a light ground, or the reverse. It

is distinct in habits from other seals, with which,

in the North, it never associates on the ice-floes,

but remains by itself on or near the shore, where

it ascends the Arctic rivers almost to their

sources in pursuit of the salmon. Hence it is

known to seamen as the 'fresh-water' seal. The
white skins of the young seals are regarded by
the nortlieastern Eskimo as the best and prettiest

material from which to make undergarments and
the jackets of women and children. This is the

common .seal of Xorthern Europe and the liritish

Islands. It is often captured young and petted

and trained, when it shows great docility and
affection, and its tricks are frequently exhibited

in public shows.

HARBOR SPRINGS. A village and the

county-seat of Enunet County, Mich., five miles

northwest of Petoskey, on Lake Jlichigan and
on the Grand Rapids and Indiana Railroad

(Map: Michigan, H 3). It is a favorite summer
resort, annually visited by some 5000 persons.

It has an excellent landlocked harbor. The prin-

cipal manufactures are lumber in various prod-

ucts, and flour. Population, in 1890, 1052; in

1900, 1643.

HARBURG, hiir'boorK. The capital of a

circle in the Prussian Province of Hanover, situ-

ated on an arm of the Elbe, over which are

built a raih'oad and a street bridge on the road
to Hamburg, 7 miles to the north (Map: Prussia,

C 2). The most noteworthy building of the town
is the old castle on the Elbe. Harburg has a 'real'

gymnasium and several industrial and commer-
cial schools. It is a place of some industrial ac-

tivity, producing jute, linseed and cocoanut oil,

gutta-percha wares, chemicals, leather, cement,

glass, machinery, boilers, and small steamers. It

is connected by rail with Hamburg, Cuxhaven,
and Bremen, and with Hamburg also by an elec-

tric street railway, and has a growing trade in

groceries, wine, oil, coal, timber, etc. Harburg
obtained municipal rights in 1297 ; belonged to

Liineburg and Hanover; and passed to Prussia

in 1806. Population, in 1890, 35,081; in 1900,

49,1.53.

HAR'COURT, Simon, first Earl Harcourt
(1714-77). .\n English diplomat and statesman.

He was the only son of the Hon. Simon Harcourt,

who died in 1720. On the death of his grand-

father, Simon, first Viscount Harcourt, in 1727,

he succeeded to the family titles and estates.

After an excellent education and four years of

foreign travel, he was appointed lord of the bed-

chamber to George II. In 1745 he raised a regi-

ment for defense of the kingdom against the

rebels, and in 1749 was advanced to the dignity

of an earl. Harcourt was appointed governor
to the Prince of Wales, afterwards George TIL,
but resigned owing to his dislike of the absolutist

principles in which the young Prince was in-

.structed. Promoted to be lieutenant-general in

1759, he was appointed in 1761 special ambassa-
dor to demand the hand of the Princess Charlotte
in marriage for the young King, who had s>ie-

ceeded to the throne in 1760. He was made .Am-

bassador to Pans in 1768. and Lord Lieutenant of

Ireland in 1772. By a proposal to tax the rents

of absentee landlords he gained much [lopularity

in that country, but the proposal was rejected

by the Irish Parliament, which was swayed by
English opinion. There was nuieh oliicial cor-

ruption during his term as Lord Lieutenant. He
resigned in 1777.

HARCOURT, William, third Earl of (1743-

1830). An English field-marshal. His military

career began at the age of sixteen, when he

took command of a troop raised at his father's

expense and know'n as 'Harcourt's Black Hor.se.'

He was aide-de-camp to Lord Albemarle at the

siege of Havana (1762), but returned home to

represent Oxford in Parliament (1768-74). Ho
was a lieutenant-colonel of dragoons in the

American Revolutionary War, and distinguished

himself in the capture of Gen. Charles Lee, near

the Delaware. During the war in Flanders he

was raised to the command of the Duke of York's

cavalry (1795), was made a general the following

year, as well as head of the Royal ^Military

College, Great Marlow, a position he held from
its opening until 1805, and he was created field-

marshal on the occasion of the coronation of

George IV.

HARCOURT, Sir William George Gran-
ville Venables Vernon (1827-1904). An Eng-
lish statesman. He completed his education

in Trinity College, Cambridge. Beginning the

practice of l.aw in 1854, he was in 1866 appointed
Queen's Counsel. From 1868 to 1880 he repre-

sented Oxford in the House of Commons; from
1880 to 1895, Derby; and from 1895 until his

death, Slonmouthshire West had him as a
representative. His principles were thor-

oughly liberal. His election to the profcssorsliip

of international law in the University of Cam-
bridge in 1869 is evidence of scholarship

in his special field of study; so, too, was his

appointment to the royal commission for amend-

ing the neutrality laws and to the royal com-

mission for amending the naturalization laws.

He was Secretary of State for the HoTue De-

partment, 1880-85, and Chancellor of the Ex-

chequer, 1886 and 1892-95. From 1894 to 1898

he led the Liberal opposition : and after the

latter date he took an active stand against the

policy of the Government with reference to the

sinking fund, to the negotiations with the Trans-

vaal, and to the raising of funds for the sup-

port of the South African War. As Home
Secretary he introduced in 1884 an impor-

tant bill for the reform of the municipal

government of London. The budget which he,

as Chancellor of the Exchequer, presented in

1894 made the income tax considerably more
graduated, and reformed the 'death rates.' This

budget is often mentioned as his greatest work.

Amid his political labors he contributed to the

Saturday Review; and various political pam-
phlets and letters originally printed in the Tiinrsi,

and signed 'Historicus,' were afterwards rcpid)-

lished in a volume with considerable additions.

HARDANGER (har'diing or) FJORD. An
inlet of the Province of Soiith Bergcnhns, Norway,

on the southwest coast. It is about 68 miles long

and extends northeastward and south, encircling

the Folgefond. With a regular steamboat service,

it is a notable visiting place for summer tourists,

owing to its wild and picturesque scenery, em-

bracing mountain peaks, lofty cliffs, waterfalls,

and on the east the Hardanger Fjeld, an elevated
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ice-clad plateau. The narrow strips of well-

cultivated land along the shores are densely popu-

lated liy the Hara^nger. a peupk- distinguished

for their interesting national eustoms and dress.

HARD CASH. See Very Hard Cash.

HARD'CASTLE. A family, the members of

whieli are ])rincipal characters in Goldsmith's

<S7ic stoops tu Vunijucr. The scene is laid about
tlie coimtry liouse of jovial Squire Hardcastle,

the father of Kate, the heroine of the comedy,

who assumes the airs of a barmaid in order to

win the love of tlie bashful JIarlow. Tlie pre-

tentious Jlrs. Hardcastle is the mother of Tony
Lumpkin, the Squire's stepson.

HARD CLAM, or ROUND CLAM. The
qucihog. See Cla.m.

HAR'DECANUTE', HARDACNUT, or
HARTHACNXJT (e.1019-42). King of England
and of Denmark. He was the son of Canute
the (ireat and Emma of Normandy, and at tlie

time of his father's death (103.5) was ruling as

undcr-king in Denmark. Canute had intended

tlie' crown of England for Hardeeanute, but the

English Witan decided that his half-brother Har-
old should l)e King of tlie Nortli, and Harde-
eanute should have only Wessex. As Hardeeanute
neglected to take possession of his kingdom, it

passed to Harold in 1037. On the latter's death,

however, in 1040, Hardeeanute was chosen King
of England by the Witan. He arrived in Eng-
land with a fleet of sixty ships, for the main-
tenance of which he extorted a heavy daneqeld.

He was coarse and violent in his habits, and un-
scru]nilous in the meiins he adopted for the estab-

lislinient of liis power. His reig7i was peaceful.

He died .Tune 8. 1042, at the marriage banquet of

one of his noldes, and with him ended the Danish
line in England. He was succeeded by his half-

brother, Edward the Confessor (q.v.). Consult
Freeman, The Sorman Conquest, vol. i. (Oxford,
18G9).

HAR'DEE, WiLLi.wr .Joseph (1815-73). An
American soldier, prominent on the Confederate
side in the Civil War. He was born in Savannah,
Ga.: graduated at West Point in 1838: and
ser\'ed witli distinction through the Seminole
and Mexican wars. At the outbreak of the Civil

War he resigned from the United States Army
to accept a commission as colonel in the Con-
federate service, and during the first year of

the_ war held various commands in the West.
The next spring he commanded a corps in the
Arniv of the Mississippi, and at Shiloh. April
6. 1862, led the first Confederate line of battle.

During Bragg's invasion of Kentucky in the
following September, he commanded the left wing
of the invaders, and later took a prominent part
in the battles of Perryville and of Murfreesboro.
By this time he had attained the rank of lieii-

tenant-genernl. In the summer of 1803 he was
placed in charge of the defense of IVIississippi

and Alabama, but rejoined the army in time to

command his corps at the battle of Missionary
Ridge. Soon after this, December 2, 1803, he
succeeded General Bragg in command of the

Anny of Tennessee, but was himself replaced

by Polk on December 2.Sd, who. however, gave
way to .Joseph E. .Tohnston on December 27tli,

Under General .Johnston. Hardee fought through
the Atlanta campaign, and after the fall of

Atlanta was assigned to the command of the

Department of South Carolina, Georgia, and
Florida. His forces, largely composed of the
local militia, were unable to make any eflectual

opposition to Sherman's march to tlie sea; and
it was only by good generalsliip that Hardee was
able to escape from Savannah before the Federal
forces had completed its investment. He there-

upon retreated northward through the Carolinas,
and effected a junction with .Johnston, under
whose command he continued to serve until that
general surrendered on April 20, 1805, After
the war, he became a planter at Seliiia, Ala,

HARDELOT, ar'd'-Io', Guy d'. A French .song

comiKiser, born near Boulogne-sur-Jler, of pa-

trician ancestry. After her marriage slie was
a resident of I^ondon, England, where she became
known by her husband's name (Rhodes), al-

though her compositions were always published
under the sigiuiture of D'Hardelot. Her first

published composition attracted attention to her
work, after which Melba, Pol Plancon, and Calve
popularized her songs throughout the world, and
particularly in the United States and England.
Her songs, nearly all written to l''rench words,
although accompanied by an English translation,

were marked by considerable melodic originality,

and a general appropriateness of text and music;
and as a rule make up in artistic daintiness
what they lack in depth. Some of her better-

known songs are: .4. i^oiis! Arcc foi. Little Boi/

Blue, Migtion, Say yes, Truelove Land, Tristesse,

Quand on aiine, and A Bunch of Violets. She
made one visit to the United States, in company
with Jlnie. Calve.

HAR'DEN, Maximilian (1801—). A Ger-
man journalist and author, born in Berlin. After
a seeondiiry education he became a contributor of

essays and critiques on subjects of literature and
the drama to the Frankfurter Zeituufi. the Oepen-
icart, and the Nation. He first attracted atten-

tion by a series of articles on social and jxilitical

topics, published originally in the Geyenuxirt,

with the signature 'Apostata,' and subsequently
in two volumes, with the title Apostata (1892).

In 1892 he established the Zukunft, a weekly
]ieriodical which proved a very successful venture,

and in 1890 publislied Theater iind Litteratur.

His individual and witty style and his unreserved
expressions of opinion made him persona non
(/rata to the Government, which he particularly

opposed in connection with the policy of Von
Caprivi. In 1900 he was condemned to six

months' imprisonment in a fortress on the charge

of Jcse-majesti'.

HARDENBERG, liar'dni-berK, Albert (1510-

74). A Dutch tlieologian. whose real name
was Rizilus, but who is usually called Albert
Hardenberg, from his birthplace in Holland.

In 1517 he entered a monastic school, and
about 1530 went to Louvain. where he soon

developed a distaste for scholastic theology. At
JIainz, where he went to study, he met .Johannes

a I^asco (q.v.). and was turned to Protestant

ideas. He returned to I^ouvain, and preached the

Reformation in a very mild form, but was forced

to leave the city. He taught at Aduard for

three years (1540-43), and then, through the

efforts of A Lasco and of Melanchthon, left the

Roman Church and went to Wittenberg (1543).
.\fterwards he came under the protection of the

Archliishop of Cologne, who was friendly to the

Reformation, and was settled as pastor at Kem-
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pen. He is best known in Church history for his

opposition to Luther's doctrine of ubiquity, and
for his attempt to introduce Calvinistie tenets

on the nature of the eh'ments in tlie sacraiiicMt.

In 1501 he went to Bremen, tlien to Sengwardeu,
and in 15G7 to Emden, where he died. Consult
Spiegel, Dr. Albert Riziius Hardcnhcry (Bremen,

1869).

HARDENBERG, Friedrich vox. A German
lyric poet. See Novalis.

HARDENBERG, Iv.\rl August, Prince

1 1750-1822). A Prussian statesman, born at

Essenrode, in Hanover, May 31, 1750. He was
educated at Leipzig and Giittingen, and in

1776-78 traveled in France. Holland, and Eng-
land. On his return to Hanover he became Coun-
cilor of tlie Privy Chamber, and was raised

to the rank of count ; but a private quarrel

with a member of the royal family induced him,

in 1782, to quit the Hanoverian service. He took
up his residence at the Court of Brunswick, where
the Duke appointed him, in 1787, president of the

Council of State. Soon afterwards lie was sent on
a diplomatic mission to Frederick William II. of

Prussia, who received him with marked distinc-

tion. In 1790 the Margrave of Ansbach and Bay-
reuth requested the Pmssian monarch to furnish

him with a person competent to administer the

affairs of his dominions, and Frederick William
recommended Hardenlierg. \^'hen Ansbacli and
Bayreuth were united with Prussia in 1791, Har-
denberg was appointed Minister of State and a
member of the Cabinet. At the commencement of

the war with Franco, the King summoned him
to his headquarters at Frankfort-on-the-JIain

as administrator of the army. Early in 1795
he was sent to Basel, where on April 5th he
concluded a peace between Prussia and the French
Republic. After tlie accession of Frederick Wil-
liam III., Hardenberg was recalled to Berlin

(1798), and was intrusted with the partial man-
agement of foreign affairs. In 1804 he became
first Prussian ^Minister on the resignation of

Haugwitz. and in this capacity endeavored to

keep Prussia neutral in the war between France
and England. Nevertheless, by the victory of

Napoleon at Austerlitz, Prussia was compelled to

enter into an alliance with Napoleon in the ivinter

of 1805-00. Hardenberg Avas deprived of his

office in April. 180G. and Haugwitz, who was
friendly to the French, returned to power. Prus-
sia was driven in tlie same year to take up arms
against Napoleon. After the fatal battle of

Jena, Hardenberg accepted the portfolio of

Foreign Affairs, which he held for a few months
only. Napoleon, who considered him the chief

opponent of France in Prussia, demanding his

dismissal at the Peace of Tilsit. In 1810 he was
appointed Prussian Chancellor. Hardenberg now
proceeded to carry out Stein's plan for a regen-

erated Prussia through the enactment of radical

and far-rea,ching reforms. Tlie victories of the

British troops in the Spanish Peninsula, and the

disasters that overwlielmed Napoleon's vast army
in Russi.a, made it possible for Hardenberg to

realize his patriotic efforts, and he had the satis-

faction of seeing his plans crowned with success.

The War of Liberation freed Prussia. Harden-
berg subscribed to the Peace of Paris, 5Iay 30.

1814, and was soon after I'aised to the rank of

prince by his sovereign. He accompanied the al-

lied sovereigns to London and took part in the

proceedings of the Congress at Vienna and in the
conferences at Paris (1815). In 1817 he reor-

gaiii/.cd file Council of State, of whidi he was ap-
jiiiiiitcd president. He was present at tlie nieel-

iiigs of the mouarchs of tlie Holy Alliance at
Karlsbad, Laibach, Troppau, and Verona. His
hiter policy showed reactionar}' tendencies, how-
ever, and lost him much of liis previous pojni-

larity. During a tour tlirougli the nortli of Italy,

he was taken suddenly ill at Pavia and died at
Genoa, November 20, 1822. The services ren-

dered by Hardenberg to his country were great;
to liim, next to Stein, Pnissia is indebted for tlie

improvements in her army system, tlie aliolitiun

of serfdom and feudal burdens, the throwing open
of the civil service to all classes, and tlie complete
reform of the educational system. Ilardenberg's
Memoirs, 1801-07^ were suppressed until fifty

years had elapsed, and were then edited with a
biography by Ranke, Deiikicii rdigkci I cii des Fiir-

steii von Hardenberg (5 vols., Leipzig, 1877).
Consult also: Klose, Lcbcn Kiirl Auijusts, Fiir-

slcn- roil Hardenberg (Halle, 1807) ; Meier, Die
Reform dcr Venealtiiiigsorganisation untcr iS'/t'i'/!.

iind Hardenberg (Leipzig, 1881); Seeley, Life
and Times of Stein (London, 1879).

HAR'DEN-HICK'EY, .Lvme.s Alotsius
(1854-98). An American adventurer and jour-
nalist, called a baron. He was born in San Fran-
cisco, but at the age of twenty-three settled in

Paris, where he started a paper called the
Triboulet, so conspicuous for its strong satirical

attacks upon the Government tliat it was sup-
pressed in about two years (1880). The editor

had also been drawn into duels with other jour-

nalists, but his literary activity continued un-
abated, and under the nom-de-plume 'Saint-

Patrice' he published Un amour dans le monde
(1877) ; Memoires d'un gommeux (1877) ; Prcs
du gouffre (1877); Hampiero (1878); Lettres
d'un. Yankee (1879) ; Arentnres mcrrcilleuses de
Kabuclwdonosor yosebreaker (1880); Les faci-

ties de Trogneville (1883); Nos (crivains

(1888); Ln \heosopMe (1890); Plaqiats bib-

liques (1891).

HARDERWIJK, hiir'der-vik. A small sea-

port and fishing town of the Netherlands, situated

on the southeastern shore of the Zuyder Zee, 28
miles east of Amsterdam (Map: Netherlands,
D 2). It is a fortified town and a recruiting

station for the Dutch East India troops. The
chief exports are grain, lumber, and fish. Popu-
lation, in 1900, 7300. Harderwijk was a Hanse
town and from 1648 to 1811 was the seat of

a uuiver-ity.

HARDHACK. See Spib.sa.

HARDHEAD. A fish. ( 1 ) See Haubeak.
(2) See Steeliiead. (3) A sailors' name for the

California gray whale (q.v.), said to be due to

its propensity for striking and upsetting the

whalers' lioats with its head.

HARDICANUTE. See Hardecanute.

HAR'DIE, James Allen (1823-76). An
Aiiievirnii soldier, born in New York City. He
graduated at West Point in 1843. and during the

Mexican War was the military commandant of

San Francisco. During the Peninsular. ]\fary-

land, and Rappahannock campaigns of the Civil

War he was acting adiutant-gcner;il of the .Army
of the Pntomac. and on November 29. 1862, was
commissioned brigadier-general of volunteers. In
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1803 he was appointed assistant adjutant-general

•with the rank of major on the stall' of the regular

army, and on May 24, 1804, was made inspector-

general with the rank of colonel. After the close

of tlie war he was a member of the board wliieli

decided upon the disposition of the arms and
ninnitions in the Government arsenals, and he
audited the war claims of Massachusetts and
Kansas. On March 13, 1805, he was brevetted a
major-general in the Regular Army.

HARDING, CiiE.STER (1792-1866). An
American purtrait painter. He w-as bom in

Conway, ilass., September 11, 17i:i2. In 1812

he enlisted in the army as a drummer boy.

Owing to failure in business, he went to Pitts-

burg, wiiere he was engaged as a liouse-])ainter.

At this time he became interested in portrait

painting, and went to Paris, Ky. After a short

time spent in study at Philadelphia he spent

successful seasons at Saint Louis and Wash-
ington. In 1823 he established a studio in Bos-

ton, where he enjoyed great popularity. In
1832 he went to Europe. In London he met
David Leslie and Sir Thomas Lawrence, and dur-

ing a stay of three years painted the portraits of

several prominent Englishmen, including the

Dukes of Essex, Norfolk, and Hamilton, Samuel
Rogers, and Lord Aberdeen. The chief charac-

teristic of his portraits is their indication

and appreciation of character. Harding had
many friends, one of whom was Daniel Webster,
whose portrait by Harding hangs in the Bar Asso-

ciation, New York. He died in Boston, April 1,

ISCfi. Among his principal portraits are those

of Washington Allston, John Randolph (Cor-

coran Gallery, Washington), General Sherman,
Henry Clay, John C. Calhoun, Chief Justice Mar-
shall. Charles Carroll, and Presidents Madison,
Monroe, and John Quincy Adams,

HARDING, James Duffield (1798-1863).
An English landscape painter and teacher, born
in Deptford. He first studied painting and en-

graving, and then took up water-colors and be-

came a member of the Water-Color Society

(1821). He was one of the first after Turner to

use body-color in this medium, and obtained ex-

eellent results with it. His paintings treat

European scenes in a rather studied manner.
He was the inventor of 'Harding's papers' (paper

in different tints and textures for sketching)

,

which were used until recently. He gave much
attention to lithography, and obtained two gold

medals from the Academic des Beaux-Arts for his

plates. Among his works in it are Home and
Abroad (1830^ fifty plates), Parh and Forest

(1841), and Picturesque Selections (1801).
Harding was a successful teacher, and pulilished

a number of text-books of no great importance.

HARDING, Kakl Ludwig (1765-1834). A
German aslronomer. born at Lauenburg. He was
educated at Giittingen, where he studied theology,

and became a tutor in the family of SchrJiter in

Lilienthal. Schriiter was an enthusiastic .astron-

omer, and Harding was soon appointed observer
and inspector in his observatory. Here he dis-

covered the third planetoid, .Juno (1804). In
1805 he went to Gottingen as professor of as-

tronomy, and eight years afterwards discovered,

independently of Pons, the second comet of 1813.

His published works include: Atlns \ovus Coeles-

tis (1808-23; reedited by Jahn, 1856), for long

the most complete astronomical chart; Kleine
astroHomische Epheme-ridcn (edited with Wiessen,
1830-35) ; and the fifteenth in the series of
Sternkarten of the Berlin Academy's publica-
tions (1S30).

HARDING, Stephen (M134). The third
abbot of the celebrated monastery of Citeaux.
Of his parentage and youthful history little is

know-n beyond the fact that he was born at
Sherborne, near Dorchester, England, of a re-

spectable family, and in early life traveled first

to Scotland, then to Paris, and later to Home,
On his way back he stopped at the Benedictine
monastery at Molesme, near Dijon, Burgundy,
and joining the Order, received the name ot

Slephen. He delighted in aust^orities, and left

the monastery with some twenty companions,
including the abbot and prior, in order that they
might start a new monastery where the Benedic-
tine rule should be strictly observed. Citeaux,
the 'cisterns,' fifteen miles south of Dijon, a
barren and marshy spot, .seemed attractive to the
band, and there the monastery was built. In
1110 Stephen was elected its abbot. The rigor

of observance which he enforced had such an
effect in deterring novices from entering the new
Order that at first grave fears were entertained
for its stability; but Stephen persevered, and
was rewarded in 1113 by the accession of Saint
Bernard (q.v. ) and thirty others, who gave such
an impulse to the institute that in a short time
the number ot claimants for admission compelled
him to found several new convents, and especially

tliat ot Clairvaux (1115), which, under the rule

of Saint Bernard, attained to the very highest
distinction in that age. Stephen continued till

his death, at Citeaux, March 28. 1134, to direct

the fortunes of the Cistercian Order. In 1110
he drew up, in conjunction with Saint Bernard
and otlier members of the brotherliood, the well-

known constitutions of the Order, entitled the

Charter of Charity, which were approved by
Popes Calixtus II. and Eugenius III., and, with
seme modifications, have continued down to mod-
ern times as the rule of the Cistercian institute.

Two of Stephen's letters are preserved among the
Epistolw Sancti Bernardi (Epp. 45 and 49). See
Cistercians.

HARDINGE, hiir'ding. Sir Hekry, first Vis-

count Hakdinge of Lahore (1785-1850). An
English field-marshal and commander-in-chief.
The third son of the Rev. H. Hardinge. rector

of Stanhope, Durham, he was born at Wrotham,
Kent, on March 30, 1785. After a brief education
at Eton, he was gazetted as ensign to the Queen's
Rangers in Upper Canada before he had attained
his fifteenth year. In 1806-07 he studied with
success at the Wycombe Royal ^Military College.

He obtained a lirigade command in Spain before
his twenty-fifth year, after which he was at-

tached to the Portuguese Army from 1809 to 1813
in the capacity of deputy quartermaster-general.
On Napoleon's return from Elba, Hardinge joined
the allied armies in Belgium, and was appointed
by the Duke of Wellington commissioner at the
Prussian headquarters. He lost his hand at
Ligny, and was unable to participate in the
victory of Waterloo. In 1826 he entered Par-
liament, and in 1828 succeeded Lord Palmerston
as Secretary of War. He next filled the ofllce of

Secretary- for Ireland. From 1844 to 1847 he
was Governor-General of India. When the Sikh
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AVar broke out, lie hurried to the northwestern

frontier of India, and served as second in com-

mand under Lord Gough during the battles of

iludlvi, Ferozesliali, and Sobraon. After the paei-

lication of Laliore, his services wl're rewarded

by a viscounty, the East India Company grant-

ing him a pension of £5000. and Parliament

voting him an annuitj' of £3000 for himself and
his next two successors. On the death of the

Duke of Wellington in 18.52. Hardinge was ap-

pointed Commander-in-Chief of the British Army,
and filled the home command during the Russian
^\'ar. He resigned through illness a few months
before his death. In October, 18.5.5. he was ad-

vanced to the rank of field-marshal. He died

September 24, 1856, at his seat. South Park, near
Tunbridge. Kent.

HARD LABOR. As a form of criminal pun-
ishment, hard h'bor is comparatively modern. It

was introduced in England as an alternative to

transportation and penal servitude. It is the crea-

tion of statute law both in Great Britain and in

this country. A court has no right to sentence

a convicted criminal to hard labor, in addition

to other pun. hment, imless a statute gives au-

thority tlicrefor. Hard labor is generally author-

ized by Federal as well as by State legislation.

however, in most cases where the convicted
criminal is subject to imprisonment in a State
prison or penitentiary. The kind and amount
of labor required of the sentenced criminal are
regulated by statute or by prison rules. Consult

:

Stephen. Histori/ of the Criminal Laxo of Eng-
land (London, I8S.3) ; Encyclojxrdia of the Laws
of En'jhinrI ; Ignited .States Revised Statutes,

§ 5542. See Punishment.
HARD'MAN, Fbedeeick (1814-74). An Eng-

lish novelist and journalist. He was the son of

Joseph Hardman, a London merchant, but. dis-

liking the life in a counting-house for which his

father intended him, went to Spain in 18.34 and
served against the Carlists. In 1840 he began
contributing to BlacJcu-ood's Magazine, and after

ten years of literary work became foreign corre-

spondent of the London Times. Among his works
are: Peninsular Seenes and ftlcetehes, and The
Htudent of Salamanea, both reprinted from lilaek-

wood ; Central America (1852) ; and a translation

of Weiss's History of the French Protestant
liefvners (1854).

HARDMOXJTH. A fish. See Chiselmoutii.

HARDNESS, Scale of. The hardness of a
solid substance may be measured by its capacity

for scratching, or being scratched by. other sub-

stances. The variations in degree of hardness
presented by different minerals give valuable
physical indications by which one mineral may
be readily distinguished from others. The hard-

ness of a given substance is generally determined
with reference to a few well-known minerals,

which form a standard 'scale of hardness,' as
follows

:

1.
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spots on the Ganges (Map: India, C 3). It

stands on tlie west bank of tlie river, at the mouth
ol a gorge where the waters emerge from the sub-

Himahiyas into the phiins of Hindustan, and at
the head of the Ganges Canal (q.v.). From its

jjosition on the sacred stream, it attracts immense
numbers of pilgrims for the purposes of ablution.

The chief feature is the Kari-ke-eliaran, or bath-

ing ghat, -with the adjoining temple of Ganga-
dwara. The cluiniii, or foot-mark of Vishnu, im-

j)rinted on a stone let into the upper wall of

the ghat, forms an object of special reverence.

The orthodox pilgrim season comprises the end of

ilarch and the lieginning of April. In ordinary
years the attendance amounts to 200,000 or 300,-

000; but on the occasion of every twelfth year a
feast of peculiar sanctity takes place, the latest

having occurred in 1894; the visitors, from
the commencement to the close of this festival,

are stated to have averaged about 2.000,000.

Commerce mingles with religion in an annual
fair, which possesses considerable mercantile im-
portance, being one of the principal horse fairs

in Upper India. Commodities of all kinds, In-

dian and European, find a ready sale, and the

trade in gi'ain and foodstuffs of the surrounding
districts is considerable. Hardwar is 1024 feet

above the sea. in latitude 29° 57' N. and longi-

tude 78° 14'' E. Population, in 1891, 29.125;
in 1901, 25,597.

HARDWARE. A commercial term which
includes an enormous variety of articles manu-
factured from iron, copper, brass, or bronze, and
variously known as carpenters', housekeepers', or

builders' hardware. It is almost impossible to

classify the articles which come under the general

term, including, as it does, implements and ma-
terials used by saddlers, miners, contractors,

machinists, stationers, car-builders, and furniture

makers a:id dealers. Many toys and the limit-

less varieties of what are called 'fancy' articles

belong to this branch of manufacture, as indeed

does almost any article not assignable to any
other branch of trade. A typical hardware cata-

logue contains the list of a regular stock of nearly

fifty thousand articles and sizes. Until the latter

half of the nineteenth century the United States

was almost wholly dependent on England and
Germany for its hardware. Such implements as

were made at home were usually the work of the
village blacksmith, who was an individual of the

first importance in those days. The manufacture
of American hardware in general began abotit

1850. and has increased till now the American
product is in many branches the standard for

excellence the world over. A characteristic of

American hardware is the neatness with which
the finished product is packed and incased for the
market.

HARD'WICK, Charles (1821-59). An Eng-
lish clergyman, liorn at Slingsby, Yorkshire. He
was educated at Cambridge; was professor of

divinity. Queen's College, Birmingham. 185.?. and
two years later lecturer on divinity at King's
College, Cambridge. . Soon after being appointed
Archdeacon of Ely he was killed by falling over a
precipice in the Pyrenees. He ranked high as a

Church historian, his chief works being Uistorji

of the Artirles of Retifiiott (lS5n : Historii of
tlie MirUlJe A(]e of the rhurrh (1853: 6th ed. bv
Dr. William Stubbs. ISRSl : TJistorii of the Refor-
mation (1856; 0th ed. by Stubbs, 1888); and

Christ and Other Masters (1855-58; 3d ed. by
Francis Proctor. 1874).

HARD'WICKE, Philip Yorke, first Earl of
(1090-1764)., An English jurist and Lord Chan-
cellor, born at Dover. He was educated at a
private school in Bethnal (ircen, was then ap-
prenticed to a London solicitor, studied at the
Middle Temple, and was admitted to the bar
in 1715. The favor of Lord ilacclesfield. to-

gether with his own talents and attractive per-
sonality, resulted in his rapid advance in the
profession. In 1719 he was elected a member
of Parliament for Lewes, and the following year
for Seaford. which he represented until he became
a peer. Within a few days of his first speech, in

1720, on the supremacy of the British over the
Irish Parliament, he was appointed Solicitor-

General, and three months later was knighted.
In 1724 he succeeded to the Attorney-Generalship;
in 1733 was appointed Lord Cliief .lustice of

the King's Bench, and was created Baron Hard-
wicke of Hardwieke; and in 1737 he became
Lord Chancellor. Among the chief events of his

long career were his co-administration of the
Government during the King's absences in 1740,

1748, and 1752; the punishment of Edinburgh
for the Portcous riots in 1737; the pacification

of Scotland after the Jacobite rebellion of 1744.

wherein the wisdom of the abolition of heritable

jurisdictions was somewhat countei'balanced by
his injudicious proscription of the tartan; and
the loss of Minorca and the trial and execution
of Byng. To him is largely due the reduction
of English equity to a scientific system of logical

deduction. In 1754 he was created Viscount
Royston and Earl of Hardwieke, and two years,
later he retired into private life. Consult Harris,
The Life of Lord Chancellor Hardwieke (London,
3 vols., 1847).

HARDY, iir'de', Alexandre (c.l570-c.l031).

A very fertile French dramatist, born in Paris.

He is thought to have written 600 plays, of

which 41 were printed (1624-28). Of these the
best is Maridiniic. He was an artisan rather than
an artist, and first appears in 1593 as author
for a strolling company of actors. In 1599 ha
filled a similar place in Lecomte's company at

the Parisian Theatre of the Hotel de Bourgogne.
Of his life little else is Icnown. In his dramas
he emancipated the stage from the scholarly man-
nerisms of Jodelle (

q.v. ) . and became the founder
of popular secular tragedy in France. The
scenic traditions remained, but Hardy ignored

the classic unities of time and place, and soon
discarded the chorus. Hardy had little stylistic

or poetic talent, but he had dramatic tact and
the instinct of stage effects, using old material

freely for tragedies, tragi-comedies, and pastorals,

which in freeing the French stage from the

bondage of Latin, Spanish, or Italian models,

made it an attractive field for literary men. Be-

fore Hardy's death. Thcophile had written his

Pj/ramus and Thisbc. Racan his Shepherd Plays

(Beroeries), Mairet his St/lvie, Gambaud his

Amaranthe (1617-25). all' for the Hotel de

Bourgogne. He lived to see the first successes of

Corneille (q.v.), and the first 'regular' French
tragedy, ilairet's Sophnnisbe (1639). Hardy's

ITor/iS have been republished in 5 vols. (Marburg.

1884). Consult Rigal. A. Eardy et le tlUafre

francais (Paris, 1889).
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HAR'DY, Artiur SiiERBi-RXE (1S47— ). An

Aiiu'iicau iKivelist, (lipluinat, and writer (in niatli-

ematics. He was born at lioston, ^railnated at

West Point at tlic aj^e of twenty-two, ami served

for some time in the army. He was professor of

civil eni;ineerin^, Iowa College, from 1871 to 187;!,

received the dejjreo of Ph.D. from Andierst in the
latter year, then studied ahroad, and held the

chairs of civil engineering (1874-78) and mathe-
matics (1878-93)" at Dartmouth. The latter

position he resigned for the purpose of devoting
himself to literary and diplomatic pursuits. He
was United States ilinisler Resident and Consul-
General at Teheran, Persia (1897-99) ; Minister
to Greece, Rumania, and Servia (1899-1901);
Minister, to Switzerland (1901-02); and in 191)2

was appointed Minister to Spain. His mathemat-
ical publications include the following: Elements
of Quaternions (1881); Xcir Methods in Topo-
graphical 8nrveyin(/ (1884); Elements of Ana-
lytic Geometry (1888); Elements of Calculus
(1890) ; and a translation of Argand's work on
Imaginarics (New York, 1881). He is better

known by his fiction, which includes; But Yet a
HoHiare "(1883) : The Wind of Destiny (1886) ;

Passe Rose (1889). He is also author of two
poetical works, Francescn of Rimini (1878) and
fionffs of Tuo ( 1900) , and of the Life and Letters

of Joseph Hardy Xeesima (1891).

HARDY, Arthur Sturgis (1837-99). A
Canadian statesman. He was born at jMount
Pleasant, Ont.; was educated at the grammar
school of his native town and at Rockwood
Academy; studied law, and was called to the
bar in 1805. After a period of successful law
practice, he was made a Queen's Counsel in 1870.
He entered political life in 1873, and was re-

turned as Liberal member for South Brant in the
Ontario Legislature. In 1877 he was made Pro-
vincial Secretary, and in 1899 Commissioner of
Crown Lands in the Mowat Cabinet, and when
the latter became a member of the Dominion
Cabinet at Ottawa in 1896, Mr. Hardy became
Premier and Attorney-Cieneral of Ontario. He
was an active and very useful legislator, and in

his term of office introduced many bills, most of

which were passed, relating to railways, courts
and legal procedure, sanitation, and liquor
licenses.

HARDY, Sir Charles (c.1716-80). An Eng-
lish admiral. He was the son of Vice-Admiral
Sir Charles Hardy, eiitered the navy in 1730,
and in 1737 was promoted to be a third lieu-

tenant. After serving on several ships he was
sent in 1744 in charge of a convoy to Newfound-
land. In this he was unsuccessful, and having
been blamed for the' loss of part of the convoy,
was court-martialed, but was acquitted. In 1745
he commanded a ship ofT the coast of Portugal,
\\here he fought a severe thoxigh indecisive ac-
tion with a French man-of-war. Appointed Gov-
ernor of New York in 1755, and rear-admiral
of the blue the following year, he aided Admiral
Boscawen in the siege and reduction of Louis-
bourg in 1758. He was second in command
under Hawke during the blockade of Brest, and
at the battle of Quiberon Bay was made vice-

admiral in 1702, and admiral in 1770. The
most important event in Hardy's professional life

was his appointment to tlie command of the
Channel Fleet in 1779. when an invasion by the
combined French and Spanish fleets was immi-

nent. He had only thirty-nine ships of the line

against the enemy's sixty-si,\; but the allied ad-
mirals declined to attack, and returned to Brest.

HARDY, Gathobne. See Cbanuhooic, First
Karl (jf.

HARDY, TIIO.MAS (1840—). An English
realistic novelist, born in Dorsetshire. At the age
of sixteen he was articled to an ecclesiastical
architect in Dorchester. He studied for a time
at King's College, London, and in 1803 re-

ceived a prize from the Royal Institute of Brit-
ish Architects for an essay upon Coloured Uriel;
and Tcrra-Cotia Architecture. He worked as an
architect—especially in the Gothic School—under
Sir A. Blomfield in London from 1862 to 1807,
and though he deserted it for literature the fol-

lowing year, the inllucnee of his early studies is

left upon his writing. His desire for scientific

precision sometinu-s leads him to the introduction
of technical words and phrases, \\hich mar the
otherwise severe simplicity of his style. The
architect is perforce the antiquary, and from
the days when Hardy took ])rofessional excursions
to different village churches to see if they were
worth restoring, lie steeped himself in the lore of
his native county, which he calls Wessex.

His first publication was an article in Cham,-
hers's Journal (March, 1865), entitled Hoic I
Built Myself a House, and after an unsuccess-
ful attempt, called The Poor Man and the Lady,
which Gt'orge Meredith advised him to recon-
sider, he brought forth his first novel, Desperate
Remedies (1871). a crude and fantastic effort,

but interesting as illustrative of the author's
formative stage. He struck a surer note in

Vnder the Greenwemd Tree (1872), an idyllic

love story, or, as the title-page has it, "A
Rural Painting of the Dutch School." Here, the
lightness of touch is equaled in none of his

later work. A Pair of Blue Eyes (1873) marked
Hardy's progress in the study of the whimsicali-
ties of womankind, and their resultant tragedy;
but Far from the Madding Crowd was the book
which first gained him popular favor. \Vhile

riuining as an anon^inous serial in the Cornhill
Magazine throughout the year 1874, it was at-

tributed to George Eliot, not from any similarity
of style, but because no other living author was
considered capable of writing it. A farcical pro-

duction, called The Hand of Ethelherta : A Com-
edy in Chapters (1870), illustrated by George Dii

]Maurier. preceded The Return of the Xatire
( 1878) , the first really great work of Hardy, and
one which by some is even regarded as his mas-
terpiece. By this time he had shaken ofT self-

consciousness, invention had given place to imag-
ination, and he was able, to create dramatic
characters and situations worthy of their inimi-
table stage setting, Egdon Heath. His description

of that wild moorland, in the opening cliapters,

is a fitting introduction to the stormy lives that
are mingled with it; and here the author's feeling

for nature is most vividly illustrated. In The
Trumpet Major ( 1880) , he returned to his earlier

manner of the (Ireenu-ood Tree and the Madding
Crowd without attaining the graceful charm of

the one or the strength of the other. Hardy is

supreme in his own Wessex; here, he exhibits,

on the one hand, a high degree of sensibility to

the delights of her rural life, and, on the other,

the keenest sympathy with the rustic point of
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view. When he forsakes the types of these re-

gions, tlie result is not convincing. A Laodicean

(1881) justifies the name, in being neither cold

nor hot. The tale Two on a Tower (1882) de-

velops a very curious and complicated situation

with much skill. But he is tethered to Wessex,

and paints more conlidently on that background,

in The Itomantic Adventures of a Milkmaid

(1883), and in the Mayor of Casterbridgc : The
Life and Death of a Man of Character (1880), a

title which is no misnomer. Henchard, the hero,

is a strongly drawn personality, to whose level

the author has been climbing, through similar

types of men.

The Woodlanders (1887), though flanked by

The Return of the Native and Tess of the

D'Urbervilles, suffers from comparison with

neither, expresses the same intimate kinship of

man with nature, and gives like instances of

true nobility engaged in the lowliest occupations.

Of the IvWsej; Tales (1888), gathered from dif-

ferent magazines, the strongest is The Three

Strangers (Longman's, March, 1883), which waa
dramatized under the title The Three Wayfarers,

and produced at Terry's Theatre, in London

(1803), eleven years after Comyns Carr's version

of Far from, the Madding Crowd had been seen

in Liverpool, and in the Globe Theatre, London.

Another collection of short stories entitled A
Group of Xoble Dames (1891) preceded the pub-

lication of Tess of the D'Urhervilles: A Pure

^yoman Faithfully Presented (1891), through

which Hardy became most widely known. What-
ever may be said for or against the purity of

the wonian, there cannot be two opinions re-

garding the vividness of the presentation, al-

though the art of Tess is marred at times by

philosophic digressions that do not match the

remainder of the literary fabric. Yet it is doubt-

ful if any one of Hardy's stories holds the read-

er's interest more closely, or makes a stronger

appeal to his sympathies, than does this tragedy

of Tess. Xor is there anwvvhere in Hardy's writ-

ing more convincing insistence upon a logical

connection and a consequent force of uncontrol-

lable circumstance, or more relentless reiteration

of the idea that man may be forced to reap where

he has not sown. Whether here, and elsewhere

when he writes in this vein. Hardy reveals him-

self a fatalist, or a rigid moralist, is a question

which will be answered largely in accordance

with the temperament of the reader. A drama-
tization of Tess, made by Lorrimer Stoddard

(1897) and taking no more than the usual lib-

erties with the original plot, g^ve Mrs. Minnie
Madilern Fiske (q.v.) the means for bringing out

even more effectively than does the author, the

subtle characterization of the heroine.

Whatever else may be said of Jiide the Ob-

scure (1895), it seems quite apparent that here

Hardy gives the fullest expression to his genius

for minute and merciless character analysis.

There is even a feeling, at times, that the psy-

chologj' is in danger of being refined into noth-

ingness. The story of Jude's early diseourage-

ments in his efforts to get a university education

is said to be autobiographical to a certain extent.

The whole is a harrowing, and yet in the main
convincing, study of the degradation of a char-

acter cui%ed from the outset with certain of

the most dangerous moral weaknesses, which are

steadily cultivated by cunningly conceived cir-

cumstances and plausibly arranged episodes. It

can .scarcely be denied that both of these books
are literary masterpieces in their genre; and con-

sideration of the remarkable fertility and re-

sourcefulness of expression which each displays,

makes the more inexplicable their author's oc-

casional descent to the employu.ent of indelicate

metaphor and franklj- indecent 'realism.'

Life's Little Ironies (1894) are short stories

evidencing Hardy's grim sense of humor no less

than his appreciation of values. He knows and
shows how few among the coveted prizes of life

are worth a struggle. The Well-Beloved, which
was serially published in 1892, and in book for]u

five years later, is of less importance. The
reciprocal feeling of his native county found
expression in his appointment as one of its mag-
istrates- (1894). Some of Hardy's earliest ef-

forts were in verse, and the stray poetical pro-

ductions of thirty years were collected in two
volumes. Tl'fssca' Poems (1899) and Poems of the

Past and Present (1901). They bear his mark
in the saturnine flavor of some, the sympathy
with the country and country-folk of otliers, the

patriotic English sentiment of all ; but the in-

strument is not his own. He is hampered by
the requirements of rhyme and rhythm, and has

but little to say which he might not have ex-

pressed at least more spontaneously in prose.

Consult: W. Sherren. The Wcssex of Romance
(London and Xew York, 1902) : and Windle, The
Wessex of Thomas Hardg (London and Xew
York, 1901) : Jfacdonell, Thomas Eardy (London,

1894) ; and Johnson, The Art of Thomas Hardy
(London, 1894).

HARDY, Sir Thomas DuFFDS (1804-78). An
English paleographer, born at Port Royal, Ja-

maica. He succeeded Petrie as editor of the

Monnmenta Historica, published in 1848. .\s

deputy keeper of the new Record Office he did

niuchto make all records accessible to the public,

and brought to London the muniments of the

three palatinates. He edited many of the rolls

for John's reign : A Descriptive Catalogue of MSK.
Relating to the History of Great Britain and
Ireland (\SG2-7l) ; Registrnm Palatinum Dnnel-

mense (1873-78) : Catalogue of the Lords Chan-

cellors, etc. (1843) ; and articles on the date of

the Athanasian creed.

HAR^DYNG, Joim (1378-C.1466). An Eng-

lish chronicler. He was page to Sir Henry Percy,

whom Shakes])eare has immortalized as 'Harry

Hotspur.' and went to the wars with his master.

His rhyming chronicle, a curious but entirely

unreliable document, evidences the profundity of

his historical knowledge and his adaptability

in treating current events in a manner pleasing

to his patrons. Ellis's modern edition ot this

Chronicle of England unto the Reign of King
Edward Y. was published in 1812.

HARE (AS. hara. Icel. here, OHG. haso, Ger.

Hase, hare; connected with OPiiiss. sasnis. Olr.

cciiiach. Skt. svasnra, for *srasura. hare). One of

a genus of rodent quadrupeds, of which there are

many species very similar to each other. The
Liniifpan genus Lepus now forms the family Le-

porid-T?. of which a peculiar characteristic is the

presence of two small incisors immediately be-

hind the ordinary rodent incisors of the upper

jaw, so that these teeth seem to be double. This

peculiarity is also found in the pikas (q.v.) . The



HARES AND PIKA

-^i

1 COMMON EUROPEAN RABBIT (Lepus cuniculus).
2. LOP-EARED RABBIT Idomestic variety).
3. VARYING HARE (Lepus Amerlcanus).

4. BLACK-EARED JACK-RABBIT (Lepus melanotis).
6. COTTON-TAIL ILepus sylvaticus).
6. ROCKY MOUNTAIN PIKA (Ochotona prinoeps).
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molar teeth, six on each side above and five below,

are transversely grooved, and are formed of two
vertical plates soldered tofjetlier. All the ani-

mals of this family feed exclusively on vej;etable

food, and ehietly on herbage, although they are

also fond of grain, roots, and the bark of trees.

Their fore feet have five toes, their hind feet

four; the soles are hairy. Their fur is soft;

the colors mostly gray or brown. The alpine

and arctic species become' white in winter; and
all, except one Indian species, have white upon
the under surface of the tail. As this is in-

variably u])turned in flight, it is regarded by
naturalists as a recognition mark by which the

young or companions may keep in view and
follow their Hying leader. From this characteris-

tic arises the name "cottontail,' popularly given
to one of the smaller American hares. The black
markings wliich liecome so conspicuous upon the
ears of several species when they are lifted serve

a similar purpose, and all disappear when the
animal squats, and it then presents to the eye
of the searcher only a neutral-tinted back. Hares
tluis ofl'cr good illustrations of "protective colora-

tion' and 'recognition marks' (qq.v.). The rabbit

also belongs to this family, but it is so diflferent

in many ways that it is described by itself. It

may be said, in passing, that although the term
'rabbit' is used generally for all kinds of leporine

animals in North America, where the true rabbit

does not exist, it belongs exclusively to the bur-
rowing Lepiis cuniculu-s of Europe; and all others
of the family, including all the American species,

should be called hares. About thirty species of

Lepus are known, of which one is found in South
America and some twenty in North America.

H.\RES OF THE Old World. The type of the
family is the common hare (Lepus Eiiroixnis)

,

which is foiind all over Europe, except in Ireland,

Scandinavia, and the north of Russia. Its length
is from 20 to 22 inches, and its usual weight
seven or eight pounds. Another familiar Old
World species is the mountain or Alpine hare
(Lepus tiniidus). This occurs in Ireland, all

over Northern Europe and Asia, and in the Pyre-
nees, Alps. Caucasus, and thence east to Japan;
while the Polar hare of America is regarded by
some naturalists as identical with it. It is con-

siderably smaller than the common hare, and
has a rounder head, with shorter ears, hind legs,

and tail, and a lighter-colored coat, which, at

least in the colder parts of its range, turns white
in winter. In Central Asia are found several

other species, some of which are confined to the
higher slopes of the great mountain ranges. A
remarkable species is the Indian or hispid hare
(Lepus hispidus). of the foothills of the East-
em Himalayas. This hare has coarse, bristly

ears, which are shorter than the skull, small
eyes, a tail which is dark below and above, and
hind legs only a little longer than the front
ones. It is not a gregarious animal, but it is

said to burrow as a rabbit does, and its young,
therefore, are probably born naked and blind.

It is reported that its flesh is white. Sumatra
has an allied species. In Africa several species
of hares inhabit the more open parts of the con-
tinent from the Sahara to the Cape. The habits
of all these (except the hispid) are much alike.

The members of this family live among rocks
and bushes, or in open country among the grass
and brush. Each has a 'form' in the grass or
sheltered hj" a rock, and sometimes returns to

this form every day for much of the year.

Hares feed at night, are mainly luieturnal in

tlicir movements, and do not return to their

forms until sinirisc. Hecause of the greater pro-

portionate length of their hind legs, they run
up hill more easily than down, and they develop
great speed. All the members of the genus are
remarkable for their extreme timidity, yet they
are often bold and courageous in defense of

tlieir young, and pugnacious toward others of
Iheir own race. Their angry stam])ing upon
the ground with the hind feet is well known
to all countrymen. With these hind feet tliey

can deliver powerful blows, and this is their

method in fighting. The hare never becomes fat,

but its flesh is excellent food. Though shot and
trapped, the ordinary method of hunting it, as a
sport, is by coursing with greyhounds—a sport

of classic antiquity. (See C'oubsixg.) It is a
prolific animal, although not nearly so much so

as the rabbit. The female produces from two to
five at a birth, and may begin to breed at six

months of age, and produce two or three broods
a year. Tlie young (levercls) are born covered
with hair, and with the ej'es open. When, as in

the case of the hares of California, their natural
enemies—beasts and birds of prey, and serpents

—

are greatly reduced, this multiplication goes on
with little to check it, while if the food-supply
is yearly added to by enlarging plantations, the
increase may be so rapid that the animals become
a serious menace to agriculture, and special

efforts must be made to keep them down.
A5ii;Rrc.\r« H.^res. The Canadian Polar hare

is a variety (arcticus) of the European northern
hare, and turns from its brownish grizzle in

summer to pure white in winter. It comes
little south of the Arctic Circle, except on the
east coast, where it is to be found in Labrador
and Newfoundland. Other American hares turn
white in winter, however. The most conspicuous
of these is the 'varying' hare (Lepus Amcri-
eaivus), which is distributed from tlie middle
parts of the United States throughout the north-
ern parts of the continent wherever forests grow.
It shows a great variety of reddish and brown-
ish tints, always with the tips of the ears black
behind, and in winter among northern specimens
only these black ear-tips relieve the snowy white
of the pelage ; but southern s[)eeimens often make
only a partial change of coat. On the Western
plains and in California are found several species

of large hares of gaunt form and immense ears,

naturally called 'jack-rabbits' ('liebres' by the
Mexicans). Just how many species and sub-
species of these there are, naturalists are not
yet agreed, but practically five may be recognized.
These include the white-tailed hare and the va-
rious black-tailed rabbits. ' The white-tailed or
prairie hare (Lepus campestris) is found all over
the plains north of Kansas and throughout the
Utah Basin. It is the only jack-rabbit whose coat

turns white in winter, and it may be recognized
in summer by the fact that its tail is entirely
white. The tails of the other jack-rabbits are
more or less black on the top—a fact ea<i!v seen,

as none of this group of hares turns up its tail

as do the wond-hares. Among the Western black-
tailed rabbits are: (1) A buflf-bellied species
found in California and southwestern Oregon
(Lejius Cnlifornicus)

; (2) a large, long-limbed
species inhabiting southern .Arizona and Sonora,
known as Allen's hare (Lrpus Alkni) : (3) a
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widely distributed wliite-bellipd animal with lono
ears, occurring in the Great Basin, and commonly
known as the Texan jack-rabbit {Lepus 'I'tx-

unus) ; and (4) the tall black-cared jack of the
Great Plains (Lepus mclavotis) . It is doubtful
whether any real distinction exists between the
two last named, and the jack-rabbit of the south-
ern plains may be said to extend westwardly
to the Pacific Coast.

These hares of the i)lains do not burrow, nor
seek the protection of holes or shelter of any
kind, beyond that afforded by a thicket of brush
which may shield them from the winter's wind
or the equally dreaded rays of the midsummer
sun. Some dwell in a region where the winter
temperature may fall as low as 50° F. below
zero; others where the noonday sun heats the
air to 140° and makes the rocks unbearable to

touch; some in rich valleys, others on the sourest
of deserts; yet all thrive with that remarkable
adaptability to var3-ing conditions which nuist

be reckoned with in any consideration of these
animals as a pest. Their food consists of grass,

herbage, and largely of bark. It is difficult to

find anj' considerable extent of country which
does not supply enough of this fodder for a
);opulation of hares, and as they drink but little,

they do not sutTer from the lack of water even
in an almost desert land, for the moisture in

the ordinary desert herbage seems to be all they
require. They have comparatively few enemies,
against which they are guarded by their invisi-

bility when crouched in their 'forms' ; by their

senses of sight and smell; and by the remarkable
acuteness of their hearing, for the augmentation
of which the great ears have been developed.

If danger comes too near they can usually es-

cape it by flight—a word that approaches literal

accuracy as a description of the series of high
bounds, each 15 to 20 feet in length, with which
their great hind legs carry them over the ground.
They multiply rapidly, yet are not so fecund

as is frequently alleged. Those in the arid

Southwest seem to produce only one to three at

a birth, but have several broods a year, between
January and September; while the Northern
species breed no more than twice, as a rule, with
four to six young in a litter. Most births

fall in April, May, and June. The period of

gestation is about thirty days. The young are

born fully furred, with their eyes open, and
often with several teeth in sight. They attain

their full size (but not weight) in about two
months. It will be seen that at this rate of

increase, tmder such favorable conditions as are

brought about in the West by irrigation, agri-

culture, and the diminution of serpents and
birds and beasts of prey, the danger from an
over-population of hares is very great; and for

many years this has been a serious pest. Large
stuns have been spent on 'rabbit-proof fences,

and on variotis devices for excltiding the animals
from fields and orchards; and still larger losses

have occurred throtigh the absence or failure of

protection. The principal measure has been that
of the periodical "drive.' All the men and boys
and many women and girls of a given district

gather in a circle about a square mile or more
of space, and drive the hares into an inclosure.

where they are slaughtered with clubs. These
battues have been most numerous, systematic,
and etfective in southern California, though oc-

casional wherever the necessity arises, and in

the San Joaquin \'alley have so reduced the hares
that they are no longer dangerous. Students of
the problem have concluded, however, that "driv-

ing' is only a partial and a demoralizing remedy;
and assert that the only true safety for crops
and orchards lies in the rabbit-proof fence. A
complete discussion of this matter, with its

history, statistics, and teachings, together with
nuich information as to the utilization of the
American liares as food and for their skins, hair,
etc., may be found in Palmer, The JackRabhits
of the United htiiles (Department of Agriculture,
Washington, 1890) ; Beddard. Mammalia (Lon-
don, 1902).

Wood-Habes. Of the smaller hares, the wood-
hare or 'cottontail' (Lepus syhaticus) is the
'common rabbit' of the United vStates, where it

is scattered from the Atlantic to the Pacific, but
docs not extend far north. It is about 18 inches
long, gray, more or less varied with black above,
and somewhat tinged with yellowish brown;
white below; tail cottony white; ears two-thirds
the length of the head. Tlie little marsh-hare
(Lepus palustris) , whose tail is not grayish nor
cottony, and the water-hare or 'swamp-rabbit,'
are familiar Southern species, the latter large

and yellowish brown, white below.
Consult Audubon and Bachman, Quadrupeds of

North America (New York, 1856) ; Stone and
Cram, American Animals (New York, 1902) ;

Sharp, Wild Life Near Uome (New York, 1901) ;

Thompson, Wild Animals I Have Known (New
York, 1898).

See Rabbit; Pika; and Plato of Hares and
PlKA.
Hare Kangaroo. One of the small banded

walliibies (q.v. ) of the genus Lagostrophus, which
resemble hares, and have habits singularly like

that animal's. They inhabit swampy districts

on the west coast of Australia, and make refuges

for themselves by forming tunnels through the

dense scrub, biting away twigs and branches
until a clear passage and chamber are formed.

H.\RE. In point of law. one of the wild ani-

mals called game, which are specially protected

by game laws. The close season for hares is regu-

lated in this country by State legislation. See
Game Laws.

HARE, ArousTus John Cuthbert (1834-

190;i). An English author, the nephew of Julius

and Augustus Hare. He was born in Rome, and
educated at Harrow and at University College,

Oxford. The results of his travels he has given

in guide books and other works of the highest

value. Among them are: Walks in Rome (1870) ;

Cities of Northern and Central Itahj (1875);
lT'a/7:s in London (1877); Cities of f^outhern

Itahf and Sieih/ (1882). His fitory of My Life

(6 vols., 189G-1900) is full of delightful reminis-

cences of many celebrated people; and his Me-
moriuls of a Quiet Life (1872-76) is a charming
biography of his aunt and tmcles. To him we
are also indebted for the only good life of Maria
Edgeworth (1894).

HARE, Augustus William (1792-1834). An
English clergyman, brother of .Julius Charles

Hare. He was born in Rome, and was educated

at Winchester and New College. Oxford, where
he attacked several ancient customs, and became
founder of the Attic Society. He had been

adopted (1798) by the widow of Sir William
Jones, his godfather, but broke with her because
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of his refusal to qualify for the valuable living

of Hurstnioneeaux, furnieily lield by his father,

mid in- the gift of the Jones faniil}-. He was a
tutor at New College for several years, and be-

eanie rector of Alton-Banies, a small rural

oonununity, where he lived from 1829 until poor
liealth drove him to Kouie. wliore he died, lie

wrote iicnnoiis to a Vountrii Coiujrcjintion

(1837), and, with his brother, (Jticsses at Truth
(1827). Consult A. J. C. Hare, Memorials of a
<)uiet Life (London, 1872).

HARE, Geobgb Emle.v ( 180802 ) . An Ameri-
can clergyman, born in Philadelphia. He gradu-
ated at Union College in 1825, became a priest of

the Protestant Episcopal Church, was rector of

Saint .John's. Carlisle, Pa. (1830-34) : of Trinity
Churcli, Princeton, N. .J. ( 1834-43) ; and of Saint
ililtthcw's, Philadelphia (184.")-52). He had had
charge of the Episcopal Academy during a part
of his pastorate at Saint Jlatthew's, and was
made instructor in the diocesan training school

«nd. after its development into the Philadclpliia

Divinity School, a professor of biblical learning,

and then (1881) of Xew Testament literature in

the latter institution. He wrote: Christ to Re-
turn (1840) : and a volume of'sennons. Visions
<iml Sarratives of the Old Testament (1889).

HARE, John (1844—). A well-laiown Eng-
lish actor and manager. He was born in London;
was educated in Yorkshire ; and made his first

stage appearance at the Prince of Wales Theatre,
Liverpool. Soon afterwards (1805) he came to

the London Theatre of the same name, where
he was very popular in the comedies of T. W.
Robertson, with some of which in later years
he toured in America. In 1875 he became mana-
ger of the Court Theatre, where he brought
out Olivia, A .SVra/) of Paper, and other pieces.

AYith Mr. Kendal at the Saint James Theatre
(1879-88) he produced Still ^yaters Run Deep
and The Ironmaster. In 1889 he assumed the
management of the Garrick Theatre, and after-

wards appeared with several of A. W. Pincro's
plays, notably The Notorious Mrs. Etihsmilh and
Lad;/ Bountiful. He took the Globe Theatre
in 1897. producing A Baehelor's Romanee there,

and in 1899 Pinero's The Gai/ Lord Quej-, which
lie brought to America in the season of 1900-01.

Consult: Pemberton. ./o7i)i Hare, Comedian (Lon-
don, 1895) ; Scott. The Drama of Yesterday and
To-daii (London, 1899).

HARE, John Innes Clark (1817—). An
American Jurist, born in Philadelphia. He was
educated at the L^niversity of Pennsylvania, was
admitted to the bar in 1841. was associate judge
of the Philadelphia district court (1851-67). then
its presiding judge (1S67-75), and from 1875 to
iS95 was presiding judge of the Court of
Common Pleas in the same city. In 1868
he received the degree of Doctor of Laws at
the end of ten years' service as a trustee of the
L'niversity of Pennsylvania, in which he served
for many years as professor of the institutes
of law. He wrote: Ameriran I^eadinq Cn.ses,

Avith Horace B. Wallis (1847) : The Law of Con-
traets (1887) ; and Amerie/in Constitutional Law
(1889); and edited: Smith's Leading Cases in
Law (1852); White and Tudor's Leading Cases
in Equitji (1852): Hare on Contracts (1887);
and The Neic English Excherfier Reports.

'HARE, Julius Ch.\ki.es (1795-1855). Arch-
deacon of Lewes, a well-known English writer.

He W'us born at Vahlagno, .50 miles nortliwcst of

Venice, Italy, Sejjtember 13, 1795. W'liile still

a boy he passed a winter at Weimar (1804-05),
where he met Goethe and Scliiller, and gained a
knowledge of (iermaii literature whicli inlluenced
his style and senlinients througliout his wliole

career. On the death of his mother in 1800, he
was sent to the Charterhouse in Lundcjn. where
he remained until 1812, wlien he entered Trinity,
Cambridge. There he became fellow in 1818, and
after traveling abroad he began to read law in
London in 1819. In 1822 he was appointed assist-

ant tutor at Trinity College, which position he
retained for ten years. Turning his attention
from law to divinity, he was ordained in 182G.
In 1827 appeared the (Juesses at Truth by Tao
Brothers, written by Hare and his eldest brother.
Augustus William "(q.v.). On the death of his
uncle in 1832 he succeeded to the rich family
living of Hurstmoneeaux. in Sussex, where he
accumulated a library of 12,000 volumes, espe-
cially rich in German literature. Before taking
up his residence in his parish, he once more
went abroad'. In 1840 Hare was apjjointed Arch-
deacon of Lewes, and in the same year preached
a course of sermons at Cambridge, The Victorif

of Faith (3d ed. by Plumptre, 1874); followed
ill 1846 by a second. The Mission of the Com-
forter (3d ed. 1876). In 1853 he became a
Queen's chaplain. He was eminently unfitted
to be a country parson, but did much better as
an arclideacon. His sermons and charges were
unmercifully long because he considered not at
all the patience and interest of his auditors. But
withal he was a scholar and a conscientious work-
er. He died at Hurstmoneeaux, January 23,
1855. For his biography, consult A. J. C. Hare,
Memorials of a Quiet Life (London, 1872).

HARE, Robert (1781-1858). An American
chemist, born in Philadelphia. As a boy he
was employed in his father's brewery, and had
little spare time for study, but he managed to
gain a considerable knowledge of chemistry and
physics, and in 1801 invented the oxyhydrogen
blowpipe. For this the American Academy of
Boston awarded him the Rumford medal. He
was professor of chemistry at the University of
Pennsylvania from 1818 until 1847. and subse-
quently was an honorary member of the Smith-
sonian Institution. He made many ingenious and
practical inventions of laboratory apparatus, and
wrote a number of papers on scientific subjects.
in addition to which he published: Brief View of
the Poliey and Re.tovrces of the United States
(1810) ; and Chemieal .Apparatus and Manipula-
tions (1836). His collection of chemical and
physical apparatus is preserved by the Smith-
sonian Institution.

HARE, William Horart (1838-). .\n

American clergyman, bishop of the Protestant
Episcopal Church. He was , born at Princeton,
N. J., and was educated at the l'niversity of
Pennsvlvania. He preached in Philadelphia un-
til 1870; was for three years the general agent
of the foreign committee of the Board of Mis-
sions, and was then elected Missionary Bishop
of Niobrara. In 1883 his diocese was extended
to include the' State of South Dakota. He wrote
several pamphlets "on missionarv work in the
\Vest.

HAREL, a'rel'. Pai'L (18.54—). A French
poet and innkeeper, born at Echauffour. He sue-
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ceeded his grandfather as host of the inn A la

Croix l<uiitt-AHdrc : early sliowed himself master
of a simple and beautiful lyric style; was elected

a member of the Academy of Caen; and in 18S7

received a prize from the French Academy. He
published: Hoiis les poiiiinicrs (1879); Gousscs
(I'tiil, ct Flciirs de scrpolet (1881); Lcs vingt-

hiiit jours du caporal liulhuidard, with Le Vavas-
seur (1882) ; Rimes dc hrwhc ct d'cpee (1883) ;

Aiix chumps (18SG); La hauterie (1889); the

less successful play, L'herbager (1891); and
^'oix dr la ijlt'be (1895).

HARELIP. A deformity of the lip, frequent-

ly involving also the roof of the mouth, con-

sisting of a cleft through these structures, to one

side of the median line, or on each side of it.

Median fissure occurs at times, but is very un-

usual. It exists at birth, and the lip should be

repaired during early infancy by operation. The
cleft palate should be left till the bones have
fully developed with adult life, and may then
be repaired, or the opening may be closed with
an obturator. In the ordinary (single cleft)

form, the mouth of the babe resembles that of

a eat or hare. The double-cleft palate is rare.

See Degeneracy.

HARELIP, or CUTLIPS. An elongated suck-

er (LiKiijchiiii laccra). ccmimon in clear streams
of the central Mississippi Valley. It is remark-
able for having the lower lip divided into three

distinct lobes, and otherwise strangely modified.

Hence many local names, as 'splitmouth,' 'rabbit-

mouthed sucker,' and 'pea-lip sucker.'

HA'REM (Ar. lliarim. forbidden, from khar-

(I ma. to exclude). The name given in Mohamme-
dan countries to the apartment in a dwelling set

aside for the female members of the household.

The tenii is also applied to the ground around
a mosque, and particularly to the mosques at

Mecca and iledina. The Koran enjoins that

women shall be discreet in their association with

the other sex, and forbids them to expose face or

]ierson except to a husband, father, son. or certain

intimate male relatives (Sura xxiv. 31; xxxiii.

53-55). But such injunctions are not peculiar to

Islam, and the extraordinary precautions ob-

served by ilohammedans with respect to their

women represent a deeply rooted Oriental idea

much older than the rise of Islam. The setting

aside of a special apartment for women in a
house is but one of these precautions, and nn-

douhtedly antedates the time of Mohammed. Tlie

excavations conducted at Susa by Dieulafoy in-

dicate that the palaces of the Persian kings con-

tained a separate wing for the women, a view
which is in accord with certain allusions in

the Book of Esther (v. 12; vii. I). In other

books of the Old Testament there are also allu-

sions to a special woman's apartment, and from
the fact that in Babylonian kharimtu is one of

the names for woman, we may conclude that al-

ready in ancient ^Mesopotamia the women were
kept in a greater or lesser degree of seclusion.

It is. however, due to the influence of Islam that

the harem as an institution has been so risid'y

maintained in the East. It is at the risk of life

that a non-believer or a male IMohammedan who
does not fall within the prescribed category of

husband, father, son. or other intimate relative

enters the harem of a IMohannnedan householder,

to which there is always a separate entrance.

While within the household the social intercourse

HAREN.

between husband and wife is quite free, the wife
or the wives of a mau, attended by servants,
mostly females, lead to a large extent isolated
lives. The women visit one another, and spend
most of their time in each other's apartments,
tlestrictions of various kinds are imposed on
them when they leave these apartments. They
are to be veiled when appearing in the street, are
accompanied by a male servant, and it is equiva-
lent to loss of caste for a woman to be seen ill

company with a man unless veiled and in the
presence of her husband. The harem as an insti-

tution is not necessarily connected with po-

lygamy, for although a Mohammedan has by the
law of the Koran the riglit to take four wives,
there are comparatively few householders who
avail themselves of this rather costly privilege.

One w'ife or a wife and a concubine form the rule,

and it is mostly in the case of persons occupying
a high official position that several wives are
gathered together under one roof. By an unwrit-
ten law the Sultan has the right to seven wives,

and an indefinite number of concubines, but it

should be added that the tales of an extensive
harem maintained by the rulers of Turkey arc

largely exaggerated, and rest upon a confusion
between actual wives (or concubines) and female
attendants and slaves, of which there are of

course large nmnbers in a royal household. The
harem customs and the treatment accorded the
women vary considerably in the various Mo-
hammedan countries—Egjpt, Syria. Arabia, Per-

sia, Turkey, and India. In general more liberties

appear to be allowed the women of the harem in

Turkey ami India than elsewhere; but it must
be remembered that even where the women are

under the strictest surveillance, longstanding
custom has deprived the technical imprisonment
of any sense of degr.adation ; and from the JIo-

hammedan point of view, it is not for the purpose
of humiliating women that the harem as an in-

stitution has been introduced. Care is exercised to-

preserve the position of the 'chief wife, who takes

rank above the others. In case a man has several

wives, the latter may exact of their husband
that each be provided with a separate apartment,
consisting of at least a bedchamber and a kitchen.

Within the harem, however, the woman reigns

supreme; there she entertains her female friends,

and there, surrounded by attendants to look after

her wants, she spends her days with her children.

The most objectionable features of the liarem

from the sociological and moral point of view are

the idleness and vacuity of the life there, and the

time-honored employment in large and particular-

ly in royal households of eunuchs as supervisors

of the harem and as attendants. Most of the tales

of cruelty, immorality, intrigue, and crime to be

found in works descriptive of harem life in the

past may be traced to these features. Consult:

Lane, Maimers and Customs of the Modern Egyp-
tians (London. 1837) : Emmeline Lott, Harem
Life in Egt/pt and Constantinople {'London. 1869).

Lady IMary Wortley Montagu's letters may be

consulted for descriptions of harem life in the

Sultan's household in the eighteenth centurv. but

the picture is only in a measure applicable to

present conditions.

HAREN, ha'rcn. Wilmm v.\n (1710-68). A
Dutch poet, born at Tjceuwarden. He studied

there, at Francker tmder Hemsterhuys ami
Heineceius, and at Groningen in the home of Jean
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Barheyrac. In 172S he succeoiled to the Castle of
Henkensha^'e, at Saint Anna I'arisli, after t!ie

death of his gi-andfather. The castle was burned
four years later, with many valuable papers. It

was rebuilt in 1734: but the fire seemed the
beginning of misfortune for him. and in 1708
he committed suicide, discouraged by financial
losses. He wrote: A lyric, Lcoiiidas (1742),
urging Holland to join in the War of the Austrian
Succession; Lierganzen (1742), which with Le-
onidas, was republished in 1S24: and an epos,
Friso (1742 and 1758). His brother, 0.\>o
ZwiEE (1713-79), was a patriot and poet, too.

He wrote De Getizen (1772) and several dramas,
of which Agon (1769) is the best. The collected

works of the two brothers were published in

18.54. Consult Van Vloten, Levcn en Werkcn van
Willcm en Onno Zu.-ier ran Harcn (Deventer,
1872-74).

HARFLEUR, iir'fler' (called in the Middle
Ages Harcflot). A town in the Department of

Seine-Inferieure, France, near the mouth of the
Lezarde, about four miles east of Havre (ilap:
France, G 2). The chief building is a beautiful
Gothic church with an elegant tower supposed to

have been constructed by Henry V. of England.
Population, in 1901, 2680. In former times, be-

fore the rise of Havre, Harfleur was a flourishing

town, and the key to the entrance of the Seine.

It was taken by the English under Heniy V. in

141.5. retaken by the French in 1433, again seized

by the English in 1440, and ten years later recap-

tured by Charles VII. of France.

HAR'FORD, .John Scaxdrett (1785-1866).
An English biographer, born in Bristol, of

Quaker parents. He was educated at Cambridge,
but received an honorary degree from O.xford in

1822. He gave financial aid in the restoration of

the Llandaff and Saint David's cathedrals, while
he and his brother gave the ground for the erec-

tion of Saint David's College, Lampeter, Wales.
The friend of Wilberforce and Hannah More, who
immortalized him as Cwlehs in Search of a Wife,
Harford was a philanthropist, but an anti-social-

ist, less of a hero than a hero-worshiper, and
wTote such excellent biographies as R. V. Prijor

(1808) ; T. Paine (1820) ; T. Burgess, Bishop of
Salisbury (1840); and Rev. Richard Chappie
Whalley, Rector of Chehcood (1846). Perhaps
his most important work is contained in the
Memoirs of Michael Angela, Saimnarola, Raphael,
OJid Victoria Colotma (2 vols., 1857).

HAR'GOOD, Sir William (1762-1839). An
English admiral. His first voyage began when
he was thirteen years old. at which time he went
to Xewfoundland on the Romney. After service

on other vessels, including the Hche, on board
which he had Prince \\'illiam Henry, afterwards
William I^'., for ;i shipmate, Hargood was made
commander of the Su-alloic in 1789. Three years
later he was captain of a frigate taken by the
French, and was court-martialed for surrender-
ing too easil}', but was honorably acquitted. His
next experience was with mutineers on the
Leopard in 1797, and the following five years he
spent in Chinese and East Indian waters. In
1804-05 he was acting under Lord Nelson and
was present at Trafalgar, when his ship, the
Belleisle, and her crew suffered severely, as she
was one of the first in action. Hargood's further
serv-ices in Xorth America, the West Indies, the
^lediterranean, the Adriatic, and elsewhere were

rewarded by his appointment to the command of
tlie Channel Squadron, with the rank of admiral
(1831), and sul)se(iuently to the chief command
at Plymouth ( 1833-36). He was knighted by the
King, who ever retained for him a friendly re-

gard.

HARGRAVES, hiir'gravz, Eumunu Hammond
(181(i!il). The discoverer of the gold-tiehls of

Australia, born at Gosport, England. He was
engaged in sheep-farming at Sydney, Australia,
from 1834 to 1849, and spent the years 1849-50
in California. From the similarity in geological
structure of the California gold-bearing districts
to the west side of the Blue Mountains, in New
South Wales, he concluded that there might be
gold deposits in the latter place also. According-
ly he returned to Australia in 1850, was instru-
mental in the discovery of the Australian gold-
fields in February, 1851, and made the first

announcement regarding thein to the Colonial
Secretary at Sydney. He acted for a time as a
Commissioner of Crown lands, and in 1853 was
awarded the sum of £10,000 by the Legislative
Council of Sydney. In 1877 the New South Wales
Parliament voted him a pension of £250. He
published Australia and Its Gold-Fields: A His-
torical Sketch of the Progress of tlie Australian
Colonies . . . vith a Particular Account of the

Recent Gold Discoveries (1855).

HARGREAVES, har'grevz, .Tames (?-177S).
Inventor of the carding-machine and the spinning-
jenny. He was an artisan at Stanhill, in Lan-
cashire, where probably he was born. Hargreaves
was an illiterate man, and supported himself
and family by weaving and spinning, which, ac-

cording to the custom of the time, he carried on
in his own house. In 1760 he invented the card-

ing-machine as a substitute for the use of hand-
cards, and four years later he produced the spin-

ning-jenny. Hargreaves had frequently tried to

spin with two or three spindles at once, holding
the several threads between the fingers of his

left hand ; but the horizontal position of the
spindles frustrated his attempt. One of his

children, however, is said to have upset the

spinning-wheel while he was at work, and as
he retained the thread in his hand, the wheel
continued revolving horizontally and the spindle

vertically. The observation of these motions
produced the thought that if a number of

these spindles were placed upright and side by
side, many threads could be spun at once. Har-
greaves now jiut his idea into practice, and con-

structed the jenny, at which he and his family
worked. A few of these machines were sold and
served to increase eight times the work of the

spinner. This success led his fellow-spinners,

who were imbued with- strong prejudices against
machinery, to break into his house and destroy

his frame. He then removed to Nottingham in

1768, where he erected a spinning-mill. Two
years later he took out a patent for his machine;
and discovering that it was in use by manufac-
turers in Lancashire without his permission,

brought an action for £7000 damages. Pending
the trial he was offered by a company £3000 for

the use of the jenny, but refused : and it having
been proved that he sold some of his machines
before the patent was obtained, it was thereby
declared to have been invalidated, and his claim
for compensation fell to the groinid. Hargreaves
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continued to cany on business as a yarn manu-
faftnrer. uitli moderate success, till his death in

April, 177S.

HAR'GROVE, Robert Kennon ( 1829— ) . An
American ecclesiastic, Bishop of the Methodist
Episcopal Churcli, South. He was born in Ala-

bama in 1829, graduated at the State University

in 1S52, and was professor of mathematics there

from 1852 to 1857. He was emploj-ed in pastoral

work and teaching until 1882, when he was
chosen bishop. In 1889 he was elected president

of the lioard of trustees of Vanderbilt University.

HARICOT. See Kidney-Bean.
HARI-KARI, ha're ka're. See Haba-Kibi.

HARING, ha'ring, Wilhelm. A German nov-

elist. See Alexis, Willibald.

HARINGTON", Sir John (1561-1612). An
English author, born at Kelston, near Bath, in

1561. He was son of .John Harington. author of

the graceful Verses on. Isabella Miu-kliam. Queen
Elizabeth was his godmother. Educated at Eton
and at Christ's College, Cambridge, he studied

law at Lincoln's Inn -, but he soon became at-

tached to the Court. At the command of Eliza-'

beth he translated Ariosto's Orlo'iido Furioso

(1591). For this easy and free rendering of an
Italian classic Harington is best knowii. In

1596 he lost for a time the favor of the Queen by
a series of tracts in the outspoken manner of

Rabelais: iletamorphosis of Ajax (i.e. 'a jake.s'),

Ulysses vpon Ajax, An Anatoinij of Ajax, and An
Apology. He served in Ireland under Essex, and
was knighted on the field by the Earl, to the

great annoyance of Elizabeth. After long striv-

ing for preferment under James I., he became at

length one of the tutors of Prince Henry, for

whom he wrote some shrewd sketches of the

liishops of Elizabeth's reign, entitled A Brief

View of the Chiireh of England (first published

1653) . He also composed many popular epigrams

(complete ed. 1618) . He died November 20, 1612.

Consult the memoir by C. Markham, prefixed

to Tract on the Succession, Roxburghe Club
(Edinburgh. 1880) : yiigw Antiquw, miscellanies

in verse and prose, ed. H. Harington (London,

1769; reedited by Park, 1804); and Metamor-
phosis, etc., ed. by Singer (Chiswick, 1814).

HARIRI, ha-i-v're, Abu Mohammed al-Kasui
IBN Ali (c. 1054-1 122). A celebrated Arabic phil-

ologian and poet. He was born at Basra, about

1054, and died there, 1122. Little is kniown

of his life and circumstances save that he was
the son of a silk-merchant (whence his name
Hariri, from liarir, silk). Hariri wrote sev-

eral valuable grammatical works, of which two
have been publislied: Durrat al-gaimeas, edited

by Thorbecke (Leipzig, 1871), and Molhat al-

irab. edited and translated into French by Pinto

(Paris, 1885-89). The most famous of all his

writings, and one of the most remarkable com-
positions of all times and countries, is his book
entitled Mal-ainaf, 'Sittings.' It may be de-

scribed as a novel, or a collection of fifty rhymed
tales, loosely strung together, the centre of which
is always a certain Abu Zaid from Seruj, who,
witty, clever, amiable, of pleasing manners, well

read in sacred and profane lore, but a thorough
rogue, turns np under all possible disguises, and
in all possible places—sermonizing, poetizing,

telling adventures and tales of all kinds—always
amusing and always getting money out of his

audience. It is witty, imaginative, dramatic, and
displays a great command of language. There
have been many translations and imitations, of

which by far the best is by Riickert, ^'er^|a>^d-

lungeii des Abu Seid von Scrug (Frankfort,
1826) ; tliere are English translations by Chaiiel-

lon (London, 1767), Preston (ib., 1850), and
Clienery (ib., 1867). The te.xt has been edited
wdth notes by De Sacy ( Paris, 1882 ; reedited by
Reinaud and Derenbourg, ib., 1847-53) ; and by
Steingass (London, 1896). Consult Delabre,
"Hariri, sa vie et ses eerits," in Revue Orientale,

18.53.

HARISCHANDRA, ha'rish-chiin'dra. A
Hindu king of tlie solar dynasty, a descendant
of Ikshvaku, and one of the more prominent
personages in the legendarj- history of ancient

India. _The earliest mention is made of him
ill the Aitareya-Brahmana, 7, 13-18 (see Veda),
where he is the subject of one of the most
interesting legends of the Vedic period. He
is represented here as desirous of obtaining a
son, and of making a compact with the god
S'aruna, by which he proposed to sacrifice to the

god his son, if he were granted one. Varuna
accepted his prayer, and a son, Roliita. is born
to the King. The Xitareya-Brulunana then pro-

ceeds to relate how Harilchandra delayed, from
time to time, the fulfillment of his part of the

compact, until at last the son himself finds his

own substitute in Sunahsepa, the child of an-

other, who sells his son for 100 cows, to be
otTered in sacrifice to Varuna. Ultimately, how-
ever, ^unahsepa was released from his bond-

age through the intervention of the gods. The
story is important in connection with early

accounts of human sacrifices. According to the

epic poem Mahubhfirata, Hari.5chandra was a type

of munificence and piety, and after death became
elevated to the Court of Indra ; and some of the

Puranas are still more explicit on his fate. Hav-
ing given his whole country, his wife and son,

and finally himself, to Visvamitra, in satisfaction

of the demands made by this priest, HarKchandra,
in conseqiience of this act, became elevated with
his subjects to the paradise of Indra ; but, having

been misled by Narada to boast of his merits,

was again precipitated. The repentance of his

pride, however, arrested his downward descent,

and he and his train jiaused in mid-air, where
his city is popularly believed to be at times still

visible. Consult Wilson's translation of the

Vishnu-Purana. The Murkandeya-Purana, bks.

vii.-viii., translated by Wortham in the Journal of

the Royal Asiatic Society (London, 1881 ) , is the

source of an interesting Sanskrit drama which
deals with the text or trial of HariSchandra.

This play, entitled Cnnda-Kan<ila. is accessible

in a cheap and admirable translation, with intro-

duction, bv Fritze, published in-the Reclam Series

(Leipzig, " 1894).

HARIVANSA, hii're-vilN'sha. A Sanskrit

epic comjiosition of some 16.000 couplets, and
forming a supplemental^ book to the MahSbhara-
ta. of which it profes.ses to be a part. In many re-

spects, however, it resembles a Purana (q.v. ). As
its title, 'Race of Hari, or Vishnu,' implies, it is

devoted largely to the life and adventures of

Krishna as an incarnation of the god Vishnu.

Its first part gives an account of creation,

together with the legendary d:\-nasties leading

down to its main theme, the life of its hero;
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its third or last part treats of the future age

and decadence of the world. iSome allusions iu

Sanskrit literatnre which connect it with the

Muliulihdrtita show that it must have been as old

;is the fifth century A.U., in fact as old as certain

portions of the great epic itself, althouglx these

are generally regarded as later portions. As a
rule the Harivamiii is not considered by scholars

to he a work of great antiquity or value, although
often quoted by later Sanskrit writers. There
is a French translation by A. Langlois (Paris,

1834) ; and the best separate edition of the text

was published iu Bombay (1891).

HAKKAVY, har'ka-vl, Avraam (or Albert)
( 183!l— ) . .V Russian Orientalist and Hebrew rab-

bi, born at Xovogrudok in Lithuania, and educated
at Vilna and at the University of Saint Peters-

burg. He studied in Berlin under Rijdiger and
Diimichcn, and iu Paris under Oppert, and would
have been appointed docent in Saint Petersburg
save for a personal enemy. As librarian of the Im-
perial Public Lilirary of Saint Petersburg, which
is especially rich in Semitic manuscripts, lie wrote
l^tiiilicn uiid M iftcihniiicii aus tier tSdiikt Pctcrs-

burger kaiscrlichcn Bibliothek (incomplete, 1879-

92) ; and published, in Helirew, several works on
the Jews in Russia ( 1865 and 1867) ; in French,
Lcs mots cgi/piiens dc la Bible (1870), and Sur
i(H passage des 'Prairies d'or' de Macoudi con-

cernant I'hisioire ancicnne des Slaves (1876) ; in

German, besides the fitudien already mentioned,
contributions to Stade's Zeitschrift fUr alttesta-

vicntliehe Wisscnscliaft. a Katalog dcr hebraisch-

en Bibelhaudschriften der Icaiserlichen offentlichen

Bibliothek (with Strack, 1875) ; Altjiidische

BenkmAler in der Erim ( 1876) ; Aus deni archil-

ologischen Congress (1882); and Neugefundene
hebriiische Bibelhandschriffen (1884): and in

Russian, works on Mohammedan writers con-

cerning the Slavs and Russians (1870) ; on the
original home of the Semites. Indo-Europeans,
and Hamites (1872); and contributed to the
Russian edition of Gustav Karpeles's History of
Jcic-ish Literature (1890). He edited vols. vi.

and X. in the Russian edition of Graetz, History

of the Jens (Leipzig. 1883-1902).

HARK'NESS, Albert (1822—). An Ameri-
can scholar and educator, bom at Mendon, Mass.
He graduated at Brown in 1842, was senior

master of the Providence High School from 1846
to 1853, pursued studies in Germany at the Uni-
versit.y of Berlin and that of Bonn, and was the

first American to obtain a degree from tlie latter

(Ph.D.. 1854). In 1855 he was appointed profes-

sor of Greek in Brown University. He visited

Europe in 1870 and 1883, and there made inves-

tigation of educational questions, in particular

of the methods of German and English univer-

sities. He assisted in founding the American
Philological Association, of which he was a first

vice-president in 1809-70, and president in 1875-

76. ' As a member of the Archaeological Institute

of America, he was appointed in 1881 to the

committee on the expediency of establishing an
American School of Classical Studies at .Athens,

"u institution which was opened in 1882. In
1884 he was elected director of the school. He
lectured extensively before learned societies, con-

tributed valuable papers on original researches

in philology' to the Transactions of the Associa-

tion, and from 1851 published a series of text-

jooks in Latin studies, of which it may be said

that from them dated tbe beginning of a new era
iu tile Latin <lepartnient of classical education in

America. The volumes include: I'Hrst Latin
Book (1851); Hecoitd Latin Book and Reader
(1853) ; a Latin Reader (1865) ; Inlroduclion to

Latin Composition (1868, 1888) ; amioUited (jdi-

tions of (1870, 1886) Caesar's De Bello dullieo,

of (1873, 1882) select orations of C^icero, and of

(1878, 1884) Sallust's Catilina; an annotated
Course in Latin Prose Authors (1878) ; and a
standard Latin (Irammar (1881), published in a
thorough revision with many additions as A
Complete Latin Qrammar (1898). Professor
Harkness received the degi-ee of LL.l). from
Brown University in 1869.

HARKNESS,\ViLLL\M (1837-1903). An Amer-
ican .islruiiomer, born at Ecclefechan, Scotland,
a sou of James Harkness (1803-78). He was
educated at Lafayette College, Rochester Univer-
sity, and in New York City, where he studied
medicine. He served as a surgeon in the Union
armies during part of the war. From 1862
to 1805 he was an aid in the United States
Xaval Obsei-vatory, and then, after service on
the monitor Monadnock, was employed in the
Hydrograpliie Office. During the eclipse of

August, 1869, he discovered the coronal line

K l-'i7Ji. Three years later he was made a mem-
ber of the Transit of Venus Commission, had
charge of the party at Hobart, Tasmania, in

1879, and at Washington in 1882, when he became
its executive oHicer. But his greatest fame rests

on his theory of the focal curve of achromatic
telescopes and on his invention of the spherometer,
caliper, and other astronomical instruments. He
was astronomical director of the Naval Obser-
vatory (1894-99), and director of the Nautical
Almanac (1897-99). He retired two days after

attaining the relative rank of rear-admiral (De-
cember, 1899). He was president in 1893 of the
American Association for the Advancement of

Science. Of his works, the most important is The
Sokir Parallax and Its Related Constants ( 1891 )

.

HAR1.AN. A city and the county-seat of
Shelliy County, Iowa, 45 miles nortlieast of

Council Bluffs ; on the West Nishnabotna River,
and on the Chicago and Northwestern and the

Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific railroads

(Map: Iowa, B 3). It is the commercial centre
for a farming section, and manufactures gas and
gasoline engines, foundry products, agricultural
implements, bricks, flour, etc. Population, in

1890, 1705; in 1900, 2422.

HARLAN, James (1820-99). An American
lawyer and legislator, born in Clarke County,
111. He graduated at Indiana. Asbury (now De
Pauw) University in 1845, studied law, and,
removing to Iowa, became State Su]jerintendent
of Public Instruction in 1847. In 1850 he was
tendered the Whig nomination for Governor, but
refused it on account of being under the required
age. In 1853 he was chosen president of Iowa
Wesleyan University. Two years later he was
elected to the United States Senate, but after he
had served until January, 1857. his seat was
declared vacant on a technicality. He was im-
mediately reelected by the low.a Legislature, how-
ever, and was again reelected on the expiration of

his original term in 1861. His recognized ability

as a legislator attracted the attention of Presi-

dent Lincoln, who in 1865 appointed him Secrc-
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tary of the Interior. In 1866 he resigned from
the Cabinet to reenter the iSenate, to which he had
been reelected for a third term, and lie continued

as one of the Republican leaders in that body
until 1872, when lie was defeated for reelection by
William B. Allison. From 1882 to 1885 he was
presiding judge of tlie Court of Commissioners of

Alabama Claims at Washington.

HARLAN, John Marshall (1833—). An
American jurist, born in Boyle County, Ky. He
graduated at Centre College in 1850, and at the

law department of Transylvania University in

1853; |)racticed his profession for a time at

Frankfort, and became judge of Franklin County
in 1858. From 1861 to 1863 he served in the Fed-

eral Army as colonel of the Tenth Kentucky
Infantr.y, and from 1863 to 1867 was Attorney-

General of Kentucky. He was a Republican can-

didate for Congress in 1871 and 1875, but was
each time defeated, and in 1877 was appointed by
President Hayes a member of the Louisiana Com-
mission, which was formed to inquire into and
so far as possible remove the obstacles to regiilar

procedures mider the laws and Constitution of the

State, so that a single Legislature might come to

be recognized, and the Government be maintained
with armed resistance. In November, 1877, he

was ajipointed an associate justice of the United
States Supreme Court, where his conduct was
marked by legal capability and intellectual vigor.

When the constitutionality of the Wilson TaritT

Act of 1894. providing for an income tax. was
questioned, and a test case was brought before

the Supreme Court, lie was one of the four jus-

tices who upheld the validity of the instrument.

HAR'LAND, Heinet (1861—). An American
novelist, born at Saint Petersburg, Russia. March,
1861. He was educated at the College of the City
of New York and at Ilaixard. and. after travel-

ing in Europe as a correspondent and serving for

a time in the Surrogate's Office in New York City,

removed to London, where, among other labors,

he edited The Yellow Book. Among his novels

niav be named As It Was Written (1885) ; Mrs.
I'ei'xada (1886) ; The Land of Lore (1887) ; The
'n/.-e of the Thora (1887) : Mi/ Vnele Florimond
(1888) ; Mr. Sonnenschein's Inheritance (1888) ;

.1 Latin Quarter Coiirt.^hip (1889). Later he

produced 1/crt Culpa (1893), and won deserved

success with The Cardinal's Snnffbox (1900) and
The Lady Paramount (1902). His earlier novels,

which dealt with American .Jewish life, were
written under the name of 'Sidney Luska.'

HARLAND, Martox. The pseudonym of the

American novelist Mary Virginia Hawes Terhime
(q.v.).

HAR'LAW. A locality in Scotland, about 18

miles northwest of Aberdeen, noted as the scene

of a battle fought .July 24, 1411. between the

Highlanders under Donald. Lord of the Isles, and
the forces of the Lowlands under Alexander
Stewart, Earl of ilar. The Higlilanders were de-

feated n-ith the loss of nearly 1000 men. The
battle of Harlaw passed into legend as one of

the most desperate attempts on the part of the

Celtic tribes of Scotland to stem the tide of

Anglo-Norman invasion.

HARLAY DE SANCY, de saN'se', Nicolas.
See Sancy, Nicola.s de Hahlai' de.

HARLEIAN (htir-le'an) COLLECTION. A
valuable collection of manuscripts in the British

IMuseum (q.v.), consisting of 7639 volumes and
14,230 original rolls, charters, deeds, and other
legal documents. The collection, made by Robert
Harley, lirst Earl of Oxford (1661-1724), and by
his son, Edward Harley (1689-1741), was pur-
chased by the English Government from Lady
Oxford in 1753 for £10.000. and deposited in the
British Jluseum. The collection is indexed. Con-
sult Life and Times of Uohert Hurley, Earl of

Oxford (New York, 1902).

HAR'LEM. A town in the Netherlands. See
Haaklem.
HARLEM. A village in Cook County, 111.,

nine miles from the Chicago court-house; on
the Chicago and Northwestern, the Illinois Cen-

tral, and other railroads. It is mainly a
residential suburb of Chicago, and lias the

well-known Harlem race-track. There are sev-

eral cemeteries here, among them Forest Home
and Waldheim cemeteries, the latter of note

as the site of a monument to the anarcliists who
were executed for complicity in the riots of 1886.

(See Chicago.) Settled in 1854, Harlem was in-

corporated in 1883. It is governed by a presi-

dent, annually elected, and a board of trustees,

chosen on a general ticket. The water-works and
electric-light plant are owned and operated by
the municipality. Population, in 1900, 4085.

HARLEM. A local name for that part of

New York City above 106th Street between the

f^ast and Harlem rivers and Eighth Avenue.
Originallj' a separate settlement, for many years

it was a quaint Dutch village, mainly of private

residences surrounded by gardens and farms. It

was noted for abundance of shade-trees, and the

sleepy quietness so quaintly described by Wash-
ington Irving in the Kniclcerboeker's Bistorii of

Xeie York. The designation is often applied, in a
loose sense, to the entire northern portion of the

city.

HARLEM RIVER. A tidal channel about
500 feet wide, separating ^Manhattan Island. New
York City, from the mainland, and extending
from the Hudson at Spuyten Duyvil Creek seven

miles southeast to the East River at Randall's

Island (Map: Greater New York. D 4). A short

ship-canal across the northern end of Manhattan
Island, between the Hudson and the Harlem, was
opened in 1895. The Harlem is spanned by a
number of bridges, the finest being Washington
Bridge and High Bridge, the latter an aqueduct

bridge. A magnificent roadway, known as the

Speedway, has beer, constructed along the west-

ern shore of the Harlem. On a lofty eminence

on the opposite shore are the beautiful buildings

of New York University.

HARLEQUIN (OF. harlequin. Fr. arlequin,

Ital. arhcchino, from OF. herleguin, herlekin,

hellequin, hellekin. demon, from the Germanic; cf.

AS. helle ejinn. folk of hell; scarcely from It. il

leehino. plate-lieker, in allusion to the gluttony

of the primitive Harlequin). One of the most
noted of the conventional personages in pan-

tomime (q.v.). The character developed in the

early popular comedies of Italy {com media dell'

arte). Attempts to trace him back to the Roman
AtellancF and the mimic Sannio. through the

Italian word zanni, are inconclusive. When the

persons in the extempore comedv represented

local types. Harlequin stood for Bergamo, just

as did his brother zanni, Seapiuo, commonly for
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Kaples, and Pantalonc, the old man whom Arlec-

cliino served, for Venice, while 'the Doctor,' Sca-

pino's master, was s\ipposed to be a pedant from
Bologna. Harlequin is a suitor of Columbine,
and gets her away from poor Pedrolino (the

French Pierrot). Though full of amusing blun-

ders, Harlequin combines his childlike capers

with a good deal of mature finesse. He is repre-

sented with a tight suit of parti-colored patches,

a black mask, and a wooden sword. When lie

was introduced into France in the sixteenth

century, the witty side of his character was more
fully developed, and he was speedily adopted
by other nations. Famous among the Harlequins
of France in the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries were Domenico Biancolelli, called from
Vienna to Paris by JIazarin about 1060: Vizen-

tini, known as Thomassin and Bertinazzi, called

Carlin. who won the admiration of Garrick. The
first English Harlequin is said to have been Joe
Haines, in 160". During the eighteenth century^
when pantomime became so popular at Drury
Lane in Rich's time. Harlequin's name was at-

tached to numerous pieces, such as Ilarlequiii

Dr. Faust U.I (1723), and Harler/tiin, a Sorcerer,

a little later. Two other noted English Harle-
•quins were .Joseph Grimaldi (q.v.), and Tom
illlar, who died in 1842. The modern Cliristmas
pantomime preserves the elements of the legend-

ary plot, the lovers Harlequin and Columbine
being favored by fairy interference in despite

of their persecutors. Clown and Pantaloon. The
word harlequin has come to be commonly used,

however, in a general sense almost synonymous
with clown.

Consult: Moeser, Harlekin oder Vertheidiguiiff

des Grotesk-Koinisclten (Leipzig. 1771: trans, by
Warnecke, London, 1766) : Rejniaud. Quelques
mots sur Arlefjuiii. etc., in Ktudes romanes dediees

<t Ga.itoit Paris (Paris, 1891): Broadbent, A
History of Pantomime (London, 1901).

HARLEQUIN CABBAGE-BUG, or Calico-
back. A bug (Mnrfiaiiliri histrionira) noted as

a very destructive enemy to cruciferous vegetables

in the Southern United States. It is an oval,

somewhat flattened black bug with bright red

and yellow markings, whence the names 'harle-

•quin' and 'calico.' It lives throughout the year
on cabbage, radish, mustard, and other crucifer-

ous plants, puncturing the leaves with its beak
and causing them to wither and dry. The eggs,

which resemble miniature white barrels with
Tjlack hoops, are laid in a double row on the un-
der side of the leaves. There are several genera-
tions in a year, and the adult bugs hibernate.

It is the worst enemy of the Southern cabbage-

growers on account of the difficulty of destroying
it. Mixtures made strong enough to kill the
bugs kill the plants also. The best method is

to plant an early trap-strip of mustard, upon
which the over-wintering bugs will cluster in the
spring, and upon which they may be killed with
pure kerosene. This is originally a Central
American insect, and has been spreading toward
the northeast for 40 years or more. It is now
found in southern Xew Jersey and in most of

the intervening territory soutb.west to the Rio
Grande.

HARLEQUIN DUCK. A name given, in al-

lusion to it'i variegated colors, to a rare duck
(nistrionieiis Itislrioniens) inhabiting the polar
regions, and occasionally seen in Xorthern Europe

and Canada. It is a near relative of the now
e.xtinct Labrador duck. Several other sorts of

birds have been called 'harlequins' because of

their quaintly contrasted colors.

HARLEQUIN-SNAKE (so called from the

coloring). The small red and black venomous
coral-snake (Elaps fuhnus) of Florida, also

called 'candy-stick.' See Coral-Snake.

HARLESS, har'les. Gottlieb Chrlstoph
Adoij- (1S06-79). A German Protestant theolo-

gian, born in Nuremberg. He studied theology at

Halle and Eriangen, and became professor of

thcologj' at the latter institution. For his oppo-
sition in the Bavarian Diet of 1842 to the order
requiring persons in the army to kneel at the

passing of the sacramental host, he was removed
from his professorship. In 1845, however, he
was chosen to the consistory of Bayreuth, pro-

fessor of theology at Leipzig, and Court preacher.

In 1852 he was made president of the Protestant
Consistory of ilunich. Among his many impor-
tant works are: Theolor/ische Eneyhlopiidie iind

Methodoioriie (18.37) ; and Die christlirhr Ethik
(1S42; English trans. 1868). His autobiogra-
phy, entitled Bruchstiicke ans dem l,elien eines

siiddeutscJien Therdogen, was published in 1872.

HARLETH, GwExnoLEX. The heroine of

George Eliot's Daniel Deronda.

HAROiEY. The hero of Henry ISIackenzie's

Man of Feelinr/.

HARLEY, Sir Edwabd (1624-1700). An
English Parliamentarian, born in Brampton-
Bryan, Herefordshire. Educated at Shrewsbury,
Gloucester, and Oxford, he studied law, but took
up arms in the Parliamentary cause against the

King in 1042, though disapproving of military

supremacy in the nation. By 1040 he was a
member of Parliament for his native county, but
his opposition to Cromwell brought about his

banishment from it for ten years, though he was
rewarded at the Restoration by Charles II., who
made him Governor of Dunkirk (1000). Despite
his changes of front (for he was against the
Stuarts once more at the Revolution of 1088),
Harley was a conscientious upholder of the rights

of the people, who showed their appreciation by
.sending him continuously to Parliament. Though
a churchman himself, he fought against any form
of persecution of the dissenters, was without
party prejudice, and was remembered more for his

practical benefactions than for such theoretical

performances as A Scriptural and- Rational Ac-
count of the Christian Heligion (1095).

HARLEY, RoBEKT, Earl of Oxford and Morti-
mer (1601-1724). An English statesman. The
son of Sir Edward Harley, he belonged to an
illustrious Herefordshire family. The father had
been a military officer, a member of Parliament,
and an opponent of Cromwell during the Civil

War. Robert, elected to Parliament for the
borough of Tregony, was at fii"st a Whig, but
gradually changed his politics till he became
leader of the Tory and Church party. His clev-

erness and tact, however, retained for him the
support of many Whigs and Dissenters. He
shortly acquired a great reputation for his
knowledge of Parliamentary law and practice, a
study not much pursued in those days: and in

the Parliament which met under the chieftain-

ship of Rochester and Godolphin in February,
1701, he was elected Speaker by a large majority.
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Ilarley retained his post, having been twice re-

elected, till 1705. In 1704 he became a mem-
ber of the Privy Council and Secretary of State.

Assisted by his cousin, Abigail Hill—afterwards
Lady Mashani—he excited Queen Anne against
her Whig ministers, Marlborough and Godolphin,
who in turn plotted against him. By convict-

ing Harley's secretary of treasonable corres])und-

ence with France., they caused Harley him-
self, though entirely exculpated, to resign his

office in February. 1708. Harley, on his part,

by persistently working on tlie Queen through
Lady Jlasham during his two years of retirement,

finally brought about the overthrow of the Whigs.
In August, 1710, Godolphin was dismissed, and
Harley, appointed to the post of Chancellor of

the Exchequer, brought back the Tories. An
event occurred in 1711 which raised him to the
acme of popularity. A French priest and spy,

who assumed the title of ibarquis de Guischard,
when brought before tlie Comicil on Jlarch Sth,

on the charge of treasonable correspondence with
the French, rushed upon Harley. and stablied him
with a penknife. He fell dangerously ill from
the wound ; and when he recovered he was con-

gratulated by Parliament on his escape, created
Earl of Oxford and Mortimer, decorated with the
Garter, and in the following May appointed
Lord High Treasurer of Great Britain. From
this point Harley's course was downward; he was
not a man of business, and was destitute of de-

cision of character. He was an astute political

leader, but lacked sincerity, breadth of view, and,
in brief, all other noble qualifications. The
principal act of his administration was tire

Treaty of Utrecht. Harley ceased to pay court
to Lady Masham, and Bolingbroke succeeded in

getting him dismissed on July 27, 1714. Lord
Oxford retired on Tuesday; Bolingbroke became
Premier; and the Queen died on Sunday. George
I. was proclaimed, and the period of Tory ascend-

ency came to an abrupt end. The conduct of

both the Tory leaders in their relations with the
Stuarts h.Td been such as to render their impeach-
ment possible as well as probable. In March,
1715, Bolingbroke fled to France, but Oxford
remained to meet his fate. He was sent to

the Tower, and after two years' imprisonment
brought to trial on a charge of treason. The two
Houses quai'reled about the mode of procedure,
and as the Commons in anger refused to take any
part in the trial, he was acquitted by the Peers
and released. He spent the remainder of his life

in retirement. He was the fomider of a collect inn

of books and MSS., which perpetuates his name.
Consult: Burnet, Historp of His Own Times (G
vols., London, 1S.38) ; Macaulay, Hisfwy of Eiifi-

hind (London, 18.55) ; Stanhope. History of Etici-

land. Comprising the Reir/n of Quern Anne Irntil

the Peace of Utrecht (London. 1870) ; Lecky. His-

tory of Enpland in the Eiyhieenth Century (Lon-
don, 1878-nO) : Manning. Hpralcers of the House
of Commons (London. 1851) ; Lodge, Portraits of

Jlhislrinns Personages of flreat Britain (London,
18.50) : Howell, folate Trials (London. 1800-20) ;

Bover, Political fttate of fSreat Britain (London,
1724) ; Roscoe. Eohert Harley, Earl of Oxford,
Prime Minister 1710-1

'i
(London, 1902).

HARLEZ, iir'la', Charlk.s nE (18.32-00). A
Bebjian Orientalist who attained to special emi-
nence in the fields of Iranian and Chinese phi-

lology. He was bom at Li6ge, and was educated

at the university there, and afterwards took
clerical orders, and rose to be a distinguished
prelate in the Catholic Church, with the title of
monsignor. His interest in the Orient early
attracted him to the study of Sanskrit and Aves-
tan; and in 18U7 he became actively engaged
in teaching these studies at the University of
Louvain. His translation of the Avesta, Livre
sacrc. des sectatcnrs de Zoroastre (1875-77; 2d
ed. 1881), still holds a high rank among scholars.
It was followed by a series of other situdies in
Zoroastrianism : Etudes arcstiriues (1878); Des
origines du Zoroastrisme (1870); L'exegese des
textes avestiques (1883) ; and several grammars
or manuals for the study of Sanskrit (1878;
2d ed. 1885); Avesta ("1879; 2d ed. 1882);
Pahlavi (1880), including one also on Manchu
(1884).
About 1884, in connection \\ith his researches

into the language of Manchuria, he began to
turn from Persia and India to China, and he
devoted the remainder of his life to investiga-
tions connected with the literature, language,
and life of China herself. A long series of
monographs or volumes from his pen on the
subject of Chinese was the result. These are
to be found published in the Annals of the Musee
Guimet, of Paris, and in the Memoirs of the
Royal Academy of Belgium. In 1896 a large
number of his pupils and friends issued a volume
in honor of this distinguished scholar; it bears
tlie title Recueil de traraux d'erudition offert

a ilgr. Charles de Harlez (Leyden, 1896). The
breadth of Harlez's studies and interest is shown
likewise by his acquaintance with several of the
American languages and also with Magyar litera-

ture.

HARLINGEN, hiirning-en (Frisian Hams).
A seaport of the Netherlands, in the Province of

Friesland, situated on the Zuyder Zee, 16 miles
west of Leeuwarden. with which it is connected by
rail and canal, about 65 miles north-northeast of
Amsterdam (Map: Xetherlands. D 1). The town
is cut up by canals and is built on the site of a
city which was swept away by an inundation in

1134. It has a school of navigation. Harlingen
carries on an active trade with England and
Norway, exporting the agricultural products of

the Province of Friesland, and is connected by
steamship lines with Amsterdam. Hull, and Lon-
don. The harbor is an excellent one. recon-

structed in 1870-77. and protected bv enormous
dikes. Population, in 1890, 10,110; in 1900,
10,267.

HARLOT'S PROGRESS. The. A group of
six paintings liy Hogarth, representing the history
of a fallen woman, from her first false step to her
tragic end. They were completed late in 1731.

Five of the paintings were burned at Fonthill in

1755 ; the remaining one is now at Gosford House,
in the possession of the Earl of Wemyss.

HAROiOW, George Henry (1787-1819). An
English artist, born and educated in London. He
was instructed by Henry De Cort. the landscape
painter, Samuel Drummond. a portrait painter,

and by Sir Thomas Lawrence. As the result

of a quarrel with Lawrence he began to work out
his own theories in defiance of academical rules.

He had remarkable power of close and rapid
observation, and soon had a mnnber of portraits
on exhibition at the Royal Academy, although
he outspokenly opposed that institution. He
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was less successful in historical painting, though
several of his pictures of this kind showed
strong points. In 1818 he visited Italy to study
the old masters, and was very cordially received

in Koine, where he worked assiduously', and made
great progress. Soon after his return to England
in 1810 he was seized with an acute throat atl'ec-

tion which caused his death in less than a
month. Harlow was an artist of great promise,
who died before tlie full development of his pow-
ers. His works, notwithstanding defects of judg-
ment and immaturity, have vital qualities of

excellence. Among them are a group of portraits

of Cliarles Jlathews, tlie actor; "Queen Elizabeth
Striking the Earl of Essex," "The Earl of Boling-
broke Entering London," "The Trial of Queen
Catherine," and "Wolsey Receiving tlie Cardinal's
Hat in Westminster Abbey."

HAR'LOWE, Glaeissa. The heroine of Rich-
ardson's llistorii uf Clarissa UarJowc. To escape
a distasteful marriage she puts herself under the
protection of a lover, who proves unworthy of

her confidence. He oilers to marry her to atone
for his crime, but she refuses, and dies of shame
broken-hearted.

HARMACHIS, hiir'nia-kis (Egyptian Hor-
mtiik]i. Horus in the two horizons). An Egyp-
tian god, a manifestation of Horus (q.v. ). Ac-
cording to certain inscriptions, the gigantic
Spliinx (q.v.) near the pyramids of Gizeh, per-
haps a work of Cliephren (q.v.), represented this

god, but he is usually represented in the fonu
of a hawk.

HAR'MALIN AND HAR'MIN (from Neo-
Lat. harmaJa, from Ar. harinal, Syrian rue).
Two vegetable bases occurring in the husk of the
seeds of the Pcr/anum lianiiala, or Syrian rue, a
plant that grows abundantlj' in the steppes of

Southern Russia. Harmaiin, C„H,,NaO, when
pure, crystallizes in colorless prisms. Harniin,
C'jjHijNaO, crystallizes in delicate prisms. The
red coloring matter known in commerce as har-
mnla red is obtained from the seeds of the same
plant. The Peganii^n harmala belongs to the nat-
ural order Zygopliyllaceae. It is a half-shrubby
plant, with smooth linear pinnate or bipinnate
leaves, and solitary white flowers. The seeds are
used by the Turks as a spice.

HAR'MAR, JosiAH (1753-1813). An Ameri-
can soldier, born in Philadelphia, Pa., and edu-
cated at the Quaker School of Robert Proud. At
the outbreak of the Revolutionary War he entered
the patriot army as captain in a Pennsylvania
regiment. He became its colonel in 1777, was
]3romoted in 1783 to be brevet colonel in the first

United States regiment. Iiecame brevet brigadier-
general in 1787, and on September 20, 1789, was
made commander-in-chief, of the United States
Army. In order to punish the Indian tribes of

the Northwest, who had been incited to hostilities

by British agents, an expedition under the
command of Harmar was sent out from Fort
Washington, on the site of the present Cincin-
nati, in 1700. He indicted considerable damage
in desolating tlie country through which lie

passed ; but in a battle with the Jliamis. fought
in September of that year, the main body of
troops was left unsupported in consei|uencp of an
advance sortie of the cavalry and some militia,
and after a severe defeat the expedition returned
to Fort Washington. Harmar resigned his com-

mission in 1792, and from 1793 till 1700 was
adjutant-general of Pennsylvania.

HARMAT'TAN (througli the Arabic; prob-
ably from llic native name). A very dry wind
along the west coast of Northern Africa from the
Culf of Guinea to Sencgambia. This wind blows
from the interior of Northern Africa or the Desert
of Sahara soutliward and westward, and is felt

over the Atlantic Ocean to a considerable dis-

tance from the coast. It prevails esjiecially dur-
ing December, January, and February, with occa-
sional occurrences in November and -Marcli. On
tlie Gold Coast it blows from the northeast in
the night-time, but from the soutlieast at mid-
day. During its prevalence the sk_y is cloudless
and the regular diurnal variations of tempera-
ture are large; the morning minimum tempera-
tures are lower and the mid-day maximum tem-
peratures slightly higher; the relative humidity-
is from 25 to 50 per cent, below the normal,
and this drj-ness produces rapid evaporation and
a profound sensation of coldness. The barometric
pressure is slightly higher during the first part
of the Harmattan, and the wind, when once
started, lasts for several days, or in extreme
cases for several weeks. Vegetation is dried up
very much as in the case of the dry winds of
California and the plains on the eastern slope of
the Rocky Mountains. The natives, being thinly
clad, can prevent the skin from cracking and
keep it soft and pliable only by anointing the
body with oils or fats.

A peculiar whitish haze usually accompanies
the Harmattan; this is due to the presence of an
immense number of fragments of the microscopic
shells of diatoms, together with other foreign
matter floating in the air. As seen through
tliis haze the sun and moon have a reddish tint.

This diatoniaceous dust is undoubtedly brought
by the wind from the interior, possibly from
the desert itself. The Harmattan wind is

usually cool and dry, but in a few localities
it is warm and diT. Evervthing points to the
fact that it is a descending wind blowing out
from under the great area of moderately high
])ressure that prevails over the Sudan, and toward
an area of moderately low pressure temporarily
prevailing over the equatorial part of the At-
lantic Ocean. This wind blowing from the-

Sudan northward toward Europe becomes the
Sirocco of Italy. The same wind blowing over
the desert itself and carrying great clouds of

sand gives rise to the Simoom. The cool, dry.
cloudless weather and hazy horizon that prevail
occasionally in the ea.stern portion of the United
States, and especially in the dry months of Cali-
fornia, are analogous to the African Harmattan.

HARMENOPTTLOS, hiir'men-op'u-los, KoN-
STANTixos (C.1320-C.1380). A Byzantine jurist,

an Imperial counselor under Kantakuzenos and
John Palicologus and later a judge in Thessalo-
nica. His Promptuarhim Juris (edited by Heim-
bach, 1851) had much use through theMiddle
Ages and has a certain value still. Consult Dirk-
sen, Das RcrJitshuch des narmcnnpiiJos (1S47).

HARMO'DIUS A>rD AR'ISTOGI'TON fLat.,
from (ik. 'Afifti'ir)/or^ ^Aptf7TnyFiTt.ii'). Twci .\tlionian
citizens, of the family of the Gephyrivi. llar-
modius was a beautiful youth wlio ardently
loved his relaiivp Aristogiton. Hipparchus. son
of the tyrant Pisistratus. endeavored to separate-
the two friends and to secure the friendship of
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Harmodius for himself, but, not succeeding,
avenged liimsclf by insulting publicly the sister of

Harmodius. Thereupon the two laid a plot to
slay both Hipparchus and his brother Hippias
on the day of the great Panathenaic festival, B.C.

514. The plot miscarried by reason of a prema-
ture attack being made. Hipijarchus was slain,

but Harmodius was at once overpowered by the
guards. Aristogiton tied, but was afterwards
taken and executed; though put to the torture,

he did not disclose the names of the real con-

spirators. Hippias was afterwards expelled (b.c.

510), and then and in all later times Harmodius
and Aristogiton were honored as martyrs who
had fallen in the cause of liberty. Their praises
were sung in drinking songs, and they received

almost divine honors. Two bronze statues, "made
by Antenor, were set up in their honor on the
Agora; these were carried away by Xerxes at
the time of the Persian War, but were after-

wards brought back by Alexander the Great.
Other statues by Critius and Nesiotes, however,
in 477 replaced those carried away by the Persian
king. Tlie descendants of Harmodius and Aris-
togiton enjoyed freedom from taxation and from
all public duties. Consult: Harrison and Ver-
rall, MythoJoqies and Monuments of Ancient
Athens (New' York, 1890) ; p. 77 ff.; Frazer,

Pausnnias (Cambridge, 1898), vol. ii., p. 92 fif.

;

and the better histories of Greece and of Greek
sculpture.

HAR'MON, John. The hero of Dickens's
Our Mutual Friend, who. under the respective

aliases of Julius Handford and John Rokesmith,
returns to England, escapes a charge of murder,
and watches the use which his deceased father's

steward makes of his inheritance until his dis-

guise is accidentally discovered. He eventually
marries Bella' Wilfer.

HARMON, JuDSON ( 1846— ) . An American
lawyer. He was born at Newtown, Ohio, and
graduated at Denison University in 186G, and at
the Cincinnati Law School in 1869. He was
originally a member of the Republican Party,
but left it in the Greeley-Grant campaign. In
1878 he was elected to the Superior Court of Cin-

cinnati ; but nine years later be returned to active

practice, from which, in 1895, he was called to

succeed Richard Olney as Attorney-General in

President Cleveland's second Cabinet. In 1897,

immediately after his retirement from the Cabi-
net, he was elected president of the Ohio Bar
Association. Soon afterwards he became a lec-

turer on agency in the law department of the
XTniversity of Cincinnati.

HARMO'NIA (Lat., from Gk.'Ap/jtovia, from
ap/i6^, harmos, joint, from apciv, arein, to be
about to join) . In the Theban legend, the daugh-
ter of Ares and Aphrodite, and wife of Cadmus
(q.v. ), who received her after slaying the dragon.
The wedding was attended by all the gods, and
in the Theban cycle seems to have occupied as
prominent a place as that of Peleus and Thetis in

the tale of Troy. Among the gifts were a mantle
and necklace, which played a large part in the
later legend as bringing ruin to their possessors;
with the necklace Polynices bribed Eriphyle to
betray her husband. Amphiaraus (q.v.). to his

death. When Cadmus was introduced into the
Samothracian mysteries, Harnionia became the
daughter of Zeus and Electra, and sister of Dar-
danus and lasion, and the marriage was cele-

brated at Samothrace. Another version told

how Cadmus carried off Harmonia, who was
sought during the mysteries, as Core at Eleusis.
Harmonia seems originally to have been a god-
dess of love and the harmonizing power of

nature. Different in origin is the Attic Har-
monia, who joins in the chorus of Muses and
Graces, as companion of Aphrodite, and even be-

comes mother of the Mvises in Euripides. There
she is simply a personification of order and har-

mony.

HARMON'ICA (Neo-Lat. nom. sg. fem., from
Lat. harmonicus, Gk. ap/ioviKoc^ harmonikos, har-
monious, musical, from ap/iorm, harnwnia, har-
mony). A musical instrument, invented by Ben-
jamin Franklin. The instrument consisted of a
series of glasses, each one in the shape of a cup,
or half-globe, being put into a revolving motion
on its centre, while the moistened rim was
touched by the finger. Franklin, in a letter dated
July 13, 1762, to Padre Beccaria, at Turin, men-
tions the history of his invention. An Irishman
named Puckeridge was the first to hit on the idea

of playing airs on a row of glasses, which hr
tuned by putting water into each. He performed
publicly in London; but he and his glasses wei'e

burned in a confl.agration in London in 1750.

\A'hen Franklin finished his invention he found an
excellent performer in a Miss Davis, to whom he
made a present of his harmonica. Miss Davis,

in 1765, performed on the harmonica in Paris,

Vienna, and all the large cities of Germany with
great effect. The compass of its notes was from
C to F, including all the chromatic semitones.

All attempts to make the harmonica, through
means of keys, easier for amateurs, ended in

failure, as no substance was found to act as a
substitute for the human finger, which doubt-

less imparted an expression to the sound which
no dead substance could possess.

HARMONIC CURVE. A cur\'e formed by
the vibration of a musical string. The curve of

sines (q.v.) is a simple harmonic curve. The
name harmonic was used in this connection by
the Greek geometers in investigating the theory
of music.

HARMONIC DIVISION. In geometry, a
line-segment AB is said to be harmonically di-

vided when two points are taken, one in the
segment and the other on the segment produced,
as C and D, such that

AC:CB=AD:DB.
Four quantities, a, 6, c, d, are said to be in

harmonic proportion when their reciprocals

-, =-, -, - are so related that , =: .abed bade
The 'harmonic mean' of two numbers, a, h, is

a+b
It is the reciprocal of the arithmetic mean of the

reciprocals of the two numbers.

HARMONICON (Neo-Lat., from Gk. dp^o-

vikSp, ]iiin)ioniIion, neu. of apfioviKds, harmonikos,
harmonious, musical). Chemical. An appara-
tus consisting of an open glass tube, the air in

which may be made to give a sound resembling
a musical note when it is held over a jet of

burning hydrogen. The sounds produced arise
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from the successive explosions formed by the

periodic combinations of the oxygon in tlie air

witli tlie liydrogen. The note Jojicnds on tlic

size of the liame and the length of the tube., and
witli a long tube, by varying tlic position of the

jet in the tube, a series of notes may be produced.

This phenomenon, whicli was discovered by Lam-
])adius, has been investigated by Tyndall and
described in his Lectures on .S'ohh<7. Before the

jet is lighted, in an actual experiment, the for-

mation ot hydrogen must be allowed to go on

until the air is completely driven out of the

generating liottlc; otherwise a dangerous explo-

sion may lake place.

HARMONIC PROGRESSION. See Series.

HARMONIC PROPORTION. See Hak-
JtO.MC UlVI.'SIUN.

HARMONICS (from Lat. harmonicus, har-

monious, musical ) . The accessory or concomitant

tones ])roduced by an}- fundamental tone. When
a string tuned to C. for instance, is set in mo-
tion, it produces not only that one note, but a

number of other tones less intense. These sec-

ondary tones are so much weaker than the funda-

mental that it requires even the closest attention

of a tine ear to detect their presence. Mersenne,

a Franciscan monk \vho died in Paris in 1048,

was the first who discovered this. But it was not

until 1701 that Sauveur gave a scientific explana-

tion. Ranieau availed himself of Sauveur's in-

vestigations, and founded his new system of

harmony upon that basis. When the string C
vibrates, it swings not only in its entire length,

but at the same time smaller oscillations are

produced by the two halves, the three thirds, the

four fourths, etc., of the string. Tones can be

distinguished for every division of such a string

up to one-sixteenth. The two halves vibrating

produce each the octave; the three thirds each

the fiftli above the octave; the four fourths each

the fourth above the fifth, etc., of the fundamen-
tal tone. This is illustrated by the following

table ( 1 denoting the entire length of the string,

2 one-half, 3 one-third, etc.) :

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 fl 12 13 14 15 IG

Co, g, cSe',gSbb',c=,d% e=, fr, g=, ab^bb^ b=, c'.

The tones marked X are only approximately
correct. The eleventh tone, for instance, is neither

/ natural nor f sharp, but one between these, and
nearer to the latter than the former. As all

these tones lie above the fundamental, they are

called occrtones : because they are produced by
vibrations of only a part of the string, they are

alsO' called partial tones, or aliquot tones. The
name hannonic tones is given to them because

all the tones that are given in their true pitch,

except the ninth (rf"), are elements of the funda-
mental triad (C, E, G). The intensity ot the

harmonic tones decreases in inverse ratio to their

pitch. The lowest tone, C, is called the generator.

It will easily be seen how from tlicse overtones

the consonance of the major triad is estal)lished,

for each of the elements occurs more than once

in the series. FJ, Ab, Bb, and B are not given

in their true pitch, and D occurs onl_y once in

the whole series.

Taking a high tone, c', for instance, a series

of tones lying below, and bearing the same rela-

tion to the highest tone as the overtones to the

fundamental or generator, is produced. These
tones are called undertones or lower partials.

Vol. IX.—37.

The following table illustrates this (notes pro-

duced only with approximate correctness being

again marked X ) :

X X XXX
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 IG

c\ c=, t\ c',ab,f, d, c, Bb,.Vb, Gb, F, lib. U, Db, C.

In this series Db, D, Eb, and Gb 'irc not given

in true pitch, and Bb occurs only once. F, Ab, C
occur each more than once. They are the ele-

ments of the F minor triad ; hence tlie conso-

nance of the minor triad is established by the

series of undertones in the same manner as the

consonance of the major triad is established by
the series of overtones. From the consonance of

these chords the consonance of intervals is also

determined, for all intervals found in these chords

or their inversions are regarded as consonant.

The second inversion of either the major or minor
triad—i.e. w^ith the fifth as the bass tone (see

IxvERSiox)—yields the intervals of the fourth

and major and minor sixth respectively. The
only intervals not derivable from the above two
series are the second and seventh, which are,

therefore, regarded as dissonant, as well as any
chord into the formation of which they enter.

See Interv.^l.

\\ hat has been said about the vibrations of a
string applies equally to the vibrations of a

column of air. On any stringed instrument

harmonics can be produced by lightly touching

with the finger-tip any nodal point of the string.

(See Node.) The string then cannot vibrate in

its entire length, but only in sections, the length

ot which is determined by the length of that part

of the string lying between the neck of the instru-

ment and the nodal point touched by the finger.

For instance, it the lowest string of the violon-

cello (C) is lightly touched at tlie middle point

between the neck and the bridge, the two sections

will vibrate independently, and each half will

produce the octave above the tone to which the

string is tuned. Thus, instead of C, its next

higher octave, c, will be heard. Touching the

string at one-third of tlie distance between the

neck and the bridge, it will vibrate in three inde-

])cndent sections, each producing the twelfth (or

fifth above the octave) of the fundamental note.

All the partial tones given in the above table can

thus lie produced by touching a point at one-

fourth, one-fifth, etc., the length of the string.

Tones thus obtained from an open string are

called natural harmonics. Harmonics can also

by obtained by first stopping a string, i.e. press-

ing it firmly to the finger-board, by one finger and
toucliing it lightly with another finger at some
nodal point between the pressod-down finger and
the bridge. Tones produced in this manner are

called artificial harmonics. Harmonics are dis-

tinguished from tones produced in the ordinary

manner by a peculiarly sweet and ethereal qual-

itv. The opening bars of the prelude to Lohen-

ririn are a splendid example ot the elTcct produced

by harmonics. In musical notation harmonic
tones are indicated by a ° placed over the note,

or by open square notes Q. On wind instruments

(both brass and wood) harmonic tones arc pro-

duced by varying the intensity and direction of

the air-current. The pressing down of a valve

has the same efTect as the iircssing down of a

finger on a stringed instrument. Consult Ilaupt-

mann. Die Katur der Harmonik nnd der ilefrik

(Leipzig, 1853).
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HARMONIC STOP. An organ-stop, having

pipes double tlie usual length, and pierced mid-
way, so that the tone produced is an octave higher

than the ordinary pitch. Harmonic stops are

composed generally of more than a single rank
of pipes, tuned in octaves, double octaves, and
double or triple thirds and fifths above the nat-

ural pitch of tlie keys; they comprise the mix-

ture, furniture, comet, etc. Those which have
only a single rank of pipes tuned in thirds, fifths,

•with their octaves above the pitch represented

on the keyboard, are called 'mutation stops.'

They were introduced to give additional power
to the 'foundation stops,' and also to produce a

more brilliant effect in the performance of cer-

tain styles of music. See Organ.

HARMONIOUS BLACKSMITH, The. An
old tune to wliich Handel wrote variations, and
the composition of which, after his death, was
ascribed to him. The composer of the original

is unknown.

HARMONISTS. A communistic society,

founded by George Rapp, who was born in Iptin-

gen, Wiirttemberg, in 1757. He became convinced

that the churches around him were not truly

representative of Christ's teachings, and in 1787

began preaching a higher spiritual life. Al-

though Kapp and his followers demeaned them-
selves as peaceable and law-abiding subjects, they
excited jealousy and opprobrium, suffered perse-

cution, and were fined and imprisoned. In 180.3

they determined to emigrate to America, where
a tract of 5000 acres of land was bought in

Butler County, Pa., in the valley of the Conno-
quenessing. Here the Harmony Society was
formally organized, February 13, 1805, and its

constitution was adopted, in signing which all

the members agreed to throw all their posses-

sions into a common stock, to live and dress

simply, to hold all things in common, and to

labor for the good of the whole body. In the

spring of 1805 the community numbered about
l'J5 families, or not quite 750 persons. In 1807

the society was stirred by a profound religious

awakening. The members became convinced that

it was their duty to give up marriage and adopt
the principle of celibacy as being the higher and
holier estate. But no marked formalities of

separation were instituted. Those who had been
husband and wife continued to occupy the same
house, with their children, but thereafter treated

each other simply as "brother and sister in

Christ.' At the same time the use of tobacco

was given up. Although the settlement on the
Connoquenessing prospered, the location in a few
years proved unsuitable to the needs of the com-
munity, and in 1814 a new tract of 30.000 acres

was bought in Posey County. Ind.. at the site

of the present town of New Harmony (q.v.), to

which the Harmonists removed during the en-

suing twelve months. At this place they in-

creased and prospered, their enterprises flour-

ished, and their membership rose to about one
thousand souls ; but they became again dissatis-

fied on account of unhealthy and other unfavor-
able local conditions. They sold their property
to Robert D.ile Owen (q.v.l, and removed in 1825
to what became their permanent home in Bea-
ver County, Pa. Here they built the village
of Economy, on the Ohio River, about 20 miles
north of Pittsburg, a place long celebrated as an
example of neatness and industrial thrift. The

community has suffered one serious division: In
1832 250 members, having become alienated umler
the inlluence of a German adventurer, Bernhard
Miiller, who called himself the Count de Leon,
determined to withdraw, and a separation and
apportioimient of property were agreed upon.
The management of the connnunity was en-

tirely in the hands of Rapp during his life-

time. After his death, in 1847, it ])assed to a

board of elders, of whom Jacob Henrici was most
prominent as trustee. Since 1891 John S. Duss
has been the active manager. With not a few
vicissitudes, tiiroughout much of its career, the
society has enjoyed great prosperity. In 1874
its property was valued between $2,000,000 and
.$3,000,000, and it had then 110 members, besides
25 or 30 children and hired laborers. The United
States census in 1890 g.ave it 340 members. It

was about that time heavily indebted, but has
since been nearly freed from its obligations. The
adoption of celibacy checked the growth of the
sceiety, and tended to repel converts. At pres-
ent (November, 1902) the membership has fallen

to eight. Plans for the restoration of the com-
munity are said to have been formed. Consult:
Aaron Williams, 77ie Barmony Society at Econo-
iiiij. PeiDisiilvaiiia, Founded by George Rapp. A.D.
ItiOo, uith an Appendix (Pittsburg. 1876) ;

Charles Nordhoff, The Communistic Societies of
the United States (New York, 1874) ; William
Alfred Hinds, American Communities (rev. ed.,

Chicago, 1902).

HARMO'NIUM (Neo-I.at., from Gk. apfiorioc,

harmonios, harmonious). A reed organ with bel-

lows which are operated by the feet of the per-

former. The tone is produced by free vibrating

reeds. The harmonium is a development from the

older regal (q.v.). In 1810 Grenie exhibited the
first harmonium, which he called orgue cxpressif,

because' this instrument was capable of greater

expression, as well as of producing a crescendo

and diminuendo. A. Debain, of Paris, improved
ii, and first gave it the name of harmonium when
he patented his instrument in 1840. A complete
revolution in the construction of the harmonium
was begun in America when a mechanic who had
worked in the factory of Alexandre in Paris

emigrated to America. This man conceived the

idea of a suction bellows, instead of the ordinary
bellows which forced the air outward through the

reeds. The firm of Mason & Hamlin, of Boston,

in 1860 made their instruments with the suction

bellows, and this method of construction soon
superseded all others.

HARMONY (Lat. harmonia, Gk.apiwvia, har-

mony), Tlie science which treats of chords, their

structure, relation, progression, and resolution.

.•\s such it forms to-day the fundamental branch
of the science of musical composition. All tones

are regarded as elements of some fundamental
chord, and for this reason the voices lose much
of their individual freedom which they have in

counterpoint, but are regarded more as affecting

the relations of successive chords. As taught to-

day, harmony comprises the study of intervals,

chords, their structure, inversions, and chromatic
alterations; progression of the various voices;

suspensions, anticipations, and passing notes;

modulation. Harmony, in our acceptation of the

term, was tinknown to the ancients. Only in the

tenth century did a Flemish monk, Hucbald. con-

ceive the idea of setting a second voice a fifth
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below the original cantus. This crude experiment
v.as the beginning of harmony. In the sixteenth

century Zarlino, in his great work Istitiizioiii

hunnoiiichc, established the consonance of the

third, and also discovered tlie polarity of major
and minor. That this discovery did not bear
fruit innncdiately is due to the invention of

figured bass, which determines all intervals from
the bass tone instead of the fundamental. Tar-
tini. in the eighteenth century, tried to develop
Zarlino's ideas, but failed because he could not
get awaj' from the theories of figured bass. Thus
the idea of the polarity of major and minor fell

into oblivion, until in 18.53 Moritz Hauptmann
(q.v.) established this relation on a firm .scientific

basis. But after the third was once recognized

as a consonance, the basis for the construction

of chords was given. Still, music could not free

itself from the fetters of the church modes (q.v.).

Hence the development of music took place along
the lines of polyphony (q.v.) or contrapuntal
writing. Only after the establishment of the

major and minor modes in place of the church
modes, and the subsequent introduction of equal

temperament (q.v.), which rendered modulation
into all keys possible, could music develop har-

monically. Thus Bach, while marking the high-

est development of the polyphonic contrapuntal
style, at the same time marks the beginning of

homophonic harmonic writing. Since then the

progress of harmony has been very rapid. Pro-
gi-essions that startled one generation by their dis-

sonance and boldness were accepted as pleasing

and natural by the next, until, in the works of

the great masters of the nineteenth century, we
have a wealth and variety of harmonies that

their predecessors never dreamed of. To-day all

music is conceived as resting upon a harmonic
basis. All tones are regarded on the basis of

consonant chords, so that dissonant chords are
conceived not as independent formations, but as
modifications of a fundamental consonant chord.

That this view is the only rational one, and rests

upon a natural basis, is conclusively proved by
the fact that the works of the greatest writers of

the polyphonic style can all be reduced to a sim-
ple harmonic basis.

Tlie importance of harmony in modern music
cannot possibly be overestimated. Emotional ex-

pression depends almost entirely upon tlie choice

of harmonies. The same melody harmonized dif-

ferently is capable of expressing widely diflferent

moods and emotions. This is strongly illustrated

by the leading motives in the works of Wagner.
The same melodic phrase occurs frequently in a
different harmonic garb in accordance with the
varying demands of the dramatic situation. The
development sections of Beethoven's symphonies
and sonatas afford innumerable examples of won-
derful and surprising effects produced by different

harmonization of the original themes. Simple
folksongs can be invested with a transcendent
beauty by a judicious, refined harmonization. For
example : The simple German folksong, Es ist

bestimmt in Gottes Rath, appeals to every one
through its tender melody sustained only by the
simplest harmonic chords. Mendelssohn has
taken this simple melody, and, without altering
even a note, has harmonized it so exquisitely
that his version appears like a high-art song.
Upon closer examinatiim, we will find that the
tender sadness of the original melody has been
intensified by Mendelssohn's rich harmonies into

sorrowful resignation. It is highly interesting to
compare the many harmonic settings of Luther's
famous hymn. Eln fc.ste Burg ist un.ter Gott.

Bach's wonderful setting cannot be surpassed

(ex. I) ; and yet what a different character does

,^h{^=\
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of the scale. When the same tone is sounded on
two ditTorent instruments the interval is called a
prime, both tones being on the same degree of
the scale. The tone upon the second degree forms
the interval of the second with the fundamental
tone, and so on, until the eiglith degree is reached,
which is the same as the first, one octave higher.

Generally, all intervals are reckoned within one
octave; thus C-e" is a third, although the two

HAKMONY.
INVERSION OF TRIADS.

6

Fundamental. First Inversion.

EX. 7.

Second Inveraion.

tones composin.'? a chord, a distinction is made
between close and open, spread or extended har-

SKO'

tones are separated by more than three octaves, mony. In example 9 the first chord (a) is in

For theoretical purposes, however, the intervals close harmony because none of its tones can be

of the ninth, tenth, eleventh, and twelfth are transposed an octave, and still fall within the

recognized. Intervals are classed as consonant other tones of the. chord. The second chord (b)

INVERSIONS OP CHORD OF SEVENTH.
i -S2. 2
3^ bS=

Faadamental First Inversion. Second Inversion. Third Inversion.

and dissonant, and again as major, minor, aug-
mented, diminished, and perfect.
Chobds. Under this heading are treated the

nature and formation of chords. The fundamen-
tal chord is the triad consisting of three tones,

the prime, third, and fifth. According as the
major or minor third is used, the chord itself

is major or minor. Tlie presence of an aug-
mented or diminished interval renders the chord
likewise augmented or diminished. All chords
are constructed by means of thirds (ex. 5). By

TRIADS.

P ^^
Major. Minor. Augmented.

KX. 5.

Diminished.

adding the interval of a third to any triad a chord
of the seventh is obtained, so called because the
last added tone forms the interval of a seventli

with the fundamental tone of the chord (ex. 6)

^^ All chords can be inverted, i.e.

I(m) ^~~ ~^S~~ ^"y t"'^^ of " chord can be in

"iJ'
'
"^'

t'l^ t)ass or lowest part. When
EX. 6. the fundamental tone is in the

bass the chord is said to be in its fundamental
position. With the third in the bass we obtain
the first inversion : with the fifth in the bass we
have the second inversion (ex. 7). Chords of the
seventh admit three inversions (ex. 8). With
respect to the relative position of the various

m
is in open harmony, because by transposing the

E an octave, it falls between the tones C and G
b of the chord (ex. 9). Likewise,
-; transposing the G an octave
g lower, it falls between C

and E.

Progression of Chords. Each tone composing
a chord is regarded as belonging to a distinct

voice or part. The rules governing the progres-

sion of chords are exceedingly few and simple,

yet it requires long and constant practice to ac-

quire the art of leading the voices correctly. ( 1

)

Parallel octaves and fifths are strictly forbidden.

This means that two tones of one chord forming
the interval of an octave or a fifth must not
progress in such a manner as to form the same
interval in the next chord (ex. 10). The ex-

ample under (a) is bad because the progressions

c-d and f-g produce fifths in both chords. The
correct progresssion is given under (b). Octaves

EX. 10.

and fifths may he open or covered. They are open,

as in example 10 (a), when the forbidden inter-

vals occur in both chords : covered when they oc-

cur only in the second chord as the result of

prrallel motion, as in the following (a) (ex. 11).

These covered fifths can be avoided by leading the
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voices, as under (b). (2) The leading tone can
never be doubled. As tlie leading tone always

=^

demands the progression of a seniistep upward
into the octave, it is clear that a doubling of this

tone would necessitate the faulty progression of

open octaves. ( 3 ) Chords nuist not progress so

as to produce an inhannonic relation. This means
tliat a tone of one chord cannot appear cliromatic-

ally altered in the next chord, except in the same
voice. For instance, if g appears in one chord
in the tenor part, a gjf or gb can be introduced

in the succeeding chord onh/ in the tenor jiart.

In the following example the faulty progression

under (a) is corrected under (b) (ex. 12). (4)

often also the fifth, seldom the third. In two-
l)art writing some interval must be omitted, and
this is almost always tlic llftli. The number of

parts is not restricted. There .ire compositions'

for as many as twenty-four, and even thirty-two
parts. Of course it requires absolute mastery
to liandle such a number of parts.

Anticipations, Suspension, Resolution.
Tones may also appear in other chords than the
ones to which tliey belong. When one or more
voices proceed to tones of the next chord, while
the remaining voices sustain the harmony of

the first chord, anticipation occurs. Husiicnxion
takes place when one or more voices liold the
tone of tlie previous chord when the other voices
have already proceeded to the harmony of the
next chord. As the tones thus held do not belong
to the chord with which they are sounded, they
cause a dissonance. All dissonances require reso-

^
1
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In the above examples, only the soprano con-
tains the passing and changing notes. It is

possible, however, to liave more or all voices move
in notes of the same value as the soprano. The
different tones of the different voices then form
chords. All chords containing one or more of

the notes marked * would then constitute pars-
ing chords.

Caoences. It is important to pay attention to
the closing of a piece. The two principal cadences
are the aiilliciitic and the pJufiuL The authentic
cadence is the resolution of the dominant chord
into the tonic. When the soprano has the funda-
mental tone of the tonic, and the bass the funda-
mental tone of both the dominant and tonic
chords, the close is called a whole cadence. It is

at the same time a perfect cadence. The whole
cadence is imperfect when the soprano has any
other interval than the fundamental of the tonic,

or the bass any other than the fundamental tone
of the dominant chord. A half cadence is the
resolution of the tonic into the dominant chord,
the reverse of the whole cadence. Instead of the
tonic chord other triads may be used, especially
those of the second, fourth, or sixth degree. A
half cadence that occurs very frequently and is

very beautiful is the Phrygian cadence. It con-
sists of the resolution of the sub-dominant into
the dominant in the minor mode. The plagal

Whole Perfect Cadences. Wlole Imperfect Cadences.

Modulation. Although every composition is
written in a certain key, wearisome monotony
would result were the composer to restrict him-
self only to chords properly belonging to that
key. Chords belonging to other keys are intro-
duced with more or less frequency. ' Every such
departure from the original key is a modulation.
To modulate with artistic effect the relation of
the keys and the chords belonging to each must
be thoroughly understood.

While pursuing the study of harmony the
student at the same time is trained in the science
of figured bass. It is the rule followed in all
modern treatises on harmony to write out the
exercises in figured bass notation. This indicates
the choice of chords, whereas the leading of the
voices and the distribution of the tones are lelt

to the student.
There is no dearth of excellent works on har-

mony. Among the most famous are: Fetis, Es-
quisse de Vhistoire de I'harmonie (Paris, 1840) ;

Traifc complet de la thcorie et de la pratique de
I'harmonie (Paris, 1844) ; Dehn. Theoretiseh-
praktische Harmonielehre (Berlin, 1840) ; Haupt-
mann. Die Xatur der Harmonik nnd der Metrik
(Leipzig, 1853, 1873) ; Marx, Die Lehre von der
musikalischen Eomposition (Leipzig, 1847, new
edition revised by Riemann, Leipzig, 1889);
Richter, Lehrbuch der Harmonie (Leipzig, 1888;

Half Cadences,

^ zSz
i=j=

Phrygian Cadences. Plagal Cadences. Deceptive Cadences.

Mixed Cadences. Various Cadences.

EX. 17.

cadence is the resolution of the sub-dominant into
the tonic chord. The cadences just mentioned are
the ones most frequently used at the close of a
composition. But at the end of a phrase or
section a close known as the deceptive or inter-
rupted cadence is frequently found. This consists
of the resolution of the dominant into some chord
other than the tonic. A mixed cadence is the
succession of the sub-dominant, dominant, and
tonic chords, thus con.stituting a mixture of the
authentic and plagal cadences. Besides the ca-
dences enumerated, others not specially classified
also occur. Thus the chord of the diminished
seventh sometimes takes the place of the domi-
nant or sub-dominant (ex. 17).

translated into English by Morgan, New York,
1885) ; Jadassohn, Harmonielehre (Leipzig,
1883) ; H, Riemann, Ski~:e einer neuen Methode
der Harmonielehre (Leipzig, 1880); Die Natur
der Harmonik (Leipzig, 1882).

For detailed information of the various topics
introduced in this article, compare the separate
articles on Acoustics; Augmentation; Ca-
dence; Chord; Figured Bass; Interval; Key;
Leading Tone; Leading of Voices; Major;
Minor ; Modulation ; Motion ; Passing Notes

;

Progression; Scale; Suspension; Tonality;
Harjionics.

HARMONY or THE SPHERES, or Music
OF THE Spheres. It was a common belief among,
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the ancients tliat the motions of the stars and
planets produce a kind of music, whicli they

called the harmony of the spheres. They at-

tributed this music to the various proportionate

impressions of the heavenly bodies on one an-

other acting at proper intervals.

HARMS, harms, Fkiedrich (1819-80). A
Ciermau philosopher, whose concept of philosophy

as the science of the absolute approaches Fichte.

He was born at Kiel, and educated there and in

Berlin. In 1848 lie was appointed professor at

Kiel, and in 1SG7 at Berlin. His writings are

critical and historical, rather than constructive,

and, although marked by depth of thought, fail

in clearness of style. Among them are: Der
A}ithroiiologismus seitKant (1845) ; Prolegomena
ziir Pliilosophie (1852) ; Die Pliilosophic Fichtes

(18G2); Schopeiihiiicrs Philosopliie (1874) ; Die
Pliilosophie scit Kant (187G) ; Vcher den lieyriff

der Wahrheit (1876); Die Formen der Ethik

(1878); iletaphysik (1885), Logik (1886),

Ethik (1898), yaturphilosophie (1895). Psjj-

chologie (1897), all edited by Wiese; and Begriff,

Formen und Orundlegung der Rechtsphilosophis

(1889).

HARMS, KXAUS (1778-1855). A distin-

guished German theologian. He was born May
25, 1778, at Fahrstedt. In 1797 he went to the

gymnasium at Meldorf, and in 1799 to the Uni-
versity of Kiel. After supporting himself as

family tutor from 1802 till 1800, he was ap-

pointed Deacon of Lunden, whence he was called

in 1816 to Kiel, as archdeacon and afternoon

preacher in the Nikolai Church. Next year,

shortly before the tricentenary of the Refor-

mation in Germany, he issued, in defense of

Protestant orthodoxy, ninety-five theses, under the

title. Das sind die 95 Theses oder Streitsdtze

Dr. Luthers (Eng. trans, of most of them in

Lutheran Church Review, 1889). These pro-

duced a deep impression throughout Germany,
and brought him a call to be bishop of the eon-

sistorj' about to be instituted for the Protestant

Church of Russia. This, as well as a call in 1834

to succeed Schleiermacher in Trinity Church,
Berlin, Harms refused. In 1835 he was made
chief pastor and provost in Kiel, but was com-
pelled to resign in 1849, in consequence of an
attack of almost total blindness. The rest of his

life was spent in retirement, devoted to literary

activity. He died in Kiel February 1, 1855.

Harms's published works are chiefly sermons,

which may be reckoned among the best specimens
of modern pulpit eloquence in Germany. Of
these, the most famous are his Winterpostille

(1808, 6th ed. 1846), and Hommerpostille (1815,

6th ed. 1846), to which a new series was added

—

yeue Winterpostille (1826), and AViie Sommer-
postille (1827). Consult: Dorner. Blatter der
Erinnerung an das Jubiliium von Harms (Kiel,

1842) : Harms' Lrhrnshrschreihung verfasst von
ihm selhst (ib.. 1851. 2d ed. 1852) ; and for his

life. Volbehr (Kiel. 1878).

HARMSWORTH, Alfred Charles (1865
— ). An English editor, born at Chapelizod. near
Dublin. He was educated under a private tutor
and at the Stamford Grammar School, and in

1882 joined the staff of the Illustrated London
News. In 1888 he started the weekly journal

Answers; in 1894 secured control of the London
Evening News; and two years later founded the

London Daily Mail. In 1898 he began the publi-

cation of Harmsworth's Magazine. He is [itr-

haps most widely known in connection with tlic;

.hickson-Harmsw'orth Arctic Expedition of 1894,

which he equipped. In December, 1900, he vis-

ited the I'nited States, and while there brought

out a special issue of a New York newspaper to

illustrate his theory of what a paper of the fu-

ture would be. Its form was that of a 32-page

quarto magazine.

HARNACK, har'nak, Adolf (1851—). The
foremost of living Church historians. He was
born at Dorpat, Russia, May 7, 1851 ; educated at

the university there (1869-72); became privat-

docent at Leipzig ( 1874) , professor extraordinary

of Church history there in 1876; ordinary profes-

sor of Church history at Giessen (1879), at ilar-

burg ( 1886) , and at IJerlin ( 1889) . He is a man of

strong and inspiring personality, and his lectures

at Berlin are attended by hundreds of students

from both Europe and America. His editorial ac-

tivity has been great, as is attested by the facts

that "since 1881 he has edited with E. Schiirer the

Theologische Litteraturzeitung, a semi-monthly

critical review (Leipzig, 1876, sqq.), and since

1882 with O. von Gebhardt the Texte und XJnter-

suchungen zitr Geschi-chte der altehristlichcn Lit-

teratur (Leipzig, 1882-1902), a series of learned

monographs (22 volumes) to which he also con-

tributes. He also joined Von Gebhardt and T. Zalin

in bringing out Patrum Apostoliconim Opera

(Leipzig, 1875-77, 3 vols.). But his fame chiefly

rests upon his separate publications, some of which

are: Zur Quellenkritik der Gesehichte des Gnosti-

cismus (1873); Die Zeit des Ignatius (1878);

Das Monehtum (1881, 5th ed. 1901; tr.ans. Mo-

nasticism: Its Ideals and Its History, 1895;

with article on The Confessions of Saint Augus-

tine, 1901) ; Martin Luther in seiner Bedeutung

fi'tr die Gesehichte der ^yi.^isenschaft und der Bil-

dung (1883, 3d ed. 1901); Lehrbuch der Dog-

mengeschiehte (1886-90, 3d ed. 1894-97; Eng.

trans.. History of Dogma, 1895-1900) ; Grundriss

der Dogmengeschich'te (1889, 3d cd. 1898);

Das apostolische Glaubensbekenntniss {I8i)2, 27th

ed. 1897; trans.. The Apostle-^' Creed, 1901) ; Ge-

sehichte der altchristlichen Litteratur bis Euse-

bius: vol. i.. Die Veberlieferung und der Bestand

der altchristlichen Litteratur (1893) ; vol. ii..

Die Chronologic der Litteratur bis Ireniius

(1897); Das Christentum und die Gesehichte

(1895, 4th ed. 1897; trans., Christianity and

History, 2d ed. 1901) ; Das Wesen des Christen-

tums (1900: trans.. What is Christianity?

1901) ; Vorstudien zu einer Gesehichte der Ver-

breitung des Christentums in den ersten drei

Jahrhunderten (1901).

HARNACK, Axel (1851-88). A German
mathematician, son of Theodosius Harnack (q.v.),

and twin brother to Adolf Harnack. Born at

Dorpat, he studied there (1869-73), and then at

Erlangen and Munich. He was privat-docent at

Leipzig in 1876, professor in the Polytechnic In-

stitute at Darmstadt, and then at Dresden. Be-

sides several contributions to the Mathematische

Annalen (vols, ix., x.. xii., xiii.. xiv.. xvii.. xix.,

xxi.). he wrote: Elemente der Differential- und
Integralrechtung (1881) and Grundlagen der

Theorie des loqarithmischen Potentials und der

Potcntialfunktion in der Ehene (1888). Con.sult
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tlie biography by Voss, in llie Mathematisclie

Aiiitaleit (vol. xxxii., Leipzig, 1894).

HARNACK, Theodosius (1817-89). A Ger-
man Lutheruu theologian, father of Adolf and
Axel (q.v. ). He was born at Saint Petersburg,

Kussia, January 3, 1817; was educated at Dor-

pat, and taught there ( 1843-53 ) ; at Erlangen

(1853-66) ; Dorpat again (1806-75), when he re-

tired. He died at Dorpat, September 11, 1889.

His specialty was practical theology, and he

wrote the well-Icnnwn Praktische Theologie ( 1877-

78), and other books in that department.

HARNED, har'ned, Vikginia (1868—). An
American actress, the wife of E. H. Sothern
(q.v.), to whom she was married in 1896. She
was born in Boston, and when about gixteen first

became a member of a traveling company. Her
New York debut was in ^1 Long Lane, at the

Fourteenth Street Theatre (1890'). In 1895 she

appeared as Ti'ilby, in Paul Potter's dramatiza-
tion. Prominent among her subsequent parts

have been Lady Ursula in The Adventure of Lady
Visiila (1897) : Ophelia, to Mr. Sothern's Ham-
let (1900) ; Alice Eousillon in Alice of Old
yincennes (1901); and Iris in A. W. Pinero's

play of the same name (1902). Consult Strang,

Famous Actresses of the Day in America (Bos-

ton, 1899).

HARNESS. See Saddlery.

HARTJESS, William (1790-1869). An Eng-
lish author and divine, educated at Harrow,
whore he formed a life-long friendship with By-

ron, and at Christ's College, Cambridge ( B.A.

1812: M.A. 181G). He entered holy orders and
became known as one of the most eloquent preach-

ers in London. By his efforts was built the

Church of All Saints, Knightsbridge (1849), of

which he was perpetual curate till his death.

Many of his sermons were published : but he is

now remembered chiefly for his edition of Shake-

speare (8 vols., 1825). Consult L'Estrange, Lit-

erary Life of Harness (London, 1871).

HARNESS CASK. A large wooden cask,

commonly shaped like the frustum of a cone,

flattened at the sides, and used on board ship for

the temporary stowage of salt provisions which
are intended for issue to the crew within a day
or two. Sailors call salt beef salt horse, and of

course a harness is the most natural thing to be

around a, horse—hence the name.

HARNESSED ANTELOPE. A bushbuck of

the genus Tragelaphus, so called because most
of them have irregular stripings and spottings of

white on a dark ground, suggesting a harness.

Most of them belong to the jungles of West and
South-Central Africa, and the list includes the
bongo and guib (see the article Bcshbuck), the
nyala and sitatunga. See Colored Plate of An-
telopes.

HAR'NETT, Cornelius ( 1723-81 ) . An Ameri-
can patriot, born probably in Chowan County,
N. C. He was among the first to oppose the

Stamp Act; represented Wilmington in the Pro-
vincial Assembly from 1770 to 1771 ; served in

1774 on the Wilmington Committee of Safety;
and was the temporary executive of North Caro-
lina after the departure of the royal Governor.
He was a delegate to the Continental Congress
from 1777 t« 1779. and was a signer of the Ar-
ticles of Confederation. The proclamation of

general pardon, issued by Governor Clinton, ex-

cluded Harnett, and in 1780 he was made a pris-

oner of war, and died in captivity the next year.

HAR'NEY, John Hopkins (1806-67). An
American journalist, born in Bourbon County,
Ky. He graduated at Oxford University, Ohio,
was professor of mathematics at the University
of Indiana (1828) and Hanover College (1833),
and then became president of a college in Louis-
ville, Ky. (1839-43). Me published an Algebra
for school use in 1840. For twenty-three year*
(1844-67) he was editor of the Louisville Demo-
crat, and made himself felt before and during the
Civil War, while afterwards he played a con-

ciliatory part.

HARNEY, William Selby (1800-89). An
American soldier, born near Haysboro, Tenn. He
entered the United States Armj', and rose to be
lieutenant-colonel of dragoons in 1836. He served
in the Black Hawk War, in the Florida War, and
in expeditions into the Everglades, and during
the Mexican War was brevetted brigadier-general

for gallantry at Cerro Gordo. In 1858 he was
appointed to the command of the Department of

Oregon, and subsequently to that of the Depart-
ment of the West. In 1861, while journeying to
Washington, he was taken prisoner by Confeder-

ates and brought to Richmond. Upon his re-

lease he issued proclamations to the people of

Missouri, describing the evils certain to follow

from secession. He was retired in 1863, and in

1865 was brevetted major-general. Consult
Reavis, Life and Military Services of Gen. IF. <S'.

Harney (Saint Louis, 1878).

HAROERIS, ha'ro-e'ris, or HARUERIS
( from Hor, Horus + ucr, great, adult ) . An
Egj'ptian god. Originally, he was merely a
phase of the sun-god Horus, representing the sun
in summer, or taking the daily course as the type

of the yearly, the sun at its full height, at noon.

He is regularly represented as a hawk-headed
king, wearing the two crowns of Egypt. Origi-

nally he was the son of Osiris and his sister Isis,

conceived while his parents were in the womb of

their mother, Nuet (i.e. the sky). Later, how-
ever, when the two phases of the young and the

adult sun were represented by two distinct deities,

he became not only a brother of Harpocrates

( q.v. ) , but even a brother of Osiris and son of

Nuet, the sky. and Seb (or Geb?), the earth

(Plutarch: Rhea and Kronos), while other in-

scriptions make him son of other forms of the

old Sun (Re or Atum). He was specially the

god of Southern 'Egypt. See Horus ; Harpoc-
rates.

HAR'OLD I., sumamed Harefoot (probably

on account of his swiftness). King of England
from 1037 to 1040. He is believed to have been

the younger of Canute's two sons by his firat

wife,' -Elfgifu. According to agreement on Ca-

nute's second marriage to Emma, widow of Eth-

elred II., his son by Emma was to inherit the

English as well as the Danish throne; this son,

Hardecanute (q.v.). was, however, in Denmark
at the time of his father's death in 1035. Leo-

fric. Earl of Mercia. favored the cause of Harold,

while the powerful Earl Godwine espoused

that of Hardecanute. Civil war was averted by a

compromise, and the kingdom was divided. Har-

old took London, with all the provinces north of

the Thames, while the possession of Wessex was
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given up to Emma for Hardecanute. Slie fixed

licr residence at Winchester, and established lier

autliority over her son's share of the liingdoni.

]m 1037 the thanes and people of U'essex, dis-

gruntled by Ilardecanute's prolonged absence in

Denmark, submitted to Harold, and he was
crowned King of all England. He is said treach-

erously to have slain the -Etheling .Elfred, the
younger of the two sons of Ethelred and Emma,
whom lie had invited to England. He died at

Oxford, JIarch 17, 1040. Consult Freeman, The
Korman Conquest, vol. i. (Oxford, 1809).

HAROLD IL (1022?-G6). King of England
in 10(j(i. He wa5 probably the second son of the
]Miwerful Earl Godwine. In 1045 Harold was
]'"arl of East Anglia. In 1051, when Godwine fell

into disgrace with Edward the (_'onfessor, Harold
raised troops in Ireland, and plundered the Eng-
lish coast until reestablished in his earldom. Af-
ter his father's death, in 1053. Harold inlierited

the Earldom of Wessex, and all his father's prop-

erty and power, and became the head of the Na-
tional Party, which sought to counteract the

Norman influence at the Court of Edward the
Confessor. In 1062-63 with his brother Tostig
he invaded Wales, and inflicted such a terrible

chastisement on the inhabitants that the English
frontier was safe from their raids for three-quar-

ters of a century. It was jnobably in 1064 that
he made his visit to Normandy, and took an oath
to assist William in obtaining the English crown.
The common legend is that Harold was ship-

wrecked on the coast of Normandy, and fell into

the power of Duke William, who forced him to

swear on a chest full of sacred relics that he
would aid him in his design. On the death of

Edward the Confessor, January 5, 1006, the
Witan (q.v. ), in the exercise of its rights, set

aside the claims of Edgar Atheling. the grand-
son of Edmund Ironside, and, ignoring the re-

puted bequest of the late sovereign in favor of

the Duke of Normandy, elected Harold to fill the
vacant throne. Dnke William immediately as-

serted his claim, which was supported by Har-
old's brother Tostig. who had l)een dispossessed
of his Dukedom of Xorthurabria. and Harald
Haardraade, King of Norway, his ally. Tostig
and the Norwegian King landed on the coast of
Yorkshire, and after defeating Eadwine and
llorkere. Earls of Northumbria and Jlercia, ad-
vanced to York, but were met b}' Harold at Stam-
ford Bridge, and totally routed September 25,
1060. A few days later William landed in Eng-
land; the contending armies met at Senlac, about
seven miles from Hastings (see Hastings, Bat-
tle of), where Harold's defeat and death, Octo-
l)er 14, 1060, made the Duke of Normandy undis-
j)uted ruler of England. Consult : Freeman, The
yoniinn Conquest, vols. ii. and iii. (Oxford,
1875) ; Green, The Conquest of Knatand (London,
1883), See Anglo-Saxoxs: Exnilvyn,

HAROLD I. AND HAROLD III. Kings of
Norway. See Haralb.

HAROLD EN ITALIE, a'rM'dli ne'tfl'le'.

The fourth of Berlioz's five syni])honies, cojn-

posed in 1834 and founded on Byron's ChihJe
Bnrohl.

HAROLD, OR THE LAST OF THE SAX-
ON KINGS. An historical novel, founded on
the life of Harold II. of England, by Bulwer-
Lytton (1848),

HAROUN AL-RASHID, lia-rnnn' al ru-

shed'. See 1I.\RIN AL-liAsmi),

HARP (AS. hearpe, Icel. harpa, OHG. harpha,
Ger. Uarfe, l^at. harpa, of unknown etymology).
A musical stringed instrument, niueli esteemed
by the ancients. In Egypt the figure of the harp
is found didineated from the earliest ages in

many dill'erent forms. The Celtic bards held the
bar]) in the greatest honor. In the Highlaiuls of

Scotland the instrument has disappeared, but it

is still in use in Wales, and to some extent it

lingers in Ireland, where, from its former preva-
lence, it is adopted as a national symbol. The
harp was used as an accompaniment to the
psalms sung by the early congregations of Chris-

tians. There are three kinds of harps now
known. The ordinary Italian harp is stnnig
with two rows of wire strings, separated by a
double sounding-board; this kind is now prac-

tically obsolete, being very imperfect. The double
harp, or, as it is also called, David's harp, is a
more useful instrument in the form of a tri-

angle, with a sounding-board and gut strings;

it is always tuned in the principal key of the
music, while the strings are altered to suit any
modulations out of the key', by pressure of the
thumb, or turning the timing-pins of certain

notes. These defects led gradually to the inven-

tion of the pedal harp, which has seven pedals,

by which each note of the diatonic scale, in all

the difl'erent octaves, can be made a semitone
higher. A celebrated harpist, Hochbrucker, in

Donauwdrth, invented the pedals in 1720; while
J. Paul Velter, in Nuremberg, in 1730, added the
piano and forte pedal. After numerous attempts
at further improvements, the bar]) at length
readied a degree of perfection by the invention
of the double-action pedal harp by Erard in Paris
in 1820. By means of Erard's invention, each
string can be sharpened twice, each time a semi-
tone; so that the C string may be C Hat, its full

length, C natural by the first movement of the
pedal, and C sharp by tlie next movement. The
double-action harp is tuned with all the pedals
half-down, and in the ke.v of C natural. It has
40 or 47 strings and a compass of over six oc-

taves from ,C'-g'. The music is written on two
staves, exactly as for the pianoforte. The instru-

ment is now found in all large orchestras. For
producing beautiful arpeggio effects the harp
has no rival. In the final scene of Das Rhcingold
(the entrance of the gods into Walhall) Wagner
employs no less than eight harps.

HARP,, or Saddleback Seal. A hair-seal of

the North Atlantic (Phoca Grwtilandica) which
wanders widely, but usually is numerous off the
coasts of Greenland and southward to Newfound-
land, gathers in herds about the ice-floes, and is

slaughtered by sealers in great numbers. It is

yellowish-white when fully adult (when the
males have a black head) . with an irregular circle

of dark marks on the back, inclosing a space
which somewhat resembles a harp or a saddle.
To the Eskimos these seals are of value for food,

and summer clothes as well as tents are made of

the skins.

HARPAGON, iir'pA'goN'. A miser who near-
ly starves his horses, lets his servants go half-

clothed, and begrudges himself even the expense of
a decent wedding banquet. He is the principal

character in Molifere's L'Aiare.
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HARrPALUS (Lat., from Gk. "Apiralni)

{v:.VM\ u.c.) . Kinsman and comrade of Alexander
the Great. Made chief of the treasury in the
expedition to Asia, lie was found guilty of em-
bezzlement. Alexander pardoned him and in 330
made him custodian of the innuense Persian
treasure at Ecbatana. After squandering enor-
mous sums in the most reckless manner Harpalus
fled to Athens (325) with 5000 talents, which he
employed in purchasing the good-will of leading
citizens, among them, it is said, Demosthenes.
From Athens he went to Ci'ete, where he was
assassinated.

HAR'PER, James (1795-18C9). An Ameri-
can publisher, born at Newtown, L. I. In 1811 he
removed with his brother John (1797-1S75) to
New York, where they learned the trade of print-

ing and established the firm of J. & J. Harper,
printing for booksellers and publishers. James
Harper was said to be the quickest and best
pressman in New York City, and the proofread-
ing of John Harper had an equal reputation.
Tliey published on their own account from 1818
to 1833. when with two younger brothers. Joseph
Wesley (1801-70) and Fletcher (1800-77), they
formed the firm of -Harper & Brothers. The
keen business sagacity and sterling honesty of

James Harper soon made the firm the largest and
most respected publishing house in the United
States. He was among the first to issue series

of liooks grouped into so-called 'libraries,' cover-

ing topics ranging from Juvenile fiction to the
classics, and founded Harper's Magazine in 1850,
which with the two publications suggested by
Fletcher Harper, Harper's Weekly, established in

1857, and Harper's Bazar, established ten years
later, soon took high rank in the field of periodi-

cal literature. The series was supplemente'd in

1881 by Harper's Young People, afterwards called

Harper's Round Table. From 1844 to 1846 James
Harper was JIayor of New York City, and was
subsequently suggested for State Governor, but
his distaste for public life led him to discoun-

tenance all eiTorts in his behalf. In March. 18G0,

he was thrown from a carriage and killed, and
for many years after his death the business of the
firm was conducted by younger members of the
family. After the failure of the firm in 1899,

it was entirely reorganized as a stock corpora-
tion.

HARPER, John Mtodocii (1845—). A
Canadian educator. He was born at Johnstone,
Renfrewshire, Scotland, emigrated to Canada, and
graduated at Queen's University, Kingston. His
success as the head of several schools induced the
Government of Prince Edward's Island to appoint
him in 1887 superintendent of education for the
province. Having declined this appointment,
he became in 1880 rector of the Quebec High
School, and subsequently inspector of superior
schools for Quebec Province. His publications
include many brochures and editions of text-

books.

HARPER, EoBERT GoonLOE (1765-1825). An
American lawyer and politician, born near Fred-
ericksburg, Va, He was early taken by his parents
to South Carolina, and at the age of fifteen

served in the volunteer militia of South Carolina
during Greene's last campaign against Corn-
wallis in the South. After the close of the war
he entered Princeton, where he graduated in

1785. The following vear he was admitted to the

bar at Charleston, S. C, and removed into the
interior of the State to practice. He was an
ardent Federalist, and wrote and spoke in favor
of the adoption of the Federal Constitution.
After several terms in the State Legislature, he
was, in 1795, elected to Congress, where he
served until 1801. He was a Huent speaker and
a ready debater, and his able advocacy of the meas-
ures of Washington and Adams won for him a
high place in the councils of the Federalist
Party. In 1799-1801 he was the recognized
leader of his party in the House. After
the expiration of his Congressional term he re-

moved to Baltimore, !Md., whei'e he married the
daughter of Charles Carroll of Carrollton, and
became one of the leading lawyers in tlie country.
He served in the War of 1812 as a major-general
in the Maryland militia. In 1803 he was the
principal counsel for Judge Pickering in the im-
peachment proceedings brought against him, and
in 1800, with Luther ilartin and others, suc-
cessfully conducted the defense of Justice Chase
in his im|ieachment trial. He was elected United
States Senator from Maryland in ISIO, but re-

signed in the same year because of his candida-
ture for the Federalist nomination for Vice-
President, which, however, he failed to obtain.
He was one of the principal promoters of the
scheme for the colonization of free negroes in

Africa which resulted in the establishment of Li-

beria. He published: An Address on Observa-
tions on the Dispute Beticeen the United States
and France (1797) ; Letters on the Proceedings
of Congress: and Letters to His Constituents
(1801). A collection of his letters, pamphlets,
and addresses was published under the title of

Select Works of Robert (foodloe Harper (1814).

HARPER, WiLLi.\M Rainey (1856—). An
American cdvicator. He was born in New Con-
cord, Ohio, July 26. 1856. of Scotch-Irish an-
cestrj*. He graduated at Muskingum College in

1870, and in 1875 received the doctor's degree
from Yale. After teaching in the Masonic Col-

lege, ilacon, Tenn., and in the preparatory depart-

ment of Denison University, Granville, Ohio, he
became professor of Hebrew in the Baptist Union
Theological Seminai-y in Chicago in 1879. While
here he perfected a system of teaching Hebrew
by corres]iondence. In 1886 he was elected pro-

fessor of Semitic languages in the graduate fac-

ulty of Yale, and in 1889 also professor of biblical

literature. From 1885 to 1891 he served as prin-

cipal of the Chautauqua College of Liberal Arts,

and in 1891 became principal of the Chautauqua
system. In the last-mentioned year he was elected

to the presidency of the newly foiuided University
of Chicago, where he is also head professor of

Semitic languages and literature. His pub-
lished works include: Elemoits of Hebrew (2d
ed. 1890) : Hebrew Vocabularies (5th ed. 1890) ;

Hebrew ^[efllod and Jlanual (1885); Elements
of Hebrew Siintnx (1888). He has been the

founder and editor of several publications, among
them The Hebrew Student and Hebraica. and is

at present one of the editors of the Biblical

World, the American -Journal of Theologii. and
the American .Journal of Semitic Languages and
Literature—all published by the University of

Chicago.

HARPER'S FERRY, A town in Jefferson

Coimty. W. Va., 55 miles northwest of Washing-
ton; on the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad (Map:
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West Virginia, G 2). Its site, in a valley formed
by Bolivar, Maryland, and Virginia or Loudoun
Heights, and at the (.onlkience of the Shenanduali
Kiver with the I'otoniae, is one of remarkable
beauty. The town is the seat of Storer College

(Free Baptist), a normal school for negroes.

Population, in 181)0, 958; in 1900, 890.

Harper's Ferry is chielly notable from its con-

nection with the raid of John Brown (q.v. ), who,
at the head of eighteen men. seized the armory
here on October 10, 1859, and held it until cap-

tured on the following day by United States

troops under Gen. Robert E. Lee. On April 18,

1801, immediately after ^'irginia had seceded

from the Union, the small Union garrison, con-

sisting then of only 45 men under Lieutenant
Koger Jones, on tlie approach of a greatly su-

perior force of \'irginians under Gen. .John Ken-
ton Harper, abandoned the place, and fired the

Federal arsenal, destroying about 20,000 ritles

and pistols, and other property. The Confed-
erates then gathered here a considerable force,

which was first under Colonel .Jackson, later

kno\\n as 'Stonewall' Jackson, and afterwards
xnider Gen. .Joseph E. Johnston, both of whom
energeticallj' drilled and organized their troops.

Johnston withdrew on June 15th, and soon after-

wards another Union force took possession. Tlie

existence of a garrison here in September, 1862,

compelled General Lee to divide the army of in-

vasion which he was about to lead into Pennsyl-
vania, and on the loth C^neral .Jackson, after a
jjrolonged l^ombardment. captured the place, se-

curing about 12.500 prisoners and considerable

material of war. Consult Johnson and Buel
(editors). Battles and headers of the Civil War,
vols. i. and ii. (Xew York, 1887).

HARPIGNIES, ar'ps'nyj', Henri Joseph
(1819— ). A l-"rench landscape painter. He
was born at Valenciennes, July 28, 1819. He
was a pupil of Achard in Paris, and made
his debut in the Salon of 1853. His first picture

which commanded attention was '"The Edge
of a Wood on the Banks of the Allier," which
he exhibited in the Salon of 1801. Harpignies
was at first but little appreciated, but his se-

riousness of purpose, true love of nature, and
force of drawing at length told on both artists

and public. His landscapes evince a fine sense
of the structure of the land, and many of

his pictures are noted for the justice of their

retreating planes. His foreground and distances
sustain frankly their relative positions on
his canvases. .\t times he displays a certain

hardness of technique, but the observer is repaid
by his faithfulness of drawing and his fidelity in

both form and color. He is an officer of the
Licgion of Honor, and has received various
medals, among them the medal of honor at Paris
in 1897. Among bis oils are ""View of Capri"
(1855): "A Storm" (1859): '-Evening in the
Campagna"( 1800) . iii the Luxembourg Museum;
"The Valley of Egerie" (1870. a decorative panel
for the Opera) ; "I^e Saut du loup" ( 1873) . a view-

on the Allier, and ''Jloonrise" ( 1884) . both in the
Luxembourg; "Banks of the Sarthe" (1892),
"Banks of the Rhone" (1897). and "Moonrise."
in the Metropolitan Museum. Xew York. Har-
pignies is equally excellent in his water-colors,

among which may be mentioned: "Garden of the
Villa Medici." Rome; "I^e Pont-Neuf" (a bridge
in Paris) ; "L'heure de la becasse."

HARPIN, ar'paN'. An unscrupulous finan-

cier in MoH&re's Vomtcssc d't'Jscaibagnas. The
character is a satire on a notorious class during
the age of Louis XIV.

HARPOC'RATES (Lat., from Gk. 'ApiroK.

paTri(;, Harpokrates) . The name given by the

Greeks to a form of the ancient Egyptian god
Horus. The Egjptian name, llar-pukhrud, means
"Horus, the child,' in opposition to Haroeris
(q.v.), 'the adult Horus.' Therefore, this god is

usually depicted as a naked babe sucking his

linger and wearing the plaited side lock, the sign

of youth, at the right side of his head. Some-
times an amulet in the shape of a heart hangs
around his neck ; he usually wears one or both
of the crowns of Egj'pt. Often he is represented
as sitting on or emerging from a lotus-flower,

the divine flower growing in the primeval, chaotic

waters from W'hich the sun-god first arose.

\\"hether he was originally conceived as the young
sun rising in the morning, as the sun at the

winter solstice, or as the sun appearing in

the primeval abyss, cannot well be deter-

mined ; all three views are maintained. In
Greek times the two forms of Horus, Harpoc-
rates and Haroeris, were so strongly diH'erentiat-

ed as to become two distinct deities, so that Har-
pocrates was understood as a -posthumous brother
of the 'elder Horus,' of w-eaklj', immature form.
The Greeks added the strange misconception of

taking Harpocrates for a god of reticence, ex-

])laining his gesture with the finger as a sign

demanding silence. Together with the other
divinities of the Osirian circle, Harpocrates be-

came very popular at Rome, but the continued
misinterpretations of his cult (from a god of

reticence he became a giver of oracles by dreams,
etc.) seem to have led to abuses, and his worship
was forbidden in the consulship of Gabinius,
though it became very popular again in the days
of Pliny.

As a distinctive divinity Harpocrates repre-

sents one of the youngest personalities of the
Egyptian pantheon. He is often identified with
Har-sam-toui, 'Horus, uniting both countries,'

more rarely with Khonsu, Atom, etc. Harpocra-
tes was worshiped at Denderah, Esneh, Thebes;
he had seven differentiated forms at Hermonthis.
See also HABoiiRis.

HAR'POCRA'TION(Lat., from Gk. 'ApTroKpa-

Tiur, [larpokruliOn) . Valerius. A Greek gram-
marian and lexicographer of Egypt, respecting

w-hose personal history nothing is known. Some
have considered him to be the Greek instructor

of the Emperor L. Verus mentioned by .Jidius

Capitolinus, while others suppose that he lived

some time later, oecause several passages are
found in his works taken from Athenieus, who
is supposed to have flourished about A.n. 200.

Harpocration is the author of a valuable lexicon

to the ten Attic orators, which contains much
infoi-mation on the law, history, antiquities, and
general literature of Athens. Tlie value of this

work is enhanced by the fact that all the au-
thorities from which it has been compiled are
lost. Harpocration is also the author of a lost

work entitled Collection of Flowery Extracts
i'Avftt/ptlw Sui'n; w}v/).

HARP-SHELL (so called because the ribbing
of the shell resembles the strings of a harp). A
gastropod moUusk of the family Harpidoe. hav-
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ing the last whorl of the shell very large, the
shell ribbed longitudinally, the foot ot the animal
very large. The species, which are not very nu-
merous, are found in the warmer seas, and par-

ticularly at Mauritius. The shells are much
prized for their great beauty, but must be kept
in drawers and not exposed to light, or their

delicate and brilliant colors will fade.

HARPSICHORD, hlirp'si-kord (OF. harpe-
chorde, from luiriic, harp + chords, chord, cord).

A keyed musical instrument, formerly in exten-

sive use, but now little kno«Ti. In shape it was
exactly like a grand pianoforte, to which its

internal arrangements were also similar. The
sound from the strings was produced by a small
piece of crow-quill, or a piece of hard leather,

which projected out of a slip of wood, called the
jack, that stood upright between the strings, and
was puslied upward by the key till the quill, or

leather, twitched the string, causing a brilliant

but somewhat harsh sound, deficient of any

HARPeiCHORD.

means of modification in respect to loudness or
softness. Specimens of the harpsichord, although
now becoming quite rare, are still to be found
in good preservation, but rather as articles of

virtu or curiosity than as useful musical instru-

ments. Jtany Italian and Dutch harpsichords
were highly ornamented by the most eminent
artists with valuable oil paintings on the inside

of the lid. The date of the invention of the
hjirpsichord is imcertain. Before the fifteenth

century there is no trace of its existence. It was
introduced into England early in the seventeenth
century. In the eighteentli century Kirkman,
and later Broadwood and Schudi. were the fa-

mous makers in London. After the invention
of the pianoforte (q.v.) the harpsichord and all

instruments of the same kind, such as the spinet,

were in time entirely superseded. The harpsichord
shown in the accompanying illustration was pre-

sented to Nelly C\istis by George Washington. It

was made in London, is eight feet long, three and
a half feet wide, and has two banks of 120 keys.

HARPUT. See Kharput.
HAR'PY (Lat. harpyia, from Gk."Apirwo, from

apnaC^iv, harpazcin. Lat. rnpere. Alban. rjep. to
snatch). In Greek legend, a personification of the

swift destructive wind-storm, and hence also a
symbol of death. In this character they are
found on Lycian graves, monuments, and' else-

where, carrying away the departed. In legend
they are the daughters of Thaumas (the per-
sonification of the wonders of the sea) and Elec-
tra, and sisters of Iris. Commonly only two
are mentioned, .EUo ('Ae/./.u; and Okypete ('Ukv-

TTertj). In Homer the harpy Podarge is by
Zephyrus, the mother of the horses of Achilles.
Later writers mention other names, as C'cla>no,

who in Vergil is their leader. The later writers
also make them loathsome and filthy, bringing
pollution to all that they approach. The harpies
appear in the Argonautic legend as sent by the
gods to punish the blind Phineus, whose food they
carry oft'. They were pursued by the winged
sons of Boreas, Zetes. and Calais, and either
killed or, in the usual, version, forced to promise
to cease harassing Phineus. In the earlier art
the harpies are represented as winged human
beings. Later they appear regularly with tlie

head, breasts, and arms of a woman, but the
claws, wings, and tail of a bird. This is their
form on the celebrated Harpy tomb from Xan-
thus in the British Museum.

HARPY BAT. Two different kinds of bats
are called 'harpies.' One is a genus of fruit-bats

(Harpyia). of which there are two species in the
East Indies, one about four inches long, and the
other much larger. The fur of both is pale bulf
in color, and both have the nostrils prolonged
into divergent tubes, so that the genus is fre-

quently called 'tube-nosed.' See Plate of Bats.
Another group of 'harpy' bats is found in the

insect-catching vespertilionine genus .Harpyio-
cephalus, which is closely allied to ouf common
North American bats. Though so far removed
otherwise, this group agrees with the frugivorous
genus (Harpyia) above mentioned, in having
tubular nostrils—a remarkable similarity in two
so divergent groups. These bats, of several

species, inhabit India, the Malayan Archipelago,
and Japan, and include one. the white-bellied
harpy of the Himalayas, remarkable for its bril-

liant coloration, the fur being golden orange on
the head, van-ing rust-red on the back and outer
surface of the membranes, and white on the chin,

throat, and abdomen. All have large ears, and
numerous and verj- strong teeth, and they are
believed to catch and crush beetles as well as to
seize smaller insects.

HARPY EAGLE. A huge, crested bird of
]irey (Thrasiictiis luirpi/ia) , allied to the eagles
and found in South and Central America and
;\Iexico, occasionally coming as far north as the
Eio Grande Valley. See Eagle; and Plate of

Eagles and Hawks.
HARQUEBUS, har'kwe-biis. See Arqi-ebus.

HAR'BADEN, Beatrice (1S64— ). An Eng-
lish novelist, born at Hampstead and educated at

Dresden, and in Cheltenhajn. Queen's, and Bed-
ford Colleges, finally taking her degree, with
honors in classics and mathematics, at the Uni-
versity of London (1883). .She traveled on the
Continent and in 1804-95 visited the United
States, spending several months on a ranch in

California. She created a sensation in 1893 by
her novel flhips that Pass in the Xight. Among
her other novels are: Things Will Take a Turn
(1801) ; In Van/inq .1/ooJs "( 1894) : Hilda Straf-

fcrd (1897); and The Fowler (1899).
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HARRAK, HARAR, harUr', or HURRUR.
Tile must oasti'iii pruvince of Ahyssiiiia. buunjud
on the north and east by French ISonialiland and
British .Somalihmd, and on the southeast and
south by Italian tSonialiland and British East
Africa. It is a plateau, reaehinij; an altitude of

about 11,000 feet. Nearly all the foreign com-
merce of Abyssinia pa.sses through this province.

(8ee Aby.ssinia.) Capital, llarrar (q.v.). Har-
lar belonged to the Egyptian .Sudan before the

uprising of the jMahdi. Having been taken by
Italy in ISDl, it became an Abyssinian pruvince

in IS'JIJ, after the Italian defeat at Adowa.

HARRAR. The capital of the Province of

Harrar in p^astern Abyssinia, south of the port

Oibutil, and about ISO miles from the coast

(Map: Africa, J 4), It is the second city of

the country in importance, is .surrounded by
walls, and has a palace and several mosques
and barracks. It is situated in a fertile district

which produces principally coft'ee. Tlie com-
merce is growing, and includes cofl'ee, cotton,

gum, ivory, and fruit. Harrar i.s connected by
telegraph with Addis Abeba. A railroad from
Jibutil to Harrar is nearly completed. Popu-
lation, in 1000, 40,000, nearly all Harraris and
Abyssinians. See H.\ebae (

province
) , and Abys-

sinia.

HARRARIS, har-rii'rez. The people of Har-
rar, in Abyssinia. They are said to have been

Himyaritic yemites in race and were formerly

Christians, speaking a dialect of Geez. Now the

population is greatly mi.\ed with Gallas and
Somali, both of Hamitie stock. They are nearly

all monogamists, allowing the women to go un-

veiled and relieving them of much hard work.

HARRIER. See Hound,

HARRIER (from harry, AS, hergian, to rav-

age, from AS, here, Goth, harjis. OHG. lieri, hari,

Ger. Heer, army; connected with OChurch kara,

Lith. karax, war, OPruss. karjis. anny, OPers.
kara. arm}-, people). The English name for the

low-llying, meadow-haunting hawks of the sub-

family Cireince, called 'marsh-hawks' in the

United States. See Maesh-hawk.
HARRIER EAGLE. See Eagle.

HARRIES, ha're-ta, Heinricii. The author
of the Prussian nationiil hymn, "Heil dir im Sie-

gerkranz" ( q.v. )

.

HAR'RIGAN, Eoward ( 1845— ) . An Ameri-
can actor and playwright, noted for his represen-

tations of types of low life. He was born in

New York City, and as a young man had a some-
what desultory career, working as a calker in

various cities, till finally, in San Francisco, about
1868 he made his appearance upon the stage.

Soon afterwards in Chicago with Anthony Can-
non (Tony Hart) he won his first theatrical suc-

cess, and in New York a little later his truthful
and amusiirg sketches of local character were
promptly appreciated. These sketches gradually
developed into plays, interspersed with songs
which were set to music by I)avid Braham, and
have been whistled and sunsr all over the country.
Among the best known of Mr. Harrigan's pieces
have been the MuUiijnii series, Uc.'s'or/ri/'.s Infla-
tion, Old LareurJer. Pete. The Major, t^qtintter

f^orcreu/nti/. Reilli/ anri the Four Hiinilrerl. .1/i/

Son Dan. and Mnrtti Malnne. The partnershin
of Harrigan & ?lart lasted till 1S84; after which
^Ir. Harrigan conducted theatres in New York,

and made tours in different parts of the country.

One of his favorite roles revived in recent years
is that of George Coggswell in Old Lavender.
Consult McKay and W ingate. Famous American
Actors of To-day (New York, IS'J(i).

HAR'RILD, RoBEKT (1780-1853), An Eng-
lish invenlur, burn in l.,un<lun. .Alter learning the

trade of a printer, he began the manufacture of

printers' materials in 1801), a venture which sub-

sequently was developed into a large and profit-

able business. He was noted as an inventor and
manufacturer of composition rollers for inking
typo, a process without which the use of cylin-

drical or machine presses would have been prac-

tically impossible. Whether he was the first or

exclusive inventor of that process is doubtful

;

but he seems to have been the first extensive

manufacturer of the rollers, which were sub-

stituted for the leather balls by which t,ype had
been inked for nearly three centuries. The stu-

pidity and obstinacy of workmen temporarily
prevented the use of the invention, which, how-
ever, soon became almost universal. Harrild
established factories in London, and was widely
respected as an enterprising and benevolent citi-

zen. He bought the printing-press with which
Benjamin Franklin worked in London. In 1841

the press was brought to the United States, and
it is now in the Patent OHice at Washington.

HAR'RIMAN". A city in Roane County,
Tenn., 50 miles west of Kno.xville; on the Emory
River, and on the Queen and Crescent Route, the

Southern, the Tennessee Central, and other rail-

roads (Jlap: Tennessee,' G 5). It is the centre

of a section rich in coal, iron, timber, and agri-

cultural lands, and has farm-implement works,

a cotton-mill, iron-works, a foundr}' and machine
shops, a tanneiy, a flouring-mill, planing-mills,

a metal-bedstead factory, and other industrial

establishments. The city, which is a temperance
town, is the seat of the American University,

founded in 1893, and of an industrial school for

negroes. Harriman was founded in 1890, and was
granted a special city charter in 1891. The gov-

ernment, as ])rovided bj' the revised charter of

1899, is vested in a nuiyor, chosen biennially, and
a city council, elected on a general ticket. Harri-

man ownis and operates its water-works and elec-

tric-light plant. Population, in 1890, 710; in

1900, '344-2.

HAR'RINGTON, .James (lGll-77). An Eng-
lish political writer, born at Upton, Northamp-
tonshire. He entered Trinity College, Oxford

(1629), but left without a degree, and traveled

on the Continent. Although a Republican, he was
attached to King Charles I., whom, it is said, he
accompanied to the scaflFold. Resuming his ear-

lier studies, he published in 1656 his famous
political romance. The Com)nonirealth of Oceana
(i.e. England). Harrington's main principle is

that power rests upon property, esjiecially landed
property. He further argues that rulers should
be elected by ballot for terms of three years. The
work led to a lively controversy, in which Har-
rington took an active part. After the Restoration

he was committed to the Tower on the chnrsre of

conspiracy. Weakened in mind bv his imprison-

ment, he died insane. September 11 1677. Con-
sTiU Oceana, in Morley's T'niversal l.il>rary (Lon-
don. 1887). and Dwight. in the Political Science

Quarterly for 1887,
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HARRINGTON, Mark Walrod (1848-).
An .iiuciicau asliuuuiuer and educator. He was
born at .Sjtamoru, ill., was educated at Evans-
ton, 111., graduated at the University of Jlichigan

in IStiS, and was a member of the faculty there

from 1868 to 187G, with an inteiTal in 1870-

71, when, as a member of the United States

Coast and Geodetic Survey, he visited Alaska. He
studied at the University of Leipzig in 1876-77,

and in the latter year proceeded to China as
professor of astronomy in the Cadet School of the

Tsung-li-Yamen or Foreign Office in Peking. Ill

health caused his return to the United States in

1878, and for a year he was . professor in the

Louisiana State University. In 1879 he was
appointed professor of astronomy and director

of the observatory at his alma mater, a position

he held until 1891, when he became director of

the United States Weather Bureau at Washing-
ton. He resigned in 1895 to become president of

Washington State University. In 1897 he retired

to private life. He is the author of numerous
scientific articles, pamphlets, and works, and
until 1892 was editor of the American Meteorolog-
ical Jntinial. which he founded in 1884.

HAR'RIOT, or HARIOT, Thomas (1560-
1621). An English astronomer and mathemati-
cian, born at Oxford. He acted for some time as

tutor to Sir Walter Ivileigh. who, in 1585, appoint-
ed him suneyor to the Grenville's expedition to

Virginia. Harriot published an account of this

expedition in 1588, and the work was afterwards
reprinted in Hakluyt's Voyages. On his return
to England, after an absence of two years, he
resumed his mathematical studies with zeal and
success, but ill health prevented him from pub-
lishing his mathematical discoveries. He had an
und.oubted genius for algebra, as is shown by his

posthumous work, Arlis Anah/ticcs Praxis ad
jEqualiones Algebraicas Koua. Expeditii et Gen-
erali ilethodo Resolvendas (1631), In this treat-

ise Harriot did for algebra in England what
his friend Vieta, to whom he gives generous
praise, had done in France—he put it on its

modern basis. In the matter of symbolism he
added the signs ^ and <;^ to those which were
just coming to be recognized as part, of the imi-

ver.sal language of algebra. He asserted the ad-

vantage, now fully recognized, of making the
second member of an equation zero, although he
did this only for particular cases, and he gave in

substance the general theorem (often called by
D'Alembert's name) that an equation of the »th
degree has exactly it roots. Consult Harriot
Pnper.t, edited by Rigaud (Oxford, 1831). For
his life, consult Stevens, Thomas Hariof. the
Mathematician, the Philosopher, and the Scholar
(London, 1900).

HARRIOTT, JlRS. F. C. See IMoRKis. Clara.

HAR'RIS, Sir Augustus Hexrt Glossop
( 1852-96 ) . A noted English theatrical manager,
lessee of Drury Lane, Covent Garden (the

Opera), and other theatres. He was the son of

Augustus Glossop Harris, who was also a well-

known manager, and was born in Paris. In 1873
he made his debut as an actor at Manchester, and
not long afterwards became stage manager at
Covent Garden. He leased Drury Lane in 1879.

Besides his subsequent productions, especially of

melodrama and opera, both there and at Covent
Garden, which he took in 1888, he became Joint
author of a number of plays, most frequently in

collaboration with Henry Pettitt; among them
were 1'luck (1882); .1 Uun of Luck (1886) ; A
Million of Money (1890); and The Prodigal
Daughter (1892). He was a member of the Lon-
don County Council, and was sherifl' in 1891,

when he was knighted. His death, which was
ascribed to overwork, occurred at Folkestone,

HARRIS, Chapin A, (1806-60), An Ameri-
can dentist, born at Pompey, N, V, In 1839 he
procured the charter for the Baltimore Dental
College, the first separate school of dentistry ever
founded, and established the American Journal of

Dental Hcienee, which he edited for twenty years,

Harris wrote: Principles and Practice of Dental
tSurgery ( 1839) ; Diseases of the Maxillary iiinus

(1842); and a Dictionary of Dental Science
(1849).

HARRIS, Lord George (1746-1829). An
English soldier famous in India. Born at Bra-
sted, Kent, he was educated at Westminster
School and the Woolwich Military Academy. By
1765 he was lieutenant in an artillery regi-

ment, and in 1774 Went as a captain to America,
where he fought at Lexington, Bunker Hill, and
in many other battles of the Revolutionary
War up to 1778, when he went to the West
Indies. He had suffered from serious wounds,
ca])ture by the French, and shipwreck before he
entered on the second stage of his career, which
was in India (1790-1800). There he distin-

guished himself in the campaigns against Tipu
Sahib, commanded Fort William as major-gen-
eral, and was both civil and military Governor of

JIadras, For his victory at Seringapatam, end-

ing in the conquest of jlysore, Harris was pro-

moted to be lieutenant-general (1801), He was
made general (1812), and a peer of the realm

(1815), under the title Baron Harris of Seringa-

patam and ilysore. In 1824 he was made gov-

ernor of Dumbarton Castle on the Clyde,

HARRIS, George Washington (1814-69),

-Vn American humorist, born at Allegheny City,

Pa, He was a jewelers apprentice and after-

wards captain of a Tennessee River steamboat,

then a political writer for newspapers, and finally

the creator of ''Sut Lovengood," whose papers,

written for Nashville journals (1858-61), ap-

peared as Sut Lorengood's Yarns (1867)—one

of the raciest of Southwestern books of humor,
ranking with J, .J, Hooper's Simon Suggs.

HARRIS, Howel (1714-73), The principal

founder of Welsh Calvinistie Methodism. Ho
was born at Trevecca in Wales : was brought up
in the Established Church, and matriculated at

Oxford in 1735. He was endowed with high ora-

torical powers, and his energy- and enthusiasm

carried his audiences by storm. He founded

no fewer than 300 societies, and formed a sort

of Protestant monastery, in which there lived

about 120 persons. Both Wesley and White-

field were his friends and preaching com-
panions. He raised a regiment at the time when
a French invasion of England was confidently

expected, and moved about with his men, preach-

ing in every encampment. His Autnhingraphy
was published in 1791. He also wrote The Last
Message and Testimony of Howel Harris. Esq.,

late of Trevecca in Wales. Found Aynoiig Some of

His Papers (1774), and other works in Welsh.

HARRIS. Isham Green- (1818-97). An
American politician, bom near Tullahoma, Tenn.
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After a very limitid lominonschool oducation,
lie engaged in business, studied law at night, and
was admitted to the bar in 184 1. lie served in

the State Legislature in 1847. was a Democratic
member of the House of Kepresentatives from
1849 to 1853. was elected Governor of Tennessee
in 1857, and was reelected in 1859 and 1801. At
a special meeting of the State Legislature, called

in January, 18(jl. to consider the condition of

the country, he recommended that the question of

calling a convention to take action for or against
the secession of Tennessee be submitted to a
popular vote, and asserted that in his view the ex-

isting evils could best be remedied by the adop-
tion of amendments to the Federal Constitution
favorable to slavery: and after the people decided
on February 9th both in favor of tlie Union and
against the calling of a convention, the secession

majority in the Legislature on May 1st authorized
him to enter into a military league with the Con-
federate States, to raise troops for State defense,

and to issue State bonds. On Jlay 7th the League,
which had previously been negotiated, was for-

mally ratified by the Legislature. At the election

held in .Jinie a large majority of the people voted
in favor of secession and the representation of the

State in the Confederate Congress, eastern Ten-
nessee, however, remaining steadfastly loyal. In
connection with the election charges of corruption
and fravul were brought by the loyalist minority
against the Governor and his friends. The Fed-
eral generals Grant and Buell soon gained vir-

tual control of the State, Buell occupying Xash-
villc with a considerable force, and in March.
1862, Harris fled to Jlississippi. Soon afterwards
he joined the Confederate Army, and served as
aide successively to Gen. A. S. .Johnston, who died

in his arms' at the battle of Shiloh, and to other
Confederate generals in command of the Army of

the West. On March 3, 1802. President Lincoln
appointed Andrew .Johnson Military Governor of

Tennessee, and Harris played no further part of

any consequence in State affairs during the prog-

ress of the war. After the war he lived first in

Mexico and then in England, but returned to

Memphis in 1867, speedily regained his control of

State politics, and was elected to the United
States Senate in 1876, 1882, 1888, and 1894,

where he was distinguished for his great powers
as a debater. He served on important commit-
tees, acted as chairman of the Committee on the
District of Columbia, and in 1893 was elected
President pro tcm.

HARRIS, James (1709-80). An English
philologist and classical scholar, bom at Salis-

bury. He was educated at Wadham College, Ox-
ford, and studied law at Lincoln's Inn. although
he never intended to practice that profession.

From his father, who died in 1734. he received an
inheritance suflHcient to enable him to devote him-
self henceforth to study. Harris's interests were
mainly in the classics and especially in Aristotle's
philosophy. He also took an active part in politi-

cal life, serving first as a magistrate for his

county, and then from 1701 until his death being
the member for Christchurch in the House of Com-
mons. In 1763 he was appointed a lord of the
admiralty, and after three months a lord of the
treasury. Eleven years later he became secretary
and comptroller to the Queen. The works of Har-
ris, which are now of historical interest merely,
are a collection of three treatises, one on art.

a second on uuisic. painting, and poetry, and a
third on happiness (5th ed. 1794) ; I'hilosophical

ArrtDiyciiicitts (1775), dealing with the Aristo-

telian philosophy; Philoloijicdl Inijuirics (1781),
on style and literary criticism, and the book
for which he is chiefly remembered. Ucrines,

or a Philosophiciil Iiif/iiirii ConccrniiKj IJnit^crsal

Grdmiiiiir (1751). an attempt to force language
into tlu! forms of logic. He has also been sup-

posed to be the author of Spring, a l'a,slor(il,

which was produced at Drury Lane in 1702. In
1801 his son, .James Harris, first Lord Malmes-
bury. published .a collection of his father's works
in two vohunes, with a biographical sketch.

HARRIS, JAME.S. An English diplomat. See
JlALiiEsiiURY, James Harris, first Earl of.

HARRIS, .JA1IE.S Rendel. An English phi-

lologist, paleographer, and biblical scholar. He
studied at Clare College, Cambridge, and was its

fellow and librarian. He held professorships
at Johns Hopkins University and Haverford Col-

lege, and later became university lecturer in

paleogi'aphy at Cambridge University. Among
his writings are: The Tcuchuit) of the Apostles
and the tiibiiUine Books (18815') : The Teachings

of the Apostles (1887) ; The h'est of the Words
of Barueh (1889); The Diatesseron (1890); The
Acts of Perpetiia (1890) ; The Apology of Aris-

tides (1891) ; Codex Sangallen-sis (1891) ; Popu-
l-ar Account of the Newly Recovered Gospel of
fiaint Peter ( 1892) ; Fragments of Ephrem t?yrus

(1895); Hernias in Arcadia (1896); Letters

from Armenia (1897); Homeric Ccntones
(1898) : The Gospel of the. Tirelrc Apostles and
The Annotalors of the Codex Bczw (1901).

HARRIS, Joel Chandler (1848—). An
American writer of fiction, and journalist, born
at Eatonton, Ga. His first occupation was that
of a printer's apprentice. He studied law, and
practiced at Forsyth, Ga., but also did editorial

work, and in 1876 joined the staff of the Atlanta
Constitution, of which he became editor in 1890.

It w^as to this paper that he contributed the very
successful studies of Afro-.\merican folk-lore, col-

lected in 1880 as Uncle Item us. His Songs and
His Sayings, a volume which has become a classic

of its kind, since it appeals alike to scientific stu-

dents of popular tradition and to the general pub-

lic, old and young. He continued to woik the

vein so happily discovered, in Uncle Remus, with
other sketches, such as Nights icith Uncle
Remits (1884); Mingo and Other Sketches

(1884) ; Free Joe and Other Georgian Sketches

(1888); Daddy Jake the Runaiiay and Short
.SVorifs (1889) ; Balaam and His Master (1891) ;

Tales of the Homefolks in Peace and War
(1898), weaving into fiction frequent touches of

folk-lore, as do the juveniles Little Mister Thim-
hlefinger (1894), Aaron in the WildKoods
(1897), and several other volumes. Jlr. Harris
also made a memoir of Henry W. Grady (1890),
and contributed to the history of his State a
volume on Georgia from the Invasion of De Soto
to Recent Times (1899). Xo one has more suc-

cessfully portrayed the humorous side of negro
character and imagination. Imt it would be an in-

justice to him to think that he has not also

given an admirable picture of Georgia life in

general, especially of the thrifty as well as the

thriftless rural inhabitants.

HARRIS, .Joseph (?-?). An English actor.

His first recorded appearance was as Alphonso in
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The Siege of Rhodes (1681), written by Sir Wil-

liam Davenant, to whose company he belonged.

He also played ShakosiK-arean rOles in the same
cast as Betterton. was said to bo nearly as clever

in the creation of character and quite as versatile,

his range extending from Romeo to Sir Frederick

Frolie in Love in a Tub. He is mentioned in

Pepys's Dian/ as a very airy gentleman, and it is

also on record that he maimed a brotlier actor for

life by fencing without a button on his foil.

HARRIS, Joseph (182S-92). An agricultural

writer. Ho was born at Shawbury, England. A
descendant of generations of farmers, he early

evinced an interest in rural affairs. This led

him into the study of agricultural chemistry,

which he pursued with Lawes and Gilbert at

Rothamstcd, and which formed the basis of many
of his writings. At the age of twentj'-one he

came to America, and in 1864 began writing for

the agricultural press. He continued his work
along these lines and in 1884 began a compre-
hensive series of articles, 171 in all, entitled

"Walks and Talks on the Farm," the first of

which appeared in the Genesee Fan>ier, of which
he was editor, and the remainder in the American
Agiieulturist. to which the Genesee Farmer had
been sold. Perhaps none of his other writings

exercised so w ide an inlluence in paving the way
for improved farming and earned for him so higli

a place in American agriculture. They are ac-

tual talks with a neighbor, and not, as many sup-

pose, with an imaginary person. Among his

other writings may be mentioned his books:

Harris on the Pip (New York, 1888) : Talks on

Manures (New York, 1883) ; and Gardening for

Young and Old (New York, 1882). The last

book, his final volume, is intended mainly to fos-

ter a love of plants and gardening in the hearts

of a rising generation.

HARRIS, Mrs. A mythical personage, fre-

quently mentioned in Dickens's Martin Chu:::le-

icit. by Sairey Gamp (q.v.), who u.ses her as an
authority to give her own opinions additional

force.

HARRIS, Robert (1849—). A Canadian fig-

ure and portrait painter, born in Carnarvon-
shire, Wales. He began his artistic career by
illustrating, and then went to Europe (1877),

and studied in London at the Slade School, and
in Paris under Bonnat, and exhibited at the

Salon and Academy. Afterwards he settled in

Montreal, and became a popular poi-trait painter.

His works include "Fathers of the Confederation"

(1883) and "ileeting of the School Trustees,"

the first painted for and the second purchased

by the Canadian Government. In 1893 he was
elected president of the Royal Canadian Academy
of Arts.

HARRIS, Samuel (1814-99). An American
Congregational theologian, born in East Machias,
Maine. He graduated at Bowdoin College in 1836,

and at Andover Theological Seminary three years

later. He taught, and occupied Congregational

pulpits until 18.5.5, when he was chosen profes-

sor of systematic theology in the Bangor Semi-
nary. He was president of Bowdoin from 1867
to 1871, and then became professor of systematic
theology in the Yale Divinity School. Among
his publications the most important are: The
Philosophical Basis of Theism (1883) ; The Self-

Revelation, of God (1887) ; and God, Creator and
Lord of All (1897).

HARRIS, Thaddeus William (1795-1856).
An American entomologist, born at Dorchester,
Mass. He graduated at Harvard in 1815. and be-

came a practicing ph3-sician, but devoted a great
part of his time to the study of natural historj-.

In 1831 he became librarian of Harvard. He was
a member of the State Commission appointed
in 1837 to make a botanical and zoological

survey of Massachusetts, and devoted himself
particularly to the preparation of a Systematic
Catalogue of the Insects of Massachusetts. He
foxmded the Harvard Students' Natural History
Society and the JIassachusetts Horticultural So-

ciety, and piiblished a valuable report on Insects

Injurious to Vegetation (1841; new ed. 1852).

HARRIS, Thomas Lake (1823—). An
American spiritualist, born at Fenny Stratford,

England. In 1827 his parents settled in Utica,

N. Y. His father failed in business, and the son

began to write for the press at an early age. He
became a L'niversalist preacher at !Minden, N. Y..

in 1844. Soon afterwards he organized a 'Chris-

tian Society' in New York; and then embraced
spiritualism, and joined a community at Moun-
tain Cove. Va. From the common spiritualistic

doctrine he soon broke away, and in 1861 or-

ganized a community, which was settled succes-

sively at Amenia and Brocton, N. Y., and then
at Santa Rosa, Cal. Harris wrote: Truth and
Light in Jesus (1860); The Millennial Age
( 1861 ) ; and an historical sketch. The Trent .if-

fair (1896). On his Brotherhood of the New
Life, consult Allen, T. L. Harris, the Seer (Lon-

don, 1897).

HARRIS, Tow^'SE^'D (1804-78). Tlie first

representative of the United States in Japan.
He was born at Sandy Hill, N. Y. Educated at

home, he moved at tlie age of fourteen to New
York City, and entered upon a business life as

a leather-merchant. He was strict and diligent

in self-culture, and much interested in popular
education. While serving two terms as president

of the Board of Education, he succeeded in spite

of much opposition in getting established the

New York Free Academy, now the College of the

City of New York. In 1848 he projected ami
entered upon a trading and exploring voyage on
the Pacific, and during the five years spent in

it he gained much information in regard to

Orientals and their ways. He served as consul

at Ninapo in 1854, and in 1855, on the nomina-
tion of \ViIliani H.Seward and Commodore Perry,

he was appointed by President Pierce to be the

first Consul-General to .Japan, in accordance with
the provisions of the treaty which Commodore
Perry had made with the Shogun's Government
in 1.S54. On his way out he negotiated a treaty

with Siam. On September 4, 1856. he raised at

Shimoda the United States consular flag—the

first foreign flag to float over any part of .Japan.

Refusing to deliver the letter of the President

of the United States to the Shogim. except in

personal audience, he succeeded, after eighteen

months' parleying, and entering Yedo November
30, 1S57, he had audience with the Shogun
in his palace on December 7th. The next four

months were spent in treaty negotiations, and
after much opposition and many delays, he

secured the signature of Premier li to a treaty

which became the model for twenty subsequent
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treaties between Japan and other nations. On
July 7th he was made Minister Resident, and
at once established his lenatiun at Vedo. Re-

signing ollioe October 2\, ISlil, he returned to

New Yiu-k and was active in many societies

until his death there.

Consult: Griffis, The First Amc)ica}i Envoy to

Jajxui (Boston, 1895); and Satoh, Agitated
Ju[iini ( l-iindon, 189G).

HARRIS, Sir William Snow (179M8GT).
An English electrician, born at Plymouth and
educated at Edinburgh. He practiced medicine

for a few years, but after his marriage (1824)

devoted himself to electricity. His system of

lightning conductors for ships, patented in 1820,

was introduced in the British Navy after more
than twenty years' consideration. He was knight-

ed in 1847, and in 1800 was made Government
referee on electrical cases. Besides many publi-

cations on his method of iixed conductors, Har-
ris wrote the excellent handbooks: Eleetricity

(1848), Maynetism (1850-52), and Galraiiism

(1856) ; and a Treatise on Frietioiial Eleetricity,

edited, with a biographical memoir, by Tomlinson
(18G7).

HARRIS, William Torrey (1835-). An
American educator and philosophical writer, born
at Killingly, Conn., and educated at Phillips

Andover Academy and at Yale College. In 1857

lie began teaching in the Saint Louis public

schools, of which he was superintendent from
1867 to 1888. In 1867 he established and became
editor of the Journal of Speculative Philosophy,

the first periodical of its kind in the English
language. He was received with distinction at

the Paris Exposition of 1878. represented the

X'nited States Bureau of Education at the Brus-
sels Educational Conference, and at the Paris
Exposition of 1889, where he received from the

French Government the honorary till? 'Officier

de rinstruction Publique,' and in the same year
•was appointed United States Commissioner of

Education. As commissioner he rendered emi-
nent service in formulating a statement of Ameri-
can educational theories and in giving practical

definition to pedagogic principles. He was the

founder of the Saint Louis Philosophical Society,

and in 1875 was president of the Xational Edu-
cational Association. He was a prominent mem-
her of the Concord School of Philosophy, and his

writings stamp him as one of the clearest exposi-

tors in America of German philosophical thought.

He received the degree of LL.D. from Yale
(1895) ; the ITniversitv of the State of Missouri
(1870) ; the University of Pennsylvania (1894) ;

Princeton (1896); and the L'niversity of Jena,
CTcrmany (1899). Besides voluminous reports
on educational matters, many papers con-

tributed to the Procredinfis of the American
Social Science Association, and various compila-
tions edited by him, his publications include:
Introduction to the Study of Philosophy (1889) ;

The Spiritual Sense of Dante's Divina Commedia
(1889); HegeVs Logic: A Critical Exposition
(1890) : and Psychologic Foundations of Educa-
tion (1898).

HARRIS, William Victor (I860—). An
American song composer, born in New York. He
was a pupil of Charles Blumm, William Court-
ney. F. K. Schillinc. and Anton Seidl. He was a

successful organist, and from 1889 to 189.5 held

important appointments in Tuxedo Park, Brook-
TOL. IX.—38.

lyn, and New York. He was for three years a
teacher and coach at the Metropolitan Opera,
New York; for one season was conductor of the

Utica Choral Union, and served as assistant

conductor under Seidl at the Brighton Beach
summer concerts (1895-96). He afterwards took
up his residence in New Y'ork, and established

himself as a vocal instructor and composer. He
published compositions for piano, organ, and
chorus, but is principally known for his songs,

Mhicli bavf been remarkably successful.

HARRIS BUCK. The sable antelope (q.v.),

so called because discovered by Sir W. C. Harris,
author of Portraits of the (lame and Wild Ani-
mals of Southern Africa, issued in London in

1840 as a magnificent folio book, with colored

plates.

HAR'RISBXJRG. A city and the county seat

of Saline County, 111., 70 miles northeast of

Cairo; on the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago
and Saint Louis Railroad (Map: Illinois, DO).
It is surrounded by an agricultural district in

which are valuable mineral deposits, especially

coal, and has Hour and saw mills, brick-works,

carriage and wagon shops, etc. Population, iii

1890, 172:); in 1900, 2202.

HARRISBURG. A city, the capital of Penn-
sylvania, and the eounty-.seat of Dauphin County,
105 miles west by north of Philadelphia; on
the Susquehanna River, and the Pennsylvania,
the Philadelphia and Reading, the Cumberland
Valley, and the Northern Central railroads (Map:
Pennsylvania, E 3). The river, almost a mile
wide at this point, is spanned by four bridges,

including two iron and steel railroad bridges

and a new steel driving bridge which re-

places the historic 'Old Camel-Back Bridge,' a
wooden structure recently destroyed. The city

has a most picturesque location, and there

are a number of notable structures. The State

buildings are in a beautiful park of 16 acres, the

Capitol occupying a conspicuous site. The new
Capitol building, the former having been de-

stroyed by fire in 1897, is being built on a more
substantial and imposing scale. The structure

is of brick and steel, and will be veneered with
marble or granite, and the interior finished in

marble, the estimated cost being not less than
$5,000,000. The State library, founded in 1790,

contains over 100,000 volumes. In Capitol Park
is a monument to the soldiers who fell in the

Jlexican \\ar, and also, on the west side of the

Capitol, a statue of Gen. John F. Hartranft.

The Dauphin County Soldiers' Monument, a shaft

110 feet high in honor of the soldiers of the

county who died in the Civil War, stands in

State Street. Other prominent buildings besides

the Capitol are the court-house. Governor's resi-

dence, State arsenal. State Insane Hospital,

county prison, Grand Opera House, high school,

public library. Conservatory of jNIusic, City Hos-

pital, Home for the Friendless, and the Children's

Industrial Home. Harrisburg is the seat of a

Roman Catholic bishop.

Owing to its excellent transportation facilities,

Ijoth by rail and by water. Harrisburg occu])ics

a position of considerable importance in the

industrial and commercial world. It has a largo

trade in lumber; extensive iron and coal mines
are in the vicinity; and its iron and steel inter-

ests are worthy of particular mention. There

are roundhouses and repair-shops of the Penn-
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sylvania Railroad; also foumlrios and machine-
shops, tin-mills, rolling-mills, nail-works, fur-

naces, typewriter-works, boot and shoe factories,

breweries, pipe-bending works, and extensive

nianufaetures of beds and mattresses, women's
hats, coffins, clothing, silk goods, carriages a-nd

wagons. Hour, brooms, brick and tile, galvanized

iron cornices, marbleized slate, and various lum-
ber products.

The govenmient is vested in a mayor, who
holds office for three years, and is ineligible for

reelection, a bicameral council, and administra-

tive officials, who are chosen as follows: by the

executive with the consent of the select council

—

highway commissioner, building inspector, police

department, including the chief, fire department,
including the chief and assistant, and sanitary

officers; by the council—solicitor, board of tax

revision and appeals, three water commission-

ers, city engineer, city clerk, sanitary commit-
tee, three members of the board of public

works, and five mcBibers of the board of park
commissioners; by popular election—treasurer,

controller, school directors, supervisors, and as-

sessors (ward and city). The municipal income
and expenditures amount to about .'ii62.5.000 and
$440,000. respectively, tlie jirincipal items of ex-

pense being $15,000 for the fire department.
(fSCOOO for operation of the water-works. $30,000

for street lighting. $.35,000 for the police depart-

ment, and $185,000 for schools. Public improve-

ments have been begun (1902) involving an ex-

penditure of $1,090,000 for the construction of

a new sewer system, for filtration of water, de-

velopment of parks, and street paving. Popula-
tion, in 1850, 7834; in 1870, 23.10-f; in 1880.

30.702: in 1890, 39,385: in 1900, 50.167. Of the

total population for 1900, 2500 were foreign born,

and 4100 were of negro descent.

In 1726 John Harris, an English trader, settled

here, and seven years later secured grants of

800 acres in this vicinity. In 1753 his son estab-

lished a ferry, and the place was long known
as Harris's Ferry. In 1785 a town was laid out
and named Harrisbiirg. but in the following year
it was renamed Louisburg. in honor of Louis
XVI. In 1791 it was incorporated as Harris-

burg; in 1812 it became the capital of the State.

and in 1S60 it was chartered as a city. Tlie

assembling here of the Harrisburg Convention
in 1828, which was attended by representatives

of the radical protectionists of New England
and the Middle States, led to the passage of

the high protective-tariff bill of that year. In
1839 Harrison and Tyler were nominated at
Harrisburg. Consult Egle. Vcntenar/i -Mntiorial

of the Ereriion of the Countii of Dduphut and
the Foini(tinri of Harrisiiirg (Harrisburg, 1886).

HARTRISON. A town and the county-seat
of Boone County, Ark.. 45 miles southeast of

Eureka Springs; on the Saint Louis and North
Arkansas Railroad (ilap: Arkansas, B 1). It

has a collegiate and normal institute for women,-
and a Government building ($75,000) in process

of construction (1902). The town is in a fertile

district adapted to fruit-growing, and interested

in lead and zinc mining. There are several flour-

mills and other industrial establishments. Popu-
lation, in 1890. 1438; in 1900. 1551.

HARRISON. A city in Hudson County,
N. .1.. on the Passaic River, and on the Pennsyl-
vania, the Lackawanna, and the Erie railroads

(Map: New Jersey, D 2). It is a suburb of
Newark, with which it is comiccted by three
steel bridges, and is the seat of the State Soldiers'

Home. The cit^' has extensive manufacturing
interests, whicli include a large steel plant, tube-

works, marine-engine works, wire-cloth factories,

electric works, machine-shops, trunk and refrig-

erator factories, a tannery, breweries, ink-works,

etc. Settled as early as 1608, Harrison was in-

corporated in 1873, the charter of that date being
still in operation and providing for a govern-

ment vested in a connuon covnicil, which is elected

by wards. The city owns and operates its water-
works. Population, in 1890, 8338; in 1900, 10,-

596.

HARRISON, Benjamin (c.1740-91). An
American Kevolutionary patriot, one of tlie

signers of the Declaration of independence, born
at Berkeley, Va. As a member of the Virginia
House of Burgesses, in 17(i5, he opposed the Stamp
Act Resolutions of Patrick Henrj', which he con-

sidered to be impolitic and premature. From
1774 to 1777 he was one of Virginia's represen-

tatives in the Continental Congress, and was a
member of many important committees, though
he rendered the greatest service as president of

the Board of War. From 1777 to 1782 he was
Speaker of the House of Burgesses, and from
1782 to 1785—for two terms—was Governor
of the State. In 1788 he was a member of the
Virginia convention which ratified the Federal
Constitution, though he. along with Patrick
Henry and other men of prominence, opposed it

—

Uirgely because of the absence of a bill of rights.

He was the father of William Henry Harrison
(q.v.). Consult Sandei'son, Biography of the

Signers of the Deelaration. of Independence, ed.

by Brotherliead (Philadelphia, 1865).

HARRISON, BEN.JAMIN (1833-1901). The
twenty-tliird President of the United States, born
at North Bend, Ohio, August 20, 1833. His
father, John Scott Harrison (1804-78), a son of

President William Henry Harrison, represented
the \\'higs in Congress from 1853 to 1857. Ben-
jamin passed his early years on his father's farm,
studied two years at Farmers College, at College
Hill, near Cincinnati ; graduated at Miami Uni-
versity in 1852 as fourth in his class, and after

studying law in Cincinnati, married the daughter
of Eev. J. W^. Scott, and settled in Indianapolis
in 1854. In 18G0 he was elected reporter of the
Supreme Court of Indiana, and in a political de-

bate ^\ith Thomas A. Hendricks soon aftenvards
acquired reputation as a speaker. He entered the

Federal Army as second lieutenant in July, 1862,

assisted in organizing the Seventieth Indiana
Regiment, was promoted in August, 1862. to be
colonel, served in Kentucky and Tennessee, led a
charge at Eesaca, Ga.. May 15, 1864. in which one-

third of his command was killed or disabled; com-
manded his brigade with signal braven' at Kene-
saw Mountain.".June 29. to July 3, 1864. and at

Peaehtree Creek, July 20th ; took part in the

operations around Nashville, and on January 23,

1865, was brevetted brigadier-general of volun-

teers "for ability and manifest energy and gal-

lantry in command of brigade." Returning to

civil life, he resumed his occupation of reporter of

the Supreme Court, but in 1868 declined reelec-

tion. In 1876 he was the Republican candidate for

Governor of Indiana, but was defeated, though
running 2000 votes ahead of his ticket. In 1873
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he was appointed a inembor of the Mississippi

River Commission. lu 1880 he was elected

United States Senator, taking liis seat March
4, 1881, and during his term of ofTice opposed
alien ownersliip of large tracts of land and the
Blair Educational Bill; favored civil-service re-

form ; and was one of a committee to perfect
and report a bill restricting Chinese immigration.
In 1888, at the Republican Convention in Cliica-

go, he was nominated for the Presidency, receiv-

ing 84 votes on the first ballot, 217 on tlie

fiurtli, and 54-1 on the eiglith. In the ensuing
election he received 233 electoral votes to Cleve-
land's IGS, Levi P. Morton, of New York, being
elected Vice-President. His administration was
marked by no especi.ally conspicuous features; but
during it the Pan-American Congress, the initia-

tion of the policy of commercial reciprocity (q.v.)

,

and the attempt to annex Hawaii to the United
States attracted much attention. The industrial
situation was much altered bv the !McKinley
Tariff of October 1, 1800; the public debt was re-

duced, and a stable national currency maintained

;

civil-service reform was extended; the Louisiana
Lottery was abolished ; the condition of both the
army and the navy was improved; and many
highly creditable appointments to office were
made, especially in the Federal judiciary. In the

summer of 1892 Harrison's Secretary of State,

Mr. Blaine (q.v.), resigned and became an avowed
candidate for the Presidential nomination; but
Harrison was again nominated, only to be de-

feated in the election by his predecessor, Grover
Cleveland (q.v.), receiving 145 electoral votes.

After leaving office he accepted a professorship

of international law at the Leland Stanford Uni-
versity. California. During the remaining years
of his life he devoted himself to the practice of

law, being retained in several cases of national
importance, and in 1899 appearing as counsel for

Venezuela before the conniiission appointed to

arbitrate the boundary dispute with England.
He was the principal representative of the United
States at The Hague Conference (1899). His
death occurred after a brief illness, at Indian-
apolis, March 13, 1901. He wrote numerous
magazine articles, made a number of able

speeches on public occasions, and published This
Country of Ours (1897). in which he gave an
interesting description of the practical workings
of the National Government. Another book.
Views of an Ex-Prcsident, was published post-

humously in 1901. Consult: Wilson (editor).

The Presidents of the United States (New York,
1894) ; and the campaign biography by Lew
Wallace, Life of General Benjamin Harrison
(Philadelphia. 188S). For an account of Har-
rison's Administration, see the article United
States.

HARRISON, C.\RTER Hexrt (182.5-93). An
American politician. He was born near Lexing-
ton, Ky., and, like William Henry and Benjamin
Harrison, was a descendant of the Virginia Har-
risons. He graduated at Yale in 184.5, studied
law at Transylvania University at Lexington,
and after two years' travel and desultory study
in Europe, returned to Kentucky to practice

his profession. He soon began to take an active

interest in politics, and became an opponent
of disunion .and the extension of slavery. In
18,5.5 he removed to Cliicago. where faith in the

future of the city led him to make profitable

investments in real estate. In 1871 he was
elected County Conunissioner of Cook County, and
from 1874 to 1878 was a Democratic member of

Congress. In 1870 he was chosen JIayor of

Chicago, and was reiilected for biennial terms
in 1881, 1883, and 1885. In 1884 he was the

Democratic candidate for Governor of Illinois,

but was defeated by Governor Oglesby by 14,500

votes. In 1891 he was an independent candidate

for Mayor, and drew so largely frciui the vole

of the Democratic candidate that the Kepuldican

was elected. The year 1893 was the year of the

\\'orld's Fair at Chicago, and it was deemed by
the business community, as well as by the re-

formers and promoters of the great enterprise,

particularly necessary to have an able, high-mind-
ed administrator in the Mayor's office. These ele-

ments joined with the Republicans, and .secured

the nomination of Samuel W. Allerton, a man
of acknowledged fitness. Harrison, however,
after a long and bitter contest, in which there

were frequent charges of fraud and intimidation,

secured the Democratic nomination, and in .\pril

was triumphantly elected. He was assassinated

on October 29th following, one of the closing days
of the great Exposition. Although a political

demagogue, Harrison differed from the modern
political boss in that he relied on his personal

popularity rather than machine organizations

to win his victories, and despite the fact that his

methods of obtaining and maintaining power
were somewhat open to question, it was never
charged that he himself derived pecuniary gain
from his office.

His son. Carter Henry (18G0— ), was born
in Chicago. He was educated at .Vltenburg, Ger-

many, and at the Law School of Yale, where he
graduated in 1883. He was elected Mayor of

Chicago in 1897, and again in 1899.

HARRISON. Constance C.^^RY (1846—). An
American novelist, born at Vaucluse, Va. In
1867 she married Burton Harrison, a Virginia
lawyer and private secretary to .lefferson Davis,

and with him removed later to New York City,

where she wrote many books and contributed to

periodicals. Among her more noteworthy vol-

umes of fiction are: Golden Rod (1880) ; Helen
Troy (1881); Bar Harbor Days (1887); The
Anglomaniacs (1887) ; Sweet Bells Out of Tunc
(1893); .1 Daiirihtcr of the South (1892); An
Errant Wooinf) (1895) ; A Merry Maid of Aready
and Other Stories (1897): A Son of the Old
Dominion (1897); Good Amerieans (1898). For
children she wrote: Old-Fashioned Fairy Book
(1884); and Folk and Fairy Taks (1885).
Worthy of mention also is Externals of Modern
Vf»' York (1806). Her dramatic work consists

chiclly of adaptations from the French.

HARRISON, Frederic (1831-). An able

English essayist, born in London. He was edu-

cated at King's College School, London, and at

Wadham College, Oxford. He became fellow and
tutor at Wadham, and was called to the bar
in 1858. After practicing in the courts of equity,

he was appointed a member of the royal commis-
sion upon trades unions (1867-69). secretary of

the royal commission for digesting the law ( 1869-

70). and professor of jurisprudence and inter-

national law at Lincoln's Inn Hall (1877-89).

In 1889-92 he was alderman in the London
County Council. In polities he supported the

Liberal Party. As a philosopher he is one of the
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most brilliant followers of Comte, whose ideas,

uiuch modified, he has widely diffused in essays

aud reviews. Among his works are: Meaning
of History (1862; enlarged, 1894); Order and
I'rocfress (1875) ; T}ie Choice of Books (1886) ;

Oliver Cromwell (1888) ; Annals of an Old Manor
House (1893; new ed. 1899); Victorian Litera-

ture (1895); Willuim the Silent (1897); The
Millenary of King Alfred (1897) ; Tennyson, Ras-

kin, Mill, and Other Literary Estimates (1900) ;

John liuskin, in English Men of Letters series

(1902) ; and ^Vashington (1902).

HARRISON, Gabriel (1825-1902). An
American author and artist, born in Philadelphia,

Pa. For several years he was an actor, and at

one time supported Charles Kean. Afterwards

he became the manager of several theatres, and
produced, among other plays, a dramatization

of Hawthonie's Scarlet Letter (1878). He is

also the author of a Life of John Hoicard Paiine

(1873), and a number of critical articles, notably

Eduin Forrest, the Actor and the 3Ian. Critical

and- Reminiscent (1889). He did much for the

encouragement of the free art schools in connec-

tion with the Brooklyn Academy of Design, and
was also a portrait and landscape painter.

HARRISON, James Albebt (1848—). An
American philologist, born at Pass Christian,

Miss., and educated at the University of Virginia.

In 1871 he was appointed professor of Latin and
modern languages in Randolph Macon College,

and in 1876 was chosen professor of English in

Washington and Lee LTniversity. He left this

chair in 1895 to become professor of English

and Romance languages at the University of Vir-

ginia. He was an editor of the Century and the

Standard Dictionaries; and edited (with W. M.
Baskerville) Dictionary of Anglo-Saxon Poetry

(1883) ; Library of Anglo-Saxon Poetry (1883) ;

Beowulf (1883); Mme. de Sovigne's Letters

(1898) ; and Comeille's Kicomcde (1901). Among
his other works are: contributions to Anglia
on "Negro English;" Group of Poets and Their

Haunts' {lS7i) : Greek Vignettes (1877); Spain
in Profile (1879) ; Story of Crreece (1885).

HARRISON, Jane E. (1850—). An English
ari-h;pologist and Hellenist, born in Yorkshire.

She studied at Newnham (Cambridge) and at

the British Museum, visiting also the museums
of Berlin, Munich, Rome, and Athens. Since

1882 she has lectured at the British Museum,
South Kensington !Museum. Cambridge, and Ox-
ford. She has received the honorary degrees of

Litt.D. (Durham) and LL.D (Aberdeen). She
has written: Mi!ths of the Orh/ssey (1882) ; In-

troductory Studies in Greek Art (1885) ; Myth-
ology and Monuments of Ancient Athens, with
Mrs.' A. W. Vcrrall (1890) ; Greek Vase-Painting,

with D. S. MacColl (1894).

HARRISON, John (1693-1776). An English
inventor, who became celebrated as 'Longitude

Harrison.' He was born at Foulby in Yorkshire,

where his father was the village carpenter and
clock-repairer. After the most meagre education,

he learned carpentering from his father, and with
a natural inclination for mechanics that amount-
ed to genius, in the intervals of his work studied

the construction of clocks and watches, with a
view to their improvement. His experiments re-

sulted in the invention of the 'gridiron pendu-
lum' for clocks, which, by an arrangement of

compensating steel and brass rods, allows for the

expansion caused by variations of temperature;
a 'recoil escapement' to prevent the constant

oiling and clogging of the pallets; and the 'going

ratchet' universally used to prevent a timepiece

losing while being rewound. When the British

Government ofl'ered successively £10,000, £15,000,

and £20,000 for the discovery of a method for

determining the longitude at sea within sixty,

forty, and thirty geographical miles, he made
four chronometers, now in the Greenwich Royal
Observatory, each with a 'compensation curb' to

the balance wheel. All qualified for the first

prize, the fourth, on a voyage to Barbadoes and
return, determining the longitude within ten

miles. After much vexatious delay and petitions

to Parliament, the prize was paid to him in in-

stallments, it being stipulated that he should

publish particulars of his invention pro hono
publico. He wrote .1 Description Concerning
such Mechanism as Will Afford a Xice or True
Mensuration of Time (1767), and other pam-
phlets in connection with his discoveries. In

1897 his tomb in Hampstead Church was re-

stored by the London Company of Clockmakers.
Consult Smiles, Men of Invention and Industry
(London, 1884).

HARRISON, Joseph, Jr. (1810-74). An
American engineer, bom in Philadelphia. He
was conspicuously successful as a locomotive-en-

gine builder in the early days of that industry, and
in 1840 his 'Gowan and Marx' locomotive attracted

the attention of two Russian engineers, who had
been ordered by Emperor Nicholas to examine the

systems of railroads and railroad machinery in

Europe and America. As a consequence he and
his partner, A. M. Eastwick, together with

Thomas Winans, of Baltimore, secured a contract

to build the locomotives and other machinery for

the railroad from Saint Petersburg to Moscow,

and later another contract, which continued until

1862. to repair the rolling stock of the railroad.

On the expiration of these contracts he returned

to Philadelphia, where he collected a gallery of

paintings. In 1869 he published a volume con-

taining a poem entitled The Ironworker and King
Solomon, his autobiography, and numerous inci-

dents of his life in Russia ; and a few years later

another, entitled The Locomotive Engine, and
Philadelphia's Share in Its Early Improvements
(1872).

HARRISON, (Lowell) Berge (18.54—). An
American genre and landscape painter, brother of

Alexander Harrison. He was born in Philadel-

phia, November 28, 18.54. He was a pupil of

Carolus Duran (q.v. ) and studied at the Ecole

des Beaux-Arts under Cabanel. In 1881 he ex-

hibited at the Salon; and in 1882 he returned to

America, spending a year painting and sketching

in New ISIexico. He received a medal at the

World's Fair, Chicago, 1893; and his picture en-

titled "November," exhibited at the Exposition of

18S9. was purchased by the French Government
for the Museum of Marseilles. Some of his prin-

cipal works are: "Waif from the Sea," "Return

from the First Communion," "Little Gooseherd,"

"Motherless," "Summer Idyl," "Calling Home
the Cows." "Milkmaid," "jlodern Pompeiian,"

"Friends or Foes."

HARRISON, !Mart Saint Leger (pen-name

Lucas Malet) (1852—). An English novelist,

daughter of Charles Kingsley (q.v.). She was
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born at Eversley rectory, and was educated at
home and at University College, London. In I87(i

she married William Harrison, a young elergy-

uian in whom her father had been much inter-

ested, and afterwards settled at Clovelly, in Dev-
onshire, amid the scenes of her fatlicr's boyhood.
Her husband died in 1897, after which she visited

the Continent, America, and India in search of

health. Her popular novels of English life are
written with an ethical purpose. Among them
are: Mrs. Lorimcr (1882); The Wages of Sin
(1801): The Carissima, a Motlern Grotesque
(1806); The Oatelesi Barrier, a ghost story

(1900): .and Sir Ifichard Calmady (1901), a

painful but powerful novel.

HARRISON, Susan Fr.\nces (pen-name Se-
K.vxLS) (1800— ). A Canadian author, bom of

Irish parents at Toronto. In 1879 she married
J. W. T. Harrison, an English musician and mu-
sical critic. She contributed numerous sketches,

stories, and songs to newspapers and periodicals

in Canada, the United States, and England. In
her short stories, as Crowded Out ( 1888) , she did
for French Canada a work similar to that of

George W. Cable for the Creoles of Louisiana.
Some of her verse was collected in Pine, Rose, and
Fleur-de-Lis ( 1801 ) . She also edited a Canadian
anthology entitled Tlir Canadian Birthday Book
(1887). Consult Stedman, Victoriati Anthology
(New York, 1895). and Rand, Treasury of Cana-
dian Verse (ib.. 1900).

HARRISON, TnoMAS (1606-60). An Eng-
lish regicide and religious fanatic. He was born
at Neweastle-under-Lyme. Staffordshire, and al-

though of humble parentage received a good edu-
cation. He studied for the law in an attorney's
office in Clifford's Inn. London, but at the open-
ing of the Civil War in 1042 joined the regiment
of life guards raised by Essex. He distinguished
himself in several actions and rose to the rank
of major-general. In 1646 he was elected mem-
ber of Parliament for Wendover. He was in com-
mand of the escort that conveyed King Charles
from Hurst Castle to London, and was one of

the most energetic advocates of the King's trial

and execution. In 1650, during Cromwell's ab-

sence in Ireland, he was commander-in-chief of

the Tnilitary forces in England, and the following
year was elected a niemlier of the Coimcil of State,

to which he had been nominated two years pre-

viously. His connection with the Fifth Jlonarchy
Men (q.v.) and his conspiracies against Cromwell
resulted in imprisonment and the loss of his com-
mission and offices. At the Restoration he refused
to save himself by flight, and as one of the seven
regicides excluded from the Act of Indemnity was
arrested and condemned to death. Justifying his

actions and bearing himself bravely on the scaf-

fold, he was executed on October 13, 1660.

HARRISON, (Thomas) Alexander (1853
— ). An American genre and landscape painter.

He was born in Philadelphia, .January 17. 185.3.

He was a pupil of Gerome (q.v.). at the Ecole

des Beaux-Arts, and has been strongly influenced

by the works of C'azin and Bernard. His work
is characterized by grace of line and by luminous
color, delicate in its effect. He is especially

noted for his marines, which are rendered with
broad surfaces that well express the transparency
of the ever-changing color of water and sky. He
received medals at the exhibition of the Penn-
sylvania Academy of Fine Arts in 1887 ; a gold

medal at the Paris Exposition in 1889; the sec-

ond medal of honor at Brussels and Ghent in

1801 ; tlie gold medal of honor at Pennsylvania
Academy of Fine Arts in 1894.

His chief works are as follows: In 1881, "Au
Bords de la Jler," •"Shipwrecked," "Coast of Brit-

tany"; 1882, "Chateaux en Espagne" (Castles in

Spani) ; 1883, "The Amateurs," "Little Slave":
1884. "Breton Garden," "Twilight," "Seashore";
1885, "The Wave." He exhibited at Buffalo in

1901. "The Golden Mirror," "Le tlrepuscule"

(Twilight), "Autumn." "Child with Doll" He
was made Chevalier of the Legion of Honor and
Officer of Public Instruction by the French (.iov-

ernment ; is a member of the Society of American
Artists. New York; of the Royal Institute of

Painters in Oil Colors, London, and a correspond-
ing member of the Societies of Secessionists, Ber-
lin and Munich.

HARRISON, William (1534-93). An Eng-
lisli divine and historian, born in London. He
was educated in the Saint Paul and Westminster
schools, took art courses at O.xford and divinity
at Cambridge, became chaplain to Lord Cobham
of Kent, and afterwards rector of Radwinter,
Essex. He was also canon at Windsor, where
he died; but he is most widely known by his

work in the Chronicles of Holinshed. the source
whence Shakespeare drew the material for his

historical plays. Harrison's share therein is

invaluable for the local color of the sixteenth cen-

tury, being An Historicall deseription- of the

Hand of Britaine, loith a brief rehcrsall of the
nature and qualities of the people of England
and sueh commodities as are to he found in the
same comprehended in three books and ic-rittcn by
W. H. The New Shakespeare Society brought
out a modern edition of this work in 1877-81.

HARRISON, William Henry (1773-1841).
Ninth President of the United States. He was the
son of Benjamin Harrison (1740-91); was born
at Berkeley, Charles City County, Va., February
9, 1773 ; was educated at Hampden-Sidney Col-

lege, and although the profession of medicine had
been chosen for him. entered the army as an en-

sign in 1791, became a lieutenant in .June. 1792,

and served against the Indians as au aide-de-

camp on the staff of General Wayne, taking part
in the battle of the Maumee and in other engage-
ments, and becoming a captain in May, 1797.

Resigning in June. 1708. he was soon afterwards
appointed Secretary of the Northwest Territory

under Gen. Arthur Saint Clair, but in October,

1799, resigned that position to become a Terri-

torial Delegate in Congress. In 1801 he was made
Governor of the so-called Indiana Territory,

which then comprised the region later embraced
in the States of Indiana, Illinois. Michigan, and
Wisconsin, and for a time subsequent to the

treaty of 1803 his jurisdiction also ext<'nded over

that part of the lands then acquired from France
by the Louisiana Purchase (q.v.), which was
known as the District of Louisiana, Harrison's
executive work in the Northwest continued until

1813, and was marked by conspicuous success in

a variety of difficult undertakings, in which he
secured the hearty appreciation of the people

affected by his administration and the marked
approval of the National Government. He was
largely instrumental in effecting a change of the

organization nf Indiana from a Federal district to

a Territory with representative government and
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witli a Delegate in Congress, although by this

arrangement his own power was appreciably di-

minished. He rendered etl'ective and important
service to the nation by early establishing
friendly relations with a number of the Indian
tribes, and by thus lessening the possibility of a
continuation of Britisli influence in tliat region.

On September 17, 1802. he concluded a treaty at
Vineennes, and in July of the following year
negotiated the more important treaty of Fort
Wa.yne. But while in some regions tlie questions
of land riglits and the allied problems arising
from the ill-defined relations between the tribes
and the newly organized government were being
adjusted amicably, Harrison's force and ability
were also tested by the necessitj' of meeting suc-
cessfully conditions which required the use of
arms. In this branch of the public service he was
also active, his most important military cam-
paign being that against Tecumseh's brother,
the Prophet, in the region of the Wabash, cul-

minating in his victory at the battle of Tippe-
canoe (q.v.), November 7, 1811. Upon the
outbreak of the War of 1812 he became a major-
general of Kentucky militia, and in August,
IS 12, was made a brigadier-general in the Regu-
lar Army, and soon afterwards was appointed
to the chief command in the Xorthwest, in which
capacity, w'ith the rank, after March, 1813, of

major-general, he was actively engaged during
the Western campaigns of the war, becoming again
conspicuous by his brave defense of Fort Meigs
(q.v.) and by his complete victory over the Brit-
ish at the battle of the Thames, October 5, 1813.
Harrison had thus repeatedly shown marked mili-

tary talent, and tlie end of the war left him.
next to Jackson, the most prominent military
figure in American public life. Withdrawing,
however, from the army, Harrison entered Con-
gress as the representative of the district embrac-
ing Cincinnati, and served from 1816 to 1819,
w'hen he was elected to the State Senate, where
he remained until 1821. In 1825 he returned
to Washington as Senator from Ohio, retain-
ing this position mitil 1828. when he was sent
as Minister to Colombia. Upon returning from
that post in the following year, he retired for sev-

eral years from public life. In 1835 he was
nominated for the Presidency liy Whig conventions
in Indiana, Ohio, and Maryland, and by an
Anti-Masonic convention at Harrisburg, Pa., and
in the ensuing election succeeded in carrying
seven States. Vermont. New Jersey, Delaware,
Maryland. Kentucky. Ohio, and Indiana, securing
73 electoral votes, a.s against 170 given to Van
Burcn and 51 divided among the three other can-
didates. Moreover, the popular vote for Harrison
in Connecticut. Rhode Island, and Pennsylvania
approached very closely, and in Illinois and New
York compared favorably with, that of Van
Buren. When, finally, the financial policy of

.lackson and Van Burcn brought such disastrous
results as to turn against the Administration a
large portion of the people, the situation became
particularly favorable for whoever might be
nominated by the Whig Party in 1840. Although
in many respects Heniy Clay appeared as the
lender of the party, he could not command its

complete support as a Presidential candidate,
and. accordingly, in the interest of harmony, he
refrained from an active contest and left Harri-
son as the leading candidate for the nomination.

Tlie Whig Convention met at Harrisburg, Decem-
ber 4, 1839, and comprised 254 delegates. The
'unit rule' was introduced, and upon the first

ballot Henry Clay received 103 votes. General
Harrison 94, and General Scott 57. On the fifth

ballot, during the third day of the convention,
Harrison received 148 votes. Clay 90, and Scott
10, and Harrison was accordingly declared the
nominee of the party. There forthwith began a
political campaign which for popular enthusiasm
and widespread activity has probably never been
equaled in American polities. Throughout the
country, meetings, processions, and a great variety
of 'demonstrations' were held, and the general
public took an energetic share in tlie contest.

Ne\v campaign methods were introduced, and the
log cabin and hard cider became especial emblems
of the party of "Tippecanoe and Tyler too.' The
'stump speaker' was a prominent feature of this

new method of campaigning, even General Harri-
son himself making a .series of addresses. The early
State elections in some of the New England
States and in Ohio and Kentucky resulted in

Whig victories, and in the Presidential election

Van Buren carried only seven States, of which
but two were Northern States, with a total elec-

toral vote of only 60, as against the 234 votes
secured by Harrison. Altliough in good health
at the time of his inauguration. General Harrison
was taken ill, and died on April 4, 1841. the
whole political situation being thvis suddenly
altered, and the Whig President being succeeded
by John Tyler (q.v.). a former Democrat. Wil-
liam H. Harrison was the grandfather of Presi-
dent Benjamin Harrison. A Historical Narrative
of Harrison's services was prepared by Moses
Dawson (Cincinnati, 1824), a Memoir was writ-
ten by James Hall (Philadelphia, 1836), and
campaign biographies by C. S. Todd, S. J. Burr,
Richard Hildreth, and I. R. Jackson were issued
in 1840; but there is no adequate biography.
Consult the sketch by Bostwick, in Wilson. Pres-
idents of the United States (New York. 1894).

HAR'RISONBURG. A town and the county-
seat of Rockingham County, Va., 122 miles north-
west of Richmond: on the Baltimore and Ohio,
the Chesapeake and Western, and the Southern
railroads (Map: Virginia, F 3). It is in the

picturesque and fertile Shenandoah Valley, is of

considerable importance as the commercial centre

for this agricultural region, and has foundries
and machine-shops, potteries, stave and heading
works, saw and planing mills, fiouring-niills. etc.

The water-works are owned by the municipality.

Population, in 1890, 2792; in 1900. 3521.

HAR'RISONVILLE. A city and the county-
seat of Cass County, Mo., 45 miles south by east

of Kansas City: on the Missouri Pacific, the Mis-
souri, Kansas and Texas, and other railroads

(Map: JMissouri. B 3). It has a county building
that cost $50,000 and a public school library.

There are some manufactures, and considerable

trade in grain, agricultural produce, live stock,

lumber, etc. Population, in 1890, 1645: in 1900.

1844.

HARRISSE, a'rc's', Hexbt (1830—). A
French I)ibHographcr and historian, born in

Paris, of Russian-Hebrew parentage. Through
long years of investigation in the archives of dif-

ferent European countries, he was enabled to

collect material for such works as Bibliotlieca

Americana Vetiistissii>ia (1866), a bibliography
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of publiciitions about America from 1492 to

1551, invaluable to inodern !.tudeuts of that

period. M. Harrisse prepared perhaps the best

biography yet published of Columbus, made a

uniquely important eollection of the early nuvps

of America, and while shut u\> in Paris during

the siege of 1870 complied Xotcs pour sifvir a
riiisluin; u la bihUo(jnnihw et a la airtographic

(Ic 1(1 Xouvclh-rroiicc ct dcs pays adjaccnts

(1872). He published also Feruand Culoiiih, sa

vie et ses a:uvreis (1872) ; Lrn ColonibK dc Fritnee

et d'Italic (1874) ; Vhristophe Culoinh, so>\ origine,

sa vie. ses voyaycs, sii famiUe (1884-85) ; Jean

et ,Scbtisticn Cahot (1882); Les Corle-Keal

(1883); Exceipta (^oloinbii>iaiia (1887); Devoii-

vcrte de I'Ameriquc du Xord (1802); .lufo-

graphes de Christophc Colomb (1893); Deeou-
vcrtr dr Ten-r-ycHre (1900).

HAB'RODSBURG. A city and the county-

seat of Jlereer County, Ky., 30 miles south of

Frankfort ; on a branch of the Southern Railway
(ilap: Kentucky, G 3). It is a sununer resort,

visited for its mineral springs, and has a public

library and Beaumont College for women, opened
in 1894. There arc a large distillery. Hour-mills,

planing-mills,and other industrial establishments.

Under a general law of 1894 the government is

vested in a mayor, elected every four years, and
a municipal council. Population, in 1890, 3230;
in 1900. 2870. Harrodsburg was founded in

June. 1774, by .James Harrod, and is the oldest

permanent settlement in the State. In 1776,

when Kentucky was organized as a county of

Virginia, Harrodsburg became the county-seat.

It was incorporated in 1875. Consult an article,

"Kentucky's Pioneer To\m." Sew England Maga-
zine, vol. xiii. (Boston, 1891).

HAR'ROGATE. A fa.shionable inland water-
ing-place and municipal borough in the West
Riding of Yorkshire, England, 19 miles west of

York ( Map : England, E 3 ) . Its importance
dates from the discovery of its chalybeate, sul-

phur, and saline springs in 1596. The town con-

sists of High and Low Harrogate, connected by
TOWS of handsome residences encircling a public

park of 200 acres. The royal baths and springs,

with their fine buildings, the electric lighting

plant, water-works, markets, and a remunerative
sewage farm are the property of the municipal-
ity, which maintains a free library, the Royal
Sjia concert rooms and gardens, a kursaal, winter
garden, theatre, and recreation grounds. Popu-
lation, in 1891, 15.700: in 1901, 28,400. Consult
Grainge. History of Harrogate (London, 1882).

HARROW. See Harrow-on-the-Hill.

HARROW (AS. hearge. Dutch hark: connect-

<>d aUo with Icel. lirrfi, harrow; possibly akin to

Skt. kharj, to scratch). An agricultural imple-
ment, used for smoothing and pulverizing plow-ed

land and for covering seeds previously sown. It

consists of a frame of a square or rhombic form,
in which are fixed rows of teeth, or tines, project-

ing downward. The harrow was in use before
the dawn of histors'; but since only the lighter
soils were cultivated in ancient times, it often
consisted of bushes, or branches of trees, which
merely scratched the ground. In the various
stages of its development the barrow has con-
sisted of a wooden frame with wooden teeth, a
wooden frame with iron teeth, or wholly of iron.

The second is still used to a considerable extent,

HARROW SCHOOL.

but iron harrows are most commonly em|)Ioycd.

(Jf a very dillerent character from these men-
tioned above are the chain harrows, which consist

of a congeries of iron rings, and the disk har-

rows, which pulverize the soil by means of a
seri<'s of obliquely set revolving disks.

HAR'ROWBY, Dudley Fh.vncis SrUx\RT
Rvmci!. Earl of (1831— ). An English politician,

born at Brighton. He was educated at Harrow
and Oxford, and took an Eastern sojourn, fol-

lowed by military service at home during the

Crimean War, but entered Parliament in 1850,

and while Viscount Sandon was three times mem-
ber for Liverpool. He succeeded to his father's

title in 1882, and became prominent in matters
relating to education and social reform brought
before the House of Commons. Under the Con-
servative Government he held such offices as

jiresident of the Board of Trade (1878-80), and
Lord Privy Seal (1885-80).

HAR'ROW-ON-THE-HILL. A tov%-n in

Middlesex, England, 12 miles northwest of Lon-
don. Its celebrity is derived from its famous
school. Harrow. The town is finel.v situated on
a hill 200 feet high, which is conspicuously
crooned by the archaeologically interesting Church
of Saint Mary with its lofty spire. This church,

founded by Archbishop Lantranc in the reign

of William I., was rebuilt in the fourteenth cen-

tury, and has a view of thirteen shires. Popula-
tioA, in 1891, 6200; in 1901. 10.200. Consult:

Rimmer, Rambles Round Eton and Harrow (Lon-

don, 1882) : Bushell, The Harrow Octoccntenary
Tracts (Cambridge, 1894).

HARROW SCHOOL. One of the great pub-
lic schools uf England, founded in 1571 l)y .lohn

Lj-on (q.v. ). Its charter was granted by Eliza-

beth in the same year, and in 1590 the laws to

govern its ofjeration were duly framed by Lyon
himself, but students were not admitted until

the opening of the first building in 1611. Orig-

inally intended for the education of thirty poor

youth from the parish of Harrow-on-the-Hill,

its statutes nevertheless provided for the admis-
sion of "so many foreigners over and above the

youth of the parish as the whole number may be

well taught and the place can contain." The
founder bequeathed two-thirds of his property for

its maintenance, but the school did not thrive

until 1600, when the headmaster availed him-
self of the statute admitting such as lived beyond
the parish. This act assured its prosperity,

though the enrollment has at times been very
low. Now there are more than six hundred in

attendance. Long iiurely classical, the curric-

uhun was extended l)y the introduction of math-
ematics in 1837. of modern languages in 1851,

of English history and literature in 1869, and
subsequently of drawing, music, and science.

The school was formerly administered by six

prominent parishioners, themselves empowered
to fill any vacancies, but by the Public Schools

Act of 18G8. though the survivors of the old board
I'cmained. an additional six were elected, sever-

ally, by the Lord Chancellor, the universities of

Cambridge. London, and Oxford, the Royal So-

ciety, and the under-masters. Students are ad-

milted at the age of twelve to fourteen. Tliough

free tuition was originally intended, there is

now no gratuitous instruction, but the foun-

dationers have some slisxht advantage of the for-

eigners in rates. There are about six entrance
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scholarships varying from £30 to £80, and the
best of tlie exhibitions are the three by Baring,
of a value of £100 each for five years, to Hert-
ford College, Oxford. To the first building have
been added a chapel ( 1830, replaced by another
in 1857), the Vaughau Memorial Library (1801-

C3), and the hospital (1805). The Tercentenary
Lyon Fund has provided a gymnasium, labora-

tories, and a new speech-room (1877). Among
the names associated with Harrow the most note-

worthy are James Bruce, the African traveler,

Charles Buller, Colonel Burnaby, Byron, Calver-

ley, Theodore Hook, Sir William Jones, Cardinal
Manning, ilcrivale, Palmerston, Dr. Parr, Sheri-

dan, Archbishop Trench, Anthony Trollope, and
Sir George Trevelyan. Consult: Rimmer, Ratn-
bles Round Eton and Harrow (London, 1882) ;

Thornton, Harrow Hchool and Its tiiirroundinris

(ib., 1885): Harrow School Register, lSOl-93
(ib., 1894); Minchin, Old Harrow Days (ib.,

1898) ; and Williams, Harrow (ib., 1901).

HARRY AXIilS. The pseudonym of the
French author Jules Hippolyte Percher.

HARRY, Blixd, Sec He.vby the Minstrel.

HARRY LOR'REQUER. Charles Levers
first novel, and one of liis most successful works.
It appeared in the Dublin Unirersiti/ ilayazine,

and was published in 1840. It is a rollicking tale

of adventure.

HARSDORFER, hUrs'der-fer, Georg Phiopp
(1007-58). A German poet and scholar. He
studied law at Altdnrf and Strassburg. and. in

1644, with .Johann Klaj, founded at Nuremberg a

poetical society called the Pegnitzorden. He was a
prolific writer, publishing about fifty volumes in

German and Latin. His style is ornate and ar-

tificial ; his material shows strong influence of

Italian and Spanish literature. He made a
strong effort to purify his native tongue. His
works include: Frauenzimmergesprachspiele {sec-

ond edition, 1642-49), a sort of encyclopsedia

in dialogue of curious knowledge; Xathan, Jo-

tliain, und Sirnson, a collection of fables and
allegories; and Poetischer Trichter, die deutsche
Dicht- und Reimkunst. ohne lirhuf dcr latein-

ischen. Sprache in sechs f^tunden einzugiessen

(1647-50). Selections from his poems are in Miil-

ler, Bibliothek deutscher Dichtcr des 11. Jahrhun-
derts (T^ipzig, 1820).

HAR'SHA, or SRI-HARSHA-DEVA. The
name of a renowned King of India, known also
as Harsha-vardhana, or Harsha-Siladitya. He
reigned over Tlianeuar and Kansnj (a.d. 606-

648), and was monarch of all Northern India,

as we know from the Chinese pilgrim Hiouen
Thsang (q.v.). He was a noted patron of litera-

ture, and is named as the author of three San-
skrit dramas: the Ratnavall, or Pearl Necklace;
the Prii/adarsil:a, or Lost Princess; and a play
with a Buddhist plot, the yagananda, or Joy of

Serpents. The question of his actual authorship
has often been discussed. It was under his royal
favor that B.ina wrote the historical romance
Harsha-rarita. or Adventures of Hnrsha, trans-

lated into English by Cowell and Thomas (Lon-
don, 1897). There are Eiiglish, French, and Ger-
man translations of the (hree dramas; Ratnavali,
by Wilson (London, 1871) and Fritze (Chemnitz,
1878); PrigadariikS. by Strchly (Paris, 1888);
yogananda, by Bovd (London, 1872) and Ber-
gaigne (Paris, 1879). Consult also: S. L€vi,

TlUatre Indien (Paris, 1890) ; L6vi, Vne poisig
inconnue du rui Uarsha (Jiladitya (Leyden,
1895) ; Jackson, "Time Analysis of Harsha's
Play,'' in the Journal of the American Oriental
iSocictg, xxi. (New Haven, 1901).

HARS'NETT, Samuel (1561-1631). An
English ecclesiastic. Archbishop of York. Born
in the parish of Saint Bololph, Colchester, Essex,
he was educated at Cambridge, and began hia

career as a preacher in 1584, with a sermon at
Saint Paul's Cross, London, directed so strongly

against the doctrine of predestination that he!-

was then and afterwards accused of leaning to-

ward Popery. He was archdeacon at Essex from
161)2 until 1604, and the following year was made
master of Pembroke Hall, Cambridge, Bishop
of Chichester (1009), and of Norwich (1619).
He was undoubtedly an extreme high churchman,
most arbitrary in his dealings with the subordi-

nate clergy and Puritan laity, but when sum-
moned to a])pear before the House of Lords and
refute the charges of Romanism brought against
him, his defense was so eminently satisfactory

that he was made Archbishop of York (1628).
He is the author of .1 Discovery of the Fraudu-
lent Practices of John Darrell (1599), and Decla-
ration of Egreqious Popish Impostures, etc.

(1603).

HART (AS. heart, heorot, OHG. hiriiz, hirz,.

Ger. Hirsch, hart; comiectcd with Lat. cerrus,

Welsh earw, Lith. kdrve, stag, OChurch Slav.

krara, cow, Gk. KepaSs. keraos, horned; also re-

lated to Lat. cornu, It., Welsh corn, Galatian
Kipvov, karnon, horn, and to Gk. /c^/ias, kcras,

Skt. srnga, horn) . A stag or male of the red deer,

from the age of six years, when the crown or
surroyal of the antler begins to appear. Great
importance was formerly attached to the distinc-

tion of names proper to deer at dift'erent ages.

See Antler; Deer.

HART, Albert Bushnell (1854—). An
American historian, born at Clarkesville, Mercer
County, Pa. He prepared for college in Cleve-

land, Ohio, and in 1880 graduated at Harvard.
He continued his historical studies in Paris, at

the Ecole des Sciences Politiques, at the L'ni-

versity of Berlin, and at the University of Frei-

burg, where he received his Ph.D. degree in 1883.

In the fall of that year he returned to America
to accept an appointment as an instructor in

history at Harvard, and a year later became an
assistant professor. In 1897 he was appointed

a full professor. He has been particularly identi-

fied with the introduction and development of
the method of studying history from the original

sources, both in secondary schools and in colleges,

and his influence has been felt, not only at
Harvard, but in other universities as well. He
is an editor of the Harvard Graduates' Magazine
and the American Historical Review, and has
been a frequent contributor to magazines and
reviews. He has published: Introduction to the

f<tudy of Federal Government (1890); Epoch
Maps, Illustrating American History (1891);
Formation of the Union (1892, in "Epoch
Series") ; Practical Essays on American Govern-
ment (1893); Studies in .\merican Education
(1895); Rerised Suggestions on the Study of
History and Government of the United States-

(1895) ; Guide to the Study of American History^

(with Edward Channing) (1897) ; American His-
tory Told by Contemporaries (4 vols., 1898-
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1001); Source Book of American History

(IS'JO) ; Life of Salmon P. Chase (1890, in the

"American Statesmen Scries") : Foundations of

Antericati Foreign Policy (1001). He was a
member of tlie committee of seven of the Ameri-
can Historical Association, appointed to consider

the subject of history teaching in the secondary

schools, and was one of tlie authors of tlieir

Report (1809). In 1902 lie was chosen editor-in-

chief of the cooperative history of the United
States projected under the auspices of the Ameri-
can Historical Association.

HART, Ch.\eles Henky (1847—). An Ameri-
can author, born in Philadelphia. He was ad-

mitted to the bar in 1808. and graduated at

the University of Pennsylvania the next spring.

He practiced law until 1804, when he met with
an accident, after which he gave his attention

entirely to literature. In 1884 he was elected

director of the Pennsylvania Academy of Fine

Arts, and afterwards chairman of tlie committee
on retrospective American art at the World's
Columbian Exposition (1803). His publications

include: Bibliofirapliin Lincolniana. reprinted

under the title Bior/raphical Sketch of Abraham
Lincoln (1870); Life Portraits of Great Ameri-
cans; Gilbert Stnart's Portraits of Women; and
Engraved Portraits of Washington.

HART, Ernest Abb.iham (183508). An
English physician and reformer, born of Jewish
parentage at Knightsbridge, London. He became
a student at Saint George's Hospital, receiving

part of his medical education at Lane's School
of Sfedicine in Grosvenor Place, where he was
appointed a demonstrator in his third year. He
was admitted to the Royal College of Surgeons
in 18;)6, and was house surgeon at Saint Mary's
Hospital after being associated with William
Coulson in general practice. In 1800 he became
surgeon to the West London Hospital, but re-

turned to Saint Mary's in 1863 first as ophthal-
mic, then as aural surgeon, and finally as dean
of the medical school.

In 1863 he became eoeditor of the London Lan-
cet, and in 1866 he was made the editor of the
British Medical Journal, a position which he
filled until his death. He also edited the Medical
Record from 1873. and the Sanitarii Record from
1874. He was president of the Han-eian Society
of London in 1868 and 1803. Hart was above
all a reformer. In 1854 he led the agitation
which compelled the Admiralty to remove naval
assistant surgeons from the cockpit to more fit-

ting quarters; in 1888 he made strenuous efforts
to ameliorate the position of military medical
officers; and in 1802 he called attention to the
grievances of Irish dispensary doctors. Sanitary
reforms occupied him throughout all his life.

His earliest sanitary investigations were carried
out in connection with the Lancet commission for
the nursing of the sick poor in the Metropolitan
Workhouse infirmaries. His exposure in 1872
of the evils of the system of baby-farming was
instrumental in leading to the passage of an act
for the protection of infant life. Cotlee-taverns,

the National Health Society, and the abatement
of the smoke nuisance in large towns had his

strong support. In 1804 he engaged in a cam-
paign against the system of barrack schools,

where hundreds of paujier children herded to-

gether till they became subject to chronic dis-

eases, and were drilled until thej' were little bet-

ter than automata.

His most important publications include: On
Diphtheria (London, 1850) ; On Some of the

Forms of Diseases of the Fye (London, 1864) ;

A Manual of Public Health (London, 1874) ;

Hypnotism. .Uesmerism, and the Xcw Witchcraft
(London, 1803 and 1806) ; Essays on State .Medi-

cine (London, 1804). He also originated the

series of biographies known as Masters of Medi-
cine.

HART, James McDougal (1828—). An
.\iiiorican landscape painter. He was born at

Kilmarnock, Ayrshire, Scotland, May 10, 1828,

and came to America in 1831. He was a pupil

of his brother, William Hart, also of Schirmer,
,

at Dusseldorf, in 1851. He established a studio

in New York, and was elected member of the

National Academy in 1850. His favorite subjects

are American forests with autumnal effects.

Among his principal works are: "On the Croton;"
"Summer on the Bouquet River;" "jMorning in

the Adirondacks :" "Summer Memory of Berk-
shire;" "Adirondacks" (1858), Walters Collec-

tion, Baltimore; "Through Dust Clouds" ( 1870) ;

"Princess Lily" (1882); "Boughs for Christ-

mas;" "In the Old Orchard;" "Oaks in Autumn;"
"Landscape with Cattle," Metropolitan Jluseum,
New York.

HART, .Limes Morgan (1839— ). An Ameri-
can scholar and educator, born at Princeton, N. J. .

He .studied at Princeton University, where he
graduated in I860, and further at GiJttingen, Ger-
many; was assistant professor of modern lan-

guages at Cornell from 1868 to 1872, and at the

University of Cincinnati, Ohio, held the chair
of modern languages and English literature in

1876-90. In the latter year he returned to Cor-
nell as professor of rhetoric and English philol-

ogy. His publications include translations from
the German and French ; very serviceable edi-

tions, with brief notes, of Goethe's Hermann und
Dorothea (1875) and Faust (part i. 1876), and
Schiller's Piccolomini (1875) ; an informing an4
interesting work on German Universities ( 1874) ;

and a Handbook of English Composition (1805).

HART, Joel (1810-77). An American sculp-

tor. He was born in Clark County, Ky. He re-

ceived but little education, and at the age of

twenty he worked with a stone-cutter. The talent

v>-Iiieh he displayed in clay-modeling attracted at-

tention, as did especially his marble bust of Cas-
sius yi. Clay, and in 1849 he went to Florence to

^
execute a commission for a statue of Henry Clay,
given him by the Ladies' Clay Association of Vir-
ginia. His first model was lost during the voyage
by shipwreck, and the statue itself, which is now
in Richmond, Va., was not completed till 1859.

Hart executed two other statues of the same
statesman—one of marble, in the court-house at
Louisville. Ky., and a colossal bronze statue at
New Orleans. He resided at Florence, producing
many statues and busts. The most important
of these are: "Angelina." "II Penseroso." and
"Woman Triumphant." He also invented a me-
chanical device for obtaining the outlines of a
head from life, the application of which gave
some vogue to his portrait busts. He died at
Florence, Italy, ilarch 2, 1877.

HART, .John ( 1708-80) . A signer of the Dec-
laration of Independence, born in New Jersey.
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His father raised and commanded the company
known as 'The Jersey Blues,' \\hicli lie led to

Quebec just in time to share in Wolfe's victory.

John took an active part in tlie pre-Kevolutioji-

ary agitation, and was several times elected to

the Provincial Legislature. In 1776 he was elect-

ed to tlie Continental Congress. During the Brit-

ish invasion of New Jersey his farm was ravaged,

and he himself became a fugitive until the battle

of Trenton, when the British withdrew and he
was alilo to return to his home.

HABT, John Seeley (1810-77). An Ameri-
can educator. He was born in Stockbridge,

Mass.; graduated at Princeton in 1830. and four
years later became adjunct professor of ancient
languages there. From 1830 to 1841 he was in

charge of the Edge Hill School, Princeton. He
was principal of the Philadelphia High School
from 1842 to 1859, and of the New Jersev State
Normal School from 18G3 to 1871. In 1872 he
became professor of rhetoric and the English lan-

guage at Princeton. He founded the Hunday-
School Times in 18.59, and edited it until 1871,
and for a time edited the publications of the
Sunday-School Union. He also prepared several

text-books, including a Manual of Composition
and Rhetoric (1870) : Manual of English Litera-

ture (1872) ; and a Manual of American Litera-

ture (1873).

HABT, Julius ( 1859— ) . A German author.
He was born at Jliinster, and was educated at

Berlin. In addition to translations from Engli.sh,

American, Spanish, and Persian poets, his publi-

cations include: Sansara, poems (2d ed. 1887) ;

Homo Sum, poems (1888) : Don Juan Tenorio,

a lyrical tragedy (1881) ; Der Sumpf, a tragedy
(1885); Geschichte der M'cltlitteratur und des
Theaters (1894-96). The last-mentioned work
is profusely illustrated, and embraces the history
of literature from its earliest beginning to the
present day.

HABT, Sir Robert (1835— ). An English-
man, inspector-general, and director of the Chi-

nese Imperial Customs Service. He was born
at Portadown, Armagh, Ireland ; was educated
at Queen's ' College. Belfast, where he grad-
uated in 1854, and in the same year entered
the British consular service in China. In
1858 he was secretary to the Commission of

the Allies at Canton, and in the following
year entered the Chinese Maritime Customs ser-

vice as a deputy commissioner. Advanced
in 1863 to the post of Inspector-General, he
reorganized the service practically on the lines

on which it is now administered. He also or-

ganized and maintains in connection with the
service a large fleet of steamers for the suppres-

sion of piracy and smuggling, and established .a

splendid system of lighting the coast. A fine

postal system, which is now being extended to

all parts of the country, was also in.ingurated by
him. In 1885. when Sir Harry Parkes. British
Minister at Peking, died. Sir Eobert was asked
to succeed him ; but, yielding to the entreaties of

the Empress Dowager, he declined. He received
the highest Iionors from the Chinese Government,
among them the Red Button, and the decorations
of the Double Dragon and the Peacock's Feather.
His ancestors have been ennobled for three gen-

erations, and after the settlement of the Boxer
troubles he was appointed to high office in the
Imperial Government, and the whole Customs

Department, native and foreign, was placed under
his control. He was also decorated by all the
European governments; was made a C.M.G. by
the I5ritish Government in 1880. K.C.M.G. in

1882, G.C.M.G. in 1889, and in 1893 was created
a baronet. In 1900 he had al)0ut 5000 men under
his control, of whom about 900 were foreigners,

all chosen and governed in accordance with tlie

strictest civil-service rules. He was with the
other foreigners in the British Legation when it

was besieged by the Boxers and the Imperial
troops.

HABT, Samuel (1845—). An American
clergyman, born at Saybrook, Conn. He grad-
uated at Trinity College in 1800; after 1803
taught at that institution, and was made pro-
fessor of Latin in 1883. He was ordained priest

of the Protestant Episcopal Church in 1870,
and in 1893 he was elected Bishop of Vermont,
but declined the office. In 1886 he became cus-

todian of the Standard Prayer-Book of his

Church, and in 1892 secretary of the House of

Bishops. In 1899 he became vice-dean and pro-

fessor of doctrinal theology and the Prayer-Book
at the Berkeley Divinity School. His publications

include editions of .Juvenal (1873), of Persius

(1875), and of Bishop Seabury's Communion
U/fice (1874), and Historical Sermons of Bishop
Scahurij (1883-86).

HABT, Solomon Alexander (1806-81). An
English painter, of Jewish origin. He was born
at Plymouth, Devonshire. He studied at

the Royal Academy, London, and exhibited

his first oil picture, "Instruction," in 1828.

In 1830 he exhibited the "Elevation of the Law,"
originally called the "Interior of a Polish

Synagogue," which brought him reputation, and
is now in the National Galleiy. Among his other

works are: "Isaac of York in the Donjon of

Front-de-Boeuf" (1830); "English Nobility Pri-

vately Receiving the Catholic Communion"
( 1831) : "Lady Jane Grey on Tower Hill;" "Mil-

ton Visiting Galileo in Prison" ( 1847 ) ; and
"The Three" Inventors of Printing" (1852). In
1835 Hart became an associate; in 1840, an
Academician ; in 1854 professor of painting in,

and in 1865 librarian of, the Royal Academy.
His last paintings show decline. He died in

London, June 11. 1881. Consult his Reminis-
cences (London. 1882).

HABT, William (1823-94). An American
landscape and animal painter, born in Paisley,

Scotland, March 31, 1823. He came to New
York in early youth, and was apprenticed to

a coach-maker, for whom he painted carriage

decorations. He was self-taught, and first exhib-

ited at the Kational Academy in 1848. His work
being favorably received, he went to Scotland in

1849, studying and painting for three years; on

his return to New Y'ork he opened a studio, and
was elected a member of the National Academy
in 1858. In 1805 he was elected president of the

Brooklyn Academy of Design, and he was also

president of the American Society of Water-Color-

ists from 1870 to 1873. He died at Mount Vernon,

New Y'ork, .Tune 17. 1894. Among his principal

works are: "Peace and Plenty" (1855) ; "Close of

Day." Mount Desert (1856) l "Lake in the Hills"

(1858); "White Mountains." owned by C. B.

Warren, Philadelphia : ".Joy of Autumn" (1865) ;

"Golden F"nr" (1872) : "Morning in the Moun-
tains" (1874); "Keene Valley" (1875); "Jersey
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Cattle" (1879); "Hillside Pasture" (1880);
"Landscape and Cattle;" "Path by the River;"
"Group of Cattle;" "After a Shower."

HARTBEEST (Boer Dutch harlcbeest, hart-

beast, from liiiilt; Uutcli hart, hart + bcest,

beastj. A hirge anteloiie of .South Africa, the

type of a genus (IJubalis or Alcehipbiis) contain-

ing several simihir species, all African except one,

the titel (see Bvhalis), wiiich also inluiUits

Arabia anil Syria. The genus is characterized by
its long, pointed liead terminating in a narrow-

muzzle, ringed, compressed, and often lyrate

horns, and a comparatively short, cow-like tail.

As is the case with most antelopes of the plains,

the fore quarters are heavy and higlier than the

hind quarters, which are narrow and drooping.

The reverse is tlie case with tlie buslibucks and
others inhabiting a bushy or forested country.

The typical or common hartbcest (Biibalis

cama) formerly ranged from Cape Colony to

Mashonaland, and gathered in great herds ; but
it has been slaughtered until now it is toinid only
in remote regions. It stands about four feet high
at the withers, and is grayish-brown, with a

yellowish patch on the buttocks and black mark-
ings on the face. The heavily ringed, divergent
horns are bent sharply back at the tips. The ani-

mal was noted among hunters as one of the
swiftest of African antelopes, and easily dis-

tanced greyhounds. Near the Victoria Nyanza
lives a similar but pale-faced species {Biibalis

Jacksoni) . German and British East Africa and
Western Abyssinia are the home of three reddish
species, having widely expanding horns, and
these are still fairly nmnerous there on the bushy
plains. One is the red or Cooke's hartbecst
{liiibalis Vookei), another the tora (Biibalis

tora ) . and the third Swayne's, or the "sig' ( Bu-
balls Sirai/nei). Sir H. Johnston found the
first-named extremely numerous in the plains
about Kilimanjaro in 1885.

The konzi (Biibalis Lichtensteini) of all the
Zambezi region and Nyassaland : Hunter's hart-
beest (Bubalis Uunteri) of the Tana River
Valley, marked with a conspicuous white chev-
ron on the forehead; the black-faced korrigum
(Bubalis Senefialensis) of the whole Sudan; and
the large Tunisian hartbeest (Bubalis major) of
the western Sahara, are allied species of the
Xorth. In South Africa there formerly ranged in
great herds, and still sparingly exist, three other
well-known species. One, the sassaby, or bastard
hartbeest (Bubalis lunata), was one of the most
numerous and well-known antelopes of the plains
of Cape Colony and northward ; it is about three
feet ten inches high, and dark purplish red, near-
ly black on the face and along the spine. Like
all of this group, their flesh is excellent food.
The blesbok (Bubalis albifrons) and bontebok
(Bubalis pi/riargus) are smaller, and remarkable
for their brilliant purple-red color and white
legs, and each has a white blaze on the face.

In the bontebok this mark continues to the base
of the horns, while in the blesbok it is divided by
a dark cross-bar between the eyes. See Ante-
LorE ; and Plate of Antelopes.

HART'-DYKE', Sir William (18.37—). An
English landowner and politician, born in Kent.
He was educated at Harrow- .-ind Oxford, was
elected to Parliament for his native shire in 180.5.

was Chief Secretary for Ireland (1885-86), and

vite-president of the Council on Education (1887-

02).

HARTE^ Francis Bret (1839-1902). An
-Vnierican humorous poet and novelist, born at
Albany, N. V., August 25, 18.3!). At fifteen he
wandered to California, where he spent three

years digging for gold and teaching school. In
1857 he entered the olhce of the UoUkn Era as
a compositor, and presently began to write for

that paper sketches which attracted favorable
notice. He became its assistant editor, and soon
afterwards editor-in-chief of the Weekly Califor-

iiiau, in which he piddished his parodies of novels.

-Meanwhile, from 1804 to 1807, he wa.s secretary

of the United States Mint in San Francisco, and
was writing for newspapers poems that won him
great popularity, e.g. "The Society upon the

Stanislaus." His first book of verse. The Lost
Oalleoii and Other Poeiiis, was gathered in 1807;
his first prose book, t'oiideiised Xoiwls, apixsared
in 1807. From 1868 till 1870 he edited the Occr-
lanil ilonthlii, which he had helped to organize,

and in it he published 77(c Luck of Roarimi Caiiip

(1808) and The Outcasts of Poker Flat (i869)—
perliajis his best short stories—and also many
ethers. His most popular poem, "Plain Language
from Truthful James," better knowii as "The
Heathen Chinee," made Bret Harte famous in

1870. In this year he was made professor of

recent literature in the University of California,

but he went to New York in 1871 to continue
writing. After 1878 he held consular appoint-

ments at Crefeld in Germany (1878-80), at Glas-

gow, Scotland ( 1880-85), and after 1885 he dwelt
in England. During the last years of his life he

had his home near London, and a new volume,
chiefly of short stories, appeared nearly every

vear. He died in Camberley, near London, May
5. 1902.

Most of Bret Harte's works depict life on
the Pacific Slope in the early days, but he de-

scribes life also in the Atlantic States and in

England. The more noteworthy among his works
are: Poems (1870); East and West Poems
(1871) ; The Luck of Roaring Camp and Other
Sketches (1871) ; Poetical Works (1873) ; Tales

of the Argonauts (1875); Gabriel Conroy
(1876); Two Men of Sandy Bar (1876); The
Story of a. Mine (1878): The Tiri'ns of Table
Mountain (1879) : Flip (1882) ; In the Carquincz
Woods (1883); On the Frontier (1884); By
Shore and Sedge (1885) ; Snoicbound at Eagle's

( 1886) : A Millionaire of Rough and Ready
(1887); The Argonauts of North Liberty

(1888); A Sappho of Green Sprinc/s (1891);
Salli/ Dou-s (1893> ; In the Hollow of the Bills

(1895); Clarence Barker's Luck (1896); Bul-
qer's Reputation (1896); The Three Partners
'(1897) ; A Protigee of Jack Hamlin's (1899);
From Sandhill to Pine (1900) ; Under the Red-
iroods (1901). Bret Harte's collected works ap-
peared in London (1881) and in Boston (1891),
with supplementary volumes up to 1902.

Of those American authors whose charm lies

mainl3- in their manner of emphasizing the char-

aeteristics of a highly flavored coninumity, Bret
Harte is one of the best. He was open-eyed
and sympathetic in his delineation of adventurers.

His story of the gambler wlin sacrificed himself
for his snow-bound companions bears witness to

Harte's first-hand acquaintance with perverse

humanity. All his strongest tales of the Forty-
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jiiners and of their followers give a view of early

(.'alifornia that, in spite of an exaggeration per-

ceptible to contemporary Californians, supplies

an interesting sujjplement to formal history.

Whether he tells of the rough Caucasian or of

the mysterious Asiatic, Bret Harte has the knack
of catching representative traits so admirably

that we can see the whole of an almost lawless

society. His stuff was romantic, melodramatic,

and mostly disreputable. He handled it with

humor, irony, pathos, or with a cjTiical lack

of a superior point of view. He was imagi-

native in tliat he could cull the essence of things,

but he was neither a dreamer nor a deep or far-

seeing thinker. What was close to him he saw
marvelously, and few writers have ever given a

more distinct impression of being a part of what
they have described. But Bret Harte is as im-

personal as Maupassant. He assumes no respon-

sibility, preaches no sermon, for his whole mind
is; absorbed in the portrayal of facts. Tlie facts

he coordinates with the genius of a born story-

writer. ^'isible physical nature, wild canons and
mountains furnish him a setting. But Bret Harte

admits nature only as a background. He de-

lights in what is dazzling, spectacular, or dread-

ful. Yet his characters never pose. Many of

them are even epically molded : but they are no
heroes, or sorry ones at best. What one remem-
bers most vividly is the gambler, the adventurer,

the desperado, or the bedraggled woman. And
these characters constitute a gallery of vagrants,

sordid unfortunates, or downright rogues. Bret

Harte wrote and wrote abundantly till the end.

In his early work one may feel a quick intelli-

gence, keenly interested in a new world. He is,

through his" subjects, and perhaps through his

manner, an American author otherwise than by

mere birth. His American qualities endeared

him not only to his readers at home, but to many
in Europe ; for Europeans found and still find in

him what in much American literature is too

often faint or absent—an artistic portrayal of a

phase of American life. Consult Pemberton,

Bret Harte (London, 1001).

HARTE, Walter (1709-74). An English

poet and historian. Educated at Marlborough

and Oxford, he entered tlie Chxirch, was preacher

and teacher at his alma mater, and became vice-

principal of Saint Mary Hall. His first poems,

published at the age of eighteen, brought him the

notice of Pope, whose stanch friend he after-

wards became, and also his imitator in an Essay
on Reason (1735). From 1745 to 1749 he was
traveling tutor to the recipient of the famous

Chesterfield Letters, and on his home-coming was
made canon at Windsor, and afterwards rector in

a Cornwall parish. His most pretentious work, a

mine of information. Life of Gustainis Adolphtis,

King of Sioeden. (2 vols., 1759), was pronounced

a very good book—in a German translation

—

but Harte's English was much better in his Es-

sai/s on Bushandry (1764), approved both by

Lord Chesterfield and Dr. Johnson.

HARTEL, hiir'tel, Wilhelm von (1839—).
An Austrian philologist. He was born at Hof, in

Moravia, and studied at the University of Vien-

na. He was appointed professor of classical phi-

lology at Vienna in 1872. made a member of the

Vienna Academy in 1875. of the Berlin Academy
in 1893; and became a life member of the Aus-

trian House of Peers in 1890. In 1899 he was
for a short time -Minister of Education and Public

\\orship, lo which post he was reappointed in

1900. His principal works are: Bomeiische titu-

dicn (1871-74; 2d ed. 1873); Demoslhenische
iStudien {1S~7-7S) ; Studien iiber attisches Staats-

ncht und Urkundenwesen (1878); and various
editions of classical authors, including the lire-

riarium of Eutropius (1872); Cyprian's Opera
Omnia (3 vols., 1868-71) ; and Ennodius's Opera
for the Corpus Heriptorum Ecclesiasticorum.puh-

lished by the Vienna Academy of Sciences. He
was made editor of the Zeitschrift fiir Oester-

reichisehe Oymnasicn in 1874; and with Schenkl

founded the Wiener Studien, a journal on classi-

cal philologj', in 1879.

HARTENSTEIN, har'ten-stin, Gustav ( 1808-

90). A German philosopher and author, born at

Plauen, Saxony, and edvicated at Grimma and
Leipzig, where in 1834 he was appointed pro-

fessor of philosophy. He was one of the most
gifted followers of Herbart, to whose philosophi-

cal views he gave wide extension in the works
entitled Die Probleme und G-rundlehren der oll-

fli'.neinen Mefaphysik (1836), and Die Grundbe-

griffe der cthischen Wissenschaften (1844).

HART'FORD. A city and port of entry, the

capital of Connecticut, and the county-scat of

Hartford County. 124 miles west by south of Bos-

ton, 32 miles north-northeast of New Haven, and
111 miles northeast of New York; on the Central

New England, the New York, New Haven and
Hartford, and the Connecticut Valley railroads

(Map: Connecticut, E 2). It is situated at the

head of navigation for large vessels on the Con-

necticut River. 50 miles from Long Island Sound,

and at the mouth of Park River, a narrow
stream that flows through the city, being crossed

by several bridges. Hartford has a fine site, its

more elevated sections commanding grand views

of the Connecticut Valley, and is regularly

laid out over an area of about 17 square miles.

!Much historical interest attaches to the city, the

niemory of its prominence in Colonial as well as

in later times being preserved in several of its

churches and houses, in its localities, and in its

interesting collections of relics. The old State

House, in which the Hartford Convention (q.v.)

met, now serves as the city hall ; and the new
Capitol is a large and beautiful structure of

white marble, with portraits and statues of fa-

mous persons. Several of the insurance companies

for which Hartford is noted occupy fine offices,

and among other pretentious buildings are the

high school. Young Men's Christian AssociaHon
building. State Arsenal, post-office. Wadsworth
Athena'um. and Saint Joseph's Cathedral, the seat

of the Bishop (Roman Catholic) of Hartford.

Among the charitable institutions are Hartford

and Saint .Toseph's hospitals, Hartford Orphan
Asylum, Old People's Home. Retreat for the In-

sane, American Asylum fnr the Deaf, and Asy-

lum for the Blind. Hartford is the seat of

Trinitv College (q.v.) and of the Hartford The-

ological Seminary (Congregational) founded in

1834. Besides the libraries of these educational

institutions, there are the State, Public, Watkin-

son, and Historical Society libraries. The city

has a niunber of parks: Bushnell Park (46

acres), the site of the State Capitol, and Charter

Oak Park, famous for its fair-grounds and trot-
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ting track; also Keney, Elizabeth, South, River-

side, Pope, and other parks.

In 18S7 Hartford was made a port of entry.

It has considerable eonuucrcial iniporlauce, but

is most widely known as the centre of vast in-

surance interests and for its manufacturing con-

cerns. Tile principal manufactures are bicycles,

firearms. Catling guns, woven wire, mattresses,

screws, nails, pins, envelopes, steam boilers and
engines, machiitery, car -wheels, hosiery, knit

goods, furniture, carriages, and electric vehicles.

The city also controls an extensive trade in Con-

necticut tobacco. The government, as provided
by the charter of 1850, revised in 18S0, is vested

in a mayor, elected biennially, a bicameral coun-

cil, and subordinate administrative officials, as

follows: Fire, street, health, charity, police, and
water commissioners, building inspector, and city

attorney, appointed bj- the executive with the

consent of the board of aldermen, and citj- clerk,

collector, auditor, treasurer, marshal, and school

board, chosen by popular election. The park
commissioners make appointments to fill va-

cancies on their own board. The annual income
and expenditures of the city amount to about
.«2.390,000 and .$2,215,000 respeetivel.y, the prin-

cipal items of expense being $55,000 for street-

lighting. $95,000 for charitable institutions,

$100,000 for tlie fire department. $125,000 for

the police department, and $315,000 for schools.

The city owns its water-works, which are operated

at a vearlv cost of $55,000. Population, in 1800.

5347: in 1850, 17,966: in 1870, 37,180:' in 1880,

42,015: in 1890, 53,230; in 1900. 79,850, includ-

ing 23,800 persons of foreign birth, and 1900 of

negro descent.

In 1633 the Dutch built on what is still known
as Dutch Point a fort which they called the

'House of Hope.' A number of Massachusetts
colonists, mostly from Newtowni (Cambridge),
left their homes in 1635 and 1636, partly be-

cause of a dispute over the civil rights of non-

church members, and, led by their pastors,

Thomas Hooker (q.v. ) and Samuel Stone, settled

at Hartford. The name Newtow-n was at first

adopted, but in 1637 it was discarded for Hart-
ford—Hertford. England, being the birthplace of

Stone. On .January 14, 1639, the freemen of

Windsor. Hartford, and Wethersfield met at
Hartford and, influenced by Hooker, adopted the
famous 'Fundamental Orders of Connecticut,' the
first written constitution adopted by a people

that ever organized a government. For this

reason Hartford is frequently called the 'birth-

place of American democracy.' On September
19, 1650, Peter StuvTesant and commissioners
from the 'United Colonies' signed a treaty a,t

Hartford by which Iioundary disputes were ad-

justed, and the Dutch confirmed in possession
of their fort. In 1654. however, this fort was
seized, and the Dutch expelled from Connecticut.

In 1687 Governor Andros came to Hartford and
made an attempt to seize the Connecticut char-

ter. (See Charter Oak.) Washington and
Rochambeau met here in 1780 to plan the York-
to\vn campaign, and in 1814-15 the Hartford
Convention (q.v.) was in session here. Until

1701 Hartford was the capital of Connecticut;

from 1701 to 1873 it shared that honor with
Kew Haven : and since 1875 it has been sole capi-

tal. Noah Webster. Henry Barnard. .Tohn Fiske.

Richard Burton, and Frederick Law Olmsted

were born in Hartford, and among the notable

wTiters who have made it their home are Harriet

Beecher Stowe, Whittier, Lydia Huntley Sigour-

ney, John Trumbull, Joel Barlow, Horace Bush-

nell, Charles Dudley Warner, and Samuel L.

Clemens. Consult: Trumbull, Tkc Memorial
History of Hartford County (Boston, 1880) ; and
sketches in Powell, Historic Toiviis of the Xcio

Englaml Utatcn (New York, 1898), and Connecti-

cut lldf/azine, vol. v. (Hartford, 1899).

HARTFORD, The. The fiagship in which Ad-
miral Farragut made his attack on New Orleans,

in April. 1802. She was also his fl.agship in the

attack on Mobile.

HARTFORD CITY. A city and the county-

seat of Blackford Comity, Ind., 72 miles north-

east of Indianapolis; on the Lake Erie and West-

ern and the Pittsburg, Cincinnati, Chicago and
Saint Louis railroads (Map: Indiana, D 2). It

is supplied with natural gas, and oil interests are

being developed ; there are manufactures of paper

and pulp, strawboard, glass, iron, flour, hubs and
spokes, etc. The water-works are owned by the

municipality. Population, in 1890, 2287; in

1900, 5912.'

HARTFORD CONVENTION. In American
history, a political assembly representing the Fed-

eralists of New England States, which met at

Hartford, Conn., December 15, 1814, and ad-

journed sine die, January S, 1815. Its mem-
bers numbered twenty-six, twelve coming from
Massachusetts, seven from Connecticut, four

from Rhode Island (all appointed by the Leg-

islatures of their respective States), two from
counties in New Hampshire, and one from
Windham County, Vt. The convention grew
out of the opposition of the Federalists in New
England to the War of 1812, and its mem-
bers all belonged to that party. George Cabot,

of Massachusetts, was elected president, and
Theodore Dwight, of Connecticut, secretary. The
members were as intelligent and as high-minded
men as could have been found in the country, but
Federalism was exceedingly unpopular, and the

fact that the sessions vvere held with closed doors,

and that the members were pledged to secrecy,

gave rise to a report that the secession of the

New England States was contemplated. The ex-

treme stand thus attributed to the leading Fed-

eralists (q.v.), as well as their pronounced opposi-

tion to the war, hastened the movement which
resulted in the complete overthrow of the Federal-

ist Party. The object of the convention was to

devise means not only of security and defense

against foreign nations, but also for safeg\iarding

tjie privileges of the separate States against the

alleged encroachments of the Federal Govern-
ment ; and no treasonable intention could be

proved. The act of Massachusetts calling the
convention stated that the steps taken by the

consulting body were to be "not repugnant to

their obligations as members of the Union;" and
the resolutions of Connecticut and Rliode Island

were to the same effect. The main propositions

were stated in the form of amendments to the

Federal Constitution, which the convention rec-

ommended to the several States. The suggested
changes were that direct taxes and representa-

tives be apportioned among the States according

to the number of free persons therein; that no
new State should be admitted to the Union except

upon a two-thirds vote in each House of Con-
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gress; that Congress should have no power to

lay an embargo on ships of American citizens

for more than sixty days; that Congress should
not interdict foreign commerce or declare offen-

sive war except by a two-thirds vote; that no
person thereafter naturalized should be capable
Of sitting in Congress or of holding any Federal
civil office; that no person should serve as Presi-
dent more than one term ; and that the President
should never be chosen twice successively from
the same State. The delegates further resolved
that, if their recommendations should not be
heeded and if the defense of their respective
States should still be neglected, a further conven-
tion should be created "with such powers and
instructions as the exigency of a crisis so mo-
mentous may require."

The war was practically over before the con-
vention finished its work, the Treaty of Ghent
(q.v. ) having been concluded on December 24111.

tliougli the fact was unknown to the members of
the convention. The battle of New Orleans. .Janu-
ary 8, 1815, and the ratification of the Treaty
of Ghent (February 17th) increased the populari-
ty of the Government and hastened the downfall
of the Federalist Party; and "Hartford Conven-
tion Federalist' was for many years a term of

reproach. The controversy over the absolute
obligation of a Governor to respond to the Presi-
dent's call for the militia presented a problem
in constitutional law, and in the relations of the
States tc the Union, which was not fully settled
even at the outbreak of the Civil War. " For an
authoritative and complete work, consult the
Histor;/ of the Hnrtford Convention (New York,
1S33), by Tiieodore Dwight, secretary of the con-
vention; also consult: Lodge', Life and Letters of
George Cabot (Boston, 1877) ; and Heni-y Adams,
Documents Relating to Xew England Federalism
(Boston, 1877). See FEnERAi.iSTS.

HARTFORD THEOLOGICAL SEMINA-
RY. A Congregational institution, founded in

1834 at East Windsor Hill. Conn., under the
name of the Theological Institute of Connecticut,
and removed in 180.5 to Hartford, with a change
of name. The legal constitution of the seminary
vests its control in a board of trustees, who are
elected by the Pastoral Union—an association
of nearly 200 ministers, all of whom give as-
sent to the creed of the Union, a statement of
doctrine dra\vn up in 1834, with singular breadth
of view. Although the seminary was estab-
lished at a time of theological controversy, the
occasions of dispute then have long ago ceased
to exist, and the institution now is concerned
simply with the problem of training ministers
for present-day work on the broadest lines of
intellectual and spiritual development. In the
reconstruction of theological pedagogy in Amer-
ica during the last twent.v-five years', the semi-
nary has been often the pioneer and alwa.vs
abreast of the most enterprising progress. The
faculty in 1903 numbered twelve professors and
twelve regular lecturers, and the student bodv
was about eighty-five. At that time the library
contained over 81.000 volumes and nearly 45,000
pamphlets—being unsurpassed in this country in
several of its special collections. The main build-
ings are Hosnier Hall, valued at .$150,000, erected
in 1880 by .James B. Hosmer. and the Case
Memorial Library, erected in 1902 by Newton
Case at a cost of .$100,000. Since 1890 the faculty

has issued The Hartford Seminary Record, a
quarterly magazine.

HARTIG, har'tiK, Fkanz, Count (1789-1865).
An Austrian statesman. He held a number of
important posts under the Government until the
appearance of his book. Genesis dcr Revolution in
Ocstcrrtich (3d ed. 1851), describing the begin-
ning of the liberal movement in Austria, forced
him into retirement. In 18G0 he was elected to
the Reichsrat, where he played a prominent part
as a member of the Liberal Centralist Party. In
1801 he was called to the Austrian House of
Lords, of which he remained a member until his
death.

HARTIG, Georg Ludwig (1764-1837). A
German forester. He was born at Gladenbach,
and was educated at Giessen, where he studied
mathematics, political economy, geodesy, and
physics. While in the service of Prince Solms-
Braunfeld at Hungen. Hartig established a school
of forestry which became the model for future
institutions of this kind. In 1811 he was ap-
pointed chief of the department of forestry at
Berlin: and it was due to his firmness that a
large part of the German forests was not sacri-
ficed to meet the financial exigencies of the time.
He wrote in all thirty-one works, such as: An-
u-cisuny zur Holz-uclii fiir F6rster(Sth ed. 1818) ;

Lehrbueh fiir Forster (11th ed. 1877) : Lehrbueh
fiir Jiiqcr (11th ed. 1884); and Kubiktabellen
(10th ed. 1S71).

HARTIG, Robert (1839—). A writer on
forestry, born at Brunswick, a son of Theodor
Hartig (q.v.), and educated at the Collegium
Carolinum, of Brunswick, and at Berlin. In
1878 he was appointed professor of botany at
Munich. The scientific labors of Hartig in the
department of vegetable pathology have contrib-
uted greatly to the development of that branch of
science. Prior to his investigations on the pro-
gressive stages of disease in trees, little or noth-
ing had been done in this department of scientific

inquiry ; so that Hartig may be considered the
founder of arboreal pathology. His more impor-
tant works include : Die Vnterscheidungsmerkmale
dcr n-ichtigcrn in Deutschland icachsenden Hoher
(3d ed. 1890) ; Lchrbucli der Baumkrankheiten
(2d ed. 1889: Eng. trans, by W. Somerville,
1894). In this work the author reviews the de-

A"elopment of the study of vegetable pathology';
the causes of vegetable disease: the injviries in-

duced by such plants as cryptogams, fungi, and
phanerogams : and wounds, and diseases due to
conditions of the soil.

HARTIG, Theodor (1805-80). A German
forester and naturalist. He was born at Dillen-

burg, was educated at Berlin (1824-27). and
was successively lecturer and professor of for-

estry at the University of Berlin (1831-38) and
at the Carolinum. Brunswick. His works in-

clude: Die Aderfliigler Deutsclilnnds (2d ed.

18601 ; Tergleichende Untersuchungen iiber den
Ertrag der Rofhiiclie (2d ed. 1851). In collabo-

ration with his father. Georg Ludwig Hartig. be
also published the work entitled. Forstliches und
naturii-issenschaftliches Konversationslexikon.The
eleventh edition of his father's Lehrbueh fiir

Forster, the later reprints of which he had re-

vised, was published in 1877.

HART'INGTON. A city and the county-seat
of Cedar County, Neb., about 20 miles south by
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east of Yankton, S. D. ; on the Chicago, Saint

Paul, Minneapolis and Omaha Railroad (Map:
Nebraska, G 1 ) . It is the centre of a farming

and stockraisinp district, and has scftne manufac-
tures. Population, in 1900, !I71.

HARTINGTON, Marqiis of. See Devox-
siiiRE, Eighth Duke of.

HARTLAXJB, h-irt'loup, GusT.w ( 1814-1900)

.

A German ornithologist, born in Bremen, and
educated at Berlin, Bonn, and Giittingen. In ad-

dition to his contributions on ornithology to

Troschel's Aicliiv dcr \atui-;icschirhtc during a
period extending from 1846 to 1871, he published

several valuable scientific works chietlv on the

birds of Africa. These include: f<i/ste»i der

Oniitholoyic Westafrikas (18.57); lieitmg zur
Fauna Centralpolynesiens (jointly with Finsch,

1867) ; "Die Viigel Ostafrikas" (also with Finsch,

in vol. iv. of Decken's Reisen in Ostafrika, 1870) ;

and Die Viigel Madagasknis uitd der benuch-

barten Inselgruppeii (1877).

HARTLEBENj hart'labtn. Otto Erich
(1864— ). A tJeruian writer, born in Clausthal.

He studied at Berlin, Tubingen, and Leipzig, and
in 1889-90 was in the Government service as ref-

erendary successively in the district court of

Stolberg-am-Harz and the criminal court of Mag-
deburg. His literary work includes some earlier

verse, but consists of dramas principally, ranging

from the satiric to the tragic. Of these Bosen-

montag (1900) was perhaps best received. Some
of them have found presentation in the United
States.

HARTLEPOOL, hiir't'l-pool. An ancient sea-

port, market-town, and municipal borough, in

Durham County, England, on a small peninsula

in the North Sea, 18 miles east-southeast of Dur-
ham ( Map : England, E 2 ) . Sea fisheries, iron

shipbuilding, marine engineering, cement manu-
facture, and coal trade are its chief industries.

Its principal buildings are the borough hall, and
Saint Hilda's Church of the thirteenth century,

with its lofty embattled tower. Its lighthouse is

visible 15 miles. A substantial sea-wall and es-

planade are attractive features on the seaward
side. The town maintains cemetery, markets,
and free public library. It grew up around a
monastery of which Saint Hilda was abbess, and
its harbor was of importance in 1171. Its first

charter was granted l>v King .Tohn. Population,
in 1891, 21.300: in loo'l. 22.700. Consult Sharjie.

History of Ri'rtlepool (1800: new ed. 18.51).

HARTLEPOOLS, The. A Parliamentary bor-

ough and jiort of Durham County, England, com-
prising the municipalities of Hartlepool (q.v.)

and its extension. West Hartlepool (q.v.).

HART'LEY, Sir Charles Augustus (1825—
) . An English engineer and railroad-builder.

He served through the Crimean War as captain

of engineers in the Turkish contingent: was
made engineer-in-chief of the European Commis-
sion of the Danube in 1856. and in 1862 was
knighted. In 1867 he drew up plans for the

enlargement of the harbor of (Ddessa. and won
with them the competitive prize of 8000 silver

riililes olTered by the Emperor of Russia. In

1875 he was a member of the board of engineers
appointed by the President of the United States

to report on the practicability of .J. P>. Eads's plan

for improving the south pass of the Mississippi

River by means of jetties. The British Govern-

ment named him a member of tlie International

Technical Commission on the Suez Canal in 1884.

As a consulting engineer he was employed by
several governments, notably on the harbor and
river improvements of the Hugli, the harbor of

Triest, the Nile Barrage below CaJK), and the

harbor of Varna. Among his published works
are: Delta of the Danube; Public Works in the

United States and Canada; Inland Saviyatioii

in Europe ; and History of the Engineering Works
of the .Sue; Canal.

HARTLEY, David (1705-57). A celebrated

English philosopher. His father was Vicar of

Armley, in Yorkshire. At fifteen he entered

Jesus College, Cambridge, and afterwards became
a fellow of the college. He studied at first for the

Church, but dissented from some points in the

Articles, and in consequence had to abandon his

original intention. He finally chose the profession

of medicine, in which he attained considerable

eminence. He practiced as a physician suc-

cessively in Newark, Bury Saint Edmunds, Lon-

don, and Bath, where he died. His chief work,
entitled Observations on Man, His Frame, His
Duty, and His Expectations, was begun when he
was about twenty-five, and occupied him for six-

teen years. It was published in 1749, and was
translated into French and German. The first

part relates to the constitution of the human
mind, and is the really important and original

part. The second part treats of religion and
morals.

His handling of the mind turns throughout
upon two theories. The first is called the doc-

trine of vibrations, or a theory of nervous action

analogous to the propagation of sound, the sug-

gestion of which he owed to Newton, of whose
writings he was a student. The second theory

was that the higher activities of the mind might
be explained to a very wide extent by the prin-

ciple of the association of ideas (see Association
OF Ide.\s)—a principle far from new in the state-

ment of it, but never before appreciated in any-

thing like the range of its bearings upon the

phenomena of mind.
The doctrine of vibrations supposed that when

any one of the senses was affected by an outward
object, the effect was to set the particles of the

nerve in a vibratory motion, which ran along

to the brain, and produced corresponding vibra-

tions in the cerebral substance. In like manner,
when an active impulse proceeded outward to

the muscles, the manner of communication along

the nerves was of the same kind. He even ex-

tended these molecular vibrations to the other

tissues. All conscious processes were regarded as

having physiological correlations in brain proc-

esses. The opposition that immediately mani-
fested itself against t4iis part of Hartley's specu-

lations arose from a mistaken notion that it

favored materialism.

As regards the second doctrine of Hartley, the

doctrine of association, he has the right to be
regarded as the fomider of the English school of

association, although thinkers before him. among
whom were Locke and Hume, had used the prin-

ciple of association to explain many of the more
developed mental contents. But it seems that
Hartley was the first to make association a prin-

ciple for the explanation of all complex psychical

phenomena. He maintains that it is involved in

the conversion of our sensations into ideas, and
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also in the first origin of voluntary power, which
he truly regards as essentially an acquired power.
He then treat;? of the commonly recognized in-

tellectual faculties, memory, imagination, reason,

etc. Lastly, the emotions, which he classilies

under si.x heads, imaginative emotions, ambition,
self-interest, sympathy, theopathj' (the religious

sentiment), and the moral sense, may, according
to him, be readily' seen to be the products of

association of certain elementary feelings that
unite among themselves, and pass into new con-

nections, and give birth to complex feelings,

under the general law. Many of those explana-
tions would be considered now as faulty or de-

tective; but at the time Hartley's attempt was
a great step in advance. In logic he seems to

have been the forerunner of the algebraical theory
of tliat science. In addition to the work men-
tioned above. Hartley published in 1746 Con-
jeclura' Qucedant dc Motti, Sensus et Idearum
Oeneratione. Consult: Bower, Hartley and
James Mill (London. 1881); Schonlank, Hart-
ley und Priestley, die Begriinder des Associa-

tionismus in England ( 188-2)

.

HART'LEY, David ( 1732-1813 ) . An English
politician. He studied at Corpus Christi College,

Oxford, and afterwards entered politics as a
Liberal. Among his friends was Benjamin
Franklin, whom he met during Franklin's stay
in London, and with whom after his departure
began a corresjiondence which continued through
the years of the Revolution. He strongly op-

posed the policy of Lord North's Ministry in

forcing a war with America, and labored to ef-

fect an exchange of prisoners, believing that any
amelioration of hardships or acts of generosity
would tend to lessen the bitter feelings of the
combatants. He was a zealous supporter of Rock-
ingham ; and this, together with his friendship

for Franklin, probably led to his selection as
Plenipotentiar.v to sign the treatv of peace with
the United States (Paris, September 3, 1783).
His writings were nearly all of a political char-
acter, such as: "Two Letters from David Hartley,
Esq., M.P.," in Tracts Concerning County Peti-

tions (1780) ; and An Address to the Committee
of Association of the County of York (1781).
Consult: The . . . Memoirs of Sir Nathaniel
^yilliam Wraj-all, 1772-8 i (1884) : The Complete
Works of Benjamin Franklin, edited by John
Bigelow (New York, 1887-88) ; and Jia'ie,'Frank-
lin in France (Boston, 1888).

HARTLEY, Jonathan Scott (1845—). An
American sculptor, born in Albany, N. Y. He
Tvas educated at Albany, and afterwards went to

England, where he studied at the Royal Academy,
London. From 1876 to 1884 he was professor of

anatomy at the schools of the Art Students'
League, and from 1870 to 1889 president of the

League. His works include the bas-relief on the
monument at Saratoga erected to commemorate
the defeat of Burgo^Tie, a statue of Miles Morgan
at Springfield, Mass. (1882). and a number of
ideal figures, among them the "Young Samaritan"
and the "Whirlwind."

HART'LIB, Samoti. (c.lG00-c.l670). An
English social reformer. He was born at Elbing,
West Prussia, of Polish ancestry, and went to

London in 1628. He is said to have introduced
the earlier writings of Comenius into England
(1637 and 1639), and to have taken an active
part in the movement for the unification of the

various Protestant sects. He was an intimate
friend of Milton, and is said to have been very
charitable. His publications, which are devoted
chiefiy to educational and economic reforms,
include: Considcralions Tending to the Happy
Accuniplishnient of England's Iteformulion in
Church and State (submitted to Parliament in

1647); Mucaria (1641), containing the outlines
of an ideal State; and The Reformed Husband-
man (1051).

HARTMANN, hart'man, .L^kob, Freiherr von
(1795-1873). .\ German soldier, born at Maikam-
mer, in the Palatinate. He was trained in the
French military institutes of Bonn, and Saint Cyr;
in the campaigns of 1814-15 served in the French
ranks against the Allies, and, having entered the
Bavarian Army in 1816, rose to be lieutenant-gen-

eral in that organization (1861). As such, he
fought against Prussia in 1866. Promoted to be
general (1869), he commanded the Second Army
Corps of Bavaria in the Franco-German War,
during which he captured the fortress of Mar-
sal, and took a noteworthy part in the battle of

Sedan. Subsequent to the war he retained com-
mand of the corps, with headquarters at Wiirz-

burg.

HARTMANN, Johan Peder Emiuus ( 1805-

1900). A Danish composer, born at Copenhagen.
He was one of a family of German-Danish mu-
sicians, a grandson of .lohan Hartmann. the

composer, and the son of August Wilhelm Hart-
mann, who was an organist at Copenhagen ( 1800-

50), and the teacher of his more distinguished

son. Y'oung Johan became a teacher in the

Conservatory in 1827, director in 1840, and royal

chai)el-mastcr in 1849. He composed a numlier

of works, among which are the operas: The
Raven, or Brotherli; Proof (1832) ; The Golden
Horns (1834); The Corsairs (1835); Little

Christina (1846) ; music for dramas by Ander-
son, Oehlenschlager, and Heiberg: song cycles,

and instrumental music for piano and violin, etc.

From 1839 to 1892 he was president of the Musi-

cal Association of Copenhagen. He ranks among
the first of Danish composers.—His son. Emil
Hartma^'N (1836— ), born at Copenhagen, was
at first an organist, and afterwards gave himself

entirely to composition. His works consist of

ballets, overtures, songs, several operas, and
much instrumental music.

HARTMANN, Sir Jrxnjs ton (1774-1856).

A German general, born in Hanover. He served

in the Hanoverian artillerv against France in

the Netherlands ( 1793-94)
,

'and from 1803 in the

German Legion, in which, as commander of artil-

lery, he fought under Wellington in the Penin.su-

lar campaign and at Waterloo. In 1833 he was
ap]X)inted to the command of the entire Hano-
verian artillery, which he efficiently organized,

in 1836 was promoted to be lieutenant-general,

and in IS.iO was retired.

HARTMANN, Karl Robert Ebuard von
(1842— ). A German philosopher. He was born

in Berlin, February 23, 1842, educated at the

school of artillery, and held a commission from
I860 to 1865. when he resigned it because a
serious knee trouble, brought on by an accident,

made it impossible for Iiim to perform his duties.

In 1867 he took his degree at Rostock and re-

turned to Berlin, where he has lived ever since,

devoted to literary pursuits, and doing most of
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his work in bed, while suffering great pain. This
circumstauce iias, liowever, not tliminislied his

literary activity. The titles of some of liis works
will show liis versatility: Aphorisnicii iibcr das
Drama (1870); tihakesjjcurtii Uomeo uitd Juliet

(1875); Die >ielbst:ersetxuiig des Christenthumn
viid die UcliyioH dcr Ztikunft (1874) ; W'liluhcit

und trrllniiii im Darwiiiisiniis (1875) ; Ziir Re-
form des hiiheren Hcliuhceseiis (1875) ; lieilrdije

zur yalurphilosopbie (1870); Zur Cesrliicltle

und liegrii lid 11)1(1 des Pessimismus (1880); Die
Krisis des Cliristeiitliiiiiis in dcr modcrnen The-
otogie (1880); Der t<piritismiis (1885); Aes-
thetik (1880-87); Zwei Jahrzehnic deiilseher

Politik tind die gegeiiicarlige Weltlage (1888).
lillt these are not his most important ^^orks. His
first hook, Pliilosnphie des Vnbcinisstni (1809;
Eng. trans, by E. C. Coupland, under the title

The Philosophy of the ['neonscioiis. London.
1884), went through edition after edition, and
gave rise to a very copious controversial litera-

ture. HcifTding says that between the years 1870
and 1875 fiftj'-eight works appeared treating of

Hartmann's philosophy. Its peculiar combina-
tion of optimism with pessimism is no doubt the
cause of its popularity.

In opposition to Schopenhauer (q.v.), Hart-
mann maintains that idea is indispensable to
will. "No one can in reality merely vill, without
willing this or that: a will wliich does not will
something, is not: only through the definite eon-
tent does the will obtain tlie possibility of exist-

ence, and this content is idea. Therefore no
volition milhoiit mental object, as Aristotle said
long ago." Against Hegel, whom Hartmann mis-
takenly conceives as advocating a doctrine of non-
willing idea, he maintains that it is necessary
"to recognize will in the idea, whenever the lat-

ter displays an outward causality." The world,
as being a process, must therefore be the product
of will; and as will implies idea, it must be
the product of will realizing an idea. But. ac-

cording to Hartmann. an idea need not be con-
scious. Indeed, consciousness "cannot at all lie

in the idea as such, but must be an accident:
which comes to the idea from elsewhere. The
action of unconscious will is clearer in itself, and
appears less paradoxical;" indeed, will must be
unconscious if the ide.a is uncnn vicious. The term
'the Unconscious' is used by Hartmann to "desig-
nate the united unconscious will and unconscious
idea." or the subject of wliich unconscious will

and imconscious idea are the two attributes in-

separably imited. Will and idea "are not two
drawers in the Unconscious, in one of which lies

the irrational will, in the other the powerless
idea, but they are two poles of a magnet with
opposite qualities, on whose opposition the world
rests." They "contradict one another as little

as say the redness and the perfume of the rose."
But though thus compatible, "the one is what
the other is not (the will is not logical, and the
idea not endowed with will)." 'The Unconscious,'
thus defined, is an individvial. "an unconscious
world-.soul," which is "simultaneously present
and purposively efficient in all organisms and
atoms, the bodily life and the human mind."
K is one in all space and in all time, space and
time being its creations, not its conditions. It

can projierly I)e defined as "pure, unconscious
(impersonal but indivisible, therefore individual)
Spirit," and in accordance with this definition

Vol. IX.—39.

Hartmann says that '"our ilonism may be more
precisely characterized as spiritualistic ilonism.'

Consciousness arises out ol tlic 'unconscious' by
"the emancipation of the idea from the will.'

"The essence of the consciousness of tlie idea is

the extrication of the same from its native soil,

tlie realizing will, and the opposition of the will

to this extrication." The conscious idea "is idea

juceminently free from every effort at self-

realization, but without jirejudice to the possi-

bility of afterwards becoming itself again con-

tent of will." This emancipation of idea from
will arises when organized matter suddenly

breaks in upon this self-contained peace of the

Uneon.scious and thrusts upon the astonished in-

dividual spirit an idea which falls upon it as

tiom the skies, for it finds in itself no will to the

idea. "The idea has been sent from the will, to

confront it in future as independent power, in

order to bring under subjection to it.self its

former lord." The will endeavors to negate the

idea but cannot, and this failure is the cause

of pain, which is "the vexation of the uncon-

scious individual mind at the interloping idea."

This break-up of the original unity of will and
idea is itself the work of 'the Unconscious,' which
"can never err—nay, not even doubt or hesitate;"

it "occurs precisely at the most suitable moment,
when the whole purpose frame of the world re-

quires it." Indeed, "the world is contrived and
guided as wisely and as well as is possible."

"The existing world is the best of all possible

ones," and yet "it may still be thoroughly bad,"

its non-existence may be preferable to its exist-

ence. An empirical examination of the facts

proves this to be the case. The contrary belief

is an illusion of which there are three stages.

The childhood of the individual and (he race is

spent in the illusion that the individual can at-

tain happiness now; the yoiitli of the race (me-
di.Tvalism) is spent in the liclief that hap])iness

ii attained bj' the individual in a transcendent

life after death; and the manhood of the race

is spent in the illusion that happiness is at-

tainable by others in this world in the remote
future. The true view is that of "the final

redemption from the misery of volition and exist-

ence into tlie painlessness of non-willing and
non-being." But this redemption can be won only
by making "the ends of the Unconscious ends
of our own consciousness." And the end of the

unconscious is the elimination of miser;-. Posi-

tive happiness is unattainable. But "only in

complete devotion to life and its pains, not in

cowardly renunciation and withdrawal, is any-
thing to be achieved for the world-process. This
devotion to life is necessary for the time being,

since only by contributing to the advance of

intelligence can we hope to bring about a state

of affairs in which the inajor part of the actual
volition or of the functioning Unconscious ,'spirit

shall be under the control of intelligence. When
this consummation is achieved, then volition will

resolve upon its own non-continuance, seeing that
continuance involves a surplus of mi.sery. This
resolve will be a simultaneous common resolve

of individuals in whom the larger half of the
active Spirit of the universe is manifest." For a

survey of the controversial literature on Hart-
mann's teaching, consult : Pluiiiaiher, Dcr h'nnipf
urns I'nbetrnsste (2d cd., Loiiizig, 1890) ; also in

general Kn])eT, Das philosophischc ffi/stcm F.dnard
ron Hartnuinns (Breslau, 1884) ; Drews, Eduard
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von Barlmanns Philosophic und der MateriaUs-
mus in der modernen Kullur (Leipzig, 1890).

HARTMANN, Moritz (1821-72). An Aus-
tri;iii [jiH't and novelist, born of Jewish parents
at Dnsclmik, Bohemia. He studied at I'rayue and
Vienna, traveled in Italy, Switzerland, and Ger-
many, and afterwards taught in Vienna till 1844,

when he felt it wise to leave his native country
in order to publish Kelch und Schwert (1845),
r;ulical in its religious and patriotic sentiment.

Keuere Gedichie (1847) followed a residence

in Belgium and France. He then i-eturued to

Austria and was imprisoned, but was freed by
the Revolution of March, 1848. He became the

leader of the Cterman Party at Prague, was
chosen Deputy to the National Assembly at

Frankfort, lied from Vienna in time to escape im-
prisonment, and took part in the "Piump Parlia-

ment' at Stuttgart. From 1849 to 1868 he lived in

voluntary exile in Switzerland, England, Ireland,

and the East, residing longest in Paris, Geneva,
and Stuttgart. He was Paris correspondent of

the Kiilnisclie Zeitung. and represented it in the

Crimea during the Russo-Turkish War. In 18C5
he settled in Vienna as one of the editors of the

Xeue Fnic Pressc. One of his best-known works
is a political satirical poem, the Reimchronik dps

Pfnffen Mauritius (1849). He also published

volumes of tales (1863-66), under the titles No-
i-ellen and Nach der Xatiir. Hartmann's select

poems were edited in 1874 : his Works, in 10

vols.. 187.S-74. Consult Brandes, Das junge
Dcntsrhhnid (Leipzig, 1891).

HARTMANN, Rouert (1832-93). A German
anthropologist, born at Blankenburg. He was
educated at Berlin, and was made professor of

anatomy there in 1867. He wrote: Reise des

Freiherrn A. von Barnim durch Nordafrika
(1863), a description of an expedition in which
he had taken part in 1859 and 1860; Katiir-

geseltichtlieh-mcdi::iniselw 8kizze der XiViinder

(1865); Die Volker Afrikas (1879); Handhtich
der Anatomic des Mcnsehen (1881) ; Der Gorilla

(1881); Die menschendhnlichen Affen (1883):
and the anthropological part of the report of the

, cruise of the man-of-war Gazette. With Bastian

he founded the Zeitschrift fiir Ethnologie.

HARTMANN VON ATTE, fon ou'e. A Ger-

man poet. See ArE, H.\rt.maxn von.

HARTNACK, hart'nak, Ehmund (1826-91).

A German optician, born at Templin. He worked
under RuhmkorlT in Paris, and with Oberhauser,
whose establishment he bought. After 1870,

when he was forced to leave Paris, he sold the

factory and established a new one at Potsdam.
He made many imjjrovements in the microscope,

especially by his extension of Amici's system of

immersion, and by his work on the Nicol prism.

HARTO'GIA (Neo-Lat. nom. pL, named in

honor of John Hartog, an early traveler). A ge-

nus of trees, or shrubs, of the natural order
RutaceEe. Hartogia capensis, now known as

Agathosnia hispida. a native of tJie Cape of

Good Hope, is only 10 or 15 feet high, but the
trunk is a foot to a foot and a half in diameter.
The wood, wdiich is hard, fine-grained, close, and
tough, is much valued as veneer, and when pol-

ished is equal to the finest mahogany. The
Dutch colonists call it ladlewood. probably from
one of the first uses to which they found it

convenient to apply it.

HART'RANFT, John Fkederic (1830-89).
.\n American suldier and politician, born in

Pennsylvania. He graduated at Union College in

1853, and was admitted to the bar in 1859. He
was among the first to answer President Lin-

coln's call for volunteers in the spring of 1861,

and took part in the first battle of Bull Run as

aide-de-camp on the stafl' of Gen. William B.

Franklin. He then raised the Fifty-first Penn-
sylvania Regiment, which he led in a brilliant

and successful charge at Antietam. He com-
manded a brigade at Vicksburg, and afterwards
was with Sherman in the advance to Jackson,
jNliss. He recaptured Fort Stedman before Rich-

mond, displaj'ing great bravery, for which he was
brevetted major-general. After the war he was
twice chosen Auditor-General of Pennsylvania,

and served as Governor for two terms, during
which he reorganized the militia of the State and
put it upon a strictly military basis.

HARTSHORN. The name given in pharmacy
to the antlers of the Cervus elaphus. Its com-
position is very difi'erent from that of persistent

horns, as those of the ox. for example, and is

identical, or nearly so, with that of bone. The
products of its distillation were formerly much
used in medicine, under the titles of oil of harts-

horn, volatile salt of hartshorn, spirits of harts-

horn, etc. ; but they are now replaced by simpler
preparations of the active ingredients of these

substances, namely, ammonia and carbonate of

ammonia. See also Ammonia.
HARTS'HORNE, Edw.\rd (1818-85). An

.\merican physician, born in Philadelphia. In

1843, and again in 1844, he published reports in

favor of the se])arate system of prison discipline,

v.diich attracted considerable attention, as they
were the first written by one who had had experi-

ence with the practical workings of the system.
In 1847 he was the secretary of the first prison
discipline convention which met in Philadelphia,

and ten years later acted in the same capacity
to the first sanitary convention in the United
States.

HARTSOEKER, hiirt'soo-ker. Niklaas ( 1656-

1725). A Dutch physicist and histologist, born
at Gouda. He early showed a taste for mathe-
matics and physics; studied these subjects with-

out the permission or knowledge of his father,

a Reformed clergj'man. who wished his son to

become a clergyman : and at the age of eighteen

made a powerful microscope, with which he made
striking discoveries regarding spermatozoa. His
father finally consented to his going to Leyden.
and later to Amsterdam, where he met Huy-
gens, and confided to him his discoveries. In
1678 he went to Paris and studied under Cas-

sini ; from 1684 to 1696 he lived in Paris, and
then returned to Holland to become the in-

structor of Peter the Great. He went to Diis-

seldorf, in 1704. on the urgent invitation of the

Elector of the Palatinate, and was appointed
honorary professor at Heidelberg. In 1717.

after the Elector's death, he moved to Utrecht,

where his continued application to work broke

his health. His works include: Essai de diop-

triqne (1694). in which his independent discov-

ery of many of Newton's observations on light

appeared, as well as a well-defined theory of

general physics; Principes de physique (1696),

developing this theory: Conjeetiires physiques

(1707-OSJ ; and Coursde physique (1730).
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HART'S-TONGXJE FERN. A name applied

to ferns of tlie genus Seolopendriuni, or Pliyllitis,

as it is sometimes designated. They are l.irge

ferns witli oblong, strap-shaped leaves or fronds.

f<coloi)Cii<lrii(iH vtilyarc is eonimon in Europe and

Asia, but, so far as is known, is rare in .\nierica.

It oeenrs in damp ravines or under limestone

cliflfs in a few loealities in New York, Tennessee,

and Canada. The fronds are 10 to 15 inches high

and 1 to 2 inches broad, with heart-shaped bases,

and entire or undulate margins. The fruit-dots

are linear and occur by twos almost at right

angles to the midrib, one occurring on the up])er

side of a veinlet and its mate on the lower side

of the next veinlet; thus they appear to be ar-

ranged in pairs.

HART'STTFF, George Lucas (1830-74). An
.\merican soldier, born at Tyre, N. Y. He gradu-

ated at West Point in 18.52, and served on the

frontier and in Florida, where, during a fight

with the Seminole Indians, he received a wound
which eventually caused his death. In IMarch,

18(11, he was appointed assistant adjutant-gen-

eral with the brevet rank of captain, and was
assigned to duty under Rosecrans in West Vir-

ginia. Later he was severely wounded at An-
tietam, and immediately after the battle was
made brevet colonel for gallant and meritorious

services. On March 1.3. 1RG5, he was given the

brevet rank of major-general in the Regular
Army, and from April 3d to May of the same year

was in command of City Point and Petersburg.

He was mustered out of the volunteer service on
August 24, 186.5, and resigned from the Regular

.Army on June 29, 1871, because of disability

residting from wounds received in battle.

HARTT, Charles Frederick (1840-78). .An

American geologist, horn at Fredericton. N. B.

He studied under Agassiz for a number of years,

and then accompanied him as geologist on an
expedition to Brazil in 1865. After his return he

was appointed professor of geology and physical

geography jlt Cornell LTinyersity, but interrupted

his university duties to make three more expe-

ditions to Brazil, where he finally settled in 1875

to enter upon his great work as chief of the geo-

logical commission appouited to make a survey of

the entire empire. Scarcelv more than two years

Inter, however, he contracted a fever and died.

His principal publication is The (leolofiy and
Physical Ceopraphy of Bra::il (1870). Consult
Hay, "The Seientific Work of Prof. Charles Fred-
erick Hartt," in the Proceedinfifi and Transactions

of the Royal l^ociely of Canada, series 2, vol. v.

(Ottawa, '1800).

HARTWICH, hiirfvlK, Emil Hermann
(1801-70) . A Oerman engineer, bom at Bensdorf,
near Brandenliurg. He was inspector of water-
works in Stcinau and commissioner of buildings

at Danzig, where he undertook the completion of

the moles in the Baltic near Neufahrwasser. He
built the bridge over the Rhine at Coblenz, and
introduced many English methods in Gorman
railroads, especially a central switch apparatus.
.Among his writings are: Ericeiterunyshantcn dcr
rhcinischcn Eisenhahn (1864-67): Denkschrift,

Uclreffend die Ilerstelhinff einer Eisenhahn
irelche Berlin durchschneidet (1872); Aphoris-
tiselie Bemerknnncn iihcr das Eiscnbahntvesen
(2d ed. 1874) ; and many contributions to the
Zeitschrift fiir Bauwes'^i,

HARTWIG, hart'viK, or HARTWICK,
.lou.N C'mu.sTorHEK (1714-!)U). .\ (;crnKin-.\mer-

iean Lutheran clergyman, lie was liurn in Sa.xe-

Uotha, and is said to have studied at llie Univer-

sity of Halle, in 1745, after having been ordained

in the tiernian Lutheran Chureli in London, he

came to .\mcrica to take charge of several churches

in .Albany and Dutchess Counties. N. Y. Two years

later he assisted at the organization of the First

Lutheran Synod in Philadelphia. Besides his

work in New York, his clerical labors extended

also to Pennsylvania, Maryland. Virginia, and

New England. In 1761 he "obtained tlie title to

21,500 acres of land in Otsego County, N. Y.,

which he had bought from the Indians. This was
emplo\-ed, in accordance with his directions, to

establish a theological and classical seminary.

Tills institution, known as the Hartwick Semi-

nary, was opened at Hartwick, N. Y., in 1815.

HARTWIG, Otto Peter Ko.nrad (1830—).
A (lernian liistorian, born at Wichmannshausen.
He studied theology and linguistics at Marburg,
Halle, and Gottingen, and in 1867 became a mem-
ber of the staff of the Marburg University library,

from which he went to the LTniversity of Halle as

librarian-in-chief, a post he resigned in 1808. In

1884 he founded, with Scbulz. the Ccntralhlatt fur
Hibliotheksicesen. Among Hartwig's works are:

Ncnricas de Langenstcin (1857); Alls Sicilieri

(1867-69) ; Sicilianische Miirchen, with the notes

of Pauli. and a biographical sketch of him ( 1870) ;

Die Uehersetzungslitteratur Unteritaliens in der

normannisch-staufischcn Epoche (1886); Sulla

data deyli sponsaU di Arripo YI. con la Costanza,

etc., with Amari (1878) ; Qiiellen und Forscluin-

<icn. CIO' dlteslrn Geschichte der Stadt Fhirrm
(1875-80); and Festschrift zvni oOO juhrigen

Oebiirtstage (Jutenhergs (1900).

HARTZENBUSCH, hiirts'cn-bush, Juan
EuoENlo (1806-80). .\ S]iani^h dramatist of the

Romantic movement, born at Aladrid, of a Ger-

man father and a Spanish mother. He first

studied theology, and tlien took to painting, but

was forced by his father's illness to follow for

some years his profession, that of a cabinet-maker,

Ivaining himself meanwhile for the work of a

pla,^^vright by preparing versions of domestic and
foreign dramas. His success was assured from

Uie time of the first performance of the Amantes
dr Teriiel. his best-known production, and one of

the most important plays of the Romantic period

of Spanish literature in the nineteenth century.

Highly sentimental, it brings once more upon
the boards a story of sad loves which had al-

ready been treated by Artieda. Tirso de Molina,

and Jlontalvan. Later dramas of Hartzenliuscb,

most of them of an historical nature, are: Dona
Mencia; Alfonso el casta (1841): La jura en

Santa Gadea (1845). dealing with the history

of the Cid: La madre de Prlayo (1846) ; La ley

dr raza, relating to the history of the Visigothic

Empire; Vida par honra (1858). a statement of

the tragic love of the Conde de Villamcdiana : El
niul apostol y el bucn ladr6n (1860). a play with
some of the characteristics of the Anto sacra-

mental; his comedies of a Moretinian type are:

T^n si y un no ; La visionaria : Juan de las Viiias .•

La redoma encantada : Los polrns de la madre
Celestina : Las Batuecas. Hartz<Mibuseli also pub-
lislied Ensayos pocticos it nrticiilos en prosa. etc.

(1843), and Puentos y fnhulas (1861). He was
a lyric jjoct of but modest pretensions. As editor
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of the draiiias of Lope de Vega, Calderon, and
other masters of the siglo de oro, lie did not pos-

sess tile proper scientilie and critical ability. As-
sociated with the stall' of the liibliotcca Xucional
at Madrid, after 1844, he became chief librarian

in ISU'i, and retained this post till his death.

He was a member of the Academy since 1847.

Consult his works in the Coleccion de escritores

casleUunos (JIadrid, 1887 et seq.
) ; Fernflndez-

Guerra's essaj- cm Hartzenbusch in Novo y Col-

son. Aiilorcs dramaiicos coiitrniiioniiieos.

HARTZ (hiirts) MOUNTAINS. See Hakz
MOUXTAIN-S.

HARUGARI, ha'roJvga're. A German order

in the United States, named after an old Teu-
tonic tribe. It was founded in 1847 as a protest

against the anti-German sentiment tiien existing

in the country, and had as its special objects the

preservation of the German language, customs,
and traditions. It was also a social, benevolent,

and altruistic organization. It has at present

some 300 lodges, with a total menibershio of

about 30,000.

HARUN AL-'RASHID, ha-roon' iil ra-shed'

(?-809). The fifth of the Abbasside caliphs. He
was born either on the iOth of JIarch. .\.D. 763, or

the loth of February, a.d. 766, and in 786 succeed-

ed his elder brother, Al-Hadi in the caliphate. The
administration during a considerable part of

Die brilliant reign of Harun was intrusted to the

Grand Vizier Yahya, head of the powerful Barmek
or Barmecide family; and the energy of the ad-

r.nnistration. the enfcnx-cment of order, and tlie

general prosperity of the country proved that

Harim's confidence was not misplaced. Rebel-

lions were suppressed, and the integrity of the

Empire was prescn'ed, saving the loss of a por-

tion of North Africa occasioned by the rise of the

Idrisites
(
q.v. ) . The capital. 13agdad, became

the most flourishing city of the period. Tribute

was paid to Harun from all quarters, and splen-

did edifices were erected by liim at an enormous
cost. Harun loved hixuiy and pleasure, was a

patron of learning, poetry, and music, and his

Court was the resort of the most eminent Mo-
hammedans of the age. He was celebrated in

countless songs and narratives; and is perhajis

best known in the AVest as the caliph around
whom centre the tales of the Arabian Nights.

Toward (he end of his reign he conceived a hatred

towai-d the Barmecides (q.v.), due. perhaps, to

jcijlousy of their growing influence and power;
yet he suffered the reins of government to remain
in their hands for some years. In 803 he caused

the Vizier, his four sons, and all their descend-

ants, one only excepted, to be executed, not even

excepting his favorite .Tacafar, who had been his

companion in his nocturnal rambles through the

streets of Bagdad. The aft'airs of the Empire
felt the change ; disorders broke out in every

part of the caliphate, and treason and rebellion

led to civil wav. A formidable insurrection broke

out in Khorassan, and Harun marched in person

against the rebels. But an attack of apoplexy
obliged him to remain behind in Tus, where he
sonn afterwards died in the month of March. 800.

While Harun was an enlightened monarch, he was
a thorough Oriental despot, who has been some-

what idealized in popular tradition. Consult:

Muir, The Caliph-ate (London. 1801) ; Osborn,

Islam Under the Khalifs of liarjdad (London,

1878) ; Palmer, Earoiin Alraschid (London.

1881) ; Weil, Geschichte der Chalifen (Jlaimheim
and Stuttgart, 1840-62).

HARU NO MIYA, ha'n.i m', me'ya, YoSHl-
HiTO (1870— ). The Crown Prince of .Japan. He
was named heir apparent on Novciulx'r 3. 1889,

and in I'.IOO married the Princess Sada Fudshi-
wara.

HARUS'PICES (Lat., 'inspectors of en-

trails'). Roman soothsayers. Thev seem to have
come originall}' from Etruria, whence the Romans
derived many of their religious institutions.

Their art, haruspicinu, whicii in many respects

was like that of the augurs (see Auguries and
Auspices), consisted in interpreting the will of

the gods by inspecting the entrails of the ani-

mals offered in sacrifice (hence they ai'e also

called cxtispicns) , and by observing other circum-
stances connected with the ofl'erings, such as the

willingness or unwillingness of the victim to

come to the altar, the flame, the smoke, etc.

They took indications also from earthquakes,
lightning, and all other extraordinary phe-

nomena of nature called porlenlu. The harnspices

did not equal the augurs in dignity and respect;

tliey were regarded rather as media of communi-
cation with heaven than as possessing any inde-

jiendent religious authority. Tliey had no organ-

ization, like the augurs ; they did not, in earlier

times, at least, form a collegium, nor had they
a magistcr. They were, however, at one time con-

sidered of great importance; but in later times
their art fell into disrepute with the more Intel--

ligent portion of the Roman citizens. Some of the

later emperors, especially Alexander Severus. en-

deavored to revive and encourage the art of the

liamspices, but it was finally abolislied by Con-
stantine. Their sacred boc5ks were called libri

li'iriispicini, fiilfjiiniles, and tonitruales. Con-
sult Bouche-Lcclercq, Histoire de la divination

dans Viiiitiiiuite (Paris, 1870-82).

HAR'VARD, John (1607-38). An English
clcrgiTiian in New England, the principal founder
of Harvard College, born in Southwark, London.
His father. Robert Harvard, was a butcher. His
mother, who married twice after her first hus-

band's death, became possessed of considerable

])roperty, which enabled her to give John Har-
vard .a good education, and he was accordingly

sent to Emmanuel College, Cambridge University,

where he graduated in 1631, studied theology,

and took his master's degree in 1635. In 1637 he

n-^arried Ann Sadler, the daughter of a elergy-

nvm of Sussex, and removed to New England.
There he settled at Charlestow'n, on ISIassachu-

setts Bay. where he was admitted a freeman in

August, and where he became an assistant pastor

of the First Church, of which the Rev. Z. Svmmes
was in charge. His health soon gave way. how-
ever, and he died of consumption on September
18, 1638. after a residence in tlie Colony of little

more than a year. By his will he left his library

of 260 volumes and a sum of about £400 to the

college at 'New- Towne,' later Cambridge, for

which the General Court of the Colony had made
an appropriation of £400 in 1636. A year after

t)ie young clergyman's death, in commemoration
of his benefaction, the name of Hai'vard was con-

ferred upon the institution. Consult Rendle.

John Tliin-ard (London, ISSo).

HARVARD UNIVERSITY. The oldest in-

stitution of higher education in the United States,

situated at Cambridge, Mass. It had its incep-
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tion in a desire of the early settlers of the Colony
of -Massaclmsetts Bay to preserve and perpetu-

ate in their new home the classical and theo-

logical learning accpiired by many of Iheni at

the L'niversity uf Cambridge, and lo educate the

"English and Indian youth in knowledge and
godliness." To this end the General Court of the

Jlassachusetts Bay Colony voted £400 in lU3t),

and in the following year appointed twelve emi-
nent men of the Colony, including tiovernor John
W'inthrop, "to take order for a college at New-
Towne,'' which vas afterwards renamed Cam-
bridge, in honor of C!anibridge University. While
the organiziition of the institution was in prog-

ress. Rev. John Harvard, an English non-conform-

ing clergyman, died in 1638, beqiieathing to the

new school his library, consisting of 200 volumes,

together with half of liis estate, valued at about
£400. In recognition of this gift—niuniticent in

those days—the new school was named Harvard
College. The Colonial magistrates and many
private persons, emulating Harvard's generosity,

also contributed books, funds, and gifts in kind.

The first building was erected in 1037 by Na-
thaniel Eaton, who also taught until 1039, when
he was dismissed for misconduct. Tlie Rev.
Henry Dunster was elected president in 1040. and
in 1042 the first class, consisting of nine students,

was graduated. The government of the college

was tile same year vested in a board of overseers,

consisting of the Covernor, the Deputy Governor,

the magistrates, the teaching elders of the "six

next adjoining towns" (Cambridge. Watertown,
Charlestown, Boston, Roxbury, and Dorchester),
and the president of the college. In 1650 the

college was formed into a corporation, consisting

of the president, five fellows, and the treasurer,

for the immediate administration of the financial

and educational affairs of the institution, and in

1657 the charter of the corporation was so

amended as to dispense W'ith the positive assent
of the overseers in matters relating to the in-

ternal management of the college, leaving, how-
ever, final jurisdiction to that body if necessary.

These two governing bodies acted as checks upon
each other throughout the earlier history of Har-
vard, and though at times their antagonism was
productive of some good, restraining the too rapid
advances proposed b_v the liberal corporation on
the one hand, and preventing the overseers from
using the college for partisan purposes, yet the
progress of the college was much retarded by
these controversies. The character of the board
of overseers has been fundamentally changed by
successive legislative acts, concurred in by the
corporation and overseers. According to the
State Constitution of 1780 it was composed of

the Governor. Lieutenant-Governor, Council and
Senate of the Commonwealth, the president of the
college, and the ministers of the Congregational
churches of the towns mentioned above. In 1810
fifteen laymen and fifteen Congregational minis-
ters, with the president' of the Senate and the
Speaker of the House, all inhabitants of the

State, were substituted in place of the Senate
and the ministers of the six towns. In 1814 the
members of the Senate were restored to mem-
bership ; the act of 1834 made clergymen of

all denominations eligible for membership on
the board: but it was not ratified by the cor-

poration and overseer.s until 1843; the act of

1851 secularized the board by containing no
reference to clergvmen; the act of 1805 trans-

ferred the election of members of the board from
the State Legislature to persons holding the B.A.,

.M.A., and honorary degrees from the college, who
were tu vote oil connnencenient day at Cam-
bridge; in 1880 eligiliility to election as overseer
was extended to non- residents of the State. Nom-
inations are nuide by postal ballot, while the

election is lield in Cambridge on conunencement
day. Thus Harvard was successively freed fro\n

Church, State, and sectional control.

The administrations of Presidents Dunster,
Chauncy, Hoar, and ^Mather, covering a period of

nearly seventy years, were characterized by a
constant struggle for existence on the part of

the college, due to the parsimony of the govern-

ment, and to tlie religious controversies of the

lilierals and ortliodox. Rev. Increase JIather,

wlio was president of the college for fifteen years,

actually secured, in 1692, the passage of an act

granting a new charter, placing the institution

under control of the Calvinists, but the royal

sanction to the instrument was withheld. In 1707
the struggle for the control of the college cul-

minated in the confirmation of the charter of

1050, tlie liberals gaining control of the corpora-

tion, while the orthodo.\ retained their inlluence

in the board of overseers. In 1721 Tlioiuas Hol-
lis, an Eng!i.sh merchant, endowed a divinity

chair, expressly stipulating that the incumbent
should not be subjected to any particular reli-

gious tests. The overseers at first refused to
accept the gift; ami when, at the instance of the
corporation, they finally did accept it, the found-

er's wishes were disregarde<l by the exaction of

a number of confessions from the' first appointee.

In 1702 an attempt was made by the orthodox
party to establish a rival college in the Colony,

but this was stoutly resisted by the overseers,

and they succeeded in dissuading Governor Ber-

nard from gianting a charter. Fire destroyed,

in 1764, the first Harvard Hall, containing the

library and apparatus. The greatest loss was the

ffiunder's library, one book being resciu>d out of

his entire collection. Sympathy for the college

was awakened throughout the Colonies, which
generously aided to repair the loss.

The liberal tendencies of Harvard manifested
themselves on the political as well as on the
religious side. The class of 1708 voted to take
their degrees dressed in homespun, and the degree

of LL.D. was conferred upon George Washington
in 1776. Throughout the critical period of the

Revolution, Harvard loyally supported the pa-

triotic cause by converting its funds into cur-

rency, whereby its finances greatly suffered. In
1780 the new State Constitution confirmed the
college charter with slight modifications, and by
1793 the college had partially recovered from its

financial difficulties, its fimds being then estimated
at .$182,000. The college after the clo.se of the Revo-
lution assumed its normal growth; the standard
of scholarship was somewhat raised, and in 1782
a medical department was established. Under
President Kirkland's vigorous administration,
1810-28, the college grew considerably. At the
instance of Prof. George Ticknor. who had stud-

ied at GiJttingen, a committee. wi(h Hon, .Toscph

Storv as chairman, was appointed to impiire into

the methods of discipline and instruction at the
college. The committee reported in 1824. recom-
mending the division of the college into depart-

ments and the instituting of two classes of stud-

ies: those necessary' for a degree and those which
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might be taken by students merely wishing "to

pursue particuhir studies to qualify them for

bcientiiie and mechanical employment and the

active business of life." These suggestions met
with strong opposition from tlie conservatives.

A new code of laws was nevertheless drawn up
the following year, organizing the 'faculty of the

university,' systematizing the college adminis-

tration, creating departments, and admitting spe-

cial students. This marks the transition period

of Harvard from a classical college modeled after

the traditions of Oxford and Cambridge to a

imiversity based on the principles of European
universities. The attempt at expansion, which
involved an increase in expenditure, received a

temporary check when, in 1824. the Legislature

refused to renew the grant of the bank tax. which

had netted the college, since 1814, about $10,000

annually. In 1825 the disbursements exceeded

the income by about $4000, and the attendance,

owing to the enforced economy and the with-

drawal of aid from needy students, decreased

from over 300 in 1824, to about 200. Nevertheless,

the policy of expansion was continued under Presi-

dent .Josiah Quincy, private benefactions, as

usual, supplying the want of State aid. The law
department, which had been established in 1817,

was greatly strengthened by Mr. Nathan Dane's

endowment of an additional chair, to which
Joseph Story, whose works on equity and con-

stitutional law form such an important part

of the legal literature of this country, was ap-

pointed. In the modern-language department
Professor Ticknor and his successor, Henry W.
Longfellow, successfully offered a number of

elective courses, but in other departments the

attempt gradually to introduce electives did not

meet with equal success. It has always been

Harvard's tendency to encourage freedom of

thought, and on that account it was formerly

considered the nursery of Unitarians. The Har-
vard authorities, however, were timorous, and
although some of tlie leading thinkers of that

sect in the L'uited States, as, for example, Emer-
son and Channing, were graduates of the college,

yet when the former addressed the divinity stu-

dents in 1838, exception was taken to some of

his remarks as being too liberal. Harvard's at-

titude toward the slave question was decidedly

conservative. Charles Sumner and Wendell Phil-

lips, leading advocates of the abolition movement,
had. however, been ed\icated at the college, and
when the final call to arms was issued, its sons

were among the first to respond. To the mem-
ory of those who fell in the Civil War, Jlemorial

Hall, one of the finest buildings of the university,

and erected by the alumni at a cost of over $300,-

000, was fittincly dedicated in 1874. The admin-
istrations following President Quincy's resig-

nation in 1845 were distinguished for their

con.servatism. The only notable additions to the

university during that period were the Lawrence
Scientific School and the Dental School. The
struggle bet\vcen the humanities and sciences,

the rigid curriculum and the more liberal elec-

tive system, was about to come on in earnest,

and Harvard's position in the educational world

was largely decided when the great organizer

and educational reformer Charles William Eliot

was elected in 1809 as its president.

At the beginning of President Eliot's admin-
istration Harvard consisted of the college,

wherein the courses were largely required, and a

number of semi-independent professional schools,

liaving no entrance requirements or correlation

of studies. The total attendance, which was
largely from New England, was, in 18(19-70, 1107,
including 015 college students and l.'i graduates.
Tlie resident faculty munbered 78, including
Lowell, Holmes, Agassiz, and Gray. The elective

question was as yet in a chrysalid state, and the
few elective courses oflered were still in ill repute
and not considered as on a par with required
work. The funds of the university aggregated
$2,257,989.80, and the income $270^404.63. The
total value of universitj' property was estimated
at about $10,000,000. The library contained
about 192.000 volumes. President Eliot reor-

ganized and consolidated the several schools, and
in 1903 Harvard University comprised eleven

correlated departments as follows: (1) Harvaj'd
College, the Lawrence Scientific School, estab-

lished in 1847, and which grew slowly until 1885,
and the Graduate School, organized in 1872 for

students pursuing original research. These have,

smce 1890, been under the immediate charge of

the Facility of Arts and Sciences, and include
fourteen departments, offering elective cour.ses in

the sciences, mechanical and fine arts, and hu-
manities, which lead to the degrees of B.A., B.S.,

JLA., U.S., Ph.D., and S.D. In 1902-03 the at-

tendance in the college was 2109; in the Scien-

tific School, 584; and in the Graduate School,

31G. In addition to the regular courses otTered

by the faculty, persons holding the Ph.D. or S.D.

degree are authorized to giAc courses either

gratuitously or at a stipulated fee, in the same
manner as the docents at the German universi-

ties. Evening readings, lectures, and concerts,

including those of the Boston Symphony Orches-

tra, have become a permanent feature at the

university. For graduates engaged in original

research, 41 fellowships, yielding from $300 to

.?1000, are available. Tliere are also 205 scholai'-

ships open to all students under this faculty, be-

sides several special funds for the assistance of

needy students. (2) The Law School, established

in 1817, and reorganized in 1872 by Professor

Langdell, who first introduced the inductive or

case method, confers the LL.I5. degree, and had, in

1903. an attendance of 640. (3) The iledical

School, established in 1782, and the Dental
School, founded in 1867, united since 1899 under
the faculty of medicine, and located at Boston.

They confer the JI.D. and D.D.S. degrees, and
had, in 1903, an attendance of 445 and 112, re-

spectively. (4) The Divinity School, formally
organized in 1819. is non-sectarian, and confers

the degree of S.T.B. LTnder certain specific con-

ditions, its students may also earn the M.A. and
Ph.D. on recommendation of the faculty of arts

and sciences. Its attendance is small. (5) The
Bussey Institution, a .scientific school of agri-

culture and horticulture, the only school to which
there are no formal entrance requirements, was
organized in 1871. and is situated at Jamaica
Plain, about five miles from Boston. It confers

the degree of Bachelor of Agricultural Science.

(6) The Arnold Arboretum was founded in 1872

under the will of .Tames Arnold, for scientific re-

search in arboriculture, forestry, and dendrology,

and has a museum for Massachusetts trees and
shrubs. It occupies about 220 acres in West
Roxburj'. (7) The University Library, including

the separate libraries of the several schools and
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departments, aggregates 576.900 volumes ami 250.-

000 pamphlets, the largest collcotinn being at

Gore Hall, wliieh contains 387.10(1 volumes. (8)

The University Museum, situated at a short dis-

tance from the main buildings, consists (a) of

the Museum of Comparative Zoiilogy, founded in

1859 by private subscription and by the State,

and grcatl.v enriched by the colU'ctions of Prof,

l.ouis Agassiz and the gifts of his son; (b) the

Peabody Museum of American Arch.Tologj- and
Ethnology: (c) the Botanical Museum; and
(d) the mineralogical and geological sections.

The Semitic, the Fogg Art, and the Germanic
Museums are each located in separate buildings.

(9) The Botanic Garden, founded in 1807, oc-

cupies about seven acres, on which are culti-

vated about 5000 species for scientific pur-

poses. (10) The Gray Herbarium includes

the famous collection of Prof. Asa Gray, pre-

sented to the university in 1804. (11) The As-

tronomical Obsei-vatory, established in 1843,

maintains a station near Arequipa, Peru, and a

^ series of meteorological stations crossing the

Andes at elevations varving from 100 to 19,200

feet.

In 1879 the solution of the question of higher

education for women was partially begun by
Harvard professors and instructors, with the

organization of the Society for the Collegiate

Instruction for Women. In 1894 the name of

the society was changed by the General Court of

Massachusetts to Radclitl'e College (q.v. ). and
permission was given it to confer the ordinary

collegiate degrees subject to the a|)proval of a
board of visitors, composed of the president and
fellows of Harvard College, under wliose direc-

tion and control Radcliffe was then placed. Its

immediate government is in cliarge of a council

and an academic board, of which bodies the

president ami dean of Harvard College are mem-
bers. Instruction is given mainly by the faculty

of Harvard College, and sixteen scholarships are

available for worthy students. Its attendance is

approximately 450. The government of Harvard
University is vested in (1) a board of overseers,

of which the president and treasurer are mem-
bers ex-officio. and five of whom are elected an-

nually for a term of six years; (2) the corpora-

tion, composed of the president, treasurer, and
five fellows—a self-perpetuating body, having
charge of the management of the material and
educational interests of the univei-sity; (3) the

university council, composed of the members of

the several faculties, with jurisdiction on educa-

tional questions that concern more than one fac-

vlty; and (4) the faculties of the several schools.

.Students under any of the faculties may regis-

ter in any course in the university, a provision

which tends to bind more closely the interests

of the several schools. The entrance requirements
were gradually raised, until 1890. when the

limit was practically reached ; and sciences and
modern languages are now accepted at the college

in lien of one ancient language. These changes
have had a very wholesome efifect in forcing

preparatory schools in turn to raise and broaden
tlie standard of their courses ot stiuly. The pro-

fessional schools, with the exception of the Dental
School, now require matriculants to hold a col-

legiate degree. The question of shortening the

college course has not been definitely settled. In-

dustrious students mav, however, so arrange their

work as to complete the college course in three

years.

The university maintains a summer school

under the faculties of arts and sciences, theologj-,

and medicine, with courses designed mainly for

teachers. In the summer of 1902, 945 students

were enrolled. The schools issue a number of

important publications, partly independent jour-

nals and partly stated re|)orts in scicntilic

periodicals. Important work is done 1j.\' stu-

dents in clubs connected with the various

departments. Athletic sixirt-s are regulated

by a committee representing the faculty,

the graduates, and uiulergraduates. Physi-

cal training is provided by the Heramenway G.yni-

nasium, built in 1878, and by two athletic fields,

containing tweniy-four acres. Tlie Harvard
I'nion, an elaborate students' clubhouse, the gift

of Henrj- Lee Higginson, wa.s opened in 1901. In

1880 attendance at chapel was made voluntary,

and. contrary to expectations, the religious side

of the university has not sullered thereby. Five

eminent preachers are annually appointed, with-

out regard to sect, to conduct daily services at

the chapel, and seats also are provided for stu-

dents at the local churches at the expense of

the university. Religious societies find ample ac-

commodations for their meetings at the Phillips

Brooks House. The grand total attendance of

the university in 1903 was 5200, with a faculty

numbering 534. The imiversity proj)erty. in

1902, was estimated at .$20,914,541, and consisted

of grounds and buildings valued at $5,300,000,

scientific apparatus, etc.. valued at .$1,500,000,

and productive funds of $14,114,541. The income,

exclusive of gifts and bequests to the amount of

$1,095,737. was $1,430,292.

The publications of the university, issued offi-

cially or indirectly, are: Hnrrard Orioifal Se-

ries; Hansard ftttidies in Classical Philoiogy

;

Studies and Notes in Philology and Literature

;

Harvard Historical Studies; Quarterly Journal

of Economics ; Harrard Laie Review; Annals of
the Observatory of Harvard College; Annals of

Mathemalics, New Series ; Contributions from the

Cryptogamic Laboratory ; Publications of the Mu-
seum of Comparatir'e Zoology; Contributions

from the Zoological Laboratory ; Publications of

the Penbody Museum of Arehrsology and Eth-
nology; The Harvard flraduates' Magazine.

The presidents of Harvard since its inception

have been: Plenry Dunster, 1640-54: Charles

Chauncy, 1654-72: Leonard Hoar. 1672-75; Urian
Oakes, "1675-81; -lohn Rogers, 1682-84; Increase

Mather, 1685-1701: Samuel Willard, 170007;
.John Leverett, 1708-24; Uenjamine Wadsworth,
1725-37; Edward Hol.roke. 1737-69; Samuel
Locke, 1770-73; Samuel Langdon, 1774-80;
•Toseph Willard, 1781-1804: Samuel Webber,
1806-10; John Thornton Kirkland, 1810-28;
.Tosiah Quincv, 1829-45: Edward Everett, 1846-

49: .Tared Sparks, 1849-53; .Tames Walker, 1853-

60: Cornelius Conwav Felton, 1860-62: Thomas
Hill, 1862-68; Charles William Eliot, 1869—.
Consult : Pierce, Histori/ of Harvard TJnivcrsitu,

lf!3(;-17G(> (1833) : Quincy, The History of Har-
vard University (1840)

:
'Eliot, A Sl-etch of the

History of Harvard Ihuvcrsili/ (1848) : Thaver.
"Historical Sketch of Harvard University." in

the History of Middlesex County (1890); Hill,

Harvard College by an Oxonian (1895) ; Annual
Report of the President and Treasurer of Har-
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vard College; and The Harvard Unirersity Cata-

logue.

HARVEST AND HARVESTING (AS.
hwrfest, ORG. hcrhist, Ger. Herbal ; probiibly eou-

nected with Lat. carpere, to pluck, Gk. Kapwis,

kurpos, fruit). The season and the process of

gathering ripened crops. Formerly the terms
were applied to the time of reaping and garnering

cereals, but with the growth and extension of

other branches of agriculture, especially in the

fruit industry in America, they are more loose-

ly applied, as 'hay harvest,' 'clierry harvest,' 'po-

tato harvest,' etc. As in other agricultural

lines, the development of the methods of harvest-

ing lias been marked, and during no period so

strikingly as during the last half of the nine-

teenth century. In former times the single-

handed sickle and two-handed scythe, which ap-

peared somewhat later, seem to have been the sole

implements for cutting the stalks of grain. In
using the sickle the operator would catch the

severer! stems with his free arm, and when he had
obtained enough for a sheaf, would either stop

to bind the bundle or would leave it to be tied by
another; in using the scythe he would leave the

stalks somewhat disarranged in a more or less

uniform row for the sheaf-nuiker to work upon

;

in using the cradle—a much more recent invention,

which consists of a .scythe to the handle of

which is fastened a set of three or moi-e fingers of

light but strong wood as long as the blade and
parallel with it—tlie skillful operator would leave

the stalks all parallel as they were caught by the

cradle-fingers when the blade severed them. A
feature of primitive methods of harvesting was
the gleaner, who went over the field to pick up
the heads of grain overlooked by the reapers.

Jlethods of separating the grain from the straw
and the chaff were not less crude than those

of cutting. The sheaves were spread upon a
floor, which was often the bare rock or even the

earth, and animals yoked to hea\'y planks studded

with flints or iron were driven across it until

the separation of the grain from the stalk seemed
complete. Then the straw was removed with
crude forks, and the chaff blown away by tlie

wind or by hand fans.

In contrast with this picture of primitive agri-

culture the present stands out boldly. The slow,

laborious, uncleanly methods of the ancients have
mostly disappeared among civilized peoples, but
there ai'e countries where the traveler may find

them still in vogue, though perhaps somewhat
modified. Even in sections of enlightened lands
many of the modern implements and methods are
unknown. Even within fifty miles of tlie city of

New York there are farms upon which the grain
is still reaped with the cradle. But such eases
are exceptional. The cradle has given place to
the mower, which was at first used onl.y in cut-
titig gi"ass for hay, but which genius soon
adapted to cut grain and lay it in piles of con-

venient size for binding into sheaves. The same
inventive spirit produced the self-binder, a still

more highly modified mower which not only does
all the work of the reaper, but ties the sheaves
with twine or wire. Yet more recently has ap-
peared the heading-machine, \\hich, drawn by a
score or more of horses or propelled across the
field, severs only the heads of the plants, and
threshes and winnows the grain and places it in
sacks ready for market. On many of the West-
ern wheat farms, more especially of the arid

districts, this machine has supplanted not only
the reaper, but the threshing-machine, since it

performs the office of each. Vet the threshing-

machine is still popular where grain must be
allowed to stand in the shock to dry for a few
days after cutting. This machine has long since

replaced the flail and the fanning-mill. conihin-

ing as it does the purpose of both. Formerly it

was operated by horse-iiowcr, but is now general-

ly driven by .a portable engine which, in many
instances, has also traction gearing, and takes
the place of horses in drawing the macliine from
farm to farm. A revolution has also taken
place in hay-making. Hand lal)or has been re-

duced to a minimum. The mower has supplanted
the scythe in cutting; the hay-tedder, which
tosses the grass. as it lies in the field, has replaced

the hay-fork in caring: the hay-loader, drawn
behind the wagon to be loaded, has largely taken
the place of loading by hand forks, and the

horse-power hay-fork, which will dispose of a
large load of liay in three or four forkfuls, has
become a common implement on farms where »

stock-raising or dairying are leading features.

In fact, throughout the whole domain of agri-

culture the methods of harvesting, so far as has
been possible, have been improved to a remark-
able extent. Corn, beets, beans, indeed, nearly
every important crop has its special harvesting

machinery. Cotton is the most notable excep-

tion; machines adapted to its method of ripening

seem impossible.

No less remarkable have been the developments
in methods of fruit-harvesting. It is highly prob-

able that in all countries methods were at first

crude and Avasteful. In America, during the first

half of the nineteenth centui"y. apples rarely ar-

rived in market except in bulk by the wagon-
load, and peaches at first were treated no better.

During the last half, reform has taken place; the
former rarely arrive, except in local markets, in

any other package than the barrel, and the latter,

it is probable, never in bulk as formerly, but al-

most always in baskets. In olden times when
there was little or no market for fruits, except
in the towns and their immediate neighborhood,
the tree-fruits were shaken or beaten to the

ground, a nicthod still popular with those apples

the chief end of which is cider. But with the
development of a fresh-fruit market, increased

care was taken to avoid bruising. With increas-

ing prosperity the demand for fino specimens in-

ci'eased, and the grOAver was compelled not only to

produce a superior article, but he was forced to

present it for sale in an attractive package. All

details of modern fruit haiwest depend upon the
peculiar demands of the market, the distance the
product must be shipped, the means of transpor-

tation, and the shipping qualities of the kind or

the variety of fruit. These four factors determine
the time of picking, which, with perishable

fniits, especially when sent to distant markets,

is several days before maturity, a stage learned

only by experience with tiie individual kind or

even variety. In general, for shipping to distant

markets, strawberries are gathered when they
have colored well; red raspberries when they be-

come soft: peaches when an experienced picker

detects, with the ball of his thumb, a very slight

softness of the tisstie; plums while still too green

to be pleasantly edible: pears when, upon lifting

the fruit, the twig and the stem separate with-

out either one breaking; apples when they readily
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part from the stem by a twist of the fruit. For
local markets the truit may be allowed to be-

come riper. Again, these factors iletcniiiiie the
style ami size of the paeka^'e and many other

details which, since they properly belong to the
sale of fruit ratlier than to harvesting, will be

found discussed under tlie title JIakkets anu
JlAkKETiNQ. See also Hohticultcire; Fhuits,
Cli.riVATED; and articles upon individual fruits.

HARVEST-FISH (so called from the time
of its annual appearance). An edible fish of

the rudder-fish family (Stromateida») . also called

'butter-fish' or "dollar-fish,' and iafayettc.' The
common Northern sjiccies { h'lioiiihiis liiacniilliiis)

is al cut seven inches in length ; is related to z nd
resembles in its compressed oval shape the pom-
jjano; and when first taken from the water dis-

plays brilliant shifting, iridescent colors. They
are an excellent pan-fish, tasting like mackerel,

ROUTHERN HAKVE8T-F18H.
{Rbonibus paru).

and are extensivel}' caught off New Jersey and
New England in midsummer (at harvest-time).

A southern species (Uhoinbiis Faru) ranges from
Chesapeake Bay to Brazil, is greenish above and
golden below, and is a favorite in the Virginia
coast markets. Other species in the West Indies
and California are highly prized.

HARVEST-FIiY. Tlie popular name in the

United States for several species of cicada, be-

cause they make their appearance in harvest. See
Cicada.

HARVEST - MAN, Daddy - Long - Legs, or

Grandfather Greybeard. An arachnidan of the

order Phalangidie. These creatures are of world-

wide distribution, and are very common in most
parts of the United States and in South America.
One blind form inhabits Mammoth Cave, Ken-
tuclcy. The majority of the family may be recog-

nized by their short bodies and long, stilt-like

legs, bowed or elevated in the middle, so that

tlie body of the insect is almost on the ground.
They have a very characteristic and disagi'eeable

smell. The eyes are two in number, and the

mandibles are pincer-like. There is only one pair
of spiracles on the lower side of the body at the
junction of the ceplialothorax and .abdomen. The
crane-flies of the dipterous family Tipulid.ne are

called 'daddy-long-legs' in Europe, and should
not be confused with these araebnida. The har-
vest-men are said to feed on small insects, espe-

cially aphids; but C. M. Weed states that they
are much more apt to feed on insects found dead
than to kill living ones. They are abundant in

woods and fields from middle summer until late

autumn, and are likely to collect in sheds, out-

houses, barns, and even houses, or on bare rocks
or tree-trimks. Very few species survive the

winter as adults. Most of them lay their eggs in

the ground in the autumn.
BlULiOGRAi'UV. Weed, "A Descriptive Cata-

logue of the i'lialangiina; of Illinois," in liullctin

of the Illinois Htate Laboralory of Natural His-

tory, vol. ii. (Urbana, 1884-88); Say, "Account
of the Arachnides of the United States," in

Journal of the I'hiladcliihiii Academy of Natural
Sciences, vol. ii. (Philadelphia, 1821); W'ood,

"On the Phalangid.T. of the United States," in

Essex Institute liulletin, vol. vi. (Salem, 1874) ;

Wood, Canadian Entomologist, vol. xvi. (London,
1874).

HARVEST-MITE. See Mite.

HARVEST MOON. The moon does not rise

at the same time every night, on account of her
changing position in the sky caused by her orbital

motion around the earth. Each night the rising

1- later; and the retardation, as it is called, aver-

1 res about -lO minutes. In the latitude of New
\ork the maximum retardation is I hour 17 min-
utes, and the minimum. "2.3 minutes. In higher

latitudes the range of the retardation may be

even greater, and the niininnini retardation

may descend to nil. When the retardation is

a minimum at the time of full moon,
farmers have the advantage of strong moon-
light almost all night on several successive

nights; for, the retardation being small, the

moon rises at nearly the same time each night
a ? she does on the night of full moon. As this

state of atTairs is very favorable to harvesting,

this full moon is called the harvest moon. It is

always the full moon occurring nearest the date

of the autumnal equinox (q.v. ), September 2"2d.

HAR'VEY. A city in Cook County, 111., 20
miles south of the Chicago court-house, on the

Illinois Central, the Cleveland, Cincinnati. Chi-

cago and Saint Louis, and other railroads. It

is a residential suburb of Chic-ago, and also an
industrial centre. The principal manufactures
include mining and ditcliing machinery, gas
stoves, automobiles, and railroad supplies. Har-
vey, founded in 1891, and incorporated the suc-

ceeding year, is governed by a mayor elected

every two vears, and a council. Population, in
ISOO. .5395."

HARVEY, Gabriel (c.1545-I630). An Eng-
lish author. He was born at Saffron Walden. and
educated at Cambridge, where he took his B.A.
degree in 1570. and was elected fellow of Pem-
broke Hall a few months later, and master of

Trinity Hall in 1585. He passed most of his life

at the university. He was involved with Robert
Greene and Thomas Nash in one of the most
notorious personal controversies of the time, to
which his own contributions are specimens of the
most abusive style of Elizabethan prose. He is

best known as the friend of Sidney and of Spen-
ser, who has celebrated him under the name of
Hobbinol in the Shepheard's Calendar, and as

a leading member of the school wliich vigorously
endeavored to enforce tipon Englishmen the strict

rules of classical metre and dramatic construc-
tion. He asserted that he was the first English
poet to naturalize the dactylic hexameter, and he
induced Spenser to abandon for a time the use of

rhyme. Consult: his Worls, ed. A. B, Grosart.
privately printed in eight volumes (London. 18S4-

85), and Letter Book', ed, Scott (ib., 1884).
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HARVEY, Sir Geokge (180G-76). A Scot-

tisli liistiirifiil and landscape painler. He was
born at Saint Ninians, near Stirling, in Febni-
aiy, 180(j. Displaying a taste for drawing, he
was at the age of eighteen placed in the school
of the Trustees' Academy, Edinburgh, where he
made rapid ])rogress. In 1826, when the Royal
Scottish Acadcmj' was instituted, he was elected

an associate, and in 1820 an academician. He
was a constant contributor to the Academy's
exhibitions, and many of his works are well

known through the medium of engravings. The
principal of these are: "Covenanters Preaching,"
Battle of Drumchig," 'The First Reading of the
Bible in Old Saint Paul's," "The Curlers," "Co-
lumbus Discovering America," and "Quitting the

Manse." Harvey did not confine himself to his-

torical art, some of his most successful works
being representations of Scotch scenerj'. Among
the finest of the landscapes are: "The Enterkin,"
"Ferragon," "Sheep-Shearing," "Glen Dhu Ar-
ran," and "Inverarnan. Loch Lomond." They are
remarkable as rej^resentations of pastoral jieace.

Harvey was elected president of the Royal Scot-

tish Academy in 1864, and knighted in 1867. He
died in Edinburgh, January 22, 1876. Compare
his 'Notes on ihc Early History of the Scot-

tish Academy (London, 1873) ; his Recollect imis

(London, 1888).

HARVEY, Sir John. A Colonial Governor
of Virginia. He first visited the province as one
of the commissioners sent out by James I. in

1623 to get evidence which would justify him in

suppressing the Virginia Company. Appointed
Governor after Yeardley's death, he began his

administration in 1620, and soon made himself
thoroughly detested by the colonists, for he not
only favored the interests of individuals, such as

Lord Baltimore, at the expense of Virginia, but
filled his own pockets by imposing unusual fines

on the settlers, all fines being by royal warrant
a perquisite of the Governor's. In 1635 an as-

sembly was called to hear complaints against
him, and on April 28th the council met and de-

creed 'Sir John Harvey thrust out of his govern-

ment, and Capt. John West acts as Governor till

the King's pleasure known." Sir John went at
once to England and appealed to Charles I., who
reinstated him, and refused even to listen to the
delegates who had been sent over to present the
case of the colonists. Two years after his return
to Virginia, however, the King relieved him and
appointed a new Governor in his place.

HARVEY, Sir John (1778-1852). A British
soldier. He entered the army at a very early age,

and saw service in many parts of the world. In
1812 he was appointed deputy adjutant-general of

the army in Canada, and was received with great
favor by Sir George Prevost, who asked his ad-
vice on the defense of the wide frontiers of
Canada against the United States forces. He
was present at the unsuccessful defense of Fort
George (May 27, 1813) . but escaped with General
Vincent and most of the British troops. On
June 6th he led an attack on General Dearborn's
forces at Stony Creek, and later in the year was
adjutant-general of the British army at the bat-
tle of Chrystler's Farm. Upon the close of the
War of 1812 he returned to England, and at the
battle of Waterloo was on the staff of the Duke
of Wellington. In .1836 he was once more in
.4merica, this time as Governor of Prince Edward

Island. From 1837 to 1841 he was Lieutenant-
Governor of New Brunswick, and in 1846 was
appointed Governor and comniander-in-chiet of
Newfoundland, but remained there only a short
time before he was made Lieutenant-Governor
of Nova Scotia, which office he held until his
death.

HABVEY, Moses (1820-1901). A Canadian
author, born near Armagh.. Ireland, and educated
at Belfast College in arts and tlieolog)-. In 1852
lie left his charge in Maryport, Cumberland,
England, and became pastor of the Free Presby-
terian Church of Saint John, Newfoundland,
from whicli he retired in 1878. Harvey made
special studies of the geography and history of
Newfoundland, contributed to the Kncyclopcrdia
Britannica {9th ed. ) articles on Seal Fisheries,"
"Newfoundland," and "Labrador," and pub-
lished: Poetry and Literature of the Bible
(1852); Lectnres, Literary and Biographical
(1864) ; Comack's Journey Across 'Newfoundland
( 1873) ; Across Xeicfoundland with the Governor
( 1879) ; Newfoundland, the Oldest Brilish Colony
{\8S3) ;• Text-Book of Newfoundland Ilislorij

(2d ed. 1890) ; Newfoundland as It Is (1894)';

and Newfoundland in the Jubilee Year (1897).

HARVEY, William (1578-1657). An Eng-
lish anatomist, celebrated as the discoverer of the
circulation of the blood. He was born at Folke-
stone, in Kent, of a London family of great respec-
tability. When he was fourteen years old he was
sent to Caius College, Cambridge, where he was
admitted as a pensioner in 1593. After five

years' study at the university he traveled
through France and Germany, and decided to
study medicine at Padua. Here he came under
the influence of some of the best teachers of the
time, notably Fabricius (q.v.). From this mas-
ter the young student learned of the existence of

the valves in the veins. Having obtained his

medical degree in 1602, he returned to England,
and began to practice his profession in London,
lie was admitted a candidate of the London Col-

lege in 1604, and was elected a fellow in 1607.

Two years later he was appointed physician to

Saint Bartholomew's Hospital, and in 1615 was
made professor of anatomy and surgery. His
discovery of the circulation of the blood he per-

fected in 1616. He was appointed physician
extraordinary to James I. in 1618, and was physi-

cian to Charles I. from 1632 to 1646. He acconi-

jianied the King in the battle of Edgehill in

1642. and during this engagement the Prince
and the Duke of York were intrusted to his care.

In 1645 he was, by the roj'al mandate, elected

warden of Merton College, succeeding Dr. Na-
thaniel Brent. During his residence at Oxford
he made many experiments, and pursued re-

searches connected with the subject of generation.

In 1646, upon- the surrender of Oxford to Parlia-

ment, he went to practice his profession in Lon-
don. In 1651 the results of his investigations on
the development of the chick, in which he was
assisted by Rev. George Bathurst of Trinity Col-

lege, were given to the world. In 1653 Harvey
built a library and museum, which he presented

to the members of the College of Physicians. He
resigned his professorship of anatomy and sur-

gery in 1653. at the age of seventy-five, and
he died on June 3, 1657, of paralysis, which suc-

ceeded several years of suffering from gout.

Harvey's description of the course and circu-
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lation of the blood met with great opposition,

I'oumlfd pcrh.Tps upon jealousy, and the ridicule

ami uiiwarraiiU'd allai'ks rcsullod in a yreat

diiiiinution of liis praclic-e. in time, liowever,

he had the s.itisfaetion of seeing his doctrine ac-

cejited entire; but the labor and devotion of

twenty-live years were requisite for the attain-

ment "of the tinal result. Si.x diagrams giving

views of the circulatory system of the human
body, life-size, with which Harvey illusi rated

his lectures, are still preserved in the nuisciim

of tlie Royal tlollege of Phy.sicians. Previous to

Harvey's time, it was believed that the blood was
constantly in motion, but the arteries were be-

lieved to contain air only, because they were
found to be empty after death. Otiiers were
close to the discover}' of the course of the blood,

but it was reserved for Harvey to comprehend
and elucidate the whole matter. Although he

comnumicated his discovery to his pupils as

early as 1019, it was not till 1028 that his work
ll^niitiitio dc motii Cordis ct iSaiif/iiinis in Aiii-

mtililiiis was published .at Frankfort, as a small

quarto of 72 pages, called by Haller Opusciiliim

aiirciim. The best edition of it was published at

Leyden (17.39). Among other works are his

Exercitationes de GeneYatione Animalium, quibus
uccedmit quwdwm de Parlv, de Membranis ac
Tumorihus Uteri, et de Conceptione (cir, 1051;
also Leyden, 1737) ; and Ejcereitationes Duw
Anatoiricw dc Circulatione ffmujiiinix (Oxford [?]

cir. 1045). A complete edition of Harvey's works
in Latin was published in 1700 by the College of

Physicians of London, including his Treatise on
the Circulation, with the prefaces of the first

edition of 1028; his Fjxercitations addressed to

Eiolan; his work on the Generation of Animals:
the .IccoMii^ of the Dissection of Thomas Parr;
and Xine Epistles of Harvey addressed to various
persons; together with a copy of the diploma of

doctor of medicine conferred uiion Harvey by
the ITniversity of Padua. Prefixed to this collec-

tion of his works is a Life of Harvey, by Law-
rence. Consult Willis Life of Harvey (London,
18S1). See Physiology.

HARVEY, VViLi.i.iM Henry (1811-00). An
Irish botanist, born at Summervillc. near Lim-
erick. He received the bent toward his specialty
from the schoolmaster with whom he studied in

Kildare. A field naturalist, he began his re-

searches in his native land, but they extended to

South Africa (18.35-42), and for 'the last ten
years of his life he was professor of botany in
Dublin University. Travels in America, India,
-Australia, and the South Seas had augmented
his botanical knowledge, and he was an author-
ity especially in alg.T, though he disputed the
Darwinian hypothesis. He published: a ^fanilal

of liritish Al(jw (1841); Phj/ooloffia Britannica,
a History of British Seaweeds (1840-51) ; Nereis
Boreali-Americana (1852-58): Phycologia 4ms-
tralica (1858-0.3) : and other works.

HAR'VEYIZED STEEL, Harvey Process.
See .\R5t0R Plate.

HARWICH, har'ij. An ancient seaport, mar-
ket-town, and municipal borough in Essex, Eng-
land, at the mouth of the Stour, on the North
Sea. 70 miles northeast of London (Map: Eng-
land, H 5). Its important industries are fish-

eries, ship-building, and cement and manure
manufacturing. Its coasting and foreign trade
with Germany, Denmark, .md Hollancl is con-

siderable. 11 exports cement, fish, manure,
ironware, machinery, leather, etc., and im-

ports grain, silk, woolen and cotton goods, tim-

ber, and tobacco. The harbor is commodious,
safe, and strongly fortified. An average of

3500 vessels enter and clear a gross ton-

nage of 1,800,000 annually. The total annual
value of its imports and exports during the five

years ending in 1900 was £22,000,000 (.$110,000,-

000). Tlie town is pleasantly situated on an ele-

vated promontory, and is a favorite sea-bathing

resort. It lias tramw.ays, and is supplied with

water, gas, and electric lighting. Harwich was a
Roman station, and a great Danish military

depot. In 885 it was the scene of a great naval
eonfiict between the Danes and King Alfred's

fieet, and in 1000 of another between the Dutch
and English. It was made a Parliamentary and
municipal iiorough by Edward 11. in 1318. Pop-
ulation, in 1891, 8200; in 1901, 10,019.

HAR'WOOD, A.NDREW Allen (1802-84). An
.\merican naval olhcer, born at Settle, Pa. He
entered the United States Navy, and in 1828 was
appointed to the receiving-ship Pliiladelphia. In

1835-37 he served in the Mediterranean Squadron,
in 1848 was pronuited to be commander, and in

1855 to 'ne captain. In 1802 he was appointed
chief of the IJureau of Ordnance and Hydrog-
raphy, and in 1803 commandant of the Wash-
ington Navy Yard, with rank of commodore. In
1809 he w-as retired with rank of rear-admiral.

He published Lou' and Practice of United Slates
Navy Courts-Martial (1807), .and edited Sum-
mary Courts-Martial.

HARZER, har'tser, Paul Hermann (1857
— ) . A Cernum astronomer, born at Grossenhain
(Saxony). After study in Leipzig, Berlin, and
Home, he was assistant at the Leipzig Observa-

tory from 1878 to 1881; was appointed observer

there in 1882, and in the same year became a lec-

turer in the university. From 1887 to 1897 he
was director of the Archdueal Observatory at

Gotha, and in the latter year was appointed di-

rector of the Kiel Observatory. In theoretical

astronomy he made numerous investigations of

importance, results of which appeared at various
times in scientific journals, particularly in the
Astronomisclie Xitelirichten, his contributions to

which include: "Eine neue Methode die ncgativen

und ungeraden Potenzen der Entfernungen der
Himmelskcirper zu entwickeln" (vol. cii., 1882)

and "Cntersuchung fiber die astronomische

Strahlenbrechung auf Grund der Diflferential-

gleichungen der elastisehen Liehtbewegimgen in

der Atmosphare" (vols, civ., evii,, 1882, 1883).

HARZ (harts) MOUNTAINS. An isolated

mountain range in Northern Germany, extenil-

ing between the rivers Saale and Leine, through
Prussia, Brunswick, and .-\nhalt (ilap: Ger-
many, D 3 ) . Its length from Jlansfeld on the
southeast to Seesen on the northwest is about
00 miles, and its total area aliout 900 sq\iare

miles. The range, formed by a flatly arched uplift,

rises sharply from the surrounding plain, and is

dissected by numerous stream valleys. The
ITpper Harz, comprising the northwestern section,

has an elevation of from 1000 to 3000 feet, and
culminates in the Erocken, 3747 feet. In the
southeastern or Lower Harz region, the eleva-

tions rarely exceed 1000 feet. The motmtain
slopes are heavily wooded with pine, oak, and
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beech, but the summits, owing to the raw climate,
support only a stunted growth of vegetation.

Tlie higher peaks are enveloped in log during a
large part of the year, and llie rainfall is heavy,
(jleologically, the range consists of Devonian and
Carboniferous strata, which have been broken
through by eruptive granites, diabase, and por-

pliyry. The mineral resources are of great im-

portance, copper, silver, lead, and iron being pro-

duced at several localities. Alining was carried

on as early as the twelfth century, but the de-

posits arc still far from exhausted. Clausthal,

in the Upjier llarz, is the seat of a famous min-
ing academy. The region is well patronized by
tourists, as it is rich in historic and legendary
interest, as well as in scenery. See Brocken.

HARZREISE, harts'ri-ze. Die (Ger., journey
through the Harz). A celebrated autobiograph-
ical narrative by Heinrich Heine (1824), b.ased

on an actual tour bj' the author, of which the

work is a picturesque account.

HASAN, ha'san, and HOSEIN, hft-san'. Two
grandchildren of Mohammed, sons of his young-
est daughter, Fatima, and Ali. After the as-

sassination of Ali (q.v. ), his adherents at Cufa
recognized his eldest son Hasan as caliph, while
Jloawiya asserted his claim to the entire Moslem
Empire, and gathered a powerful army to in-

vade Irak. Hasan, a man of little courage, with
more taste for the harem than the camp, agreed

to abdicate at the first taste of war, and retired

to Medina (061). He was poisoned by one of

his wives eight years later. On the death of

Moawiya ( 680 ) the people of Cufa made over-

tures to Hosein, who was then at Jlecca visiting

him, to claim the caliphate in opposition to

Yezid, Moawiya's son. With a small force he
j.roceeded to Irak. Yezid, well informed of the
movement, had made ample preparations to receive

him, and he was slain at Kerbela on the 10th of

JIuharram, 681. Tlie fate of the house of Ali

niade a fleep impression on the Moslem world.
The Shiites (see Mohammedan Sects) still re-

fuse to recognize the claims to the caliphate of

any except Ali and his sons. They observe the
loth of JIuharram as a day of mourning, and de-

vote the nine preceding days of the month to the

memory of the martyrs. The so-called 'miracle

play,' a dramatic representation of the history

of Hosein, is given, and the spectators become
wrought up to the most extravagant expressions

of sorrow, and the highest pitch of fanatical en-

thusiasm. In one of its forms the play lasts

for the entire ten days, culminating on the last

day in the representation of the death of Hosein.
Consult: Muir. AnnaJs of the Em'lii Caliphate
(London, 1883) ; Pelly, The Miraele Play of
Flnsnn and Hosein, Collected from Oral Tradition
(London, 1879).

HAS'CALL, MiLo Smith (1820-1904). An
American soldier, born in Genesee County, N. Y,
In 1846 he moved to Goshen, Ind., and two years
later was appointed a cadet at the United States
Military Academy. After two years' service in

the Regular Army he resigned his commission,
and went back to Goshen, where he became a law-
yer and filled various political offices. At the out-
break of the Civil \Ynr he enlisted as a private,

but was soon appointed aide-de-camp to General
Morris, with the rank of captain, and assisted

in organizing six volunteer regiments. On June

12, 1861, he was made colonel of the Seventeenth
Indiana Volunteers, and took part in the suc-

cessful West Virginia campaign. He was com-
missioned brigadier-general of volunteers on April
25, 1862. Having been transferred to the Army
of the Cumberland, he was put in command of

a brigade which fought through the Tennessee
campaign (October, 1862, to March, 1863).
At the battle of Murfreesboro (December 31.

1862-January 3, 1863) he had command of the
Sixth Division under Major-General Crittenden.

From June to August, 1803, he was in command
of the District of Indiana, and afterwards com-
manded a division in the Army of the Ohio,
wliich took part in the defense of Knoxville (No-
vember to December, 1863). The next year he
commanded the Second Division of the Twenty-
third Army Corps in the Army of the Ohio dur-
ing the invasion of Georgia. He resigned on
October 27, 1864. and returned to Goshen, where
he engaged in banking, but later entered the real

estate business in Chicago.

HASCHKA, hash'ka, Lobenz Leopold (1749-

1827). An Austrian poet, born at Vienna. In
17U8 he became professor of festhetics in the
Theresianum ; he was custodian of the university
library, and wrote many lyrics, of which the
best-known is the Austrian national hynm, "Gott
erhalte Franz den Kaiser," set to music by Haydn.

HASDEN, hils'den, Bogdan Petriceicu (1838
— ). A Rumanian poet, historian, and philolo-

gist. He taught history in the gymnasium of

Jassy, and in 1875 became professor of com-
parative philolog3' and director of the national

archives at Bucharest. His literary labors in-

clude dramas, satiric romances, and editorial

work, especially on the Hevista Xoiia. The most
important of his philological works is Etymolog-
icuin Mafiiiiiin liomaniir (1886).

HAS'DKTJBAL (Phicnician, whose help is

Baal, Gk. 'A<r5/)oii/3as, Asdrouhafi) . A name of

freqiient occurrence in Carthaginian history. The
more important characters who bore the name
follow: (1) Son of Hanno, a general during the

First Punic War, who took the field against Regu-
lus in B.C. 256, and met with signal defeat. He
was afterwards sent to Sicily with a large army
and 140 elephants, but accomplished nothing dur-

ing a two years' stay in the island, and was at

length totally overthrown at Panormus (Paler-

mo) bj-' the Roman consul JNIetellus in B.C. 250,

and on his return to Carthage was jnit to death

for his lack of generalship. (2) Son-in-law of the

great Hamilear Barca(q.v. ), an important states-

man of tlie period between the First and Second
Punic wars, and a constant ally of his father-in-

law and the popular party in Carthage. After
demonstrating his military ability in several

minor campaigns, he was given the cliiof control

in Spain, where he soon proved his still greater

administrative and diplomatic power. He found-

ed the city of Carthago Nova (Cartagena) as a
port of communication with the mother city, and
also as a convenient centre for the silver-mines

which contributed immensely to the Carthaginian
resources ; and he was so successful in winning
over or subduing the Spanish tribes that he
brought almost the whole peninsula imder his

sway. He was assassinated by a revenceftil slave

in B.C. 221. (3) Son of Hamilear Bflrca, and
brother of the groat Hannibal, who left him in

command in Spain when he began his famous
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inarch across the Alps to Italy {B.C. 218). For
several years he carried or. operations in Spain
against the Koman forces uiulcr the two Scipios,

imt without decisive resvilts, although supported
Liy reenforcenients under Hiniilco, Mago, and Has-

drubal.. son of Gisco (see below). In 212, liow-

ever, they gained a great victory over the Ro-

mans, in which Publius Scipio was slain; but
the Romans regained the advantage in the fol-

lowing year by the capture of Carthago Nova,
the enemy's base of supplies. Shortly after, Has-
drubal gathered a greater force with the inten-

tion of following Hannibal's example and invad-

ing Italy. He crossed the Alps in li.c. 207 and
laid siege to Placentia (Piacenza)—a fatal step,

as delay gave the Romans an opportunity to at-

tack him before he could join with Hannibal.
A blood}- battle was fought on the banks of the
Metaurus, and Hasdrubal fell in the thick of the

fight. (4) Son of Gisco, mentioned above as one
of the generals sent to Spain to assist Hasdrubal
No. 3. Afterwards he took charge of the mili-

tary operations in and around Carthage; and
when Scipio came into Africa with a large army
(B.C. 204), the diplomacy of Hasdrubal won over
the assistance of Syphax, the Xumidiau King,
which Scipio also had endeavored to gain. (See
Soi'iiONiSBA.) But the allied forces were merci-
lessly annihilated by Scipio, who hemmed them
within their burning camp ; but few, including
the two generals, escaped. ITasdrubal met a vio-

lent death in Carthage for his ill success. (5)
A general of the Third Punic War. For his ill

success in war against the Numidian King Jlasi-

nissa, he had been banished from Cartilage, but
was recalled to take the command in the last stiiig-

gle against Rome (B.C. 149). His arbitrary and
despotic command alienated many from him. and
notwithstanding the heroism of the defenders, the
persistence of the Roman attack led to the fall

of Carthage (B.C. 146), when Hasdrubal fled to

Scipio's camp, and was made prisoner. He was
led in triumph at Rome, and allowed to pass his

remaining days in obscurity in Italy.

HASE, hji'ze, Karl August von (1800-00).
An eminent theological writer of CJermany. He
was born at Steinbach, in Saxony, August 25,

ISOO, and studied theology at Leipzig and Er-
langen. He became, in 1823, privat-docent at

Tiibingen, but was for political reasons, after

a tedious trial, confined for ten months in

the fortress of Hohenasperg. during which time
he jiroduced a theological novel, Die Proseh/tcn
(1827), and a Lehrbtich der evangclischen Dog-
malik (1826, 6th ed. 1870). Released in August.
182.5. he went to Dresden and did literary work.
In 1S28 he became privat-docent at Leipzig and in

1S;jO professor of philosophy in Jena, where his

lectures on dogmatics and the life of Christ jiroved

especially attractive. His Leben Jesii (1820. .'jth

ed. 1865'; trans. The Life of Jcfiiis. 1881), which
ajipeared six years before Straiiss's, proposed as

its aim to show "how Jesus of Nazareth, according
to divine destination, by the free act of His own
spirit, and by the opportunities of His time, be-

came the Saviour of the world." He opposed mod-
ern supernatural ism in Die l.eipziger Disputation
(1827) and extreme rationalism in Theoloriische

mreifnehriften (1834-37) and Die TiiMnqer
firhule (1855). His Hutlerun Redivii^ua (1827.

lOth ed. 1862) seeks to do justice to the old

Lutheran dogmatics in contrast with modern

systems, by e.^hibiting its harmonious complete-
ness. Besides his Lchrburh der Kirclivnge-

bchiclite (ls;J4, nth ed. 18S(i), wliich has been
translated into Knglish (.1 llialory vf the Vliris-

turn Vhuieli, from tlie 7tli ed., New York, lHu5),

Hase treated special portions of Church his-

tory in Die beiden Erzbischijfe ( 1839) ; Seue
I'ropheten (1851); Fruns von Assist (1856);
Dus geistliche Hehauspiel (1858; trans.. Miracle
Plays and Sacred Dramas, ISSO) ; llandbuch der
protcstantischen I'olemik gegen die riimisch-

kalholiaehc Kirche (1862, 4tli ed. 1886). He
also published sev(U-al works on ecclesiastical

law; an edition of the Libri Sgmbolici Ecelesiw
Evangelica: (1827); and Ideule iind Irrlhiimer
(1872).

HASE, ha'ze, Kabl Benedikt (1780-1804). A
German philologist, born at Sulzii, near Weimar.
He studied at Jena and Helmstedt, and in 1801
went to Paris, where he was put In charge of the

manuscripts of the Imperial Library (1805),
was appointed professor of Greek paleography
and of modern Greek at the Ecole des Langues
Orientates (1816), then professor of German at
the Polytechnic Institute (1830), conservator of

manuscripts in the library (1832), and, in 1852,

professor of comparative grammar in the Univer-
sity of Paris. He was long an editor of the
Journal des Savants; contributed to Dindorf's
edition of Stephanus's Lexicon (1831-44) ; edited

Leo Diaconus (1819) ;' Valerius Maximus (1823) ;

Suetonius (1828) ; and the fragment, De Osleiilis

et Mensibus, by Laurentius Lydus (1823) ; and
by his wide loiowledge of late Greek greatly

facilitated the publication of Ifeeueil des liis-

toricns des croisades (1875). Consult: Gui-
gniaut, Notice historiqne sur Ease (Paris, 1807) :

and Haine, Eases Eriefe von der Wanderung und
ajis Paris (Leipzig, 1894).

HASELRIG, ha'zfl-rig, HESILBIGE. or
HAZLERIGG, Sir Arthur ( ?-1661). An Eng-
lish statesman, member of the Long Parliament,
and one of the famous Five impeached by King
Charles. He took an active part in the Civil

War as commander of a regiment of horse called

'The Lobsters' by the Royalists, and was equal-

ly prominent in Cromwell's Parliament, but
opposed to the protectorate. LUtimately he voted
for the restoration of the Stuarts, tliough too

late in so doing to save more than his life, for

he died in the Tower.

HASELTINE, ha'zfl-tin. William Stanley
(1835^). An American painter, born in Phila-
delphia. He studied under Weber in his native
city, and at Diisseldorf, and was elected a Na-
tional Academician in 1861. Much of his life

was spent in Italy, and he rarely exhibited.

.\mong his works are' views of Nahant, Capri,
and Amalfi.

HASENATJER, ha'zc-nou'er, Karl, Baron
von (1833-04). An Austrian architect, horn in

Vienna, where he studied at the academy under
Van der Niill and Siccardsburg, and obtained the
first prize in 1854. After having traveled ex-

tensively in Germany, Italy, France. England,
and Scotland., he entered upon an active career

in Vienna, was again awarded the first prize

for architecture at the art exhibition of 1864.

became a member of the Academy of Fine Arts in

1866, and honorary member of the Institute of

British Architects in 1808. Among a number of
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jiiivate palaces built by him, the Palais Liitzow

is to be noticed as one of the finest houses in

Vienna, but liis most important work was the

erection of the magnificent Imperial iluseums of

Art and Natural History (1872-91) in purest

Renaissance style, after his own and Semper's

designs. He also built the new Hofburg theatre

(completed 18S8), and designed the addition to

the Imperial palace. He was architect for the

buildings of the Vienna Exposition in 1873, and
was raised In a baronetcy in the same year.

HASENCLEVEB, ha'zen-kla'ver, Johann
Peter (1810-53). A German painter, born at

Remscheid. He studied under Schadow, at the

Diisseldorf Academy, and then spent some years

in Munich and Italy. After 1842 he settled in

Diisseldorf. His works are usually humorous
genre subjects, such as "A Family Quarrel"

(1837, New Pinakothek, Munich); "Tasting

Wine," and "The Reading Room" ( 1843, both in

National Gallery, Berlin) ; "Topers in the Wine-
cellar" (1847, Ravene Gallery, Berlin). He also

executed a series of scenes from Kortum's Job-

siade, including "The Examination" ( 1840, New
Pinakothek. Munich); "The School" (1846, Ra-

veng Gallery, Berlin) ; and ''Jobs as Night
Watchman" '( 1852, ib.). His "Gaming-Table"
is his most important work of a serious nature.

He was also successful in portraiture.

HASENCXEVER, Wilhelm (1837-89). A
tierman socialist agitator, born in Arnsberg,

Westphalia. He received his education at the

gj'mnasium of his native city, and then became
a tanner. In 1862 he was chosen editor of the

Westfiiliache Volkszeitung, in 1871 president of

the Allgemeiner Deutscher Arbeiterverein. and in

1875 presiding officer of the newly organized

Socialist -Labor Party of Germany. He was
elected to the Reichstag several times, and con-

trolled or edited various socialist newspapers.

HASENPFIiTJG, hil'zcn-pflooG, Karl (1802-

58). A German architectural painter, born in

Berlin, the son of a shoemaker. After a hard
struggle in early life, he became the pupil of the

decorative painter Karl Gropius, and a few years

later was enabled by a royal stipend to study at

the academy, but really owed his development
mostly to "his own efforts. Attracted by the

]iiedia>val architecture of Halberstadt, he made
his home there in 1830. and. besides cathedrals,

painted chiefly views of ruined castles and con-

vents half buried in snow, which appealed to a

large public by their great poetic charm. Espe-

cially noteworthy among his works are two views

of Cologne Cathedral (1832-33); Erfurt Cathe-

dral (1827) ; and three views of and in Halber-

stadt Cathedral (1828-36, the last four in Na-
tional Gallery. Berlin) : "Cloister in Winter"
(1840, Kunsthalle. Hamburg) ; "Media-val

Castle Yard" (1842. Schwerin Gallery); and
"Ruined Chapel" (Stettin Museum).

HASEK, ha'zer, Heinrich (1811-85). A
German medical author, born at Rome, the son

of the musician, August Ferdinand Hiiser. He
studied medicine at Jena; taught there from
1836 to 1840. then went to Greifswald. and in

1862 to Breslau. He edited: Gruner. Hrriptnrrs

de Hudore Anqlico (1847) ; a Bihliotlircn Epide-

miofiraphica (2d ed. 1862) ; the Reprrlnrium fiir

die qesamte Medizin (1840-42) ; and the ArcMv
fiir die gesamte Medizin (1840-49) ; and wrote:

// isturisch-palholoyisclic Untersuchuiiyen
(
1839-

41 ) ; Ijcltrbtich der (Jcsclticiite dcr MvUiziii und der
\ olkskrankheiten (3d ed. 1875-82) ; (IvsvlUchie

der ohristlichen Krankcnp/legc und I'fkgersckaf-
ten (1857); Die Vacvinution und iltrc Gegner
(1854) ; and Grundriss der (iesehichtv der Medi-
zin (1884).

HASHISH, hash'esh (Ar. Iwshlsliut, from
Ar. hashish, herbage, hay, from liaslisha, to cut
grass). The Oriental name of the tops and ten-
der parts of Indian hemp (Cannabis Indica).
Various preparations of the plant arc employed
for the producing of a peculiar intoxication. A
favorite mode of extracting its active principle
is by boiling the tops and flowers with water
to which butter or oil has been added, evaporat-
ing, and thus forming an oleaginous solution or
fatty extract. This fatty extract is frequently
mi.xed with other substances whicli are reputed
to possess aphrodisiac properties, and is taken in

the form of electuary confection, or pastil. The
majoon used at Calcutta, the mapouchari em-
ployed at Cairo, and the dawames or dawamesk
of the Arabs, are preparations of this kind. In
India it is emplo.yed as a narcotic stimulant un-
der the names hashish, churrus lihang. and gun-
jah. American hemp (Cannabis Americana) pos-

sesses a similar but weaker action. The effect

of hashish depends largely upon the individual.

Among the Orientals the dreams are often of

an erotic character, but this is not so among the

Western nations. One of the first appreciable

efTects of the drug is the gradual weakening of

the power of controlling and directing of the
thoughts. Then comes the stage alreadj' de-

scribed; and accompanying, and in part following

it, there are observed errors of sense, false con-

victions, and the predominance of one or more
extravagant ideas. These ideas and convictions

are generally not altogether of an imaginary
character, but are suggested by externa) impres-

sions which are erroneously interpreted by the

pei'ceptive faculties. A minute may seem a year,

and an hour only an instant. Sounds may be

greatly exaggerated. The sense of duration of

time and extent of space and the appreciation

of personality are lost; there is a sensation of

weight in the extremities, and an.tsthesia of the
skin, which may often become complete. Final-

ly, if the dose is sufficiently powerful, there is

marked drowsiness and sleep. The drug is used

as a sedative as a substitute for opium. For
the relief of pain in neuralgia and migraine it

has been successfully used.

HAS'ID^'ANS. A Jewish sect. See Chasi-
nni.

HAS'KELL. A town and the county-seat of

Haskell County, Tex.. 16 miles north of Stam-
ford, the nearest railroad station (Map: Texas.

E 3). The leading industries are farming and
stock-raising. Population, about 1000.

HAS'KrWS, Charles Homer (1870—). An
American historical scholar, born at Meadville, Pa.

He graduated at the Johns Hopkins University

in 1887, where he remained as an instructor in

history until 1800. when he took his Ph.D. degree,

and accepted a position as instructor at the Uni-

versity of Wisconsin. In 1S91 he became assist-

ant professor of history, and in 1802 was elect«d

professor of institutional history, which chair he

retained until 1902. He spent 'the year 1896-07

in research work in Europe, devoting himself
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especially to examination of tlic Vatican areliives

at Rome. In ISnO-l'JOO lu; was a loi-luior on liis-

tory at Harvard University, and in l'J()2 was
made professor of liistory in lliat institution.

HASLEB, hils'ler, or HASSLEE, Hans Leo
VON ( 15ti4-I612). A German composer, one

of the fouriders of a national Herman iiuisie, born

at Nuremberg. He studied with bis fatber. Isaac

Hasler, town musician, and in 1584 witb G.

Gabrieli at Venice. He was tbe first important

German composer wbo studied in Italy, and his

works, despite their (niginality, were influenced

by the Italian style. From lij'sS to 1001 be was
organist to Count Octavianus Fugger at Augs-
burg; in the latter year he received the post of

Court musician at Prague to Emperor Rudolph II.

In IGOS be accepted an appointment at the Court
of the Elector of Saxony. His compositions were
of great value in the history of nuisie, but are

of little modern importance. Consult Eitner.

Ohronolofiischeft Xerzeiclmiss (Berlin, 1873-74)

of Haslcr's printed works.

HASLINGDEN, liaz'ling-den. A manufactur-
ing and market town in Lancashire, England,
four miles soutb-southeast of Acerington (Map:
England, D 3). It has manufactures of cottons,

silks, woolens, sizing of cotton warps, and iron-

works. In the neigbborhood are coal-mines and
extensive stone-quarries. Situated in a hilly

district near the Forest of Rossendale. it derives

its name, signifying 'Hollow of the Hazels,' from
the neighboring trees. Its cburcb. restored in

1870. dates from the thirteenth century, and has
handsome endowed schools attached. Population,
in 1801, 18,200: in 1001. 18.iiOO.

HASMON.ffi'ANS. See Macc.\bees.

HASNER, liaz'ner, Leopold, von Artha (1818-

91 ) . An Austrian statesman and jurist, born
at Prague. He studied law at Prague; was
appointed professor of the philosophy of law
there (1849), and then of polilical economy
(1851) ; and was elected to the Bohemian Diet
and the Austrian House of Deputies in 1801.

Two years afterAA'ards he was made president
of the latter body and head of the Council of

Education. In 180.5 he became professor of po-

litical economy in the University of Vienna, was
called to the Austrian House of Peers in 1807,

was appointed Minister of Pulilic Instruction in

1808, and was for a short time president of the
Ministry in 1870. He resigned in that year, and
was active as a leader of the Liberal Centrist
Party in the Upper House. The Austrian pub-
lic-school system in its present form is a prod-

uct of his labors. He wrote: FiJosofie dex Rcrlits

villi seiner Geschichte in Grundlinien (1851), and
an unfinished System dcr polifischcn Oekoiwmir,

(1801). Consult his posthumously published

DenkicUrdigkeUen. A utohiographisches und Apho-
rifiiiieii (Stuttgart. 1892).

HASPINGEB, biis'inng-er, Joachim (1770-

1858). A Tyrolese patriot, born at Sankt Martin
im Gsiess. He studied at Bo7x;n and Inn.sbruck,

fonsbt against the French in 1700. 1707. and
17901801, and became a Capuchin priest in

1805. He was an ardent patriot, and took a
leading part in tbe rising of the Tyrolese against
I'.avaria. to which power Napoleon had given

their country. In 1800 he distinguished himself
by bis bravery in a niimber of cncovmters witb
the French, and in 1810 he was ?,econd only to

llofer and Speckbacher as a leader in the re-

newe<l revolt of that year. In 1810 he was ex-

iled by the Bavarians and went to Vienna, whence
he was sent on a secret mission two years after-

\v:irds to arouse the people of l'i)iM.'r Italy to

revolt. He was pastor of a church near Vien-

na, at Hietzing, from 1814 to 1848; then went

into Italy as chaplain to a coni|iany of Tyrolese

volunteers; lived at UiJbling until 1854, and then

at Salzburg, He W'as buried besi<le Andreas
Hofer at Innsbruck. As a member of tlic Ca-

puchin Order he bad unusually great inllucnce

witb the peojile. who called him 'I'citcr .Jochem'

and 'Rotbart.' Consult Schallhammer, liiographie

dtf! Tiroler Heldenprieslcrs Joacliiiii Haspiiiger

(Salzl>urg. 1850).

HAS'SALL, Arthur (1853—). An English

historian, born at Bebington, in Cheshire. He
studied at Trinity College., (.)xford, where he was
history exhibitioner in 1870, and the next year

won a first-elass honor in the School of JUodern

History, Oxford. From 1880 to 1883 he was a

lecturer and tutor at Keble College, and from
1800 to 1802, and again in 1901, examiner in the

Honor School of Modern History. He was elected

a member of the Hebdomadal Council from 1802

to 1890; was senior proctor in 1893-94; Censor
of Christ Cbnrch, 1894-05; and was reelected

member of the Hebdomadal Council in 1897. His
publications include: Louis XIV. and the Zcnitli

of the French Monarchy (1895, in the "Heroes
of the Nations" Series) ; The Balance of Power,
Iliri-S'J (1896, in the scries "Periods of European
History," of which he was made general editor) :

Tlistorii of France (1001) ; and The French Peo-

ple (I'OOI).

HAS'SAM, CiiiLDE (1859—). An Amerieaa
painter, born in Boston. He studied in Paris

under Boulanger and Lefebvre, and has won many
medals and prizes. He was elected president

of the New York Water-Color Club, and was
made one of the Ten American Artists, and a

member of the Societe Nationale des Beaux-Arts
in Paris. His street scenes are notable for atmos-

pheric effect, and his landscapes, in the impres-

sionistic French style, are brilliant in color and
broadly painted. His "Plaza Centrale, Havana,"
won the Webb prize in 1895. He received a

third-class medal at the Paris Exposition of

1889.

HASSAN BEN SABBAH, has'san ben siib'-

hii. The founder of the sect of the Assassins

(q.v.).

HAS'SAB. Any of several of the dorads or

mailed catfish of the Orinoco River and its tribu-

taries, w-bieh have some extraordinary habits.

They make nocturnal journeys in tbe dry sea-

son, from a diminislriug pond to anntbcr one.

or from river to river, overland, often in com-

panies, and to such distances that several nights

are consumed in travel. They also construct

nests of leaves at the margin of ponds and
streams at the beginning of the rainy season,

where the eggs are deposited and guarded till

tbey hatch. Most of them belong to the genus

Doras.

HAS'SABD, ,ToHN Rose Greene (1830-88).

.\n .Vmerican journalist. He was born in New
York (^itv. and grndunled at Saint .John's Col-

lege. Fordhani. in 1855. He was one of tbe

editors of the New American Cyclopwdia, in 1865
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editml the Catholic ^yorld, and in 186G joined

the editorial stall' of the New York Tribune, lie

became widely known as a graphic correspond-

ent, and also as a musical critic of rare eajjacity

and judgment. After the death of George Kip-

ley (1880), he was also literary editor of the

Tribiiiw. In 1878, with Grosvenor, also of the

Trihanc, lie deciphered the telegrams which were
thought to pro\c corruption on the part of the

Dcuiucratie National Comniittee, or of Tilden's

friends, in the disjmted election of 1876. Among
his publications are: a Life of Archbishop Hughes
(18(i(j) ; The Ring of the Nibelung (1877) ; Life

of Pius IX. (1878) ; and A Pickwickian Pilgrim-
age (1881).

HASSE, hiis'sc. Fkieuhich Rudolf (1S08-G2).
.V German Protestant Church historian. He was
born in Dresden. June 20. 1808, educated at Leip-

zig and Berlin, and at the latter university first

took up the study of Anselm of Canterbury. In
1834 he began to lecture in Berlin on Church his-

tory, and went to Greifswald as extraordinary
professor of Church history in 1836; thence in

1841 in the same capacity to Bonn, where he be-

came full professor (1849). He made his reputa-
tion bv his masterly work on Anselm—vol. i.,

Life (1843) : vol. ii.'. Theology (18.52). He died
at Bonn, October 14, 1802. After his death his

lecture oiitlines upon the GesHtichte dcs alten
Buncles (1863), and Kirchcngeschichte (1864; ed.

bv W. Engelmann, 1872), appeared. For his

life, consult Krafft (Bonn, 1865).

HASSE, Jon.iNN Adolph (1699-1783). A
German dramatic composer, born at Bergedorf,
near Hamburg. In 1718 he became a tenor at
the Hamburg Opera, and in 1722 became con-

nected with the Brunswick Theatre, where the
next year his first ojiera. Antignnus, was pro-
duced. In 1724 he went to Italy, studying w-ith

Porpora and A. Scarlatti. In 1731 Augustus
Ihe Strong appointed liim kapellmeister and
director of the opera at Dresden, and his wife,

the celebrated singer, Faustina Bordini. was
engaged as prima donna. While in that city
lie was involved in a bitter rivalry w-ith Por-
pora and Mingotti, and it was not until after
their departure that Hasse became supreme.
At the siege of Dresden, in 1760, he sufTered great
losses, many of his manuscripts being destroyed.
His operas, some of the best of whicli were com-
posed during his stay in Italy, were extremely
popular, among the best of them being: II Seso-
strate (1720) ' Aftalo, re di Bitinia (1728) ; and
Dalisa (1730). In his seventy-fifth year he pro-
duced at Jlilan his last opera, linggiero, in

celeliration of the marriage of the Archduke Fer-
dinand. His music was marked by great natural-
ness of expression and charming melody. In ad-
dition to over a hundred operas, he wrote ten
oratorios, five Te Deuins, and numerous instru-
mental pieces and sacred compositions.

HASSE.XQTJIST, ha.s'spl-kwist, Fredkik (1722-
.')2). A Sw-edish naturalist, born at Torne-
valla. East Gothland, and educated at Upsala.
In 1749 he undertook a journey to Palestine.

He spent the winter in Smyrna, and the next year
in Cairo, where he studied the ebb and flow of the
Nile, and later proceeded to the Holy Land. He
died near Smyrna, on his return. Linnteus pub-
lished liis Iter Palwstinum ( 1757 ; translated
into English, 1766).

HASSELT, has'solt. The capital of the Bel-
gian Province of Limburg, situated on the left

bank of the Demer, 49% miles by rail from Ant-
werp, and 19 miles from the Netherlands fron-

tier (Map; Belgium, D 4). It has manufactures
of tobacco, laces, linen, and chicory. The town
possesses a theological and a teachers' seminary
and an industrial school. Population, in 18U0,

13,250; in 1900, 15,249. Here the Dutch gained
a victory over the Belgians on August 6, 18^.

HASSELT, a'sal', ANURIi Henri Constant
VAN (1800-74). A Belgian historian and poet,

born at Waestrieht, and educated at Li&ge and
Ghent. He was employed in the Royal Library
at Brussels; Was appointed inspector of primary
education (1843) and of normal schools (1850);
and edited tlie old French Romans de Cleomadcs
(1805). He compiled; Het gouden Boeksken
(18-15) ; Coiirs de litteraiure franaaise (1801);
and Let^on.t choisics de litteraiure francaise

(1805). His prose works include: Histoire de
Rubens (1840); Les Beiges aux Croisades

(1840); and Histoire des Beiges (1848); and
among his poems mention should he made of;

I'oesies (1852-57); Primeveres (1854); Poemes,
parabolas, odes et 6tudes rhythmiques (1862);
Les quatre incarnations du Christ (2d ed. 1872)'

;

and Le livre des ballades (1872). He also wrote
juveniles under the pseudonym 'Alfred d'Aveline'

or 'Charles Andre." and some Flemish poetry
under the name '.Tan van Limburg.'

HASSENEKATZ, a'saN'fri'its', Jean Henri
(1755-1827). A French scientist, born in Paris.

He studied under Monge. became a geographical
engineer (1780)^ and after three years' study of

mining, entered Lavoisier's lalioratory. He was
an ardent Jacobin, n member of flie Assembly
which decided the fate of the Girondists, and
was instrumental in postponing the decree

against them. Throughout the Revolution lie

was active in providing military material, in re-

organizing military schools, and in founding (lie

Ecole Centrale de Trjivaux Publics, in whieli he
was professor of mineralogy and physical geog-

raphy, and whicli later became the Polytechnic
School. In 1795 he led the bands of the Faubourg
Saint-JIarceau in their attack on tlie Conven-
tion, and had to leave Paris until the general
amnesty of that year. In 1797 he became profes-

sor of physics at the School of Mines, and taught
until 1814. when he retired. Besides con-

tributions to the .innales de Chimie and the
Journal des Mines, he wrote; Manuel niili-

tiiire (1790); Geographic elementaire (5th ed.

1809) ; Cours rcroluiionnaire d'administration
militnire (1794); Tableau de minh-alogie
(1796); Cours de physique celeste (1803);
Hidcrotechnie (1804).

HASSENPFL'UG, has'rn-pflooG, Hans Da-
niel Li-nwic, Fr.iEDHion (1794-1862). A Hes-
sian ]\Iinister, born at Hanau. and educated at
Giittingen. He w.is made Minister of .Tustiee and
of the Interior (1832). and was an energetic
administrator, but. a bitter enemy of the Hessian
Constitutional Party in the Diet, and of a free

press. For five years his absolutist policy was
successful, but in 1837 he found himself losing

favor at Court, and left the country. In 1841

he went to Berlin, where he was a member of the

judiciary until 1850. when he returned to Cassel
as Prime Minister, and asrain fought and finally

lost the battle with the Diet. In 1855 Hassen-
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pflug retired to Marburg, where he died seven

years afterwards.

HASSENSTEIN, hiis'en-stin, Bruno (1830-

1902). A (ieniian cartographer, horn at Riihla.

His work includes revisions of Fay's (trt'at Out-

line of GtO(iriiphy (1SG9), and Sjiruner's Hand-
atlas (1871-79) ; a new atlas of Japan (1885) ;

and in Petermanns Mitteilungen, maps of most
of the important exploring expeditions since

1878. especially of the countiy covered by Jun-
ker. Emin Pasha. Hans ilcyer, and Sven Hedin.

HASSI/EB, has'lPr, Ferdinand Rudolph
(1770-1843). A Swiss-American engineer ; born
in Aarau, Switzerland. He was employed for a
time on the trigonometrical survey of Switzer-

land, subsequentl.y emigrated to the United
States, and was acting professor of mathematics
at West Point from 1807 to 1810. and at Union
College in 1810-11. He was the first superinten-

dent of the United States Coast Surve.y, and for

many years was chief director of that important
work. He was afterwards at the head of the

Bureau of Weights and Measures in the Treasury
Department. His publications include a System
of the Universe, and valuable reports to Congress
on weights and measures, besides several text-

books of science.

HASSLER EXPEDITION. The name given
to the United States Coast Surve.v expedition of

1871, in the steamer Hassler (see Hassler, F.

E. ) , which was the first important scientific ex-

pedition sent by the Government for marine ex-

ploration. The expedition included Prof. Louis
Agassiz and Mr.s. Agassiz; Dr. F. Steindaeher,

ichth.yologist ; Dr. Thomas Hill, botanist; and
Count L. F. de Pourtales, ilr. J. A. Allen, and
others. The steamer left Boston December 4,

1871, and reached San Francisco in August, 1872.

On the way to Saint Thomas surface observations
were made. Deep-sea dredging was done at Bar-
badoes and along the Brazilian coast. At the

Straits of Magellan frequent stops were made,
and at particularly interesting places several

days were spent, and inland excursions were
made, especiall.v to examine glaciers. Through-
out the route collections were made, and much
of this material was deposited in the Museum of

Comparative Zoology at Cambridge, Mass. Some
of the zoological results of the expedition have
been published bv Agassiz, Lyman, and Pour-
tales.

HASSTJNITES, has'si.m-Its. A name given to

the followers of Anton Hassun (1809-84), an
Armenian patriarch. Hassun desired to acknowl-
edce the supremacy of the Pope and attended the

Vatican Council of 1870. A considerable number
of the Armenians were opposed to Hassun, and
chose the Bishop Kupelian in his place. After
much strife Hassun was banished b.y the Sultan.

Kupelian acknowledged the Pope in 1879, and
Hassun, who had been allowed to retura to Con-
stantinople, was acknowledged by the Govern-
ment as head of the Armenian Catholics in Tur-
key. The anti-Hassunites also submitted to the

Pope. In 1880 Hassun resigned, went to Rome,
and was made a cardinal.

HASTINAPtrRA, has'ti-na'poTvra (Skt.,

Elephant City). An ancient city of India,

on the bank of the Ganges, some fifty miles

northeast of the present city of Delhi, and prob-

ably one of the earliest Aryan settlements out-

VoL. IX.^0.

side of the Punjab. Its importance lies in the
fact that it forms a central point of the princi-

pal scenes of tlie MahCihhCtrata. It was tlie resi-

dence and capital of the Kuru family; whereas
their rival and noble cousins, the Pandus, built

their royal city at Indraprastha, or Indrapat,

nearly on the site of the modern Delhi. There
are but few traces of the ancient city Hastina-
pura remaining, though tradition points to a
group of shapeless mounds as being the residence

of the princes of ihe House of Bharata whose
deeds are commemorated in the great national

epic.

HASTINGS, hast'ingz. A Parliamentaiy and
county borough in Sussex, England, (m the Eng-
lish Channel, ti2 miles southeast of London (Jlap:

England, GO). It was the premier Cinque Port,

but lost its importance after being burned by the

French in 1377. It is now the largest fishing-

station on the south coast, and a celebrated

watering-place, largely frequented for its his-

torical interest, picturesque situation, fine sandy
beaches, and its healthful, bracing climate. It

lies in a valley, suri'ounded by hills. Saint-

Leonard's-on-Sea, a western suburlian town, has

been absorbed and joined to the borough. Hast-

ings has two fine piers, large tepid swimming-
baths, numerous hotels, good schools, and inter-

esting remains of an ancient Norman castle. Tlie

marine parade, three miles in length, is one of

the finest sea w-alks and drives in the kingdom.
The town owns spacious open grounds on the

East and West hills, a beautiful park, three pub-

lic gardens, the Brassey Institute, witli public li-

brary, museum, and art schools presented by Lord
Brassey, a fish market, cemeterv. an excellent

well-water supply, and electric-lighting supply,

and maintains bath-houses and hospitals. The
streets are sprinkled with sea-water, which is

also supplied to private houses for bath purposes
through mains. In 924 Athelstan established a
mint at Ha.stings, then an important place, and
there William the Conqueror landed and en-

camped prior to his famous victory over Harold
at Senlac Hill (now Battle Hill), which secured
to him the conquest of England, on October 14,

lOOG. On the spot where Harold fell William
founded Battle Abbey. (See Battle Monu-
ment.) William I. by charter made Hastings
one of the Cinque Ports. Hastings had early

municipal privileges, and received its charter of

incorporation from Elizabeth. Population, in

1891, 63,000: in 1901, 65,000. Consult: Cooper,

Notices of Hastinfjs (1862); Burrows, Cinque
Ports (London, 1888).

HASTINGS. A city and the county-seat of

Barry Count.v, ISlich.. 32 miles southeast of

Grand Rapids : on the Thornapple River, and on
the Jlichigan Central and the Chicago, Kalama-
zoo and Saginaw railroads (Map: Michigan,
H 6). It has a public-school librarv. and a fine

cit.v hall, court-house, and jail. Tlie city is of

importance as a manufacturing centre, its prod-

ucts comprising flour, furniture, felt boots, cigars,

hose-reels, pumps, car-seats, carriages and wag-
ons, etc. The water-works are owned by the

municipality. Population, in 1890, 2972; in' 1900,

3172.

HASTINGS. A city and the county-seat of
Dakota County, Minn., 20 miles southeast of

Saint Paul, at the junction of the Vermillion
River with the Mississippi, and on the Chicago,
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Milwaukee and Saint Paul Railroad (Map: Min-
nesota, F G). It is of considerable importance
as a distributing centre, and exports grain. Hour,
and lumber: its industries include several grain-

elevators, a malt-house and breweries, saw, plan-

ing, and Hour mills, sash, door, blind, wagon, and
furniture factories, etc. Population, in 1890,
3705: in 1900, 3811.

HASTINGS. A city and the county-seat of

Adams County, Neb., 96 miles west of Lincoln, on
the Chicago, Burlington and Quiney, the Missouri
Pacific, and other railroads (ilap: Nebraska, F
3). It is the seat of Hastings College (Presby-
terian), opened in 1882, and of the State Asylum
for tile Chronic Insane, and has a fine city hall,

and City, Prospect, and Heartwell parks. The
city is surrounded by an agricultural and stock-

raising section, has an important trade in grain,

and manufactures flour, wagons, etc. Hastings,
incorporated in 1874, is now governed under a
charter of 1901, which provides for a mayor,
elected biennially, and a city council, the members
of which are elected one-half by wards and one-
half at large. The water-works and electric-light

plant are owned and operated bv the mimicipal-
ity. Population, in 1890, 13,58-i; in 1900, 7188.

HASTINGS. A Danish viking, or sea rover,

of the ninth century, to whom legend ascribes

most of the deeds performed by the Danish
pirates of that time. The facts known concerning
him are as follows: From 859 to 8(53 he was
engaged in plundering the Spanish and Italian

coasts, and in the latter countiy captured Luna
by stratagem. In 866, Robert, Count of Paris,

fell in battle fighting against Hastings, who was
then in the Loire Valley. He left this portion

of France in 872, and in 889 appeared in the
valley of tlie Sonune. In 893 he was defeated
by Alfred the Great with w-hora he made peace.

At that time the t\\'o sons of Hastings were bap-
tized. Of his later history nothing is known,

HASTINGS, Battle of. The name usually
given to the great struggle which took place at
Senlac, near Hastings, on October 14, 1066, be-

tween the Nonnans, under William, Duke of

Normandy, and the English, under King Harold.
Duke William claimed that Harold had agreed
to support his claim to the English crown on the
death of Edward the Confessor (q.v. ), and when
this was not done William began preparations
to wrest the crown from Harold by force. Har-
old had just conquered his brother and rival,

Tostig, at'Stamford Bridge (September 25, 1006)

,

when he heard that the Normans were ravaging
the south, and he immediately hastened in that
direction. He reached the hill of Senlac on Octo-
ber 13th, and proceeded to fortify his position
with a palisade and a ditch. The Nonnan army
v,as divided into three parts, of which the left

wing consisted of Bretons, Poitevins, etc, the
right wing of mercenary troops, and the centre of

Norman knights and archers led by Duke Wil-
liam in person, and grouped around the banner
which the Pope had given. On the English side
the best troops were the Hus-carls or bodyguard
of Harold. At nine in the morning the battle
began with a shower of arrows from the Norman
arehei-s, but no impression wa.s made on the Eng-
lish ranks. Tlie Bretons fled and a part of the
English, contrary to Harold's orders, broke ranks
and pursued. William noticed that they became
disordered tiiereby,. and he ordered a large part

of his army to feign a retreat. The English fell

into the trap, broke their ranks and began to
jiursue. The Norman centre thereupon was able
to storm the summit of the hill, and though the
iOnglish still fought bravely, Harold's eye was
pierced by an arrow, and tin; battle was lost.

William met little vigorous opposition hence-
forth in his conquest of England. Consult: Free-
man, Xorinan Conquest, vol. iii. (2d ed., Lon-
don, 1876) ; Green. The Conquest of England.
vol. ii. (London, 1899). On the spot where Har-
old stood Willianf erected Battle Abbey. See
Battle Mo.\ument.

HASTINGS, Francis Rawdon-Hastings,
first Marquis of (1754-1826). An English sol-

dier and statesman, Governor-General of India.
He was educated at Harrow, and matriculated at
Oxford, but entered the army at the age of nine-
teen, and was sent to America, where he distin-
guished himself in the Revolutiiniary War till

1781, rising to be adjutant-general (1778), and
afterwards brigadier. He was rewarded with a
title. Baron Rawdon, and in ten years had in-

herited another title from his father, the Earl of

Moira. His campaigning in Holland (1794-95)
was followed bj' a term of home service, as mas-
ter-general of ordnance, and he also was most
active in the polities of the time. He was
Governor-General cf India from 1813 to the be-

ginning of 1823. There he showed his mettle in

the transformation of the warlike Gurkhas from
foes into friends, and he was accused even of

exceeding his instructions in the subjugation of

native races, to whom, however, he played the
amiable despot, encouraging education and civil

reform. In recognition of his services in the
establishment of British power in India, he was
made JIarquis of Hastings (1816), and he was
commander-in-chief at Malta for the last two
years of his life.

HASTINGS, FR.ANK AnNEY (1794-1828). An
English naval connnander. He was the son of

Lieut.-Gen. Sir Charles Hastings, and was forced
to leave the British Navy for insubordination.
He joined the Greek Navy in the struggle against
the Turks, fought at Nauplia (1822), and served
in Crete as commander of artillery. He liought

and equipped .a vessel in 1824, with wliicli he did
great damage to the Turkish fleet, distinguishing
himself especially in the bay of Salona in 1827.

In December of the same year Hastings captured
Vasiladi. He died of a wound received at Anato-
likon in 1828.

HASTINGS, Henry, Earl of Huntingdon.
See HuNTixfiOON.

HASTINGS, Selina Shirley. See Hunting-
noN, Selin.v Hasti?jgs.

HASTINGS, Thomas (1787-1872). An
American musician. He was born at Washing-
ton, Conn., but at an early age removed to Clin-

ton, N. Y. He became interested in sacred music,

and made its studv and improvement the chief

business of his life." From 1823 to 1832 he ediled

a religious paper, the Recorder, in Utica : then

went to New York City as musical instructor and
composer, and there published, among other

works: Mother's Hymn Book (1849); History

of Forty Choirs (1854); and Dissertation on
Musical Taste (2d ed. 1853).

HASTINGS, Warren (1732-1818). An Eng-
lish statesman, Governor-General of India. De-
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scended from an ancient family long settled at

Dayk'sfiiril. in Worcpstcrshire, he 'was born at

Churchill, in Oxl'urdshire, on December G, 1732.

He was early left an orphan ; but when only

seven year.s old lie resolved to recover the estate

which had passed out of the possession of his

family. Kntering Westminster School, he became
an excellent scholar, when, at seventeen, he w'as

sent to India as a service writer in the East
India Company's service. Having realized but
a moderate fortune, notwithstanding the great
temptation to enrich himself by means of his

position, he returned in 1704 to England. In
170!) he again went to India, on his appointment
as member of the Council at iladras. and in 1772
he became president of the Supreme Council of

Bengal. When a little later Parliament created

a Governor-Generalship of India, it bestowed that
office upon Hastings, who entered lipon his d\ities

at the beginning of 1774. The finances of his

Government were in a disordered state, and the
incessant demands of the East India Company
for money led to some unscrupulous expedients
for raising funds. For instance, Siraj-ud-Danla,

Nawab of Oudh. having a claim vipon the rich

provinces of Katahr, occupied by the RohilUis,

asked of Hastings military aid in subduing these

people. Hastings granted the request, as in fact

a treaty with the Nawab required, and received

for the service a large sum of money, which he
used to supply a deficit in the Bengal treasury.

The Xawab treated the conquered with great
severity in spite of the intercession of Hastings.
The condemnation and execution of the ambitious,

intriguing Braliman, Nanda Kumar, is perhaps
unjustly laid at his door. But to raise more money
Hastings deposed Chait Singh, Rajah of Benares,

for disloyalty and insurrection, and confiscated

his possessions. He made an agreement also with
Asaph-ud-Daula, son of Siraj-ud-Daula, under
which he deprived the mother and grandmother
of the Nawab of extensive domains which had
fallen irregularly into their hands. The adminis-

tration of Warren Hastings, although he was con-

stantly tranmieled by orders from home, and
frequently borne down by an able and factious ma-
jority in his own council, was vigorous and suc-

cessful, and his conduct of military afi'airs was
no less efficient. He broke the power of Hyder
Ali, Rajah of Mysore; he organized a system by
which justice was dispensed, the revenue collect-

ed, and peace maintained. It is greatly to his

credit, too. that he encouraged Asiatic learning.

When he left India in the spring of 17S.'i that

great empire was tranquil. A treaty had been
concluded with Tipu Sahib, son and successor of

Hyder ; and the Carnatic had oeen evacuated by
the armies of Mysore. On his arrival in England
he was received w-ith distinction by George III.

and the Court. The directors acknowledged his

services by a imanimous vote of thanks. The
Whig opposition was. however, loud and vehement
against him, and succeeded in carrying in the
Lower House a motion for his imix>achment at
the bar of the House of Lords. The trial began
in Westminster Hall, February 12, 1788, the

managers of the impeachment being Burke, Fox,
Sheridan, Windham, and Charles (afterwards
Earl ) Grey. Burke opened the proceedings in a
speech which extended over four sittings; Fox
and Grey ursed the charge respecting Chait
Singh ; and Sheridan was intrusted with the con-
duct of the article relating to the begums or

princesses of Oudh. The interest taken by the
public in the impeachment began to decline after

these great displays of rhetoric. The trial, not-

withstanding, lasted for upward of seven years.

On .\pril 2:i, ll'.)r>, it terminated in the acquittal

of Hastings. Of 400 peers only 20 voted.

Hastings passed the last twenty-four years of

his life at Daylesford in the pursuits of literature

and in the occupations of a country gentleman,
lie died on August 22, 1818, in his eighty-sixth

year, and was buried behind the chancel of the
parish church of Daylesford. A man of great
industry, with an extraonlinary capacity for ad-

ministrative details, lie undoubtedly labored for

the good of India, often, however, by question-

able methods. To him the English Govern-
ment is laigelj' indebted for its political and
judicial organization of India, and for its

method of Indian administration. Consult:
Gleig, Memoirs of the Life of Wnrrcn Hastings
(3 vols., London, 1841), containing original docu-
ments; Trotter, Warren Hastings (London,
1878) ; Bond, Hpeeehcs of the Managers and
Counsel (London, 1859-61); Mill, History of
British India (London, 1848); The Minnies of
Eiidence (London, 17S0) ; History of the Trial
(London, 1700) ; Debates of the House of Lords
(London, 1707) ; Forrest, Administration of War-
ren Hastings, 1772-1783 (Calcutta, 1802) ; Law-
son, Private Life of Warren Hastings (London,
1895) ; Logan, lievieiD of the Principal Charges
Against Warren Hastings (London, 1878) ; L}-all,

Warren Hastings (London, 1889) ; Macaulay,
Essay on Warren Hastings (biased) ; Malleson,
Life of Warren Hastings (London, 1894) ;

Strachev, Hastinqs and the Rohilla War (O.xford,

1892) ; "Busteed,'£c7ioc.5 from Old Calcutta (2d
ed., Calcutta, 1888) ; Beveridge, Trial of Nanda
Kumar (Calcutta, 1886) : Stephen, Dictionary

of National Biography, xxv. (brief but excellent

biography by Keene )

.

HASTINGS, Lord William (c.1430-83). An
English soldier in the service of King Edward
IV. He was the son of Sir Leopold Hastings, and
upon his father's death succeeded to landed es-

tates in Warwickshire and Leicestershire. Upon
the accession of Edward IV. to the throne in 1461,

he rewarded Hastings, who, during the civil war,
had been a faithful friend and retainer of his

father, the Duke of York, with lucrative ofliees

and grants of land. He was an energetic soldier

in ail the King's wars, besides being an ambas-
sador and negotiator for him on various occa-

sions. He fought in Edward's Scottish cam-
paigns, and upon Warwick's invasion, aided the
King in escaping, raised forces in his behalf, and,
after his return, commanded part of the army at
the battle of Barnet. Having invaded France in

1475, he obtained a treaty of peace and an an-
nuity from the French King. After the death of
Edward IV. he was accused of treason by the
Duke of Gloucester, and beheaded.

HASTINGS SAND. See We.\lden Foraia-

HASTY PUDDING. A humorous poem, by
Joel Barlow, published in 1796 at New Haven
with a dedication to Martha Washington.

HAS'WELIi, Charles Hatnes (1800—1. .\n

American civil, marine, and mechanical engineer,

born in New York City. He learned his profes-

sion in a steam-engine factory, and in 1836 was
appointed chief engineer in the United States
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Navy. During his service, which lasted until

1850, he was a member of the boards which de-

signed the Missouri, the Mississi'iJiji, and six

other steam frigates. He built the tirst prac-

ticable steam launch (1837), and was the first

to use zinc to protect the hulls of iron vessels and
marine steam boilers from the galvanic action of

salt water and copper. He superintended the

construction of the crib bulkhead at Hart's Isl-

and, and after 1808 was the consurting engineer

of the board of public improvements in New York
City. His publications include: The Mechanic's
and Engineer's Pocket Book (1844; UCth ed.

1901); Mechanic's Tables (1854); Mensuration
and Practical Geometry (1856); and Reminis-
cences of an Octogenarian (1895).

HAT (AS. hwt, Icel. haltr; connected ulti-

mately with Skt. chad, to cover) , and Hat ^Maxtt-

FACTFRE. The hat is a head-covering, distin-

guished from the cap and bonnet by having a
brim around it. Hats were first manufactured in

England about 1510, and superseded caps, or soft

headgear, in the reign of Queen Elizabeth. The
felting of caps is, however, said to have been

known long before this period ; and there is a
tradition that a Icnowledge of felted caps or hats

bad been introduced by the Crusaders. At any
rate such an industry flourished in Germany and
France in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries.

As the process of felting is ascribed by tradition

to Saint Clement, he was early assumed as the

patron saint of the craft, and the annual festival

of the trade was appointed for the 23d of Novem-
ber. Wool was the material first employed in

forming felt hats : but in time, as European trade

with .Vmerica developed, the fur of the beaver,

being finer and softer, came into use ; hence the

term beaver was long synon^^nous with hat. For
about three centuries, fine beaver hats dyed black,

and prepared witli much skill, formed the head-

covering of the higher classes in Great Britain,

and distinguished them from the middle and
humbler classes, which continued for a length of

time to wear the less expensive Caps and bonnets.

The growing scarcity of beaver-fur led to at-

tempts to substitute a cloth formed of silk plush,

drawn over a pasteboard frame, about 1810.

These were not very successful ; and hats of wool

or beaver-felt were common until about 1840.

The high cost of beaver at length brought out the

improvement of silk hats to such an extent that

the beaver was entirely superseded, and the

fabrication of silk hats brouglit to great perfec-

tion.

With the course of fashion hats have under-

gone a great variety of changes of shape. The
raisins of the top part and the widening or di-

minishing of the brims have constituted the

chief differences. Sometimes the top has been
high and narrow, sometimes high and widened;
and as regards the brim it has sometimes been
60 broad as to loop up. Political and religious

differences have been marked by the form of

hats. The Puritan of the reign of Charles I.

adopted the steeple hat, high and narrow, with
a broad brim, and devoid of ornament. The
Cavalier, during the same era, wore a lower and
broader crown, with a feather stuck on one side.

The Quaker hat. low in the crown, with a broad
brim, and plain, dates from the origin of the
sect at the middle of the seventeenth century. A
growing extravagance in breadth of brim led to

the device of looping up the back and sides, and
thus led to the cocked hat which was worn by
gentlemen througliout the eighteenth century.
Some men of fashion, however, by way of singu-
larity, wore low-crowned hats with brims, from
which was evolved tlie round hat, which finally

superseded everj- variety of cocked hat at the be-

ginning of the nineteenth century.
Tlie Himgarian patriot Kossuth introduced

into the L'niled States the soft felt hat. which
has since been an especial favorite in the South
and West. Straw hats began to be worn in

.\merica about 1800, the first importations being
of the palui-leaf variety. With the increased
taste for traveling, and for bicycling, golf, and
otlier cut-of-door sports, a great demand has
arisen from adults of both se.xes and from chil-

dren for light, soft, undressed hats, not easily

damaged by rain oj rough treatment. Such hats

are usually of cloth, and come in great variety

of shapes and colors.

H.at-JIakixg IX THE United States. The his-

tory of hat manufacture in this country dates
back to ver}^ early colonial days. In 1GG2 the

Assembly of Virginia enacted a law offering ten

pounds of tobacco for every good wool or fur hat
made in the Colony. In 1675 laws were passed

prohibiting the exportation of raccoon furs from
the provinces. By 1731 the industry had become
of so much importance as to interfere most seri-

ously with the trade of the English manufactur-
ers, who in that year petitioned Parliament to

forbid the importation of hats from the American
colonies. A special committee to which the peti-

tion was referred reported that in New York and
New England 10,000 beaver hats were manufac-
tured annually, and that there were ten hatters in

the single city of Boston, one of whom made forty

hats a week. In accordance with the spirit of

this petition, laws were passed forbidding the

exportation of American hats to other English
colonies, forbidding the manufacture of hats by
any person who had not served an apprentice-

ship of seven years at the business, and forbid-

ding negroes from working at the business. But
in spite of these hampering restrictions, the in-

dustry continued to thrive and to be encouraged
by the various colonial governments. Delaware,
in 1753, ottered a prize of forty shillings for the

neatest and best hat manufactured in the lower
counties. Carolina, by 1767, had developed a
flourishing hat industry, with a large export

trade to the Spanish islands. Soon after the

close of the Revolution the manufacture of hats

had become of great importance in Pennsylvania,

and from that time the industry has continued

to flourish. Statistics, showing the growth of

this industry in the United States, are given at

the close of this article.

Makuf.vctuke. Felt hats are made in a wide
range of qualities. The finer and more expensive

qualities are formed entirely of fur; the com-
moner qualities use a mixi:ure of fur and Saxony
wool ; and for the lowest kinds wool alone is

employed. The processes and apparatus neces-

sary for making hats of fur differ also from those

required in the case of woolen bodies; and in

large manufactories, especially in America, ma-
chinery is generally employed for operations
which formerly were entirely manual. Hatter's
fur consists principally of the hair of rabbits
(technically called coneys) and hares, with some
proportion of nutria, musquash, and beaver's
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hair, though the latter material has beoii for

many years extremely scarce, and generally any
parings or cuttings from furriers arc also used.

Furs intended for felting are deprived of their

long, coarse hairs, after which tlioy are treated

with a solution of nitrate of mercury, an opera-

tion called carroting or secretage, wliereby the

felting properties of the fur are greatly increased.

The fur is then cut from the skin. Perhaps the

modern method of making a felt hat may be best

understood by describing the method of the an-

cient hatter and then the various modifications in

M this process which have been cfl'ected by ma-
chinery. Fifty years ago the hatter beat his fur

with a bow into a triangular piece of felt which,

when laid together by two straight edges, as-

sumed the shape of a cone. (See Felt.) The
felt was next shrunk between cloths which were
kept hot and wet by frequent dipping in a kettle

of boiling size, care being taken to preserve the

triangular shape of the felt. Having been shrunk
to about one-third its original size, or to proper

dimensions for a hat, the conical bag was drawn
over a block and tied tightly at the point where
the crown spreads out into a brim. The brim
portion was next pulled and stretched into shape

with a special instrument. While still on the

block, the hat was dyed, and again washed, stif-

fened, and dried. If a long nap was desired, the

surface of the felt was carded ; while to obtain

a smooth finish it was rubbed with pumice-stone.

It was then ready to be "trimmed,' that is, to

have the band, binding, lining, and sweat-band
put on. Beginning with the cutting of the fur,

these processes are now performed by automatic
machinerj'. The description of the general

method employed is condensed from that fur-

nished by the Twelfth United States Census
(section on wool manufactures), that being the

most recent information available. The separa-

tion of the fur from the skin is effected by cut-

ting the skin into shreds by means of rapidly re-

volving shear-blades, fixed just below a table, but
so adjusted that, as the skin jiasscs under a
roller or guide fixed above th^, shear-blade, it

drops beneath the machine, while the fur, without
the apparent displacement of a fibre, passes on
the other side of the roller, whence it is removed
and packed away until required. Different

kinds or qualities of fur are next mixed to

produce the quality of hat desired—an opera-

tion which is accomplished by means of a

machine called a 'devil,' in which the fibres

are pulled apart and thoroushly mingled. The
fur is next taken to a blowing-machine, where
it is kept constantly agitated in a light cur-

rent of air. The matted pieces, and those to

which skin adheres, together with the hair and
dirt thrown out from the fine fur, drop through
a set of sieves which separate the valuable pieces

of fur for further treatment. The blowing proc-

ess continues imtil the fur is perfectly free from
extraneous matter, when it leaves the machine in

a lap. fine and soft, but so light and filmy that

it hardly bears the touch. As tlie fur comes from
the blower, it is weighed out into boxes, each
of which contains fur enough for one hat. Each
box of fur is now passed on to a 'former,' a
machine which consists of a revolving cone made
of brass or copper, of suitable size for the hat-

body. The cone is pierced with innumerable
small holes, throHgh which a current of air is

drawn by means of an exhaust fan. There is

also an arrangement by which minute jets of

hot water are thrown upon the newly formed
hat-bod}' to give it sullicient consistency to per-

mit its removal from the cone. The fur is fed

through a tube to a revolving cylinder, which
thoroughly opens and distributes the fur into the

machine and spreads it evenly over the surfaco

of the cone, which during this operation is in-

closed in a tight box. When the fur is properly

distributed the box is opened, and the jets of

water are thrown upon the fur, and the embryo
hat, over which a cloth is spread for its protec-

tion, is removed by hand. The whole operation

takes but two or three minutes. The fur is then

rolled and pressed, first by hand and then by

machinery, to felt it and reduce it to its proper

proportions. In the meantime it is sized to add
to its strength and durability. An application

of shellac dissolved in alcohol is used, a much
stronger solution being required for a 'derby'

than for a soft hat. Thus far the hat has re-

tained its conical form, but the next step is to

give it the hat shape. It is placed upon a mold,
consisting of a block and a matrix, which shajies

both the crown and brim. The next step is dye-

ing, after which the hair receives further shaping
upon another block. This final block is adjusta-

ble, so that all the dimensions of a hat—size of

band, height and diameter of crown, and width
of brim—are accurately gauged by levers, so that

of a given shape, every size can be made on the

same block. Pouncing, which is a process of

sandpapering to remove inequalities, follows, and
is accomplished by placing the hat on a rapidly

revolving block, and rubbing the surface with
fine emery paper. The trimmings—that is, the

sweat-band, the lining, and the ribbon binding

—

"are now attached, and the hat given another shap-

ing upon the block.

Wool hats are made by a ditTerent initial proc-

ess. The wool, as it comes from the card in a
continuous lap, is wound upon a machine con-

sisting of two cones placed base to base and re-

volving upon an axis placed parallel to the end of

the card. The double cone is so rotated that the

continuous lap of wool is woimd in a zigzag man-
ner, crossing and recrossing from end to end.

When a sufficient quantity of wool has been re-

ceived, the machine is stopped, the double cone
of wool is divided in the centre, the two resulting

hat-bodies removed for felting, and the process

repeated. The processes of felting, dyeing, stif-

fening, blocking, finishing, and trimming follow.

The silk hat, now universally known as an
article of dress, is of com])aratively modern
use. It was known in Florence over a cen-

tury ago: but its manufacture was not intro-

duced into France till about 18'25, and its de-

velopment lias taken place entirely since that
time. A silk hat consists of a light stiff body,

covered with silk plush of a brilliant glossy te.x-

ture, the manufacture of which is the most im-
portant element in the industry. Originally the
bodies were made of felt and various other ma-
terials, but now calico, muslin, or other cotton
material is almost exclusively used. The muslin
is first stiffened with a varnish of shellac, and
then cut into pieces sufficient for crown, side, and
brim. The side-piece is woiuid round a wooden
hat-block, and its edges are joined by hot ironing,

and the crown-piece is p>it on and similarly at-

taclicd to the side. The brim, consisting of three
tliicknesses of muslin cemented together, is now
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slipped over and brought to its position, and then
a second side-picee and another crown are ce-

mented on. The whole of the body, thus prepared,
now receives a coat of size ; subsequently it is

varnished, and it is ready for the operation of

covering. Tn covering this body, the under brim,
generally of merino, is first attached, then the
upper brim, and lastly the crown and side sewed
together are drawn over. All these by hot iron-

ing and stretching are drawn smooth and tight,

and as the varnish of the body softens with the

heat, body and cover adliere to each other at all

points without wrinkle or pucker. Dressing and
polishing, by means of damping, brushing, and
ironing, come ne.xt, after which the hat is velured
in a revolving machine by the application of

haircloth and velvet velures, which cleans tlie nap
and gives a smooth and glossy surface. The brim
has then only to be bound, the linings inserted,

and the brim finally curled, when the hat is ready
for use. The plush used for silk hats is made
almost wholly in France. For many years in

all kinds of hat-making the French e.xcelled, and
in such centres as Anduze, Lyons, and Paris the
trade is very extensive and important. In Great
Britain the felt hat trade is principally centred
at Denton and otiier localities in the neighbor-
hood of Manchester, and in America the States
of Connecticut, New York, and New Jersey enjoy
the greater part of the industry.

The manufacture of straw hats has grown to

be a large industry in the United States witliin

recent years, and large quantities are annually
exported. The straw braid, like all hat mate-
rials, is chiefly imported, coming from Italy,

China, and Japan. The straw braid is sewed by
machinery and shaped by means of a block, the
pressing being done, *frequently, with hydraulic
machines. A sizing of glue is used to stiffen the
hat before it is pressed. See Straw Manufac-
tures.

iStatistics.—In 1810 the number of fur hats
reported as made in the country in one year was
457,666, of which 4.5.360 were made in Pennsyl-
vania. According to the census of 1840, the value
of the' hats and caps of all kinds made annually
in the United States was $8,704,342. At the

census of 1850, 1048 establishments, with a
cajjital of $4,427,708, were engaged in the manu-
facture of hats and caps. Half a century later

IVl establishments were engaged in the manu-
facture of fur hats, and 24 of wool hats. The
fur-hat industry engaged a capital of $16,701,308,
and there was produced an annual output valued
at $27,811,187. The wool-hat industry involved
a capital of $2.0.50,802, and produced soods
valued at $3,501,040.

HATASTJ, ha'tft-soS, or HATSHEPSET, ha-
chep'sOt (H.\TSiiEpsu) . An Egyptian queen
of the Eighteenth Dynasty, also called P.amaka
(or Ma-ka-ra) and Chnemt Amum. The daugh-
ter of Thotmes I., she was associated with him
in the last years of his reign; became the con-

cubine of his son Thotmes II., who succeeded his

father: and. as guardian of his son, later
Thotmes III., to whom she married her daugh-
ter, exercised a great influence over his brilliant

reign, and was for some time practically sove-

reign, as is typified by her appearance on the
monuments in male garb. The mutilation of her
name in inscriptions points to a falling ouit be-

tween her and the young King, and probably to
his complete assumption of power. From South-

ern Arabia an expedition sent out by Hatasu
brought back rich treasure. The temple near
Thebes, called Der el-Bahri, which is approached
by a lane of sphinxes and is surrounded by obe-
lisks, contains many of the records of her reign
and an especially vivid representation of the
expedition to Punt.

HATCH, Edward (1832-90). An American
soldier in tlie Civil War, born in Bangor, Maine.
He began his military career at Washington in

1861, but went West the same j'ear, and rose
rapidly from captain to be lieutenant-colonel of
the Second Iowa Cavalry. By 1862 he was colonel
of the same. He served under General (!rant in

the South, and after commanding the entire cav-
alry division in the Army of the Tennessee he was
made brigadier-general (1864). His gallantry in

the field caused his further promotion to the
rank of major-general, and his transference from
the volunteer to the regular arm}' corps as colonel
of the Ninth United States Cavalry. In this
capacity he was engaged in military service in
the far West after the war was over.

HATCH, Edwin (1835-89). An English theo-

logian, born at Derby. He was educated at' Pem-
broke College, Oxford; was ordained deacon in

1858, and priest in 1859; from 1859 to 1862 was
professor of classics in Trinity College, Toronto,
Can., from 1862 to 1867 rector of the Quebec High
School; and from 1867 to 1885 was vice-principal

of Saint Mary Hall, Oxford. In 1883 he became
rector of Purleigh, Essex, in 1884 university
reader in ecclesiastical history and secretary
to the boards of faculties. He was Bamptcju
lecturer in 1880, Grinfield lecturer on the Sep-
tuagint from 1882 to 1884, and Hibbert lec-

turer in 1888. The degree of D.D. was conferred
upon him by the University of Edinlmrgh in

1883. He was a founder (1870) and the first

editor of the Official Gazette. In theology he
was an independent thinker, who sought to effect

at Oxford a scientific basis for that study. He
published The Student's Handbook to the TJniver-

sitji and Colleges of Oxford in 1S73 {7th ed.

1883). but The Orfianization of the EarJ/i Chris>-

tian ('huirhcs (Baxupton Lectures, 1881) was
his first important volume. This was rendered
into German, by the eminent Dr. Harnack, as
Die OcscUschaftsverfassyiig der ehristlirlicn.

Kirchen in Alterthum (Giessen, 1883). Other
works by him were: The Groirlli- of Church In-

stitutions (1887), and Creek Influence on Chris-
tianity (the "Hibbert Lectures," edited by Dr.
Fairbairn, 1890). His writings were read and
discussed with interest in Scotland, Germany,
and the United States, as well as in England.
Consult an article by Harnack in the Theolo-
gische Litteratur Zeitunfj (1890).

HATCH, John Porter (1822-1901). An
American soldier, born in Oswego, N. Y. He
graduated at West Point in 1845. and went in

1846 to the war in Mexico as a lietitenant of in-

fantry, but exchanged the following year for the

mounted rifles, and was promoted for gallantry

in the field during the Civil War. which he
had entered as brigadier-general of volunteers.

He joined the Regular Army in 1866, and rose to

be colonel of the Second Cavalry Regiment, 1881,

but I'etired in five years.

HATCH, RuFU-s (1832-93). An American
banker, born in Wells, Y'ork County, Maine. Re-

moving to Illinois, he was first a clerk in a
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grocery store at Rockford, after wliich lie joiiucl

a survej-ing party on one of tlic earliest railroads

in Wisconsin, and linally, in 1854. entered the
grain eonimission business in Chieayo, wliere he
rapidly aceunuilated a fortune. In 18(i2 he re-

moved to Xew York City, where he estahlishcd a
stock-brokerage business, and became well known
as a dealer in and promoter of railway stocks.

He managed the famous Chicago and Xorthwest-
ern 'deal' in 1808, secured control of the Pacific

Mail Steamship Company, and linally. alter

varying fortunes, failed in the Northern Pacific

collapse in 1883.

HATCH, WiLLiAii Henry (1833-96). An
American lawyer, born at Georgetown, Ky. He
was admitted to the bar in 1854; served in the
Confederate Army during the Civil War. and rose
to the rank of lieutenant-colonel; was member
from Jlissouri in the United States House of

Representatives from 1879 to 1895, and during
this time took a leading part in .securing legis-

lation for the benefit of the agricultural inter-

ests. He was largely responsible for the passage
of the act, commonly known as the Hatch Act,
granting Federal aid to agricultural experiment
stations in all the States and Territories.

HATCHEL. See Hackle.

HATCHIE. A tributary of the Mississippi
River. See Big Hatchie.

HATCHMENT, or ACHIEVEMENT (for-

merly atclDHcnt, achcmcnt, atchcament, an abbre-
viation of achievement, Fr. achevemeni, from
achever, OF. achever, achiever, to achieve, from
venir a chief, Fr. venir a chef, to come to the
head, or end). In heraldry, an escutcheon or
armorial bearing; specifically, the armorial bear-

ing placed on the residence of a person lately

deceased. The funeral hatchment is in the form
of a lozenge, upon which the shield is placed.

The crest and other accessories are given, but in

place of the motto a text or other religious

legend is used. For a bachelor, the whole of the
lozenge background is black. In the hatchment
of an unmarried lady, the legend is omitted and
a knot of ribbon takes the place of the crest. The
hatchment of a husband whose wife survives im-
pales his arms with his wife's in a shield with
the external ornaments to which he is entitled,
the ground of the hatchment being, under his
side of the shield, black, and under his wife's,

white. If the wife be an heiress, her arms are
not impaled, but carried in an escutclieon

( q.v.

)

of pretense. The arms of a wife whose hus-
band survives are impaled w-ith her husband's
arms in a shield, or, in the case of an heiress,
borne on an escutcheon of pretense. There is no
helmet, crest, or mantling, but a peeress is en-
titled to her robe of estate. The ground under
tlie dexter side nf the shield is white, and under
the sinister, black. The hatchment of a widower
diflfers from that of a husband, in the ground
being entirely black. The hatchment of a widow
differs from that of a wife, both in h.iving the
ground entirely black, and in the form of the
escutcheon, which (except in the case of an
escutcheon of pretense) is lozenge-shaped. The
arms are encircled by a silver cordon or corde-
li6re, the symbol of widowhood. On the decease
of the last of a family, a death's head surmounts
the shield in place of a crest.

The achievement of a reigning king or queen,

whether married or not, represents the royal

arms complete on a ground entirely black. That
of an archbishop or bishop has the insignia of

his see impaled with his paternal arms, the

whole surmounted by a mitre, and the ground
is per pale argent and sable. The dean of a
cathedral or collegiate church and a king-at-arms
also impale the arms of ofiice with their family
arms, in the achievement of the wife of a prel-

ate, there are two shields—the first containing
the impaled arms of the see and the bishop, sur-

mounted by a mitre; and the second, the family
arms of the bishop with those of his wife. The
ground is all white, except that part which ia

under the arms of the wife.

Funeral escutcheons in Scotland, France, and
Germany dill'er considerably from those in use
in England, in that they indicate not merely the
right of the deceased to a coat of arms, but his
gentility of descent. The hatchment is much
larger, sometimes consisting of a lozenge above
six feet square, and the arms of the deceased,
which occup}- the centre, are surrounded by those
of the eight or sixteen families from whom he
derived his descent, the ])aternal quarterings on
the right side, and tlie maternal on the left. The
deceased is not entitled to a hatchment unless
all these families had a right to bear arms. On
the four corners are death's heads and the in-

itials and titles of the deceased; the black inter-

stices are powdered with tears. See Heraldry.

HATCHWAY, Jack. A retired naval ofiicer

in Smollett's Percyriiie Pickle. He is the boon
companion of Conunodore Trunnion.

HAT'FIELD. A market-town in Hertford-
shire, England, on the Lea, 7 miles southwest of

Hertford ( Map : England, F 5 ) . Population of

parish, in 1891, 6903; in 1901. 7551. It is noted
for the vicinity of Hatfield House, the seat of
the Marquis of Salisbury, built on the site, and
containing remains, of the famous Ely Epis-
copal Palace, erected in tlie twelfth century. It

was acquired by Henry VIII. Edward VI. and
Queen Elizabeth were both called to the throne
while residents of the palace; .James I. also re-

sided here, and it was one of the prisons of
Charles I. The present stately Elizabethan man-
sion, built 1608-11, and situated in extensive and
beautiful grounds, contains valuable portraits
and historical manuscripts. Consult Brewer,
Enfilish litiidies. edited by Wace (London, 1881).

HATFIELD, Edwin Francis (1807-83). An
American I'resliyterian clergyman, born in what
is now Summit, N. J. He graduated at IMiddle-

bury College in 1829, studied theologj' at An-
dover, and was ordained in New York in

1832. He then became rector successively of

the Second Presbyterian C'hurch 'in Saint
Louis and of the Seventh and North Pr(^sby-

terian churches in New York. Ill health
obliged him to give up preaching in 1803. He
was for a time agent for the Union Theologi-
cal Seminary, for which he raised a large sum
of money, and for many .years clerk of the Pres-

b.^'terian General Assembly. He was the author
of: Unirersalism as It Is (1841) ; Saint Helena
and the Cape of Good Hope (18.52) ; The nislory

of Elizabeth. N. J..- The Church Ihimn-Iinok.
with Tunex (1872) ; and The Poets of the Church
(1884). He left his library of 6000 volumes tfl

Union Theological Seminary.
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HATH'AWAY, Anne, or Agnes. The maid-
en name ot' Shakespeare's wile. See Shake-
speare.

HATH'ERLY, Sir WiLOAii Page Wood,
Baruu (1801-81). An English jurist, born in

Lunduu, and educated at Winchester and Cam-
bridge. He was called to the bar in 1827, and
was Queen's Counsel eigliteen years later. He
entered Parliament for Oxford in 1847, and be-

came a power in Church matters, and, though
not a polished speaker, was highly respected for

his knowledge and conscientiousness. From being

a judge and a baronet he rose to be a peer of the

realm and Lord Chancellor of Great Britain

(1808), but retired in 1872. His personal be-

nevolence influenced his Parliamentary career,

and his piety is apparent in his published works,

such as Truth and Its Counterfeits (1857), and
The Co-ntinuity of Scripture (1867).

V HATHOB, hii'thOr. An Egyptian goddess.

See Atiior.

HATIFI, ha'te-fe, Abdallah (c.l460-lo21)

.

A Persian epic poet, nephew of Jami (q.v.),

born at Khargird, in Herat. The last of the im-

portant epic poets, he wrote in rhymed couplets

five poems; Laila ira ilajnun, a story of unhappy
love (edited by Jones, 17S8; and in lithograph,

Lucknow, 1862) ; Haft llanzar, an imitation

of Nizami's Haft Pailcar : Shirllm wa Ehusru,
a tale of the love of a Hindu prince for a rajah's

daughter, and remarkable as being based on con-

temporary fact, and not on conventional legend

;

T'imur Is amah, or Zafarnamah, celebrating the

deeds of Timur or Tamerlane, the most important

historical epic after the Huhnamah, of which a
part was published by Jones ( 1788 ; lithographed

at Lucknow, 180!) ) ; and an uncompleted story of

the glories ot Shah Ismail. This pentad is one

of the many imitations of Nizami's Khamsah.
Hatifi is also the name of an earlier Persian poet,

who wrote Qui u Chaugiin, a poem on the rela-

tion of man to God under the figure of the ball

and the racket—though afflicted and beaten, he

must turn again to him who smote ; and again

of a Turkisli poet of Amasia in Asia Minor, who
wrote in the sixteenth century.

HATTALA, ha'ta-la, M.\rtin (1821-1903).

A Czech philologist, born in tlie County of Ai'va,

Hungary. He studied at Pressburg and Vienna

;

became a priest in 1848, but soon devoted himself

to linguistics ; was teacher in the Pressburg Gym-
nasium (1850-54), instructor (1854), and later

professor of Slavic philology in the University of

Prague. His writings comprise studies in Czech

and Slovack phonetics and sj-ntax. Especially to

be noted is his defense of the authenticity of the

mamiscripts of Kvalove-Dvor and Grtinberg, con-

taining old epics and lyrics in Bohemian; also,

De Contimiarum Vonsonantinm in Linrjnis Slari-

cis Mutatione (1867) ; attacks on Schleicher and
others; and, with A. Patera. Reliquice Metrica-

rum Alexandreidon Palwohohemicarvyn (1881).
He also wrote on the phonetics of Bohemian and
Slovack (1854) : a comparative grammar of Bo-

hemian and Slovack ( 1857 ) ; a Slovack grammar
(1864); and Brns jazyka 6esk6ho, a work on
style and diction (1877).

HATTEEAICK, hat'ter-ak, Dirk. A smug-
gler in Scott's Guy ilannering.

HATTERAS, Cape. See Cape Hattebas.

HATTE'RIA, or SmENODON. A genus of New
Zealand "lizards,' described in more detail under
Tuatab.\ (q.v.), which is the sole remaining
representative of the group Prosauria, and is

therefore of great interest as illustrating in its

.structure a "primitive, almost ideally generalized

type of reptiles."

HATTI SHERIF, hiit'te sha-ref, or HATTI
HXTMAYUNi, hoo'ma-yooii' (Turk., excellent

writing, from Ar. khatt, script, line, from khatta,

to trace, and sar'if, sublime, from iarafa, to sur-

pass). The name given by the Turks to impor-

tant rescripts ot the Sultan. The hatti sherifs

are composed in the Turkish language, and writ-

ten in the Arabian court-hand Divani. Above
the text, as a token of the authenticity of the

rescript, stands the intricate, flourish or mark
of the Sultan, usually in black, but sometimes

in red or gold. This flourish is called tugra. or

rishani sherif. The hatti sherif is irrevocable,

while the written decrees of the Sultan relative

to matters not so important, called Irads, are

arbitrary decisions or opinions of the ruler liable

to be amended, and, in many instances, entirely

abrogated.

HATTO, hiit'to. Tlie name of two archbish-

ops of ilainz. Hatto I. (c.850-913) became Ab-
bot of Reichenau in 888, and Archbishop of

!Mainz three years later. He possessed great in-

fluence at the Court of the Emperor Arnulf, and
after the death of the latter in 899 became the

guardian of his infant son, Louis the Child. In

the struggle between the German kings and the

anarchic feudal nobility, Hatto was a zealous

partisan of the monarchy, and brought to its

aid a bold spirit, a crafty mind, and a conscience

which balked neither at treachery nor murder.

His haughty bearing and magnificent mode of life

still further incensed the nobles, who hated him
as the instrument of the royal power. The feel-

ing with which he was regarded by the people

as a whole is attested l\v the widespread legend

that his body, after death, was carried off by the

devil and flung into the crater of Mount Etna.

Of greater authenticity is the story related of

his perfidious conduct toward Count Adalbert

of Babenberg, a noble of Thuringia. who had
been at enmity with the Emperor, and who was
induced by Hatto to seek the King's presence for

the purpose of efi'ecting a reconciliation, the

Archbishop promising under oath to restore him
imharmed to his castle. After the two had start-

ed on their journey from Adalbert's home. Hatto
found some pretext for returning with his un-

suspecting companion to the castle, thus fulfill-

ing the letter of his vow. Setting out once more,

they arrived at the royal camp, where Adalbert

was put to death. Hatto is also the hero of the

well-known legend connected with the Mouse
Tower, situated on an island in the Rhine, near

Bingen. During a famine, as the story goes, the

Archbishop caused a number of poor people to be

burned in a barn, comparing their cries of agony

to the squealing of mice. He was thenceforw-ard

pursued by a plague of these animals, to escape

which he built the tower on a rock in the Rhine.

He could not, however, evade his persecutors, and

was finally devoured by them. "This story, how-

ever, is told with slisrht variations of several his-

toric characters, and is qiiite as frequently asso-

ciated with his namesake. Hatto II., who was
Archbishop of Mainz from 968 to 970. Consult:
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Heidemann, Hatto I., Erzbischof von Mainz (Ber-

lin, 18U5) ; Baring-GoulJ, Curious Myths of tlit

ilUUllc Ayes (London, 180t)-ti7).

HAT'TON, Sir Ciikistoi-hek (1o-10-91). An
English statesman and jurist, lioni at Iloldenby.

He became a nienilier of tlio Inner Temple ( 155'J)

,

sat in tile Parliaments uf 1.571, 1572, 1584^ and
lu8(). and showed himself a bitter enemy of the

Jesuits. Parry, who defended them in Conuiions,

Hatton accused, and finally had him condemned
to death. He was a commissioner at the trial of

Baliington, of the conspirators against Elizabeth,

and of JIary Stuart, and in general showed him-
self a clever courtier of the (Jueen. In 1587 she

made him Lord Chancellor—the "dancing Chan-
cellor,' as he was called, in allusion to the story

that the Queen lirst looked on him with favor

when she saw him dancing. In literaiy history

Hatton is best known as the jiatron of Spenser,
who dedicated to him The Faerie Queen. Consult
Nicolas, Memoirs of the Life and Times of Sir
C'hristoiiher Hatton (London, 1847).

HATTON, Fr.\.nk (1846-94). An American
journalist, born in Cambridge, Ohio. He learned
the newspaper business in the office of his father,

^"ho edited the Cadiz (Ohio) Kcpul)liean. He
seri-ed through the Civil War, attaining the rank
of first lieutenant, and then became a journalist

in Iowa, finally becoming editor-in-chief of the

Burlington Baickrye. In 1881 he was appointed
Assistant Postmaster-C4encral. and three years
later succeeded Walter Q. Greshani as Post-

master-General, thereby becoming the youngest
Cabinet officer since Alexander Hamilton. He
was for some time editor-in chief of the Mail in

Chicago, and in 1888 returned to Washington,
where he edited the Post.

HATTON, JcsEPH (1841—). An English
journalist, novelist, and playwright, born ,at

Andover. He was educated at home and in

Chesterfield, and began his literary career by
writing for the Dcrlii/shirc Times, a paper his

father had founded. In 1868 he went to London
to edit and transform the Genttemnn's Maga::iiie,

and was soon correspondent for German, Aus-
tralian, and American papers, while he made
frequent visits to the United States in the inter-

ests of English journals. His popular Ciijarette

Papers appeared first in the Peopte, of which he
became editor in 1000. His Eastern travels bore
frnit in The New Ceylon (1881), and he brought
out Henry Irviiifi's [mpressions of Ameriea
(1884) ; but he is best knowii as the author of

such novels as: Under the Great Seal (1893);
The Banishment of Jessop Blythe (1895); The
liagqer and the Cross { 1897) ; When Rogues Fall
Out (1899); and In Male .ittire (1900). His
romance, .John Veedham's Douhlc. was drama-
tized for E. S. Willard. and Richard Jfansfield

produced his version of The Scarlet I.ctter. Hat-
ton also arranged The Priuec and Pauper for his

daughter Bessie, and ./aek Shepjiard for Weedon
Grossniith. One of his novels. By Order of the
Czar, had the distinction of being condemned by
the Russian censor.

HATTON, Joseph Liptrot (1809-86). An
English musical composer, born in Liverpool.
With much natural ability, inherited from father
and grandfather, both violinists, be was never
thoroughly educated, and but one of his songs.
"To .\nthea." ranks as a classic. He wrote
about three hundred in all, and many of them

were as popular as the composer himself. A ver-

satile genius with a sense of humor, he filled

many rules—organist at si.\teen years of age;
actor with Jlacready in Othello ( 1832) ; eou-

duclor of chorus in English opera (1842-43);
composer of pianoforte pieces and an operetta,

(Jucvn of the Thames; interpreter of Bach's
fugues without the notes ; and vocalist at the
Hereford ^Musical Festival (1846). He went <3n

concert tours with Vieu.\temps, Sims Reeves, and
other artists, and upon one of his American visits

stayed for two years. From 1853 to 1859 he was
musical director at the Princess's Tlicatre under
Charles Kean, and when the Ballad Concerts were
started at Saint James's Hall, London, in 1866,
Hatton was the accompanist and conductor till

1875. He edited song albums for Boosey & Co.,

attempted oratorio as well as ojiera, and his
part songs are still sung. He died at Jlargate,
and was buried in Kensal Green.

HATZER, hets'er, Ludwig (c.1500-29). A
prominent Swiss Anabaptist. He was born at
Bischofszell, near Saint Gall, Switzerland ; stud-
ied at Freiburg im Breisgau, and attained high
rank as a scholar, particularly in Latin, Greek,
and Hebrew. He was intimate with Zwingli, but
being a radical he desired to move faster than
Zwingli thought prudent. In the fall of 1524 he
returned to Zurich and ojienly allied liimself with
the Anabaptist party. He published a Ger-
man translation of fficolanipadius's book upon
the sacraments; but his continued rejection of

infant baptism alienated Zwingli from him, and
in ilarch, 1526, he was banished. He went
to Basel, where he translated Malaehi, with ffico-

lampadius's eonunentary (1526), and finally

to .Strassburg, where he finished, with .Tohann
Denk, a translation of the Pro]ihets (1527),
which he published at Worms. He returned to
Augsburg, only to be banished again (spring,
1528). He wandered to Constance, and on the
tnunped-up charge of having seduced the servant
of his wife, he was beheaded after three months'
imprisonment, February 4, 1529. So bitter is

still the feeling against the Anabaptists that even
to-day he is represented as having been immoral
and justly condemned. His very name has been
spelled in an opprobrious manner, Hetzer, mean-
iug ivritator.

HATZFELD, hats'felt, or (Hungarian)
ZSOMEOLYA, zhom'bolyo. A small town, in

the County of Torontal, Hungary, 152 miles
southeast of Budapest, in a very fertile district

(Map: Hungary, G 4). Wheat, corn, and rape
are raised, and horses are exported. Hatzfeld is

the principal settlement of the Swabians of

Southern Hungary, who recaptured the town
from the Turks in 1718, and redeemed the dis-

trict from swamps. Population, in 1800, 9600;
in 1900, 10.152; mostly Catholic Germans.

HATIBERK, ha'herk (from OF. hauhere. hal-

herc, Fr. hauhert, from MHG., OHO. halsberc,
hrilsberae, -VS. h-alsbcor, hauberk, from OHG.,
JIHG., "Goth, hals, C.er.' Hals. AS. heals, neck;
ultimately connected with Lat. collum. neck +
OHG. bergan, !MHG., Ger. bergen. Goth. Imirgan,
AS. beorgan. to protect). In mediaeval armor, a
defense for the body consisting of a shirt made
of steel. Originally the hauberk was only a
protection for the neck, and was made of thick
leather. Later it was made of chain mail, and
at the end of the eleventh century was joined to
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the mail shirt or byniie (q.v.), the name being
applied to the whole garmont. In tlie twelfth

century the sleeves of the hauberk sometimes ter-

iiiiuated at the elbow, but in tlie thirteenth and
fourteenth centuries these came down to the
wrist, and ver^' generally descended over the
hand in the form of a glove or mitten. In the
fourteenth century the hauberk was sometimes
worn under plate armor. See Abmob.

HAUBOLD, hou'bolt, Christian Gottlieb
(1700-1824). A German jurist of the historical

school, born at Dresden and educated at Leipzig,

wliere he became professor in 1780. He wrote:
I list it ut tones Juris Romani Literarite {iSO^J) ;

liistiliitioiiKm Juris Romani Privati Lincanienla
(last ed., by Otto, 1820) ; Manuale Basilicorum
(1819); DoctrincE Pandectarum Lineamenta
(1820); and the excellent Lehrbuch des sucli-

-sischcu. Privatrechts (3ded., by Hansel, 1847-48).

HAtrCH, houK, JOHANNE.S Carsten (1790-

1872). A prolific Danisli poet and dramatist.

Born at Frederikshald, in Norway, of Danish
parents, he came to Denmark (1803) when his

mother died, and fought against the English in

1807. He entered the university at Copenhagen
in 1808, and was made a doctor in 1821. Through
association with Ochlenschlager, he became an
apostle of literary reform. He wrote many dramas
of little importance. Then in 1834 he turned to

prose fiction, in which field he wrote: Vilhelm
Zabern (1834), the most admired; Qtddmageren
(1830) ; En polsk Familie (1839) ; and Hlottet

red Rhinen (1845). In 1842 he published a
collection of poems. In 1846 he was made pro-

fessor of Scandinavian languages at Kiel, but re-

turned to Copenhagen in 1848, and now wrote
manv good tragedies, such as: Siistrene pna
KiniiekuVcn (1849); Mrirsk ,Sf/<; .( 1850) , the

best; Tycho Brake's Ungdom (1852) ; and Julian

den Frafaldne (1868). He wrote also an historic

epic, Valdemar Atterdag (1862), and a second

collection of poems (1861). He succeeded Och-
lenschlager as professor of aesthetics at Copen-
hagen in 1851. Of strong imagination and with

a bent for the mystic and supernatural, his work
at its best is admirable, but its average is not

high. Hauch's Dramatic ^Yorks appeared in

three volumes (Copenhatven, 1852-59) ; his ro-

mances in seven (ib., 1873) ; and his poems have
also been collected (ib., 1890 et seq.). Consult
Brandcs. Danske Digtere (Copenhagen, 1877).

HAUCK, houk, Albert ( 1845- ) . A German
Lutheran theologian, born at Wassertriidingen,

in jVliddle Franeonia. He studied at the univer-

sities of Erlangen and Berlin, and in 1882 be-

came a professor at Erlangen, where he remained
until 1889, when he went to the University of

Leipzig. In 1891 he was elected a member of

the Royal Academy of Sciences. His writings

include: TerluVians Leben und Hchriftcn (1877) ;

Die Uischofswahlen imter den Merowingern
(1883); Kirchengeschichte Deutschl^inds, in six

parts (parts 1-,S, 1887-96; parts 1-4, 2d ed.

1808-1902). As a reward for these labors he was
given the great Verdun prize by the Prussian
Academy of Sciences (1899). In 1881 he became
an editor of the revised edition of the Realency-

klopfidie fiir protestantische Theologie und Kirclte

(3d ed. 1896). and after Herzog's "death in 1882,

the sole editor.

HAUENSCHILD, hou'en-shilt, Richard
Georg Spilleb von (1825-55). A German poet

and novelist, born in Breslau, better known
under his pseudonym, 'Ma.x Waldau.' He began
the study of law in the university of his native
city, but so(Ui forsook it for modern languages,
history, and philosophy. He was one of the most
gifted German poets of the first half of the nine-
teenth century. His poems include: tiUitter im
W'inde (1848); the epics Cordula. Uruubundner
Sage (2d ed. 1855) and Rahab (1855) ; and the
elegy, diese Zeit ! Kanzonen (1850). Of his
novels, the humorous romances, A'ucft der Natur
(2d ed. 1851), and /1ms der Junkerwelt (1850),
are most noteworthy.

HAUER, hou'er, Franz von (1822-99). An
Austrian geologist, born at Vienna, and edu-
cated there and at Schemnitz. In 1846 he be-

came an assistant of Haidinger, and from 1849
to 1807, as a member of the Imperial Geo-
logical Institute, and later as its director, took
part in many geological surveys. In 1885 he
was appointed superintendent of the Vienna JIu-

seum of Natural Histoi-y, and edited its Annalen
(1886-90), and for the last seven years of his life

was a member of the Austrian House of Lords.
His published works include: Geologische Ueber-
sicht der liergbaue der osterreichischenMonarchie
(1855), with Foetterle; Die Geologie und ihre

Anwendung auf die Kenntnis der Bodenbcschaf-
fenheit der iisterreichisch-ungarischen Monarchie
(2d ed. 1878) ; and a Geologische Kartc von
Osterreich-Ungarn (5th ed. 1896). Consult
Bohmersheim, Zitr Errinnerung an Franz von
llauer (Vienna, 1899).

HAUFI", houf, WiLHELM (1802-27). A Ger-

man novelist, born at Stuttgart. His education was
desultory, and revealed no precocity; his eliective

training came from his mother and sisters, and
tended to cultivate the imagination rather than

the intellect. He studied theology at Tubingen

(1820-24), and in 1826 published bis first volume,

Murchemdmanufh, followed by two sequels of

like title, all marked by a singularly dramatic

humor. Equally successful were the ilitteilun-

gen aus den Memoiren des Satans (1826), and

Der Mann im Monde (1826), the last under the

name of H. Clauren, a lesser novelist, whose sen-

timentality it was intended to parody. This it

did so successfully as to deceive Clauren's most
enthusiastic admirers. His best romance is his

Lichtcnstein (1826). It is a vivid series of

historical pictures of men and manners, and
has held its popularity for three g'-nerations.

Ilauff traveled in Germany, France, and Bel-

gium, became editor of the Stuttgart Morgen-
blatt, and married. The summer of 1827 he

passed in the Tyrol, still at work ; but in Septem-

ber his health began to fail, and in October he

died. To 1827 belong the Phantnsien im Bremer
Ratskeller ; Das> Bild des Kaisers: and Die Bet-

tlerin vom Pont des Arts. Among the other

collected Tales, the best are: Das ^yirtshaus im.

Spcssart ; Othello; Jud Siiss: and Die Siingerin.

Hauff's Works are still often reprinted, and en-

joy undiminished popularity. In his early death

Germany lost a writer of unusual ability and
rich promise.

HAUG, (.ToHANN Chrlstoph) Friedrich
(1761-1829). A German poet. kno\vn also by
his pen-name 'Hophfhalmos.' born at Niederstol-

zingen ( Wiirttemberg) . He studied in Stutt-

trnrt at the Karlschule. ^r military institute of

Duke Karl Eugen, where he was one of the Schil-
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ler group; in 1783 was appointed a secretary to

tile Ducal Board of Privy Councilors, in 1704

private secretary, and in ISHi librarian of the

Koyal I'uljlic Library at Slutlgarl. with the title

of Aulic Councilor. Kcaily in improvisation, he

wrote quantities of neat but rather eoiiinion|)lace

verse for literary almanacs, anthologies, and
jcurnals, and for Cotta's MorgcnhlatI, of which

he was an editor from 1S07 to 1817. As an epi-

grannnatist, however, he was perbajis second only

to Logau (q.v.). The most representative exer-

cise of his wit is to be found in his /.irciJuindcrt

HjDicrhcln auf Horn Walils ungchcurc Nase
( 1S04, 3d ed. 1850), a trma coti variazioni,

which certainly to unprejudiced minds attests

his mobility and resourcefulness. A selection

from his Oedichte appeared at Stuttgart in 1840;
another forms No. 1130 of Reclara's Vniversal-

bihtiotliek. Consult Fischer, Beitrage zur Lit-

tertiliirgeschicJite t^chirabois (Tiibingen. 1901).

HAUG, houg, Martin (1827-70). A German
Orientalist, born at Ostdorf, in \Viirttend)erg.

Overcoming every obstacle to his early educa-

tion, he became a school-teacher, first at Ost-

dorf and later at Unternsingen. Here he was
forced to continue his classical and Hebrew
studies in secret; but he persevered, and devel-

oped a taste in linguistics and Sanskrit. Haug
entered the gymnasium at Stuttgart in 1848. and
in 1852 received the degree of doctor of philos-

ophy at Tiibingen. Until 1859 his work was
mainly at Bonn and Heidelberg, but in that year
he was appointed superintendent of Sanskrit
studies at the Government College at Poona,
India. T.«aving Europe with his bride, he went
to India, where he worked unccasiuLily in San-
skrit, Avestan, and Pahlavi, in addition to the
task of reforming the system of native education.

In 1860 Haug returned to Germany, and two
years later was appointed to the newly created
chair of Sanskrit and comparative linguistics at
Munich, which he held until his death. Haug's
work was of signal importance for Indo-Iranian
studies in the Orient. He was the first to

recognize the importance of the traditional in-

terpretation of the texts as contrasted with the
linguistic or comparative school; and his books,

though comparatively few in number, are still,

for the most part, of value. His chief contribu-
tions were: Die fiinf Gathtis (2 vols., 1858-60) ;

The Aitareya Brahmana of the Rigveda (2 vols.,

1803) ; An Old Z''nd-l>ahlavi and P(thlavi-V<iz<iml

Glossary, in collaboration with Hoshengji Ja-

maspji (2 vols.. 1807-70) ; The Book of Arda
Viraf. in collaboration with E. W. West (2 vols.,

1872-74); and Essays on the Parsis (3d ed.

1884). Consult Evans, in West's edition of the
essays,

HAUG, Robert (1857—). A German artist,

born in Stuttgart. His studies were begun at

the Art School of Stuttgart, and continxied at
Munich in the academy, the Old and New Pina-
kothek, and the Schack Gallery. At the Munich
International Exposition of 1888 he attracted
very favorable notice by his two works. "Tlie

Prussians Near Miickern" (in the Stuttgart Gal-
lery) and "Volunteer Riflemen of 1813" (in the
National Gallery. Berlin), the latter of which
also obtained the gold medal at the Berlin Art
Exposition in 1801. He became an instructor in

the Stuttgart Art School in 1804. His further
works, for the most part scenes from the War of

Liberation, characterized parlioilarly by fine

atmospheric etFeets, include "At Dawn" (1891;
Dresden Gallery) ; "The Approach of Bliieher's

Army to the Rhine" ( 18!I3), "Fight in the Streets

of Leipzig, October, 1813" (1895; Leipzig Mu-
seunO : "The Castle Guard," and "Battle in a

Cornlield'' (National (iallery. Berlin).

HAUGIANS, hou'gI-«nz. A religious body in

Norway, the followers of Hans Nielsen llauge

(1771-1824). He was an ignorant peasant, but

became an enthusiastic revival preacher early in

the nineteenth century, and so annoying to the

regular clergy that they procured his punishment
by fine and imprisonment. H<! lield tliat the

ministry is a common duty, and that ordination

for the service is not necessary; that Church
creeds and confessions are of small account, bvit

faith and works are everything; and he laid much
stress upon strict discipline. He gained many
followers, particularly from the lower classes, and
his work was continued after liis death. For
the life of Hauge, consult Bang (Christiania,

1875). His name is commemorated in Hauge's
Synod, one of the independent Lutheran bodies

of the t'nitcd States. The .synod was organized

in 1840-50 by immigrants from Norway. Its

main strength is in the States of Minnesota,
South Dakota, and Wisconsin.

HAUGWITZ, houo'vits. Christian Heinrich
Karl, Count (1752-1831). A Prussian states-

man, bom near Oels, in Silesia, and educated at

Halle and Giittingen. His mystical philosophy

won him the favor of Frederick William If.,

who sent him to Vienna as Ambassador, and in

1792 appointed him Minister of Foreign Affairs.

During his administration the second partition of

Poland took place (1793), and the humiliating

Peace of Basel was signed (1795). When the

French occupied Hanover in 1803, Haugwitz re-

signed: but two years later, when the French
troops had entered Ansbach, he was sent to treat

with Napoleon, and after Austerlitz signed the

treaty ceding Ansbach, Cleves, and Neuehatel

to the French, and giving Hanover to Prussia.

Soon after he replaced Hardenberg as Prime
Jlinister, but was unable to better the relations

with France, and after Jena retired to his estates

in Silesia and Poland. Consult Minutoli, Der
Graf von Haugwitz und Job von Witzleben (Ber-

lin, 1844).

HAUK, Minnie (1852—). An American
dramatic soprano. She was born in New York,

of German parentage, and studied both at home
and in Europe. Her first appearance was on the

concert platform in New Orleans ( 1 865 ) , and
three years later she made her operatic debut in

New- York City. The same year she appeared
in Italian opera in London with great success.

The following year she was engaged as the prima
donna of the Vienna Court Opera, and from
1873 to 1875 was employed in a like capacity

at Berlin. She also sang with marked success

in every capital of the civilized world.

HAUKSBEE, haks'be, Francis, the elder (
?-

C.I712). An English physicist, admitted to the
Royal Society of T^ondon in 1705. and who made
a number of brilliant discoveries. Little is

known of his life save througli his scientific

papers which were pidilished in the I'hilosophienl

Transactions, and a volume on Pin/sieo- Medicinal
Ex.periments on Various Subjects, Containing an
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Account of Several Surprising Phenomena Touch-
ing Light and Electricity Producible on the At-
traction of Bodies. He discovered that light

could be produced by mercury sliaken in a glass

tube, and that this effect was increased when
tlie action toolc place in a vacuum. Hauksbee
devised one of the first electrical machines, and
also made improvements in the air-pump. He is

supposed to have died in 1712, his last papers in

the Philosophical Transactions appearing po.sthu-

niously in 1713. He is mentioned by Newton in

certain leKcrs.

HAUKSBEE, Francis, the younger (1687-

17G3). An English optician, possibly a son of

tlie foregoing. He was for forty years previous

to his death clerk and housekeeper of the Royal
Society, London. He was somewhat of a scien-

tist, being an instrument-maker and optician,

and is said to have been the first to deliver scien-

tific lectures with experiments iu London. "A
Course of Mechanical, Optical, and Pneumatical
Exjieriments" was given by Hauksbee, who per-

formed the experiments while the explanatory
lecture was delivered by William Whiston, M.A.
Tlie syllabus of this course of lectures, as well

as tliose on astronomy and chemistry, is inter-

esting as showing the state of experimental
science at that time.

HATJXIK DE VARALJA, hou'lik da vii'rol-

yo, Georg ( 1787-18(;9) . A cardinal and arch-

bishop of Agram, born at T3'rnau in Hungary.
He was a very aggressive and determined adver-

sary of Kossuth, who in 1849 proscribed him as a
traitor. His Selectiones Encyclicw Literw et Dic-

tion-es SacrcE (1850-53), a collection of pastoral

letters, is of value to historical study.

HAtTLXEVILLE, 61'vel', Pko.sper Charles
Alexandre, Baron de (1830—). A Belgian pub-

licist, born in Luxemburg, of a French immi-
grant family from Lorraine. He studied law at

Li&ge, Brussels, and Bonn, and then entered

Belgian politics as a member of the Constitu-

tional-Catholic Party. He was editor at various

times of L'Universel. the Revue O&nerale, and the

Journal de Bruxelles. His books include: Eis-

toire des communes lomhardes depuis leur origine

jusqu'd la fin du Xllleme Steele (1858); La
definition du droit (1875) ; and De I'avenir des

peuples catholiques (1876), the last of which
was translated into nine languages, and procured
him the position of Papal chamberlain.

HATJNTED MAN, The. A Christmas story

by Charles Dickens (1847).

HATJPT, houpt, Erich (1841— ). A German
Protestant theologian, born at Stralsund, and
educated at Berlin. He was professor of New
Testament exegesis, successivelv at Kiel (1878),
Greifswald ( 1883) , and Halle ('l88S). He wrote:
Der erste Brief des Johannes (1869); Die alt-

testamentlichen Citate in den vier Evangelien
(1871); Die Kirche und die theologische Lehr-

freiheit (1881): Plus ultra, sur TTniversitiits-

ftngc (2d ed. 1890) ; Die Bedeutung der heiligen

Schrift fur den evangelischen Christen (1891);
Zum. Verstandnis des Apostolats im Neuen Testa-

ment (1896), etc.

HATTPT^ Herman (1817—). An American
engineer, born in Philadelphia. Pa. He grad-

uated at West Point in 1855. biit resigned a
commission in the Second Infantry to become
an assistant engineer on the public works of

Pennsylvania. In 1844 he became professor of

civil engineering and mathematics in Pennsyl-
vania College, but three years later he resumed
the practice of his profession., as principal con-
sulting engineer of the Philadelphia Railroad,
of which lie became, successively, the general
superintendent and chief engineer. He was chief

engineer of the Hoosac Tunnel from 1856 to
1861. In the Civil War he was chief of the
L'nited States Bureau of Military Railroads,
and served on the staff of General McDowell with
tlie rank of colonel. From 1872 to 1876 he was
general manager of the Piedmont Air-line Rail-
road, from 1876 to 1878 was chief engineer of the
Pennsylvania Transportation Company and Sea-
board Pipe-line,, from 1881 to 1885 was general
manager, and 1885 to 1886 was general superin-
tendent of the Northern Pacific Railroad. He in-

vented a drilling machine tliat won the highest
prize of the Royal Pol^-technic Society of Great
Britain, and was the first to prove the practica-
bility of transporting oil in pipes. He wrote:
Hints on Bridge Building (1840); General
Theory of Bridge Construction (1852); A Con-
sideration of the Plans Proposed for the Improve-
ment of the Ohio River (1855) ; Military Bridges
(1864).

HAUPT, Lewis Muhlenberg (1841—). An
American civil engineer, born in Gettysburg. Pa.
He was educated at Harvard and at West Point,
became lieutenant of lake surveyors by 1868,
and in tlie following year was attached to a
military district in Texas. From 1872 to 1892
lie was professor of civil engineering in the Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania, and in 1885-86 was edi-

tor of the Engineering Register. In 1886 he in-

vented a method for marking channels. He was
a member of the Niearaguan and the Isthmian
Canal Commissions (1897-99), was president of
the Colombia-Canea Arbitration (1897), and was
chief engineer of the survey for ship canals
across New Jersey, and was consulting engineer
on the construction of the Ohio-Lake Erie ship
canal. In addition to his numerous contribu-
tions to engineering journals, his publications
include: Working Draicings and How to Make
and Use Them (1881): The Topographer—Bis
Methods and Instruments (1884) ; Physical Phe-
nomena of Barhor Entrances (1887); Canals
and Their Economic Relation to Transportation
(1890) ; and A Move for Better Roads ( 1891).

HAUPT, houpt, MoRiTZ (1808-74). A well-

known German philologist. He was born at Zit-

tau, and studied from 1826 to 1830 at Leipzig,

where in 1841 he was appointed professor of the
German language and literature. For having
participated in the agitation of 1848-49, he was
deprived of his professorship. In 1853, however,
he was called to Berlin to succeed Lachmann as
professor of classical literature. In 1861 he
became perpetual secretary of the Academy of

Sciences. By his painstaking and scholarly criti-

cal work he rendered distinguished service to

both classical and German philology, chiefly as

an editor of texts. In the former field he pub-
lished: Quwstiones Catnllinnw (1857): Obserra-

tiov.es Crilicw (1841): editions of Horace (4th

ed. 1881). Catullus, Tihullus. Propertius (5th ed.

1885), Vergil (2d ed. 1873). and other classical

writers. His chief contributions to German phi-

lology were editions of Hartmann von Aue's Erec

( 1839) , Lieder und Biichlein, and Der arme Hein-
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•ncft (.1842) ; Ruclolpli von V.ms'ri Drr gtitc Gcrlinrd
(1^40) : (lie iKn'ins of (u)t(frii'(l von Xcifon

(1851) ; and the Morit:: von Craun (1S5S), and
^ oil dcm niacin Wcibc (1871) of Xcidhaid von
Keuenthal, and. above all, Konrad von Wiirz-
burg's Enijclhard (1844, lu'W ed. IS'JO). He also

edited .Eschjlus from the papers of Hermann
(2d ed. 1858), and completed Lachmann's edition

of the Media-val German lyrics of the Minne-
singers (Dcs Minncsanps Friihliitg, ith ed. 1888).
Ie 1830. -(vith Hoffman von Fallersleben, he
founded the Alldeutm-lic Blatter, succeeded in 1841
by the Zcitscluift fiir dcutsches Altcrtum, which
he edited until his death. His numerous briefer

contributions are collected in his Opiisrula (3

vols., 1875-76) ; and his Franzosische Volkslicder
appeared postliumousl.y in 1877. Consult: Bel-

ger. Hnupt als akrulemisclicr Lehrer (Berlin,

1870); and Nettleship's lecture (Oxford, 1879).

HAUPT, Paul ( 1858— ) . A Semitic scholar,
one of the pioneers of Assyriology in America.
He was born at Gijrlitz, Germany, November 25,

1858. He studied at the universities of Berlin
and Leipzig. In 1880 he became privat-docent
in the University of Gijttingen, and from 1883 to

1889 was assistant professor of Assyriology. In
1883 he became professor of Semitic languages
at .Johns Hopkins University, but until 1889 con-

tinued to lecture in the summer at Gottingen. Be-
sides numerous smaller articles, he projected and
edits the Poliicliroine Bible, a critical edition of

the Hebrew text of the Old Testament, and a
new English translation with notes. A unique
feature of this edition is the use of different

colors to distinguish the various sources and
component parts in the Old Testament books

—

eacli one of which is intrusted to a specialist in

biltlical studies. Among his Assyriological pub-
lications may be mentioned his edition of the
Xinirodepos (the Gilgamesh epic, 1884-91) ;

AI;kadische mid sumerischeKcilscIirifttextei 1881-

82) ; Die akkadische Sprache ( 1882) ; and Sumer-
ische Fainilieiigesetze (1883). He is also co-

editor with Friedrich Delitzsch of the Beitrdge
zur Assyriologie und semitischen SprachiiAssen-
schrifl, published in Leipzig.

HAUPTMANN, houpt'man, Geriiart (1802— ). One of the greatest of modern German
dramatists. He was bom in Salzbrunn, son of

a hotel-keeper, and grandson of a weaver. His
first work, Proiiiclhideiilos (1885), was an epic.

His dramas, Vor Sonnenaufgang (1889), Das
Friedensfest (1890), Einsame lleiischen (1891).
and Die "Weher (1892). show the influence of
Zola, Ibsen, and Tolstoy, a spirit of revolt
against the social conditions and the artistic ideals

of a military and capitalistic State. Thus the
young Hauptmann. with the young .Sndermann,
was for a time leader of a second Young German
movement, and the production of Vor Soniienaiif-

gang at the Free Theatre of Berlin was the signal

for a contest, recalling in a way that over the Cid
or Hernani. The quiet and retiring poet became at
once a notoriety. These dramas were aggressive-

ly democratic, social, realistic. His actors are
no longer persons or characters, they are described

as 'people in action.' who walk, talk, and act as
in every-d.iy life, or at least seem to do so, by an
art that hides art. And it is every-day life of

which they speak, the sordid social struggles of

to-day in which they are engaged, the vulgar

vices that hold them in a gloomy, brutal grasp.
This naturalism is as pessimistic as that of
Zola. Die Weber constantly suggests Germinal,
but the poet and the artist in llauptniaun here
rises above the theorist and llic )ikilusopher. The
idealist is not defeated, but is learning to lift

ugliness itself to the realm of art.

Up to 1892 Hauptmann might have seemed mor-
bidly ethical in tragedy. He was now to sliow
liimself in KoUege Crampton (1892) and Der
Biberpelz (1893) capable of painting delightful
pastels of humorous character, though it is liere

with a professional thief and there with a drunk-
ard that we have to do. And presently in Uan-
nele (1893) he was to reveal himself in still

another character as an extreme idealist, dealing
no longer with vice, hunger, and mental decay,
but with dreams, fantasies, and faith. Hannele
is a mystic poem. So is Florian Geyer (1895),
and Die r-ertiuiilcene Gtocke (1897, translated by
Jleltzer, 1900) calls itself 'a fairy drama.' Then
may be noted in Fuhrmann Henschel (1898) a
turn from mysticism to an idealized realism in a

situation suggesting that of Balzac's ha rahouil-
leiise, thougri its fundamental naturalism is

tempered by a spiritual restraint that comes from
a great poet's moral intuition. Here Hauptmann
has touched earth again as the poet of social
altruism, giving to the German working class an
artistic expression of their own weakness, and
of the selfish strength of others. He is here the
poet of the poor, the downtrodden, the lonely, the
helpless, the perplexed, even the vicious. He
recognizes the individualism produced by the
material struggle for exi.stence and wealtli, but
he would convert it to new ends by the inspira-

tion of a Christian socialism, f^cliliirk und Jau
(1900), a farce, is a romantic ada])tation of an
Arabian tale, and Hauptmann's next drama. Mi-
chael Kramer ( 1900) , while abounding in lines of
sententious eloquence, is sordid in subject, and
proved on the stage a melancholy failure. Haupt-
mann wrote also two novelistic studies, Der
Aposlel and Baliinrarter Thiel (1892).

HAUPTMANN,. houpt'man, Moritz (1792-

1868). A German composer and eminent writer
on the theory of music, born at Leipzig. He was
educated as a musician, and studied the Tiolin

under Spohr. His opera, Mathilde (1826), was
very successful, but it was not imtil 1842, when
he became cantor and musical director at the

Thomasschule in Leipzig, that his genius as a
teacher was universally acknowledged. His pu-

pils, among whom were F. David, Kiel. .Joachim,

Sullivan, Von Billow, and Cowen, cherished an
enthusiastic admiration for him. and at his death
Leipzig was in mourning. Of his compositions,
all of which are marked by purity and beauty
of style, the best are his violin pieces. He em-
bodied the result of many years' labors in his

Die Naliir der Barmoink und Metrik (1853, 2d
ed. 1873: Eng. trans. 1888). which was a work
of paramount importance ar.d the foundation of

liiodcrn musical theory.

HAURAKI (hou-r.a'ke) GUXF. An inlet on
the cast coast of North Island. New Zealand. 70
miles long and 40 miles broad. The Great Bar-
rier Island forms a natural breakwater at its

entrance, and it contains numerous picturesque
inlands and good harbors, .\uckland and Thames
are the chief towns on its shores.
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HATJRAN (Arabic el-Eauran, Gk. Aipavtris,

Aurdnilia) . A district of Syria, east of tlie Jor-

dau (Jlap: Turkey in Asia, GO). In a wider
sense the name is used to designate the Turkish
province including Hauran proper, Jedur, Jaulan,
and part of the hill-country south of the Yar-
niuk. Whether the Hauran mentioned by Asshur-
banipal (B.C. G68-G26). on the Rassam cylinder

(vii. Ill), was intended as a designation of this

larger territorj' cannot be determined. But in

Ezek. .'ilvii. lG-18, .Jaulan is clearly included in

the description. In a narrower sense Hauran ex-

tends east of Jaulan to the desert and from the
district of Damascus to the Yarnndv. This tract

of land includes: (1) en-Nukra, 'the cavity'; (2)

el-Leja, 'the refuge'; and (3) el-Jebel, 'the

mountains.' En-Xukra is a hollow east of Jau-
lan. south of el-Leja, and M'est of Jebel ed-Druze,
1.500 to 2000 feet above sea-level, with an exceed-

ingly rich soil, formed by decomposed volcanic
matter. El-Leja is composed entirely of lava
found in great masses and in fantastic shapes,
with little vegetation. El-.Jebel is the high moun-
tain region, with the loft.y peaks of el-Kuleib and
the fortress of Salkhad. The oldest monument is

probably the so-called Job-stone at Sheikh Saad,
which is now known to have been erected by
rtameses II. (about B.C. l.SOO) . The underground
dwellings are wq, doubt nuieh older. None of the
cities of which ruins now exist can be regarded as
older than the Gr.Tco-Roman period ; but there
may have been older cities on the same sites.

Great houses, built entirely of basalt, have been
]>erfectly preser\-ed, and arouse the amazement
of travelers. Numerous Greek inscriptions liave

been found, both Christian and pagan. A rail-

road extends from Damascus to Mzerib. Consult:
Wetzstein, I'eisehericht iiher Hauran und die

Trachonen (Berlin, 18(iO) ; Schumacher, Across
the Jordan (London, 1SS.3) : Merrill, East of the

Jordan (New Y'ork, I88:i) ; G. A. Smith, Histori-

cal Oeofiraphii of the Holy Land (London, 1895).

HATTREATT, o'ra'o', Jean Barth^lemt
(1812-00). A French historian and politician,

born in Paris. He was educated in tlie colleges

of Louis le Grand and Bourbon, and became a
revolutionary writer on the staff of several
metropolitan newspapers before he went to edit

the Courrier de la Sartha (18,38-45) in Le Mans,
where he also became city librarian. Thence he
returned to the National in Paris, and after the
Revolution of 1848 he was made keej)er of the
manuscripts in the National Library, retaining
the position until the coup d'etat of December 2,

1852. He was sent by the Department of

Sarthe to the Constituent Assembly, .after the
dissolution of which he abandoned politics. He
was made librarian of the Ordre des Avocats in

1861, and director of the National Printing Of-
fice in 1870, but retired in 1882. He was com-
mander of the Legion of Honor from 1878. He
wrote Francois I. et sa cour (1853); Charle-
wagne et sa cour (1854); Gallia Christiana
(1856-65) ; and Histo-ire de la philosophie seho-

lastique (1872-80), his best-known work,

HAXT'BIENT (from Lat. haurie-ns. pres. part,
of haurire. to draw water). A term in heraldry
(q.v. ), applied to a fish placed upright per pale.

HATJSA (hou'sa) STATES, or HATJSA
LAND. A term of ethnographical rather than
geographical significance. It now designates that
part of Nigeria

(
q.v. ) which lies north of the Benue

and Niger rivers. It embraces the kingdoms of

Sokoto (q.v.) and Nupe. The former includes
the sub-sultanate of Gando, and tlie Kalam,
iliiri, Bautchi, and Jauri territories, and the
Adaiuawa Empire. Bornu borders on the east,

and the Niger from Lokodja to Birni borders
on the west. The total area is estimated at

150,000 square miles, with about 4,000,000 in-

habitants. The Hausa people are negroes with
nuich admixture of other races—Tuareg, Berber,
Eulah, etc. Their cranial index, or ratio of head-
width to head-length, is 77.3. They arc said to be
intelligent, industrious, and hospitable, and are
cne of the most civilized races of Central Africa.

They engage in agriculture, cattle-raising, and
commerce, and make good artisans. They form
a large part of the military forces of Great Brit-

ain in Nigeria, and also of the Congo Free State.

For the most part they have adopted Mohamme-
danism from their conquerors, the Fulahs. The
Hausa language has become that of trade over a
large region to the westward and northward to the

Barbary States. It represents an isolateel branch
of the Hamitic family of languages. An associa-

tion for its study was formed in London in 1892,

and a professorship has been established at Cam-
bridge. Another race foiuid in the region is the

Tuculor. The Hausa Empire is supposed to have
been very powerful about the middle of the

fifteenth century. It gradually became divided

up into States, some of which represented the

highest civilization of the Sudan. Tlie Fulahs
entered the country gradually, and in the early

part of the nineteenth century made themselves

ma.sters of the whole region. Consult: Robinson,

Hatisaland '(London, 1896); Hausa, Literature

(Cambridge, 1896) ; Hausa Grammar (London,

1897) ; Robinson and Brooks, Hausa Dictionary
(Cambridge, 1899-1000). There are also gi-am-

mars bv Schoen (London, 1862) and Slarre

(Vienna, 1901).

HAUSEGGER, hou'zeg-er. Friedrich von
( 1837— ) . An Austrian writer on musical theory,

born at Vienna. He studied music with Salz-

mann and Otto Dessoff, and, after practicing law
for some time at Gratz, became in 1872 a teacher

of music at the university there. His most im-

portant book is Musik als Ausdrrwk (1885), and
Richard Wagner und Schopenhauer (1892) and
T'om. Jenseits des Kiinstlers (1893) are also

valuable.

HATJSER, houz'er, Franz (1794-1870). A
Bohemian opera singer, born at Prague. He was
a jnipil of Tomaschek, and had a remarkable

barytone voice. From 1817 to 1837 he sang with

great success in Prague, Dresden, Vienna, Lon-

don, Berlin, etc.. and from 1846 to 1864 was di-

rector and singing teacher at the Munich Con-

servatory. He had a splendid collection of

Bach's works, and his correspondence with

Hauptmann and Mendelssohn is interesting. He
died at Freiburg, Baden.

HATJSER, MiSKA (1822-87). An Hungarian
violinist, born at Pressburg. He was a pupil of

Kreutzer and Joseph Matalay, and of the Vienna
Conservatory. He made successful concert tours

of Europe, America, Australia, and India, and
composed a good deal of violin music. He
published Aus dem Wanderhuch eines oster-

rrirhischen Virtiwsen (1858-59), which was an

account of his American trip. He died at Vienna.
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HAUSRATH, hous'rat, Adolf (1837—). A
Gennan I'lutustant thoologiaii, iKini at Karls-

ruhe. Uo was educaU'd al .leiia, LliiUiiiyeu, liur-

lin, and Heidelberg, and was ajjpuiiiled professor

of eeelesiastical hisUuy at Heidelberg in 1807.

His publieations inelude: Dtr Aposlcl Puuliis

(2d ed. 1S72) ; NculcstamentUchv ZcitgeschiclUc

(3d ed. 1875-79) ; />. F. Strauss und die Tltc-

ologie seiner Zvit (187(i-7S) ; Arnold run Brescia

(1891) ; Peter Abiilard (1893) ; Martin Lutliers

Homfahrt (1894); Die Arnoldisten (1895);
hurl Uolslcn (1897) ; Aleander und Luther auf
dem liviclistaye zu Worms (1897); Alte lie-

kunnte ( 1899-1901 ) ; and, under the name George
Taylor, the historical novels Aittinous (1880);
Klytia (1883); Jetta (1884); Elfriede (1885);
and Peter Maternus (1898); and the stories

Vnler don Katulpenbaum (1899) and Potamiiinn
(1901).

HAUSSA STATES. See Hausa States.

HAUSSER, hois'er, LuDWia (1818-67). A
German historian and politician, born at Klee-

biirg in Lower Alsace. He entered the University
of Heidelberg as a student of philology, but
under Schlosser's influence soon devoted himself

to history, the study of which he continued at the

University of .Jena. After his graduation he

taught for a number of years, spent some time
in Paris, and in 1845 w'as appointed professor of

history at Heidelberg. Soon afterwards he be-

came interested in the political movements of

the day and wrote a pamphlet on ScJdesirig-Hol-

stein, Deutschland und Uiinenuirk (1846). At
the beginning of 1847 he was chosen an editor of

the Deutsche Zeitunci, and in November of the

same year was elected to the Second Chamber of

the Baden Legislature, where he sup])orted the
Federal Constitution. He took no part in the Jlaj-

Revolution of 1849, and the next year again be-

came a member of the Legislature, but resigned

in October, and devoted himself to his historical

studies. His opposition in 1858 to the reac-

tion in the Protestant Cliurch was as successful

as the polemic into which he entered in 1859
against the concordat with the Papacy. From
ISOO to 1805 he was again a member of the

Second Chamber, and supported the Liberal

Ministry. He was one of the founder's of

the Hiiddeutsche Zeitung, and in December,
1803, took part in the assembly of representa-

tives of the German Slates at Frankfort. Though
Hausser was conspicuous in polities, his fame
rests chiefly upon his historical works. He was
a brilliant and inspiring lecturer. His chief

work. Deutsche Gescliichte rom Tode Friedrichs
des GrosscH his .c»;- Oriindunq des Deutschen
Bundes (4 vols., 1854-57; 4th ed. 1869), is one
of the most striking achievements of modern
German historical research. Among his numer-
ous other nublications are Oesrhichtr des Zrit-

alters der Reformation (1808; 2d ed. 1879) and
Geschichte der Franziisischen Rerolutinn (1SG7;
3d ed. 1891 ) , which were issued after his death.
Many of his lectures, edited from stenographic
reports, have also been published.

HATISSEZ, 6'sa'. Charles Lemercier de
LoNGPRIi, Baron d' (1778-1859). A French pol-

itician, born at Neufehatel. of an aristocratic
family. At sixteen he began to take a part in

conspiracies against the Directory and the Con-
sulate, and was an enthusiastic supporter of the

Empire, but joined the Royalist Party on tlie re-

turn of the Bourbons. In 1829 he became Naval
and Colonial Minister, and in the following year
was forced to flee to England because ot liis

loyalty to Charles X. He was condemned to

perpetual imprisonment; but in 1839, after ex-

tensive travels in Italy, Switzerland, and Ger-
many, benefited by the amnesty to return to

France. Among llaussez's works the following

may be mentioned: liejlexions d'un ami du roi

(1810); La. Grande lirelagne en JS.iJ (1833);
Voyage d'un exile (1835); Alpes et Danube
(1837) ; and Etudes morales ct jiolitiques (1844
and 1851). From his political memoirs excerpt*
were published in the Rcrue de Paris (1894).

HAUSSMANN, os'maN', Georges Eug£:ne,
Baron (1809-91). A French official under the
Second Empire. He was born in Paris, and was
educated at the Conservatory of Music, but be-

came an advocate. After the Revolution of

1830 he was sous-prefet successively of Nera<:,

Saint-Girons, and Blaye, and under the Presi-

dency of Louis Napoleon was prefect of Var,
the Yonne, and Gironde. He was appointed Pre-
fect of the Seine in 1853. While holding this

office, Haussmann expended some .$500,000,000 in

rebuilding and beautifying Paris. Parks were
planted on the sites of hovels; splendid boule-

vards were run through the city; squares were
laid out; statues, bridges, and magnificent public
buildings sprang up with almost miraculous
rapidity. In carrying on his work Haussmann
let no considerations of pmvate rights or finan-

cial expediency stand in the way. His enemies
accused him of .systematic peculation, and de-

clared that his broad boulevards were intended
for the rapid mustering of troops and cannon in

case of any uprising against the Empire. A
stinging pamphlet by Jules Ferry, and the
enmity of Ollivier, who became Minister in 1870,
brought about Haussmann's downfall. His
work, however, had done much to make the Sec-

ond Empire popular. In 1857 he was made a
Senator, and elected a member of the Academy
of Fine Arts. He was likewise a member of the
Imperial Council of Public Instruction. After
the fall of the Empire he <piitted France for a
time. On his return he was appointed director

of the Credit Mobilier, and did much to improve
the condition of that financial institution. In
1877 he was returned to the Chamber of Deputies
by the Arrondissenient of Ajaccio, in Corsica.

HAUSSONVILLE, fi'soN'vel', Gabriel Paul
Othexin he CLf;RON, Count d' (1843—). A
French author and politician, born at Gurcy-le-

Chatel. Elected a Deputy in 1871, he voted with
the Right Centre. He failed of reelection in

1870, because of his lack of loyalty to the Re-
public, and in 1877 retired to private life and
literary labors. He was elected to the French
Academy in 188S, and in 1891 became the spokes-
man of the Orleanist dynasty. Haussonville's
more important works are: Les dtablissements
penitcntiaires en France et aux colonies (1875) ;

Sainte-lieure (1875) ; L'enfance a Paris (1879) ;

Le salon de Mme. Necker (1882): Etudes bi-

ographii/ncs et litteraires (1879-81); Mme. de
La Fayette (1891) ; Sncialisme rt charitc (1895) ;

Lacordaire (1896); and La duchesse de Bour-
gogne et Vallianee savoyarde (1898-1901).

HAUSSONVILLE, .Toseph Othenin Ber-
nard UE Cleron, Count d' (1809-84). A French
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statesman and author, born in Paris. He was
secretary to the Embassy at Brussels, then at

Turin, llien at Naples, and from 1842 to 1848 rep-

resented Trovins in the Chamber of Deputies. He
was not a great speaker, but was an active

member of tlie Conservative Party until the

Revolution of 1S48, when he retired and de-

voted himself to literature. His most important
works are: Uistoire de la politique extirieure du
youvcrncmcnt francais de 1830 a iS.'(S (1850) ;

Histaire de la reunion de la Lorraine a la France
(1854-.5!1): and L'Efilise romaine et le premier

Empire (1804-1)9), the work which gained him
admission to the Academy in 18G9. During the

Franco-German War he wrote political letters

valuable for their opportuneness more than for

their literary style, notably, La Franee et la

Prusse dci^ant I'Europe. After the peace he be-

came the protector of exiles from Alsace and Lor-

raine who wished to continue under French
i-ule. His wife, Louise de Broglie, was also ;i

writer, and the Count supported her brother,

the Duke, in politics, against JI. Thiers. He be-

came Senator for life in 1878.

HAUSTO'EIA (Xeo-Lat. nom. pi., from hau-
star, drawer, from haurire, to draw). A term
applied to special structures which are found
in a variety of plants, and whose function is

that of attachment and suction. Some of the

best illustrations of such outgrowths are found
among parasitic fungi, in which the filaments

have the general habit of putting forth processes

that penetrate the cells of their hosts. In the

interior of the host cell the haustorium usually

enlarges, and through the greatly increased sur-

face it is able rapidly to absorb nourishment for

the fungus. Such haustoria generally cause the

death of the host cells. Haustoria of a far more
complicated structure are found in higher plants,

as the dodder {Ci(scnta) , and such parasites as

the beech-drop and broom-rape {Orohancliacew)

,

which live on the roots of certain trees. In these

groups the haustoria are probably really ad-

HAUSTOHIA OF DODDER
1. Haustorium enlarged. 2, Dodder-vine, showing posi-

tions of haustoria,

Tentitious roots, but the structure becomes great-
ly modified. They penetrate the tissue of the
host and establish a direct connection with the
conducting vascular bundles, so that the para-

site actually taps the sources of food-supply,

water, and organized food material, and draws
ud' what it needs.

HATJTBOIS, holioi. See Oboe,

HAUTEFEUILLE, ot'fe'y'. Pact, Gabriel
(183(j— ). A French mineralogist and chemist,
born at Etampes. and educated at the Ecnle Cen-
trale, in which he taught metallurgy, and was
director of the chemical laboratory until 1885.

In that year he became professor of mineralogy
in the LIniversity of Paris. His written work
appeared mostly in technical journals, especially

in the Comptes Rendus of the French Academy of

Sciences, and he also published: Recherchcs sur
Vozone (1884), as well as a biographical me-
moir, Henri Sainte Claire Deville (1885, with
Cha'ppuis),

HAUTE-GARONNE, ot'ga'run', A depart-

ment in the south of France, bounded on the

south by the Pyrenees, and on the west by the

departments of Hautes-Pyrenees and Gers (Map:
France, H 8). Area, 2219 square miles: popula-

tion, in 1896, 459,377; in 1901, 448.481. It is

watered by the Garonne, from which it derives

its name, and within the ba,sin of wliich it wholly
lies. The soil in the valleys is very productive,

and yields hea\'A' crops of grain, maize, beans, etc.

Orchard-fruits, with melons and tobacco, are pro-

duced in abundance, and the annual yield of wine
is large. Rick salt is produced, and fine marble
is obtained at Saint Beat. The chief manufac-
tures are woolen and cotton fabrics and hard-
ware. The Department of Haute-Garonne was
formerly divided between the provinces of Lan-
gncdoe and Gascony. It is divided into the four

arrondissenients of Toulouse, Muret. Saint Gau-
dens, and Villefranche, Capital, Toulouse.

HAITTE-LOIRE, ot'lwar'. A southeast de-

partment of France, form.ed mainly from por-

tions of Auvergne and Languedoc (Map:
France, K 6). Area, 1916 square miles. The
surface is moimtainous. covered by the Cevennes,

the Cantal Mountains, and the Margeride chain,

with wooded slopes. The chief rivers are the

Loire and the Allier. The soil of the plains is

fertile, and the agricultural produce, consisting

of the usual crops, with fruits, is abundant.
Iron. coal, copper, lead, and other minerals are

found, and tliere are important manufactures
of silk and lace. Capital, Le Puv, Population,

in 1896, 316,699: in 1901, 314,.5'S0,

HAUTE-MARNE, Sfmiim', A department
in the northeast of France, southeast of the

Department of Marne (Map: France, 'M 3).

Area, 1402 square miles. The surface is gen-

erally hilly and mountainous in the south

and east ; about one-fourth is in forest. The
principal rivers are the Manie, with its tribu-

taries, and the Jleuse. Oats and wheat are large-

ly cultivated, and wines are produced in several

parts—,-Vubigny. Jlontsaugeon. etc. The depart-

ment is rich in irt^n ore, and there ai'c numerous
furnaces, the production of iron being the prin-

cipal branch of industrv. Capital, Chaumont.
Population, in 1890, 2.32,057: in 1901. 226.545,

HAUTERIVE, 6't'rev', ALEXA^-DEE Maubice
Blanc de L.axautte, Count d' (1754-1830), A
French diplomat and politician, born at Aspres,
and educated at Grenoble and Tours, In 1792
he was made consul at New York. A false ac-

cusation lost him this post, and he was forced to
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live as a farmer in America until 1708, when lie

was recalled and aitpointed chief of tlie first

division of political correspondence in the Min-
istry of Foreign AH'airs. His brochure, Dc I'vtat

de la France a la Jin tie Van ^ II., undertaken at

the order of Bonaparte, won him a high place

under the Consulate and Empire, and he fre-

quently served as Minister of Foreign Affairs

in the absence of Talleyrand. But liis policy of

an Austrian alliance clashed witli his chief's de-

mand for a Prussian alliance, and he was trans-

ferred to the post of director of archives. In his

later years he interested himself in archseology,

wrote on Egyptian antiquities, and was elected

to the Society of Inscriptions (1820).

HATTTES-ALPES, 6t'zalp'. A southeastern

department of France, adjoining the Italian

frontier, formerly part of the ancient Province
of Dauphine (Map: France, NT). Area, 2158
square miles; population, in 1896, 113,229; in

1901, 109,310, It is traversed by the Cottian
Alps, which reach their maximum altitude in the

department in Les Ecrins. 1.3,460 feet in ele-

vation. The chief river is the Durance, noted

for the picturesque scenery along its course.

Jlarble is quarried and anthracite coal and argen-
tiferous lead arc mined. Mountain pasturage for

sheep is its chief agricultural branch. Capital,

Gap.

HAUTE-SAONi;, 6fs6n'. A northeastern de-

partment of France, bounded on the north by the

Depiirtment of Vosges, and on the east by Belfort.

Area, 2062 square miles. It is traversed from
north to south by the Saone River, from which
it derives its name. About one-half of the en-

tire area is cultivable land ; more than a fourth,

comprising the north and northeast districts,

is covered with forest-clad mountains. In the

south and southwest are fertile plains, bounded
by hills,' covered with vines or timber. Fruits
and tobacco are- largely cultivated. Sheep, in-

cluding some flocks of the merino breed, and
cattle are raised in large numbers'. Coal, cop-

per, manganese, and iron are found. Capital,
^'esoul. Population, in 1896, 272,891: in 1901,

266,60.5.

HATJTE-SAVOIE, dt'sa'vwii'. An eastern
department of France, bordering on Switzerland
and Italy, formerly part of Savoy, Area, 1667
square miles. The smumit of Mont Blanc is

situated in this department; about one-fourth
of the surface is forested. The Rhone is the

principal river. In the north, south, and west,

wheat, oats, and fruit are cultivated, but the
chief agricultural industrv is pastoral. Capi-
tal, Annecv. Population, ' in 1896, 262,142: in

1001. 263,803.

HAUTES-PYRE'NEES, 6t'pe'ra'n&'. A
soutliorn department of France, part of the old
Province of Gascony lying east of the Basses-
Pyrenees. Area, 1749. .square miles. As its name
implies, it contains some of the loftiest sum-
mits of the Pyrenean chain. The aspect of the
scenery is varied, mountains and precipitous
rocks in the south, an agreeable diversification

of hill and dale in the centre, with fertile plains
in the north. The principal rivers, none of
which, however, are navigable in the depart-
ment, are the Adour and the Gave de Pau. The
well-cultivated and artificially watered lowlands
yield good crops of cereals, leguminous plants,
flax, and fruit of every kind, including the grape.

Vol. IX.—41.

from which excellent wine and brandy are made.
Horses, nuiles, cattle, sheep, swine, and poultry
are raised. This department—which i-. the rich-

est part of the Pyrenees in mineral products,

especially marble, copper, iron, zinc, lead, anti-

mony, slate, and granite—contains also the cele-

brated sulphur springs of Saint-Sauveur, and
the hot baths of Bagn&res, Bareges, and ('ante

rets. Caiiital. Tarbes. Population, in 1893,218,-

973; in 1001, 215.546.

HAUTE-VIENNE, <5t'vyen'. A west central

department of France, formed mainly from por-

tions of the old Limousin and Marche. Area,

2130 square miles. It is traversed l)y the Mnnts
du Limousin, ranges of low hills, well wooded,
and intersected by fertile valleys. The Vienne
River crosses tlie department from east to west.

Rye, wheat, and other cereals are cultivated in

the valleys; cattle are raised on the extensive

meadow lands, and chestnuts are grown for

local consumption and export; the soil gener-

ally, however, is stony, and agriculture is in a

backward condition. Mines of iron, lead, cop-

jjcr, and antimony are worked; granite and
building-stone are quarried, and in the south,

near Saint-Vrieix, there are valuable deposits

of kaolin, from which the porcelain factories

of S&vres and Limoges draw in part their sup-

plies. Capital, Limoges. Population, in 1896,

375,724; in 1001, 381,753.

HATJTLEIN, ft'th'iN', JIarquis de. The court-

ly Frencli nolileman at whose castle Sir Walter
Scott professes to have gathered the materials
for his novel Quentin Ditniarcl.

HATJT-RHIN, o'rax'. A former department
of France. See Belfort, Terbitouy of,

HAtJY, j'l'we', REN^fi .Ju,ST (1743-1822). A
French mineralogist, born in Saint-.Tust, France,

He was educated for the Church, and took priest's

orders. While engaged in teaching in Paris, he
acquired a fondness for botany, but, subsequent-

ly, hearing Daubenton lecture on mineralogy,
he developed an interest in that science. The
accidental dropping of a crystal of calcit* re-

vealed to him the geometric law of crystalliza-

tion, on which subject he published more than
a hundred papers. During the Revolution he

was thrown into ])rison, hut was released through
the influence of Geoffrey Saint-Hilaire. In
1703 he was appointed on the Commission of

Weights and Measures, and in 1704 became
keeper of the Cabinet of Jlines. Subsequently,
in 1802, he became ju'ofessor of mineralogy' in

the Jluseiun of Natural History in Paris, where
his magnificent collection of crystals is still

preserved. Besides being an honorary canon of

Notre Dame, he was a member of the French
Academy, and of other "scientific societies. Abbe
Haiiy's principal works are; Traild de minera-
logie (1801), in which he contended that the
crystalline form should be the princijial clement
in the determination of a mineral; Trniti- 6lc-

mentaire de phi/sii/Ke (1803) ; Trnite des chnrae-

teres phtjaiqiies des pierren preci^uses (1817);
Trnite de enjKlalloqraphie (1882),

HA'tJY, Valentin (1745-1822). A French
ablie, brother of the preceding, who invented
methods for teaclung the lilind. He was born
in Saint-.Tust, and it is said that his interest

in a pianiste stricken with blindness first stimu-
lated his search for a means to alleviate the
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Aflliction. This means lie first discovered in
the printing of raised maps and letters. He
fctarted schools for the purpose of giving manual,
mathematical, and musical training to the blind,

but his zeal outran his discretion, and others
excelled him in the carrjing out of his ideas.

During the ascendency of Xapoleon, he lived

in .Saint Petersburg for more than ten years,

working there for the blind. He was twice
married, though a priest. His publications in-

clude h'ciluciition lies areuyles (178G), and Mc-
iiioirc historir/iie sur les telegraphes (1810).
Consult: Strebitzky, Yalentin Hniiy a 8aint P6-
tcrshoiir<i (Paris, 1884).

HAtJYNITE, iiVe-nlt, or HAtfYNE, il'wen.

A sodium, calcium, aluminum silicate and sul-

phite tliat crystallizes in the isometric system,
has a vitreous lustre, and is blue, green, red, and
yellow in color. It is found chiefly in igneous
rocks, usually in association with nephelite and
Incite, occurring especially in volcanic regions,

such as in the lavas of Vesuvius, on Mount Som-
ma, and elsewhere in Italy; also in the Azores,
Canary, and Cape Verde Islands, and in the
United States it is found in ilontana. The
mineral is named after the famous French miner-
alogist Haiiy.

HAVANA, ha-vii'na or ha-van'a (Sp. La
Hahana). The capital of Cuba and the largest
city in the West Indies, situated on the northern
coast of the island, in latitude 23° 8' N., and
longitude 82° 22' W. (Map: Cuba. C 3). It lies

on a peninsula bounded by the Gulf of Mexico
and the Bay of Havana. The latter is regarded
as one of the safest harbors of the world, while
its depth is sufficient for vessels of the greatest
draught: its narrow entrance is protected by the
Punta Castle on the west and Morro Castle and
La Cabana on the east. Havana comprises an
area of about nine square miles, and is sur-
rounded by a sea wall on the west. The older
portion of the city, which was formerly sur-
rounded by a wall begun in 1633 and demolished
in 1803-80, has all the .shortcomings of the old
colonial town. Its streets are narrow and
crooked, and up to the time of the American
occupation were in a state of the utmost neglect.
Beyond the limits of the old city, however,
Havana is essentially modern. The well laid out
and broad streets, the abundance of promenades,
and picturesque plazas would do credit to any
city on the Continent. The houses are generally
low and built in the Spanish style, which, how-
ever, is relieved by the bright coloring of the
walls and roofs. The atmosphere, also, is gen-
erally bright and clear, as there are very few
days wholly clouded, the rain generally f'allinp;

in the afternoon. The climate, though tropical,
is tempered by alternating land and sea breezes.
The mean temperature is 78° for the warmest,
and 70° for the coolest month, the extremes
being 50° and nO°. The humidity, however, is

above 80 per cent, at all seasons.

In the old city, and near the inner entrance to
the harbor, is the Plaza de Armas, fronting which
on the west stands the former Governor's palace,
while the next block behind is occupied by the
university. To the north of this plaza is La
Fuerza, the oldest structure in the city, built
as a defense in 1538 by Hernando de Soto. Be-
ginning at the Castillo de la Punta at the outer
harbor entrance, and running outside the old

city wall, is the Prado, a wide and beautiful
boulevard with a double row of shade-trees along
the middle. It terminates in the Colon Park,
or Campo Martc, the largest in the city, planted
with trees and palms, and having a fountain in
the centre. Running west from Colon Park is

the Calle de La Keina, which is continued as the
Paseo de Tacon, a splendid drive passing the
Botanical Gardens and terminating at the citadel
of El Principe outside of the city. At the east-

ern entrance stands a fine statue by Canova of
Charles III., and from its western end a road
leads to the Colon Cemetery with a magnificent
entrance of three granite arches, and containing
numerous fine monuments, among w'hich the fire-

men's monunu>nt. made entirely of marble, and
erected to the memory of thirty firemen who
]5erished in the performance of their duty, is a
magnificent piece of monumental sculpture.

Other notable promenades are the Alameda de
Paula and the Calzada de La Infanta, a fine

boulevard skirting the city on the west.

The public buildings of the capital are not far
behind its natifral embellishments; the Gov-
ernor's palace and the cathedral dating from
1724, which contained, luitil IStiS. the remains of

Columbus, are among the most prominent. The
educational institutions include the University of

Havana witli five faculties, founded by the
Dominicans in lt)70; the .lesuit College de Belen,

a museum and library, and a number of minor
schools. The theatres are numerous, and one
of them, the Teatro Tacon, is one of the largest

playhouses in the world. There are numerous
hotels and clubs in the city; and the news-
papers and periodicals number over a hundred,
the leading ones being: La Liicha, El Diario, La
Discusidn, and El A'wero Pais. Barring the
water-supply, which is excellent, the public works
of Havana are utterly inadequate. At the end
of the Spanish-American War the American au-
thorities found the city in a woefully unsanitary
condition. The streets were unswept, garbage
was ]iiled in heaps, and the pavements were in a
miserable condition, especially in the old city.

The sewerage system was hardly more than a
name. The existing sewers were in sonue places
completely clogged, and all of them leaked, con-

taminating the surrounding soil. In 1902, how-
ever, the city was handed over to the new Repub-
lic in a wonderfully improved condition. A well-

regulated system of street-cleaning and garbage
collection had been put in operation. Many of

the streets had been repaved and various kinds
of experimental pavements were laid. Contracts
had been let for a new sewer system, and a com-
plete survey of the city, with a view to adopting
a system of street grades, had been made.
Streets, hospitals, and other buildings had been
so thoroughly disinfected that yellow fever, which
during the recent war carried oft' many thou-

sands of people, has now been almost, if not
wholly, eradicated.

The chief industrial establishments of Havana
are its cigar and tobacco factories, which are the
largest in the world. The exports consist chiefly

of cigars, tobacco, and sugar, which mostly find

their way to the Ignited States. Havana is the
chief outlet for the products of the island, it

is connected by steamers with the L'nited States,

France. England, and Spain, and by rail with
every important centre on the island. The im-
ports consist chiefly of foodstuff's and cotton.
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Since the evacuation of the island by Spain, tlie

coninieice of Havana has shown a considerable

increase. The total value of the foreign commerce
for I'.tOO was about .$75,000,000, of which about
S-50.000,000 represented imports. The total

commerce with the United Stales in the same
year amoimted to about $32,000,000. During
the same year 3270 vessels, with a total ton-

nage of 2,078,126, entered the port, and 3221!,

with a tonnage of 2,079,802, cleared. The ex-

tensive commerce of Havana is greatly facilitated

by the numerous financial institutions situated

in the city. The population of Havana, including

its suburbs, was 242,055 in 1809, against 200.448

in 1SS7. The foreign born at the last census
numbered 52,900, or about 22.5 per cent, of the

total population.
Tlie Bay of Havana was discovered in 1508 by

Sebastian de Ocampo. The city itself was origi-

nally founded in 1515 on the south coast, by
Diego de Velasquez, but in 1519 it was trans-

ferred to its present site. It was sacked and
burned by pirates in 1528; was plundered by
another band in 1555, having by that time be-

come Spain's chief naval station in the New
World; and was again despoiled in 1503. It was
unsuccessfully attacked by Drake in 15S5, after

which the forts ilorro and de la Punta were
built. During the seventeenth century it was
several times attacked and blockaded by Dutch
fleets, while pirates were continually hovering
around, on the w'atch for unprotected galleons.

During the eighteenth century the city was sev-

eral times threatened by the English, who took
Morro Castle by assault in 1702 and captured
the city, remaining in control for a year. The
United States battle-ship Maine was blown up
in the harbor on February 15, 1898. In that
year the city and harbor were blockaded by the
American fleet during the war with Spain. For
a good description of Havana, see Norton, Com-
plete Handbook of Havana and Cuba (Chicago,
1900).

HAVANA. A province of Cuba. See La
Habaxa.

HAVANA. A city and the county-seat of
Mason County, 111., 40 miles southwest of Peoria,
on the Illinois River, and on the Illinois Central
and the Chicago, Peoria and Saint Louis rail-

roads (Map: Illinois, B 3). It has manufactures
of drills, gasoline engines, farm implements, flour,

etc.. and a considerable trade in fish, agricultural
produce, grain, and fruit. The city owns its

water-works. Population, in 1890, 2525; in 1900,
3208.

HAVAED, a'var', Henry (1838—). A
French art critic, born at Charolles. He left

France because of his part in the Commune, but
returned after the amnesty. His stay in Italy,
Belgium, and Holland during his exile did much
to influence his choice of art criticism as a vo-
cation. In 1887 he was appointed inspector-gen-
eral of fine arts. Among his more im[)ortant
works, after the early critiques in the Sircle, are

:

Les merveilles de Vart hollandais (1873); Ob-
jets d'art ct de curiosite tires des urands eol-

leetions hoUandaises (1873): Les qxiatre der-
niers siecles (1874); La Hollande pittoresqiie
(1874-78); Amsterdam r1 Venise (1870); L'art
et les artistes hoUandais (1879-81); Hisloire
de la peinlure hoUandaise (1H81); Jai Hollande
A vol d'oiscau (1880) ; La Flandre a vol d'oiseau

(1882) ; L'art dans la maison (1884) ; the valua-

ble Dielionnaire de ramcublenient ct de la dico-

ration (1887-90); with Vachon, Les manufac-
tures nationales (1888) ; Voh der Meer de Delft

(1889) ; Les Boiille (1893) ; L'orfeverie (1896) ;

Les arts de I'ameublenirnt (1897) ; and Histoire

ct philosophic des styles (1899-1900).

HAVAS (a'va') AGENCY. An organiza-

tion in Paris, founded liy a rich merchant,
Charles Ilavas, in the reign of Louis PlLilippc,

for tlie purpose of gathering telegraphic news and
suiqilying it to newspapers. It was in 1879
converted into a company.

HAVASUPI, ha'va-soo'pe. A small but in-

teresting tribe of Yunian linguistic stock in the
Coconino Canon, northwestern Arizona. Al-

though numbering only 250, their isolation has
enabled them to preserve their primitive char-
acteristics to a remarkable degree. Living as
they do in the bottom of a caiiou, isolated from
the outside world by great perpendioilar barriers
of rock, the Havasupi Indians :irc ]icrliaps nearer
to the original estate than any other tribe in

the Southwest. They are agriculturists and en-

tirely self-supporting, having always possessed
three years' provisions stored away in stone-built
granaries in the clefts of the mountain walls.

The women are expert basket-makers. To the
Spaniards they were known as Cojonino.

HAVEL, ha'vel. A river of Northern Ger-
many, and a considerable tributary of the Elbe.
It has its origin in a small lake a mile w'est of

the town of Neustrelitz. in Mecklenburg ( Map

:

Germany, E 2). It flows southward from its

source to Potsdam, and thence west and north-
west to its junction with the Elbe, opposite the
town of Werben. Its entire length is 220 miles,
and it is navigable to Filrstenberg, a town within
30 miles of its source. The Havel, forming for
a considerable part of its course the connecting
link to a long chain of lakes, is of great impor-
tance to the internal trade of Prussia, and serves
as a feeder to numerous canals. Of its affluents,

the Spree, which is longer than the Havel, is the
only one worthy of mention.

HAVELOCK, hav'e-lok. Sir Henry (1795-
1857). An English soldier. He was born .\pril

5, 1795, at Bishop-Wearmouth. Durham, where
his father was a merchant and a shipbuilder.
He was educated at the Charterhouse and studied
law at the Middle Temple, but abandoned the
profession. He entered the army soon after the
battle of Waterloo, went to India in 1823, and
distinguished himself in the Afghan and Sikh
w-ars. In 1856 he commanded a division of the
army that invaded Persia. News arriving of the
Indian Mutiny, in 1857. he hastened to Calcutta.
He was directed to organize a small movable
column at Allahabad, and to push on to the re-

lief of Cawnpore and Lucknow. By forced
marches and three sanguinary victories he
reached Cawnpore, and found the nuitilated
lioilies of the English women and children who
h:id been massacred upon his approach. An
avenging column quitted Cawnpore to advance
upon Lucknow. After eight victorious battles
with the rebels, Havclock's little army, thinned
by fatigue and sickness, was obliged to retire
ujion Cawnpore. Early in September, 1857. Gen-
eral Outran! arrived with reenforcenienls: Have-
lock again advanced to the relief of Lucknow,
Outran! chivalrously refusing to take the com-
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mand out of his hands. After desperate fight-

ing at Mungiihvar, at the Ahim Bagh, and
through the streets of Lucknow, they gained the

Eesidency, to the joy of the beleaguered garri-

"

son, but were in turn besieged. They held their

own until Sir Colin Campbell (later Lord Clyde)

forced his way to their rescue on November 19th.

Havclock, unfortunately attacked by dysentery,

died five days after the relief, on November 24,

1857. His services had won him the distinction

of K. C. B., and other honors, including a baro-

netcy, were conferred upon him before the news
of his death reached England. The rank and

the pension were given to his widow. For

his biography, consult: Brock (London, 1858) ;

jMarshman (London, 1S60) ; Forbes (London,

1890).

HAV'ELOCK-AL'LAN, Sir Henrt Marsh-
man (1830-97). An Knglish soldier, the son of

Sir Henry Havelock, the reliever of Lucknow.

He was born at Chinsurah, India, and was edu-

cated at a private school in London. In 184G he

was commissioned an ensign in the Thirty-ninth

Foot. He was a lieutenant in 1848 and an ad-

jutant in 1852. In 1857 he saw active ser\'ice

in Sir James Outram's Persian campaign. After

the outbreak of the Indian Mutiny he accom-

panied his father to Calcutta, and served on his

staff in his victorious march to the relief of

Cawnpore and Lucknow. At Cawnpore, on July

16, 1857, his gallantry and daring in leading

a charge for the cajiture of a gun won for

him the Victoria Cross. In the advance from
Cawnpore to Lucknow he was severely wounded.

In January, 1858, the baronetcy and pen-

sion which it had been proposed to bestow

upon his father were conferred upon him. He
served until the suppression of the mutiny, re-

ceived brevets of major and lieutenant-colonel,

and commanded Hodson's Horse in Lord
Clyde's last campaign. He served in New-

Zealand under Sir Duncan Campbell in the

Maori War of 1863-04, and as assistant quarter-

master-general in Canada in 1867-69. On leave

of absence, and as a newspaper correspondent, he

saw the Franco-German War of 1870-71, and the

Eusso-Turkish War of 1877-78. He Avas a mem-
ber of Parliament as a Liberal, 1874-81, and
later as a Liberal-Unionist, 1885-92, and from

1895 until his death. He took an active part in

the debates, and held the position of chairman
of the Naval and Military Service Committee. In

the latter capacity, during the Parliamentary re-

cess of 1897, he visited India to study the needs

of tlie Indian Army, and visited the Afghan fron-

tier, where a campaign against the hill tribes was
in progress. Here, on December 30, 1897, while

accompanying the troops near Ali ilasjid, an un-

manageable horse carried him beyond the lines,

and he was fired U])on and killed by some Khai-
baris who were harassing the British flank. He
took the additional surname of Allan in 18S0. and
retired from the active list of the Army in 1881

with the rank of lieutenant-general. He wrote
Three 3[ain Military Questions of the Day
(1867). Consult: Kaye. Historif of the Sepoy
War (London. 1864-75) ; Malleson, History of

the Indian Mutiny (ib., 1878-80) : Marshman,
Life of Sir Henry Havelock (ib., 1870).

HAVEIiOCK THE DANE, The Lay of. An
Anglo-Danish legend of early England. Gaimar,
an Anglo-Norman chronicler of the twelfth cen-

tury, speaks of it as an ancient story. The
earliest form is a French version, Le Lai de

Aicloc, abridged by Gaimar. The old French

and an English version of the later thirteenth

century were published by Sir F. JSladden for the

Uo.xburgh Club (1828), and The Lay of Harelovk
the Dane was edited by W. \V. Skeaf in the Early
English Text Series ("1868) . The Danish prince,

Havelock, was rescued by Grim, a fisherman, who
became his foster-father. When Havelock gained

the English crown, he rewarded Grim, who built

the town of Grimsby.

HAVEMANN, iui've-man, Wilhelm (1800-

69). A Gennan historian, born in Liineburg,

Hanover. He studied law in the universities of

Gottingen and Erlangen. In 1825 he was ar-

rested for his alleged revolutionary activity, and
was sentenced to five years' imprisonment. After

his release he taught in various schools until

1S38, when he became a professor in the Univer-

sity of Giittingen, where he was admitted to the

Gesellschaft der Wissemschaften (1850). His
i.'iost important work is the Geschichte der Lande
ISiaiinscliu-cifi und Liineburf/ (rev. ed. 1853-57).

HAVEMEYEB, hav'e-mi'er, William Fred-

erick (1804-74). An American politician. He
was born in New York City, of Gernmn parent-

age, was educated at Columbia, and went into

business with his father. In 1842 he retired from
business with a good fortune, and devoted him-

self to politics. He was an enthusiastic Demo-
crat, and was elected Mayor of New York in 1845

and in 1848 by large majorities, and for a third

time in 1872, but by a narrow margin. His first

two terms were marked by the thorough care

he bestowed on even the smallest details of his

office and the honesty and economy he exacted.

His third administration was less felicitous than

the others in his appointments, and contentions

with the aldermen monopolized the greater part

of his time. An appeal was made to the Gover-

nor for his removal, but was not acted upon.

He was president of the Bank of North America

from 1851 to 1861, and brought it successfully

through the crisis of 1857. His fearlessness and
political experience were of the greatest value in

the overthrow of the Tweed 'ring.'

HA'VEN, Alice Bradlet (1828-63). An
American author. Her maiden name was Emily
Bradley, and she was born at Hudson, N. Y.

Her first writing appeared in the Philadelphia

Snlurd<jy Gazette, to whose editor, Joseph C.

Neal. she was married in 1846. She continued

her writing under the name of 'Cousin Alice.'

and although after her husband's death in 1847

she took editorial charge of the paper, she still

found time to contribute many poems and short

stories to other periodicals. In 1853 she mar-

ried Samuel L. Haven. Her works include: The
Gossips of Rii-ertoicn (1850) ; Coiitrntment Bet-

ter than Wealth: All's Xot Gold that Glitters;

and Out of Drht.'Out of Dauyrr.

HAVEN", Erastus Otis (1820-81). An
American educator and Methodist Episcopal bish-

op. He was born in Boston, graduated at Wes-
leyan University in IS42. and after a short

])eriod of teachinc: in preparatory schools entered

the Jtethodist ministry. In 1853 he was chosen

professor of Latin in Michigan University, and
three years later became editor of Zion's Herald,

in Boston. He was twice elected to the Mas-

sachusetts Senate, where he distinguished him-
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self by his intense interest in educational mat-
ters. In 18t!3 he accepted the presidency of

ilichiyan University, and six years hiter be-

came president of Xortlnvestern University. He
later lield the position of corresponding secre-

tary iif the Methodist Episcopal Board of Edn-
cation, but resigned in 1874 to become chancellor

ol Syracuse University. In May, 18SU. lie was
ordained a bishop. Among his works are: The
yoniKj Men Adnscd (1855); PilUim of Triilli.

(isr.i;')
; and a treatise on ]<lutoric (18U!)).

HAVEN, Gilbert (1821-80). An American
clergyman, bishop of the ^Methodist Episcopal
Church. He was born at Maiden. Jlass.

;
gradu-

ated at Wesleyan University in 1840, taught for

several years, and in 1851 joined the New Eng-
land Conference. He was for a short time chap-

lain of a ilassachusetts regiment in the Civil War.
In 18(i2 he traveled in Europe for his health,

and on his return was two j^ears a preacher

in Boston. In 180" he became editor of Zion's

Herald, holding the place initil elected bishop in

1872. For some years he Iiad manifested great
interest in the welfare of negroes, especially in

the Southern States, and had supervision of re-

lief for destitute freedmen in ^Mississippi. As
bishop he was stationed at Atlanta, Ga., with
special charge of the interests of his Church in

the South. He was an earnest advocate of Prot-

estant missions in Mexico, and described his mis-

sionary journey to that country in Our yext-
Door Neighbor (1875). Among his other writings
were: The Pihirhn's Wnllet

( 1865) iLife of Father
Taiflor. Ihe ,^iiilor Preacher (1871) ; and Chrislus
Consolator (1893), edited by his son.

HAVEN, Joseph (1816-74). An American
Congregational clergyman. He was born in Den-
nis, Mass.: graduated at Amherst in IS.So, and
studied theology at the Union Theological Semi-
nary and at .\ndover. He held pastorates at Ash-
land and Brookline, ^lass.. from 1840 to 1850,

and also edited the CnngreitulionuJist. He was
professor of mental and moral nhilosophv at Am-
herst (1850-58), and from 18.58 until 1870 was
professor of systematic theology at the Chicago
Theological Seminary. Besides text-books on
mental and moral philosophy, he published:
KItidies in Philosophy and Theology (1869), and
Hysteinatic Diriniti/ (1875).

HAVERCAMP, hii'ver-kiimp. Siegebeet
(1684-17421. A Dutch numismatist and scholar,

born and educated at Utrecht. He was long a
preacher and an instructor in Greek at Leyden,
and was appointed professor of Greek and later

of history in the same university. He edited
Josephus (1726), Lucretius (1725), and other
works; wrote on the history of Holland (1739),
and a universal history to the time of Charle-

magne (1736-39) : but is best known for his

numisraatical writings, De yumismate Alexandri
Magni (1722); Thesaurn.i Morellianiis (1734);
and Xummojihylasium Reginw Christince (1742).

HAVERFORD COLLEGE. An educational
institution situated at Haverford, Pa. It was
oiiened in 1833 as a school designed to afford

literary instruction and reliiious training to the

children of Friends, under whose control the pres-

ent college continues. Systematic physical train-

inn :ind athletic sports were made |)rnminent in

tile orisinnl plan, and are still insisted upon.
The school was temporarily suspended in 1845,

in order to give opportunity for collecting an
endowment, and was reorganized as a college in

1856. in 1902 tlie faeulty numbered 20 and the

student hody 125. At the same time the library

contained 40,000 volumes. The college grounds,
oceupying 225 acres, are valued at .$400,000, the

Iniildings are valued at $300,000, while the en-

dowments represent .$1,000,000. The degrees of

B.A., U.S.. .M.A., and M.S. are conferred.

HAVERFORDWEST, hav'Or-ford-west' or

har'frrd- (Welsh Uwlffordd) . A seaport, mar-
ket-town, and municipal county, the ca])ital of

Pembrokeshire, Wales, on Saint George's Channel,
8 miles northeast of Milford (Map; England, A
5). It has coalmines ami a paper-mill. A thriv-

ing trade exists, I'Xjxirting coal, cattle, and agri-

cultural produce, and importing tindjer, sjiirits,

tea, etc. Its port admits vessels of 100 tons. It
has an interesting old church, the remains of a
castle built about 1140, and of a twelfth-century
priory endowed by Robert de Hwlffordd. The
town was colonized with Flemings by Henry I. in

1107. and has a long roll of charters embodying
peculiar privileges. It ownis its gas and water-
works, markets, and slaughter-houses. Popula-
tion, in 1901, 0000.

HAV'ERGAL, Frances Ridley (1836-79).
An Englisli religious writer. She was born at
.\stley, England, where her father, William
Henry Havergal (q.v. ), was rector. She was
educated ]iartly at home and partly at Diissel-

dorf. Germany. She early developed considerable
musical talent^ and wrote hymns for which she
furnished the harmonies. These gradually found
their way into print ; their popularity induced
editors of religious riiagazines to seek her out,
and she became known almost against her will.

Her devoti<mal works, in both verse and jirose,

include: The Ministry of Song (1870); Kept
for the Master's Use (1879); Loifal Responses
(1878) ; Coming to the King (1886) ; and Red-
Letter Days (1879). She is best known as au-
thor of the hymn "Take My Life and Let It Be."
Her Poetical Wm-ks (2 vols., 1884), containing
her hynnis, her best work, were collected by
her sister, who also published Memorials of Fran-
ces Ridleii Baverqal (London and New York,
2d ed. 1880).

'

HAVERGAL, William Henky (1793-1870).'
An English composer, born at Chipping Wycombe,
Buckinghamshire, and ed\icated at Oxford. He
took orders : was curate under Biddulph at Saint
.Tames. Bristol, and Creech Heathfield (1816-

20) ; and later curate at Coalev (1820-22), and
at Astley (1822-26). In 1829 he received severe
injuries in a carriage accident, and after that
time did little preaching, but devoted himself
more and more to music. He edited Raven-
script's The Whole Booke of Psalms (1844),
and published a collection of his own composi-
tions. .1 Eundred Psalm and Hymn Times
(1859). Of his separate works the best known
are the "Worcester Chant," the song "Summer
Tide is Coming." and the psalm tune "Evan."
Consult the biocraphy bv his daughter, Mrs.
Crane (London. 1882).

HA'VERHILL. A city in Essex County,
Mass., 33 miles north of Boston, at the head of

navigation on the Merrimac River, and on the
Boston and Maine Railroad (Map: Massachu-
setts, E 2). The city, which includes several

villages, is handsomely built on hills sloping
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to the riverj and is connected by iron bridges

with tlie towns of Grovcland and West Newbury.
Haverhill is noted as au industrial centre, par-

ticularly for the niauufacture of boots and shoes. •

Other manufactures are slippers, woolen hats,

paper, boot and shoe maehineiy an<l supplies,

woolens, leather, boxes, and bricks. Amonj; the

principal buildings are the city hall, public libra-

ry. Masonic Temple and other society halls, old

ladies' home, children's home. Hale Hospital, city

hospital, cit.y almshouse, and Bradford Academy.
There are also a marble soldiers' monument, and
one to Hannah Dustan. Under the original city

charter of 1870, the government is administered
by a mayor, elected annually, and a bicameral

council, which confirms the executive's appdint-

ments of police, fire, and health boar.ds, and
park, water, and license commissioners, and elects

all other municipal officials, excepting the school

board, which is chosen by the people. The an-

nual income and expenditures of the city amount
to about .$1,170,000 and $1,145,000 respectively,

the principal items of expense being .$33,000 for

the police department (including amounts for

police courts. Jails, etc.), $50,000 for the fire de-

partment, and $139,000 for schools. The city

owns and operates its water-works. Population,
in 1890. 27,412; in 1900. 37.175.

In 1640 a company from Ipswich and Newbury
settled on the site of the old Indian town Pen-
tucket, and in the following year adopted
the name Haverhill (from Haverhill, England,
the birthplace of their minister. John Ward).
Being a frontier town, Haverhill was continually

harassed by the Indians. In the attack of 1697
Mrs. Dustan was captured. (See Dustan, Han-
nah.) In 1708 the French and Indians entered
the town and killed 10 and captured 35 of the

inhabitants. In 1645 a town charter was se-

cured, and in 1870 Haverhill was incorporated

as a city. The town of Bradford was annexed
in 1897. In 1882 there was a disastrous fire.

Lake Kcnoza, one mile northeast, is famous as

the birthplace of Whittier. Consult: Chase,

The Histor)/ of Haverhin (Haverhill, 1861) ;

Frankle (editor). The l^tory of a Neic England
Tou-n (Boston. 1891).

HAVERHILL. A town, including several

villages, and a county-seat of Cirafton County,
N. H., 85 miles north Ijy west of Concord; on the

Connecticut River, and on the Boston and jMaine

Railroad (Map: New Hampshire, F 5). It has

extensive granite-quarrying and dairying inter-

ests, and manufactures lumber, farm wagons,
house-finishings, stanchions, whetstones, etc.

Population, in 1890, 2545; in 1900, 3414.

HA^T-ERS, Clopton (c.l6501702). An Eng-
lish anatomist and physician. He studied at
Cambridge and Utrecht, and from the latter col-

lege obtained the degree of M.D. in 1685. Havers
began his medical practice in London, and gave
special attention to the subject of anatomy, em-
bodying his ideas in the Osteologia Zfora (1691).
This work was the first exhaustive treatise on
the structure of the bone, and served to perpetu-

ate the author's name Ijy the term 'Haversian
canals.' His other publications are a Survei/ of

the Microcosme (1695). and a Discourse of the

Concoction of the Food (1699).

HAVERSACK (Fr. harresnc, from Ger.

'Habersark, Hafrrsnck, haversack, sack for oats,

from Eaher, Eafer, oats -f Sack, sack). A can-

vas or strong duck cloth bag, carried by soldiers
on the march. It is a part of the man's equip-
ment, and on service contains the rations for
immediate consumption. It is worn on the left

side, secured by a strap passing over the right
shoulder.

HAVERSCHMIDT, ha'ver-sKmit. Francois
(1835-94). A Dutch [loet, born at Leeuwarden.
He studied for the Church at Leyden, and under-
took t«o small charges in 1859. Three years
afterwards he went to Nieuwediep. and in 1864
to Schiedam. There he published some prose
essays, FamiUe en Koinissen (1876) ; but he is

better known as "Piet Paaltjcns,' under which
name he published all the poems written after
his early youth

—

Snikl;en en (Irimlaclijes (1867),
of which six editions were called for in two years.

HAVER'SIAN CANALS. See Bone.

HAV'ERSTRAW. A village in Rockland
County, N. Y.. 32 miles north of New York
City. It is picturesquely situated on the west
shore of the Hudson River, which here expands
into Haverstraw Bay, and on the New .Jersey

and New Y'ork and the West Shore railroads
(Map; New Y'ork, F 4). It is principally en-

gaged in brickmaking. and has a public library.

The village is governed vmder a general State
act, the administration being vested in a presi-

dent and a council chosen at the annual char-
ter election. Population, in 1890. 5070; in

1900. 5935. Haverstraw was settled by the
Dutch, became a precinct in 1719, and was in-

corporated as a town in 1854. At the house
of Thomas H. Smith, since called the 'Old

Treason House,' Arnold met Andre in September,
1780, to arrange for the surrender of West Point.

In 1825 the "Haverstraw Couununity' was organ-
ized here, but broke up in a few years. Consult
an article, "Smith House at Haverstraw," in

Magazine of American History, vol. v.

HAVET, a'v.i', Erne.st (1831-89). A French
philosopher, born in Paris. After some educa-
tional appointments of minor importance, he was
on the staff of the Normal School (1836), and
became also professor of French literature at

the Coll&ge de France (1855-85), and meml^r
of the Academy of Moral and Political Sciences.

His best works are an edition of Pascal's Pen^
sees, with commentary (1881). and Le christian^

isme et ses origines (4 vols.. 1871-84).

HAVILAH. A country in Arabia. It is men-
tioned in Gen. ii. 11-12 as surrounded by the river

Pishon and containing gold, bdellium, and sho-

liam stone; in Cicn. x. 20 (I. Chron. i. 23), as one

of the districts of Joktan; in Gen. x. 7(1. Chron.
i. 9), as one of the tribes of Cu.sh; in Gen. xxv.

18, as bordering on the territory of the Ishmael-

ites ; and in I. Sam. xv. 7, where, however, the

name should probably be emended into Telam.
Niebuhr found a district called Huwaila between
the seats of the Beni Khalid and Oman on the

Persian Gulf. In South Arabian inscriptions a
Khaulan is mentioned. The products of this

country referred to in Gen. ii. 11, gold, the gum
of the bedolach tree, and the shoham stone, which
is the Assyrian samtu. or malachite, seem to

point to .Temama and Northeast Arabia extending
to the Persian Gulf (Glaser). As the priestly

additions to the law (see Hexateuch) connect

the South Arabian tribes with Africa. Gen. x. 7
may be explained without the theory of an
Arabian Cush. Consult: Glaser, Skizze der Oe-
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schichte und Geographk- Arabkns (Berlin, 1890) ;

jMeyer, ileschichtf dts Alttrthums, vol. i. (Stutt-

gart, 1889) ; and the commentaries on Genesis

by Dillmann (Leipzig, 1S'.)2) and Gunkel (Got-

tin^'cn, lUOl).

HAV'ILAND, William (1718-84). An I^ng-

lish suUlicr in the French and Indian War in

America, lie was born in Ireland, and in 173!)

was appointed ensign in an infantry regiment,

with which he is believed to have served at I'orto

Ik'Uo and Cartagena. During part of the rebel-

lion of 1745 he was aide-de-camp to Colonel (af-

terwards Lord) Blakeney, and subsequi'iitly re-

turned to Ireland, where he remained until 1752,

when he W'as appointed a lieutenant-colonel. In

1757 he went to America with a regiment, was

in command at Fort Edward during the winter

of 1757-58, served under Abercromby at Ticon-

derofa, and later under Amherst. In 1700 he

was put at the head of a mixed force of colonists

and Indians, 3400 strong, and ordered to force a

way by Lake Champlain, defended by a French

post at Isle au.x Noix, and to join the armies of

General Murray and Lord Amherst, which were

converging on "ilontreal. He was entirely suc-

cessful. After the capitulation of Montreal he

served in the West Indies, and was present at the

conquest of Havana in 1762. An energetic and
resourceful olUcer, he was advanced in rank until

he was made general in 1783.

HAV'ILDAR' (Hind, havdldur, from Hind.,

Pers. Iiaiulah, Ar. haralat, charge, custody +
Pers. dur, possessing). The highest non-com-

missioned rank in the native army of Britisli

India.

HAVIN, a'vaN', LfioNOR .Joseph (1799-1808).

A French politician, born in Paris. He studied

law, became Justice of the peace at Saint-Lo

(1830), and for the following seventeen .vears

was Deputy from the Department of La Jlanche.

He was a prime mover in the agitation which led

to the February Revolution, but allied himself

with the Moderates in the National .\ssembly of

1848-49. He continued to take a prominent part

in the Republican Government up to 1851, but

after the coup d'etat he lost his position in the

State Council, and his influence was henceforth

exerted through his journal, Le Kirch', which be-

came noted for good judgment and loyalty to lib-

eral princi])les.

HAVLtfiEK, hftv-le'chek, ICarel (1821-56).

A Bohemian journalist, critic, and poet, liorn at

BorovS, whence his pseudonym, 'Havel Horovsky.'

He studied at Fragile, taught at Moscow, and
after his return to Bohemia wrote for the Xdrodnl
Novini/ at Prague, and at Kuttenlierg for the

Hlovan. For his liberal articles in these journals

he was imprisoned at Brixen in the T\'rol, where
he wrote the sarcastic Tiroler FAeqirn. He returned

to Bohemia in 1855, and died at Prague in the

following year. He wrote many clever epigrams,
which have not all been published: the satiric

poem, KfeS't sv. Vlndimira (1877) ; and transla-

tions from Gogol, Voltaire, and others. His col-

lected works, i^eftrnnc fipisi/, contain a part of his

epigrams. His biography, by Tuma, was pub-
lished at Prigue (1883).

'

HAVRE, a'vr', Le. The second seaport of

France, and the capital of an arrondisscment of

the Department of Seine-Inferieurc. on the estu-

ary of the Seine. 108 miles northwest of Paris

(Map: France, F 2). It is a well-built and

regularly laid out city, with a number of line

boulevards and squares, as the Boulevard Fran-

cois I., Strasbourg, and the Course de la Ke-

publi(iue. the chief boulevards occupying the site

of the ancient ramparts. Tlie most prominent

public buildings are tlie city hall, built in Renais-

sance style; the Church of Notre Dame, dating

from the sixteenth centiiry; the exchange, the

Palais de .lustice, arsenal, and customhouse.

The museum has fine statues of Bernardin de

Saint-Pierre and Casimir Delavigne (both na-

tives of Havre), and contains collections of jjaint-

ings and sculptures and a library of about 50,000

volumes. The harbor, formed in jiart by an im-

mense dam, is regarded as one of the best in

France, and has a capacity of about 500 vessels.

Its entrance, defended by two forts and a number
of batteries, is barely 300 feet in width. The
harbor is divided into nine separate basins, and
has over eight miles of quays.

The situation cf Havre at the mouth of the

Seine gives it great advantage in regard to the

internal trade of the country, while its position

on the English Channel makes it one of the chief

centres of the foreign trade. The annual importa

and exports exceed 2.000.000 tons, valued at

nearly 2,000,000,000 francs. The chief articles

of import are coft'ee, cotton and cotton goods,

grain, hides and skins, silk, etc. The exports are

mainlv silk and cotton goods, coffee, clothing,

metal articles, and artificial flowers. Havre ha.s

a number of large industrial establishments, in-

cluding sugar refineries, chemical and glass

works, breweries, ship-building yards (for battle-

ships as well as merchant vessels), electrical

works, and works for the manufacture of guns
and heavv ordnance. Population, in 1890, 119,-

470; in 1901, 130,190.

Havre, originally named Ville Francoise. or

Francoiseville, and afterwards Havre de Griice,

was founded in 1517 by Francis I., from whom
it received numerous privileges. It was sur-

rendered to the English by the Huguenots in

1562, but was retaken by the French soon after-

wards. It was bombarded by the English in 1694,

1759, 1794. and 1795. Havre owes its harbor im-

provements to Richelieu. Louis XIV. (who em-

ployed Vauban), Louis XVI., and Napoleon.

HAVRE DE GRACE, hav'er de gras. A city

in Harford County, Mil., 30 miles northeast of

Baltimore; on the Susquehanna River, near its

mouth, in Chesapeake Bay. and on the Baltimore

and Ohio and the Philadelphia, Wilmington and
Baltimore railroads (i\Iap: Maryland. N 2). It

makes large shipments of coal and lumber, and
has shad and herring fisheries, flour, cotton, saw.

and planing mills, and can and shoe factories,

and carries on fruit-canning. On Battery Island

is a Government fish hatcherv. Population, in

1890, 3244; in 1900, 3423.

HAWAIIAN (hii wi'fln) ISLANDS, or HA-
WAII, li.-i-wi'f' (formerly Sandwich Islands;
politically, the Territory of Hawaii). .\ chain

of islands in the Pacific Ocean, belonging to the

I'nited States, and forming geographically and
ethnologically the extreme northeastern group of

Polynesia. They are situated between latitudes

IS' 54' and 22° 15' N., and between longitudes
154° 50' and 160° 30' W., about 2200 miles

southwest of San Francisco, and 4893 miles from
Hong Kong. The chain consists of eight inhab-

ited and several small uninhabited islands, ar-
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ranged nearly all in single file extending for

about 400 miles from southeast to northwest.
The inliabited islands with their areas are. l)e-

ginning at tlie southeast: Hawaii, 4210 square
miles; Maui, 700; Jvahulaui. 03: Molokai, 270;
Lanai, 150; Oahu. 000; Kauai, .590; and Xiihau,
97. Total area, 0740 square miles. Small as the

land area is, it is about half that of all the other
Polynesian Islands. Oahu is as large as the

Society group; ilaui corresponds in size with tlu»

>Iarque.sas group; and the island of Hawaii is

nearly as large as all the other Polynesian
grou])s.

TorooR.\PiiY AND Geology. The islands are
purely of volcanic origin, being realty the sum-
mits of enormous volcanic cones raised by erup-

tions from the bottom of the ocean, which falls

rapidly to a depth of 18,000 feet not far from the

shores. The islands are all mountainous, but
only one, Hawaii, is actively volcanic, having
two of tlie largest craters in the world, ilauna
Loa and Kilauea (q.v. ). Hawaii is the most re-

cent in order of formation; it is much less eroded
than the others, and though it contains the high-

est peak of the group—ilauna Kea, 13,805 feet

—

its elevations are all rounded and easily ascended.

The other islands, especially Kauai, which is con-

sidered the oldest, are deeply eroded into pic-

turesque crags and deep ravines and gorges. The
coasts are to a large extent steep and rocky, con-

sisting in some places of precipices 100 to 300
feet high and extending for several miles. Tliere

are some sandy beaches, however, and in many
places the coasts are lined with coral reefs; be-

tween the mountains and the coasts extend fer-

tile plains and valleys, which are the scene of

agricultural activity.

Climate .^nd Hydrogsapiiy. The climate is in

general characterized by a remarkable equability

of temperature; it is never too warm and never
cold, except on the mountain summits, and
even within the narrow limits there are no
srdden changes. This is due to the fact that
there are neither large ice-fields nor hot con-

tinental deserts within thousands of miles, and
the Avinds which reach the islands have to pass
over a broad expanse of Avater of a uniform and
moderately warm temperature. The average tem-
peratures of the loAvlands of Hawaii are 70° for

January and 78° for .Tuly. and the extreme maxi-
mum and minimum temperatures recorded are,

respectively, 80° and 54°. On the mountain
peaks, of course, frosts occur, and snow some-
times remains throughout the year. The mean
temperature is about 10° cooler than in any
ether land in the same latitude. The winds show
the same equability: the prevailing winds for ten
months in the year are tiie northeast trades.

Alternate diurnal land and sea breezes occur,
especially on the southwest coasts and around
Hilo Bay on the northeast coast of Hawaii:
warm southwest gales are also common in

winter. .Storms are rare, and hurricanes un-

known. With respect to humidity and rainfall,

however, the climate is extremely varied, each
narrow 'locality having its own peculiar cli-

mate, depending on its position with regard to

the winds and mountains. Most nf the rain is

brought by the northeast trade winds, and, owing
to the great elevation of the islands, it is almost
all precipitated on the northeastern sides, which
havp accordinslv the most varied vegetation,

while the leeward or southwestern sides are much

drier and, especially in Hawaii Island, almost
arid. Just above Hilo Bay, where the cold winds
from the mountains meet the warm and moist
trade winds, there is an annual rainfall of 100
to 200, and even 250, inches, one of the heaviest
in the world; but at Honolulu the rainfall is

only about 32 inches a year. Though the sky is

as a rule clear and sunny when it is not actually
raining, the humidity is considerable, turning to

almost oppressive sultriness during the winter
southwest winds. In general, the climate is very
healthtul and agreeable to Europeans, but it is

not an ideal one for cases of pulmonary tuber-

culosis.

The rivers of Hawaii are nearly all small
mountain torrents, and, as might be foreseen

from the foregoing, they are largely confined

to the north and east sides of the island.

Flok.^ and Fauna. The indigenous flora and
fauna of Hawaii are interesting, as they partake
of the characters both of the Asiatic and Austra-
lian, as well as of the American flora. There
are about 130 species of ferns and 000 species of

flowering plants, of which GOO are peculiar to the
islands. Some of the characteristic plants are
a peculiar Pandanus or screw-pine, several tree-

ferns, and among the forest trees the Koa {Aca-
cia Koa). Forests still cover large areas of the
uplands, but have greatly decreased. Where
vegetation is found it generally grows luxuriant-
ly, Init large areas, especially in Hawaii, are
covered with naked lava fields.

There are very few indigenous mammals in

Hawaii, and no reptiles, except a single species

of lizard. The birds are interesting, including
many peculiar and highly specialized species,

notably in the family Drepanididfe, which dift'er

characteristically from those of the rest of

PoljTiesia. The land mollusks have also reached
a remarkable development, almost every valley

having its own peculiar species, some of which
are allied to those of Mexico and California.

Agriculti'RE. Hawaii is of industrial inter-

est almost wholly by virtue of its agricultural

development. The physical and climatic condi-

tions make possible the successful cultivation of

a very large variety of industrial plants, includ-

ing those of both the temperate and tropical

zones. The area of possible cultivation is great-

ly limited, however, by the decidedly mountainous
character of the islands and the area covered

with lava. I..ess than half the total area, or

about 2,000.000 acres, is adaptable to grazing, and
294,000 acres are improved. The soils, wholly de-

rived from basaltic lavas, are formed either by
decomposition (the dark and light red and yellow

soils) or by sedimentation, the decomposed rocks

being removed by rainfall to lower altitudes.

The highland soils are thin and poor, having
been depleted of many soluble elements that

nourish plants; the upland soils (dark red), just

above the sedimentary flats and lowlands, and
the lowland soils are verv deep and remarkably
productive. In a general way the variety of

crops depends »ipon the elevation. Sugar-grow-

ins is largely confined to the low plains and hill-

sides, followed on the higher levels in turn by

cofTee. fruits and vegetables, and pasture lands,

but these zones are not clearly defined. In the

census year 1900 there were only 80,854 acres in

crops. Prominent among the factors which have

prevented a fuller development have been the

absence of a local market and the great scarcity
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of labor. At an earlier date the unsettled politi-

cal conditions and the uncertainty of the con-

tinued favor of the L'njtcd States discouraged

the investment of capital. Tlius far, sugar-cano
is the only plant e.Ktensively raised. The sugar
industry dominates the entire industrial life of

the islands. Over half tlie poi)ulation is en-

gaged in the industry in some cai)acity. Any
cause that lowers the price of sugar injuriously

all'ects Ihe general prosperity. Sugar-cane has
long been grown on tlie islands of Hawaii, JIaui,

Kauai, and Oahu, and has recently been intro-

duced on Molokai and Lanai. Tliere arc over tiO

great plantations now in operation. The acreage
in sugar in.lHOO was over 05.000 acres, and the

annual production, about 225,000 tons, varies

considerably from year to year.

The sugar industry involves large outlays of

capital, and is, therefore, not suited to a system
of small proprietorsliip. On the contrary, the
system of cultivation resembles in some ways
the old plantation system of the South with its

gangs of laborers and overseers. The scarcity of

labor led to its importation mider contract, espe-

cially from Japan and China, and the greater
part of the labor force has been thus secured. To
those under contract, labor is compulsory and
enforced through the courts, violence being for-

bidden. On the west side of the islands irriga-

tion is required, but under irrigation the cane
grows more quickly and yields more abundantly
than on tlie east side. Water is conducted from
the mountain streams through flumes, Avhich also
often serve for the conveyance of cane to the
mills. Rice occupies as yet the second place in

area of production, and in the value of the prod-
uct. The lowest .flats close to the sea are used
for rice. The home consumption is so large that
only a few million pounds are left for export.
It is cultivated almost wholly by the Chinese.
Cofiee is a young industry, and though it is cul-

tivated on the four larger islands, it is not yet
important. The jn-ospects of the cofl'ec industry
are regarded as most favorable, as the coffee-

berry is a natural product of the islands, where
it grows \<'ild. Little progress has been made in

the raising of most fruits, vegetables, and cere-

als; but bananas and pineapples are raised in

export quantities. The finest pineapple is a
small native variety. The bananas are known
for their good quality. Recent experiments show
that American maize gi'ows and matures per-
fectly. The natives raise very few vegetables for
the market, only taro and a few Irish potatoes
coming from the country districts. Honolulu
is supplied with vegetables almost wholly by the
Chinese, who occupy suitable lands around the
city.

Owing to the uncertainty of rainfall in the pas-
ture area, and to the horn-fly nuisance, the stock-
raising industry is but little developed. Almost
every native possesses from one to three horses.

According to an arrangement made in 1848, the
greater portion of the land was divided between
the King, the chiefs, and the Government. The
portion received by the chiefs has passed almost
wholly into the hands of foreigners. The crown-
lands and the Government lands, amounting to

about 1,750,000 acres, were assumed by the United
States. In 1895 a land act, passed to regulate
the disposal of this land, was carefully drawn
with a view to preventing its monopolization by

speculators, and to securing its division into

homesteads for actual settlers. It may be ac-

quired by individuals for "honiestead lease,' lease

with right of juirchase, cash frecliold, etc., the

amount that can be acquired generally being lim-

ited in a manner that lucvents capitalists from
acquiring peruuinent control of the land.

ilA.NVFACTLUES. The Uick of tnel and of

metals will permanently limit the scope of

Hawaii's manufactures. Sugar manufacture is

the only branch of this industry which is at pres-

ent important. No molasses is made, nor is the

sugar refined witliin the Territory. In 1!)00 there

were 44 sugar-making establishments, with 23G9
hands employed, $7,'J'J1,000 cajiital invested, and
an annual product estimated at

.'f 19,254,000. The
combined product of the three fertilizer estab-

lishments and that of the four foundry and
machine-shops each exceeded $1,100,000. The
capital invested in the islands came almost
wholly from the United States.

Transportation. The islands are favorably

situated for purposes of communication with the

rest of the world, inasmuch as they are on the

line of trallie between the United States and the

Southern Asiatic countries and Australia. They
are a convenient midway station, and many ves-

sels renew their supply of coal at the islands.

The port of Honolulu is one of the best in the

Pacilie. It is protected by a coral reef, through
which a channel 30 feet deep has been cut to
admit large vessels. The harbor facilities have
not increased as rapidly as has the commerce,
and the limitations are such that rccour.se may
ultimately have to be taken to Pearl Harbor, five

miles to the north, which oilers unlimited fa-

cilities, and requires only the cutting of a chan-
nel through the reef for a passageway. In 1900
the tonnage of merchant vessels entering Ha-
waiian ports was 786,800, of which 303,160 was
American. Regular steamboat communication is

maintained between the larger islands of the
group. The principal railroad extends along the
coast of Oalui from Honolulu northward and cast
to Kahuku. Other short lines have been con-

structed, chiefly on the sugar plantations.

Commerce. The limited home market for the
principal product of the islands and the lack ol

home manufactures give rise to a very large

export and import trade. The following figures

show the development of the merchandise trade
with the United States:

Imports from Hawaii to the United States,

1880, $4,600,000; 1890, $12,313,000; 1900, $20,-

707.000.

Exports from the United States to Hawaii,
1880. .$2,086,000; 1890, .$4,711,000; 1900, $13,-

500,000.

Uncorrected estimates for 1901 place the ex-

ports and imports respectively at $28,000,000
and $20,000,000. The exports are almost ex-

clusively sugar, and the imports principally

macliinerv used in the su<;ar indtistry and other

manufactured products. The trade of the ITnited

States with these islands is more than four times
that of the United States with the Philippine

Islands. Our large trade with Hawaii has

developed almost wholly since 1876, the year of

the reciprocity treaty, which made possible the

growtli of the sugar industry. Practically all
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of the exports of the islands come to tlie United
States, while the imports from foreign countries
-—of which coal is the most important item

—

are less than a third of the amount received

from the United States.

FiKANCE. The total cash receipts for 1901

amounted to $2,140,000, of which $1,230,000 were

collected by taxation. The total expenditures

were $2,!)25,000, the largest items being 'public

works,' 'health,' and 'public instruction.' The
assessed value of property increased almcst four-

fold from 1892 to 1901.

Population. The population of Hawaii is

exceedingly heterogeneous, and the question of

population is one of the most vital and difficult

with which the present and future welfare of

the islands is concerned. The earliest estimate

of the native population, that of Captain Cook

ill 177S, placed the number at 400,000, which ia

generally considered as being about a fourth too

large. At any rate, the native population soon

after this date began rapidly to diminish. The
decline is sho\vn by the following figures : in 1823,

142,000 (missionaries' estimate) ; in 1872, 49,-

044; in 1890, 31.019; and in 1900, 29,834. The
cause of this decline is not fully understood,

but prominent among the reasons assigned is the

introduction of foreign diseases, which have

proved peculiarly fatal to the natives, and the

small birth-rate, which is the result in part, at

least, of a maternal aversion to domestic respon-

sibilities. In Honolulu the death-rate per thou-

sand in 1900 for Hawaiians was 42.81, which is

abnormally large. These tendencies therefore

indicate the ultimate extinction of the race.

Notwithstanding the disposition shown by the

Hawaiians freely to intermingle with other races,

there is a remarkably small number of 'part

Hawaiians,' as will be seen in the table below.

Marriages between natives and Chinese are com-

mon, but the Japanese have shown an aversion

to mixed marriages. The decrease in the native

population and their disinclination to work made
necessary the importation of labor. Among those

first imported were the Portuguese from the

Azores, but these were not inclined to reengage

as plantation laborers at the expiration of their

three year contract, and subsequent importations

have been almost wholly of the lower class of

Chinese and Japanese. An attempt to introduce

Polynesians did not result satisfactorily. Im-

mediately after the establishment of the Repub-
lic, the Japanese came in large numbers, but a

treaty with .Japan in 1899 gave the United States

the right to regulate immigration, and in the

year ending in .Tune, 1901. there were only 391

immigrants from that country. The United
States law restricting Chinese immigration ap-

plies to the islands, and this source of labor is

now closed. Prior to the annexation to the

United States the Government encouraged and
aided immigration, though endeavoring at the
same time to check the inflow of Chinese. Under
the United States control Government aid ceased,
and Chinese laborers are not allowed to enter.

The last labor experiment was the importation of

Porto Ricans, but they did not prove very satis-

factory. The Chinese are the most desirable un-
skilled labor that can be obtained, and the
planters are loud in their demands for the United

States to admit them. The population for 1890

and 1900 was as follows:
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and tuition is free. Ninety-six per cent, of all

cliiUiren of the above class attend sclioo!; 83 per

cent, of all those of Hawaiian blood above six

J ears old can both read and write, lu all sehooU
the English language is the basis of instruction.

The supervision of the. schools is in the hands
of a Jlinister of Public Instruction and six com-
missioners. No person in holy orders nor any
minister of the gospel is eligible as commis-
sioner. The salaries of teachers are bigb com-
pared with those received by teachers in the

States. There were 55!) teachers in 1900, of

whom 2y9 were American. The climatic condi-

tions do not necessitate heavy investments in

school buildings, and the tuition constitutes

about 73 per cent, of the total cost. The per
capita expenditure is about $2.17, which amounts
to $23.36 per capita for those wlio attend school.

There are a normal training school, high school,

and an endowed college at Honolulu. There are
six private boarding schools for Hawaiian girls.

See Education, Colonial.
Charitable Institutions. The principal pub-

lic charitable enterprise is the maintenance of

the leper settlement on the island of Molokai.
The settlement is located on a peninsula which is

shut off from the mainland by moinitains. The
number of lepers is decreasing, there being at
present in the settlement about 900, nearly all of

wliom are natives. Some of them o\vn property
in the settlement and are self-supporting, but the

Goveriunent makes every effort properly to care
for them, and the annual expense is heavy, A
certain amount of local self-government is al-

low'ed in the settlement.

Government. By an act of Congress in 1900,
Hawaii was organized with a Territorial form
of government, similar to that of the other
organized Territories of the United States. It

has a Territorial representative in Congress. The
capital is Honolulu. See the article on Tebbi-
TOBIES.
History. Peopled probabl.v from the PolTOesian

Islands, the Hawaiian Islands when first known to

white men had passed through the first stages of
savagerv. and were progressing toward civiliza-

tion. The particular stage which it had reached
was that of feudalism. Instead of a heterogene-
ous collection of tribes, there were in the eigh-
teenth century as many kings as there were in-

habited islands in the groiip, and in the island of
Hawaii there were at least two kings. The peo-
ple held the land which they tilled in tenancy to
a class of middlemen, or gentry, who served
subordinate chiefs, who were themselves under
the control of the dukes or high lords, who owed
allegiance to the King. Tlie land was held in

military tenure. Society was highly organized
into orders, religious and social, with a system
of checks, by means of laws and ceremonies. The
whole tendency of political movement was toward
centralization.

The first white men in Hawaii were the sur-
vivors of the crews of two Spanish vessels which
were wrecked on the islands as early, po.ssibly, as
I!i27. They intermarried with the natives, and
their descendants, recognized by their Caucasian
characteristics in complexion and features, are
known to this day at Kekea. CJaetano. in l.')42.

made a landfall here, and in 15017 Mendcna located
scientifically the position of Kauai, as has been
shown by Spanish scholars; but it was reser\'ed
for Capt. James Cook (q.v.), while on his third

voyage in the Pacific, to find this group in 1778.
After returning from Boring Strait, to pass the
winter iu Hawaii, he abused the hospitality of
the natives, and in a squabble lost iiis life. His
estimate of tlie popuhition at 400,000, though
an undoubted exaggeration, shows that the group
v\as densely inhabited. Cook named tlie group
Sandwich Islaiuls, after John Montague, tho
fourth Earl of Sandwich (1718-92). In 1790
Kamehamoha, one of the kings of the main
island, defeated Keoua, a rival in another portion
of the same island, and thus paved the way for
the establishment of a single dynasty. Kame-
hameha's ambition was to bring the whole group
of islands under his sway, but with ordinary
weapons it is uncertain whether he could have
succeeded. In the nick of time, American whalers
and fur traders brought tlie King firearms, wliich

gave him a tremendous advantage over his op-
ponents, w'ho were still living as in the Stone Age.
In 1792 the British navigator George Vancouver
brought over cattle, and tau.ght the inhabitants
ship-building. At the beginning of the nineteenth
century the fur trade on the Pacific coast re-

ceived a tremendous impulse as a result of the
epoch-making expedition of Lewis and Clark.
American vessels, reaching the northwest coast in

the spring, traded up and down it with the
Indians for peltries. Spending the winter in the
Sandwich Islands, the American shipmen dressed
their furs, refitted, laid in fresh provisions, and
bought the sandalwood then so abundant in the
islands, besides sharks' fins and tortoi.se-shells,

for the Cliina trade. To this day in China the

name for Hawaii is 'Sandalwood Islands.' In
the second spring season they went north on the

.\merican coast for furs, stopping again at
Hawaii, and then sailing to China and exchang-
ing their cargo of furs and sandalwood for tea,

silk, porcelain, matting, ginger, and firecrackers,

they sailed homeward with .a favoralile monsoon.
Native Hawaiians served on these ships, and thus
became known in the United States, stimulating
missionary interest.

This trade in sandalwood enriched the chiefs

and kings, but esjiejiallv Kamehameha, who thus
secured the sinews of war by sending his people
all over the island to cut and transport the
fragrant wood, which he traded for vessels, arms,
ammunition, and military stores. Master of a
navy and an army, he was able, after several

campaigns, to conquer the whole of the Hawaiian
archipelago. He made the once feudalized islands

a central monarchy, and established the royal
succession in his own line. He died Mav 8, 1819,

and his oldest son, Liholiho, succeeded him, under
the title of Kamehameha II., though the real

power behind the throne was an 'empress dow-
ager,' the widow of Kamehameha I. Under the

old religious system of taboo (q.v.), which rep-

resented conservatism, a class of men correspond-
ing to the 'literati' of other lands existed who
were more or less hostile to change, and espe-

cially to centralization. So, exactly as in the

case of China, when feudalism was overthrown
by She-Hwang-Ti, the new King, advised by his

Premier, the widow of Kamehameha I., abolished

by decree the hoary system of taboo. This bold

reform met with organized resistance, and in

the appeal to arms a liloody battle was fought.

The conservatives were overthrown, and the

iconoclasts went through the islands smashing
and burning the idols, or tossing them into the
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sea. Thus the llawaiians were a people without
a religion. At this juncture of affairs Christian
missionaries from the United States arrived.

More than ten years before, native Hawaiians,
serving as sailors on American ships, had stirred

the generous impulses of New England, and one
of the first missionary companies sent out by
the American Board of Commissioners of Foreign
^Missions, seven married men with their wives,
reached Honolulu April 4, 1820. The King and
his Queen made a voyage to England in 1823, and
died there in 1824. This event put fresh power
into the hands of the widow of Kamehameha I.,

who governed the kingdom for nine years, until

the younger brother of the deceased King reached
his majorit.v and reigned as Kamehameha III.

Under the training of the American missionaries,
all llie people Avcre in a few years taught to read
and write. Tlie Ten Commandments were adopted
as a basis of laws in 1825, and other criminal
laws were enacted in 1827 and 1829. In 1840
the King and his nobles promulgated a constitu-
tion granting civil rights to the people. In 1846
he abolished the last relics of feudalism by ap-
proving the Land Act, which yielded up the
Crown lands and provided for the people becoming
owners of the soil. In 1852 the Constitution was
revised by the King, and the Legislature and
free suffrage were established. Dying on De-
cember 15, 1854, Kamehameha III. was succeeded
by Alexander Liholiho, son of Kinau, the daugh-
ter of the founder of the dynasty. This prince
assumed the title of Kamehameha IV. After
reigning nine years, honored because of his

perseverance in the principles of civilization,

he died November 30, 1863, and was succeed-

ed by his brotlier Lot, as Kamehameha V. Dur-
ing his reign Honohilu became a beautiful mod-
ern city, and business and commerce prospered

greatly. Nevertheless the new ruler was a re-

actionary. He forcibly abrogated the national

Constitution, and issued another, in which the

right of suffrage was limited by a property quali-

fication. ^Yhen he died. December 11, 1872, with-

out issue, the direct line of Kamehameha became
extinct. After four weeks' government by the

C.abinet, the Legislafu» elected the nominee of

the people, Lunalilo, as King. He attempted
in vain to restore the old Constitution. His short

and troubled reign of one year ended February 3,

1874.

Lunalilo died childless, and the Legislature

again proceeded to elect a king, and on February
12. 1S74, chose David Kalakaua, though their

action was violently opposed by Emma, the

Queen Dowager. In the riot which broke out

between her partisans and the legislators, several

persons were injured. The war-ships in the har-

bor under the British and American flags landed

marines and sailors, order was restored, and the

King began his reign. Kalakaua visited the

United States in 1874, and in 1875 a reciprocity

treaty was arranged between that country and
Hawaii. This was renewed in 1887. The King
made a tour of the world in 1881. Nevertheless
he showed a tendency in the latter part of his

reign to relapse into the ancient savagery of his

people. The patience of the better elements of

society being exhausted, the party of progress at
a mass meeting held June 30, 1887. demanded
from the King a new constitution and better gov-

ernment, with a Cabinet under the control of the

Legislature. Although Kalakaua agreed to the
demand and signed a new constitution, which
was ratified by the vote of the people, he lost
no opportunity to regain his power. In this
course he was encouraged by his sister, the Prin-
cess Liliuokalani. On the King's attempting in
1889 to overthrow the new Ciovernment. the pro-
gressive party reorganized, and a skirmish oc-

curred in which the royal partisans were de-
feated. On January 20, "lS91, Kalakaua died in

San Francisco. His sister, Liliuokalani, became
Queen. Her reign was marked by continual eva-
sions and nullification of the Constitution. The
men of the progressive party, consisting chiefly

of Americans and the belter elements among the
foreigners and natives, were fully acquainted with
her determination to promulgate a new political
instrument which would enhance the royal power

;

but just when she was about to bring her plans
to consunnnation tliey dethroned the Queen and
organized a provisional government. The Com-
mittee of Thirteen, January 15. 1893. passed a
resolution ''that it is the sense of this committee
that, in view of the present unsatisfactory state
of affairs, the proper course to pursue is to abol-
ish (he monarchy, and apply for annexation to
the United States." The Queen's ministers ap-
pealed for help to the foreign legations, while the
leading citizens of the town were openlv and pub-
licly preparing to abolish the Queen's govern-
ment by force of arms. The L'nitcd States lega-

tion was in close touch with the best element both
of the Americans and of the native Hawaiians.
Kealizing the great significance of the Revolu-
tion and the importance of the intei'ests of his

country that were involved, the X'nited States
^linister, John L. Stevens (q.v. ), had a force of

140 sailors and marines landed from the U.S.S.
Boston, foi- the protection of American interests,

and at once recognized the provisional govern-
ment on behalf of his own. Commissioners were
sent to the L'nited States to negotiate a treaty
of annexation, while Minister Stevens, believing

that this small State was not safe from aggres-
sion, on his own responsibility declared Hawaii
under the protection of the United States. Feb-
ruary 16. 1893. President Harrison sulunitted to

Congress a treaty of annexation, but upon the ac-

cession of President Cleveland the treaty was
withdrawn, the Minister's action disavowed, and
a special commissioner, Mr. Blount, was sent to

the islands to report upon the situation. The com-
missioner's report represented that the action of

Mr. Stevens had been unwarranted, and that it

was the landing of the United States seamen that
made the success of the Revolution possible. The
disposition of the United States Government ap-

pearing to be favorable to the deposed Queen, ne-

gotiations were entered upon for her restoration;

but her refusal to grant a general amnesty made
it impossible to support her pretensions. Thrown
upon its own resources, Hawaii was proclaimed a
republic .Tuly 4. 1894. and duly organized, with
Sanford B. Dole as President, and a Legislature
of two chambers. The political excitement that

had made the annexation question a disturbing

one in the United States having subsided, and the

Republican Party being again in power, the

(Jovemment of Hawaii, then firmly established,

renewed negotiations for annexation in 1898.

In accordance with a resolution of Congress,

passed .July 7. 1898. the Hawaiian Islands were
formally annexed August 12, 1898. By the act
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of Congress of April 30, 1900, all persons who,
un August 12, 18'J8, were citizens of the Kepublic
of Hawaii, were declared to be citizens of the

United States and of the Territory of Hawaii.
On June 14, 1S)00, Hawaii was organized as a
Territory, with ex-Piesident Dole as the Terri-

torial Governor. The political problem of

Hawaiian administration lies in tlie number of

races, that which is strongest in wealth and intel-

ligence being smallest in numbers.
During the monarchy, which lasted about a

century, the foreign relations of Hawaii were in-

Uucnced chiefly by naval ollicers, who often acted
with a high hand. The first commercial agency
of the United States was established in 1820,

and in 1823 Capt. Ap Catsby Jones, U. S. N.,

negotiated a treaty of commerce and naviga-
tion, the first ever made by Hawaii with a
foreign power, which was not, however, ratified

by Congress. In 1839 Commander La Place of

the French frigate Artcmise, under threat of

war, demanded privileges for Roman Catholic
converts of the French missionaries, who had
been on the islands since 1827. In 1842 the in-

dependence of the kingdom was recognized by the
United States. In 1843 a British officer. Lord
Paiilet, made demands which resulted in a pro-

visional cession of the islands to Great Britain;
but his action was promptly overruled by his

superiors at home, and the same year Admiral
Thomas restored the islands and the Hawaiian
flags. In 1862 the English Reformed Catholic
missionaries began their work. In 1843 the
United States commercial agent was made a
commissioner, in 18()3 Minister Resident, in 1898
Minister Plenipotentiary.
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HAWARDEN, hiir'den. A market-to«Ti in
Flintshire, Wales, eiglit miles southeast of Ches-

ter (Map: Wales, D 3). Population of parish,

in ISyl, 13,010; in 1901, 13,817. Near by stands
Hawarden Castle, long the residence of William
K. Gladstone. The castle, built in 1752, stands
near the ruins of an older one granted by Wil-
liam the CoiKjueror to his nepliew. Hugh of

Avranches. called by the Welsh the Wolf. After
many vicissitudes it became the ])riii)erty of

Cromwell's Lord Chief Justice, .Sergeant Glynne,
from \\hom it descended to Mrs. Gladstone. Con-
sult Morley and Friederichs, "In William Glad-
stone's Village," in Strand Magazine, vol. xvi.

(London. 1898).

HAWEIS, haz, Hugh Regi.xald (1838-I90I).
An Knglish clergyman and author. He was
born at Egham, Surrey; graduated at Trinity
College, Cambridge, in 1859; served under Gari-
baldi at the siege of Capua ; and in 1800 became
curate of Saint James's Church, Marj'lebone,
London. Indefatigable in his ell'orts to educate
the masses, he strongly advocated the oijening of

libraries, galleries, and museums on Sundays.
He often lectured at the Royal Institution, and
was the Lowell Institute lecturer in Boston in

1885. He was the Anglican delegate to the Chi-
cago Parliament of Religions in 1893, and for the
next two years continued a successful lecture

and preaching tour around the world. His nu-
merous published works include: Music and
Morals (1871): American Humorists (1883);
Christ and Christianity (5 vols., 1886-87); The
Broad Church (1891) ; Travel and Talk (2 vols.,

1897) : and Old Violins (1898).

HA'WEIS, Mart Eliz.a. (Joy) (?-1898). An
English author, artist, and philanthropist, daugh-
ter of the genre painter T. M. Joy, born in Lon-
don. She married the Rev. H. R. Haweis, was
a member of the Society of Authors and of the
Society of Woman .Journalists, vice-president of

tlie Maternity Society and of the Central Na-
tional Society for Women's Sufl'rage, and super-
intendent of the Mercy Branch of the British
Woman's Christian Temperance Union. She ex-

hibited at the Royal Academy, at the Dudley
Gallery, and the British Institution, and was a
successful illustrator. She wrote Chaucer for
Children, Chaucer for Schools, and Tales from
Chaucer; conducted a course in Chaucer in the
National Home Re.ading Union; wrote on art,

decoration, gardening, and the like; and published
a novcf, ,1 Flame of Fire (1897).

HA'WES, Imz, Stephen (?-1521). An Eng-
lish poet. He was born probably in SufTolk, and
was educated at Oxford. He traveled on the Con-
tinent, and became a groom in the household of

Henry VII. His rare minor poems arc of inter-

est chiefly to bibliophiles. But his Passetyme of-

Pleasure, or the Historic of (Iraunde Amoure and
la Bel Pucel (printed" by Wynk^ii de Worde in

1509) occupies an important place in the history
of English poetry. It is a long allegorical poem
written in seven-line stanzas, divided into forty-

six chapters. It describes the education and
career of a perfect knight. Standing midway
between Chaucer and Spenser. Hawes is the con-
necting link between them. Reprints of sixteenth-
century editions Iiave l)ecn made by Soutliey in

Fnqlish Ports (London. 1831), and by Wright
(Percy Society, ib.. 1845).

HA'WESVILLE, hjiz'vil. A city and the
county-seat of Hancock County, Ky.. 85 miles
west by south of Louisville; on the Ohio River,
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and on the Louisville, Henderson and Saint Louis
Railroad (Map: Kentucky, E 3). It is in a
coalmining district, and manufactures flour,

iiubs, shingles, etc. Population, in 1890, 1013;
in UtOO. 1041.

HAWFINCH (from haw, hedge + finch).

A large European tinch or grosbeak (Coccothraus-

tes vulgaris), considerably larger than the chaf-

finch. The adult male has the crown and back
chestnut brown, the neck and rump gray, the

wings partly black, the larger wing-coverts white.

The hawfinch exists numerously over the whole
Palearctie Province, and is only partly migra-
tory, but is a very shy bird, avoiding man,
and not much is kno«Ti of its habits. It

frequents orchards and hedgerows, seeking for

berries and fruit, and gets its name from its sup-

posed partiality for hawthorn-berries. It nests

in hedgerows and in forest trees.

HAWICK, hji'ik. A manufacturing town and
ancient burgh or barony in Roxburghshire. Scot-

land, at the junction of the Teviot and Slitrig,

50 miles southeast of Edinburgh (Map: Scot-

land, F 4). It has important hosiery and tweed
mills, dye-works, and tanneries. Its antiquities

have almost disappeared ; the most important
is the Moathill. an earthen work 30 feet high
and 312 in circumference. Its oldest church, dat-

ing from 1214, was rebuilt in 1763. It has fine

modern residences, a handsome town hall, a
splendid water-supply, and a complete system of

drainage. Its municipal charter was granted in

1.537. Population, in 1891, 19,200; in 1901,
17.303.

HAWK (AS. heafoc, hnfuc, Icel. hauf;r, OHG.
habiih, habih, Ger. Habicht, hawk, from AS. heb-

han, Goth, hafjan, OHG. heffan, Ger. heben, Eng.
heave; connected with Lat. cnpere, to seize. Alb.

hap, I seize). A term popularly meaning any
bird of prey not an owl nor vulture. In a more
restricted sense the word designates a section of

the family, the Accipitrinse. reckoned by falcon-

ers among" the ignoble birds of prey. They have
wings so short as not to extend to the extremity
of the tail, and the bill short and curving from
the base. In many of their characters and habits,

however, they make a very near approach to the

true falcons. In this sense the term would ex-

clude eagles, buzzards, harriers, kites, and the
like. In fact, however, the scientific use is hard-
ly more exact than the popular, and descriptions

of the various birds so called will be found under
Falcon, and under the names of groups or spe-

cies, as Buzzard; Hen-Hawk; Marsh-Hawk;
Pigeon-Hawk : and so on. ( See also Plate of

Eagle.s and H.\wk.s.) It should also be noted,

however, that in some instances the name is en-

tirely misapplied, ornithologically speaking, to

birds whose shape or actions suggest those of a
falcon. Examples of this are 'man-of-war hawk'
( the frigate-bird ) and 'nighthawk'

(
q.v. ) , or

'mosquito-hawk' (a nightjar).

HAWK-BrLLED PABROT. A large and
remarkable parrot (Drrotupux nceipilriniis) of

the Amazon and Orinoco valleys, related to the

Amazon group (Chrysotis), and especially char-

acterized by an erectile collar or ruff around the

back of the neck. This ruff, the breast, and ab-

domen are dark red, each feather with a blue
edge: the head is brown: the shoulder and in-

side of both wings and tail are black, while the

plumage of the back wings and tail above are
green. It frequents palm-trees, utters a cry of
piercing shrillness, and erects its rulf when
angry or excited with a most threatening effect.

It is said to become an admirable pet. as it is

easily tamed, is very hardy, agile, and graceful
in its movements, and is nearly as good a talker
as the gray parrot. Consult Greene, Parrols in

CaiUii-Hi/ (London, 1884).

HAWKE, Edward, Baron Hawke (1705-81).
An English admiral. He was born in London.
He entered the navy in 1720, and .served on the
North American and West Indian stations until

1725, when he returned to England and passed
his examinations. After serving several years
on various foreign stations, he came into promi-
nence in the naval engagement at Toulon in

1744, when he broke from the line of battle in

order to engage the Spanish ship I'odcr, and
succeeded in compelling her to strike her colors.

In 1747 he was promoted rear-admiral of the
white. In October of the same year he captured
si.x out of a squadron of nine French men-of-war
convoying a fleet of merchant vessels bound for

the West Indies, and was created a Knight Com-
panion of the Bath. In December of the same
year he was chosen member of Parliament for

Bristol. In May, 1748, he became vice-admiral of

the blue, and in January, 1755. admiral of the

white. In 175(5 he succeeded Admiral Byng as
commander of the fleet in the Mediterranean. In
1759 he took charge of a squadron sent to cruise

off Brest, and tn intercept a French fieet prepar-

ing for an invasion of England. On the morning
of November 20th he sighted the French fleet

under Admiral Conflans, off' Belle-Isle, and not-

withstanding that the French, trusting to their

knowledge of the rocks and shallows, retired

toward the shore, he engaged them with such
impetuosity that more than half of their vessels

were either disabled, captured, or driven on
shore. For this victory, gained with the loss

of only two vessels, Hawke received the thanks of

the House of Commons and a pension of £2000
per annum. In 17(J5 he was appointed Vice-

Admiral of Great Britain and First Lord of the

Admiralty. In 1776 he was raised to the peer-

age, by the title of Baron Hawke of Towton.
He died at Sunbury. October 17, 1781. Consult
Burrows, Life of Edward Lord Hawlce (London,
1883).

HAWK-EAGLE. A convenient term for a
group of large birds of prey of the Old World,
which combine characteristics of both eagles and
hawks, and in most cases are crested. The best

known of these is Bonelli's hawk-eagle (Xisaetus

fasciatus) , which ranges from Spain (where it

is a common resident on the rock of Gibraltar)

to the Far East, where it is one of the largest

and most prominent birds of prey. In India it is

numerous and conspicuous, both in the high
Tiiounlains and in the lowland jungles, and is one
of the large hawks called 'peacock-killers,' The
booted eagle {Xisaetus prniintiis) of the Mediter-

ranean region, noted for its shrill scream, and
the beautiful great crested eagle of Africa

(Spizaetus bellicosiis) , are other representatives

of the group, in which some authors include the

crested 'eagle-hawks' of tropical America,

HAWKE BAY. An inlet on the east coast

of North Island, New Zealand, which gives its

name to a provincial district, and a county be-
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tween Auckland and Wellington (Map: New
Zealand, F 3). The bay was named after Sir

Edward Hawke, First Lord of the British Ad-
jniralty, wlien Captain Cook on October 8, 17G9,

entered it for the lirst time. Napier, the chief

city and port of the district, is on the bay.

European settlement dates from 1848.

HAWKEK. See Peddleb.

HAWKER, Robert Stephen (1803-75). A
Cornish poet and antiquary, born at Stoke
Damerel, Devonshire. He was educated at Pem-
broke College, Oxford (w'here he won the Newdi-
gate prize in 1827 by a poem on Pompeii), was
ordained in 1831, and went as vicar to Morwen-
stow, Cornwall, in 1834. Afterwards the neigh-

boring parish of Wellcombe was added to the
living. Hawker did much for the people in his

poor parish during his forty years as priest

among them, especially for the sea-faring men.
I'oward the end of his life he became a Koman
Catholic, and in his last hours was received into

that Church. His works include: Records of the

Western Shore (1832; second series, 1836);
Ecclesia (1840-41) ; Reeds Shaken by the Wind
(1843); Second Cluster (1844); Echoes from
Old Corniiall (1846-47) ; The Quest of the San-
(jraal (1864) ; Cornish Ballads and Other Poems
"(1869 and 1884). His collected poetical works
appeared in 1879, with a notice by J. G. Godwin.
He also wrote Footprints of Former Men in Far
Cornwall (1870). His most celebrated poem,
Trelawny, first published anonymously, was be-

lieved, even by such men as Scott and Dickens,
to be an old ballad. Consult: Lee, Memorials of
the Late Rev. R. S. Hawker (London, 1876) ; and
Gould, The Vicar of Morwenstow (London, 1876).
Mortimer Collins pictures Hawker as Canon
Tremaine in Iiis novel Sweet and Tioenty.

HAWKES'BURY. A river of New South
Wales, Australia. It rises in the Blue Moun-
tains, and flows northeast parallel with the coast
until it passes Windsor, where it turns to the
southeast and enters the Pacific at Broken Bay,
20 miles north of Sydney (Map: New South
Wales, F 3 ) . Its length is about 330 miles, and
it is navigable for ships of 100 tons to Windsor,
about 50 miles from its mouth. It is crossed by
a steel railway bridge, 2900 feet long. The
Hawkeslniry is remarkable for its inundations,
and in 1844 the waters rose 20 feet in a few
liours.

HAWKESBXTE.Y. A lumber town and ter-

minus of a branch line of the Canada Atlantic
Railway, in Prescott County, Ontario, Canada
( Map : Ontario, .12). It is on the river Ottawa,
55 miles northwest of Montreal, and has ferry
communication with Grenville on the opposite
bank. Population, in 1891, 2042; in 1901, 4150.

HAWKES'WORTH, John (c.1715-73). An
Englisli writer. Apprenticed to an attorney, his
first steps in literature were in the footprints of
Samuel .Johnson, compiling Parliamentary de-
bates for the flentlemnn's Maga::i)ie (1744), in
which some of his poems were afterwards pub-
lished. Most of his essays appeared in the
Adventurer, successor of the Ramhler. which was
very popular during the two years of its exist-
ence (1752-54), and of which Hawkesworth was
editor and joint founder. Besides adapting old
and writing such new plays as Edqar and Emme-
line (1761), he wrote the words for an oratorio.

Ziniri (1760); an Oriental tale, Almoran and
Hornet (2 vols,, 1762) ; translated Fenelon's
Tch'ina<iue (17(i8); prepared an edition of the

Works of Jonathan Swift (6 vols., 1755), and an
unsatisfactory account for the Government of the
voyages of Captain Cook and others in the south-
ern seas. He was for some time intimate with
Dr. Johnson, whose style he could imitate to
perfection: and his portrait was painted four
times by Sir .Joshua Reynolds.

HAWKEYE. One of the names by which
Natty Bumppo is called in Cooper's Leather-
stocking novels.

Iowa. See States,HAWKEYE STATE.
Poi'iL.VR Names of.

HAWKING. See under Falconry.

HAWKINS, Anthony Hope (1863—). An
English novelist, bom in London. He was edu-
cated at Marlborough and at O.xford, where he
took honors in classics. He studied law and
was admitted to the bar in 1887, but gave up
practice in 1894. In 1897 he visited the United
States. His first book was A Man of Mark
(1890), followed in quick succession bv Father
Stafford (1891); Mr. Witt's Widow" {\Sd2) ;

Sport Royal, a collection of short stories (1893) ;

and The Prisoner of Zenda (1894). This last

book, the scene of which is laid in an imaginary
principality of South Germany, is a happy com-
bination of romanticism and modernity. To the
same year belong the delightful Dolly Dialogues.
Among the successful novels are The Chronicles

of Count Antonio ( 1895) ; Comedies of Courtship,
and The Heart of Princess Osra (both 1896) ;

Phroso (1897) ; Simon Dale and Rupert of Hent-
zau (both 1898); The King's Mirror (1899);
Quisante (1900) ; and The Intrttsio>is of Peggy
(1902). Mr. Hawkins writes with an animation
and precision of touch that are admirable, and he
is also notable for a keen if su))erficial psy-
chology. The Dolly Dialogues (reprint with four
additional dialogues, 1902) contain a shower of

neat epigrams and extremely clever I'epartees.

HAWKINS, Benjamin Waterhouse (1807-
89). An English artist and author, born in Lon-
don. He lived at Knowsley, the seat of the Earl
of Derby, for five years, where he studied animal
painting. He was assistant superintendent of
the International Exhibition of 1851, and in

1852 the Crystal Palace Company employed him
to make restorations of extinct animals, in which
he was an expert. In 1868 he lectured in New
York City and other cities of the United States,
and afterwards lived in this country. He was
employed by the Central Park commissioners of
New York City in restoring the forms of extinct
creatures, but later administrations rejected his
work, much of which was destroyed. Ho wrote:
Elements of Form (1842) ; Comparative Vieu^ of
the Human and Animal Frame (1800) ; Atlas of
Comparative Osteology (with Huxlev, 1865) ;

Artistic Anatomy of "tattle and Sheep (1867);
and Artistic Anatomy of the Dog and Deer
(1870).

HAWKINS, Dexter Arnold (1825-86), An
American lawyer, horn in Camden, Maine. He
graduated at Bowdoin College in 1848, after
which he divided his time between teaching, trav-
eling, and studying law until 1S54. when he be-
gan to practice in New York City. He lectured
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and wrote on various subjects, but especially on
education, which engaged his chief interest. He
was hirgely instrumental in securing the estab-

lishment of tlie National Bureau of Education,
and liis pani])hlets did much to open the eyes of

the people to abuses practiced under the educa-
tional laws of New York. His publications in-

clude: Hiport oil Compulsory Education {1S74) ;

?Vie Duty of the State to Protect the Free Com-
mon Scliools t>ii Organic Law (1871); and The
Roman Catholic Church in Neic York City, and
the I'uhliv Lund and Piihlic Money (1880).

HAWKINS, Hamilton Smith (1834—).
An American soldier, born in South Carolina.
He graduated at the United States Military
Academy in 1855, and in 1861 entered the army.
In 1883 he attained the rank of major, and in

1889 was promoted to be lieutenant-colonel. In
1888 he became commandant at the United States
Military Academy, in 1894 colonel, and in the
same year commandant of the J^'^ort Leavenworth
school. During the Spanish-American War he
connnanded the division which took San Juan
Hill in the .second day's battle at Santiago. In
1898 he was promoted to be brigadier-general,

and retired.

HAWKINS, or HAWKYNS, Sir John
(1532-95). An En;.!lish naval commander, the
son of William Hawkins, a merchant and sea-cap-

tain of Plymouth, who had made several voyages
to America. He was born at Plymouth. He fol-

lowed the sea from an early age, and bj' 1561 had
made several voyages as far as the Canaries. In

1562, with influential backing, he sailed from
England with three ships, secured a cargo of 300
negroes on the coast of Sierra Leone, and then
crossed the Atlantic to the West Indies, where
he forced the Spaniards to take slaves in ex-

change for hides, spices, sugar, and ginger. He
himself returned to England, but sent two ship-

loads of merchandise to Spain, where they were
seized and the cargoes confiscated. This loss did
not deter him from fitting out another expedition

on a larger scale in 1564. in which the Earl of

Pembroke and Robert Dudley, later Ear! of Lei-

cester, were among his partners, and in which
Queen Elizabeth herself was interested to the

extent of lending him her ship Jesus. With four

vessels he sailed to the African coast, where his

cargoes of negroes were obtained only after hard
fighting. After a show of arms at Burburata,
Veneziiela, and at Rio de l.a Hacha, a 'satisfac-

tory trade was opened,' and his negroes at length

disposed of. Sailing northwaril, Hawkins relieved

the French colony of Laudonni&re, on Saint John's

River, Florida, leaving them provisions and a

small ship, and thence sailed homeward. The
voyage was exceedingly profitable for all the

partners, and Hawkins was granted a coat of

arms for his skill. The protests of the Spanish
were so great at this threat to their trade mo-
nopoly that it was not until 1567 that the Queen
would consent to let Hawkins undertake another
voyage. Then, indeed, she showed her favor so

far as again to lend him the Jesus, quite likely

becoming thereby a partner in the enterprise. On
October 2d the little fleet of six ships, one of

which, the Judith, was commanded by Francis
Drake (q,v. ), a kinsman of Hawkins, set sail

from Plymouth. Following the course of his

previous voyages. Hawkins sailed first to Sierra

Leone, where about 500 negroes were obtained.

and where some Portuguese merchantmen were
plundered and more than 70,000 pieces of gold
.secured from them. Again force liad to be used
before the Spanish in the West Indies would
trade with them. A large part of his cargo
was disposed of at Rio de la Hacha, Cartha-
gena, and other ports, and they had turned
their prows toward home, when, according to
Hawkins's account, a storm drove them into the
harbor of San Juan de Lua (Vera Cruz) on the
coast of Mexico, There, on September 17th, a
day after they had entered tlie port, they were
beset bj' a Spanish fleet of thirteen ships. After
three days' negotiation a peaceful agreement was
arrived at, and the Spanish fleet entered the har-
bor. The truce was short-lived, however, and
on the 24th a conflict was precipitated. Hawkins
defended his sliips stubbornly, but the odds
against him were overwhelming. The Jesus was
disabled, and Hawkins transferred himself to the
Mission, one of his smaller ships, in which lie

finally escaped to sea. The Judith, with Drake
in command, was the only other English ship that
got away from the harbor. After this disastrous
voyage, Hawkins remained in England for some
years, was elected to Parliament in 1572, and
was made Treasurer and Comptroller of the
Royal Navy, both of which oflices lie held for life.

His practical experience as a navigator enabled
liiiii to bring about a number of important im-
jiroveiiients in tlie rigging and construction of

tlie ships of the navy; and in spite of charges of

dishonesty in contract work, tlie navy was made
more eflicient than it had ever been before. In
1588 he took part as a rear-admiral in the defeat
of the Spanish Armada, personally commanding
the Victory, and winning knighthood for his

bravery in action. In 1595 he accompanied Sir

Francis Drake in his successful expedition to the

West Indies, but died at sea oft' Porto Rico, He
\\as one of the foimders, with Drake, of the fund
for disabled seamen knowii as 'the chest at

Chatham,' and in 1592 built the Sir John Haw-
kyns Hospital at Chatham. Consult: Campbell,

l.ircs of the Admirals (London, 1812-17) ;

Southev, Lives of the British Admirals (London,

1833-40) : The Baukins's Voyages, Hakluyt So-

ciety Publications (London, 1877) ; and Win-
sor. Xrirnitire and Critical History of America,

voL iii. (Boston, 1884).

HAWKINSi, Sir John (1719-89). An Eng-
lish writer on music. He was born in London:
became a lawyer, and devoted his leisure to his

favorite study of music. His marriage to a

wealthy woman in 1753 enabled him to indulge

his passion for acquiring rare works of music,

and he bought the collection formed by Dr.

Pepuseh, which he subsequentl.v presented

(1779) to the British Museum. On such ma-
terials he founded his celebrated work on the

General History of the f>cicnce and Practice of

Music (1776: republished 1853 and 1875), which,

although badly written, contains much of his-

torical value. Hawkins was a member of two
of the small chilis which Dr. .Johnson founded,

thouah he was pronounced by the lexicographer

a 'most unclubable man.' He drew Johnson's will

for him and became one of his executors. Haw-
kins afterwards wrote a life of Johnson, which

appeared with an eleven-volume edition of his

works (1787-89), but was soon superseded by
Boswell's biography.
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HAWKINS, or HAWKYNS, Sir Richard
(0.1562-1022). An English naval hero, only son
of the more famous Sir .John llawUins (q.v. ).

He went to the West Indies for the first time in

15S2 with an expedition commanded by his

uncle, William Hawkins. In tlie tiglit against

the Invincible Armada (1.588) lie commanded the

Queen's ship Siralloic; and in 1.51>3 lie started

on a voyage around the world, which was to

eclipse the achievements of all previous circum-
navigators, as he meditated making a thorougli

investigation of the lands at which he might
toucli ; their geography*, their cities and peoples,

and the prevailing conditions of trade. An ac-

count of the early part of tliis voyage was writ-

ten by himself many years afterwards, and is

therefore not to be too greatly relied upon. He
touched at various places on the east coast of

South America, passed tlirough the Straits of

Magellan, and then sailed northward to Val-

paraiso, which he captured and plundered; but
on June IS, 1594, almost exactly a year after

he liad left England, he was attacked in the Bay
of San Mateo by two Spanish ships under the

command of Don Beltran de Castro, a brother-in-

law of the Viceroy. The English numbered only
about 75 men at this time, while the Spaniards are

said to have been at least ten times as numerous.
After three days of fighting. Hawkins surren-

dered on condition that the prisoners' lives

should be spared, and that they should be sent

back to England as soon as possible. In spite of

this he was kept in Lima until 1597, and tlien

sent to Spain, where he was imprisoned for a
number of years. When at last released he re-

turned to England, where he was knighted,

elected a member of Parliament, and made Vice-

Admiral of Devon. In 1620-21 he was vice-

admiral under Sir Robert Mansell of the unsuc-
cessful expedition against the pirates of Algiers.

Consult JIarkham, The Hawkins's Voyages (Lon-
don, 1878).

HAWKINSVILLE, ha'kinz-vil. A town and
the counts-seat of Pulaski County, Ga., 40 miles

south of Macon; on the Ocmulgee River, at the

head of navigation, and on the Southern and
other railroads (Map: Georgia, C 3). It is the

centre of a region which ships agricultural prod-

uce, melons, lumber, naval stores, and cotton, and
has a cotton-mill, cotton gins and compresses,
cottonseed-oil miUs, carriage and wagon shops,

barrel factories, etc. Population, in 1890. 1755;
in 1900. 210.3.

HAWK-MOTH. A moth of the family Sphin-
gidic. Tliese mollis have very stout bodies and
long, narrow wings. The sucking-tube is usually
verv long, and when not in use is coiled spirally

under the head. Most of the hawk-moths are
large, strong on the wing, and fly at dusk. The
larger species are not infrequently called 'hum-
ming-bird moths,' becau.se while sipping nectar
they have the same poised attitude of the body
as the humming-birds, maintained by a rapid
wing movement. They are all Iwautiful moths,
but in quiet hues—olive, gray, or brown lieing

the prevailing colors, with a bit of yellow or
pink in some species. The larvie have given the

name Sphinx to the type genus of the family, be-

cause of the stiff, erect poise assumed by them
when disturbed. Near the posterior end of the

body a dorsal horn, tubercle, or knob is usually
present. About 100 North American species

Vol. IX.-4-2.

liave been described. Tlie most common species

are tlie tomato-worm, and the toliaceo or 'horn'

worm (qq.v.). Consult Beutenmiiller, ''Descrip

five Catalogue of tlic Spliingida- Found Within
Fifty ililes of New York City," in Bulletin

of the Amrrirnn Musriim of Xalural History,

vol. vii. I Xew York, 1898).

HAWK-OWL. (1) A large and remarkable
owl [,Si(niiii iilula) of the subarctic region of

both continents, occasionally seen in Central

Europe and the Northern United States in mid-
winter. It is about 16 inches long, and mottled
brown in color, the American specimens being

darker as a rule than those of the Old World.
There are no ear-tufts, the top of the head seems
Hat, and the face very hawk-like; it is also

hawklike in its manner of flight, and is often

seen abroad in full daylight. It feeds ii|)on birds

and small mammals, and always appears in large

numbers when the lemmings become plentiful and
take to migrating. It usually nests in the hollow

of a broken tree-top, and defends its five to eight

white eggs or young with great courage. In

Alaska it is not uncommon, and destroys many
ptarmigan. See Plate of Owls.

(2) Any of the owls of the genus Ninox in-

habiting Southeastern Asia and Australia, and
also Madagascar, often distinguished as "Oriental

hawk-owls.' Their small heads, long tails, and
hard plumage give them a very falconine appear-

ance, and the Australian species (Xiiiox strenua)

reaches a length of 24 inches.

HAWKS. Francis Llster (1798-1866). An
American clergyman, born at New Berne, N. C.

He graduated at the University of North Caro-

lina (Chajiel Hill) in 1815; studied law under
Judge William Gaston of New Berne; was ad-

mitted to the bar; and was elected from New
Berne to the Slate Legislature. He studied the-

ology under the direction of the Rev. W. M.
Green (later Bishop of Missis.sippi) ; was or-

dained to the diaconate in 1827; in 18.30 was
elected professor of divinity in Washington Col-

lege (now Trinity, Hartford. Conn.) ; and in 1831

was Instituted rector of Saint Stephen's Church,

New Y'ork City; later in 1831 he was elected to

the rectorship of Saint Thomas's parish. New
Y'ork City, in which office he continued until

1843. He was appointed professor of ecclesiasti-

cal historv in the Cieneral Theological Seminary
in 1833; 'in 1835 and in 1830 visited England
for the ])urpose of making copies of documents
pertaining to the early history of tlie Protestant

Episcopal Church in America. From the eigh-

teen large folio volumes of manuscripts he pre-

pared two works—on Virginia (1830) and Mary-
land (1839) respectively. Because of criticism

*of these, he then withdrew from the undertaking.

A school, Saint Tliomas Hall, established I)y him at

Flushing, L. I., in 1839. became involved in finan-

cial embarrassments, and failed in 1843. Upon the

establishment of the University of Louisiana, he

was elected its first president. In 1849 he returned

to Xew Y'ork City as rector of the Church of

the Mediator, later merged with Calvary Parish,

the rectorship of which he assumed. In 1862,

cwing to difference of opinion between his parish-

ioners and himself regarding the Civil War, he

resigned, and until 1805 he was rector of Christ

Church. Baltimore. Sid. He beeaiue rector of

the newly organized parish of the Holy Saviour

in New Y'ork Citv. in 1805. He was a scholar
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of high attainment, particularly in ecclesiastical

history, and an eloquent preacher. The Ions list

of works written or edited by him furtlicr in-

cludes: Coriiincnidnj on. the Constitutiun and

Canons of the I'roiestant Episcopal Church in

the United States (1841) ; Egypt and Its Monu-
ments (1840); A History of North Carolina

(1857) ; Narrative of Commodore Perry's Expe-

dition, Compiled from Perry's Original Notes

and Journal (1856); and (with W. S. Perry)

Documentary History of the Protestant Episco-

pal Church i)i the United States of America
(vols. i. and ii., 1803-64). Consult the sketch

by Kiehardson (reprinted from the American
Quarlerhi Church Review for April, 1807) in a

memorial volume (New York, 1867) ;
also the

commemorative discourse by Morgan (New York,

1807).

HAWKS'BEE, Francis. The name of two
English physicists. See Hauksbfe.

HAWKSBLLL TURTIiE, or Caret. A large

carnivorous sea-turtle (Eretmochelys imbrieata)

,

so named on account of the shape of its bill,

which is a formidable weapon. Its flesh is not

good food, but its eggs are sweet. The species is

valuable for the plates of its shell, which over-

lap each other, and furnish the 'tortoise - sliell'

of commerce. This turtle is common in tropical

seas, especially the West Indies, the South Sea

Islands, and in the Indian Ocean.

HAWKSHAW, hak'sha. Sir John (1811-

91). An English civil engineer, born in York-

shire, England. After a common-school educa-

tion in Leeds, he turned to the practical study

of engineering, went to Ireland in 1831 to serve

under Alexander Nimmo, and in 1832 engaged

in mining engineering in Venezuela. He re-

turned in 1834, was connected with various

English and German railroads, and settled in

London in 1850 as a consulting engineer. His
subsequent professional work was concerned

with many branches of engineering, in all of

which he displayed intimate knowledge and
sound judgment; .ind he was consulted regarding

almost all the great engineering projects of his

time in Europe. He constructed the Charing

Cross, East London, and Cannon Street railroads

;

a tunnel under the Severn River ; the Clifton sus-

pension bridge,, the Londonderry bridge in Ire-

land, and the Nerbudda bridge in India; and the

Amsterdam Ship Canal. He was often the Gov-

ernment commissioner in investigating sanitary

and military matters, and was the engineer sum-
moned to report finally upon the plans and site

for the Suez Canal. In 1873 he was knighted.

He became a member of the Royal Society in

1855, was president of the Institution of Civil

Engineers from 1802 to 1804, was made president

of the British Association in 1875, and was an
honorary member of the American Society of

Civil Engineers. His published works include:

Keminisccnces of South America (1838), .and a
large number of reports dealing with his varied

professional labors.

HAWKSI-EY, Thomas (1807-93). An Eng-
lish civil engineer, born at Arnold, near Notting-

ham. He was educated at the Nottingham gram-
mar school, .and in 1822 began an apprenticeship

to an architect and surveyor named Stavely, by
whom he was finally admitted to partnership.

His first important engineering work was the de-

velopment of an increased water-supply for Not-

tingham in 1830. In 1847, with Lord Armstrong,
he invented the well-known self-acting valve

designed to close a pipe automatically when
the velocity of the water reaches a certain limit.

In 1852 he removed to London, where his fame
and reputation grew rapidly, until he was rec-

ognized as the greatest authority on water-works
engineering in England, and one of the foremost

engineers in that branch in the nineteenth cen-

tury. At one time or another he was engaged in

some capacit}', either as a consulting or con-

structing engineer, bj' almost every large city in

the United Kingdom. His greatest achievements
were in connection with the ShefTield water-works,

the construction of the Thornton Park and Brad-

gate reservoirs at Leicester, the planning and
construction of the Vyrnwy Valley dam and
lake, for supplying water to the city of Liver-

pool—one of the most remarkable and impor-

tant pieces of water-works engineering ever at-

tempted. He was president of the Institute of

Civil Engineers in 1872-73, president of the

Institution of IMechanical Engineers in 1876-77,

and was elected a fellow of the Roval Society

in 1S78.

HAWKS'MOOR, Nicholas (1061-1736). An
English architect. He was born in Nottingham-
shire, and at eighteen j'ears of age began his

professional studies under Sir Christopher Wren.
L'nusual aptitude in his profession procured him
steady employment from the outset of his career,

and under Wren's supervision he built several

important structures. He became deputy sur-

veyor .at Chelsea Hospital (1082-90); clerk of

the works of Greenwich Hospital in 1698, and
deputy surveyor in 1705. Although at first

working under the superintendence of Wren, he
afterwards was associated on more equal terms
with his former master and with Sir John Van-
hrugh and Inigo Jones. He assisted Wren in

building Saint Paul's Cathedral from 1075 to

1710, was associated with Sir John Vanbrugh at

Castle Howard. Yorkshire, and also at Blenheim
Palace, Oxfordshire, At Oxford he designed

the library and the south quadrangle of Queen's

College and also the north quadrangle (with the

exception of the library) of All Souls' College.

A scheme of building fifty new London churches

at the close of Queen Anne's reign engaged a

large share of Hawksmoor's attention. He was
appointed one of the surveyors for that purpose,

and designed six of the new churches, the best

being that of Saint Mary Woolnoth, with a very-

fine interior, and Saint George's, Bloomsbury,

noted for its portico. After the death of Wren in

1723. Hawksmoor was appointed surveyor-general

of Westminster Abbey, and continued the works
of the two western towers after his former mas-

ter's designs. He also drew designs for monu-
ments and bridges. He was not remarkable for

creative genius, his chief excellence being a mas-

tery of details and construction ; but on the other

hand, some of the buildings attributed to his

more eminent associates, notably Sir .John Van-
brugh, are believed to have been designed by him.

HAWKWEED (Eieracium). A genus of

plants of the natural order Composit.-r. The
species are annual or perennial, with leafless

scapes or leafy stems, one-flowered, or many-flow-

ered; the leaves, stems, and involucres in many
species are hairy. The hawkweeds are very nu-

merous, natives of the temperate and colder
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regions of the Northern Hemisphere, partioilarly

abundant in Eiirojie. Tlio llowers are generally

yellow. The orange hawkweed {Hieracium aurun-

ORANGE HAWKWEED.

iiactim
)

, a perennial, two feet high, is a native
of the south of Europe, often cultivated in gar-

dens for its rich orange flowers. It has been
introduced into Canada and the New England
States, where it has become one of the most
troublesome weeds in grass-lands. Experiments
conducted at the Vermont Experiment Station
showed that it could be eradicated by salt sown
at the rate of 300 poimds per acre. Every plant
was killed, and the grass, a species of Festuca,
was improved by the treatment. Plowing under
and devoting the land to hoed crops will destroy

it. There are about a dozen species, native or
introduced, in the Eastern United States.

HAWK'WOOD, Sir John de (?-1394). An
English soldier of fortune., born at Hedingham
Sibil, Essex. He is reported to have fought with
the Black Prince at Crecy and Poitiers, and to

have been knighted by Edward III.; but by 1359
he was at the head of a body of freebooters,

plundering Gascony and the northern parts of

Italy. His thousand lancers, each witli knight
and page, came to be known as the 'White Com-
pany,' and, joined to double their number of

foot soldiers, .nrmed with stout bows of yew, they
spread terror throughout Southern Europe, de-

vastating villages, holding great noblemen for

ransom, and exacting hea\-y toll from the clergj'.

After serving under the Marquis of Montferrat,
the White Company went into the pay of the
Pisan Republic, which was then engaged in a
Florentine war. From that time onward. Hawk-
wood took a prominent part in the strife between
the different Italian republics, fighting generally
upon the side of Florence, by whom he was paid
a pension. He fought both for and against Pope
Gregory XI. He was endowed with an equal
talent for strategy and for organization. He
spent the last years of his life among the Floren-
tines, who buried him with great pomp.

HAWLEY, Cn.\RLES B. (18.'")8— ). An
.\nuTican musician, born in Urociklicld, Mass.
He studied composition under Dudley Buck,
.Joseph Mosenthal, and C B. Rutenber, and voice
culture with G. J. Webb^ P. A. Kivarde, and
Gu.stav Federlcin. He became bass soloist in the
t!alvary Episcopal Church, New York ; assistant
organi.st of Saint Thomas's; and in 1883 director

of the choir at the Broadway Tabernacle. His
compositions include numy excellent and popular
songs, and considerable church music.

HAWLEY, Gideon (17271807). An Ameri-
can missionary among the Indians. He was born
in Stratford, Conn., graduated at Yale in 1749;
and under the supervision of Jonathan Edwards
began missionary work among the Indians at
Stockbridge in 17.5'2. Two years later he under-
took a mission to the Iroquois on the Susque-
hanna River, but he was driven out in 1756 by
the French and Indian War. The latter part
of his life was passed in missionary duties
among the Indian tribes at Marshpee, Mass.

HA-WLEY, Joseph (1723-88). An American
statesman of the Revolutionary era. He was
born in Northampton, Mass., was educated at
Y'ale, and prepared himself to be a clergyman,
but turned lawyer instead. He was a delegate
to the Massachusetts Congress (1774-75), and a
special pleader for popular rights.

HAWLEY, Jo.SEPii RcswELL (1826-1905).
An American politician and legislator, born in
Stewartsville, N. C. His father, a Connecticut
Baptist clergj'man, retunied to his native State
in 1837, and there the son was brought up, and
imbued with anti-slavery ideas. He was edu-
cated at Hamilton College (N. Y. ), where he
graduated in 1847, afterwards studying law, and
beginning practice at Hartford, Conn., in 1850.
He immediately entered politics as a Free-Soil
Democrat, became chairman of the party's State
Committee, and in 1852 editor of its principal
State organ, the Charter Oak. The movement
which resulted in the founding of the Republican
Party received his support, and the first meeting
for its organization in Connecticut was held in
his office. In the next year he abandoned the
law, and became editor of the Hartford Evening
Press, the newly established Republican paper.
Twenty-four hours after President Lincoln's first

call for troops, Hawley recruited the first com-
pany of volunteers raised in the State, which be-
came Company A of the First Connecticut Regi-
ment, with Hawley as captain. He participated
in the first battle of Bull Run, after whicli he be-
came lieutenant-colonel of the Seventh Connecti-
cut Volunteers, and with it took part in the Port
Royal expedition. In .January, 1863, as colonel,
he took his regiment to Florida, and was present
at the siege of Charleston and capture of Fort
Wagner. In February, 1864, he commanded a
brigade in the battle of Olustee, Florida, and
later in the same year saw active campaigning
in Virginia, being present at the siege of Peters-
burg. In September, 1804, he was promoted
brigadier-general of volunteers. In 1865 he
served as General Terry's chief of stafT, was with
.''herman in the Carolina campaign, and was
mustered out of service in January. 1866. with
the brevet rank of major-general. In Aiu-il fol-

lowing he was elected Governor of Connecti-
cut. In 1867 he was defeated for reelection, and
turned his attention to journalism, purchasing
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the Hartford Couraiil, and uniting it with the

I'ress. He became prominent as a Republican
campaign speaker, was chairman of the Republi-

can National Convention in 1868. and chairman
of the Committee on Resolutions at the Conven-

tion of 1871). In November, 1872, he was elected

to fill a vacancy in Congress, and was reelected

for a full term "to the Forty-third Congress, serv-

ing from 187:i tu 1875. He was defeated in 1874

and 1876. but was again elected in 1878, serving

from 1870 to 1881, and at the end of the term was
elected to the United States Senate. He was
president of the United States Centeimial Com-
mittee from its organization in March, 1873, to

the completion of the work of the Centennial Ex-

position. In 1884 he was a candidate for the

Presidential nomination before the Republican

National Convention. He was reelected to the

Senate in 1887, 1893. and 1899, and continued to

take a prominent part in legislation, and served

as chairman of the Senate Committees on the

Civil Service, and on Military Affairs.

HAWORTH, ha'werth, Adrian Hardy ( 1767-

1833). An English entomologist and botanist,

born at Hull. He studied law, but never prac-

ticed it. His place of abode was alternately

Cottingham and Little Chelsea, and he was
founder-in-ehief of the Entomological Society of

London, afterwards a section of the Linnsean So-

ciety, of which he was also a member. The
Botanical Garden at Hull was begun under his

direction, and he made collections of specimens,

and wrote works upon botany and entomologj-,

including: Observations on the Genus ilesein-

hryantheinum (1794); Prodromus Lepidoptero-

rum Britannicorum (1802), enumerating 793

species; the sixth volume of the Botanist's Re-

pository (1803) ; and Hijnopsiis Plantaritm ^uecii-

lentarum (1812), which is planned on the Lin-

usean system, and gives in Latin the description,

habitat, date of introduction, and month of

flowering of each species. A supplement to this

work was issued in 1819.

HAWORTH, Joseph ( 18.5,5-1903) . An Ameri-
can actor, born at Providence, R. I. At the age

of eighteen he became a member of a stock com-
pany in Cleveland, Ohio, where he was brought
up, having already once appeared upon the stage

there a year or two before with Charlotte Cramp-
ton in Richard III. During the season of 1882-83

he toured with John McCullough. Afterwards,
for several years, he himself traveled as a star in

The Bells. The Learenicorth Case, Hamlet, and
other Shakespearean plays. In 1896-98 he
supported Madame IModjeska, playing an ex-

ceedingly effective Macbeth to her Lady Mac-
beth. His subsequent roles included those of

John Storm in The Christian, Rafael in The
Ohetto, Vinicius in Stanislaus Stange's version
of Quo Tadis. and Cassius in Mr. Richard Mans-
field's production of Julius Ccesar. Consult:
Strang, Famous Actors of the Day in Amej-ica
(Boston, 1900): Clapp and Edgett, Players of
the Present (New York, 1899).

HAW RIVER. A name sometimes applied to

the upper course of Cape Fear River
(
q.v. \ in

North Carolina, above its confluence with Deep
River, the two being regarded as the headstreams
of the Cape Fear.

HAWSE (older form halse. from Icel. hals,

neck, fore part of a ship, AS. heals. Goth.. OHG.
hals, Ger. Hals, neck; ultimately connected with

Lat. collum, neck). (1) The part of a ship in

which the hawse-pipes, or heavy castings furming
the lining for the hatise-hole through which the
anchor cable passes, are placed. ( 2 ) The direction

of the cable by which the sliip is riding. (3) The
cables of a shijj when moored. A vessel is athivart

the hawse of another when she or her chain is

ahead of the latter and across her stem or 'chain,

or nearly so. When a ship is moored she is said

to have a clear hawse when the chains lead from
the hawse-pipes to the anchors without touching
each other. The hawse is open when the chains
lead away from the bows to their respective

anchors and the ship rides to both of them. If

a ship lying in this position swings through 180'

she will have a cross in her hawse, the chain
leading from its pipe across the stem to the

anchor wiiich is on the other side : another swing
of 180° in the same direction gives an elbow in

the hawse; the next, a round turn: the next, a
round turn and an elhow ; the next, two round
turns, etc. A ship is said to have a foul hawse
if her hawse is neither open nor clear. When
the chains are in this condition the hawse must
be cleared by unwrapping them. To effect this a
chain pendant, called the clear hawse pendant, is

led out of one of the hawse-pipes and by means
of a large hook on the end firmly secured to one
of the chains, usually the lee one ( i.e. the one
which is hanging slack—not the one by which
the ship rides). The clear hawse pendant being
made fast inside the ship, the lee chain is un-
shackled, and by means of a dip-rope the end is

dipped underneath the other and unwound from
it. It is then brought into the sliip and shackled
to its other part again. This seems a very sim-
])le operation, but, owing to the great weight of

the chain cables of large ships, and to the fact

that much of the work nuist be done in a boat,

perhaps in quite rough water, it is a very
laborious and troublesome one. To avoid the
necessity of it, heavy swivels, called mooring
swivels, are frequently used. This device has two
sliackles attached to the lower part and two to

the upper. The chains are unshackled and the

inner ends attached to the upper shackles of the
swivel and the other ends to its lower .shackles.

The ship thus moored is free to swing without
fouling her chains so long as the swivel is kept
in order so that it will revolve with the ship.

See ilooH; MooRiXG-SwivEL.

The hawse-buckler is an iron plate, hinged
to the upper edge of the hawse-pipe on the out-

side of the ship, and designed to close the hawse-
pipe against the admission of water when at sea.

The hawse-hole is the hole in sides of the ship

through which the cable passes.

The Hawse-Pipe. A heavy casting which forma
a lining for the hawse-holes and prevents the
cables from tearing the plating of the bow.

HAWSER (older forms halser, haulser, hal-

sier, OP. haulseree, from haulser, hausser, Fr.

hausser, It. alzare, to raise, from Lat. alius,

high). A rope of manila fibre four inches or

more in circumference, or a wire rope exceeding

three inches in circumference. It was formerly
the custom to call heavy ropes hawsers only when
they were hawser-laid : that is, when they con-

sisted of three plain-laid, three-stranded rope.s

laid up left-handed. Large plain-laid ropes were
called tow-lines. Present practice is, however,
less precise, all large ropes being commonly re-
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ferred to as hawsers; and rope whicli was for-

merly cMlIril lunvser-laid is now called cable-laid.

HAWTHORN (I'roiii AS. Iiayponi, Lier. Uuyc-

doni, from AS. huya, Eng. hair, hedge + |'o//;,

Eng. thoni), Crutwyiis ojcyacantha. A shrub or

small tree, native of Kurope, Siberia, and North-

ern Africa, which reaches a height of 25 feet. It

has roundish obovate three to five lobed deciduous

leaves, and corymbs generally of white, ruse-col-

ored, or soraetir;ies deep crimson llowers. suc-

ceeded by a small red fruit {haic) witli yellow

pulp, which, since they remain on the tree after

the leaves have fallen, afford winter food to birds.

Of the many varieties of h.iwthorn, the Glaston-

bury thorn—so named because supposed to have
originated at Glastonbury Abbey—is remarkable
for its early flowering, which in England often

takes place in the middle of the winter. The com-

mon kind blossoms in Jlay or June. The winter

fiowers are, however, not generally followed by

fruit, and a second flowering often takes place in

HAWTUOaX.

the same year. The common hawthorn is often pop-
ularly called 'may,' from the season of its flower-
ing in England, "it is also called 'whitethorn,' to
distinguish it from tlie sloe or blackthorn. It is

also sometimes employed as a stock on which to
graft apples and other pome fruit. The wood is

very hard, close-grained, and takes a fine polish,
but is apt to warp. A fermented liquor, which is

very intoxicating, is made from the fruit in
many parts of France. The hawthorn is particu-
larly valuable as a hedge-plant, for which pur-
pose it is widely used in Great Britain, in con-
sequence of its strong and plentiful spines, quick
growth while young, its long life, and its ready
adaptation to a variety of soils and especially to
trimming. For this purpose it is propagated by
seed. .See Crat.t.gus ; Hedge.

HAWTHORNE, .Titlian (1846-). An
American novelist, born in Boston, son of
Nathaniel Hawthorne. He entered Harvard
in 186.3. but did not graduate. He stud-
ied civil engineering in America and Ger-
many, was engineer in the New York City
Dock Department under General JlcClellan

(1870-72), spent ten years abroad, and on hi*

return edited his father's unlinished Dr. Grim-
,s/i((»<"i- tifcrvt (1883). \\ liilc in Europe he

wrote the novels, ISrvnnanl (1873); Idolatry

(1874); (lurlli (1877); .In'liiliald Malmaisoii

(187!)); Sebustiaii Htroiiic (1880). Of many
novels written after his return to America, per-

haps the most noteworthy are: Xoltli; Blood

(1884) ; John Farmlee's Curse (1886) ; The Pro-

fessor's Sister (1888); A Fool of Nature
(1896); and One of Those Coincidences and
Other Stories (1899). He also wrote: Saxon
Studies (1876); Nathaniel Hawthorne and His

Wife (1885); Confcs.iions and Criticisms

(1886): American Literature (1891); journal-

istic articles en the famine of 1897 in India, and
on tlie Cuban War; and a History of the United
States (1899).

HAWTHORNE, Nathaniel (1804-64). An
American romancer. He was born at Salem,
Jlass.. July 4, 1804. He w'as of English descent,

and his family had spelled their name 'Hathorne,'

to which Nathaniel added the 'w.' His ancestor,

William Hawthorne, had accompanied Winthrop
in the Arbella in 1630. He settled first in Dor-
chester, and moved thence to Salem (1636),
where he received a large grant of land. He
seems to have been a man of strong and energetic

will, and a Puritan of the grimmest t.ype. John,
his son, was like him in abilities and disposition,

took an active part in the persecution of witches
at Salem, and w-as a magistrate as well as a
soldier. Two of the Hawthornes were privateers-

men during the Revolution. The novelist's

father, Nathaniel Hawthorne (1776-1808), was
also a sailor and sea captain, and married Eliza-

beth Clark JIanning, of Salem, whose ancestors
had emigrated to America about 1680. They had
three children, of whom Nathaniel was the
second. Upon her husband's death, the mother
took her children to her father's house, but of

Nathaniel's bo3'hood we only know that he was
fond of long solitary walks, and showed an
hereditary longing for the sea. When he was
fourteen his mother Avent to live with his uncle,

Richard Planning, at Raymond, Cumberland Co.,

Maine. Nathaniel still cared more for n.iture

than for study, hunted and roamed the woods,
and jotted in his note-book impressions that show
how close was his sympathy witli nature, iind

how minute his observation. After a year here,
he returned to Salem to prepare for col-

lege. He entered Bowdoin College in 1821,
where he found two fellow-students who were
destined to exercise much influence on his
future, the poet Longfellow, and the future
President. Franklin Pierce. His scholarship was
good, especially in the classics. Upon his gradua-
tion (1825). he returned to Salem. Here he led

a somew-hat secluded life, and still indvilged in
long walks and in literary studies, in which he
is said, at times, to h<ave become so absorbed that
food would be left for him before his locked door.
He wrote much, but destroyed almost as much,
for he could not satisfy his taste. Favshaicc. the
first work of fiction that he committed to the
press, was issued anonymously in 1S2S. His
name was first attached to four "Tales," in the
Token (1831). a holiday annual under the direc-
tion of S. G. Goodrich. They were favorably re-

ceived, but hardly justly appreciated. Goodrich
persu.aded Hawthorne to do some hack work for
an .Imerican Magazine of Useful and Entertain-
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ing Knowledge, on which he worked also as
editor ( 1830) , at a salary of $500. For the same
publisher he compiled a Universal History, by
which he earned little. Meantime his genius had
been discovered by the London Atlicnaum, which
reprinted three of his most characteristic pieces,

and with this encouragement Goodrich brought
out in 1837 the first collection of Tioice-Told
Tales. These were generously reviewed by Long-
fellow, who praised the author's genius and the
beauty of his style ; but they were received by the
public with languid ap])reciation.

The slight returns from literature prompted
Hawthorne to accept from the Collector of the
Port of Boston, George Bancroft, the historian,

a post as weigher in the custom-house there, and
in this office he measured coal, salt, and the like,

at a salary of $1200. Salem was strongly Feder-
alist in politics, and Hawthorne, an hereditary
Democrat, owed this position less to his own
abilities than to partisan policy. He performed
his irksome work for two years (1839-41), but
was dismissed on the advent of the Whigs to

power. \Vith a mind somewhat widened by this

experience, he returned to Salem and to litera-

ture, and wrote a series of sketches of New Eng-
land history for children, which he published as
Grandfather's Chair (1841). In April of that
year he was drawn to Brook Farm (q.v.). He
invested $1000 in the enterprise, his savings
from the custom-house, and charmed his asso-
ciates by his modest manliness; but, like the Miles
Coverdale of his Blithedale Romance, a hardly
disguised picture of this experiment, he was rather
a looker-on than a participant. The genius of

Brook Farm was discipline through society.

Hawthorne's taste was for solitude, and after a
year's patient experiment he left it, married Miss
Peabody, of Salem, and made a home for him-
self at Concord, in the house that he has made
memorable by his Mosses from an Old ilanse.

Here he wrote a second part of Grandfather's
Chair (1842). and in 1842 published a second
collection of Tifice-Told Tales. In that year he also

edited the African Journal of his old classmate at
Bowdoin, Horatio Bridge, and in the next year
published two volumes of Jlosses from an Old
Manse, the fruit of his scholarly leisure. Many
of these sketches, however, had first appeared in

the Democratic Re^^ieic, from whose irregular
payments he derived most of his income, till it

failed, much in his debt (1845), These stories

include such masterpieces in miniature as: The
Celestial Railroad; The Procession of Life; Roger
Malvin's Burial; Rappaccini's Daughter; The
Birthmark ; Young Goodman Broicn : The Artist

of the Beautiful, which, with some of the Ticdce-

Told Tales, notably the four Legends of the Prov-
ince House, first represent his mature genius.
But they did not afford him a living, and after
four years at Concord he returned to the civil

service, and accepted from the new Democratic
Administration the post of surveyor of the cus-

tom-house at Salem. There his powers ripened
for three years, and reached their fullest expres-
sion in The Scarlet Letter (1850), the first

draught of which he wrote before leaving his

post. He has told the story of this period in

the introduction to the novel with an irony not a
little resented by his fellow-citizens, to whom,
indeed, he felt he owed no debt, having been, he
said, "deliberately lied down" by them till he
was at last removed from office.

The Scarlet Letter, a.s written at Salem, seemed
to him so sombre that he submitted to his friend
and publisher, James T. Fields, in Boston, a pro-
posal to print with it some sketches in lighter
vein, that may now be read in The Snow Image
(1852), but Fields was so deeply impressed by
the work that he persuaded Hawthorne to revise
and extend it, though he was skeptical enough to
have the type distributed without stereotyping.
The first edition of five thousand copies was sold
in two weeks. The book was immediately reset,

at once reprinted in England, and on both sides
of the Atlantic was received with the greatest
enthusiasm. It was Hawthorne's first sustained
effort, and his greatest. From this time till his

death he devoted himself to writing, and found a
ready market for his work. He moved in the
summer of 18.50 to Lenox, Mass., still eagerly
seeking seclusion, save for the genial companion-
ship of Herman Melville, who lived at Pittsfield.

Here he wrote The House of the Seven Gables
(1851), a story of subtle power. The same year
brought forth the juvenile Wonder Book. In
1851 he left Lenox for West Newton, where he
wrote The Blithedale Romance ( 1852), The Snow
Image, and other Twice-Told Tales (1852) ; and
in the spring of the next year went back to his

old favorite Concord, where, with Alcott for his

next-door neighbor, he wrote, by one of litera-

ture's ironies, a campaign Life of Franklin Pierce
(1852), and also Tanglewood Talcs (1853). He
had declared that he would take no office in case
of Pierce's election, but his friends made him
think better of it, and he accepted from his old
college mate the consulate at Liverpool.

The next seven years Hawthorne spent in Eu-
ro[)e—five, at the consulate, with little journeys
to the English lakes and Scotland, two in France
and Italy. A record of the English years re-

mains in English Xote-Books and Our Old Home.
That of the Continent may be found in French
and Italian Note-Books. The monumental work of

this period is The Marble Faun (1860), published
also in England under the title Transformation,
a romance long popular, but which scarcely holds

its own with the critics, WTien he returned to

America on the eve of the Civil War, he found
himself somewhat remote, both by nature and by
political sympathy, from the intense passions of

the period. He was. as he had ever been in pub-
lie affairs, rather a looker-on than an actor. Very
characteristic of his attitude is a little paper,
"Chiefly About War Matters." printed in the
Atlantic Monthly (1862), with some editorial

excision and foot-notes, which, though ascribed to

the editor, are Hawthorne's own. Characteristic,

too, of his aloofness from the passion of the time
was his dedication to the then unpopular Presi-

dent Pierce of Our Old Home. This book indeed

well expressed the feeling of New England for

the Old, That the English did not like the

book rather enhanced the interest in it in Ameri-
ca. This was Hawthorne's last book. The Dol-

liver Romance, begim in the .itlantic Monthly,

was incomplete at his death, as was Dr. Grim-
shawe's Secret, first printed in 1882. Septimius
Felton also was rescued from loose sheets and
printed, not as he would have had it, in 1871.

These, and even more inchoate fragments, add
nothing to his fame or achievements. He did

little after the spring of 1864. His health failed

rapidly, and he received a .shock, from which he

never recovered, by the sudden death of his
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friend and publisher, Ticknor, during a visit that
tliey made together to rhiladelpliia. He luid a
premonition that his own deatli would he on a
like journey, and so it befell. He went in May,
with his friend Pierce, to the White Mountains;
on the ISth they came to Plymouth, and there in

hi.s sleep Hawthorne died. He was buried in

Sleepy Hollow Cemetery, Concord, on the '24tli,

where his body now lies, close to those of his

friends Emerson and Thorcau.

Hawthorne's bearing and features were as note-

worthy as his personality. His face had a ro-

mantic beauty, .symmetrical, full and strong in

feature, with a massive brow, and an expression
that veiled power behind a poetic refinement. In
manner he was shy but always self-possessed,

quiet in conversation, and often silent in com-
pany. To the end, as in boyhood, he did not shun
solitude, living much within himself and seeming
to find no better company. The style w-as like

the man, exquisite in its purity of diction,

finely poetic, delicate, gentle; yet it had a

iHanly gravity, that bore witness to the inherited

Puritan conscience. These qualities, subtly and
strangely blended, give to his .style a unique
literary quality, and make him one of the great-

est masters of English prose, in spite of the

fact that when read continuouslj' his elaborate-

ness is sometimes found to cloy. Turning from
the man to his work, one finds the dominant note,

alike of the short tales and of the novels, well

described by Henry James as a "feeling for the

latent romance of New England." He found the

shadow and the mystery in the Puritan con-

science with its oppressing sense of responsibility

and ingrained sin. It is the hidden passion, the

secret impulse, the double life, the weird and
supernatural imaginations, religion grown fierce

in the struggle and isolation of early New Eng-
land, out of wliich his poet's fancy loved to create

symbolic impersonations. In the early tales, and
to the last, he preferred to explore the dark
corners of the human heart rather than to de-

scribe the expression which they found in social

relations. Something of this tendency could be

detected in Fatisliaue, but its quintessence is in

the tales of old Massachusetts, Goodman Brown,
the Legends of the Protnnce House, or in the
more whimsically himiorous Village Uncle, and
A Rill from the Totcn Pump. When he went
abroad for his scenes, he carried New England
with him. Rappaccini's Daughter has in it as
little of the atmosphere of Italy during the Re-
naissance as Roger Malrin's Burial: and when
we turn to the novels it is still the romance
of the Puritan conscience in its self-tormenting
of which we read first and supremely in The
f^carlet Letter, with its climax of penance and
demoniac triumph at Dimmesdale's shame. And
that study of sin festering in darkness, shunning
the antidote, and seeking vainly the anodyne,
has its counterpart there in Hester Prynne, who
finds in sin itself the power of a higher spiritual

life; while her child is a joyous and perennially
fascinating mystery. The House of the Seven
flables is no less characteristic, though the

noonday light is here softened to a mystic glow,
and we breathe a ghostly atmosphere of vicari-

ous sorrow and atonement. The Blithedale Ro-
mance, too, could have been dreamed only in

New England, and of The Marble Faun, one
must say with Henry .Tames, that Hawthorne
"took with him to Italy more of the old Puritan

conscience than he left behind." One feels it in

Donatello, and it is in every fibre of Hilda's ^
being. Here, a.s always, moral guilt, and its

ertect upon the individual alone with himself,

is the theme on which the reader's thought is con-

centrated with vague yet persistent sliadowings

of the supernatural and weirdly fascinating reve-

lations of the depths of human souls, around
which the Italian scene throws tlie glamour of

antiquity. Hawthorne has caught the genius of

the place, the sense and the spirit of the land-

scape. And as we find New England in this story
of Itah', so we find it in the point of view of tlie

Xotc-Books. While he was at liomc he sought
relief from the present in the past ; when he was
abroad, he viewed the new scene from the stand-
point of the old, alwa.vs remote from the ju'esent,

and looking at English, French, and Italian so-

ciety with the same detachment and aloofness
that marked his attitude toward American poli-

tics and the socialistic aspirations of the Tran-
scendental ists. He was less a moralist than a
dilettante in morals, without dogmatism, without
insistence, "outside of everything, an alien every-
where, an aesthetic solitary" (Henry James).

Bibliography. There are Lires of Hawthorne
by his son .Julian, yathanicl Uaicthorne and His
Wife (Bo.ston, 1885): by Henry James, in the
English Men of Letters series (London, 1880) ;

by M. D. Conway in the Great Writers series

(ib., 1890) ; and by Woodberry, in the American
Men of Letters series (Boston, 1002). There is

also an excellent Study of Hawthorne, by George
Parsons Lathrop, his son-in-law (Boston, 1870),
and editor of his irorA-.s, with a ilrmoir (

1'2 vols.,

Boston, 1883). Interesting, too, is the Memories
of Hawthorne (Boston, 1897), by Rose H.aw-
thorne Lathrop. Tliere is an analytical index to

the Works, by Evangeline M. O'Connor (Boston,

1882).

HA'W'TREY, Charles Henry ( 1858— ) . An
English actor-manager and playwright, born at

Eton, and educated there and at Oxford. At the

age of twenty-three he made his theatrical debut.

His plays include Tlie Private Secretary, .Jane,

and Mr. Martin, the first of which was originally

produced in Cambridge in 1883, and was an
adaptation from Von Moser's Der Bibliothekar.

It proved a tremendous success, and was per-

formed 844 consecutive times. In 1884 a com-
promise was arranged by which William Gillette's

adaptation of the same play could Ije produced
in America. Several years ago Hawtrey got con-

trol of the Comedy and Avenue theatres in Lon-
don. During the season of 1901-02 he brought
his company to New York with A Message from
Mars, which had already run for 500 perform-
ances in London.

HAXO, ak's<y. Francois Nicolas BenoIt,
Baron (1774-1838). A French general of engi-

neers, born in Lorraine. He fought in the armies
of the Republic, first in Germany and afterwards
under the Fir.st Consul in Italy. His ability was
recognized by Napoleon, who sent him to Turkey
in 1807 to fortify Constantinople for the Sultan.

At the end of the year he returned to Italy, and
in 1808 was sent to Spain, where he took an
active part in the capture of Saragossa. In 1811,

as commander of engineers in the Army of Ger-

many, he inspected the fortresses held by the

French in Prussia and Poland. Many of them
he strengthened, particularly those at Mod-
lin and Danzig; and in the latter he in-
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troduced casement batteries of his invention,
whicli were later adopted for the fortresses of

France. During the retreat from Moscow lie re-

ceived from Napoleon tlie brevet rank of general
of division, and in June, 1813, he was made com-
mander-in-chief of the engineers of the Imperial
Guard. After the Peace of 1S14 the Bourbons
gave him employment, but on Xapoleon's return
from Elba he joined the Emperor and fought
under him during the Hundred Days. Neverthe-
less, upon Napoleon's tinal overthrow, the Bour-
bons again received him into their service and
made him inspector-general of fortifications. In
the disciiarge of this office he worked so stren-

uously to modernize the fortresses of France
that General Rogniat said of him: "Peace was
for him more laborious than war." He proposed
the method of fortifying Paris which, with some
modifications, was finally adopted, and in 1S32
he conducted the celebrated siege of Antwerp.
He left a number of writings on military engi-

neering and analogous subjects.

HAY (AS. lufi, Goth, hawi, OHG. heici, houwi,

Ger. Hen; probably connected with AS. lieawan,

OHG. houwan, Ger. liaiuii, Eng. hew). A term
applied to a considerable number of cured crops

used for feeding farm animals. The most impor-

tant hays are made from the various grasses

(timothy, meadow fescue, meadow foxtail, brome
grasses, etc.), legumes (clover, alfalfa, etc.), and
cereal grains (rye, oats, and barley). The dif-

ferent crops should be cut for hay before they

have fully ripened seed, as, generally speaking,

the nutritive value increases up to this time and
decreases afterwards. (See Grasses.) While
most crops will not cure unless they are cut and
treated in the usual way, some grasses, for in-

stance Buffalo grass, dry in their natural habitat

without appreciable loss of nutritive material,

and constitute fairly good natural hay. If the

cut crop to the sun and air. The processes of
hay-making vary with the crop and climatic con-
ditions. The varying nature of the crops con-
verted into hay, the dampness or dryness of the
soil, the amount of moisture in the atmosphere,
and the duration and intensity of the sunlight
are all factors which influence the problem. At
the present time hay-making is quite generally
carried on by the aid of machinery. (See Re.\p-
KRS, Reapi.vg; Implements, Aorkultural.

)

Generally speaking, hay is cured in the United
States by spreading on the ground. In some
parts of Northern Europe, in the Mackenzie
River region of Canada, and elsewhere, where the
rainfall is very abundant, hay is cured on racks.
During the curing jirocess tlie green crops lose

water, which is, perhaps, the most marked
change. However, there are other changes, which
are due to the action of ferments. These modify
more or less the composition of the hay and aid in
developing tlie peculiar aroma. It has been found
that grass which is merel.v dried does not have
exactly the same composition as a similar sample
which has been cured as hay. Fermentation,
which begins in the field, often continues after
the hay is stored. As in many other chemical
changes, fermentation is accompanied by the lib-

eration of lieat, and in the case of hay the tem-
perature may rise sufticiently to cause ignition,
ilany fires have been caused by the spontaneous
combustion of hay owing to this cause. Though
frequently a single gi'ass or other crop is planted
for hay, meadows often have a number of crops
growing together as grasses and clovers, and these
yield what is termed mixed hay. The hay from
salt marshes consists of such plants as black grass
{Jkiiciis tjerardi) . fox-grass (Spartiiia jxitera),

branch grass (Distichlis spicata). flat sage
{Spartina stricta maritirtta) , etc. The average
composition of a number of sorts of hay follows:

Average Percentage Composition of a Number of Sorts of Hay from Grasses, Legitmes, and Cereal Grains

KIND OF HAY

GRASSES

Hay from mixed grasses
Timothy
Orchard grass
Kentucky blue grass
Meadow fescue
Salt-marsh hay
Rowen

CEREAL GRAINS

Barley hay. cut in milt
Oat hay, cut in milk
Rye hay

LEGUMES
Red clover
White clover
Crimson clover
Alfalfa
Cowpea
Soy bean
Pea-vine
Vetch
Serradella
Peanut^vines (without nuts)...

Sanfoin
Alsike clover
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amount of the water originally present. It con-

tains fairly large amounts of carbohydrates, both
nitriigen-free extract and crude fibre, and a con-

siderable amount of protein. The latter con-

stituent is especially abundant in hay from le-

guminous crops. The different sorts of hay are

vcr}' important feeding stuffs for all classes of

farm animals. They are valuable not only for the

nutrients they contain, but because, like all coarse

fodders, they furnish the needed bulk in the ra-

tion. In early times animals were wintiTcil on

hay alone, but experience has shown that al-

though farm animals may be maintained without
ether feeding stuff's, if it is desired to produce
gains in weight or abundant yield of milk, hay
must be supplemented by grain or other con-

centrated feed,

Rowen, that is. hay made from second-growth
grasses or aftermath, is especially rich in nu-

trients; but it is made at a time of the year
when the ground is often damp, the days shorter,

and the sun's heat less strong than earlier in

the season. This renders the curing of rowen
somewhat difficult, and the product is usually

of less value for some purposes than first-crop

hay. When cured under favorable conditions,

aftermath hay is an excellent article for win-

ter feeding. In Switzerland and other parts of

Europe it is customary to cut the soft grasses

which are often grown a number of times during

the season. The resulting hay is fine, and is said

to be especially relished by stock. New-made hay
is laxative, and should not be fed to work-horses

or to driving horses. Generally speaking, new-
crop hay cannot be successfully fed until the

sweating process in the mow is completed and
tlie hay has cooled, Tlie average coefficients of

digestibility of a number of sorts of hay follow:

increases the palatability of the feed, though it

probably docs not increase its digestibility.

Cooked clover hay is often given to poultry with

advantage. In general it does not pay to steam
or cook hay for stock.

'Hay tea,' properly made, has been success-

fully used for rearing calves in place of milk.

The tea should be supplemented by ground flax-

seed and middlings cooked in it, or some other

suitable material.

Hay is commonly stored under cover or in

stacks in the open field. It is now generally

baled for shipping, in which form it is convenient-

Iv handled and stored.
' HAY, Fkancis ( ?-1631 ) . A Scottish nobleman,
ninth Earl of Errol. identified with attempts to

reestablish the Roman Catholic religion in his

native country. He became a convert to that re-

ligion, and after succeeding to the earldom in

15S5 he joined Huntly in the attempt to induce

Philip II. of Spain, after the defeat of the Ar-
mada, in 1588, to fit out another expedition for

the conquest of England, On discovery of his

treachery, he was summoned before the Coimcil
to answer the charge of attempting to subvert the
Protestant religion, and upon refusing to appear
he was denounced as a rebel. The Earl's career

from I.5S9 to 1617 was little more than a
series of attempts to carry out his main design,

during which he engaged in conspiracies, foment-
ed rebellions, was tried, imprisoned, and after-

wards released. The Scottish King, James
(afterwards James I. of England), was un-
willing to exercise extreme severity upon Errol,

though he knew of his guilt, and warned him
of the futility of his attempts, .\fter an .abor-

tive rebellion, in which the Earl and Huntly
were the leaders, the former was sent to prison in

AvEBAQE Digestibility of a Numbee of Kinds of Hay, Shown by the Pehcentages of Diqested Constitbents

KIND OF HAY

GHASSES

Timothy
Timothy rowen
Orchard grass
Pasture grass
Mixed passes
Salt-marsh hay
Rowen

CEREAL 6BAINS

Barley
Oat

LEGUMES
Red clover
Red clover rowen
Alsike clover
Alfalfa
Cowpea vine

Dry
matter
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to the Confession of Faith, was restored to his
rights and possessions. The genuineness of liis

l)rofession was. liowever, doubted by the Scotch
Kirk, and after various unsuccessful attempts to
satisfy themselves on that point, Errol was im-
prisoned in Dumbarton Castle, but was finally

released in 1017.

HAY, George (1729-1811). A Scotch Catho-
lic bishop and polemical writer, born in Edin-
burgli, where he was educated and became a sur-
geon's apprentice. In 1778, after the death of

Bishop Grant, he became Vicar Apostolic of the
Lowlands. A year later his chapel-houses were
mobbed and burned and his library ruined by
fanatics, who were roused by the fear that Gov-
ernment purposed more lenient treatment of the
Catholics. Hay was influential in the reestab-
lishment of the Scots College at Rome, and in

building a Catholic seminary at Aquhorties
(1709). His most important work was The
Hcripttire Doctrine of Miracles (1775). A com-
plete edition of his works was published in five

volumes at Edinburgh.

HAY, James, Earl of Carlisle (e.1575-1636).
An English diplomat and favorite of James I. He
was born at Pitscorthy, Eifeshire, and educated
in France. James knighted him, took him to Eng-
land, gave him a rich wife, Honora, heiress of
Sir Edward Denny, and repeatedly paid off the
debts which Hay, who was an easy-going spend-
thrift, was always making. In 1619, soon after
his creation as Viscount Doncaster, he was sent
on a mission to Bohemia, where James's son-in-
law, Frederick of the Palatinate, was for a
short time King. A little later we find him in
France (1621-22), exerting himself unsuccess-
fully in an effort to make peace between
Louis XIII. and the Huguenots. He was
made Earl of Carlisle in 1622, and was sent
back to Paris two years later to arrange a mar-
riage between Charles and Henrietta Maria, and
advised the King against promising Richelieu
that there should, in event of the marriage, be
any abatement of laws against Catholics. Car-
lisle seems to have distrusted the French alliance
now as- strongly as he had before desired it ; and he
retired from politics when it became apparent
that the Court policy was for peace with France.
The title of Carlisle became extinct on the death
of his son James (1660). See Hat, Lucy.

HAY, John (1838—). An American states-
man, author, and journalist. He was bom in
Salem, Ind., of Scotch ancestry. October 8, 1838;
graduated at Brown University in 18.58 ; and then
studied law at Springfield, 111., where he Ijecame
acquainted with Abraham Lincoln, then the
acknowledged leader of his profession and of the
Republican Party in the State. He was taken
into the latter's law office, and in 1861 was ad-
mitted to practice in the Supreme Court of Illi-

nois. He accompanied President-elect Lincoln on
his memorable journey to Washington, and served
as his assistant private secretary imtil bis (Lin-
ooln's) death, with the exception of a brief inter-
val, during which he served as adjutant and aide-
de-camp to the President, and of a few months.
when he served in the army under Generals
Hunter and Gillmore. In the' latter capacity he
rose to the rank of major, and was subsequently
brevetted lieutenant-colonel and colonel. After
Mr. Lincoln's death, he went to Paris as secre-
tary of legation, which position he held for three

years; he then served for more than a year as
secretary of legation and charge d'aft'aires at
Vienna, and after a short interval went in the
same capacity to Madrid, where he remained for
another year. From 1870 to 1875 lie wa,s an edi-
torial writer on the New York Trihtine. and for
a short time acted as editor-in-chief of that jour-
nal. In the meantime he had married the daugh-
ter of Amasa Stone, of Cleveland, Ohio. From
1879 to 1881 he served under President Hayes as
First Assistant Secretary of State. He then was
again engaged in literary pursuits until March
19, 1897, when he was appointed by President
McKinley Ambassador to Great Britain, to suc-
ceed Thomas F. Bayard. His service in this
capacity was marked by thoroughness, skill, and
tactfulness. His pul)lic addresses were models
of their kind and examples of diplomatic jjro-

priety. With excellent social gifts, he made a
favorable impression on English society, and did
much to promote fiyendliness between the two
nations. On September 20, 1898, he was appoint-
ed Secretary of State, to succeed William R. Day,
who had just resigned. His conduct of the
foreign affairs of the nation was, from the first,

characterized by unusual vigor, tact, and saga-
cious foresight. Perhaps his greatest diplomatic
achievement was the maintenance of the 'open-
door' policy in China, and the consequent post-

ponement of the threatened dismemberment of
that nation. Not content with verbal assurances
from the European nations. Secretary Hay de-

manded and secured written guarantees that the
'open door' should be maintained in China. Dur-
ing, the British war in South Africa he used his
good offices to secure the neutrality of the Con-
tinental European powers. Other notable diplo-
matic achievements of Secretary Hay were the
settlement of the Samoan dispute, as a result of

which the United States secured Tutuila. with
an excellent harbor in the Pacific; the settlement
of the dispute with Great Britain over the Alas-
ka boundary, temporarily by the conclusion of a
modus Vivendi in 1898. and by treaty in 1903;
the negotiation of reciprocity treaties with Ar-
gentina, France, Germany, Cuba, and the British
West Indies ; the negotiation of a treaty with
Great Britain relative to the construction of
an interoceanie canal (see Hay-Pauncefote
Treaty) ; the negotiation of new treaties with
Spain; and the negotiation of a treaty with Den-
mark for the cession of the Danish West India
Islands.

Colonel Hay won literary distinction by Pike
County Ballads (1871) and Ca^tilian Days
(1891). With .John G. Nicolay he wrote an
authoritative life of Lincoln, entitled Abraham
Lincoln: A History (10 vols., 1890). A once
popular anonymous novel. The Bread-Winners
(1883), is generally attributed to him. but thus
far without sufficient evidence.

HAY, John, Marquis of Tweeddale. See
Tweeddale, John Hay, Marquis of.

HAY, Li'CT, Countess of Carlisle (1599-

1660). An English political intriguer, daughter
of Henry Percy, Earl of Northumberland. .\t

the age of eighteen, much against the will of her

imprisoned father, she married James Hay (q.v. ).

Cartwright, Herrick, Carew, and Svickling sang

of her beauty and wit. She soon gained a high
place in the favor of the Queen, and did much for

Strafford with her influence. When Strafford

was dead she became the spy and servant of the
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Parliamentary Party, which she warned of the

phiii to arrest the tive meniliers. In botli eivil

wars she was intimate with the aristoeratie Pres-

byterian Party, and intrigued in behalf of Hol-

land. In 164!) she was arrested, imprisoned, and
threatened with the rack, and was held in eon-

tinement nntil 1652. She died snddenly in 1060,

a few months after she had renewed her in-

trigues. Three portraits of her by ^'andyck are

enijraved in Lodge's Portraits.

HAY ASTHMA. See Hay Fever.

HAY-BOTE, or HEDGE-BOTE (from hay,

AS. hege, haija, UHG. haii, Ger. Haq, Eng. haw,
hedge + ME. bote. AS. 'hot, Goth.' hota. OHG.
buoza, Ger. Btisse, Eng. boot, advantage, reeom-

pense). A common-law right 'of a tenant for life

or years to cut timber for the repair of hedges

and fences. It belongs to the class of rights

known as estovers. See Estoveb.

HAY'DEN, Ferdinand Vandeveer (1829-87).

An American geologi.st, born in Westfleld, Mass.
Graduating from Oberlin College in 1850. he
studied medicine at Albany, N. Y., and in 1853

commenced the series of scientific explorations

which have made his name famoiis, by an examina-
tion of the remains of extinct animals found in

the Bad Lands of Dakota. The next three years

were passed in a .similar exploration of the

Upper Missouri, resulting in the discovery of an
important collection of fossils, which was after-

wards divided bet%\een the academies of science

of Saint Louis and Philadelphia. Being ap-

pointed geologist of a Government expedition to

the Northwest, he acted in this capacity until the

outbreak of the Civil War, when he entered the

Union Army as a surgeon. He rose to be chief

medical officer of the Army of the Shenandoah.
In 1865, and until 1872, he was professor of

geology and mineralogy in the University of

Pennsylvania, vacating this post on account of his

duties in connection with the United States Geo-

logical Survey of the Territories, which had
been placed in his charge in 1867. He made
important contributions to the geological,

geographical, and botanical knowledge of the

Western States, mostly included in the reports

of the surveys issued by the Government. He
was a member of many scientific societies in both
America and Europe.

HAYDN, hi'd'n, Johann Michael (1737-

1809). An Austrian musician, brother of .Josef

Haydn, born at Rohrau. From 1745 to 1755 he
was a chorister at Saint Stephen's, Vienna, and,

after studying the violin and organ, assistant

organist there. In 1757 he was kapellmeister at

Grosswardein, in 1762 concert-meister to Arch-
bishop Sigismund at Salzburg, and in 1777 or-

ganist of the cathedral and of Saint Peter's

Church in that city. In 1800 his property was
destroyed by the French occujiation of Salzburg,

but his brother and friends and the Empress
Marie Therese came to his assistance, and he
was enabled to open a school of composition.

This enterprise was very successful, among its

pupils being Weber and Reicha. His best works
were his oratorios, masses, cantatas, and anthems,
which his brother held in the highest estimation.

He published little, but his compositions embrace
almost every department of music, including

operas, symphonies, songs, quintets, marches, and
serenades. He died at Salzburg.

HAYDN, Josef (1732-1809). A famous Aus-

trian composer. He was born at Rohrau, Lower
Austria, March 31, 1732. His father was a trav-

eling wheelwright, with a natural love of music.

The sweetness of the boy's voice and his correct

ear for pitch were noted early. His cousin,

Matthias Frankh, a schoolmaster and choir-

master in Hainburg. took the liid. wliom the

father had destined for the Chur<-h, to his home
for musical instruction. Though treated at

times with much harshness, he imdouljtedly was
started on his career by Frankh.
From his eighth to his eighteenth year Ha.vdn

was a pupil in the choir school of SaintStephen's,

Vienna, Kapellmeister Renter having heard him
sing in Hainburg. Though wretchedly poor and
often without sulUcient food, he studied diligently,

and at thirteen composed a mass. When his

voice broke. Renter made his lioyish prank in

cutting off a fellow-pupil's queue the occasion

for his dismissal. A former chorister whom he

chanced to meet took him in and a kind-hearted

tradesman, named Bucliliolz, loaned him 150

florins. Haydn not only repaid the loan, but

years afterwards remembered Buchholz's grand-

daughter in his will. Gi-atitudc, tolerance, and
the never-failing good humor which is reflected in

his music, and which even a wretched marriage
could not mar. mingled in his nature.

Through Mctastasio, the Italian poet and
librettist, Haydn secured pupils, himself taking

lessons in composition from Porpora, for which
he paid by menial duties. In 1758 his circum-

stances changed for the better. Through Baron
Fiirnberg, for whom he had composed his first

quartet, and Countess Tliun, he was ap])ointed

musical director to Count Franz Morzin, for

whose orchestra he wrote his first symphony. It

was during this incumbency that he married the

eldest daughter of a Viennese wigmaker. named
Keller. He had loved the younger daughter, but
she entered a convent, and urged by her father he

married her sister instead. His wife was utterly

unsympathetic and unworthy of him. She tore

up his manuscripts for curl-papers and pie-

forms, squandered his earnings for finerj', and
even selected a house to live in in anticipation

of her widowhood. By an irony of fate Haydn
survived her and went to live in this very house.

In 1760 he became ka]>ellmeister to Prijice

Paul Anton Esterh.'izy, and retained this position

under his original jjatron's successors till near

the time of liis death. Prince Nikolaus played
upon the barytone (a stringed instrument .super-

seded by the 'cello), and for this instrument
alone Haydn \vrote nearly two hundred pieces.

For operatic performances in the princely house-
hold he composed more than a dozen operas, and
for concerts numerous symphonies, quartets, and
sonatas. In 1772. at the summer scat, Esterhilz,

he brought out the "Abschieds" (Farewell) sym-
phony, under circumstances whicli are variously
described. Most probably, however, the Prince
had denied the orchestra leave of absence to visit

their families, and they had decided to leave his

service. Toward the close of the s>inphony one
player after another extinguished his candle and
left. Finally only the violin leader remained.
Having played the last phrase, he too blew out
his canille and departed. The music and the
action of the players moved the Prince so deeply
that he granted their request.
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Haydn and Mozart became acquainted in 1781,

and from then until Jlo/art's death a close and
generous friendship existed between them. Beet-

hoven (q.v. ) was a pupil of Haydn's for about a
year, but, despite the fact that the latter praised

some of his compositions, he soon grew dissatis-

fied with his, teacher. Hadyn's fame, however,
steadily increased, and wlicn, in December, 1791,

he arrived in London under engagement to Salo-

mon, the violinist, he was the musical lion of the

season, as he was also on his second visit, in

1794, His Halomon sj'mphonies w'ere composed
for his London concerts. The famous Austrian
national anthem he composed in 1797, and in

1798 produced liis oratorio The Creation, follow-

ing it witli The Seasons in 1801. His last years

were ailing, and his undermined constitution

could not stand tlie shock of the bombardment
cf his beloved Vienna by the French in Jlay,

1809. After the third shot he fell into con\Til-

sions, and on Jlay 31st he died.

Haydn was lionored even during his lifetime by
a monument erected near his birtliplace by
Count Harraeh, in w'hose service his mother had
been. He attended the unveiling on liis return
from liis first London season. His musical output
was enormous. It included over a bundled
symphonies and nearly a Imndred quartets. His
chief sei'vice to music is that he expanded the

sonata form of Philip Emanuel Bach, using it in

the quartet and orchestra as well as on the
piano, and thus in chamber music and in sym-
phony was the precursor of ilozart and Beet-

hoven. His Seven ^yords on the Cross, composed
as an instrumental passion for the Cadiz Cathe-
dral, is frequently given at church on Good Fri-

day in his brother's (Jlichael Haydn's) arrange-

ment as an oratorio.

BiiiLiOGKAPHY. Pohl, Mozurt and Haydn in

Loiulon (Vienna, 1867); Townsend, Joseph
Haydn (London, 1SS4) ; Xohl, Life of Haydn,
translated by L'pton (Chicago. 1889) ; Pohl, Josef
Haydn (vol. i., Leipzig, 1875-82, completed on the
death of Pohl in 1S87 by Mandyczewski) : Kar-
ajan. Josef Haydn in. London, ll'Jl vnd 1192
(Vienna, 1861),

HAY'DON, Benj.\mix Robert (1786-1846),
An English historical painter. He was born at

Plymouth. .Tanuarv 20, 1786, the son of a printer

and ])ub!isher. He was educated at Plymouth,
where the headmaster encouraged his sketching,

and at Plympton. As an apprentice to his father

lie worked three years, and during this time was
attacked by a malady that caused a dimness
of vision, which in after life prevented his exe-
cuting small pictures. In 1804 he went to Lon-
don and spent two years studying, drawing from
the cast by himself, attending the academy
schools and the lectures on anatomy by Charles
Ball. He was one of the first of the English
artists to appreciate the Elgin JIarbles, and it

was largely through his influence that they were
acquired by the nation. From his studies of

them he received insiiiration for the painting
'"Dentatus" (1800). wliich brought him a pre-

mium of 100 guineas at the Academy Exhibition.
Although liis name was proposed for election as
a member of the Academy, it was not accepted,
owing probably to his action in withdrawing
a picture, '"Romeo and Juliet." because it was not
given the place of honor which it deserved. His
quarrel with the Academy was further aggravated
by other slights, and by letters written by him-

self for publication, which alienated many of his
powerful friends. In 1821 he married JIary
Hymans, a beautiful widow, who did much to

lighten his disappointments in life.

His life was an heroic struggle against ad-

verse circumstances, partially the fault of others,

but also as a result of his unscrupuloiisness in

money matters, viiJiity, and egotism. His Jour-
)utl, consisting of twenty-si.x manuscript volumes,
contains a vivid record of this struggle. He
painted only very large historical canvases, which
involved him in debt, and he was several times
an inmate of the debtors' prison. During his

second confinement he painted the "ilock Elec-

tion," which George IV. purchased for 500 guineas.
Although his ability was not recognized by

the Academy, he numbered among his admirera
such men as Keats and Wordsworth, both of

whom wrote sonnets to him. Sir Walter Scott,

Charles Lamb, Southey, Hazlitt, and ilrs. Sid-

dons. They especially appreciated his ambitious
plans for the promotion of English art, which he
inculcated in his letters, pamphlets^ books, and
lectures. Among his published works the best-

known is his Lectures on Design (London. 1844-

46), delivered at the Mechanics' Institute at
London, and often repeated, not only in the prin-

cipal cities of England, but at the L'niversity of

Oxford. As a teacher he was equally successful,

numbering among his pupils Sir Charles East-
lake, Charles and Thomas Landseer, William
Harvey, George Lance, and William Berwick.
But although his ideas on schools of design and
the decoration of the Houses of Parliament were
adopted, he was neglected when it came to carry-

ing them out. He struggled through life, mostly
in great poverty, and finally, overcome by the

mental strain consequent on the failure of the
e.xhibition of his last two pictures, he committed
suicide in the Thames, June 22, 1846.

Ilaydoii's drawing shows great knowledge of

anatomy, although it is often defective in propor-
tions; his color, at times rich, is not always har-
monious: his conceptions are always vigorous. The
works which attracted most attention during his

lifetime were; ".Joseph and Marv Resting on the

Road to Egj-pt" (1806): "Dentatus" (1809);
"Romeo and Juliet" (1809); "Judgment of

Solomon" (1814): "Christ's Entry into Jeru-
salem" (1820), now in Philadelphia; "Lazarus"
(1822), now in the National Gallery; "Christ
Blessing Little Children;" the "Anti-Slavery So-

ciety at Freema.sons' Hall" (1840), now in the
National Portrait Gallery. Among his other
works are "Venus and Anehises," "Alexander and
Bucephalus," "N'apoleon," the "Reform Ban-
quet,"' "Cassandra," "Xenophon," "Eucles" (Na-
tional Gallery), "The :\Iock Election," "Maid of

Saragossa,"' the "Banishment of Aristides."

"Xero Playing the Lyre During the Burning of

Rome." His smaller works are unimportant.
Consult : Haydon's CoiTesponder.ec and Table

Talk, edited by his son, Frederick Wordsworth
Haydon (London. 1876) ; Tom Taylor. Life of
Haydon (London. 188.'?) : Redgrave. A Century of

Painters of the EnfjUsh School (London. 18G6).

HAYDUCKS, lii'duks. See H.4.IDCKS.

HAYEL, liii-yel'. or HAIL, ha-el'. Capital of

the Sultanate of Sliomer. situated in the north-

ern part of Arabia, about 250 miles northeast of

Medina (Map: Asia. D 6). It is a walled town,
and a place of considerable trade. Population,
25,000.
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HAYEM, &'yaN', Georges (1841— ). A
Freiiili jiliv.-iiiaii, liiirii in I'arU. He \va^ oducatfil

at the t'liivorsity of Paris, wliere he aftenvarils

became a professor in tlie faculty of medicine.
He was made a physician of the .Saint Antoine
Hospital, and in ISbG was elected a member of

the Academy of Medicine. From 1873 to 1898
he edited the Reive des sciences nudUales en
France et a I'etranncr. His works include: Des
hemorrayics intra-riirliidieiines (1872) ; Dii sang
et de s(s alterations analomiqucs (1889); and
Lemons de iherai)euli(jue (1887-93).

HAYES, haz, AvGUsrrs Allen (1806-82).
An American cliemist, born at W indsor, Vt. He
graduated at the Norwich Jlilitary Academy in

1823 and began the study of chemistry under
Professor Dana at Dartmouth. Here he distin-

guished himself by his researches on the proxi-

mate constituents of American medicinal plants,

and by his discovery of the organic alkaloid san-
guinaria. a compound remarkable for the bril-

liant colors of its salts. He was for a time assist-

ant professor of chemistry in the New Hampshire
Medical College, and while there in 1S27 investi-

gated the coniix>unds of chromium, and his paper
on this subject was highly praised by Berzelius,

the eminent Swedish chemist. He carried out
several other interesting researches in organic
chemistry, as well as on many questions in

engineering. He was a contributor to the Pro-
ceedings of the American Academy and of the
Boston Society of Natural Histoi-y, the American
Journal of Science and the Annual of Scientific

Discovvrti. In 18.37 his investigations into the

generation of steam and the economy of fuel led

to the construction of improved furnaces and
boilers.

HAYES, Isaac Israel ( 1832-81 ) . An Ameri-
can Arctic explorer, born in Chester County, Pa.
He went with Captain Kane as surgeon on the
second Grinnell expedition in search of Sir John
Franklin (1853-5.9), and upon his return was
fired with a desire to verify his conviction of the
existence of an open polar sea. Through the in-

fluence of several scientific societies he succeeded
in obtaining financial support, and set out from
Boston in IStJO. with two astronomers and but
twelve other persons, on board the Tlnited States.

The first winter he spent near Littleton Island,

latitude 78° 18' N., but the following spring, if his

observations were correct, he reached latitude 81°
35' N., longitude 70° 30' W., farther north
than any of his predecessors in this quarter of

the Arctic regions had been. The result of his ex-
plorations was to confirm him in the opinion that
an open route to the pole was practicable for

steamships in summer from Cape Frazer. He
made a voyage to Greenland in 1869. published
An Arctic Boat Journey (1800) ; The Open Polar
Sea (1867) : Cast Away in the Cold (1808) : and
The Land of Desolation (1872), and was honored
by medals itrom the geological societies of Paris
and London.

HAYES, Rutherford BiHcnARD (1822-93).
The nineteenth President of the L'nited States.

He was born in Delaware. Ohio, October 4,

1822. His paternal and maternal ancestry, it is

claimed, can be traced back, each to a Scottish

chieftain of noble blood, and he was a descendant
in the sixth generation of George Hayes, who
left Scotland in 1680 and settled at Windsor,
Conn. His grandfather, Rutherford Hayes, born

in New Haven, Conn., in 175G, settled in Brattle-
boro, Vt. Here the father of the President, also
named Kutlierford, was born. His parents emi-
grated to Ohio shortly l)efore his birth. When
the boy was sixteen years old he was sent to
Kenyoii College, A\here he graduated at the head
of his class in 1842. He studied law for two
years in the ollice of Thomas Sparrow, of Colum-
bus, and subsequently spent two years (1843-45)
in the Harvard Law- School. In 1845 he was
admitted lo the bar at Marietta, Ohio, and soon
afterwards entered into practice at Fremont, the
residence of his uncle Sardis Birchard, then a
wealthy banker. In 1849 he removed to Cincin-
nati, where he soon gained a remunerative prac-
tice, and became prominent in his profession. In
1852 he married Miss Lucy W. ^^'ebb, daughter of

Dr. .James Webb, of Chinicothe. Ohio. In 1856
he was nominated as a candidate for judge of the
Court of Common Pleas, but refused to accept
the nomination, although later he served as City
Solicitor. In 1861, when the Civil War broke
cut, he enlisted for the whole war, and on June
7th was commissioned as major of the Twenty-
third Ohio, of which W. .S. Rosecrans was colonel.
To the regiment was assigned the duty, at
Clarksburg, W. Va., of protecting the Baltimore
and Ohio Railroad, and of defending the border
from raids; and Major Hayes took a prominent
part in various expeditions necessary for the de-

fense of the position. He served for a time as
judge-advocate of the Department of Ohio, and in

August, 1862, he was promoted to the colonelcy
of the Seventy-ninth Ohio, but he preferred to
remain, with the rank of lieutenant-colonel, with
the Twenty-third, which had been incorporated
with Burnside's command in the Army of the
Potomac. At South Mountain (q.v.) the
Twenty-third, led by Hayes, was hotl}' engaged,
more than a hundred of Hayes's men falling

dead or wounded, and he himself being slight-

ly wounded. Tliere was a pause for reen-
forcements, when a dangerous fiank movement
of the enemy was discovered, and Hayes was
again seen at the head of the regiment. He was
finally carried, fainting with loss of blood, from
the field. Upon his recovery he was promoted to
the rank of brigadier-general, and placed in com-
mand of the Kanawha division, of which his old
regiment formed a part. He remained at Kana-
wha Falls until Jlarch 15. 1863, when the division
was ordered to Charleston, W. Va. After this he
led in several important expeditions, notably
in that which he himself organized to dispute
the retreat of Morgan (q.v.) and his band
after their raid through Ohio. By a quick
movement he cut oflf ;\Iorgan's retreat and forced
liim to surrender. In the famous raid upon the
Virginia and Tennessee Railroad, in May. 1864,
he led the principal assault upon the enemy's
fortifications with admirable boldness and suc-
cess. He took an honorable part in the attack
on Lynchburg, .June 18th, covering the retreat of
the Union forces under dangerous conditions with
perfect success. In the campaign of the Shen-
andoah, under Sheridan (q.v.). his services were
conspicuous and valiant. In the battle of Win-
chester especially he displayed great coolness and
courage in the most trving circumstances. For
his gallant services Hayes was brcvetted major-
general.

He was a Republican from the formation of

the party, and had taken an active part in the
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political campaign of ISGO. His achievements
in the war made his' name popuhir in Ohio, anil

vhcn the Republicans of the Second District

felt the need of a strong candidate for Congress,
he consented to accept the nomination, with the
understanding that he would not take the seat

unless the war should meantime be ended. When,
after the close of the war, he entered Congress,

he at once attracted attention by his abil-

ity. He was reelected in 1866, but had only

served through his first term when the Repub-
licans of Ohio, in 1867, nominated him as their

candidate for Governor, under the conviction that

he was the only man whom they could hope to

elect. He was chosen by a majority of 3000, and
reelected in 1809 by a majority of 7518. He was
elected for the third time in 1875, and while

occupying the place was nominated by the Repub-
lican Party as its candidate for President of the

United States, ^^illiam A. Wlieeler being nomi-
nated for Vice-President. The nominees of the

Democratic Party were Samuel J. Tilden and
Tliomas A. Hendricks. The contest was severe

and close, and disputes arose as to th& electoral

votes of several States. After a period of great
tension all the contested cases were decided in

favor of Hayes by the Electoral Commission
(q.v.). and having a majority of one electoral

vote (185 to 184). he was duly inaugurated on
March 4, 1877. Aside from violent partisan dis-

putes upon the questions adjiidicated by the Elec-

toral Commission, his administration was admit-
ted by men of all parties to have been pure and
honorable. An effort was made to reduce the

evil of using appointments to office as rewards
for partisan services, but this policy did not
meet with hearty support. The President also

failed to maintain close harmony with the party
leaders in his attitude toward the 'reconstructed'

States, from which he aimed to withdraw the
Federal troops, even against the vigorous de-

mands of the radicals for a continuation of the

military supervision. He was generally recog-

nized as a pacificator at a time when conciliation

was essential to peace. Upon all political ques-

tions save those above referred to he was in full

harmony with the Republican Party, and by
his courageous and unflinching exercise of the

veto nower prevented the adoption of measures
calculated to injure the credit of the country
and hinder a return to specie payments. He
also, by the interposition of the same power,
prevented the repeal of the laws enacted by Con-
gress, under the express authority of the Con-
stitution, to guard the purity of national elec-

tions. After his retirement from public office

President Hayes devoted himself as a private

citizen to the support of philanthropy and edu-

cation. As a member of the Peabody Education
Board for the promotion of education in the

South, as the first president of the States Board
for the instruction of freedmen, and as president

of the National Prison Association, he set an
trample of assiduity in attendance at the meet-
ings of the boards and of patient and far-sighted

counsel on the questions brousht before him.
He died .Tanuary 17. 189.3. Consult: Wilson
(editor). The Presidents of the Vnited fitates

(New York, 1894) ; and a campaign biography
by Howard, Life. Public Services, and Select

Speeches of Rutherford B. Bayes^ (Cincinnati,

1876). For an account of the administration of

Hayes, see the article United States.

HAYESINE (named in honor of the Ameri-
can cliemi»t A. A. Hayes). A hydrous calcium
borate found in *Peru and elsewhere in South
America. It is a source of boric acid and borax
(q.v.). Hayesine is now generally believed to
be ulexite (q.v.).

HAYEZ, I'ats, Fbancesco (1791-1882). An
Italian genre and historical painter, bom in

Venice. He studied under Maggiotto at tlie

^'enice Academy, and afterwards at the Academy
of Milan and under Palagi in Rome. In 1820 he
was appointed professor at the Milan Academy,
and became head of the romantic movement in

Italian art. He is a noted and vigorous colorist.

Among his works are frescoes in the Vatican and
the Venice Academy, and the following pictures

:

''The Two Foseari" (Vienna Museum) ; "Thirst
of the Crusaders," "The Farewells of Pietro Rossi
and His Family" (1820) ; "The Flight of Bianca
Capello" (1854, National Gallery, Berlin) ; "The
Battle of Magenta," and a portrait of Cavour.

HAY FEVER, Hay Asthma, Hat Cold,
RcsE Cold, or Auti'mxal Catarbh. A nervous
affection wliich recurs annually at about the same
time of the year and lasts several weeks, charac-
terized by a profuse flow of secretion from the
nose, as well as of tears from the eyes, with fre-

quent sneezing, general malaise, irritability, in-

somnia, increased perspiration, and in many
cases asthma. The eyes flinch in bright light,

headaclie occurs daily, appetite is lessened, and
occasionally there is fever. In some patients the
attack appears in June and lasts about a fort-

night. This is termed rose cold. Many suffer

first in .July, during haying; but probably the
greater number begin to suffer early in August,
and are relieved only on the approach of frost in

October. The cause appears to be threefold: (1)
A central nervous disease, with the lesion prob-
ably in the floor of the fourth ventricle in the

brain, as in spasmodic asthma. (2) Intra-nasal
deformity, as a. deviating septum, or di.storted

and chafing turbinates. (3) A special pollen of

some plants, affecting some and failing to excite

others; while during the whole year fine dust
causes in these patients sneezing, coryza, and
slight rhinitis, lasting an hour or so. Removal
to the seashore or a sea voyage benefits a few
patients; while a sojourn in the mountains at an
altitude of 1000 feet or more benefits a greater

number. Of the mountains in the eastern part

of the United States the White Mountains have
the greatest reputation with regard to the effect

of their atmosphere upon h<ay-fever patients. On
returning home before frost, however, the affec-

tion recurs. It is said that most hay-fever pa-

tients are people of considerable intellectual de-

velopment ; certainly all are neurotics. Arsenic,

iodides, bromides, and acetanilid benefit some.

Nasal sprays and internal administration of ex-

tract of suprarenal gland (adrenalin) are ser-

viceable in many cases, relieving the nasal ste-

nosis. In England and on the Continent the dis-

ease appears to be of milder type, and to run

a course of only a month. A Hay Fever Associ-

ation, composed of sufferers from the disease,

exists in the United States, which meets every

vear to compare results from new remedies.

HAY'GOOD, ATTicrs Greene (1839-96). An
American clergyman of the Methodist Episcopal

Church (South'), born in Watkinsville, Ga. He
graduated at Emory College, Georgia, in 1858,
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and soon afterwards entered the ministry. When
General Sherman evacuated Atlanta, he was one
of the ministers sent there to gather together the

scattered Methodists and rebuild the churches.
Between 1870 and 1875 he edited the Sunday-
school pviblications of the Southern branch of

the Church. He was president of Emory College
from 1870 to 1804, and during a part of that time
was editor of the Wcslcyan Christian Adrocate.
Large sums of money were placed in his hands
to promote various institutions, and in 1883 he
was elected general agent of the Slater fund of

$1,000,000 for the education of Southern negroes.

He declined an election as bishop of the Metho-
dist Episcopal Church (South) in 1872, but ac-

cepted another election in 1890. His published
works include: Our, Children ; Jarknife and Bram-
bles (1893); and The Monk and the Prince
(1895).

HAYI-EY, William (1745-1820), An Eng-
lish poet, born at Chichester, He was educated
at Eton and Trinity College, Cambridge, After
some ill success as a playwright, he began the
production of poetical epistles to his friends, one
on Painting to Romney (c,1777), for example,
and one on History (1780) to Gibbon, In Eng-
lish Bards and Scotch Reviewers, Eyron impales
Hayley as the author of the eminently successful
ytoems, , The Triumphs of Temper (1781) and
The Triumphs of Music (1804), His prose
Life of Milton (1794) was a more creditable

performance, and through the writing of it he
became an intimate friend of Cowper, for whom
he was influential in obtaining a pension, Blake's
illustrations enhance the value of his Ballads

* Founded on Anecdotes of Animals (1805), and
on the whole Hayley was more noted as the
friend of great men than for being one himself.

Therefore, his Memoirs, published in 1823, after

his death, are^his most interesting contribution
to English literature.

PHAYM, him, Rudolf (1821-1901), A Ger-
man writer on philosophy and literary history,

born at Griinberg, in Silesia. He studied at the
universities of Halle and Berlin, and was
a delegate to the National Assembly at
Frankfort (1848-49), He wrote a number
of biographies, among them: W. von Bum-
boldf (1856): Hegel und seine Zeit (1857);
Arthur Schopenhauer (1864); Herder, nach
seinem Lehen und seinen Werken (1877-85) ; and
Das Lehen Max Dunkers (1890), He also pub-
lished Erinnirungen aus meinem Lehen (1901),
and edited Briefe ron W. von Humboldt an G.
H. L. yicolovius (1894), Consult Philosophische
Ahhandlungen dem Andenken Rudolf Hayms
gewidmet von Freunden und Sehiilern (1902).

HAYMAEKET, The. A former market for
hay and straw in London, founded in the first

half of the seventeenth century, and discontinued
in 1830. On the square of the same name, occu-
pying the site of the market, stand the Haymarket
and Her Majesty's theatres. Addison wrote The
Caynpnign while living there.

HAYMAKKET SQTTAKE RIOT, The, An
occurrence at Chicago, May 4, 1886, in a square
in Randolph Street, where an anarchist meeting
was in progress. The attempt to disperse the
gathering resulted in the killing of seven police-

men and the wounding of twenty-seven others, by
a bomb, thrown by an unidentified member of the
mob, supposed to have been one Schnaubelt, The

actual bomb-thrower was never caught, but
August Spies, Adolph Fischer, George Engcl,
and Albert Parsons were hanged as accomplices
on November 11, 1887; Samuel Fielden and
Michael Schwab were sentenced to imprisonment
for life, and Oscar Neebe for fifteen years; and
Louis Ling escaped the gallows only by commit-
ting suicide in prison,

HAYMARKET THEATRE. One of the
most famous (]layhouscs in London, It was origi-

nally built in 1720 b_v John Potter, on the site

of the King's Head Tavern, in the Haymarket,
and leased to a French companj', whence the
appellation, 'the New French Theatre,' by which
it was for some time known. Fielding produced
his burlesque Tom Thumb the Great there in

1730, and in 1734 became manager. Ten years
later Charles Machlin assumed its management,
and was followed in 1747 by Samuel Foote. In
1776, however, Colman the elder purchased it,

and it was managed by him until 1794. In 1820,

under Harris's management, the theatre was aban-
doned and a new one was built near by, which
was opened on July 4, 1821, with The Rivals.
In 1880 it was again removed, its present site

being the south end of the Haymarket, opposite
Charles Street.

HAYMERLE, hi'mer-lc, Heinbich Kabl,
Baron (1828-81). An Austrian statesman,
bom and educated at Vienna, He took part in

the students' rising in the Revolution of 1848,
and narrowly escaped execution. He served in

the diplomatic corps at Athens, Dresden, and
Frankfort ; became Ambassador to Copenhagen
in 1864; took part in negotiating the Treaty of

Prague (1866) ; and from Berlin went to Con-
stantinople (1868) and to Athens (1869), thence
to The Hague (1872), and in 1877 to the Italian

Court, In the following year he took part in

the Berlin Congress, and in 1879 succeeded An-
drfissy as Minister of Foreign Aflfairs. In this

post, which he held till his death, he was espe-

cially active in effecting friendly relations with
Italy and cementing the alliance with Germany,
Consult Arneth, Heinrich Freiherr von Haymerle
(2d ed.. Berlin, 1882),

HAYNAU, lii'nou, Julius Jakob, Baron
(1786-1853), An Austrian general. He was the
natural son of the Elector William I. of Hesse,
and was born at Cassel, October 14, 1786. He
entered the .\ustrian service in 1801, and was
gradually advanced in rank, becoming colonel in

1830, major-general in 1835, and field-marshal
lieutenant in 1844. During the Italian cam-
paigns of 1848-49 he evinced great military
talents, but acquired also an unenviable reputa-
tion for cruelty, especially in the repression of
the insurrection at Brescia, March 31 and April
1, 1849, Hajiiau was engaged in the siege of

Venice, when he was summoned to Hungary to

command the Imperial forces in that countrj-. He
stormed Raab on June 28th, and on August 9th
gained .a decisive victory over the Himgarians
near Temesvflr. Aft<>r the surrender of the Hun-
garian main army at Viklgos, he executed a num-
ber of the leading Hungarian generals. In 1850,
however, after being loaded with honors, he was
dismissed from public service for the intracta-
bility of his disposition. In the same year he
made a tour of Eiirope, but so general was the
hatred his acts had inspired that he was several
times in great danger from mobs, and while in
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London was assaulted and beaten by the infuriat-

ed drajTuen of iiarclay's brewery. For this insult
the British Government declined giving any satis-

faction. In Belgium and France he was also re-

ceived by the populace with strong dislike, but
by the vigilance of the authorities was preserved
from actual harm. He died at Vienna, March 14,

1853. Consult Schdnhals, Hiographie des Feld-
xeugmeistcrs Julius Frciherrn von Haynau (3d
ed., Vienna, 1875), which seeks to vindicate him
from charges of cruelty.

HAYNE, Paul Hamilton (1831-86). An
American poet, born in Charleston, S. C. After
the death of his parents he was reared by his
uncle, Robert Y. Hayne (q.v. ). He studied law
after having been educated at Soutli Carolina
College, but did little practicing, because he was
under no financial necessities, and because his
bent was literary. When iu his early twenties
he edited Russell's Magazine, and was connected,
as editor or contributor, witli other Charleston
and Southern publications, notably as contribu-
tor to the Southern Literary Messenger. He
was a prominent member of the small literary
coterie of which William Gilniore Sirams and
Henry Tinirod (q.v.) were conspicuous orna-
ments. In 1855 a volume of his poems appeared

;

another followed in 1857, and a third in 1859.
During the Civil War he saw active service and
suffered great financial losses, among others
that of Ills library, which was burned. From
1865 to his death, he resided at a small cot-
tage home near Augusta, Ga., which he called
Copse Hill. His health was not good, but he
maintained his spirits under his various mis-
fortunes, and won a genuine though limited repu-
tation as a poet, in both the North and his native
section. His memory is still cherished warmly
in Augusta and the surrounding region. His
later publications include: Legends and Lijrics

(1872); The Mountain of the Lovers (1873);
and his complete Poetical Works (1882). He
also edited, with a memoir (1873), the poems of
his friend, Henry Timrod, and of Dr. F. O. Tick-
nor (1879), and wrote memoirs of R. Y. Hayne
and H. S. Legare (1878). Hayne's poetry is the
work of a genuine artist, whose qualities, how-
ever, are not salient enough to attract greatly
the general reader. Altliough he produced many
good poems, in which much of the languorous
sweetness of the South may be discovered, it

was not his fortune to compose, like his friend
Timrod, three or four lyrics of great power and
popular appeal. Nevertheless he is one of the
most important of Southern writers, and de-
serves more attention at the hands of historians
of American literature than he has hitherto re-
ceived.—His son, William H. Hayne ( 1856— )

,

born in Charleston, inherited some of his father's
poetical ability. His publications include Sylvan
Lyrics (1893), and many occasional verses in
the magazines.

HAYNE, Robert Y^oung (1791-1839). An
American political leader, prominent as an ex-
ponent of the States' Rights view of the Fed-
eral Constitution. He was bom in Saint Paul's
Parish, Colleton District, S. C, on November 10,

1791 ; was educated in a private school at
Charleston; studied law in the offices of Lang-
don Cheves (q.v.) ; was admitted to the bar at
Charleston in November, 1812. and attained im-
mediate prominence in his profession. During

part of the War of 1812 he acted as a captain in
the Third South Carolina Regiment. From 1814
to 1818 he was a Democratic-Republican member
of the State Legislature, serving as S])ea]-;er of
the House in the latter year; and from 1818 to
1822 was Attorney-General of the State. In 1823
lie was elected as a States' Rights Democrat to
the United States Senate, in whicli body he
quickly became conspicuous as a pronounced
strict-eonstructionist and an advocate of free
trade and of 'States' Rights.' He vigorously op-
posed the tariffs of 1824 and 1828, denounced
the anti-slavery programme of the Panama Con-
gress, and in various debates upheld the view
that slavery was purely a domestic institution,
and as such should be wholly e.xempt from Fed-
eral legislation or interference. He is best
known, however, for liis great debate with Daniel
Webster in .January, 1830, arising out of the
so-called 'Foote's Resolution,' but covering the
important question of the relation of the States
to the Federal Government. Hayne began the
debate on January 19th, and Webster answered
on the following day, while Ha.vne again spoke on
the 21st, 25th, and 27th, and Webster on the 26th
and 27th. In these speeches, besides attacking
New England, and especially Massachusetts, for
the part taken by that section in the War of
1812, he brilliantly upheld the theory that the
Federal Government was in reality a compact
l)etween the various States, as such ; that the
Federal Government itself was a party with
each of the individual States to the compact
thus formed, and that any State, when convinced
that that compact had been broken, could for its

own protection nullify or arrest the enforcement *
within her borders of any law deemed to be in

violation of the Constitution. He naturally sup-
ported South Carolina in her controversy with
the Federal Government over the tariff measures
of May. 1828. and July. 1832; was a member of

the Nullification Convention which assembled at
Charleston on November 19, 1832; and as chair-
man of the 'Committee of Twenty-one,' reported
the famous Ordinance of Nullification, which was
passed by the Convention on November 24th.
Soon afterwards he resigned from the Senate,
partly, no doubt, in order tliat Calhoun might
take his seat in that body; and in December lie

was elected Governor of the State and eom-
mander-in-ehief of the State forces. On the 13th
he delivered his inaugural address, pledging him-
self to maintain at all hazards the principle
of nullification, and on the 20th issued a ringing
counter-proclamation to the famous proclamation
issued by President Jackson on the 10th. During
the whole crisis he administered the executive
ofliice with marked ability, and though firmly con-
vinced of the correctness of the position taken by
his State, he used bis influence on several occa-

sions to restrain the nullificationists from acts
of violence. His term as Governor ended in

December, 1834. He was Mayor (intendant)
of Charleston in 1835-37, and president of the
Louisville, Cincinnati and Charleston Railroad
from 1836 until his death. He died at Asheville,

N. C, September 24. 1839. Consult: Paul H.
Hayne, Lives of Robert Y. Hayne and Hugh
Swinton Legar^ (Charleston, 1878) : McDuffie,

Eulogy upon the Life and Character of the
Late Robert Y. Hayne (Charleston. 1840) ; and
Lindsay Swift (editor). The Great Debate Be-
tween Robert Y. Hayne, of South Carolina, and
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Daniel ^ychste), of Mnssarhtisetts (Boston. 1898),

in till' •Rivorsidc hiti'niture Series."

HAYNES, Hemsy Williamson (1831— ).

An Anieiiean arelurologist. born in Bangor,

Maine, son of Xatlianiel llaynes, editor of llu'

Edntent ItcpiihUcaii. He graduated at Harvard,
studied law, and practieed for a few years. Then
he was appointed professor of Latin, and later

of Greek, in the University of Vermont, a ehair

from which he resigned in 1873, to make areha--

ologieal researches in E\irope and in Egypt. Ilis

memoirs on the Paleolitliic Age in Egypt (1S78)

won him a medal and a dijiloma from the Antliro-

pologieal Congress of that year in Paris, and
afterwards were published in the papers of the

American Academy of Arts and Sciences.

Haynes was long a fellow of the American Asso-

ciation for the Advancement of Science, and re-

cording secretary of the JIassachusetts Historical

S.x-icty.

HAYNES, -John (?-1C54). An English Co-

lonial Governor in New England. He was born
in Essex, but emigrated to Massachusetts with
other Puritans in 1033, and the following year'

tried to found a colony on the Connecticut River.

He tried .again (IfiSli). after he had been for

two years the third Governor of ]\Iassachusetts

Bay, and he ultimately succeeded, becoming the

first Governor of Connecticut and one of the five

framers of that Colony's Constitution. That the

colonists approved his rule is evident from his

reelection as often as the law allowed. In Ban-
croft's History of Ihe Vnited States, vol. i., he is

described as being "of a very large estate and
large affections; of a heavenly mind and a spot-

less life; of rare sagacity and accurate but un-
assuming judgment; by nature tolerant, ever a
friend of freedom."

HAY-PAUNCEFOTE TEEATY. The name
applied to the convention negotiated in 1001 by
John Hay on the part of the United States, and
Lord Pauncefote on the part of Great Britain,

which abrogated the Clayton-Bulwer Treaty
(q.v. ), and declared the policy which would con-

trol the United States in the construction and
maintenance of an Isthmian canal between the
Atlantic and Pacific Oceans. The statement in

President ilcKinley's annual message to Congress
in 1898, that the construction of the canal had
become a national necessity, led to diplomatic cor-

respondence that resulted finally in the opening
of negotiations, with the end in view of so modi-
fying the Clayton-Bulwer Treaty that, without
aft'ecting the general policy of neutrality enun-
ciated therein, the L'nited States would be en-

abled to proceed witli the canal's construction.

The treaty then negotiated, and transmitted to

the I'nited States Senate by President McKinley
on February .5. 1900, provided: (1) For the con-

struction of the canal by or under the auspices of

the United Stales Government; (2) for its neu-
tralization on the same basis as the Suez Canal;
and (3) for an invitation to other powers to join

in guaranteeing such neutrality. The convention
was finally ratified by the Senate on December
20, 1900;' but with three amendments, the first of

wliicli provided that the restrictions contained
in the second article, based on the Suez conven-
tion, should not apply to such measures as the
United States might find it necessary to take for

their own defense and the maintenance of public

order; the second explicitly stated that the Clay-

VOL. IX.—43.

ton-Bnlwer Treaty wa> thereby suspended; ano
the tliird struck out tlie provision in regard to the

guarantee to be asked of otiu'r non-constructing

powers. In its amended shape Cheat Britain re-

fused to ratify the conventi(jn. and it expired liy

liniitalion on" Jlareh o, 1901. Negotiations for

a new treaty were immediately started, however,

by Secretary of State Hay and Lord Pauncefote;

tlie new convention was signed by thcni on

November 18, 1901, transmitted to the Senate by

President Roosevelt on December 5th following,

and ratified by that body, with but slight opposi-

tion, eleven days later. The principal dill'ercnccs

between the first and final treaties were tlirce in

niunber: (1) No guarantees of the canal's neu-

trality were to be asked citlier of Great Britain

or any other power; (2) the Clayton-Bulwer
Treaty was specifically abrogated, altliougli the

general principle of neutrality contained therein

was retained: (3) certain undefined riglits of

control were to be allowed to the L^nited States

in time of war, the exact nature and extent of

wliich was not specified, but tliere was no require-

ment that the canal should be kept open and free

in time of war as in time of peace, nor was there

a prohibition of the erection of fortifications com-
manding tlie canal or its adjacent waters.

HAY BI'VEU. A river of Athabasca, Can.,

which rises in the Rocky IMountains, and flows

nortlieast. emptying into the Great Slave Lake
(Map: Northwest Territories, F 3). Its length

is 350 miles, of which 140 are navigable. The
two Alexandra Falls, averaging 900 feet wide
and about 250 feet high, occur in its course.

HAYS. A city and the county-seat of Ellis

County, Kan., 289 miles west of Kansas City,

on Big Creek, and on the Union Pacific Railroad.
It has grain-elevators, fiour-mills, machine-shops,
etc., and a trade in flour, gi'ain, and live stock.

Hays is the seat of the western branch of the

State Normal School and of an agricultural ex-

periment station, comprising some 2000 acres, of

the State Agricultural College. Population, in

1890. 1242; "in 1900. 1130.

HAYS, Isaac (1790-1S79). An American
pliysician. born in Philadelpliia. He graduated
at the Lhiiversity of Pennsylvania in 1810, stud-

ied medicine there for four years, and subse-

quently devoted himself largely to editorial work
en medical journals. He was sole editor from
1827 to 1809 of the American Journal of the

Medical Sciences ; was the founder of the Medical
Xews in 1843, and of the Monthly Abstract of

Medical Science in 1874; was president of the

Academy of Natural Sciences in Pliiladelpliia

from 1805 to 1869; .and was an active member of

the Philosophical Society. He was also one of

the founders of the Franklin Institute, was its

secretary for several years, and at the time of

his death was its oldest member. He was one
of the oldest members, and for a time an officer

of the College of Physicians of Philadelpliia;

also one of the fouitders of the American Medical
Association, and author of its code of ethics,

which has been adopted by all the medical so-

cieties in the coimtrv. He edited several impor-
t:int wi'iks on medicine.

HAYS, William .L\con (1830-75). An Ameri-
can animal painter, born in New York. In order

to paint animals, he visited the upper waters of

the Missouri and Nova Scotia. Some of his pic-

tures are: "The Herd in the Moor" (a herd of
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buffaloes) ; "The Prairic-Dog Village;" "A Bison
Bull at Bay;" '"Prairie on Fire;" and "Herd of

Caribou in Nova Scotia." Altliough Hays was
not a eolorist, his work is fresh and spirited.

HAY'TER, Sir C4eokge (1792-1871). An
English historical and portrait painter, born in

London. He was the pupil of his father. Charles

Hayter, a miniature painter, and of the Royal
Academy. Afterwards he traveled much abroad.

On his return he became painter to Queen Vic-

toria. A number of his works are official pic-

tures painted in this ca]>acity: they include "The
Coronation of Queen Victoria." His work, exe-

cuted in det-ail, is mannered and spiritless.

HAYTER, Harrison (1825—). An English
civil engineer. He was born at Falmouth, and
was educated at King's College. His first ap-

pointment was upon the construction staff of the

Great Northern Railway. Among the other
works with whioh he became associated are

the Severn T\innel. the Charing Cross and Cannon
Street bridges in London, and one in India nearly

a mile long; he built harbors and railways in

England, and upon the Continent. His principal

achievements were the canal at Amsterdam, the

docks at Holyhead, and those at Buenos Ayres.

HAYTI, ha'tl. See Haiti.

HAY'WARD. The county-seat of Sa-\vyer

County, Wis.. 58 miles southwest of Ashland : on
the Namakagon River, and on the Chicago. Saint
Paul, Jlinneapolis and Omaha Railroad (Map:
Wisconsin, B 2). It has a public libraiT and a
United States Government Indian School. Lum-
bering is the most important industry. Popula-
tion (town), in 1900.2720.

HAYWARD (AS. ha-igweard, from haga,

OHG. hag, Ger. Hag, Eng. Itaic, hedge -|- iceard,

OHG. tixirt, Ger. Wart, guard). The name orig-

inally given in England to one who kept tlie com-
mon herd of cattle of a town, or of a manor, when
the copyhold or other tenants had the right of

sending cattle to graze. In the New England vil-

lages, particularly of ^lassachusetts, the name
hayward was given to the keeper of the pound
for strayed horses and cattle. The word is not
now in general use in the United States.

HAYWARD, ABR.\nAM (1801-84). An Eng-
lish essayist, boni at Wilton, near Salisbury. He
received his education at home with a tutor, and
afterwards in the fine library of the solicitor to

whom he was articled. While a student at the
Inner Temple. London, he attracted attention as

the joint editor of a law magazine, and also as a
debater in the same club with J. S. Mill, whom
he wrote against in later years. As a result of

two German sojourns. Hayward made an accept-

able translation of Goethe's Faust (1833). of

which a second and enlarged edition was pub-
lished the following year, and he was thus intro-

duced into the society of such men of letters as

Lockhart, Macaulay. and Sydney Smith. He
wrote a book upon The Art of Dining (1852), be-

sides numerous treatises upon legal subject~s, a
travel sketch, critical essays on the authorship
of the Letters of Junius, on the Crimean cam-
paign, and other topics of his time. He left the
Tory Party for the Whigs in 1846. but not re-

ceiving from them the preferment he considered
his due, he took revenge upon his enemies with
tongue and pen. However, he had many warm
friends, and was a noted club man, whist-player,

and contributor of biographical and political es-

says to the leading reviews.

HAYWARD, Sir John (e.I564-I627). An
English liiwtorian. He was born and educated
at or near Feli.xstowe, Sufl'olk, and graduated
at Cambridge. His earliest pi-oduction. The
First Part of the Life and liaigne of Ilenrie the

mi.. Extending lo the End of the First Yeaie of
his liaigne (1599), placed him in the bad graces
of Queen Elizabeth, who was easily persuaded
that he was painting a moral for herself in his

account of Richard II.'s downfall, and therefore
had the historian imprisoned. Having learned
policy, Hayward kept the favor of James I., dedi-

cated books to him and his son, defended the
divine right of kings, and advocated the imion of

England and Scotland. Among his works are:

An Ansirer to the First Part of a Certaine Con-
ference Concerning Suceession (1603) ; The hives

of the Three Xormans, Kings of England (1613) ;

Tlie Sanctuarie of a Troubled ^oulc (1616);
David's Teares (1622-23) ; Christ's Prayer Upon
the Crosse for His Enemies (1623); Of Su-
prcmacie in Affaires of Religion (1624-25) ; and
The Life and I'aigne of King Edward the Sixth
(1030). published" after the author's death.

HAY'WOOD, Eliza (c.1693-1756). • An Eng-
lish novelist and dramatist, born probably in

London. Her maiden name was Fowler. She
married when she was yoimg, was deserted by
her husband, and about 1715 appeared in Dub-
lin and London as an actress. Steele's Sappho,
in the Taller of April 23, 1709, is usually iden-

tified with her, but wrongly it would seem from
the dates. She rewrote The Fair Captive ( 1721 ) ;

composed a comedy, A Wife to Lett (1723), in

which she acted, and a tragedy, Frederick, Duke
of Brunswick Luncnbiirgh (1729); and collabo-

rated with Hatchett in Ojiera of Operas (1733).
But she is best known for her novels, which
brought upon her an attack by Pope in the Dun-
ciad (book ii., 157 sqq. ). Mrs. Haywood and
Curll replied with a Female Duneiad. A collected

edition of her novels, not including the famous
Memoirs of a Certain Island (1725) and The Se-

cret History of the Present Intrigues of the Court

of Caramania (1727), appeared in 1724.

HAY-WORM. A lepidopterous larva {Asa-
pia costalis), peculiar to North America, which
has the strange habit of feeding normally upon
dried hay, especially clover hay, but also upon
timothy and alfalfa. In large numbers it at-

tacks the hay. both in the mow and in the stack,

cutting the leaves up into chaffy pieces and
webbing them together with silken threads. The
hay looks moldy, is infested with excremental
pellets, and is distasteful to cattle. The larva

is dirty white in color, and grows to a length of

about three-fourths of an inch. The adult moth
is lilac brown or purple, with two bands of a

lighter shade on each fore wing. Old mows
should be thoroughly cleaned out before putting
new hay in a barn, and infested stacks should be

burned.

HAY'YTTG, .Jl-dah ben David (c.950-

c.lOOOl. A Jewish grammarian. He was born

at Fez, near the middle of the tenth century,

went to Cordova, and became a pupil of the

grammarian Menahem ben Saruk. His theory

that all Hebrew stems contain three letters was
an important contribution at the time to Hebrew
]iliilology and lexicography. He died in the be-
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yinning of the eleventh centurj". His two im-
|)orlant grammatical works are: The Book of
Verbs with Weak Letters, and The Book of
Verhs Containing Doubled Letters, which are
intended to illustrate his theory. In addition, he
prepared a monograph on Punctuation, setting

forth the features of the Hebrew vowel system.
Of a fourth grammatical work only fragments
have been found. Consult Jastrow's edition of

Hayjug's treatises on Weak and Geminative
Vfrhs in Hebrew (Leyden,. 1S97)

.

HAZAEAS, ha-zil'raz. A semi-independent
and partially nomadic people, of Mongolian an-

cestry-, in the region between Herat and Kabul,
Afghanistan, into which country they are said to

have come, in the fourteenth centurj', in the wake
of the great Jlongolian movement of Genghis
Khan. They profess Islam, the Hazaras proper
to the east being Shiites, the western Hazaras,
or Aimak (i.e. 'horde'), as they are sometimes
called, Sunnites. Their language has been not a
little influenced by Persian.

HAZARD (OF. hazard, hasard, Fr. hasard,
from Sp. azar, unlucky throw of dice, misfortune,
ace of dice, from Ar. al, the + zUr, from Pers.

zdr, die). A game of dice, formerly very popu-
lar in England, where it is played both for amuse-
ment and for purposes of gambling. In the lat-

ter respect, however, a frequent player, by his
knowledge of the peculiarities of the game, has
the beginner at a considerable disadvantage. The
game is played with two dice. The 'main/ which
is called by the 'caster,' may be either 5, G, 7, 8,

or 9. Should he (the caster) throw the number
called—or, supposing 6 or 8 is the main, he
throws 12—he is said to 'nick,' and thus defeats
his opponent, who is stj-led the 'setter.' The
caster loses when, for instance, he throws 2, 3, or
12, when 7 is the main; but should he throw any
other numbers ( for example, when 7 is the main,
and he throws 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, or 10) he has a
'chance,' which permits him to continue throw-
ing until either the 'main' or the 'chance' is

thrown. The game is decided in favor of the
'caster' if the 'chance' is thro^vn first ; and in

favor of the 'setter' should the 'main' be the first

thrown.

HAZ'ARD, Cakoline (1856—). An Ameri-
can educator, born at Peacedale, R. I. She was
educated privately in the United States and
abroad, contributed reviews, essays, and verse to
nagazines. published several volumes, and in

1899 was elected president of Wellesley College
(Wellesley, Mass.). Her works include 'Narra-

gansett Ballads (1894), and The Narragansett
Friends' Meeting (1899).

HAZARD, a'zar', D^siBfi. A nom-de-plume
of Octave Feuillet (q.v.).

HAZ'ARD, Ebenezeb (1744-1817). An
American author, born in Philadelphia, and edu-
cated at Princeton. He went into the publishing
business in New York in 1770. but left it five

years later for a Government position, and from
1782 to 1789 was Postmaster-General. In 1791
he was once more in business—this time in Phila-
delphia, where he helped to establish the North
American Insurance Company. Besides giving
literary assistance in the compilation of two his-

tories and a biblical translation, he published
Tlisloricnl Cnllections (2 vols.. 1792-94), and a
bot)k about the Indians, in whose spiritual wel-

fare Mr. Hazard took much interest. But his

most valuable literary remains are the letters in

the possession of the Massachusetts Historical
Society.

HAZARD, Rowland Gibson (1801-88). An
American manufacturer and author. He accu-
mulated a fortune in the woolen business at
Peacedale, R. I., and was for three terms a mem-
ber of the State Legislature. Among his writings
are: Essays on Language: Its Connection with
the Constitution and I'rospects of Man (1830) ;

on The Resojirces of the United Slates (1804) ;

and two letters addressed to John Stuart Mill,
on Causation and Freedom in Willi)ig (1809).
His granddaughter, Caroline Hazard, has edited
a collected edition of his works in four volumes.

HAZE. Any comparatively slight obscuration
of distinct vision due to the opacity of any me-
dium, such as the atmosphere, through which
the object is seen. The thickest haze in the at-
mosphere obscures the light of the sun to such
an e.Ktent that his disk is but just distinguishable
from the surrounding background ; any greater
obscuration than this is usually spoken of as
cloud. This hazy efTect may be produced in sev-
eral ways : ( 1 ) When the air is filled with small
masses of very dilTerent densities, such as rising;

currents of hot air and descending currents of
cold air over a heated soil. In this case the beam,
of light is by refraction broken up and difi'used
so that a hazy effect, or even complete opacity,
may be produced, as in a mixture of air-bubbles
and water. Such a mixture is also partly opaque
to sound. The haze thus produced is ordinarily
spoken of as heat-haze. (2) Tlie ordinary hazy
effect in the atmosphere produced by the pres-
ence of foreign particles, either solid or liquid.
Minute particles of ice or water form an aejueous
haze; all other material is included under the
term diist-haze. The dust is raised from the
ground by strong wind, by currents of hot air,

and especially by volcanic eruptions
;
particles of

salt left by the evaporation of salty water also
produce dust-haze. The most delicate dust-haze is

produced by myriads of shells and fragments of
shells of diatoms and other microscopic forms of
life living in fresh-water ponds and in marshes
that are dried up at certain seasons of the year.
The principal source of this dust is the interior of
North Africa, whence it is carried outward in all
directions, but especially westward and south-
ward by dry Harmattan winds. A red dust-haze
of a much coarser grade is carried by southerly
winds from Northern Africa over into Europe,
and in rare cases, as in March, 1901, this is car-
ried to Northern Germany and England. Over
India a cloud of yellowish dust-haze rises day
by day higher and higher during the dry season,
attaining a general level of from 20no" to 4000
feet, above which the air is comparativelv clear.
Dust-clouds of less extent are formed over the
loess formations of China and North America.
The great clouds of smoke from prairie and forest
fires, as they subside, leave a hazy atmosphere
due to the presence of fine particles of carbon,
and it appears likely that each of these gathers
to itself a special atmosphere of aqueous vapor,
just as spongy platinum absorbs hydrogen. This
haze occurs during Indian summer in America,
and is kno-mi as the Moor-Rauch in Europe.
The finest dust-haze ordinarily produces a whit-

ish or grayish tint in the slcv; coarser particles
produce buff and reddish tints. When the dust
particles are exceedingly small and of regular
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size, as when they are composed of a few mole-

cules of water, so that their diameters are com-
parable with some wave-length of light, they

produce the phenomena of selective reflection and
refraction, giving to the sky its ordinary blue

lint and forming glories of colored rings around
the sun and moon. When thej' are a little larger

they show the colors of thin plates, and when
larger still they may by diffraction give rise to

small glories and larger halos. The vapor-dust

from the eruption of Krakatoa in 1883 spread

over the north temperate zone, producing for a

year or two magnificent sunset and sunrise tints

and the Bishop's Ring, so called after its first ob-

server. Sereno, Bishop of Honolulu. The eruption

of Skaptar Jokul in 1783 furnished a similar

cloud of aqueous haze and red sunsets to the

greater part of Europe and North x-Vmerica ; and
the same phenomenon, although on a somewhat
more restricted scale, followed the eruptions of

Pelee on JIartinique, and the Soufriere on Saint

Vincent, in 1902. The colors due to aqueous haze

have been most thoroughly investigated by Prof.

Carl Barus (see his "Colors of Cloudy Condensa-

tion," United States Weather Bulletin No. 12).

Tile haze produced by volcanic eruption is de-

scribed most fully in the Report of the Krakatoa
Commission (London, 1887).

HAZEBROUCK, az'brook'. The capital of an
arrondissement in the Department of Nord,

France, on the Bourre, 37 miles southeast of

Calais by rail ( Map : France, J 1 ) . It has canal

communication with the Lys. and is an impor-

tant railway junction of lines to Calais, Lille,

Ypres, Dunkirk, and Arras. It is a well-built

town, with several fine buildings, including a six-

teenth-century Augustinian convent, various sec-

tions of which are used for a hospital, a linen

market, college lecture-rooms, and a tobacco

warehouse; the Church of Saint Eloi, dating

from 1493, is noted for its openwork spire, 260

feet high. There are several educational institu-

tions and a public library. Linen, leather, beer,

salt, soap, oil, and lime are manufactured, and

an active agricultural trade is carried on. It is

one of the most typical of Franco-Flemish towns,

where the Flemish language still lingers. Its

Flemish name, signifying 'the marsh of the

hares,' is derived from" the marshland on which

the town is built. Population, in 1901, 13,261.

HAZELNUT, Filbert, or Cobnut (AS. heesel,

Icel. hasi, OHG. hasala, Ger. Hasel, ha«el ; con-

nected with Lat. corulus, Olr., Welsh eoll, hazel),

C'ori/lus. A genus of trees and shrubs of the

natural order Cupuliferje, of which the fruit

is a nut in a leafy and laciniated cup, the en-

larged involucre of the female flower. The
male flowers are in cylindrical catkins; the fe-

male flowers mere clusters of colored styles at

the extremities of buds. The common hazel

(Oorplus aveUnna), Lambert's filbert (Oorylus

tuhulosa), and the Constantinople hazel (Corif-

Ins eotnrna) are natives of all the temperate

parts of Europe. Two species are native to the

United States, the American hazel (Coryhis

Am-ericnnn). and the beaked or California hazel

( Oort/lus rostrata

)

, neither of which is culti-

vated. Most of the cultivated varieties of

the hazelnut are known by the names of cob-

nuts and filberts: the former generally of a

rotmdish form, the latter characterized by the

greater elongation and laciniation of the fruit-

cup. The finer kinds of hazel are propagated
by grafting and by layers. Hazel-plants for

copses are obUiined from seed. A Himalayan
species of hazel {Coryhis fcrox) has a spiny

fruit-cup and an excessively hard nut. Barce-

lona nuts are the nuts of a variety of the com-
mon hazel, kiln-dried before their exportation

from Spain. This process preserves their agree-

able flavor; indeed, without it the nuts could

not be kept long, except in air-tight cases, a satis-

factory method, without losing or exchanging this

flavor for one of evident rancidity. The larva

of a weevil {ISalaninus nueum) feeds on the

kernels of hazelnuts. The parent female makes
a hole into the nut by means of her long snout,

and there deposits an egg. Great numbers of

nuts are thus destroved.

HAZELNUT (LEAVES AND FRCIT).

Hazelnuts of improved varieties are grown
to a considerable extent in the south of Europe,

but only to a slight extent in America. Hazel-

nuts yield, on pressure, about half their weight

of a bland fixed oil, often called nut-oil. Hazel-

nut oil has drying properties, and is much used

by painters ; it is also used by perfumers as a
basis with which to mix expensive fragrant oils,

and it has been employed medicinally in coughs.

The wood of the hazel, although seldom large

enough for the purpose of the carpenter, is very

tough and flexible, and hazel rods are therefore

much used for making crates, hurdles, hoops for

small barrels, etc. The thicker stems of hazel

are used for making charcoal, which is in demand
for forges, and is much esteemed for the manu-
facture of gunpowder and for artists' crayons.

HAZELTINE, ha'zel-tin. ^Mato Williamson
( 1841— ) . An American journalist and reviewer,

born in Boston, Mass. A graduate of Harvard
and post-graduate student at Oxford. England,

he practiced law until 1878, when he became
literary editor of the New York Sun. His origi-

nal publications include Chats About Books,

Poets, and Novelists (1883), but he is best and
very widel.v known for his reviews in the New,
York Stin.

HA'ZEN, William Babcock (1830-87). An
American soldier. He was boi-n in West Hart-

ford. Vt, : graduated at West Point in 1855, and
ser\'ed for a time on the frontier. In the spring

of 1861 he was promoted captain in the regular
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infantry; but he raised the Forty-first Regiment
of Uliio \'ohinteers anil went to the front as its

colonel. He defended the Ohio border, fought

iu Kentucky, couinianded a brigade in tlie move-
ment by way of Nashville tu IMtlsburj,' Landing,

won distinction at Shiloh, Corinth, and the battle

of Stone River, and at ilissionary KidgC' captured

eighteen pieces of artillery. He served through

the Atlanta campaign, and commanded the Sec-

ond Division of the Fifteenth Corps in Sherman's
march through Georgia, tie was promoted major-

general of volunteers in 1804, for his services at

the capture of Fort McAllister, and in the sum-
mer of 18(i.5 he commanded the Fifteenth Army
Corps. At the close of the war he was brevetted

major-general. United States Army. He served

on the frontier as colonel of infantry from 1865

to 1S80. except during his stay in France, in the

Franco-Prussian War, and at Vienna, as mili-

tary attache to the United States Legation dur-

ing the Turko-Rjssian War. In 1880 he became
chief signal officer, with the rank of brigadier-

general. He did much to raise the character of

the signal sen'ice. by employing expert physicists,

electricians, and meteorologists, and by cooperat-

ing with State weather bureaus and scientific

societies. By his eflforts the present standard-

time meridians were adopted. He also introduced

the 'cold-wave' signals and the system of hourly
weather bulletins. His publications include:

The School and Hie Aj-mi/ in Germany and France,

roith. a Diary of Siefie Life at Versailles (1872) ;

Onr Barren Lands (1875) ; and A Narrative of

Militar,! Scrrice (1885).

HA'ZLETON. A city in Luzerne County,
Pa., 104 miles northwest of Philadelphia ; on the

Lehigh Valley, and other railroads (Map: Penn-
s_vlvania, E 3). It has a picturesque site at an
elevation of 1700 feet, and enjoys some popu-
larity as a summer resort. It is the seat of a
State hospital for miners, and has a park.

Hazleton is the centre of the anthracite coal dis-

trict, and is extensively interested in coal-min-

ing. Its silk-mills have become of considerable

importance, and there are also knitting-mills,

cornice-works, and coffin and casket factories.

Settled in 1820. Hazleton was incorporated as a
borough in 1840, and in 1890 was chartered as

a city. The government is administered by a

mayor, elected every three years, and a bicameral
council. Jlost of the subordinate officials are

chosen by the executive Avith the consent of the

council, or elected by the council. Town meet-
ings are held frequently on matters of political

and general public interest. Population, in 18fl0,

11,87-2; in lilOO, 14,230.

HAZLITT, haz'lit, William (1778-18.30). A
distinguished English critic and essayist. He
was born at Maidstone, in Kent, April 10, 1778,

where his father was then a Presbyterian minis-

ter, though afterwards a Unitarian. The latter

went to America when Hazlitt was five years old,

but returned three years later and settled at

Wem. in Shropshire. The son was at first pri-

vately educated, and then sent to the L^nitarian

College at Hackney. He did not take kindly to

Dissenting theology-, and, after leaving college in

1795, spent the next few years at his father's

house, dabbling in metaphysics and painting. His
intellectual life, on the one hand, was keenly

stimulated by his meeting with Coleridge in 1798,

and by hearing the last sermon preached by the

philosopher, which profoundly impressed him.
His artistic tastes, on the other hand, led him to

Paris in the winter of 1802. He spent his time
there copying pictures in the Louvre, and, re-

turning to London, took up the profession of por-

trait-painting. He attained no great success in

this, but it brought him iiit(] literary and artistic

society, of which on the latter side his (.'onrcrsa-

tions irith Northcule (1830), though belonging

to a later period, are the best memorial, while

on the former the association with Lamb, Hunt,

and Godw'in brought out the taste for jiure litera-

ture, in which he was to win the triumphs denied

him in the two fields of his earlier predilection.

His grave Essay on the Principles of Unman
Action (1805), though his own favorite work,

did not please the public. In 1808 he married,

and settled at Winterslow, near Salisbury; but

neither he nor his wife seems to have been

well adapted for domestic life in the country.

"Never, I suppose," writes his grandson, "was
there a worse-assorted pair." The divorce, how-

ever, which finally separated them did not come

until 1822. In 1812 Hazlitt came back to Lon-

don, where at first he was Parliamentary reporter

and dramatic critic for the Mornhuj Chronicle.

Presently, however, he found the line that suited

him, and began to pour forth the remarkable

series of literary criticisms on which his highest

fame rests. With Leigh Hunt he tried in the

Examiner, in 1815, to revive the glories of the

Spectator and the Tatter; the best of the essays

thus produced were published in 1817 under

the title of The Round Tahle. Of bigli signifi-

cance, also, are Characters of Shakespeare's

Plays (1817); A Review of the English Staye

(1818) ; Lectures on the English Comic AVriters

(1819); and Lectures on the Dramatic Litera-

ture of the Reign of Queen Elizaheth (1821).

Coming a.t a time when Coleridge had just be-

gun really to make people see what was in

Shakespeare, and aiding Lamb and Hunt to

recall to the memories of Englishmen the glories

of their half-forgotten golden age. Ills criticism

was of the highest importance; and he joined

with the two last named in establishing an easy,

flowing, familiar style of prose which was to

have great results throughout the remainder of

the century. Saintsbury has recently said un-

hesitatingly that "long before Sainte-Beuve, Haz-

litt had shown a geniiis for real criticism, as

distinguished from l5arren formula-making, which
no critic has since surpassed;" and Stevenson,

the most charming practitioner in the same prose

style, takes his leave of him with, "though we
are' mighty fine fellows nowadays, we cannot
write like Hazlitt." He and his group show
in criticism the efTects of the Romantic move-
ment—a widening of the judgment, an importa-

tion of human sympathy and the personal equa-

tion, and a combination of philosophic discussion

of life with bookish details. His temperament
was uneven and self-tormenting: it estranged

him more or less from all his friends, even for

a time from Lamb. One of the most curious
episodes in his career is the romantie passion

which he conceived for a very ordinary girl,

Sarah Walker by name, of a menial station ,and

no attractions that others could see; Hazlitt re-

corded his emotions during its progress in a

little book of extreme interest as a psychological

document, called Liher Amoris, or the Xcw Pyg-
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malion (1823; new ed. New York, 1902). Soon

alter his divorce, lie married a widow, apparently

on a sudden impulse, but after a year's travel

on the Continent they, too, separated. The most

important literary works of his later life are:

Table Talk (1821); The l:ipirit of the Age
(1825); The I'lain Hpeaker (1826); and
Hket dies and Essays (1829). His Life of Napo-
leon, of whom he was an ardent admirer, was
neither a literary nor a financial success. Dis-

appointed and harassed by anxieties, he died on

^^^•pt^ulber 18. 1830, with Charles Lamb at his

bedside; his last words, despite all that he had
sull'ered, were, "Well, I've had a happy life."

Consult: W. C. Hazlitt, Memoirs (London,

1807 ) : an excellent volume of selections in the

Cavendish Library (ib., 1889), with introduction

by A. Ireland, who has also compiled a List of

the Writings of Hazlitt and Bunt (ib., 1868) ;

his Life by A. Birrell, in the "English Men of

Letters Series" ( ib., 1902) ; also essays by Saints-

bury in Essays in English Literature, IISO-ISGO,

1st .series (ib., 1890), and by Leslie Stephen in

Hours in a Lihrary, 2d series (ib., 1877). A
complete edition of his works, in 12 vols., was
published in 1902, with an introduction by W. E.

Henley.

HAZLITT, William (1811-93). An English

writer, son of the essayist. He became a lawyer

and was appointed registrar of the Court of

Bankruptcy in London in 18.54. He edited the

writings of his father, and made translations of

some of the works of Guizot, Thierry, Hue, and
others. He also reedited Johnson's Lives of the

Poets, and assisted in compiling a Manual of

Maritime Warfare. Consult W. C. Hazlitt (his

son). Four Generations of a Literary Family
(London. 1897).

HAZLITT, William Cakew (1834—). An
English man of letters, grandson of the essayist.

He was born in London, studied law and civil

engineering; but became a journalist, and finally

devoted himself to literature, including bibliog-

raphy, history, archa'ology, and numismatics.

His works include: a History of the Venetian Re-

puhlic (4 vols., 1800) ; Memoirs of William- Ha::-

lift (2 vols., 1867); Poems (1877); Offspring

of Thought and Solitude, essays (1884); The

Livery Companies of London- (1892); Coins of

Europe (1893-97)'; Coin Collector (1890); Four
Generations of a Literary Family (2 vols., 1897) ;

The Lamhs: Their Lives, Their Friends, and Their

Correspondence (1897); and Lamb and Hazlitt

(1899). He also edited a large variety of dra-

matic and poetical works, such as Dodsley's Old
Plays (15 vols., 1874-76), and Shakespeare's

Library (5 vols.) ; has edited Lamb's Letters

( 1 886) . and a number of volumes of Bibliographi-

cal Collections and Notes (1867-92).

HEAD. See Skull; Nervous System.

HEAD, Barclay Vincent (1844—). An
English numismatist, born at Ipswich, and edu-

c;ited there at Saint Elizabeth's School. He was
made assistant in the British Museum in 1864,

and in 1893 keeper of the department of coins

and medals. He became a member of the Imperial
German Archaeological Institute, a laurfat of the
French Institute, and joint editor of the Numis-
matic Chronicle. He wrote; a history of Greek
coinage, in single volumes (1874-1901) ; a Guide
to the Coins of the .Ancients (1881) : The Young
Collector's Handbook of Greek and Roman Coins

(1883) ; the very valuable manual, Historia Nu-
moruin (1887); and A Guide to the Principal

Gold and Silver Coins of the Ancients in the

liritish Musieum (4th ed. 1895).

HEAD, Sir Edmund Walker (1805-68). An
English Governor-General of Canada. He was
born near Maidstone, Kent, was educated at

Winchester and Oxford, and was a fellow at

Merton College ( 1830-37 ) , a University exami-

ner, and a law student. Succeeding to his father's

title in 1838, he was a Poor-Law Commissioner
in 1841, went to New Brunswick six years later

as Lieutenant-Governor, and from 1854 to 1861

was Governor-General of Canada. By that time
the different provinces controlled their own af-

fairs, so that- the per.sonal character of the

Governor was a matter of small moment; but

during Sir Edmund's term of office the clergy

reserves and seigneurial tenures were abolished,

the Victoria Bridge at Montreal was buiU. and

Ottawa was chosen by the Queen as capital of

Canada. After his return to England he was
made a civil-service commissioner. He published

a Handbook of Painting of the German, Dutch,

Spanish, and French Schools ( 1848) ; The Temple

of Serapis at Pozzuoli (1858); Viga Glum, a

translation of an Iceland story (1806). His
poetical contributions to Eraser's Magazine were
published posthimiously in 1808.

HEAD, Sir FrAxXCIs Bond (1793-1875). An
English colonial Governor and author, of Portu-

guese-Jewish descent. He was born at the Her-

mitage, Higham, Kent, and was educated at

Rochester and in the Woolwich Military Acade-

my, where he was made first lieutenant of

engineers in 1811. He saw service on the Con-

tinent, and was at the battle of Waterloo, but
retired on half pay in 1825, when he went to

South America to prospect in gold and silver

mines. His first work recounted his experiences

imder the title, Rough Notes of a .Journey in the

Pampas and Andes (1828), and the rapidity of

his traveling gained him the nickname 'Gallop-

ing Head.' In 1835-37 he was Lieutenant-Gov-

ernor of Upper Canada. Knowing nothing of

the political situation of the country, he opposed

the union of the provinces, and assumed that

a popular desire for responsible government
merely indicated a desire for annexation to the

United States. He fancied he could govern with-

out the aid of his council, and through his bad
judgment and want of tact seems to have been

largely to blame for the Upper Canadian share

in the' rebellion of 1837. He was made a baronet

in 1837. Among his published works are: Life

of James Bruce (1830) ; Bubbles from the Brun-

nen of Nassau (1833); The Emigrant (1840):
Stokers and Pokers (1849) ; Defenceless State of

Great Britain (1850): Fagot of French Sticks

(1852) : The Horse and Bis Rider (1800) ; The
Royal Engineer (1809); Sketch of the Life of

Sir J. M.'Burgoyne (1872).

HEAD, Sir George (1782-1855). An English

traveler, elder brother of Sir Francis Bond Head.

He was bom in Higham Parish, Kent, was edu-

cated at the Charterhouse School, and went to

the Peninsular War as a commissary clerk, rising

gradually to be next to the head of the com-
missariat in 1814. This experience provided

material for his Memoirs of nn Assistant Com-
missary-General (1837), while from his five

years' service in Halifax he gleaned Forest Seen-
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ery and Incidents in the Wilds of yorth America
(1829). William IV. knighted him (1831), and
Queen Victoria made him her deputy knight-

marshal. He was best known as the author
of ."l Home Tour Through the Manufacturing
Districts of England, and A Home Tour Through
Various Parts of the United Kingdom, reprinted,

in one volume, in 1840.

HEADACHE, medically termed Cepii.\l.\lgia.

A pain in anj' part of the head except the face.

It 13 a symptom of heat-stroke, cerebral apoplexy,

eye-strain, nasal disease, middle-ear or internal-

ear disease, uterine disease, neurasthenia, etc.

Treatment of headaclie as a disease, or by the

use of 'headache powders' so commonly sold,

is therefore ridiculous. The" most severe head-

aches are those accompanying meningitis or brain

diseases, tumor of the brain usually causing great

suffering; these are generally brow or vertex

headaches. Many fevers, such as typhoid, have
a severe general headache as a symptom. Suf-

ferers from Bright's disease have daily frontal

headache in many instances. Eye-strain and
gastric dyspepsia cause headache" referred to the

brows. The headache of constipation or of caries

of front teeth is generally experienced over the

brows and temples ; that of anannia, or bladder

disease, or endometritis, at the vertex : that of

carious back teeth, eye-strain, and middle-ear

disease, at the temple as well as at the mastoid
cells behind the ear; that of neurasthenia gen-

erally at the base of the occiput, though also at

the brow; while derangement of the liver causes

pain which may be felt over the whole occiput.

Syphilis and malaria are also causes of head-

ache of irregular distribution. Jligraine (q.v.

)

is a headache affecting one side of the head and
accompanied by nausea and vomiting and other

sjTnptoms, and is due to nerve fag, gout, indi-

gestion, or eye-strain, or malaria in people of

nervous diathesis. Gout is a frequent cause of

headache, as is also alcoholic indulgence. Do-
mestic treatment of headache should begin with
copious draughts of w-ater and a cathartic, with
rest in the recumbent position in the dark, and
abstinence from food for a few hours. Drugs,
especially narcotics, should be taken only upon a

physician's advice after study of the sufferer's

environment, vocation, diet, and physical condi-

tion. Frequent use of strong alleviatives is often

undermining and damaging. Among the drugs
used are aconite, belladonna, antipyrin, acetan-

ilid, codeia, morphia, phenacetin. bromides,
chloral, cannabis indica, ergot, ichthyol, apiol,

mineral acids, creosote, salol, salicylic acid,

iodides, strychnine, nitroglycerin, quinine, alka-

lies, digestants, and cathartics,

HEADDBESS. Among sociological badges,

the headdress is of great interest. At first view
its importance is not apparent. b>it its connec-

tions with the advancement of humanity are

numerous and varied. As distinguished from
the clothing of the body, which may arise from
the desire for ornament, for comfort, or for pro-

tection, the headdress was a distinctive mark,
representing the organization of groups of men
in primitive times. The sexes also were thus
discriminated. This feature has persisted to this

day. though it is now giving way before the

unifying powers at work on the race.

In the study of headdresses there must be

taken into consideration the varieties of natural

head-covering, which determine the extent of the
use of the artificial headdress, the environment
regulating the materials and the need of protect-

ing tile head from cold, lical, rain, etc. Tu these

nnist be added the degree and course of the ad-

vancement of the peoples, their religious Ijclicfa

and customs, and in greatest measure tlic a>sthet-

ic sense which pervades and modifies all these

chisses. It will be seen that the treatment of

the headdress of different peoples requires the

closest attention to these details, which render

it one of the most difficult and elusive subjects

connected with the study of man.
As Deniker remarks, the nature of the hair in

the different divisions of mankind furnishes tlia

broad groundwork for headdress. People with
woolly hair, as the negroes, arrange it in the

most complicated fashion. Smooth-haired peo-

ples allow it to flow behind, as the Malays and
some Americans, or gather it in plaits, whorls,

chignons, rolls, as among the Eskimo, Koreans,
.lapanese, Chinese. The fuzzy-haired peoples of

North Africa and Melanesia reach the acme
with their great mops fantastically arranged.

Following the almost instinctive desire of the

human race to improve on nature, to alter and
make distinctive the hair, we have dyeing, plas-

tering with clay or oils, and the wearing of

wigs practiced by many tribes. On the other

hand, among lower tribes, as the Australians and
Veddahs, little attention is paid to the hair,

which remains in its primitive luxuriance and
imtidiness. To the hair are also attached feath-

ers, flowers, etc., often as ornaments, but most
frequently as a badge or token, familiar in the

plumes of the North American Indians,

Perhaps the most primitive headdress, well

i.igh universal among smooth-haired peoples, is

the fillet, originating in the need of securing

the hair, and by its material, color, and other

characters serving as a badge. The fillet thus
appears to be the ancestor of all hats. The ancient

Cliinese, as well as the Greeks, were fillet-makers,

and the custom survives in the present, while

many people have discarded the custom within

recent times. The turban is a development of

the fillet. From the fillet most headdresses arose

by additions horizontally or vertically, the struc-

ture remaining crownless for a long period. Wit-
ness the well-known intolerance of open-air peo-

ples for that feature. It is probable that devices

for holding the feather or bunch of feathers in

the hair may have developed certain types of

headdress. "The types of headdress in most in-

stances, instead of being the result of caprice or

fashion, as the word is understood at present,

have each an extended hi.story. Petric found
recently in Egypt a specimen of headgear similar

in style to the present P.anama hat, dating about
one century before the Christian Era. The liis-

tory of this hat may, in geographical terms, be
expressed thus: Egypt, Morocco, Spain, the New
World, a line of the migration of customs and
costumes that will answer for many transplant-

ings in the Western Hemisphere, The more im-

portant of man's activities that have distinctive

classes of headdress are the chase, war, rank,

social position, and religious ceremony. Pro-

tection may also be mentioned as more particu-

larly an outgrowth of environment, the ears

ratlier than the head being covered from both

heat and cold. The headdress of hunting tribes

embraces features connected with stalking of
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game and fetishism, as well as the shading of
the eyes and of the head.
The headgear of war, originally designed to

strike terror into the enenij', as well as to

show rank, is represented by the helmet. A
much wider range of headdress marks rank and
social position. This class has its highest de-
velopment in the Orient, as in Eastern Turkestan
and Korea, for instance, where the headdress
of each individual is an index of his standing.
In ceremony the most extensive and interesting
phase of this subject is presented. We have
here repeated the ranks from priest-king, through
priest to worshiper, the head-covering for dif-

ferent ceremonies, and as belonging to the hosts
of spiritual beings. With this also are connected
the class of masks, which are largely, if not en-

tirely, to be taken as headdresses. It will be
found that each of the divisions presented has its

own ceremonial headdresses, as in the chase the
Aleut hunter wears a large visor covered with
ivory representations of game animals.

HEAD-HUNTING. See Dtak.

HEADLEY, hed'li, Joel Tyler (1813-97).
An American historical writer. He was born
in Walton, N. Y. ; graduated at Union College
in 1839; studied at the Auburn Theological Semi-
nary : and was for a time pastor of a church in

Stockbridge, Mass. His health soon failing, he
traveled in Europe, and then joined the editorial
staff of the New York Tribune. Soon, however,
he was compelled to spend a considerable portion
of every year in the Adirondacks for his health.
His newspaper letters on the region, afterwards
published as The Adirondacks, or Life in the
Woods (1849), are said to have been the first

to attract attention to that region as a health
resort. Among his works are: Xapolcoii and
His Marshals (2 vols., 1846) ; Wa^hinffton and
His Generals (1847) ; Life of Crmnioeli (1848) ;

Life of Washington (1857) which was at one
time exceedingly popular: Chaplains of the Revo-
lution (1861);" Tlie Great Rehellimi (2 vols.,

1864); Gran.t and Sherman: Their Campair/ns
and Generals (1865) ; Farrariiit and Our Naval
Commanders (1867); and Tlie Achievements of
Stanley and Other African Explorers (1877).

HEADLEY, PnmE.\s Camp (1819-1003). An
American clergyman and biographer, born in

Walton, N. Y. lie was admitted to the bar be-

fore studying for the ministry at Auburn Semi-
nary. In 1850 he published Historical and De-
scriptive Sketches of the Women of the Bible,

and his other publications include: Empress
Josephine (1851): Kosstith (1852): Lafayette
(1853) ; Ericsson (1863) : General Sheridan and
Admiral Farrariiit (1864); General Sherman
(1865) ; General Grant (1866) ; and Pvhlic Men
of Tn-day (1882), besides contributions to peri-

odical literature and books suitable for Sunday
schools, such as Half-Hours in Bible Lands
(1867).

HEADLONG HALL. A satirical novel, in-

terspersed with Ivrics, by Thomas Love Peacock,
published in 1816.

HEAD-MONEY TAX. The term applied to

a tax levied by an act of Congress, passed in

August, 1882, which provided that there should
be collected "a duty of fifty cents for each and
every passenger, not a citizen of the United
States, who shall come by steam or sail vessel

from a foreign port to any port within the United
States. . . . The money thus collected shall
be paid in to the United States Treasury, and
shall constitute a fund to be called the Immigrant
Fund, and shall be used, under the direction of
the Secretary of the Treasury, to defray the ex-
pense of regulating immigration under' this act,
and for the care of immigrants arriving in the
United States," etc. This act of Congress is

similar in its essential features to statutes en-
acted by many States of the Union for the pro-
tection of their own citizens, and for the good
of the immigrants who land at seaports within
their borders. A statute of New Y'ork covering
tliis ground was, however, held void as infring-
ing upon the ground of national legislation (92
U. S. Rep., p. 259, and 107 U. S. Rep., p. 59).
The questions arising under the act of Congress
Avere considered by the Supreme Court of the
United States in what were called the Head-
iloney cases (112 U. S. Rep., p. 580) . and the act
was held valid. In 1894 the tax was increased
to $1 per head. See Immigration.

HEADSMAN, The. A novel by J. Fenimore
Cooper (1833), the story of the hereditary exe-
cutioner of Benie, in the course of which scenes
in Switzerland and Italy are introduced.

HEADSTONE, Bradley. A schoolmaster in

Dickens's Our Mutual Friend, with the physique
of a giant and the sensitiveness of a child. As
the teacher of young He.xani, he meets Lizzie,

falls in love with her, and attempts to murder
\\ rayburn, her lackadaisical sweetheart, through
jealousy.

HEALD. See Heddle.

HEA'LEY, George Peter Alexander (1808-
94). An American historical and portrait paint-
er. He was bom at Boston, .July 15, 1808, and
studied in Paris under Gros and Couture. At the
Paris S.alon in 1840 he received the third-class
medal, and at the Exposition of 1855 the second-
class medal. He returned to the United States
in 1858, going to Chicago, where he resided until

1867. -After "this he went to Rome, and in 1885
he opened a studio in Paris, where the last years
of his lite were spent. He died at Chicago, June
24. 1894.

He.aley is one of the best American portrait
painters of the French school ; his style is vigor-

ous, but his color is not good. His chief historical

works are: "Franklin Urging the Claims of the
American Colonies Before Louis XVI." (1855) ;

"Webster's Reply to Hayne," Faneuil Hall, Bos-
ton, containing 130 portraits. Some of the
best-known portraits are: M. Guyot ( 1841, Smith-
sonian Institution) : Pius IX. (1871) ; Louis Phi-
lippe, General Grant (1878) : Webster, Clay, Cal-

houn ; Presidents Quincy Adams, Jackson, Van
Buren, T\'ler, Taylor. Fillmore, Pierce, Polk, Bu-
chanan, and Lincoln, all in (Corcoran Gallery,

Washington; William H. Seward, State Library,

Albany: .James Lenox (1851), in the I^nox Li-

brary. New York. In the Metropolitan Museum
are tlie portraits of Archbishop Hughes, "A
Lady," Comte de Paris, and "The Artist."

HEALTH (.AS. h(Elp, from hal, Goth, hails,

OHG., Ger. heil, Eng. ivhole; connected with'
OChurch Slav, cclii. whole. OPruss. kailusfikan,

health, Olr. eel. augury, and probably with Skt.

iiva, healthful, kind). The condition of a living

bodv in which all the tissues are in a state of
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soundness or integrity, and the organs perform
tlieir functions normally; in which waste and
repair go on progressively, and in which proper
growth or retrograde metabolism occurs, accord-

ing lo the age of the individual, disease being ab-

sent. Disease is present when the integrity of

the blood or of other tissues is impaired, where
function is disordered, or where excessive growth
or alinormal retrogression and decay occur. Per-

fect health is rarely seen, and never continues for

any considerable portion of life in tlie artificial

conditions of modern e.xistence among civilized

people. Health is therefore a comparative term.

Health officers are elected or appointed in all

towns of any size in the United States, whose
duty it is to limit the spread and prevent the in-

vasion of disease, to enforce sanitary laws, and
take all precautions to safeguard the health of

citizens.

The reports of occurrence of disease and death

are recorded by county. State, and national health

ollicials. For the distribution of diseases, see

DiSTRiBVTiOM OF DISEASES. For the consid-

eration of measures to safeguard the public

health, see S.^nitary Science; and for' a con-

sideration of the laws of health, see Hygiene.

HEALTH, Bill of. In shipping, a certificate

of a consul, etc., as to the health of the crew,

when the ship has come from a suspected port.

A clean bill, a suspected bill, and a foul bill, are

the three short names given to the several de-

grees of health.

HEALTH, Boards of. Institutions organized

under Uovernment and deriving powers from the

laws for the purpose of protecting the health of

the citizens.

Municipal Boards of Health. These are

created for the purpose of controlling and re-

pressing agencies which undermine the health of

the residents of a city or a municipality. The
'unction of such a board is to adopt ordinances

which compose a sanitary code, under which cer-

tain measures may be enforced, and the authority

of the officers of the board may be maintained.

Such a code includes provisions for the preven-

tion of fraud and pretense in the preparation and
sale of medicines, or of the sale of poisons except

for lawful uses and purposes : of adulteration of

coffees, teas, and other preparations from which
beverages are made ; for the control of the con-

struction of buildings, ventilation, drainage, and
plumbing; for the control of the sale of food and
drink, to prevent stale, unwholesome, or unhealthy
food, as well as adulterated or watered milk,

from being offered in the market ; to control the

passage of cattle, horses, or any dangerous or

offensive animals through the public streets; to

regulate slaughtering and slaughter-houses; to

exercise cai'e over sidewalks in streets: to regulate

the sanitary condition of pounds: to kill animals
afflicted with hydrophobia ; to prevent or limit

offensive odors and liquids from any source: to

provide for proper accunnilation and removal of

filth and dirt; to prevent diseased animals from
being brought into the city, or dead, sick, or in-

jured animals being left in the streets ; to provide

for the notification of contagious and infectious

diseases; to control the unloading of vessels, the

removal of sick persons, vaccination, exposure to

disease, handling and interment of dead bodies;

to outline the duties of coroners ; to secure the

reporting of vital statistics; to' regulate matters

relating lo vehicles used for passenger transpor-

tation; and to control noise, expectoration in

public conveyances, life-lines at bathing-places,

etc.

As an example of a municipal board of health,

the organization of the Health Department in

Xcw York City may be described, as it has ex-

isted since the adoption of the charter creating

the tireater New York. In chapter xix. of this

ch:irtcr the several powers and duties of the

health olliccrs are set forth in detail. The head
of the department is called the president of the

Board of Health. The board consists of a single

Commissioner of Health, Commissioner of Police,

and the Health Officer of the Port. The Com-
missioner of Health is appointed by the Mayor
(as is also the Commissioner of Police), and is

the president of the board, and the executive offi-

cer. He may or may not be a physician. The
first appointee in 1902 was a chemist and sani-

tary expert. Dr. Ernest J. Lederle.

Two bureaus have been established under the

act of Legislature. The chief executive ofticer of

one is called the Sanitary Superintendent, who
at the time of his appointment must have been

for at least ten years a practicing physician, and

for three .years a resident of the city. The chief

officer of "the second bureau is the Registrar of

Records. An office of the Board of Health is

established in each of the different boroughs of

the city, wherein the business of the department

is transacted. An assistant sanitary superin-

tendent and an assistant registrar of records are

appointed for each borough. Similar municipal

boards of health exist in other cities.

State Boards of Health. These are insti-

tutions established by State legislative enact-

ments, having many specific relations to the pub-

lic health, and intended to have a central advisory

relation to the local sanitary organizations, and

also to supervise a State system of vital statis-

tics. In 1000 there were 43 State boards in

existence in the States and Territories of this

country'. The first organization under this name
in the United States was established in Louisiana

in 1855.. but under the present acceptation of the

term it is not to be classed with the average

State Board of Health, as it was created for the

sole purpose of maintaining a quarantine for the

protection of New Orleans. Following are the

dates in which boards of health were established

in the different States and Territories: Massachu-

setts, 18G9, under a law for which successive

Legislatures had been asked since 185G; Cali-

fomia, 1870: Virginia and Minnesota, 1872:

Michigan, 1873; jiaryland, 1874; Alabama and
Georgia. 1875; Colorado and Wisconsin, 187G;

Mississippi, New .Jersey, Tennessee, and Illinois,

1877; Connecticut, Kentucky, Rhode Island, and
South Carolina, 1878: Delaware and North Caro-

lina, 1879; Iowa and New York, 1880: Arkansas,

Indiana, West Virginia, and New Hampshire,

1881: ^lissouri, 1883; Maine, Kansas, and Penn-

sylvania, 1885; Ohio and Vermont, 1886: Flor-

ida and North Dakota, 1889; Nebraska, Wash-
ington, Oklahoma, and South Dakota, 1891

;

Nevada, 1893; New Mexico, 1895; and Utah,
1893,

As an example of the organization of a State

Board of Health that of New Y'ork may be men-
tioned, which is composed of a single commis-

sioner, assisted by a secretary, a chief clerk, a
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medical expert, a pathologist and bacteriologist,

a director of tlie Bureau of Chemistry, a director

of the Cancer Laboratory, a director of the Anti-

toxin Laboratory, a registrar of vital statistics,

a consulting ophthalmologist, and a consulting
engineer.

National Boabd of Health. A National
Board of Health was organized in 1879. At the

end of four years this board went out of exist-

ence, having investigated diseases of food-produc-
ing animals, adulteration of food and drugs, dis-

posal of sewage, having established quarantine,

and secured consular reports regarding disease

and sanitation. At present these labors are per-

formed by the Bureau of Animal Industry, va-

rious food commissioners, and the Lhiited States

^larine Hospital Service, which is connected with
the Department of the Interior. Some Congress-
men favor a proposition to create a National
Board of Health, at whose head shall be a Secre-

tary of Health, who shall be a member of the
Cabinet.

HEALTH ASSOCIATION, American Pltb-

UC. On April 18, 1872, an informal conference
was held in the city of New York of represen-

tatives of five States and five cities, at which a
committee was appointed to draw up a constitu-

tion for the organization of a national institution

for the promotion of sanitary science. The com-
mittee made its report at a subsequent meeting,

held September 12th and 13th, at which there

were representatives from New York, Pennsyl-
vania, Ohio. Illinois, Louisiana. Connecticut,

Rhode Island, and the District of Columbia. A
constitution was adopted and officers elected.

This constitution was slightly amended at the

next annual meeting, held in New York. Novem-
ber, 1873, and contained among its provisions the
following: "The officers shall be a president, a
first and second vice-president, a secretaiy. and a
treasurer. All the officers shall be elected by
ballot annually, except the secretary, who shall

be elected for a term of three years." A stand-

ing executive committee consists of "the presi-

dent, first vice-president, secretary and treasurer,

and six members annually elected by ballot."

The objects of the association are to a great
extent served by annual meetings, when matters
of importance relating in various ways to sani-

tary science are discussed, the essays and ad-

dresses being published in an octavo volume of

from four to five hundred pages. Aleetings of

this body have been held regularly up to the

time of the publication of this volume. Regu-
lar proceedings iiave been published, which may
be consulted for the details concerning the pa-

pers read and discussed. The association has
e.xerted considerable influence in the improvement
of the sanitary condition of the country.

HEALTHS, Drinking. See Drinking
Usages ; Toasts.

HEATHY, Timothy Michael (18.'i.5— ). An
Irish Nationalist and member of the British

Parliament. He was bom at Bantry, Ireland,

and until thirteen years of age was educated at

the Christian Brothers' School. Fermoy; after

which he became a clerk in a business house, and
then a stenographer on the North Eastern Rail-

way, at Neweastle-on-Tyne. Previous to 1878 he
had been a frequent contribxitor to the press, but
in that year went to London to write a weekly
letter for the Dublin Nation. In 1880, associated

with !Mr. Parnell and Mr. Dillon, he made a lec-

ture tour of the United States. On his return to

England he was arrested for utterances made in

a speech at Bantry ; was elected unopposed from
Wexford Borough ; went to his trial in Decem-
ber, and was acquitted. The 'Healy Clause' in

the Land Act in 1881, enacting that no landlord
should levy rent on improvements made by the
tenant, was due to him. He attended the Land
League Convention in Chicago in 1881, when
$250,000 were voted to aid the Irish cause. After
speaking in all the principal cities in America he
returned to England, was cited to appear before

the Queen's. Bench, and, refusing to give bail, was
sentenced to six months' imprisonment, but re-

leased at the end of four months. He has repre-

sented \\'exford. Monaghan, South Derry, and
North Louth in Parliament. In 1891 he opposed
Mr. Pamell; and in 1893 was expelled from the

Parliamentary Committee. He was made King's
Counsel in 1899. having been admitted to the
Irish bar in 1884. In 1900 he was instrumental
in ending the Pamellite difficulties by the nomi-
nation of Mr. Redmond as chairman of the
reunited Irish Party. He wrote A ^^ord for
Ireland (1886), and text-books on the Land
Acts.

HEANOR, he'ner. A town in Derbyshire,
England, 8 miles northeast of Derby (Map: Eng-
land, E 4). It has important coal-mining and
iron-manufacturing industries. Population, in

1891, 13,000; in 1901, 10,250.

HEAP, Chables SwaNNERTON (1847—). An
English musician, bom at Birmingham. He won
tile Mendelssohn scholarship, and studied at the
Leipzig Conservatory under Moscheles, Haupt-
mann. and Riehter, and became on his return to

England, in 1867, a pupil of the distinguished

organist W. T. Best. He was conductor of the

Birmingham Philharmonic Society (1870-86),
the Stafford Society, the Wolverhampton Musi-
cal Festival, the North Staffordshire Festival

( 1888— ) , and in 1897 became chorus-master of

the Birmingham Festival. He received the de-

gree of Doctor of Music from Cambridge in 1872.

Among his compositions are the cantatas. The
Maid of Astolat (1886), and Fair Rosamond
(1890); the oratorio. The Captivity; numerous
sonatas, anthems, organ-pieces, and songs.

HEAP, David Porter (1843—). An Ameri-
can engineer, born in San Stefano, Turkey. He
was educated at Georgetown College, District of

Columbia, and at West Point, where he graduated
in 1864. During the remainder of the Civil

War he served with the engineer corps of the

Army of the Potomac, and was brevetted captain
on April 2, 1865. Two years afterwards he re-

ceived his commission as captain; in 1883 he
was made a major, and in 1895 a lieutenant-

colonel of engineers. After the war he was chief-

ly employed in building fortifications and im-
proving harbors. He explored the Yellowstone

Jfational Park in 1871, and ten years afterwards
was the military representative of the United
States at the Paris Congress of Electricians.

His publications include: Uistorj/ of the Applica-
tioi) of the Electric Lirjht to Lighting the Coasts

of France (1883) : Electrical Appliances of the

Present Dan (1884) ; Ancient and Modem Light-
houses (1887).

HEARING- (from hear, AS. hTiren, heran.

Goth, hansjnn. OHG, hurren, Ger. horen, to hear.
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connected with Gk. aKovtiv, akouein, to hear,

and possibly ultimately with Eng. car). In its

broadest sense, any judicial examination of the

issues in a legal proceeding, whether those issues

ere presented in a formal action at law. in a suit

in equity, or upon a motion, or upon the appear-

ance of one party only. Siiecifieally, liuwever, the

term 'hearing* signifies the proceeding in an

equity suit, which corresponds to a "trial' in an
action at law. See Trial; Proceduke.

HEARING. See Audition ; Ear.

HEAEN, hern, Lafcadio ( 1S.50.1!104) . An
American author, born in the Ionian Islands,

the son of an Englishman and a Greek

woman. He was educated in England and

France, came to the United States, and en-

gaged in journalism, first in Cincinnati, then in

New Orleans, and New York. After winning

quite a reputation for his powers of picturesque

description, he went to teach in the University

of Tokyo, and became a citizen of Japan.

Among his writings are: Chifa: A Memory of

Last Island (1889}; Two Years in French West
Indies (1890) ; Yoiinia, the titory of a West In-

ilian Slare ( 1890) ; and. after his going to Japan,

Out of the East (1894) : Glimpses of Unfamiliar
Japan (1895); Reveries and Studies in New
Japan, Kokoro (189(1); Hints and Echoes of

Japanese Inner Life. Exotics and Retrospectives,

Cleanings in Buddha Fields (1897) ; Shadowings
( 1000) ! and Kotto (1902).

HEARNE, Thomas (1678-1735). An Eng-
lish antiquary, born at White Waltham, Berk-

shire, and educated at Oxford, where he passed

his life at Saint Edmund Hall. He was appoint-

ed second keeper of the Bodleian Library in 1712,

but lost his post and all hope of university pre-

ferment owing to his refusal to swear allegi-

ance to the House of Hanover. He superintended

the pid^lication of a large number of chronicle

histories and similar works; as Leland's Itine-

rary (1710-12); Alred's Annales (1716); Cam-
den's Annates (1717) : and Robert of Gloucester's

Chronicle (1724). From 1705 to within a few
days of his death, he kept an extensive diary,

the manuscript of which fills 145 volumes. The
most valuable parts of it are being published

for the Oxford Historical Society under the edi-

torship of C. E. Doble. Pope gave Hearne an
undeserved place in the Dunciad (iii., 185-90).

HEARSAY EVIDENCE. See Evidence.

HEARSAY RULE. In the law of evidence,

the rule tliat excludes hearsay testimony upon
the trial of an action; i.e. second-hand evidence,

or that in which the materiality depends upon
facts stated to the witness by another and not
those observed by himself. Thus, if A as a wit-

ness testifies that B told liim that C was present

at the scene of an accident, this evidence is inad-

missible, if the material fact is the presence of

C at the accident ; but if tlie material fact were
that B made the statement to A. the evidence

would be material. See further under Evidence.

HEARSE, or HERSE (OF. herce. Fr. hersr.

It. erpice. ML. hercia, hersia. harrow, from Lat.

hirpex. harrow). A name now used to designate
the conveyance in whicli a coffin is borne to the

grave. It had originally quite a different mean-
ing. The term was formerly applied to a metal
grating or spike fence with iipright spikes for

the reception of candles for illumination and the

hanging of decorative draperies around a tomb,

or at a gateway. Afterwards it was used at the

ceremonies of the Churcli and at funeral sen'ice-s.

It was very simple in form, but in tlie fifteenth

and sixteenth centuries hearses of great splendor

came into use, and were erected in the churches

over the bodies of distinguished personages.

They were often of metal, and the jKirmanent

adjunct to tombs. At other tombs they were

around the altar. The framework was of wood,

iron, or brass, sometimes of beautiful workman-

ship, square, octagonal, etc., in [ilan, with pillars

at tile angles and arched framework above form-

ing a canopy. The whole was hung over with

rich cloths and embroidery, banners, and coats of

arms, and lighted up with hundreds of wax can-

dles and decorated with wax images. Sucli

hearses were used at public funerals and set up in

the streets. They were temporary. From tliis

the transition to "the modern funeral hearse can

be easily traced. In Roman Catholic churches

of the present day the hearse still exists as a tri-

angle with spikes, on which candles are placed.

HEART (AS. heorte, Goth, hairto, OHG.
herza, Ger. Herz ; connected with Lat. cor, Gk.

KapSia, l-ardia, Lith. szirdis, OChureh Slav.

sr'idice. Arm. sirt, heart ; probably connected with

Skt. hrdaya, At. zaradaya, heart, or with Skt.

sraddha, Lat. credere, to trust) . A muscular

i.j.v. r.c.c.a. rs.ty. tb. l.s.tv. l.c/:a. ij.v. Lv.v.

r.vent..

ANTEBIOB VIEW OF THE HEART WITH THE LARGER
BLOOD-VESSELS.

ij.v.. internal jugular vein; r.c.f.a., riglit common caro-
tid artery; r.s.t.v., right superior th.vroid vein; r.r.r.,

riftht vertebral vein; ij.v.. internal jugular veins; r.s.c.v.,

right subclavian vein; i.t. v., interior th.vroid vein: v. a.m.,
vena azygoe major: r.c.s., vena cava superior; a., aorta:

r.p.a., right pulmonary artery; per., cut edge oj pericardi-

um: r.au., right auricle: v.c.i.. vena cava inferior; r.vent..

right ventricle: t.6.. thyroid body; /.«.t. r., left superior thy-
roid vein; i.c.c.a., left common carotid artery; /. v. r.. left ver-

tebral vein; ej.v., external jugular vein: l.sc.v.. left sub-
clavian vein: l.ia.r., left innominate vein; 1.8. int. v., left

superior intercostal vein: d.a., ductus nrt+'rioHUS; l.p.a.-v.,

left pulmonary artery and vein; I.au.ap.. left auricular ap-
pendix; p.a., left pulmonary artery: l.vent.. left ventricle.

organ situated in the thorax, occupying part of

the space between the lungs, and acting as a

i:ump for propelling the blood to all parts of the
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body. It is a four-chambered organ, consisting responding ventricle by means of the left auric-

of two upper parts, the right and left auricle-^, ulo-ventricular oritice. Each auritle liolds with-

and two lower parts, the right and left ventricles, in its cavity, moderately distended, about two
This article will be confined to a description of omices of fluid. The ventricles, which constitute

the human heart. It is cone-shaped and flattened, the bulk of the heart, are characterized by the

and in the adult lies obliquely behind the lower great thickness of their walls and their large

two-thirds of the sternum, projecting consider- capacity relatively to the auricles. The cavity

ably to the left. Its base is upward, and directed of each ventricle is conoidal, that of the right

somewhat backward, and is situated practically being broader and shorter and a trifle more
at the level of the third intercostal space. Its capacious than that of the left. Prominent mus-
apex is directed to the left, downward and for- cular ridges and papilhe, the columncE caniecc,

ward, and reaches the space between the fifth and arise from the inner surface of each ventricle, and
sixth costal cartilages. The heart is so tilted from them the chordw tendiiiew, fibrous cords,

that the margin of its right ventricle lies upon pass to the free border of the valves which close

the central tendon of the diaphragm. The adult the openings between auricles and ventricles,

heart is about five inches from base to apex, by There are four valves in the heart. The mitral
three and one-half inches across the base, by two valve closes the left auriculo-ventricular opening,
and one-half inches thick. Its weight is, in the and consists of two segments. When these are
male eleven ounces, and in the female about nine closed together the blood is prevented from re-

ounces, gurgitating from the left ventricle into the left

The right auricle receives the venous blood auricle. Tlie trieus]jid valve, situated in the
from the vena; cavie and empties it into the right riglit ventricle, closes the right auriculo-ven-
ventricle. The auricle presents a central cavity tricular opening. It consists of three segments,
or sinus of nearly quadrangular shape and a each triangular in shape and adherent to each

other at the portion of their free

-Isc.y

r.mijap

margins which is nearest the fibrous

ring from which they arise. The
largest of the segments is nearest
the pulmonary artery. The semi-
lunar valves are found at the aortic

and pulmonary orifices of the heart.

The aorta (q.v. ) springs from the
left ventricle, and through it passes

the blood to the arterial system. The
pulmonary artery springs from the

right ventricle, and through it blood

•p.smxa Passes to the lungs. The closure of

the flaps of the semilunar valves
Lau.ap. prevents regurgitation of the blood

s.pm. i"to the aorta and pulmonary artery

when the heart exjiands during the

diastole. These valves are well sup-

plied with fibrous material and pos-

sess great rigidity, so that they re-

-ani.pjn. *•'*'" their shape. They open out of

the ventricles and not in their cavi-

ties.

The heart receives its nourish-

ment from blood conveyed to it by
the coronary arteries during the

diastole of the heart. The veins of

the heart accompany the arteries

and return their blood into the

cavity of the right auricle. The
ANTEHIOR VIEW OF THE RIGHT CHAMBERS OK THE HEART, WITH TOE GREAT llCrVCS Of the heart rUU intO ths

VESSELS. ileep and superficial cardiac plex-
in.r.y innominate vein; a.a., arch of aorta; v.c.s., vena cava superior; itses and also the posterior and an-

r.au.ap., riglit auricular appendi.x; o.fi-a;.. orifice o( vein of Galen; au.ov.. ,.,.;' onrmmru nlerutp'! These
annulusovalis; fo. or.. fossa ovalis; Ffl.f., valve of Thebe8ius;aDt.f.ra., an- 'e>>0) coronurij piej.ubtb. ^"^.'^
terior segment of tricuspid valve; v.c.i., vena cava inferior: r.«.va.. right plexuses are formed by sympathetic
segment of tricuspid valve; ren.n-., section of ventricular wall; 7..sc.r., left nerve-fibres and bv tilainents from

ani-tva:

lea.

rp.a.

(La.

Ip-a.

p.a.

coLcar.

chaten.

col. can

postpm.

certain cranial nerves. The heart
Bubclavian vein; J.Q.a., left carotid arter.v; r.p a., right pulmonar.v arter.v;
(7.a., ductusarteriosu8;7./?.a., left pulmonary arterj;p. a., pulmonary arter.v;
p..im.ra., pulmonary semilunar valves; I.au.ap., left auricular appendix; and the roots of the great vessels
s.p.w., small papillar.y muscle connected with septum: col. car., coIumnjB „j.p enveloped in the pericardium
carneffi ; cbo.ten., chords tendineie; ant.p.m., anterior papillary muscle; ' ^

^
• 1

1 .•iy,
Acor.a., left coronary artery; posf.p.m., posterior papillary muscle. (^-V. ), a sac 01 conical sliape Avitn

base below lined with serous mem-
Bmall appendix somewhat resembling a dog's ear, brane (which is reflected over the heart) and
and called the auricular appendix. The walls of containing a very small amount of fluid,

the auricle are composed of two layers of muscu- The contraction of the heart, which occurs
lar fibre and are very thin. The left auricle from 70 to 80 times a minute, begins in the auri-

resembles its fellow of the right side. It re- cles. which empty their lilood into the ventricles,

ceivcs the' blood from the lungs through the four The ventricles then contract, the left to empty
pulmonary veins, which empty, without valves, itself through the aorta, the right to empty itself

by four distinct openings. It opens into the cor- through the pulmonary artery. The mitral valve
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ln.v.

—da.

in the left heart prevents regurgitation of blood to wliich it is ascribed by physiologists. Thus
into tlie rignt auricle, and the tricuspid valve in we liave (1) the impulse of tlie apex of the heart
llie riglit heart prevents a lil<e accident in the against the side of tlie cliest; (2) tlie contraction

case of tlie left auricle. The semilunar valves, of the muscular walls of tlie ventricles; (3) the

as stated, prevent regurgitation at tlie end of the tension of the auriculo-ventricular (tricuspid

contraction, or systole. The diastole, or expan- and mitral) valves and of the chordis tendinece.

sion, of the heart begins at once, and tlie auricles (See Circulation.) The second sound is caused
dilate, the right one receiving blood from the by the sudden closure of the valves of the aorta
two ven* cavae. which carry venous blood from and of the pulmonary artery as the currents of

the upper and lower parts of the body: the left blood reverse at the instant the heart relaxes
one receiving arterial blood from the lungs and begins to dilate.

When the valves are changed
by disease, the sounds undergo
special alterations, which are of

the highest importance in diagno-
sis. The normal sounds may be
intensified or weakened, or they
may disappear entirely and be re-

placed by murmurs ; or abnormal
sounds may be heard simultaneous-
ly with, or in the intervals be-

tween, the normal ones. Thus we
find murmurs of regurgitation in

valvular insufficiency; murmurs of

obstructed flow of blood in valvu-
lar stenosis ; aneurismal murmurs

;

friction sounds in pericarditis, etc.

HEART, Diseases of the.
Heart disease is a term including
many affections of the organ as

well as disturbances in its action
due to disease elsewhere. Galen
(q.v. ) was the first to write of

disease of the heart, which Hip-
pocrates (q.v.) had denied, though
to Vesalius (q.v.) is due the credit

of accurate and intelligent grasp of

POSTERIOR VIEW OF THE LEFT CHAMBER OF THE HEART, WITH THE GREAT the SubjCCt. TllC disCOVCry of the

l.auaf.

int.iau.

gcar.v.

vagcarv.

arUjntva.

compcmt.p.m.

fmcolcan

com.Lp.a-

Ipv.

'for. or.

7':rr— va.o.cor.sL

^ — post.mi.va.

'T dio ten.

comppost.pnu

col. car.

Cora

w. I vent.

BLOOD-VE&SELB AND CORONARY SINUa LAID BARE.

l.c.a., left carotid arterj; I.sc.r.. left subclavian vein; a., aorta; l.au.ap..

left auricular appendix; int.I.au.. interior of left auricle; g.car.T., great car-
diac vein; VH.g.car.r., valve of great cardiac vein; ant.mi.va.. anterior seg-
ment of mitral valve: comp.ant.p.m., compound anterior papillary muscle:
t'.m.col.rar.. fine mesli-work of c^olumnie carnete at the apex of ventricle:

in. v., innominate vein: cl.a., ductus arteriosus: com.l.p.a., oonimencement
of left pulmonary artery; l.p.v., left pulmonary veins; for.ov., concave
edge of the foramen ovale; r.p.v., right pulmonary veins; Lau.vent.A^lt
auriculo-ventricular opening; va.o.cor.sL, valve orifice of vein in coronary
sinus; cor.s;., coronary sinus; va.t.. valve of Thebesius; v.c.;., vena cava In-

ferior;posC.mi.ra., posterior segment of mitral valve: cbo.ten., ehordte ten-

dineae; comp.po.-'f.p.m.,compound posterior papillary muscle; co7. car., colum-
n£e carnete; cor.a., coronary artery: w.l.vent., section through wall of left ven-
tricle.

circulation of the blood by Harvey
(q.v.) in 1028 led the way for the

investigations which, nearly a cen-

tury later, gave clinicians absolute

knowledge of certain affections of

the heart. Vieussens, Lancisi,

Morgagni, Senae, and Auenbrug-
ger deserve mention in the history

of this subject. La6nnec (q.v.),

who, in 1819, added the method
of auscultation to that of percus-

sion, advanced by his teacher Cor-

through the four pulmonary veins. The ven- visart, and who invented the stethoscope, opened

tricles then expand, and the blood passes through the field to all explorers. Richard Bright (q.v.)

the auriculo-ventricular orifices from the auricles detected the enlargement of the organ which

until they are full, and the diastole is then com- accompanies Bright's disease of the kidneys,

plete. (See Ciecui:..a.tio.n. ) Previous to birth, Kreysig and Bouilland recognized endocarditis,

the circulation in the infant differs, because of Virehow (q.v.), in 1850, elucidated thrombosis

structural differences. Sec Fcetus ; Embryo.
Sounds of the Heart. On applying the ear

to the cardiac region of a living man or mammal,
in a state of health, two successive sounds are
heard, each pair of which corresponds with one

and embolism.

Diseases of the heart are either (1) func-

tional, or (2) organic. In functional diseases

there is no discoverable alteration in structure,

md the disorder of function is due to nervous
pulsation. These are known as the first and the iiifluenees. In organic di.seases structural altera-

second sound. The first sound is dull and pro- tion is present.

Ir"^'?;^
''''"'*"

^^l '"'""t.
'" ''•""'' ?,"'^

sharp, and functional heart diseases.
the ditlerence between them is well expressed by . ^i i i- t n
articulating svllables, lubb, dup. The first sound These include disorders m the beating of the

continues during three-tenths of the pulsation, I'cart and in the nature of its contracl^ions as

then follows the 'short pause' lasting one-tenth, '^vell as neuralgic pains in the heart. Pal-

next the second sound lasting two-tenths, lastly pitation is the term given to a rapid and

the 'long pause' lasting four-tenths. more or less distressing beating of Ihc heart.

The cause of the first of these sounds has been in which the pulse may be accelerated from the

a subject of much discussion. During the first normal 7-5 to 80 beats a minute to liiO or more
sound several distinct actions are taking place, a minute. This condition may be due to organic
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disease, or it may be due to emotional disturbance
(as fright or embarrassment), or to excessive

pliysical strain, or to indigestion, with a produc-
tion of gas and toxins, or to nervous disorder

such as neurasthenia, or to tobacco, tea, cofTee,

alcohol, or certain drugs, or to hemorrhage, or

to certain diseases, such as Basedow's disease

(q.v. ). Generally nervous excitability, appre-
hension, shortness of breath, increased perspira-

tion, and flushing of the face accompany palpita-

tion. Acute pain in the heart is experienced by
some patients during attacks of hysteria, for

example; neuralgia of that organ also occurs.

Cardiac pain also accompanies fermentative dys-

pepsia. Disease of the coronary arteries causes,

it is believed, the exquisitely painful angina
pectoris (q.v.).

ORGANIC DISEASES.

Besides angina pectoris, these include peri-

carditis, endocarditis, myocarditis, hypertrophy,
dilatation, embolism, aneurism, and degenerative

changes without inflammation. More than one
disease may be foimd co-existing, and both func-

tional and organic diseases may be present to-

gether.

Pericarditis is an inflammatory disease in

which the pericardium is thickened and rough-

ened. The pericardium is a loose sac in which

the heart lies, and its lining membrane is re-

flected over the external surface of the heart.

The disease often coexists with gout or articular

rheumatism, and is due to the same cause ; or it

accompanies Bright's disease. It may also be

caused by injuries, exposure to cold and damp-
ness, infectious diseases, etc. The normal serous

fluid which should exist in the pericardium dis-

appears and a sero-fibrinous fluid exudes from the

blood-vessels, sometimes greatly distending the

pericardial sac, generally causing adhesions be-

tween the two layers of the pericardium. If the

amount of pericardial distention be great, the

patient suffers with rapid pulse, oppressed

breathing, and faintness. Occasionally the fluid

must be drawn ofi' by tapping. The attacks are

always serious; and, if recurring, are generally

fatal. There is pain felt, from the rubbing of

the roughened surfaces as the organ beats, ac-

companied by what is called a friction sound.

The area of heart dullness, as shown by percus-

sion, increases with the production of fluid. In

favorable cases the fluid is absorbed, and the

sac regains, in great part, its normal condition.

In very bad cases the inflammatory exudate con-

sists of pus ; such cases usually terminate fatal-

ly; evacuation of the pus affords the only hope of

recovery.

Degenerative Changes in the Heart Mus-
cle. Parench\nnatous degeneration, or cloudy

swelling, as it is often called, is the form of de-

generation which usually accompanies the infec-

tious diseases such as diphtheria or typhoid fever.

The heart walls are somewhat softer than nor-

mally, and rather paler in color. The changes
in the heart muscle cells are quite similar to the

changes of parenchymatous degeneration in the

cells of other organs. (See Degeneration.) The
heart cells become gradually more granular,

and in proportion to the extent of the granulation
lose part or all of their normal striated appear-
ance. 'Hyalin,' 'amyloid,' and 'calcareous' de-

generation may occur in heart muscle. Fatty
degeneration of the heart muscle is a quite com-

mon lesion. Its causes are: auiemia, old age,
wasting diseases, prolonged infectious fevers, cer-

tain poisons, such as phosphorus, etc. It consists

in the replacement of the heart muscle cell proto-

plasm by, or its transformation into, fat, to a
greater or lesser extent. The degeneration is often

not distributed uniformly throughout the heart
muscle, but occurs in patches. The degenerated
muscle looks pale in color and is softer than
normally. The fat droplets within the cells may
be large or small, may be few in number, or in

such numbers as to entirely destroy the normal
appearance of the tissue. What is known as
'fatty infiltration of the heart' is not a lesion

of the heart muscle itself, but consists in an
accumulation of fat beneath the pericardium and
in the connective tissue between the muscle-fibres.

The amount of fat may be veiy large, causing
atrophy of the muscle-tissue and interfering with
the functions of the organ.

Myocarditis. This is an inflammation occur-

ring in the middle or muscular layer of the

heart walls and involving also the blood-vessels

and interstitial connective tissue. The acute
form is frequently suppurative in character, and
occurs as an extension from an ulcerative endo-
carditis or pericarditis, or as a complication of

one of the infectious diseases. It may be diffuse,

or, as is more commonly the case, circumscribed
with the formation of abscesses. In the chronic

form of myocarditis the lesion consists in an in-

crease in the connective tissue elements of the

heart, with more or less atrophy of the muscular
elements. The condition is usually associated
with lesions of the coronary arteries. Opinions
differ as to the primarj' lesion, some holding that
the atrophy of the heart muscle is dependent
upon the increase in connective tissue, a true pro-

ductive inflammation; others that the degenera-

tion of the heart muscle occurs first, the connec-

tive tissue proliferation being of the nature of a
replacement hyperplasia. Syphilitic myocarditis
and tubercular myocarditis sometimes occur.

Myocarditis may give rise to few or no symptoms.
Endocarditis. The lesion in endocarditis is an

inflammation of the endocardium, or lining mem-
brane of the heart. While any portion of this

membrane may be involved, it is common for the

inflammation to be confined to that part of it

whieh covers the valves of the heart and to result

in an impairment of their efficiency. For this

reason it is often referred to as 'valvular heart
disease' or 'valvular endocarditis.' Simple acute

endocardHis is a frequent complication of rheu-

matism. It may also be caused by some of the

acute infectious diseases, especially scarlet fever

and pneumonia. There may be simply thickening

of the valves of the heart, their surfaces remain-
ing smooth ; or the valves may be rougli .and

either eroded or studded with new growths, called

vegetations, which give them a warty appear-

ance. Microscopically the vegetations are seen

to be made up of granulation tissue, covered on
the surface with a layer of fibrin. There is usu-

ally more or less proliferation of the cells in the

subendothelial connective tissue. Malignant or

ulcerative endocarditis is due to the action of

bacteria. The streptococcus and staphylococcus

pyogenes arc the most common incitants. ]\Iore

rarely the pneuraococcus. the gonococcus. or the

bacilli of anthrax, tuberculosis, or typhoid fever

are present. Tlie condition may be either pri-

mary or, as is more frequently the case, it may
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exist as a complication of one of the infectious

diseases. The valves of the heart may be covered
Avitli vegetations, or there may be suppuration
or necrosis with destruction of tissue. The vege-

tations consist of granulation tissue covered with
fibrin and containing many micro-oiganisms. It

is most common on the mitral and aortic valves.

More rarely, instead of occurring on tlie valves,

iv involves the walls of the heart, when it may
lead to perforation either of a septimi or of tlie

external wall itself. Detachment of bits of the

vegetations or necrotic tissue is not uncommon.
Entering the circulation, they form infectious

emboli, setting up foci of infection in distant

parts of the body. Chronic endocarditis, the

usual forerunner of valvular diseases of the

heart, consists in sclerosis of one or more of the

valves of the heart. The sclerosis may be primary,

but is usually secondary, to the acute form of the

disease. In this again, the cause is primarily

in most eases rheumatism ;
gout, syphilis, al-

coholism, and Bright's disease are also important
etiological factors. A common cause, especially

in the case of the aortic valve, is constant and
excessive muscular exertion. There may be

small vegetations on the valves representing re-

mains of acute inflammation. The valves are

thickened, opaque, and shrunken. This shrinkage

produces deformity; the edges become curled so

that the valve is incapable of perfect closure.

In this way the valve may become insufficient

without any degree of stenosis (narrowing of the

opening) , or, as the process goes on and the thick-

ening becomes greater, the stenosis may be

marked. In the later stages of the disease lime

salts are frequently deposited in the new con-

nective tissue of the valves, forming a dense mass
of calcareous tissue. Chronic endocarditis may
aflfect the walls of the heart, forming patches of

fibrous tissue. Tuberculous endocarditis some-
times occurs.

Endocarditis, whether due to rheumatic in-

flammation (and the heart complication is said

to occur in over 40 per cent, of the cases of

rheumatism ) . or whether due to other causes,

produces difficulty with the action of the valves
of the heart. The thickening of the cusps or

flaps of the valves, due to deposits between the
•ayers of endocardium which cover them, makes
them clumsy and unyielding. They may obstruct
the flow of blood through them, causing slenosis.

The valve-flaps may become shortened from con-

traction of the fibrous structure newly developed,

and allow the blood to flow back through the
valves when they are shut as tightly as possible,

causing rcrnirgitation. Alteration of the normal
heart sounds reveals to the trained ear informa-
tion which will determine the condition. (See
Sounds of the Heart, in the article Heart.)
A rough surface on the valve-flaps may lead

to a deposit of fibrin from the blood, and the
formation of a thrombus (q.v. ). A thrombus,
or a vegetation (a fringe or small lump of

granulation tissue), may become broken off and
be carried up into an artery of the brain, plug-

ging it, with dire results. Such a plug is

called an embolus, and the occurrence is termed
emholisrn (q.v.). The result of embolism of

a cerebral artery may be immediate death, pa-

ralysis, convulsions, or secondary softening, with
consequent mental deterioration in course of

time. Chronic endocarditis may exist for a con-

siderable length of time without causing any

symptoms; tlie heart becoming hypertrophied in

one or another of its parts, and being thus en-

abled to meet the extra amount of work that is

thrown upon it by the valvular stenosis or in-

sufficiency. Sooner or later, however, tlie disease

causes the appearance of symptoms, of which the

most characteristic are: Shortness of breath,

liemorrliage from the lungs, bluencss of the lips

and finger-nails, dropsy of the hands and feet,

dyspepsia, headaches, vertigo, and fainting spells.

Tlie prognosis depends upon the partiouhir valve

afl'ected, the existence or non-existence of com-
pensatory hypertrophv, the age of the patient,

etc.

Hypertrophy of the He.\rt. This consists in

thickening of the heart walls, the cavity of the
heart remaining of normal size {simple hyper-
trophy), contracting (concentric hypertrophy),
or dilating (eccentric hypertrophy) . Tlie muscle
tissue in hypertrophy of the heart is enlarged,

probably both by increase in the number of fibres

and by increase in size of the individual fibres.

The hypertrophied muscle is dense, firm, and dark
in color. If the hypertrophy afi'ects both ven-

tricles, there is an increase in both length and
breadth of the heart. If the left ventricle alone
is aiTected, there is an increase in the length of

the heart, while hj'pertropliy of tlie right ventri-

cle broadens the heart on the right side. Hyper-
trophied hearts may weigh from two to three
pounds or more. Dilatation of the heart may, as
already mentioned, be associated with hyper-
tiophy. This is known as active dilatation. Or
dilatation may occur with thinning of the heart
walls, which is known as passive dilatation. The
dilatation may affect any one or all of the cavi-

ties. The right side of the heart is more fre-

quently affected than the left side.

Dilatation with compensating hypertrophy, if

the valves of the heart are competent, is of little

moment. The heart is the stronger for the hyper-
trophy. Jlountain-climbing may cause it, as well

as mental emotion with oft-repeated increase of

the heart's action, or obstacle to the circulation.

When the heart has become enlarged as a sequel

of kidney disease, it is the latter that causes
death when it comes. The ventricles are far

more often dilated than the auricles, though all

four cavities may be dilated. Should the hyper-
trophied heart become fatty, a grave danger
arises; progressive cardiac failure may occur,

with weakening of the circulation and dropsy
of the lower extremities.

In the main, heart diseases are rare, and they
are an infrequent cause of death. One with val-

vular trouble of a mild degree may fulfill the
ordinary expectation of life, if he is content to

live on a level, avoiding violent exercise, running
or lifting, and avoiding anger, grief, and general
emotional conditions. Cases of sudden death,

called death from heart disease, are often due to

cerebral embolism.
Aneiieism of the Heart is very rare. It is al-

ways fatal. Consult: Striimpell. Text-Book of
Medicine (New York, 1901) ; Osier, Practice of
Medicine (New York, 1901).

HEART-BURIAL. See Burial.

HEART-LYMPH. See Circi-latory Sys-
tem. Evolution of.

HEART OF ENGLAND. A name applied

to Warwickshire, as the middle county of

England.
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HEABT OF MIDLOTHIAN, mid-lO'THian.

One of Scotfs Talcs of My Uindlord, purporting

to have been written by a schoolmaster, Peter

Pattison, and on his death to have been edited

by hi.s friend .Jedediah Cleislibotham. It was
published in 1818, and its title was taken from

the popular name of the Tolbooth, an Edinburgh
jirison, wliioh had been torn down the year be-

fore. It represents the best side of the Cove-

nanting temper, and the scene opens in Edinburgh
at tile time of the Porteous Riots, September 7,

1736.

HEARTS. A game of cards, most frequently

played by four persons. The whole pack is or-

dinarily dealt, in succession, one to each of the

four, until each player has thirteen cards. The
first player to the left of the dealer plays any
card he likes, the rest following suit, if possible.

The highest card of the suit played wins t\\n.

trick. If the player cannot follow suit, he may
play any card he pleases, and, when hearts are

not led, he has the opportunity of getting rid of

them. The winner of the first trick leads for

the second; and so on until all the thirteen

tricks have been taken. Then the players in turn

expose their hands, count the number of the

hearts, and pay into the pool one chip or unit

for each one they have, and the pool is divided

as provided for under the rules, or it remains,

imder some circumstances, as an added stake

for the next hand. But if the settling is ac-

cording to Hoyle's rule, each player also pays

in addition as many other chips as there are

other players (in every four-handed game there

are, of course,' three other players, and a player

•who has two hearts has to pay six chips, and so

on all round). There will always, therefore, be

thirty-nine chips in the pool. Then each player

draws out of the pool one chip for every heart

not taken by him in the play. Thus if one player

has not taken any hearts he draws thirteen chips.

The man who has taken three hearts takes ten

chips, he who has taken four hearts takes nine

chips, and he who has taken six hearts takes seven

chips. This exhausts the pool. It is impossible

to discuss in detail the reasons which will operate

in a player's mind in the various heart games;
even to the determination to endeavor to take

all the hearts. "Progressive hearts' is played

after the manner of progressive euchre, so far as

the arrangement of players, tables, and scoring

is concerned. In the double, or eaple game,

each player gives for an ace. 14; a king. 13; a
queen, 12; a knave, II ; and for each of the other

cards, the equivalent of the spots they stand for.

This is instead of paying the pool one chip for

each heart taken. It may also be played so that

the ace counts 5 ; queen, 3 ; knave, 2 ; and all

other cards 1. The variations of the game include

'six-handed hearts,' 'three-handed.' 'sweepstake,'

'auction.' 'spot,' 'drive.' 'joker,' and 'jack pot.'

HEART'S CONTENT. A port of Newfound-
land on Trinity P.ay (ilap: Newfoundland. G 5).

It is an excellent harbor and noted as the land-

ing-place of three Atlantic telearaph cables from
Valentia, Ireland. Population, in 1891, II86;

in moi. inyn.

HEART'S-EASE. See Violet.

HEART-URCHIN. See Echi.xoide.\.

HEAT {AS. hccu. OHG. heizi, heat; connect-

ed with AS. hit. Icel. Idti. Goth, heito. OHG.
Mzza, Ger. Hitze, heat, and AS. hat, Icel. hcitr,

OHG. heix, Ger. lieiss, Eng. hot). A definite sen-

sation, known as "warmth,' is felt when one
places his hand near a tlame, exposes it to the

sun, rubs it with the other hand, etc. A different

sensation is experienced when the hand is placed

on a block of ice, or is when wet exposed to a

draught of air, etc. These sensations are due to two
sets of nerves, which correspond to the "tempera-

ture' sensations. If natural objects are exposed to

conditions similar to those just described it is

observed that they undergo certain changes; in

fact, as a rule, all of their physical properties

excepting inertia and weight are atl'eeted ; their

size, shape, state, electrical and magnetic prop-

erties, elasticity, etc. These changes, when pro-

duced in this manner, are called "beat-effects.'

From the time of the Greek philosophers, Epi-

curus and Democritus, until about 1800, heat-

elTects were believed to be due to the addition of

a substance to the body experiencing the effects;

or, in other words, heat was considered a form of

matter. Such an idea was furthered when Pro-
fessor Stahl (lOGO-1734), of the University of

Halle, announced the theory of 'phlogiston.' which
was represented as a material substance emitted
from a burning body. That the theory of the

material nature of heat, which in this form was
called caloric, was generally accepted in the

eighteenth century, is showTi by the fact that

prizes of the French Academy of Science, offered

in 1738, for essays on the Nature of Heat, were
granted to scientists who took this view of the

question. Although the material idea of heat

prevailed during the seventeenth and eighteenth

centuries, it must be mentioned that, by some
phj'sicists of those and earlier times, it was con-

sidered as a mode of motion in some form or

other, just as a few philosophers at different times

believed in the unihUatory tiieory of light, and in

a crude way formulated their ideas. Such men
as Descartes. Amontons, Boyle, Francis Bacon,

Hooke, and Newton believed that heat must be

due to motion of the substance, but could not

substantiate their theories by experimental proof,

or urge them witli such force as to secure their

adoption. At a time when experimental knowl-

edge was exceedingly limited, that these men
should have arrived at such results by pure rea-

soning, is a matter of great wonder, and if they

had continued and verified their theories by

actual experiments it is safe to assume that the

dynamical theory would have been established on

a definite basis far earlier.

Calorie, according to the eighteenth-century

physicists, was a fluid of an elastic and self-re-

pcilent nature, \\hich permeated all matter. The
various heat-effects were very plausibly explained

on this basis, and it was a long time before the

theory was overthrown. The first serious oppo-

sition came from Count Rumford (1753-1814),

whose experiments on the production of heat by

friction were published in 1798. These led him

to believe that heat, instead of being a material

substance, was merely motion. In fact, in 1804

he wrote to Pictet i ""I am satisfied that I shall

live a sufliciently long time to have the satisfac-

tion of seeing caloric interred with phlogiston

in the same tomb." Experiments by Humphry
Da^y ( 1778-1829) . in which two pieces of ice were

melted by friction, caused him also to think

that heat was merelv the vibration of the corpus-

cles of the body. In 1812 he asserted that the
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immediate cause of the phenomenon of heat is

motion, and "tlie hiws of its communication are

precisely the same as the hiws of the communica-
tion of motion." Kuniford and Davy were also

assisted by Thomas Young (1773-1820) in their

attempts to displace the theory of caloric, but,

in spite of their eti'orts, the old theory continued

to be accepted for many years, and, in fact,

Sadi Carnot (1796-1832) in his famous treatise,

Keflexions sur la puissance motrice de feu, rea-

soned on this basis, although later he became
finally convinced of the truth of the dynamical
theory. It is to the experiments of Joule, how-
ever, that we owe the most complete evidence in

favor of the idea that heat-effects are due to en-

ergy. ( It should be borne in mind that no ex-

periments can p'l-ove this relation between cause

and effect; they can simply be shown to be in

accord with the theory.) The modern theory

that heat-effects are due to energy alone is found-

ed largely on the work of Carnot and Mayer.
(See Thermodynamics.)
The researches on heat are more or less closely

connected with the development of the thermome-
ter first made and used by Galileo (156-1-1642),

as described under Thermometer. There was
also the stimulus of the invention of the steam-

engine, and from the time of the construction of

the first practical steam-engine (1711) many of

the inventors who improved that machine carried

on investigations in heat. Joseph Black (1728-

t)9), who was among the foremost of these,

was an assistant of James \^'att, the great Scotch

inventor, and later a professor of chemistry at

Edinburgh. He derived the idea of latent and
specific heats, and was the first to use proper
methods for calorimetry (q.v.) ; Lavoisier (1743-

94) and Laplace (1749-1827), working along
lines somewhat similar, determined specific heats

of a number of substances and devised calorim-

eters.

Natire of Heat-Effects. One of the sim-

plest modes of producing heat-effects is by means
of friction. If two pieces of ice are rubbed to-

gether they will melt; if two pieces of metal are

rubbed violently their temperature rises—as de-

tected by the "temperature-sense'—they also in-

crease in volume; if a paddle is turned rapidly

enough in a vessel of water the water will

boil. It requires work to produce friction ; and
the energy thus lost by the agency doing the work
is gained by the bodies on which the work is

done and wliich manifest the heat-effects. Simi-

larly, in every known case, if such heat-effects as
rise in temperature, expansion, boiling, melting,

etc., are produced by any external agency, the

latter can be proved to have lost energy; and the

'amount of the heat-effect' is proportional to the

energy received. If, on the other hand, a body
experiences the reverse changes, such as fall in

temperature, contraction, condensation, freezing,

etc., it may be proved that it loses energy. This
energy which the body gains or loses is not ki-

netic energy of the whole body or of its visible

parts, nor potential energy of strains of the entire

body; it is energy associated with the minute
portions of the body—its moleciiles and atoms.
The energy of the body considered by itself

—

omitting any kinetic and potential energy of the
whole body that it may have—is called its 'in-

trinsic' energy. This energy of the molecules and
atoms is partly the kinetic energy of their irreg-

ular motions and vibrations, and partly potential
Vol, IX.—m.

energy in case it requires work to change their

relative positions. In ordinary language a flame
is called a 'source of heat;' wlien a body is

brought near it is said to receive 'heat;' and the
ell'ccls produced are said to be due to heat. These
expressions are most unscientific and misleading.

.\ fiame is a source of encrg)'; when a body is

brought near, energy passes from the flame to it;

part of this energy is spent in increasing tlic in-

trinsic energy of the body, and part in enabling
the body to do external work, e.g. if it expands it

pushes back the atmosphere or whatever rests

against it, thus doing work. It is proper to speak
of the energy which the body receives as 'heat-

energy;' and in accordance with the conservation
of energy one may say that 'heat-energy received'

^ 'increase in intrinsic energy' + 'external work
done.' One can speak of the intrinsic energy in

a body (although no idea can be formed of its

amount or even nature) ; but it is as improper to

speak of the amount of 'heat' in a body as it is

to refer to the amount of sound in a horn or

the amount of light in a candle.

Energy of a Gas. One of the most im-
portant facts in regard to a gas is that, if it is

allowed to expand under such conditions that it

does no external work, there is no sensible change
of temperature, showing that it has required no
work to separate the molecules, and that the
molecules themselves have not lost energj'. In
other words, there are no sensible forces either

of attraction or of repulsion between the mole-
cules of a gas, and so the energy of the molecules

is entirely kinetic. This fact was first shown by
Gay-Lussac and later by Joule; and, although the

more elaborate experiments of Thomson and
Joule show'ed that there were minute changes in

temperature when a gas expanded freel}', they
indicate that the molecular forces are extremely
small. If a gas is allowed to expand in such a
manner as to do external work, the energy re-

quired for the work is taken from the kinetic

energy of the molecules; a fall in temperature is

always observed under these conditions when
external work is done ; and therefore the tempera-
ture of a gas depends upon the kinetic energy of

its molecules.

Temperature, The units to be used in the
measurement of the quantities involved in heat-

effects are in most eases self-evident: the 'heat-

energy' itself should be expressed in ergs or

joules (q.v.) ; changes in volume, in cubic cen-

timeters; melting or boiling, in number of grams
experiencing the change, etc. The difficulty comes
in giving a numerical value to 'temperature,'

Primarily this is a question of sensation; and.

although our senses give us a rough idea as to

hot and cold bodies, they do not enable us to give

numbers to the property of these bodies which
corresponds to these sensations. Recourse must
be had to the changes which some natural object

undergoes under the conditions when the senses

recognize dift'erences in temiternture. changes
which may be measured. One of the simplest of

these changes is alteration in vohime. Two
standard thermal states must be chosen arbi-

trarily, e.g. the thermal state of a mixture of pure
water and ice at normal barometric pressure,

and that of the vapor rising from pure water
boiling under normal barometric pressure, because
experiments have shown that tbesp conditions are
perfectly definite and unvarying. Let r, and v,

be the volumes of any definite body, e,g, a piece of
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iron or nitrogen gas initially at a certain den-
sity: under two thermal conditinns, assuminc no
other changes in external conditions and particu-
larly no change in the pressure on the hody.
Let V be the volume of the selected body under
the thermal condition for which a numerical
value is desired, e.g. a vessel of water, the air
of a room. Let it be agreed to take n 'degrees' or
steps between the two standard thermal states,

I'l

—

V-i

then — is the change in volume corre-

spending to one degree ; and the number of degrees

corresponding to the change in volume v—i\ is

Therefore, if it is agreed to give the number <,

to the first thermal state, the proper number for

the temperature of the state to which the volume
j; corresponds is

« = ,, + „!=!!,

In this method for giving a numerical value to

the temperature the following steps are arbi-

trary : ( 1 ) Choice of property of body, which
varies with the temiierature. (2) Choice of

body to serve as 'thermometric substance.' (.3)

Choice of two standard thermal states. (4)

Choice of number of degrees between the tem-
peratures of these states. (5) Choice of number
for first state. There are, consequently, an in-

definite number of methods for giving numerical
values to temperature. (See Thermometry.)
The scientific world has agreed to use numbers
depending upon the change in voKune or pressure

of hydrogen gas initially at a pressure of 100

centimeters of mercury, the standard thermal
states being those of melting ice and vapor rising

from boiling water under normal atmospheric
pressvire, the number of degrees between the

temperatures of these states being taken as 100,

and the temperature of melting ice being taken
as 0. (Therefore the temperature of the other

standard state is 100,) Then, in the above for-

mula, the numerical value of t becomes

t — 100
'^''"

,

- 1 U I r u

This is, then, the temperature on a constant

pressure hydrogen thermometer. Centigrade
scale,

[If change in pressure of a gas kept at constant

volume is the property measured, the tempera-
ture is

t = 100 P-P"
,

Pi Pa
where Po, Piw, P are the pressures of the gas at
0°, 100°, t° . E.xperiments show that using hy-

drogen the temperature defined this way has the

same numerical value as that defined by the

change in volume at constant pressure.]

It is seen, then, that in order to give a numeri-
cal value to a thermal state, e.g. to that of water
in a vessel, three measurements are necessary,

those of the volume of the hydrogen when the

bulb containing it is immersed in melting ice

(tv), in vapor rising from boiling water (r,m),

and in the water (r) . The fact should be empha-
sized that temperature is not 'measured' in the

proper sense—the volume is measured; va have

simply defined a method for giving a number
to temperature. In ordinary laboratory practice
niereury-iu-glass tliermometers are used; and
divisions with numbers are marked on them,
which are designed to correspond to proportionate
increases in volume. These numbers have no
meaning until the instrument is compared with a
hj-drogen thermometer; and a table of values
connecting the numbers and the true tempera-
tures—as defined above—is prepared. See Ther-
mometer.
Mechanical Equivalent of Heat, Since, in

practice, heat-effects are rarely produced by
mechanical work, the erg is not a convenient
unit in terms of which to measure heat-energy.
Almost invariably the energy required to produce
a given heat-cfl'ect or the energy given out when
the opposite effect occurs, is measured in terms
of the change in temperature of water : thus, to

find how much energy is required to make ice

melt, a quantity of ice of known mass is put into
a known mass of water at a known temperature,
and the fall in temperature is observed. There-
fore a practical unit for the measurement of heat-

energy is the "energy required to raise the tem-
perature of one gram of puie water from 15°

to 16° Centigrade;" this is called the 'calorie.'

The limiting temperatures must be defined, be-

cause it is not necessarily true that the same
amount of energy would raise the temperature of

one gram of water from 10° to 11°, or from 60°

to 61°. as from 15° to 10°—in fact, it does not.

This definition of a practical unit for measuring
heat-energy is not an ideal one, because it makes
the unit of energv' depend upon so many extra-

neous conditions, viz. all those involved in the
definition of temperature. It would be much
better theoretically to choose some heat-effect

which is independent of temperature, e.g. the
energy required to make one gram of water boil

away at normal atmospheric pressure ; but such
a unit could not be used practically. Experi-

ments show that the amoinit of energy required

to raise the temperature of one gram of water one
degree at any temperature is nearly one calorie;

and so for all practical purposes this is assumed.
The number of ergs equivalent to one calorie

has been called the 'mechanical equivalent of

heat.' Its value is 4.187 X 10', according to the

best determinations. There are in general two
experimental methods for measuring this most
important quantity: a mechanical one, depend-

ing upon the production of the rise of tempera-
ture of the water by a paddle revolving in it;

an electrical one, in which the rise in temperature
is produced by the heating effect of an electric

current. In the first method the amoimt of w-ork

done is measured directly in ergs by a suitable

dynamometer: in the second, the electrical quan-

tities, current resistance, and electro - motive
force are measured and the number of ergs cal-

culated (energy = Et/). (See Electricity.)

The mechanical method was first used accurately

by .Toule (1843-45), and more recently by Row-
hind (1878), and by Reynolds and Moorby
(1897). (The last two investigators did not

measure the calorie directly, however.) The
electrical method was also first used by Joule;

and within recent vears it has been perfected by
Grifl^ths (1893), Schuster and G.annon (1894),
and Callendar and Barnes (1899). (For a full

discussion of these experiments reference should
be made to an article by Ames in Reports of the
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International Congress of Fhysics, vol. i., Paris,

1900.) It should be noted that previous to the

experiments of Joule both Carnot and Mayer had
made calculations of the mechauical equivalent of

heat, using the numerical values found for cer-

tain properties of gases.

Specific He.\t. It is found by experiment that

the heat-energy required to raise the temperature
of bodies varies greatly with the material of the

body, with the external conditions, and slightly

with the initial temperature. The number of ca-

lories required to raise the temperature of 1 gram
of a substance from t° to (<-f- 1)° under given
conditions is called the 'specific heat' of that
substance at i° and under the specified conditions.

Ordinarily, these conditions are those of con-

stant atmospheric pressure ; but it is possible to

make the condition one of constant volume in

the case of gases. (Methods' for the measurement
of specific heats are described under Caloruie-
TRY. ) The specific heat of a gas at constant
pressure is greater than that at constant volume
by an amount equivalent to the energy required
to expand the gas against the constant pressure,

because, as has been stated, no appreciable work
is necessary to produce the expansion of the gas
itself. The ratio of these two specific heats of a

gas is a most important constant for that gas,

and may be determined directly by several meth-
ods. Its value for hydrogen, oxygen, and nitro-

gen is almost exactly 1.4. (See Elasticity.)
The specific heat of a substance varies with its

temperature. Its value for water at different

temperatures is now known quite exactly owing
to the recent experiments of Callendar and
Barnes. Its value for solids at different tem-
peratures is hard to obtain ; and under ordinary
conditions the variations are not important.
Boron, carbon, silicon, and iron, however, have
specific heats, which increase markedly with in-

crease of temperature. The specific heat of a
substance which can exist in several allotropic

forms varies witli the modification: thus at ordi-

nary temperatures the specific heat of graphite is

0.202, of charcoal is 0.241, of diamond is 0.147.

When a substance changes its state from solid

to liquid and then to vapor, its specific heat
changes too; thus the specific heat of ice is

about 0..50, of water it is 1.00. of steam it is 0.48.

Owing to this change in the specific heat of
a substance when its molecular arrangement is

altered, there is a curious property observed in

the case of iron. If an iron wire is raised to a
'red heat' in a flame, then removed and allowed
to cool, its color disappears, then reappears, and
soon disappears again for good. This is called
rccalescence. It is due to the fact that as the
iron first cools from its red heat it comes to a
state when the molecules rearrange themselves
owing to some internal condition of instability,

and in so doing liberate energy, which is at once
manifest by the iron becoming red-hot again, but
at a lower temperature than before.

It was observed by Dulong and Petit that, if

the specific heats of different solids are compared,
there is an approximate connection between them
and the atomic weights of the solids. In fact, the
product of the specific heat of a substance in
the solid condition and its atomic weight is ap-
proximately the same for all substances, viz. 6.4.

This product for any substance is called its

'atomic heat.' because by the definition of 'atomic
weight' it is proportional to the heat-energy re-

quired to raise the tem])erature of one atom one
degree. The agreement between tlie values of the

atomic heat for different substances is not very
exact, partly no doubt due to the fact that the

conditions of temperature under which the spe-

cific heats were measured were not such as to

make the other conditions of the solids com-
parable, e.g. one solid is nearer its melting-pcjint

than is another at the same tem])erature. This
law of Dulong and Petit has been cxU-nded l)y

Woestyn to the idea of 'molecular lieats;" lie

thinks it probable that the heat-energy required

to raise the temperature of a molecule one de-

gree equals the sum of the amounts of energy re-

quii'ed to raise the temperature of the individual

atoms. This extension of the law is not verified

in the case of most compounds.

Table of SPECinc Heats

SUBSTANCE
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water as the temperature changes is peculiar,

inasmuch as it decreases while the temperature
increases from 0° to about 4° C, and then it

increa.ses as the temperature continues to in-

crease. This fact plays a most important part in

the economy of nature, as, owing to it, when the
temperature at the surface of a pond or lake
falls below 4°, the cold water, being lighter,

stays on the surface, and ice is formed. Or-
dinarily, of course, the colder a liquid is the
denser it is: and so, if the surface of a liquid

standmg in a tall vessel is cooled, the top i.iyers

will sink and the lower ones will rise. There
will thus be convection currents until the whole
liquid is at the same temperature. Similarly, if

the bottom of a vessel of an ordinary liquid is

warmed, there will also be convection currents.
The motion of these liquid masses is evidently
due to the force of gravity, making the denser
liquid come below the lighter. The coefficients

of cubical expansion at constant pressure are dif-

ferent for different liquids and solids ; but for all

gases they are practically the same, viz. 0.003662.
This most important property of ga.ses is called
the 'law of Gay-Lussac,' although its accurate
verification is due to Regnault. If Boyle's law
is true for a gas. viz. at constant temperature
the product of the pressure and volume of a
given mass of gas remains constant, it follows
at once that the change in pressure of a con-
stant volume of a gas as the temperature is

raised from 0° to i° obeys the law p = Po( 1+ W,
where p„ is the pressure at 0°

; p that at t° ; and
/3 is the same coefficient as that for changes in
volume, viz. 0.003662. The law that the coeffi-

cient of change in pressure at constant volume
for all gases is practically the same is some-
times called the 'law of Charles.' If both the
pressure and temperature of a gas are changed—

•

assuming Boyle's and Gay-Lussac's laws—it may

be shown that under all conditions
P (t + 273)

is a constant for the gas, where p is the density
at t° and pressure p. This may be written

m it + 273)
where R is a constant for anv one gas, and evi-

1 p
dently equals -^77^ — where p„ is the density of

the gas at 0° C, and at pressure p. It is evi-

dent further from the formula that, if it could
he supposed to apply to gases at very low tem-
peratures, at t = — 273°, pv ^ 0, an equation
which in itself is meaningless. A lower value of

/ would lead to a negative value for pr. which
is absurd. Therefore, the temperature—273 C.
is sometimes called 'absolute zero on the gas
scale of temperature:' and / -j- 273, or T as it is

written, is called the 'temperature on the abso-
lute gas scale.' (A more accurate determination
of the coefficient of expansion makes the absolute
zero—273.1° C.)

Methods for the measurement of coefficients of

expansion are described in all treatises on heat.
See Preston, Theory of Heat.

Coefficients of Cubical, Expansion
80LIDS

Platinum 0.000027
Ci>pper 0.01)0051
Steel 0. 000033
Braes 0.000056
<lla,s8 0.000027
Zinc 0.000087

LIQUIDS
Mercury 0.000182

GASES
For aU gases 003662 approximately

Changes in State. Fusion and Vaporiza-
tion. If a tiame is applied to a vessel, such as
a glass beaker, in which, there is a block of ice at
a low temperature, at first the temperature will
rise, but finally a temperature is reached when
there is no longer any change and the ice begins
to melt. If during the process the mi.xture of ice

and water is stirred the temperature will re-

main unaltered until all the ice is melted; then
the temix!rature will again rise until the water
begins to boil, when the temperature is again
constant until all the water is boiled away; and
then the temperature of the steam will rise. Con-
versely, if tlie steam is cooled, it will begin to
cond'?nse into water at the same temperature as
that at which it boiled, provided its pressure is

the same; but so long as it is condensing there
is no change in temperature ; then when all

is condensed the temperature of the water will

fall until it begins to freeze, as it will at the
same temperature as that at which the ice

melted, jn-ovided the pressure on it is the same;
and during the process of freezing there is no
change of temperature, but when it is com-
pleted there is again a fall. This course of

events is common to all crystalline solids; but
many solids, such as waxes, liave no definite tem-
perature at which they melt, but pass through a
pasty condition from solid to liquid, the tem-
perature continually rising; and the converse
happens when they become solids. There is,

then, in the case of ice and similar bodies, a
temperature at which the solid and liquid states

are in equilibrium together, unless there is ad-
dition or withdrawal of heat-energy. This is

called the 'fusion-point.' There is also a tempera-
ture at which the liquid and the vapor are in

equilibrium unless there is addition or with-
drawal of heat-energy. This is called the "boil-

ing-point.' Both these equilibrium temperatures
vary with the pressure on the bodies. As the

pressure is increased on a liquid its boiling-point

is raised, and conversely, e.g. in the case of

water, a change of pressure from 76 to 77 centi-

meters of mercury changes the boiling-point from
100° to 100.37°.

Fusion and Boiling Points

Fusion-point ^""'"'^PpZ™?* ""^'"^^

Platinum about 1800" C. .Sulphur 444..';'' C.

Copper " 1096 Merourv 357.

Gold " 1092 WatCT 100.

Silver " 985 Etlivl alcohol 78.

Zinc 415 Ethyl ether 34.6
Bismuth 268 Carbon dioxide -79.
Sulphur 115 Ox.vKPu -183.
Mercury -39 Nitrop:en —104.

Hydrogen —238.

As the pressure on most solids is increased,

their melting-point is increased also; but there

are certain exceptions, viz. those substances
which on melting occupy smaller volumes in

the liquid than in the solid states. Such solids

are ice. cast iron, bismuth. This change in

the freezing-point is, however, most minute.
In the ease of ice, the melting-point is changed
from 0° to —0.0075° C. if the pressure on the

ice is increased from one to two atmospheres.

The phenomenon of 'regelation' is due to this

last fact. \Mien the pressure on a piece of ice is
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increased its melting-point is lowered. Therefore,

if two blocks of ice at 0° are pressed together,

tlie ice under pressure at tlie point of contact has

a melting-point less than 0°, but being at 0" is

at a temperature which is higher tlian its melt-

ing-point, and so melts. The water wliieh results

from this is at a temijerature lower than 0°;

and so as it flows out from under the pressure it

freezes again, because now its freezing-point is

0°. The motion of glaciers depends on this

phenomenon.
The presence of nuclei greatly facilitates the

processes of solidification, boiling, and condensa-

tion. A drop or a bubble cannot be formed with-

out some nucleus (see Capillakity) ; and a

liquid can be cooled far below its freezing-point

if there is no nucleus and if the liquid is not

disturbed or jarred. A liquid exposed in an open

vessel will evaporate, i.e. will pass slowly into

the form of vapor, at all temperatures below its

boiling-point. If, however, a large closed vessel

is placed over the one containing the liquid, the

evaporation will soon cease apparently—there is

equilibrium between the liquid and the vapor.

The process does not in reality stop: but the

evaporation of the liquid is exactly balanced by
the condensation of the vapor. Experiments show
that this state of equilibrium is reached at a cer-

tain temperature when the pressure of the vapor
is a definite quantity, viz. at the 'boiling-point'

for tliat pressure : if the temperature is changed,

so is the pressure which corresponds to equilib-

rium. If the temperature in the above ex-

periment is lowered, some vapor will condense;

illustrations of this are the formation of dew, for-

mation of drops of water on ice-pitchers, etc.

Again, if in the above experiment the volume
of the space over the liquid is made smaller,

some of the vapor will be condensed. Tims there

are two methods for the liquefaction of a gas

or vapor: to lower the temperature and to de-

crease the volume. It was established by An-
drews in 1809 that a vapor cannot be liquefied

by any decrease in volume, however great, un-

less the temperature is below a certain limit,

which is different for different substances, and
which is called the 'critical temperature.' But
by lowering the temperature sufficiently and by
making the volume small enough, all known gases

have been liquefied with the exception of helium.

(See LiQ^TEFACTiON OF GASE.S.) The critical

temperatures of a few gases are given below

:

Critical Temperatures

If an unsaturated solution has its temperature
lowered below 0°, the freezing-point of the solu-

tion will finally be readied, pure ice will separate

out, leaving the solution more concentrated: tlio

freezing-point of this solution is lower than

that of the first; and so as tlie temiKjrature gets

lower and lower, the solution becomes more and

more concentrated until finally it is saturated.

It now heat-energy is removed, ice will form, but

salt will be deposited also in cfiuivalcnt amounts;
tliis mixture of ice and salt is called tlie 'cryo-

hydrate,' and the temperature of its formation is

—22° C. (Other salts and liquids have dilVerent

erj'ohydrates and ditl'erent temijeratures of for-

mation.) In this cryohydratc of common salt

there are 23.8 parts by weight of the salt and
76.2 parts of ice. Therefore, if a mixture is

made of salt and ice in this proportion, it will

form a solid whose melting-point is — 22° C.

;

and if it actually is at the temperature' —5° or
— 10°, it will of course melt, and in so doing

heat-energy will be abstracted from siirroxmding

bodies, because energy is required for two reasons,

to melt the ice and to make the salt dissolve in

the water. For this reason such a mixture is

called a 'freezing-mixture.'

The fact that heat-energy is required to make
a solid melt or a liquid evaporate is familiar

from many experiments. Similarly heat-energy

is liberated when a liquid freezes or vapor con-

denses. The number of calories corresponding to

the change in state of one gram of a substance

under a definite pressure is called the latent heat

for that change at the given pressure. Similarly,

when one substance dissolves in another, tliere

are as a rule changes in temperature showing
that heat-energy is liberated or absorbed. The
'heat of solution' is defined to be the number of

calories produced when one gram of a substance

dissolves in a great mass of a given solvent, a
quantity so great that any further increase in

it would not affect the heat-energ>' liberated or

absorbed. Values for latent heats and heats of

solution are given in the following tables:

Latent Heats

Carbon dioxide 300.92

Sulpiiur dioxide 156.

Sulpliuric etlier 194.4
Water 365
Ammonia 130

If substances are dissolved in a pure liquid,

both its freezing and its boiling points are al-

tered; the foi-mer is lowered and the latter is

raised, the amount of the change varying di-

rectly with the quantity of substance dissolved.

In most cases, however, both the solid and the

vapor formed are those of the pure liquid. If

the dissolved substance is volatile, then it will

evaporate also. Common salt and water seire as

an illustration. If salt is added in small amounts
to a vessel of water, a time will come when the

water will no longer hold the salt in solution, but
will deposit it: the solution is said to be 'satu-

rated.' The amount of salt required to produce
saturation varies directly with the temperature.

8TTB8TANCE
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by which the energy used in producing heat-

erteets is conveyed from one point to another:

couveclion, conduction, radiation. It should be
j>articularly noted that in all cases a difference

of temperature is essential for a transfer of

energ}-, and that it is the body at the lower

temperature which gains heat-energy, while the

body at the higher temperature loses it. Go«rec-

tiui'i has already been described. It consists in

applying a llame or 'source of heat' to the lower

purtionof a column of some fluid; this portion

expands, becoming less dense; then under the

iiitluence of gravity it rises to give place to some
beavier portion of the Uuid above it. The motion

of the wind, of draughts of smoke in chimneys, of

water in hot-water systems of heating, etc., are

illustrations of this process. Conduction is illus-

trated when one end of a long metal rod is

raised to a high temperature, while the other

is maintained at a lower one. There may be

observed a steady increase of temperature from
the latter end tip to the former; the heat-energy

required to produce this temperature coming
from the 'source of heat' wliich keeps the hot

end at its higli temperature by a process of 'con-

duction' from particle to particle down the rod.

Some bodies conduct better than others, meaning
that the effect of the source of heat at the hot

end is felt farther down tlie rod. Metals are

all good conductors; but silver, copper, and
aluminum are the best. Woods and cloths are

poor conductors; so are all liquids, with the

evception of molten metals, and gases also, rela-

tivel,v to their volumes. The principle of the

miner's safety lamp depends upon conduction,

because the temperature of the gases escaping

from the flame through the gauze envelope of

the lamp is made so low by the conduction away
of heat-energy by the gauze and the metal base

that the exterior gas is not ignited. Radiation
is the process by which heat-energy is conveyed
from one body to another by a wave-process in

the luminiferous ether. (See Radiation; Ab-
soRPTiox: Ether.) Illustrations are afforded

when the hand is held beside a stove or exposed
to the sun. All bodies in the universe, so far

as is known, are emitting these ether-waves,

owing to vibrations inside the molecules. These
waves have lengths varying from less than
0.00002 of a centimeter to a few hmidredths of

a millimeter. They carry energy; and if they

are absorbed by any body upon which they fall,

this energy is as a rule distributed throvighout

the minute portions of the body, and it manifests
lieat-effects. The total amount of energy radiated

by a body increases as the temperature is raised;

and, further, as the temperature rises, the body
emits shorter and shorter waves—finally the

bodv may become visible. If two bodies are

allowed to radiate to each other, each loses

energy by radiation and gains it by absorption
until finally there is equilibrium of temperature.
It may be shown (see Radi.\tiox) that the ra-

diating and absorptive powers of any body are

the same at any one temperature: and in general

a body which is a good absorber is a good radia-

tor, e.g. a body painted black; while, if a body
is a poor absorber, and therefore a good re-

flector, it is a poor radiator, e.g. a piece of

polished metal. Some bodies are transparent to

ether-radiations of certain wave-lengths and
opaque to others: they are called diathermanous
if the waves which are transmitted by them carry

a large amount of energy, which may be trans-
formed into lieat-energy if absorbed. See Dia-
thermancy.

Consult: Preston, Theory of Heat (London,
189G) ; Tyiidall, Beat as a Mode of Motion (0th
ed. London, 1880) ; Maxwell, Theory of Meat
(London, 1875). For heat considered as a fac-

tor of organic evolution, see Evolution.

HEATH (AS. 7i(e1>, Icel. heifr, Goth. kai\>i,

OHG. hcida, Ger. Heide, heath, OWelsh, Bret.

coit, Corn, cuit, forest, Gall, ceto- in Veto-hriija,

eto-cetum, Lat. cetum in hu-cetum, cow-pasture,
quer-cetum, oak-forest). A term of varied sig-

nificance, applied originally to various members
of the Ericac;B (see below), and long used to

designate areas covered by such plants. It has
been still further extended to include most sterile,

uncultivated tracts covered with low shrubs. In
its more proper ecological sense, however, a heath
may be defined as a plant society on sterile and
commonly dry soil in which the dominant plant

types are evergreen shrubs, chieti.y ericads or

ericad-like plants. The heath, defined in this

way, is much less common in America than in

Europe, although in the Northern United States

and Canada small areas of low evergreen shrubs
are often found in which the bearberry (Arcto-

staphylos) and junipers dominate. Small heath

areas are also found in mountain (even alpine)

districts. In the far northern regions and some-

times locally in the Northern States, habitats

like the above are often covered with coarse

mosses like Polvtrichum or lichens of the genus
C'ladonia (including the reindeer lichen) ; these

areas may be called moss or lichen heaths, since

the soil conditions are those of the true heath,

though the exposure is perhaps too great for the

shrubs.
The origin of the heath is twofold: it may

arise from a moor or undrained swamp (q.v. ),

or from a dry sandy area, as a beach or dune.

This fact is of great ecological interest, since

so far as water content is concerned, a dune is

xerophytic, while a swamp is hydrophytic. That
dune, heath, and moor are closely related as to

their ecological conditions, however, is shown
not only by the twofold origin of the heath, but

also bythe fact that all typical dune, heath, and
moor plants have identical and xerophytic struc-

tures (see XEROPnYTE.s) ; not only this, but the

dominant plant families, conifers and ericads,

Are the same throughout. On the dune transpira-

tion is great, perhaps because of the excessive

exposure ; on the heath and in the swamp, tran-

spiration is great in relation to absorption, prob-

ably because of the soil acids and the relative

alisenoe of bacteria. Hence in all three cases

only those plants can thrive which are able to

reduce transpiration by protective structures,

and those structures are peculiarly prominent in

conifers and ericads.

The heaths are small shrubs, distinguished

by a calyx of four leaves and a bell - shaped

or ovate corolla. The leaves are small, linear,

and evergreen. The genus has been separated

by some botanists into a number of genera,

but the old name. Erica, is still commonl.v re-

tained. The name heath, however, is in popular

language extended to many plants of genera

nearly allied to Erica. The little shrub which
chiefly covers the large tracts named moors or

heath's (Ger. Hnide) in Great Britain and on the

Continent of Europe, is the common ling or
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heather (Calluna vulyaris), the only known s])e-

cies of the yenus C'alluna. It is also found in a
few places in the Eastern United States, where
it was probably introduced. It is found on arid
places, and also in bogs. The flowers, wliich have

much the api>earance of

being in spikes, are of a
lilac rose color, rarely
white. They afford abun-
dance of honey, and the
beehives are therefore
transported to the moors
when the heather is in

bloom. In bogs it con-

tributes much to the for-

mation of peat. In some
of the Hebrides a decoction

of heath is used for tan-

ning leather. The plant is

applied to various other

uses in tlie Highlands of

Scotland. About 500 spe-

cies of Erica are known,
and these, with few excep-

tions, are natives of the
south of Africa. Xone are

found in America. The
British Isles produce seven

species, of which some have
been found only in Ireland

and some in the southwest

of England; cross-leaved heath {Erica Ictralix)

and fine-leaved heath (Erica cinerea) are com-
mon plants in most parts of Great Britain, and.

like most of the genus, are veiy beautiful when
in tiower. The heathcr-bclls of Scottish song

are the tlowers of one or both of these species.

Erica Mcditerranea and Erica cantca, common
in the southern parts of Europe, are very fre-

quent ornaments of British tiower borders, hardy
plants, prcKlucing their flowers in great profusion

in April. JIany of the African species, remark-
able for the size and beauty of their flowers, are

much cultivated in greenhouses. Some of the

South African or Cape heaths attain in their

native region a much greater size than any Euro-
pean heath. The roots of Erica scoparia are
knowii as bruyere, and furnish the true brier

pipes of France.

HEATH, .Tames (1629-64). An English his-

torian, born in London, and educated at West-
minster School, and for two years at Christ
Church. Oxford, from which he was expelled by
the visitors from Parliament in 1648. He was
an ardent Rovalist, and lived in exile with
Charles II. 'Carrion Heath.' a 'dreadfully dull

individual,' according to Carlyle, wrote: A Brief
Chronicle on the Late Intestine War (1661);
The Glories and Maqnificent Triumphs of the
Blessed Restitution of Kinfj Charles II. (1662) ;

Flnqelhim : or, the Life and Death. Birth and
Burial of Oliver Cromicell (4th ed. 1669).

HEATH, XiCHOLAS (e.1.501-79) . An English
prelate and jurist, born in London, and educated
at Saint Anthony's, in London, possibly at Cor-
pus Christi. Oxford, and certainly at Christ's
College, Cambridge. In 1.539 he was made Bishop
of Rochester. He 'oversaw and perused' the Great
Bible of 1.541. and was made Bishop of Worcester
after Hugh Latimer's resignation. In 1550 he
refused to accept Crannier's form for the Prnyer-
Book. and was imprisoned and deprived of his

see, but was restored at the accession of Wary,

and in 1555 became Archbishop of York. When
Mary died, Heath did all in his power to bring
about the immediate and jwaceful accession of

Elizabeth; but when the question of Elizabeth's

supremacy came before Parliament, Heath op-

])osed her claim to the headship o> the English
Church, and later refused to take the oath re-

(juired by the Act of Supremacy. For this con-

tumacy he was again deprived, of his sec (1659),
inquisoncd for a short time in the Tower, and
then permitted to retire, on the understanding
that he was not to meddle with politics, profane
or ecclesiastical,

HEATH, Sir Robert (1575-1649). An Eng-
li^h jurist, born at Brasted, in Kent, and edu-
cated at Tunbridge and at Saint John's, Cam-
bridge. He studied law, rose rapidly, became
Solicitor-General in 1621, was knighted in the

same year, and in Parliament (1624-25) showed
himself a thorough Royalist, and was appointed
Attorney-General as a reward for his services.

In this office he was active and severe; he ar-

rested in 1629 Holies, Eliot, Selden, and other

members of the Commons, arguing that privilege

did not protect after the close of a session, and
carried their prosecution through successfully,

and was equally strenuous and successful in his

prosecutions Ijefore the Star Chamber. But there

was a rumor that he was Puritan in secret, and
he was removed without cause. But his loyalty

did not waver; he accompanied the King to

York in 1642, and later to France, where he died

at Calais. Consult the autobiography in vol. i.

of the Philohihlon Society Miscellany (New Y'ork,

1S61).

HEATH, William (1737-1814). An Ameri-
can soldier. He was born at Roxbury, Mass.,

and was brought up on a farm, upon which
he lived up to the outbreak of the Revolutionary
^^'ar. He was a member of General Court of

Massachusetts in 1701, entered enthusiastically

into the political movement that culminated
in the Revolution, and from 1771 to 1774 was
a member of the committees of Safety and Cor-

respondence. In the latter year he was elected

to the Provincial Congress. His interest in the
organization of the militia, of which he had made
a special study, obtained for him in December,
1774, an appointment as a brigadier-general of

militia, and as such he was present at the British

retreat from Concord after the battle of April
19, 1775, Thei'eafter he was made major-general
of militia, and on June 22, 1775. was commis-
sioned by Congress a brigadier-general of the
Continental troops. In March, 1776, he was
ordered to New York; on August 9th was pro-

moted major-general, and after the battle of

\\'hite Plains, in the" following October, was
placed by Washington in command of the troops
in the Hichlands. In 1777 he became commander
of the Eastern Department, with headquarters
at Boston, and in June, 1779. was transferred
to the command of Hudson River posts, where,
with the exception of his cooperation with the

French in Rhode Island in 17S0, he remained
until the close of the war. After the war he was
a member of the Massachusetts Convention that
ratified the Federal Constitution, was a State
Senator in 1791-92. and was probate judge of

Norfolk County in 1793. In 1800 he w,as elected

Lieutenant-Governor of ^Massachusetts, but de-

clined to serve. His Memoirs, which contain
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much valuable material on the Revolutionary
periotl, were published in 1798 by authority of

Congress, and were last republished under the

editorship of William Abbatt in New York in

1001.

HEATH'COAT, John (17S3-1S61). An Eng-
lish inventor, born at Duflield, near Derby. He
worked with a hosier, and later with a stocking-
maker and frame-smith at Xottingham. In 1808
and 1800 ho patented his complicated machinery
for the manufacture of lace. His factory at
Loughborough was attacked by the Luddites, and
most of his machinery and lace destroyed. Rath-
er than continue at Loughborough, Heathcoat
refused an award of flO.OOO for damages. He
built a new plant at Tiverton, and for twent3'-six

years (1832-50) represented that constituency in

Parliament. He built .schools at Tiverton, and
planned many charities, which were carried out
by his daughters.

HEATH-COCK, HEATH-HEN. See Black-
cock ; Groi SE.

HEATH'COTE, Caleb (1665-1721). An
American merchant, born in England, where his

father was Jlayor of Chester. He established
himself with his uncle, Capt. George Heathcote,
a large ship-owner, in Xew York, and upon
Heathcote's death inherited his fortune. He was
a zealous churchman, and was one of the peti-

tioners for a license to build the first Trinity
Church. He held many offices, among them those
of Mayor of New York (1711-14): judge of

'\^'estche.ster County; commander-in-chief of the
forces of the Colony ; surveyor-general of the
province : and receiver-general of the customs for

all North America. His large estates near Ma-
maroneck were erected into the manor and lord-

ship of Scarsdale in 1701, and on his death
passed with his title to his son.

HEATHEN CHINEE, The. A celebrated

satiric poem by Bret Harte (1869), in the metre
of the threnody in Swinburne's Atalanta in Caly-

don, selected, as Harte says, because "it was just
the kind of thing which Truthful James would
be the last man in the world to adopt in express-

ing his views." The poem is based on the imita-

tive faculty of the Chinese, especially in cheating
at cards, and its points appealed at once to the
East as well as the West, although it was origi-

nally intended only as a local satire on Western
political conditions. It is probably the best-

known and most-quoted of the author's writings.

HEATHER, hcTu'er. See He.\th.

HEATHER-BLEATEB. A provincial name
in England for the common snipe (q.v.), in
allusion to the love-cry of the cock bird in the
breeding season.

HEATH'FIEIiD, George Aitgustus Eliot
(or Eliott), first Baron (1717-90). A British
soldier, born at Stobs. Roxburghshire, Scotland.
He was educated at the L^niversity of Leyden,
afterwards attended the French military college

of La Fere, and served in the War of the Aus-
trian Succession, being present at the battles

of Dettingen and Fontenoy. As colonel of a
regiment of light horse, he took part in the Seven
Years' War in the years 17.59-61. In 1762 he was
second in command in the English expedition to

Cuba, and for his services there was raised to the
rank of lieutenant-general. In 177.5, when, be-

cause of the pacle de famille between France and

Spain, it was thought very probable that one or
both of these countries, taking advantage of the
rebellion in America, would attack England, an
experienced soldier was deemed necessary for the
command of Gibraltar, and Eliot received the
appointment. Ample time was given him to re-

pair the defenses, as it was not until 1779 that
tlie Spanish undertook a regular siege. In the
attacking force of French and Spaniards were
the greatest engineers of the age, l)ut their etl'orts

to reduce the stronghold, including the terrific

cannonade with the floating batteries of the
Chevalier d'Arcon in 1782, were futile. Eliot and
his little garrison, though at the verge of starva-

tion, because of the blockade, held out until re-

lief came from a force in command of Lend
Howe, who succeeded in breaking througli the
Spanish lines with supplies. At the conclusion
of peace, in 1783, Eliot returned to England,
where he was richly rewarded for his bravery.
He was made Knight of the Bath, and in 1787
advanced to the peerage as Lord Heathlielil,

Baron of Gibraltar. Consult Drinkwater, His-
ion/ of the Siege of Oibraltar (new ed., London,
18-14).

HEATING AND VENTILATION. These
topics are so closely related in sanitary and en-

gineering discussions, as well as in the actual

planning and erection of buildings, that they

are generally considered together. Where artifi-

cial heat is seldom if ever required little at-

tention need be given to ventilation, since the

people spend most of their time either out of

doors or in loosely constructed buildings, with
plenty of exposure to the outer air. In cold

climates ventilation becomes as essential for

complete healthfulness as heating is for com-
fort, a fact that is not generally recognized;

moreover, where much artificial heat is required,

the fresh air provided as a part of ventilation

must also be heated, which may add greatly to

the expense of fuel. In general it may be said

that the object of heating is to provide a imiform
moderate temperature, and the aim of ventilation

is to displace foul air with pure. Both heating

and ventilation have an important relation to

the moisture of the air. hot-air furnaces, for in-

stance, giving an over-dry air, while the atmos-
phere of a poorly ventilated, over-crowded room
gradually becomes saturated with watery vapor.

Heating has for its standard in the colder

parts of the United States and in Canada a
temperature of about 70° Fahrenheit, against

some 60' in England. The difTerence is largely

due to the more uniform and humid climate of

England. Heat for warming is produced by the
combustion of fuel (q.v.), except in those few
rare cases where electricity generated by water-

power or the stored heat from underground
waters (as at Boise, Idaho) is utilized. Coal and
wood are most commonly employed as fuel, but
oil and gas are also used. Open fireplaces,

stoves, or furnaces may be employed for burning
any of the fuels named, except that oil is rarely

if ever burned in open fireplaces.

The methods of heating are classified as direct

and indirect radiation. Direct radiation takes

place when the heat is generated either in the

room, as with open fireplaces, stoves, and fur-

naces, or when hot water or steam is produced
by means of central furnaces and then conveyed

through pipes to radiators located in the various

compartments to be heated. Indirect radiation
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involves the bringing in of air \varn\cd liy pass-

ing it over some central heated suiface, generally

a furnace, but sometimes a coil of steam or hot-

water pipes. It will be noted tliat direct radia-

tion heats the air already in tlie room, while

indirect radiation brings in healed air. Thus,

indirect radiation may be a means of ventilation,

also, by seeing that pure air is secured for heat-

ing and distribution. The same end may be

ellected by locating the heating surface in the

room and passing the fresh air over it, which

is known as direct-indirect radiation. Strictly

speaking, fireplaces only heat solely by direct

radiation, i.e. by sending the heat out in straight

lines until it is deflected or absorbed by some-

thing other than air. With stoves and radiators

most of the heat is made available by con-

vection, i.e. by heating the air that impinges
upon or passes over the heated surface.

History. The first application of artificial

heat consisted, most likely, in lighting a fire of

dried sticks and leaves in a grove, a cave, or

other natural shelter. Where tents or wigwams
came to be erected, the fire would be lighted ou
the middle of the floor, with perhaps a hole in

the roof for smoke to escape. The Romans
V armed their apartments chiefly by portable

stoves, without any regular exit for the smoke
and fumes. A brazier of charcoal is still the

chief means of heating sitting-rooms in houses

in Spain and Italy, which are in general without

chimneys, which are comparatively a modern in-

vention. The early fireplaces were without chim-

neys and the flues extended only a few feet up in

the thickness of the wall. They were then turned

out through the wall, to the back of the fli'e-

place, the openings into the outer air being small

oblong holes. There is no evidence of chunneys
earliei- than the twelfth century, and brick was
not used for their construction till late in the

fifteenth century. Of the modern methods of

heating dwellings by fireplaces, stoves, furnaces,

steam and hot-air apparatus, the fireplace is

the oldest, having been employed during the

Middle Ages, and becoming, in Xorthern Europe,

an important feature of the architectural de-

velopment. The fireplace, at first wholly of

masonry, was afterwards framed in elaborately

carved oak, and the settle, which soon became an
essential part of mediieval furniture, was built

into the angle of the chimney. Stoves are said

to have been used for the first time in Alsace,

in 1490, but they did not come into general use

as a means of heating until three centuries later.

In 1744 Benjamin Franklin invented a cast-iron

open heater, which projected out from the chim-
ney, and so radiated heat into the room from the

back and sides as well as from the front. The
east-iron box stove was invented in 1752. Early
in the nineteenth century cylindrical sheet-iron

stoves were made. About 1830 the first base-

burner was put upon the market in America, and
since that time the different types of stoves have
been developed, by successive patents, to their

present state of perfection.

The first attempt to construct a liotair fur-

nace for supplying pure heated air to rooms was
probably made by Franklin. In 1744 he built a
box-shaped stove for bui-ning wood. "The smoke
escaped over the top of a flat chamber behind
its fire, passing downward between it and the

real back of the stove, and thence into tlie

chimney. This flat, hollow chamber communi-

cated underneath the stove with a tube opening
into the external atmosphere, and a quantity

of air was thus passed througli the Hat chamber
into the room through small holes left in the

sides." Early in the nineteenth century the

method of warming by hot air was developed.

The first hot-air furnace in New England is said

to have been built in Worcester, Mass., in 1835.

Heating by hot water was an invention of great

antiquity. According to Seneca, the baths of

Rome were warmed by water running tlirough

brass pipes, which at one point were heated in

a fire. W'ith the fall of Rome this method of

warming the air seems to have been forgotten,

for we next hear of it as a fresh discovery made
in 1777 by M. Bounemain for warming the hot-

houses of the Jardin des Plants in Paris. Heat-

ing by hot water was introduced into England
in 1816 by the ilarquis de Chabonne. It was
used in Canada for many years before it became
popular in the United States, where it was not
generally adopted till the last quarter of the

nineteenth century. Heating by steam was pro-

posed, in the middle of the eighteenth century,

by ^\illianl Cook, of Manchester, England. In

the United States it was not introduced till

nearly a century later. The first building in

America warmed in this way was the Eastern
Hotel of Boston, and the first factory the Bur-
lington Woolen Mill, Vermont.

FiKEPLACES. Tile open fire glowing in a grate,

which is still the prevalent mode of warming
dwelling-houses in Great Britain, and the more
common wood fire in America, have an air of

cheerfulness and comfort that make them almost
objects of worship. Unfortunately, only 10 to

25 per cent, of the value of the fuel burned in

fireplaces is utilized as heat; such fires give a
partial kind of warmth, heating the side of the

body next to them, but leaving the rest cold, and
producing draughts into the rooms which are

anything but safe or agreeable. Nevertheless,

the fireplace holds its own, for besides its cheer-

fulness and sentimental features it is, or may
be, ornamental, while as an eflficient aid to ven-

tilation it is most useful. The substitution of

brick-lined for non-lined fireplaces conserves

some of the heat. Much also depends upon the

shape of the fire-box, or grate itself, where coal,

rather than wood, is burned. The chief object

is to present as large a surface as possible of

glowing fire to the front in order to secure as

much radiant heat as possible. With this view,

the grate is made long and deep, in proportion

to its width from front to back. This principle,

however, is carried too far in many grates. The
stratum of fuel is too thin to burn perfectly,

especially in the narrow angles at the sides,

where the coal seldom gets to a red heat, and
is only warm enough to distill away in smoke.

Such fires are constantly going out, and are

further from being economical than a square

box.

Placing grates almost on a level with the floor

is a mistake. The floor and the lower part of

the person receive no share of the radiant heat.

The chimney throat, instead of a gulf drawing
in a constant wide current of the warm air of the

room, and causing draughts from windows and
doors toward the fireplace, should just be sufli-

cient to admit the burned gases and smoke. Fire-

places are sometimes so arranged in connection

with an air-inlet as to introduce a current of
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warmed air into the room. In cold climates
fireplaces must be supplemented by more efl'ec-

live means of heatintr.

A STOVE is simply an inelosure of metal, brick,
or earthenware, heated b}- burning a fire within
it, and then giving out its heat to the air by
contact, and to surrounding ob-

jects by radiation. Tlie simplest,
and, so far as mere temperature
is concerned, the most effective

and economical of all warming
arrangements is simply a hollow
cjlinder or other form of iron
standing on the floor, closed at

top. and having bars near the
bottom on whicli the fire rests.

The door bv which tlie coals are
put in being kept shut, the air

for combustion enters below the
grate, and a pii>e issuing from
near the top carries the smoke
into a flue in a wall. If this

pipe is made long enough by
giving it, if necessary, one or

more bends, the heated gases from
the fire may be made to give out
nearly all their heat into the
metal before tliey enter the wall

;

and thus the whole heat of the

comljustion remains in the room.
The great objection to this form
of stove is that the metal is apt
to become overheated, which not onljr gives rise to

accidents, but deprives the air of or increases its

capacity for moisture, thus parching the skin and
lungs, unless means be taken to supply the neces-

sary moisture. An evaporating-pan or other con-

trivance is an essential part of stoves and fur-

naces. Improvements on this simple and rude
form of stove aim at avoiding a high heat in the

warming surface, b}' inclosing it in several cas-

ings, so as to enlarge the heated surface.

Furnaces. In ordinary hot-air furnaces the
fire is burned in a small compartment within
the inner case, and the air is warmed by cir-

and the w-arm air is conveyed to the different

parts of the building in pipes or flues, while
frcsli air is drawn to the furnace through a fresh-

air inlet and duct from outside the building to
the openings in the outer casing of the furnace.

The lieat-pipes are generally of tin, suspended

Fig. . HOT-AIR SYSTEM.

Fig. 1. FUUXACK.
a, division-plate : b, smoke-pipe ; c, steel piate radiator;

tf, body: e, lire-pot; f, water-pan; g, ash-pit; i. coid-air
duct ; i, dust-fiue.

culating between the inner and outer cases.

When placed in the apartment or hall to be

vanned, the outer casing has perforations about
the top for the issue of the warm air. For
heating churches and large buildings generally

the furnace is placed in a separate room or cellar,

from the ceiling of the cellar, or from the beams
supporting the floor above, in their horizontal
course, and carried upward in the partitions to

the higher floors to be heated.

The heat is admitted to the several rooms
through registers. Each room to be heated
should have a separate line of heat-pipes, pro-

vided with a damper at the furnace. Each
register should be supplied with a damper, so

the heat may be regulated in the room. The
several .small openings in the registers should
have an aggregate area at least as great as the
cross sectional area of the heat-pipe. The supply
of fresh outdoor air to be heated and distributed

should be ample, for otherwise air will be drawn
in from the cellar or some room in the house.

The fresh-air box should be as nearly air-tight

as possible, and both it and the inlet should be
Kept well a\^ay from any source of contamination.
Economy and health alike demand that furnaces

be large enough to serve their purpose without
1 eing forced, since forcing is wasteful of fuel

and overheats the room air-supply. The latter

is not only bad in itself, but increases the danger
of contamination by the gases of combustion.
Some means of mixing cold air with hot is de-

sirable, in order to prevent the shutting off of

the fresh-air supply when the room becomes too

warm.
STE.\5f AND Hot-Water Heating. Either

steam or hot water is the most common medium
for heating the better class of residences and
large buildings and groups of buildings. Either

may be conveyed long distances with ease, and
both are practically unaffected by the direction

or the strength of the wind, freedom from a.

limitation which is one of the greatest drawbacks
to the use of hot-air furnaces. Another ad-

vantage of steam and hot water is that they may
be produced in connection with a steam plant

for power purposes, but this is of less account
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Fig. 3. hot-water heating—fsfal method of piping.

now than before electric power be-

came so common. The great disad-

vantage of either steam or hot water,
when employed in direct radiation sys-

tems, is that they merely warm the air

already in the room, instead of bringing
in a constant snpply of fresh warm air.

Tliis matters little where an independ-
ent system of ventilation has been pro-

vided and is intelligently used; bnt in

small buildings, particularly houses,
there rarely is a system of ventilation.

It is to meet this objection that either

the indirect system or the direct-indirect

is often employed in place of direct

radiation. Both steam and hot-water
systems require a boiler or heater, a
pipe system, and radiators. As the hot
water is circulated at 140° F., against
212° F. for low-pressure steam, the
radiating surface for hot water must
be larger than for steam. Hot-water
fitting requires greater care in design
and construction than steam, which,
coupled with the fact that steam-

er

fitting has been practiced extensively
for many years, has rendered the a(h)p-

tion of hot water less common than
steam. Of late, however, hot water
has been coming to the front. It has
this great advantage over steam, name-
ly, that it begins to yield heat very
soon after the fire is starU'd and con-

tinues to do so until the water cools,

while there can be no heat from st<'ani

plants until a water temperature of

212° F. has been attained, and none
after it falls below that point. On the

other hand, steam heat may be shut olV

more quickly than water, .since the lat-

ter continues to give ofl' its heat for a
much longer period.

Steam boilers and hot-water heaters

alike require a furnace, with a grate

surface for burning the fuel and a heat-

ing surface for imparting the heat thus
derived to the water in the boiler or
heater. Where steam for both power
and heat is to be generated, the boiler .

Fig. 4. STEAM-EU^TING—TWO-PIPE SYSTEM,

Fig. 5. STEAM-HEATING—P^VKTIAL-CIItCUIT SYSTEM.

will be chosen principally for its suita-
bility for power; or wholly so if the
exhaust steam from the engine is to be
used for heating. Where the boiler is

employed for heating only, low-pressure
steam is likely to be "used, and the
boiler need not differ very much from
a water heater, except that the former
has a resei'voir for steam mounted
above the heating surface, while the
latter has not. Low-pressure steam
systems, it may be explained, show
some 5 to 10 pounds pressure at the
boiler, and lower through the pipes and
radiators. The choice of a boiler, from
the many ty]jes and styles availalde,

will depend upon a variety of local and
even individual conditions. Thus a ver-

tical boiler may be eho.sen where hori-

zontal space is scarce and vertical space
is ample ; or a water-tube boiler may be
selected where a high pressure is to be
carried for power purposes. Where fuel

is cheaj) or the service is likely to
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be temporary, a boiler of low etBciency maj' be have been largely- replaced by vertical radiators,
permissible, to save a relatively large capital of either cast or wrouglit iron. For direct heat-
outlay. The character of labor readily available , iiig, cast-iron radiators are most commonly used,
as boiler attendants may have a very important For steam, the connections enter and le.ave the
bearing upon the clioice of a boiler. Thus for vertical radiators at the base, but hot-water

Flu. 6. BTEAM-HEATING—DIRECT-CIHCUiT SYSTEM.

heating most residences and many school build-

ings simplicity, coupled with a maximum of
safety, even under neglect, may be of more im-
portance than economy of fuel. Sectional boilers

are advantageous hero, since a small portion, in-

stead of the wliole boiler, may give way in case of

accident. Under other conditions fuel economy
may be put first, with the understanding that
the continuous service of a skilled fireman will

be insisted on. In large heating plants, par-
ticularly central heating stations (see following
page), automatic stokers may be used to feed
coal to the furnaces and also mechanical means
for removing the ashes. See Boiler.

Piping and Radiators. Pipes for distributing
both steam and hot water and for returning
the condensed steam and the partially cooled

water to the boiler and heater, respectively, are

Fig. 7. sectional radiator for hot-wateh heating.

generally of v.'rought iron, with screw joints
formed by means of couplings. The pipe-lines

and radiators are controlled by various steam,
water, and air valves, some of which are auto-
matic. In most isolated plants the circulation
is maintained wholly by gravity. Originally the
radiating surfaces were mostly of cast-iron pipe,
in horizontal lines, but this was superseded by
coils of wrought-iron pipe, and these, in turn,

Fig. 8. radiator for indirect
SYSTEM.

radiators have connections at the top,

as well as at the bottom. This allows
the air, which collects at the highest
point in all water-pipes, to be drawn

off. The indirect radiators are of either

cast or wrought iron, placed in a chamber, so

the fresh-air supply to be warmed may be passed
over or througli them. Some of the essentials

of radiator designs are ample radiating surface,

free passages to minimize friation, and good drain-

age in tlie case of steam radiators. To prevent
tlie escape of heat where not needed for warming,
steam and liot-water pipes are covered with as-

bestos, felt, or other insulating materials. \Yhere
high-pressure steam is used for heating it is

generally reduced before entering the distributing

system, since steam at much over 212" F. would
be unpleasant if not dangerous to those coming
near or in contact with the radiators. Recent
improvements in heating include the securing of

a partial vacuum in the pipes and radiators

before admitting the steam, thus lessening the

trouble with air. It may also be mentioned that
fans are employed to aid the circulation of air

in the indirect systems of steam and hot-water
heating.

Electric Heating. Heat is developed by the
passage of an electric current through any con-

ductor; the greater the resistance of the con-

ductor the higher will be the temperature to

which it is raised by the passage of the current.

This is the principle upon which all electric

heaters are constructed. These heaters have
come into considerable use since 180.5 for heating

street oars. Their general construction is as fol-

lows: Wire of high resistance is imbedded in

asbestos, fire-clay, or other refractory material

and built up into plates of large radiating sur-

face, these being generally inclosed between iron

plates. The current is passed through the resist-

ance wire, which at once becomes very hot and in

turn heats up the refractory material and tlie

inclosing iron. When the heater has been

brought up to the required temperature the cur-

rent may be turned all or partly off, and, owing
to the nature of materials used, the heater will

retain its heat for a long time. To heat water
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or other liquids the resistance coils or the cases

which contain them may be placed in the liquid

to bo licated. Elei-lric healing is used but

slightly, except in electric street-railway ears,

where current is more readily available than any
other means of heating. The heaters are placed

beneath the seats, running throughout the length

of the car: thus a good distribution of the heat is

possible, making a pleasant contrast with the heat

derived from tlie small red-hot coal-stove formerly

used. In special cases, where economy is of rela-

tively small importance in comparison with, .say,

advertising effects or convenience, electric heat-

ing is used for apartments in buildings. In a few-

restaurants and clubs it is also used for cooking.

Its cost is so much greater than the more direct

utilization of fuel that the general use of elec-

tric heating is a luxury in which even the very

rich do not indulge. This may be the better

appreciated when it is remembered that there is

a loss at every step in the process of developing

heat by electricity, and that the steps are

many. Thus, there is a loss in the combustion of

fuel." in the transformation of the heat so ob-

tained into steam, in the utilization of steam
in the engine, in the conversioii of the power thus

obtained to electric energy, in the transmission

of that energy through wires to the electric

heater, and finally in the reconversion of the elec-

tric energj' to heat.

One of the great advantages of the electric

current for cooking is that though there is great
loss of power in the course of transmission, there

is little loss of heat at the point where it is

applied, while only a small proportion of the fuel

burned in ordinary cook-stoves is utilized for

cooking. See Electric Heater.
Heating with Artificial G.\s is far less ex-

j)ensive than electric heating, but with illuminat-

ing gas at $1 per 1000 feet it costs some four to

ten times as much as heating with coal. Where
cheap fuel gas is available the case for artificial

gas heating is not so bad. Gas may be used in

fireplaces, stoves, hot-air furnaces, and steam
and hot-water systems. For occasional use in

fireplaces or other lieating apparatus placed in

living-rooms gas is often advantageous. It makes
no dust, and thus possesses a great advantage over

coal or wood. But without gootl ventilation it

vitiates the atmosphere: or at least it consumes
much of the available oxygen and may give off

objectionable ga.ses. Gas for cooking is rapidly

growing in favor, particularly for siuiimer use.

The Choice axd Desicx of Heatixg Plants.
The factors entering into Ijoth the choice and
design of heating plants are many and various,

including range of temperature through which the

air is to be raised, the size and character of the

building to be heated, the sort of fuel to be used,

the heating system to be employed, and the

amount of ventilation, if any, to be provided.

As to temiierature, the usual basis for all

American calculations is the attainment of 70°

Fahr.. the original temperature varying with the

locality and season, sometimes falling to —20°

Fahr.. or even lower. In the matter of the indi-

vidual buildings there must be considered the

area of the ground plan, the number of stories,

the number and cubical contents of the several

rooms, the areas of ex|)osed or outer wall and
window surfaces, and the material of which the

outer walls are built, wliethcr of wood, brick, or

stone. A large ground plan, for instance, pre-

cludes heating with hot air, unless a fan or

blower is used, or many furnaces are employed.

The character and area, of the outer walls of the

buildings have an important bearing upon the

amount of heat lost by jjassage througli them.

The choice of fuel depends largely upon local

prices, but there are other important considera-

tions, such as tlie smoke nuisance from soft coal,

which may be (but often is not) avoided with

large ])lan"ts, but cannot be avoided in most plants

for heating private residences. In the design

of a s])ecilic heating plant tlie relation of grate

to healing surface of tlie liot-air furnace, steam
boiler, or hot-water heater must first be con-

sidered, having in mind the fuel and the type of

furnace or boiler to be employed. Next comes

the relation of the heating surface to the radiat-

ing surface, when steam or hot water is used,

and finally the proportion of the radiating sur-

face to the cubical space to be warmed. Any
skimping on the various proportions named
means either insufficient warmth in very cold

weather, or overworking the heating apparatus,

a practice which is wasteful of fuel, may injure

the heating plant, and, worst of all, be a menace
to health. The foregoing factors in the choice or

design of heating apparatus are by no means
the only ones, but are suflicient to show the tech-

nical nature of many of the problems involved,

and the desirability of intrusting the solution of

the latter to persons of skill and experience. In

fact, the possible savings in fuel and doctor's

bills are so great, to say nothing of matters of

comfort and convenience, that a thoroughly com-
petent engineer or architect may w'ell be consult-

ed in the selection, or design, and installation of

heating plants for all buildings, from moderate-
sized residences up. For all but very small heat-

ing plants, and for all systems of ventilation,

this will be essential to the securing of the best

possible result.

Central Heating Plants are employed to

lieat a number of buildings from a common
source. Steam or hot water is conveyed from the

central station to the several buildings through
underground pipes. Within the buildings the

heat is distributed in the same manner as when
generated on the premises. Hot water n.ust be re-

turned to the central station, but the condensed
steam is drawn out of the system in each building

and discharged into the sewer. By first passing

the exhaust through an economizer indirect heat-

ing and ventilation may be afforded. The central

station equipment consists of boilers for steam
and heaters for hot water, or else utilizes the ex-

haust steam from electric light and power sta-

tions, as explained below. The large size and
greater efficiency of tlie central station, as com-
pared with isolated plants for private heating,

results in economy in constraction and operation,

in addition to which there are the savings due to

the use of cheaper fuel and automatic devices for

feeding the coal to and removing the ashes from
the furnaces. The consumer reduces his fire risk,

avoids the dirt and dust incident to isolated heat-

ing, the bother of getting coal into and ashes

out of his cellar, and all possible vitiation of the

air of his house by furnace gases. The coi^-

munity at large may be benefited by a tnarked
reduction in both the ashes and the smoke nui-

sance, the latter being of crreat possible impor-
tance where soft coal is used for domestic fuel.

]'"iiiallv, the consimier mav be assured of an
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equable temperature, night and day. As an off-

set 10 tile eeouomy of central heating there is the
cost of installing and maintaining the distribu-

tion system, and of making good the losses of

lieat in transmission. Then it must be remem-
bered that the care of isolated heating plants
involves, oftentimes, no extra expense for labor,

since they are tended by some member of the
family, or some employee whose time is not fully
occupied. Few central heating plants, except
for colleges and other institutions having groups
of buildings, were constructed until there
came into vogue the utilization, for this pur-
pose, of the e.\haust steam from electric light-

ing and power plants. The occasional early in-

stallations were most frequent where a number
of large customers could be secured near the
station, particularly if steam could also be sold
for power purposes. The latter was quite pos-
sible, since live steam was supplied to the mains,
and reduced in pressure at the premises to be
heated. From 1895 to 1900 many heating in-

stallations were added to central electric light-

ing plants. Although still largely an experiment,
at least in many details, this departure seems
sure to extend rapidly. The combination adds
stability to both the electric and the heating in-

dustry: (1) By enabling the former to utilize

a large percentage of the heat value of the fuel,
which would otherwise go to waste; (2) by saving
the entire fuel bill of the latter, so long as the
exhaust steam is sufficient for the heating de-

mand; (3) by making it easier to secure cus-
tomers for both current (light and power) and
heat, since many possible consumers either went
without electric light and power, or maintained
isolated plants, because they required a steam
plant for heating purposes. On the other hand,
where the exhaust steam is used for heating,
non-condensing engines, with lower efficiency

than condensing, are generally employed. At pres-

ent the majority of electric stations use non-con-
densing engines, so they are at liberty to choose
between the more efficient condensing engine as a
means of utilizing a portion of their exliaust

steam and central heating installation to utilize

the whole of it. The basis for choice rests upon
a variety of local circumstances, including the
cost of fuel, and the number and character of the
population near the electric station.

Station Eqiitpiiext for centra! plants is much
the same as for isolated ones, only on a larger
scale. When combined with electric plants, live

steam must be made available when the de-

mand for heat is greater than can be sup-
plied by the exhaust steam. In such cases the
pressure of the live steam is reduced before ad-
mitting it to the mains. Back pressure on the en-

gine must be eliminated as far as possible. This
may be effected, at times of low demand for ex-

haust steam, by wasting a part of the exhaust.
If hot water is the heating medium, the exhaust
steam is passed through a heater, then condensed
and the warmed water distributed by pumping.
Distribution Systems consist of supply pi[)es

for the steam or hot water and return pipes for

the latter, and corresponding branches, or ser-

vices, for the several consumers, all of which
must be carefully installed to prevent loss of

heat in transmission. The pipe is generally of

Avrought iron. Special provision must be made
for expansion and contraction. The expansion
joints are known as variators. They are made

without packing, botli to save the trouble and
expense of its renewal and to diminish the num-
ber of manholes. Insulation is secured in a
variety of ways. One of the most effective and
cheapest means of insulation is bored pine logs.

The large pipe is inclosed in regular compart-
raentSj often formed of brick side walls and plank
tops. The space between the walls and the pipe
is packed with some non-conductor of heat, in

addition to which the pipes may be wrapped with
asbestos felt, ilore expansion joints, better in-

sulation, and more thorough protection against
ground water are required for steam than for

hot-water pipes, on account of the higher tem-
perature and consequent greater heat losses of

steam, and also to prevent condensation. Inside

the building line there is a shut-off" valve, and
beyond that there may be a reducing or a regu-

lating valve, to maintain the pressure at the de-

sired point, regardless of its amount or variation

in the street pipes. Xext in order conies the

meter, \\here the steam is sold by direct measure-
ment, or the condensed steam may be passed
through a hot-water meter on the main waste
pipe leading to the sewer.

A hot-water supply may be metered, provided
its temperature is kept fairly constant at the

station. In some plants, however, the tempera-
ture, rather than the volume, of the water is

increased when more heat is required. Steam
may be supplieil to either steam or hot-water
radiators, but the lower temperature of hot
water renders a previous installation of steam
radiators inadequate for hot-water service, be-

sides which a change in the piping system may
be required. The temperature in liot-water sys-

tems is sometimes regulated at the central sta-

tion and sometimes it is left to the customer.

In either case the regulation may be effected by

a thermostat. In fact, thermostats may be em-
ployed to a greater or less extent on nearly all

systems of heating, isolated as well as central.

The charges for central heating are most fre-

quently based on the service for a whole season,

modified by either the radiating surface supplied

or the cubical space which that surface is de-

signed to heat. Seasons, of course, vary both in

length and in range of temperature, and the

amounts of heat desired by different consumers
also vary. On these and other accounts it is, a
convenient basis, and it is more attractive to new
consumers than any system of metering, with its

indefinite promise as to the cost of service.

The introduction of central heating plants for

general municipal service was largclv due to

Birdsill Holly, of Lockport, N. Y. Tlie 'first trial

of his idea was made at Lockport. about 1880,

when he organized a company for that purpose.

Soon after, a plant with five miles of mains was
installed in Xew York City. These, and a number
of other Holly plants, supply steam for power, as

well as for heat. At present a large number of

both steam and hot-water plants are in use.

They are operating under .a great variety of con-

ditions and their location ranges from Atlanta,

Ga., to Seattle, ^Yash. Some of the plants are

serving customers in to'mis with only a few

thousand inhabitants.

ventilation.

History of Ventilation. Although special

openings were left in the roofs of Roman build-

ings for the escape of air, their object was to
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regulate the temperature rather than the air-

supply of the building. Later the necessity of
securing a supply of fresh air in mines served
to call attention to the necessity of ventilation
independent of heating. In the si.Kteenth centurv'
(ieorg Agricola (q.v.) wrote a treatise, Dc lie

iletallica, in which he describes the methods em-
ployed to ventilate the mines of Saxony and
Bohemia.

In France ventilation was formerly studied

chiefly from the standpoint of securing a fresh-

air supply for hospitals. In IS43, according to

Pecht, there was but one hospital in France hav-

ing a regular ventilating apparatus. In 1853
two systems were tried in the construction of the

Hospital Lariboisi&re, one of aspiration, the

other of inflation. Both were unsatisfactory be-

cause neither of them supplied a sufficient quan-
tity of fresh air. In Germany, as in France, the

early history of ventilation is connected with
hospital construction. In England attempts at

securing a fresh-air supply began much earlier,

and consisted in repeated attempts to secure

ventilation for the English Houses of Parliament.
In 1660 Sir Christopher Wren made the first at-

tempt, and the history of the subsequent efl'orts

made would lie an epitome of the advance of the

science of ventilation. In 1S.56 the General
Board of Health of England appointed a commis-
sion to inquire into the best methods of warming
and ventilating dwellings. About the same time,

owing to the heavy losses by sickness in the

Crimean War. the question of barracks-room ven-

tilation was under discussion.

In the United States, as in England, the early

attempts at ventilation were directed toward
securing fresh air for the meeting-places of legis-

lative a.ssemblies, the first report on the subject

having been made on April 2, 1849.

Ventilation has for its object the maintenance

of a pure-air supply indoors. This can be ef-

fected only by the' removal of foul air and the

introduction of an equal amount of pure air.

Unfortunately, the fact that these two processes

go together is often overlooked. Considered from
the standpoint of the air in the room, ventila-

tion removes or dilutes such impurities as have
been introduced by man, regulates the moisture,

cools the air, and may be instrumental in warm
ing it. although the latter, properly speaking,

pertains to heating. Ventilation has no effect

on the quality of the air introduced. Therefore,

it alone can give no better air than that sur-

rounding the building to be ventilated. It is

sometimes practicable to remove d\ist from the

fresh-air supply, in case dust cannot lie avoided,

by filtering the air through cotton cloth or fibre,

or through fine meshes of wire. The moisture of

the air-supply may be lessened by drying, and air

which is too dry may be moistened by spraying
with water. The chief impurities in the air of

houses and public assembly rooms ai-e those

thrown off by the lungs and skin. Next in im-
portance are the gaseous products of the combus-
tion of oil and gas for lighting, and of these two
substances and coal when used for heating. Dust,
also, is found everywhere, some being due to the
processes already mentioned, some being brought
in on the feet and clothes, or blown in through
doors and windows, while large quantities of it

are due to the wear and tear of clothing, carpets,
and the like. In shops and factories the air is

tontamiuated in most of the ways already men-
tioned., some of which, like dust, may be intensi-

fied many fold. In addition, the air of manufac-
tories is liable to be made impure by the gases
given off by Lhe chemicals employed or produced,
or by the decomposition of organic matter. The
number of hours in a day during which a room
is occupied, as well as the number of occupants
in proportion to the cubical contents of the
room, has a mo.-t direct bearing upon the vitia-

tion of the air and the means to be employed to
rectify it. Thus, dwellings of the better class

have some of their rooms eonlimiously occupied
for one-half the day. and still other rooms for

the remaining half, the air-space to each person
being large. Churches may be crowded, but gen-
erally only for one to two hours at a time. School
buildings, legislative assemblies, and factories
may be crowded for hours together, then as com-
pletely emptied as churches. Hospital wards are
liable to be fully and continuously occupied, in

addition to which there are various well-known
special ways of contaminating the air of hospi-
tals. Wherever rooms are used intermittently,
it is generally possible to give them a thorough
airing by throwing the windows wide open; but,
beneficial as this may be, its efl'ect is not per-
manent, and, with the best of intentions, it is

quite sure to be neglected, particularly in cold
weather. Even in the summer time the ventila-
tion of crowded assembly halls and hospitals
cannot be left with safety to the interchange of
air diie to open windows, since the air may
be stagnant outdoors as well as in. In capacious
dwelling-houses, with walls, doors, and windows
not too tight, the natural interchange between
the inner and outer air may suffice during a
large part of cold weather, while open doors and
windows will give as much fresh air in summer
as it is practicable to provide; but there will be
times in cool weather when even these favorable
conditions will be lacking.

It is pretty clearly shown by the foregoing
that v'entilation should be made an essential fea-

ture in the design and use of pi-aetically all

classes of buildings in which people live, work,
are instructed, or amused. The quantity of air
to be supplied and removed, and the proper
means of doing both, can be best understood after
considering in more detail the nature and amoiuit
of the chief impurities which it is desired to
avoid. The vital principle of air is oxygen. Nor-
mal air contains about 211.0 per cent., in volume,
of ox-ygen, 79 per cent, of nitrogen and argon,
and 0.1 per cent, of other substances, including
some 0.03 or 0.04 per cent, of carbonic acid
(carbon dioxide). After having been passed
through the lungs the oxygen has been diminished
to IG per cent., and carbonic acid has been in-

creased to 4.4 per cent, of the total volume, the
nitrogen rising slightly to some 70. .5 per cent.
This exhaled air is rapidly dift'used throughout
the room, so unless the room is crowded the per-
centage of total oxygen is not greatly diminished
for some time. With the reduction in the oxygen
conies a change in the gaseous pressure in the
lungs, as well as a lowerincr of the amount of the
vital principle of the air-supply, both of which
cause serious disturbances when carried far.

.\ssociated with the diminished oxygen there is

also an increase in watery vapor, in the efTete

and putrescible organic contents of the air. and
possibly in the number of harmful bacteria
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which it contains. Another cause of diminished cliange of air througli the walls and the cracks

oxygen is the burning of oil and gas for illumi- around chimneys and doors; but in wellcon-

nalion. As an index of the impurities present, structed houses this may be very small in fairly

and of the diminution of oxygen, carbonic acid cold weather, and jiractieally nothing in mild
has been chosen. For convenience it is generally weather, while for schools, churches, and the like

expressed in parts per 10,000, thus giving 4 it is of little consequence excejjt on very cold or

jjarts per 10,000, instead of 0.04 per cent., as the windy days. This interchange may well be

normal average amount in the air. In the purest called imturul ventilation, a term which may
air the carbonic acid may fall to 2.2 parts; in also be extended to include all ventilation de-

cities it may be normal at 4.5 parts; in occupied pending solely on the dift'ercnce between the in-

rooms it may go to 33 parts per 10,000, or even ner and outer air. It may be added that natural

higher. Without going into the calculation in- ventilation has been used quite extensively in

volved, or considering the other impurities, it contradistinction to forced ventilation, and in

may be said that when the air of a locality shows place of the term gravity ventilation employed
an excess of carbonic acid above the normal for in this article; but when gi'avity ventilation is

the locality as great as 2 parts per 10.000 it assisted by fires at the base of the stocks it, also,

is considered to be polluted; also that it has been seems to belong properly under forced ventila-

found desirable to supply each person in a room tion. The more recent nomenclature adopts

with at least 30 cubic feet of fresh air per min- gravity in place of natural, and mechanical in

ute, or 1800 cubic feet per hour. Obviously, the place of forced ventilation. Mechanical ventila-

actual amount of air required will vary with the tton, as the name implies, depends upon ma-
charactcr of the rooms and their occupants, two chinery for tiie movement of the air. It may be

very important considerations being whether or used to introduce fresh air, to remove foul air,

not the occupants are engaged in physical exer- or both. Where indirect heating is employed the

cise, and the number of hours of continuous occu- warm-air and the fresh-air supplies may be

pancy. After a careful consideration of the sub- identical, but in mild weather the combined sup-

ject. including a weighing of authorities, Dr. ply does not move readily by gravity alone, so

John S. Billings, in his work on ventilation, gives mechanical aid may be advantageous. With di-

the following table: rect heating an independent air-supply is re-

Cubic feet of air quired, and in cold weather it, also, must be

perlionr heated. When not heated, such a supply may
Hospitals S.GOOperbed need to be urged along by mechanical power.
Legislative assembly halls 3,6noperseat With either indirect nr direct heating an air-
Barracks, bedrooma, and workshops 3,000 per person ,, , , ,, . „^..„„ta<rp of nerfect control
.Schools and churches 2,400 per person "'a^'^ "af ^ne gieat aa\aniage oi periecr. control

Theatres and ordinary halls of audience ...2,000 per seat of the fresh-air supply. If a hot-air blast is

Office rooms 1,800 per person emploved, both heating and ventilation are under

Sntas™m1.!!!i!:"*.™°"!.;V.V.;;V.:.\\-.\\;;.?:rrr''perBon equallV good control, and it is claimed that the

heating is more economically done. For the re-

These figures are for use in planning new moval of foul air mechanical means are also ad-

buildings, where no allowance is placed "on vantageous. as being more reliable than gravity,

leakage through crevices or on bad construction The most common mechanical aids employed are

of the building as a source of air-supply," and blowers or fans, placed in the air-ducts, and
where it is "assumed that the walls will be reii- either forcing the air ahead of them or creating

dered more or less impermeable by paper and a vacuum into which it rushes. Screw propellers

paint." In the case of old buildings, where for and pumps ma.v also be used to force the air.

any reason it is difficult to supply so much air The terms plenum, or inflating, and vacuum, or

as recommended above, Dr. Billings says one- aspirating, are applied, respectively, to blowing in

half the amount may be made to do, but it will and to sucking out air. The great danger in

be unsatisfactory. He also emphasizes the fact either system is that the fans, blowers, or other

that the whole ventilating and heating system air-movers will be too small, in which case the

must be proportioned in accordance with the fig- friction losses will render them expensive to

ures given, or any modification of them which operate, and the air current will be so rapid as

may be adopted, including all air-ducts, inlets to cause draughts, or else an insufficient amount
and outlets, blowers, and heat-generating appa- of air will be moved. There is also danger that

ratus. a desire to economize in first cost will lead to

Ventilation may be divided into two classes, air-ducts deficient in size, with the same gen-

gravity and mechanical. Gravity ventilation is oral results. The proper elevations for introduc-

based on the fact that warm air is lighter than ing fresh and removing foul air are still mooted

cold, and hence is overbalanced and replaced questions. It is certain, however, that the rela-

by the latter. In cold weather the inner is tion of the inlets and outlets should be so placed

warmer than the outer air, so, if sufficiently as to .aive the nio.st perfect dift'usion of the fresh

capacious inlets and outlets are provided, the air and to leave no sta.<jiiant foul air in the rooms,

warm, foul air will be displaced by cool, fresh which will also tend to avoid heavy draughts,

air. But in warmer weather the diflferences in l\Iany authorities favor the location of the in-

teniperature, and consequently in pressure, are lets and outlets on the same side of a room, the

less and the interchange lags. The currents in inlets to be above the heads of the occupants,

the ventilating ducts may then be aided by a Tlie theory- is that the fresh air will ascend to

slight heating, which may be eflfected in a and pass along the ceiling, and that the foul air

variety of ways, such as a light fire, or even a will pass along the lower part of the room and
gas jet or jets in the base of the ventilating then out. One of the chief objections to locat-

shaft; or a coil of steam or hot-water pipes, ing inlets, for either heating or ventilation, in

where feasible. Even if there be no ventilating the floor is that the ascending air carries up
flues, there will be a more or less constant inter- floor-dust with it : and another is that unless the
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inlets are very numerous the inrush of air will

be unpleasant to tliose near by.

BiBLiocR.vrHY. Consult Billings, Ventilation

and llvaliiiij (\c\v York. 189;j), whicli is par-

ticularly full in its discussion of ventilation, and
includes descriptions of the ventilation of a num-
ber of hospitals and other public liuildings; Car-

penter. Heating and Vrntildtin/i Jiidldinns (New
York. 1S!)5). wliich goes more fully into licating

and develops the mechanical pliases of both sub-

jects; Baldwin. Hot Water Uaitimj and Fitting

(Xew York, 1890) ; Richards and Woodman,
Air, Water, and Food (New Y'ork, 1900), which
sets fortli the pliysiological side of venlilation

briefly and clearly, and has a valuable chapter on
methods of air analysis, and the determination

of carbonic acid; Putnam. Ttte Open Fireplace

in All Age.t (Boston. 18S1) ; Dwyer. on "Stoves

and Ueating Apparatus." in One Hnndred Years

cf American Voinmerce (Xew Y'ork. 1895) : Pro-

ceedings American tiociett/ of Heating and Venti-

lating' Engineers (New York, 1894-1900).

HEA'TON, Augustus George (1844—). An
American painter, born in Philadelphia, Pa. He
was the first United States student admitted to

the Ecole des Beaux-Arts in Paris (1863). He
studied under Cabanel there, and afterwards be-

came a pupil of Bonnat, and exhibited several

times at the Salon. Among his works are:

"Washington at Fort Duquesne;" "'The Recall of

Columbus." which was bought by the United
States Government and engraved for the 50-cent

stamp of 1893; "Hardship's of Emigration," en-

graved on the 10-cent stamp, celebrating the

Trans-JIississippi and International Fair: and
"The Promoters of the New Congressional Li-

brary" (1888). He also painted portraits of

Mrs. .JefTerson Davis and Amelie Rives.

HEATON, I\Ury Hakg.\ret (183G-83). An
English art critic, the daughter of a silk-printer,

James Keymer, who was a friend of Douglas

Jerrold. She wrote: Masterpieces of Flemish Art

(1869) ; Life of Albrecht Diirer (1870) : and a

valuable Concise Historg of Painting (1873; and
in Bohn's Artist's Library, 1888) ; as well as con-

tributions to Bryan's Dictionary of Painters and
Engrarers.

HEAT-STKOKE, Sunstroke, or Thermic
Fever, also called Ixsol.\tiox, Heat Apoplexy,
Sun Fe\'ER. and Siriasis. Tlie effect produced
upon the body by exposure to intense heat,

whether from the sun, from furnaces, or from the

atmosphere. Another form of affection resulting

from exposure to heat is Heat Exhaustion, or

Heat Prostration, in which there is a very dif-

ferent set of symptoms. In the commoner, mild
form of heat prostration, the patient exhibits

exhaustion, weakness, faintness, and occasionally

nausea ; in the severe form, pallor, great depres-

sion, collapse, and loss of consciousness, with

a subnormal temperature dropping sometimes
as low as 95° F. All cases recover in a few
hours. Heat-stroke, on the contrary, usually

comes on abruptly, or is preceded by some weak-
ness and anxiety. Unconsciousness supervenes
early, with flushing of the whole body and pro-

fuse sweating, delirium or even mania, vomiting
and diarrhnpa. and a temperature of 108° to 11.5°

F. Death may ensxie speedily, from cessation of

respiration or from cerebral anaemia : the sweat-

ing ceasing, the full rapid pulse becoming imper-

ceptible, and asphyxia, coma, or convulsions fol-
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lowing. Laborers in the open, laundresses in an
overheated Ivitchen, bakers, antl firemen in engine-

rooms, present most of the cases. Alany cases

occur at night among those exposed to indoor
heat wl\o have not been in tlie sun at all ; others

wlio liavc been in the sini during the day arc
stridden at night in the vitiated atniospliere of

crowded tenement-house rooms, after drinking
alcoholic beverages and eating hearty meals.

Two and six-tenths per cent, of tlie heat pro-

duced by the chemical metabolism within the
body is lost from the body in wanning substances

taken in as food and drink, 2.0 per cent, in warm-
ing the inspired air. 14.7 by evaporation, and
80.1 per cent, by radiation and conduction from
the skin. With the inspired air hotter than the

body, radiation and conduction abolished, and
evaporation rendered impossible in an atmos-
piicre nearly saturated with vapor, the constant

production of heat by muscular action must re-

sult in a great strain upon tlie inhibitory cerebral

centres tliat preside over heat regulation. Any
previous ill health, alcoholic indulgences, or other

excess is followed by a f.ailure of these centres

under such strain, and heat-strolie is the result.

The combined influence of lieat and auto-intoxi-

cation constitute the combined cause of heat-

stroke, with the possibility of a germ poison.

Sambon, of Rome, in a paper on heat-stroke

published in 1898, asserted the infectious char-

acter of the disease as produced by a specific germ.

He classes it with j-ellow fever, dengue, and other

tropical affections, all germ diseases requiring

high atmospheric temperature for their develop-

ment. Tliis view has yet to be substajitiated.

Van Gieson. of New York, however, during an
extensive examination of brains of victims of

heat-stroke, fovind clianges in the chromophilic
pla(pies of the ganglion-cells. These plaques were
changed in shaiie, fewer in number, replaced by
fine dust, or entirely absent. The nucleus of the

brain-cell stained very deeply, and within the

nucleus membrane were found minute spherical

granules not normally present. Van Gieson

says: "There seems to be no other interpreta-

tion open as to the significance of this degenera-

tion than the operation of a toxic substance upon
the ganglion-cells. . . . There is in insolation a

toxic cytolysis or cell resolution of the neurons."

He considers the morphologic changes in the

ganglion-cells similar to those produced by alco-

hol, lead, and the qjicrobe poisons ; and that

heat-stroke is "a species of auto-intoxication,

the neural symptoms finding a clear and definite

explanation in the acute parenchymatous de-

generation induced by an autogenous poison."

The treatment of heat prostration, the mild
form of thermic exhaustion, consists in securing

elevation of the temperature of the body by the

use of external heat and in supporting the heart

by the use of alcoholic stimulants, strychnine,

and similar drugs. In heat-stroke, on the other

h.and, rapid reduction of temperature must be

secured at the earliest possible moment. Sprink-

ling ice-water over chest and body or rubbing

with ice is imperative. It has been urged that

ambulances carry ice and a sprinkler, that treat-

ment may begin as soon as the p.atient is reached,

and continued during his trip to the hospital.

Here the patient is placed on a Kibb*: pot or a

Walton bed. and the cold nfTusion is continued
till the temperature falls to 102..5° F. He is

then rubbed dry. removed to a bed and wrapped
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in warm blankets, with as little disturbance as
possible (luring the operation. If the tempera-
ture rises, the ice-water treatment is to be re-

peated. Acetanilid and antipyrine have been
used with success as antipyretics, adjuvant to

the ice-water. Venesection has been practiced
with great relief in some cases. Ether or chloro-

form has been used to control con\'ulsions, an-

ipsthesia being continued for several hours, ilor-

phine is very valuable in many cases. Flagella-

tion of the extremities, sinapisms to the legs,

stimulating rectal injections, atropine, digitalis,

and nitroglycerin all have been used, in addition

to the drugs mentioned.
The sequela" of heat-stroke possible are head-

ache, tinnitis, deafness, insomnia, impaired mem-
ory, insanity, epilepsy, paralysis, meningitis,

and many functional irregularities, especially of

the heart. Heat-stroke is often preventable.

Laborers should dress in thin, loose clothing in

place of woolen; sleeping-rooms should be venti-

lated, stimulants should be avoided, shelter from
tlie sun should be provided when possible, and
plenty of water should he drunk by those exposed
to the heat. Troops, as well as gangs of laborers,

should be inspected, and when sweating ceases

and the skin becomes hot and dry, relief from
duty, rest, and a cold bath should be ordered.

Consult : \Vood, Thermic Fever or ^iin-Stroke

(Philadelphia, 1872): Townsend. "Sun-Stroke
at the New York Hospital," in Medical Record
(Kew York, 1880) ; Horton, Diseases of Tropical
Climates: Svn-Stroke (London, 1879) ; Borely,

Le Coup de chaleur (Paris, 1884) ; Ellis, "Treat-

ment of Insolation," in Medical Record (New
York, 1888-89) ; Ellis, "Insolation: Immediate
Treatment Necessarv," in Xew York Medical
Journal (New York, "1891) ; Stowell, "Sun-Stroke
at the Massachusetts General Hospital," in Bos-

ion Medical and l^urqical Journal (Boston,

1892) ; Lambert, "Sun-Stroke," in Medical Rec-

ord (New Y^rk, 1897).

HEAU'TON TIM'ORU'MENOS (Lat.. from
Gk. iavrbv Tifiopoifxevoi, hcauton timoroumenos,

the self-tormentor) . A comedy by Terence, based

^

on a play AN'ith the same title by Menander. and
first performed in n.c. 16.S at the Ludi Mega-
lenses. In it Terence developed the intrigue of

the original into an extravagant plot. The play

is lacking in life and in delineation of character.

It contains the famous line, "Homo sum : humani
nihil a me alienum pvito."

HEAVEN ( AS. heofon, OS. hehav, Icel. hifinn ;

connected with Goth, himins, Icel. himenn, OS.

himil, ORG. himcl, Ger. Ilimmel. heaven, ceil-

ing). In theology, that portion of infinite

space in which the Lord of all things, although

present throughout all, is supposed to give

more immediate manifestations of His glory. Of
the belief in the existence of some such special

scene of the presence of the Deity, most of the

known religions of the world, ancient and mod-
ern, present abimdant evidence. Aristotle de-

clares that all men, whether Greeks or barba-

rians, have a conception of gods: and all agree in

placing the habitation of the gods in the most
elevated region of the universe. Plato is equally

explicit. Even Epicurus teaches the same doc-

trine; and one of the treatises deciphered from
the papyri of Herculaneum is a treatise by him,
in which the position and the other characteris-

tics of the habitation of the gods are minutely

discussed. The same may be said of the Persian,
the Egyptian, the German, the .Scandinavian, and
in general, of all the ancient religions in which
the belief of the existence of a supreme being
assumes any other form than the pantheistic

;

and even in the pantheistic religions, although
tlie philo.sophers may have adhered to the strict
pantheistic view, and may have denied that any
special locality could be regarded as the peculiar
seat of the Deity, yet we find the popular belief

and tbe popular worship even of such religions
plainly founded upon the contrary supposition.
In addition, however, to the idea of its being the
special scene of God's glory, the word heaven also
designates the place, or the state or condition,
of the blessed spirits, and of the souls of just
men who are admitted into the participation or
the contemplation of the divine beatitude. In
the religious system of the Greeks and Romans,
none were supposed to be admitted to the heaven
of the gods except the deified heroes or demigods;
but with them the elysian fields (q.v.) of the
lower world held, morally speaking, the same
place in relation to the great doctrine of the di-

vine retribution for the good and evil actions of
human life. The elysium of the classic my-
thology is in all essential respects the natural
equivalent of the heaven of the just. The Pj-tha-

gorean doctrine of metempsychosis approached
nearer to it in form : for it supposed that the
soul, after the purification of successive trans-

migrations, was elevated to a higher and incor-

poreal condition in the cosmos. The doctrine
of Plato was still more explicit. It may be said

in general that all the philosophical systems
which included the belief of the immortality of

the soul, also involved, at least in substance, the
idea of a state of happiness as the reward of a
virtuous life. The hapjjiness. however, of the
heaven of these various creeds differed widely
from the spiritual delights of the heaven of

Christianity, each nation and each class forming
to itself its own ideal of enjoyment. The delights
of the classical elysium were, at all events in
part, delights of sense. The Cierman warrior
had his war-horse and his armor laid in his

grave, that he might be able to pursue, after

death, the fierce enjoyments in which he had de-

lighted while in tlie world of the living. The
paradise of tne Indian hunter is but a richer and
more extensive hunting-ground. The paradise of

the Mohammedans is grossly .sensual. Still, not
only these, Init even the more groveling concep-
tions of other races, must be regarded as a natu-
ral manifestation of the same instinct. The
Testament of the Twelve Patriarchs (see Apoc-
bypha) contains a very curious exposition of the

same notion.

The Hebrews conceived of the sky as a solid

firmament, upholding the celestial reservoirs of

water. (See Firm.^ment. ) They invariably

used a plural noun for heaven indicating a belief

in a plurality of heavens. Gen. i. 1; Deut. x. 14;

I. Kings viii. 27 ; Ps. cxlviii. 4. It is probable

that the conception of seven heavens, based on a
division of the celestial spaces among the .seven

planets, existed already in early times in Israel.

In the beginning of the Christian Era this idea

finds expression in the Slavonic Enoch (qv.),

and some parts of the Testaments of the Twelve
Patriarchs, where the character of each of the

seven heavens is described in detail. It is no-

ticeable that in Enoch vii. the sinning angels arc
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imprisoned in the second heaven, and that in

chapter x. the sinners among men are punished
in the northern part of the third heaven. Sub-
stantially the same conee])ti()n is found in the

Ascension of Isaiah, the Apocalypses cif -Moses,

Ezra, John. Isaac, Jacob, and the Acts of Cal-

listratus. In view of these facts, it becomes
probable that in the Pauline Epistles the heavens
are also assumed to be seven in number. Thu3
paradise is in the third heaven in II. Cor. xii.

2, 3, as in Slavonic Enoch viii. : in Eph. vi. 12

there are spiritual hosts of wickedness in the
heavens: in Col. i. 20 the kings in heaven as well
as on earth have to be reconciled to God; in

Heb. iv. 14 the great high priest passes through
the heavens. The Jewish apocalyptic sketch in

Eev. xii. describes a war in heaven, between
Michael and his angels and Satan and his angels.

While ultimately the old Semitic doctrine of

seven heavens and of battles and places of punish-
ment in one of these heavens was suppressed in

Christian thought, it continued in the religious

systems of the Mandfeans (q.v. ) and in the
Koran. As the storm-cloud was the celestial

abode of Yahweh. Israel's god, so the translation
of such heroes as Enoch and Elijah originally
implied only that they were carried alive from
earth to be with Him among the clouds. But as
the conception of the Deity expanded. His heaven-
ly dwelling-place began to occupy more fully the
imagination. In the Ethiopie Enoch (see ExocH,
Book of) and the Slavonic Enoch this antedilu-
vian patriarch describes minutely the heavens
through which he is permitted to pass. The hope
awakened through the Persian doctrine of resur-
rection, of a release from sheol, in the case of all

Israelites or of the pious in th^ nation, offered
the possibility either of a new life on earth or of
a translation to heaven. In the recorded sayings
of Jesus there is no description of heaven. His
answer to the question of the Sadducees touch-
ing the resurrection seems, however, to imply
that He considered those who had been accounted
worthy of being raised from the dead as living
in heaven, being like angels, neither marrying nor
being given in marriage (Luke xx. .33 sqq.). The
dominant view in the early Church seems to
have been that until the return of the Lord upon
the clouds of heaven to raise the dead, those who
had died were asleep, and that they would be
suddenly aw.akened to be given their new bodies.
after which they would reign with Him on earth
for a thousand years before their final translation
to heaven. But, largely under the influence of

Greek thought, other conceptions prevailed. Tlie

fate of the patriarchs, prophets, and pious men
of the old dispensation naturally occupied much
attention and led to the idea that they were de-

tained in a pre])aratory abode which the fathers
called limhiis pntruni. awaiting the advent of
the Redeemer. The general belief of Christians
has been that since the resurrection of Christ the
just who are free from sin are admitted imme-
diately after death into heaven, where their chief
joy consists in the unclouded vision of God. But
especially since the sixteenth century there have
been many who have returned to the millennial
views of a part of the early Church. ( See MitLEN-
NIUM.) While Christians generally have main-
tained that since the coming of Christ nn human
being can be admitted into heaven without some
identification with Him or His Church, through

pcrsoruil faith, or the sacraments, it has been held
by some that access to Heaven would not be de-

nied to unbaptized infants, pagans, or others

liaving had insutlicient (ii)portunities of embrac-
ing the go.spel, while others have believed that

all souls would vUlimately reach heaven. Con-
sult: Snienu, AHteslumentliche Iteliyionsge-

svhichie (Freiburg, 18!t!J) ; Holtzmann, Seutes-
tumt-ntlichc Theologie (Freiburg, 1897) ; Morlill

and Charles, Book of the Hecrels of Enoch (<Jx-

ford, 18'JG) ; Atzberger, Christliche Eschntoloijie

(Freiburg, 1890) ; Charles, Esctiatology (London,
1809). See EscnATOi-OGY; Immoktalitv.
HEAVES (from AS. hrliljaii, Goth, hafjiin,

OHti. hvffan, Ger. hebcii, to lift), or Broken
Wind. A disease or unsoundness of the respira-

tory organs of the horse, which, from the French
ponsse, was termed by some of the old English
writers on farriery pursincss. The nature of the

malady is not well imderstood, though ditlicult

expiration by a spasmodic! or extraordinary effort

is characteristic. The air is inspired with ease.

A broken-winded horse does not generally
thrive, is lean, and has a dependent belly, the
muscles of which are usually active as expiratory
muscles. The characteristic symptoms aiv best

observed when the horse is exercised. The breath-

ing becomes very labored, the nostrils dilated, the
eyes bloodshot, and even blue, an indication of

imperfect blood purification. On watching the
chest and flank, the ribs are observed very active-

ly moved, and after collapsing, when the air is

expelled from the huigs, are further depressed by
a spasmodic jerk brought about by the abdominal
muscles. A broken-winded horse has the hollow
cough referred to by veterinarians as character-
istic of unsoundness. When the animal is op-

pressed by fast work, or by dragging a load up
a hill, the pulse is excessively rapid, a symptom
regarded b3' some as indicating disease of the
heart, and bj' others an atTected diaphragm. In
reality it is a dietetic disease, and is due to the
irritation in the stomach caused by indigestible

food, being reflected from the nerves of the stom-
ach to those of the lungs. On post-mortem exam-
ination the stomach is found to be much distend-

ed with food of a dry nature, and to have Ihiuner
walls than is normal. The lungs are lighter in

color, and float much more buoyantly than in

health; little or no blood is seen in them, but
they contain a large quantity of air, which makes
them crackle when pressed.

The treatment of heaves is very unsatisfactory,
and a palliation of the symptoms by keeping the
alimentary canal in projx-r order, administering
occasional purgatives, and feeding on a proper
quantity of the best oats, which should always
be bruised, are all that can be recommended as
remedies; but turning out to pasture, or feeding

on cornstalks or other laxative food, sometimes
produces a cure in mild cases. Only the best

quality of haj' should be fed. and that in small
quantities. Some veterinarians have vaunted
their power to cure this disease, and recommend
large doses of camphor, digitalis, and opium:
but these potent narcotics only operate for a
very short time, and as their effects pass off the
symptoms return, often with increased severity.

It is generally conceded that the disease is in-

curable. Horses very frequently drop down ex-

hausted when at hard work, and die either from
congestion of the lungs, hemorrhage, or simple
suffocation.
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HEAVYSEGE, Charles (1816-76). A Cana-
dian poet, born in Liverpool, England. For some
time after his arrival in Canada (1853) he fol-

lowed his trade, that of a cabinet-maker, but later

branched off into wood-earvinsr, and then went
into journalistic work for the Aloutreal Mltness.

After publishing anonymously The Revolt of Tar-

tarus (1853), and a volume of sonnets, he pro-

duced his best work, a three-part tragedy entitled

i<aul (1857), followed by Count Filippo, or the

Unequal Marriage: A Drama in Five Acts

(1860); The Unrk Uimlsinan and The Owl
(1864) ; Jcphfltah's Daughter and a novel called

The Advocate, in 1865.

HEB'BEL, FKiEDRicn (1813-63). A German
poet and dramatist' of peasant birth and cosmo-
politan education. He was born at Wessel-

buren. As a vestryman's clerk he printed poems
in journals and found patrons who enabled him
to study at Hamburg, Heidelberg and ilunich.

In 1841. having gone back to Hamburg, he pub-

lished Judith, a tragedy. Then, going to Den-
mark, where he had closer acquaintance with
Thorwaldsen and Oehlenschliiger, he received a
traveling scholarship from the King, visited

Paris, stayed several years in Italy, and on his

return (1846) married and settled in Vienna.

Already he had written two noteworthy dramas,
Genovcva (1843) and. Maria Magdalene (1844).

His best later works are Julia (1851), Agnes
Bcrnaucr (1855), and Die Kibelungen (1862),

all of which show dramatic instinct, powerful

charaeter-draw'ing, and an intensity of passion

that is sometimes extravagant and sometimes

uncouth or gi'uesome. His smaller poems are

most attractive, HebbeFs works include the

dramas Herodcs und Mariamne (1850); Michel

Angela (1855) ; and Oyges und sein Ring (1856),

Hebbel more or less followed Grabbe, w-ith whom
he shares a liking for the uncouth, but Hebbel is

more poetic and more conversant with theatrical

requirements. He is also distinguished for love

of psychological enigmas. His Tagehiicher are in

2 vols. (1885-87)." Consult: Kuli, Biographic

Friedrich Hcbhels (Vienna. 1877): Kulke, Erin-

nerungen an Friedrich Hebhel (ib., 1878) ; Bar-

tels, Friedrich Hebbel (Leipzig, 18091. His
works were edited by Krumm ( 12 vols., Leip-

zisr. 1900) and by Werner (12 vols., Berlin,

1900).

HEB'BTJRII. A town in Durham County,

England, on the south shore of the Tyne estuary,

fom- miles east of Newcastle. It is an impor-

tant industrial centre, with ship-building and

supplementary establishments, engineering and
chemical works. The public buildings include a

mechahics' institute, an armoiy, and isolation

hospital: among modern municipal iinprove-

ments are a new drainage system, a public park,

and electric liirhting. Population, in 1891, 16,-

645; in 1001, '20,001,

HEBE, heOje (Lat,, from Gk,'H;377), The god-

dess of youth, the daughter of Zeus and Hera,

or, according to others, of Hera alone, the wife

of Heracles after he had been deified. She was
the cup-bearer of Olvmpus before Zeus conferred

that office upon Ganymede (q.v.), and she always
retained the power of restoring the aged to the

bloom of youth and beauty. In the cult she

usually appears joined with Hera or with Hera-
cles; but in Phlius she w-as worshiped as Gany-

mede, and at Sicyon as Dia, as one who frees

from all bonds, apparentl}' through the joys of

life. Statues of Hebe are rare, but on vases and
reliefs she often appears with Heracles or as
cup-bearer of Zeus. Tlie representations of Hebe
and the eagle are probably all modern. Consult:
Kekule, Hebe (Leipzig, 1807); Preller-Robert,

Gricchische Mythologie (Berlin, 1894). See Ju-
VEXTAS.

HEBEL, h:i1)fl, .JoHAX>- Peter (1760-1826).
A German dialect poet. He was born at Basel,

studied at Erlangen, and in 1791 became profes-

sor in the gj'mnasimn at Karlsruhe. In 1805 he

was appointed Church councilor, and in 1819

prelate. He is ehiefl.y known for his AUcman-
nische Gedichte (poems in a Swabian dialect,

1803; last ed. 1894), which, reviewed by Goethe
in the Jenaische Allgeineine Litteraturzeitung,

made him famous. He also wrote for his

jieriodical, Der RheinUindisehe Hausfreund, a
number of short stories afterwards published as

Schatzkiistlein des Rheinliindischen Hausfreundes
(1811). Consult: Schultheiss. Uebels Leben
(Heidelberg, 1831) ; Ljingin, Johiinn Peter Hebel,

ein Lebensbild (Karlsruhe. 1874) ; and Giehne,

Studien iiber Hehcl (Wiii-zburg, 1894).

HE'BER, Reginald (1783-1826). An English

poet, second Bishop of Calcutta, born at JIalpas,

Cheshire. In 1800 he entered Brasenose College, .

Oxford, and three years aftenvards produced his

prize poem, "Palestine," one of the very few
prize poems that have lived. In 1805 he became
a fellow of All Souls. In 1807 he was inducted

into the family living at Hodnet. In 1812 he was
made prebendary of Saint Asaph, and published

a volume of poems; in 1815 he was appointed

Bampton lecturer at O.xford, and in 1822 preacher

at Lincoln's Inn. The next year he was conse-

crated Bishop of Calcutta. During his three

years in India he labored with great zeal, travel-

ing thi-ough his vast diocese, healing dissensions,

and encauraging his fellow-missionaries. His
prose writings include the Bampton lectures on
The Personality and Office of the Christian Com-
forter (1816) ; A Life of Jeremy Taylor (written

in 1822); Sermons (1829. 1830); and Journey
Through India (1828). His fame, however, rests

chieliy on his beautiful hymns, as "From Green-

land's ley Mountains," and "Holy, Holy, Holy!
Lord God Almighty!" Most touching is the

poem addressed to his wife: "If thou wert by

mv side, love." Consult: Life, bv his widow
(London, 1830), and by G. Smith" (ib., 1895).

The poems, collected in" 1841, were reprinted in

1881.

HEBEB, Richard (1773-1833). An English

bibliophile, son of Reginald Heber, and half-

brother of Bishop Reginald Heber, born at West-
minster. He was educated by George Henry
Glass, and at Brasenose College, Oxford. Closely

following his early devotion to Latin poetry,

especially to Persius. Claudian. and Silius Itali-

cus, whom he labored to edit, came an interest

in Early English drama and poetry; and he be-

came tiie intimate friend of Walter Scott, who
frequently alludes to him in his notes and dedi-

cated to him the sixth canto of Marmion. He
was chosen member for the University of Oxford

in 1821, and resigned from Parliament five years

afterwards. His wonderful collections of books

were not mentioned in his will, and were sold at

auctions in London, Ghent, and Paris; they in-
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eluded more than 1-15,000 volumes, and formed
a matchless library of Earlj' English literature.

HEB'ERDEN, Wiluam (1710-1801). An
English physifian, born in London, lie gradu-
ated at Saint .John's College, Cambridge, in 1728;
studied medicine in London, and practiced for

ten years in Cambridge and for more tlian thirty

years in London, where he was prominent in the
College of Physicians. A remarkably original

thinker, Heberden took minute notes on his more
important cases, and published them under tlie

title Commentarii de ilorhorum Historia et

Ciiratioiic (1802), of which an English transla-

tion, possibly by his son William, appeared in

1803. His contributions to the Medical Transac-
tions of the College of Physicians include a
description of the first recorded case of angina
pectoris, and other original matter.

HEBEBT, aljur'. Er.xest (1817—). A
French painter, born at Girenoble. He was
a pupil of David d'Angers and Paul Delaroche,
and won the Prix de Rome in 1839. He
was director of the French Art School in Rome
from 18G6 to 1873 and from 1885 to 1890; was
elected a member of the Institute in 1874, and
was chosen comniander of the Legion of Honor
in 1874. Although classic and elegant in style,

and an excellent colorist, Hebert has often a
cloying sentimentality. His best-known pictures
are: "A Slave who has Freed Himself:" "La
malaria" (1850); and "Le baiser de .Tudas"
(The Kiss of .Judas) ( 1853) , in the Luxembourg,
and a number of portraits, among which are
those of Roberty and a young woman (in the
Lu.\embourg ) . He received first medals at the
Salon of 1851 and the Paris Exposition of 1855,
and the medal of honor at the Paris Exposition of
1889.

HEBERT, Jacques RE?r6 (1755-94). A
journalist and politician of the French Revolu-
tion. He was born at Alengon, November 15.

1755, of respectable parents, and was educated
at the local college: but disgracing his family
by his wild conduct, he quitted Alencon, went
to Rouen, and subsequently came to Paris. There
he dragged out a miserable existence from 1780
to 1790. He finally emerged from obscurity in

the latter year as a pamphleteer and editor of a
rabid republican paper, Le Journnl du Soir. He
first became famous, however, as the editor of the
journal Le Prre Duchesne, started in opposition
to a publication of the same name edited by
Lemaire. Knowing the tastes of the class of
people he addressed, he displayed such an exag-
geration of principles and cynicism of language
as not only ruined the enterprise of his honest
rival, but caused Hebert to become a popular
idol, and earned for him the name of 'P^re
Duchesne.' After the events of August 10, 1792,
he became a member of the Revolutionary Com-
mune, and as such approved of the September
massacres. In December. 1792. he became a sub-
stitute procureur for the Cnmnume. and in 1703
actively advocated the overthrow of the Girondist
party. The Convention, alarmed at the violence
of the Communists, ordered Herbert and three
others to be arrested. His popularity was so
great, however, that he had to be set at liberty

a few days later, and he was presented with a.

civic crown by the Commune. With Chaimiette
he inaugurated the worship of Reason, and as a
member ot the commission appointed to examine

^larie Antoinette, he added to her sufferings by-

accusing her falsely of scandalous otfenses. His
party were called Us cnraycs, and ad\iJcat<;d thp
most extreme measures; but tlie Committee of

Public Safety, under tlie control of Robespierre
and Saint-Just, caused the Hebertists to be
arrested, Marcli, 1794, and after a summary
trial Hubert, together with many of his ad-

herents, was guillotined, March 24, 1794. His
wife perished on the scaflTold a month later with
tiabel and Chaumette. Consult: Duval, "Hebert
chez lui, dans la revolution francaise." Kevue
Historiqiie, vols. xii. and xiii. (Paris. 1880-81)

;

I5runet, Le Pere Duchesne d'Hebert (ib., 1859) ;

Tridan, Lcs Hebert istcs (ib., 1804) ; Mater, J. R.
Hebert avant la journ^e du JO Avril, 1792
(Bourges. 1888) ; Aulard, Le culte de la raison
et le eultc de Velre supreme (Paris, 1892).

HEBERT, Loms Philippe (1850—). A
Canadian sculptor, born at Sainte Sophie d'Hali-
fax, Quebec. lie early manifested a taste for art,
and studied several 3'ears in a studio before he
went to Paris, wliere he afterwards settled. His
works include several historical statues for
public buildings in Ottawa. Montreal, and Que-
bec. He won the Confederation medal presented
by the Canadian Government in 1894.

HEBERT, Pierre EuGf;NE Emile (1828—).
A French sculptor, bom in l^aris. He was the
son of a sculptor, who taught him the art. He
had a bust in the Salon by the time he was
twenty-one, reappeared there with a bronze group
(1863), and exhibited at the international exhi-
bitions of 1855 and 1S67, and at Vienna in 1873,
besides doing special work—"Bacchus" for the
Tuileries (1866): a bronze statue of RaMais
for the city of Cliinon: a stone statue of Regnard
for tlie Hotel de Ville. Paris; a marble bust of
Cabet for the Museum of Dijon; "La comedie et
la drame" for the Vaudeville; bas-reliefs and
busts of Dav.au. Balzac, and others.

HEBERT, TiifiODORE 5L\rti:^ (1829—). A
French sculptor, born in Paris. He was a pupil
of Clievillon. and after 1848 exhibited such works
as an equestrian statue of Napoleon; an African
hunter fighting with an Arab on horseback;
"Faust et Marguerite" (1861); "L'lnnocence"
(1864): "Renaud et Armide" (1866); besides
busts, bas-reliefs, and grovips in plaster and in

marble. He received honorable mention in 1859.

HEBRA, h.a1)ra, Ferdinand, Ritter von (1816-
80). An Austrian dermatologist, born at Briinn.
He w%as educated at the Lfniversity of Vienna;
in 1842 became instructor in the medical faculty;
was appointed consulting physician of the gen-
eral hospital of the city in 1848, and professor
of dermatology in 1849. He was the first great
German dermatologist, and entirely reformed the
therapeutics of the science. He strongly indnrsed
local treatment. He wrote: Atlas dcr Hnutlrnnk-
heiteu, with Elsinger and Hcitzmnnn (1856);
l.chrhuch der Tlaulkranlcheifen. with Kaposi
(1872-76) ; and a third and smaller work under
the former title, with Bilrensprung (1867-68).—
His son. Hans von Hebra (1847-1902). w.i.s a
specialist in the same branch, and wrote: Lehr-
bnch der Tlantkrankheiten ( 1884) . and Die krank-
haften Vcriinderungen der Haut mit Beziehung
nuf die Krankheiten des Gesamtorrianismus
(1SS4K
HEBREW LANGUAGE AND LITERA-

TURE. See Jews; Semitic Languages.
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HEBREW MELODIES. A collection of
pui'iiis b}' Lord Byron wliich, with music by
Braliam and Nathan, was published in 1815 by
^Murray, who gave £500 for them. Among them
are "The Destruction of Sennacherib," "Jephtha's
Daughter," and "She Walks in Beauty."

HEBREW MUSIC. Our knowledge of an-
lient Hebrew music is perhaps more limited and
unsatisfactory tluin wluit we know of any other
civilized nation of antiquity. From the Egyptian
frescoes and relics, from the Greek treatises and
descriptions, and from the modern Chinese in-

struments and theoretical works, we gain a fairly

cuiiiplete idea of the music of those nations; but,

with the exception of a few reliefs on coins,

practically our sole source of knowledge about
Hebrew music is the Bible, which must be supple-
mented by constant reference to the musical in-

struments of the Assyrians and Egyptians.
In view of the late redaction of those books

(like Genesis) which relate to the earliest tradi-

tions, great care must be exercised in using the
notices about the supposed antiquity of music
among the Hebrews. Sucli a notice, e.g., as is

found in Gen. iv. 21, wiiere Jubal is said to be
"the father of all those who handle the harp and
organ" ( 'organ' being obviously a mistranslation)

,

has of course no historical value ; and similarly
the description of lliriam dancing and singing
after the deliverance of the Hebrews from Pha-
raoh and his army (Exod. xv. 20-21) is probably
part of the later embellishment of the e.xodus

of some of the Hebrew tribes from Egypt, al-

though it is quite prohalile that something of tiie

kind took place under the circumstances. On the
other hand, an incidental reference to "songs,

drum, and lyre." in connection with friendly

leave-taking, such as is found in Gen. xxxi. 27, is

of decided value as pointing to a popular custom
associated with a comparatively primitive form
of life. The instruments themselves must have
been correspondingly primitive ; and with this

restriction clearly understood, there is no objec-

tion to the assumption that Hebrew tribes, even
during tlie nomadic period, had some nnisic. and,
like the ancient Arabs, had their battle-songs,

their songs of triumph, their songs celebrating
the exploits of their favorite heroes, which they
chanted or sang to the accompaniment of primi-
tive forms of drums and of simple stringed in-

struments, while for the purpose of calling the
people together for batt'e or assembly, some .sim-

ple form of wind instrument ]ierhaps existed in

very early days. Througli foreign influence

—

notably from Egypt and Babylonia, and later

from Greece—thi^ simple instnunents gave way
to more elaborate ones, and a large variety of per-
cussion, wind, and string instruments was grad-
iially introduced into Palestine. That the ear-
liest use of music among the Hebrews was large-
ly if not exchisively secular seems reasonably
certain; but the religious bearings of events of a
secular character, such as battle and victory
songs, rejoicings at harvest-time and wedding
festivities, lend to music even when thus em-
ployed also a certain religions significance. On
all the occasions named, with the exception per-
haps of wedding festivities, the tribal or national
deity would come in for a share at least of rec-

ognition. His help was sought before proceeding
to battle; to him thanks were offered for the vic-

tory, and it was his favor that had blessed the
fields with plenty. From such considerations it

did not require many steps for the introduction
of music as part of the organized worship. To
what extent, however, music was introduced in

the preexilic temple at Jerusalem it is difficult

to say. Certainly tlie elaborate descriiJtion fur-
nished by the chronicler (I. Chron. xv. 11-24;
11. Chron. v. 12, etc.) of the temple .service and
organization in the days of David and Solomon
applies to the second temple (and even here only
in a measure) , and not to the first. Similarly the
melodies and musical directions connected with
Uie Psalms belong to the later phases of post-
exilic worship among the Jews, though all this
does not preclude the possibility that in pre-
exilic days nuisic on occasions formed part of the
temple service in Jerusalem, and perhaps also in
connection with some of the sanctuaries outside
Jerusalem.

Only a few of the musical instruments men-
tioned in the Old Testament are genuinely He-
braic in character. ( 1 ) Of stringed instru-
ments the most common and probably the
oldest was the lyre (Hebrew kimior) . the form
of whose sounding-board, as also the number of

its strings, varied considerably. Three to six
strings appeai-s to have been the ordinary num-
ber, but there are lyres depicted on Jewish coins
with as many as twelve strings. Next to the
lyre, the harp (Hebrew nehel) is most frequently
referred to ; but we must not suppose that the
ordinary harp was a large affair, such as the
Egyptians used. It was probably a small tri-

angular instrument, consisting ordinarily of not
more than ten strings. (2) The most common
wind instrument among the Hebrews was the
flute (Hebrew khalil) , which, like the lyre, dates
from very early times. It was the ordinary in-

strument at weddings and funerals, and in the
second temple was played before the altar on
festival occasions. It is probable that the He-
brews, like the Egv'ptians and the Assyrians, had
both the long flute, held straight before the
player, and the oblique flute, which was played
by blowing into a hole at the side. The horn
(Hebrew shophar) was a ram's horn, whose
limited compass (never over an octave) made it

unsuitable for other purposes than signals to
assemble the people, to give the order to dis-

perse, etc. In the Jewish ritual it Vvas retained
as a solemn rite, and to this day in orthodox
synagogues the ram's horn is blown during the

services on New Year's Day. at the close of the

Day of Atonement, on the day of the Feast of
Tabernacles, and during the entire month of

Elul, after the recital of the supplications. The
Hebrew trumpet (l-hasoserah) , of which there ia

a representation on the Arch of Titus, was a
very long instrument, and was used by the
priests in the later temple service. (3) The
chief percussion instruments were (a) the drum
( toph

)

, of which there were numerous forms,
tliough ordinarily the hand drum is intended;
(b) the cymbals (mcsiJtmiim) . which were made
of metal ; and (c) the sistnnn (menaanim) , which
appears to have been introduced from Egypt.
Besides the above list, there are quite a number
of instruments mentioned in the Old Testament
(cf. especially Dan. iii. 5-10), which have not yet
been identified. For example, the symphony
(Dan. iii. 5. margin) may have been a species of
bagpipe, while the slialishim (I. Sam. xviii. 6)
appears to have 'oeen a sort of triangle.

Bibliography. Breslaur, Sind originale Syna-
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gogen- und ^'olh>i-^l^'lodicn bci den Juden gc-

schichtUch nachireisharf (Leipzi;?, 1898) ; Saal-

sehiitz, Oeschichte und W i( rdig ii iig dcr Miixik bci

den Hehraern (Berlin, 1829), \vlii<-li <;ivos a com-
parison of the Hebrew instriinieiils willi the

Greek and the modern Aral)ian; Slainer, The
Music of the Bible (New York and London,
n. d.) ; Wellhausen's edition of the Psalms in

the Polychrome Bible (New York, 1898), with
appendix on the "Music of the Hebrews;" J.

Weiss, Die mii»ikalischen Instrumente in den
hi-iligen Schriften des alien Tcslnmcnts (Vienna,
1895) ; Biichelcr. '-Zur Geschiehfe der Tempcl-
nuisik und dor Tempelsalmen," Zcilschiiff fiir

Altiestamentliche Wisscn.trhaft (1899-1900) : the

Hebrew archaeologies of Nowack and Benzinger;
and for tlie musical instruments of tlie Book of

Daniel, H. Derenbourg. See Psalms; David.

HEBREWS. The name given to a group of

clans of Aramean stock, who trace their origin

to Southern Babylonia. The ultimate home,
however, of these groups, and of the Arameans
and Arabs, is in general to be sought rather

in the steppes of Arabia. Hence they passed to

the north in two steady streams, one by a direct

route into Palestine and S3'ria, the other by the

Euphrates Valley, where some made more or less

permanent settlements, attracted by the higher

culture prevailing in that region, while others

continued northward and passed into Syria and
ultimately Palestine. The name Hebrew is first

applied to Abraham (Gen. xiv. 1.3) : but there is

an earlier eponymous ancestor, Eber (Gen. x.

21), to whom it properly belongs. The designa-

tion of Abraham as "the Hebrew' already reflects

the later conditions wlien the Hebrew confederacy
was organized. \Miere the name originated is,

therefore, a problem for which no satisfactory

solution has yet been proposed. Some have sup-

posed that the name originally designated a
nomadic people of invaders, and that the Habiri
of the Amarna tablets are Hebrews in this sense.

Inasmuch as the term is generally used by for-

eigners in designating the Hebrew confederacy
(Gen. xl. 15: Ex. ii. 6; I. Sam. iv. 6) . it has been
interpreted as the name given to the people, and
denoting those who had 'come from beyond.'

The stem from which Hebrews is formed has this

meaning: but the explanation is not acceptable,

since in that case the name would hardly have
acquired such importance as to give rise to an
ei)onymous ancestor, Eber. The fact is that,

since the literature of the Old Testament is for

the great part written from a religious point of

view, the distinctively religious designation of

the confederacy as Bene Israel (or Israelites), or
as Israel and Judah, receives the preference over
Jhrim or Hebrews, and hence the latter is intro-

duced only on special occasions and for some spe-

cial reason. For the history, language, litera-

ture, and institutions of the Hebrews, see .Jews;
Semitic Languages.

HEBREWS, Epistle to TnE(Gk. ^7rpos'E/3/.a(-

ot/s iirurToK-fi. he pros Hebraioiis epixtolr. Lat. epts-

tola ad Uebrwos) . An anonymous book of the New
Testament. The questions concerning its au-
thor, the readers to whom it was addressed, and
the place where, as well as the time when, it w.as

written have all been points of critical debate,

and it cannot be said that any one of them is yet
positively settled.

I. The time of composition could not have been

later than A.D. 95. since the book was used freely

by Clement of Kome in his letter to the Co-
rinthians, which is assigned to about this dale.

How much earlier than this it wa-s written de-

])cnds largely upon what is to be understood by
the ijerseeutions referred to in x. .'iii-.'U. If tliey

are to be identified with the Claudian edict (see

Persecutions of the Christians), it caiuiot be

dated earlier than 48 ; if they are to be identified

with the Jewish War (see Jew.s), it cannot be

dated before (15. In fact, whichever event is in-

tended, it is likely that the writing wa.s long sub-

.sequent to it, since the persecutions are referred

to as belonging to the 'former days' (x. 32). As
between these two events, however, the statement
in xii. 4 that the readers had 'not yet resisted

unto blood' would seem to make it unlikely that

they had passed through the horrors of the

Jewish War. But the force of this argument is

dependent largely on the assumption that the

readers were resident in Jerusalem or some part

of Palestine. If resident elsewhere, then a new
viewpoint of the persecutions is possible, and the

above limits may not be necessary. It would
seem to be certain that the author belonged to a

generation later than the Gospel times (ii. 3; cf.

Luke i. 1-4), and that the readers were under
rulers different from .those who had founded and
had originally been in charge of the Church (xiii.

7 ) . It would further seem to be clear that the

persecutions mentioned in x. 32-34 as belong-

ing to the 'former days' are to be sejjarated from
those in the midst of which the readers were at

the time of writing, and in which they had not

yet come to the shedding of blood (xii. 4) . though
the crisis of their troubles wa.s not far beyond
them (X. 25: cf. xii. 25-29). Anything more
definite than this, however, nuist depend upon the

consideration of the remaining points.

II. The place of the Epistle's composition would
seem largely to depend on the interpretation of

xiii. 24(>. if 'they of Italy' is to be understood

as referring to those who had come from Italy,

then the Epistle was written somewhere outside

of that country: if it is to be understood as

referring to tliose who belonged to Italy, then

the place of writing was most n:iturally some-
where within that land. As to whicli of these two
usages the author had in mind, it may, perhaps,

be impossible definitely to .say; although, from
the grouped cliaracter of 'the salutations in the

verse, it would seem that he was sending a greet-

ing to all those who were associated with the

readers—both officers and fellow (Christians

—

from all those who were associated with himself.

But this would seem to imply that these latter

were the Christians generally of the land from
which he was writing,- since otherwise they must
be merely Christian sojourners who were acci-

dentally in the place where he was. Tn this case

we should liave a general greeting on the one side

and a strangely partial greeting on the other

—

a greeting from a group of Christian travelers in

a city, but none from the Cliristians of the city

itself. There would, consequently, seem to be

something in favor of the Epistle's having been

written within the land of Italy. If so it was
probably at some other place than Rome, since

Timothy's relea.se from prison and his expect^ed

arrival at the place where the author was (xiii.

23) would indicate a coming from Rome, as the

most probable place of imprisonment, to some
other place where the author was awaiting him.
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HI. The readers of the Epistle have generally

been c'OiiJiiiU'rcd Jewisli C'liristiaiis—a conclusion

whicli would appear to be clearly evidenced by
the distiiicUvely Hebrew eliaracter of the arini-

nient employed in the Epistle. Eecently, however,

critics have claimed a Gentile Christian reader-

ship, saying that a Hebrew argument might have
been fornuilated for Christians who were not

•Jews. Theoretically this is true : but were it

so in this particular case, the Epistle would be-

come a purely ac^adeuiie essay, lacking all the

significance whicli wovild otherwise come from its

appeal to the Jewish race from the point of view

of its peculiar institutions and its distinctive

Scriptures. It amounts to nothing in support

of such Gentile readership to contend that the

Epistle contains no direct statement of the fact

that the readers were in danger of an apostasy

to Judaism, for the readers might not have come
to the point of apostatizing and yet have been

Jews. Jewish Christians as well as Gentile

might have been simply weak in the faith and in

need of exhortation to hold fast to their profes-

sion. In fact, if this weakness of faith and in-

security of jirofession was the condition of the

readers, it is difficult to understand why such a

Jewish background to the strengthening exhorta-

tion given them was selected, unless they were

Jewish themselves. In view of this background,

such passages as vi. 1, 2, and xiii. 4 are of no
significance, since they are both specifically ap-

plicable to Jewish Christians, the latter especial-

ly, in view of Paul's arraigranent of the race in

Rom. ii. 17-20.

Admitting the probability, therefore, that the

readers were Jewish, their habitation would seem
to be most naturally in a place of Jewish sur-

roundings such as Palestine and Jerusalem.

Against this, however, is the strong Alexandrian

mode of thought which quite plainly underlies

the Epistle's argument. This would not be nat-

ural in the places mentioned above. On the con-

trary, it would suggest Alexandria itself and

Egypt. Against this latter location the only

argument would be our general ignorance of the

oondition of early Christianity in this region.

Rome is urged by modern critics, and. as far as

the Alexandrian niode of thought is concerned,

there might not be much against the place. As
a matter of fact, however, the critics base their

contention largely on the specifically Jewish

character of the Roman Church—an argument
which is so clearly against the facts of the Roman
Epistle as to be impossible of acceptance. There

would, consequently, seem to remain only some
such locality as the Phrygian region of Western

Asia—a region largely inhabited by Jews and
largely under the influence of Alexandrian

thought. With such a locality Timothy's rela-

tionship (xiii. 2.3. 'our brother Timothy'), and
the evident tendencies of the readers to angel-

worship (chs. i. and ii.), an eclectic spirit and
a false asceticism (ch. xiii.) would be signifi-

cant.

In view, therefore, of the probable Jewish char-

acter of the readers and their most natural loca-

tion in Western Asia ilinor, the strong probabil-

ity of an Italian place of composition Is greatly

strengthened ; since to Je\vish readers resident

in Phrygia a salutation from mere Italian so-

journers would have no meaning. And in view

of all three points, a date some time after the

Jewish War would seem most reasonable ; for

then the Jewish colonies in the Diaspora would
be largely increased and such independent Hebrew
congregations more possible. We could also thus
untlerstand by tlie persecutions of the "former
days' the .Jewisli War, whose horrors were not
likely to have faded from the exiles' minds ; while
the newer jicrsecutions, in the beginnings of

which the readers were (xii. 4), could quite

easily be the rise of the Doiuitian anti-Christian

aggressiveness. This supposition is favm-ed by
two considerations—the distinctive Jewish rivalry

to Christianity after the destruction of .lerusa-

leni, and the general Christian disapi)ointnient

at the non-return of Christ, which liad been wide-

ly expected in connection with this catastrophe,

in view of the common understanding of the'

words of Christ as promising it. These two facts

would almost seem to account for the troublous

situation of the readers, at least from its Jewish
side; for it is clear they were sutTering from
oppression by their unbelieving countrymen—an
oppression which gathered an irritating strength

largely from the failure of the expected return

of their Christ. This oppression might be more
or less connected with the Government's hostility,

and shows the situation to have been one of

peculiar danger, because of the combination of

evil which threatened them. We might place the

writing of the Epistle, therefore, somewhere about

A.D. 00.

IV. The question of author has been generally

held to be the most important point connected

with the criticism of the Epistle. It is. in fact,

the least important, since tlie even approximate
settling of the above questions gives us practical-

ly all the critical knowledge of the Epistle which
we need for working puriJOses. The fact, there-

fore, that there is no certain answer to this ques-

tion is of no significance. At the same time it

can be safely said that, whoever the author may
have been, he was not Paul. This is universally

accepted by critics to-day. Outside of Paul, evi-

dence would seem, in some respects, to ]ioint to

Barnabas, whose name was apparently nttaclied

to the manuscripts of the Epistle with which

Tertullian was acquainted, and was considered by
liim in his day as an accepted tradition. Any
definite conclusion, however, is impossible. The
attempt of Harnack to credit it to Prisca and

Aquila, chiefly Prisca, is not supported by the

facts.

BinLiOfiR.\pnY. Co-Ill m ph taries : Delitzscli ( I^eip-

zig, 1857): Kurtz (Mitau. ISfiO) : Ewald (Giit-

tingen. 1870) ; Westcott (2d ed.. London. 1802) ;

Davidson, in Handbooks for Bihle Classes (Edin-

burgh. 1882) : Kiibel, in Strack-Zockler. Koni men-

far (2d ed.. Jlunich. 180.5) : E. Weiss, in Jlever,

Konimcnfar (6th ed., Gottingen, 1807); Von
Soden in TJand-Kommentar :iim Xeuen Trsla-

nient (3d ed.. Freiburg. 1901). Introductions:

Holtzmann (3d ed.. Freiburg. 1802) ; Salmon

(7th ed.. London, 1894) ; Jiilicher (4th ed.. Tii-

bingen. 1001): B. Weiss (English translation,

Xew York, 18881 : Zahn (2d ed.. Leipzig. 1000) ;

Bacon (Xew York. 1900) ; Jloffatt, HMorical .Ypic

Testament (New York, 1000). Discussions:

Bleek. Der Brief an die Eelriier erliiufcrt (Ber-

lin. 1828-40) ; Wieseler. Untersnelitingen iiher den

nrhnierhrief (Kiel. 1861); Riehra. Lehrheqriff

des Hehmerhriefes (Basel, 1867) : Ayles. Destina-

tion. Date, and Authorship of the Epistle to the

neT)7-en-s (London, 1899) ; Bruce, Th-e Epistle to
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the Hebrews (Edinburgh, 1899) ; Harnaek, Chro-
nologic (Leipzig, 1897).

HEBREWS, OospEL of. Spe Apocryi'IIA,
scftion \('ir Testament.

HEBRIDES, heb'ridez. The name ai)i>lied to

all the ishmds of the western coast of Scot-

land, popularly known as the Western Isles
(ilap: Scothind, A 2). They are classified as
the Outer and Inner Hebrides. To the Outer
belong Lewis-with-Ilarris. North Uist, Benbeeula,
South Uist, liarra. and Uie remote Isle of Saint
Kilda. The principal of the Inner islands are
Skye, Coll, Tiree, Eigg, JIuU, lona, Stafl'a, Ulva,
Lisniore, Kerrera, Easdale, Colonsay, Jura, and
Islay. Bute, Arran, and the Cumbraes, lliough

lying in the Firth of Clyde, are usually classed
with the Hebrides.

Tlie total number of the Hebrides is about 521

;

of these not more than 120 are inhabited. The
entire area is estimated at upward of 3000 square
miles, and the population, in 1901, was 95.739.

Only about 200,000 acres are arable; tlie rest is

in pasture land, and in morasses, peat-mosses,
lakes, and barren sands and rock. Geologically
the Hebrides are divided into groups, of which
the more important are the gneiss, trap, and
slate. The scenery is grand and picturesque

;

Mull is noted for its lofty mountains. Jura
for its peak5, and Arran for its higli, rugged
hills. Islay and Bute are comparatively level

and arable. Stafl'a is remarkable for its ba-
saltic columns and great cavern. lona derives

interest froni its ruins and historical associa-

tions. vPolitically all the Hebridean isles are
attached to Scotland. The counties among which
they are distributed are those of Ross, Inver-
ness, Argyll, and Bute. The principal Hebri-
dean towns are Stonioway in Lewis, Portree
in Skye, Tobermory in Mull, and Rothesay in

Bute. Though situated on the mainland of

Argyll. Oban (q.v. ) is usually considered a town
of the Hebrides, and, along with Rothesay, is best

known to tourists. Sheep, cattle, and pony rear-

ing, herring fisheries, and the manufacture of

kelp are the chief industries. Live stock, fish,

kelp, wool, and stone are tlie principal exports;
iron and groceries the imports.

Enjoying the benefit of the moist southwest
winds, the climate, although humid, is mild, pleas-
ant, and healthful, and is reeonnncnded for cer-
tain classes of invalids. The poorer class of natives
for the most part speak Gaelic. The establish-
ment of several distinct lines of steamer coni-

nninication with Glasgow, and the opening up
of remote tracts formerly reached with diflScuIty,

have developed the resources of the islands and
brought them, with the neighboring coast, within
the sphere of trade and the reach of tourists.

Under modern pro]n'ietorship real estate has im-
proveil, and large tracts of moorland are annual-
ly rented to sportsmen as shooting-grounds.

The Hebrides are the Ebudce of Ptolemy, the
Hchudes of Pliny, and the Hudrcyjar of the Nor-
wegi;wis. The Hebrides were first colonized in

the ninth century by emigrants from Norway.
They settled in the greatest n\unbcrs on the Shet-

land and Orkney Islands and Outer Hebrides,
but soon wandered as far south as the Isle of

5Ian. colonizing as they went. This resulted in

the absorption of the Celtic into the Norse ele-

ment in tlic northern islands, while southward
the Celtic element remained predominant. The

HEBRON.

colony e.\tended to the north and west coasts
of Scotland, Cumberland, and Westmoreland, and
probably founded tlie Xorse kingdoms of Dublin,
vVatcrford, and Limerick; it also sent a colony

to Iceland in 874. Tiie settlers became sufiicienl-

!y powerful to annoy the mother country, where-
upon Harald Haarfagr (Iving of Norway, c.StiG-

9.'j;i) fitted out a great expedition and subdued
the Hebrides and Alan. They remained subject

to Norway till 1200. three years after the battle

of Largs, and were then transferred to Scotland.

In 1346 one of the chiefs, named Maedonald,
reduced the whole under his authority, and
took the title of 'Lord of the Isles;' but in

1540 they were finally annc.\cd to the Scoltisli

Crown by James V'. The Hebrides were ecclesi-

astically dependent on Norway as late as 1374.
Scott's Lord of the Isles contributed materially
to create popular interest in these islands, which
has been added to by William Black's novels.

Consult: Buchanan, Hebrid Isles (London. 1SS3)
;

Gordon-Cumming, In the Hebrides (ib., 1883).

HE'BRON (Heb. KhebrOn). A very ancient
sacred city of Southern Palestine, the modern
El-Khalil, about 21 miles south-southwest of
Jerusalem. Hebron ligures in tradition as ons
of the oldest cities of Palestine (ef. Num. xiii.

22), and was originally called Kirjath Arba,
'four-city' (Gen. xxiii. 2; Joshua xiv. 15; ef. .Jo-

sephus, Bel. Jud., iv. 9, 7 ) . As one of the fa-

mous sanctuaries of the south, it became associat-

ed in the traditions and legends of the Hebrews
with the beginnings of their history. All three
patriarchs, Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, are rep-

resented as sojourning in Hebron (Gen. xiii. 18;
XXXV. 27; xxxvii. 14). and tradition locates
here the cave of Machpelah, where all three,

as well as Sarah and Rebecca, were buried (CJen.

xxiii.; XXV. 9; xxxv. 27-29; xlix. 29-32; 1. 13).
The spies sent out by Moses before entering the
promised land came hither (Num. xiii. 21,

22). Joshua is said to have destroyed the city,

given it to Caleb for an inheritance, and made
it a city of refuge (Joshua x. 36-37; xiv. 13;
x.x. 7 ) . Hebron figures prominently in the his-

tory of David (q.v.) ; it was here that he was
anointed King, first over Judah, later over al!

Israel (II. Sain. ii. 1-4; v. 1-3). The popularity
of the Davidic dynasty probably had much to do
with the production of legends regarding Hebron
and the reshaping of old traditions of the place
to make them conform to the later scheme of
Hebrew historiography. It was from Hebron
that Absalom made his attempt to secure the
throne (II. Sam. xv. 7 sqq.). After this time it

is seldom mentioned in biblical history. Judas
JMaccabaeus captured it from the Edomites, and
the Romans stormed it. It was held for a time by
the Crusaders, but fell into the hands of Saladin
(1187), and since then has belonged to the Mo-
hammedans, who have always respected its sanc-
tity and regard it as one of the four sacred cities

of the world, Mecca, Medina, and .Jerusalem being
the other three. Its association with Abraham,
who is called by the Mohammedans Khalil .lllah,

'friend of God,' has given it its modern name.
The modern city has a population of about IS.OOO

JMohammedans and 1500 .Tews. The alleged sepul-

chres of the patriarchs are still shown, and an
ancient oak at the neighboring Mamre is pointed
cut as the oak of Abraham. In the neighborhood
are the so-called tombs of Ruth, Jesse, and Abner.
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HEBBON. A city and the county-seat of
Thayer County, Neb., 65 miles southwest of Lin-
coln ; on tile Little Blue Kiver, and on the Bur-
lington and Jlissouri Kiver and the Chicago,
Kock Island and Pacific railroads (Map: Ne-
braska, G 3 ) . It is the commercial centre for a
farming and stock-raising district. Population,
in 1S90, 1502; in 1900, loll.

HEBRUS, he'brus. The ancient name of the
river Mantza (q.v.).

HEC'AT^'US (Lat., from Gk. 'E/cotows,

Hckalaios) . The most important of the Greek
logographers (q.v.), son of Hegesander of Mile-

tus. He flourished about B.C. 500. At the time
of the Ionian revolt (c.501-493 B.C.) he strove in

vain to keep his countrymen from entering upon
the war with Persia, and after their defeat he
went as an ambassador to Artaphemes. the Per-

sian satrap, and induced him to treat the lonians
kindly. Like most of the logographers, he was
an extensive traveler; to judge from the frag-

ments of his work, he must have visited Greece,

Thrace, the countries bordering on the Euxine,
a great part of Persia, Africa, and possibly Italy

and Spain. He wrote a work called Genealogies
(Teveaf-oylat), which was little more tlian a
prose version of the poetical legends of the

Greeks. His Tour of the World {Ueplodos P-^s),

in two books^ is interesting from the fact that it-

was accompanied by a map, probably based upon
that of Anaximander

(
q.v. ) . The fragments of

these two works are published by Miiller, Frag-
meiita Historicorum (lr(Fcoriiin, i. and iv. (Paris,

1841-70). Consult, also: Atenstadt, De Hecatcei

Milesii Fragiiientis quce ad Hispaniam et Galliam
Pertinent, Leipziger Stitdien, xiv. (1891); Tro-

pea, Erateo da Mileto ed i frammenti della

periegesis (estratto degli Atti dell' Aead. Pelor-

mitana. 1890-97).

HECATE, hgk'a-te (Lat., from Gk. 'E/cdr^, He-
katc, the far-working goddess, from fiac, tiekas,

afar). An anciint moon goddess, as is clear, not

only from her functions, but from the direct

statements of the ancients. She is first men-
tioned by Hesiod, as the only daughter of the

Titan Perses, and of Asteria, or night. The poet

praises her as a mighty goddess ruling earth,

heaven, and sea. the helper of hunters and fisher-

men, giver of victory in battle and council. Like
other moon goddesses, she appears as helper of

women in their confinement, guardian of children,

and a goddess of marriage; she also possesses the

power of purifying from sin. like Apollo. Mys-
teries were celebrated in her honor at ^-Egina, and
in canjunction with the Corybantes in the Zeryn-

thian cave of Samothrace. The special seats of

her worship are found in Asia Minor and on the

east coast of Greece, though in later times she

was widely honored. Hecate in the general be-

lief of antiquity was associated with the guard-
ianship of doors and roads, and her sanctuaries
seem in general to have been little more than
wayside shrines. A statue of the triple Hecate
by Alcamenes stood near the entrance to the
Acropolis of Athens, and she was worshiped in

private houses. The crossroads were under her
special protection, and at them sacrifices, especial-

ly of dogs, were oflFered. At each new moon, also,

the rich set out in her honor food, which was
eaten by the poor. As a goddess of the night
Hecate is also associated with the lower world, a
companion of Persephone, and guardian of her

door. She had control of the spirits of the dead,
goblins, and spectres, her coming was greeted by
the howling of dogs, and she was invoked .by

magicians and witches. From these varied func-

tions, it is not strange that she became closely

connected with I'ersephone, and especially with
Artemis. In art she was at first represented as a
maiden carrying torches, and this type persisted

through the classical period. The common type,
however, derived probably from her epithet
Tp'o(Sir(f (Lat. Trivia, "where three roads meet'),
was tliat of three bodies, joined so as to face in
three directions. In the frieze of the great altar
at Pergamum, Hecate is shown as having three
heads and six arms, but a single body, and this

type appears occasionally in later works. Con-
sult: Preller-Robert, Griechische Mythologie
(Berlin, 1894), and especially Roscher, "Hekate,"
in Lvxikon der griechischen und romischen My-
Iholuyie (Leipzig, 1886-90).

HECATOMB (Lat. hecatomhe, from Gk.
eKarSfi^ri, hckatombc, from iKarbv, hekaton,
hundred + /Sous, bous, ox). Strictly, a sacrifice

of 100 oxen, but even in the Homeric poems a
term for any sacrifice of a large number of ani-

mals; thus we hear of a hecatomb of 12 oxen
or of 50 rams. The belief that the favor of the
gods was dependent upon the size of the offering

probably was one factor in inducing such large

numbers of victims ; but a powerful influence

was also exerted by the desire to feed the popu-
lace, since only a small part of each victim was
actually consumed upon the altar. See also

S.\CRIFICE.

HECK, B.VBBABA (1734-1804). One of the

founders of the Methodist Church in America.
She was born, of German parentage, in Bally-

garry County, Limerick, Ireland, a district which
early felt the influence of Wesley's preaching.
She and her husband, Paul, came to America in

1760, and in 1766, with Philip Embury, organized
a Methodist society in New York Cit}'. The
building of the famous old John Street Methodist
Church was due, in great part, to her tireless

energ%'. During the Revolution the Hecks re-

tired to northern New York, and finally to Cana-
da, to be among Loyalists. They founded the
earliest Methodist society in Canada.

HECK'ER, Friedrich Isarl Franz (1811-

81). A German revolutionist and American sol-

dier. He was born at Eichtersheini. in Baden,
September 28, 1811, and after studying law in

Heidelberg became, m 1838, advocate of the Su-
preme Court in Mannheim. Elected, in 1842, a
member of the second Chamber in Baden, he aban-
doned his profession for political life, and .soon

grew popular among the more advanced elements
of the opposition. He sat and voted with the Ex-
treme Left, and his influence helped to oust the

Blittersdorf Ministry from office. In 1845, in con-

junction with Itzstein. he conducted a democratic
campaign in Gennany, during which he was ar-

rested at Berlin and expelled from Prussia. In
1848 he employed his eloquence in revolutionary

agitation, and he and Struve became leaders of

the advanced Revolutionary party. When the

preliminary convention of the German nation
i.Das Vorparlament) met at Frankfort. Hecker
endeavored, with the influence of his whole party,

to constitute it into a permanent republican

assembly. The frustration of this effort led him
to attempt to surprise the smaller governments
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of Southern Germany with the bands of artisans

which had come from France. Defeated at Ivan-

dcrn, in Badeu, April 20, 1S4S, he lied into the

Canton of Basel, where he conducted a radical

newspaper, and wrote his work. Die \'olkserhe-

bung in Baden. On being refused admission to

the National Assembly at Frankfort, though
twice elected to represent Thiengen, he emigrated

to America, where he bought a farm at Belleville,

111. The Baden Revolution (1849) brought him
back to Europe; but finding the revolution over

on Ijis arrival, he returned to America. He was
a colonel and brigadier-general in the Union
Army during the Civil War. During his later

years Hecker watched with interest the founding

of the new German Empire, and was a standi

supporter of German interests in America. He
died at Saint Louis, March 24, 1881. His Redcn
vnd Vorlesungen were published in Germany in

1872. and were followed two years later by Be-

trachtungen Uber den Kirchenstrcit in Deutsch-
hind und die InfaUibilitiit.

HECKEB, Isaac Thomas (1819-88). An
American priest of the Roman Catholic Church,
founder of the Paulist Fathers. He was bom in

New York City, and early in life engaged in busi-

ness. In 1843 he was a member of the socialistic

comnumity at Brook Farm, and later of that at

Fruitlands, Slass. He also lived for some time
with Henry D. Thoreau at the latter's 'Her-

mitage.' In 1844 he was converted to the Roman
Catholic faith, and five years later was ordained

to the priesthood by Cardinal Wiseman. He
joined the Redemptorists, but with others was
released from his vows, and in 1858 founded the

Congregation of Saint Paul the Apostle, or Paul-

ists (q.v. ), in New York. Father Hecker was
the founder and director of the Catholic Publica-

tion Society, and also founded and edited from
1865 until" his death the Catholic Wmld. the

chief popular Roman Catholic magazine in Ameri-
ca. His writings also included: Qiiesticms of

the Soul (1855) ; Aspirations of Kature (1857) ;

and Catholicity in the United f^tatcn (1879).
Consult Elliott, Life of Father HerAer(New York,

1891 ). The appearance of an abridged and incor-

rect .anonvnnous French version (1807: fith ed.

1898) of Father Elliott's volume evoked an at-

tack by Abbe Maignan. of the Congregation of

Saint Vincent de Paul, in Le Pire Becker, est-il

vn Saint? (1898). This was succeeded by the so-

called "American' controversy, for the settlement

of which Pope Leo XIII. in 1899 addressed an
apostolical letter tc Cardinal Gibbons. For an
account of the matter, consult Sedg^vick, Father
Hecker (Boston, 1900).

HECKER, JoHANN Julius (1707-68). A
German educator, born at Werden. Prussia.

At the command of Frederick IT. of Prussia, he
drew up a system of regulations for the gnvern-
nient of conmion schools, parts of which are still

in force. Consult Fr. Ranke, Johann Julius
Hecker (Berlin, 1861).

HECKER, .Justus Priedrich Karl (1795-

1850). A German physician and writer of medi-
cal history, bom in Erfurt, Prussian Saxony.
He was professor of medicine in the I^niversity

of Berlin, and wrote: Geschichte der Ueilknnde
(1822-29) ; Der schirarze Tod im l.',. .Tahrhundert
(]S.')2): Die Tanwut. cine Volkskrankheit im
Mrttelalter (1832), translated into English by
B. G. B.abington, under the title, "The Dancing

Mania of the Middle Ages" (1875); Der eng-

iibche Schioeiss. Ein drztlicher Beitrag sur Qe-

schichte des IS. und Id. Jahrhundcrts (1834);

Ueschichte der neuern Beilkunde ( 1839) ; Kinder-

fahrten, eine historisch pathologische Skizze

(1845).

HECK'EWEL'DER, John Gottlieb Ernes-

TUS (1743-1823). ,\n American pioneer mission-

ary and orator, born in Bedford, England. Ho
settled in Pennsylvania in 1754, studied theology,

and entered the Moravian ministry. In 1771 he

became assistant to David Zeisberger (q.v.), who
had charge of the missionary work of that Church
among the Indians in the Ohio country, whither

Heekewelder proceeded in that same year, la

this service he remained for fifteen years. In

1792 and 1793 he assisted in drawing up treaties

between the United States and the Indians, by

whom he was greatly loved and trusted. He re-

mained in Ohio until 1810, when he settled at

Bethlehem, Pa., and engaged in writing the his-

tory of his labors and observations. He published

:

An Account of the History, Manners, and Cus-

toms of the hidian Kation.i Who Once Inhabited

Pennsylvania and the Neighboring Htates ( 1818),

a work of great value which was translated into

both German and French; Narrative of the Mis-

sion of the United Brethren Among the Delaware
and Mohegan Indians (1820) ; Names Which the

Lcntvi Lenape or Delaware Indians Give to Riv-

ers, Streams, and Localities (1822). Consult

Rondthaler, Life of Heekewelder (Philadelphia,

1847).

HECKLE, HATCHEL, HETCHEL. A
wooden frame studded with iron teeth used for

separating the shine or boon of flax and hemp
from the fibre; also the operation of cleaning the

fibre with this tool.

HECKMONDWIKE, hek'mond-wik'. A man-
ufacturing town in the \^cst Riding of Y'ork-

shire, England. 10 miles southwest of Leeds
(Map: England, E 3). It has coal-mines, iron-

works, machine-shops, and is an important centre

of carpet, blanket, and heavy woolen manufac-
tures. The town has improved in recent years;

has good drainage, an ample water-supply, and
electric lighting. Population, in 1891, 9700; in

1901. 9460.

HECKSCHER, hek'sher, Johann Gustav
WiLiiELM MoRiTZ (1797-1865). A German poli-

tician, born in Hamburg. He served during the

War of 1815 as a volunteer in the Hanseatic
Corps, and then studied at the universilies nf

Giittingen and Heidelberg. Upon completing his

studies he settled in Hamburg, where he prac-

ticed law, and, after 1840. directed the politics

of the Hamburger Naehrichten. In 1848 he was
elected to the Vorparlament, in which he op-

posed the propositions of the Democratic Party.

In the National Assembly at Frankfort (1848-

49) he was at first a member of the Left Centre,

but inclined more and more to identify himself

with the Right. He advocated the election of

Archduke John of Austria as Vicar of the

Provisional Government, in which he himself was
appointed Minister of .Tustice, ^d opposed the
proposition to exclude .-\ustria and erect a Ger-

man empire with a Prussian King as hereditary

Emperor. Later he helped to organize the Pan-
German Party.

HECliA, or HEK'LA. .\ volcano in Iceland,

situated in the southwestern part of the island.
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about 20 miles from the coast. It has an irregu-

lar cone built of lava, scoriae, and ashes, and bare

ol vegetation, which rises to a height of 5100
feet above the sea. There are several subsidiary
craters, besides the principal crater on the
summit, and tlie cone is dissected by deep ra-

vines, through which torrents rush down from
the suow-fields above. The volcano has an ex-

tremely wild and desolate appearance. Erup-
tions take place at irregular intervals, Jhe total

number on record since the discovery of Iceland
being 28. T!ie most violent outbursts occurred
in 1157, 1300, 1507, 1G30, and 1766. In the last-

named year a large area was buried beneath the

ejected lava and ashes. The volcano was again
active from September, 1845, to April, 1846, and
in March, 1878. See Iceland.

HECTARE, or HEKTAEE, HECTOGRAM.
HECTOLITER, HECTOMETER. See Metkic
System.

HECTIC FEVER (from Gk. ck-ik6^, hekti-

kos, consumptive, from £j(f, hexis, condition,

from ix^"', echein, to have). A type of fever,

usually associated with tubercular disease, ab-

scess, or septicaemia, distinguished by an afternoon

or evening rise of temperature, during which
the jjatient has bright eyes, flushed cheeks, and
some nervous excitement, while afterwards the
temperature falls and profuse perspiration oc-

curs. Tile treatment must be directed toward the
existing disease, of which it is generally a grave
symptom.

HECTOR (Lat., from Gk. "Efcrwp) . The lead-

er and mightiest warrior in the Trojan armj-,

son of Priam and Hecuba, husband of Andro-
mache, and father of Astyanax or Scamandrius.
In the Iliad he appears as brave in battle, but
hasty, and often imprudent; he is also full of

reverence for the gods, tender love for his family,
and devoted patriotism. During the absence of
Achilles from the fight he storms the Greek camp
and penetrates even to the ships. Driven back
by Patroclus, the friend nf Achilles, he at length
slays him, by the help of Apollo. Roused by his
thirst for vengeance, .\chilles is reconciled with
Agamemnon, and in divine armor routs the
Trojans with fearful slaughter, and finally, after
cliasing Hector three times round the walls of
Troy, slays him by the help of Athena, and drags
the body at his chariot-wheels to the Greek ships.

Here the corpse is miraculously preserved by the
gods, and finally ransomed by Priam. With the
mourning and luirial of Hector the Iliad closes. In
the post-Homeric literature little is added to the
picture of Hector. At Ilitim he was worshiped
as a hero, and similar offerings were made at
Thebes, whither it was said an oracle had com-
manded the removal of his bones. In art the
combats of Hector with various Greek heroes,
his death, the maltreatment of his body, and his
ransom, are favorite subjects.

HECTOR, Annie (French) (1825-1902). .\

British novelist, best known by her pseudon>Tn
of 'Mrs. .\lexander.' born in Dublin. Ireland. She
began writing at an early age, but with so
little success that on her marriage she laid aside
her pen and resumed it only when the death of
her husband obliged her to seek some means of
maintenance. Among her novels, some of which
met with considerable success, are: The Wooing
O't (1873) : Rn- Drnrrst Foe (1876) ; Bn Worn-
an's Wit (2 vols., 1886) ; Mona's Choice (1887) ;

A Life Interest (3 vols., 1888); A Winning
Hazard (1806) ; and Barbara: Lady's Maid and
Fecicss (1897).

HECTOR, or ECTOR, Sib. The name of two
knights in Arlluiriau legend.

HECUBA (Lat., from Gk. 'EKipri, Hekahe)

.

The second wife of Priam, King of Troy, to whom
she was said to have borne nineteen children, in-

cluding Hector, Paris, Hclenus, Cassandra, Dei-

phobus, Polydorus, and Troilus. lu the Iliad

Hecuba appears as bringing offerings to Athena,
trying to restrain Hector from the battle, and
lamenting his death. The tragedians, and espe-

cially Euripides, basing their work on the later

epics, developed her story, and it served as
a source for still later poets. Before the birth of

Paris she dreamed that she bore a blazing torch
which fired the whole city. From dread of the
meaning of this omen, Paris was e.\posed. An-
other episode was her vengeance on Polymestor,
King of Thrace, to whom Priam had sent his son
Polydorus and much treasure for safe-keeping.
Polj'mestor murdered his ward, and threw the
body into the sea, which bore it to the shore of

the Troad, where it was discovered by a servant
of the now captive Hecuba. She then enticed*

Poh^nestor to her tent, and with her attendants
slew his sons before his e_yes and blinded him.
The loss of Polydorus was only one of her suffer-

ings after the capture of Troy, for she saw her
husband and her sons slain, her grandson, As-
tyanax, son of Hector, thrown from the walls of
Troy, and her daughter Polyxena sacrificed at

the tomb of Achilles, while the lot assigned her
as slave to her most hated enemy, Odj-sseus. The
legends of her end varied, as in one version she
was transformed into a dog, which sprang into
the sea and was drowned, while in another her
lamentations and curses so angered the Greeks
that they stoned her. Her name became prover-

bial for a sorrowful fate.

HECUBA, or HECABE. A tragedy by Eu-
ripides, produced about B.C. 424. It deals with
the revenge of the Trojan matron on Polvmestor,
King of Thrace, who had murdered her youngest
son. Polydorus, previously consigned by Priam
to his guardianship. The tragic pathos of the
play is also heightened by the introduction in the
first part of the story of Polyxena, the daughter
of Hecuba, who was sacrificed by the Greeks to
(he shade of .\chilles. The play is somewhat
kicking in unity.

HECYRA, iies'i-ra (Lat., from Gk. EKvpd,
mother-in-law). A comedy by Terence, produced
in B.C. 165. The play, which is based on an un-
known Greek comedy, lacks plot, and was at first

unsuccessful.

HEDA, ha'da, Willem Claesz ( 1504-C.167S)

.

A Dutch painter, born probably at Haarlem. He
was one of the most famous of the still-life

painters, and also attempted historical subjects,
but with little success. He was dean of the Haar-
lem Guild in 1631 and in 1651. but aside from
tliis nothing is knoWn of the events of his life.

There is a "Dessert" by him in the Louvre,
dated 1637. His other pictures are in the Ger-
man galleries, notably some breakfast subjects in
!M\niich. Dresden, and Nuremberg.

HEDBERG. hedlier-y'. Frans Teodor (1828
— 1. A Svyedish dramatist, horn at Stockholm.
He had tried various professions, including that
of actor and wig-maker, before he set seriously to
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work as a dramatist (1854). Afterwards he was
appointed reader, and then teacher, at the Royal

Theatre in Stockholm (IStil). and later director

of tlie New Theatre, Gulhenbury (1881). In

1S83 lie gave up this position to devote himself

entirely to writing. His works include comedies,

tragedies, adaptations, translations, vaudevilles,

and poems. The best known of his plays is Brijl-

luppet pii Ulfasa (1805). He also wrote: Karak-

iiiristilccr och Portriiter af Hvcnska Skudespclare

(1884), and Karaktdrhtiker och Portriiter af

Svensko Opcrasonngare (1885), besides other

works dealing with theatrical subjects.

HEDDA GABLEB, hed'da gil'bler. A play

by Hendrik Ibsen (I8O9), and the name of its

heroine, an eccentric woman wlio, disappointed in

her marriage with a young savant, attempts to

regain her influence over a former lover, Eilert,

now under the good influence of a former school

friend of Hedda. He lo.ses the manuscript of a

new worlc which is to make him famous, and
Hedda's husband finds it. but she destroys the

work. When Eilert, in des])air, thinks of sui-

cide, she gives him a pistol with which he ends

his life in a low resort, and Hedda kills herself.

HED'DING, ELI.JAH (1780-1852). An Ameri-

can clergyman, bishop of the Jlethodist Episcopal

Church. He was born in Pine Plains, Dutchess

County, N. Y., and began to preach in Vermont
when "nineteen years old. During most of the

time between 1807 and 1824 he was presiding

elder in New Hampshire, in Portland, Maine, and
in Boston. In 1824 he was elected bishop, and
during the formative period of the Church's

growth he exercised a powerful infliience. He
was one of the founders of Zion's Herald, the

first Jfethodist paper in the country, and author

of a Manual of Discipline.

HEDDLE, or HEALD (of Scandinavian ori-

gin: cf. Iccl. hufali], thrum for liolding the weft).

In weaving, the threads of the warp are so ar-

ranged that at each passage of the shuttle back
ward and forward, a certain number of tlie

warp threads are raised up, and the remainder
drawn down; this is done with vertical tlireads,

cords, or wires, Avitli a small loop in the middle
through which the warp thread is passed, there

being one of the vertical threads for each hori-

zontal or warp thread. These threads or wires

are known as heddles or healds. See Loom.

HEDENSTIERNA; hil'den-styer-na, Karl
Joseph Alfred ( 1852— ) . A Swedish author,

born at Wedasa (Sni31and province). In 1879

he became connected with the staff of the Smal-

ands Posten at Wexiii, and in 1890 was made
editor-in-chief of that journal. In addition to

several volumes descriptive of Swedish peasant

life, he wrote a series of humorous articles,

published weekly in the Posten over the name
'Segurd,' and in part collected in a translation

into German bv Krusenstierna and Langfeldt, en-

titled Allerlei'Lciite (I^ipzig, 1892-97).

HEDGE (AS. hecrj, hepc. OHC. hecf/a, hcqria,

Gcr. l[ccke, hedge; connected with AS. hege, Eng.
luri/, and AS. heawan, Eng. hew). A fence

formed generally of growing shrubs or trees and
cultivated either for defense or ornament.
Hedges are much used in England, Italy, and in

otlier countries where wood for fences is scarce.

For many situations, they are jiarticularly

adapted, owing to the protection which tliey af-

HEDGEHOG.

ford from high winds. The height to which they

are permitted to grow sliould be accommodated
to the requirements of Hie locality. Hedges in

Great Britain are generally formed of hawthorn

(q.v. ). Beech hedges are very common around

gardens and ple;isure grounds, and a hedge of

beech and hawthorn mixed is connnon in many
places. Holly makes an excellent ornamental

hedge, much in use for gardens and pleasure

grounds. Ornamental hedges are s<mietime3

formed of yew, hornbeam, lime, and other trees.

In the United States, osage orange (Madura aii-

rantiaca) and honey-locust {(llcditschia triacan-

thos) are considered the best hedges for fencs

purposes. For ornamental hedges California

privet {Ligustrum ovulifolium) , Norway spruce

(Picea excelsa) , American arbor-vita; [Thuja oc-

cideiitalis) , common hemlock {Tsuga Canaden-

sis), Japan quince (Cydonia japonica), Ucuizia

scattra, and some spireas and viburnums are used.

HEDGE, Frederic Henry (1805-90). .\n

American clergyman, critic, and philosopher,

I'orn at Cambridge, Mass. He was a son of Levi

Hedge, professor of logic and metaphysics in

Harvard College. He studied in Germany under

the care of George Bancroft from 1818 to 1823,

and graduated at Harvard (1S25), and from the

Divinity School at Cambridge in 1828. He was
a Unitarian pastor successively at West Cam-
bridge (1829), Bangor, Maine (1835), Provi-

dence, R. I. (1850), Brookline, Mass. (185G),

and in 1857 was made professor of ecclesiastical

histoiy in the Harvard Divinity School, and
editor" of the Christian Examiner (1857-60).

From 1872 to 1881 he was professor of Ger-

man at Harvard. To literary criticism he con-

tributed Pro.ie Writei-s of Cermanij (1848), ami
Hours trith German Classics (1880) ; to religious

and philosophical criticism : Reason in Religion

(1865); The Primeval World of Hehrexo Tra-

dition (1870) ; Martin Lvther and Other Essays

(1888). He wrote also several hymns and trans-

lations from the German poets, and preiiared a

liturgy for the Unitarian Church (1850). His

chief significance to American thought was his

introduction of German scholarship and litera-

ture.

HEDGEBOTE. See Hayhote.

HEDGEHOG. One of a genus (Erinaceus) of

insectivorous quadrupeds, the tyjie of the family

Erinaceidre. The muzzle is rather elongated, the

neck short, the limbs short, the feet live-toed, the

claws strong, the tail short, the body covered

with short spines on the upper part, and with

hair below, and capable of being rolled uj) into a

ball. The teeth are 36 in number, 20 in the upper

jaw and 16 in the lower; the middle incisors are

very long, and stand forward. Like many other

insectivora, hedgehogs are by no means limited

to insect food, but prey on larger animals, as

reptiles, small quadrupeds, and birds; they are

fond of eggs and of milk, and in confinement will

readily eat soaked bread, cooked vegetables, or

porridge. Their power of rolling Ihemselves into

a ball, from which the s[)ines project on every

side, is their means of jirotection from enemies.

The spines are curiously bent near the root, and
so set, that on the contraction of the muscles by
which the animal rolls itself up they are held

firmly in their position, their points toward
the adversary. They are very strong and sharp.

and their elasticity is so great that the animal
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can sustain falls from eonsiderable heights with-

out apparent injury.

The common hedgehog (Erinaceus Europwus)
is a native of all Europe and of Western Asia.

Its short ears are one of its distinctive specific

characters. It is seldom more than nine and a
half inches in length. Its spines are about an
inch long. It readily kills snakes, and even
vipers, which it eats, beginning always at the

tail. It brings forth from two to four young at

a birth, and provides for the occasion a curiously

constructed nest, mostly of dry leaves, of which
the roof is capable of throwing off the rain. The
young are blind at first, their ears are closed,

and their bodies are covered with soft, incipient

spines. In winter the hedgehog becomes torpid,

retiring to a hole at the base of a tree, beneath
roots, or in some such situation. It provides no
winter store, and few animals hibernate so com-
pletely. The hedaehog is easily tamed, becomes
very familiar, and is very useful in houses where
cockroaches are troublesome. Night is its period
of activity. Its flesh is eaten in some parts of

Europe, but in Great Britain only by gypsies,

who roll the animal up in a ball oif clay, and so

roast it. About eighteen other species of hedge-
hogs are found in different parts of Asia and
Africa, but no closely related animal is included
in the American fauna. See Plate of Porcupines
AND Hedgehog.?.

HEDGEHOG PLANT (so called from the
shape). A name given to those species of medic
(Medicago) in which the pods are spirally

twisted and rolled up into a ball, beset with
spines. The peculiar appearance of the pods
makes them objects of interest, ob which ac-

count they sometimes find a place on flower

borders. Like other medics, they are useful as
sheep and cattle food in countries where they
abound. They are particularly plentiful on
sandy grounds near the sea in some parts of

South America, and their bur-like pods are often
abundant in South American wool.

HEDGE-HYSSOP. See Gbatiola.

HEDGE-MUSTARD, Sisymbrium. A genus
of plants of the natural order Cruciferfe, mostly
annual or perennial herbs, with various foliage,

yellow or white flowers, and long, roundish or six-

angled pods. Several species are natives of Eu-
rope, of which one, the common hedge-mustard
{Sisymbrium ofjicinale) , was once employed in

medicine for catarrh and other ailments, and
still is sometimes cultivated as a pot-herb on ac-

count of its mild pungency. It is abundantly in-

troduced into the United States, where it is con-

sidei-ed a troublesome weed. Broad-leaved hedge,

or London rocket {Sisymbrium irio) , is said to

have sprung up in great abundance on the ground
desolated by the fire of London in 1666. There
are a number of other weedy specie.s. Sisym-
brium Sophia is sometimes known as flixweed.

Sisymbrium Ailiaria has a garlic-like odor.

HEDGE-NETTLE. See Stachys.

HEDGE-SPARROW, Hedge-Warbleb, or
Dtjnnock. A familiar European warbler {Ac-
centor modularis) . It is not quite as large as
the house-sparrow, which it somewhat resembles
in dull brownish plumage, but in little else. It
feeds principally on insects. It is one of the ear-
liest spring songsters, having a sweet plaintive
song. The nest, of green moss, roots, and wool,

lined with hair, is usually placed rather low in a
bush or hedge. The eggs are four or five in num-
ber, of a delicate and spotless bluish green.

HEDIN, he-den', Sven Anders ( 1865— ) . A
Swedish explorer, born at Stockholm, and edu-
cated there and at Upsala (1885), at Berlin and
at Ualle, where, in 1892, he received the doc-
torate. He traveled in Southwestern Asia in

1885-86, and gave an account of his journey in

Oenom Persien, Mesopotamien och Kaukasien
(1887) ; was a member of the Swedish commis-
sion to Teheran, which he described in Eonung
Oscar's beskickniiig till Schalien af Persien
(1891); and in Genom Khorasan och Tiirkistan

(1892) told of his experiences in Central Asia
in 1890-91. In the years 1894 to 1897 he trav-

eled through East Turkestan, the Pamir, the
Takla-Makan Desert, northern Tibet, and the
Desert of Ordos, reaching Peking and returning
west through Mongolia and Siberia, and in the
latter year won the Ivarl Ritter medal from the

Berlin Geographical .Society. These remarkable
journeys, performed at times amid extraordinary
hardships, were described in the book. Through
Asia (1899), which made the author's repu-
tation in England and America; and, less

popularly, in Petermanns Mitteilungen (1900):
"Die geogiaphisch-wissensehaftlichen Ergebnisse
meiner Reisen in Central Asien, 1894-97." He-
din's expedition of 1899 to 1902 explored the lower
cour.se of t!ie Tariiii, the country between it and
the Tchertchen-Darya, the region of Lob-Nor. the

Desert of Gobi, and the greater part of Tibet.

He made two unsuccessful attempts to enter the

sacred city of Lhasa. Hedin accepted invitations

to visit America for a course of university lec-

tures for the early part of 1903.

HEDJAZ, he-jiiz' (Turk., land of pilgrimage).
A Turkish vilayet of Arabia (q.v. ), extending
along the northeast shore of the Red Sea from
the Gulf of Akabah to about the parallel of 20°

N. (Map: Turkey in Asia, P 10). It reaches to

the Nefud Desert on the east. Its area is esti-

mated at 96.500 square miles. The district is

barren, being covered with sand and eruptive

material. In parts of the interior there are
mountains reaching an altitude of about 6000
feet. The country is traversed by numerous
wadis. The climate is hot and dry, and vegeta-

1ion is found only in a few oases. The popula-

tion is estimated at about 300,000, consisting of

Bedouins, many of whom are engaged in the

plundering of caravans. Hedjaz is important in

the Mohammedan world, for within its confines

are the tw.i sacred cities of Mecca and Medina.
The chief port is .Jeddah.

HEDLINGER, hi5d'ling-er, .Tohann Karl
(1091-1771). A Swiss stamp-cutter, born at

Schwyz. He completed his studies in Paris, and
then went to Sweden, where he was appointed
royal medalist in 1718. His pupil, Fehrman. suc-

ceeded him as a medalist to the King, and fin-

ished from his designs a series of portraits of

Swedish sovereigns. His works \vprc published

with a French text by C. de Michel (1778, forty

plates), and with a German text hv -J. C. Fiiszli

and .T. :p. Haid (1781-82. eighty plates).

HED'ONISM (from Ok. rtSovfi. /irrfoiif. pleas-

ure: connected with i^Sm. hcdys. Lat. suavis,

Goth, silts. OHG. suo~i. Ger. .suss. Eng. siceet,

Skt. svadu, sweet, from svad. to make pleasant,

to taste). The theory that pleasure is the high-
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est good in human life. (See Ethics.) In Occi-

dental speculation this view appeared very early,

and was vigorously asserted by many sophists

(q.v.). Aristippus (q.v.) and his school (see

Cyrenaic School) made hedonism their central

doctrine. Aristippus seems, at least at times, to

have insisted upon the supreme value of the
pleasure of the moment, and to have lost sight of

the necessity, even according to liodonism, of

taking account of the future. Hut while many
of the sayings attributed to him have this irra-

tional character, the value he set upon insight

would seem to indicate that it was not his in-

tention to hold up as ideal the man who com-
pletely ignored all the hedonie consequences of

his action. Epicurus (q.v.) laid more emphasis
on the desirability of choosing 'productive' pleas-

ures, to use Bentham's nomenclature; i.e. pleas-

ures whose consequences are not painful. But
however they difl'ered in other points, all the
ancient hedonists were agreed that the pleasure

of the agent was, for the agent himself, the su-

preme end. A disinterested desire for some one

else's good was not recognized as possible; or,

if possible, it was regarded as perverse. Early
modern hedonists (see Hobbes and Locke) were
almost or quite as individualistic as the an-

cients. But with Cumberland, Hutcheson (q.v.),

and Hume (q.v.), a new phase of hedonism was
introduced, viz. the theory that not the agent's

greatest pleasure, but "joy in widest commonalty
spread," is the supreme end of mortal action (Uni-

versalistic hedonism, or Utilitarianism, q.v.).

There is also another distinction between ancient

and modern hedonism. It was characteristic of

Greek and Roman pleasure theories that they

rested on the principle that every man, or at

least evei-y normal man, always seeks his own
pleasure. In other words, the ancient theory

rested on an alleged psychological fact, and has

therefore been called psychological hedonism.

Some modern authors take the same position;

but the prevailing tendency in modern hedonism
is to assert, not that every man always actually

seeks his own pleasui-e, but that he ought to

seek the greatest pleasure, whether of himself or

of humanity, or of all sentient creatures. This

is ethical hedonism.

Psychological hedonism is controverted by well-

known facts. So far is man from always seeking

pleasure, that in most of his actions he has no
thought of pleasure. He acts from automatic
impulse, from instinct, from habit, from desire

for certain objective euds, as well as occasionally

from desire for pleasure. It has even been denied

that there can be any desire for i)leasure, although

this is, without doubt, an extreme position. The
tendency among many writers at the present day
is to maintain that the affections, i.e. pleasant-

ness and unpleasantness, are the motives or main-
springs of voluntary action, and not that pleasure

and the avoidance of pain is the end of action.

Tlie difference between a motive and an end is

that between an efficient and a final cause (see

C.wsality), although it should be remarked
that motive is often used as synonymous with
end. This view that the affections are the mo-
tives of actions, so far as these actions are volun-

tary, is not to be confused with hedonism, which
is a theorj' of ends, not of cause.

Ethical hedonism is beset at the outset with

HEEL-FLY.

one great difficulty. It is often argued that
liedonism is not practicable unless all pleasures

can compare in some way with each other. Who
sluiU say whether the pleasures of the table are

greater or less than those of the opera? The
question can be only approxiinately answered by
eaeh individual according to his own tastes. And
even sucli an answer can claim no uniform ap-

plicability. At one time, e.g. when e.\tremely

hungry, even the most enthusiastic lover of music
might ])refer beefsteak to Wagner, while just

after an ei)icurean banquet the gourmand miglit

temporarily prefer musie. The greatest sum of

pleasures either for the agent or for the race
would be a very ditlicult ideal to set before one,

except in the abstract—too diflicult, perhaps, to
make it the criterion of morality for the ordinary
man. But the difficulty of it must not be a
bar, if, on sufficient gnnnui, it can be proved that
man ought to seek tlie greatest pleasure eitliiT

of himself or of others. What obligation means
and how it relates itself to pleasures and desires
is discussed elsewhere. (See Ethics.) After
that discussion it may be said that hedonism
has no ."cientifie basis. Consult the authorities
referred to under Utii.itakianism : Ethics.

HfeDOTJIN, a'dwaN', Edmond (1820-89). A
French painter, born at Boulogne-sur-JIer. He
studied under Delaroehe and Nanteuil, and first

attracted attention by his "Woodcutters of the
Pyrenees," exhibited in 1844. His best works
are scenes of Spanish peasant life. He also pro-
duced some decorative paintings for the foyer
of the Theatre Francais in Paris. One of his
landscapes is "Gleaners Overtaken by Storm"
(18S7), in the Luxembourg. In engraving, Ilr-

douin's work for an edition of Moli6re (1881-80)
may lie noted.

HEDOUVILLE, a'doo'vel', Gabriel Marie
JcsEPH Theodore. Count d' (1755-1825). A
French general and diplomat, born at Laon, and
educated at La Fl&che and at the Military School.

In 1797 he was made Governor of Santo Domingo,
but was imable to cope with Toussaint L'Ouver-
ture, and returned to France two years after-

wards. In 1801 he was made Minister to Russia,
in 1805 went on diplomatic missions in Italy,

and, with Josephine, to Strassburg and Munich.
After the peace with .\ustria he was Plenipo-

tentiarj' at Frankfort, but in 1814 voted for the
overthrow of tlie Emi)ire. He was made count '^r.

1818, and was appointed to the commission on
Ihe disputes between France and the Grand
Duchy of ^^'arsaw.

HEDWIG, hed'vlK (1174-1243). The patron
saint of Silesia, a daughter of Berthold IV. of

Meran. In her twelfth year she was married to

Duke Henry I. of Silesia, who died in 1238. Slie

entered a Cistercian cloister which she had found-
ed near Breslau, and died there.

HEDWIG, or JADWIGA, yad-ve'gA (1371-

99). .\ (,)ueon of Poland, daughter of Louis the
Great of Poland and Hungarv. .\fter his death
(1382) the Poles put her on the throne. In 138G
she married .Jagellon of Lithuania, who embraced
Roman Christianity and became known as Wladi-
slaw (Ladislas).

HEEL-FLY. \ local name in tlie Southern
and Western States for the ox botfly {Hypo-
derma lineata), derived from the fact that the
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adults hover around the lioels of cattle for the
purpose of laying their

eggs on the liairs, whence
they will be licked off.

See BoT.

HEEM, ham, Jan
D,U'IDSZ DE (1606-84).

The most celebrated
painter of 'still life' that
the Dutch School has
produced. He was born

at Utrecht, and studied

under his father, a paint-

er of still life. We know
but little of his life. In

1620, and during the

years following, he was
active at Leyden, and in 1635 he became a mem-
ber of the Painters' Guild of Antwerp. In 1667

he returned to Utrecht, but during the French

invasion of 1672 he lied to Antwerp, remaining
there until his death in 1684. Heeni's pictures

represent for the most ])art splendid vases of

fruits and flowers, musical instruments, and orna-

ments of various kinds. His work was popular

and connnanded high prices. His works are to be

found in nearly all the principal galleries of

Europe, especially in those of Holland, Belgium,
nud Germany. They show exquisite coloring,

unsurpassable chiaroscuro, faultless arrangement,
and a fine observation of nature, which he imi-

tates with microscopic fidelity.

HEEMSKEBK, hams'kerk, or HEMSKIRK,
Martin van (1498-1574). A Dutch painter,

(\hose name was Jlartin van Veen, but who was
railed Heemskerk from the place of his birth.

He studied under Scorel. from whom he got a

liking for Italian art which he displayed, par-

ticularly in his imitation of Michelangelo, whose
works influenced him strongly when he saw them
on his visit to Rome in 1532. Many of his pic-

tures were destroyed by the Spaniards during
the sack of Haarlem (1572). Among those still

existing are: "Saint Luke Painting the Virgin"
(15.32), "Adoration of the Shepherds," "The
Brazen Serpent," "Last Judgment," and "Tri-

umph of Silenus."

HEEP, Uriah. A very "umble' person and a
most egregious hypocrite in Dickens's David Cop-
pcrfield. He is a clerk in Mr. Wickfield's law
office, gains absolute ascendency over that benevo-
lent but singularly weak character, and is pre-

vented from ruining him only by being exposed
by INlicawber.

HEEE, har, Oswald (1809-83). A Swiss
naturalist, born at Nieder-Utzwyl. He was direc-

tor of the botanical gardens at Zurich (1835-

83), and also professor of botany at the univer-
sity and at the Polytechnicura. His earliest

publications were on entomology, but his most
important contributions to science were his works
en the fossil plants and insects of the Ter-
tiary' period, notablv Flora Tertmria Eelvetias

(18.54-56); Die Urwelt drr fichweiz (1865-79);
^lora Fossilis Helvetica (1877); Flora Fossilis

Arrfim (186.5-83). Consult: .L T. Heer and
Schrijter, Osioald Heer, Lehensbila mrs fichn-ei-

^rrixrhen Vntiirforschern (Zurich, 1885-87) ; and
^Malloizel. Omcold Heer. liibliographie et table
uoiioflrnphique (Berlin, 1888).

HEEREN", hii'rrn. Arnold Heriiann Ludwtg
(1700-1842). An eminent German scholar, bom

at Arbergen, near Bremen, where his father was
at that time pastor, and educated at the cathe-
dral school of Bremen, and at the University of
Giittingen. His first published work was an edi-

tion of iMenander's De Encomiis ( 1785) , and some-
what later appeared the FclogcE I^ln/sicm et

Ethicw of Stob«us (1792-1801). In collecting

materials for the latter he visited Italy, the
Netherlands, and France. In 1794 he was ap-
pointed professor of philosoph5', and in 1801 pro-
fessor of history at Guttingen. In 1793-96 ap-
peared at Gottingen his Ideen iiber I'ulilik, den
\ erlcehr mid den Handel der vornehmsten Viilker
der alien ^yelt (4th ed. 1824-26). This work has
secured him a place among the most eminent
modern historians, and is still of much value.
If his Geschirhte des i?t'i(diums der Klussischen
Lifteratur xcit dem Wiederaufleben der ^Yissen-

sehaften (1797-1802) proved less satisfactoiy to
scholars, his Gesrhichte der Staaten des Alter-
tiims (5th ed. 1826) and his (leschichfe des
eiiropuischen Staateiisystems und seiner Colonicn
(4th ed. 1822) abounded in new views and acute
expositions. For his Ter^tich einer Enticiclcelung
der Folgen der Kreuzzilge (1808) he received the
prize from the Institute of France. His Ver-
mischfe Iristorisehe Sehriftcn (1803-08) contain
some verj' interesting treatises. In 1821-26 he
published an edition of all his historical works
(Hisioriselie Werke) in fifteen volumes.

HEEREN, Frierrich (1803-85). A German
chemist, ncpliew of the historian Arnold Her-
mann Ludwig Heeren, and born at Hamburg.
Educated at Gottingen and Paris, he was for
two years engaged with his brother in the manu-
facture of stearin and whale-oil candles in Ham-
burg, and in 1831 became professor of chemistry
in the institute of technology at Hanover. He
patented a machine for testing milk, wrote on
chemical dyes, and published a Teehnisehes Wor-
tcrbuch (with Karmarsch, 1841-44; revised by
Kick and Gintl, 1874-92), a free translation of
Ure's Dictionari/ of Arts, Maiinfaeltires, and
Mines, aiul a standard work of reference.

HEFELE, ha'fc-lc, Karl .Joseph von (1809-

93). A Roman Catholic bishop and sfholar. He
was born at Unterkochen, not far from Stuttgart,
Wiirttemberg. JIarch 15. 1809; graduated at
Tubingen, and in 1840 received a professorship
in the Catholic theological faculty, where he lec-

tured on Church history. Christian archseology,
and. patrology. From 1842 to 1845 he was a
member of the Wiirttcmberg Chamber of Depu-
ties. He was consecrated Bishop of Rottenourg
in 1869, and took a prominent part in the Vati-

can Council, where he was foremost among those
who spoke and voted against the dogma of Papal
infallibility. At first he refused to proclaim it

in his diocese, but on April 21, 1871, did so, and
in 1872 gave his public assent to it. In 1874 he
declined the Archliishopric of Freiburg offered to

him by the Baden Government, on the ground
that he could not take the oath which was de-

manded from the bishops in Priissi.a and Baden.
His most important work, based on the study of

original materials, is the Ooneiliengesehiehte, a
history of the councils of all grades, in nine vol-

umes. Hefele's part of the work extends to the
Council of Florence, but with Hergenriither's

appendix, the work goes to Trent. The Eng-
lish translation (Edinburgh. 1871-96, 5 vols.),

goes as far as 738. Hefele's Life of Ximenes
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(1844) has been translated (London, 18G0).

He died in Rottenburg June 5, 1893.

HEF'FERNAN, JMb. Micii.vel. Tlie nom-de-

piume wliicU .Samuel Ferguson signed to Father
Uuiii uiid the Fopc, or a ^'ight at the Vatican.

HEEFTER, lief'ter, August Wilhelm ( 1790-

18S0). A GeiTuan jurist, educated at lierlin and
Leipzig. He was made professor at Bonn (1823),

at Halle (1830), and at Berlin (1832). Krom
1849 he was a uiember of the First Chamber; in

1861 was appointed Crown Syndic and became as

such life member of the Prussian Ujiper House.

He wrote: Institutionen des rOmischen. und
deutschen Civilprozesses (1825) ; Das europmsche
\ olkerrecht der Gegenwart (8th ed. by GefTken,

1888) ; Lehrhiich dcs gemeinen dvutschvn Straf-

rechts (6th ed. 1857) ; and Die Sonderrevhie der

souceriiiien und mediatisicrlcit JJduscr Deutsch-

lunds (1871) ; and, on current history, Der ge-

genioiirtige G7-enzstreit zwisclien Stoats- und Kir-
chengewalt (1839).

HEFNEK-AI/TENECI^, hef'ner al'te-nek,

Jakob Heixrioii vox ( 1 SI 1-1903) . A Oermnn his-

torian and art critic. He was liorn in Ascliatt'en-

burg, and while still a child he lost the use of his

right arm, but nevertheless became an excellent

draughtsman. He made a specialty of the history

of art, especially of the Middle Ages. He was made
successively professor of designing (1835), con-

servator of the art collection of Jhmich (1853),

of the Royal Museum of Engravings (1863), and
cniiservator-general of the art collections of Ba-
varia and director of the National Museum ( 1808)

.

His retirement in 1886 did not put a stop to his

literary activity. The more important of his

works are: Trachten, KunsticcrI.e vnd (Icriit-

schaften votn friihen Mittelalter his Ende des 18.

Ju)i rhiinderts (2d ed. 1879-90) ; Hans Burgkmaicrs
Turnierbuch (1854-56); Eisenwerke Oder Oriia-

ineiitik der Schmiedekun&t des HilleluUern und
der lienaissanee (1861-87); Originalentmiirfe

deutseher Meister fiir Prachtriistmigen fran-

ziisischer Konige (1865); Originaheiehnungen
deutseher Meister des 10. Jnhrhunderts zu ausge-

fiihrten Kunstwerken fiir Konige von Frankreich
und Bpanien (1889);. Deutsche (ioblscJiiniede-

icerke des 16. Jahrhunderts (1890) ; and Lebens-
erinnerungen (1899).

HEGAB, hiVgar, Fbiedrich (1841— ). A Ger-
man composer, born at Basel. He studied at the
Leipzig Conservatory under several famous teach-
ers, and in 1860 became leader of the Bilse Or-
chestra at Warsaw. In 1863 he settled in ilurieh,

where he became a well-known conductor, and in

1876 founded a school of music, lie composed
some piano and violin music, but became best

known for his male choruses and songs. His
oratorio, "Manasse," was highly successful, and
is a striking work.

HEGEL, h.a'gcl, Geokg Wilhklm FprEDRicn
(1770-1831). One of the greatest German phi-
losophers. He was born August 27, 1770, at
Stuttgart, and became in 1788 a student in the
University of Tubingen, where his speculative
abilities, however, were outshone by his younger
companion, Schelling. who, together with lliiblcr-

lin. exercised a creat intellectual influence on him.
In the university he studied theology, pliilosophy,

and natural science, and was interested in political

events and theories. His diploma described him
as having good parts, but did not mention him as

Vol. IX —46.

distinguished for his knowledge, philosophical or

otherwise. After leaving the university in 1793,

he was a private tutor at Bern and Frankforl-oii-

the-Jlain for seven years, during which period he

continued his studies in pliilosophy and theology,

and wrote a Life of Jenun, which, however, was
never published. In the beginning of 1801 he left

Frankfort for Jena, where he [juldished his first

\\ork, Ueber die Different drx Fichlcxehen und
HeliellingscUen Systems der I'liilosopliie (1801),
and entered the univen-ily as privat-docent.

Next j'ear he joined Schelling, to who.se philoso-

phy he' seems at this time to have adiiered, in the

editorship of the Kritisehes Journal der I'liiloso-

pliie. This alliance did not last long, and soon

turned into philosophical antagonism. His lec-

tures in Jena did not attract much notice, but
it was at this place, while the din of the battle

in 1806 was sounding through the town, that he
completed his first important work, I'hunome-

nologiedes Geistes (1807), which he used after-

wards to call his voyage of discovery. Shortly

before the battle he had been made i)rofessor ex-

traordinarius of philosophy; but the disaster

which the war brought u])on Jena compelled him
to seek means of subsistence elsewhere, and he
went, accordingly, at Niethamnier's request, to

Bamberg, where he edited a political pa[)cr for a
year or two. In 1808 he was appointed rector

of the gymnasium at Nuremberg, and there he

had just completed the first edition of his Wis-

senschaft der Logik (1812-16), when he was
called in 1816 to a professorship of philosophy in

Heidelberg. There he published his Encyklopiidie

der philosophisehen Wisseiiselififlen (1817), in

which he first developed his complete system.

In 1818, however, he was called to Fiehte's place

in Berlin, and it was here that he first began to

gather around him a new philosoi)liieal school.

His lectures, which were delivered without
rhetorical ornament, yet with an impressiveness

due to the expression of laborious thought, at-

tracted hearers from all ranks and professions.

He rose to great political influence by reason of

his defense of existing political institutions.

Ihis defense subsequently led his critics to

charge him with time-service; the charge, how-
ever, does him a great injustice. In 1821 he pub-

lished his Grundlinien der Philosophic des

Hechts, in which he gave expression to his

ethical and political views. He demands in that

work, among other things, representation of the

people, freedom of the press, publicity of judicial

proceedings, trial by jury, the administrative in-

dependence of corporations, and, above all, a
monarch who shall "put the dot over the i." i.e.

complete the constitution of the State. In the
midst of an active life he was suddenly cut off

by cholera, November l4, 1831. He was buried

beside Fichte. A complete collection of his works
was published in eighteen volumes (Berlin, 1832-

41), some of them compiled from notes taken by
his students. Of his works translated into F.nglish

may be mentioned: Philosophy of Mind (Oxford,
1894), and Login (ib., 2d ed. 1802). tramslated

by Wallace, both of which are portions of the

Enejiklopiidie ; Philosophy of Right, translated
by Dvde (London, 1896) ; Philosophy of Religion,

translated by Spiers and Sanderson (ib., 1895) :

I'hilosnphii of History, translated bv Sibreener

(ib.. 1857) ; History of Philosophy, translated
by Haldane and Simpson (ib.. 18921 ; Hegel's

Doctrine of Reflection, translated by W. T. Har-
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ris, book ii. of Greater Logic (New York, 1S81) ;

and portions of book i. of the Greater Logic by
J. H. [Stirling in his Secret of Hegel (2d ed.,

Edinburgh, 1897).

It is impossible in this article to give any
detailed account of Hegel's system of philos-

ophy. He called it the system of the Absolute
Idea. The idea is, for him, the indissoluble

unity of the universe, existing in the two polar
distinctions of subject and object. This idea is

absolute because all-inclusive. The method by
which Hegel arrived at this result he called dia-

lectic (Dialektik), and by this he meant the

process of exhibiting the incomplete character of

any conception except the all-inclusive concep-

tion of the Absolute Idea. Thus in his Logik,
which expounds the method, Hegel begins with
the conception of Being (Scin), and shows that
it is not a complete conception ; i.e. that it can-

not be thought by itself. It is always only a

part conception and has no independence. The
other part conception is Naught (Nichts). These
two parts are not put together in any external

way, but each is originally connected with the

other. The organic unity of the two part con-

ceptions he calls Becoming (Werden). In the

same way Becoming is not a complete thought;
it is only part of a larger thought, which in its

turn is part of a still larger, till at last we
reach the thought of the Absolute Idea. But the

thought of the Absolute Idea is itself ovC.y .i

partial fact if it is conceived as a mere concep-

tion, i.e. as somethin'j that has existed only "in

the abstract medium of pure thought." Thought
nnist have its objects. These objects we may
try to conceive as existing apart from thought,

tut this conception is in its turn shown to be as

incomplete as that of thought without object.

The Absolute Idea then is not a conception in

the ordinary sense of the word, but it is a fact,

the fact of the inevitable union of thought and
object of thought. Again, the inseparability is

not .spatial, but temporal. That is to say,

Hegel does not mean that the act of thinking and
the object thoiight must be in the same place or

at the same time. All that he means is that

whatever may be the temporal relation between
the act of thinking and the object thought, the

latter cannot be conceived as existing except

either as an actual object of thought or as stand-

ing in intelligible relation to some actual ob-

ject of thought, just as the act of thinking can-

not exist except in thinking some object. Though
an interval of time may separate subject and
object, an object which stands out of all relation

to a subject or a subject which stands out of

all relation to an object is inconceivable. In
other words, all reality is one, in the sense that

all real things, physical or psychical, are inter-

connected in such ways Ihat their several reality

is not something tliey have in isolation from the

system of real things of which each is an integral

part. Hegel's theology and the other parts of

Jiis system, such as the philosophy of law, of

nature, of art. and of mind, are too subtle to

admit of treatment here. Indeed, even the short
sketch of the system as a whole, given above,

would be rejected by many students of Hegel as
inaccurate, so difficult is the task of interpreting
Hegel. Hegelianism is a term commonly em-
ployed to denote some supposed agreement with
his views, but most thinkers who stand close to

Hegel fight shy of the term because of the in-

definiteness of its connotation. A thinker of th»
present day, therefore, hardly ever calls himself
an Hegelian. Four years after Hegel's death, a
controversy was raised among his followers by
Strauss's Lehen Jesu (see Stbauss), and was
furtlier imbittered by Strauss's Christliclie Gluu-
bcnslehre. The Hegelians then split into thre.;

sections, called severally, the right, the left, and
the centre, accordingly as they represented super-

naturalism, naturalism, or a mediating tendency.
Tlie first section was represented, among others,

by G. A. Gabler, H. T. W. Hinrichs, and K. T.

Giisehel; the leftists, by Bruno Bauer, Feuerljach,

Strauss, and K. L. Michelet; the centrists, repre-

sented by J. K. Rosenkranz, J. E. Erdmann, and
W. Vatke, Weisse, I. H. von Ficlite, tlie younger
Ulrici, Fischer, and Carri6re, were named
pseudo-Hegelians, because, tliough retaining a

large element of Hegel's doctrine, they did
not follow closely the Hegelian tradition as

represented by the three schools. Hegel's phi-

losophy has had great influence in other

countries than Germany, notably on Britisli

and American thought. T. H. Green (q.v.), J.

Caird, E. Caird, \V. Wallace, J. H. Stirling, B.
Bosanquet, F. H. Bradley, H. Jones, J. Watson,
D. G. Ritchie. A. S. Pringle-Pattison, in Great
Britain, and G. S. Morris, W. T. Harris, and J.

Dewey, in the United States, have been more or
less influenced by Hegel, although many of tliese

thinkers have attacked Hegelianism. In Ger-

many the encouraging patronage extended by the
Prussian Government created in the later years

of his life a great professorial constituency of

Hegelians. But the metaphysical excesses of

these Hegelians led to a violent reaction, the

efl'ects of which have lasted to the present day.

For various views of his sj-stem. consult : Tremle-
Itpburg, Loqische Vniersuchungen (Berlin, 1840,

.3d ed. 1870) ; Ulrici, Ueber Princip und Methode
drr Begelscheii Philosophie (Halle, 1841); A.
Schmid, Entwickclungspeschichte der Hegelschen
Logik (Regensburg, 1858) ; Janet, Etudes sur
la dialectique dans Platon et dans Hegel (Paris,

1S65) : Stirling, The Secret of Hegel (Edin-
burgh, 2d ed. 1897) : Harris. HcgeVs Logic (Chi
cago, 1890) ; Caird. Hegel (London. 1883) :

Bosanquet. Introduction to Hegel's Philosophy of
Fine Art (London, 1886), containing also trans-

lations of selected portions of Hegel's writings on
a'sthctics; Morris, Hegel's Philosophy of the State
end nf History (Chicago, 18S8) ; Seth (Pringle-

Pattison). Hegelianism and Personality (Edin-
burgh, 2d ed. 1803) ; McTaggart. Studies in the

Hegelian Dialectic (Cambridsre, 189(i) ; Noel. La
logir/ue de Hegel (Paris. 1895) ; Schmitt, Das
Geheiinniss der Eenehchen Dialektik (Halle,

1888): Baillie. Heael'S' Loqic (London, 1901);
Stibben. Hegel's Logic (New York. 1902) ; the

philosophical works of Rosenkranz and of K. L.

^Iicbelet : and the histories of modern philosophy
by Ueberweg and Heinze. Windelband. Hiifi'ding,

and Erdmann. For his life, consult Rosenkranz.
Heycls Leben (Berlin. 1844) : Haym. Hegel und
seine Zeit (Berlin, 1857).

HEGEL, K.\RL VON (1813-1901). A German
historian, elder son of the philosopher. He
was born at Nuremberg: studied philosophy,

theolofrv, philology, and history at Berlin and
Heidelberg: was assistant at the Kollnische Gym-
nasium in Berlin, became professor of historv

at Rostock (1841) and at Erlangen (185(iK He
was chief editor of Chroniken der deutschen
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Stadte vom J.}, his ins 16. Jahrhuiidert (
1862-

99). His principal work is fleschichtc der
Slddteverfassuiig von Italien (1847) ; and among
his other works the more important are: Die
Chronik des Dino C'ompagni (1S75) ; Ucber dvn
historischeii Wert der altern Dante-Kommentare
(1878); Briefe von und an O. W. F. Hegel
(1887); Stadte und Gilden der germanischen
Viilker im Mittelaller (1801); Die Entstehung
des deritschen Stiidtewesens (1898); and Lehen
und Erinnerungen (1900).

HEGELTJND, ha'ge-lyn, Pedeb Jensen
(1542-1014). A Danish dramatist, boni at Ribe.
He studied at Copenhagen, Leipzig, and Witten-
berg, was made rector of the scliool at Ribe
(1569), dean of the cathedral, and Bishop of

Ribe (1595). A number of his plays and an
historical work are lost, but several of his

pc'cms, and .a play, Susanna, translated from
Xystus Bitulejus, which he arranged for pupils,

and which was acted at Ribe (1570), have been
edited by S. Birkit Smith (1890-91).

HEGE'SIAS (Lat., from Gk. Uyn<rlai, Ilvge-

sias). A (?yreiiaic philosopher, who flourished

about 300 B.C. He was a Hedonist and a fol-

lower of Aristippus, but taught that a life of

pure pleasure was unattainable, and therefore
liot to be sought. The chief aim of life w^as free-

dom from pain. Tlierefore, it was the part of
true wisdom to cultivate a state' of absolute in-

difference to all pleasure. In his doctrine
he set forth the desirability of suicide as a
means of escaping the sorrows of this life so

eloquently that Cicero tells us Ptolemy forbade
his teaching as pernicious. From this advocacy
of suicide he was given the nickname TreLffi-ddvaros,

or 'Death's advocate.'

HEG'ESIP'PUS (Lat., from Gk. 'Kyf/atTrnoc).

A Christian writer of the second century. He
was probably of Jewish descent and l)orn in the
East, whence he went to Rome, stopping at Cor-
inth on the way. He is supposed to have died
about 189. While at Rome he composed a work,
Bypomnemata, in five books, which was probably
directed against the Gnostics, and may have been
in some sense a history of the early Church. It

is known only from fragments, mainly in Euse-
i)ius. Another work on the wars of the Jews
(also in five books), ascrilied to Hegesippus, is

confessedly spurious. The most complete collec-

tion of the fragments of his writings is that of
Galland, Bihliotheca, vol. ii. (Venice, 1765-81) ;

(hey are also in Migne, Patrol. Grwca, v., and are
translated in the Ante-Nicene Fathers, viii.

HEGESIPPUS. An Athenian orator of the
fourth century n.c. an ally of Demosthenes
against Philip of Macedon. The oration De
Haloneso, ascribed to Demosthenes^ probably
is the work of Hegesippus.

HEGESO, he-je's6. Monument of. One of the
most beautiful of the monuments in the Street
of Tombs, at Athens. It belongs to the fourth
century B.C., and is decorated with a relief repre-
senting a lady at her toilet with a female slave
in attendance.

HEGIRA, hej'i-ra. See Hejira.

HE'GIUS, Alexander (c.14.3.3-98). A himian-
ist, teacher of Erasmus. He was bom at Heek
(whence his name), in Westphalia, and was
taught by Thomas k Kempis at Zwolle. In 1469
he taught at Wesel; in 1474 at Emmerich and at

Deventer, where lirasmus, the future Pope Adri-
an VI., (jonrad Goclenius, afterwards ])rofessorat

Louvain, and Hermann von (h'ni Busch were
among his pupils. His methods were novel ; ho did

not use the mediicval te.xt-books, but made classic

Latin his standard, and tried to introduce Greek.
His works, comprising treatises on pedagogy,
Uiorals, and psj'chology, together with hynms,
elegies, and letters, and an essay, De Vtililale

(Iracw Lingua; now very rare, were originally
publislicd by .Jakob Fabri in 1503.

HEGNENBERG-DUX, lieg'nen-b6rK-di.i.\',

FiiiEMUCH .\i)AM Jt.sTis, Count (1810-72). A
Bavarian statesman, descended from Georg Du-V,

a natural son of Williai;i IV. of Bavaria. He was
educated at Wiirzburg, and in 1845 was elected

to the Bavarian Lower House. He was a mem-
ber of the National Assembly at Frankfort,
and from 1848 to 1865 was president of the
Bavarian House of Deputies. Always independ-
ent in politics, he was a leader of the opposition
up to 1848, then for a short time was allied with
the Government, only to oppose it again. In
1871 he was made Prime Minister; but he died
less than a year after.

HEGNER, hag'ner, Ulkicu (1759-1840). A
Swiss autlior, born at Wititcrthur. lie wrote:
Auch ich war in Paris (1803-4); Berg-, Land-
und Seereisen (1818); Die Molkenlriir (3d e.l.

1827), a descriptive novel; its secpiel, Suschens
,

llochzeit (1819); and Sahjs Rcroliitionstage

(1814), an historical novel; also the biographical
find critical works : Bans Holbein, der jiingere

(1827), and Beitriige zur niihcrn Kenntnis und
vahren Darst--Uung^J. K. Laratcrs (1836). His
collected edition of his works was ])ublislicd at
Berlin (1828-30). Consult: Schellcnberg-Bieder-
mann, Erinnerungen an Vlrich Hegncr (Zurich,
1843), and Waser, Ulrieli Hcgner ("llalle, 1901).

HEGO'LEH, or Madoqua. See Duiker.

HEHN, hfin, Viktor (1813-90). A German-
Russian writer and teacher, born at Dorpat. Hi'>

studied there (1830-33) and at Berlin (1838-40).
After e.xtended travels, especially in Italy, lie

became teacher of German at Pernau ( 1841 ) , and
afterwards at Dorpat. Here he fell under sus-

picion politically, and, after a long consideration
of his case, was by Czar Nicholas ordered to

serve in an inferior position in the Province of

Tula in the interior of Russia. But Alexander II.

summoned him to Saint Petersburg and made
him chief librarian of the Imperial library

(1855). In 1860 and 1863 he traveled again in
Italy, and from 1874 on lived at Berlin as
Russian Imperial Councilor. His works are: Zur
Charakteristik der Romer (1843) ; /.ur Phi/-iiog-

nornie der italienischen Lnntjschaft (1844),
Ilnlien: Ansichten und Streiflichter (6th ed.

1900) ; Kulturpflnnzrn und Hausticre in ihreni
Uebergang von Asien nach Orirvhrnland und Ital-

ien sou-'ie in das iibrige Europa (7th ed. by O.
Schrader. 1902) , the most important of his works
and the most important work on the subject

;

Gednnken Uber Goethe (4th ed. 1900) ; and, post-

humously, Hehns Briefe an seincn Freuiid IV'icfc-

rnann (1890); De Moribus Ruthenorum. Zur
Charakteristilc der rus.<ii.<!chen Volksseele. Tage-
hurhblatter. 1^.17-7.1 ( 1892, edited by Schiemann ) ;

Ucber Goethes Hermann und Dorothea (1898,
edited by Leitzmann and Schiemann) ; and Reinc-
bihler ans Italien und Frankrrich (1894. edited
by Scliiemann). For his Life, consult Schrader
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{Berlin, 1891), and Sohiemann (Stuttgart,

18'J4).

HEIBERG, luOierK, Hermann (1840—). A
German novelist, born in Sehleswig, and educated
there. He succeeded his father in his publishing
house, sold it in 1870, and went to Berlin, where
he was editor of the Xorddeuische AUgemeine Zei-

tung and of the Spencrsche Zeitung, and, after a
few years as a banker, devoted himself to litera-

ture. His novels are modern and realistic, deal-

ing mostly with family life; among the nearly
threescore titles the following may be mentioned

:

Acht Xovellen (2ded. 1895) ; Apotheker Heinrich
(2d ed. 1890) ; Eine vQnwhme Frau (2ded.l889) ;

i^sthers Ehc (2d ed. 1890) ; Menschea unterein-
under (2d ed. 1896) ; Hocliste Liebe schiceigt

!

(2d cd. 1894); Zivischen drei Feuern (1895);
Merkur und Amor (1898); Vieles urn Eine
(1900); Drcissig Geschichtcn (1901); Zicei
Frauen (1901). Consult Merian, Hermann
Heiberg (Leipzig, 1S91).

HEIBERG. JOHAXX Ludvig (1791-lSGO). A
Danish poet and critic, born in Copenhagen.
He was the son of Peter Andreas Heiberg,

and of a famous novelist who later became
Baroness Gyllembourg-Ehrensvard (q.v.). The
father was exiled in 1800, and the mother cared
for the son till he entered the University of

Copenhagen in 1809. He spent four years in

study and travel, and in 181.3 wrote at Stockholm
"Hjemkomsten" (The Return Home), a poem of

much strength. This was followed by a drama,
The Theiitre for Marionettes (1813), and other
work that brought Heiberg after his graduation
(1817) a grant from the Government for travel.

He passed 1819-22 at Paris with his exiled

father. For three years he was professor of

Danish at Kiel, and lectured on the compara-
tive merits of the Eddas and Oehlensehlager
(German trans., 1827). In 1825 he returned to
Copenhagen, endeavored vainly to propagate He-
gel's metaphysics, and produced in rapid suc-

cession national dramas, comedies, vaudevilles,

and farces, while editing the Copenliagen Flying
Post, and writing also poems collected in 1841,
two of which, "A Soul After Death," and "The
Newly Wedded," are masterpieces. Much of all

this work was satirical, and Heiberg grew in-

creasingly unpopular, especially for a malicious
dramatic skit. The Xiit-CracJcer (1845). Yet in

spite of this he was made director of the National
Theatre in 1849. a post from which he was
forced by intrigue in 1856, after which he was
made theatre censor. He died in Paris. Hei-
herg's Works are in twenty-two volumes (Copen-
hagen, 1861-62).

HEIBERG, Peter Andreas (1758-1841). A
Danish writer, born at Vordingborg, on the island
of Seeland. From 1788 he was active at Copen-
hagen as a translator, and, with MalteBrun
( q.v. ) , as an exponent of liberal ideas and a scath-
ing critic of the Danish Government. In 1790
he was accused of a series of offenses against a
newly enacted press law, and was banished the
kingdom. He went to France, was there ap-
pointed by Napoleon to a post in the Ministry
of Foreign Affairs, and obtained a pension from
Louis XVIII. In his Rigdalersedlens Hcdndelser
("Adventures of a Bank-Note"), and more par-
ticularly in his operettas and comedies, he un-
sparingly satirized the existing regime for its

obscurantist tendencies and its unfairness. As

a dramatist he was perhaps second to Holberg
(q.v.) in influence, but was greatly inferior to

him in merit. One of his comedies appeared in

an English rendering, by C. H. Wilson, as Poverty
and ll>oJ(7i (London, 1799). He further wrote
political treatises in Danish and French. Con-
sult the study by Schwanenfliigel (Copenhagen,
1891); also Heiberg's own Erindringer af min
politiske og Uteraire Xandel i Frankrige (Chris-

tiania, 1830), and Longfellow, Tlte Poets and
Poetry of Europe (New York and London, 1855).

HEIDEGGER, hi'deg-er, Johann Heinrich
(1633-98). A Swiss theologian, born at Barent-
schweil, in the Canton of Ziirich. He was a
student at Marburg and Heidelberg, and after-

wards returned to the latter town as professor of

Hebrew and then of philosophy. In 1665 he was
made professor of moral philosophy at Ziirich.

An ardent reformer and expert controvertist, he
was the author, with Turretin, of the Formula
Consensus Helvetica (1675), the object of which
was to effect a league of the Reformed churches.

This plan, however, failed. He was the author
of a number of other works of little interest now,
mostly directed against the Catholic Church, and
including Anatome ConciUi Trid-entini (2 vols,,

1672), and a Historia Papatus (1()84|, pub-

lished under the pseudonym Nicander von Ho-
henegg.

HEIDELBERG, hi'del-berK, A city of Ger-

many, formerly capital of the Palatinate, situat-

ed in the northern part of Baden, on the left

bank of the Neckar, 12 miles southeast of Mann-
heim, and 55 miles south of Frankfort (Map:
Germany, C 4 ) . It is renowned for its I'omantio

picturesqueness and historic environs. The old

town lies on a beautiful slope between the castle

hill and the river. It consists mainly of one

street (Hauptstrasse) about one and a half miles

long, and is architecturally very interesting. The
newer portion of Heidelberg extends westward.

The interesting Rathaus was built in 1704,

Among the ecclesiastical edifices, the most promi-

nent are the late-Gothic Heiliggeistkirche, of the

fifteenth century, erected under the Emperor Ru-

pert, whose tomb it holds, and the Protestant

Church of Saint Peter, restored in the ornate

Gothic style in 1867,

In addition to the famous university (q.v.),

Heidelberg is celebrated for its castle, one of the

most interesting in Europe, now to a great extent

a ruin. It overlooks the town on the east and is

surrounded by a splendid park. It was probably

ftfinided by " Conrad of Hohenstaufen in the

twelfth century, and was enlarged at various

times by the rulers of the Palatinate, the pala-

tial portions dating from the sixteenth century

and the earlier part of the seventeenth. The
castle was well-nigh destroyed in the desolating

wars waged by Louis XIV, toward the close of

the seventeenth century. It was largely rebuilt,

then ruined ijy lightning in 1764 and left in its

present condition. This ivy-clad, moated castle, ,

reached by a bridge, and rising with careless

grandeur in the midst of beautiful trees and
foliage, consists of a number of buildings con-

structed at different periods. The yard is faced

by the highly decorated facades of the castle's

two finest buildings—the Friedrichs-Bau and the

Otto-Hcinrichs-Bau, The former is a grandiose,

late-Renaissance building, dating from 1601, The
latter, dating from 1556, with a striking portal.
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in a rare example of German Renaissance, its

front being lavishly covered with medallions, and
with symbolical statues, both biblical and pagan.

There are vast princely halls, the* yrcal watch
tower, a beautiful balcony, dungeons, cellars, one
containing the well-known Heidelberg tun (q.v.),

the museum with pictures and historic relics,

and a magnilicent terrace which commands a

splendid view. C)n the terrace is a statue of Vic-

tor von Scheffel, unveiled in 1801.

The environs of Heidelberg abound in ancient,

often prehistoric ruins, foundations, ring-walls,

and cisterns, and are rich in legendary and lit-

erary associations, and romantic haunts of the

feudal nobility. Among the conspicuous objects

of interest are the ilolkencur, a lovely hill whoso
top commands a view of the castle from above;
the Heiligenberg, the Mons Piri of the Romans;
the old and new bridges over the Neckar; the

Philosophenweg, a long, charming walk through
vine-clad slopes, with views reaching to the dis-

tant Speyer Cathedral and the Hardt lloiui-

tains ; and the famous students' inn and dueling-

grounds in the vale of the Hirschgasse.
The educational institutions of Heidelberg com-

prise, besides the university, one gymnasium,
an "oberreal," and an industrial school, and sev-

eral private schools. There are also a museum
and a number of scientific and art societies. The
manufactured products include cement, artificial

wood, scientific instruments, fire-department ap-
paratus, etc. There is considerable trade in the
hops, tobacco, fruits, and nuts grown in the

vicinity. The town is equipped with electric rail-

ways. The population was 31,7.39 in 1800, and
40,"l21 in 1900, including 14,194 Protestants.

The number of foreign residents, many of whom
are English and American students in the univer-

sity, is about 1000.

Heidelberg stands on the site of a Roman
colony, but the town dates only from the latter

part of the Sliddle Ages. From the thirteenth
century, when it was an insignificant place, down
to 1720 it was the capital of the Palatinate,

After the Reformation Heidelberg was long the
headquarters of German Calvinism, and gave its

name to a famous Calvinistic catechism. The
town suffered much during the Thirty Years'
War, Tilly captured and plundered it in 1622.

It was severely treated by the French in 1688,

and was in 1693 almost totally destroyed by
them. It passed to Baden in 1803. Consult:
Hautz, Gcschichte der Universitiit Heidelberg
(Mannheim, 1862-64) ; Oncken, Studt, fichloss

nnd Hochschule Heidclbergs (Heidelberg, 188,5).

HEIDELBERG, UjrrvER.siTT of. The oldest

of the German universities w'ithin the present
German Empire, founded in 1386 by Rupert I.,

Elector Palatine. The first rector and the
real organizer was Marsilius von Inghen, who
modeled the university after that in Paris,

where he had been a lecturer. The organization
was ecclesiastical, the mode of teaching scholas-

tic. From the beginning the university was well

attended and successful. In the middle of the
sixteenth century !Melnnchthon gave his aid to

a complete reorganization; scholasticism gave
way to humanism, and from being Catholic the
university became Protestant and a stronghold
of Calvinism. At this time the staff included
Ursinus and Olevianus. the authors of the Heidel-
berg Catechism, published in l."i()3. A period of

great prosperity followed, lasting till 1622, when

Tilly captured the town and sent to Rome the
famous collection of manuscripts known as the
iiibliotheca Palatina. The university was much
crijipled, and in 1626 suspended altogether. In
1652 it was restored, with freedom of confes-

sion for all teachers. In the French wars at
the end of the century, however, the town again
suffered, and the university was again broken up.

Some of the professors, it is true, set up instruc-

tion at Frankfort-on-the-Main in 1694, removed
to Weinlieim in 1698, and two years later re-

turned to Heidelberg once more; yet for a cen-

tury the university led a dead-and-alive e.vist-

euce under the inlluence of Catholic reaction-

aries, and after the Peace of Luneville (1801)
nearly all its possessions and endo^vments were
lost. When Heidelberg became a part of Baden
in 1803, its new sovereign restored the founda-
tion, and it has since in a measure recovered its

former fame. In 1886 the five-hundredth anni-

versary was celebrated. There were 1600 stu-

dents in 1901, the largest number in any one
faculty being in jurisprudence. The library has
about 400,000 volumes, including incunabula, and
3500 manuscripts. Consult Hautz, (leschichle

der Universitiit Heidelberg (Mannheim, 1862-

64).

HEIDELBERG CATECHISMS See Cate-
CULSII.

HEIDELBERG TUN. An enormous wooden
cask in the cellar beneath Heidelberg Castle, set

up in 1751 by the Elector Charles Philip. It has
a capacity of 49.000 gallons, and measures
36 X 24 feet. Until 1709 it was constantly kept
full of Rhine wine, but the custom was abandoned
in that year.

HEIDELBERG UNIVERSITY. An edu-
cational institution situated at Tiffin, Ohio, It

was incorporated as a college in 1851 and re-

organized as Heidelberg University in 1890. Its

endowment in 1902 was $125,000, its income .$15,-

000, and the approximate value of its buildings

and grounds .$150,000, In the same year its

faculty numbered 30, and its student body 350,

of whom 100 were enrolled in the collegiate de-

partment. Its departments include summer and
preparatory schools, and schools of music, art,

oratory, commerce, and theology. The library

contains about 25,000 volumes,

HEIDELOFF, hi'de-lof , Karl Ale.xander von
(1788-1865), A German architect and painter,

born at Stuttgart. He studied in Stuttgart and
w-as called to Nuremberg as muniei])al architect

(1818), His knowledye of the early (iothie made
him particularly successful in restorations ; ex-

amples of this are the churches of Saint Sebald
and Saint Laurent, and Albert Diircr's fountain.

He was made professor in the polytechnic school,

and conservator of the monuments of art in

Ntiremberg. He was an historical painter of

some note, and the author of several important
works on architecture, among which are: Die
Lehre von den Hiiulenordttinigen (1827); Der
Kleiiie Vignola (1832) ; Niiriiicrgx BaudenJcmale
der Vorzeif (1838-54) ; Die Ornamentik dcs Mit-
telalters (1838-42); Die Kunst des Mittelaltcrs

in fichicaben; and Bnudrnkmnle aus Sehwaben
(1854-61).

HEIDEN, hi'dm, EmiARn (1,8.35-88). A Ger-
man agricultural chemist, born and educated at
Greifswald. He went to Eldena in 1855 and be-

came assistant in the chemical Laboratory there
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(1857). He was professor of agricultural chem-
istry at Waldau (1862-67) and at Berlin; and,
in 1808, was appointed to the superiuteudency of

the experimental station at Pommritz. He
wrote: Die Phosphorsiiure (1864) ; Lchrbuch der
Ihuiigerlehre (2d ed. 1879-87); Die landwirt-
schaftlichen Versuchsstationen (2d ed. 1874) ;

Leitfaden der gesamien Diingerlehre und titatik

des Landbaues (3d ed. 1892) ; Ueber die zweck-
juiissigstc Ernithruiig des Schiceins (1879) ; and,
with Aliiller and Langsdorff, Die Verwertung der
stiidtischen Fiikalien (1885).

HEIDENHAIN, hi'den-hln, Rudolf Peter
Heinrich (1S34-07). A German physiologist,

born at JIarienwerder, and educated at Konigs-
berg, Halle, and Berlin. He spent several years
in experimental research with Du Bois-Re.ymond,
and became docent at Halle ( 1857) and professor
at Breslau (1S59). Besides many contributions to

the foremost German technical journals of his-

tology, anatomy, and physiology, he published

:

Physiologische Studien (1856); Mechanische
Lcisfiiiig, yviirmeentxmcklung und Stoffumsatz
hei der MuskeltMtigkeit (1864) ; Der sogenannte
lierisehe Magtwtismus (1880); Die Vivisektion
im Dienste der Heilkunde (1879) ; Die Vivisek-
tion (1884); and Beitrdge Sur Bistologie und
Fhgsiologie der Diinndarmschleimhaut (1888).
Consult Griitzner. Ziim Andenken an Rudolf Hei-
denhain (Bonn, 1899).

HEIDENHEIM, hl'den-lilm. A town of Wurt-
temberg, Germany, situated on the Brenz, a short
distance from the Bavarian frontier (Map: Ger-
many, D 4 ) . It has a number of large manufac-
turing establishments, including cotton-mills,

machine-shops, cigar-factories, chemical-works,
etc. Population, in 1900, 10,510.

HEIDENMAUER, hi'dcnmou'er (Ger., hea-

then wall). (1) A name given in Germany to

the remains of various prehistoric fortifications

of German and Roman origin. Such ramparts are

foimd on the Ottilicnberg. a hill of the Vosges
in Lower Alsace, and on the Kastanienberg near
Diirkheim, in the Palatinate. (2) A novel by
James Fenimore Cooper (1832). The scene is

laid in the Vosges during the Middle Ages.

HEIDENSTAM:. hi'den-stam, \Yerner von
(1859— ). A Swedish litterateur, born at 01-

shammar (Nerike Province). He studied painting

at the Stockholm Academy, but later turned to

literature; took prominent rank among contem-
porary Swedish verse-writers by his collections,

Vallfahrt nch Vnndringsar (1888) and Dik.ter

(1895), and wrote further, among various works,

the volinnes of prose sketches, Fran Col di Tenda
till nioxberg (1888) and ^aint Goran och draken
(1900; in a German rendering, 1902). His
poetical work is original in content, but unequal
and often crude in technical structure.

HEIGEIi, hi'gel, Ivarl August von (1835
— ) . A German poet, born in Munich, and edu-

cated at the university there. In 1863 he

went to Berlin, and from 1805 to 1875 was
editor of the Bazar. From 1875 on he lived a

wandering life in Munich, the Tyrol, and Italy,

occupying himself with literary work under the

patronage of Louis II. of Bavaria. After
the death of the King. Heigel lived at Eiva,

on Lake Garda. His principal works are: The
dramas, Marfa; Vor hundert Jahren ; Freunde;
Die Zarin : Die Heimkehr ; the novels. Die schtinc

Zarin; Josephine Bonaparte; the epic, Bar

Cochba, der letzte Judenhonig (1857); the sto-

ries, Ohne Gewissen ( 1871 ) ; Die Dame ohne Herz
(1873); Benedictus (1875); Das ewige hicht
(1877); Es regnct (1878); Der Karneval in

^'enedig (1878) ; Mosaik (1886) ; Das Geheimnis
des Konigs (1891) ; Der reine 'Dior (1891) ; Der
lioman einer Stadt (1893); Gluck-aiuck (1894);
Der Herr Stationschef (1897); Am hlauen Gar-
dasee (1898); Der Mahradscha (1900); Die
ntuen Hciligen (1900); and the biographies,
Karl Stieler (1890) and Eoriig Liidwig 11. von
Bayem (1892).

HEIGEL, Kakl Theodor von (1842—). A
German historian, brother of Karl August von
Heigel. He was educated at Munich, his native
city; became docent of history (1873), member
of the Academy (1876), professor extraordinary
in the university (1879), full professor (1883)
in the polytechnic institute, and in 1885 profes-
sor and director of the historical seminary in

tlie university. His works include: Das Herzog-
tum Bayern, zur Zeit Heinrichs des Lowen und
Ottos von Wittelsbach (with Riezler, 1867) ;

Imdwig I. Konig von Baytrn (1872) ; Der oster-

reichische Erhfolgesireit (1877); Quellen und
Abhandlungen zur neuern Geschichte Bayerns
(1890); Nymphenburg (1891); and Deutsche
Geschichte vom Tode Friedrichs des Grossen bis

zur Auflosutig des alien Reichs (1892— ). With
H. Grauert he became editor of Historische Ab-
handlungen (Munich, 1891 et seq.).

HEIGHTS, :Measubement of. See Level-
ing; Hypsometry.

HEIJN, hin, or HEYN, Piet (1578-1629).
A Dutch admiral. He was born at Delftshaven
near Rotterdam. In 1626 he engaged and ut-

terly defeated the Portuguese in All Saints Bay,
Brazil, and returned to Holland with an im-
mense booty. Onlj' two years after this he cap-

tured, in the Bay of Matanzas, almost without
a blow, the grand Spanish silver flotilla, the

value of which was estimated at 12,000,000

Dutch guilders. As a reward he was named
admiral of Holland, in 1629. Shortly after, he
met his death in a naval encounter off Dunkirk.

HEILBEONN, hll-bron'. A manufacturing
town of W'iirttemberg, Germany, situated on the

Neckar (here navigable), 33 miles by rail north-

east of Stuttgart (Map: Germany, C 4). The
old section of Heilbronn is surrounded by a
fine avenue laid out on the site of the ancient

fortifications. In this part are the interesting

Gothic Church of Saint Kilian, begun in the

eleventh century, and recently restored, with

a rich carved altar; the late Gothic Rathaus
of the sixteenth century, with a remarkable
clock, and associated intimately with the his-

tory of Giitz von Berlichingen. as is also the

Giitzenturm where he was imprisoned, a rem-

nant of the old fortifications ; the administration

building, originally an Imperial palace and after-

wards occupied by the Teutonic Order; and the

Schonthaler Hof where Charles V. once sojourned

for the sake of the Heilbronn waters. Schiller

lived in Heilbronn for a time, and his house is

shown. There are an historical museum, a

theatre, interesting archives (among which are

letters from Gustavus Adolphus. Charles XII..

Schiller, and others), a gynmasium founded at

the beginning of the seventeenth century, a splen-

did post-ofiice, schools of music and of agri-

culture, and a meteorological observatory. The
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town is lighted by gas, supplied by a municipal
plant, and by electrieity.

Industrially it is of great importance. It pro-

duces chemicals, silver articles, machinery, sugar,

cigars, soda, chicory, coffee, etc. In the viciuily

are situated e.vtensive salt works and numerous
vineyards. The town has four harbors and a
large trade in groceries, agricultural products,

wood and coal. The magnificent views in the

vicinity embrace the mountains of Middle Ger-

many, the Black Forest, aiul the Vosges. Ileil-

bronn is of considerable antiquity. After an
e.xistcnce of some 500 years it became a town
in 122.') and a free city in KiOO. It suffered

greatly from war through the Middle Ages.

Here, "in 1G33, in the course of the Thirty Years'

War. a treaty of alliance was concluded between

the German Protestant States and Sweden. Ileil-

hronn came into the possession of Wiirttemberg

in 1802. Population, in 1890, 29,93!l ; in 1900,

37,891, mostly Protestants.

HEILBUTH, hinxJot, Ferdinand (1826-89).

A genre painter born at Hamburg, but natural-

ized as a Frenchman. He traveled and studied in

Italy, and finally settled in Paris. His pictures

are charming in color and full of humor and
grace. Among them may be mentioned the fol-

lowing: "Palestrina's Rehearsal" (18.57); "Luca
Signorelli by the Body of His Slain Son" (1859),

in the Hamburg Gallery; "Mont de Pi6te"

(1861), in the Luxembourg: and "On Monte
Pincio," in the Corcoran Gallery, Washington,

B. C. He also painted some excellent portraits.

He received second-class medals at the Salons of

1857, 1859, and 1861, and the legion of Honor in

1881.

HEIL DIR IM SIEGERKRANZ, h!l der Im
ze'gCr-krants (Ger., Hail to thee with victor's

crown). The Prussian national hymn, the orig-

inal words for which were written by Heinrich

Harries. They were published in the Flomhurfier

Wochenblatt of .Tanuary 27, 1790. as "A Song for

the Danish Subject to sing on his King's Birthday"

to the melodv of the English national hymn,
"God Save Great George, the King." In 1793 B.

G. Schumacher published a revised version in

five stanzas which soon became the national

hymn.
HEILPRIN, hll'prin, Angelo (1853—). An

American naturalist and traveler, son of Michael

Heilprin. He was born in Hungarv. and came to

the United States in 1856. In 1876-78 he prose-

cuted his studies at the Royal School of Mines,

London, at Geneva, and at the Imperial Geologi-

cal Institution of Vienna. He was professor of

invertebrate palfcontolog>' and genlogv' at the

Academy of Natural Sciences, Philadelphia ( 1884-

1900), executive curator of that institution from
1883 to 1892, and the first president of the

Geographical Society of Philadelphia. In 1886

he made a journey to Florida and determined

the geological structure of the peninsula. In

1888 he investigated the structure of the Ber-

muda Islands, and in 1890 made a journey to

Mexico which yielded valuable results in connec-

tion with the geology of the great central plateau,

and in the course of which be ascended Orizaba,

Popocatepetl, and Iztaccihuatl. making new ba-

rometric measurements of their altitude. In

1892 Professor Heilprin led the Peary Relief Ex-
pedition to Greenland. After the destruction of

Saint-Pierre. Martinique, by the eruption of

Mont Pclfe. in 1902, he made two journeys to the

HEILSBRONN.

island, and repeatedly climbed to the crater while
the volcano was in eruption. Among his publi-

cations arc: Voiitribulions to the TcriUiry (le-

ology and I'ala'ontology of the United /S>(a(es

(1884); The (Ivoijrijphical and Gcoluyical Dis-

tribution, of Animals (1887); The (Icoloyical

Ecidcnccs'of Evolution (1888); The licrmuda
Islands (1889); I'rineiples of Oeology (1890);
The Arctic Problem (1893) ; The Earth and Its

Htory (1896) ; Alaska and the Klondike (1899) ;

ilont Pelce and the Tragedy of Martinique

(1902).

HEILPRIN, Loui.s (1851—). An American
scliolar and encyclopa'dist, brother of Angelo
Heilprin. He was born iu Hungary. He became
connected with various American cncyclopiedic

publications, including the New International

Encyclopadin, and is tlie author of the Ilistorical

Reference Book. (\SSi; 0th ed. 1899).

HEILPRIN, Michael (1823-88). A biblical

scholar, critic, and writer. He was born at

Piotrkow, Russian Poland, of Jewish parents.

He belonged to a family whose members were
distinguished in the field of Hebrew lore as far

back as the sixteenth century. His father,

Phineas Mendel Heilprin, a Hebrew scholar of

note, left Poland with his family in 1842, in con-

sequence of the oppressive measures of the Rus-
sian Government, and settled in Hiuigary. On
the outbreak of the Hung;irian Revolution of

1848, Michael Heilprin threw himself ardently

into the movement for national independence

headed by Kossuth, whose friend he became. He
published stirring war songs in the Magyar lan-

guage, of which he had made himself master, and
Avas appointed secretary of the literary bureau
attached to the Ministry of the Interior under
Szemere. After the collapse of the Revolution,
Heilprin lived for a short time in exile, and in

1850 he settled in the United States. lie was
connected with the .A'ew American Cyelopeedia

from 1858. and was one of the associate editors

of the new edition of that publication (1873-76).

On the establishment of the New York Nation
in 1865, he became one of the regular contribu-

tors, his articles embracing a wide range in cur-

rent European history and literary criticism. In
1879 he published the first volume of The His-

torical Poetry of the Ancient Ilehren'S, Tran.'.-laled

and Critically Examined, a, work of profound
original research, which at once took a position

both in America and Europe as a most valuable

contribution to advanced biblical criticism. The
second volume appeared in 1880, the work being

left incomplete at the author's death. Heilprin

devoted the last years of his life in great meas-

ure to furthering Rirssian-.Tewish agricultural

colonization in the United States. lie was a
scholar of encyclopicdie knowledge, and was fa-

miliar with more than a dozen languages.

HEILSBRONN, hilsliron. A small town in

the Bavarian circle of Middle Franconia, situ-

ated 20 miles from Xuremberg. The Cistercian

.\bbey of Heilsbronn, the burial place of the

Hohenzollern burgraves of Nuremberg, of the

first Hohenzollern Electors of Brandenburg, and
of a munber of Franconian princes of the hovi.se,

owed its origin in 1132 to Bishop Otho of Bam-
berg. The church contains monuments commem-
orative of ancient German history, and illustra-

tive of the progress of art in Gernianv dur-

ing the IMiddle Ages. Population, in 1900. 1208.
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EEIM, him, Albert (1849—). A Swiss geol-

ogist, born at Zurich, where he was educ-ated,

and after further study at Berlin, was made
decent, and, in 1873, professor in the Polytechnic

Institute. In 1875 he became also professor in

tile university. In 1881 he was appointed di-

rector of the department of natural sciences in

the Polytechnic and head of the geological mu-
seum. He traveled to New Zealand in 1001.

Heim wrote: Untersuchungen iiber den ilechan-

i^mus der Oehirgshildung (1878); Bandbuch
dcr Oletscherkunde (1885); BeUriige zu.r ge-

ologischeii Karte der Sdhweis ( 1890) ; Geologische

Excursion quer durch die ostliclien Schweizer

Alpcn (1894). He also published a Oeologische

Karte der Schweiz (1894, with Schmidt), as

well as several panoramic views and reliefs of

Switzerland.

heim:, aN, Francois Joseph (1787-1865). A
French historical painter, born at Belfort. He
studied under Vincent and won the Prix de Rome
in 1807. His classic style was unsympathetic to

the art worlds newly converted to romanticism,

and it was not until the end of his career that he

gained the recognition he deserved. In the

Louvre there are several large historical sub-

jects by him, such as "Charles X. distribuant les

recompenses aux artistes a la fin de I'Exposition

de 1824" ("Charles X. Distributing Prizes at

the Salon of 1824"), and "La brise du temple de

Jerusalem" ( "Taking the Temple of Jerusalem" )

.

He also painted a number of portraits and exe-

cuted some decorative works for the Hall of Con-

ference in the Chamber of Deputies, and two
ceilings in the Louvre. He received a first-class

medal at the Salon of 1812, and the medal of

honor at the Paris Exposition of 1855, and be-

came a member of the Institute in 1829, and an
officer of the Legion of Honor in 1855.

HEIM, him. or HEIMR, himr (Icel. home).

In Norse mythology' nine worlds are named:
Jluspelheim, Asaheim.. Ljosalfaheim, Vanaheim,
Jlannahcim. Jiitunheim, Svartalfaheim, Helheim,

and Niflheira. The highest is Muspelheim
(world of fire) the home of Surt, in the highest

region of which was Gime (heaven). The low-

est is Niflheim (mist-world), the home of cold

.Tnd darkness, having in its midst the fountain

Hvergelmer, wlfere the dragon Nidhogg dwells.

Midway between Muspelheim and Nifiheim is

Mannaheim (man's world), the round plane of

the earth surrounded by the ocean. Above Man-
naheim is Asahoim (world of the gods), forming

an immense vault above the earth. In the midst

of this is Idavold, the place where the gods as-

semble. Beyond the ocean is Jotunheim (home

of giants), separated from Asaheim by the river

Ifing, which never freezes over. Next above the

earth is Ljosalfaheim (home of the elves of

light), and between it and Asaheim is Vanaheim
(iiorae of the vans). Farther down is Svartal-

faheim (world of dark elves) ; further still

Mannaheim, and lastly Helheim (world of the

dead, or hcl)

.

HEIMBURG, hJm'bSorK, Geegor von (c.1400-

72). A German jurist and diplomat, bom at

Wurzburg. About 14.30 he became secretary

to .^neas Silvius. afterwards Pope Pius IT., and

accompanied him to the Council of Basel : but

they soon quarreled because of Heimburg's op-

position to the Papal policy of interference in

German affairs, and the young man became syn-

dic of Nuremberg, and took a great part in tlie

declaration of the neutrality of the German
Church in the quarrel between the Council and
Pope Eugene IV. (1438). He was a member of

the commission demanding from the Pope the

reinstatement of the electors of Cologne, Mainz,
and Treves (1446); and as minister of Duke
Sigismund of Austria opposed the Pope and
was put under the ban. Eventually Sigismund
made his peace with the Pope and Heimburg
left his service for that of the Hussite King,
George Podiebrad, of Bohemia. The latter died

in 1471 and his Minister went to the court of

the Duke of Saxonj', where he died in the fol-

lowing year, only a few months after Pope Six-

tus IV. had removed the excommunication against

him. His collected works, showing well the

polemic character of the man, were published

at Frankfort in 1608. Consult: Pfizer's poem,

Der Welsche und der Deutsche (Stuttgart, 1844) ;

Broekhaus, Gregor von Heimburg (Leipzig,

1861) : and Joachimson, Gregor von Heimburg
(Munich, 1889).

HEIMBITRGr, Wilhelminie. See Eehrens,
Beeth.\.

HEIMDAL, him'dal, or HEIMDALEE,
him'da-ler (Icel.. world-bow). In Norse mythol-

ogy, a son of Odin, whose mother was of the

Jotun race, often said to be the sou of nine virgin

sisters. He is the guardian of Asgard, for which
position he is peculiarly fitted ; for he can see as

well by night as by day, requires as little sleep as

the birds, and can hear the grass grow. Before

the last contlict he will rouse the gods by blowing

en his horn jallarhorn. According to a later

myth he is regarded as the god of the rainbow.

HEIMSKRINGLA, hlms'kringla (Icel.,

world-circle). One of the most important works
in early Norse literature, being a history of the

Norse Kings from the earliest times, by Snorri

Sturluson (q.v, ).

HEINE, hi'ne, Heinrich (1797-1856). The
greatest lyric poet of modem Germany, bom in

Diisseldorf, December 13, 1797 (some authori-

ties, 1799). He was called by himself the last

of the Ronuintieists. and by Matthew Arnold
the continuator of Goethe, and was the only

writer of primary importance in German litera-

ture since Goethe's death. "Your grandfather,"

he says he was told, "was a little Jew, and had a

big beard." He had shrewd sons, for all of them
won a competence, and Heine's uncle Salomon lie-

came one of the wealthiest bankers of Hamburg.
His father had but small part in his life. His

mother ( named von Geldern ) , to whom he showed

a constant devotion till his death, gave to his

fantastic and romantic nature a joy of life and

a spirit of naturalism that make him akin

to Goethe. He was a precocious boy, educated

in a desultory way by Roman Catholic monks

and French 'philosophes,' with the result that

he became a skeptic before he had any faith

to lose. He seems to have suffered little from

race prejudice in vouth, and for that he was

grateful to France" and to Napoleon, for whom
he retained a kind of hero-worship, and so had

little svmpathy with the War of Liberation

(1813-14), that "contracted the heart so that

men learned to hate what was foreign and in

ceasing to be citizens of the world became only

narrowlv German." No reproach belongs to him
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that he found small inspiriilion (o patriotism

in the thirty years that folloxveil Waterloo.

While iirepariiij; liiiiiself to become a nierehant

and learning English, French, and Italian, he
began to write poetry under tlie inspiration of

a child-love for 'Veronica,' probably also the

'Reseda' of early poems. He conceived a pass-

ing affection, too, for an executioner's daugh-
ter, .losepha, the subject of several poems, of

his "Dream Pictures," and of the most exquisite

passage in his memoirs. She was. he says,

his 'love's purgatory' before he fell into love's

hell in his unrequited affection for his cousin

Amalie at Hamburg, whither he went in

1816. He tried to set up a business there

in 1818, but he liked neither the business nor
the city. For Amalie, under the names Ottilie,

Maria, Clara. Evelina, Agnes, Juliana, he voiced

his passion in many beautiful songs, and it has
since been made the subject of two novels,

Zianirtza's Heinrich Heine der Liederdirhter
(1864). and Dietz's Heinrich Heincs erste Liebe
(1870). He failed in business, and at the e.\-

pense of his uncle and Ainalie's father, who
aided him generously through life, he went
in 1819 to study law at Bonn, where he came
under the influence of A. W. Schlegel, and the

Romantic School, in so far as it stood for the re-

awakening of the poetic spirit of the !Middle

Ages. He shared with them also a gift of irony,

though in him this sprang from the incompatibil-

ity of two elements in his nature, a Greek joy

of life inherited from his mother, and fostered by
the influence of Goethe, and a congenital Hebrew
earnestness. There was never harmony between
these antinomies of his character, and from
their jarring came a mocking spirit that he
possessed in higher degree than any writer of

the century. At Bonn tuider this new inlhience

Heine wrote more lyrics and had liegun a tra-

gedy. Alman.ior, when he left Bonn for Got-
tingen, and 'oeing soon suspended from the xuii-

versity there for participation in a frustrated

duel he went to Berlin, where he came under the
philosophic influence of Hegel and associated
with Grabbe, Immermann, Willibald Alexis,

Gans, Moser, Zunz, Chamisso, Fouque, and par-

ticularly with Varnhagen and his Rahel, who
led him to a juster appreciation of Goethe,
though he never became one of his unqualified
admirers.

In Berlin, Heine's genius found warm appre-
ciation. He essayed journalism, and in 18'22

published a volume of poems (Gedichte) , which
for delicacy, fancy, conciseness, originality, and
depth of lyric expression had no equal in Ger-
many. A second volume (18'23) contained the

Ljirisches Intermez'o, which served to carry off

two tragedies. Ahiurnfior and RntcUff, his sole

ii'amatie efforts. The Jnlcrmezzo is more bitter,

reckless, sensual, than the Poems, but contains
some of his most perfect lyrics. At home. Heine
tells us, his mother read it and diil not like it;

his sister tolerated it; his brothers did not un-
derstand it, and his father did not read it at all.

In 18'23 a visit to the North Sea inspired Heim-
kehr, which with the later North Sea cycle

(Sordsee) are Germany's best poems of the sea,

worthy to rank with the best of Byron or Shelley.

The year 1824 brought him to Giittingen again,

and in June, 182.'5. he submitted to baptism that
he might obtain an advocate's license. "T assure
you," he writes to a friend, "if the law had

allowed stealing silver spoons instead, I .should

not have been baptized." This dishonor, forced
on him bj- llie State, makes a melancholy close

to a brilliant university career. During the
second stay at Giittingen Heine made the
tour of the Harz Mountains and wrote the
narzreise (1826), the best known of his prose
works. After taking las degree he revisited the
North Sea and wrote Sorderncij, incorporated
with the Har.rreise in the Heischilder ( I'icturcs of
Travel), which later embraced also Das ISuch Lb
Oraiid and Die liiider von Lucca. Such light . easy,
sparkling prose, such graceful, daring, bubbling
Avit, had never yet been know'u in Germany, and
the lieisehildcr remains an unapproached model.
Heine in this field has never been equaled save
by himself, and he has not always maintained the
level of the Harzreise. The liuch Le Oraiid, writ-
ten in 1820, was revolutionary in tendency and
in its admiration for Napoleon. Heine thought
it safer to abide its publication in England
(1827). It was enthusiastically received and
generally prohibited by the police. It was grace-
ful, grotesque, cynical, naive; it had a brilliancy,

a vigor, a keenness of scorn, a fire of enthusiasm
that have seldom been surpassed. Heine made
but a short stay in England, which was not con-
genial to him. He said, "The ocean would have
swallowed it long ago if he had not been afraid it

would make him seasick." He admired, however,
the liberty of England. In September, 1827, he
was again in Hamburg, seeing through the
press his collected lyrics, the now famous Biich
der Licder. Thence he went to Munich, tried
journalism, lio[}ed in vain for a Government
post, and in July, 1828, went disappointed to
Italy, a journey that he describes after his man-
ner in Die Iliider ron Lueca—brilliant, witty,
entertaining, immoral, coarse, revolutionary, and
atheistic. After this Prussia was closed to him

;

influential men had been made his mortal enemies
wantonly, and in the case of the poet Platen
Heine's enmity assumed an iitterly indefensible

shape. Having been recalled to Hamburg by
his father's death, Heine went in 1829 to Hel-
goland, where he gave himself up for two months
to the fascination of the sea. He returned to

his family in Hamburg famous throughout Ger-
many as the aiithor of the Reiscbilder. the third

volume of which appeared early in 18.30. but
as nuieh feared as admired, and fiercely attacked
on the part of those whom his reckless satire

had wounded. Prussia, where the government
had prohibited the circulation of the third vol-

ume of the Reisebilder, was now closed to him,
and the thought of a professorship, which he
had long cherished, had to be abandoned. He
turned his thoughts to Paris. The news of the
French Revolution of 1830 reac'ned him In Hel-
goland, where he spent the summer of that year,

and filled him with enthusiasm. May, 1831,

saw Heine in Paris, which remained his home
till death.

Heine's first years in Paris were busied with
journalism and dreary feuds with German Lib-

erals. He soon found himself at home in the

French capital, and enjoyed the society of

Madame Rccamier, Balzac, Dumas, George Sand.
Berangcir, Thiers.Chopan, Liszt. Berlioz, and many
lesser celebrities. He considered it his mission

to draw Germany and France closer together,

and wrote a .series of papers on Frcm'li condi-

tions for the Augsburg Allgemeine Zeitung, which
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he republished in French. But not a few of

his letters to the German press, even his art

critiques, fell under the censor's pencil. In

1833, however, liis acute critical study. Die
romantische Schulc, established liis fame in

France and opened to liim the great Revue des

Deux Mondes, in which ,he printed liis History

of Religion and Philosophy in Germuny since

Luther, a work of brilliant suggestiveness, which
afterwards appeared in Heine's own German
version as Zur Gesehichie der Religion und Phi-

losophie in Deutschland. The satiric Memoi-
ren des Herrn von Hchnahelewopski, half auto-

biographic, belong to this time. The scandal

caused by his irregular life was checked by
his "conscience-marriage" with Mathilde Mirat
(1834). Tliey were legally married in 1841,

and remained closely attached till the poet's

death. He had provided for her and she lived

till 1883. Financial embarrassments now led

Heine to seek a pension from the French Gov-
ernment. Though lie had always criticised his

patrons freely, the fact was bitterly remembered
against him when it became known in 1848.

From 1834 to 184'.J his literary work is com-
paratively unimportant. A fragment of a novel,

Florentinische Niichte, an essay on German myth-
ology, and a slanderous attack on his fellow

exile and journalistic critic Borne, may be mere-

ly mentioned. But in 1842 he wrote Atta Troll

(Hamburg, 1847), a brilliant poetic satire on
German politicians and on the Romantic School,

and in 1843 a brief visit to Germany evoked

.A'e»e Gedichte and Deutschland. ein. Wintcr-

m-iirchen (1844) keenly satiric, which became im-

mensely popular. Disea.se now laid an unrelaxing

hand on him. His eyes were affected, then his

vocal cords, then his spine. The death of his

patron, Salomon Heine, and the disgraceful

meanness of bis heir added to his sxifferings. But
these years of patiently bonie sufferings show
Heine in a nobler light than any in which he had
yet appeared. In sleepless nights he composed
wonderful songs on his 'mattress-grave.' His legs

were paralyzed ; to see he was obliged to hold

up an eyelid with an emaciated finger; his

hearing was weak. It was, he said, "a grave

without rest, death without the privileges of

the depart<>d." But it brought a deeper, al-

most a spiritual earnestness into his life. He
"returned to God like a Prodigal Son, after

tending swine with the Hegelians." In this

mood he wrote the poems of Romancero (1851),

so tender, so melodious, so exquisite in fancy,

that it seems almost past belief that they

should have been the product of the sleepless

nights of a bedridden sufferer; humorous pieces,

like "The White Elephant," fierce political songs.

like "The Weaver's Marseillaise," and the weird

"Lazarus Cycle," written under the very shadow
of death. Never had Heine been so many-sided as

now. He continued to work as long as he could

hear and speak. Many friends cheered him,

among them, as poems testify, the talented Ca-

niille Selden and his 'little fairy,' the motherly
Caroline Jaubert. Two miscellaneous volumes,

headed by Gestiindnisse. appeared in 1854. His
Memoirs, of which some parts have been pub-
lished, occupied him to the eve of his death.

His last words were. "Paper and pencil." He
died February 17. 1856, and was buried in Mont-
martre Cemetery, without religious service.

Heine was essentially a realist, a revolutionary

reformer, but never a blinded partisan. He
speaks for a restless, questioning, dissatisfied age
that has lost for the moment its ethical moorings.
He is the most delicate and graceful song-writer
and incomparably the wittiest, clearest, and
keenest satirist of Germany, and .so he is read
with delight by an introspective and critical

generation.

Heine's Works appeared in twenty-one volumes
(1861-63) and in twenty volumes ("l8(i5). They
have been often reedited. Translations of the

Poems by E. A. Bowring are in Bohn's library.

There is an American translation of the Pictures

of Travel and a version of the Works (incom-
plete) by Leland. Wit, Wisdom, and Pathos of
Heinrich Heine, by J. Snodgrass (London, 1888),
is a collection of excerpts. The best English
critique of Heine is in Matthew Arnold's Essays.

There is an English Life, Work, and Opinions of

Heinrich Heine, by atigand (London, 1876). The
most complete German biography is by Strodt-

niann (3d ed., Berlin, 1884). (insult also those

by Prolss (Stuttgart, 1886) ; Karpeles (Berlin,

1888) ; also his Ueine. .Ihs scinem Lcben und aus
seiner Zeit (Leipzig, 1809). Keiter (Cologne.

1891), besides Brandes, Das jnnge Deutschland
(Leipzig, 1890), and id.. Die hitteratur des 19.

.fahrhunderts. vol. vi. (ib., 1891); Zetz, Heine
in Frankreich (Zurich, 1895) ; Mietzki, Hein-

rieh Heine als Dichter mid Menseh (Berlin,

1895) ; Nassen, Heinrich Heines Familienleben

(Fulda, 1895) ; Kaufmann, Heines Liebesleben

(Zurich, 1898) ; id., Heines Charakter (ih.,ldOl) ;

Stcinmann, Heinrich Heine; Denkumrdigkeiten
und ErUbnisse aus meinem Zusammenleben mit

ihm (Prague, 1757) ; Hiiffer, Aus dem Leben
Heinrich Heines (Berlin, 1878) ; Franzos, Heines
Grburtstag (Berlin, 1900).

HEINECCIUS, hl-nek'tsi-i.is, .Johann Gottlieb
(1681-1741). A learned jurist of Germany, born

at Eisenberg. He studied theolog>' at Ijcipzig, and

law at Halle, where, in 1713, he was made pro-

fessor of philosophy, and in 1720 professor of

law. In the latter capacity he went, in 1723, to

Franeker, and in 1727 to Frankfort on-the-Oder;

but in 1733 returned, as professor of law and phi-

losophy, to Halle, where he died August 31, 1741.

His works display a thorough acquaintance with

ail departments of jurisprudence, but especially

with Roman and German law; and their varied

learning, logical arrangement, and elegant Latin,

long maintained for them a classical character.

Wis Antiquitatum Jus Romanum Illustrantium

Xiintiifima- was reedited as recently as 1841 by

Miihlenbrueh, and his Elementa Juris Civilis se-

cundum Ordinem Institutionuni (edited by Bie-

ner, 1815) ; his Elementa Juris secundum Ordi-

nem Pandeetarum. etc., are still studied by
jurists.—Heineccius's son. Johann Christian
GoTTLiEH HEINECCIUS, born 1718, at Halle, died

1791 at Sagan, was for a long time professor in

the academy for young noblemen at Licgnitz, and
edited, besides several of his father's works sepa-

rately, a complete collection of them (H. Opera
Omnia, 9 vols.. Geneva. 1771), and wrote an ac-

count of his father's life and work. Commentarius
de Vita et Scriptis J. O. Heineccii.—Heineccius's

brother, Johann Michaei. Heineccihs. born at

Eisenberg, 1674, died September 11, 1722, was a

celebrated pulpit orator in Halle, and also the

first who studied seals scientifically. His theo-

logical writings are forgotten, but he is remem-
bered by his De Veteribus Germanorum aliar-
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unique Xationum Sigillis (Leipzig, 1710; 2d ed.

1711)), and by the work edited in conjunction

with Leuekfeld, iicriplorcs Itcrum Germanicarum
(Frankfort, 1707).

HEINITZ, lii'nits, Friedrich Anton, Baron
(1725-1802). A Prussian statesman, horn at

Diiisi'likau, near Torgau. Ue studied mining and
smelting at Kiisen, Dresden, and Freiberg, tilled

several government positions, and planned the

Freilierg Academy of Mines. He also took great

interest in forestry arid in road-building. In 1777

Ik' left the Saxon for the Prussian service on
his appointment as head of the Dei)artmenls of

Alining and Smelting, and in tliis capacity did

much to develop tlie iron and coal industries.

He nublished: Mcnwire sur ma rjeslion dcs !)«

et 5" dcpartements (1788), a defense of his ad-

ministration of the Bureau of Commerce and
ilanufaeture ; and anonymously, Essai d'ccono-

niie politique (1785), and Mcmoire sur Ics pro-

duits du rcgne mineral de la monarchic prus-

sienne (1786). Con^u\t 'Reima.nn, Ahhandlungcn
zur Geschichte Fricdrichs dcs (Irossen (Gotha,

1802).

HEINLEIN, hin'lin, Heinrich (1803-85). A
German landscape painter, born at W'eilburg,

Nassau. He studied drawing and architcctuie at

Mannheim and Munich, and then devoted him-

self to the painting of landscape, and became one

of the first German artists in that genre. His

pictures include: "Poachers Attacked in Their

Camp" (1823) ; "View in Orisons" (1830), Leip-

zig Museum ; "The Valley of the Engadine,"

"Landscape with Castle Tyrol" (Karlsruhe Gal-

lery) ; "Two Alpine Views" (New Pinakothek,

Munich) : "Mountain Landscape After Storm"
(Vienna Museum).

HEINKICH, hIn'riK, Gustav (1845—). An
Hungarian literary critic, born at Budapest and
educated at Leipzig and Vienna. He was ap-

pointed professor of German philology in the uni-

versity at Budapest, and became a prominent
educator and a special student of the interrela-

tion of Gennan and Hungarian literature. He
has edited many German classics for Hunga-
rian readers, and lias written: Bankhan in dcr

deulschcn Dichiung (1S70); Boccaccios Lehcii

nnd Tfert-e ( 1882) ; Etzelburg und die ungarische

Hunncnsage (1882) : Deutsche Verslehre (2d ed.

1878); Faust-litvdien (1888); Kudrun (1885),
and a valuable history of German literature,

in Hungarian.

HEINRICH DER GLICHEZARE, der glfeK'-

c-tsil're ( The Hypocrite ) . A German poet of

the twelfth century, and possibly a traveling

player. He wrote (1170) the earliest of German
Ijoems on Re^Tiard the Fox, patterned after

French models. Of this poem. Isengrimes Not,
in its original form, nothing is left save a few
fragments, edited by Grimm, ^cndschrcihen an K.
Lachmann iiber Reinhart Fuchs (1840); a re-

vision, only a little later in date, was published

by Reissen'berger (1886). Consult Biittner, .Sfu-

dien lu dem Roman de Rcnart und dem Reinhart
Fuchs (Strassburg. 1801).

HEINRICH DER TEICHNER, der tiic'ner.

An Austrian didactic poet of the latter half of

the fourteenth century. His poetry consists

largely of proverbs in rhymed couplets, valuable

for their record of the reconstruction of Austrian

life of the period. Consult Karajan, Vcber Ilein-

rich den Teiclmcr (Vienna, 1855).

HEINRICH VON DEM XtfRLIN, t6i\ dain

tur'lcn. A Carintliian poet of the earlier half of

tlie thirteenth century. His poems deal with the

legends of the Round Table, and are. modeled after

Ciiretieu de Troyes. His Der Avenliurc Krone,

the story of Sir Gawaiu, was edited by SchoU

(1852) ; and Der Mantel, which ndates tlie story

of the marvelous cloak tliat will lit none but a

pure woman, has been published by Karnatsch

(1SS3). Consult Martin, Zur Gralsage (Strass-

burg, 1880).

HEINRICH VON DIESSENHOVEN, dc'-

scn-h5'fcn (c. 1300-76). A lucdiicval German
historian, canon of the cathedral at Constanz,

and chaplain of Pope John XXII. at Avignon.

His history completes the ecclesiastical chron-

icle of Ptolemy of Lucca, and deals with the

pontificate of John. It is edited by Bohnier in

Fonles Rerum Germanicarum, vol. iv. (Stutt-

gart, 1808).

HEINRICH VON FREIBERG, fon fri'berK

(or VRIBERG). A German poet of the early

part of the fourteenth century. He wrote a spir-

itual poem, ] oni heiligcn Krcuze, probably from

a Latin source, edited by Fietz (1881) : Ritter-

fahrt Jolianns von Michelsherg, written about

1305, edited by Kraus (1888) ; and a continua-

tion of Gottfried's epic Tristan, composed about

1300, in style like Gottfried, but following other

originals for material. The farce entitled Yom
fchriitel und vom Wasserbiir, edited in Von der

Magen, Gcsamtuhenteuer, No. 65 (1850), is at-

tributed to Heinrich von Freiberg. Consult VVig-

gers, Heinrich von Freiberg als Verfasser dcs

^clnrnnkes vom Schriitel und vom Wasserbiiren

(1877).

HEINRICH VON HERFORD, fon lier'fort

(?-1370). A German Dominican monk, author

of many theoloaical works and of a valuable

chronicle. Liber de Rebus Meniorabilibus. Its lat-

ter part is one of the most important sources for

the history of the thirteenth and fourteenth cen-

turies, and was edited by Potthast (1850).

HEINRICH VON LAUFENBERG, ifm lou'-

fcn-berK (c.1390-1460) . A Gcniian monk and
poet, born in Switzerland. He lived at Freiburg

and Strassburg, and wrote numerous hymns in

honor of the Virgin, of which many are to be

found in Wackernagel. Das dcutsche Kirchcnlicd

(1864-77): a collection of Cnrmina Figurala

(1441), also praising Jfary; and a Gcnuan trans-

lation of the Regimen flanilatis. under the title

Spirg'l nirusrliliclicii llfils (14.17).

HEINRICH VON MELK, fon mclk. A Ger-

man satirist of the twelfth century, a monk in

the Austrian cloister of Melk. He wrote a vivid,

bitter satire on the morals of the time, and es-

pecially on the condition of the clergy, Von des

Todes Erinnerung, sometimes called, from its

opening line. Yon dem gemeinen J.cben. The
Pfaffenleben, a poem of like character, but

probably not by Heinrich. was published with it

(by Hcinzel, Berlin, 1867). Consult: Lorenz,

Heinrich von Melk (Halle, 1886), and Kochen-
diirffer, in the Zritschrift fiir dcutschcs Altcrtum,

vol. XXXV. (Berlin. ISOO).

HEINRICH VON MORTJNGEN, fAn m>'-

ning-en. A German minnesinger, of the end of

the twelfth and the first quarter of the thirteenth
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century, ranking in beauty and originality next
to Waltlior von der Vogelweide. His poems,
showing sliglitly the inlluence of classic models
and very strongly that of the troubadours of

Provence, are edited by Von der Hagen in his

Minnesinger (1838), and in Lachmann and
Haupt's Ues Hinncsangs Fr-ulUing (4th ed. 1888).
Consult: Michel, Heinrich von- Morungen und
die Troubadours (Strassburg, 1880), and Riissner,

TJntersuchungen zu Heinrich von Morungen (Ber-

lin, 1898).

HEINKICH VON MUGELN, f6n mu'geln
(C.1310-C.1375) . A German author and scholar,

a counselor of Charles IV. at Prague, and later of

Kudolph IV. of Austria. His works include trans-
lations of Valerius Maximus (first printed 14S9),
and of the commentary on the Psalms written
by Xikolaus of Lyra ; an Hungarian chronicle in

Latin (edited by Engel, in Monumenta Ungrica,
1809) ; an allegory, Der meide crunz; and fables

and minne poetry (edited by Miiller, 1848),
which won liini a place among the twelve founders
of the art of the minnesingers.

HEINRICH VON NEUSTADT, fon noi'-

stat. A German poet, born at Wiener-Neustadt,
who practiced medicine in Vienna in the first

quarter of tlie fourteenth century. His works,
imitative of Wolfram von Eschenbaeh, include a
long romance, patterned after the Latin story of

Apollonius of Tyre, but with a curious coloring

from Arthurian story; and, on the second ad-

vent. Von Oottes Zukunft, reminiscent of Alanus
ab Insulis's Anticlaudianus. Excerpts from the
two poems are published in Strohl, Heinrich von
Neustadt (Vienna, 1875).

HEINKICI, hin-re'tse, Kabl Fbiedrich Georg
( 1844— ) . A German Protestant theologian, bom
at Karkeln, in East Prussia, and educated at
Halle and at Berlin, where in 1871 he became
docent. In 1873 he became professor at Marburg,
and went to Leipzig in 1892. He wrote: Die
Vaientinianische Gnosis und die Heilige Schrift

(1781); Erkliirung der Korintherbriefe ( ISSO-

87) ; the commentary on Corinthians in Meyer's
jVejc Testament Commentary (last ed. 1896 and
1900) ; Schriftforschung und Schriftautoritiit

(1890) ; TheologisChe Encyklopddie (1893) ; and
Beitriige zur Geschichte vnd Erkliirung des

Seuen Testaments, vol. i. (1894).

HEINSE, hin'se, Joiiann Jakob Wilhelm
( 1749-1803) . A German novelist, translator, and
critic of art, born at Langewiesen in Thuringia.
He studied at Schleusingen, at Jena, and at

Erfurt, where he met Wieland, who greatly in-

fluenced his poetrj-, and Gleim, who procured for
him a place as private tutor at Halberstadt,
w-here he lived imder the name of Eost. In 1774
he went to Diisseldorf as editor of Iris. Here he
became so interested in art that he spent three
years in Italy, giving most of the time to Rome.
He made the acquaintance of the painter Mullef,
learned much of Italian art and literature, and
widened his knowledge of the art and literature
of antiquity. While he w-as in Italy he translat-
ed Tasso's Gerusalemme Liberata and the Orlando
into German prose. On his return to Diisseldorf

(1784) he wrote Ardinghello, his masterpiece.
The Elector of Mainz. Friedrich Karl Joseph,
now (1786) made him his lektor, and (1787). at
Aschaffenburg. his private secretary. On Fried-
rich's death his library became the property of
the State, and Heinse was made librarian. His

earliest work was Sinngedichte (1771). This
w-as followed by translations and works in

classic vein: Begebenheiten des Enkolp, aus dem
iSatyrikon des Petron iibersetzt (1773); Die
Kirschen (1773), a work of equal obscenity;
and Laidon, oder die elcusinischen Geheimtiisse

(1774), with the form of a romance, describing
the apotheosis of Lais. Like the last-mentioned
work, Ardinghello, Oder die gliickscligen Inselii

(last ed. 1838), is little more than a series of

dazzling pictures, like Pompeian wall paintings.
In Hildcgard -con Hohenthal (last ed. 1838),
Heinse gives his ideas on music, and in Anastasia
und das Schachspiel (last ed. 1831) on chess.

Fiormona, oder Briefe aus Italien ( 1803 ) , though
visually ascribed to Heinse, is not his work.
Consult: Briefe zwischen Glcim, Heinse und
Johannes von Miiller, edited by Kiirte (Zurich,

1800-08), w-hich gives a good picture of the
man, and contains his criticism of the paintings
in the Diisseldorf Gallery, and Schober, Heinse,
scin Leben und seine Werke (Leipzig, 1882).

HEINSIUS, hin'sl-oos, Antoxics (1641-

1720). A Dutch statesman, celebrated as a for-

midable opponent of Louis XIV. of France. He
was born at Delft, November 22, 1641. and after

pursuing the study of law at the University of

Lej'den entered the sen'ice of the State, and be-

came in 167 9 pensionary of Delft. He was the

confidential friend of William of Orange, upon
whose accession to the throne of England, in

1689, Heinsius, as Pensionary of Holland, suc-

ceeded to the virtual control of the foreign policy

of the Dutch Republic. The friendship between
William and Heinsius continued till the former's

death, and their correspondence is of capital im-

portance for the light it throws on the intricate

political problems of the period from 1688 to the

outbreak of the War of the Spanish Succession.

Heinsius was instrumental in bringing about the

partition treaties of 1698 and 1700 concerning

the devolution of the Spanish throne, and con-

tributed to the formation of the Grand Alliance

in 1701. Into that struggle against France he
entered heart and soul, and after William III.'s

death, in 1702, became the virtual leader of the

European combination against Louis XIV. The
victories of Marlborough and Prince Eugene were
due in no little measure to Heinsius's restless

activity in the prosecution of the war. Deter-

mined upon the total humiliation of France, he

spurned the French King's overtures of peace,

made as early as 1706, and only the defection of

England and the recrudescence of French resist-

ance that followed induced him to agree to the

terms of peace at Utrecht. He died August 3,

1720.

HEINSIUS, Daxiel (1580-1655). A Dutch
scholar of distinction, and a pupil of Sealiger,

born in Ghent. He was a leading figure of the

Dutch Renaissance, professor of Greek and Latin

at Levden. and a facile Latin poet. He wrote
rnmhi (1602) : ElegicB (1603) : Emblemata Ama-
toria. with Dutch verses (1601); Poemata
(1605). He edited Theocritus. Bion, Moschus,
Horace, Aristotle. Seneca. Terence, and Livy. and
published Latin Orationes (1609 and 1621) and
other learned works as well as a Dutch tragedy.

The Massacre of the Innocents (1613), and Dutch
Poems ( 1616) .—Nicolaas Heissuts (1620-81 )

,

a son of Daniel, was born in Leyden, and educated

in the university of his native town. For more
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than twenty-five years he led the busy life of

traveler, scholar, diplomat, and poet. He ran-
sacked the lihraries of France and Italy in
search of classical manuscripts. In ICiO he en-

tered the sen-ice of Cliristina of Sweden, and in

1054 became Dutch -Minister at .Stockholm. In
16C0 he visited Paissia, and two years later re-

tired to private life. He published editions of
Vergil, Ovid, Prudentius, V'ellius Paterculus, and
Valerius Flaccus, based on manuscripts in his
possession. He was also the author of commen-
taries on many other poets of antiquity. He is

said to have supplied ililton with facts for use
against .Salmasius (q.v.). His Latin poems were
published at Amsterdam in lOGC. He died at
The H.agiie, October 7, 16S1.—His illegitimate
son XlcoL.\.\s (1G55-?) was a .scapegrace of re-

markable talent, who wrote the only original
Dutch romance of the seventeenth century. The
Delightful Adventures and Wonderful Life of
ilirander (1675), a curious anticipation of Gil
Bias. He fled from Holland a disowned criminal
in 1077. and died in obscurity.

HEINTZELMAN, hm'tscl-mau, Samuel
Teteb (1805-80). An American soldier, born at
Manheim, Lancaster County, Pa. He graduated
at West Point in 1826, and was assigned to the
Second Infantry, with which he seiwed on the
frontier. He took part in the wars with the
Florida Indians from 1835 to 1841, becoming a
captain in 1838 ; served with his regiment in
the Me.xican War, and received the brevet of

major for gallantry at the battle of Huamantla,
October 7, 1847. Later he served in California,
accompanying the expedition against the Yuma
Indians in 1852, and in Texas. He attained the
rank of major in 1855, and at the outbreak of the
Civil War became colonel, and inspector-general
of the Department of Washington. On May 17,

3801, he was commissioned brigadier-general of

volunteers, and was in command of the forces
which occupied Alexandria, Va. In McClellan's
Peninsular campaign of 1862 he commanded the
Thii-d, and later also the Fourth, Anny Corps,
and participated in all of the important battles.

He received his commission of major-general of
volunteers on the day of the battle of Williams-
burg (ilay 5, 1802), and for gallantry at the
battle of Fair Oaks received the brevet rank of
brigadier-general in the Regular Army. He fought
also at Savage's Station. Glendale, and Malvern
Hill, and later in the .vear at the second battle
of Bull Run and at Chantilly. In the winter
of 1862-63 he was in command of the defenses
of Washington, and from February to October.
1803, of the Department of Washington. During
the remainder of the war he was not in the field,

sending as commander of the Department of the
\Aest in 1804. and on court-martial duty in I8G5.

.

In ;\Iarch. 1865. he was brevetted major-general
in the L'nited Slates Army for his conduct at
Williamsburg, and in 1869 was retired, on ac-
count of age, with the full rank of major-general.

HEUTZE, hin'tsc, Kael FRTEDKini Rt-dolf
(1S25-96). A German criminologist, born at
Saalfeld. and educated at Leipzig. He served suc-
cessively in the judiciary of 'Meiningen and of

Saxony: in 1805 was appointed professor at Leip-
zig, and eight years afterwards at Heidelberg,
He was three times representative of the Univer-
sity of Leipzig in the Saxon Diet, and was a
prominent member of the party of the opposition.

' < HEIB.

He wrote: Parallehn zu-ischcn der englischen
Jury und dem franzOsisch-dvutschen Geschw-orcm-
cngcricht (1804); Ijin deutsches Geschuxirvnen-
gericht (18G5); Das Reoht dcr Untersuchung-
schaft (1865); Verluiltnis dcs Reich.sstrafrcchts

:« dcm Landesslrafrccht (1871); and a report
for the International Congress for Prison Reform
at Saint Petersburg, Dc quelle farou I'icrcKse

peut-iire Qncisagie dans la legislation penale
(1S',»0),

HEINZEL, hln'tsd, Ricuaed (1838—), An
Austrian philologist, born in Capo d'lstria, and
educated at Vicmia. After teaching in gym-
nasia at Triest, Vicima, and Linz, he was aji-

poLnted professor of German at Gratz (1S68),
and then at Vienna (1873). His work comprises
discussions of Germanic phonetics, Teutonic
myths, and the relation of Geruuin poetry to
French. Among liis writings are: IJeinrich vmi
Melk (1867) ; Veber den Siil der altgcrmanischcn
I'ucsie (1875) ; Bcschreihung der isUindisehen
Saga (1880) ; Vehcr die Xibelungensage (1885) ;

Ueber die Hervarasaga (1887) : Ucber die Wal-
Ihersage (1888); Veber die ostgotisehe Ileldcn-

sage (1889) ; Abhundlungen zum altdeutsehcn
Drama (1890); lie.schreibung des geisilicheti

Hchauspiels im deulsclien Mittclalter (1898);
Ueber die franzosischen Gralromane (1891);
Veber diis iledicht ron Konig Orendel (1892).

HEINZEN, hin'tscn, Peter (better known as
Karl) (1809-80), A G«rmau-Amcrican author,
born at Grevenbroich, and educated at Bonn,
whence he was expelled because of his radicalism.

After two years in the Dutch Army he returned to

Germany, and entered the Prussian Government
sen'ice. But his contributions to the Lcipziger

Allgemeine Zeitung and to the Rheinische Zei-

luug excited the displeasure of the Government;
both journals were suppressed : his book. Die
preussisehe Bilreankratie (1845), was confiscat-

ed, and he escaped trial by flight to Belgium,
Switzerland, and finally to America, He re-

turned to take part in the Revolution of 1848;
then came once more to the Cnited States

;

lived in Xew York, Louisville, Cincinnati, and
Boston, and published the ven- radical organ,

the Pionier. His collected works were published

at Bost<m (1808-72), and include: Gcdiehte;

Sechs Briefe an einen fronimen Mann; Die Teut-

schen und die Amerikaner ; and The True Char-
acter of Humboldt. Many of his writings were
published by the Society for the Propagation of

Radicalism in the United States—e.g. Rights of
Women (1891). and Teutscher Radikalismus in

Amcrika (1898).

HEIK (Lat. heres). At Roman law, the es-

tate of a deceased person always passed as an
entirety (by 'universal succession') to one or

more persons described as heirs. The heir or

heirs, if not apjiointed liy testament, were desig-

nated by the law: and. in the later development
of the Roman law. certain near relatives of a
testator were entitled to a share of his estate

even against his will, unless they had so acted

as to give him legal ground for disinheriting

them. (See St'ccE.ssiox.) If the heir, whether
appointed by testament or designated by law,

was luider the decedent's household ruthority,

the inheritance vested in him immediately. If,

on the other hand, the inheritance was given by
testament or assigned by law to a jxTson out of

the household, the latter became heir only by
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an act of entry. The chief practical importance
of the distinction lay in the fact that inheritance

established a merger, or 'confusion,' of the in-

herited estate with the personal estate of the
heir, and that the heir \vas accordingly person-

ally liable for the debts of the estate. If these
exceeded the assets, the forced succession of the

household heir was an injury to him. The prte-

tors accordingly, toward the close of the Republi-
can period, gave such heirs protection against
the creditors of the estate, if they abstained from
interfering with the assets—a change which prac-

tically abolished the forced or 'necessary' suc-

cession. .Tustinian went further; he allowed the

heir who promptly made an accurate list of the

as.sets tO' take the inheritance without incurring
any personal liability for its debts {beneficium
iiiventarii) . See Inventory.
The position of a testamentary heir at Roman

law was substantially identical with that of an
English executor wlio is also a residuary legatee.

The testamentary heir paid the debts and all

.special bequests ilegata), and kept the remainder
of the estate. The position of the intestate heir

was substantiallj' identical with that of an Eng-
lish administrator who is also next of kin. If

the Roman heir was an infant or a lunatic, his

guardian administered the inheritance.

5Iedi.'E\al Law. To the Germanic peoples,

including the English, testaments were originally

unknown. They received them through tho

Church. Even then they were reluctant to ad-

mit tliat a person could dispose by testament
of the real estate, which in the Germanic view
belonged to the family rather than to its head.

The direct heirs, the 'horn' heirs, had rights in

the land of which they could not be deprived.

The development of the feudal system empha-
sized in the law of succession, as in other fields

of the law, the distinction between realty and
personalty. To the Church authorities, accord-

ingly, mediieval custom assigned not only the

execution of testaments disposing of the person-

alty, but also, in many countries, the adminis-
tration and distribution of the personal estate

in cases of intestacy. On the Continent and in

Scotland, at the close of the Middle Ages, the

reception of the Roman law (see CI^^L Law)
efTaced these distinctions : but in England they
still underlie the whole law of inheritance and
distribution (q.v.). See also Descent.
Modern Civil Codes. The modern codes of

Europe have reestablished the principle of the

universal sticeession ; the estate of a decedent

passes as an entirety to the testamentary or legal

heir or heirs. The Roman distinction between
household heirs and outside heirs has disap-

peared: in both eases the inheritance vests at the

moment of death ; in both cases there is a right of

renunciation, and usually a right of entry, wath

the 'benefit of inventory.' In cases of intestacy,

the legal heirs administer the estate; the cotirts

.appoint administrators only when 'he intestate

heirs cannot be found, or when they all renounce
tlie inheritance. Unless a testator has appointed

snecial executors, the testamentary heirs liqui-

date the estate and pay the legacies and statu-

tory shares. In this matter, however, the French
law is different. In France, if there be near rela-

tives who are entitled to statutory- shares, these.

and not the testamentary heirs, administer the

estate. The latter are termed 'universal legatees,'

and they have the rights of heirs only in the
absence of the "legitimate heirs.'

Encush and American Law. The feudal

separation of real and personal property has
maintained itself in the common-law system,

even to the present time. It appears in its ex-

tremest form in the law of inheritance. The
personal property of one who dies intestate

passes to a person who may or may not be of the

blood of tlie decedent, and only for purposes of

administration, the distribution of the surplus
after the payment of debts, etc., being determined
by statutes of distribution. Only the real property
'descends.' according to fixed canons of inheri-

tance, to the next of blood of the decadent, under
the description of the heir. In our legal system,

tlien, the term heir has reference always to the

person or persons to whom the real (not the per-

sonal) property passes, and that not by will, but

only on intestacy. In the main the English

canons of descent laid down by Blackstone still

govern the determination of the heirship or in-

iieritance of estates, though these have been con-

siderably modified by statute both in England
and the" L'nited States. See Descent.

In Scotch late, the term heir is often used in

a loose sense to denote the persons entitled to

succeed to the heritable as well as to the mov-
able estate. In Scotland the same rule exists as

in England, that if a person do not liy deed mor-
iis cniisa (which operates like an English will)

dispone or convey his estate to some other per-

son, the law points out who is to take such es-

tate, and that person is the heir-at-law. The
rules by which the heir to heritable estate in

Scotland is pointed out differ considerably from
the English rules. These rules are the same as

to the descendants of the deceased person. A.

But after A's descendants are exhausted, dif-

ferences begin ; for then it is not the father, nor
yet the eldest brother of A. but the next younger
brother of A, who next succeeds ; then the next
yotinger again, until the youngest brother—after-

whom and his descendants comes A's next elder

brother, and so on upward to the eldest brother

of all. In Scotland, when females succeed equal-

ly, they are called heirs-portioners. The mother
never succeeds in any event, or any relatives, ex-

cept brothers and sisters german who trace their

descent through her.

Formerly, ujion the death of the owner, his

heritable estate did not immediately vest in the

heir, but lay in an intermediate state, then called

the hcFrc'litas jaccns. and the person entitled to

be the heir had to be summoned to the inheri-

tance, and enter upon the estate. This was al-

tered by statute in 1874, and the estate now
vests at <mce upon the death of the former
owner (.37 and 38 Vict., c. 94). The civil-law

itile also exists in Scotland, that the heir-at-law

takes the estates subject to his ancestor's debts.

Formerly, indeed, he used to be liable for all the

debts, though far exceeding the property left,

provided that he did not take certain precautions

to escape this passive representation, as it w"as

called ; for the barbarous maxim prevailed, hceres

(St cadem persona cum defuncto.

Heir Apparent. In the common-law sys-

tem, the person who is entitled to succeed to

the inheritance of real property if he outlive his

ancestor. The term heir alone is not properly
applicalile to any one so long as the ancestor
from whom he expects to inherit is still alive
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(nemo est hceres viventis). The expectant heir
may be either the person first entitled imuKt the
canons of descent, as the eldest son. and who
<'aiinot be displaced by the subsequent birth of a
nearer relative of the ancestor, or he may be a
person in the second or any later dc^'ree of con-
sanguinity—in which ease he is liable to be dis-

placed by the birth of a son or other person
having a prior claim to the inheritance. The
expectant heir in the former ease is known as
the heir apparent, in the latter ca.se as the heir
presumptive. Under the rule of primogeniture,
which still obtains in England, a daugliter would
be only an heir prcsum])tive. as the subsequent
birth of a son to the father would displace her;
whereas the eldest living son is, while the father
lives, the heir apparent. A younger son, how-
ever, is not entitled to the designation of heir
presumptive so long as his elder brother lives,

although by the death of the latter he would at
once become heir apparent.

In Scotland the phrase is also sometimes used
oopularlv in this sense; but the words 'apparent
heir.' when used technically there, mean qviite a
different thing, viz. the jxTSon who, after his an-
cestor's death, is entitled to succeed, provided he
make up his tilles, but who has not yet actually
done so. The apparent heir has a year to deliber-

ate, called the annus deliberandi, whether he will

enter upon the jjroperty, because the responsi-

bility is so much greater in Scotland than in
England.

Consult the authorities referred to under Civil
Law; Descent; Law; Real Property, etc.

HEIR-AT-LAW, The. A comedy by George
Colman the Younger, in five acts, produced in

1797, and still occasionally brought out.

HEIBESS. In heraldry, a lady liaving no
brothers wlio leave issue. The husband of an
heiress is entitled to hear her arms in an
escutcheon of pretense—i.e. a small escutcheon
in the centre of his paternal shield—and the
children of an heiress may quarter her arms with
their paternal coat. Neither practice is of very
early date in heraldry.

HEIRLOOM. In English law, chattels which
in some localities go to the heir-at-law by special
custom, instead of passing, like other personal
property, to the executor or administrator of
the decedent. The chattels usually comprehended
within this description are such homely but
necessary' articles as the best bed, table, pot, pan,
cart, and the like. But articles of honor and
ornament may fall within the category of heir-

looms, such as family portraits, ducal coronets,
the Crown jewels, etc. The origin of the right is

obscure, and it is of rare occurrence. In Amer-
ica it is wholly unknown. In Scotland a some-
what similar, but by no means identical, phrase
is used, viz. heirf:hip niovable.t, which connotes a
wider right, and includes the best articles of
furniture in the house of a person who dies leav-

ing heritable property. Tlie extent of this right
is also not clearly settled. Consult the Commen-
taries of Blackstonc and Erskine.

HEIR OF LINNE, iTn. A ballad of unknown
date and authorship, preserved in Percy's Re-
Uqnes. It contains the story of a spendthrift
who, having sold his patrimony and spent the
proceeds, betakes himself to a lodge which alone
he has preserved, and by the breaking of the
rope with which he tries to hang himself dis-

covers a hidden treasure, and with it redeems
his inheritance. .

HEIS, hi.s, Eduaru (180G-77). A Gernuin
astronomer, born at Cologne, and educated at
Bonn. lie taught at Cologne and Aix-la-Chapelle,
and in 1852 was appointed professor of mathe-
matics and astronomy at Miinsler. lleis edited
Wochentliche Unlerhallungen aus dem Gcbielv
dcr Astronomic und Meteorologie, and was
author of: Atlas Coelestis Xovu.s, marking all

stars visible to the naked eye (1872); Zodiiil-

licht-lScobachtungen (1875); Samiiiluny von
llcisiiiekn und Aufi/abeii aus dcr allgcmcinen
Arilhmelik und Algebra (!l5th ed. 189G) ; and,
with Schweiler, a Lehrbuch der (Jeometrie, in
three volumes.

HEISE, hi'zc, Peder (1830-79). A Danish
composer, born at Copenhagen. He studied
under Lund, Berggreen, Hauptmann, and (iade.

He was a teacher in Copenhagen, and at the
Academj' of Soroe, and is the author of a number
of songs, overtures, cantatas, and sonatas, be-
sides two successful operas. I'a-shaens Datler
(18G9) and Drot og Marsk (1878). He also
wrote a ballet, and the incidental music to
dramas by Ibsen, Munch, and Von der Recke.

HEISS, his, Michael( 1818-90) . An American
prelate. Archbishop of Milwaukee. He was born
at Pfahldorf, Bavaria, studied at Munich, and
was ordained in 1840. Two j^ears later he came
to the United States, engaged in missionary work
in Kentucky and Ohio, and afterwards at Mil-
waukee, where he founded the Seminary of Saint
Francis, of which he was first rector. He was
consecrated first Bishop of La Crosse. Wis., in

1868, and established Saint John's College and
other schools in his diocese. In 1880 he was
appointed coadjutor to the Archbishop of Jlil-

waukee, and two years later became second Arch-
bishop. He was a member of the Vatican Council
of 1809-70.

HEJIRA, heji-rd (Ar. hyra, flight, from
hajara. to abandon). The flight of Mohammed
from Mecca to Medina to escape the persecution
of his kinsmen, the Koreish (see Mohammed),
and the starting-point of the Jlohommedan Era.
The exact day of the flight is uncertain. The cus-
tom of dating events with reference to it originat-
ed with Mohammed himself, but the calendar was
first instituted by Omar, seventeen years after the
event, and was made to begin, not with the day
of the flight, but with the first day of the year
(i.e. the first of the month ]\Iuharram) in which
it took place, which corresponds with July 16,
G22, of the Christian Era. The Mohammedan
.year is a lunar year, of 354 days, hours, hence
about 11 days shorter than the Christian year,
and this fact must be borne in mind in computing
the date of the Christian calendar correspcmding
to any given Mohammedan date. .\n easy rule,

which will give the year approximately, is to
deduct three per cent, from the iMohamniedan
j'ear and add the result to 622. TIuis the year
of the Hejira 1321 will be found to correspond
roughlv to the vear 1(10.'? <if the Christian Era
(1.321— 40 + 622=1003). For more accurate
results, consult Wiistcnfeld, Verqleirhungstahel-
ten der mohammedanisrhen und ehristliehen Zeit-
rechnung. continued by Mahler (Leipzig, 1854-

87).
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EEL, lial (Icel., probably meaning hidden,

sc. goddess). The Northern goddess of the dead,

vho dwelt beneath one of the three roots of the

sacred ash Vggdrasil, and was the daughter of

LoUi (q.v.), by the giantess Augurboda. IIcl, to-

getlier with her brothers, the wolf Fenrir and the

serjient Jormuiidgand, was bred up in the giants'

home of Jiituuheim, where she remained till, at

the request of the .Esir. or gods, tlie All-father

sent for her and her brothers. Knowing that by
their origin these children must prove a source

of ealamitj", he resolved upon their destruction,

anil after ca.sting the serpent into the deep ocean

which surrounds all lands, and where it has
grown so large that it encircles the whole world
and bites its own tail, he hurled Hel into Niilheim

(q.v.), over which he gave her authority, and in

which she was to assign places to all who die of

sickness and age. Her abode is surrounded by a
high iuclosure with massive gates. Her dwelling

is tliiuliiir (dark clouds) -, her dish, liungr

(hunger) ; her knife, sullt (stajration) ; her

servants, gangluti (slou moving) ; her bed, kur
(sickness) ; and her curtains, hUkiandabiil

(splendid miser}') ; and she is easily recognized

by her fierce aspect and her half black, half flesh-

colored skin ; and she rides a horse with only three

feet. Faith in this goddess is not yet extinct. Hel-

shoes (hell-shoon) are still put on the feet of

the dead, and her dog is heard barking to give

warning that death is at hand. In Norway,
when any one recovers from dangerous illness

he is said to have given Hel a bushel of oats, in

allusion to the belief that she wanders around
in the form of a horse.

After the introduction and diffusion of Chris-

tianity, the ideas personified in Hel gradually

merged, among all the races of Northern and Ger-

man descent, in the local conception of a hell,

or dark abode of the dead. Consult: Thorpe,

Northern Mythology (London, 1863) ; Grimm,
j!/i/f/io?0(7i>, edited by Meyer (Berlin, 1875-78).

HELBIG-, hel'biK, Wolfgang (1839—). A
German archttologist. He was born at Dresden,

and was educated at Giittingen and Bonn. After

he had taught one year in the Joachimsthaler

Gynmasium of Berlin, he went to Rome as schol-

ar in the German Archsological Institute, of

which he was made second secretary in 1865. This

office he resigned in 1885, but did not leave

Rome, save for occasional trips through Italy,

Greece, Northern Africa, France, and Russia.

His more important works ^re -.yvandgenuilde der

t^om ^'cslll• vcrschiittetcn Stiidte Gampanienx
(1868); Vntcrsitchungen iiber die campavische
Wandmalerei (1873); Beitriige zur altitalie-

nischeii Kultur- und Kunstgeschichte{\S79) ; Das
homerische Epos aiis den. Dcnknwlern eridutert

(1S87); Fiihrer dureh die ojjcntlichen Hamm-
hingen klassischer Altertiimcr in lion (last ed.

1899) ; La collection Barracco d'apres la classi-

fication, et avec le texte de G. Barracco et W. Hel-

lig (1893).

HELD, belt, Adolf. (1844-80). A German
economist, born at Wiirzburg, and educated there.

at ilunich, and at Berlin, where, in 1880, he be-

came professor. He was drowned in the same
year. A 'Socialist of the chair.' Held wrote:

Careys Slozialvi.isenschaft und das Merkarttilsys-

tem (1860) ; Die Einkommensteuer (1872) ; Die
deutsche Arheiterpresse der Gegenwart (1873) ;

Grundriss fiir Vorlcsungen iiber Nat ionalokofio-

mie (1876); tio::ialisiHus, SoziaUlennokratic und
Sozialpolitik (1878); and, edited by Knapp,
Znx'i Backer zur sozialcn Gesckichte Englands
(1881).

HELD, H.\NS Heinbich Liidwig von ( 1764-

1842). A Prussian patriot, born at Auras,
and educated at Frankfort-on-the-Oder, Halle,

and Helmstedt. For his open attack on the
integrity of the Minister, Count Hoym, he w-as

removed from his post in the customs service

at Posen (1797); Init four years afterwards
he published the famous 'Black Book'—so called

from its binding—a second attack on the Min-
isters Hoym and Goldbeck, under the title Die
u-ahren Jakohiner im preussischen Btatit, oder
aktenmiissige Darstellung der bosen Riinke und
betriigcrischcn Dienstpiihrung zweier preus-

sischen Staaisminister. For this publication,

after a long trial, he was sentenced to eighteen

months in jirison. His later writings were two
pamphlets attacking Napoleon, and, in 1805, a

eulogy of his patron, Struensee. In 1812 he re-

ceived a minor appointment from the Minister

Hardenberg; but the ill fortune of the preceding

years had broken his spirit, and when the

State money in his possession was stolen from
him lie despaired of life and committed suicide.

He wi-ote a Geschichte der drei Belagervngen
Kolbergs im Sieb€nj.ahrigen Kriege (1848).

Consult Griinhagen, Zerboni und Held in ihren

Konflikten niit der Staa.tsgewalt (Berlin, 1897).

HELDENBTJCH, hel'den-booG (Ger., book of

heroes). A collection of old epic poems, connect-

ed with the heroic legends of Germany. No
manuscript exists, and the oldest printed edi-

tion is without date. Tlie second copy was print-

ed in 1491, and was afterwards reprinted in

1509, 1545, 1560, and 1590, and edited by A. von
Keller at Stuttgart in 1867. It is an adnptation

preseridng the general characteristics of the older

poetic form, and contains the poems "Ornit.''

"Hugdietrich," "Wolfdietrich," the "Great Rose-

garden." and the "Little Rosegarden. or King
Laurin." A similar but inferior adaptation of

the same material, with additions from the talcs

of Attila and Dietricli, ap)iearcd about 1472. Of

the latter w'ork one manuscript exists, now in

Dresden. The collection is known by the name
of one of its two writers, Kaspaj von der Rhijn

(Gaspnril do la Roen).

HELDEB, hel'der. A strongly fortified sea-

port town of the Netherlands, situated on the

narrow passage of Marsdiep which separates the

mainland of the Province of North Holland

from the island of Texel (Map: Netherlands,

C 2). The city and surrounding country are

protected from the inroads of the sea by an
enormous dike nearly 5 miles long and 30 feet

wide at the top. built of Norwegian granite.

A road on the top of the dike connects Helder

with the liarbor of Nieuwediep. the sea entrance

to the North Holland Canal, which connects

Helder with Am^'ierdam. Nieuwediep is one

of the chief naval stations of the Netherlands,

where are large docks, ship-yards, barracks and

magazines, a naval hospital, and the roval cadet

school. Owinff to its position at the northern

end of the North Holland Canal. Helder has

rapidly developed from a small fishing village

into a city. Populntion. in 1900, 25.159. Helder

is noted for the famous naval battle which took
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place there in 1G73 between the united fleets of

kngland and France, on one side, and tlie Duteli,

on the other. The latter, led liy Tronip and
De Ruyter, were vietorions. The fortifications

of the town were bej;un in 1811 by Napoleon,

and completed afterwards by the Dutch.

HELE, ha'le, Peter ( 1480-1.'542). A German
clockniaker of Nurcndierg, who is credited with
having made the first pocket timepiece, about
1511. His name is also spelled "Hell' and 'Hen-

lein.'

HEIi'EN (Lat., from Gk. 'EWi-t;). The daugh-
ter of Zeus and Leda (q.v.), wife of Tyndarcus,
King of 8parta, or, according to the epic poem
Cypria, of Zeus and Nemesis, whom the god pur-

sued in tlie form of a swan. Nemesis brouglit

forth an egg, which was found by I>cda, wlio on
the birth of Helen reared hor as her foster-

child. According to the ancient legend she was
so exceedingly beautiful that at the age of ten

she was carried oft' by Theseus and Pirithous. but
was recovered subsequently by her brothers, Cas-

tor and Pollux. Tyndarcus afterwards engaged
her suitors, wlio numbered about thirty, in a
solemn oath to unite together to aid the husband
whom Helen should choose, in case of any at-

tempts being again made to carry iier o(T. In
accordance with this oath, her husband, Mene-
laus. when she was afterwards carried oil by
Paris, son of Priam, King of Troy, summoned all

the princes of Greece to avenge the injuiy he had
sustained, and thus gave rise to the Trojan War.
The ordinary legend states tliat after the death
of Paris she voluntarily married his l)rother, De'i-

phobus, and th.at on the taking of Troy, in order

to recover the favor of Menelaus, she betrayed
DeVphobus into his hands. Another version told

how she fled to the temple of Aphrodite, and was
pursued with drawn sword by Jlcnelaus, but such

was the power of her beauty that he laid aside

his thought of vengeance, and took lier once

more as his wife. Tlieir voyage home was long,

as they were driven to Egypt, but at last reached
Sparta in safety, where the Odi/ssci/ shows them
living in happiness. By her husbiind Menelaus
she had one daughter, Hermione, but some writers

said tliat by Theseiis she was the mother of

Iphigenia. Of her death also there were many
versions. Her grave was showni at Therapne,
near Sparta, where she and Jlenelaus were wor-
shiped. On the other hand, the Eliodians told

how she was driven out of Sparta after the death
of Menelaus, and came to her friend. Polyxo, in

Rhodes. Polyxo, however, had' lost her husband
in the Trojan War, and consequently forced Helen
to hang herself. Hence she was worsliijx'd at

Rhodes in connection with this tree, as Helena
6ev6p'tTo(. Another story told how she was
translated by the gods to the Islands of the

Blest, where she was wedded to Achilles. She
received divine honors at many places, and was
believed by the sailors to appear in the single

flame of Saint 151mo's fire, which wa.s regarded as

a sign of disaster, while the double flame, or

Castor and Pollux, was believed to insure safety.

In art, scenes from the story of Helen are fre-

quent, and represent almost all the episodes in

her eventful life. It was <a curious variation that
Stesichorus introduced, in that he made Helen
remain in Egypt, whither she had come with
Paris on her way to Troy, detained by the King,
who later restored her to her husband. Paris

Vol, IX.—47.

HELENA.

took to Troy only a phantom, for whom Greeks
and Trojans" fought. Much in the nature of the

legends of Helen, and in tlie characteristics of

her worship, seems to indicate that she was orig-

inally a moon-goddess, wlio has been superseded

by Selene and Artemis, and thus transferred to

the lieroic legends. For a full collection of tlie

ancient material relating to Helen, consult Engel-

mann's article in Roscher, Lexikon tier yritch-

isvhcii mid romischen Mythologie, vol. i. (Leip-

zig, l.SSfi-fiO).

HELEN: A Tale. A novel by Maria Edge-
worth, published in 18.34. It was her last story,

and, tliough not lacking in power, had not the

success of lier earlier work.

HELENA. A city and tlie county-seat of

Philli|)s County, Ark., 82 miles south by west
of Memphis, Tcnn. ; on the Mississippi River,

and on the Arkansas Midhind. the Saint Louis,

Iron Mountain and Soutlicrn, and the Yazoo and
Mississippi "Valley railroads (Map: Arkansas,
E 3). It is an important shipping ixiiiit for

lumber, cotton, and cottonseed oil; and has lum-
ber-mills, cotton-compresses, cottonseed-oil mills,

foundries, etc. Here on .Inly 4. 1803, General
Holmes, commanding a Confederate force of 9000,

attacked General Prentiss with a Union army
of about 4500. but was repulsed with a loss in

killed, wounded, and prisoners of one-fifth his

numlier. Population, in 1890, 5189; in 1900,

5550.

HELENA. A city, the capital of Montana,
and the county-seat of Lewis and Clarke County,
73 miles north by east of Butte; on the Great
Northern and the Northern Pacific railroads

(Map: Montana. C 2). It lies at an elevation of

4200 feet, in Prickly Pear Valley, a fertile agri-

cultural district, and is surrounded by a highly
productive mineral region. It is the commercial
centre of the State ; is extensively engaged in

gold, silver, and iron mining; and has foundries

and machine-shops, flour, saw. and planing mills,

quartz-crushing plants, and smelters. From the

famous Last Chance Gulch which traverses the

city, it is estimated that more than .$30,000,000

worth of gold has been mined. Helena was set-

tled as a mining camp in 1804. and laid out as

a town in the same year, .and was incorporated

in 1881. The city is the seat of the Montana
Wesleyan University (Methodist Episcopal),

opened in 1890, and has public. State, and <rtber

libraries, and a United States Assay Oflice. The
State Capitol is an imposing structure. Under
the general code provision passed in 1895. the

city government is vested in a mayor, elected bi-

ennially, and a unicameral council which con-

firms the executive's nominations to all subordi-

nate offices except those of police magistrate and
citv treasurer, which are filled bv popular elec-

tion. Population, in 1890, 13,83-t; in 1900, 10,-

770.

HELENA (Lat.. from Gk. 'Elhr,, ndrnc).
The name of several saints of the Catholic

Church, the most celebrated of whom is the Em-
press Helena, wife of Constant ius Chlorus. and
mother of Constantine the Great. She was born
probably in Dardania. aliout 248. became con-

cubine to Constantius anil bore him Constantine
about 274, when she became his wife; but in 292
when he became Ca>sar. Constantius divorced her
so that he might marry another. In 300 Con-
stantine succeeded his father and it is likely re-
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called his mother to the Court. It is also prob-

able that late in life Helena became a Christian

through Constantinc's iniluence, and won the

gratitude uf the Christian community by her zeal

for the advancement of religion, and her acts of

piety and munificence. Among the public events

of her Christian life, the most remarkable is

the discovery (according to the belief of the

Church) of the cross of the Lord during the mem-
orable visit she made to the Holy Land, after 326.

( See Cross, Invention of ; Holt Sepulchre. )

She died in the year 328, or later. Other saints

of the same name are Olga, wife of the Grand
Prince Igor of Kiev (died 969), who is hon-

ored in the Russian Church ; and Helena of

Skcifde, Sweden, who suffered martyrdom in the

twelfth century.

HELENA. A fantastic tragedy by Euripides

(B.C. 412), founded on the story that the real

Helen never was at Troy, but was represented

there by a phantom, while she was carried to

Egypt by the gods. There she was found by
I\Ienelaus after the Trojan War and rescued from
the Eg>'ptian King, and the phantom Helen
vanished.

HELENA. (1) The leading character in

Shakespeare's All's Well that Ends Well, in love

with Bertram, who le.ives her on their wedding
day. (2) An Athenian lady, enamored of De-
metrius, in Shakespeare's Midsummer Night's

Dream.

HELENA, The. A name given in Germany
to Act iii.. Part 2 of Goethe's Faust, which was
begun in 1800 and published separately in 1827,

under the title of Helena: A Classic-Romantic
Phantasmagoria. It is a complete allegorical

poem in itself, and only slightly connected with
the action of the drama. In it Helen marries
Faust, signifying the fostering of Hellenism in

German literature, and bears him a son Eu-
phorian. typifying Byron, who soon destroys him-
self by his restless activity. Helen also disap-

pears, leaving Faust only her veil and garments.

HfeLENE, ti'lan', Louise Elisabeth, Duchess
of Orleans. See Orleans.

HELENSBURGH, hel'enz-bur'u. A favorite

watering-place in Dumbarton, Scotland, on the

right bank of the Firth of Clyde, opposite Green-
ock, from which it is four miles distant (Map:
Scotland. D 3). Population, in 1891, 8409; in

1901. 8554.

HEL'ENtrS (Lat., from Gk.'EXeras, Helenas).
The one son of Priam to survive the siege of

Troy. After the death of Paris, he vainly wooed
Helen, and either withdrew to Mount Ida, where
at the instance of Calchas he was captured by
Odysseus, or deserted to the Greeks outright.

He was the twin brother of Cassandra, and, like

her. gifted with prophecy. He declared that Troy
could not be subdued without Neoptolemus and
Philoctetes, and his was the suggestion that the
Greeks steal the Palladiiuu and build the wooden
horse. Fallen, along with Andromache, to the
share of Neoptolemus. he won this prince's good
will by foretelling the tempest which the em-
barking Greeks should encounter, and by dis-

suading him from starting. He was taken to
Phthia, but advised his master to settle in

Epirus. Grateful for his fidelity, Neoptolemus
bestowed upon him Andromache, by whom he had
a son, Cestrinus. After the death of his King,

Ilelenus ruled over a part of Epirus which he
called Chaonia.

HELFERT, hel'fert, Alexander, Baron
(1820—). An Austrian author and politician,

born at Prague, where his father, an ecclesiasti-

cal historian, was professor. After serving as
assistant to his father and as instructor at the
University of Cracow, he was elected to the
Austrian Parliament of 1848. He soon became
connected with the Ministry of Education, of
which (1800-61) he was provisional head, and
then was made head of the educational bureaxi

in the Ministry of State, and president of the
Imperial Conmiission on Art and Archteology.

He became prominent as leader of the Clerical

Federalist Party in the Austrian House of Peers,

which he entered in 1881. He was editor of

the Oesterreichisches Jahrbiich (1885 sq.), and
of a popular Oesterreichische Geschichte (1863) ;

author of many historical works, of which the
following may be mentioned: lluss und Hierony-
i:ius (1853); Die osterreichische Volksschule

( 1860-01 ) ; Die Schlacht bei Kiilm, 1S13 ( 1863) ;

(leschichlc Ocstcrreichs vom Ausgange des

Mlencr Oktoberaufstandes i8.}S( 1869-86) ; Maria
Liiise (1873) ; Joachim Murat (1878) ; Fabrizio

Kuffo (1882); ISl'f. Ausgang der franzosischen
Herrschaft in Oberitalien (1890); Gregor XVI.
und Pius IX. (1896) ; and Kaiser Franz I. von
Oesterreich vnd die Stifiung des Imnbardo-vene-
tianischen Konigreichs (1901).

HELGOLAND, hel'go lant, or HELIGO-
LAND. A small German island in the North
Sea, situated about 35 miles off the western
coast of Schleswig-Holstein, in latitude 54° 10'

N., and longitude 7° 53' E. (Slap: Germany, B
1 ) . It covers only a little over one-fifth of a
square mile. A few centuries ago the island had
five times its present area, but the sea is fast

consuming it. Helgoland has two good ports, one
on its northern and another on its southern side.

The inhabitants are supported chiefly by fishing

and commerce, by .serving as pilots, and by cater-

ing to the needs of the strangers who come for

se.a-bathing. A lighthouse stands on the cliff

near the village. Helgoland is important strate-

gically, and is strongly fortified. "The population
in 1900 was 2307. 'The natives are of Frisian

origin and speak a Frisian dialect, although Ger-
man is the official language. Helgoland was
anciently sacred to the goddess Hertha. and was
known as Fosetisland, from the Frisian goddess
Foseta, who had a temple on the island. From
the middle of the tenth century it was an inde-

pendent republic, but came into the possession of

the dukes of Schleswig in the fourteenth cen-

tury, and was captured in the beginning of the
eighteenth century by Denmark. In 1807 it

was occupied by Great Britain, to whom it was
officially ceded by Denmark in 1814. By treaty
between England and Germany the island became
a German possession in 1890.

HELI'ACAL RISING (from Lat. hrliacus.

Gk. :7Xia/(6s, hcliakos, pertaining to the sun, from
<)Xios, Ik'Uos, sun ; connected with Lat. sol, Goth.
sawil, A.S., Icel. sol, Ir. sul. Lith., Lett., OPruss.
savls, Skt. sura, svar, sun). A star is said to

rise heliacally when it rises just before the sun.

When the sun approaches a star which is near
the ecliptic, the star becomes for a season in-

visible—the heavens being too bright in the
quarters of sunrise and sunset, at the time of its
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rising and setting, to allow it to be seen. But
when the sun, progressing in its apparent orbit,

separates from the star, and the latter begins to

rise first, it in time rises so much earlier than
the sun as just to be visible before daylight. The
heliacal risings of various bright stars, sueli as
Sirius, were used by the ancients to mark definite

dates in the year. See Canici la.

HELIADE-RADULESCU, f.l'iad rji'doolfe'-

koii, .Joan (lSO'2-7'2). A Uunuiiiian author, born
at Targovistca. and edueatcd under Lazare at
Saint Sava until this school was closed by the
Government, in 1821. Then he went to Bucha-
rest, as professor and publisher; founded the
Viirierul Roman (18.31-48) and the Ciirienil <le

Amhe Sexe (1840-44), the earliest Rumanian
literary periodicals, and busied himself with
almost endless translations—of the Bible, of

Dante, Aristotle, Tasso. Jlolifere, Ossian, Byron,
and Lamartine. He took so actii'e a part in

the Revolution of 1848 that he became a mem-
ber of the Provisional Government, and in con-

sequence was banislied when tlie Russians and
Turks overthrew tlie Government. He returned
to Bucharest with Omer Pasha in 1854. In his
later years he lost much of his national influence,

and became insane shortly before his death. He
wrote: Paralclismiil inire dialectele roman si

Halian (1841); Souvenirs el impressions (Vun
proscrit (1850) : Le protectorat du Czar (1850) ;

and a Mimoire sitr I'histoire de la rffjencration

roumaine (1851); an heroic drama, Mircea
(1844), and many other plays; a national epic.

Mihaida (1846) ; and Cursu de poesie generals,

(1808 sqq.).

HELI'ADES, or HELI'AD.ffi (Lat., from
Gk. 'HXidSes). The daughters of Helios and the
iceanid Clymene. They made ready the sun-
chariot for their brother Phaethon without the
conunand of Helios, and at his death were
changed into poplars, while their tears became
amber. .Some accounts name three Heliades—

•

yEgle, Phaethusa, and Lampetie; others mention
seven.

HE'LI.a;'A (Lat., from Gk. ^Xmfo, heliaia).

A higher court at Athens composed of 5000 citi-

zens over thirty years of age chosen by lot an-
nually. It was divided into ten sections, each of

which constituted a court by itself. Its sessions
were public.

HELIAND, nfi'le-and (OS. Helinnd, Sa-
vior). A Saxon poem of the ninth century. The
portion still preserved relates the life of Christ
as told by the four. Evangelists, whose various
narratives the author seeks to harmonize. It is

thought to have been composed by a Saxon writer
of unknown name at the request of the Emperor
Louis the Pious. Like all early Germanic poems,
the Heliand is written in alliterative verse, in

the use of which tlie author shows marked skill.

Until the pulilication by Zangenmeister and
Braune in 1804 of fragments of a Saxon para-
phrase of Genesis, the Hrliand was the only im-
portant monument of Saxon known to the present
age. Apart from its great value to the student
of language, the Fleliand is of interest because of

its spirited and sympathetic treatment of the
Gospel narrative. The aufhor shows himself to
be no mere slavish transcriber, but a true poet.

In accordance with the taste and knowledge
of the age, scenes and incidents are strongly lo-

calized, the spirit of the whole work being Ger-

manic rather than Christian. To modern read-
ers the intense reality of the characterization
often seems irreverent, suggesting the later treat-

ment of biblical narratives in the religious
drama; but the puri)o.se of the poet is evidently
earnest and extremely reverent. It is doubtful
whether an historically correct treatment of the
N(!W Testament would have appealed to the
primitive audience for whom the poem was com-
posed. The most recent and the fullest edition
of the Heliand is that of Piper, the first volume
of which, containing the text, appeared in 1807.
The latest German translation is by E. Behringer
(AschanVnliurg, 1SSI8).

HELIAN'THTJS. See AnTicnoKE, Jebusa-
lE.M ; Si .NFLOWER.

HELIAS, HELIS, or HELYAS, he'le as.

See Swan, Knight of the.

HELICE, hel'I-se (Lat., from Gk. 'EXIktj, Uel-
ikC) . (1) In Greek mythology, the daughter
of Lycaon, beloved by Zeus and transformed by
Hera into a bear. Zeus thereupon placed her in
the heavens as the constellation of the Great
Bear. (2) The daughter of Selinus and wife of
Ion. She gave her name to the to\vn of Helice,
in Acha'a.

HELICID.S;, he-lis'I-de (Neo-Lat. nom. pi.,

from Lat. helix, Gk. Aif, spiral). A large cos-
mopolitan family of terrestrial pulmonate gas-
tropod mollusks, the land-snails. They have a
part of the mantle-cavity formed into .an air-

bre.athing organ, or lung, and the shell coiled.

See Snail.

HELICOCERAS, hgl'i-kos'er-os (Neo-Lat.,
from Gk. fXif, helix, spiral + Kipai, l;eras, horn).
A curious fossil ammonoid shell found in Cre-
taceous rocks of Europe, Asia, and America, char-
acterized by the looseness of the turreted shell,

the last coil of which is of irregular curvature.
It is one of the peculiar aberrant forms evolved
in the last stages of a race that began in Jurassic
time with closely wound discoid shells of the nor-
mal ammonoid form. See Ammonoidea; Cepha-
lopoda.

HELICON (Lat., from Gk. "Elmiiv, Helil^on)

.

A mountain, or rather a mountain range, in the
southwest of Breotia, in Greece, forming a con-
tinuation of the range of Parnassus. The loftiest

summit (now called Palsovouno) is 5738 feet
high. At the foot of Helicon stood the village of
Asera, now Pyrgaki, the native place of Hesiod
(q.v. ), and the seat of an early school of didactic
epic. The mountain was the seat of a very
ancient worship of the Muses, and with this is

probably to be connected the poetic school at
Ascra. The grove of the Muses was at the north-
em foot of Helicon, in'a valley near the Monastery
of Saint Nicholas; higher up the mountain (20
stadia according to Pausanias) was the fountain
of Hippocrene (q.v.), probably the modern Kryo-
pegadi or cold spring. Near Ascra was the
celebrated fountain of Aganippe.

HELICON (Gk. iXiKiiv, helilcon, musical in-

stniiiK'tit uith nine strings, from fXif, helix,

spiral, from iMcrcetv, helissrin, to turn; connect-

ed with Lat. rolrrre. to turn, Kng. trallnu'). (1)
.\n ancient stringed instrument for illustrating

the theory of musical intervals. (2) The low-
est of all brass instruments. It is constructed
in various pitches (F. Eb. C. Bb) and has much
the qualify and range of the bass tubas. The
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helicon is built in the form of a circle and carried
around the body. I'or this reason it is generally
used in military bands in preference to the tuba,

Ijecause it can be carried with less effort when
inarching.

HELICONID^. A family of butterflies

noted in tlie study of mimicry. See ^Iimicby.

HE'LIOCEN'TRIC (from Gk. ij\ios, hclios,

sun + nivrpov, kcniron, centre). A term in as-

tronomy, signifying that the sun is taken as the

centre of reference or view. It is opposed to

geocentric (q.v. ), which indicates that the earth

is taken fur centre.

HEL'IODO'BUS (Lat., from Gk. 'HXi65upos).

A Greek romance-writer, born at Emesa, in

Syria. He flourished, probably, at the end of

the third century A.U., and is not to be con-

fused with Heliodorus, the Bishop of Trikka
in Thessaly, who, according to the Church his-

torian Socrates, wrote a romance in his youth.

His work, in ten l)Ooks, entitled .Hthwpiru
{ XldmTTLKa] , narrates the loves of Theagenes anol

Cliaricleia. At times the work shows almost
epic beauty and simplicity. The descriptions

are excellent, and the interest of the reader is in

general well maintained; but in the presentation

of the emotions the work is far less successful.

The language betrays the Semitic origin of the

author, and the style shows his rhetorical train-

ing and adherence to the Neo-Pythagorean
School. Heliodorus was strongly influenced by
Homer and Euripides, and in his turn has been

a favorite model of many French dramatists—for

example, of Kacine (q.v.). There are editions by
Bekker (Leipzig, 1855), and Hirsehig (Paris,

1856) ; English translations by Rowland Smith
(London, 1855) and Underdowne (1857; last

printed London, 1895). Consult Rhode, Der
griechische Roman (Leipzig. 1900).

HE'LIODO'RXJS, treasurer of Seleucus IV.

of Syria (B.C. 187-175). Seleucus sent him to

Jerusalem to rob the temple, but he was refused

admittance by Onias. the high priest, on the first

day. and on the next was driven away, accord-

ing to the story ( II. Mace. iii. ) , by a terrible

angel. He murdered his master and usurped the

thrcne. from which he was driven by Attains and
Eumenes, princes of Pergamus, after a few
months.

HE'LIOGAB'ALTJS. See El^vgabalus.

HELIOGRAPH (from Gk. fjXios, /leiios, sun+
ypa<t>la, graphia, writing, from ypa.<f>eii>, gra-

phcin, to write). An instrument used for com-
munication between distant stations by reflec-

tions of the sun from a mirror or system of mir-

rors. The great advantage of this method over

the ordinary signal system is that the appara-

tus is more portable and can be used over greater

distances, but only with success in regions w-here

the atmosphere is clear of clouds for considerable

periods of time. There are two methods of using

the heliograph, which are based in the main on

the dot and dash : the reflection may be obscured

except when the screen is temporarily removed
to produce a flash or letter ; or the reflection may
be kept exposed except when it is obscured to

produce a letter. The first method is said to be

the easier for the beginner, but the second less

fatiguing to the eye. The distance through

which this mode of communication may be car-

ried on varies with the size of the mirrors and

the clearness of the atmosphere. In 1890 mes-
sages were signaled along tlie Arizona mountains
fur 215 miles. When the signaling station forms
an angle greater than a right angle between the

sun and the receiving station, two mirrors are
used to prevent too great a loss of rays by
oblique reflection. The mirrors are mounted on
tripods, and are held by a socket, or a universal

joint. Besides its use as a signaling instrument,

the heliograph has served to define distant

points in a geodetic survey, and for this purpose

has been employed in trianguhitiun. Perliaps

the chief use of the heliograph is in military

operations in the field. It formed the sole means
of communication between the besieged British

garrisons and the relief columns during the Boer-

British War.

HELIOGRAPHY. See PnOTOORAPHT.
HELIOLITES, he'li-6-li'tez (Neo-Lat., from

Gk. ijXios, hClios, sun + \l6oi, lithos, stone). A
genus of fossil alcyonarian corals found in

Orduvician and Silurian rocks and less abun-

dantly in the Devonian formations. Heliolites is

the type of an important family, Heliolitidir,

comprising about 10 genera and 45 species. All

the members of the family have rounded coral

masses that consist of larger tubes surrounded by
smaller tubes. The genera and species are based

upon modifications of the horizontal and vertical

walls that traverse the interior of the mass.

Tliey have been found in all countries where
Silurian and Lower Devonian formations exist

and they often form fossil coral reefs of consid-

erable extent. Heliolites intcrstinctus. the best-

known species, is of world-wide distribution.

Consult Lindstrum, "Remarks on the Helioli-

tid;p," in Kongllga Srenska Vetenslcaps-Akade-

miens Flandliiifldr, vol. xxxii. (Stockholm, 1899).

See Coral; Octocoealla.

HEXIOM'ETER (from Gk. TiXios, hclios, sun

+ iiiTpov, tnrtrun, measure). An instrument
originally intended for measuring the angular

diameter of the sun. It is a telescope in which
the object-lens is in two halves, each of whicli

will form a perfect image in the focus of the eye-

piece; and the images may be made to diverge,

coincide, or overlap each other by varying the

distance between the half-lenses. If the diameter

of the sun is to be measured, the two lenses are

adjusted so that the images will touch each

other, then the distance between the centres of

the two object-glasses measured in seconds gives

the diameter of the sun. Fraunhofer made many
remarkalde improvements in the heliometer, but

the perfected type of instrument as used to-day

is the work of" A. Repsold & Sons of Hamburg.
The original iise of the heliometer has been greatly

extended, especially in the hands of Gill at the

Cape of Good Hope Observatory. As now made,
angular distances above two degrees can be meas-

ured on the sky with extreme precision. On the

whole, the modern heliometer is considered the

most precise measuring instrument known to

astronomy.

HE'LIOPHYL'LUM (Xeo-Lat., from Gk.

ij\ios, hclios. sun + tjivWov, phj/Uon. leaf). A
fossil coral very common in the Hamilton shales

of central and western New York and other lo-

calities in America. This coral is usually simple,

of conical form, with a large shallow cup in

which a great number of slender septa or w'alls

radiate from the centre toward the elevated edge.
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Perfect speciincns, which are quite common, are
really btaiilil'iil objects. Sometimes tlie coral

Ipraiuhcs, ami then two or more cups lu' calyces

are found on the same stem. Heliophyllum Ilalli

is the common species.

HE'LIOP'OLIS (Lat., from Gk. 'HWou iriXis,

UClioti iiolis. City of the Sun). The Greek name
of the ancient Egyptian city On, situated im the
east side of the Pelusiac brancli of the Nile near
the apex of the delta. Its site is occupied by
the modern village of Matariah. Heliopolis was
the seat of worship of the god Tum or Atum. who
later came to be regarded as one of the forms of

the sun-god Re. Its sacred name was rer-Re,
'house or city of Re,' and of this the Greek name
is a translation, as was also the Hebrew name
licthsliemcsli. As On, it is often mentioned in

the Bible. Although a very ancient and impor-
tant city—according to Manetho. it existed in the
time of the Second Dvnasty—it is seldom men-
tioned in Egyptian texts before the Twelfth Dy-
nasty. Amenemhat I. built here a splendid
temple, on the site of an older sanctuary, and his

son and successor, Usertescn I., erected before it

two great obelisks, of which one is still standing.
The obelisks known as Cleopatra's Needles, of

which one is now in New York and the otlier in

London, were originally erected at Heliopolis by
Thothnies III. Under Rameses III. (about B.C.

1200) the temple was at the height of its influ-

ence, standing second only to that of Anion at
Thebes: 12,693 persons are said to have been
engaged in its service. The theological school

of Heliopolis had a strong influence upon Egyp-
tian religious thought, and to it is due a very
considerable portion of the religious literature

of ancient Egyjit. Greek writers mention the
great reputation for wisdom enjoyed by the
Heliopolitan priests, and Thales, Solon, and
Plato are said to have studied under them.
Under the later dynasties Heliopolis seems to
have declined, since Herodotus speaks only of

the wisdom of its priests, not of the splendor
of its buildings; and Strabo, at the beginning
of the Christian Era, states that the place was
practically deserted, though the temple end col-

lege still existed. The ruins of the city and
temple existed in a fair state of preservation
far down into Arab times, but now little remains
except the obelisk of Usertesen I.

HELIOPOLIS (in Syria). See Baalbek.

HE^LIOS (Gk. "HXiot. or in the epic 'HAios,
Eelios ; connected with Lat. sol, Goth, saiiil, AS.,
Icel. sol, It. sul, Lith., Lett., OPruss. saulc, Skt.

sura, svar, sun). The Greek name of the sun-

god. He was, according to the Theogot>;/, a son
of the Titan Hyperion and of Thea or Eury-
phaessa, and is described by the same poet as
giving light to lioth gods and men. He rose in

the east from the marshy borders of Oceaiuis, into

wliose dark abysses he also sank at evening. Tlie

later poets, however, gave him a splendid palace
in the east, somewhere beyond Colchis, and de-

scribed him as being conveyed, after the termina-
tion of the burning labors of the day, in a winged
boat of gold, along the northern coasts of the sea
back to Colchis. In the earlier poets Helios is a
distinct personality, all-seeing, the possessor of

herds on Trinacria, a powerful deity. Later,

much of his personality is obscured, and the real

sun-god becomes Apollo, probably because the
word Helios, denoting the actual sun, was not felt

so fully as a proper name. Euripides contributes
much to this fusion. His worship was widely
spread. He had temples in Corinth, Argos, Tra;-

zcne, Elis, and many other cities; l)ut his prin-
cipal seat was Rhodes, where four white horses
were annually sacriliced to him. A similar saeri-

hce was olfered in his honor on the sunmiit of
Jlount Taygetus in Laconia. In art, he was rep-
resented as a young man in the full vigor of his
strength and beauty, with flowing hair, and a
crown of rays. Often he was represented in his
four-horse chariot, as in a celebrated group by
Lysippus at Rhodes,

HE'LIOSTAT. An instrument used in as-
tronomy, physics, and engineering to reflect the
liglit from the sun or other luminous body in
a certain desired direction. It consists of a
mirror so mounted that it is capable of being
moved by clockwork in such a direction and
with such velocity that it will reflect tlic light
of the sun to the same point imh'pendent of
its motion. The first instrument of this kind
is described by s'Gravesande (1088-1742) in his
Phj/sices FJemcnta (3d ed. 1742). The helio-

stat is used witli the spectroscope (q.v. ), where
it is desired to keep the sun's rays on the slit

or in connection with a permanently mounted
telescope, such as that constructed for the Paris
Exposition of 1000. So large a telescope (see
Telescope) it would have been next to impos-
sible to moimt equatorially, and it was neces-

sary to reflect the light from the heavenly
objects under observation into its object-glass.

The heliostat has also been used for observing
eclipses, especially where it is desired to photo-
graph the eclipse or make extensive spectroscopic
observations. The term heliostat is also used
to name an instrument which is more usually
kno^^^l as the heliotrope, used by surveyors and
engineers in making long-distance observations
for distant stations. This consists of a mirror
at the distant station which is so moimted and
adjusted that it will reflect a -beam of light to
the observing station. (See Engineering In-

struments.) The heliostat of Thomas Drum-
mond was an instrument of this kind, and was
employed in geodetic surveying in England with
considerable success.

HE'LIOTAX'IS (Neo-Lat., from Gk. iJXws,

hClios, sun -f rd|is, taxis, arrangement). Same
as phototaxis (q.v.). See, also, Heliotropism.

HE'LIOTBOPE. See Engineering Instru-
ments.

HELIOTROPE (from Lat. heliotropiim. Gk.
il\i.oTpbTn.ov, hrliotropion, heliotrope, sun-dial,

frimi ijXios, helios, sun r|- rpoTri), trope, a turning,
from TpiiTfiv, Ircpeiii, to turn), Hcliotropiiim. A
genus of plants of the natural order Horaginacea;
(q.v.). Many of the species have fragrant flowers

which are used by perfumers. The Peruvian he-
liotrope (Uclioiropium Pervi^Umum) . a small
shrub, seldom more than two feet high, with ob-

hmg-lanceolate wrinkled leaves and small lilac-

blue flowers, is in almost universal cultivation for
its fragrance, which resembles that of vanilla.
The European or common heliotrope (Ilrliolro-

jiiiim. Evropcrum) . a native of the south and
west of Europe, is an annual with small white,
or rarely pale-red, flowers. A white flowered spe-

cies (nrliotropiiiin rnrn>if-firici>m) grows wild in

the Southern United States. Heliotropium co-
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rymbosiim is a large-trussed, large-flowered, nar-

cissus-scented species. Many hybrid heliotropes

are now to be seen in flower-gardens and green-

houses, whieli exhibit great variety in the size

HELIOTROPE.

and color of their Howers. They delight in a
light, rich soil. Tlie shrubby kinds are generally

propagated by cuttings.

HELIOTROPE, or Bloodstone. A variety

of chalcedony that is of a green color, with small

spots of red jasper. It is found in Siberia, in the

Hebrides on the west coast of Scotland, and in

the United States—in Chatham County, Ga.,

Orange County, N. Y., and at various localities in

Oregon and Colorado. It was known to the

ancients, who valued it for gem purposes. During
the early ages of the Christian Church it was
used for the engraving of sacred subjects, the

figures being so arranged that the red spots were

made to represent drops of blood. It is still fre-

quently used as a seal.

HE'LIOT'ROPISM, or PHOTOT'ROPISM
(from Gk. tjXios, helios, sun + Tpoiri), trope, a

turning). Tlie sensitiveness of plant organs to

the direction of light-rays incident upon them.

i.e. they bend so as to direct their axes toward
the source of illumination (Fig. 1). Thus, when-
ever plants are grown in front of a window,
the stems bend toward the light. Some organs
are negatively heliotropic. This is seen best in

the case of certain roots (especially those of

plants belonging to the mustard family) when
grown in water. If such roots are laterally il-

luminated after having been grown in the dark,

they bend away from the light.

Anotlier mode of response to the stimulus of

one-sided illumination is known as 'diaheliotro-

pism.' Most leaves are diaheliotropic; they bend
so as to bring their blades into a plane at right

angles to the direction of the incident rays,

the normally upper side of the leaf always facing

the light (Fig. 2). This reaction is well shown
by many house plants, such as the geranium
( Pelargonium ) , when subjected to one-sided

lighting. The form of heliotropic response may
be very dificrent when the intensity of the il-

lumination varies. Many leaves, when exposed

to a light of medium intensity, are diahelio-

tropic; but when the intensity of the light in-

creases beyond a certain limit, they bend so

as to direct their tips either toward or away
from the source of the stimulating rays. They
thus present less surface for the light to fall

upon. O.xalis leaves show this response on

bright summer days. The leaflets fold along

the midrib and drop downward as though wilted.

Clover (Trifolium), the sensitive plant (Mi-

mosa), cassia, the bean (Phaseolus), and many

a
Fig. 1. POSITIVE heliotropism.

PeedlinpTS of oata grown in darkness : a. two exposed to

Ituht trom direction o( arrow, but with sensitive tips capped
witti tin foil ; h. fonr. wliose tips were not shaded, sicetched

at intervals as the bending toward the lig:ht increased.

Growth is accelerated on the side less illuminated.

The organ responds to lateral illumination by
bending in such a way as to bring its axis into

a certain fixed position with reference to the di-

rection of the rays of light. The main shoots of

most higher plants are positively heliotropic

—

Fig. 2. TRANSVERSE HELIOTROPISM OF LEAVES.

Diagrams showing the plane of the leaves of tropffiolum
with light successively from the direction of the arrows.

others exhibit this phenomenon al.so. The final

position assumed by any plant organ is never

due, in nature, to the heliotropic response alone,

but results from tlie combined action of many
factors, of w-hich light and gravity are the most
important. See Physiology of Plants.

HEXIOZO'A (NeoLat. nom. pi., from Gk.

tJXios, hcUos. sun + fijoi', zoon, animal). An
order of rhizopods, comprising forms naked, or

clothed with a siliceous skeleton, and with fine,

more or less stiff pseudopodia radiating from all

sides. Contraction vacuoles are generally pres-

ent. They are fresh-water forms, and are fre-

quently called 'sun-animalcules.' They are some-

times supplied with a stalk, and occasionally

form colonies, but many of them are free-swim-

mina. They take their food into the body by
means of the currents of protoplasm on the
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pseudopodia. A widespread and familiar species

is .Ictiiiophrus sol.

HE'LIUM (Xeo-Lat., from Gk. tjXios, hflios,

sun). A gaseous element, first isolated by Wil-

liam Ramsay in 1895. Lockyer discovered it,

spectroscopically, in the solar chroniosphere aa

far back as 1868. Ramsay obtained it originally

by heating the Norwegian niiuoral clovito; l)ut it

has since been found in other uranium minerals, in

mineral waters, in meteorites, and in small quan-

tities in atmospheric air. Helium (symbol He,

atomic weight 3.9G) is a colorless gas scarcely

twice as heavy as hydrogen. It was liquefied in

1898. Like argon, it shows a disinclination to

enter into chemical union, and therefore its com-
pounds have not been studied. Its molecules, like

those of argon, are assumed to be made up of

single atoms. Its spectrum has been examined
by Sir William Crookes. who found the line Dj,

which corresponds to the yellow double line ob-

served in the spectrum of the solar chromosphere
by Lockyer. •

HEOilX (Lat., from Gk, Ai|, spiral). (1)

In architecture, a spiral farm, as when a liight of

steps winds round a cylindrical space or centre

post. The name is also given to the little volutes

under the flowers of the Corinthian capital. The
helical line is the central line of such a helix

or spiral, and corresponds to the axis of the

usual rectangular constructions. (2) A genus
of land-snails. Fossil forms are often found in

great abundance in both the fresh-water and
marine limestones and marls of Tertiary age in

America, Europe, Asia, and Africa.

HELL (Icel. hel, AS. hrl, hell, OIIG. hclla,

Ger. Holle; probabl.y connected with AS., OHG.
helan, Ger. hehlen. to cover, and ultimately with
Lat. celare. Gk. (taXi/TrTeiK, kali/ptein, to hide, Olr.

celim. I hide: hence, the hidden, unseen place).

In common use, the place or state of the wicked
after death, or the abode of evil spirits. Among
the early Teutons the term signified the place under
the earth whither all men. good or bad, went
after death, and consequently denoted a concep-

tion similar to the Semitic Sheol (q.v.). There

is evidence, however, that already before contact

with Christianity this nether world was divided

into distinct parts. Thus in the realm over

which the goddess Ilel rules there is the blessed

place where Balder and Xanna dwell, and also Lif

and Lifthraser, who are to become parents of a

new and better human race; and there is Nas-

trand, where the monster Nidhiigg feeds vipon the

bodies of murderers, perjurers, and adulterers.

How strongly intrenched the original meaning
was is evident from the fact that the early trans-

lators of the Bible did not hesitate to use the

word as a rendering of Sheol. the pit, or the grave,

even in passages where good men are said to

descend into these places. Jlodern translators

generally restrict the word to those cases where
the original has Gehenna (q.v.) or Tartarus, in

harmony with the significance that the term has

gradually attained. The Greek conception of

Hades, or the imseen world, as seen in the Ho-
meric poems, is substantially the same as that of

the early Teuton. To the animistic origin of

the idea the Mycen;T>an tombs bear testimony.

Whatever native tendencies there may have been

in the direction of a moral distinction and a

differing lot among the shades in Hades, they

were greatly strengthened in the seventh and

sixth centuries R.c. by the establishment upon
Grecian soil of the originally Thracian Orphic

cult societies. Those initiated in the Orphic

mysteries secured for themselves a blessed im-

mortality, while the uninitiated were liable to

severe punishment for their sins in Hades. In a
societv where the lex tatioiiis prevailed, it is

natural that the punishment conceived to be in-

llicted upon men in a future world should be

related to tlic crimes committed, and (Jreek im-

agination nicely adjusted the penalty to the sin.

Through Pythagoras of Saiiios in the sixth cen-

tury B.C., the idea of a transmigration of souls

and the necessity of expiating the sins of a past

age grafted itself upon the Orj)hic conceptions.

With the expansion of Greek civilization through
the conquests of Alexander, Orphic and Pytha-
gorean speculation spread in tne Kast, modifying
or transforming many native ideas. .\s in other

Semitic nations, so in ancient Israel, the shadowy
existence in Sheol was in marked contrast with
existence in the land of the living and could not

be called life at all. In Sheol there were no moral
distinctions and no rewards for virtue or punish-

ments for crimes. "The wicked ceased from
troubling and the weary were at rest." This atti-

tude toward the future was preserved throughout
the Old Testament. There is not a single passage

in which Sheol is represented as a place where the

wicked are punished. When for the first time the

idea of a resurrection is found in the Book of

Daniel (written B.C. 105), the tyrants that are

raised to obloquy and shame, as well as the

martyrs that rise to life and glory, umloubtedly
continue their existence on earth. In an addition

to the last chapter of the Book of Isaiah, prob-

ably made in the sec-ond century B.C. (Ixvi. 23,

24), it is predicted that the pious Jews who visit

the temple in Jerusalem on Sabbaths and other

Iiolidays will go out to look with pleasure upon
tlie carcasses of the enemies that are being con-

sumed by fire and worms. Probably the Valley of

Hinnom (q.v.) is meant. It is significant that

this place of punishment has not yet been trans-

ferred to the unseen world. There was no allu-

sion to this passage in the original text of Ecclus.

vii. IT, where the Hebrew has only "the hope
of man is the worm." But substantially the same
conception of the Valley of Hinnom is found in

'

Enoch xxvii. 2, 3, and xc. 24-26. While the

growth of the doctrine of Gehenna can be ex-

plained from national premises (see Hinnom),
the transformation of a Sheol without wide dis-

tinctions into a hell where the wicked are pun-

ished, seen for the first time in Enoch xxii.. can

scarcely be accounted for without resorting to

Greek influence. In this place of punishment
some sinners remain, according to the author,

even after the general judgment, being neither

slain nor raised. In the Slavonic Enoch, the

prison of the apostate angels is in the second

heaven (vii.) , and the place of the damned in the

northern part of the third heaven (x.) ; and in

the Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs, the

spirits of the lawless are confined in the second

heaven. In the Wisdom of Solomon, iii. 10, 14;

iv. 10. 19, Hades is practically identical with

Gehenna, since the author does not believe in a

resurrection. The influence of OrphicPj-tha-

gorean thought is particularly evident in the

fullest description of hell preserved from the

early Church, the Apocalypse of Peter, where the

different punishments are carefully adjusted to
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the different kinds of sin. Among early Chris-

tian writers, the word hell is variously employed,
sometimes to signify a place of temporary pur-

gation, in whicli sense it comprehends the Roman
Catholic purgatory; sometimes the place (Umhus
patriim) in which the souls of the just of the old

law awaited tlie coming of Christ, who was to

complete their felicity; sometimes the place in

which unbaptized children are believed to be

detained, on account of the stain of unremitted
original sin : and lastly, the prison of those who
die stained with the personal guilt of grievous

sin. As to the nature of the punishment to

which they are subjected, whether it is con-

fined to the 'pain of loss'—that is, to the re-

morseful consciousness of having forfeited the

presence of God and the happiness of heaven

—

or whether and to what degree it further includes

the 'pain of sense,' there is some difference be-

tween the Eastern and tlie Western churches, and
it is sometimes alleged that the Eastern Church
altogether rejects the idea of punishment of sense.

This, however, is a mistake; both churches agree

that the punishment of hell includes the 'pain of

sense,' the controversy between them having re-

garded not the existence of the pain of sense, but
certain questions as to its nature, and especially

whether it consists of material fire, a point which,

in the decree for the union of the Greek and
Latin churches at the Council of Florence, was
left undecided. The controversy on the subject

of the eternity of the punishment of hell dates

from an early period. Origen and his school hav-

ing taught that the punishment was but purga-

torial in its object ; that its purifying effect hav-

ing once been attained, the punishment would
cease for all, even for the devils themselves; and
that its duration in each case is proportioned to

the guilt of the individual. This doctrine of the

final restoration of all to the enjoyment of happi-

ness was the well-known Origenistic theory of

the apocatastasis, to which so many of the early

writers refer. It was condemned by the second

council of Constantinople, and a belief in the

eternity of the punishments in hell became char-

acteristic of both the Eastern and the Western
churches, and from them passed into the creeds

of the churches of the Reformation. The more
radical thinkers of the Renaissance period re-

jected the doctrine of hell, and especially many
Baptist and Anti-Trinitarian churches. In mod-
em times the belief in physical punishment after

death has been abandoned by certain Protestants,

and the endless duration of this punishment is

rejected by many, eitlier on the ground of a
future acceptance of Christ after a punishment
commensurate with the offenses committed dur-

ing a brief lifetime, or for reasons connected with
their general interpretation of life. Consult: So-

derblom. La vie future (Paris. 1901) : Dieterich,

yel-i/ia (I^eipzig, 189.3) ; Charles: Eschatologi/

(London. 1899); Bautz, Die Holle (JIayence,

1882) ; Passaglia. De .T^ternitntc pocnnrum deque
Icine Inferno (Regensburg, 1854). See EscH.\-

TOLOGY: Heaven; Intermediate State; Judg-
ment. Final.

HELTjA. a to\\-n in Asiatic Turkey. See

HiLL.\n.

HELLADOTHE'RIUM (Neo-Lat., from Gk.
'EXXds, riellns. Greece -f ft-qplov, therion. diminu-
tive of S-/ip, ther, wild beast). A fossil giraffe

with hornless skull and legs of nearly equal

length, skeletons of which have been found in
the Pliocene deposits of Europe, Persia, and
India. See Gieaffe.

HELLAN'ICUS (Lat., from Gk. 'EWdwKos,
Hclhiiiikos) (e.496-c.400 B.C.). A Greek logog-

rapher (q.v. ) of the fifth century B.C., born at
Miletus. Altliough a contemporary of Herodo-
tus, Hellanicus's attitude was essentially tliat

of tlie older Ionian logographers, rather tlian

lliat of tlie historian. He traveled extensively,

and the titles of his works show that he had
an intimate knowledge of many parts of Greece.

He wrote a chronicle based upon the records of

the priestesses of Hera at Argos ('lipcml al ev

'Apyii), and another based on the lists of victors

at the Carnr-ian games [Kapvsov'iKai). He also

composed special histories of a number of dis-

tricts in Greece, such as the 'ArOic (history of

Attica), 4>opui'/f (history of Argos), 'Aauiri'f

(history of Breotia), Arcadiea, JEolica, Lcsbica,

etc., as well as accounts of special events, such
as the Trojan War (Tpuim) and the Persian in-

vasian (Iltpc/Kfi). He is blamed by Thueydides
and subsequent historians for inaccuracy in his

chronological statements, but there can be no
doubt that his work was employed by Herodotus
and later historical writers. All that is pre-

served of his writings is given in Miiller, Frag-
iiieiita Hisioricorum Grcecorum (Paris, 1841-70).

Consult Koehler, Leipziger Studien zur klass-

ischen Philolociie, xviii. (Leipzig, 1898).

HEL'LAS (Lat., from Gk. 'EXXds)- In the

Epos, a district of southern Thessaly, near Phthi-

otis, with w-hich it is sometimes identified. As
the name Hellenes ("E/'./'.;/i'ff, or, at first, IlauW-

X^^i'ff) came to be applied to the whole Greek
race, so the name Hellas was applied to the lands

where the Greeks were settled, and in a more re-

stricted sense to the mainland of Greece, espe-

cially the district north of the Peloponnesus. The
Hellenes, or Greeks, seem to have received this

name as a collective title with the growth of the

legend that Hellen (
q.v. ) , .son of Deucalion, was

the father of the race. Originally it must have
meant only the inhabitants of the little district

of Hellas.

HELLBENDER. A large, ugly-looking, but
harmless salamander {Cri/ptobraitchiis Allcgliiini-

ensis) , which occurs in Ohio, Pennsylvania, Ten-
nessee, and southward. It is also commonly known
as 'alligator' and 'water-dog.' It is voracious,

and feeds on crayfish, fish, and other water ani-

mals, and readily takes the bait from the fisher-

man's hook. It exudes much slime, and is conse-

quently difficult to handle. It is tenacious of

life, and can live for hours out of water. The
spawn much resembles that of frogs, but is

lighter in color. It may reach a length of about
twenty inches.

HELLE, hel'le (Lat., from Gk. "EXXr,) . In

Greek mythology', a daughter of Athamas, King
of Orchomenus in Boeotia. and the goddess Ne-
phele ('a cloud'). When .\thamas married Ino,

daughter of Cadmus, Nephele punished the

land by a drought. Ino plotted the sacrifice of

Phrixus, brother of Helle. but Nephele rescued

her children by giving them the ram with the

golden fleece, on which they escaped over the sea

to Colchis. While passintr through the strait

between Asia and Europe. Helle fell from the ram
and was drowned. The strait was called Helles-

pont, or sea of Helle, in her honor.
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HEL'LEBORE (Lat. helleborus, elleborus,

friiin Gk. fXX^flopos, AX^^opos). A name ap-

[jlied to a iiuiiiluT ut' plants of dilVercnt yeiipra,

but properly to the species of llellehorus, u

genus which beloiiys to the order Kanunoulacea-,

and which contains about a dozen species, most
of which are natives of Europe. The species are

perennial herbs, with short rootstocks and few
stem-leaves; the leaves are deeply divided, and
the Howers terminal. One of the best-known spe-

cies is the black hellebore {Hellcbonin iii(icr),

which has evergreen leaves, and is so called from
its black rootstock. Its Howers, which are white

or tinged with red, appear very early in the sea-

son; in England, frequently during the winter,

on which account it is called Christmas rose.

The leaves and flower-stalks arise from the root-

stock. In former times this plant w-as reputed

as efficacious in the treatment of insanity, but

it is little used at present. It has some medicinal
properties, but in over-doses is an acrid poison.

A second species, common in Europe, is the stink-

ing hellebore {Helleborus foetidusi. which grows
upon hills in England and elsewhere, has leafy

stems, and greenish flowers tinged with purple.

It is noted for its disagreeable smell. Green
hellebore { HeUehvnis viridis), which has large,

greeni.sh-yellow flowers, is another common Euro-
pean species. It has escaped from cultivation

in the eastern part of the United States. Helle-

borus orieiitalis is the species known to the

ancients. To it was first attributed the virtue

of a specific for insanity. It is particularly

abundant in Greece and the Levant, and was for-

merly very plentiful about Anticyra, where the

best was obtained. Of these difTerent species

there are many horticultural varieties, some of

which are beautiful. On account of their early

HELLEBORUS XIGER.

flowering, they are planted usually in shrubberies

and borders. Closely allied to the above, and
often called winter hellebore, is Eranthis hye-

vtrtlis, the winter aconite, a native of Central
Europe introduced into England, and sparingly

escaped in the I'nitcd States. This plant is em-
ployed in horticulture in the same way as the

species of Helleborus. It has a single large

yellow flower surrounded by an involucre of a
single leaf.

A third plant, to which the name white helle-

bore is given, is \ cratruiii album. This genus be-

longs to the order Liliacca>, or, according to some
authorities, to the Melanthacea'. White helle-

bore has a leafy stem, 3 to 4 feet high, and a

long compound panicle of yellowish-white flow-

ers. It is a native of Central and Southern Eu-

rope, and abounds in mountainous regions. The
root of this plant is an active, acrid poison, and
is used in medicine. In a powdered slate it is

an important insecticide, and is esiiecially valu-

able for dusting over currant bushes as a pro-

tection against the currant -worm. The Ameri-
can hellebore (^'er(ltruln ririV/c), also known as

swamp hellebore, Indian poke, and itch weed,
is a common plant in wet grounds from Canada
to Alabama. Its properties are similar to those

of white hellebore. A species commonly kno\va

as Veratrum Californieuin is found tmni the

Rocky Mountains to the Pacific Coast. Its prop-

erties are doubtless similar to those of the other
species, and it is reputed to be the cause of

considerable loss to stockmen through its being

eaten by stock. The active principle seems in all

of the species to be the alkaloid vcratrine, or a
substance similar to it. Some pharmacologists
restrict the production of veratrine to the re-

lated Schoenocaulon oflicinale, and call the cor-

responding alkaloid of Veratrum viride vcra-

troidine.

HELLEBORE. The president of a medical
school, in Foote's Devil upon Two Glides. The
part is one of the incarnations assumed by the
Devil, and was generally taken by the author
himself.

HEL'LEN (Lat, from Gk."EXX7;v). In Greek
tradition, the son of Deucalion and Pyrrha, and
father of Dorus, -Eolus, and Xuthus ; from .^iolus

were descended the .liolians. from Dorus the

Dorians, while from the two sons of Xuthus, Ion

and Achfeus, came the lonians and Achteans.

From Hellen came the collective name of the

Greeks. Hellenes. The whole story is relatively

late, being unknown to the Homeric poems, where
the Hellenes are a tribe of the Phthiotis, and is

probably a creation of the eighth century B.C.

or later, when the feeling of national unity de-

veloped among the Greeks, and the name Hellenes
received its later meaning. We are told that
Hesiod and Archilochus were the first to call

the body of Greeks Hellenes.

HELLENES, hel'lvnz. The name applied by
ethnologists to the earliest Greek-speaking
.\ryans, who on their arrival in the peninsula,

found the land already inhabited by the Pelas-
gians, the eastern division of Sergi's INIediter-

ranean species. The Pelasgi, excepting a few
scattered groups, became Hellenized. the hetero-

geneous elements being fused with a Hellenic

.

nationality, built upon a Pelasgic substratum and
possessed of Hellenic culture. See Greece.

HELLEN'ICA (I.at., from Gk. 'EXXT^nini, Hel-
lenilcn. neu. pi. of 'EXX^wkSs, HrllrniLus, relat-

ing to Greece, from 'EXXds, llrlbix, Greece). An
historical work in seven liooks by Xenophon, tak-

ing up the history of Greece from the point at
which the history by Thucydides ends, and cover-

ing the forty-eight years prior to the battle of

Mantinca. The work is tnistworthy and the
most important authority for the period covered,

but suffers from incompleteness, failure to men-
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tion momentous events, and the prejudice of the
author.

HELLENIC STUDIES, Society for the
Projiotio.n ok. An Kujjhsh society, organized
in 1879 for the advancement of the study of

the Greek hvnguage, literature, and art, and for

the perpetuation of the liistor)' of the Greek raee

in the ancient, the Byzantine, and the Neo-Hel-
lenic periods. It has devoted itself to the col-

lections of drawings, facsimiles, transcripts,

plans, and photographs of Greek inscriptions,

works of art, , ancient sites and remains, and
to organizing means for the pursuit of archas-

ological researches in countries which at any
time have been the sites of Hellenic civilization.

The society issues annually the Journal of Hel-
lenic iStudies, which contains the results of the
researches prosecuted under its auspices. It has
members in every quarter of the globe. Among
those who were active in the work of organ-
ization were: J. S. Blackie. Sidnev Colvin, J.

P. Mahaflfy, A. H. Sayce, Sir Richard .Jebb, Sir

John Lubbock, and Hon. A. J. Balfour. The
society has about 880 members, including for-

eign members in every quarter of the globe.

The annual meeting of the society takes place

in June.

HELLENIST (Gk. 'EWrj^trTiis, Hellenist cs,

one who speaks Greek, from 'EXX?;i'/s'ei>', Hel-

ISnixein, to speak or make Greek, from 'EXXtji',

Hellen, Greek, from 'EXXds, Hellas, Greece). In
biblical and .Jewish history, a Jew distinguished

by the adoption or aiTectation of Greek thought,

manner, or language. The word is found in the
Bible only in Acts vi. 1; ix. 29; xi. 20 (cf. the

Revised Version, margin), and in the last two of

these passages the Code.x Alexandrinus reads

not Hellenist, but Greek (Hellen). The latter

term occurs rather frequently in the Greek ver-

sion, chiefly in the Books of the Macca-
bees, the writings of Paul, and the Acts.

There is little reference to the Greeks in Jewish
literature prior to the time of Alexander the

Great and his successors. Indeed, apart from
the Wisdom of Solomon and Fourth JIaccabees

in the Greek Old Testament, and in the Epistle

to the Hebrews, the Fourth Gospel. Second Peter,

and to a lesser degree in Paul, in the Xew
Testament. Greek thought did not essentially

affect Judaism or primitive Christianity. The
tone of the Bible is overwhelmingly Jewish, not
Greek. Hellenism, which before the Maccabean
revolt (c.150 i!.c. ) had stood to the Jew for what
is characteristic of Greek culture., stands after

that time also for what is anti-.Tewish, Gentile,

heathen. As the Greeks had divided the world
into Greeks and barbarians, so now the Jews
divided the world into Jews and Greeks. The
term Greek (Hellen) came to be used by the
Jew not only specifically of Greeks as opposed
to other nations (II. Mac. xi. 2; Rom. i. 16),

but also generally of 'foreigners' ( II. Mac. xi.

24; Gal. 'ii. 3); "while Hellenist (Hellenistes)

seems to refer now to Greek-speaking .Jews (Acts
vi. 1; ix. 29), now to Greeks as such in con-
trast with Jews (Acts xi. 19, 20, Codex Vati-
canus). The reading of the Codex Alexandrinus
in ix. 29 and xi. 20 is Greel-s_. not Hellenists—
a reading which suggests that the terms are in-

terchangeable, the context alone determining the
nationality. Indeed, Helh'n, in the Fourth Gos-
pel, may, like Hellenist in Acts vi. 1, ix. 29, re-

fer not to Greeks as such, but to Greek-speaking
Jews. See Jews ; and for the Hellenistic Greek
dialect, see Bible.

HELLER, hel'ler, Karl Bartuolomaus
(1824-80). An Austrian naturalist, born at
MysliboHtz, ^Moravia, and long professor in the
Theresianum at Vienna. He is best known for

his attempt to classify the fauna of Central
America in his Seisen in Mexiko in den Jaliren
lSi5-',S (1853).

HELLER, Stephen (1814-88). An Hungari-
an comjiuser and pianist, born in Budapest.
When only nine he performed so successfully

in public tliat he was sent to Vienna to con-

tinue his studies. In 1827 he plaj-ed in Vienna,
and in 1820 began a concert tour through Eu-
rope with his father. At Augsburg the young
pianist fell ill, and was adopted by a wealthy
family, with whom he lived until 1838. He had
meanwhile continued his musical studies, and
upon going to Paris became an intimate friend
of Chopin, Liszt, and Berlioz. A.s a pianist.

Heller now became well known, but his compo-
sitions gained favor more slowly. They are
characterized b}' a fresh, natural beauty, forceful

treatment of themes, and exquisite melody. In
tlie originality of his themes Heller far out-
ranks ilendelssohn, with w-hom, however, he has
much in common. His studies for the pianoforte
are among the very best, and are in universal
use. With the exception of two visits to Lon-
don, Heller lived in Paris from the time of hia

first journey there in 1838 to his death. For
his Life, consult Barbadette (Paris, 1876; Eng.
trans. 1877).

HEL'LESPONT. See Dardanelles.

HELLEU, a'le', Paul (1859—). A French
dry-point artist, born at Vannes. He studied
painting at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts, but be-

came interested in dry point through James Tis-

sot. who gave him his first instruction. He made
this art his special study, and achieved a reputa-
tion for his poetical etchings, particularly his

portraits of women and children. He works very
quickly ; often his plates have but a few lines,

and there is an effect of improvisation about
them that is characteristic and charming. Hel-
leu is well known in the United States through
special exhibitions.

HELLEVOETSLUIS, hel'le-voSt-slois'. A
fortified seaport of the Netherlands, situated on
the southern coast of Voorne in the Province of

South Holland (Map: Netherlands, C 3). It

has a good harl)or. an arsenal, shipyards, a naval
school, and large artillery stores. Population,
in 1900, 4299. Hellevoetsluis is noted as the
place where William of Orange embarked for

England in November, 1688.

HELL-FIRE CLUBS. The name given to

certain associations in England, Ireland, and
Scotland, formed of profligate persons of both
sexes, which came into existence in the early
part of the eighteenth century. Several were
suppressed by royal proclamation in 1721.

HELL GATE. A passage, called by the Dutch
settlers of New York Helle Gat. being that part
of the East River between Long Island and
Manhattan Island, also between Long Island
and Ward's Island, and between Ward's Island
and Manhattan Island. The reefs of rock in the
main passage, some of which were islands at low
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tide, caused with the rising and falling of tho

tide nuiiioious whirlpools and eddies, which
rendered iiavi^iilion at times dangerous, always
dillicult, and I'or large sliips impossible, althougli

the depth in the torivious channel might be suf-

ficient. The East Kiver receives the Sound tide

from the east and the Sandy Hook tide from the

south. The times as well as heights of these tides

being dilTerent, additional force is imparted to

these treacherous currents. It was claimed tliat

one out of every fifty sailing vessels attempting
to go through Hell Gate was more or less dam-
aged by the rocks.

A survey was made in 1848 by Lieutenants
Charles H. Davis and David Porter, of the United
States Navy, and in tlieir report they recom-
mended the destruction by blasting of Pot Rock,
Frying Pan, and Ways' Reef, which lie between
Long Island and Ward's Island.

The first attempts at removing the obstruc-

tions in Hell Gate were made by il. jMaillcfert,

witli whom a contract was made by citizens of

New York. He commenced work in August,
1851, and by surface blasting operated upon
the most prominent surface of the rocks and
reduced them to an average depth of about six-

teen feet. Congress, in 1851, appropriated for

the work .$20,000 and placed it under the direc-

tion of JIajor Fraser. The method was by sur-

face blasting, as had been practiced by M. Mail-
lefert. The reefs in this channel are largely com-
posed of a stratified gneiss, and the layers, being
tipped up nearly jjerpendieular, were unevenly
affected by the action of the water, the softer

parts being worn away and the harder parts
left in vertical sheets or points. In 1866 Gen.
John Newton, of the United States Engineer
Corps, was ordered to make a survey, and pro-
posed the construction of a drilling scow which
should be securely moored at the site of opera-
tions. The machine was constructed, and put
into operation on Diamond Reef, near the mouth
of the East River, in May, 1871. Coenties Reef
was also operated on with this scow in alterna-
tion with the work on Diamond Reef. These oper-

ations proving satisfactory, the machine was
taken to Hell Gate, where it was in operation
nearly three years, and effected a great improve-
ment in the channel.

The fir-t really important engineering ac-

complishment was the removal by tunneling and
blasting of Hallet's Point Reef, which extended
from the Astoria shore into the East River. By
means of diverging tunnels and transverse gal-

leries the reef was thoroughly undermined and
nitroglycerin in cans was introduced into a
large number of holes drilled in the pillars sup-
porting tlie roof and in the roof itself. After
water was let into the mine the nitrogen was
exploded and the reef was destroyed, the debris

being removed by grappling and dredging, so

that there was a depth of 2() feet at low water
over the site of the reef. The explosion at Hal-
let's Point took place Septemltcr 24th, 1876, and
was followed by energetic prosecution of work
on Flood Rock or Middle Reef, where similar
tunnels were construeteil. -After over 21,000
feet of tunneling had been constructed and holes
aggregating 1 13,102 feet Iiad been drilled, ;iOO-

000 pounds of explosives were put into the holes,

and water was let into the tuimel. The result
of the explosion that took place October 10,

1885, and subsequent dredging, was to provide a

channel of uniform depth of 26 fc>et through
Hell Gate.

HELLGBAMMITE FLY, or Helldevil. See
t'OHVDAl.l.S.

HELLIN, a-lyen'. A district town of the
Province of Albaeete, Spain, situated 09 miles by
rail from Murcia (Map; Spain, E 'S). In its

vicinity .are sulphur springs and mines. Tlie

sulpliur-mines have l)een worked since Roman
linu's, and their exploitation is still the principal
industry of the town. It is a market for agricul-

tural proilucts, and produces woolen textiles.

pMpulation. in I'.IOO, 12,787.

HELL'MANN, Gustav Joiiann Geobg (1854
— ) . A German meteorologist and geographer,
born at Liiwen, and educated at Gottingen. In
1879 he was made assistant, and in 1882 tempo-
rary head of the Meteorological Institute of Berlin.

He was vice-president of the Berlin Geographical
Society, and a director of tlie Mctcorologischc
Zcitschrift. Besides his contributions to the lat-

ter, Hellmann's more important works are:
licpertorium dcr dcutschen Mclcorologie (1883) ;

Meteorologische Volkshilcher (1891) ; Das Klima
von Berlin (1891); SchneekrysUiUc (1893);
Rcgenkarte dcr Provins Schlesien ( 1899) ; Rcgcn-
karte der Provinzen Ostpreussen, West]>reussen
und Posen (1900) ; Regenkarle dcr Provinz Bran-
denburg und Pommern (1901); and the series

Mctcorologischc Xciidnicke (1893-1900).

HELLMESBEKGER, hel'mes-berK'er. A
family of Austrian musicians whose founder,
Geobg (1800-73). was a celebrated violin-teacher

in Vienna. In 1829 he became conductor of the
Imperial Opera, and in 1833 a professor at the
Vienna Conservatory. He made several success-

ful tours and composed considerable music for
the violin. His two sons, Georg. Jr. (1830-52),
and .Joseph (1829-93), were talented violinists.

The former produced two operas, Die Biirgschaft
and Die beidcn Koiiigiimen, and made a tour
through Germanv and England. Joseph was first

violin of the 'Hellmeshcrger Quartet' (1849-87) ;

violin professor at the conservatory (1851-77),
and director (1851-93); eoncertmeister at the
Imperial Opera (1860) ; and soloist in the Court
orchestra (1863). His son JosEpit (185.5—

)

is the most important member of the family.

He was second violin in his father's quartet, and
in 1887 succeeded him as leader. In 1878 he be-

came a professor at the Vienna Conservatory,
and after hiiving been a violinist in both the Im-
])erial and Opera orchestras, was made leader in

1884, and kapellmeister in 1887 of the Court
Opera. His compositions are wholly dramatic,
and include six operettas, produced at Munich,
V^ienna, and Hamburg; numerous ballets; and
some incidental music.

HELLMUTH, hcl'mnnt, Isaac (18201901).
.\n Enj;lish clergyman, born at Warsaw, Poland,
of .Jewish parentage. He was educated at Bres-

lau, became converted to Christianity, and en-
tered the Anglican ministry in Canada. He
foundeil Huron College and other schools, and
was Bishop of Huron from 1871 to 1883. He
tlien went to England to become Assistant Bisliop

of Ripon. In ISS5 lie was made nvtor of Brid-
lington, and in 189] chaplain at Holy Trinity,

Pan. .Among his published works are: The
(Irtii/iiic-iicsn and .i nthniticity of the Pentateuch
(1867) ; and a Biblical Thesaurus (1884).
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HELLQUIST, hol'kvlst, Carl Gustaf (1851-

90). A Swedish historical painter, born in Kiing-
siir. He was a pupil of the Stockholm Academy,
and studied under Lefebvre in Paris. He be-

came professor at the Berlin Academy in 1886,
and afterwards lived in Munich. His mannered
historical pictures are usually of scenes from
Swedish history. They include: "Disgraceful
Entry of Sumanvader into Stockholm, 152U''

(1878); "Sack of Wisbv bv Waldemar IV.,
1301" (1882). both in National Museum, Stock-
holm; "The Death of Sten Sture" (1879) ; "The
Embarkment of the Body of Gustayus Adolphus"
(1SS.5) : and "Huss Going to the Stake" (1887).

HELLRIEGEL, hel'rj-gel, Hermaxn (1831-
95). A noted German agricultural chemist, born
at Mausitz, in Sa.vony. In 1857 he became di-

rector of the agricultural experiment station of
Brandenburg and Niederlausitz at Dahme, from
^vhich he resigned in 1873, and in 1882 accepted
a similar post at Bernberg. where he died. From
1873 to 1882 he was wanderlehrer at Bernberg.
Among his many agricultural investigations with
plants none rank in importance with his demon-
stration of the ability of leguminous plants to

assimilate the free nitrogen of the air, and his
discovery of the tubercles on the roots as the
agency through which this takes place. The
q^uestion of the ability of leguminous plants
to use the nitrogen of the air had long been one
of inquiry, and its settlement by him marked an
epoch in the agricultural world. The important
parts of these experiments he published in Unter-
suchungen iihcr die Stickstoffnahrung der Gra-
mineen und Legvminosen (Berlin, 1888), and
Veher Stickntoffiiah rung laiidwirtschaftlicher
Kulturgewiichse (Vienna, 1890). See Legumi-
NOS.E. Consult Romer, Hermann Hellriegel,

yachrnf (Leipzig, 1896).

HELLWALD, hel'viilt, Ferdinand von ( 1843-

84). An Austrian historian of literature, born in

Vienna. In 1862 he was employed in the Impe-
rial Library there, studied the North Germanic
dialects and literatures, and was sent to the
Netherlands by the library. He published ( 186C)
the Voyage au Maroc 16'i0-!il by the painter
.Adrian Mathan, and (1873) the second part
of Spieghel historiael by .Jakob von JIaerlant,
"which he discovered in the library at Vienna, and
other valuable works. His own writings are:

Vliimisches Leben, Gesehichten und Bilder
(1867); GescJiieltte des holliitidischen Theaters
(1874): and Gesehichte der niederltcindisehen

Litteralur, completed and edited bv Schneider
(1887).

HELLWALD, Feiedrich VON (1842-92). An
Austrian writer on geography and the his-

tory of civilization: brother of Ferdinand von
Hellwald, and born at Padua. He entered the
Austrian Army in 1858, and was lieutenant of

cavalry (1866) in the war with Prussia: from
1871 to 1873 at Augsburg, then till 1882 at
Cannstatt, he was editor of Das Ausland. His
many works, which are more popular than scien-

tific, include: 3la,TimiIian /., Kaiser von Mexiko
(1869); EuJturgescIiichte in Hirer natiirlichen

Enticieklung his zur Gegenicarf I ith ed. 1896-

98) ; Die Erde und ilire'Volker (4th ed. 1897) ;

'Natvrgeschiehte des 3fenschen (1883-84) : Aineri-
ka in Wort ntid Bild (1883-85) ; Frankreich in
Wort iind Bild (1884-87) ; Die men^chliche Fa-
milie nach Hirer Entstehung und natiirlichen

Enticicklung (1889) ; and the posthumous work,
edited by MuUer, KuUurbilder (1894).

HELM (AS. helma, Icel. hjalma, helm). The
steering apparatus of a vessel. It consists of a
rudder and tiller, and, in ships, of a steering
w heel supplemented in large vessels by a steering
engine. The rudder, which may be of either iron
or wood, is the part of the apparatus which is

in the water. Its shape is variable, but is usually
nearly that of a rectangle, with rounded corners,
and in old ships slopes upward at the top from
the after edge toward the rudder-post, to which
it is ordinarily pivoted along the forward edge.
In many modern ships the rudder is more or
less perfectly balanced as to pressure by having
the rudder post or pivot nearly in the centre (but
always somewhat nearer the forward edge) ; this
reduces the power necessary to put it over and
keep it there. The rudder is supported by pintles
or arms bent at right angles and projecting
from the rudder-post : by a skeg or shoe at the
heel: and by a collar around the rudder-head.
The tiller is the lever which works the rudder.
It either passes through a slot in the rudder-
head or fits over it, and consists of a straight
bar of wood or steel ; or in some ships it is re-

placed by a quadrant, which consists of a sector
of a circle secured to its centre, which is the
rudder post or head, and having chains attached
to its corners and passing around its surface
before leading to the wheel or engine. The
irheel consists of one or more wheels, with eight
to si.xteen spokes projecting through the rims to
form handles, and a barrel or axle around which
the wheel-roiX'S are woimd. One wheel-rope winds
around its forward end in one direction and the
other around the after end in the opposite direc-

tion ; so that one unwinds as the other winds up,
when the helm is put over to one side.

When steering engines are used, the rudder and
tiller are large, or when it is desired to effect

quick working of the rudder by affording extra
[lower. The engines are operated by electric gear
in the pilot-house or on the bridge, or by means
of small wire ropes leading from the valve-gear
of the engine to a wheel located in those places.

In steering, the terms used to designate the
position of the rudder, except in Germany, refer

to the placing of the tiller. Thus, when the
helm is a-port the tiller is pressed over toward
the port side of the .ship ; similarly, we have
the helm amidships and a-start)oard : the helm
is a-lee when the tiller is pressed over to the
lee side, that is, the side away from the wind

;

the helm is a-ueather when over toward the
other side, and it is hard a-port, hard a-starboard,

hard a-lee, etc., when it is pressed as far over
as it will go in that direction. To right the
helm is to put the tiller amidships ; to shift

it is to put it from one side to the other. To ease
the helm is to let the tiller cojne more nearly
amidships so as to ease the strain on the tiller.

When a vessel is turning under control of the
rudder, to meet her with the helm is to shift the
helm and prevent her from turning any farther.

Xothing to starboard (or port) is a direction to

the helmsman cautioning him to steer as good
a course as possible, but in any case not to run
to starboard (or port) of the desired cour.se.

HEI.M.SMAN. In large ships without steering

engines two or more men are necessarily stationed
at the wheel: in sailing ships the man on the
weather side is the helmsman, and the others
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are assistants. lu men-of-war a quartermaster
is in cliarge of tlie steerinj?; he keeps watch of

the eourse, sees that the lieluismaii steers cor-

rectly, and tends to other matters, sucli as read-

ing the barometer, thermometer, and hygrometer,
and lining in the columns of the log every hour
(if there is no junior ollicer).

HELM, helm, Israel (c.U!ir>-c.lG!)5). A
Swedish colonist in America. I'robahly a soldier

in Sweden, he was one of the earliest settlers

on the Delaware; lived at Passyunk (now Phila-

delphia), where he was collector of customs
(1050); in 1(308 became a member of Captain
Carr's council, and was one of the number who
received a grant of Calken Hook in the same
year; and. about 1074, was justice 'for the river'

and probably a member of the earlier Upland
Court. Helm did much service as interjiretcr

in conferences with the Indians, especially in

1075, in the meeting of the Xew .Jersey Indians,

Governor Andros, and the Swedish authorities at

New Castle. Del. He is possibly to be identified

with Israel Holms, an old Swede, on whose
authority Rudman tells of the end of Peter
Minuit.

HELMBOLD, hOlmljolt. LlDWlo (15.32-98).

A German theologian and hymnologist. born at

Jliihlhausen, Thuringia. and educated at Leipzig

and Erfurt. At the latter university he taught
(1554-80). but was finally forced out because of

his bitter opposition to the Catholic members of

the facultj-. He went back to Miihlhausen, and
became superintendent of the town. He was a
skillful Latin versifier, and besides Latin hymns
wrote spiritual songs in the vernacular, which
won him the name 'the German Asaph'; among
these mention should be made of: T'on (tott will

ich nicht lassen; Dti Friedefiirst, Herr Jesu
Christ : and Es stehn ror Gotten Throne. For his

biography, cmsult Thilo (Berlin, 1851).

HEL'MER, Nora. The heroine of Ibsen's

drama of modern life, A Doll's House. She is,

at the opening of the play, a thoughtless super-

ficial creature, who is alternately petted and
scolded by her narrow-minded husband, and thus
becomes wholly unfitted to face or even compre-
hend life's realities. She impulsively commits
a heinous crime, and only then discovers her
own and her husband's actual natures. She
escapes paying the legal penalty, but leaves her
home with the determination to learn the truth
regarding life, humanity, and herself.

HELMEKS, hgl'mers. .Jan Frederik (1767-

181.3). A Dutch poet, born at Amsterdam, His
first work, a tragedy, was moderately successful,

and he followed it by a poem, Hocrntes (1790),
But his patriotic verses, published in 1810, and
The Dutch yation (1812), an heroic poem in si.x

cantos, are what made his reputation. At a
time when Holland was under French rule,

these fiery patriotic poems revived the nation's

enthirsiasni. A posthumous volume of his poetry
appeared in 1815.

HEL'MERSEN, GRfiooRT Petrovitcii (1803-

85). A Russian geologist, born at Duekershof. in

the Government of Jjivonia. He was educated at

Dorpat and various German universities, from
1838 to 1803 was professor of geognosy and geol-

ogv in the school of the mining enTineer corps,

and from 1805 to his retirement in 1872 director
of the Minine Institute. He altained the mili-

tarj' rank of lieutenant-general, and was a mem-

ber of the Saint Petersburg Academy of Sciences.

In 1829 he accompanied Alexander von Humboldt
in the exploration of the lower cour.>es of the

rivers Volga and Ural. His chief published writ-

ings were his contributions to the extensive

seicntilic work on the Russian Em])ire and the

adjacent Asian countries, published by the Saint

Pctersliurg Academy of Sciences, under the editor-

.-hip of himself and ^'on Baer (20 vols., 1839-71).

HEL'MERT, Fkiedricu Robert ( 1843— ) . A
(.iermau geodcsist, born at Freiberg, Saxony. He
was educated at the Polytecluiic of Dresden and
Leipzig University, in 1809-70 was observer in

llie Hamburg Observatory, and in 1870 became
instructor in geodesy in the Teclinical College of

Aix-la-Cliapelle. In 1880 he was appointed di-

rector of the Royal Geodetic Institute of Prussia,

and in 1887 professor of geodesy in Berlin Uni-

versity. In addition to numerous contributions

to the Astronomische yaclirichlm, the Z' ilsclirift

fiir ^'t'nHessun()Slcesen, and other technical ]»ri-

odicals, he published several volumes, including

Die AusgleichiDiysrechniinii nach iler .Methode

der kleiiisfen Quadrale (1872), and Die mathe-
matisclien iind /j/n/.si/.o/i.sc/ieii Theorien dcr hiihcrn

Heodiisie (1880-8'4).

HELMET (diminutive of helm, Goth, hilms,

OHG. lieliii, Ger. Ilelm, helmet; connected ulti-

mately with Skt. sarman, protection. AS., OHG.
helaii, Cxer. hehleii, Lat. celare, Gk. KaXwrreiv,

kuhjptein, to hide, Olr. ccUiii, 1 hide). A cover-

ing wholl_y, or in part, of metal, used in war-
fare to protect the head. Such protections have
been used from the earliest times, and have been

made in many diflerent forms. The simplest

form is in the shape of a close-fitting skull-cap.

Such helmets are represented on the Assyrian
monuments. They were of metal, and sometimes
were provided with a defense for the neck. A
tendency toward decoration is shown in some of

the bas-reliefs, where warriors are represented

with elevated helmets terminating in a point.

The Greeks of the Homeric age are occasionally

described as wearing very elaborate helmets. In

the Iliad, Agamemnon places on his brow a lofty

helm, four-crested, double-peaked, with horse-

hair plumes. .\t a later ])eriod the (ireeks used
lielmets of dilTerent shapes, usuall.v with pro-

tections for the faee and neck, and sometimes
surmounted by figures of birds or animals. Many
of these were richly decorated. The Etruscans
wore bell-shaped helmets, which often had pro-

jecting pieces like wings, which gave them a

very peculiar appearance. The Romans ordinari-

ly used a plain, undecorated skull-cap, strength-
ened by cross-bands of iron, and with a neck-

guard. On the march this helmet was removed
and carried slung f^om the right .shoulder.

Under the later Empire the Greek fa.shion of

helmet became common. The .\nglo-Saxons ap-

pear to have used a skull-cap with a figure of
a boar on top. The Franks, on the contrary,
used no protection for the head. But under
Charles the Great the Imperial household guards
wore helmets of a triangular shape, surmounted
bv conventionalized scrollwork or foliage. In
the Bayeux tapestrv the warriors wear conical

helmets, with a straight piece descending in front

to protect the nose. The most characteristic

helmet of the Afiddle .Ages, which was in vogue
from the twelfth to the fourteenth century, was
cvlindriciil in form ami covered the head and a
part of the neck. There were round openings
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through which the warrior could see and breathe.

It was so lieavy that it was put on only at the

moment of combat, and only when the knight
fouglit on liorseback. It was a very effective

defense against a cut from a mediaeval weapon,
but no protection against bruises. In great
contrast with this was the headpiece worn by
the Saracens, with whom the Crusaders came
into contact. They used light globular helmets
of iron, richly ornamented and adorued with
plumes. In the fourteenth century the heavy
helmet was to a great e.xtent discarded by the

Western knights for the lighter bascinet; but
it continued to be used in tournaments until

the eighteenth century. As the employment of

firearms became more general, helmets naturally
lost their utility, especially as regards the face.

Those still remaining are, in the equipment of

troops, limited for the most part to heavy
cavalry, afl'ord no protection to the face, and
must be considered as rather for ornament than
use. Firemen wear a heavy headpiece of leather

and brass to protect them as far as possible from
falling brands and cinders at conflagrations. In
India and other hot climates, helmets of white
felt, with the additional screen of rolls of linen,

are worn by the military as well as by members
of the civil service to protect them from the hot
rays of the sun.

In heraldry, the helmet, from the early simple
form known as the Norman, came at a later

period to vary in shape according to the de-

gree of the person wlio bore it, and helmets
were set over coats of arms to bear the crest and
to indicate by their form the rank of the bearer.

The following forms of helmet are in use in

English heraldry; (1) The helmet assigned to

the King and to the princes of the blood royal

;

it is full-faced, composed of gold, and has the

visor divided by si.x projecting bars. (2) Tlie

helmet of a duke or marquis is of steel, with five

bars of gold. ( 3 ) The helmet of earls, viscounts,

and barons is of silver, adorned with gold, has
five bars, and is set in profile. (4) The helmet
of knights and baronets is of steel, full-faced,

with the visor thrown back and without bars.

(5) The helmet of esquires is always presented

in profile, and is of steel with the visor closed.

These distinctions are of comparatively recent

date. A much greater variety of helmets is in

use in Continental heraldry. A helmet is never
placed over the arms of any woman except the
sovereign. Sec Her.\ldry.

HELMET-BIRD. One of the names given to

the turacos (q.v.), on account of their high,

brilliantly colored crests. An Australian cocka-

too, the ganga (q.v.), is called "helmet-cockatoo,'

and a genus of African shrikes (Prionops) are
called 'helmet-shrikes' for a similar reason.

HELMET-CRAB. See King-Crab.

HELMET-CREST. A South-American hum-
ming-bird of the genus Oxypogon (in which there

are three species) which has a tall, pointed,

erectile crest suggesting a helmet-plume, and also

chin-feathers resembling a long beard. See Plate
of HlMMING-BlRnS.

HELMET-HORNBILL. See Hoenbill.

HELMET-QUAIL. A California crested quail
(q.v.).

HELMET-SHELL (so called from the resem-
blance of the shell to a helmet). One of a genus

(Cassis) of large, active gastropods, allied to
the strombs, and tj'pical of the family Cassidae.

Tlicy liave tliick, heavy shells, boldly ridged, and
often handsomely colored, and some species, as
the black helmet-shell of tlie West Indies (er-.

roncously named Cassis Mada<jascareiisis) and
Cassis glauta of the East Indies, are extensively
used for making cameos (q.v.), because the shell

is in layers of different colors. About fifty spe-

cies are known, mostly Oriental ; but some in-

liabit the Mediterranean and West Indian waters,
and all are carnivorous, prej'ing mostly on bi-

valve mollusks.

HELMHOLTZ, helm'holts, Hermann von
(1821-94). A German physicist, one of tlie most
distinguished scientific men of tlie nineteenth
century, and an authority in several departments
of science. He was born at Potsdam, and studied
medicine in Berlin, subsequently serving as a
surgeon in the army (1843-47). He then be-

came assistant in the Berlin Anatomical Museum,
and a professor of physiologj', occupving chairs
at Konigsberg (1849-58), at Bonn ~

( 1855-58),
and at Heidelberg (1858-71). In 1871 he became
professor of physics at the University of Berlin.

For several years prior to his death Helmholtz
was president of the Physikalisch Technische
Eeichsanstalt at Charlottenburg, and supervised
the researches of this important institution. He
was equally distinguished in physiology and in

experimental and mathematical physics. He was
selected as honorary president of the Interna-
tional Congress of Electricians held at Chicago
in 1893, and it was said then of him that he
might have been easily first in several other
departments of human knowledge quite distinct

and apart from that of electricity. His physio-
logical works are principally connected with the
eye and the nei'vous system. As a physicist

Helmholtz first attracted attention from the
scientific world by a paper which he presented
to the Physical Society of Berlin in 1847 on the

"Conser\'ation of Force." This pa])er, regarded
by many as a fantastic speculation, provoked
considerable discussion and established Helm-
holtz's reputation. His invention of the ophthal-
moscope (q.v.), an instrument which enables an
observer to examine the interior of the eye, gave
to the oculist a most useful device now in uni-

versal use. His wonderful monograph on Seihsa-

tions of Tone was first pulilished in 1863, and is

the most important work on acoustics of the
nineteenth century. To Helmholtz is due the
generally accepted theory of color, which is that
of Young (q.v.) in a modified form, wherein the
perception of color depends upon the three funda-
mental sensations of red. green, and violet or
blue. He also developed the electro-magnetic
theory of light in a manner which indicated its

general possibilities. Another important research
was on the theory of vortex motion, and not only
did he discover the fundamental properties of

such motion, but he so stated his conclusions that
they have been used to explain various physical

phenomena and in h\"potheses concerning the con-

stitution of matter and the luminifcrous ether.

He was the inventor of manv ingenious methods
in prneticnl phvsics. as well as new apparatus.
In 1883 the German Emperor conferred upon
him a title of nohilitv. He visited the United
States in 1893. and died in Berlin. September 8,

1894. The first edition of Die Lchre ron den
Toncmpfinflungcii, als plipsiologisclie Orundlage
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fiir die Theorie tier Uusik, appeared in 1803, and
several other editions and translations have since

been puhlisheil. Tlie llniidhiivli ih r phyniohi-

gischcn Optik was pnblished in lS(i7, and Helni-

holtz's (Icsaiii incite aism ii.sclutftHchr Ahli<ni<l-

hiiigcn in 1882-83. Helndioltz was a eontributor

to the leading seientitic journals of the world,

and was the recipient of many honors. An inter-

esting biographical sketch, by Prof. A. W. Riicker,

F.R.S.. was published in the t'ortnhihthj Rcvicio

for November, 18SI4, and reprinted in the Umith-
soniini I'cport of the same year.

HELMOLD, hel'niolt. A twelfth-century Ger-

man historian of the Slavs, lie was born in

Hidstcin. and was a ]iriest at Biisau. He was
intimate with (Jcrold, the Bishop of LiibecU,

who had done missionary work among the Slavs,

and who urged him to write a history of the

wars with tliem and the missions among them.
This history. Chronica fUtiioruiii. covered the

period from Charlemagne to Helmold's own time

and the days of Henry the Lion (1172), and
was continued to 1209 by Arnold von Liibeck

(q.v.). It is best edited by Lappenberg (18G8),

separately, and in vol. xxi. of Monumenta Ger-

manice.

HELMOLT, hel'niolt, Hans F. (1865—). A
German editor and historian, born at Dresden.

He obtained a university education, and was ap-

pointed to an editorial post in tlie Bibliographic

Institute at Leipzig. His publications include

historical studies, such as Koniri liuprcchls Ziig

nach Italien (1892), and Fabriciiis mid Sihcr

(1895), and the compendious Wcltrjeschichte

(1899-1901), a work based on an ethnographic
method, in the preparation of which he was as-

sisted by German and other specialists.

HELMOND, hel'mont, Fr. pron. el'mSN'. A
town in the Province of North Brabant. Holland,

situated on the Zuid Willems Canal. 23 miles by
rail northwest of Venlo (Map: Netherlands,

D 3). There are a number of extensive textile

mills, dyeing establishments, cigar-factories, and
various other maniifacturing establishments.

Population, in 1890, 9029; in 1900, 11,436.

HELMONT, hel'mont, ,1an Baptista van
(1577-1044). A Belgian physician and chemist,

born at Brussels. He studied at Louvain. and on
the completion of his education accepted the chair

of surgery in that university, the duties of which
he discharged for two years. The study of the

work of Paracelsus seems to have turned his

attention to chemistry and natural philosophy,

and in the pursuit of these sciences he spent

several years in difTerent universities of Italy

and France: after which he returned home, mar-
ried Margaret van Ranst, a noble lady of Bra-

bant, ami settled down at his estate near Vil-

vorde, where he spent the remainder of his life

in investigations of various kinds. Writers of

the history of chemistry regarded him as one

of the greatest chemists who preceded Lavoisier.

He paid much attention to the study of gases, and
is supposed to have been the first to use the word
(inn as a generic name for all elastic aeriform

fluids. Of these gases he distinguished several

kinds. He was also the first to take the melting-

point of ice and the boiling-point of water as

standards of the measurement of temperature.

In his works the term 'saturation' was first em-
ployed to signify the combination of an acid with

a base, and he was an early investigator of the

HELODERMA.

chemistry of the fluids of the human body.

Along with other pliysiologists of his day, he
.-peculated nuieh on the seal of the soul, which
he jilaced in the stomach, liis reasons are cliielly

these two: (1) It lannol exist in the brain, be-

cause, as he thought, that organ contains no
blood ; ( 2 ) it does exist in the stomach, be-

cause, when we hear bad news, we lose our appe-

tite.

The most important of his works is his Ortus
McdicincF. which was pid)lishcd by his son, four

years after his death: it i)assed through a very
large miniber of editions, and was translated into

Dutch, French. German, and Knglish. A curious

vidunie, containing translations of some of his

works, was also pul)lished bj' W. Charlton, in

1050. under the title of The Ternary of Para-
doxes; the Magnetic Cure of Wounds; the Na-
tirity of Tartar in M'ine; and the Image of God
in Man.

HELMSTEDT, helm'stet. A town in the

Duchy of Brunswick. Germany, situated 25 miles

by rail from the city of Brunswick (Map: Ger-

many, D 2). It was formerly famous for its

university, founded here in 1575, and suppressed
in 1809. The university buildings now contiiin

the remnants of the university library. Helm-
stedt manufactures agricultural machinery, pot-

tery, woolens, soap, etc. About two miles from
the town are the Helmstedt springs, whose
waters, containing iron salts, are much used.

Population, in 18(10, 10,955; in 1900, 14,259.

HEL'MUND, or HIL'MEND. The largest

river of Afglianistan. It rises in the Koh-
i-Baba chain, and flows southwest, receiving nu-

merous tributaries by which it drains the south-

ern part of the country (Map: Asia, Central,

J 5). It discharges into the lake, or rather
swamp, of Savaran, near the Persian frontier.

Its total length is estimated at over 600 miles.

The channel of its lower course is very wide and
dee]), but is filled only during the summer. The
region traversed by the lower course of the Hel-
nuuid is well populated, and the water-power of

the river is used by numero\is mills.

HEL'MXJTH, William Ton (18.33-1902). An
American homeopathic physician. He was born
in Philadelphia, and studied medicine there and
in San Francisco. In 1888 he received the degree
of LL.D. from Yale. He was dean and jirofessor

of surgery in the New York Homcoi>athic iledi-

eal College, had several hospital positions, and
published numerous essays, both literary and
medical, such as: ficralches of a fiurgcon (1879) ;

-1 SIcniner Book (1880); Diphtheria: Medical
I'oin posity ; System of Surgery; Siiprapnhic
t.ilhotomii : and some verses, ^yith the Pousse-

Cafe.

HE'LODERTaA (Neo-Lat., from Gk. ^Xoj,

helos, nail, wart + Sipiia, derma, skin). A ge-

nus of North .\ineric;iii lizards, with two species,

of which one is the poisonous Gil.a monster. It

represents, according to Cope, a family (Ileloder-

matidip) and superfamily (Ilcloderinatoidea )

,

characterized prominently by the fact that the

eight to ten acrodont teeth in each jaw are anehy-
losed by oblique ba~es. and each is fang-like and
grooved both before and behind, as if designed for

condiictiuL' fluid pcii^on. For full structural de-

tails, consult Cope. Crneoililinns. I.irnrds. and
Snakes (Smithsonian Institution, Washington,
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D. C, 1900) ; for external appearance and habits,

see Gila Monster.

HELOi'SE, i'lo'ez'. See Ab£lard.

H:^'L0S (Lat., from Gk. "EXos, from k\os, lielos,

mareli)- A town of Laconia, near the coast and
a short distance east of the mouth of the Eurotas,

said to have been founded b}- Helens, son of

Perseus. When tlie Dorians invaded the Pelopon-

nesus, Helos defended itself with great stubborn-

ness; it was finally taken and the inhabitants

were made slaves. In Strabo's time it had
become a village, and when Pausanias visited it

it was already in ruins. The Helots were sup-

posed to have received their name from this town;
but tlie most probable view is that the ethnic

term is related to the root eX-, take. The plain

of the lower Eurotas is still called Helos. There
were several other towns of this name in ancient

Greece—one mentioned in the Iliad, and one
situated in Argolis.

HEL'OTISM (from Lat. Eelota, Gk. EiXcirj;!,

Beilotcs, or EiTius, fleilos. Helot). A symbiotic

relation in which one subject (see Symbiosis)
is regarded (perhaps somewhat fancifully) as

enslaved by another. This relation differs from
parasitism in that the enslaved form is not neces-

sarily harmed; it may even be benefited. Lichens

(q.v. ) have been given as the type of helotism,

the alga being regarded as enslaved by the

fungus.

HELOTS, he'lots or hel'ots (Lat. Eelotm,
from Gk. Ei'XojTes, Eeilotes, or EiXwrai, Eeilofai;
probably connected with AeiK, helein, to seize,

less plausiuly with "EXos, lielos, a town of La-
conia, whence tlie first Helots were said to have
been enslaved). The lowest of the three classes

into which the population of ancient Laconia was
divided. The Helots were serfs of the soil, the prop-

erty' of the State, by whom alone they could be

freed, but assigned to individual Spartans for

tlie cultivation of their allotments of land. If

the Helots were originally the descendants of the

pre-Doriaii population, the distinction of dialect

and descent was early lost, for there is no indi-

cation of any social or linguistic difference be-

tween them and tlie ruling Spartans. The Helots
paid the Spartan proprietors a fixed amount of

produce, but could keep the remainder, and were
thus enabled to acquire property. In fact, in

general appearance and intelligence they seem
to have been niuch like the free village population

in other parts of Greece. In war they served as

light-armed troops or on shipboard, and after the

Peloponnesiaii War were sometime; employed
in the heavy infantry, especially in Asia Minor.
They were subject to harsh treatment, and were
in the absolute power of the Ephors, though many
of the ancient stories are scarcely trustworthy.
Their great superiority in numbers and their

known discontent rendered them objects of sus-

picion ; and during the Peloponnesiaii War 2000
of them, who claimed to have rendered distin-

guished services, were freed and then secretly

murdered (see Thucyd. iv. 20). The Spartan
secret service (

KpvTrrela ), in which the young
men were sent singly tlirough the land to endure
hardships and watch symptoms of discontent,

kept the Helots under close observation, and any
who showed special strength or intelligence are

said to have been secretly assassinated. The
statement that the Ephors annually declared

formal war upon the Helots is doubtless an error.

HELP. The character in Bunyan's Pilgrim's
I'rogiess by whom Christian is rescued from the
Slougli of Despond.

HELP'ER, HiNTO.N Rowan (1829—). An
American author and railway projector. He was
born near Jloeksville. X. C; graduated at Jlocks-

ville Academy in 1848, and from 1851 to 1854
lived in California. In 1857 he pulilished a book
entitled The Impending Crisis in the Houth, and
How to Meet It, which perhaps did more to

arouse a widespread opposition in tlie North to

the institution of slavery than any other book
except Vnelc 7'om's Cabin. This book was dedi-

cated to the "non-slaveholding whites' of the
South, and was written to prove that, wholly
aside from its immorality, slavery was an eco-

nomic curse. Between 1857 and 1801 nearly
150.000 copies of the book were circulated, and
in 1800 the Republican Part.v distributed it as a
campaign document. From 1861 to 18G6 Helper
\\as United States Consul at Buenos Ayres, Ar-
gentine Republic, and afterwards devoted his

attention chiefly to the promotion of his project-

ed intercontinental railway, or 'Tliree Americas
Railway," to extend eventually from Bering Sea
to the Strait of Magellan. In addition to The
Impending Crisis, his publications include: The
Land of Gold (1865) ; Sojoque: A Question of a
Continent (1867); The Negroes in Segrolaixd,

the Negroes in Ameriea, and the Negroes Gen-
erally (1868) ; Oddments of Andean Diplomacy/
(1879) : and The Three Americas Railway
(18S1).

HELPS, Sir Arthub (1813-75). An English
essaj'ist, born at Streatham, Surrey. He was
educated at Eton, and at Trinity College. Cam-
bridge, where he graduated B.A. in 18.35 and
M.A" in 1839. He obtained a post in the civil

service, but resigned in 1841 and retired to tlie

country, where he cultivated his taste for litera-

ture, in 1860 he was appointed clerk of the Pri\'y

Council, a post which he held until his death.

For Queen Victoria he edited the speeches of the

Prince Consort (1862), and prepared for the

press her own Highland journals (1868-69).
After beginning his literarv career in 1835 with
a series of aphorisms entitled Thoughts in the

Cloister and the Crowd, Helps attempted the
essay, the novel, the drama, and history. With
the drama and the novel he failed utterly; with
history he succeeded moderatelv. In this field

his best work is represented by Las Casas { 1868)

,

Columhns (I860), Pizarro (1869), and Cortez
(1871)—biographies which grew out of his Con-
querors of the Neip World and Their Bond.^men
(1848-52), and The Spayiish Conquest in America
(4 vols., 1855-61). By his essays he won his

contemporary fame, especially bv Friends in

Council (1st series 1847; 2d series 1850). It

consists of conversations on social and intellectual

questions. Helps exhibits throughout these dia-

logues acuteness. humor, a satire which gives no
pain, and a quiet depth of moral feeling and
sense of man's social responsibilities.

HELSINGBORG, hel'sing-bor-y'. A fortified

seaport of Sweden, situated at the narrowest
point of the sound, opposite the Danish town of

Elsinore, with which it is connected by ferry

(Map: Sweden, E 8). Several railroad lines

run into the town, and it carries on a floui'ishing

trade with Denmark. It exports iron ore. bricks,

earthenware, grain, and fish : imports coal, min-
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erals, gun-metal, and fertilizers. It has consid-

oralile manufactures of suj^ar. chemicals, and
madiinery. and ha.s a slaughter-house and ship-

building yards. Population, in 1001. 24,()70.

Helsinghorg has played a prominent part in the

iSean<linavian wars. It was almost destroyed

in the war between Sweden and Denmark during
the reign of Charles XI.. and was the scene of a
Danish defeat at the hands of Swedish peasants

in 1710.

HELSINGFORS, hel'sing-fors. The capital

of the tirand Duchy of Finland, as well as of the

Government of Nyland (Map: Russia, 13 2). It

is beautifully situated on a peninsula on the

Gulf of Finland, I'Jl miles west of Saint Peters-

burg by sea. The entrance to the harbor is pro-

tected by a series of formidable batteries, called

the fortifications of Sveaborg. and consisting of

seven strongly fortified islands and numerous
islets, while the harbor itself is further defended

by two forts. Helsingfors is next in importance

to Cronstadt as a naval station on the Baltic, and
the largest and handsomest town of Finland. Its

streets are broad and regular, and there are a
number o^ handsome squares. Of the public

buildings, the most prominent are the residence

of the Governor, the ,Senate House, the university

buildings, the Lutheran Church of Saint Nicholas,

the Russian Church (completed in 1808), the

Athena-um (built in 1887), with a picture gal-

lery, and the new theatre. The university, orig-

inally founded at AI)o in 1G40, and removed to

Helsingfors in 1820, comprises four fticulties,

with over 2500 students, a librars' of 100,000 vol-

umes, a hospital, a zoi'Jlogical and botanical mu-
seum, a botanic garden, and a valuable observa-

tory. Another prominent educational institution

is the Polytechnical Institute. Helsingfors is the
seat of many learned societies. Since 1840 Hel-

singfors has been a favorite bathing-place, and
attracts many visitors from Saint Petersburg
during summer. The town carries on a consider-

able trade in agricultural and dairy products

with Saint Petersburg, England, and Swedi-sh

and German ports. It has manufactures of beer,

sugar, tobacco, liquors, carpets, linen, etc. Hel-

singfors is the seat of the Governor-General of

Finland, the Finnish Diet, and numerous consular
representatives, including one from the United
States. Population, in 1900, 9.3,217. of whom
over 50 per cent, are Swedes, nearly 4.3 per cent.

Finns, and the rest Russians and Germans.
Helsingfors was founded by Gustavus I. of

Sweden in the middle of the sixteenth century,

a short distance inland; it was removed to its

present site in 1642. It was fortified in 1729,

and came into the possession of Russia in 1800.

In 1812 it became the capital of Finland. During
the Crimean War it was bombarded for two days
and nights by the allied fleet without any ap-

preciable injury to its fortifications.

HELSINGOR, hel'sing-er. A seaport of Zea-

land, Denmark. See Elsinobe.

HELST, heist. Babthoi.omeus van der

(c.1611-70). A Dutch portrait painter. His
birthplace is uncertain, being assigned to Haar-
lem and to Dordrecht, and the year of his birth

falls between Ifill and 1014. He is reputed to

have been a pupil of Frans Hals (q.v. ) at Haar-
lem, and a few of his works, indeed, .show this

influence. But his art on the whole was directly

the opposite of Hals's. and he was more influenced

Vol. IX.—48.

by his other master, Nieolaes Elias of Amster-
dam. The researches of Scheltema show that he
was living in Amsterdam in lO;!!!, and jirobably

much earlier. Then^ he married (he attractive

Constantia Reinst, and in 10r)4, in conjunction
with Nieolaes de Hell .Slokade, he founded the

Painters' (Juild of Saint Luke. He died at Am-
sterdam, December 10, 1070.

His best-known work is the "Banquet of the

Civic Guard," now in the JIuseum of Amster-
dam, which was painted to represent the celebra-

tion of the Peace of Westphalia in 1048. It con-

tains twenty-four full-lengtli [)ortraits, character-

istic, well modeled, and rich in color. In the

same museum are the "Syndics of the Brother-

hood of Saint Sebastian" (100:3). of wliii-h there

is a replica in the Louvre: the four "Syndics of

the Marksmen;" the "Company of Captain Rog-
lofT Bicker" (1030), thirty-two figures in all;

the portraits of the Princess Maria Henrietta
Stuart, Burgomaster Andries Bicker, Admirals
Kortenaar, Van Ness, and others. Among his

other portraits are those of a "Protestant Dame"
(IG38), and of Paul Potter, at The Hague; a
"Lady in Blue," in the National Gnllen,' of Lon-
don : Admiral Van Tromp, at Munich ; and the

portrait of the artist in the Ullizi, Florence. In
America there are portraits of an "Unknown
Lady." in the New York Historical Society, anil

of a "Dutch Burgomaster," in the Metropolitan
Museum, New York. The heads of Heist's por-

traits are well characterized, and all the details,

esiiecially the hands, are carefully carried out,

though without sacrifice of breadth. His color

is clear and powerful.

HEL'STON, DoCTOB Matthewson. The rec-

tor of Briarfield, in Charlotte Bronte's novel

Shirht/, the uncle of Caroline, and a man of im-

perious temper though upright principles. The
character was suggested in part by Patrick
Bronte, the author's father, and in part by a
friend of his, Mr. Roberson, Vicar of Heckmond-
wike.

HEL'VE'DITJS. The nom-dc-plume signed by
James Madison to his five essays, published in

various public journals (1793-00). criticising

the foreign policy of the Administration, and re-

plying to the letters of Hamilton, signed 'Pa-

cificus.'

HELVELLYN, hel-vel'in. One of the highest
mountains in England, 3118 feet high, in the

Lake District, Cumberland, between Keswick and
Ambleside (ilap: England, C 2).

HELVET'IC CONFESSIONS. See Creeds
AND COXFES.SIO.NW.

HELVETIC REPUBLIC. See Switzerland.

HELVE'TII (Celtic, possibly connected with
Welsh ehc, gain). A Celtic people inhabiting,

according to CiPsar, the region between the .Tura

Mountains on the west, the Rhone on the south,

and the Rhine on the east and north, the region

corresponding closely with the western part of

modern Switzerland. They are first mentioned
as defeating a Roman army in n.r. 107, and in

101 they accompanied the Cimbri on their inva-

sion of North Italy. The great event in their

history is their attempted irruption into Gaul,
in which they were repulsed hv C;rsar. Tliev

collected three months' provisions, burned 12

cities. 400 villages, and all isolated dwellings,

and made a general rendezvous by Lake Lenian,
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in the spring of B.C. 58. Citsar hastened to Ge-
neva, destroyed tlie bridge there, raised two le-

gions in Cisalpine Gaul, and when the Helvetians
sent delegates to demand a passage delayed them
until he had built a wall along the Rhone 19

Roman miles in length, flanked with redoubts.

Having vainly attempted to pass this barrier, the
Helvetii took another route, but were followed
and defeated with a terrible slaughter at Bib-

racte (modern Mont-Beuvra_T, in Burgundy), and
the renuiant were obliged to return to their own
country, where they became subject to the Ro-

• mans. Of 368,000 who left their homes, according
to Ciesar, including 02,000 fighting men, only
110.000 returned. In the commotions which fol-

lowed the death of Nero, the Helvetians met
with another catastrophe. Remaining faithful

to Galba, they were attacked by Coeeina, a gen-
eral of Vitellius, who gave them over to the
rapacity of his legions. From this iime they
scarcely appear as a distinct people.

HELVETIUS, hel-ve'shi-us, Fr. pron. el'va'-

se'us', Claude Adrien (1715-71). A noted
French encyclopaedist. He was born in Paris in

1715, educated at the Coll&ge Louis-le-Grand,
and after some practical training at Caen ap-

pointed at the age of twenty-three to the lucra-

tive office of farmer-general; but as he was of a
very humane and gentle disposition, the cruel

ami odious duties connected with the post de-

cided him to resign it subsequently for the situ-

ation of chamberlain to the t^ueen's household.
He wearied of the idle and dissipated life of ine

Court, and marrying in 1751 the daughter
of the Comte de Ligneville, he withdrew to a
small estate at Vore, where he spent the most
of his life in the education of his family, the im-
provement of his peasantry, and literary labors.

In 1758 appeared his celebrated work, De I'esprit,

in which he endeavored to prove that sensation

{sensihilite) is the source of all intellectual ac-

tivity, and that the grand lever of all human
conduct is self-satisfaction. But he admits, at
the same time, that self-satisfaction assumes dif-

ferent forms ; e.g. the self-satisfaction of a good
man consists in the subordination of private to

more general interests—first to the circle among
which he lives, then to the community, and
finally to the world at large. The book was de-

nounced by the doctors of the Sorbonne, and con-

demned by the Parliament of Paris to be publicly

burned. He then went to England and to Ger-
many, where Frederick II. received him with dis-

tinction. He died in Paris, December 26, 1771,

leaving behind him, besides some other writings,

a work called De Vhonnne, de ses facult^s in-

tellectuelles, ct dc son Education (published

1772). His collected works were published in

Paris in 1791, in 14 volumes. Consult: Morley,
Diderot and the Encyelopcedisis (London, 1878) ;

Avezae-Lavigne, Diderot et la socicfd du Baron
d'Holbach (Paris, 1875).

HELVia, hel'vlK. Amalie von (1776-1831).

A German poet, bom Amalie von ImhofT. at

Weimar. She received a careful education, and
traveled much. In 1803 she married a Swedish
officer. Karl Gottfried von Helvig, who entered

the Prussian service in 1815. Several of her

poems were first published by Schiller in the

Musennhnaiwrh, and her "Abdallah wnd Bal-

sora" appeared in the Horen. She read Greek,

and Goethe taught her to use the hexameter, in

HELYOT.

which she composed the epic Die Schwestern von
Lesbos (1800). Her other works include a
translation of the Fridthjof's Saga (la.st ed.

1879) ; the collection Taschoibiicli dcr Sugen
tind Lcgcnden (1.S12-13); and tlie poems Die
Hchwcstern auf Corcyra (1812), Die Tages-
zeiten (1812), Die Sage voiii Wolfsbrunnen
(1821). and Ilelcnc roii Tounion. For her
biography consult Bissing (Berlin, 1889).

HEL'VIUS CIN'NA, Gaius. An eminent
Roman poet, who lived about B.C. 50. He was a
friend of Catullus, and was considered by Vergil

a poet superior to himself. On the day of the

funeral of Julius Cssar, he was killed by the
infuriated rabble, which, defeated in its at-

tempt to fire the houses of Brutus and Cassius,

encountered him, and mistook his name for that
of Cornelius Cinna, the praetor of the year, and
one of the conspirators against Ciesar. By the
ancient historians who narrate this, he is called a
tribune of the plebeians. The story of his dream
as given by Plutarch ( Cas. 08 ) has been intro-

duced by Shakespeare into the drama of Julius
Cwsar (act iii., scene 3). His most highly

esteemed work was the Smyrna, whose subject

is unknown, but whose style is shifwn by two
extant fragments to have been epic. He wrote
also a poem entitled "Propemptieon Pollionis," in

respect to which the few lines preserved afford no
information. Prior to the publication of the

JEneid, the Smyrna was regarded as the most
complete thesaurus of Roman mythology. Con-
sult: Weichert, Commentationes II. de Caio Eel-

vio Cinna, Poeta (1822-23) ; and Kiessling, "De
C. Helvctio Cinna Poetica." in Commentationes
Mommsen.ianw (Berlin, 1877).

HE'LY-HTJTCH'INSON, John, Baron
Hutchinson (1757-1832). An English general,

son of John Hely-Hutchinson ( 1724-94) . He was
educated at Eton and at Trinity College, Dublin,

and in 1798 was in command at Castlebar when
the French landed in Killalla Bay, but General
Lake succeeded him previous to the flight of the

raw Irish troops. Two years after he was ap-

pointed a chief of division in Abereromby's
army in Eg3'pt, and assumed command in the
battle of Alexandria when that general was mor-
tally wounded. He succeeded, in spite of dis-

affection among his officers, in separating the two
superior French forces ; then forced the surrender
of Cairo (June, 1801), and two months later of

Alexandria.

HELY-HUTCHINSON, Sir Walter Francis
(1849—). An English colonial administrator,

born in Dublin, and educated at Harrow and at

Trinity College, Cambridge. He was attache to

Sir Hercules Robinson in Fiji (1874), and, after

serving as private secretary for Fiji Affairs and
for New South Wales Affairs, became Colonial

Secretary of the Barbadoes (1877), and chief

secretary to the Governor of llalta ( 1883) . where
he was Lieutenant-Governor for five years ( 1884-

89). He w-as then appointed Governor of the
Windward Islands (1889). and four years later

of Natal, where he introduced 'responsible gov-

ernment,' and of Zululand, to which he annexed
the territories across the Pongola (1895). In
1895 he was made Sjiecial Commissioner for

Tongaland. and in 1901 was transferred to the

Cape of Good Hope as Governor of the Colony.

Hl^LYOT, a'ly6'. Pierre (16601716). A
French Franciscan scholar. He was born and died
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in Paris; entered the Franciscan convent of the
strict observance, 1083; devoted himself to the
exhaustive study of tlic monastic Orders and con-
gregations, and produced the masterpiece, which
has been the source wlicnce innumerable writers
have drawn, Histoire des ordrcs monastigues
religieux et militaires et des congrfyations secu-
liircs de Vun ct Vaulre sexc, qui ont ctv ctablies
jusqu'a present (8 vols., 1714-10) : an enlarged
edition in four volumes by Jligne. Eitcyclopedie
thiologiquc, appeared in Paris, 1858-59.

HEM'ANS, Feucia Dorothea (Browne)
(1793-1835). An English poet, born in Liver-
pool. Her early taste for poetry was so far en-
couraged that she was permitted to publish a
volume of juvenile verse in 1808. This was fol-

lowed with another volume in 1812, in which
year she married Captain Hemans, an Irish gen-
tleman, who had served in Spain. In 1818, after
the birth of five sons, she separated from him.
She spent the rest of her life in North Wales, in

Lancashire, and in Dublin, where she died.

Among her works are: The Forest Sanctuary
(1825), in the second edition of which, pub-
lished in 1829, first appeared "Casabianca :" A'cc-

ords of M'omcn (1828) ; Songs of the Affections

(1830); Hipiiiis for Childhood; National Lyrics
and Songs for Music; and Scenes and Hymns of
Life (1834). She also wrote three dull plays,

and contributed to the magazines. A volume of

Poetical Kemains appeared after her death, and
a complete edition of her works, with a memoir
by her sister, in seven volumes, in 1839. Mrs.
Hemans, without great daring or force, is sweet,

natural, and pleasing; but too fluent, she wrote
too much and too hastily. Her lyrics are her
best productions, her more ambitious poems be-

ing very insipid. Still, she was a woman of

talent, and some of her little pieces, such as
"The Graves of a Household," "The Treasures of

the Deep," and "The Homes of England," are
admirable in pathos and sentiment. Consult:
Chorlej', Memorials of Felicia D. Hemans
(London, 1836) ; Poetical Works, with memoir,
ed. by W. M. Rossetti (ib., 1873); and Espi-
nasse, Lancashire Worthies (ib., 1874).

HEM'ATITE (Lat. hwmatites. from Gk.
alliaThris, haimatitis, blood-like, irom al/ia, haima,
blood), or Specular Iron. An iron sesquiox-
ide that crystallizes in the hexagonal system.
The spectacular varieties are crj'stallized and
have a metallic lustre, whence their name. Hem-
atite also occurs in fibrous varieties, which have
a sub-metallic or metallic lustre, and are brown-
ish-red to black in color; while the earthy varie-

ties, known as red ochre and argillaceous hema-
tite, are red to brownish-black in color. It is a
valuable ore of iron, containing when pure 70
per cent, of that metal, and is widely distributed
throughout the world. In North America, de-

posits of great thickness are found in the Lake
Superior region, which includes the famous de-

posits of the Gogebic, ilarquette, ilenominee,
Mesabi, and Vermilion ranges, where the output
in 1899 reached a total of 17,802,95.5' long tons.

Deposits at Pilot Knob and Iron Mountain in

Missouri were formerly famous, but have not
been extensively worked in recent years. See
Iron.

HEM'EL HEMP'STEAD. A market-town
and municipal borough in Hertfordshire. Eng-
land, 23 miles northwest of London (Map: Eng-

HEMIGALE.

land, F 5). Its industries comprise boat-making,
paper-making, straw-plaiting, iron-foundries, tan-
neries, and breweries. Its incorpcjration dates
from 1898, and niucli activity is being shown in
public works and imjirovcments. The town owns
fine town hall buildings and a corn exchange and
markets. Population, in 1801, 9700; in 1901.
11,300.

HEM-EBALOTIA. A disorder of vision in
conse(|uence of whicli objects cannot be seen well
in ordinary dayliglit. Distant vision is only pos-
sible by strong artificial light or in twilight.
See SioiiT, Dej-ect.s uf.

HEMEROBAP'TISTS (from Gk. ii/ifpopajr.

TuTT-^t, hrmerobaptisles, from fifiipa,hinirra, day
+ /JaTTTia-T-^s, haplisti-s, baptist, from ^aTrrlfeii',

hai)ti::eiH, to baptize). A sect of Jews men-
tioned by Eusebius (Hist. Ecel. iv. 22) on
the authority of Hegesippus, by Epiphanius
{Ewr. 17), and Justin Martyr in the Dialogue
with Tryphon. Their distinguishing feature
seems to have been the daily ablution. Nothing
further is known of them except that the Clemen-
tine Homilies speak of John the Baptist as a
member of the sect. Some have thought that the
term was not properly the name of a sect, but a
derisive epithet applied to certain of the Phari-
sees and others who were particularly scrupuhnis
about the ritual washings. The name is also
applied to the Manda>ans or Christians of Saint
John. See M.^nd.eans.

HEM'EROCAL'LIS. See Day-Lilt.

HEM'ESSEN, HEMISHEM, or HEM'SEN,
Jan van (c.1500-15GO) . A Dutch iiainter, born
at Hemi.xhem, near Antwerp. His real name was
.Jan Sanders. He was a pupil of Ilendrik van
Cleve, became dean of the Antwerp Guild (1548),
and in 1551 went to Haarlem, where probably
he lived for the remainder of his life. He was
an imitator of Quentin Massys, and is noticeably
for having remained steadfast to the Dutch tradi-

tions when the influence of Italian art was domi-
nant. His works include some portraits. His
daughter, Cathartnw, married a Dutch musician,
and entered the service of the Queen of Hungary,
v.'ith whom she went to Spain. There is a pic-

ture by her, dated 1552, in the National Gallery,
London.

HEM'IANOP'SIA. See Hemiopia.

HEMICHORDA, hem'I-kor'da. Same as
Adelochorda (q.v.). See Balanoolossus.

HEM'ICRA'NIA (Lat., from Gk. ri^iKpavla,

hcmikrania, pain on one side of the head, from
V-1 hemi-, half + Kpavlov, kranion, skull).
A headache affecting one side of the head. See
Headache : ilioRAiNE.

HEM'ICYCLE, The. A painting by Paul
Delaroche (1835) on the wall of the amphitheatre
at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts, Paris. Seventy-five
figures, 23 feet in height, represent the artists,

and symbolize the art of all periods. Phidias,
letinus, and Apellcs are in the centre of the
group.

HEMIGALE. he-mig'a-l* (Neo-Lat, from Gk.
qfu-, hcini-, half + 7aX^, gale, weasel). An East
Indian weasel-like civet {Hemigalra Hard-
icickii), about the size of an ichneumon, and
grayish-brown, with six or seven dark wide stripes
across the back. It feeds on eggs and small
animals.
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HEM IMETABOL'IC INSECTS (from Gk.

i]fu, hCmi-, half + /nerafJoX^, metaholC, trans-

formation, from ixerafidWeiv, metdhallein, to

transform, from /lird, meta, after + piXkav^ bal-

lein, to throw). Insects that have a partial or

incomplete metamorphosis. There are often very

great dift'erences between the habits and the

structure of the young and the adults. For ex-

ample, in the case of the cicadas, the larvae live

in the ground and have fore legs fitted for bur-

rowing, while the adults, which appear only after

a period of pupation, fly about and rest iu

herbage. In other forms, such as dragon-fliea,

the larvae are aquatic and have tracheal gills,

while the adults are winged and have open
trachea. The orders of the hemimetabolic insects

are Plecoptcra. or stone-flics; Isoptera, white

ants or termites; Corrodentia, psoclds and book-

lice; JIallophaga, bird-lice; Euple.xoptera, car-

wigs; Hemiptera, cicadas, chinch-bugs, squash-

bugs, bedbugs, plant-lice, etc. ; and Orthoptera,

grasshoppers, crickets, and walking-sticks. Fossil

insects belonging to this group have been found

in the coal basins of Illinois, Pennsylvania, and
Colorado. See Metamorphosis.

HEMI'NA, Lucius Cassius. A Roman an- •

nalist who lived about 145 B.C., and wrote a his-

tory of Rome from the founding of the city to

the end of the Third Punic War (Pliny xiii. 84;

xxix. 6). Though the work is frequently cited

by Pliny, Xonius, and Aulus Gellius, only a few
fragments are preserved. These are given in

Peters, Fragmenta Historicorum Romanorum
(Leipzig, 1883).

HEM'ING, John. Coeditor with Condell of

the first folio of Shakespeare. See Condell,
Henry.

HEMIOTIA, HEM'IANO'PIA, or HEM-
lANOP'SIA (Neo-Lat., from Gk. inxL-, hemi-,

half + &\p, Ops, eye) . A disorder of sight, consist-

ing in loss of vision for corresponding halves or

sections of the visual field. It depends upon the

arrangement of the nerve-fibres running from the

brain through the optic nerves to the eyes. The
fibres coming from each half of the brain, through

the optic tracts, meet at a point called the optic

chiasm, where some fibres cross over to the optic

nerve of the opposite side and some go to the

eye of the same side. From the way in which

this crossing and subsequent arrangement of the

fibres takes place, the right halves of both retina>,

and so the left halves of both visual fields, are

supplied from the right half of the brain through

the right optic tract. An affection of one optic

tract will, therefore, cause loss of vision in the

corresponding half of each retina, and so loss of

the field of vision of the opposite side. This is

homonymous or lateral hemiopia. A lesion in

the chiasm destroying all the crossing fibres

causes loss of vision in the outer half of the field

of both eyes, bitemporal hemiopia, known, to-

gether with a possible loss of the inner field of

both ej'es. as crossed hemiopia.

HEM'IPLE'GIA (Neo-Lat., from Gk. ii/u7r\-fif,

hemiplcx, smitten on one side, from ^/xi-, hemi-,

half + irX-ntrfftiv, pirssein, to strike) . paralysis

(q.v. ) limited to one aide of the body. In some
cases part of the face is also involved, if the cause

of the paralysis affects the origin or the course

of the facial nerve. The cause is usually a

hemorrhage within the brain-cavity, that is,

apoplexy (q.v.); or a collection of fluid; or a

tumor. Because of the fact that about 90 per
cent, of the fibres in the pyramids of the brain

pass to the opposite side of the body ( see Ner-
vous System), the paralysis occurs on the oppo-
site side of the body from the site of the lesion

in the brain, unless the lesion is situated below
the decussation of the fibres. Wiile the motor
nerves are principally affected, the nerves of sen-

sation are also more or less involved. Besides

the causes named, epilepsy, hysteria, and chorea
may also operate to cause hemiplegia, which in

these cases is temporary. The treatment varies

with the cause, and must always be under a
physician's direction. Stimulants should never
be administered to a paralyzed patient unless or-

dered by a physician. The prognosis varies ac-

cording to the cause. If hemiplegia is due, as it

very frequently is, to apople.xy, the first attack
may terminate in more or less complete recovery;

but even then subsequent attacks are likely to oc-

cur.

HEM'IPODE (Gk. itixlvovi, hemipous, half-

footed. fmm -^/xi-, hemi-, half + irows. pons, foot).

A book name for certain gallinaceous birds, usu-

ally regarded as a family (Turnicida) , distin-

guished by a slender beak, and by the want of a
hind toe. Tliey are especially notable because all

of the vertebrfe remain distinct instead of being

extensively anchylosed, as is usual in birds. The
palate is like that of the Passeres, and Huxley
and some other systematists have placed them in

a separate order, the Hemipodii or Turnicomor-
phae. They are the smallest of gallinaceous birds,

and inhabit cultivated grounds and sterile sandy
plains in warm countries. There are rather more
than twenty species, in three genera. See But-
ton-Quail; Ortygan.

HEMIP'TERA (Neo-Lat. nom. pi., from Gk.
ij/ju-, hemi-, half + wrepdv, pteron, wing) . An
order of insects commonly known as bugs, and
divided into the suborders Homoptera and Het-

eroptera. The name 'Hemiptera' was suggested

by the appearance of the first pair of wings, the

proximal half of which in many of the species

(suborder Heteroptera) is thickened much like

that of beetles. The wings of the suborder

Homoptera, when present, are of equal thickness

throughout. The mouth-parts of the Hemiptera
are fitted for sucking, and the young undergo
incomplete metiimorphosis. The order is one of

the most destructive to agriciilture of all the

insects. A few of the forms are useful in the

economy of plants and man, for certain species

prey upon injurious insects, while the species

producing cochineal and wax furnish materials

of commercial value. The injurious species in-

clude the loathsome lice and bedbugs, redbugs

which do much damage to the cotton and orange
crops, the vastly destructive chinch-bug, squash-

bug, plant-lice, and scale-insects (qq.v.).

Fossil Hemiptera. The oldest known fossil

insect, represented by a fragmentary wing of

h^nipteran relations, was found in the Upper
Ordovician shales of Sweden. The earliest fossil

bugs that have the mouth-parts preserved have

been obtained from Carboniferous rocks and show
these parts to have been, at that early period,

of the highlj' Specialized lancet form characteris-

tic of the order, an indication of the very early

evolution of the type. The scale-insects ami
mealy-bugs (Coccidae), the harvest-flies (Cica-

didoe), lantern-flies (Fulgoridae) , and tree-
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hoppers (Membraeidie) have their fossil nnoes-

lors in the Tertiary rocks. Some of the lleterop-

tera, such as the water-bugs, appear in the
Jurassic. Chinohbiigs, squash-bugs, and bedbugs
appear in the Liassic and Tertiary.

BiiiLioGRAPHY. Osborn, "Chissification of
Heniiptera," in Entomologica Americana, vol. i.

( Brookljnj, 1885); Sharp, "Insects," in Cam-
briilye ?iatural History, vols, v., vi. (London and
New York, 1900) : Conistock, Manual for the
fitudy of Insects (Ithaca, 1895); Howard, Tho
Insect Book (New York, 1901).

HEM'IRAMPH (from Gk. -ti/n-, U-mi-, half

+ pd/icpoi, rJiaiiiplios, snout) . A lish of the fam-
ily llc'iiiiraiiipliidae. See Halfbeak.

"hem'ISHEN. See Hemessen.
HEM'LING, Haks. A Flemish painter, more

correctly Memling (q.v. ).

HEMLOCK (AS. hemlic, hymhlica: hem-
liK'k ) , ConiuDi. A genus of plants of the nat-
ural order Umbellifene, the members of which
have compound umbels of small white ilowers,

small involucres and involueels, the former con-

sisting of several small leaflets, the latter of

three leaflets all on one side; the limb of the
ealy.K merely rudimentar}', and a compressed
ovate fruit with five prominent wavy ridges and
no vittie. The best known and only important
species is the common or poison hemlock (Co-
niitm maculatum) , which grows by waysides on
lieaps of rubbish, and in other similar situations

throughout Europe, in some parts of Asia, and
naturalized in North America and Chile. It has
a root somewhat resembling a small parsnip; a
round, branched, hollow, bright-green stem, two
to seven feet high, generally spotted with dark
)nirple; large tripinnate, dark shining green
leaves with lanceolate pinnatifid leaflets. All
parts of the plant are destitute of hairs. The
whole plant has a nauseous smell, particularly if

rubbed or bruised. The leaves and fruits are
employed in medicine. The leaves should be
gathered just before the time or at the com-
mencement of flowering, and after the removal of

the larger stalks they should be quickly dried
by a heat not exceeding 120°. As, however, they
sometimes j'ield little or none of the active prin-
ciples in the plant, the fresh leaves are pre-

ferred. The whole plant contains the active
principles, and many fatal cases of poisoning
have been attributed to eating the roots under
the mistaken idea that they were parsnips.

The uses of hemlock in medicine are few and
unimportant and depend chiefly upon its action
upon the motor nerves, beginning with their end-
organs. Although large doses cause complete
paralysis by their action upon the peripheral
nerves, sensation and consciousness are not af-

fected; death finally occurs by extension of the
paralysis to the muscles of respiration. In
large or poisonous doses it sometimes gives
rise to coma, and sometimes to convulsions or
violent delirium. Among the ancient Greeks
poisoning by hemlock was a common mode of
death for condemned criminals, but whether it

was the juice of the common hemlock or the
water-hemlock that was used is tinknown. The
strength of its preparations is very variable,
as its active principles are volatile. Practicallythe
only use of the drug is in tetanus, hydrophobia,
strychnine poisoning, and other convulsive dis-

orders. Even in these it is rarely used, and

only to prevent exhaustion by lessening muscu-
lar contractions. Water-hemlock, or cowbane
{Cicuta i^irosa), is also an \imbelliferous jilant,

of a genus having vaulted umbels, a live-toothed

calyx, and almost globose fruit, each carpel with
five broad flattened ribs and evident single vittiE.

Water-hemlock grows in ditches, the margins of

ponds, and wet grounds in Kuroi)e .md the
north of Asia. It has a large fleshy while root,

covered externally with fibres; an erect nuich-

branehed stem, two to five feet high; tri]iinnate

leaves, with linear-lanceolate regularly and
sharply serrated leallels, one general involucre or
only a single small leaflet, partial iiividucres of

many short narrow leallets, and while flowers.

It is a virulent narcotic acrid poison. Another
Bpecies, Cicuta maculata, is common in North
America, growing in many places. It has a
spotted stem, like that of true hemlock, the
name of which it very generally receives in North
America. The leaves are tritemate, the leaflets

ternate. It is a very poisonous ])lant, and is the
cause of many deaths. Cicuta, in Latin, seems to
have been the name of the same plant called

eoncion by the Greeks, but it is not known
whether this or the previous plant was so de-

nominated. See CoNiiNE.

HEMLOCK-TREE, or He Ji lock Sprcce. A
name applied to the coniferous trees which be-

long to the genus Tsuga, especially to Tsufia Cana-
densis. This is a large, graceful tree with much
the habit and appearance of some spruces. It is

found from Nova Scotia to Alabama and Georgia,

and west to Wisconsin and Jlinnesota. The
leaves are one-half inch long, bright green above
and silvery beneath. The cones, which have few
thin bracts, are scarcely longer than the leaves.

The wood, light, soft, brittle, and light-red in

color, is extensively used in building. It warps
badly when exposed. The bark is largely em-
ployed in tanning leather, for which jiurpose it ia

preferred and more extensively used than any
other American product. Hemlock oil is distilled

from the branches and leaves, and pitch is ob-

tained from the trees. There are n\imcrous culti-

vated varieties which are very oriumicntal, espe-

cially while the trees are young. Tstiya Caro-
liiiiana is a second species, which occurs locally

in Virginia, North Carolina, and Georgia. Other
species are found in Asia. See SPRUCE.

HEMP (AS. henep, OHG. Iwnaf, hanof, Ger.

Hunf ; connected with Lat. cannabis, Gk. xivvapis,

kannabis, OChurch Slav, konoplya, Lith. kana-
pes, hemp, and probably with Skt. ^ana, hemp).
Cannabis sativa. A fibre plant of the natural
order Urticacese (q.v.), which has the male and
female flowers on diflTcrent plants. There is only
one known species of the genus, which varies con-

siderably, however, in dill'erent soil, climate, and
cultivation. It is an annual, a nalive of the
warmer parts of Asia, but has been cultivated in

Eiirope from the earliest historic times, and is

now naturalized in many parts of Europe and
America. Like flax, it adapts itself to diversities

of climate, and is cultivated equally well under
the burning sun of the tropics, and in the north-

ern parts of Russia. It is, however, readily

inJTired by frost, particularly when young; and
in many countries where it is cultivated, it suc-

ceeds only because the s\immcr is sufficiently long

for its whole life. Hemp varies very much in

height, according to the soil and climate; some-
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times it is only three or four feet, sometimea

fifteen or twenty feet. Notwithstanding the net-

tle-like coarseness of its leaves, it is an elegant

plant, and is sometimes utilized in shrubberies

and large flower borders. The stem is erect, more
or less branched; the leaves are five to nine-

fingered, the flowers yellowish-green, small, and
numerous. It is hollow or filled with only a soft

pith, surrounded by a tender brittle substance,

consisting chiefly of cellular tissue, with some
woody fibre, which is called the 'reed,' "boon,' or

'shive' of hemp. Over this is the thin bark, com-

posed chiefly of fibres extending parallel with the

stalk, with an outer membrane or cuticle. The
female plants are taller and stronger than the

male.
Hemp is cultivated for its fibre in almost all

countries in Eurojic; most extensively in the

centre and south of European Russia, which is

the chief hemp-exporting district. French hemp
is much esteemed in the market, as is also that

of England and Ireland, of which, however, the

quantity is comparatively inconsiderable. Hemp
is cultivated to some extent in the United States

;

especially Kentucky, Missouri, and Illinois. The
production has been greatly reduced in the last

quarter century, owing to the introduction of

Manila hemp and jute. Limestone soils and al-

luvial soils are best adapted to this plant. It is

very necessary to have the soil so rich, and to

sow the seed at such a season, that the plants

shall grow rapidly at first, as they thus form
long fibres. Hemp sown thinly produces a coarser

fibre than that sown thickly. It is not consid-

ered an exhaustive crop when the leaves of the

plant and the shive or boon are returned to

the land. As with flax, a thorough preparation

of the soil is necessary. With the ground well

prepared there is little trouble with weeds, as

hemp occupies the entire ground. The crop is

ready to cut when the first seeds are ripe, or

about 100 days from planting. Cutting is done

by a knife or by a heavy mower. The treatment

of hemp by 'retting,' etc., is similar to that of

flax (q.v. ). It is usually dew-retted by spread-

ing evenly over the ground to rot out the gums
that hold the filaments together. The hemp-

stalks are afterwards decorticated by hand beat-

ing or machinery and cleaned from the fibre by

'hackling.' The "fibre is tied up into 'hands' and

baled. The average yield of hemp-fibre is about

1000 pounds per "acre. The fibre of hemp is

generally used for coarser purposes than that of

flax, particularly for sail-cloth, pack-sheet, ropes,

and the calking of ships.

The seed of hemp is produced in great abun-

dance. It is commonly sold as food for cage-

birds: and birds are so fond of it that not only

the ripening fields, but the newly sown ground,

must be carefully guarded against their depre-

dations. Hemp is cultivated in warm countries

for a resinous secretion which has narcotic or

intoxicating qualities. In India the resin is com-

monly known as churrus or charras. See Hash-
ish.

While strictly speaking the name hemp belongs

to the plant Cannabis sniira. by common usage

it is now applied to other fibre-plants that in a

great measure supply the uses once filled by

common hemp alone. These are designated as

bowstring, Manila, Sisal, and Sunn hemp (see

below). Many lesser known fibre-plants pass

under the general name of hemp, though they

vary widely in their botanical aspects and rela-

tions.

HEMP, BowSTBiXG. The fibre produced by
iianscvieria spp., a genus of Liliaceoe with repre-

sentatives in tropical regions of both hemispheres.

The employment of the fibre for making bow-
strings led to this name. The plants are stem-

less perennials which grow wild in the jungles

and increase by runners. The leaves, which
yield readily to treatment in the fresh state, are

thick and fleshy, sword or lance-shaped, and rich

in fine lustrous fibre which ranges from two and
one-half to seven feet in length, does not rot read-

ily in water, and by experiment has been found to

be the strongest and best-fitted fibre for deep-sea

sounding. The plant, which is propagated readily

from cuttings, requires a good rich soil in which,

under favorable conditions, it will reach its full

groxrth in one year. Ordinarily, however, it does

not acquire its full size until the second season,

and some species do not yield a crop until the

third year. When once the land is stocked with

it a full crop may be expected from the roots

within twelve months after cutting. It does not

appear to exhaust the soil materially, and will

continue to make vigorous growth for a number
of years in the same place. The yield is about

50 pounds of fibre per ton of green leaves. The
total yield per acre has been reported by ex-

periments to be nearly two and a-half tons of

fibre annually.

HEMP, Indian. See Hashish.

HEMP, Manila, or Abaca. The fibre of a

species of plantain or banana (Musa textilis) , a

native of the Philippine Islands, where it is ex-

tensively cultivated. It is most widely grown
in the southern part of Luzon, and less exten-

sively on the islands of Samar, Leyte, Cebu, and
Mindanao. The fibre is white, easily separated,

and very tenacious. The harder and stronger

outer fibre is used for cordage, the finer inner

fibres for weaving delicate fabrics, and the inter-

mediate layers for manufacture of web-cloths and
gauzes. From the finer sorts of the fibre, veils,

crapes, robes, and women's hats of great beauty
are made; also various articles of men's wear,

as shirts and suitings of remarkable durability.

Manila hemp is largely used in the United
States for making binding twine and cordage.

Manila cordage is now used for every purpose
for whieii rope is employed. The best conditions

for the growth of abaca are shade and abundant
moisture, with good drainage. The finest growth
is obtained on the slopes of the volcanic moun-
tains. A new plantation is generally made of

young shoots, which very quickly throw out

suckers. Occasionally the plants are raised from
seed. The cultivation of the plant is simple.

\\'eeds and undergrowth must be kept down dur-

ing the first season, but after that the plants

will exterminate other growths. Plants raised

from year-old seedlings need at least two years,

while those raised from suckers require four years
before they will produce fibre of value.

The abaca is cut just before flowering, near
the roots, split open longitudinally, and the cen-

tral peduncle separated from the sheathing layers

of fibre. The fibrous coats are dried two or

three days in the shade, and are then scraped until

only the fibres remain. Two men will cut and
scrape about twenty-five pounds of the fibre in a
day. It takes about 3200 plants to produce a
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ton of 2240 pounds of fibre. The yield is about

one and one-third tons of fibre per acre annually.

The output of abaca is fairly uniform under
natural conditions. The exports fur several years

preceding the cession of the islands by iSpain

averaged about 100,000 tons annually.

HEMP, Sisal. The fibre of Agave rigida

sisaluna, order Ainaryllideoe, native of Yucatan,
Mexico, Central Anierica_, and West Indies, and
closely related to the century plant. It has been

introduced into the Bahamas and Florida. As a

cordage fibre it is second only to Manila hemp in

strength. Its straight smooth strands of fibre

become white upon drying without washing. The
plants yield best on a gravelly, rocUy soil in

comparatively arid districts only a few feet above

the level of the sea. It thrives upon the Florida

Keys, upon the almost naked coral rock, but will

not thrive when even slightly shaded. Plants

set out at 18 inches high from the nursery will

produce leaves fit for cutting in three years. The
life of a plant when undisturbed is six or seven

years, after which it sends up its blossom-stalk

and then dies. Cutting, however, extends its

life fifteen to twenty years. No special cultiva-

tion is needed except that the land be kept clean

i.nd the suckers kept down. The cutting of the

leaves is done in Yucatan by Indians, who use a
heavy-bladed, sabre-like knife called a machete.

The spine at the leaf-end is cut off and the leaves

bundled for removal to the machines. On large

plantations they are transported by steam-power
over tramways which reach different parts of the

estate. The fibre is separated from the fresh leaf

by a specially constructed machine called a

raspodor. The annual yield of fibre is from 1000

to 1470 pounds per acre, 50 to 70 pounds of

fibre being derived from 1000 leaves.

HEMP, Sunn. The fibre derived from the

bark of Crolalaria juncca, order Leguminosoe, a

native of India. The plant has been in cultiva-

tion from time immemorial upon the high, sandy
lands less suited for the more exacting crops.

Seed is generally sown in April or May, and in

August the plant, if grown for its fibre, is pulled

or cut close to the ground, laid in long rows till

the leaves begin to rot and separate from the

stalks, which are then steeped in water for a few
days, till the bark separates freely. The aver-

age yield is about 640 pounds of fibre per acre.

The fibre is not so strong as hemp, but good

cables, canvas, and cloth are made of it. It is

now exported in considerable quantity, .and is

known by various names, as brown hemp, Bengal

hemp, etc. Jubbulpore hemp (Crotohtria tcnui-

folia) is considered by some authorities to be a

variety of Crotahiria juncea. See Crotalarlv.

HEMP-AGRIMONY. A European medici-

nal plant. See Eupatorium.

HEM'PEL, CHARLE.S JuLHTS (1811-79). An
American homeopathist. He was born at Solin-

gen, in Prussia, and was educated there, at the

Universitv of Paris, and, after coming to the

United States (1835), at New York University.

In 1857 lie became professor of materia mediea at

the Hahnemann Medical College in Philadelphia,

and later practiced at Grand Rapids. Mich.,

where lie died. A man of considerable literary

ability, Hempel. who when a student in Paris

had assisted in the preparation of Michelet's fffs-

toire de la France, published translations of

Hahnemann's Chronic Diseases (1846), and of

Jahr's Mental Diseases (1853), as well as other
homeopathic manuals. His most ihiportant

works, however, were: A System of Materia
Mediea and Therapeutics (185!)) ; The Science of
Homccopathy (1874); and among several mis-

cellaneous .studies, Christendom and Civilization

(1840).

HEMP-PALM ( Trachycarpus excelsus ) . A
palm of China and Japan, the fibre of the leaves

of which is nmch employed in those countries for

making cordage. iiats are al.so made of its

leaves, and even cloaks and other garments for

wet weather. See CiiaM/EROps.

HEMP-SEED OIL (oleum cannabis). An oil

obtained from the seeds of the Cannabis sativa, or

common hemp (q.v.). It has a mild odor, nau-
seating taste, and a greenish-yellow color which
turns to brown with age. Its specific gravity
at 15" C. is .9276. It is freelv soluble in boiling

alcohol. It has weaker drying properties than
linseed, for which it is sometimes used as a
substitute in making paints and varnishes. It is

also used in soap manufacture. The seeds con-

tain about 30 per cent, of oil. Consult Sadtler,

Industrial. and Organic Chemistry (Philadelphia,

1900).

HEMP'STEAD. A village in Nassau County,
N. Y., about 20 miles east of New York City;
on the Long Island Railroad (Map: New York,
G 5). Its principal interests are in farming and
market gardening, though there are some manu-
facturing establishments. The village is a popu-
lar suburb of New York, and has the Hempstead
Institute. Camp Black was established here
during the war with Spain, as an encampment
for State troops. The water-works are owned
by the municipality. Hempstead was settled by
New Englanders in 1643. The Presbyterian
Church, organized the following year, claims to

be the oldest Presbvterian soeietv in the coun-

try. Population, in' 1900, 3582. Consult Onder-
donk. The Annnls of Hempstead, 161,3-1832

(Hempstead, 1878).

HEMPSTEAD. The county-.seat of Waller
County, Tex._. 50 miles northwest of Houston ; on
the Houston and Texas Central Railroad (Map:
Texas, G 4). It is an important shipping point,

especially for garden truck, being situated in a
farming and cotton-grow'ing region, and has
cotton-gins, cottonseed-oil mills, etc. Population,
about 2000.

HEMS. A city in Asiatic Turkey. See HoMS.
HEMSEN. See Hemes.sen.

HEMSTERHTJIS, hem'ster-hois. Frans
(c. 1721-90). A Dutch writer on moral philosophy
and iesthetics. He was born at Oroningen, the
son of Tiberius Hemsterhuis; studied at the

University of I-.eyden. and held a subordinate
place in the Council of State of the United Prov-
inces. He also devoted himself to literature and
art, and especially to philosophy, and is classed

with the sentimentalists of the eighteenth cen-

tury. His chief works are: Lettre sur la sculp-

lure (1769) : Lettre sur I'homme et scs rapports
(1772) ; Aristi'e. on de In divinity (1778) ; and
l)cs faeultcs dc I'ume (1791).

HEMSTERHUIS. Tn!Er.it:.s (1685-17661. A
celebrated Butch philologist. He was born at

(irimingen. studied nt the university there, and
in 1704 was appointed professor of mathematics
and philosophy at Amsterdam. In 1717 he was
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made professor of Greek at Franeker, although he

did not take up his residence there until three

years later. In 1740 he received a call to the

University of Leyden^ where he remained until

his death. One of tlie greatest Greek scholars

of his time, he may be said to have created a new
school of Greek philologj', to which belong his

distinguished pupils Uuhnken and Valckenaer.
His editions of the Onomasticon of Pollux (2

vols., 1700), of the Colloquia of Lucian (1708
and 1732), and of tlie Fluttts of Aristophanes
(1744) are his principal literary works. From
Hemsterhuis's manuscripts, Anecdota Hemstcr-
husiana (1825) have been edited by Geel, and
Orationes et Epistolce (1839) by Friedmann.
Consult: Ruhnken, h'Aogium Hemsterhtisii (Ley-

den, 1768; reprinted in the Bibliotheca Tcuh-
neriana) ; Lindemann, Vitw Duumvirorum T.

Bemsterhusii ct D. I'lthnkenii (Leipzig, 1882),
and Miiller, (Jcschiclitc tier klassischen Philologie

in den Niederlandcn (Leipzig, 1869).

HEN. See Fowl.

HENAULT, a'no', Charles Jean Francois
(1685-1770). A French historian. He became
president of the eoiir d'equetes in 1710, and mem-
ber of the French Academy in 1723. Later he
was the head of the household of Maria Lesz-

czynska, wife of Louis XV. He wrote much light

and graceful verse, and some mediocre plays; but
is best known for his excellent Abri-ge chro-

nologiqite (1744), the first successful attempt at

a general history of France. His Mdnioires{ \S5i)
are of value mainly because they contain interest-

ing anecdotes of men of note in his day.

HENBANE (Hyoscyainus) . A genus of plants
of the natural order Solanacea>. the members of

which have a tive-toothed calyx, an irregular
funnel-shaped corolla, and a capsule which opens
by a lid and is inclosed in the hardened calvx.

The species are mostly annual and biennial herbs,
natives of the Mediterranean region. The com-
mon henbane (Hyoscyamus niger) is not uncom-
mon in waste places in the neighborhood of

towns and villages in Europe, Northern Africa,
Asia, and as an escape in the Eastern United
States. It is also cultivated to some extent. It

is an annual or biennial, somewhat bushy, one
to four feet high, w'ith large sinuated or sharply
lobed leaves without leafstalks, and large, dingy
yellow flowers, with brownish-red or purple veins.

The whole plant is covered with clammy hairs,

and has a nauseous smell, which gives warning
of its strong narcotic, poisonous quality. Cases
of poisoning by henbane are not rare, since its

root somewhat resembles small parsnips. The
seeds contain in largest quantity the peculiar
alkaloid hyoscyamine. on which the properties of

the plant chiefly depend. The symptoms of

poisoning by henbane are similar to those pro-
duced by other narcotic poisons, and the proper
treatment is the same as in cases of poisoning by
opium. In medicine the leaves are commonly
used internally. They are gathered and quickly
dried when the plant is in full flower. Fomenta-
tions of henbane are applied to painful glandular
swellings, parts aft'eoted with neuralgia, etc., and
are often found to afford relief. Their action is

almost the same as that of belladonna, and tinc-
ture and extract of henbane are often adminis-
tered in cases of annoying cough, spasmodic
asthma, and other diseases that seem to demand
sedatives and anti-spasmodics. Henbane is also

employed to calm mental irritation and to in-

duce sleep. For many cases it has one great ad-
vantage over laudanum in not producing con-

stipation. The other species of henbane possess
similar properties. In Greece the dried stalks of
Byoscyuintis albus are smoked to allay toothache.

HENCKE, henk'e, Ivarl Ludwig (1793-1866).
A (iernian astronomer, born at Driesen, where he
was long postmaster. He discovered the planet-

oids Astra'a (1845) and Hebe (1847), and con-

tributed some additions to previous lists of stel-

lar magnitudes to Peter's Zeitschrift fiir As-
ironomic (1800) and the Monthly Notes of the
Astronomical Society (1859).

HEN'DEKSON. A city and the county-seat
of Henderson County, Ky., 10 miles below
Evansville, Ind., on the Ohio River, and on the
Louisville and Nashville, the Illinois Central,

and other railroads (Map: Kentucky, D 3). A
magnificent bridge crosses the Ohio at this point.

Among the attractions of the place are Atkinson
Park, containing 100 acres, and the county fair

grounds. The city has fine public school build-

ings, and owns a well-equipped sanatorium. Hen-
derson controls an important trade in to-

bacco, corn, and wheat; and among its indu.strial

establishments are cotton and woolen mills. grain-

elevators, tobacco-stemmeries, hominy-mills, saw
and planing mills, a furniture-factory, wagon-
works, coal-mines, etc. First incorporated in

1797. the city is now governed under a charter
of 1893, by a mayor, elected for four years and
ineligible for a second term, and a common
council, chosen by popular vote. The water-
works, gas plant, and electric-light plant are
owned and operated by the municipality. Popu-
lation, in 1890, 8835; 'in 1900, 10,272.

HENDERSON. A town and the county-seat
of Vance County, N. C, 44 miles north of Ra-
leigh, on the Seaboard Air Line and the Southern
railroads (Map: North Carolina. D 1). It car-

ries on an important trade in tobacco and cotton,

and has several extensive tobacco-warehouses,
cotton-mills, knitting-mills, cottonseed-oil mills,

buggy and wagon factories, etc. Settled in 1820,

Henderson was first incorporated in 1842. Under
a charter last revised in 1893. the government
is vested in a mayor, biennially elected, and a
municipal council. Population, in 1890, 4191;
in 1900, 3746.

HENDERSON. The county-seat of Chester
C-ounty, Tenn., 180 miles west southwest of Nash-
ville; on the Mobile and Ohio Railroad (Map:
Tennessee, C 5 ) . It is the seat of the Georgia
Robertson Christian College, and of the Vander-
bilt Training School. Henderson is the centre

of an agricultural region, and has some manu-
factures, and considerable cotton trade. Popula-
tion, .about 2000.

HENDERSON. The county-seat of Rusk
County, Tex., 100 miles north by east of Hous-
ton : on a branch of the International and Great
Northern Railroad (Map: Texas. G 3). It has a

normal college. There are cotton-gins, a pottery,

and other industries, and a trade in cotton, live

stock, etc. Population, about 2000.

HENDERSON, Alkxander (c.1583-1646).

One of the greatest men in Scottish history, and.

next to Knox, the most renowned ecclesiastic of

Scotland. He was bom in the Parish of Criech,

Fifeshire, about 1583, and educated at Saint

.\ndrews (M.A. 1603). He was presented to the
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living of Leuchars (1U14) by Archbishop Glad-

btaiK'S, where he was for a time unpopular; but

as he eluinged his views he became one of the

most iuliuential ministers of Scotland. In 1039

he was transferred to Edinburgli. He took an
active part against Episcopal innovations, and
was mainly responsible for the 'National Cove-
nant.' which was publicly signed in Grey Friars

Church, Edinburgh, 1G38. During the troubled

times of Charles I.'s reign Henderson's inlluenec

was felt in the negotiations for peace between
the Scottish ecclesiastics and the Court, and
when Charles visited Scotland in state (1G41)

Henderson attended him as chaplain, and later

oii went to Oxford to mediate between the King
and Parliament. In 1(!43 Henderson was elected

moderator for the tliird time in the Civneral As-
sembly at Edinburgh, and in that capacity pre-

sented a draught of tlie famous "Solenui League and
Covenant,' an instrument against prelacy which
was generally accepted by the Puritans. With
Baillie, Rutherford, and others, Henderson repre-

sented Scotland in the Westminster Assembly,

when the "Solemn League,' with slight modifica-

tions, passed both Houses and Iiecame law for the

two kingdoms. When in 1040 the King joined

the Scottish army and retired with it to New-
castle, he sent for Henderson, and discussed the

systems of Church govermnent in a number of

papers. Henderson died at Edinburgh. August
19, 1646, and his death was the occasion of a
national mourning in Scotland. For his life,

consult Alton (Edinburgh, 1836).

HENDERSON, Amdrew (clVOo-TS). A Scot-

tish maker and seller of books. He was born in

Roxburghshire, and was educated at Aberdeen
and in Edinburgh, where he afterwards was a
high-school teacher, as well as a tutor in private

noble families. He was in London when his

first book was published, a translation of Vol-

taire's Ciuirles A'//, nf Sweden (1734), but was
back in his native land in time to witness the

.Jacobite uprising, and to describe it in .1 History

of the Rebellion. 11 ',5 and JT'/O" (1748). He be-

gan his bookselling at Longacre, London, but con-

tinued to produce such histories as : Frederick,

Kinq of Siveden (1752) : William the Conqueror
(1764) ; memoirs: Dr. Archibald Cameron
(1753); Field-}farshal Leopold. Count Daun (a

French translation, 1757): and Field-Marshal
James Keith (1758) : as well as certain disputa-

tious writing directed against the Bishop of Ches-

ter and Dr. Samuel .Tohnson, with a side thrust

at Smollett. But his best book is said to be

The Life of William Augustas, Duke of Cumber-
land (1700).

HENDERSON, Charles Hanford (1861 — ).

An American educator, born in Philadelphia, and
educated at the I'nivcrsity of Pennsylvania and
in Zurich. For two years (1883-85) he was lec-

turer at the Franklin Institute in Philadelphia,

and then, after two years of editorial work, was
appointed principal of the Philadelphia Jtanual

Training High School (1892-96). In 1898 and
1899 he directed the Pratt Institute High School

in Brooklyn. His publications include The Ele-

nirnis of Phi/sirs (1900), and many essays upon
educational and social subjects.

HENDERSON, Ch.\ri.er Richmond (1848
— ) . .\n American sociologist, born in Covington,

Ind. He graduated at the University of Chicago

in 1870, and received the degree of S.T.B. at Union

Theological Seminary in 1873. From 1873 to 1883

he was pastor at Tcrrc Haute, and from 1883 to

1892 at Detroit. In 1892 ho was elected assist-

ant professor of sociology at Chicago University,

and afterwards was advanced to the full pro-

fessorship. His principal works are: .In Intro-

duction to the Study of the Dependent. Defective,

and Delinquent Classes (1898) ; Social Elements
(1898); Social Setllemrnts (1899). His discus-

sions are practical ratlicr tlian theoretical; and
Ids works are characterized by a tone of healthy

optimism.

HENDERSON, D.\viD Bremner (1840—).
An American statesman, born at Old Deer, Aber-
deenshire, Scotland. He went to Illinois in

1S40, to Iowa in 1349, graduated at Upper Iowa
University (Fayette, Iowa), studied law in an
oifice at Dubuque, and was admitted to the bar
in 1805. In ISOl he enlisted as a jirivate in the

Twelfth Regiment Iowa Volunteer Infantry, was
elected and commissioned first lieutenant of Com-
pany C, and served initil discharged, February
26, "l863, owinsj to the loss of a leg at the battle

of Corinth, F^rom May, 1803, to .June, 1804, he
was commissioner of tlie board of enrollment of

the Third Iowa District, and tlien reentered the

armj- as colonel of the Forty-sixth Iowa Volun-

teer Infantry, in which rank he served to the

close of the war. From 1805 until his resigna-

tion in 1809 he was collector of internal revenue

for the Third Iowa District, in 1809 began to

practice law as member of si Dubucpie firm, and
in 1869-71 w^as Assistant United States District

Attorney for the Northern Division of the Dis-

trict of Iowa. He was elected to the Federal

House of Representatives in 1882, as a Republic-

an from the Third Iowa District, was chairman
of the Committee on Judiciary, and a member of

the Committee on Rules in the Fifty-fourth and
Fifty-fifth Congresses, and in 1899, at the organ-

ization of the Fifty-sixth Congress, was elected

to succeed T. B. Reed, resigned, as Speaker of

the House. He was also chairman of the Iowa
delegation at three national Republican conven-

tions. In Congress he acquired reputation for

his skill in debate, and the wise conduct of his

important legislative oflSce.

HENDERSON, Ebenezer (1784-1858). A
Scotch missionary and linguist. He was bom
of poor and humble parents in Fifeshire. Novem-
ber 17, 1784. He worked as a clockmaker and
shoemaker, but in 1803 entered Robert Haldane's

seminary in Edinburgh and studied theolog;^^ He
planned in 1805 to accompany the Rev. John Pat-

erson to India: l)ut as this did not jirove practi-

cable, he located at Elsinore, Denmark, and de-

voted himself to the distribution of Bibles in the

Scandinavian countries. In the eotirse of his

labors he visited Sweden and Lapland, Iceland,

Denmark, and Germany. In 1818 he accompanied

Dr. Paterson through Russia as far as Tiflis,

and until 1825, when the Russo-Greek Church
induced the Czar to interdict the Bible Society,

he resided at Saint Petersburg. Returning home,
he was appointed tutor of the Mission College,

Gosport. and from 1830 till 1850 was professor

of Oriental languages in Highbury Congrega-

tional College. He died at iMortlake. May Ifi,

1858. His linguistic attainments were very

great; he made himself acquainted not only with

the ordinary languages of scholarship, but also

with Hebrew, Syriac, Ethiopian, Russian, Arabic,
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Tatar, Persian, Turkish, Armenian, Manchu,
Mongolian, and Coptic. The first Bible society

in Denmark was organized by him (1814); he

was associated with the London Religious Tract
Society and the Society for the Propagation of

the Gospel Among the Jews. He published an
account of his travels in Iceland (1818) ; Russia

(1826) ; The Vaudois: A Tour to the Valleys of
Piedmont (184:)) ; several volumes of Bible an-

notations; enlarged Charles Buck's Theological

Dictionary ( 1833) ; and edited numerous volumes
of other writers. For his life, consult Henderson
(London, 1859).

HENDERSON, James Pinckney (1808-58).

An American soldier and political leader. He
was born in Lincoln County, N. C. ;

practiced

law in Mississippi, went to Texas in 1836, and
ser\'ed as brigadier-general during the revolution

of that year. He was Secretary of State of the

Texan Republic in 1837-39, was a minister to

England and France to secure the recognition of

Texan independence, and went to Washington in

1844 to secure annexation. He was a member
of the Texas Constitutional Convention in 1845,

and in the following year was elected first Gov-
ernor of the State after annexation. He served

in the Mexican War, and was presented with a
sword by Congress. In 1857 he was appointed
Senator from Te.xas as a State-Rights Demo-
crat.

HENDERSON, .John (1747-85). An English
actor of Scotch descent, native of Cheapside,
London. In Bath (1772) he made his debut as

Hamlet, was fairly successful in other Shake-
spearean roles, and came to be known as 'Bath
Roscius.' In 1777 he was acting at the Hay-
market, London, and for the two following years
was with Sheridan at Drury Lane, making him-
self famous as Shylock and FalstaflF, besides

creating characters in plays of Shirley, Cumber-
land, Jephson, and Mackenzie. He was engaged
at Covent Garden from 1779 until his death, and
was ever remembered gratefully by Mrs. Siddons,

whom he had encouraged, and by many others of

the profession, though Garrick was jealous of him,
and he had earned the ill will of another actor-

manager by his powers of mimicry. The deficien-

cies of Henderson's voice and person were over-

balanced by the superior qualities of his mind,
and he achieved special renown as a reader and
a reciter of dramatic monologues. Gainsborough,
his intimate friend, painted his picture, and
there are portraits of him also by Stewart and
Romney. He was buried in Westminster Abbey.

HENDERSON, Peter (1822-90). A Scotch-

American horticulturist, born at Pathhead. Scot-

land. He came to America in 1843, and engaged
in horticultural pursuits. In 1862 he opened a

seed store in New York City, and in 1871 under-

took the seed business on a large scale under the

firm name of Peter Henderson & Co. He was
not only very successful as a seed-merchant, but
also did much to develop improved varieties of

horticultural plants. He has been deservedly

called 'the father of horticulture and ornamental
gardening' in the United States. He wrote much
for horticultural journals, and was the author of

the epoch-making bonk entitled Practical Flori-

culture (1867), which has passed through many
editions. Some of his other works are: Garden-
ing for Profit (1860) ; Oardening for Pleasure

(1875) ; and Garden and Farm Topics (1884),

HENDERSON, Richard (1734-85). An
American pioneer, born in Hanover County, Va.
He removed to Granville County, N. C, in 1762;
studied law, was admitted to the bar. and in 1769
was appointed Associate Justice of the Superior
Court. After the Declaration of Independence
and the organization of the State Government in
North Carolina, he was reelected judge, but was
prevented from accepting that position by his

participation in a scheme organized under the
name of the Transylvania Land Company, by
which in 1775 the Cherokee Indians were induced
to transfer to the company all the land lying

between the Cumberland River, the Cumberland
Jlountains, and the Kentucky River, and situated
south of the Ohio. This territory, half as large

as the present State of Kentucky, was organized
by Henderson and his associates into a political

community, with president, legislature, and
judges; but the State of Virginia annulled the
purchase from the Indians, whose chiefs had
signed the Treaty of Watoga for the purposes of

the transfer. Nevertheless the enterprise and
success of Henderson and his friends in coloniza-

tion and settlement were rewarded by the Vir-

ginia Legislature with the grant of a tract of

land twelve miles square on the Ohio River, be-

low the mouth of Greene River. After a short
residence in Nashville, Tenn., where he practiced

law. he returned to North Carolina, and engaged
in farming on a large scale.

HENDERSON, Thomas (1798-1844). A
Scotch astronomer, born at Dundee, and edu-
cated at the academy of that city. He had to go
to work at fifteen, but all his spare time was
spent on astronomy. From 1819 to 1831 he was
secretary to the Earl of Lauderdale and to Lord
Jeffrey, and during this period became known
to astronomers ni Edinburgh and to the Royal
Society of London. In 1831 he was made royal

astronomer at the Cape of Good Hope, succeed-

ing Fellows, but resigned two years later; was
appointed astronomer royal for Scotland, pro-

fessor of practical astronomy at Edinburgh, and
director of the Calton Hill Observatory. He
•died at Edinburgh. Henderson wrote contribu-

tions, on the orbits of several comets, to the

Astronomische Nachriehten; and published five

volumes of his observations ( 1838-43 ; continued
by Smyth, 1843-52). He is best known for his

new method of calculating occultations (1824)

and for his remarkable ability in astronomical

cftmputation.

HENDERSON, William James (1855—).
An American musical critic and scholar, born

at Newark, N. J. He is regarded as one of

the most accomplished scholars in music in

America, and is a frequent contributor to the

leading magazines and reviews. He graduated

from Princeton in 1876. and immediately began

work as a journalist, serving in 1883 as a re-

porter, four years later as the musical critic of

the New York Times, and in 1902 of the New
York Sun. Later he received the ajjpointment

of lecturer on musical history in the New Y'ork

College of Music. Besides writing the librettos

to a number of light operas, he published: What
is Good Music? (1898) and Bow music Devel-

oped (1899), both of which are regarded as

authorities. He also published Preludes and

Studies, a story ol music. The Orchestra and
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Orchestral Music (1902), and numerous other

tales and stories.

HEN'DEBSONVILXE. A town and the

county-scat of Henderson County, N. C, 21 miles

south of Asheville; on the Southern Railway
(Map: North Carolina, B 4). It has a tannery,

a furniture-factory, a lumber-yard, etc., and
considerable trade in agricultural products, par-

ticularly potatoes, cabbages, and apples. Tlie

town enjoys considerable popularity as a summer
resort. Population, in 1890, 121G; in 1900, 1017.

HEN'DON. A towTi in Middlesex, England,
situated on the picturesque coach route from
London to Saint Alban's, six miles northwest of

Saint Pancras Station, London (Map: London,

C 6). Population, in 1891, 15,800; in 1901, 22,-

450.

HEN'DEICKS, Thomas Andrews (1819-85).

An American politician. He was born near
Zanesville, Ohio; was early taken by his parents

to Indiana; graduated at South Hanover College

in 1841, and two years later was admitted to

the bar. He practiced his profession with suc-

cess in Indiana; was a member of the Legisla-

ture and the State Constitutional Convention of

1851 : and was a member of Congress from 1851

lo 1855. He was United States Senator from
1803 to 1869, and in 1868 was a candidate for

the Democratic nomination for President. In

the next Presidential election, the Democratic
candidate, Horace Greeley, having died before the

casting of the electoral votes, they were given to

Hendricks. He was Governor of Indiana from
1873 to 1877. He ran for Vice-President of the

United States on the ticket with Samuel .T. Til-

den in 1876, and was elected Vice-President in

1884 on the ticket with Grover Cleveland, but

died on November 25th of the following year.

HENTKICKSON, George Lincoln (1865
— ) . An American Latinist, born at Winchester,

111. He was educated at Beloit College, the Johns
Hopkins University, and the universities of Bonn
and Berlin. From 1S91 to 1896 he was professor

of Latin at the University of Wisconsin, and
in 1897 was appointed to a similar chair at the

University of Chicago. His writings include fre-

quent contributions to the Ayyierican Journal of

Philolofiy on subjects relating to the history of

Latin literature.

HENGEST, heng'gest, or HENGIST AND
HOB'SA. The legendary leaders of the first

(Jennaiiic invaders of Britain. About 449 A.D.

a band of Jutes landed at Ebbsfleet on the island

of Thanet. They came from the peninsula now
called Jutland, and, according to tradition, were
in three vessels. Tradition has assigned to their

leaders the names of Hengest and Horsa, one

meaning the horse and the other the mare. It

is now generally held that these names are mj'thi-

eal. This point of view is confirmed by the

fact that Hengest is the name assigned to the

hero of many different traditions. The cromlech
called 'Wayland Smithy' has sometimes been
designated as a monument to Hengest and Horsa.
Consult Elton. Oric/ius of Enr/Ush Ilislory (Lon-
don. 1882). See Anglo-Saxons.
HENGSTENBERG, heng'stcn-bfrK. Ernst

WiLHELM (1802-69). The leader of the Conser-

vative School of theologians in Germany during
the first half of the nineteenth century. He was
born in Westphalia. October 20. 1802, the son of

a clergyman. He studied at Bonn and became

tutor in Basel (1823-24). Going to Berlin in

1824 as privat-docent, he put himself at the head

of a rising orthodox school, and, with most con-

scientious devotedness, made the scientific defense

of their principles the aim of his labors in the

university and through the press. Ho was made
professor extraordinary in 1826, and full pro-

fessor in 1828. As editor of the Evanij<'lisclie

Kircheiizeitung, begun in 1827, he combated

rationalism even in n.s mildest forms, .seeking to

restore the orthodoxy and (Jhurch discipline of

the sixteenth and seventetmth centuries. \Vith

the same view were written all his principal

works: Chrislologie des alten Testaments (1829-

35; 2d ed. 1854-57); Beiirdge zur Einleitung

ins alle Testament (1831-39); Kommentar iiber

die Psalmen (1842-45; 2d ed. 1850) ; Das llohe-

lied Salomonis ausgelegt (1853); and others

devoted to the defense of the old interpreta-

tion and criticism of the Scriptures against the

results of modern biblical science. Hengsten-

berg's influence in ecclesiastical matters also

was employed in carrying out the high Lutheran
dogmas of the Church, of Church otKces, and of

the sacraments, by persecution of sectaries, by
opposition to the union of Lutherans and Re-

formed, and by attempts to depose from their

chairs Gesenius, Wegscheider, De Wette, and
other rationalistic teachers in the universities.

He died in Berlin, May 28, 18G9. Among his

later works were: Die Weissagungen dcs Prophe-

ten Ezekiel (1867-68); Geschichte des Reiches

Gottes unter dem alien Bunde (1809-71); Das
Btich Biob erlautert (1870-75). Most of his ex-

egetical and critical works have been translated.

For his life, consult Bachmann and Schmalen-

bach (Gutersloh, 1876-92).

HEN-HARRIER. See Hen-Hawk.

HEN-HAWK, Hen-Harrieb, or Chicken-
Hawk. A hawk which attacks poultry. This

definition includes an extensive list and variety

of birds of prey, if the entire English-speaking

world is considered, and the accusation is not

always a fair one, as the offense is occasional

rather than habitual with many of the birds

against which it is charged. The term 'hen-har-

rier' is British, and belongs to the subfamily

Circina?, represented in the United States by the

innocent marsh-hawk (q.v.). Many of the eagles

and larger falcons, as well as some of the smaller

ones, do now and then swoop upon domestic

fowls: yet these robberies constitute only a small

proportion of their food, which mainly consists of

small mammals, frogs, grasshoppers, and other

insects. In certain places, the smaller falcons

may become a serious local nuisance to the poul-

try-keeper, especially -in winter; but in general

the harm they do is far more than compensated
for by their service to agriculturists in destroy-

ing injurious rodents and insects. The miscel-

laneous destruction of hawks and owls is there-

fore unwise. The species commonly called hen-

hawks include two birds, the red-tailed and the

red-shouldered hawk. See Buzzard.
Red-Tailed Hawk. Tlie redtail (Butco bore-

alis) is one of the largest, most numerous, and
most widely distributed of North .American buz-

zard-hawks. It is from 19 to 25 inches long, and
its spread of wings is from 49 to 58 inches. In

maturity the upper surface is blnckish-brown,

variegated with whitish and dull rust-color, the

last tint growing brighter on the upper surface
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of the tail, which hag a blackish cross-band near
the end. The under surface of the body is butfy
white, the belly marked with dark streaks.

Young specimens show a dark zone across the
lower part of the breast, and from six to ten
regular dark bands across the gray tail. West-
ern specimens vary a good deal, and were de-

scribed as separate species by early writers. The
majority of them leave the Northern States in

winter, and migrate in large (locks. They build
their nests in tall trees. Their food includes all

the mammals from the size of a squirrel down-
ward, and all sorts of birds from grouse and
rails to sparrows; but this larger game is far

outnumbered by tlie smaller gophers, mice, frogs,

insects, and carrion >ipon which they principally

subsist. Fisher declares that it has been demon-
strated by careful examination of stomachs that
poultry and game birds do not constitute more
than 10 per cent, of the food of this bird.

Eed-Siiouldered H.\wk. This species (Buteo
lineatiis) is rather less in size than the redtail,

and generally more reddish in plumage, especially

bright on the shoulders, while the lower parts
(whitish in the young) are everywhere rusty in

color, transversely barred with a darker tint.

The tail is black, covered by about six bands of

white. It is a rather heavy, sluggish bird, and
lives throughout the year south of the Great
Lakes, frequenting lowlands and marshes, except
in the spring, when it retires to the woods for

breeding purposes. The great tree-built nest is

often begun before the end of February. This
hawk's diet is exceedingly varied, and includes
a larger proportion of frogs and snakes than the
redtail's. It preys principally on mice, however,
and almost never attacks poultry, so that its

reputation as a hen-hawk is undeserved. On the
contrary, its work is of the highest benefit to

farmers, who should carefvilly preserve it. A
similar species, Swainson's hawk, of the Western
interior, is equally beneficial and worthy of pro-

tection because of the great numbers of gophers,
locusts, and the like it kills at all seasons.

Chicken-Hawks. Under this head may be men-
tioned a few of the smaller destructive falcons.

The goshawk and gyrfalcon (qq.v. ) are so rare
that the harm resulting from them is small. The
sharp-shinned hawk {Accipitcr I'clox) is a true
falcon, and inhabits all of North America, mi-
grating annually from the northern districts to
the warmer, parts. It is about a foot long. Its

pointed wings stretch about two feet, and they
enable it to fly with extreme swiftness and power.
In color it is uniformly grayish above, darker on
the crown, and the tail is crossed by several black-
ish bands; below, the surface is white, with
breast and sides barred dusky or rufous. It takes
its name from the sharp front of the tarsi. Its
courage and boldness are admirable, but they are
unfortunately directed mainly against birds,
which constitute almost all of its food. Where it

settles on a farm it lives upon young chickens,
since these are more easily caught than wild
birds; and it stays in the neighborhood until it is

killed or the supply of poultry is exhausted. It
is to be noted in its favor, however, that it preys
persistently upon the English sparrows. Cooper's
hawk (Accipitcr Coopcri) is nearly twice as large
as the sharpshin, but closely resembles it in color.
It is not found much north of the Saint Lawrence
and Saskatchewan valleys, and in winter retreats
south of the middle part of the United States.

Like the sharpshin, it feeds mainly upon birds,

and is destructive to English sparrows and poul-
try, with a special fondness for domestic pigeons.

Tliese two smaller falcons, and certain owls, are
responsible for most of the evil reputation at-

taching to the hawk tribe in the minds of un-
discriminating poultry-keepers.

BlBLiouBAPHY. Fishei', Hawks and Owls of
the Viiilcd States (Washington, 1893).

HENKE, henk'e, Heineich Philipp Konrad
(1752-1809). A German Protestant ecclesiastical

historian, born at Hehlen. lie was educated at

Brunswick and at Helmstedt, where in 1778 he
became professor of theology. He is best known
as author of a valuable AUgeineine Geschichte der
cUristlichen Kirche (1795-1806). Consult the

biography by Wolff and Bollmann (Helmstedt,
1816).—His youngest son, Ernst Ludwig Theo-
DOR Henke (1804-72), born at Helmstedt, was
also a Church historian. In 1833 he became pro-

fessor at Jena, and in 1843 at Marburg, where
six years afterwards he was appointed supervisor

of the Theological Seminary. His worlcs include:

(leorg Calixtus und seine Zeit (1853-60) ; Papst
Pius VII. (1860); and Konrad von Marburg
(1861). For his biography, consult Mangold
(Marburg, 1879).

HENLE, hen'le, Friedrioh Gustav Jakob
(1809-85). A German physiologist and anato-
mist, born at Fiirth. He studied at Bonn and
Heidelberg (1827-32), and then became assistant

to Rudolphi in the anatomical museum at Berlin,

and in 1834 demonstrator of anatomy under
Johann Miiller. Three years later he became pri-

vat-docent in Berlin, and made a specialty of mi-
croscopic anatomy and pathology'. From 1840 to

*

1844 he was professor of anatomy and physiology
at Zurich, and in the latter year went to Heidel-

berg as professor of anatomy. At this time he
wrote Handbuch der rationeUen Pathologie (3d
ed. 1855). which put him in the first rank of the

members of the rational-physiological school. His
most important work was Handbuch der systema-
tischen Anatomie des Menschen (3d ed. 1876-79),

in connection with which he issued Anatomischer
Handatlas zum Gebrauch itn Scciersaal (3d ed.

1895-96). Henle's other works include: Patholo-

pische Vntersuchungen (1840); Handbuch der
aUgemeinen Anatomie (1841); Grundriss der
Anatomie des Menschen, mit Atlas (4th ed.

1901). He also wrote yearly reviews on pathol-

ogv' and anatomy for Miiller's Archiv (1838-42),
and on anatomv in general in Cannstatt's Jahres-
hericht (1844-55). In 1841 he founded with
Pfeufer the Zeitschrift fiir rationelle Medizin.
For his life, consult Merkel (Brunswick, 1891).

HENIiEY, John (1692-1756), commonly
known as Orator Henley. An eccentric English
clergj'man. son of Rev. Simon Henley. He was
born at Melton Mowbray, Leicestershire, and edu-
cated at Saint John's College. Cambridge. While
an undergraduate, he sent a witty letter to the
Spectator (1712). After leaving the university,

he became headmaster of the grammar school of

his native town. He was also ordained, and held
for some time a curacy there. In 1714 he pub-
lished a rhetorical poem entitled Esther, Queen
of Persia. He also compiled at this period a
grammar of seven languages called Tlie Complete
Linguist (1719-21). Removing to London, he
was appointed reader at the Church of Saint

Joseph the JIartyr. He found it agreeable to re-
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tire, in 1724, to tlie rectory of Chelmondiston, in

Sutfolk. Again, his talents not being appreciated,

he left the Cliuieh, ami rotnnieil lu Liiiulon,

where he openeil. in 17-li, his I'anums oratory in

Newport Jlarket, ahove the market-house. He
preached on Sundays and lectured on W'ednes-

daj'S. His pompous elocution and his strange

service drew for a time large congregations.

He struck medals of admission to his hall,

bearing the device of a star rising to the

meridian with the motto, Ad suinina, and be-

low, Invcnhim mam aut faciam. His pulpit

was covered with velvet and adorneil with gold,

and over liis altar was raised tlie inscription, 'The

Primitive Eucharist." In 1730 he became a pen-

sioner of Walpole, editing for him the rather dis-

reputable periodical called the Hyp Doctor. He
was ridiculed by Pope, and he furnished the sub-

ject for two plates by Hogarth. Fifty manu-
script volumes of his lectures were deposited in

the British Museum.

HENLEY, Robert, Earl of Northington. See
NOKTIII.NGTON.

HENLEY, Waltek de. An English friar and
author of the thirteenth century. He wrote in

French a work called Hosebaiidri, which for two
centuries was the best treatise on the subject.

The book was several times translated into Latin
and English, and once into Welsh. A unique

copy of an English version is in the possession of

the Cambridge University Librarj'.

HENLEY, Wti-LIAM ERXEST(184n-in0.3). An
Englisli author and editor, born at Gloucester.

He was educated at the Crypt Grammar School

. at Gloucester. While ill at a hospital in Edin-
Inirgh in 1874—which experience he afterwards
embodied in Hospital Rhymes—he met Robert
Louis Stevenson, and the two men, in many ways
alike, were intimate friends for thirteen years.

Together they wrote the plays, Dcnron Brodie
(1879); Beau Austin, an admirable comedy;
Admiral Guinea ; and Robert Mncaire; and
Stevenson contributed to several of Henley's pub-
lications. Henley edited London (1877-78) ; the

Magazine of Art (1882-86) ; the Scots Observer,

which was transferred to London as the National
Observer (1888-9.3) ; and the New Review (1893-

flS). There has been adverse criticism of Henley
for his arraignment of Balfour's Life of Steven-
son, which he claimed did not give a true idea
of his friend's character. He has also been
•criticised for his point of view in the essay on
Burns, The Centenary Burns (1897), with t. F.

Henderson (terminal essay by W. E. H., reprinted

as The Life, Genius, and Achievement of Robert
Burns in ISflS). He was strong in his likes and dis-

likes, and arrogant, even aggressive, in his state-

ment of them. But the brilliant style, the acute
insight, the technique, the p\ingcnt fidicitous

wit, make the work a tour de force of criticism.

His Views and Reviews, Litentlurc (1900), and
Views and Reviews, Paintiny and Sculpture
(1901), are collected from previous publications.

They show primarily his own personality, but
they are never commonplace and never dull. His
learning is solid, whether he touches on literature

or art: and he is always suggestive. As a poet,

Henley belongs to the 'fleshly school.' In subject

and treatment he is essentially modern and orig-

inal. Perhaps his most characteristic work is

London Voluntaries (in Sony of the Su-ord,

1898). His poetry, like his prose, is egotistical.

Sometimes his imagery is grotesque, and his

humor of the grimmest, but lie ha«l the gift of

original and powerful expression. He edited

Lyra Ucroica (1892); .1 London Garland

(1895); English Lyrics (1897); The Works of

Lord Byron (1897); The Poetry of Wilfrid

Blunt (1898, with George Wyndham) : and wrote
London Types (1898, with W. Nidiolson); A
Book of Verses (1888) ; Poems (1898) ; For Eng-
land's Sake (1900); Hawthorn and Lavender,

and Other Verses (1901) ; and Shakespeare, the

Edinburgh Folio (1901).

HENLEY-ON-THAMES. A town in Oxford-

shire, England, on tlic left bank of tlie Tlianies;

35 miles west of London. It is a favorite boating

and angling resort, famous for the annual regatta

held here since 1839, in wliich crews from the

universities participate (Map: England, E 5).

American colleges are frequently rei)re.scnted.

An elegant stone bridge which spans the Thames,
the old parish church, grammar school, town hall,

library and reading-rooms, are prominent fea-

tures. Henley dates from the Roman occupation

and received a charter of incorporation from
Elizabeth. Population, in 1891, 4900; in 1901,

5984. Consult Burn. History of Henley-on-

Thames (London, 1801).

HENLEY REGATTA. The most famous
open rowing contest in the world, held annually at

Henley-on-Thames, during the month of .Tuly^ It

lasts for three days, during wliich the gathering

of a brilliant assemblage makes the river and its

banks a scene of the utmost picturesqueness. In

1829 this course was chosen for rowing contests

between Oxford and Cambridge; and in .June,

1839, the first regatta was held. The course is one

mile 550 v'ards in length ; owing to the narrowness

of the river, all races are rowed in heats of only

two boats at a time. Tlie events, which are open to

all amateurs, English and foreign, are the Grand
Challenge Cup, Ladies' Plate, Thames Challenge

Cup for eight-oars ; Stewards', Visitors', and
Wyfold Challenge Cups for four-oars; Silver

Goblets (Nickalls Challenge Cup) for pairs; and
the Diamond Sculls for single scullers. Toward
the close of the nineteenth century the purely

amateur character of the regatta was threatened

by the increasing participation of crews trained

by professional coaches, and competing with all

the advantages of professionalism. This gave

rise to considerable agitation, and a strong de-

mand on the part of some of the English rowing
clubs for the exclusion of foreign crews. The
culmination of the agitation occurred in 1002,

when a regulation was enacted which ]irohibited

all competing crews and individuals frnm the en-

joyment of a professional coach for a period of

tliirty days immediately preceding the race or
regatta.

HENLO'PEN, Cai'e. See Cape Heni.opi-:n-.

HENNA, or HINNA (Ar. hinna', from ha-

mi'a, to be green). A name given to Lausonia
alba, a shrub of the natural order Lythraceic.

The species was formerly divided into Lausonia
inermis and Lau'sonia .'ipinosa, but both are now
grouped under La.wsoniir alba, the only species.

They difTered in little but that the one is un-

armed and the other thorny, the latter being also

the larger plant. Henna grows in moist situa-

tions throughout the north of .Africa. .-Xrabia,

Persia, and the E.ist Indies. It is cultivated

in many places for the sake of its flowers, which
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are much prized for their fragrance, particularly

by the Egyptian ladies ; but still more for the

sake of the leaves, which abound in coloring

matter, and which, being dried, powdered, and
made into a paste with hot water and catechu,

are very generally employed by women through-

out the East to stain the nails and tips of the

fingers of an orange color; also by men to dye
their beards, the orange color being converted
into a deep black by indigo; and for dyeing the

manes and hoofs of horses, and to dye skins and
leather reddish-yellow. Powdered henna-leaves

form a large article of export from Egypt to

Persia, and to various parts of Turkey, from
which they find their way to more northern

countries, and even to Germany, to be employed
in dyeing furs and some kinds of leather. The
use of henna for staining the nails appears to

have prevailed from very ancient times. See

Alkanet.
HENNE-AM-KHYN, hen'ne am ren, Otto

(1828— ). A Swiss-German historian of civiliza-

tion. He was born at Saint Gall in Switzerland,

and was the son of Anton Henne, a Swiss histo-

rian and poet. He studied at Bern, and after

holding several positions as teacher and archiv-

ist in Switzerland, went in 1872 to Leipzig, where
he was editor of the Freimaurerzeitung. From
1882 to 1885 he lectured in the University of

Zurich, and since 1885 he has been State archiv-

ist at Saint Gall. He wrote: Geschichte dcs

Schiceizert^olks und seiner Kiiltur (last ed.

1879); Eultiirgeschichte der neuem Zeit (1870-

72) ; Die deutsche Volkssage (1879) ; Allgemeine
Kiilturgeschichte von der Vrzeit bis siir Gegen-

wart. (i877-97) ; Kiilturgeschichte des Judentums
(2d ed. under the title Kulttirgeschichte des jil-

dischen Volks, 1892) ; Das Jeiiseits (1881) ; Die
Kreuzzilge und die Kultur ihrer Zeit (1883-84) ;

Kulturgeschiehte dcs deutschen Volks (last ed.

1898) ; Die Kultur der Yergangenlieit, Gegen-
tcart und Zukunft (last ed. 1892) ; Die nationale

Einigung der Deutschen (1891); Das Christen-

tum und der Fortschritt (1892); Die Fran in

der Kulturgeschichte (1892) ; Die Gebrechen und
Siindcn der Sittcnpolizei (last ed. 1897); Ge-

schichte des Rittertums (1893) ; Die Freimaurer
(1894) ; Die Jcsititcn (3d ed. 1894) ; Aria, das
Reich des eiaigen Fricdens im 20. Jahrh. Ein
Zukunftshild (1895); Handbuch der Kultur-
geschichte (1900-01). His autobiography ap-

peared in Deutsche Denker, vol. viii. (Danzig,

1890).

HENNEBERG, hen'ne-bers, Wilhelm ( 1825-

90). A German agricultural chemist, born at

Wasserleben. He was educated at Brunswick,
Jena, Giessen, the agricultural college at Ba-
dersleben, and in England. In 1853 he
founded at Celle the Journal fiir Landu-irtschaft

;

four years later he was appointed director of the

new experimental station near Gottingen, and in

1865 professor in the university. The founder of

a new school of agricultural chemistry, especially

in the matter of pasturage, he wrote, with Stoh-

mann. Beitriige zur Begriindung einer rationel-

len Fiitterung der Wiederkauer (1860-64), and
Neue Beitriige (1870-71).

HENNEGATT, hPn'ne-gou. See Hainait-T.

HENNEPIN. en'pflN'. Louis (c.l640-c.l706).

A Belgian missionary and explorer in America.
He was born at Ath. in Hainault. and at an early

age joined the Recollet branch of the Franciscan

Order, becoming a successful preacher in Bel-

gium and Northern France. In 1075 he em-
barked for Canada in the same ship with La
Salle, the explorer, and Bishop Laval, of Quebec.
The next year he was in the Indian mission of

Fort Frontenac, and visited the Mohawk country.

In 1678 he accompanied La Salle's expedition to

Niagara and the upper lakes, and constructed a
vessel in which they proceeded by the Erie,

Huron, and Michigan lakes to Saint Joseph's

Eiver, which they navigated in canoes. Reach-
ing the Illinois, they built Fort Crfevecceur. Here
La Salle left them, and Hennepin and his party
proceeded down the Illinois to the Mississippi.

They were captured by the Sioux and carried up
the Mississippi, but were soon released, and Hen-
nepin returned to Quebec. During this journey
Hennepin discovered the Falls of Saint Anthony,
July 3, 1680, and one of his party penetrated as

far as Lake Superior. Hennepin soon after sailed

for France, where he published his Descrip-

tion de la Louisuine (1683-84), containing

an account of La Salle's expedition and of the

missionary's own discoveries. Hennepin re-

fused to return to America, though ordered

to do so by his superiors of the Church,
and took refuge in Holland. After La Salle's

death Hennepin published his Nouvelle decouverte

d'un tris grand pai/s situc dans VAmfrique. In
this he claimed to have been the first man to

descend to the mouth of the Mississippi—a state-

ment which was easily proved to be false. His
works won great popularity and were translated

into several languages. Hennepin died at

Utrecht about the year 1706. For his life and
discoveries, consult: Saint-Genois, Les voyageurs
beiges du XIII. au XIX. sifcle (Brussels, 1867) ;

Van Hulet, Notice sur le pcre Louis Hennepin
(Li?gc, 1845) ; Shea, Discovery of the Mississippi

(New York, 1852) ; Parkman, La Salle and the

Discovery of the Great West ( 12th ed., Boston,

1887) ; Winsor. Narrative and Critical History

of America, vol. iv. (Boston, 1884), contains a
full account of Hennepin.

HENNEQTJIN, en'kaN', Alteed (1842-87). A
French dramatist, born at Li&ge, Belgium. He
was a pupil at the school of mines in his native

town, and practiced engineering, but after 1875

confined himself to play-writing. His early

works include: J'attends man oncle (1869), and
Les troix chapeaux (1870). His first Parisian

success was Le proces Yauradieux (1875). This

was followed bv Les dominos roses (with Dela-

cour, 1876): Bfbd (with Najac, 1877); and
Nounou (1879); Niniche (1878); Dili (1880);
La femme A papa (1885), the last three in col-

laboration with Albert Millaud, and many other

gay, daring comedies.

HENNET, e'na". Chevalier Albert Joseph
L'lpien (1758-1828). A French economist, born

at Maubeuge. When he was nineteen he became
supernumerary in the Ministry of Finance under

Necker, and. although a' royalist at heart, acted

with such prudence through both Republic and

Empire that he became chief commissioner of

finance, and held that post from 1813 to 1816.

He is well known for his work on finance, includ-

ing Thcorie du credit public (1816), and Essai

d'un plan des finances (1816). which, however,

are largely colored by his partis.an views, and

also wrote a Cours d'astronomie (1820), and
some critical work, of which La poitique anglaise

( 1806) may be mentioned.
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HENNIGES VON TREFFENFELD, Ii^'dJ-

ges fou tivt'ltn-iolt. Joachim (f.l(i:id-SS). A
Brandenburg geiioral. He especially distinguished
himself iu Alsace (1074); was the first to be
ennobled by the Elector of Brandenburg; and in

1679 was promoted to the rank of general for

his defeat of the Swedish Arm}- near Tilsit. For
his biography, consult: Kessel (Steudal, 1863),
and Bussler "(Gotha, 1897).

HEN'NINGSEN, Ciiables Fredebick (1815-

77). An English soldier of fortune and man of

letters. In 1834 he took service in the Russian
Army. He joined Kossuth in the Hungarian re-

volt, came to the United States, and fought with
Walker in Nicaragua. At the outbreak of the

Civil War he entered the Confederate Army as
a colonel. He was promoted to be brigadier-gen-

eral, and directed the manufacture of the first

Minie rifles made in this country. He was the
author of Revelations of Russia (1845); The
Past and Future of Hungary (1852) ; and sev-

eral other works, published chiefly in England.

HENOCH, ha'nfiG, Eduabd Heinrich (1820
—

) . A German physician, bom and educated at

Berlin, where he became privat-docent in 1850
and professor eight years later. Associated with
Romberg at the Polyclinic, he edited that physi-

cian's Klinische Ergcbnissc (1846). In 1872 he
became director of the clinic for children's dis-

eases in the Royal Charite. and retired in 1893.

He wrote: Klinik der Unterleibskrankheiten (3d
ed. I8G3) ; Beitrijge ::ur Kinderheilkunde (1861-

68) ; and the well-known Torlesungen iiher Kin-
derkrankheiten ( 10th ed. 1899).

HEN'OTHEISM (from Gk. efs. heis, one +
6(6s, Ihcos, god). A term used to denote a ten-

dency of the Vedic poets to attribute to a deity
especially lauded at a given time the attributes

of any other god or of the whole body of gods.

This tendency is doubtless more apparent than
real. It was but natural that in a hymn to Indra
or to Agni the thought of the bard should be
focused on the deity in question so that special

honors and powers should be assigned him,
whichever god he might be. Again, as the religion

of the Vedic period was preeminently a nature-
worship, it is probable that the changes of the
seasons led to the apparent exaltation of certain

divinities at one time of the year, and to their
apparent dethronement at another time. In this
w,ay the so-called henotheism with regard to the
various aspects of the sun-god (Surya) and of
the storm-god (Indra) receives at least a partial
solution. There was consequently no constant
lord of the Vedic pantheon until the rise of the
philosophical speculations which characterized
the close of the Vedic age. It must also be borne
in mind that expressions of laudation, which,
taken by themselves, seem exaggerated, are al-

most invariably checked by the context in the
Veda. The origin of henotheism is based on the
syncreti-stic trend of the Hindu mind. It is note-
worthy that it is the later deities especially who
are treated henotheistically, and herein lies the
key to the problem. The Vedic poets, long before
the Rig Veda had been completed, rising in their
religious concepts from a low stage of nature-
worship and creniatheism. or worship of material
objects, especially useful ones, identified each
and every god. and at a later age all living
creatures and all things, with the .^11-Sonl (called
Atman, Brahma, etc.). Each god being therefore

a phase of the supreme deity, and not a distinct

divinity, might receive as the temporary repre-

sentative of the All-Soul precisely the same at-

tributes as any other god, controlled, however,
by the traditional views held by the priests or
the people concerning him.
The same religious phenomenon occurs else-

where, as in the philosophical aspects of Greek
religion. The term is sometimes used to denote
the conception of a special god for each nation
or tribe. Nowhere else, however, does lienothe-

ism become a distinctive trait of the faith as it

did in India. After the close of the RigVedic
jieriod it practically vanishes, since by that time
the esoteric imitarianisiu on which it was based
had permeated the entire body of the religious
and philosophical thought of India. As a term
henotheism is scarcely a fortunate one, and many
scholars prefer to call the religious impulse
syncretism instead. Consult Hopkins, "Henothe-
ism in the Rig-Veda," in Classical Studies in
Honor of Henry Drisler (New York, 1894).

HEN'RI, RoBEET (1865—). An American
landscape and portrait painter, born in Phila-
delphia, Pa. He studied in his native city, and for
several years was a teacher in the Philadelphia
School of Design. His pictures have been re-

ceived at both Salons, and his "Snow" (1899) is

in the Luxembourg. While in Paris he estab-

lished a studio at which several of the 'Glasgow
School' received valuable instruction. His land-
scapes are broadly painted and vigorous. Espe-
cially noticeable are the cloud eflfects in such
pictures as "A Sudden Shower," and "Cumulus
Clouds, East River." His "Figure of a Girl"
(1902) is a strong and individual example of

his skill as a portraitist.

^ENRI III. ET SA COTJR, ilN're' trwii ft sft

koiJr ( Fr., Henry III. and his Court). A prose
drama by the elder Dumas, produced February
II, 1829. With it he was supposed to found the
Romantic School of the drama ; but he denies
this in the preface of the play, giving that honor
to Hugo, Merimee, Vitet, and others.

HENRIADE, aN're-4d', La. An epic poem of

ten cantos in Alexandrine couplets, by Voltaire,
begun during his confinement in the B.astille in

1717, and first printed at Rouen in the winter of
1722-23 under the title Poeme de la Ligue.
During the author's English exile (1726-29)
he published the Henriade by subscription

(1728) with a dedication to Queen Caroline,
"not only as the protectress of arts and sciences,

but as the best judge of them." A number of
editions followed in England, Holland, and
France, where the work, in spite of its political

theories and attacks on religion, was generally
admired. The poem, by picturing religious wars,
sought to inspire a hatred of fanaticism and in-

tolerance. It lacks sentiment and poetic imagi-
nation, but is important on historical and philo-

sophical grounds.

HENRICI, hen-re'tsf. Christian Friedkich
(1700-64). A German poet (also called 'Pican-
der'), born at Stolpen. near Dresden, and edu-
cated at Wittenberg and Leipzig. His ability as
a poet, it seems, won him first a place in the
Postal Department, and then an ofiice as an ex-

cise and tax collector. His poetr>' includes the
Ernstschcrthaftc und snti/rische Oedichfr (1727-
37) ; the Sammlung rermiscliter (ledirhtril'SS) :

and the Teutsche Schauspiele (1726), which are
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very obscene, but none the less valuable as a
picture of contemporary life, especially at the
universities. His devotional poetry includes

many verses for the compositions of Jobann Se-

bastian Bach, especially his passion music; and,

among other hymns, Wer iceiss, ivie nahe mir
mein Ende. Consult Flossman, Picander (Leip-

zig, 1899).

HENRICIANS, hen-rish'anz, or HENRI-
CAKTS. Tlir fiillowers of Henry of Lausanne, or

Henry the Deacon. Grieved at tlie corruption

of the times, Henry left the Benedictine monas-
tery of C'lugny, to which he belonged, in South-

ern France. His consistent life and the elo-

quence of his discourses deeply moved the peo-

ple. At first Hildebert, his bishop, favored him,

but afterwards drove him from Le JIans. Join-

ing the disciples of Peter of Bruys (see Bruys,
Pierre de) in Provence, he was arrested by the

Archbishop of Aries, and at the second Council
of Pisa (1135) was declared a heretic and placed

in a cell. Subsequently released, he again went
to the south of France, where he had a great
influence over the lower classes. He was arrested

by Pope Eugenius III., and at the Council of

Rheims (1148) condemned to perpetual imprison-

ment. He died in prison in 1149.

HEN'BIET'TA. A town and the county-seat

of Clay County, Tex., 96 miles northwest of Fort
Worth; on the Little Wichita Kiver, and on the

Fort Worth and Denver City and the Missouri,
Kansas and Te.vas railroads (Map: Texas, E 3).

As the centre of an agricultural and stock-raising

coimtry, Henrietta has a considerable trade in

grain and live stock; and among its industrial

establishments are grain-elevators, flour-mills,

cotton-gins, lumber-yards, etc. Building-stone

is quarried in the vicinity. Population, in 1890,

2100; in 1900. 1614.

HENRIETTE, iiN're'et'. The simple, unaf-

fected inticniie in Moli6re's Femmes Savantes,

whose pedantic mother and sister give the title

to the play. She marries Clitandre in spite of all

Arniande's machination ; and is considered the

truest type of womanliness on the French stage.

HENRIOT, aN're'6', Francois (1761-94). A
French politician, born at Nanterre. He was
educated as a choir-boy, and little is known of

him until 1789, when he left his post in the city

employ and joined the sans-culottes, who made
him one of their commanders. He was a leader in

the massacres of the Carmes and Saint Firmin
(1792), and in the following year was appointed
by the Commune provisional general of the army
in Paris, A year later he resigned from this

post, and was elected general of the National
Guard three weeks afterwards, but refused to

'command the army against the people.' In 1794
his arrest was ordered on the suggestion of

Tallien and Delmas; he made a bold attempt to

rouse the mob in his behalf, but was taken and
guillotined with Robespierre.

HENKIQUEL-DTJPONT, aN're'kel' du'pON',

Louis Pierre (1797-1892). A French designer

and engraver. He was born in Paris. June 13,

1797. After studying in the Ecole des Beaux-
Arts he entered the studio of Pierre Guerin
(q.v.), and after remaining there three years

turned his attention to engraving imder Bervic.

His first prodtiction. the "Portrait of a Yoimg
Woman with Her Infant," gained the second

2 HENRY I.

medal at the exhibition of 1822. He produced
in succession a "Portrait of M. de Pastoret;"
•Stratford;" 'The Interment of Christ," after
Paul Delaroehe; "The Abdication of Gustavua
Vasa," after Hersent; "The Disciples at Em-
maus," after Paul Veronese; "The Marriage of
Saint Catliarine," after Correggio; and other
works. Ten years of his life were employed in
reproducing the "Hemicycle" of Paul Delaroehe
(q,v. ), He was considered the most eminent
French engraver of the day; his work is charac-
terized by accuracy of design and purity of style.

He became member of the Academy in 1849, and
professor at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts in 1853,
and was elected an honorary member of the Royal
Academy of London in 1869. He died in Paris,
January 20, 1892.

HENRIQUEZ, en-re'kath, Francisco Fer-
nandez i)E LA CuEVA. See Fernandez de la
CuEVA, Henriquez Francisco.

HENRY (named in honor of Joseph Henry).
The practical unit of induction in the measure-
ment of self and mutual "induction. ( See Elec-
tricity and Electrical Units. ) It is the induc-
tion in a circuit if the induced electro-motive
force in it is one volt when produced by the
variation of a current at the rate of one ampere
per second. The henry is, therefore, substan-
tially 10° times the 0. G. S. electromagnetic unit
of induction.

HENRY I, (876-936). King of the Germans
from 919 to 936, surnamed the Fowler. He was
the son of Otho, Duke of Saxony, and was distin-

guished in early youth for the courage and energy
with which he warred against the Slav tribes to

the east of his native duchy. Otho, who died in

912, appointed Henry his successor, not only as
Duke of Saxony, hut as Lord of Thuringia and
part of Franconia. The German King Conrad I.,

instigated by certain ecclesiastical advisers whom
Henry's independent bearing toward the Church
had deeply offended, resisted the claims of the
young Duke; but the latter was ultimately left in

possession of all the lands over which his father
had ruled. After Conrad's death, Henry, to whom
Conrad had sent the royal insignia, was chosen
King by the Franconian and Saxon nobles (919),
and he h?,d little difficulty in securing the acqui-

escence of the rest of Germany. For some years

Lotharingia or Lorraine had held an uncertain
position between the kingdoms of the East and
the West Franks, as Germany and France were
then called ; but in 925 Duke Giselbert trans-

ferred his allegiance from the French to the

German King. From the time of Louis the

Child, Germany had been exposed to the inroads

of the Hungarians. In 924 Henry had to pur-

chase a truce of nine years by agreeing to pay
an annual tribute to the Hvmsarians. The King
made use of this respite bv preparing his subjects

for a final struggle withnhe barbarous invaders.

In the northern districts the Germans had hither-

to lived for the most part in small villages or

on separate settlements. Henry began building

fortified cities throughout Saxony and Thuringia,

and in the remaining duchies his example was fol-

lowed. He also trained his vassals to meet the

enemy on horseback, thus giving a strong impetus
to the movement which resulted in the institu-

tion of chivalry. When his arrangements were
complete he tried his new force in a contest
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with the Danes and with some SUiv tribes,

whom he utterly defeated. In 933 I lie Hun-
garians demanded as usual tlie tribute wliicn

iiad till then been puni-tually paid, and
when it was refused invaded Thuringia with
11 great army. Henry defeated them so de-

cisively that they did not again enter Ger-

many for some years, and were never again
seen in the northern duehies. In 934 Hciuy
fought against the Danes and compelled tlieir

King to pay tribute. In the internal allairs uf

the realm he acted with great precaution and
judgment. The dukes by this time had become so

powerful that there was some danger of their

altogether overshadowing the throne. Instead
of directly forcing them to submission, as was
afterwards done by his son Otho, he attached
them to his interests by confirming them in many
of their rights, and by acting as a mediator in

their disputes. Toward tlie close of his life his

position was so secure that he resolved to go
to Rome either on a pilgrimage or to claim the

Imperial crown; but he died of apojilexy. .Tnly

2, 930. Consult W'aitz, Juhrhiicher des dcul.'!c)wn

lieichs vnter Heinrich 1. (3d ed., Leipzig, 188.5).

HENRY II. {c.973-1024). Holy Roman Em-
peror from 1002 to 1024. He was the son of

Henry the Quarrelsome, Duke of Bavaria, and a
great-grandson of Henry I. (q.v. ). He was in

Italy with Otho III. in 1001, and upon the latter's

death, in January, 1002, hastened to secure pos-

session of the Imperial power, with the aid of

the Archbishop of Mainz. He was crowned at

3Iainz, June 3. 1002. His most determined enemy
during the greater part of his reign was Boleslas

Chrobry (the Brave) of Poland, who annexed
Bohemia, and during the King's absence in Italy,

in 1004, invaded Lusatia and Meissen. Henry
Iiurried back, defeated Boleslas in 100.5, and
granted Bohemia as a fief to .Jarouiir, of the
native House of the Premyslidcs. Boleslas, how-
ever, continued the war, which was not ended
until 1018. when Henrj' was obliged to conclude
peace on terms favorable to the Polish King.
In the midst of this struggle he had to make
"war on Adalboro. his wife's brother, who had
seized the Archbishopric of Treves, and was pro-

tected in his claim by another brother of the Em-
press, the Duke of Bavaria. Both were overcome
and deprived of their dignities, although Bavaria
was ultimately restored to the elder of the two
brothers. Henry also put down rebellions in

Flanders and Meissen, and concluded, in 1007, a

treaty with Rudolph III. of Burgundy, whereby,
after Rudolph's death, his territories were to be

united to Germany. In 1013 Henry went for

the second time to Italy, where Arduin had raised

himself to the throne. The us\irper was dis-

placed, and in 1014 Henry was crowned Em-
peror at Rome by Benedict VIII., whom he had
confirmed in the Papal See in opposition to the
Antipope Gregory. At the request of Benedict
the Emperor returned to Italy in 1022, in order

to drive back the Greeks, who were steadily

pressing northward. Henry died July 13, 1024,

and was canonized by Pope Eugenius III. in 1146.

His wife, Kunigunde, was also ranked among
"the saints. Henry founded the Bishopric of Bam-
berg, which was given very great privileges, and
"which the Pope took under his immediate pro-

tection. Consult Hirsch and Bresslau, Jahrbucher
Vol. IX.—49.

rfc's dcutsclicn llcichs untcr llciiirich II. (Leip-
zig, 1802-75).

HENRY III. (1017-50). Holy Roman Em-
peror from 1039 to 1050. He l)elonged to the
Eranconian or Salic line, and was the son of

Conrad II. He was crowned Duke of Bavaria in

1027, King of the (iermans as successor presumj)-

tive to his fntber, 1028, Duke of Swabia and
King of Burgundy in 1038, and became King of

Germany at his father's death, in 1039. Henry
possessed great natural abilities, had been edu-
cated with the utmost care, and succeeded to an
exceptionally strong dominion. . The four duchies

of Franconia, Swabia, Bavaria, and Carinthia
were at first in his own hands, and two only,

Saxony and Lorraine, had semi-independent dukes.

Under him the German Enqiire attained to very
great power. Poland was .a sulijcct principality,

the Bohemian Duke was compelled to become
Henry's vassal in 1041, and for a time the King
of Hungary acknowledged his overlordship. In
Italy Drogo, the Norman, became his vassal for

Apulia. In 104G Henry made his first expedi-

tion to Italy, summoned to end the troubles

caused by the three rival popes, Benedict IX.,

Gregory VI., and Sylvester 111. All three were
deposed. Henry was asked to appoint a new
Pope, and during the remainder of his reign the

occupants of the Papal chair were nominated by
him. He was crowned Emjieror at Christmas,

1046. From this time on, however, Henry was
compelled constantly to face revolts in ditlerent

parts of his dominions. The revolt of Godfrey
in Lorraine proved exceedingly formidable, but
Henry ultimately triumphed. He died on OcIoIkt
5, 1050. Henry was deeply devoted to the Cluirch,

and earnestly endeavored to reform the clerg^'.

He aided the Papacy in securing the power which
was to be so dangerous to his son : but during his

life the popes and the Emperor worked- in har-

mony to cheek the abuses in the Church. Con-

sult: SteindorIT, Jahrbiirhcr drs dcutsclicn Rrichs

vnter Tlciiiiich III. (Leipzig, 1874-81) ; Giese-

brecht, Gescliichte drr detitschen Kaiserzeit, vol.

ii. (5th ed., Leipzig, 1885).

HENRY IV. (1050-1100). Holy Roman Em-
peror from 1050 to 1100. He was the son of

Henry III., and was born November 11, 1050.

He had been crowned in 1054, and although only

six years old at his father's death, was recognized

at once as King of Germany, Italy, and Bnr-

gund.y, his mother, Agnes of Poitou, ruling in his

name. Henry III. had exercised great power
over the Church and had greatly strengthened

the Papacy: in Germany he had lield the nobles

in subjugation agaiifst their will. Now both the

CliunOi and tlie iinblcs seized the opportunity to

achieve their inde])endence. The brother of (Jod-

frey of Lorraine (see Hkxry III.) was elected

Pope as Stephen IX.. and fJodfrey was made Im-
perial vicar in Italy. Agnes was not strong
enough to rule efTectively. She was forced to

cede Lorraine to Godfrey, and to bestow upon
the most powerful of the nobles the three great
siiiitbern duchies of .Swabia, Bavaria, and Ca-
rinthia. thus undoing the work of Conrad IT.

(q.v.). Her autluuity was not recognized in

Italy. Even the bishops in (icrmany. who had
been the chief instruments of her husband, de-

serted her. In 1002 Anno, .\rchbi.shop of Cologne,

seized Henry by treachery and governed in his
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name. Under Anno's regency the German author-

ity was reestablished over Hungary. The Arch-
bishop, liowever, was greatly disliked by Henry,
and was forced to make way for the Archbishop
Adalbert of Bremen, who became the young King's

tutor, and in 1005 caused him to be declared

of age. Henry had been brought up very badly.

He had ability, but an ungovernable temper; he

was brave, but a poor general ; he was surrounded
by flatterers, and at first gave himself up almost

entirely to pleasure. Germany soon sank into

a state of feudal anarchy. The Slavs revolted and
devastated the northeastern parts of the Empire,

while the Danes h'eld the Baltic coast. Henry at-

tempted to reestablish his authority by degrading

the independent dukes in the south, by imprison-

ing the Duke of Saxony, and by erecting many
fortresses in his duchy. The Saxons revolted in

1073, instigated in large measure by their bishops,

and Henry barely escajjed from their hands. The
nobles in the north aided him against Saxony,
and in June, 1075. he won a great victory on the

Unstrut which temporarily crushed the rebellion

;

for the first time he seemed to be really powerful.

But the greatest danger came to a head just at

this time. After the death of Henry III. the

Papacy had gradually freed itself from Imperial

control. In 1059 a decree had been enacted

which gave the election of the Pope to the col-

lege of cardinals, and during the period of dis-

order in Germany the Church, under the guidance

of Hildebrand, had gained steadily in power. In

1073 Hildebrand was elected Pope as Gregory VII.

(
q.v. ) , and proceeded with greater energj' to

carry out the policy of ecclesiastical and Papal
supremacy with which he had been identified so

closely under the two preceding popes. In 1075

a s_vnod at Rome passed a decree against lay in-

vestiture, threatening secular princes who should

presume to confer abbacies or bishoprics on priests

with excommunication. The bishops and abbots in

the Empire held great possessions and were great

territorial lords. If Henry could not control their

appointment, a large part of his resources and

power would be taken from liim and a large sec-

tion of the Empire would become independent. As
long as the bishops and abbots continued to hold

tlieir temporal possessions as feudal lords, it was
absolutely necessary to the King to have them
luider his control. On the other hand, the Church

was determined to appoint its own officials. When
Henry therefore appointed an archbishop for

Jlilan. Gregory sent legates to demand that he

should obey the decree against lay investiture,

charging liim at the same time with simony
and oppression of the clergy. Henry, however,

was elated by his great victory over the Saxons,

and in no mood to temporize, as he had done

previously. He retorted by convoking a German
council at Worms. January 24. 1076. which de-

posed the Pope. The Pope in return excommuni-
cated Henry, decreed his deposition, and released

his subjects from their oath of allegiance. All

of Henry's enemies seized this opportunity to

revolt, and proposed to elect a new king, and
the most that Henry could obtain was a respite.

He was deprived of all authority, and if not ab-

solved within a year was to be deposed.

The Pope seemed to be entirely triumphant,

and Henry doomed to degradation; but there was
one weak point in Gregory's position which af-

forded Henry a chance of redeeming his fortunes.

As a Christian priest the Pope was bound to par-
don a penitent who sought absolution; when,
therefore, Gregory, who had promised to take
no action without the consent of the German
nobles, with whom he was to hold a council, set
out lor Germany, Henry hurried to Italy to meet
him. The Lombards, who were hostile to the
Pope, \\elcomed the Emperor eagerly, and he
soon had an army at his command. Gregory took
refuge in the strong castle of Canossa. belonging
to Countess Matilda of Tuscany. Henry, how-
ever, had not come to fight, but to seek absolu-
tion. For three days (January 25-27, 1077) he
begged admission to Canossa as a penitent, wait-
ing barefooted at the gate of the courtyard of

the castle ; and finally Gregory had to yield and
to grant the desired absolution. Canossa was
the deepest possible humiliation for Henry, but
his act had won for him a diplomatic victory.

He had prevented the meeting between Gregory
and the nobles, and had placed the latter in the
position of rebels, if they persisted in their hos-

tility.

JIany of them did persist, and elected an anti-

king in the person of Rudolph, Duke of Swabia

:

but Henry now had many partisans. Civil war
raged throughout Germany, and every part of

the country except Saxony was divided into two
parties. Gregory VII. hesitated, but finally in

1080 recognized the anti-king, and excomnumi-
cated Henry once more. Rudolph, however, was
killed soon after, and his death was accepted as
a judgment of God. An antipope, Clement III.,

was elected by the Imperial Party, and in 1084
Henry captured the city of Rome and installed

the antipojje. who gave him the Imperial crown

;

but in the same year the Emperor, who had been
besieging Gregory VII. in Sant' Angelo, was driv-

en from Rome by Robert Guiscard
(
q.v. ) . Greg-

ory VII. died soon after in exile. The strife

went on in Germany, where Henry had to con-

tend against two other anti-kings—Hermann of

Luxemburg, who died in 1087, and the Margrave
of Meissen, whose death occurred in 1089. Sup-
ported bj' Godfrey of Bouillon (q.v.) and Fred-

erick of Swabia, the ancestor of the Hohenstau-
fen. Henry was on the whole successfully assert-

ing himself, when his eldest son, Conrad, joined

the Emperor's enemies. For a time this weak-

ened the Emperor, but he gradually won the sup-

port of the great nobles, all of wliom were weary
of the strife. Conrad was deposed from his po-

sition as heir to the throne, and died in 1101,

and Henry, the second son of the Emperor, was
declared heir. Henry's difficulties, however, were

not over. The Pope, Paschal II., renewed the

excommunication against Henry. His second

son was induced to rebel, and the Emperor was
made prisoner December, 1105, and foi'ced to ab-

dicate. He died soon after. August 7, 1106, while

])reparing to make war upon his son. As he died

excommunicated, his body remained unburied for

five years. During the latter part of his life

especially, he was' very popular with the people,

who mourned his loss. Consult: ]Meyer von-

Knonau, Jahrhiicher des deutschen Reicfts unter

ndiirich IV. iind Heivrich F. (Leipzig, 1890-94) ;

Floto, Heinrich IV. and sein Zeitalter (Stuttgart,

1855-57) : Giesebrecht. Geschichle der deutschen

Kaiserzeit, vol. iii. (5th ed., Leipzig, 1890) ; also

the authorities referred to under Gbegort VII.

See iNVESTiruKE.
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HENRY V. (1081-11-25). Holy Roman Em-
peror from HOG to 1125. He was the socoiid son

of Henry IV.. and was appointed his father's suc-

cessor in 1098 alter his cldcM- brotlier. Conrad,

had forfeited his right to the llironc' l>y rohcUioii.

Six years afterwards he himself rebelled against

the Emperor. The Papal party, with whieli he

allied himself, took for .granted that when he

mounted tlie throne Church and State would in-

stantly be reconciled; but their hopes were dis-

appointed. The main point for which Henry IV.

had contended was the right of investing the

bishops with ring and staft'. When Henry V.

succeeded him in llOG. Pope Pasclial 11. de-

manded that this right should be given up,

but Henry replied that he could not resign

powers that had Ijeen exercised by liis prede-

cessors, and the loss of which would imply that

the ecclesiastical lands of Germany would be re-

moved from secular control. In 1110 he entered

Italy at the head of 30.000 men. Paschal pro-

posed that the Church should give up its property

and feudal privileges if Henry would renounce

the right of investiture. To this the latter

agreed, and a day was appointed for the corona-

tion of Henry as Emperor. The opposition of

the Roman prelates made it impossible for the

Pope to proceed with the ceremony, whereupon he

and his cardinals were made prisoners. Paschal

then formally recognized the right of investiture,

and Henry received the Imperial crown. When
the Germans had recrossed the Alps, Paschal re-

noiuiced the treaty he had concluded, and tlie

Emperor was excommunicated. As many of tlie

princes were pleased to avail themselves of this

opportunity for rebelling, Germany again became
the scene of confused contests like those which
had plunged the country into misery during

Henry IV.'s long reign. In 1116 the Emperor
went a second time to Italy and drove Paschal

from Rome, and after Pasclial's death he caused
Gregory VIII. to be elected Pope. The Papal
party, however, selected Gelasius II.. who re-

newed the sentence of excommunication against

Henry. The latter returned to Germany in 1119,

and at the Diet of Tribur succeeded in allaying

the hostility of the more important among his

enemies. Pope Calixtus IT., who succeeded Gela-

sius in 1119, now found it necessary to oflfer a
compromise ; and the controversy between the

Empire and the Papacy was for the time closed

by the Concordat of Worms (1122), in wliieh it

was agreed that at every election of a prelate in

Germany tlie Enqieror sliould have the right of

being present in person or tlirougli a rep-

resentative, and that the chosen bishop or abbot,

before being consecrated, should receive his lands

and secular authority in fief of the Crown. In
the other parts of the Empire the election was
to be free and canonical, and the Emperor to con-

fer the secular authority after the consecration.

Henry died at Xiiiieguen. 'Slay 2.3. 1120. Consult:
Giesebreclit. Geschichtr drr rlnitschcti Kniscrzcit,

vol. iii. (.5th ed.. Leipzig, 1890). See I.WESTI-

TtTEE.

HENRY VI. (1165-97). Holy Roman Em-
peror from 1190 to 1197. He was the son of

Frederick Barharossa. and was crowned King in

1169. He assumed control of the government on
his father's departure for the Holy Land in 1189,

and on the latter's death, in the following year,

succeeded to the throne. He shareii the intel-

lectual culture of his time, and was distinguished

for the splendor of his political schemes; but lie

was of a stern disposition, and in order to attain

his ends was guilty of cruelty. Henry the Lion

(q.v.), who had been banished to England by
I'rederiek I., had returned to Germany in 1189,

and again disturbed the country with his wars.

King Henry, after restoring peace, liastened to

Kome, where he was crowned Emperor in 119L
Through his wife, Constance, he had a claim to

the throne of Sicily; but the Sicilian nol)les made
Count Tancred, an illegitimate son of Constance's-

brother. King. After receiving the Imperial

crown, Henry advanced against Tancred. He waa
successful in Sicily, but before Naples his army
was struck by pestilence, and he was forced to

return to Germany. There he suppressed various

private wars, and compelled Henry the Lion to

acknowledge his supremacy. The great ransom
wliich he received from Richard I. (c|.v.) of Eng-

land enabled him to fit out a large army, and
with this he descended upon Italy in 1194, and
without much difficulty conquered tlie Sicilian

kingdom. Tancred was dead, but he had left a
number of relatives, who were so barl)arously

treated that the people were seized with terror.

On his return to Gennany it was easy for Henrw
with the prestige which he had now acquired, to

enforce submission; and so great was his author-

ity that, in 1196, he endeavored to secure the

declaration tliat the crown be made liereditary

in his family. Had he lived some years longer

lie would probably have succeeded, but he died

suddenly at Messina, September 28, 1197. His
power was greater than that wielded by any
other German Emperor. Aside from his firm

control over the Imperial lands, Sicily had been

subdued, and Richard of England, the King of

Cyprus, and Bohemond of Antioch had become
his vassals. Consult Toeehe, Jahrhucher des

detitschen Reichs unter Heinrwh VI. (Leipzig,

1867)

.

HENRY VII. (?-I313). Holy Roman Em-
peror from 130S to 1313, the first of the line of

Luxemburg. He was the son of Duke Henry III.

of Luxemburg, and succeeded Albert I. as Ger-

man King in 1308, being crowned at Aix-la-Cha-

]ielle in the following year. When he came to the

tlirone Bohemia was subject to Henry of Carin-

thia, who was greatly disliked by his subjects.

The King displaced him in 1310, and enriched his

own family by granting Bohemia, at the request

of the Bohemians themselves, to his son John,

whose claims were rendered secure by his mar-
riage with Elizabeth, the daughter of Wcnceslas

II. For some time no German King liad sought

the Imperial crown ; but Henry resolved to revive

the traditions which wiere dying out. and with a
view to this result did what he could to com-

pose the differences between the nobles and to

gain their allegiance. He was welcomed in Italy

with eagerness by the Ghibellines, whose great

poet, Dante, saw in Henry VI 1. the savior fliat

was to rescue Italy from anarchy and to bring it

peace and honor. Tlic Dr Mnnnrrhia of Panto
was probably written at this time. In 1312 Henry
was crowned Emperor of Rome, having ]irevious-

ly received the iron crown of Lombardy in Milan,

He was preparing to undertake an expcclition for

the conquest of Naples, when he died suddenly,

near Siena. August 24, 1313. It was generally

believed at the time that he had been poisoned

by a Dominican numk, but this was not proved.

Consult: Dijnniges, Acta Henrici VH. (Berlin,
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1840-41) ; Barthold, Der Romerzug Konig Hein-
richs von Liitzelhurg (Konigsberg, 1830-31);
Pohlmann, Der Romerzug Kaiser Beinrichs VJI.
(Nuremberg, 1875).

HENRY I. (1068-1135). King of England
from 1100 to 1135. He was the fourth son of

\Villiani the Conqueror, and was born, according
to tradition, at Selby, in Yorkshire. Unlike his

elder brothers, Robert and William Rufus. he
was of a studious disposition, and received what
was for the times an excellent education, being
loiown later in history as Beauclerc. At his

father's death he received £5000. but no lands.

With £3000 he bought from his brother Robert,
Duke of Normandy, the Avranchin and the

Cotentin, and displayed great ability in the
government of his territories. In 1091 William
Rufus and Robert crested his possessions from
him. after besieging him for a long time in ilont
Saint-Michel. For a time he wandered about,

a landless man, until the men of the town of

Domfront, on the river Varenne, invited him to

become their lord. Henry thus obtained posses-

sion of a powerful stronghold, which he used as

a base of operations in numerous raids against
liis brother, the Duke of Normandy, and Robert
of Belleme. After 1094 he and William were
allies, and in 1096 he received from the latter the

counties of Coutances and Bayeux. When Wil-
liam Rufus was found dead in the New For-

est, where the two brothers had been hunting,
August 2, 1100, Henry at once rode to Winchester
and seized the royal treasury, and two days later

was crowned at Westminster, puljlishing a charter

of rights which was subsequently t,iken as the
basis of Magna Charta. To strengthen his hold
on the crown, he recalled Anselm, the exiled

.Archbishop of Canterbury, thus gaining the sup-
port of the clergy, and by his marriage to

Eadgyth, or Matilda, daughter of Malcolm Can-
more, King of Scotland, and great-granddaughter
of Edmund Ironside, he won the affections of

his Saxon subjects. Henry successfully defend-

ed the throne against his brother Robert. In
July, 1101, the Norman Duke invaded England,
and Henry was forced by a conspiracy among
his nobles to come to terms with his brother,

ceding to Robert all his possessions in Normandy
excepting Domfront. and granting him a pension.

War with Robert broke out again in 1105. and
en September 28. 1106, Henry defeated the Duke
in a bloody battle before the walls of Tinche-
brav, and took him prisoner. Robert was con-

fined in Cardiff Castle till his death, in 1134.

The acquisition of Normandy added greatly to

Henry's strength : but he had some trovible in

keeping the duchy, as the French King. Louis
VI., and the Count of Anjou took part with
William, Robert's youthful son. A desultory
warfare was carried on from 1109 to 1120. dur-
ing which a large part of Normandy was devas-
tated and great atrocities were committed on
both sides. The death in 1120 of his son Wil-
liam, whom the King greatly loved, was a severe
-blow to Hcnrj'. To prevent the crown from fall-

ing into the possession of his nephew William, he
caused his barons in 1126 to accept as his suc-

cessor in England and Normandy his daughter
!Matilda, who in 1128 became the wife of Geoffrey
Plantagenet, Count of Anjou. Henry died on
December 1. 1135, near Rouen.

The reign of Henry I. was important for the

progress that was made toward the amalgamation
of the Sa.xons and the Normans in England.
The feeling of English nationality was greatly
stimulated by the wars carried on against the
French and the rebellious nobles in Normandy.
The King continued tlie policy of the Conqueror
in relentlessly crushing down the opposition of
the great nobles, and in making himself the cham-
pion of the common people against their terri-

torial lords. In carrying out this policy the
functions of the curia regis, or King's Court,
were greatly increased, and for the first time
justices as guardians of the King's peace were
sent through the country. The great offices of

State were conferred by preference on the mem-
bers of the clergy*. Yet in his struggle with
Anselm and other prelates over the rights of

nomination and consecration of bishops, the King
knew how to keep the virtual power in his own
hands without arousing the open hostility of the
Church. Henry had great natural ability, espe-

cially in the line of State intrigue. He was. how-
ever, dissolute, cruel, avaricious, and given to acts

of meanness. His influence on English history,

nevertheless, was lasting. Consult : Freeman,
The Norman Conquest, vols. iv. and v. (Oxford,
1867-79) : id., IViHiom Rufus (Oxford, 1882) ;

Norgate, England Under the Angevin Kings
(London, 1887); Stubbs, Conxtitutional History
of England, vol. i. (Oxford, 1891).

HENRY II. (1133-89). King of England
from 1154 to 1189. He was the grandson of

Henry I. by his daughter Matilda and her sec-

ond husband, Cieoffrey Plantagenet, and was born
March 5, 1133, at Le Mans, in Maine. From his

birth he was regarded as the successor of Henry
I.; but on the death of the latter, in 1135. the

English crown was seized by Stephen of Blois,

and a civil war followed, in which the country
was devastated and reduced to anarchy. During
his minority Henry's affairs were under the care

of his mother, Matilda, and her half-brother. Rob-
ert, Earl of CJloucester. In 1151 Henry received

Normandy from the French King ; the death of his

father soon after left him master of Anjou, Maine,
and Touraine; and by his marriage, in May. 1152,

to Eleanor, the divorced wife of Louis VII. of

France, he added to his possessions the immense
territories of Guienne (Aquitaine) and Poitou,

so that he was the ruler of more extensive do-

mains in France than the French King himself.

In 1 153 Henry made an attempt to conquer Eng-
land. After nine months of fighting it was agreed,

by the Treaty of Wallingford, November, 1153,

that Steiihen should reign during his lifetime, and
that Henry should succeed him. Stephen's death
occurred the following year, and Henry was
crowned December 19, 1154, together with his

Queen, Eleanor. The early years of his reign

were devoted to the restoration of peace, and the

reduction of the powerful nobles who had taken
advantage of the civil war to make themselves

virtually independent of the royal authority.

The judicial and financial systems were reorgan-

ized, and the Crown was freed in great measure
from its dependence on the great feudatories by
the institution of 'scutage' or shield money as a
substitute for persona! military service, due from
the vassal, thus enabling the King to maintain
a standing force subject to his will alone. The
chief obstacle in the way of Henry's schemes for

the aggrandizement of the royal power was the
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clergy, whose imiiuiiiily fiom llio jurisdiction of

the secuUir courls made thfiii a ilisturliinj; lac-

tor in tlie judicial adiuiiiislration of the country.

To aid liini in reducing- the Cluirch to submission

to the civil power, lleurv appointed liis trusted

Chancellor, Thomas it iiccket (q.v.) to the fSee of

Canterbury, in .lune, 1102. Beckct. however, to

the surprise and indignation of the ICing. became
the most fervent champion of ecclesiastical privi-

lege and repeatedly thwarted the royal meas-

ures aimed against the Church. Henry succeeded,

nevertheless, in wringing from the bishops a rati-

fication of the ancient customs of the land as re-

enacted in the Constitutions of Clarendon in 11G4.

(See Clahe.xuo.x, Coxstitutioxs of.) Tlic long

struggle witli Uecket was terminated only by the

latter's murder, in 1170. Henry did penance at

his grave, allowing himself to be scourged by the

monks; but though the Constitutions of Clarendon
were fornuilly repealed, the King was ultimately

successful in reducing the Church to subordina-

tion in civil matters. The administration of jus-

tice in the criminal courts was regulated in 1100

by the Assize of Clarendon. See Clarexdo>",
Assize of.

During Henry's reign occurred the conquest

of Ireland. That country was then the home of

a number of tribes or clans, and Pope Adrian
IV. in 1155, by a bull, is said to have given

Henry the .authority over the entire island, and
ordered the inhabitants to obey him. In HOG the

intervention of the English was solicited by one

of the Irish petty kings, Diarmait of Leinster

(see MacMurrovoh ) . and Henry gave leave to

any of his subjects to aid him. Robert Fitz-

stephens. Constable of Albcrtivi. Maurice Fitz-

gerald, and Richard de Clare, surnanicd Strong-

bow, Earl of Strigul. went over with a few hun-
dred men-at-arms, and in four years conquered the

coast region from the Nore to the LifTey. Their
success was so rapid that Henry became jealous,

and in 1171 went over himself with an army of

four thousand men to complete the conquest of

the country. All Ireland except Connauglit sub-

mitted for the time, but the majority of Irish

tribes and chieftains continued to be independent
for centuries. During this reign, also, the first

ascendency of England over Scotland was gained.

Henry's sons, incited M- their mother, rebelled

against him (in."?), and their cause was espoused
by the Kings of France and Scotland. The lat-

ter, William the Lion, was ravaging the north
of England with an armv, when he was sur-

prised at Alnwick and taken prisoner. July 13.

1174. To obtain his liberty, he stipulated to do
homage to Henry for Scotland, and to cede to him
five of his strongest fortresses. In Kormandy,
Anjou, and .Aciuitaine, Henry was equally success-

ful in suppressing the rebellion. In the course

of a second rebellion of his sons (1183) Henry,
the eldest son. died ; Geoffrey, the second son,

died three years later. Richard Crpur-de-Lion

still remained hfistile to his father, and with the

aid of King Philip Augustus of France drove

He)iry from Jlaino and Anjou. Deserted by all

his troops, Henry was compelled to come to terms
with Richard. On July 4, 1189, peace was con-

eluded at Colonibi^res. One of the .stipulations

was for an indemnity for all the followers of

Richard. The sight of the name of his favorite

son .Tohn in the list, acting upon a constitution

weakened by many cares, threw the King into a

fever, of which he died, July 6. 1180, at Chinon.

Henry was a man of restless energy, subject to

sudden outbursts of a mad temper, but a born

ruler, nevertheless, who gave to his subjects

justice and peace. During his reign the baron.s

were overawed, and hundreds of their castles

were destroyed. Law ma<le \ery great progress;

circuit courts were established, and Henry fa-

cilitated the making of appeals to his own courts,

in order to bring the people into direct depend-

ence upon the King. The earliest writer on Eng-
lish law, Ranulf de Glanville, was Henry's chief

judiciary. In intellect and character he re-

sembled hi.5 grandfather, Henry 1. He had three

illegitimate children; his mistress, the Fair

Rosamond (q.v. ), may have been the mother of

the first of the two that are remembered; Wil-

liam Longsword, Earl of Salisbury, and Geof-

frey, who became Archbishop of York, and who
was faithful to him when his four legitimate

sons took up arms against him. Henry was a

great builder of palaces and roads; of the latter,

the great embankment, 30 miles in length, erected

to prevent floods from the river Loire, still re-

mains in use. He was a lover of learning and an
assiduous reader. His great work for England
consisted in uniting the conquerors and conquered

into one race, and in laying tlie foundation for

the present Greater Britain by the conquest of

Ireland. Consult: Norgate. Eiiijlniid Under the

Aiiffpvin Kings (London, 1887) ; Stubbs. Consti-

iuiionid History of Enf/land (Oxford. 1801) ; id.,

The Early Plantagciwfs (London. 1876) ; Green,

History of the English People (London, 1874) ;

Sirs. J. R. Green, Henry the Second (London,
1888).

HENRY III. (1207-72). King of England
from 1216 to 1272. He was the eldest son of

King John and of Isabella of .\ngouleme. and
was born at Winchester, October 1, 1207. He
.succeeded his father in 1210, under the regency

of William Marshall, Earl of Pembroke. The
French Dauphin, who had invaded England dur-

ing the lifetime of King John, in response to an

invitation by a party among the nobles, was de-

feated in 1217. and the confirmation of Magna
Charta. in the same year established Henry se-

curely on the throne. The Regent died in 1210,

and the chief powers of govermnent were exer-

cised by Stephen Langton, Archbishop of Canter-

bury, and the Justiciar Hubert de IJurgh. The
dismissal of Hubert in 1232 was followed by the

rule of foreign favorites, which stirred up great

dissatisfaction in the nation. Henry was con-

stantly beset with hosts of his Poilevin rela-

tions and men from the country of his Queen,

Eleanor of Provence, whom he married on .lanu-

ary 14. 1236. His weakness was shown also in

his failure to make a stand against the eccle-

siastical denrands of the clergy and the Pope.

Schemes for foreign conquest loaded the nation

with a heavy debt and iiu'reased the general dis-

content. In 1258 the barons in Parliament, head-

ed by his brother-in-law, Simon de Montfiirt,

Earl of Leicester, rose against him, and forced

him to transfer his power temporarily to a com-

mission of barons and to enact a number of re-

forms. He agreed to these demands by the Pro-

visions of Oxford (q.v.). The barons, however,

failed to make any use of that power in reform-

ing the State, and the King utilized the oppor-

tunity to regain the power which he alleged,

with truth, had been taken from him by com-

pulsion, though his action had worn the appear-
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ance ofc free will. The question of the validity of

these provisions was suhmitted by both parties

to 8aint Louis of France, who in the Mise of

Amiens (q.v. ) annulled the provisions (12G4).
Leicester and his party refused to be bound by the

decision, and took up arms against the King. They
defeated him and took him prisoner in the battle

of Lewes, on May 14, 12G4. The battle was fol-

lowed by an agreement known as the 'Mise of

Lewes' (q.v.), more hmuiliating to the King
than the Provisions of Oxford. Leicester, being

virtual ruler of the country, summoned a Par-
liament in. 1205, to which, for the first time in

English history, representatives from both bor-

ouglis and shires were called. Knights of the

shire had been summoned to Parliament as early

as 1254. Leicester's .supremacy did not last

long. Within a year the powerful Earl of

Gloucester deserted his party, and with Prince
Edward, the gifted son of the King, who had
been taken prisoner at Lewes and succeeded in

making his escape, led an overwhelming army
against Leicester, who was defeated and slain

at Evesham, on August 4. 1265. During the

remainder of Henry's reign affairs were imder
the control of Prince Edward. The King died

on November 16, 1272, and was succeeded by his

son. The weakness of Henry and his father had
allowed the development of the power of the

barons, and in the struggle between the two the

modern system of Parliamentary Government
arose, marked by the concession of representa-

tion to the shires and the boroughs. Statute law
dates from the time of Henry III., the Provi-
sions of Merton, passed in the twentieth year of

Henry's reign, being the first enactment on the
English statute book. Consult: Stubbs, Constitu-

iional History of Enrjland (Oxford, 1891) ; Pro-
thero. Simon de Montfort (London, 1877) ; Pauli,

Simon de Montfort (Tubingen, 1867): Green,
Uistorii of the English People (London, 1874).

HENBY IV. (1367-1413). King of England
from 1300 to 1413. He was the eldest son of John
of Gaiuit, fourth son of Edward III., and
Blanche, the daughter of Henry. Duke of Lancas-
ter, and was born April 3. 13G7, at his father's

castle of Bolingbroke in Lincolnshire. He is fre-

quently called Henry of Bolingbroke from the
name of his birthplace, but to his contemporaries
he was more generally known as Henry of Lan-
caster. About 1380 he married Mai-y Bohun,
one of the heiresses of the Earl of Hereford. He
was distinguished for his martial attainments,
and became a great favorite with the people
of London. From 1387 to 1390 he was one of
the leaders of the party opposed to Richard
II. (q.v.), being one of the five lords appellants
who in 1387 led an army against London and
forced Richard to dismiss his unpopular favor-
ites. In 1390-91 he was engaged on a crusad-
ing expedition in Lithuania with the Teutonic
Knights. In 1392 he started on a second expedi-
tion to Lithuania, but soon changed his purpose
and made a pilgrimage to .Jerusalem. After his
return he joined the King's Partv. and was made
Duke of Hereford in 1307. In 1398, as a result
of the hostility between Henry and the Duke of
Norfolk, the former was banished from England
for six years, while his rival was exiled for life.

Henry's banishment served to increase his popu-
larity with the people of London, who chose to re-

gard hiiu as a martyr. In 1309 his father died,
and Richard, in spite of his promise, confiscated

the estates which should have descended to
Henry. The latter, profiting by the King's ab-

sence in Ireland, landed in England in July, 1399.
He was eagerly welcomed by all the discontented,
and met with no effectual opposition. Richard
on his return from Ireland was deserted by his
followers, and soon fell into Henry's hands. The
King agreed to abdicate, his resignation was ac-

cejjted by Parliament on September 30, 1399,
and Henry was chosen King, inaugurating the
line of Lancaster. As he was not the nearest'

heir in line of descent, and as he did not claim
England by right of conquest, he owed his

title to Parliament, and he is sometimes called

the first constitutional monarch. The first half

of his reign was filled with wars. At his ac-

cession he showed himself lenient to all his for-

mer enemies, merely taking from them the dig-

nities which they had won at his expense. An
attempt at rebellion in January, 1400, by the
lords whom he had degraded was easily put down,
ilost of the rebels were put to death. And Richard
II. died soon after, possibly murdered. In the

same year the Welsh revolted under Owen Glen-
dower (q.v.). The Scots, who also began war,
were defeated at Homildon Hill (q.v.) in 1402.

The French gave aid both to the Scotch and
Welsh and harried the English coast, but accom-
plished little, on account of their internal dis-

sensions. In 1403 the Percy family, dissatis-

fied with the rewards bestowed upon them by
the new King, rose in rebellion, but were over-

thrown in the battle of Shrew'sbury, in w'hich

Harry Percy, the famous Hotspur, fell. In 1405
James I., heir to the Scotch throne, was cap-

lured while on his way to France, and this

brought peace with Scotland. After this date
the wars were less dangerous, but Henry suf-

fered from an illness which gradually sapped his

strength. Another rebellion was put down in

1408. and at the same time a number of suc-

cesses were gained over the Welsli. Henry died

ilarch 20, 1413. He was brave, naturally merci-

ful, devout, and able, but subject to fits of pas-

sion. He recognized the authority of Parlia-

ment and acted as a constitutional monarch.
His reign was stained by enactments against the

Lollards, and by persecutions. He was a patron
of Gower, Chaucer, and Christine de Pisan. He
had four sons and two daughters by his first wife.

In 1403 he married Joan of Brittany as a mat-
ter of diplomacy, but he gained nothing by this

marriage. For the best modern authorities on
his reign, consult: Stubbs, Constitutional Histori/

of England (Oxford, 1891) : Pauli, Geschichte

von England (Leipzig, 1864-75) : Wvlie, History

of Henry IV. (4 vols., London, 1884-08).

HENBY V. (1387-1422). King of England
from 1413 to 1422. He was the eldest son of

Heniy IV. and of ^lary Bohun, and was born
August 9, 1387, at Monmouth. In 1309, on the

accession of his father to the throne, he became
Earl of Chester, DiU-ce of Cornwall, Prince of

Wales, Duke of Aquitaine. and Duke of Lan-
caster. In his youth he had acquired great mili-

tary distinction in operations against Hotspur
and Glendower (q.v.), and in 1410 and 1411 he
governed in the name of his father, who was
ill. In 1412 lie fell into disfavor with his father,

and was deprived of his power. At his father's

death, March 20. 1413. he became King. He
liberated the young Earl of !March from the

confinement in which Henry IV. had placed him,
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and restored the son of Hotspur to the lands and
honors which his father had lost by robellion.

He followed in the fuutslojis of his father in

persecuting the Lollards with lire and luilter, the

celebrated leader of the Lollards, Sir John Old-
castle (q.v.), being jjut to death in 1417. The
great event of his reign was the attempted eon-

quest of France, in which he virtually succeeded.

In his first campaign he besieged and took the

town of Hartleur, and gained tlie battle of Agin-
court (q.v.), October 25, 1415, against enormous
odds. Two years after he again invaded France,
and made Normandy once more subject to the

English Crown. Rouen was captured in January,
1419, after a long siege, an incapable King and
civil discord in France aiding him greatly. On
May 21, 1420, a treaty was concluded at Troves
between Henry and the French King, Cliarles VI.,

by which Henry obtained the regency of France,
the eldest daughter of the French King for his

wife, and the succession to the French crown on
the deatli of the King. He was married to Catha-
rine of France on .Tune 2, 1420. He had hardly
returned to England when the defeat at Beauge
of his brother, the Duke of Clarence, whom he

had left as Governor of Normandy, rekindled the

hopes of the French, who supported the Da\ipliin

Charles in his repudiation of the Trea'ty of

Troyes, to which he had not agreed. Henry re-

turned to France for a third campaign, and his

wonted success in arms was following him when
he was seized with illness, and died on August 31,

1422, at Vincennes, at the age of thirty-five years,

leaving an infant son, Henry VI., to succeed him.
His private life was exemplary; as a King he

was noted for his strict justice; in war he was
one of the ablest generals of his time. Consult:

Pauli. Geschichte von Enf/laiid (Leipzig. 1804-

75) ; Stnbbs. Constitviional Historif of Enr/lnnd

(Oxford, 1891): Wylie, History of ncnrii IV.

(London. 1884-98) ; Church, Eenrij Y. (London
and New York, 1889).

HENRY VI. (1421-71). King of England
from 1422 to 1401. He was the only child of

Henry V. and Catharine of France, and was born

at Windsor, December 0, 1421. He was not quite

nine months old at his father's death, when he

became King of England, and a few weeks later,

on the death of Charles VI. of France, he was
also proclaimed King of that country. His
claim to France was disputed by Charles VII.

;

but the latter was too indolent to make any
serious attempt to conquer the kingdom. The
Ihdce of Bedfoi'd, brother of Henry V., who was
Regent of France, was successful in holding the

country for Henry VI. until 1429. Then .Joan of

Arc (q.v.), by her heroism, aroused the valor of

the French nation, defeated the English at Or-

leans, and led Charles VII. to Rheims to be

crowned. The jMaid of Orleans fell into the

hands of the English the following year and
was burned in 1431. and a few months later Bed-

ford was able to have Henry crowned at Paris. He
had already received the English Crown at West-
minster, on November 0. 1429. But France gradu-

ally passed out of the control of the English, as the

French united against foreign nde. On Bed-

ford's death, in 1435, the Duke of Burgundy
broke off his alliance with the Emrlish and joined

Charles VII. From this time the Enclisli lost

ground steadily, and by the end of 1451 Calais

^^•as the only English possession in France. Dur-
ing Henry's minority lliere was no opposition
to the King in England; Init his marriage willi

-Margaret of Anjuu, in 1445. was unijopular, as
the bride brought no dowry and one of tlie condi-

tions of the marriage was llie surrender of some
English territory in France. Henry's own weak-
ness, the lack of success in France, and economic
troubles at liome aroused l)itt<'r o])])osition, for

Henry was virtuous and amial)l(', but unciiual to

the task of ruling. When he was tliirty-two years
old his weak intellect gave way, and lie becamo
insane. At times he recovered his reason, but
was always suliject to a relapse into insanity.

As tlie wars c-eased in France, disorderly bands
of soldiers returned home and sought service
with the powerful nobles, who maintained great
armies of followers, in defiance of the law. The
King was too weak to enforce order in his king-
dom, and many illegal usurpations of property
by the great nobles went unpunished. The sj's-

tem of inclosing lands for pasturage threw many
agricultural laborers out of ciiiployiiient. The
result was a rising on the part of the people.

In 1450 the Duke of iSufi'olk, who liad negotiated
the marriage with JIargaret, and ^^as tlie King's
favorite Minister, was impeached by the Com-
mons and condemned to banisliment, but was
murdered on his way to the Continent. Not
content with the fall of Suffolk, the men
of Kent, led by Jack Cade (q.v.), rose against
his appointees, who still held the chief offices.

They demanded a redress of grievances, and
that the Duke of York should be made the

head of the Government. The latter was a'
descendant of Lionel, the third son of Edward
III., and consequently by hereditary right his

title to the crown w'as superior to that of Henry
VI., who was descended from Edward's fourtli

son. From this time York was supported by the

discontented people and generally opposed by the
nobles. During two periods wliile tlie King was
temporarily insane York was made Protector,

but' each time the King recovered liis reason York
was in danger of destruction. In 1455 tlie battle

cf Saint Albans was fought between the King's
favorite, Somerset, and the Duke of York, in

which Henry was taken prisoner. This is gen-

erally called the first battle in the War of the

Roses (q.v.). After some desultory strife Henry
VI. was again captured by the Yorkists in the

battle of Northampton, in 1400, and York asserted

his claim to the throne. The lords arranged a com-
promise that Henry should keep the crown, but
that York should be acknowledged as his suc-

cessor. Tliis arrangement only led to a long war,
because ^Margaret was enraged that lier son

should be deprived of the succession to the

crown. She sought aid in the north, raised an
army of 18.000 wild warriors, and won the battle

of Wakefield, in 1400, where York was slain. But
the depredations and cruelties of her rough fol-

lowers alarmed the people in the south, who ral-

lied to Edward. Earl of March, the son of York.

The latter, by his victory at Towton (!\Iarcli.

1461), gained the throne, and was crowned as

Edward IV. on .June 29. 1401. Margaret and
Henry escaped, and there were several engage-

ments before 1465. when Henry was taken pris-

oner. Jlargaret was implacable, and finally ob-

tained the aid of the Earl of Warwick (see War-
wick, RicnAED Neville, Earl of), who in 1470
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drove Edward out of England. Henry, although
an imbecik', was reinstated as King; but Edward
returned in the same year. Henry was captured

and died in 1471. There is little doubt that he
uas murdered by order of Edward. Consult:

Gairdncr, I'astoii Letters (London, 1872-75) ;

Stubbs, Cunslitutional History of England (Ox-

ford, 1S91); Pauli, Geschichte von Enyland
(Leipzig, 1804-75) ; Green, History of the Ewjlish

People (several editions).

HENRY VII. ( 1457-1509) . King of England
from 1485 to 1500. He was born January 28,

1457, at Pemliroke Castle, the son of Edmund
Tudor, Earl of Richmond, and Margaret, grand-

daughter of John of Gaunt, founder of the Lan-
castrian House, from whom Henry derived his

title to the crown. His grandfather was Owen
Tudor, a Welsh knight, who married Catharine,

widow of Henry V. In 1471, on the death of Henry
VL, and Edward, Prince of Wales, Henry became
the head of the Lancastrian House. During the

reigns of Edward IV. and Richard III., the last

Yorkist kings, he took refuge in Brittany, until

the crimes of Richard III., who murdered his own
nephews, 'the Princes of the Tower' (q.v.), alien-

ated the Yorkist nobility and drove them to

accept Henry as Richard's only possible rival.

Henry landed at Milford Haven in 1485, and in

the battle of Bosworth. August 22d, Richard was
defeated and slain. The marriage of Henry with

Elizabeth, the Yorkist heiress, cemented the

union of the two parties; but Henry was crowned
before the marriage and claimed the title of his

own riglit, the first of the Tudor kings.

The numerous disturbances of Henry's reign

were due on the whole rather to the instigation

of remnants of the Yorkist faction and its for-

eign supporters than to the disaffection of his

subjects at home. The rising of Lovell (1486),

the invasions of the impostors Simnel (1487)

and Perkin (1495 and 1496-97), found little

favor among the English people, and were easily

suppressed, but they had important consequences.

In order to pre\ent the Scottish King from tak-

ing further part in these intrigues, a marriage
was arranged between Margaret. Henry's eldest

daughter, and James IV. of Scotland, which led

to the accession of a new ruling house in

England one hundred years later. In order to

guard himself from further invasions from Ire-

land, a stronghold of the Yorkist party, whence
danger usually threatened, Henry was forced to

resume the fateful policy of English" control

which had been abandoned during the Wars of

the Roses. In 1404 it was provided that English

laws then in force should apply to Ireland. The
celebrated Poynings's Law of the same year
provides for the supremacy of the English
Council over Irish legislation. Foreign aflfairs

occupied much of Henry's attention, since the

enemies of France, especially Maximilian of Aus-
tria and Ferdinand the Catholic, were anxious

for Henry's cooperation ; but he was too wily

to he led into wars from which they would profit

more than he. The negotiations led, however,

to the marriage, in 1501, of his eldest son, Arthur,

to Catharine, the daughter of Ferdinand and
Isabella, and after Arthur's death in 1502 to that

prince's brother. Henry VTII.. in 1509.

IKiring Henry's reign the royal power rapidly

increased. Livery and maintenance (q.v.) were

suppressed. The Star Chamber (q.v.) offered an
efl'ective means of curbing the turbulent nobles.
Henr}- was avaricious and the wealthy groaned
at the heavy ta.xes; but Parliament was com-
pliant to his will. His pow-er was not based
entirely upon force, for he had no standing army,
but on the support of the middle classes, to whom
his reign brought security and prosperity after
the disorders of the Wars of the Roses. He died
at Richmond, April 21, 150fl. Among the events
of the reign of Henry VII. was the discovery of

tile Nortli American continent by John Cabot.
The best biographical accounts are Gairdncr,

Henry TIL (London, 1880), in "Twelve English
Statesmen Series," and two lectures by Bishop
Stubbs in Lectures (Oxford, 1887). Five vol-

umes of sources have been printed in the "Rolls
Series." luidcr various titles. The admirable
French Histoire ginirale, by Lavisse and Ram-
baud, vol. iv. (Paris, 1894). has a chapter on.

Henry by !M. Bemont, somewhat biographical in

character, with a bibliography. Bacon's Henry
yU. is still of interest. Consult : Lingard,,

History of England, vol. iv. (London, 1854) ;

Green, History of the English People, vol. ii.

(New York, 1879) ; Green, Short History of the

English People, p. 300 (London and Xew York,
1894) 1 Hallam. Constitutional Histori) of Eng-
land, vol. i. (London, 1855); Traill' (editor),

Social England, vol. ii. (London and Xew York,
1894), with l)ibliography.

HENRY VIII. (1491-1547). King of Eng-
land from 1509 to 1547. He was the second son of

Henry VII. and Elizabeth of York, and was born

at Greenwich, June 28, 1491. He was intended for

the Church until, at the age of eleven, he became
heir apparent to tlie English crown on the death

of his brother Arthur, in 1502. In the following

year he was betrothed to Catharine of Aragon.

Arthur's widow, a Papal dispensation having

been obtained from Julius II. on account of their

relationship. The marriage was to have taken

place on the completion of Henry's fourteenth

year; b\it Henry VII. was playing a wily game
of diplomacy with Ferdinand, Catharine's father,

and |)Ostponed the wedding on various pretexts

in order to extort concessions. He even caused

his son to protest that the whole arrangement

was against his will. On April 21, 1509, Henry
succeeded to the crown, at the age of eighteen.

On June 11th he married Catharine, and they

were crowned together on June 24th. Although

she was six years his senior, their marriage was
for many years a happy one. For some time after

his accession Henry gave himself up to festivities

and sports. He was described in 1519 by Gius-

tiniani, the Venetian Ambassador, as the hand-

somest and best-dressed prince in Europe, "He
is very accomplished, a good musician, composes

well, is a most capital horseman, a fine jouster,

speaks good French, Latin, and Spanish, is very

religious, hears three masses daily when he hunts,

and sometimes five on other days. . . . He is

ven- fond of hunting, and never takes his diver-

sion without tiring eight or ten horses, which

he causes to be stationed beforehand along the

line of country he means to take, and when one

is tired he mounts another, and before he gets

home they are all exhausted." On account of

his handsome person, his hearty, generous man-
ners, his fondness for the services of the Church,

and his appreciation of the new learning, Henry
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•was a favorite with all classes of the English
people. He chose his ministers with rare saga-

city, ami, in spite of liis gayety, know wiuit,

was going on in his administration. He had
a violent temper, and no monarch ever held

his servants under firmer control. Until 1529
affairs were in the hands of Wolsey (q.v.), whom
Henry had raised from a humble station to

be Archbishop of York (1514) and Chancellor

(1515), and caused to be appointed cardinal

(1515) and legate a latere (1518). Wolsey had
thus in his hands almost supreme power over
Church and State, and he rivaled the King in

outward splendor; yet no one was in doubt as to

who was the real master. Wolsey's precarious

tenure depended upon his ability to fulfill, and
if possible to anticipate, his young master's

wishes.
During approximately the first half of Henry's

reign, before the matter of the King's divorce be-

came urgent, his attention was occupied with for-

eign afl'airs. After 1519 Europe was divided into

two hostile camps by the rivalry between Cliarles

V. and Francis I. Henry could be depended upon
in the long run to take the side of Charles, not

only on account of his relationship, having mar-
ried Charles's aunt, and the close commercial
relations between England and Charles's posses-

sions in the Low Countries, but because Henry
dreamed of renewing the Hundred Years' War
and rivaling the deeds of Edward III. and
Henry V. For these reasons, Henry always op-

posed Francis when it came to actual warfare,

though ho frequently changed sides in the diplo-

matic struggle. Even before the accession of

Charles V. and Francis I., the relations of their

predecessors had been much the same, and in

loll Henry had been drawn into the Holy League
between the Papacy, Spain, Austria, and Venice

against France. Early in 1512 Henry had sent

an abortive expedition to regain Guienne. In

the following year he took part in person in the

triumphant campaign in Northern France. The
French were defeated at Guinegate, August 16th,

in what is known as 'the Battle of the Spurs,'

from the rapidity of the French flight; Therou-
anne surrendered August 24th, and Tournay
September 25th. James IV. of Scotland, taking
advantage of Henry's employment elsewhere, in-

vaded England, and was defeated and slain at

Flodden, September 9, 1513. Henry fully intended

to renew the campaign the next year; but when
he learned that both Ferdinand of Spain and
Maximilian of Germany had deserted him, he
secretly made peace, which was cemented by the

marriage of his sister Mary with Louis XII.
From this time until the outbreak of the first

war between Francis and Charles (1521), Wol-
sey was free to carry out with tolerable siiccess

his favorite policy of mediation between the

two rivals. There were many interviews, among
others the famous 'Field of the Cloth of Gold'

(1520), and much treachery on all sides; but in

the end Wolsey's peace policy had to give way
before Henry's warlike spirit. There were cam-
paigns against France in 1522 and 152.1; but
they had no other result than an increased taxa-

tion at home, for which Wolsey was popularly

held accountable. In 1525 Francis was not only

defeated at Pavia, but taken prisoner, and TTenry

thought that the time had come to recover the

cro«-n of France. With this purpose in view,

he demanded an immediate loan from his sui-

jects in proportion to their incomes, but at so

extortionate a rate that riots broke out and the
loan had tu be recalled, lli'iiry, as wn- his wont,
meanly threw the odium upon Wolsey, who was in

no wise responsible. The failure of the loan

made peace with France necessary, which waa
signed in 1525. In the following y<'ar Francis re-

gained his freedom upon agreeing to Charles's ex-

tortionate demands ; but lie held himself not bound
by forced concessions, and war broke out anew
(1527-29), in which he found an ally in Pope
Clement VII. Henry took no direct jiart in

this war, but he was anxious to join the French
and Papal side, for the reason that he was medi-
tating the divorce of Catharine of Aragon, to

W'hieh the consent of the Po])e was necessary.

For some years Henry had been growing tired

of Catharine, and his inditTerence increased after

the appearance at Court in 1522 of tlie young and
sprightly Irish beauty, .Ainne Boleyn. In addition,

Catharine's only surviving child was her daughter
Mary, and since no queen had ever sat upon the

throne of England, it might reasonably be doubt-

ed whether the succession was safe without a
male heir. Heme's professed motive, however,
was conscientious scruples concerning the valid-

ity of his marriage with his brother Arthur's

wife, notwithstanding the Pope's dispensation,

and in 1527 he asked Clement VII. not merely
to grant him a divorce, but to declare that the

dispensation of Julius II. was invalid, and that

the marriage with Catharine had been void from
the beginning. ,\part from otlier considerations,

Clement VII. could hardly be expected to impair

his own authority by such a ruling; nor was the

time propitious for such a request, for in the

year in which it was made the Imperial troops

had sacked Rome, and Clement VII. was at the

mercy of Charles V. The most that Henrj'

could obtain was a legatine court, composed of

Wolsey and Campeggio : but the Pope's sole pur-

pose in granting it was delay. Campeggio could

neither induce Henry to change his mind nor
Catharine to yield, and in 1329 Clement revoked

the case to Rome, where Henry knew that it

would be useless to press the matter further, espe-

cially as Charles and Clement were now in alli-

ance. The result was the fall of Wolsey. and the

beginning of momentous changes in the relations

between the State and Church in England. Henry
probably little realized the importance of the

steps which he took in order to satisfy his lust.

He certainly did not intend to introduce Prot-

estantism, for which he had an aversion. He
was no mean theologian, and in 1521 he had
written a book against Luther entitled A.iscrtio

Septeni Sacrainentoruni. which won for him, by
the irony of fate, the Papal title 'defender of the

faith,' which English sovereigns have borne to

the present day. In I0.IO Henry was occupied

with Cranmer's suggestion that the favorable

opinion of the learned doctors of the universities

as to the nullity of the marriage would leave

him free to marry again without the Pope's eon-

sent. Bribery and cajolery were freely used

with considerable success; but in L^.ll Ilenr^'

proceeded to more vigorous measures. I'pon the

suggestion of Tliomas Cromwell, an adventurer,

who rose to influence soon after Wolsey's fall,

he conceived the plan of seizing the Papal au-

tliority and revenue in England, thereby not only

securing the divorce, but vastly increasing the
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resources and power of the Crown. Henry ac-
cused the clergy of having violated the Statute
of Pra-munire (q.v. ) in accepting Wolsey's lega-
tine authority, although they would have met
with swift punishment if they had presumed to

act otherwise, and although Henry himself had
called in the legate Campeggio a short time be-
fore. Large numbers of the laity were also
equally involved : but this was merely a violent
and unscrupulous method of securing the clergy
at home before proceeding against the authority
of the Pope. Henry's complete success and tiie

very moderate resistance of the clergy show how-
times had changed since the days of Henry II.

and Thomas of Canterbury. The Pope had never
fully regained his prestige after the movement
of Wicliff; and the English clergy were not
only wealthy and therefore timid, but since \YoI-
sey as Royal Chancellor and Papal legate had
practically- united supreme power in State and
Church, they had grown compliant to the royal
will. The Convocation of Canterbury offered a
gift of £100,000 (equal to at least £2,000,000 at
the present day) to be freed from the penalties
of pra?munire, which involved the confiscation
of all their property. Henry demanded in addi-
tion that he be recognized as the supreme head
of the Church of England, which after some re-
sistance they accepted with the vague qualifica-
tion, "so far as is permitted by the law of
Christ." The Convocation of York soon after
bought its pardon on the same condition and the
payment of £18,000. Henry found support in
these measures in Parliament, whose elections
he practically controlled, and whose members
were eitlier lawyers or counti-y squires, with
little aiTection for the Church! In 1532 the
clergy submitted its entire body of canons to
the King's examination, and renounced the right
to make new canons without royal permission,
thus putting an end forever to the' freedom of the
English Church. In 1533 Henry made retreat
impossible by secretly marrying Anne Boleyn
without a divorce. In the same year he made
Cranmer, an able but compliant and vacillating
churchman. Archbishop of Canterbury, who on
May 23d decided that Henry's marriage with
Catharine was void, and on May 28th that his
secret marriage with Anne was "lawful. About
a year after, Clement decided in favor of Cath-
arine, but not until Henry, foreseeing the result,
had all but severed the "connection between the
English Church and Rome. In 1534 Parliament
ehanged the provisional Act of Annates of 1532
into an unconditional one, giving the King the
annates or first fruits which were formerly paid
to the Pope. It also provided for the appoint-
ment of bishops without reference to Papal au-
thority, and abolished appeals to Rome. Hence-
forth the Pope was merely 'the Bishop of Rome,'
w-ith no more authority" in England than any
other foreign bishop.
The new royal supremacy found its first ex-

pression in three acts which, taken together, as-
sumed an intolerably tyrannical character. The
first act of succession of 1533 not only fixed
the inheritance to the crown in the issue of
-Anne Boleyn, and declared that the marriage
with Catharine was invalid from the beginning,
but required all subjects to take oath aflimiing
their full acceptance of the contents of the act"
\vhich no Catholic could conscientiously do: and
it further declared that any one wlio refused

should be guilty of high treason. The act of
supremacy and the treason act of the following
year confirmed the royal title 'supreme head of
the Church of England,' and declared that any
one who should deprive the King of his titl'e

should be guilty of high treason. The King thus
tried not only to rule over men's actions, but
over their consciences. Numerous victims met a
traitor's death for refusing to swear that Cath-
arine's marriage was unlawful, though otherwise
they w-ere willing to accept the new succession.
With incredible callousness, Henry sent to the
block Sir Thomas More, his fornier friend and
boon companion, one of the ornaments of the age.
and Fisher, whom the Pope shortly before had
made cardinal. Many friars were burned merely
for refusing to take the oath on conscientious
grounds. Some of them had spoken against the
King's second marriage, but others had not. In
1536 Anne was executed, on charges of which we
have no proof. Ten days later Henry married
Jane Sejrmour, and a new act of succession made
it treasonable to affirm what it was formerly
treasonable to deny.
The resistance of the friars no doubt helped to

call the attention of Cromwell, who had been
made vicar-general in ecclesiastical matters in
1535, to the rich booty to be acquired through the
'dissolution of the monasteries, at that time
widely established throughout England. He ven-
tured at first to despoil only the lesser houses.
A royal visitation of the year 1535 made the con-
venient discovery that monasteries '"where the
congregation of such religious persons is under
the number of twelve persons" were the seats
of "manifest sin. vicious, carnal, and abominable
living," while those with more than twelve per-
sons were not. Parliament thereupon (1536)
dissolved the smaller houses and gave their prop-
erty to the King. The Catholic rising in the
northern and more conservative districts in
1536, known as the 'Pilgrimage of Grace,' in-

volved some of the remaining abbots of that re-

gion, and this was a signal for the dissolution
of the greater monasteries. Those w-ho were im-
plicated in the revolt were executed for treason,
and the others were gradually frightened into
surrendering their authority and property into
the hands of the King, "of their own free and
voluntary minds, good wills and assents, with-
out constraint, coercion, or compulsion of any
manner of person or persons," as the Parlia-
mentary act of 1539 puts it. Henry used the
enormous spoils of the monasteries partly for
religious objects, partly for military purposes;
but much was granted to ro.val favorites, and
many prominent families in England at the pres-
ent day derive their fortunes from this source.
One of the unexpected consequences of the dis-

solution was the formation of a considerable
party keenly interested in maintaining the reli-

gious innovations.

It was not, however, Henry's first intention
to introduce religious innovations, other than
the royal supremacy. If More and Fisher were
beheaded for denying the royal supremacy, John
Frith was burned for denying the doctrine of tran-
substantiation. Yet preachers with Protestant
tendencies were appearing and criticising the old
order of things with great asperity. To prevent
these disturbances, the Ten Articles were promul-
gated in 1336 by royal order, containing a creed
which in the main held to the old order, yet
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passed over in silence or tried to explain somn
of the controverted points. In the same year the

Bible was translated with royal sanction, though
Henry apparently took no great interest in it.

Tlie new movement was sure to grow. Its in-

tellectual leader was Cranmcr, who was himself

under the influence of Ridley. Cranmer and

Ridley were slowly changing their views in the

direction of Protestantism. Cromwell also fa-

vored Protestantism, for political reasons. In

153S there was much smashing of images and
spoliation of tombs, imtil Henry took alarm.

In 1539 he issued, with the consent of Parlia-

ment, the reactionary Six Articles, affirming the

principal controverted Catholic dogmas. Eng-
lishmen found it as dangerous to be too Protes-

tant as too Catholic, and the discreet conformed
to Henry's somewhat shifting views. In 1544

Cranmer wrote his celebrated Litany, and or-

dered certain parts of the service to be said in

English ; but further changes were cut short by
Henry's death.

In the meantime Cromwell had come to grief

through his arrangement of the marriage of

Heniy to Anne of Cleves, in order to form a con-

nection with the Protestant princes of Germany.
When Anne reached England she was found to be

far from handsome, and Henry's resentment was
great. This is supposed to be the real reason

for Cromwell's disgrace and execution, July 28,

1540, though Henry may have grown tired of

Cromwell as he grew tired of every one else.

On the day of Cromwell's execution Henry mar-
ried Catharine Howard, Anne having been di-

vorced shortly before; but she was soon found to

have been unfaithful both before and after her

marriage, and was beheaded. In 1543 Henry
married his sixth wife, Catharine Parr, who sur-

vived liim.

In Henry's last years his attention was again
occupied with foreign enterprises. He tried to

establish his authority in Ireland by winning
over the native chiefs, stripping the Irish mon-
asteries for their benefit. From 1542 to 1546

he was at war with Scotland and France. The
Scots were defeated at Solway ^Moss in 1542,

and .Tames V. died soon after. Heniy took

J Boulogne in 1544. and made peace two years

later. He died January 28. 1547. By act of

Parliament, in 1544. tlie succession had been given

to his three children. Edward, Jlary, and Eliza-

beth, the offspring respeclively of .Tane Seymour,
Catharine of Aragon, and Anne Bolcyn, who
succeeded in this order and died without issue.

Consult: Calendar of Htitte Papers, Foreifjn

and Domestic, of the Reiqn of Henry Till.,

edited by Brewer and Gairdner (14 vols.,

London, 1862-95) ; State Papers Durinq the

Reign of Henry Till. (11 vols., London,
18.32-52) : Parliamenlary History (36 vols.,

London, 1806-201 ; Giustiniani's Venetian dis-

patches, published in translation by Rawdon
Brown under the title Four Years at tlie Court

of Henry Mil.: Pocock, Nicholas, Records of the

Reformation and the Divorce (2 vols., Oxford,

1870) ; Original Letters ReUitire to the English

Reformation, edited bv Robinson for the Parker
Society (2 vols., Cambridge, 1846) ; Ellis, Orig-

inal Letters (first series, 3 vols., London, 1824;

second series. 4 vols., Londoli. 1827: third series,

4 vols., London, 1846) ; Brewer, History of the

Reign of Henry Vlll. from His Accession to the

Death of Wolsey (2 vols., L(mdon, 1884) ; Dixon,
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History of the Church of Englaml from the Abo-
lition of the Roman .J arisdiction (4 vols., Lim-

don, 1884-91) ; Lingard, History of England (10

vols., London, 1854-55), vols, iv., v.; Froude, His-

tory of England from the Fall of Wolsey to the

Death of Elizabeth, vols, i.-iv. ( 12 vols., New
York, 1870); id., The Divorce of Catherine of

Aragon (New York, 1891); Green, History of

the English People (4 vols.. New York, 1879),

and his tihort History (I-ondon and New York,

1894). Two convenient collections of the princi-

pal documents are: Gee and Hardy, Documents
lllu.'itratiKe of English Church History (London

and New Y'ork, 1896), and Adams and Stephens,

Select Documents of English Constitutional His-

tory (New York, 1901).

HENRY I. (c.1008-60). King of France from
1031 to 10(30. He was the son of Robert I., and

a grandson of Hugh Capet. The first years of

his reign were disturbed by a rebellion headed

by his mother. Constance of Toulouse, who,

however, submitted in 1033. In tlie disorders

which followed the deat)\ of Robert the Devil,

Duke of Normandy, in 1035, Henry assisted

William the Bastard, the illegitimate .son and
successor of Robert, in establishing his authority

over the rebellious Norman nobles, participating

in the battle of Val-fesdunes in 1047. Subse-

quently Henry grew jealous of the power of the

Norman Duke. Leaguing himself with the Count

of Anjou, and calling his brother Eudes into the

field, he invaded Normandy from Evreux in

1054. When, however, Eudes had been defeated

at Mortemer, Henry drew back in haste and left

the Normans to themselves. In 1055 he caused

his eldest son, Philip, to be crowned as joint

King. Henrj- died in 1060. He was an active

prince, who spent a large part of his time in

the field, upholding the royal authority against

the feudal nobles. His first wife, Mathilda,

niece of Henry III. of Germany, died childless;

his second wife, Anne, daughter of Jaroslaflf,

Prince of Novgorod and Kiev, bore him three

sons—Philip, his successor; Robert, who died

in childhood: and Hugh, Count of Vermandois.

Consult Soehnee, Etude sur la vie et le rcgne de

Henri I. (Paris, 1891).

HENRY II. ( 1519-59) . King of France from

1547 to 1559. He was born jMarch 31, 1519. being

the second of three sons of Francis I. by his

first wife, Claude. From 1526 to 1520 Prince

Henry was a hostage in Spain, togetlier with

his brother, the Dauphin Francis. In 1533 he

married Catharine de' Medici and in 1536 the

death of the Dauphin Francis made him the heir

apparent to the throne. The same year he became

the lover of the celebrated Diane of Poitiers, a

woman several years his senior. l)ut of attractive

mind and strong will. In 1547 Henry succeeded

his father, Francis I., and at once submitted

himself to the influence of his mistress and of

Anne de jNIontmorency, Constable of France,

though the Guises also enjoyed a large share of

the royal favor. A revolt in Guiennc. where the

people had risen against the gaheleurs. or col-

lectors of the salt duty, was speedily put down
by Montmorency. In 1550 Boulogne, which had

been taken by the English during the wars of

Henry VITL, was recovered by the French, and

in a second war. which began in 1557. the Eng-

lish lost Calais and Guines, their last possessions

in France (1558). Though a strong Catholic
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and a persecutor of the Huguenots, Henry made
treaties of alliance with the German Protestants,

led an army of 38,000 men to aid JIaurice of

Saxony against the Emperor, and made himself

master of the bishoprics of Toul and Verdun,
while ilontmorency seized Jletz by treachery

(1552). After the abdication of Charles V.
(1555-50) Henry embraced the opportunity of

attacking the Netherlands and Italj' before
Philip II. could consolidate his newly acquired
jjossessions ; but the results of this step were
disastrous to France at every point. In Italy,

the attack on Naples, made by Guise at the head
of 20,000 men, utterly failed ; while in the Low
Countries the French under Montmorency sus-

tained a total defeat, August 10, 1557, at Saint
Quentin, and were forced to abandon the town
to the Spaniards. This was followed by the
defeat of De Thermes at Gravelines in 1558,
which with other causes led to the Treaty of
Cateau-Cambresis. April 2-3, 1559. On June
29th Henry II. was mortally wounded in a tour-

nament by Count Montgomery, the captain of

his Scottish Guards, and died July 10, 1559. He
is represented by historians as a bold and hand-
some man, but cold and indolent. His Queen,
Catharine de' Medici, bore him ten children, of
whom three lived to be kings of France. He was
succeeded by his eldest son, who became Francis
II. Consult : The contemporary memoirs of
Monthieu, Tavannes. Vieilleville, Villars, and
Brantome: also. Barre-Duparcq, Eistoire de
Henri II. (Paris, 1887) : Ranke, Civil Wars and
Moiwrchy in France in the Hixteenth and Seven-
teenth Centuries (trans. London, 1852-61). See,
also, France; and consult the authorities re-

ferred to there.

HENRY III. (1551-89). King of France
from 1574 tn 1589. He was the third son of
Henry II. and Catharine de' Medici, and was the
last of the House of Valois. He was born at
Fontainebleau. September 19, 1551, and in his
youth bore the title of Duke of Anjou. At the
age of sixteen he was made a lieutenant-general,
and placed in nominal command of the armies
of France, though tlie real direction of operations
was in the liands of Marshal de Tavannes. Henry
had a part in the victories over the Huguenots at
Jarnac and iloncontour in 1569, and was active
in abetting the massacre of Saint Bartholomew.
He was elected King of Poland in 1573, but upon
receiving news of the death of his brother, Charles
IX.. in the following year, he fled from Cracow to
make certain liis succession in France. As King
he continued the war against the Huguenots; but
the union of the party" of his brother, the Duke
of Alencon. with the Huguenots wrung from the
alarmed King tlie Peace of Beaulieu (or of Mon-
sieur) in 1576, confirmed by the Edict of Poitiers
or Bergerac in 1577. This peace granted so many
privileges to the Huguenots that it exasperated
the Catholic Party and led to the formation .of

the Holy League, the avowed object of Mhieh
was to maintain the supremacy of Catholicism.
and the secret purpose to secure the reversion of
the thi-one to the Guises. !Meanwhile the King
forfeited all respect bv the indulgence of his
vicious propensities. His life was marked by
alternate outbursts of licentioiisness and moods
of srlnoniy fannticism. The .nffeetion he lavished
liTion his ofTeminnte favorites, or miqnons, as
thev were called, aroused the disgvist of the
nation. A renewed war with the Huguenots

(1579-80) was concluded by the Peace of Fleix,

a renewal of the terms of that of Bergerac. The
strength of the League grew rapidly, aided by
the popularity of the Duke of Guise with the
Catholic masses. By the death of the Duke of
Anjou (formerly of Alencon), Henry of Navarre
became heir to the throne (1584) ; but the Catho-
lics would not accept him, and Henry III., after

an attempt to come to an understanding with his

cousin of Navarre, issued the Edict of Nemours
(1585), repealing all privileges granted the
Huguenots. The so-called "War of the Three
Henrys' then broke out. In 1587 the Huguenots
under Henry of Navarre triumphed at Coutras.
King Henry found that Henry of Guise, through
his commanding position, was becoming master
of the kingdom. On May 12, 1588, the so-called

Day of the Barricades, the inhabitants of Paris
rose against the royal forces, and were quelled
only by the interposition of Guise. The King
fled to Blois, convoked the Estates, and sum-
moned Guise to a private audience. Guise was
assassinated in the King's cabinet by the guards
known as the 'Forty-five' (December 23. 1588) ;

and his brother, the Cardinal of Lorraine, was
put to death on the following day. This double
assassination aroused the hatred of Catholic
France. The doctors of the Sorbonne declared
the people to be relieved of the duty of obedience
to the King, and the heads of the League dis-

solved the Parliament. Henry was distracted
by the difficulties of his position, and threw him-
self under the protection of Henry of Navarre.
The two kings advanced at the head of an army
of 40,000 Huguenots on Paris, which wo\ild prob-
ably have had to capitulate had not Henry III.

been assassinated, August 1, 1589, by a fanatical

young Dominican, named .Jacques Clement. The
murderer was slain on the spot by the royal

guard, and the King died on the following day,
after having declared Henry of Navarre his suc-

cessor.

Consult: The Memoirs of Tavannes. Vieille-

ville. Castelnau. Brantome, and De Thou; also

Freer, Henry III., His Court and Times (3 vols.,

London, 1858) : .Jackson. Tlie La.st of the Vaiois
and the Accession of Henry of Sararre (2 vols.,

London, 1888); Ranke. Civil Wars and Mon- »

archy in France in the Sixteenth and Serentcenth
Centuries (2 vols.. Eng. trans., London. 1852) ; E.
Armstrong. The French Wars of Reliyion, 1559-98
(London, 1892) ; De Noailles. Henri de Valois et

la Pologne (3 vols., Paris, 1867) ; De la Barre-
Duparcq, Histoire de Henri III. (Paris, 1882) ;

Robiquet Paris ct la lAque sous Henri III.

(Paris. 1886) ; Nolhac and Salerti. II riaiji/io in

Italia di Fnrico III., re di Franeia (Turin, 1890).
See France; Hucuenots.

HENRY IV. (1553-1610). Kin? of France
from 1589 to IfilO, sometimes called the Great.

He was born in the Castle of Pau. Beam. Decem-
ber 14. 1553, being the third son of Antoine de
Bourbon and .Jeanne d'Alliret. daughter and heir-

ess of Henry IL, King of Navarre and Beam, and
fillied throTigh his father with the French royal

family. In 1555 his mother became Queen of

Navarre, and gave her husband the title of King.
Henry himself was kno^vn as Prince of Viane.
His father's death, in 1562, placed him under the

sole control of his mother who was a zealous

Calvinist, and was careful to select learned men
holdinc her own tenets for his instructors. JTpnn

the outbreak of the third Civil War in France
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the youiifj ])riiice and his intropid mothor joined

the Hiipieiiots at La Rochelle, and after tlie death

of the Prinee of Conde at Jarnae (Mareli 13.

1560), Heniy was proclaimed by tlie voice of

the army chief of tlie Protestant cause. On
account of liis extreme youth, however, the actual

command was vested in Coligiiy (q.v. ). Not-

withstandin<j; the defeats which the Huguenots
had experienced in this campaign, the Peace of

Saint Germainen-Laye (August S. 1570) was
apparently of great advantage to them, and was
speedily followed by a contract of marriage be-

tween Henry of Navarre and Margaret of Valois,

the sister of Charles IX. Jeanne d'Albret died

suddenly a few months later (June 9, 1572), and
the prospective bridegroom became King of

Navarre, under the title of Henry III. After
much opposition on the part of both Catholics

and Protestants, the marriage with Margaret of

Valois was celebrated with great pomp, August
18, 1572, followed within a week by the massa-
cre of Saint Bartholomew. It had been origi-

nally intended tliat Henry should share the fate

of his friends and co-religionists, but his life

was spared on condition of his professing him-
self a Catholic. For more than three years he re-

mained at the French Court, virtually a prisoner,

and continually plotting and seeking to escape;

but at length, in February, 1576, he contrived to

elude the vigilance of his guardians, and made
his way to the camp of the Huguenots in Gas-
cony, where lie repudiated his enforced conver-
sion, and resumed the command of the army. In
the Peace of P)eaulieu, concluded IMay 6, 1576, the

Huguenots obtained several distinct advantages.
The death of the Duke of Anjou (late Alengon)

in 1584 made Henry presumptive heir to the

crown. Some years previous to this the Catholic

League had been formed, the secret purpose of

which was the support of the Guise pretensions

to the throne. The War of the Three Henrys
(Henry III. of France, Henry of Navarre, and
Henry of Guise) was terminated by the Protes-

tant victory of Coutras, October 20, 1587. In

1588 Henry III. of France, hating and fearing

the powerful Guises, who had virtually made
themselves his masters, caused the Duke of Guise
and the Cardinal de Lorraine to be murdered,
and in the following year came to an understand-
ing with Henn' of Navarre. The two now pro-

ceeded to lay siege to Paris, August, 1589. The
assassination of Henry III. by Clement made
Henry of Navarre, as the nearest lineal male
descendant of the royal house of France, rightful

King of France, the House of Bourbon succeeding

to that of Valois. As a Protestant, he had been

excommunicated by Sixtus V. in 1585, and de-

clared incapable of succeeding to the French
crown. His religion, moreover, made him ob-

noxious to the greater part of the nation, and
he found in addition that the dukes of Lorraine
and Savoy, and Philip II. of Spain, were pre-

pared, each on his own account, to dispute his

claims. He withdrew, therefore, to Normandy
until he could collect more troops and obtain

reenforccments from England and Germany. His
nearly hopeless cause, however, gradually gained

strength through the weakness and internal dis-

sensions of the Leaguers, who proclaimed the

aged Cardinal de Bourbon King, with the Duke
of Mayenne Lieutenant-General of the Kingdom,
and thus complicated the interests of their party.

After a success at Arques (September, 1589),
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Henry reappeared before Paris. He won a

splendid victory over Mayenne at Ivry (Man-h

14, 1590). but Spanish iii'tervcntioii defeated liis

idans, and it is probable that he would never

have been generally acknowledged had he not,

by the advice of his friend and Minister, De
Rosny, afterwards Duke of Sully (q.v.), formally

professed himself a member of the Church of

Koine, in 159.S. "Paris," the light-hearted but

astute monarch is reported to have said, "is well

worth a mass." His public re<antation of Prot-

estantism, before the Archbishop of Bourgcs, July

25, 1593, filled the Catholics with joy, and was
followed by the speedy surrender of the most
important cities of the kingdom, including Paris,

which opened its gates to him in March, 1594.

The war with the League was not, however, ter-

minated till 1596. In 1598 peace was concluded

between Spain and France by the Treaty of Ver-

vins, which restored to the latter many important

places in Picardy and was otherwise favorable

to the French King. On April. 13, 1598, Henry
signed the Edict of Nantes, which secured the

Protestants perfect liberty of conscience and the

administration of impartial justice.

Henry was now left at liberty to direct his at-

tention to the internal improvement of the king-

dom, .which had been thoroughly disorganized

through the long continuance of civil war. The
larrow-minded policy of the preceding reigns had
left the provinces greatly at the mercy of the

civil governors and large landed proprietors, who
arrogated almost sovereign power to themselves

in raising taxes and exacting compulsory services.

Such abuses Henry completely stopped. By
building canals and roads, and opening all parts

of his kingdom to commerce, he established new
sources of wealth and prosperity for his subjects.

The mainspring of these improvements was, how-
ever, the reorganization of the finances under
Sullv, who, in the course of ten years, reduced

the national debt from 330.000.000 to 50,000.000

livres. In 1001 the districts of Bresse, Bugey,
and Valromey were acquired from Savoy and
added to France. For ten years France enjoyed
prosperity previously unheard of. In foreign

politics Henry devoted his entire energy to the
formation of a powerful coalition against the
House of Austria, the ancient enemy of France,
against whom, since the Treaty of Cateau-Cam-
hresis in 1559, the distracted country had been
too weak to contend. The disputed succession to

the duchies of Jiilieh and Cleves (qq.v.) afTorded

an opportunity for the opening of hostilities, and
the King, who had entered into an alliance with
the Protestant Union of Germany, was about to

take personal command of the French army,
when he was struck down by the dagger of Ka-
vaillac, a religious fanatic, at Paris, May 14,

1610. Nineteen times before attempts had been
made on his life, most of which it was thought
could be traced to the agency of the Papal and
Imperial courts, and in the miilst of the bitter

political strife Ravaillne's crime was laid to

the charge of the snme influences. The most
horrible vengeance was wreaked on the murderer.
Henry was succeeded on the throne by Louis
XIII.. his son by his second wife, ]\faria de'

Jledici (q.v.). Time has strengthened the high
estimate which the people of France formed of

their favorite King, for although his faults were
numerous, they were eclipsed by his surpassing
qualities. An inordinate passion for women was
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his greatest failing. He was without doubt the
most imposing figure in Fiance of his day, and
has taken his place in history as the greatest of

Bourbon kings.

Bibliography. For the history of Henry IV.,

consult the memoirs of the time, particularly

those of the Duke de Sully (Amsterdam, 1725) ;

also Poirson, Histoire de Henri IV. (3d ed., Paris,

1865) ; Jung, Eenri IV. (icrivain (ib., 1885) ;

Guadet, Henri IV., sa vie, son ceiivre et ses

Merits (ib., 1879) ; Lescure, Vie de Henri IV.
(ib., 1876) ; Barre-Duparcq, Histoire de Eenri
IV. (ib., 1884); Rambault, Henri IV. et son
cciivre (ib., 1884); Zeller, Eenri IV. et Marie
de Medici (ib., 1877) ; Lacombe, Eenri IV. et sa
politique (ib., 1878). In English the following
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in Chapters from French History (London,
1870) ; Baird, The Eugiienots and Henry of
Kavnrre (New York, 1886) ; Jackson, The First

of the Bourbons (London, 1890) ; Willert, Henry
of yavarre and the Huguenots in France (New
York, 1893).

HENRY V. OF FRANCE. See Chambord,
Duke of.

HENRY IV. An historical play by William
Shakespeare, in two parts, produced in 1597 and
1598, printed in 1598 and 1600. The sources

are Holinshed's Chronicles and a popular old

play (produced in 1588), The Famous Victories

of Henry V. In it the royal hero, wlio had ap-

peared as a spirited youth in Richard II., is

represented as a care-worn monarch, who has
passed down his boyish fire to his son. Prince
Hal. The plot deals with Hotspur's rebellion

and the sobering of the Prince's character through
the tempering process of his nation's trial. See

Falst.\fp.

HENRY V. An historical drama by William
Shakespeare, a continuation of Henry IV., and
derived from the same sources. It deals with
the adventures of Prince Hal after he ascended
the throne, especially with his invasion of France,

and tells of the death of Henry's former boon
companion, FalstaflF. It was performed in 1599,

and was printed in 1600, imperfectly, by Thomas
Creede.

HENRY VI. An historical drama in three

parts, produced in 1592-94, and printed in 1594-

95, in which Shakespeare's genius can be traced,

working over the cruder stuff of possibly Mar-
lowe, Peele, Lodge, Kyd, and Greene or some un-
known dramatists. It deals with the early years
of Henjy VI.'s reign, his misfortunes during the
Wars of the Roses, and his tragic death. The
first part was produced in 1592, and called forth
Greene's charge of plagiarism in his Groat's
Worth of Wit. The second part, founded on an
old play. The First Part of the Contention Be-
tween the Two Famous Houses of Yorfce and
Lancaster, and the third part, founded on The
True Trngedie of Richard, Duke of Yorke, were
evidently elaborated and adapted by Shakespeare
from works by unknown writers.

HENRY Vm. An historical drama, pro-

duced in 1613, begun by William Shakespeare
and completed by Fletcher and Massingcr. It is

founded on Holinshed's Chronicles and Fox's
Christian Martyrs, and was first printed in the
folio of 1623. Only Act I., Scene 1; Ac{ II.,

Scenes 3 and 4 : Act III., Scene 2 ; Act IV., Scene
1, can be ascribed to Shakespeare; the rest was

written by Fletcher, with possibly some help from
Jlassinger.

HENRY, Alexander (1739-1824). An Ameri-
can fur-trader, born in New Brunswick, N. J.

He was with General Amherst in the expedition
against the French in Canada (1760). After the
peace he went to Michillimackinac to engage in the
fur trade, and was one of the few survivors when
the English garrison of the fort was massacred
by the Indians at the time of Pontiae's uprising
(1763). Henry remained for a year a captive
among the Ojibways at Sault Ste. llarie. wlience
he came with an Indian contingent to join Gen-
eral Bradstreet's army on the lakes and by the
desertion of his battalion regained his liberty.

He resumed the fur trade, voyaging between Jlon-

treal and the Rocky Mountains, and from 1770
to 1774 made an unsuccessful attempt to lloat a
company for working the copper-mines on Lake
Superior. His book, Travels and Adtwntures in

Canada and the Indian Territory Beticeen the
Years 1760 and 1776 (1809), is quoted at length

in Parkman, Conspiracy of Pontiao (London,
1S6S).

HENRY, Caleb Spbagxje (1804-84). An
American Protestant Episcopal clergyman and
author. He was born in Rutland. Mass., gradu-
ated at Dartmouth in 1825, and studied theology
at Andover and New Haven. In 1828 he became
a Congregational minister at Greenfield, Mass.,
and in 1833 removed to Hartford. Conn. In 1834
he started the American Advocate of Peace, the
organ of the American Peace Society. He then
entered the ministry of the Protestant Episcopal
Church, and was professor of moral and intel-

lectual philosophy in Bristol College, Pennsyl-
vania (1835-38). In 1837. with the aid of Rev.
Francis L. Hawks, he established the New York
Review. He was professor of history and phi-

losophy in the New York University from 1839 to

1852. Later he held other pastorates, but was
chiefly engaged in literary work. He translated

Guizot's History of Civilization, and other works
from the French, and was the author of several

works, including Compendium of Christian An-
tiquities (1837), and Satan as a Moral Philoso-

pher (1877).

HENRY, Cape. See Cape Henry.

HENRY, ilN're', Charles ( 1 859— ) . A French
librarian and editor. He was born at Bollwiller,

Haut-I\hin, and was educated in Paris, where, in

1881, he became assistant and afterwards libra-

rian in the Sorbonne. As a specialist in the his-

tory of mathematics he was sent to Italy to seek

some manuscripts of that nature which the Gov-
erament wished to publish. He edited several

works upon kindred subjects, as well as memoirs,
letters, and other volumes, and wrote critiques

upon the musical theories of Ranieau and Wron-
ski. C. Huet's correspondence he published under
the title Un crudit, homme du mondc. homme
d'cglise, homme de coiir (1880), and he issued

also Problcmes de geometric pratique (1884);
and Lcttrcs 'incditcs de Mile, de Lespinasse a
Condorcet et a D'Alcmlert (1887).

HENRY, Edward L.\mson (1841— 1. An
American historical and genre painter. He was
born in Charleston, S. C. January 12, 1841, and
studied at the Philadelphia Academy with Peter

Weber, and from 1860 to 1863 with Suisse and
Courbet in Paris. He returned to the United

States during the Civil War. and sketched on
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the James River. In 1869 he was elected a mem-
ber of the National Academy, and established a
sludio in New York. He is also a mcnilier of
the American \\'atcr-Color Society. In 1871,
1875, and 1882 he revisited Europe, skctcliinj^

in France and England. He received a medal
at the New Orleans Exposition in 18S4 and at the
World's Fair, Chicago, in 18!i;i, and honorable
mention at the Paris Exhil)ilion, 1880. His
specialty is genre figures, quaintly depicted. The
composition is usually well balanced, with elab-
crate details; the outlines are often hard, and
the color crude. One of his largest paintings is

tlie "Initial Excursion of the First Railway Ever
Constructed in New York .State," Corcoran Gal-
lerj-, \Va.5hington, containing fifty figures. His
principal works are: ''Old Clock on the Stairs"
(1868); "City Point—Grant's Headquarters"
(1869). Union Lea^ie Club. New Y'ork; "Battle
of Germantown," owned by William Astor; "Dcc-
hiration of Independence." owned by J. W.
Drexel ; "Reception to Lafayette," "In Sight of

Home," "Waiting for an Answer."

HENRY, aN'ro', Etiexne Ossian (1798-
1873). A French chemist, son of Noel Etienne
Henry (1769-1832), born in Paris, and trained
by his father, who was director of the Central
Pharmacy of the Parisian hospitals and professor

in the School of Pharmacy. In 1824 he became
director of the chemical laboratory of the Acad-
emy of iledicine. He discovered sinapin and
studied mineral waters, milk of various animals,
nicotine, and tannin. His works include: Traitd
pratique d'aitali/se chimiqiie des eaiisc iiiiiierales,

with his father (2d ed. 1858) ; ilemoire sur
Vanaljise organique, with Plisson (1830); Atia-

h/se chimique des eaiix dc Paris, with Boutron-
Charland (1848); and, with Ratier, a transla-

tion of the Codex Medicamentariiis (1827).

HEN'RY, Joseph (1799-1878). An Ameri-
can physicist, born at Albany, N. Y. He was
educated at the Alban}' Academy, where in 1826

he Ijecame professor of mathematics. Henry en-

joyed the reputation of being one of the greatest

of experimenters, and did more toward the de-

velopment of the science of electricity than any
other American since the time of Franklin. At
the Albany Academy he developed the electro-

magnet, which had been invented a few years pre-

viously by Sturgeon of England. By insulating

the wire with silk and constructing tlie appara-
tus according to certain original ideas, he ob-

tained electromagnets of far greater [lower and
etficiency than those of other experimenters, and
also transmitted the current from the battery

through a considerable length of wire to the mag-
net. In 1831 Henry sent a current through a
mile of fine copper w'ire, and caused the armature
of the electromagnet to be attracted and strike

a bell, thus producing an audible signal. This
is the first electromagnet telegraph, and Henry
is to be regarded as the inventor of the principle

now nniversalh' applied in modern practice. In
further experiments at Princeton where Henry
was appointed professor in 1832 he devised an
arrangement of electromagnets and batteries,

where the current transmitted to a considerable

distance energized a magnet and attracted an
armature which opened a 'local' circuit with its

battery and caused .a powerful electromagnet to

perform work by allowing a weight to fall. This
experiment contains the principle of the tele-

n HENRY.
graph relay which made possible telegraphy over
considerable distances. The apparatus was set
up between Henry's residence and laboratory at
Princeton, and the earth was used as a return
conductor for the first lime. Henry was also the
first to employ magnetic attraction and repulsion
to produce motion, and constructed a simple mag-
netic engine which had the first automatic pole-
changer or commutator ever applied to the
galvanic battery.

In the discovery of magnetic induction Henry
was anticipated by Faraday (q.v.), but he w.a's

the first to notice the similar phenomenon of self-

induction. He also investigated the oscillations
of electric discharges and other electrical phe-
nomena. In 184(! he was chosen secretary of the
Smithsonian Institution at Washington,' a posi-
tion that he held until his death. In 1849 he
\yas elected president of the American Associa-
tion for the Advancement of Science, and in
1858 he was chosen president of the National
Academy of Sciences, of which body he was an
original member. Upon the establishment of the
Lighthouse Board in 1852 Professor Henry was
appointed a member, and in 1871 became its' head.
He carried on in this capacity a number of im-
portant tests for the Government which resulted
in the improvement of fog-signals and the various
lights and lighthouses. He was also interested in
meteorology, and in his reports, as secretary, he
urged the Government to collect and distribute
meteorological information. He suggested the
use of the telegraph for this purpose, and for a
number of years tliis important work was under
the direction of the Smithsonian Institution.
Terrestrial magnetism was also a subject of in-
terest to Henry, and he not only participated in
investigations on his own account, but urged
upon the Government the importance of having
such observations made. In acotistics. Professor
Henry also carried on important researches, his
attention being directed to this subject largely
through his experiments with fog-signals. Henry
enjoyed no small amount of European reputation,
and in his trips abroad was enthusiastically re-

ceived by English and Continental scientists.
Henry was involved in a controversy with S. F.

B. Morse (q.v.) as regards the invention of the
telegraph, but it is safe to state that the former
is to be regarded as the originator of the princi-
ple, while Morse invented the instrument first

used for this purpose. Henry's collected writings
are to be found in the Smithsrjniaii M iKcellaneotis
Collection, vol. xxx. (Washington, 1887). In
volumes ,x.\. and xxi. of the same series are to
be found excellent biographical and memorial no-
tices. Consult also nickerson, Joseph Henry and
the Miiiinetic Telegraph (New York, 1885).

HENRY, Matthew (1662-1714). An English
Nonconformist divine and Bible commentator. He
was born in Flintshire, near Chester, OctoIx>r
18, 1062. Having qualified himself for the min-
istry, in 1687 he was settled as pastor of a con-
gregation of Dissenters at Chester, where he con-
tinued for twenty-five years. In ilay, 1712. he
removed to a charge at Hackney, near London.
He died .tunc 22, 1714. His principal work is

an Exposition of the Old and yeir Testament,
which was commenced in November, 1704, and
five volumes appeared in London prior to 1710.
He lived to finish it only to the .Acts of the .Vpos-
tles, and the remainder was finished by thirteen
Nonconformist ministers, whose names are given
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in some of the editions. For many years this was
the stand;ird c-omiiientary on the Kible. It lias

been often reprinted ; e.g. hy Burder and Hughes,
witli additional matter Iroui Henry's nianu.scripts

(6 vols., London, 1811). Besides his conmien-
tary, Henry published numerous volumes, as
well as sermons and tracts. His miscellaneous
worlcs were republished in London in 1830. For
his life, consult: Williams (London, 1805) ;

DUirics and Letters of Philip Henry (his father),
«dited by Lee (ib., 1883).

HENRY, Patrick (1730-99). An American
orator and statesman, born in Hanover County,
Va., May 29, 1730. His father was a native of
Scotland, and a cousin of Robertson, the cele-
brated historian. Patrick was unpromising as
a scholar, and when he was fifteen years old he
\va.s placed to work with a country tradesman.
.\fter a year's apprenticeshi]) he was set up in
business -n-ith his brother William, but before the
end of a year the undertaking had to be aban-
doned. He was slovenly in dress, and showed no
aptitude for business of any kind. At the time
that he married the daughter of a farmer, a Miss
Sheltnn, his business had collapsed, and he was
wretchedly poor. He next tried farming for two
years, but had neither perseverance nor knowl-
edge, and after one more of many failures he
opened a store and failed within the next three
years. When no customers appeared he would
elose his store and go fishing. But at intervals
he read such books as he could find, and man-
aged to gain a fair idea of Latin and Greek.
Having utterly failed in farming and in trade,
be made an attempt at the law, and after a
period of reading said to have extended over only
one month, had the boldness to ask for license
to practice. This was granted in 1700, on the
condition that he would extend his studies before
undertaking to practice. In 1703 he leaped into
immediate prominence in his profession. He was
then engaged in the place of a more experienced
advocate, who refused to continue the defense
in a celebrated case known as the 'Parson's
Cause,' and by an unexpectedly brilliant speech
aroused such intense excitement that the au-
dience seized him and bore him in triumph on
their shoulders. (See Parson'.s Cause.) There-
after his practice was enormous and his pros-
perity assured. But he was not satisfied with
his legal profession. In 1705 he became a mem-
ber of the House of Burgesses. At the critical

period of the Stamp Act excitement he was com-
paratively luiknown to the Assembly, and the
rich planters were scandalized at his presump-
tion in offering to the House the brief resolutions
which set forth that the burgesses and the Gov-
ernor had the exclusive right and power to lay
taxes and imposts upon the people of the Colony,
and that not alone the Stamp Act, but all acts
of Parliament which encroached upon the rights
of the Colonies, were unconstitutional and there-

fore void. A storm of opposition from the con-
servative members naturally followed, and the
resolutions were denounced as extreme, impolitic,

and dangerous. In the debate he startled even
the radicals by his historic outburst: "Ciesar had
his Brutus, Charles the First his Cromwell, and
George the Third—" [here he was interrupted
by the presiding oflicer and members with cries

of "Treason! treason!"]—"may profit by their

example," calmly said the orator, completing
the sentence, adding, "If this be treason, make

the most of it." The resolutions were adopted
by a very small majority. He was now a power
in the Colony, replaced the vacillating planters
in the leadership, and became the authorized
representative of the people against the aristo-
cratic element. In opposition to Parliamentary
imposts and in preparing the articles of as-
sociation to discourage the use of British mer-
chandise, Henry was one of the leaders. He
continued his legal business, and, though deficient
in legal education, was wonderfully successful
before juries. At this time he took an active
part in the movement for securing the rights
of the Dissenters, which finally culminated in the
Religious Freedom Act of 1785, by which the
Church of England was disestablished in Vir-
ginia. Patrick Henry, with Jeft'erson and others,
was ready to precipitate an open rupture with
England. He was especially active in the House
of Burgesses, and in May, 1774, took a leading
jjart in those acts of the House with reference to
the Boston Port Bill which led to its immediate
dissolution by Lord Dunmore. Upon the fol-

lowing day (Jlay 27th) was held the historic

meeting of the former burgesses in the Raleigh
Tavern, as a result of which came the first Revo-
lutionary convention of Virginia (August, 1774),
of which Henry was a member, and by which he
was chosen a delegate to the first Continental
Congress. In that famous assembly he was
hailed as the champion of constitutional liberty,

and his wonderful eloquence was at once recog-

nized. He served on the Conmiittee on Trade
and Manufactures, on the committee to prepare
an address to the King, and on that appointed to

draft a statement of the rights of the colonists.

Returning thence to Virginia, his prominence
was still further enhanced by his work in the

Provincial Convention of March, 1775, where he
introduced resolutions to organize the militia

and put the Colony in an attitude of defense,

which met with great opposition. He replied

by a speech in which, according to one version,

occur the words: "There is no retreat but in

submission and slavery. Our chains are already
forged. Their clanking may be heard on the

plains of Boston. The next gale that sweeps
from the north will bring the clash of resounding
arms. Our brethren are already in the field.

Why stand we here idle? What is it that gentle-

men wish ? What would they have ? Is life so

dear or peace so s«cet as to be purchased at the

price of chains and slavery? Forbid it. Almighty
God! I know not what course others may take,

but as for me, give me liberty or give me death !

"

Witliout an opiiosing voice the resolutions were
adopted, and a committee, with Henrj' as chair-

man, was appointed to prepare a plan for the

defense of the province. Soon thereafter the

royal Governor, Dunmore, caused to be removed
on shipboard much of the province's supply of

powder. The peo])le took up anus, and being told

that the powder would be returned, they at once

disbanded. Henry, however, seized the favorable

moment, gathered a force of militia, and marched
upon \Villiamsburg to demand the powder or

compensation. An agent of Dunmore's met him
and paid him £300 for the powder. Henry was
denounced for stirring up sedition : but it was too

late to talk of loyalty: the province was aroused,

and in Jime Dunmore took refuge on a man-of-

war. A convention assembled at Richmond and
appointed a committee of public safety with most
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extensive powers. Two regiments were enlisted,

and Henry was appointed eoniniander of all tlio

forces to be raised. The first collision was at

Great Bridge, where the Virginia militia gained a
triumph over trained British troops, and drove
Dunmore back to his ship. Henry sliould natu-
rally have been the leader of the troops, but the

active command was given to Col. \\'illiani Wood-
ford. Henry was disappointed and resigned. In
the convention of ilay, 1770, wlien the delegates

to the Continental Congress were instructed to

demand the independence of the Colonies, he took
an active part and was chosen by that conven-
tion one of the committee which prepared the
first Constitution of the Commonwealth of Vir-
ginia. In that year he was chosen by the con-
vention, which then exercised the power of

election later exercised by the Assembly, to be
CJovernor of Virginia, and was reelected until

1779. when he became ineligible; and more than
once during his oceu])aney of the ofiice the Legis-

lature conferred upon him, in times of crisis,

practically dictatorial powers. He returned to

the Legislature, in which he served until 1784,

and was then once more chosen Govei'nor, serv-

ing until 178fi, when he finally resigned. In
1788 he was a member of the convention which
ratified for Virginia the Federal Constitution,

which instrument he vigorously opposed, chiefly

on the ground that it failed properly to pro-

tect the rights of States and individuals against

the extreme centralization of power in the Fed-
<'ral Government. In 1794 he decdined a seat

in the United States Senate, and in 1795 Wash-
ington offered hira the position of Secretary of

State, but he declined. He also declined the

ofiice of Chief Justice of the United States

Supreme Court, and Adams's ofl'er of a spe-

cial mission to France, as well as an election as

Governor in 1796. He was elected to the House
of Delegates in 1799, but did not live to take his

seat, dving on June 0th of that year. Consult:

Tyler, '/'a>ncA; Henry (Boston, " 1887) , in the

"American Statesmen Series;" Wirt. Sketches of

ihe Life and Character of Patrick Henri/ (2d ed.,

Philadelphia, 1818) ; and William Wirt Henry,
Patrick Henry, Life, Correspond-cnce, and
iipccchrs (3 vols.. New York, 1891).

HENRY, JiN're', Paul Pierre (1848—). A
French astronomer, born at Nancy. He was an
assistant at the Paris Observatory (1864) and
adjunct astronomer (1876). With his brother.

Prosper Matiiieu Henry (1849— ), who was
made titular astronomer in 1893, he did much
for the perfection of astronomical photography,
in their labor of completing the Atlas cclipfii/iic

<if Chacornac. The older brother discovered the

Comet III. and the planetoids 126, 141, 152. 159,

164, 177, and 227. and Prosper discovered the
planetoids 125. 127, 148, 154, 162, 169, and
186.

HEN'RY, Philip (1031-96). An English
Nonconformist clergj'man. born in London. He
graduated at O.xford in 1652 and was ordained in

1657. His career as a preacher was repeatedly

interrupted by the religious persecutions of his

time, and it was not until the Act of Toleration

was passed in 1687 that he was allowed to pur-

sue his calling unmolested. The remaining years
of his life were spent in unceasing labor. His
Diaries and Letters, published in 1882. gives a
tletailed account of the Nonconfoi-mist life of

his period.
Vol.. IX —50.

HENRY, Korert (1718-90). A Scottish his-

torian, minister of the Established Church. He
was born in Saint Xinian's Parisli, Stirlingshire;

was educated at Kdiiil)nrgh University, and after

a term of school-teaching entered the Church, his

first charge being at Carlisle. For the last

twenty-two years of his life he was in Edinl>urgh

ehurclics—New and Old Grey Friars—and found
opportunity to compile his History of Enyland
on a .Vcic Plan (6 vols., 1771-9.'!). of which
the last volume was published after his death.
Ilenr\''s 'new plan' of grouping social progress
in periods is no longer new, and has been fol-

lowed out with greater accuracy since his time.

HENRY, aN're', Victor (1850—). A French
philologist, born at Colmar. He studied both law
and philology, but finally devoted himself ex-

clusively to the latter, and was appointed pro-

fessor of grammar and comparative linguistics

at the University of Lille. In 1889 he was trans-

ferred to a similar position in the faculty of let-

ters at Paris. His writings, which are numerous,
cover a wide range of linguistics. Among them
special mention nuty bo made of his Esquisse
d'une grammaire de ta langtie innok (1878) ; Es-
fjuisse d'une yrammaire rai.wnnec de la langue
alcoiite (1879); La distribution yeographigue
des tongues (1880) ; Etudes afghancs (1882) ; Es-
(juisses morphologiqves (1882-90): Precis de
grammaire eumparce du grec et du latin (Paris,

1888, translated into English by K. T. Elliot,

1890) ; Precis de yrammaire eomparce de Van-

glais et de Vallemand (1893) ; Manuel pour etu-

flier le sanserif vcdique (1890); and Le livre

septieme de I'Atharva-Veda (1892).

HENRY, William (I774-I830). An English
chemist. He studied cliemistrv and medicine at

the University of Edinburgh, and received the

degree of doctor of medicine from that university

in 1807. Henry devoted himself mainly to inves-

tigations in chemistry and medicine. He was the

author of several papers in the Philosophical

Transactions (ehiefiy on the chemistry of gases) ;

and his Elements uf Experimental Chemistry,

originally published (1801) under the title of

An Epitome of Chemistry, passed through numer-
ous editions. He is remembered chielly as the

discoverer of the important general law. accord-

ing to which the amount of any gas absorbed by
any liquid is proportional to the ])ressnre exer-

cised upon the gas. provided no chemical combina-

tion takes place between the gas and the liquid.

HENRY, WiLLi.iM Wirt (1831-inOO). An
Aiiicrican lawyer and historical writer. He was
liorn at Red Hill, Charlotte Co., Va.; was edu-

cated at the University of Virginia, and was
elected to the State Legislature, where he at-

tended four sessions. In addition to tlie practice

of his profession, he was deeply interested in

historical studies, and became ])resident of the

American Historical Association and of the Vir-

ginia Historical Soeiet.y, He is the author of the

liife. Correspondence, and Si>ccchcs of Patrick

Henry (3 vols., 1890-91), besides historical ad-

dresses and essays.

HENRY AND EM'MA. A poem in dialogue,

published in tlie collcrtcd <Mlition of Pricu''s works
in 1709. It is founded on the «],\ English ballad

The yut-Hroirn Maid, and is among the three

more ambitious but less read of his attempts. It

contains the line: "Fine by degrees, and beauti-

fully less,"
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HENRY ES'MOND. A novel by Thackeray,

published in 1852, and one of the finest historical

romances in English. The scene is laid in Eng-
land in the reign of Queen Anne. The hero is a
young colonel in the army, at first deeply in love

vith the beautiful daughter of his guardian, but
finally married to her mother, the widowed Lady
Castlewood. See Esmond, Be.4.trix; and Castle-
wood, Lord and Lady.

HENRY OF BLOIS, blwa (e.l 102-71 ) . An
English prelate, son of Stephen, Count of Blois,

and brother of Theobald, Count of Blois and
Champagne, and of King Stephen. He was
brought up at Chigny; came to England in 1126,

and, three years later, received the see of Win-
chester. After t^e death of Henry I. he did all

in his power to gain the crown for Ste'phen, and
at the coronation pledged his word that the lib-

erty of the Church would be kept intact. Henry
failed in his candidacy for the see of Canterbury
(1136-38), but in 1139 he was appointed Papa'l

legate. As such he' opposed the imprisonment of

the Bishops of Salisbury and Ely, and, at the
Council of Winchester, charged Stephen with
sacrilege. In the quarrel between the King and
Matilda, he gradually went over to the side

of the latter and swore allegiance to her in 1141.

But he quarreled with her soon after, and was
rescued from her besieging army by the forces of

Stephen. In 1143. Pope Innocent II. having died,

the commission of Henry expired, Theobald was
appointed as his successor, and Henry's power at

Rome was over. Five years later he was sus-

pended because of his advice to Stephen that
Theobald should not be allowed to attend a
Papal council at Rheinis. Toward the close of

the civil war all Henry's energies were bent on
the hastening of peace. He assisted at the coro-

nation of Henry II., but was afterwards under
tlie King's displeasure because of his leaving Eng-
land without the royal consent (1155). Henry
did not fall in with Thomas Becket's policy, and
defended the King in 11G6 and 1167. He' died
soon after the death of the Archbishop, for which
he bitterly condemned the King.

HENRY OF HUNT'INGDON (e.l084I155).
An Englisli liistorian. the son of Xiciiolas. a
churchman, who was possibly Archdeacon of Hunt-
ingdon. He spent his early years at Lincoln in

the home of Bishop Roliert Bloet, where Albinus
of Angers was his teacher. In 1100 or 1110 he
was made Archdeacon of Huntingdon. In 1139
he went to Rome and met Robert de Jlonte. wlio

made him acquainted with tlie Historia Brito-

num by C4eofl'rey of ilonmouth. This and a re-

quest of Alexander, Bishop of Lincoln, prompted
him to write his Historia Anglorum, which, in

the last edition, came down to 1154. This work
is a mere compilation, with occasional touches
of pure imagination, for the period to 1127, where
the author's personal knowledge begins. The
following works are also ascribed to Henry:
Epigrammata Lihri Till., of which two books are

extant, and one is printed in Wright's Anglo-
Latin Satirical Poets and Epiqrammatists of the

Twelfth Century (in the Rolls Series, 1872);
De Amore; De Herbis ; De Aromaiihtts; and De
Lege Domini. The history is reprinted from Sa-
vile, Scriptores post Bedam (1596); In Migne,
Patrologia, vol. cxcv. (1854), and translated by
Forester (1853). For his biography, consult
Liebermann (Gottingen, 1878).

HENRY OF LAUSANNE, liVziin'. See
Henriciax.s.

HENRY II. OF TRASTAMARE, tni'sta-

m-i'ra (?-1379). King of Castile, 1306-67 and
1369-79. He was the oldest son of King Alfonso
XL of Castile by his mistress. Leonora de Guz-
man. Alfonso gave him the County of Trasta-
niare; but when, in 1350, Peter the Cruel, Henry's-
half-brother, ascended the throne, Bona Leonora
was imprisoned and soon after murdered, while
her sons had to flee for their lives. Peter the
Cruel continued in his career of assassination
until, in 1356, the nobles began a revolt mider
the leadership of Don Juan de Albuquerque and
Ihe illegitimate children of Alfonso. The re-

bellion was soon suppressed'; Henry escaped,
while most of the others were executed. In 1360
the Peace of Bretigny between England and
France set free bands of marauders who united
under the name of Free Companies. Charles
v., King of France, in order to rid his country
of them, sent them, in 1363, under the leadership

of the great general Du Bertrand Guesclin
iigainst Peter tlie Cruel, who was aided by the
English under the Black Prince. In 1306 Henry
of Trastamare entered Castile, and was crowned
as Henry II., and Peter fled to the Black Prince
at Bordeaux. By the Treaty of Libourne (April

3, 1300) the English agreed to use their utmost
efforts to restore Peter in return for the Lord-
ship of Biscay. They fulfilled their promise,

and the Black Prince won the decisive battle

of Najera on April 3, 1367, and Henry again
became a fugitive. But the departure of the
English left Peter defenseless, and in 1369 Henry
returned, and was welcomed by IMadrid and
other cities as far south as Cordova. Peter tried

lo bribe Du Guesclin to help him to escape, but
(he latter betrayed him to Henry, who put him
to death. The crown was now claimed by Ferdi-

nand of Portugal, and somewhat later by John
of Gaunt, who, in 1371, had married Constance,

a daughter of Peter the Cruel. But Henry was
able to overcome, with Frencli assistance, all

attacks, and developed into a good and liberal

ruler. Consult Burke, History of Spain, vol. i.

(London, 1895).

HEN'RYSON, Robert (c.l4.30-c.l500). A
Scottish poet. He seems to have been educated

abroad, as his name does not appear in the regis-

ters of the LIniversity of Saint Andrews, the only

one existing in Scotland in his youth. When
he was admitted, in 1402, to the newly founded
University of Glasgow, he was called 'the vener-

able Master Robert Henrysone, Licentiate in Arts

and Bachelor in Decrees.' He probably took or-

ders, and was schoolmaster and notary public at

Dunfermline. Henryson, who had the finest po-

etic talents of all the followers of Chaucer, wrote
a sequel to Troilus and Cressida entitled the

Testament of Cressida. He resumes the story

M'here Chaucer leaves off, and completes it by
inflicting a suitable punishment on the false

Cressida. This continuation displays so much
skill that it was included in the earlier editions

of Chaucer, as if it had been the work of that

poet himself. Another poem, "Robene and
Makyne," though short, is remarkable as the

first known specimen of pastoral poetry in the

Scottish language. Henryson wrote several beau-

tiful lyrics, and made a metrical translation of

.Esop, adding morals of his own suitable to his

time. In these fables he displays admirable sense

i
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and liumor. Consult: the selections in Ward,
ijiiglish Poets (London, 1880-83), and I'ocins and
Fables of Heiirysoit, edited by Laing (Edinburgh,

1805).

HENRY THE DEACON. See Henricians.

HENRY THE LION (1129-95). Duke of

Saxony and Bavaria. He was the son of Duke
Henry" the Proud. When only ten years of age

he lo'st his father, who had engaged in a war
with the Emperor Conrad III. uf the House of

Hohenstaufen, and who had been stripped of his

Bavarian possessions. For seven years the young
prince's mother, Gertrude, and his grandmother,
Richenza, ruled his paternal dominions in Sax-

on_y. In 1140 Henry assumed the reins of gov-

ernment, and at the Diet of Frankfort, in the

following year, he demanded of the Emperor
Conrad the' restoration of the Duchy of Bavaria,

which had been wrested from his father. This

was refused, and Henry, in concert with his

uncle Welf (Guelph), had recourse to arms;

but his efforts were crushed by the energetic

measures of Conrad. After the death of this

Emperor, hoAvever. Bavaria was given up to him
by his cousin, the Emperor Frederick Barba-

rossa, who formed with him a close friendship

(1156). Henry's possessions now extended (not

continuously, however) from the North Sea and
the Baltic to the shores of the Adriatic (includ-

ing some territories in Italy), and he was by
far the nio.5t powerful prince in the Empire,
rivaling in influence the Emperor himself. In

1166 a league comprising the Archbishops of

Bremen and Magdeburg, the Bishops of Halber-

stadt and Hildesheim, the Margrave of Branden-

burg, and the Landgrave of Thuringia, was formed
against him. He triumphed only after two years

of hard fighting. About this time he separated

from his first wife, and married Matilda, daugh-

ter of Henry II. of England, soon after which
event he imdertook an expedition to Palestine

(1172). Henry broke his alliance with the

Emperor by refusing to join in the Italian ex-

pedition of 1170. causing Frederick's defeat at

Legnano. (See Italy.) The wrath of the Em-
peror was kindled, and the numerous enemies

of Henry the Lion again combined against him

;

he w-as sunuiioned to appear at three different

diets, and, refusing, was put under the ban of

the Empire in 1180. By 1181 his fortunes

were at so low an ebb that he was forced to ask

mercy of the Emperor at Erfurt; but all that

he could get was permission to retain his heredi-

tary territories of Brunswick and Liineberg. and
even this was on the condition of his going into

exile for three years. Henry, in consequence,

went with his family to England ; but returned

to Brunswick in 1185, where he lived quietly.

On the departure of Frederick for Palestine in

1189 Henry again was obliged to withdraw to

England, but he soon returned, and engaged once

more in wars with the petty princes of the North,

achieving little, however. A little later he took

up anus against the Emperor Henry VI., but

was finally reconciled with the Hohenstaufen.

He died at Brunswick. August 6, 1195. Consult:

Prutz, Hcinrich der hfiwe (Leipzig, 1865) ;
Phil-

ippson, Geschichte Heinrichs des Lowen (ib.,

1867-68).

HENRY THE MINSTREL, or Blind Harry.
A Scottish p<x!t. who flourished about 1490.

Scarcely anything is known of him beyond what

is told by John Major in his Latin History of

/Scotland (1521). "When 1 was a child," he

says, "Henry, a man blind from his birth, who
lived by telling tales before princes and peers,

wrote a book of William Wallace, weaving the

common stories (which I, for (jne, <inly partly

believe) into vernacular poetry, in which he was
skilled." In 1490-92 Blind Harry is found at

the Court of King James IV., receiving occasional

gratuities of 5, 9, and 18 shillings. The poem
attributed to him. The Life of thnt Noble Cham-
pion of Scotland, Sir ^Villiam Wallace, Knight,

was completed before the end of 1488, when it

was copied by John Ramsay. This copy, the old-

est manuscript of the work now known to exist,

does not ascribe it to Blind Harry, nor is his

name given to it in the earlier printed editions.

The poem, which contains 11.861 lines, composed

in the heroic couplet, is altogether a wonderful

performance, for the blind minstrel must have

carried it all in his memory. The style is simple

and vigorous, and at times eloquent. The author

makes repeated appeals to two Latin lives of

Wallace, one by his schoolfellow, John Blair,

another by Sir Thomas Gray, parson of Liber-

ton. While the poem undoubtedly has a basis

in fact, it is to be regarded mainly as a fiction

woven out of popular traditions and written in

the spirit of the metrical romances, with which

the author wag well acquainted. The poem was
probably printed earlier, but the first extant

edition is dated 1570. Immensely popular in

Scotland for two hundred years, the poem fell

into neglect, owing to the fact that its language

naturally ceased to be understood. Its place was
supplied in 1722 by the poor modernized version

of William Hamilton, of Gilbertfield. Consult:

Moir, A Critical Stud;/ of Blind Harry (Aber-

deen, 1888), and a critical edition of the original

poem, edited by Moir for the Scottish Text So-

ciety (Edinburgh, 1885-87).

HENRY THE NAVIGATOR (1.3941400).

A Portuguese prince, celebrated as a munificent

patron of voyagers and exjilorcrs. He was the

fourth son of"John L. King of Portugal, and was
born at Oporto, JIarch 4, 1394. He first distin-

guished himself at the conquest of Ceuta, in 1415.

As early as 1420 he took up his residence at the

town of Sagres, not far from Cape Saint Vin-

cent, and while prosecuting the war against the

floors of Africa exerted himself in every way to

decii)her the mystery of the great continent upon
which the Portuguese had but recently set foot.

Under his inspiration Portuguese sailors reached

parts of the ocean which the navigators of the

time had long supposed to be inaccessible. The
grand ambition of Henry was the discovery of

unknown regions of the world. At Sagres he

founded an observatory, to which he attached a

school for the instruction of youthful scions of

the nobility in the sciences necessary to naviga-

ti(m. Subsequently he dispatched some of his

pupils on voyages of discovery along the western

coast of Africa. Creeping down the coast by
.short and steady stages, these expeditions during

Prince Henry's lifetime succeeded in unraveling

the unknown shore line of Africa to within

fifteen degrees of the equator. The Madeira
Islands had been reached in 1419; in 1434 Cape
Bojador was discovered; in 1441 Cape Blanco

was reached; in 1445 Cape Verde, in Senegambia,

was doubled: and in 1455 Cadamostn reached

the mouth of the Gambia. Prince Henry died
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at Sagres, Xovember 13, 1460; but the impulse
which he had imparled to the maritime enter-

prise of the Portuguese continued for more than
fifty 3-ears after his death, and resulted in the
eircunmavigation of Africa, and in the upbuild-
ing of a Portuguese empire in India and in

Brazil. The science of navigation, which be-

fore his time can hardly be said to have constitut-

ed a science at all, is indebted to Prince Henry
for many important improvements. Consult:
ilajor. Life of Prince Henry of Portugal (Lon-
don, 1868) ; id., Discoveries of Prince Henry the

i^'arigntor (ib.. 1S77). See Africa, section on
Histoiji iinil K.cploration.

HENSCHEL, hen'shel, Georg (1850—). A
Cierman-English composer and vocalist, born at

Breslau. He was of Polish descent on his father's

side, and both his father and mother were noted
for their knowledge of music. His first teacher
was Schaeffer, and he subsequently studied under
jMoseheles and Wenzel for the pianoforte. Gotz
for singing, and Reinecke for theory and com-
position. He was enrolled as a student in the
Liepzig Conservatory from 1867 to 1870, after
which he studied in Berlin—composition inuler

Kiel, singing under Schulze, and the violin un-
der Schiever. For the next few years he steadily

made a reputation for himself as a vocalist of

high rank, singing in the Messiah (in French)
at Brussels in 1873. Other important engage-
ments followed rapidly, notably in Gluck's Iphi-

ginie en TauriOc, succeeded in 1874 by an en-

gagement as a soloist at the Lower Rhine !Musi-

oal Festival held at Cologne. His first concert
in England was early in 1877, and his success

was so complete that London became his perma-
nent home, and in 1890 he was legally natural-

ized. He was speedily in request as a teacher
of singing, his first English pupil being n daugh-
ter of Queen Victoria, the Princess Louise. About
this time he first met Miss Lilian Bailey ( 1860-

1901), a young American soprano who made her
English debut at a Philharmonic Society cor^-

oert in London in 1879. She became a pupil of

his. and two vears later ( 1881 ) thev were mar-
ried at Boston, ilass. From 1881" to 1884 he
was conductor of the Boston Svmphony Orches-
tra, returning to London in 1885. From 1886
to 1888 he was professor of singing at the Royal
College of Singing, London. After his marriage
his appearances in the principal cities of America
were in company with his wife. Both artists

became famous for their work in Lieder. although
they were equally at home in opera and oratorio.

His compositions are many, consisting mainly
of vocal works and studies, together with a seri-

ous opera. Nubia (1899), a comic opera, A Sea
Change (1899), and several works for string

and full orchestra. His most important work
is the Stabat Mater ( 1899) . He had a very high
reputation as a teacher of singing, three-fourths

of his pupils generally being Ajcaericans. His
wife died in London.

HENSEL, hen'scl, LuiSE (1798-1876). A
German devotional poet, sister of Wilhelm Hen-
sel the painter. She was born at Linum. and
after the death of her father moved with her
mother to Berlin (1810), where, seven years
afterwards she met Clemens Brentano. who in-

fluenced her greatly. Though she had been a
Protestant, she became a Catholic (1818), as

Brentano was of that Church. In 1819 she was

3 HENSELT.

companion to Princess Salm, and in 1821 became
teacher in the family of the Countess Dowager
of Stolberg. From "l833 to 1837 she lived in
Berlin again; then at Neuberg, Cologne, and
Paderborn. In her first book, Gcdichtc (edited
by Kletke, 1858), she coiiaborated with her sis-

ter VVilhelmine. Her evening Imnn, "Miide
bin ich, geh' zur Ruh," is one of 'the finest of
German devotional lyrics. Her completed works
were edited by Schliiter (last ed. 1892). Con-
sult Binder, Luise Hensel (Freiburg. 1885).

—

WiLiiELMiNE Hensel (1802-93), sister of Lui.se,

besides the poems published with Luise, wrote
another volume, Gedichte (1882).

HENSEL, WiLiiELM (1794-1861). A German
historical and portrait painter, bom at Trebbin,
Brandenburg. He studied at first arcliitecture
in Berlin, then became a pupil of Director Frisch
at the Academy, and in 1813-15 took part in the
War of Liberation, during which he visited Paris
twice and became deeply interested in its art
treasures. Altliough successful afterwards in

Berlin as a poet, he yielded to his greater in-

clination for art, and in 1825 went to Rome,
where he copied Raphael's "Transfiguration" and
other masterpieces. After his return in 1828 he
was made Court painter, and in 1831 professor
at, and a member of, the Berlin Acadcmj'. He
painted mostly biblical subjects, such as "Christ
Before Pilate" (1834, Garnisonskirche, Berlin),
"Christ and the Woman of Samaria" (Royal
Palace, Berlin), "Miriam Leading the Procession
of Virgins After Crossing the Red Sea" (1836),
etc.; but also historical genre scenes, such as

"Vittoria Caldoni Bidding Farewell to Her
Friends" ( 1830) , and a great number of portraits

—he is credited with more than four hundred

—

among them those of historical personages ( "Em-
peror Wenceslas," Romersaal, Frankfort) and
many contemporaneous celebrities, notabl.y Felix

Mendelssohn, whose sister Hensel had married in

Rome. He is said to have left also about a
thousand portraits in silver point, and did credi-

table work as an illustrator and etcher, his best-

known drawings being those for Tieck's Genoveva
and Phantasus.

HENSELT, hen'selt, Adolf von (1814-89).
A distinguished German pianist, born at Schwa-
bach, Bavaria. The progress he had made in his

art, together with the evidences he had given of

his genius, led King Ludwig I. to grant him an
annuity, which made it possible for him to take
up study with Hummel at Weimar and Sechter

at Vienna. In 1837 he made his formal debut
as a concert virtuoso, and scored a remarkable
triumph in the several large cities of Germany
in which he appeared. The following year he
went to Saint Petersburg, where his fame had
already preceded him, and where he ultimately

reaped his richest rewards. Soon after his ar-

rival there he was appointed Court pianist to

the Empress and music-teacher to the Imperial
family, an appointment which was followed by
that of inspector of musical instruction at the

Imperial Educational Institution for Girls. He
was not a prolific composer, but all his com-

positions are marked with his individuality, and
depend largely for their interpretation on the

style of playing in which Henselt excelled. As
a perfomier he was remarkable for his s^-mpa-

thetic and poetical interpretation, as well as his

mastership of legato execution, and what has
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since come to be known as singing-touch. His
compositions include tlie well-known F minor
pianoforte coni'crto ; I'ocmc d'Avioxr, op. 3;

Ballade, op. 31 ; and several other successful

pieces, as well as some extremely difficvilt exten-

sion studies for the practice of a legato execu-

tion of extended chords and arpeggios. He died

at Warmbrunn. Silesia.

HENSEN, hen'.sfn, Victor (1835—). A Ger-
man physiologist, born in Schleswig. He studied

medicine at Wiirzburg, at Berlin, and at Kiel,

where the became docent and later professor of

physiology. His earlier studies, under the influ-

ence of Bernard, were in embryologj', and in

the physiology and anatomy' of the organs of

sense: but afterwards he devoted himself to

marine biology, became a member of the Com-
mission for Scientific Eescarch in German Wa-
ters, and contributed largely to the development
of German fisheries. His works include: Physio-
logic des Gehors and Phijsiolngic der Zeugung,
both in Hermann's Baiidhuch der Physiologie

(1880-81) ; Reisebeschreibung der Planktonexpe-
dition (1892) : and Die PUinktonexpedition nnd
Hacckels Daru-inismus (1891).

HEN'SHAW, Hexrt Wetherree (1850—).
An American ornithologist and ethnologist, bom
at Cambridgeport, Mass. His delicate health

drove him from Harvard to bird-collecting in the

Southern States. In 1872 he went to Utali, offi-

cially employed in the same quest, and he after-

wards accepted a Government position at Wash-
ington, to write reports upon naturalists' ob-

servations, but was transferred in 1879 to the

ethnological department. His publications include

Animal Carvings from Mounds of the Mississijipi

Valletf (1886), and other papers on similar sub-

jects.

HENSLOWE, henz'16, PniLir (?-1616). An
English theatrical manager. In the neighborhood
of Southwark, where he lived, he owned much
property, including the Boar's Head and other

inns, and managed and partly or entirely owned
several playhouses. He rebuilt the new Rose
Theatre, managed Newington Butts, the Swan,
and. in company with Edward Alleyn, the actor,

built the largest London theatre, the Fortune, in

Cripplegate ( 1600) . He also carried on a general

brokerage business. He bought plan's of the

authors and sold them to various acting com-
panies. A diary which he kept of these transac-

tions is a most important document. This and
other valuable pajjers are preserved in the libriiry

of Dulwich College. The Diarif. with some forged

entries, was published in 1845 by J. P. Collier

for the Shakespeare Society. Consult Catalogue

of il/.V.S. of Duhrich College, edited by G. F. War-
ner (London, 1881).

HEN'SON, JosiAH (1787-1883). An Ameri-
can clerg^-nian and lecturer, bom a slave in Port
Tobacco. Md. His early career is remarkable for

the hardships he was forced to endure. He
escaped into Canada in 1828, and became a
Methodist preacher at Dresden. Mrs. Harriet

Beecher Stowe met him, and drew from the story

of his life her character of Uncle Tom. Henson
lectured throughout the United States, and made
three trips to England diiring the last years of

his life. Wliile upon his final tour in 1876 he

was entertained at Windsor Castle by Queen
Victoria.

HENSTEIN, hen'stin, Johannes von (1822-

80). A (lernian botanist, born at Potsdam. He
studied horticulture in I'otsdam and Berlin, and
was nuide a lecturer in llie I'nivcrsity of J5crlin

in 1855. In 1861 he was appointed custodian

of the Royal Herbarium, Berlin, and from 1865

was professor of botany and director of the bo-

tanical garden at the L'niversily of Bonn. His
botanical studies were varied, but liave to do
chielly with plant physiology and morphology.

His publications include: Vntirsuchungcn iiber

den lUnt und die Eiiticicklung der liaumrindc

(1853): Yersuehc iiber die Lcitung des t^aflcs

diirch die Rindc (1860): Ucberxieht des natiir-

licheii l'flaii:::cnxiislems (1867) ; and Einige Ziige

alls drr Hiiilogic dis Pruloplasmas (1880).

HENSZLMANN, hen's'l-man,.EMERR'H (1813-

88). An Hungarian art critic and archaeolo-

gist, born at Kaschau, and educated at Pest

and Vienna. After studying medicine, he de-

voted himself to archieology and testhetics,

and traveled extensively. He took jiart in the

Revolution of 1848, serving in a department
of the ^Ministry of Foreign AlVairs. He was
imprisoned for eight months ; then left Hun-
gary and lived in London and Paris until 1802,

when he returned to his home. He was a member
of the Lower House of the Hungarian Diet ( 1809-

72), and professor of the history of art at Buda-
I)est (1873-88). A member of the Hungarian
Academy and of the National Kisfaludy Society,

he wrote: Theorie des proportions appliquees

dans I'architecture (1860) ; Die nordfraiizbsische

Abtei nnd Kathedralkirche (1865) ; Die (Irabun-

gen des Erzbischofs von Kalocsa (1873); and,

in Hungarian, on the relation between Greek
tragedy and Christian drama (1846), on me-
diaeval architecture (1866), and on the remains
of Gothic architecture in Hungary (1880).

HEN'TY, George Alfred (18.32-1902). An
English author. He was born at Trumpington,
Cambridgeshire, and was educated at the West-
minster School and at Caius College, Cambridge.

He served in the purveyor's department of the

British Army during the early part of the Cri-

mean War, and after returning home invalided

was promoted to be purveyor and given service

in the Italian Legion. After the close of the war
he commanded for a time the Belfast and
Portsmouth districts, and in 1806 became
war correspondent of the London Standard. In

the service of his paper he accompanied
the contestants of the Austro-Italian, Turco-

Servian, and Franco-Prussian wars: took part

in the Abyssinian expedition of 1868 and the

Ashanti expedition of 1873: participated in Gari-

baldi's Tyrolean campaigns: was i)rcscnt at the

opening of the Suez Canal in 1869: attended the

Prince of Wales during his travels through

India ; and made an extended tour of the mining
regions of the United States. He is known as

the most prolific and popular of contemporary
writers for boys, his books being chiefly historical

novels. The best known of his novels arc: All But
Lost (1869): (labrirl Allen (1888): Dorothy's

Double; A Woman of the Commune; and Colo^tcl

Thorndyke's fiecret (1898). Among the most re-

cent of his books for bovs are: In the Irish Bri-

gade (1900): Out u-ith'Carihaldi (1900): With
Hullcr in Vatal (1900): At the Point of the

Batiouct (1901): Malcolm the Water-Boy
(1901); To Berat and Cabul (1901); With
Roberts to Pretoria (1901) ; The Treasure of the
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Incas (1002); With the British Legion (1902) ;

With Eitcheiwr in the Soudan (1902).

HENTZ, Nicolas (1750-1820). A French
politician, born at Sierck, where he became
justice. Elected to the Convention In 1792, he
voted for the death of the King, and became a
trusted agent of the Revolution. In 1794, when
he returned to Paris from a long series of im-
portant missions, in which he had had unlimited
powers, lie was accused of cruelty in La Vendee,
and was found guilty; but, benefiting by the
amnesty of October, he left public life. The law
against the regicides passed in 1816 forced him
to leave the country. He escaped to the United
States, and died on an island in Lake Erie.

HENZE, iiN'za', GuST.w (1815—). A French
agriculturist, born in Paris. He was educated at

the Agricultural Institute of Grignon, and was
appointed director of the Grand-Jouan Institute

in 1840. Six years afterwards he was adminis-
trator of the school at Nozay, then professor of

agriculture at Grignon, and was appointed to the
same chair at the opening of the Institute in

Paris, and in 1880 was made also inspector-gen-

eral of agriculture. Between 1843 and 1849 he
wrote voluminously upon professional subjects,

such as fodder, fertilizers, milk, pastures, and
the hiflucnce of the Crusades upon the Agricul-
ture of the Middle Ages (1855).

HENZEN, hen'tscn, Johann Heinrich Wil-
HELM (1816-87). A German philologist and au-
thority on Latin inscriptions. He was born at
Bremen, studied at Bonn, Berlin, and, after trav-

els through France, England, Italy, and Greece, at
Rome, where from 1842 to the end of his life he
was closely associated with the German Archaeo-
logical Institute. With Mommsen and De Rossi
he edited for the Berlin Academy that great work
Corpus Inscriptioniim Latinarum, in which he
personally edited the Fasti Consiilares to 766
A. U. C. and the inscriptions of the city of Rome
after Cssar. His other works, besides many con-

tributions to philological journals, to the Bul-
letino and the Annali of the archaeological insti-

tutes and Ephemeris Epigraphica, were a
supplementary volume to Orelli's Inscriptionum
Latinarum CoUectio (1856), and Acta Fratrum
Arvalium quce Supersunt (1874).

HENZEN, WiLHELM (1850—). A German
dramatist, born in Bremen, and educated at

Leipzig, where, save for two years (1874-75)

at Jlunich, he lived after the success of his first

play. Die Kypseliden (1874). Henzen was con-

nected with the Stadttheater as dramaturgist
from 1882 to 1885, and in 1893 became director

of the National Association of Dramatic Authors
and Composers. Besides the dramas: Liigen des

Hcr^cns (1876); Ossian (1877); Zu-eidcutigkei-

ten (1878): Htudiosns Lessiiiq (1880); Be'ttina

de Monk (1881); Luther (1883); Vlrieh von
Hutten (1884) ; Schiller vnd Lotte (1891) ; Tod
des Tiherius (1895); and Kaiser, Konig vnd
Biirger (1800), and others, he wrote the valu-

able study, Ueber die Trdume in der altnor-

dischen s'agalitteratur (1885-89).

HENZI, or HENTZI, hen'tsp, Samltel (1701-

49). A Swiss patriot, born at Biiraplitz (Canton
of Bern). After a very comprehensive training

he held subordinate posts under the Government
of the Canton of Bern; in 1741 was appointed a
captain in the military service of the Duke of

Modena ; and in 1744 with others addressed to

HEPATICffl.

tlie Council of Bern a petition for a revision of
the Constitution. For this he was sentenced to
ten years' banishment, commuted by pardon in
1748. While an assistant librarian at Bern he
entered into a conspiracy which had for its ob-
ject the subversion of the Constitution, but which
he supposed intended merely a second petition
to the cantonal authorities. The undertaking
was, however, discovered, and Henzi was executed
on July 17, 1749, with two associates. Lessing
I)lanned a tragedy based on the fate of Henzi.
Consult Babler, Samuel Henzi's Leben und
Schriften (Aarau, 1880).

HE'PAB (Lat., from Gk. fjirap, liver). A
name given by the older chemists to brown or
liver-colored compounds of sulphur. Uepar anti-

nwnii, called also 'liver of antimony,' is a mix-
ture of antimony trioxide, potassium sulphide,

potassium carbonate, and antimony trisulphide,
whicli has been used in veterinary medicine.
Hcpar sulphuris, called also 'liver of sulphur,'

is a mixture of potassium hyposulphite, potas-

sium sulphide, and potassium pentasulphide, with
some potassium carbonate, which has also been
used in medicine.

HEPAT'ICA, LivERLEAF (Neo-Lat., from
Lat. hepaticus, Gk. rjiraTiKSs, hcpatikos, relating
to the liver, from ^tto/), hepar, liver). A plant
of the genus Anemone, which belongs to the natu-
ral order Ranunculaceic. The best-known species,

.1 netnone hepatica, has showy white, pink, or blue
(lowers that in earliest spring emerge from a
hairy bud which is surrounded by the sombre-

tinted leaves of the previous year. It is the most
beautiful of the early spring flowers of Eastern
America, and one which by reason of its habitat

and mode of blooming furnishes many texts for

nature-study in elementary schools. The same
species is found throughout Northern Europe,
Avliere it is cultivated and often produces double
flowers. The root has powerful astringent prop-

erties. Another species, Anetnone angulosa, na-

tive in Transylvania, is cultivated for the sake of

its beautiful pale-blue flowers.

HEPAT'ICiE (Neo-Lat. nom. pi., from Lat.
hepaticus, pertaining to the liver). The techni-

cal name of the group of plants popularly known
as liverworts. The Hepatica? form one of the two
primary subdivisions of bryophytes; the other

one includes the mosses. Liverworts grow in a
variety of conditions; some float on the water;
many live in damp places, and many on the bark
of trees, but in general they are moisture-loving

plants. The prostrate body consists of what is
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called a 'thallus' (q.v. ). By virtue of tliia po-

sition the body is 'dorsiventral,' since the two
surfaces are unlike. The upper (dorsal) sur-

face, exposed to the light, develops structures ac-

cordingly; while the under (ventral) surface

IMBEDDED ANTHEKIDIUM OP ANTHOCEE08.

is against the substratum and develops root-like

processes as hold-fasts and absorbing organs.

There are three well-defined groups of liver-

-^^^

surface, but develops reproductive structures

from its upper surface. In many cases tliere is

a budding form of reproduction; little cups
(cupulcs) appear often in great numbers in

whicli small disk-like bodies (gemnuc) are

formed. When these gemnue are scattered they

again produce new plants. Upon the upper sur-

face also the sex organs are carried, and in Jlar-

chantia itself they are borne upon tlie summit
of a conspicuous erect branch. As a rule the two
sex organs (antheridia and archegonia) are
borne upon dill'ercnt plants.

The jungcrniunnialcs include many more spe-

cies than either of the others. These forms often

ARCHEGONIUSI OF PORELLA.

"With three sperms approaching the neck.

^vorts, each of which represents a special line of

development. In the Marchantiales, the thallus

body remains simple in form, like a flat green

SECTION OP THALLUS OP ANTH0CEB08.

Showing antheridia in pits.

disk, but becomes thick and rather complex in

-structure. This thickish body not only produces

root-like processes (rhizoids) from its under

GERMINATION OP SPORES OPCONOCEPHALCS.

grow in very dry situations, as on rocks, tree-

trunks, etc., and are often mistaken for delicate

mosses. Their resemblance to mosses suggests

one of the chief features. The prostrate thallus

body remains simple in structure, but becomes
very much modified in form, being organized into

a central stem-like axis which bears two rows of

small foliage leaves. As a consequence the
Jungermanniales are usually spoken of as the

'leafy liverworts.'

The Anthocerotales comprise comparatively
few forms, but these are of great interest since

they are supposed to represent forms which have
given rise to the mosses and perhaps to the ferns

rBO88-8E0TION OP SPOROQONirTM OP ANTHOCEBOS.

Showing sporeH within, uiul Hurrouuded by heavy green
tissue.

also. The fliallus body is very simple, both in

structure and in form, but the chief interest is

in connection with the spore-case, which is elon-
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gated like a slender peapod, grows continuously

in length, is green, and splits into two valves.

The liverworts are thought to have been de-

rived from certain green algff, and among them
there is the first clear example of alternation of
generations (q.v. ). The thallus body is the
sexual generation (gametophyte, q.v.), since

it bears the sex organs. The fertilized egg
produced by these sex organs develops a very
different body, namely the spore-case, which is

the sexless generation ( sporophyte, q.v. ) . The
spores upon germination produce the thallus

body or gametophyte again, and so the alterna-

tion continues. The structure of the sex organs
is also of interest, since they are Very different

from those of the alg:B from which the groiip

has come. The male organ (antheridium, q.v.),

a many-celled body, consists of a wall of sterile

cells within which very numerous sperm-produc-
ing cells occur. These sperms, which are of

definite structure, have just two motile cilia.

VERTICAL SECTION OP 8POROGONIUM OP PORELLA,

Btill within the calyptra, and showing the globular spore
region.

The female organ (archegonium, q.v.), which is

very characteristic, is a flask-shaped body, within

the bulbous base of which a single large egg is

formed. How this archegonium of the liverworts

has been derived from the far simpler female

organs of algfe is one of the important botanical

problems. In any event, it continues to be the

cliaraeteristie female organ through mosses,

ferns, and gymnosperms. (See CHLOROPnTCE.E.)
Fossil liverworts, allied to the modern genus
Marehantia, are found rarely in the Eocene shales

and in the Oligocene amber of Europe. See
plate of Bryophytes.

HEP'ATI'TIS (Neo-Lat., from Gk. ^Trop, he-

par, liver). Inflammation of the liver. See
Liver, Diseases of.

HEP'BUKN, James. See Bothwell, James
Hepburn, Earl of.

HEPBTJKN, .James Curtis (1815—). An
American medical missionary and scholar; born
at Milton, Pa. He was educated at the College

of New Jersey (now Princeton University) , where
lie graduated in 1832. He studied medicine in
the Medical Department of the University of
Pennsylvania, and received his degree of M.D.
in 1836. In 1840 he offered his services as a
medical missionary to tlie Presbyterian Board of
Foreign Missions, and in the following year he
sailed with his wife for Siam. His destination
was afterwards changed to China, five new ports
having been opened there by the treaty of 1842.
He arrived at Amoy, one of the newly opened
ports, in 1843, and labored in lliat field until

1846, when, on account of impaired health, lie

resigned and returned to New York City. Here
he was a successful practitioner until the open-
ing of Japan in 1859, when he again volunteered
for service. In that year he went to Yokoliama
and engaged in such medical and evangelistic
work as could then be carried on in view of the
hostile attitude of the Government to Christian-
ity. He mastered the language, and in 1867
brought out his Japanese-English and English-
Japanese Dictionar.y, a work of great learning
which has remained the standard dictionary until

the present day. In 1873 an abridged edition was
publislied in New York. Dr. Hepburn took a
leading part in the translation of the Scriptures
into Japanese. His medical work included the
training of many young Japanese as physicians.

In 1802 he published a valuable Dictimmry of
the Bible in .Tapanese, and in the same year re-

tired, and made his home in East Orange, N. J.

HEPBURN, Sir John (c.1598-1636). A
Scotch soldier of fortune, born at Athel.staneford,

and probably educated at Saint Leonard's College,

Saint Andrews. He fought under Gray in Bo-
hemia (1620) ; and under Mansfeldt in Holland
(1622). Subsequently he served in the army of

Gustavus Adolphus. and entered the French Army
in 1033. After two years of brilliant fighting

in Lorraine, and at the sieges of Hagenau and
Saverne. be was killed. He was a Catholic and
a prime favorite with Richelieu.

HEPHiESTION, he-fes'ti-on (Lat., from Gk.
'H<pai.(TT[wi>, HeiihnistiOit) (c.357-324 B.C.). A
Macedonian courtier, known as the friend of

Alexander the Great. The two are said to have
been companions in childhood; but further than
this we do not hear of Hephsestion till B.C. 334,

when Alexander visited Troy. Hephaestion is there

said to have performed the same service at the

grave of Patrocliis as Alexander performed at

that of Achilles. After that time the two were
close friends. In his campaigns Alexander often

gave HephiEstion important conunissions, and he

rewarded him with a golden crown and the hand
of Drypetis. daughter of Darius and sister to his

own wife, Statira. When, in B.C. 324, Hephaestion

died at Ecbatana. the grief of Alexander was ex-

travagant. He sent to inquire of .Tupiter Ammon
how he should honor his dead friend, and was
told to offer sacrifice to him as a hero. The
funeral was one of the grandest recorded in his-

tory. A funeral pyre was erected at Babylon at

a cost of over 10.000 talents, and temples were

built in honor of Hcphoestion in many places.

HEPH.ffiSTION. An Alexandrian gramma-
rian of tlie second century A.D.. tutor to the

Emperor Verus. He was the author of a work
on prosody in forty-eight books, of which he

himself made several abridgments. The manual
on metres entitled 'EKxei/JiSioi' Trepl iiirpuv {En-
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cheiridio-n peri metron) , which is still extant, is

supposed to have been liis tiual abridgment.
Though it gives merely a bare sketch of prosody,
without any theoretical explanation of the facts,

it is of great value; it is the only treatise on
Greek prosody preserved complete from an-

tiquity, and contains quotations from many lost

poets. An incomplete treatise on the different

forms of poetry and composition is appended to

it. The manual has been edited by Gaisford
(Oxford, 1810) and liy Westphal in his Scrip-

iorcs Mctrici (Irccci {Leipzig, 1806).

HEPHAESTUS, he-fes'tus. See Vulcan.
HEP'TAGON (from Gk. iirTdyavos, hepta-

gOnoK, seven-cornered, from cirTd, luptti, seven -f-

yoipla, gonia, angle). A plane geometric figure

of seven sides. It has especial interest because
the regular heptagon cannot be constructed by
elementary geometry. See Polygon.

HEPTAM'ERON (Gk. iTrra-^/xepov, hcptae-
meroii, from e?rTd, hepta, seven -f- iifi^pa, hctnera,

day). The name of a collection of tales made
by several writers at the Court of JIarguerite

d'e Valois. Le ilagon, at the Queen's behest,

translated Boccaccio's Decameron in 1445. The
Decameron inspired the form and other elements
of the Beptaineron. The ten story-tellers of

Boccaccio fled from pest-stricken Florence to a
beautiful villa, where ten stories are told every
day for ten days. In the Heptameron five

elegant men and women, being caught by a storm
at the foot of the Pyrenees, determine to while
away the time by having each of the company
tell a story every day for ten days. But Jlar-

guerite left only seven days and two stories of the

eighth day. The Joycux Devi: of Bonaventure
des Periers continues the tradition of the old

French fabliaux and farces, whereas the Heptam-
eron, as has been shown, is Italian in genesis and
in tone. The body of the work is, like the

old fabliaux, cynical and often licentious;

but the Hcptan^eron ' ^\iovis more feeling for

natural beauty, and there is an occasional

touch of altruistic devotion and even of lyric

passion. Thus the Heptameron introduces into

French fiction an element of emotional psy-

chology. It makes of a story designed to amuse
an instrument of observation and a method of

description of human passion. It transfers the
interest, rarely and tentatively, yet really, from
act to motive—bearing witness to the keener psy-

chology that resulted from the Protestant train-

ing in controversial dialectics, universal in the

Court circle of Marguerite, to whom the editing

at least of the Heptameron is to bo attributed.

The Heptameron was first published in 1558.

There are many later editions of textual ac-

curacy, and there is a partial and rmfaithful

English version.

HEPTAN'OMIS. A name given by the Greeks
to the interior of Egypt from 30° "to 27° N.,

which comprised nearly all the greatest Egyptian
cities and monuments.

HEPTARCHY (from Gk. iwri, hepta, seven

-l" apxv, arrhr. kingdom, from dpxuv, archein,

to rule). The name formerly given to the king-

doms established by the Angles and Saxons
in England. It was believed that there were
seven kingdoms, which were contemporaneous
and well established, but all that can be safely

asserted is that England before the beginning of

the ninth century was peopled by various tribes,

HEPTATEUCH.

which were constantly at war with each other,
and that sometimes one tribe wa.s conquered, and
sometimes another. At no time was there a
counterpoise of j)ower among seven of them, so
that they could be said to have a separate, much
less an independent, existence. Still, seven names
do survive. Occasionally the King wlio was
most powerful for the time being was styled
Bretwalda, but in most instances the power of

this supposed ruler, beyond the limits of his own
territory, must have been very small. The hege-
mon}- among the Saxon States generally rested
with one of the three great frontier kingdoms,
Northumbria, ilercia, and Wessex. The su-
premacy of Nortliumbria was established by Ed-
win (q.v.), who fell in battle against I'enda,
King of Mercia, in G33. Under Egbert (802-39)
Wessex rose to be su])reme. and virtually swal-
lowed up the others. The following are the seven
kingdoms commonly said to have formed the
heptai'ohy: Kent, Sussex, Wessex, Essex. North-
umbria, East Anglia, and Wercia. Consult:
Ramsay, Tlie Foundations of England, vol. i.

(London, 1898) ; Green, The Making of England
(London and New York, 1881). See Anglo-
Saxons ; also the articles under the seven names
mentioned.

HEP'TASOPHS, lMPRo\'En Order of. A fra-

ternal association in the United States, organ-
ized in 1878, as an offshoot from the Order of
Heptasophs (q.v.), from which it ditTered by
the adoption of death benefits as one of its fea-

tures. The ritual, governing principles, condi-
tions of membership, and methods of business
are identical with the original order. At the
close of 1902 the order had 722 conclaves, repre-

senting a membership of 52.825; had paid dur-
ing the last fiscal year $944,615 in death benefits,

and claimed to have disbursed since its organ-
isation the sum of $0,970,010.

HEPTASOPHS, Oroer of. A benevolent fra-

ternal order in the LTnited States, founded in

New Orleans in April, 1852, by Alexander Leon-
ard Saunders and several prominent Free
JIasons. It was originally called the order of

"Seven Wise Men," but the title was later

changed to the Greek form. The ritual is verj'

elaborate, and much significance is attached to
the number seven, the membership in each chap-

ter being either seven or a multiple of that num-
ber. After 1872 the adoption of a death benefit

system was agitated, but aroused great opposi-

tion, leading in 1878 to the secession of the Zeta
Conclave of Baltimore, which organized the Im-
proved Order of Heptasophs. {See Heptasophs,
I.MPROVED Order of.) In 1880 the order finally

adopted the benefit feature. Mcmbersbi]) is con-

fined exclusively to white male persons, and a
belief in the existence of a Sui)reme Being is

required. In 1891 the membership in 18 States
was about 4000.

HEPTATEUCH, hep'tA-tfik (from Gk. iirrd,

hepta, seven + TfOxof, tcnrhoft, tool, book). A
word formed on the analogy of Pentateuch, mean-
ing the first seven books of the Bible. It is ap-

plied particularlv to an abridgment and transla

tion of these books, with the Book of Job, into

Anglo-Saxon, made by .Elfric the Grammarian
(q.v.) in the tenth century. There are copies

of it in the British Museum and the Bodleian
Library. It was first printed in 1698 by Edward
Thwaites.
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HEPWORTH, George Hughes (1833-1902).

An American clergj-inan and journalist. He was
bora in Boston, graduated at Harvard Divinity

School in 1855, and entered the Unitarian min-

istry at Nantucket, Mass. He was pastor of the

Church of the Unity, Boston, from 1858 to 1870,

meantime serving as a chaplain in the Union
Army on the staff of General Banks. In 1870 he

took charge of the Church of the Messiah in New
York, hut resigned witliin two j-ears, renouncing

the Unitarian faith, and soon afterwards estab-

lished in the same city the Church of t)ie Dis-

ciples. He resigned this charge in 1878, and
went abroad for rest. He preached at the Belle-

ville Avenue Congregational Church in Newark,
N. J., from 1882 until 1885, when he became con-

nected editorially with the New York Herald and
Evening Telegram. He had charge of a famine
relief fund for Ireland in 1880, and later inves-

tigated the condition of the Armenian Christians.

Among his writings are: Wliip, Hoe, and Sicord

(18()4) : Rocks and Shoals (1870) ; Hiram Golf's

Religion (1892); Broim Studies (1895); The
Farmer and the Lord (1896) ; and Through Ar-
menia on Horseback (1898).

HE'KA. See Juno.

HERACLEA, her'a-kle'a (Lat., from Gk.
'HpaicXeio, Hcrakleia, from 'HpaxX^s, Herakles,
Hercules ) . The name of a number of Greek
towns, in both Europe and Asia. Of these the

most important were: (1) Heraclea in Lueania,

near the Gulf of Tarentum, not far from the

modern Policoro. It was founded in B.C. 432 by
Tarentines and Thurians, and the inhabitants of

"the earlier colony Siris, which continued to exist

only as its port. In a fertile territory it seems
to have enjoyed great prosperity, but in depend-

ence upon Tarentum. In B.C. 280 the first great

battle between Pyrrhus (q.v. ) and the Romans_
was fought near by, and two years later the Ro-
mans concluded with Heraclea a treaty of al-

liance on very favorable terms. It was still a
flourishing place in the time of Cicero, but later

fell into decay, and is now a heap of ruins. Near
the ancient site were found in 1732 and later two
bronze tablets, the Tabulw Heracleenses, contain-

ing on one side a long Greek inscription of the

fourth century B.C. relating to certain sacred

lands of Dionysus and Athena, whose boundaries

had been disturbed in a recent war, and on the

other a much more important Latin document,
the Lex lulia ilunicipalis (B.C. 45), which is one

of the chief authorities for the municipal law of

Italy. These inscriptions have often been pub-

lished, but may best be found in Kaibel, Inscrip-

tiones Grwciv, Siciliw et Italias, 645 (Berlin,

1890), and Corpus Inscriptionum Latinarum^ i.

(Berlin, 1863).

(2) Heraclea Minoa, on the south coast of

Sicily, east of Agrigentum. The city seems to

have been originally a Phoenician trading station,

Ens Jlelkart, but was later occupied by Selinus,

and about B.C. 510 by .Spartans under the leader-

ship of Euryleon. The name Jlinoa was due to a
legend attributing the founding of the city to

!Minos of Crete. It was afterwards destroyed by
the Carthaginians, though a small settlement con-

tinued to exist under Carthaginian rule, and
after B.C. 314 rose to renewed importance, and
was one of the chief Carthaginian naval stations

•during the First Punic War. The site, on Cape

Bianco, is now wholly deserted, and but few
traces of the ancient city are visible.

(3) Heraclea Pontica, a Megarian colony on
the south coast of the Black Sea, the modern
Eregli ( q.v. ) . It seems to have been founded
about the middle of the sixth century B.C., and
after a period of party strife, passed under the

rule of a moderate oligarchy, which soon made it

master of the neighboring territory including
some of the lesser Greek colonies. Even when the
aristocracy was supplanted by a tyrant, the pros-

perity of the city continued to increase ; but after

tlie overthrow of the Persian Empire by Alex-
ander the growth of the Bithynian power and
the wars with the Galatians lessened its influence.

It was plundered by the Romans in the Mithra-
datic war, and from that time gradually declined.

It was the birthplace of the philosopher Hera-
clides Ponticus (q.v.).

HTER'ACLE'ON (Lat., from Gk. 'HpaxX^uv,
HCrakleun ) . A Gnostic Christian, who flourished

in Italy during the third quarter of the second
century. Clement of Alexandria calls him the

most distinguished follower of Valentinus (q.v.).

His writings surs'ive only in fragments, and each
quotation is accompanied by unfriendly comments
by his orthodo.x opponent. He wrote a Gospel
commentary, entitled Ui/pomnemata, which dealt

especially with Saint John. Origen preserves

considerable fragments of this work in his own
commentary on the same Gospel. Clement also

quotes from Heracleon, but we are not certain

that it is from this work. Hippolytus says that

Heracleon and other Western Valentinians taught
that Christ's body was of animal substance, while
the Oriental School regarded it as spiritual. But
we know little about the details of their systems.

Heracleon's influence was sufficient to perpetuate
his name among his followers, who are called

Heracleon ites. Consult Brooke, The Fragments
of Heracleon (Cambridge, 1901). See Gnosti-
cism.

HER'ACLE'ONAS (Lat., from Gk. 'HpoicXei-

uras, HcraklciOnas) (c. 614-?). An Emperot of

Byzantium, son of the Emperor Heracliiis. He
fought with his father in Syria, and was ap-

pointed Cffsar in 638 or 639. When his father

died (641) his mother, Martina, asked that he be

permitted to rule with his invalid stepbrother,

Constantine III. But Constantine died after a
reign of less than five months and Heracleonas

became sole Emperor. The Senate suspected that

^Martina had had this in view and had possibly

hurried the death of her stepson; a revolution

broke out; Heracleonas was dethroned, his nose

cut off. his mother's tongue torn out, and the two
were exiled to Constantinople. Constans II., son

of Constantine, succeeded to the throne.

HERACLEONITES. See Hekacleon.

HERACXEOP'OLIS (Lat.. from Gk. 'Hpox-

\iov% TToXij, Hcrakleoiis polis, city of Hercules) . .\

city of ancient Egypt on the right bank of the

Bahr Yflsuf (Joseph's Canal), about 10 miles

west of the Nile. It was called by the Egyptians

Henen-suten, whence its Coptic name Hnes. and
its modern Arabic name Ahnas and Henassu/e.

Heracleopolis was the seat of worship of the

ram-headed god Hershef, whom the Greeks iden-

tified with Heracles. Of the temples and other

buildings, for which the place was renowned in

ancient times, scarcely anything remains. An e.x-

tensive necropolis lies upon the opposite bank of
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the Bahr YClsuf. Consult Navillc, Ahnas cl

Mcdineh, Egj'ptian Exploration Fund, vol. xi.

(London, IS'Jl).

HEB'ACXES. See Hercules.

HERACLEUM, her'a-kle'um. See Cow-Pabs-

HER'ACLI'AN (a.d. ?-413). A Roman gen-

eral. At tht^ instance of tlie Emperor Honorius,
lie put Stiliclio to deatli (a.o. 40S),and received

the Government of Africa as his reward. Aftei;

supporting the Eniijeror during the invasion of

Alarie and the usurpation of Attalus, whom
Alaric had made Enij)eror, Heraclian revolted and
invaded Italy. His enterprise failed, however,
and on his return to Carthage he was put to death
by order of Honorius.

HERACLID.aj, her'i-kli'de (Lat., from Gk.
'llpaOiWiai ^ Ih'raklridal, descendants of Hercules,
from 'Hpa^A//c, //r;«fc/cs, Hercules) . (1) The name
is applied specifically to those legendary descend-

ants who were said to have led the Dorians in

the conquest of tlie Peloponnesus. The legend

told of an unsuccessful attempt hy Hyllus, son
of Heracles, to recover the inheritance from
wliich Eurystheus had driven him, and then, 100
years later, of the successful invasion, led by his

great-grandsons Temenus, Cresphontes, and Aris-

todemus. sons of Aristom'achus. Tliey defeated

Tisamenus, son of Orestes and grandson of

Agamemnon, and gained possession of the Pelo-

ponnesus. Argos fell to Temenus; Laceda?mon
to Procles and Eurystheus, the sons of Aristo-

demus ; Mcssenia to Cresphontes ; Elis to the

-Etolian Oxylus; Arcadia alone remained undis-

turbed. This story of tlie return of the Heracli-

doe seems to owe its development to the epic,

rather than to popular tradition, and is an at-

tempt to explain the change from the conditions

of the Homeric poems to those of the period after

the Dorian conquest. The poems of Tyrtieus

show its general acceptance in Sparta about
B.C. 6.50. It is the later legendary account of the

Dorian conquest, which from its nature must in

reality have been a much more obstinate and pro-

tracted struggle. Consult the histories of Greece
by Thirhvall, Grote (older views). Holm, and
Busolt, and especially Meyer, Geschichte des

Altertums. ii. (Stuttgart, 1893).

(2) A tragedv by Euripides, brought out about
B.C. 420. It tells of the persecution of the sons

of the dead Heracles by Eurystheus and their

reception and protection by Athens. The children

of Heracles, under the leadership of lolaus, come
to Marathon, and the Athenians gain a victory

over the Argives through the voluntary sacrifice

of Macaria. daughter of Heracles. Eurystheus is

taken prisoner and surrendered to .Alcmene, who
demands his death. The play was meant to rep-

resent to Sparta how unnatural her contemplated
alliance with Argos during the Peloponnesian
War would lie. and was directed against the Ar-
give party in Alliens.

HEB'ACLI'DES PONTICTTS (Lat., from
Gk. 'HpaK\e/57)s, UCrakleidCs, and Pontus) . A
Greek philosopher of the fourth century B.C., born
at Heraclea in Pontus. At Athens he became a

disciplp of Plato, whom he represented during the

iatter's absence in Sicily. Later, however, he at-

tached himself to Aristotle. His numerous writ-

ings covered many fields, including philosophy,

arammar, music, physics, rhetoric, political and
iiterarj- history, and geography. Critical and phil-

osophical ability were apparently not possessed
l)y him in a liig'n degree, for liis philosophical
works were early neglected. His biographical and
grammatical treatises, however, enjoyed a long
popularity. Diogenes Laertius praises his style,

while Cicero blames him for his fondness for
n.arvelous tales. The extracts, On Constitutions,
which bear the name of llcraelides, are only a
poor compilation from Aristotle's Politics, and
sliould be attributed to Heradides Lembos (sec-

ond century a.d.). This work was edited by
Schneidewin ( (Jilttingen, 1S47), and by Kaibel
and Wilamowitz, as an appendix to their edition

of Aristotle's Vonstitiition of Athens (Berlin,

1898). The fragments of Heraclides's writings

were collected by Miillcr, Fragincnta Historico-

rum Grcecorum, vol. ii. (Paris, 1848). Consult:
Voss, De Heraclidis Pontici Vita ct ^criptis

(Leipzig, 1896) ; and Schmidt, De UeraclidcB

Pontici et Dicrcarchi Messciiii Dialogis Dcpcrdi-

tis (Breslau, 1867).

HER'ACLITUS ( Lat, from Gk. 'HpaKXeiros,

lltniLlcitos) . A Greek philosopher who nour-

ished about B.C. 500, born at Ephesus in Asia
Minor. From the obscurity of his writings he
was nicknamed 'The Dark' (6 (rKOTeii^isK Only
one work, that On Nature, can be attributed to

him. Of this, numerous fragments are prcser\'ed

by later writers. Heraclitus's philosophy was a
development of the Ionic doctrine under the in-

fluence of Xenophanes. The principle of all

things according to him was fire, a self-deter-

mined ether, which by condensation and rarefac-

tion creates the phenomena of the sensible world.

To the 'being' of his predecessors he added the

principle of 'becoming.' He held that all things

are in constant flux, and that the appearance of

stability is due to the uniformity of motion. His
philosophy had a strong influence on later think-

ers ; Zeno recalled it, and Stoicism was based on
its teaching. The fragments of his work are to

be found in Mullach, Fraymenta Philosophorum
Grwcorum, vol. i. (Paris, I860) ; Ritter and Prel-

ler. Historia Philosophiw GrcBcw (7th ed., Gotha,
1888). Consult: ZeWer, Philosophie der Gricchen
(5th ed., vol. i., Leipzig, 1892); Patrick, The
Fragments of the Work of HeracUtus (Baltimore,

1889).

HERACLIUS, hgr-A-kli'us (c.575-641). By-
zantine Emperor from 010 to 641. He was a
native of Cappadocia and belonged to a distin-

guished family, his father having been Exarch
of Africa. In 610, when the tyranny of the Em-
peror Phocas had become unbearable, and the
mother and bride to be of Heraclius himself were
imprisoned, he equipped a fleet in Africa, and ap-

peared before Const;infinople. The citizens rose

in rebellion, Phocas was beheaded, and Heraclius
became Emperor in his stead. The condition of

the Byzantine Empire at this time was deplor-

able. Years elapsed before Heraclius could put
forth any vigorous efl'orts for its reorganization.

In 619 the Avars plundered the country to the

gates of Constantinople and carried off an im-
mense number of captives. In the East, the con-

quests of the Persians threatened the very exist-

ence of the Empire. .Terusalem was stormed by
the generals of Khosru in 615 and Egypt was
overrun in the following year. The stopping of

the export of corn from Eg>'pt to Constantinople
caused a severe famine in the capital. Tlie Em-
peror, however, was meanwhile disciplining and
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equipping an army for the invasion of Persia,
and in G22 be took tlie field. In tlie plain of
Issus he routed a Persian army and forced his
way through the passes of the Taurus and Anti-
Taurus, into the ancient Pontus, where his sol-

diers wintered. In 024 he crossed Armenia, con-
quered several of the Perso-Caucasian countries,
and reached the Caspian Sea. There he formed
an alliance with the Khazars, and with their
assistance attacked Media, and carried liis arms
as far south as Ispahan. Before going into win-
ter quarters, he defeated the main body of the
Persians, commanded by Khosru himself. In 625
Heraclius descended from the Caucasus into Meso-
potamia, and thence proceeded into Cilieia, where
be routed the Persians once more with immense
slaughter. During the next two years (626-628)
Heraclius carried the war into the heart of the
Persian Empire, and in December, 627, cut to
pieces the forces of Rhazates, the Persian general,
near the junction of the Little Zab and the
Tigris. An immense boot}' fell into the hands
of the victors. Khosru lied into the interior of

Persia, and was soon afterwards put to death by
his son Siroes, who concluded a peace with
Heraclius, by which the Persians gave up all

their former conquests ( 628 ) . Not the least of
the trophies Heraclius brought back to Constan-
tinople was the alleged wood of the true cross,

wliich the Persians had carried off from Jeru-
salem in 015. The fame of Heraclius was now
at its height, but the rise of the Mohammedan
power in Arabia brought a new and terrible

enemy against the old Empire, where religious
dissensions still created bitter factions, whose
strife weakened the State. Heraclius seems to
have exhausted his splendid energies and ambition
in the remai'kable Persian campaigns, and now
spent his time in his palace at Constantinople,
partly in sensual pleasures, and partly in the-
ological disputations. In his efforts to mediate
between tlie ortliodox party and the monophysites
(q.v. ) Heraclius sought to impose the mono-
thelite doctrine on the Empire, arousing thereby
great disturbances in the capital. (See MoNO-
TiiELiTiSM.) Before the close of his life, Sj'ria,

Palestine, Mesopotamia, and Egjpt were in the
hands of the caliphs. He died February 11, 641.
Consult: Bury, A Histori/ of the Later Itoman
Empire from Arcadius to Irene, vol. ii. (Lon-
don, 1889) ; Finlay, History of Greece (London,
1877) ; Gibbon, Decline avd Fall of the Roman
Empire, ed. Bury (London, 1800-1900) ; Drapey-
ron, L'empereur Heraclius et Vempire byzantin
au Vlleme sidcle (Paris, 1809), with biblio-

graphical notes. There is also a contemporary
account by Sepeos, an Armenian bishop, that was
published in Constantinople in 1850. See Byzan-
tine Empire.

HI^RACLIUS, a'ra'kle-ns'. A minor tragedy
by Corneille (1047). The play is exceedingly com-
plicated in plot, and contains few passages of
great excellence.

HEE^'UM (Lat., from Gk. SpaTov, Herai-
oii). The Aroive. The oldest and most noted
sanctuary of Argolis. and the chief seat in Greece
of the worship of Hera, situated on a spur of
IMount Eubcca, between Argos and Mycenae. The
original temple was burned in B.C. 423, and a new-
one built with great magnificence by the architect
Eupolemos of Argos. Of the second building,
Pausanias gives a detailed description. It con-

EDERALDRY.

tained two images of the goddess—one of wood,
brouglit from Tiryns, and a statue of gold and
ivory by Polyclitus. A few remains of the sculp-
tures are preserved at Athens. The site of the
Hera^um lias been excavated by the American
School of Classical Studies (1891-95).

HERALD (from OF. heralt, heraui, Fr. h6-
rant, from ML. heraldus, Imraldus, herald, from
OHG. hari, heri, Ger. Beer, AS. here, army -|-

OHG. -walto, AS. -wealda, power, from OHG.
waltan, Ger. walten, AS. icealdan, Eng. ivield)

.

In England, an officer whose duty consists in the
regulation of armorial bearings, the marshaling
of processions, and the superintendence of cer-

tain puolic ceremonies. In the Middle Ages
heralds were highly honored, and enjoyed im-
portant privileges; their functions included, in
addition to those mentioned, the bearing of
messages, whether of courtesy or defiance, be-

tween royal or knightly personages; the super-
intending and registering of trials by battle,
tournaments, jousts, and all chivalric exercises;
the computation of the slain after battle; and
the recording of the valiant acts of the fallen

or surviving combatants. The person of a herald,
wliile in the exercise of his duties, was inviolable.

The word heraldus was used in Germany as early
as 1152; the fir.st use in an English document
occurs in 1337. The heralds became very influen-

tial in the latter half of the fourteenth century.
The Heralds' College (q.v.) was incorporated in
1483. Three orders of officials, kings-at-arms,
heralds, and pursuivants, are still appointed.
There are now in England four kings-at-arms,
named by their offices Garter, Clarencieux, Nor-
roy, and Bath; six heralds—Somerset, Chester,
Windsor, Richmond, Lancaster, and York; and
four pursuivants—Rouge Dragon, Portcullis, Blue
JIantle, and Rouge Croix. In Scotland there are
at present three heralds and three pursuivants,
the principal heraldic officer being Lyon King-at-
Arms. Ireland has one king-at-arms, Ulster; two
heralds, Cork and Dublin ; and two pursuivants,
of whom the senior bears tlie title of Athlone, and
the other is called the pursuivant of Saint Pat-
rick. The official costume Of a herald consists of

a satin taliard or surcoat embroidered with the
royal arms, and a collar of SS. See Heralds'
College; Iving-at-Arms; Pursitivant.

HERALDRY. Properly, the knowledge of

the multifarious duties devolving on a herald
(see Herald) ; in the more restricted sense, in

^^hicll it will be considered here, it is the science

of armorial bearings.

History. Though there are many instances in
remote times of nations and individuals dis-

tinguishing themselves by particular emblems
or ensigns, nothing that can properly be called

armorial bearings existed before the middle of
the twelfth century. The shield of the French
knights in the First Crusade presented a plain
face of polished metal, and there were only a
very few heraldic devices in use in the Second
Crusade in 1147. The Anglo-Norman poet
\Vace, who wrote in the latter half of the twelfth
century, mentions devices or cognizances as being
in use among the Normans, at the conquest of
Enghmd, and Wace is corroborated by the Bay-
cux tapestry of the twelfth century, where there
are figures of animals on the shields of the in-

vaders, while the Saxon shields have only bor-

ders or crosses. The rude devices on these shields
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liave notliing aiiinoaching to an armorial form
or disposition, and in some oases the same device

is reprcoented on dill'erent shields, llerahlry

developed during the Crusades, wliere it was
necessary for a l-tnight to have some mark by
wliich he might be known; it may have been
influenced b}' the Saracen custom of wearing
richly embroidered devices. Some armorial in-

signia were depicted on the shields used in the
Third Crusade, which took place in 1189 and the

following years; and in the same lialf-century

originated the lleurs-de-Iis of France and the

lions of England. The transmission of arms
from father to son seems to luive been fully recog-

nized in the thirteenth century, and in the prac-

tice then introduced of embroidering the family
insignia on tlie surcoat, \\orn over tlie hauberk
or coat of mail, originated the expression cout of

arms. Arms were similarly embroidered on the
jupon, cyclas, and tabard, which succeeded the

surcoat, a practice which survived till the time
of Henry VIII., when the tabard came to be
entirely disused cxce])t by heralds, who still con-

tinue to wear on their tabards the royal arms.
It was by slow degrees tliat the usage of arms

grew up into tlie systematized form which it as-

sumes in the works of the established writers on
heraldry. The principal existing data for trac-

ing its progress are English rolls of arms yet

extant of the times of Henry III., Edward I., and
Edward III. Tlie earliest formal treatises date

no further back than the end of the fourteenth

century, before which time the whole historical

part of the subject had been obscured by a tissue

of gratuitous fiction, which has misled most sub-

sequent writers up to a very recent period. The
•writers en the subject represented the heraldry
of the tenth and eleventh centuries as equally

sharply defined with that of the fifteenth and six-

teenth. The arms of William the Conqueror and
his sons are described with all their differences;

arms are ascribed to the Saxon Kings of England,
to Charlemagne, to bililical characters, and even
to half-mythical persons and heroes of classical

times.

In the infancy of heraldry, every knight as-

sumed what arms he pleased, without consulting

sovereign or king-at-arms. Animals, plants, im-

aginary monsters, tilings artificial, and objects

familiar to pilgrims, were all fixed on. Thus the

scallop-shell, the emblem of Saint James and
most genprally in heraldry called a 'clam.' was
frequently borne by Crusaders. Often the object

chosen was one whose name bore sufilcient re-

semblance in sound to suggest the name or title

of the bearer of it. Devices and mottoes were
sometimes chosen on account of their allusive

associations: e.g. a broken spear for Brakespeare,

or Festina lentc for the Onslows. This is called

Canting Herahliy by the English, Anncn prir-

lantes by tlie French. The charge fixed on was
H.sed with great latitude, singly or repealed,

in any way which the bearer chose, or the form
of his shield suggested. But as coats of arms
heeanie more numerous, confusion often arose

from different knights adopting the same symbol

;

and this confusion was increased by a practice

which crept in of sovereigns or feudal chiefs

allowing their arms, or part of them, to be borne

as a mark of honor by their favorite followers in

battle. Hence difTercnt coats of arms came in many
instances so closely to resemlde eacli other that

it was imperative, for distinction's sake, tliat the

fancy of the bearer should be restrained, and
regulations laid down regarding the number and
piisitidn of tlie charges, and the altitudes of the

animals represented. This necessity led, in the
course of time, to the systematizing of heraldry,
a process which the rolls alluded to show us was
going on gradually throughout the thirtcentli

and fourteenth centuries. By the lime that
heraldry was consolidated into a science, its true
origin had been lost sight of, and the credulity

and fertility of imagination of the heralds led

them to invest the most common charges with
mystical meanings, and to trace their original

adoption to the desire of commemorating the ad-

ventures or achievements of the founders of the
families who bore them. It was only when
heraldry began to assume the dignity of a science

that augmentations of a commemorative charac-

ter were granted. After the science became
thoroughly systematized, augmentations and new
coats were often granted with a reference to the
supposed symbolical meanings of the charges.

in England, the assumi)tion of arms by private
persons was first restrained by a ])roclamation

of Henry V., prohibiting their assumption l)y

any one who had not borne arms at Agincourt,

except in virtue of inheritance or a grant from
the Crown. To enforce the obser^'ance of this

rule, heralds' visitations or processions through
the counties were instituted, and continued from
time to time till the reign of William and Mary.

Jurisdiction in questions of arms is executed
by the Heralds' College (q.v.) in England, the

I.yon Court in Scotland, and the College of Arms
in Ireland. No one w'ithin the United Kingdom
is entitled to bear arms without an hereditary

claim by descent or a grant from the competent
authority; and the wrongful assumption of arm"5

is an act for which the assumer may be sub-

jected to penalties. The use of arms, whether
rightfully or wrongfully, subjects the bearer of

them to an annual tax. It is illegal to use

without authority not only a coat of arms, but
even a crest. Any figure or device placed on
an heraldic wreath is considered a crest in ques-

tions with the Heralds' College or Lyon Court.
Classification. Besides individuals, com-

munities and States are entitled to the use of

arms, and heralds have classified arms, in respect

of the right to bear them, under the following

ten heads: (1) Arms of dominion; tlie arms
borne by sovereigns as annexed to their terri-

tories. (2) .-\riiis of pretension, which sovereigns

have borne, who, though not in possession, claim
a right to the territories to which the arms be-

long. Thus, England bore the arms of France
from the time of Edward III. till 1801. (3)

Arms of community; the arms of bisho|is' sees,

abbeys, universities, towns, and corporations.

(4) Arms of assumption: arms which one has a
right to assume with the apiirobafion of the
sovereign. Thus, it is said, the arms of a pris-

oner of war may be borne by his eajitor. and
transmitted by him to his heirs, (.'i) .Arms of

patronage, aihled by governors of provinces,

lords of the manor, patrons of benefices, etc..

to their family arms, as a token of sujieriority,

right, or jurisdiction. (6) .\rnis of succession,

borne quartered with the family arms by those

who inherit ficfs or manors, cither by will, entail,

or donation. Thus, the Dukes of Atluile. as

having been lords of the Isle of M:ni. cpiarter t)\p

arms of that island, and the Duke of Argyle
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quarters the arms of the lordship of Lome. (7)
Arms of alliance, taken up by the issue -of heir-

esses, to show their maternal descent. (8) Arms
of adoption, borne by a stranger in blood, to ful-

fill the will of a testator. The last of a family
may adopt a stranger to bear his name and arms
ami possess his estate. Arms of adoption can
only be borne with permission of a sovereign or
king-at-arms. ( 9 ) Arms of concession ; aug-
mentations granted by a sovereign of part of

his royal arms, as a mark of distinction, a usage
which, we have already observed, obtained in
the earliest days of heraldry; and hence the prev-

alence among armorial bearings of the lion, the
fleur-de-lis, and the eagle, the bearings of the
sovereigns of England and Scotland, of France,
and of Germanj'. (10) Paternal or hereditary
arms, transmitted by the first possessor to his

descendants.
The EscuTCIIEO^'. A coat of arms is composed

of charges depicted on an escutcheon representing
the old knightly shield. The shields in use in

England and France in the eleventh and twelfth
centuries were in shape not unlike a kite, a form
\\hieh seems to have been borrowed from the
Sicilians; but when they became the recipients

of armorial bearings, they were gradually flat-

tened and shortened. From the time of Henry
III. the escutcheon has been most frequently
represented on seals as approaching a triangular
form, with the point do«Tiward, tlie chief ex-

ceptions being that the shield of a lady is lozenge-
shaped, and of a knight banneret square. To
facilitate description, the surface or field of the
escutcheon has been divided into nine points,
technically distinguished by the following names

:

A, the dexter chief point; B, the middle chief;

C. the sinister chief; D, the honor or collar point;
E, the fess point; F, the nombril or navel point;
G. the dexter base point; H, the middle ba.se;

and I, the sinister base point. It will be ob-
served that the dexter and sinister sides of the
sliicld are so called from their position in rela-

tion, not to the eye of the spectator, but of the
supposed bearer of the shield.

Tinctures. Coats of arms are distin-

guished from one another, not only by the
charges or objects borne on them, but by the
color of these charges, and of the field on which
they are placed. The field may be of one color or
of more than one. divided by a partition line or
lines varying in form. The first thing, then, to be
mentioned in blazoning a shield—that is, describ-

ing it in technical language—is the color, or, as it

is heraldically called, tincture of the field. (See
Illustration, Tinctures.) Tinctures are either
of metal, color strictly so called, or fur. The
metals used in heraldry are two—gold, termed or,

and silver,' arf/ent—represented in painting by
yellow and white. The colors are five—red, blue,
black, green, and pur])le, known as gtiJes, azure,
sahle, vert, and piirpure. Two other colors have
been used occasionally: tatimy or tennf and mitr-
reii or sanr/tiinS. But these are now discarded in

most countries. Metals and colors are indicated
in uncolnred heraldic engravings by points and
hatched lines, an invention ascribed to Silvestro
di Petrasancta, an Italian herald of the seven-
teenth centiirv. Or is represented by small
dots: for arrient. the field is left plain. Gules
is denoted by perpendicular and azure by hori-
zontal lines; sahle, by lines perpendicular and
horizontal crossing each other; vert, by diago-

nal lines from dexter chief to sinister base;
purpure hy diagonal lines from sinister chief

to dexter base; murrey, by a combination of

vert and purpure; tawny, by a combination of

vert and gules. The furs were originally but two.

ermine, and vaW. The former is represented by
black spots or tails on a white ground. Yair,
said to have been taken from the fur of a squir-

rel, bluish-gray on the back, and white on the
belly, is expressed by blue and white shields, or
bells in horizontal rows, the bases of the white
resting on the bases of the blue. If the vair is

of any other colors than white and blue, they
must be specified. Various modifications of
these furs were afterwards introduced, among
them: ermines, or ermine with the field sable

and the spots argent; erminitis, with a red hair
on each side of the black spot; erminois, with the
field gold and the spots black; pean, with the
licld sable and the spots or; countcr-vair, or

vair with the bells of one tincture placed base to
base; potent, with figures like the heads of

crutches: and counter-potent, with the heads of

crutches alternatcl.y erect and reversed.

It is an established rule of heraldry that metal
should not be placed on metal, nor color on color;

a rule more rigidly adhered to in English than
in foreign heraldry. Among early arms there is

one remarkable transgression of it in the arms of

the Kingdom of Jerusalem, foimded by the Cru-
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saders, which are five golden crosses on a silver

field. A recognized exception exists wherever a
charge lies over a field partly of metal and partly
of color, or where an animal is attired, armed,
ungiiled, crowned, or chained with a tincture dif-

ferent from that of his hody. Marks of cadency,
chiefs, cantons, and bordures are also occasional-

l}' exempted from the general rule, being, accord-
ing to some heralds, not laid on the shield, but
coiisu, or sewed to it.

CiiARiiES. Everything contained in the field

of an escutcheon is called a charge. Charges
are divided by heralds into the three classes of

honorable ordinaries, subordinaries, and com-
mon charges. Under the name of ordinaries or
honorable ordinaries are included certain old and
very frequent bearings, whose true peculiarity
seems to be that, instead of being taken from
extraneous objects, they are rejiresentatives of

the wooden or metal strengthenings of the
ancient shields. Nine are recognized by the best

usage. See Plate, Ordinarie-s and Subordinaries.
(1) The chief (Fig. 1) is the upper part of the

shield separated from the rest by a line, and com-
prising, according to the requirements of her-

alds, one-third of the whole, though this pro-

portion is seldom rigidly adhered to. Its diminu-
tive is the fillet (Fig. 3), supposed to take up
one-fourth the space of a chief, in whose lowest
part it stands. The line at the base of the chief

may be straight, indented, or irregular.

(2) The pale (Fig. 4) is a band or stripe from
top to bottom, said, like the chief, to occupy one-

third of the shield. It has two diminutives, the
pallet, one-half the breadth of the pale (Fig. 5),
and the endorse, one-half of the pallet (Fig. 6).

(3) The bend (Fig. 8) is a band crossing the
shield diagonally from de.xter chief to sinister

base. Its diminutives are the bendlet or garter,

one-half of its breadth (Fig. 9), the cost, or
cotise, one-half of the bendlet (Fig. 10), and the
riband, one-half of the cotise. The bend is some-
times borne between two cotises, in which case it

is said to be cotised (Fig. II), a term sometimes
applied to the other ordinaries when accom-
panied with their diminutives.
The bend sinister (Fig. 12) is a diagonal band

from sinister chief to dexter base. Its diminu-
tives are the scarp, one-half of the bend sinister

(Fig. 13), and the baton, one-half of the scarp
(Fig. 14). The baton stops short of the ex-

tremity of the field at both ends, and has been
considered a mark of illegitimacy.

(4) The fess or fesse (Fig. 1.5) is a horizontal
band in the middle of the shield, said, like the
ordinaries already enumerated, to occupy one-
third of it. The lines which bound it may be
straight or irregular (Fig. 10).

(5j The bar is similar in form to the fess,

but narrower and never placed in the centre of

the shield (Fig. 17). It is rarely used singly.

When in pairs they are called bars riemeUes. The
diminutives are the closet, theoretically half the
width of the bar (Fig. 19). and the barrulct,
half the width of the closet (Fig. 18). But these
terms are seldom used.

(C) The cherron (Fig. 20) is composed of two
stripes forming an inverted V. Its diminutives are
the cherronel (Fig. 21) of half, and the couple-
close (Fig. 23) one-fourth its width.

(7) The cross (Fig. 24) unites the pale and
fess, an ordinary which was originally, like the
rest, composed of the clamps necessary to the

strength of the shield, but had also the deeper
meaning of the symbol of the Christian faith,

iiesides its plain form, the cross was varied in
numerous ways, most of these varieties being,
however, rather common charges than ordinaries.
Of the 39 lesser crosses mentioned by Guillim, or
the 385 by Berry in the IJnciicluixrdia llernldicu,
a few of the most frequently occurring arc the
following: The cross moline (Fig. 20), with the
ends turned round bol h wa.ys ; the cross fleury
(Fig. 27), of which each limb terminates in a
lleur-de-lis; the cross patonce (Fig. 28), the
limb of which has three points; the cross potent
(Fig. 29), crutch-shaped at the ends; the cross
palic (Fig. 30), small in the centre, but widen-
ing toward the ends; and the cross crosslct
(Fig. 31), crossed at the ends. The latter is the
most frequent of all, and is borne oftener in
numbers than singly. Any of these crosses is

said to be fitchy when the lower limb terminates
in a sharp point, as in Fig. 30. There is also the
erossi Maltese; though not frequent as a heraldic
charge, it derives an importance from being the
badge of the Knights of Malta, and of many
other orders (Fig. 32).

(8) The saltire, or Saint Andrew's cross (Fig.
57), is formed by a junction of the bend dexter
and bend sinister.

(9) The pile (Fig. 59) is a wedge with the
point downward. A single imcharged pile
should, at its upper part, occupy one-third the
breadth of the shield, but if charged, it may be
double that width. It is used ordinarily either
singly or in threes (Fig. 60).
The quarter, consisting of the upper right-hand

fourth part of the shield cut off by a horizontal
and a perpendicular line, is classed by some au-
thorities with the honorable ordinaries, but it is

more common to consider it one of the subordi-
naries (see below). It is frequently termed a
canton (Fig. 61 )

.

> /

PERPAUS PER BEND PER
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fer that ordinan-; thus we may have a shield

party per pale, bend, fess, chevron, saltire, or
cross, though quartered is a more usual term
than party per cross. A shield divided into
any number of parts by lines in the direction

of a pale, bend, or bar, is said to be paly, bendy,
harry, the number of pieces being specified, as

barry of six. When the field is of a metal and
color separated by any of the lines of partition,
then the charge placed on it is said to be counter-
elianged; this means that the part of the charge
which is on the metal is of the color, and vice
versa.

The partition-line which bounds the field, or the
boundary-line of an ordinary, is not always even.
The commonest forms of irregular partition-lines

in use are the engrailed, invected, loavy, nebiily,

embattled, indented, and dancette. An ordinary
engrailed has the points of the engrailed line

turned outward, and an ordinary invected, in-

ward. Dancette differs from the indented by
having much larger spaces between the points.

All of these terms, even wlien unmistakably
French in origin, are pronounced as if they
were English.

HERALDBY.

ENGRAILED INVECTED

NEBUI.Y

DANCETTE

IZXTXZXZXZTZ
EAGULY DOVETAILED

ETiABATTLED POTENTED

The subordinaries, or subordinate ordinaries,

are generally enumerated as the following,

though there is no very broad line of demarkation
betiveen them and the common charges.

The Gyron.—When a shield is at once quar-
tered and party per saltire, the division is called

gyronny of eight, and each of the triangles is a
gyron (Fig. 66). Gyronny of six, ten, or twelve,

also occasionally occur, so called according to the
number of the triangles.

The fret (Fig. 76) is a cognizance derived

from the banding or ornamenting of the shield,

and a shield covered with this latticework deco-

ration is said to be fretty.

The bordure, or border (Fig. 62), is a band
encircling the shield. It is much used to distin-

guish different branches of a family, and is often

charged with small devices, on which account
it has sometimes been reckoned an honorable
ordinary (Fig. 63).
The orte (Fig. 64) differs from a bordure in

not touching the extremity of the shield and is

narrower.
The tressure, regarded as a diminutive of the

orle. is generally borne double, and fleury counter-
fleury, as in the arms of Scotland (Fig. 6.5).

The pall (Fig. 77) is the archiepiscopal orna-

ment of that name, sent from Rome to metropoli-
tans, and resembling in form the letter Y. By
some authorities this is classed as a common
charge and not as a subordinary.
The flanches (Fig. 67) are the dexter and sin-

ister sides of the shield cut off bv a curved line.

Flanches are always borne in pairs, and some-
times charged.
The lozenge (Fig. 68) is a figure of four equal

sides, with the upper and lower angles acute,
and the others obtuse.

The fusil (Fig. 72) is longer and more acute
than the lozenge.

The mascle (Fig. 69) is a lozenge perforated,
and showing a narrower border. Mascles may
have been originally links of chain armor.
A field is said to be lozengy, fusilly, or rnascal-

ly when divided by diagonal lines in the direction

of these subordinaries. A field divided by hori-
zontal and perpendicular lines into squares of

different tinctures is said to be cheeky; in the
case of a fess cheeky there are three such rows of
squares.

The inescutcheon is a small shield charged
upon the coat of arms.

Tlie billet (Fig. 73) is a rectangle about
twice as high as it is wide. When the shield is

freely sprinlded with billets it is termed billety.

Some think the billets represent bricks, stones,

or billets of wood; others think they represent
letters or billets.

Among subordinaries are sometimes reckoned
certain circular charges called roundles or round-
lets (Fig. 74), distinguished in English heraldry
by different names according to their tinctures.

When of or, they are called bezants; of argent,
plates; of gules, torteavx ; of azure, hurts; of

purpure, golps; of sable, ogresses or pellets; and
of green, pommes.
Common Charges. The third class of figures

occurring in armorial bearings are the comtnon
charges. These are representations more or less

conventional of familiar objects, which have no
necessary relation to the shield, but are in some
way emblematic as concerns family or individual
history and character. We can enumerate only
a few of the charges of most frequent occurrence.
Among the animals borne in coats of arms the

lion holds the most important place. As early
as the twelfth century the king of beasts was
assumed as an appropriate emblem by the sov-

ereign of England. The kings of Scotland, Nor-
way, and Denmark, the native princes of Wales,
the counts of Flanders and Holland, and various
other European rulers also chose the king of

beasts. Lions occur in different positions. The
earliest attitude of the heraldic lion is rampant,
erect on his hind legs, and looking before him,
the head being shown in profile, as he appears
in the arms of Scotland, and originally did in

those of England. This was the normal position

of a lion; but as the royal animal came to be
used by all who claimed kindred with royalty,

and to be granted to favorite followers by way
of augmentation, a diversity of attitude wan
adopted for distinction's sake: Rampant gardant,

erect on the hind legs, and affronte or full-faced;

Rampant regardant, erect on the hind legs and
looking backward; Passant, in walking position,

with the head seen in profile; Passant regardant,

walking and with the head looking behind; Sta-

tant, with all the four legs on the ground;

Salient, in the act of springing forward on his

prey; Sejant, rising to prepare for action; Sejant

affronte, rising and full-faced, as in the crest

of Scotland; Couchant. lying down, but with his

head erect, and his tail beneath him; Dormant,
asleep, with his head resting on his fore paws.

Some of these terms are used for the other ani-
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iiials. The lion passant gardant is often blazoned

as the lion of England, and at a time when terms

of blazonry were comparatively few it was con-

founded with the leopard, and hence the lion

passant and rampant fjardant came to be called

respectively the Uon-kopardc and Icoimrd-lionne,

UOH'S (SAME uonS paws

hoofs are said to be armed in respect to them.
The heads and limbs of animals are often borne

as charges, and they may be either cok/k'/. cnt olf

in a straiglit lino, or cniscd, cut off with a jagged
edge. When tlie head is borne without any part
of the neck, and full faced, it is >aid to be c«-

hoclud or ciihofilird. W lien the hair of an animal
is of a different tincture from the body the ani-

mal is .said to be crincd of this color. Animals,
as well as other common charges, are usually
u presented in a purely conventional manner, and
frequently bear no resemblance to the object for

which they are named.
Of liirds, there is the eaf/lc, which was, next to

tlie linn, the most favorite cognizance of royal
personages, and was adopted l)y thi' Cernian em-
perors, who claimed to be successors of the C'ajsars

of Rome. The Imperial eagle had at first hut
one head; the monstrosity of a second head
seems to have arisen from a dimidiation of two
eagles, to represent the Eastern and Western
empires. (See section Murslialiii;/ of Anns.)
The eagle of heraldry is most generally f/is/j/rti/Cf?,

i.e. its wings are expanded; sometimes it is

pret/lnr/, or standing devouring its prey. The
(illerion, the eognizance of the Ducliv of Lorraine

Two lions may be depicted: ranijiant combatant,
i.e. face to face; or rampant addorsed, placed

back to back, or counter-piiasant. i.e. passing the

contrary way to each other. The lion is said to

be naissant when he appears to be rising out
of the centre of an ordinary. Among leonine

monsters we have two-headed lions, bicorporate

and tri-corporate lions, lion-dragons, and lion-

poissons. There is also the Bohemian lion, with
two tails, and the more celebrated winged lion

of Saint Mark, adopted by the Republic of

Venice. Two or more lions borne on one shield

are sometimes (though never when on a royal

coat) blazoned linncels.

Bears, boars, bulls, and stags are favorite heral-

dic beasts. A stag walking is said to be trippant

;

when lying down with his head erect he is lodged;
when running he is cournnt : he is of gaze when
a lion would be statant -gardant ; he is attired
of any tincture when his horns are of that
tincture. The animals that possess horns and

Vol. IX.—51.

and the family of Montmorency, was originally

but a synonym for the eagle (assumed, |«Mhaps,

as an anagram for the word Lorraine), but
modern heralds have degraded it into a nonde-
script creature without beak or feet. The martlet
was originally a martin, which has also in course
of time been deprived by heralds of its legs and
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beak. (See Cujency. ) The mythical phoenix,

the pelican, the swan, the cock, the falcon, the

raven, the parrot, or popinjay, and the peacock
are all of tolerably frequent occurrence. The
pelican generally has her wings placed back to

back, and is depicted peeking her breast; she is

then said to be vultted, i.e. wounded. When in

her nest, feeding her young, she is called a peli-

can in her piety. A peacock borne affronts with
his tail expanded is said to be in his pride.

Birds of prey are armed of the color of whicti

their beak and talons are represented. Such
as have no talons are heaked and mcmbered ; i.e.

the beak and legs are of a different color from
tlie Ijody. The cock is said to be armed crested

and jelloped, the latter term referring to his

comb and gills. Birds having the power of flight

are, in respect to their attitude, close, rising, or

volant.

POMfi<iRANATE

Fishes and reptiles occur as charges: the

former are said to be nainnt if drawn in a hori-

zontal, and haiirient if drawn in a perpendicular

position; and the dolphin, in reality straight, is

conveniently borne embowed or bent. Sometimes
the conventional heraldic form of an animal

differs very greatly from its true form, as in

the case of the antelope of heraldry, which has

the head of a stag, a unicorn's tail, a tusk

issuing from the tip of the nose, a row of tufts

down the back of the neck, and similar tufts on

the tail, chest, and thighs. Of 'animals phan-

tastical,' we have, among others, the grithn, ^vy-

vern. dragon, unicorn, basilisk, harpy. We have
the human body in whole or part, as a naked
man or 'savage,' also arms, legs, hearts, Jloors'

heads, Saracens' heads, and that strange heraldic

freak, the three legs conjoined carried in the

escutcheon of the Isle of Man.
Of plants, there are roses, trefoils, quatrefoils,

cinquefoils (conventional representations of flow-

ers with three, four, and five leaves), leaves.

garbs (i.e. sheaves of corn), trees, often eradi-
cated or fructuated of some other color, and
above all the celebrated fleur-de-lis, used as a
badge by Louis VJII. of France in 1223. When
the charge is repeated a large number of times
the term scntc is applied to it. When a plant,
animal, or other charge is blazoned proper, wliat

is meant is that it is of its natural color.

The heavenly bodies, the sun, moon, and stars,

are also pressed into the service of heraldry, as
are things inanimate and artificial without num-
ber, particularly such as were familiar to the
warriors and pilgrims of the tweltth and thir-

teenth centuries. Helmets, buckles, shields,

hatches, horseshoes, swords, arrows, battering-
rams, pilgrim's staves, mullets (or spur-rowels),
and water-boujets, or bags, in which in crusading
times water was carried long distances across
the desert; also the clarion or war-trumpet,
sometimes erroneously called a rest, because it

was supposed to re])resent a rest for a lance.

Fven the letters of the alphabet have been used
as charges.

When the field or any charge is covered with
drops it is called gutty: when adorned with
fleurs-de-lis it is called fleury or flory. When an
ordinary is made up of squares of alternate metal
and color it is called coinpony or gohony. \^'llen

an ordinary has a border of different tinctures it

is said to be fimbriated.
Charges may be placed either simply on the

field or on one of the ordinaries; in some in-

stances one of the ordinaries is placed over a
charge, in which case the charge is said to be
dcbruised by the ordinary. Three charges of one
kind are placed two above and one below, imless

blazoned in fess or in pale. In the fourteenth
and fifteenth centuries the simplicity of early

heraldry began to be departed from by accumu-
lating a variety of charges on one shield, and in

later times we have sometimes a charge receiving

another charge like an ordinary. The growing
complexity of shields arose from augmentations
granted to distinguish the younger branches of

a family, or charges assumed from the maternal
coat by the descendants of an heiress. In the

end of the eighteenth and beginning of the nine-

teenth century, a practice prevailed for a time
of introducing into armorial bearings matter-of-

fact landscapes, representations of sea fights,

and of medals and decorations worn by the
bearer, setting all heraldic conventionalities it

defiance, and dealing in details not discernible

except on the minutest inspection.

The arms of the dift'erent members of a family
have been distinguished from one another, some-
times by the use of a bordure or other difference;

and sometimes, especially by English heralds, by
the use of certain figures called inarKs of cadency.

(See Caoenct, ) Sometimes the differences and
marks of cadency are called diminutions.

Besides the heraldic devices depicted on the

shield, there are the following borne external to

it—the helmet, the mantling, the wreath, the

crest, the motto and scroll, the supporters, and
the coronet.

The helmet, originally a piece of defensive

armor, became in the course of time one of the

usual accompaniments of the shield: and placed

over the arms, it came by its form tc mark
the rank of the wearer. These distinctions date

from the reign of Queen Elizabeth, and are ap-

plicable only to British heraldry.
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The mantling is au embellishment of scroll-

vork How ing down on both sides of the shield,

and originating in the cointoise, or scarf,

wrapped round the body in tlie days of eout
armor.
From the centre of the helmet, within a

icreath of two pieces of silk usually of the first

two colors of the armorial bearings, issues the

crest, originally a special mark of honor worn
only by heroes of great valor, or advanced to a
high military command; now an inseparable ad-

junct of the coat of arms in English, though
not in Continental heraldry, and sometimes as-

sumed or changed arbitrarilv, although this is

illegal.

The scroll, placed over the crest or below the

shield, contains a motto bearing in many cases

an allusion to .the family name or arms. Tho
motto was originally the war-cry of the bearer.

tiupporters are figxires or animals standing on
each side of the escutcheon, and seeming to

defend or support it. They were in their origin

]jurely ornamental devices, which only gradually

acquired an heraldic character. In England the

right to use supporters is confined to the royal

family, peers, peeresses, and peers by courtesy,

Knights of the Garter. Knights Grand Cross of

the Bath, and a very few families whose ances-

tors bore supporters before their general use was
restricted. In Scotland supporters are also used
by the baronets of Nova Scotia and the chiefs of

various families. They have sometimes been

conferred on towns, e.g. Liverpool, Belfast.

The crown of the sovereign, the mitre of the

bishop, and the coronet of the nobility are ad-

juncts appended to the shield of those whose dig-

nity and office entitle them to that distinction.

I5l.\zoxry. This is the art of describing, in

technical terms, the charges borne in arms—their

positions, gestures, tinctures, etc.. and the man-
ner of arranging them on the shield. As her-

aldry, though arbitrary, is very exact, the rules

of blazoning are observed on all occasions with
the most rigid precision. The following are the

most important: In blazoning or describing a
coat of arms, avoid repetitions and use as few
words as possible. Begin with the field, naming
the tincture or tinctures, and mentioning the

lines by w'hich it is divided

—

per pale, per fess,

etc., if such there be—and noticing if they are

indented, engrailed, or the like, it being taken
for granted that they are straight unless the

contrary is mentioned. The charges are named
next, beginning with the most important and
i^tarest ihe centre, giving their number, position,

and tincture: e.g. the .\lHeck family bear arijent,

three bam, sable: the Aldboroughs, barn/ of ten,

urgent and a^itre, a- lion rampant, gules. Usually
the ordinaries and their diminutives come first;

but the chirf, bordnre. or canton generally comes
last : e.g. the Gainsboroughs bear or fretttignles,

a canton, ermine. Where the principal charge is

not in the centre its position must be named,
as in first quarter. When an ordinary debniises

another charge, the latter is named first unless

some other direction is given. Two charges are

in pale, i.e. one above the other: three are repre-

sented two above, one below ; when a fess or
bend is between six similar charges, three are in

chief and three in base. In all other cases tho

position of the charges must be described. When
the ordinary bears a charge ami there are also

other charges in the field, the latter are named

before the charges on the ordinary. When a
tincture occurs twice it is not repeated, but of the

field, of the first, etc., are used. The Anglesey
family bears sable, on a cross engrailed belwccn
four eagles displayed argent, five lions passant-

gardant of the field. When there is an equal

niiml)er of two charges, 'as many' is used instead

of repeating the number. The l.eilhs bear or,

a cross-crosslet filchy, sable, betucen three cres-

cents in chief, and us many lozenges in base,

gules. The Parkers bear gules, o)i a chevron,
between three keys erect, argent, as many fleurs-

de-lis of the field. Finally the diM'erenccs, crests,

and supporters are described. A full knowledge
of blazonrj' can be acquired only by the careful

study of many exam|)les.

Mar.siialing of Akms. This is the combining
of dilferent coats of arms in one esculchcon, for

the purpose of indicating family alliance or
ollice. In the earlier heraldry it was not the
jiractiee to e.xhibit more than one coat in a
shield, but the arms of hu.sband and wife were
sometimes placed accolli; tn- side by side, in sepa-

rate escutcheons; or the principal shield was
surrounded by smaller ones, containing the arms
of maternal ancestors ; and not infrequently

maternal descent or marriage was indicated by
the addition of some bearing from the wife's

or mother's shield. Then followed dimidialion,

where the shield was parted per pale, and the

two coats placed side by side, half of each being

shown. By the more modern custom of impaling,

the whole of each coat is exhibited, a reminiscence

of the older practice being retained in the omis-

sion of bordures, orles. and tressures on the side

bounded by the line of impalement. The most
common case of impalement is where the coats

of husband and wife are conjoined, the husband's
.-.rms occupying the dexter side of the shield, or

place of honor, and the wife's the sinister side.

Bishops, deans, heads of colleges, and kings-at-

arms impale their arms of ofliice with their

family coat, giving the dexter side to the former.

A man who marries an heiress (in heraldic

sense) is entitled to place her arms on a small

shield called an escutcheon of pretense, in the

centre of his achievement, instead of impaling
them.

Quartering, or the exhibiting of ditTcrent coals

on a shield divided at once perpendicularly and
horizontally, is the most commcm mode of mar-
shaling arms, a practice which, however, was
imknown till the middle of the fourteenth cen-

tury. The divisions of the shield are called <iuar-

tcrs. and are numbered horizontally, beginning

at the dexter chief. The most comnum object

of quartering is to indicate descent. The coats

quartered in an escutcheon must all have been

brought in by successive heiresses, who have in-

termarried into the family. In the case of a

single quartering, the paternal arms are placed

in the first and fourth quarters, and the maternal

in the second and third. The third and fourth

quarters may. in after-generations, be occupied

bv the arms of a second and third heiress. Some-

times an already qmirtcred coat is placed in one

of tJie four quarters of the escutcheon, then
termed a grand quarter. We occasionally find

a shield divided by perpendicular and horizontal

lines into six. nine, or even more parts, each
occupied by a coat brought in by an heiress: and
in case of an odd number of coats, the last

division is inconvenicntlv crowded bv the accu-
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niulation of coats, including the several coats to
Mliich eacli heiress may, in a similar way, have
become entitled. In Germany, sometimes twenty
or thirty coats are found marshaled in one
escutcheon; but in British heraldry, families
entitled to a number of quarterings generally
select some of the most important.

Sovereigns quarter the ensigns of their several
States, giving precedence to the most ancient,

unless it be inferior to the others in importance.
In the royal escutcheons of the United Kingdom,
England is jilaced in tlie first and fourth quar-
ters, Scotland in the second, and Ireland in the
third; tlic relative positions of Scotland and
England being, however, reversed on the official

seals of Scotland. Spain bears the arms of

Leon in the first and fourth quarters, and Castile
in the second and third. An elected king gen-
erally places his arms surtout on an escutcheon
of pretense.

Nation.\l Coats of Arms. The coats of arms
whose use has obtained official sanction by na-

tional governments present in most cases the
family heraldic insignia of their sovereigns. The
English arms, for instance, have reflected every
claim of family inheritance of the royal line

since the origin of coats of arms in the twelfth
century. They were, under Richard Coeur de
Lion and his immediate successors, the three
leopards of the Plantagenet House. When Ed-
ward III. laid claim to the crown of France he
quartered with his arras the lilies of the royal
house of that country. The Irish harp was
added when Henry VIII. took the title of king
of that country. Similarly, when the Stuart
line succeeded they placed the rampant lion of

Scotland in the tipper right-hand field. William
III. placed a scutcheon with the line of the

House of Orange in the centre of the British

shield, and the Hanoverian sovereigns replaced
tliis by their family scutcheon. The lilies of

France were removed with the disuse of the
French title, in 1801, and the scutcheon of the

House of Hanover on the accession of Queen Vic-
toria in 18.37. Since that time the British coat

of arms in its full form has consisted of the

shield with four fields, two occupied with the
golden leopards of England, the other two occu-

pied by the old arms of Scotland and Ireland
respectively, .\bove the shield is a helmet, and
still above this the crown with a golden crowned
lion. Surroiuiding the shield is the Order of the

Charter with its legend. Below the shield are two
clusters of branches, made up of the English
rose, the Scotch thistle, and the Irish shamrock
intertwined, and the motto Dieii ct Mon Droii.

As supporters, there are dexter, a golden crowneil
lion, and sinister, a silver unicorn with a crown
around his neck and a chain hanging from this.

France, after having used at various times the
oriflamme, the lilies, the Napoleonic eagle, and
other emblems, possesses, imder the present re-

jjublic. no authoritative or universally applicable

coat of arms. By a decree passed in 1870. how-
ever, a seal was adopted consisting of a seated
female figure holding a bundle of lictor's rods.

In 1896 a decorative emblem was authorized
consisting of tfie initials 'R. F.' {R^puiUque
francaise) surroiinded by a crown of laurel

leaves, with French flags crossed at the back,
oak and huuel branches below, tlie Order of the
Legion of Honor and the fasces at the back. A
common device, too, is a shield bearing the na-

tional colors in three vertical bars, with the
fasces in the central space and the letters R and
F on olive branches to right and left.

The arms of the Cierman Empire consist of the
great double-lieaded black eagle of the Empire,
surmounted by the Imperial crown and bearing
on its breast tlie Prussian coat of arms. This is

a silver sliield with a single-headed eagle holding
in its claws the royal ball and sceptre, with the
Hohenzollern arms on its breast. The silver
sliield is .surrounded by the chain and pendant of

the Order of the Black Eagle.
Russia and Austria-Hungary also use the

double-headed eagle, in both eases both head*
being crowned, and in both with an Imperial
crown above. In the Russian arms the eagle
bears on its breast a shield with Saint George;
in the Austrian a shield with the arms of Haps-
burg, Austria, and Lorraine.
The coat of arms of Spain consists of a shield

on which the arms of Castile and Leon are quar-
tered, a point below bearing the pomegranate of
Granada, and a small central shield bearing the
arms of Bourbon-Anjou.
The coat of arms of Italy is a shield with the

silver cross on a red field, covered with a red
ermine-lined baldaquin, surmounted by the Ital-

ian crown. The cross was granted to tlie counts
of Savoy by the Ivnights Hospitalers in the four-

teenth century as an acknowledgment of help-

given to them against the Turks.
Similarly, the coats of arms of other European

coimtries represent in most cases the origin and
fortunes of their royal families.

The newly formed nations of America found
it necessary to adopt coats of arms deliberately

instead of using the personal devices of their

rulers. The Congress of the United States ap-
pointed a committee to prepare a coat of arms
and a seal for the new nation on July 4, 1776,
tlie very day of the Declaration of Independence.
The devices renorted by this and by several suc-

ceeding committees were not, however, satisfac-

tory, and it was not till June 20, 17S2. that the
coat of arms was finally approved. Since that
time it has not Ijoen changed. It consists of the
-American eagle with a shield tipon its breast
showing thirteen stripes, alternately silver and
red, and thirteen white stars on a blue ground
to indicate the original States, holding in it.s

talons an olive branch and a sheaf of arrows,
and in its beak a scroll with the motto E Pluri-

bus T'num. It is surmotmted by a group of stars

appearing through a cloud, to indicate the emer-
gence of a new nation in the world. Each State
of the .American Union has its own coat of arms,
though none of them has adopted an individual

flag, all using the national flag.

Most of the republics of Central and South
America adopted coats of arms on the attain-

ment of their independence, usually introducing
into them some objects of local as well as sym-
bolical significance. Jlexico, for instance, in
1823, adopted as its national coat of arms a fig-

ure of an eagle tearing a snake in its beak, and
jioised ujion a 'nopal' or cacttis growing on a

rock. Tlie rock and the nopal are both con-

nected with the old name of the city and prov-

ince of Mexico. TciiochtitJan. This coat of arms
was afterwards changed by Maximilian, but was
restored on the downfall of his empire. The
coat of arms of Peru contains a figure of the

llama, tlie national beast of burden, and of the
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tree from wliich tlie Peruvian bark or cinchona
i.s taken. That of Guatemala shows the birtl

yuezal, the "pito real,' or royal bird, of the old

Spanish discoverers. The peaks of the Andes
occur in several of the South American national
coats of arms. That of the Kcpulilic of Jirazil,

adopted in 18S9, consists of a live-pointed star

with a round shield placed upon it. On this

shield are figured the stars of the Southern Cross,

and it is surrounded by twenty silver stars, rep-

resenting the States of the Republic. Below are

a sword and branches of laurel and of the to-

liacco-plant. with an inscription. See accom-
panying Plates, National Co.\ts of Arms.

The terms and usages of heraldry vary some-

what in the different countries. In this article

the rules of English heraldry have been followed.

Information on the usages in other countries can
be obtained from the books cited. For informa-

tion on the details of herahlrv, consult: the

standai'd works of Guillim, D'nipUiy of Heraldry
(London, 1610; 0th ed. 1724) ; Edmondson, Com-
plete Body of Hertildry (London, 1780) ; and
Xisbet, System of Heraldry (London, 1722-43

;

3d ed., London, 1816) ; and for a more discrimi-

nating vieAV of the subject. Gourdon de Genouil-

lac, L'Art hcraldh/tic (Paris. 1889); Hulme.
History, Principles, and Practice of Heraldry
(London and New York, 1892) ; Woodward and
Burnet. .1 Treatise on Heraldry, British and For-
eign (Edinburgh, 1891) ; Eve, Decorative Herald-

ry (London and New York, 1897).

HERALDS' COLLEGE, or College of Arms.
A' collegiate bod}-, founded by Edward IV. in

1464, and chartered by Richard III. in 1483. It

consists of the heraldic officers of England.

After various charters had confirmed its privi-

leges, it was reincorporated by Philip and Mary,
who bestowed on it Derby House, on the site of

which in Doctors' Commons the present college

was built by Sir Christopher Wren.
The presidency of the college is vested in the

Earl-Marshal, an office now hereditary in the

family of Howard, Duke of Norfolk; he nomi-
nates the three kings-.at-arms. six heralds, and
four pursuivants, who are the members of the

collegiate chapter. Persons having an hereditary

claim to arms, which has been disused for one
or more generations, are empowered by the Her-
alds' College to resume them on proof and regis-

tration of pedigree. A person who has no
hereditary claim, and wishes a grant of arras,

must mcmoj-ialize the Earl-Marshal, and show
that he is in condition to 'sustain the rank of

gentry.' An important department of the college

is the recording of pedigrees. Any pedigree

showing the existing state or descent of a family
may. if accompanied with sufficient evidence, be
entered on the books of the college. The members
have salaries, but derive their principal income
from fees charged for assistance in tracing pedi-

grees and titles, and for the granting and regis-

tration of arms. Since a long time the cnllege

has Inst all authority to eiiforce its regulations.

In Scotland the corresponding functions belong

to the Lyon Court (q.v. ). and in Ireland to the

Office-of-.\rms. See Heraloky.

HERAT, her-iit'. The capital of the province

of the same name in Afghanistan (q.v.). It is

situated in the western part of the country, on
the River Heri-Rud. about .'iO miles south of

the Russian frontier, and the same distance east

of the Persian border (Map: .Vfglmnistaii. 11 4).

The town is surrounded by strong fortilications,

having towers and gales, and with a strong cita-

di 1 at the northern end. The streets are narrow
and crooked and the buildings are unsightly.

There is an ancient ruined mosque. The sur-

roiuiding valley is of remarkable natural beauty
and fertility. Fine (ields of grain ;ind attractive

garilens adorn the landscape. The King's Garden
wa.s formerly famous. Herat exp<irts carpets,

blades, and rose-water. Its i)osition on the route
from Persia to India explains its commercial im-
portance, while its proximity to the Russian bor-

der lends to it great strategic and political signi-

ficance. The population, formerly much greater,

is estimated at 4:5,000. and is very hcti'rogcneous.

Herat is su])i)osed to have lu'cn founded l)y Alex-
ander the (ireat. In the seventh century it came
under the dominion of the .\rahs. It was con-

quered by Timur in 1381, under whose reign it

giew to be a centre of Persian learning and art.

In 1510 it passed into the hands of Persia. The
.Ughans took it in 1749. During the civil wars
in Afghanistan, Herat became independent, and
remained so fron> 1S23 to 1863, when it once

more became a part of Afghanistan.

HERAXJLT, a'ro'. A maritime department
in the south of France (q.v.), in Languedoc.
bounded on the southeast by the Gulf of Lyons
(Jlap: France. K 8). Area. 2393 square miles.

Population, in 1896. 469,684: in 1901. 489.421. It

is occupied in the north and northwest by the

Lower Cevcnnes. The jirincipal rivers are the

Heiault (from which the de])artment derives its

name), the Orb, and the Lez. The coast-line is

about 66 miles in length : and along the shore,

from Agde to the Vidoule. are luunerous etangs

or marsliy lakes, united by the Canal-des-etangs,

and communicating with the sea. In the neigh-
l)orlinod of the etangs the climate is un-

healthful, but elsewhere throughout the depart-

ment it is usually fine. Ilerault ranks among the

foremost wine-growing departments of France.
Woolen, silk, and cotton fabrics, leather, brandy,
liquors, etc.. are manufactured. Coal and copper
mines as well as quarries of marl)les. building-

stone, granite, etc., are worked, Herault supplies

a great part of the salt used in France. Capital,

Montpellier.

HiRATJLT DE SiSCHELLES, dc sa'shel',

!Marie -Tean (1760-94). A French revolutionist,

born in Paris, .\n author and advocate, imbued
with the teachings of Diderot, he was rather

a philosopher than a revolutionist, and was at
llrst but moderately attraclcil by the radical ele-

ment in the Legislative Assembly, to which he
was elected in 1791. But he soon took his stand
with the extreme left, and supported Danton in

the Revolution of .\ugnst and Septemlier (1792).
He was Deputy from the De]inrtment of Seine-et-

Oise to the Convention of the same year, and
voted for the King's ilealh. .\s a member of the
Committee of Public Safety, he aroused the en-

mity of Robespierre, who. iinder the pretext that

he had had traitorous dealings with the .\rmy of
the Rhine, insisted upon his arrest and execution.

The best of his writings were printed under the
title Vdiiane a Monthard (last ed. 1890).

HERB (OF., Fr. hcrhe. from Lat. herhn : prob-

ably connected with Ol.at. forhea, food. Ok. ^op-

/St). phorbe, pasture, tj>4pPetv, pherbein. to feed).

.Any plant that contains no woody tissue, or, at
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least, none above the ground. Herbaceous plants
commonly die down to the ground at the close
of tile growing season. In some herbaceous
plants, such as annuals, the entire plant dies
during the resting period.

HEKBA'RIUM
( Lat.. from 7,fr6o, Jierb) . A

systematic cullectiun of dried plants, representing
tlie llora of one or more regions. An herbarium
represents the best possible record of plants, and
IS indispensable as a basis for any systematic
presentation of a flora. Of course, "the study of
hvmg plants in their natural surroundings is
the ideal metliod, and is employed as far as
possible. But such a method is "necessarily in-
complete, and must be supplemented by the com-
plete records of the herbarium. One of the
essential features of an herbarium is that it con-
tains the specimens, called 'types,' from which
the original descriptions of species and "cne'-a
^vere drawn. These types are kept for reference,
so that there may be no uncertainty as to the
plants described by diflferent autho"rs- and itmay be said that, in a certain sense, the value
of an herbarium is measured bv the number of
types and authentic specimens it" contains. Largo
herbaria tluis become centres of taxonomic work
Owing, however, to the great expense involvedm maintaining them, extensive herbaria are not
numerous; the local collections possessed bv a
large number of institutions and individuals "are
generally quite small.

In the United States there are three herbaria
of first rank, and each is the background of con-
tinual publication. The oldest is the Graij Her-
hariiim. which belongs to Harvard University
Its great value lies in the fact that it contains
the vast majority of the older tvpes of American
plants, but its annual additions are also verv
large. The Hcrhnriiim of the .A'cr York Botnnknl
Garden, formerly at Columbia Universitv, was
developed remarkably during the closing years of
the nineteenth century. Its accumulation of mate-
rial and wealth of types makes it indispensable
in any taxonomic work. The United fftates Na-
tional Herhariiim, stored in the United States
National Jruseum. has become a collection of
national importance, since it contains a vast
accumulation of material brought together bv
Government collectors, and also manv of the most
important collections of the" earlv" Government
surveys. After these three great collection'
those at the Missouri Botanical Garden (Saint
Louis) and at the Field Columbian Museum
(Chicago) are iirobably next in importance.
Many of the larger universities also contain note-
worthy collections. The three greatest herbaria
in Europe deal more with the flora of the whole
world than do the American herbaria. The
greatest of all herbarium collections is that at
the Royal Gardens at Kew, which has been en-
riched for many years by means of the numerous
colonial enterprises of the British Empire. Thj
Eerharium of the Jardin des Plantcs at Paris
is rich in older types, especially of American
plants. The University of Berlin'has built up a
large herbarium, which has become one of first
importance. Probably next in importance are
the herbaria at Geneva, Vienna, and Saint Peters-
l)urg.

For directions as to the collection of plants
and their preparation for the herbarium, consult
Bailey, Botanizinp (Providence, R, I., 1899).

HEE.BART.

n"r"^?,fi^^\ '/i^'"'''''""'^'
JOHANN FlilEDRICH

(iul.-1841). A German philosopher. He was
born at Oldenburg, May 4, 177U. He studied at
Jciia, where Fichte was just beginning to be an
influential factor m the universitv life, and for
a while he was ardent in his loyalty to Fichte's
views; but after more reflection he found him.self
obliged to reject much of that system, and toform one of his own. After tutoring for several
years in Switzerland, he qualified as doceiit in
Jilulosophy and pedagogj- at Gottingeii in 1802
and three years later was appointed professor
extraordinarius. In 1809, at the instance of W
\on Humboldt, then at the head of the Depart-
ment of Public Instruction, he was called to a
professorship of philosophy and pedagogy at Kij-
nigsberg, to succeed Krug. who succeeded Kant
As in Gbttingen, he conducted a seminar at Kci-
nigsberg: but in IS.SS he was recalled to Gottin-
geii. \yheie he continued in incessant pedagogical
and philosophical activity until his death, August
14 1841. His writings were collected and imb-
lished by Hartenstein in 12 volumes (Leipzi<r
ISoO). and reprinted in Hamburg (13 vols., 1883-
93 )

.
Another edition is appearing at Langensalza.

liis pedagogical works have been published in two
volumes at difi'erent times ( 1873. 1875, and 1880)
Some of his letters were published in 1871 and in
1877. His chief works are: AUr/cmeine Pudaqogik
(1806); Hauptpiinkte der iletaphi/sik (1806)-
Allfjemeine praktisehe Philosophie ('l80S) ; Lehr-
Inch ^iir Ei)ilcitun(i in die Philosophic (1813)
Lehrbuch zur Psychologie (1816; translated into
English by M. K. Smith. 1891) ; Psi/chologie als
]\ issenschaft (1824); Allgemeine Metaphysik
(1828-29). In addition to the one mentioned
above, the following translations should be men-
tioned: Application of Pxi/chohxn/ to the Science
of Education, translated by Jlulii'ner (New York,
1898) : Herhart's ABC of Sense-Paxeption, and
Minor Pedagogical Works, translated by Eckoff
(lb., 1896)

; The Science of Education, translated
by H. M. and E. Filkin (Boston, 1893) ; Intro-
duction to the Pedagogi/ of Hcrbart, translated
by Zimson (ib., 1894); Outlines of Educational
Doctrine, translated by Lange, and annotated by
De Garmo (New York, 1901).

His philosophy is a thorough-going atomism
(q.v.), according to which the universe is consti-
tuted of monads or 'reals,' simple, unchangeable,
and in their real nature unknowable. These
•reals' stand in accidental relations to each other,
and it is the changes in these relations that con-
stitute the process of change in the -world of ex-
perience. The 'reals' disturb each other and pro-
voke reaction in each other in self-defense. Such
reactions are our ideas, whicli are called for by
the eflfort of our unknowable souls to maintain
themselves. These ideas in turn tend to preserve
themselves, and conscious life is the behavior of
these ideas toward each other in the way of con-
flict or of mutual support—conflict when they
are totally or partially opposed; support wheii
they are alike. When conflict occurs, the inten-
sity of ideas is diminished; diminution of in-
tensity beyond a certain point means the disap-
pearance of ideas 'below the threshold of con-
sciousness.' The relation between ideas is thus
a mechanical relation and p.svchnlogy is the me-
chanics of ideas. In the mechanical relation of
ideas, those already in consciousness have an im-
portant part to play with regard to new ideas
just appearing. The ideas already present are
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called the apperceiving ideas, and the new ideas

are faid to be appereeived. The problem of edu-

cation is to present such new ideas as can be

most easily appereeived, i.e. incorporated with
the old ideas to form knowledge. The central

principle of all Herbarl's roasoniiij:; is the

abstract law of contradiction, interpreted meta-
physically. That is, nothinj; can be ultimately

real of which two contradictory predicates can
be asserted. To predicate unity and nuiltiplicity

of an object is to predicate contradictions. Hence
ultimate reality must be absolutely unitary and
without multiplicity, hence also without change.

Herbart's inlluence has been great both in ])hil-

osophical and pedagogical lines. Among promi-
nent Herbartians of recent times and of the pres-

ent day may be mentioned JI. A. Drobisch, O.

riiigel. G. Hartenstein. M. Lazarus, H. Stein-

thal. L. Striimpell, W.F. Volkmann, T. Waitz,
and R. Zimmcrmann. In America there is a

Herbart Society, of which Prof. Charles De
Garmo is the leading spirit, and which issues an
important Year-Book. Herlmrtian bibliography

is very extensive. For the life of Herbart, con-

sult: Hartenstein, in the introduction to his

TJrrhnrls kicincre philosnphische Hchrifien iind

Ahhnndlungen (Leipzig, 1842) ; Allihn, "Ueber
das Leben und die Schriften J. F. Herbarts," in

Zeitschrift fiir cracte Philosopliic (Leipzig. ISliO).

which contains a bibliography; Hennig. J. F.

Herbart (Leipzig, 1877). For an account or for

criticism of his views, consult: Lotze, "Ueber
Herbarts Ontologie," in Zeitschrift fiir Pliiloso-

phie (Leipzig, 1843); Fechner. Zur Kritik drr

(Irundlar/en von Herbarts iletaphjisik (ib.,

1853) ; kaftan. Soil und Sein (ib.. 1872) ; Lipps,

Zur Herbart'schen Ontologie (Bonn, 1874);
.lust. Die Fortbilduuri der Kant'schen Ethik
ditrch Herbart (Eisenach. 1870) : Wigget, Pesta-

U):zi und Herbart (Leipzig. 1891); De Garmo,
Herbart and the Herbartians (Xew York, 1805) ;

Adams, The Herbartian Pspcholopy Applied to

Edueation (Boston, 1808) ; also the various writ-

ings of the Herbartians mentioned above.

HERB BENNETT. An aromatic herb. See
Geim.
HERBECK, her1)ek. Johann von (1831-77).

An .Austrian musician, born in Vienna. He was
practically a self-educated musician, but by hard
work rose rapidly from the position of chorister

to that of professor in the Vienna Conservatory.

In 1860 he was made chief Court Kapellmeister,

and from 1871 to 1875 he was director of the Im-

I'erial Opera. He wrote many excellent part-

songs and some instrumental music.

HERBELIN, ar'blnx', .jExysE Mathilde
Habert (1820— ). A French painter of minia-

tures, born at Brunoy, Seine-et-Oise. She studied

oil painting with her uncle. Belloc the artis*^,

but was advised by Eugene Delacroix to confine

herself to miniatures, and speedily reached the

front rank in that branch of art. in which she

created a new style. She exhibited ten miniatures

in the .Salon of 1848. and received her first-class

medal at the Exhibition of 1855 for "Enfant
tenant une rose." "Souvenir." and "Petite fille

Jouant avec un f'ventail," while one of her minia-

tures was requested for the Luxembourg Gallery,

the first of its kind admitted there. Besides some
ideal heads and genre studies, JIadame Hcrbclin

painted some notable miniature portraits, such

as those of Guizot, Isabey, Robert Fleury, Rossi-

ni, E. Souvestrc, Rosa Bonhcur, and Eug&ne
Delacroix.

HERBELOT, ar'bl.V. I'.ahtiiklemy d' (1625-

95). A celebrated French Orientalist, born in

Paris. He studied also in Italy, and was like-

wise for a time secretary and interpreter of
Oriental languages to tlie French King. Tlireo

years before his death he was appointed professor
of Syriae in the Colh^ge dc France. His cele-

brated work, ISibliolhe<iue Orientate, was pub-
lislied after his death by Galland (Paris, 1097),
and afterwards with a .su])plement (Maestricht,
1770-81) : but the best edition is that published
at The Hague (4 vols., 1777-82). Tlie work,
which was not quite finished, contains extracts
from a large nuudicr of Araliian. Persian, and
Turkish authors, with iibundant historical, bio-

graphical, and illustrative material relating to

the peoples of the East.

HERBERAY DES ESSARTS, i\r'br:'i' da
zes'siir', Nicolas de ('M5.52i. A French oflieer

and translator. He was a Picard nol)le, and an
ollicer in the royal artillery under Francis I.,

whom he acconiiianied to JMadri<l in 1525. Here
he read. and. at the King's request, translated
from the Spanish the romance of Aniadis of Gaul
(1540-48). His other works include: L'amant
iiialtraitc de sa mi/e (1530) ; Lc premier lirre de
la ehroniijue de Doni Florcs de (Iriee, cheralierdes
Cigne<s (1555) ; L'horlorie des princes de Cruevara

(1555). He has been called the founder of the
heroic romance in France.

HER'BERT. An historic British family, dat-

ing from the Norman Conquest, which has been
ennobled in so many of its branches, by ancient

and renewed creations, that it has become a mat-
ter of difiiculty to ascertain with certainty which
is the parent stem. Herbert, Count of Verman-
dois, who afterwards filled the post of Chamber-
lain under William II.. is mentioned in the roll

of Battle Abbey, and received from his sovereign

a grant of lands in Hampshire. His wife, Ejnma,
daughter of Stephen. Count of Blois. was a

granddaughter of the Conqueror, and his son,

llerbert of Winchester, was Chamberlain and
Treasurer of King Henry I. In the reign of

Henry V., Sir William Herbert, of Raglan Castle,

County Jlonmouth, received the honor of knight-

hood in reward of his valor in the French wars.

His eldest son. a stanch adherent of the House
of York, was created Earl of Pembroke by Ed-
ward IV. in 1460, but fell' into the hands of the

Lancastrians after the battle of Danes Moor,
and was beheaded the following day. when the

title became extinct. It was. however, revived

in 1551. in the person .of his illegitimate grand-
son, William Herbert, one of the most influential

noblemen of his age, both as a statesman and
as a soldier. The fourth Earl. Lord Cham-
berlain to Charles I., and chancellor of the

Lniversity of Oxford, was the founder of .Tesus

College in that scat of learning, his representa-

tive descendant being hereditary visitor. The
eighth Karl held several high offices under Queen
Anne, including that of Lord High .\dmiral.

From him the present representative. Sidney,

fourteenth Earl of Pembroke and Montgomery
(born 1853), is directly descended. The earls

of Carnarvon, more than one of whom have
gained celebrity in the field of literature, descend

from the eighth Earl of Pembroke, mentioned
above. The present earls of Powis are descended
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from the same stock matcrnallT, the onlv child
and heiress of the last Earl of Powis of a previous
ercation having married the eldest son of Robert
Clive, the founder of the British Indian Empire,
in whose favor the title was renewed in 1804.

HERBERT. Edward, first Lord Herbert of
Cherbury

I loS3-1648). Commonly reckoned as
the first of the English deistical" writers. He
was born of a noble family at Eyton-on-Severn,
near Wroxeter, March 3," 1583. "He was sent
to Oxford in his twelfth year, and by arrange-
ment of his relatives at sixteen married an
heiress, but kept on with his studies. The mar-
riage was happy, but there appears to have been
little affection between Herbert and his wife,
who was four years older than himself. In 1600
lie removed to London and attracted Queen Eliza-
beth's notice. On the accession of .Tames I. he
was made a knight and invested with various
offices. He left home for travel in France in
1608, and from this time resided very much
abroad. After a brief return to his native coun-
try he set out again for the Low Countries,
where he joined the arms of ilaurice of Orange

:

lie again offered him his services in 1614. After
a campaign he traveled through Germany and
Italy on horseback, and went as far as V''enice,

Elorence, and Rome. On his return he got into
trouble by conducting a troop of Protestant
soldiers from Languedoc into Piedmont to as-
sist the Duke of Savoy against the Spaniards
(1615). He soon returned to England, and
proposed to devote himself to study and phil-
osophical inquiry; but important' diplomatic
duties awaited him. He was sent to France as
extraordinary ambassador (1618). His aim
was to promote the alliance between France and
England, and he was so far successful that he
was appointed ordinary ambassador, and con-
tinued to reside in Paris. He tried, but without
much success, the difficult task of negotiation
between Louis XIII. and his Protestant subjects,
and was abruptly recalled in 1624. He was
elevated first to be a peer of Ireland, and then in
1630. five years after the accession of Charles
L, to be a peer of England. When the Civil War
broke out he appears to have acted with hesita-
tion, at first siding with the Parliament and then
joining the King. His hereditary seat. Mont-
gomery Casfle. was attacked and burned. He
died in London. August 20. 1648. The result of
his religious speculations is contained in his
Latin treatises, De Relifjione Laid, and Ad Sacer-
doies de Religione Laid, issued with his De Cau-
sis Errorum (London, 1645) : and De Religione
Oeniilium (Amsterdam, 1063: trans.. The Aiicient
Rcliijion of the Gentiles and Causes of Their
Error Considered, London, 1705). Herbert's po-
sition at the fountainhead of English Deism gives
them a peculiar significance. His speculations are
those of a philosophical dogmatist rather than of
a critical inquirer. His arguments are abstract
and deductive, and not analytical or negative. He
offers solutions rather than starts difficulties or
obtrudes negations. His other works of general
interest are: his Life and Reign of Eenry VIII.
(reprinted 1880) : his Poems (1881) : and par-
ticularly his Aiitohiopraphji. edited by Lee, with
introduction arid continuation (London, 1886).

HERBERT, Oeorge (1593-1633). An English
poet, brother of Lord Herbert of Cherbury, born
in Montgomery Castle, Wales. He was educated

HERBERT.

at Westminster, and at Trinity College. Cam-
bridge, graduating B.A. in loi2-13. and M.A.
in 1016. In 1615 he was elected fellow, and in
1019 he was promoted to the office of public
orator. He now made the acquaintance of
Bacon; in the hope of preferment, he was in-
duced to spend considerable time about the
Court. On the death of James I. he studied
divinity, and finally took holy orders. He mar-
ried in 1629, and the next year received the rec-

tory of Bemerton, Wiltshire. Here he lived a
most saintly life. But in less than three years
he died of consumption, and was buried beneath
the altar of his church. While at Bemerton he
wrote 7'he Temple, or Hacred Poems (1033),
which, though disfigured by conceits in the man-
ner of the time, contains some of the finest sacred
lyrics in our language. He also wrote a prose
work. The Counlrtj Parson (1052), which lays
down rules for the guidance of a clergyman's life,

and may be considered a pendent to The Temple.
A charming life of Herbert was written by Izaak
Walton {Life of George Herbert, London, 1670).
Consult, also: Sliorthouse, reprint of The Temple
(London, 1882) ; Complete Works in Prose and
Verse, with Walton's Life, edited bv Grosart
(London, 1874) ; Poems, S. P. C. K. (ib., 1890),
and Life, S. P. C. K. (ib., 1893).

HERBERT, Henry Howard Molyneux. See
Carxarvox, fourth Earl of.

HERBERT, Henry William (1807-58). An
American novelist, born in London. He studied
at Eton from 1820 to 1825, graduated at Caius
College, Cambridge, in 1830, emigrated to Ameri-
ca in )831. and for eight years taught Greek and
Latin in a private school in New York City. He
established in 1833 the Ameriean Monthli/ Maga-
zine, which he edited till 1830, and contributed
Avidely to newspapers and magazines. In 1834,
under the pen-name of 'Frank Forester,' he began
to write books on sports, and sketches of out-

door life, which formed a series of great useful-

ness and popularity. His more serious literaiy

work included .several carefully written novels,

chiefly historical, and translations from the
French of Eugene Sue and Dumas. The last years
of his life were imbittered by domestic troubles
and the estrangement of personal friends, and he
died by his own hand. Tlie most important of his

novels and works on history are: Cromuell
(1837) ; ilarmadulce Wyvil (1843) ; The Broth-
ers: A Tale of the Fronde (1844) ; The Roman
Traitor (1846) ; The Miller of Martigne (1847) ;

The Captains of the Old World (1851); The
Cavaliers of England (1852) ; The Chevaliers of
Franee (1853); The Puritans of \ew England
(1853); The Captains of the Roman Repuhlic

(1854); and Memoirs of Bcnrg VIII. of Eng-
land and His Six Wives (1858). Chief among
the 'Frank Forester' series are: My Shooting
Box (1846) : Field Sports of the United State's

and the British Provinces of Ameriea (1848) ;

The Waruick Woodlands (1849); Frank For-
ester and His Friends (1849) ; Complete Manual
for Young Sportsmen (1852): Sporting Scenes
and Characters (1857) ; Horses and Horseman-
ship of the United States and British Provinces

(1859). His Poems were published in 1887.

Consult: Picton. Frank Forester's Life and Writ-
ings (New York, 1881 ) , and Judd, Life and Writ-
ings of Frank Forester (New York, 1882).
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HERBERT, Hilary Ab.xek (1834—). An
Americ'iiu Congiessn.an and Secretary of the
Na\-T. He was liorn at Laurfiisville. S. C.

;

was early taken by his pan-uts to Greenville,
Ala. ; was educated at the University of Ala-
bama and the University of Virginia, and
adopted the profession of the law. In the
Civil War he commanded the Eighth Alabama
(Confederate) Regiment, and was disabled at
the battle of the Wilderness in 18G4. He was
a member or Congress from 1877 to 180.3. sen'ing
during several terms on the Committee on Naval
Afi'airs, and hence was prominently connected
with the reconstructions of the na\y. From
1803 to 1897, during the second administration of
i'resident Cleveland, he was Secretary of the
Na^y. and subsequently practiced law in Wash-
ington. He edited Why the Solid South? or, Re-
constructio)! and Its Results (1890).

HERBERT, Ivor .Ioiix Caeadoc (18.51—).
An English soldier, born at Llanarth, Monmouth-
shire. At nineteen he became a grenadier
guardsman, and he was made a captain four
years afterwards. He distinguished himself in

Egv'pt (1882), on the Nile expedition (1884-85),
and was promoted to the rank of colonel in

1880. As major-general, Herbert was at the head
of the militia in Canada for five years ( 1890-

95), and afterwards was appointed assistant

adjutant-general in England.

HERBERT, Jo^I^- Rogers (1800-90). An
English painter, born at Maldon, Essex. He
was a pupil of the Royal Academy, and exhibited

there in 1830: then for some years did illustrat-

ing and subject pictures. Of these, "Tlie Ap-
pointed Hour" (1834) attracted some attention,

and after several successes he went abroad. In
1840 he became a Roman Catholic, and after-

wards his subjects were chiefly religious. His
best works are the frescoes in the Houses of

Parliament : "King Lear Disinheriting Cor-
delia ;" and a series of subjects called "Human
Justice:" "Sir Thomas More and His Daughter;"
and "Saint Gregory Teaching His Chant." He
was one of the masters in the School of Design
in Somerset House (1841), and a Royal Aca-
demician (1840).—His son Cyril Wiseman
(1847-82) became a painter of note, despite his

premature death.

HERBERT, Michael Hexry ( 1857— ) . An
English diplomat, the son of Sidney Herbert and
Lady Herbert of Lea, known as an authoress,

and brother of the Earl of Pembroke. He en-

tered the diplomatic service in 1888, was ap-

pointed charge d'aflfaires at Washington, and in

1892 was secretary of the British legation there.

In 1893 he was made secretary of legation at

The Hague, and thereafter held successively simi-

lar positions at Constantinople (1894-97). at
Rome (1897-98), and at Paris (1898-1902). In
the latter year he was appointed Ambassador
from Great Britain at Washington as the suc-

cessor of Lord Pauncefote.

HERBERT, Sidney, first Baron Herbert of

Lea (ISlO-fll). An English administrator, sec-

ond son of the eleventh Earl of Pembroke. He
was born at Richmond. Surrey: was educated at

Harrow School and at Oriel College. Oxford, and
entered the House of Commons in 1832 as mem-
ber for South Wilts, which he represented until

his elevation to the peerajje in 1801. He began
his political career as a Conservative, and was

Vol,. IX.— -.2.

Secretary of the Admiralty in Sir Robert Peel's

Administration from 1841 to 1845, when he be-

came Seiretary for War. As a nuinlier ol (his

Administration, it fell to him to oppose Cobden's
motion for a select committee to inquire into
the efl'eet of the corn laws on farmers, and after-

wards to argue in support of the free trade in

corn. He wont out of office witli his party in

184G. In 1852 he was again Secretary for War,
in the Aberdeen Ministry, and the sulTerings of

the army before Scbastopol were laid in a great
degree :it his door. He was for a few weeks
Colonial Secretary in the first Administration of

Lord Palnierston in 1855, and Secretary for War
in his second Administration in 1859. Great im-
provements in the sanitary condition and educa-
tion of the army, the amalgamation of the Indian
with the royal army, and the organization of the
volunteer force, signalized his army administra-
tion. He largely reformed the War Ollice, and
was devoting him.sclf with equal zeal and intelli-

gence to his Ministerial duties, when, owing to

failing health, he resigned his seat in the House
of Commons, and in 1860 was called to the Upper
House, under the title of Baron Herbert of Lea.

HERBERT, Sir Thomas (lGOO-82). An Eng-
lish traveler and autlior. born at York, and edu-
cated at Oxford and possibly at Cambridge.
When he was twenty-one he set out to Persia
with Sir Dodmore Cotton, Ambassador to the
Persian King. With letters of safe conduct from
Court, Herbert traveled through Persia, and made
important explorations on his way home. Siding
with Parliament in the Civil War, he was com-
missioned to treat for the surrender of Oxford,
and in 1647 was given charge of Charles, whose
personality won him to the royal cause. Herbert
was the King's constant and sole attendant dur-

ing his last days, and accompanied him to his

execution. He was created a baronet after the

Restoration. Among his publications are nar-

ratives of his travels: A Description of the Per-

sian Monarchy (1634), and Some Yeares Travels

into Dicers Parts of Asia and Afrique (1038:

including the former work) : and the Royalist

Threnodia Carolina (1078; and. 1702. under the

title Memoirs of the Last Two Years of the Reign

of that Unparallell'd Prince of Ten/ Blessed

Memory, King Charles /.).

HERBERT, Victor (18.59—). An Irish-

American bandmaster, orchestra conductor, and
compo.ser, born at Dublin. Ireland, and a

grandson of the famous novelist. Samuel Lover.

He was surrounded by musical influences fron\

earliest childhood, and at seven years of age

was studying music in Germany, in which coun-

try he received his musical education. Al-

though trained in the entire range of music,

he perfected himself on the 'cello, and se-

cured his first important engagement as the

first 'cellist of the Court Orchestra at Stuttgart,

which, after an inteiral spent on tour, was fol-

lowed in 1886 by a similar position with the

Aletropolitan Orchestra of New York. He after-

wards played under Thomas, and later Seidl, act-

ing under the latter in the double capacity of

'cellist and associate conductor. When the suc-

cessor of Gilmorp in the famous New York
Twenty-second Regiment Band resigned, and a

leader was required to keep up the high reputa-

tion of the organization, he wa- chosen conductor.
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burg Orchestra. Meanwhile he had been equally
busy Avith his pen, and had published several

coin])ositions, chiclly instrumental. Among his

comic operas are: Prince Anunius (1894); The
^yizard of the Nile (1895); The Serenade
(1897) ; and The Idol's Eye (1897). He is also

the composer of an oratorio, The Captive, written
for the Worcester (Mass.) festival.

HER'BICIDE (from Lat. herla, herb +
cwilere, to kill). A name applied to any sub-

stance used to destroy weeds. Of the various
chemicals that have been successfully and inex-

pensively employed in weed destruction, dilute

solution of carbolic acid, strong brine, copper-
sulphate solulions, arsenic, sal soda, arsenate of

soda, kerosene, etc.. have been most extensively

used upon walks, drives, courts, etc., in the

destruction of dandelions, plantain, knotweed,
ragweed, and various grasses. For best results,

.^alt should be applied diy. At the rate of 3000
pounds of crude salt per acre, meadows can be
freed from the orange hawkweed, a plant that

resists all other methods of destruction. The
interesting discovery has been made that some
weeds, such as charlock, penny cress, wild radish,

shepherd's purse, etc., may be destroyed without
permanently injuring the crops among which
they grow, by spraying the fields with a solu-

tion of copper sulphate (blue stone) at the rate

of 40 gallons per acre. The most satisfactory

strength of solution to use has been found to be
one pound of copper sulphate to four gallons of

water. The spraying should be made on a calm
bright day, when the Aveeds have attained only
three or four leaves. If the solution be well

applied the weeds will be killed. Iron sulphate
(copperas) may be substituted for the blue

stone, but then a stronger solution is rcq\iired.

viz. one pound of the salt to a gallon of water.
This treatment has been repeatedly tried in

England. France. Germany, and the United States
with great success. If rain falls soon after the
spraying is done, or if the plants have been al-

lowed to become too old, a second application

should follow the first within a week or ten days.

Young clover growing in the cereals will not be
injured by tlie treatment.

HERBrV'ORA (Neo-Lat. nom. pi., from Lat.
herba, herb -|- vorarc, to eat). A term in the
old classifications, variously defined and limited,

which designated herbivorous as contrasted w-ith

carnivorous animals, but ordinarily referred to

such as grazed. The term long ago ceased to

have any exact significance in science.

HER'BORT VON" FRITZTLAR. A German
poet of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, so
called from his residence at Fritzlar in Hesse.
He. was somewhat read in the classics, and was
Jirobably in orders. He wrote the Liet von
Trriie, a poetic version of the Trojan War, and
the oldest extant German work on that subject,
based closely on the Roman de Troie of Benoit de
Sainte More, The work is in the four-stressed
rhyming distich, Tlie language is decidedly Mid-
dle German, and mistranslations of the orig-

inal are not infrequent. There are some worthy
passages, such as the address of Achilles to the
dead Hector, Perhaps Herbort von Fritzlar is to
be identified with a Herbort who appears as the
author of a drama . now lost, on Saint Otto.

HERB ROBERT. A common weed. See
Geranilm.

HERBS, Culinary. Aromatic plants used in

the [ueparation of viands. The plants popularly
< inphived owe tlieir tlavoring properties to vola-
tile oils which in most instances are derived from
the leaves, either fresh or cured ; in other cases,

for example, dill and caraway, the seed is iiti-

lized. In Europe these plants are essential ad-
juncts of the cuisinCj especially of France, where
the etliereal Havors of such plants as fennel,

basil, and balm are sought, and of Germany and
England, where preference is given to more pro-
nounced flavors, such as dill, sage, and mint.
In America, few herbs are known beyond the
confines of the larger cities, where the foreigners
are slowly educating their neighbors in the uses
of these plants. Uses they certainly have, in

rendering certain inert salads and the too often
tasteless "made-over' dishes not merely palatable,
but delicious.

The kinds most commonly employed in Ameri-
ca are parsley, sage, thyme, marjoram, and
savory

(
qq.v. ) . Each of these may be grov\-n

trom seed, either in the garden or in boxes of

good soil on a sunny window-sill. Xo special

care is necessary, except to remove weeds and
to keep the surface of the soil loose. When well
established, the leaves may be gathered without
injury to the plants; indeed, the yield may be
increased by judicious removal of the tips of the
shoots, or, in the case of parsley, of the indi-

vidual leaves wlien they have attained the very
dark green stage. The leaves should be gathered
just when the flower-buds appear, and preferably
immediately after the dew has disappeared in

the morning, because the plants then contain the

most oil. By spreading the leaves thinly upon
trays in a heat not exceeding 120°, and occa-

sionally turning them, they will soon be dry
enough to pulverize, an operation generally per-

formed by rubbing between the hands. The
powder will keep best in air-tight jars, poorest
in paper or pasteboard packages, because the

paper absorbs the oil and permits its escape into

the air. Herbs may also be preserved in alcohol

or vinegar. When this method is employed a
jar is filled with leaves and liquid enough poured
over to cover them completely. After standing
a few days the liquor will be ready for use.

Dried herbs are generally used where the pres-

ence of specks is not objectionable, as in dress-

ings, stews, soups, etc. : infusions in clear sauces,

and the fresh herbs in salads. In general, sage

is regarded .as tlie proper flavoring ingredient in

dressings with goose, duck, pork, and other rich

meats: parsley, savory, fennel, balm, and mar-
joram, either singly or mixed, in dressings with
turkey, chicken, veal, and similar delicate meats.
Tarragon is perhaps most used in sauces with
boiled fish, spearmint with spring lamb, dill

with cucumber pickles. Individual taste, how-
ever, has much to do with the kind and quantity
used and with Avhat kinds of food.

HERBST, herpst. Eduard (1820-92). An
Austrian politician, born in Vienna. He was
elected a Deputy to the Bohemian Diet, and then,

in accordance with the February patent of ISO),

was elected by the Diet to the Lower House in the

Austrian Reichsrat. where he became one of the

most conspicuous leaders of the German Lib-

eral or Constitutional Party. In 1867 he was
appointed Minister of .Justice in the Liberal Cabi-

net (Biirgerministerium) of Prince Carlos Auers-

perg. As such he introduced a number of im-
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portant reforms, among them the abolition of

imprisonment for debt : the introduction of the
jury in libel suits a<;ainst the press; tlie or<;aniza-

tion of the district courts; and, above all, the

c<mfessional ordinances of 1808. In 1870 his

party lost its control of the (Government, and he
led the opposition in the Reichsrat in its attacks

on the ilinistries of Potocki and llohenwart,

until the fall of the latter in October. 1871,

brought the German Constitvitional Party onee

more into power, when he became a leader of the

Government forces in tlic Lower House. In the

latter years of his life, during the Taaft'e regime,

Herbst lost much of his former inlluenee. Among
his writings may be mentioned his Hnndhnch des

osterreichischeri Strafrechts (7th ed. 1882-84).

HEKCHER, her'Ker, Rudolf (1821-78). A
German Hellenist. He was born at Rudolstadt,

and after stud3-ing at Jena, Leipzig, and Berlin,

was appointed to a professorship at the .Joachims-

thal Gymnasium in Berlin (1861). In 1873

he was made a member of the Berlin Academy of

Sciences. His works, which are distinguished by
critical accuracy, include editions of De Fluvii

( 1851 ) , which he proved had not been written by
Plutarch; Arrian's Scripia Minora (18,54, 2d ed.

by Eberhard, 1885) ; Scriptores Erotici Orwci (2

vols., 1858-59) : .Elian (1858) ; the Oiieirocritica

of Artemidorus (1864) ; Plutarch's Moralia (vol.

i. 1872) ; the Epistolagraphi Orwci (1873) ; and
Apollodorus's Bibliotheca (1874). His Homer-
ische Aiifsiifzr on the topography of Ithaca were

collected by C. Robert ( 1881 )

.

HEBCTJLANEUM:, her'ku-la'ne-um (Lat.,

from Gk. 'HpdKXeiox, Heraklcion, city of Her-

cules, from 'HpaxX^s, Herakles, Hercules). An
ancient city of Italy, situated at the northwest-

ern base of Mount Vesuvius, about five miles

east of Naples. It was doubtless founded by
Oseans, but Etruscans seem to have gained a
foothold there. It subsequently was conquered,

with all the rest of Campania, by the Samnites,

and later it fell into the hands of the Romans,
In A,D. 63 the city, was seriously injured by a
violent earthquake; and in 79 it was buried,

along with Pompeii and Stabise, by the memor-
able eruption of Vesuvius (q.v.). It now lies at

a depth of from 30 to 120 feet below the surface,

owing to successive eruptions of later days, and is

filled up and covered with volcanic tufa, com-

posed of lapilli and ashes, and consolidated to

some extent by water, which is often thrown up
in great quantities during volcanic eruptions.

Above it, on the modern surface, are the two
large villages Portici and Resina. The very exist-

ence of Pompeii had been forgotten, but the

knowledge had never been lost of the burial-place

of Herculaneum. Finally, in 1719. an Austrian

general. Count Elbeuf. sank a shaft which fortu-

nately struck the ancient theatre, from which
centre some tunneling was done, and objects of

interest discovered. But after a short time the

Government stopped the work till 1738. when
explorations were begun under royal authority.

From that time excavations have been carried on
intermittently, being more difficult than in Pom-
peii. For the greater part of the city lies

deep under the modern villages, and work must
be done by tunneling through a troublesome tufa,

which needs constant support lest the vaults

collapse, and with them the foundations of the

houses above. Hence visitors can see only a

very small portion of this entombed city. The
chief edifice .shown is the theatre, which waa
very large, and was built but a short time before

the fatal crui)ti<)n. It has 16 rows of stone seats,

and could acconunodatc about 3000 persons. A
I)arl of the Forum, with adjacent buildings,

some private houses, two small temples, and a
villa have also bet«i discovered; and from these

buildings many beautiful statues and remark-
al)le paintings have been obtained. The art

relies of Herculaneum far exceed in value and
interest those found at Pompeii. Most remark-
able was the discovery in the villa of nearly two
thousand rolls of manuscript on pajiyrus, charred
into a coal-like condition by tlieir long burial

under moist earth. Some of these have been
deftly unrolled by a delicate process invented for

the purpose, and their contents (philosophical

treatises) deciphered. These treasures, together

with such vases and domestic implements as have
been found, have been conveyed to the museum at

Naples. Latterly, the portion of Herculaneum
toward the sea, which had been covered only by
loose ashes, has been laid ojien, and ancient build-

ings may now be seen there. Consult : Ruggiero,
»S7oria degli scavi di Ercolano (Naples, 1885) ;

Comparetti and De Petra, La villa ercolanese

dci Pisoni (Turin, 1883) ; Furehheim, Biblio-

Urafia di Pompei, Ercolano e Stahia (Naples,
'1891),

HEBCULANO, ar'koo-lii'no, Alexandbe de
Carvaliio e Akau.io (1810-77). A Portuguese
poet and historian, born in Lisbon. In 1828, tft

escape the despotism of Dom Miguel, he went to

Paris, and two years afterwards to London. In

1832 he returned to Lisbon, joined the Liberal

Party, and gained much fame as an editor of

Panorama. His Poeslas (1850), including .1 voz

do propheta and A harpa do crentc, the latter of

religious and political importance, were followed

bv Ihe historical novels: Enrico, o Prcsbytero

(1847) ; monge de Cislcr ( 1848) ; Hobo; and
Lendas e narratiras (1851). In 1845. as li-

brarian at Ajuda. he began his historical work.

The Uistoriadr Porhigoi (1846-53) is an author-

ity on Portuguese history to the end of the thir-

teenth century; equally important are: Da origem

e esfabelecimento da inquisicao em Portugal

(1854-55); Quenloes publicas (1873); and Con-

trorerxias e esiudon hixtnriron (1876-84). As a
member of the Lisl)on Academy, Herculano edited

Portngalia' Monumcnia flisiorica. Consiilt Pi-

nicntel. fferciilaiio e o sen tempo (Lisbon. 1881).

HEK'CTJLES (Gk. 'npaK?iis. HfrakUs, also

known at Thebes as 'AXxaros, Mkaios, and frequent-

ly in literature called '.\X«/3>)S, AlhcidCs, or Al-

cides; Lat. Hercules). The typical hero of Greek

myth, and the subject of numberless legends. In

general, these may be conveniently tre;ited in

three grou|)s. centring about Thebes, .\rgos, and
Mount (Kta, near Thcrmopylie, and corresponding

to the birth, middle life, and death of the hero,

Thebes seems to have been generally recognized

as the birthplace of Hercules, and Amphitryon,
the husband of .\lcmene, is certainly a Bu-otian

hero: but when .Argos had become the centre of

his life it was necessary to connect his parents

with that region, and so both .Mcmene and Am-
(iliitrvon become descend;ints of Persisis. and are

rejiresented as exiles from Tirviis, living at

Thebes. According to the conunon story, during

the absence of Am])liitryon, Zeus came to Ale-
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mene in lier husband's form, and by him she
became the mother of Hercules, while by Amphi-
tryon she conceived his twin brother Iphicles.

The jealous Hera, throughout his life the enemy
of Hercules, sent two serpents to destroy the in-

fants in their cradle ; but the hero, who had been
gifted by Zeus with superhuman strength, stran-

gled them. Thebes is also the scene of the mad-
ness of Hercules, immortalized by Euripides in

his play, The ilan Hercules. In this fit he killed

his children, and in some versions his wife, Me-
gara, and was ordered by the Delphic oracle to

expiate his crime by serving Eurystheus, King of

Argos or Mycente. This feature seems much
like an addition to bring the Theban hero into

Argolis, and it is quite probable that the original

Theban legend contained many exploits after-

wards transferred to Peloponnesus. The killing

of the lion of Mount Cithaeron can scarcely be
other than a variant of the first labor. At Argos
the central feature is the servitude to Eurys-
theus. to which Hercules was bound even before

his birth by a trick of Hera. To this servitude

belongs a series of 'labors,' which were gradually
fixed into a canon of twelve. The exact date
wlien this was brought about is uncertain. It

can scarcely be due to an early epic, for even in

the fifth and fourth centuries there is no hard
and fast line between the 'labors' and the other

deeds, and the final classification appears first

for us in the mythographers of Alexandria, who
also arranged the jiarerga, or other deeds attrib-

uted to the hero in appropriate places in the

cycle. Traces of an earlier cycle of ten labors are

perhaps to be found in the story that, because
in the second Hercules had the aid of lolaus, and
in the fifth concealed from Augeas that he was
performing the command of Eurystheus, the lat-

ter refused to count these and required the per-

formance of the eleventh and twelfth.

The first labor was to destroy the lion which
haunted the forests of Nemea and Cleonae and
could not be wounded by the arrows of a mortal.

Hercules boldly attacked him with his club, but
in vain, and he was finally obliged to strangle

him with his hands. From this time he wore
the lion's skin as armor. The second was to

destroy the Lernsean hydra with its many heads,

which he accomplished with the assistance of his

friend lolaus. His third was to catch the Ar-
cadian hind of Diana, famous for its swiftness,

its golden horns, and its brazen feet. The fourth

was to bring alive to Eurj'stheus a \\ild boar,

which ravaged the neighborhood of Erymanthus.
The fifth was to cleanse the stables of Augeas.
King of Elis, where 3000 oxen had been confined

for many years, a task which he accomplished
in one day. by turning the river Alpheus or Peneus
through the stables. His sixth was to destroy

the carnivorous birds, with brazen wings, beaks,

and claws, which ravaged the country near the

Lake Stymphalus. in Arcadia. The seventh was
to bring alive to Peloponnesus a bull, remark-
able for his beauty and strength, which Poseidon
had. upon his request, given to Minos, King of

Crete, in order that he might sacrifice it. This,

however. Minos afterwards refusing to do. Posei-

don made the bull mad. and it laid waste the

island. Hercules brought the bull on his shoul-

ders to Eurystheus. who set it at liberty. It

appears again as the Marathonian bull in the

story of Theseus. The eighth labor was to ob-

tain the mares of Diomedes, King of the Bistones

in Thrace, which fed upon human flesh. Tlie

ninth was to bring the girdle of Hippolyta,
Queen of the Amazons. The tenth labor was to

kill the triple-bodied monster Geryon and bring
his herds to Argos. The eleventh was to obtain
the golden apples from the garden of the Hes-
perides. Atlas, who knew where to find the ap-
ples, brouglit them to Hercules, who meanwhile
supported the vault of heaven; but according to

others, Hercules went himself and stole the ap-
ples, after slaying the dragon who guarded them.
The last labor was to bring from the infernal

regions the three-headed dog Cerberus. Hades
promised him Cerberus on condition that he
should not employ arms, but only force. When
Hercules had brought the monster to Eurystheus,
the latter, pale with fright, commanded him to

be removed. Hercules set him at liberty, where-
upon Cerberus immediately sank into the earth.

Hercules was now tree from his state of servi-

tude.

Into the cycle of 'labors' are wrought many
of the ixirerga performed by Hercules in his wan-
derings. Thus the battle with the centaurs, a
favorite subject in archaic art. was localized at
Pholoe in Arcadia, and connected with the chase
of the Erymanthian boar. On his journey to

Thrace for the horses of Diomedes he was enter-

tained by Admetus, and. after wrestling with
Death, restored to him from the grave his wife,

Alcestis. The tenth and eleventh labors, with
their long journeys, gave opportunity for many
scenes. The hero voyages toward the western
home of Geryon in a bowl given him by the Sun,

and on his return through Italy kills the robber

Cacus, who stole his cattle, and dedicates the

Ara Maxima at Rome. While in search of the

apples of the Hesperides, he wrestles with Nere-

ns, the Old Man of the Sea, slays in Libya the

giant Ant.'eus, by his strength escapes from the

Egyptian King. Busiris, who seeks to offer him
as a sacrifice, and frees Prometheus from his

captivity. He frees from Hades the captive

Theseus. During the period of freedom from
Eurystheus we find that Hercules made one of

the Argonauts, and engaged in an expedition

against Troy, because after freeing Hesione from
a sea monster her father, Laomedon. had refused

him his reward. In this period was also placed

another fit of madness, in which he killed his

friend Iphitus, and was in consequence required

to serve the Lydian Queen. Omphale.
The legends "that cluster about Mount (Eta are

concerned with the death of the hero. He had
won Deianira. daughter of (Eneus of Calydon,

liy overcoming his rival, the river god Achelous.

With her he "now repaired to Trachis. Having
arrived at the river Evenus, he encountered the

centaur Nessus. Hercules passed through on
foot; but Nessus, under pretense of carrying

Deianira over, attempted to offer her violence,

whereupon Hercules slew him with an arrow-

dipped in the poison of the Lernsean hydra.

Nessus, before expiring, instructed Deianira that

a robe dipped in his blood would prove an infal-

lible philter to regain her husband's love. The
hero now made war against Eurytus, King of

CEchalia (who had defrauded him), slew him
and his sons, and carried off his daughter lole.

Thence he went to Cenaeon, in Eubcea, and erected

an altar to Zeus Cenfeos. In order to celebrate

the rite with due solemnity, he sent Lichas to

Trachis for a white garment. Deianira, being
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jealous of lole, anointed the robe with the philter

she had received from Xessiis. Hercules put. it

on, and immediately the poison |)enetrated his

bones. Maddened by tlie terril)le pain, he seized

Lichas by the feet and Hung liim into the sea.

He tore off the dress, but it stuck to his flesh,

which was thus torn from liis bones. In tliis

condition Hercules was conveyed by sea to

Trachis, and Deianira. being informed of what
had occ\irred, destroyed herself. Hercules liim-

self repaired to Mount CEta, where he erected a

funeral pile, and, ascending it, commanded that

it should be set on fire. Tlie Inirning pile was
suddenly surrounded liy a dark cloud, in which,
amid thunder and lightning, Hercules was car-

ried up to heaven. There he became reconciled to

Hera, and married Hebe.
Popular legend represented the great, patient,

suffering hero as fond of good cheer and relaxa-

tion in his hours of rest, and thus in tlie comedy
of .\ttica and ilagna Grsecia Hercules was fre-

quently introduced as a jovial sensualist, whose
intellectual powers are by no means equal to his

physical.

In Greek art, from the earliest times Hercules
is a favorite figure. His labors adorned the
metopes of the Temple of Zeus at Olympia and
the treasury of the Athenians at Delphi. His
statues are numerous. Scopas seems to have
represented him in youthful vigor, but in the

Hellenistic period the type is that of a bearded
man. of athletic build, often with the muscular
development carried to excess, as in the Farnese
Hercules of Glycon, which perhaps is based on a
work of Lysippus.

As to the nature and origin of Hercules, tliere

has naturally been the widest diversity of opin-

ion. Some, following the later Greek identifica-

tions with the Phoenician Melqart. and the re-

semblances to the Babylonian hero Gilgamcs, have
seen only a Semitic deity adopted by the Greeks.
Others again have considered him a solar

hero. It seems clear that the story of Her-
cules in its earliest features is pure Greek

:

the Oriental elements are, to judge from our
sources, later accretions. Whether the hero

or the god is the original form is. however,
still matter for debate. E. Meyer {Geschichte
des Alterthums. ii.. Halle. 1804) has pointed
out that .\ttica,Bii?otia.and the Acli;ean colo-

nies are the seat of the divine woiship of Her-
cules, and insists that he is originally a

nature deity, who. like many others, partakes

of the changes of nature, now triumphant,
now suffering, and that under the Dorian
influence, and especially literary tradition,

god sank to the hero. On the otiier hand, U. von
Wilamowitz-Mollendorff holds that in Hercu-
les we have the perfect ideal of the Dorian man.
who became a divinity to the tribes witli wliom
the Dorians were in contact, iluch can be said

in favor of both views, and a positive decision

between them is not as yet attainable: bvit it

must be admitted that the degradation of a god

to a hero seems common in the development of

Greek mythology, while the reverse is by no
means so clearly proved a process. Consult

:

Wilamowitz - Jliillendorff. Eiiripidcs's llrraklcs

(2d ed.. Berlin. 1895) : Furtwiingler and Peters,

in Roseher, Lexihon drr r/ricrhincheii tind rii-

inischen Myl Itoloyie {Leiyizig, 18S4-97) : and Dun-
bach, in Daremberg and Saglio, Dictionnaire des

aiiliquites (Paris, 1892),

HERCULES, Pillars of (Gk., al 'UiiaitX^vt

arijXai, hni Hfial:lcoiix xli'lai, Lat., Herciilis

Cotuiiiiuc) . The name given by the ancients
to the two rocks forming the entrance lo

the Mediterranean at the Strait of Gibraltar.
Caipe ((iibraltjir) in Kurope and .\byla (Ceuta)
in -Africa. Their erection was giMierally a.seribed

by the Greeks to Hercules, on tlie occasion of his

journey to the Kingdom of Gcryon. .\ccording to

one version of the story, they had once been
luiited, but Hercules tore tliem asunder, to admit
the How of the ocean into the Mediterranean: an-

otlicr version represents him as causing them to

unite temporarily, in order to form, a bridge. The
first author who mentions them is Pindar, wlio

seems to connect them with Cadiz, and in later

times there was much discussion as to their exact

location, and especially as to whether they were
to be identified with the promontories at the

straits, or to be sought in islands, or were pillars

ercfted liy Hercules.

HERCULES AND STAG. An antique bronze
sculpture in the Musco N';i/iouale, Palermo,
Sicily, representing the lithe and youthful god
grasping a stag by the horn and bearing it

do\\Ti to the earth. It was found at Pompeii.

HERCULES BEETLE. A scarabid beetle

{Dijna-'ites Hercules), remarkable not only for

its great size (five inches long), hut for the

singular appearance of the male. An enormous

HERCCLKS BEETLE,

m, male; f, foinale.

liom projects from the head, and is opposed by
a similar but snuiUcr projection of the thorax,

the whole resembling a pair of great but unequal
pincers. It is a native of Mrazil. Two species

occur in the I'nited States, niiixintefi /i/i/rws is

a large greenish-gray species of the Southern

States; Diiiuistes Oriiiili. of the far West, has a

nmeh larger thoracic horn than the former. Com-
pare GoLi.\Tii Beetle.

HERCULES'S CLUB, Angelica Tree. See

Z.VNTllllWI.l II.

HERCULES'S CLUB GOURD. See Bottle
GorRii.

HERCULES STRANGLING THE SER-
PENTS. .\ mythological painting l>y Sir ,(oshua
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Keynolds (1788), and one of his best works. It

represents the god, still a child, choking with
niiiaculous strength two serpents which have at-

tacked him; while Alcmene and her attendants
rush to his rescue and Juno appears above him
in a cloud. The painting, which hangs in the
Herjnitage Museum at tSaint Petersburg, was
ordered by Catharine II. of Russia, who saw in

the subject a symbol of her country's early strug-
gles for life.

HERCYN'IAN FOREST (Lat. hcrcynia
sili'(i). A name variously applied by the ancient
Mriters to portions of the central mountain sys-

tem of Europe. Aristotle makes the Ister (or
Danube) and the other great northern rivers take
their rise in the Hercynian Forest. Cicsar, who
estimates it at nine days' journey in breadth and
sixty in length. conii)rehcnds under this name a
great part of the mo\intain ranges in Germany
north of the Danube ; while some identify it with
the Bohemian Forest, and others with the Thur-
ingian Forest. Some geographers apply the term
to the comple.K of mountain ranges, mountain
groups, and plateaus which stretch from West-
phalia across Middle CJermany and along the nor-
thern borders of Austria to the Carpathians.

HERD, D.wiD (1732-1810). A Scotch col-

lector of national ballads. He was born in the

Parish of Marykirk. Kincardine, where his father
had a farm, but early left the country for the
town and became a well-known figure among the
literary men of Edinburgh. His claim to remem-
brance rests upon his Ancient and Modern Scot-

tish Songs, Heroic Ballads, etc. (2 vols., 1776), of

which a modern edition was published in Glasgow
in 1869.

HERDER, her'dcr, Bartholomaus (1774-

1839). A German publisher, born at Rottweil, in

Wiirttemberg. In 1801 he opened a bookstore
and printing-office in Jleersburg, on Lake Con-
stance, but soon afterwards removed to the city

of Constance, and in 1810 to Freiluirg, Baden,
where he opened the Herdersche Universitiitslnich-

handlung. He accompanied the Allies to Paris
in 1814 as Imperial field printer in Metternich's
suite, and on his return added to his printing

business establishments for lithography, copper-

engi-aving, and plastic art. The Catholic char-

acter of the firm was develojjed under his sons

and successors. Karl Raphael Herder and Ben-
jamin Herder, and it became one of the best-

known publishing houses of this Church in Ger-
many, In 1888 Hermann Herder, a son of Ben-
lamin and grandson of the founder, inherited the

business, which became known as the Herdersche
\'er!agshandlung. The firm also established an
office at Saint Louis, l\Io., U. S. A. Among the
important works which the firm has published is

'Wetter und Welte's Kirchenlexikon oder Encylclo-

piidie der katholischen Tlieologie (12 vols., 1847-

56; 2d ed. 1882-1001).

HERDER, .ToHANN Gottfried vox (1744-

1803). An eminent German philosophical and
critical writer, of the classical period, born at

Mohrungen. He was the son of a schoolmaster
and cantor. His frail health unfitted him for

industrial life, and his first earnings were as

copyist to Deacon Trescho, a voluminous but for-

gotten author. Here he was neither appreciated
nor justly treated, but he gained a knowledge of

books and an easy style. He had begun inde-

pendent composition wlien he awakened the inter-

est of a Prussian surgeon, with whom he went to
Konigsberg, where he hoped to have an operation
performed on an eye, and then to study medicine.
But for the latter his nerves proved too weak, and
he turned to theology, getting a small scholarship
and eking out a livelihood by teaching. He .soon

won notice both as pedagogue and preacher, and
became intimate with Kant, the philosopher, who,
with Rousseau, was the guide of his future meta-
physical si)eculations. In 1764 he accepted a call

to the Cathedral School at Riga, where he main-
tained his reputation, and would have remained
had he not become involved in a literary contro-
ver.sy with Klotz about Lessing, in the course
of which he was led to protest that he had not
written articles that univer.sal opinion, supported
by circiunstantial evidence, held that he had.
Thus he lost reputation, and resolved to recruit
his health in the south of France in 1769, He
returned to Germany in that year. He became
tutor to the Prince of Holstein-Eutin, sharpened
his critical genius in a fortnight with Lessing at
Hamburg, found at Darmstadt his future con-
genial mate in Karoline Flachsland. and accepted
a call to the pastorate of Biickeburg. He went
thither in 1771. after a long stay in Strassburg
for optical treatment, during which he was a help-

ful friend and critic of the young Goethe, He had
printed the famous critical attacks on the arti-

ficial literary spirit of his time, Fragmente iiber

die neuere dentsche Litteratur (1767) and the
Kritische Walder (1769), and a prize essay,

Veher den Vrsjirung der Sprache (1772). He
now began to gather material for the Ideen- zur
Philosophie der fleschichte der Menschheit, his

greatest work, though unfinished, puldished 1784-

91 (translated by Churchill), for Acl teste Vr-
kunde des Mensclicngeschlechts (1774), an aes-

thetic study of Genesis, and for the studies in

popular poetry (]'olkslieder, 1778-79), the works
that were to constitute his chief title to fame. In
1773 he married. In 1776 Goethe procured for

him the posts of Court preaeher and member of

the Upper C^onsistory at \Veimar, where he found
the environment best suited to his delicately or-

ganized genius and laliored efl'ectively for Church
reform, though he soon found himself in moral
estrangement from Goethe and his associates.

Jlany of Herder's important publications were
completed in the period between 1778 and his
journey to Italy in 1788. They consist of theo-

logical, testhetic, philosophic, philologic, and po-
litical studies, of Vom Geiste der Ehriiischen
Poesie (1782), translated bv Marsh {Tlie Spirit

of Hebrew Poetry, 1833), of a translation of The
Cid (1805), and of Stimmen der Volker (Voices
of the Peoples) (1778-80), in which he trans-

lated the popular songs of many nations with a
felicity and sympathy that preserve in wonderful
degree the local color and feeling. Herder's orig-

inal work in iesthetics, philosophy, literature,

and philology has powerfully influenced German
thought. He was possibly best as an interpreter

of others: for he Iiad a truer perception of the

relation of language to human nature and na-
tional character than any other of his day. He
was thouglit, if not a sy.stematic a most stimulat-

ing thinker, perhaps more a seer than a scholar,

yet by the scope of his intuitional perceptions he
abounded in suggestions that have borne fruit in

the modern correlation of the sciences. Herder's
Works are in 60 vols. (1827-30). The literary

portion has been best reedited by Suphan and
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Redlich (9 vols., Berlin, 18S4 et seq.). For Her-
der's biography, consult his widow's Erinnerungen
aus dcm Lebeti Johannis Qottfried von Herders
(Stuttgart, 1830) ; his sons, Lcbensbild (Erlan-

gen, 1846-47); and his Letters (ib., 1840-48).

There are Lives by llaym (licrlin, 1880-85):
Kuhneniann (Munich, 1894) ; and in English by
Nevinson (London, 1884).

HERD'S GRASS. See Redtop Gkass.

HEREDIA, f.'ia'd.i'a', .Jcsf: de (1842—). A
French poet, of Spanish parentage, born at San-
tiago de Cuba. He was the most talented dis-

ciple of Leconte de Lisle (q.v.). His sonnets are

the supreme result of the cultivation of form that

the French call 'Parnassian,' very picturesque

and as impersonal as lyric poetry can be. Leconte
de Lisle was not quite impassive in his pessimism,
but in Heredia's work one perceives of the author
only the expansion of the heart toward beauty
and heroism. The immediate response of the
public to the fifty sonnets of Les trophces (1893)

was significant of tlie revival of stricter classical

taste in a reaction against the fantastic license of

the Sj'mbolists and the followers of Baudelaire
(q.v,). Heredia's poems resemble (iautier's in

polish. They show the reticences of the conscious

artist, and a vague suggestion of the subjective.

He is the most condensed, plastic, and precise

stylist of modern France—rich in suggestions of

color and melody, incomparable in the union of

sonorousness and compression. His subjects re-

flect in the main the scenes and traditions of his

\-outh at Havana rather than those of his later

studies at the Ecole des Chartes. The heroic epocli

of Spanish conquest is his most inspiring theme,
and he uses it also in his sole picaroon prose ro-

mance. La nonne Alferez ( 1894) , and in a transla-

tion of Bernal Diaz's Chronicle. But he is often

superb in merely e.\otic description, as in the bril-

liancy of Recif de corail or the splendor of Blason
c6leste. Heredia was elected a member of the

French Academy in 1894. There is a translation

of the sonnets into English blank verse in Frank
Sewall's The Tro/ihies '(Boston, 1900.)

HEREDIA Y CAMPTTZANO. o kam-poo-za'
no, Jose iI.\Rf.\ di: ( 180.J-39). A Cuban lyric poet,

born in Santiago de Cuba, December 31, 1803,

His father and mother were from Santo Do-
mingo. Very early Heredia was taken to Flor-

ida, then to Santo Domingo, and in 1812 to

Venezuela. At the age of ten he began to study
philosophy in Caracas, whence he went to ilex-

ico. Thence he went to the University of Ha-
vana in 181". Heredia had scarcely become a

lawyer when he was arrested for conspiracy
against Spain and banished from Cuba (1823).
He now lived in the United States for two
years, making a scanty livelihood by his poems
and by giving lessons in Castilian. We next find

him in Mexico, whither he had been called by
(iuadalupe Victoria. Heredia held in Jlexieo

various offices both legal and educational. In

1827 he married a ^lexican, .Jaida Yanez. After

thirteen years of banishment Hercdi.a sought and
obtained permission to visit his mother and
sisters at Matanzas. Three months later he had
to leave them. Heredia died at Toluca, Mexico,

May 12, 1839. Though he is much less gifted

than his cousin, the French sonnetist,

Jose de Heredia (q.v.), this poet is well

worth reading, because he is the first

of the Cuban poets of the patriotic group. Here-

dia's Spanish is remarkably pure. His verses

are often rhetorical, sometimes crude, and one
is continually impressed by the weakness and
the vanity of their author; nor is there ever any
great power in Heredia's reasoning, but his
verses are often imaginative and they reflect the
melancholy of exile. Their tropical coloring in-

itiated a brilliant epoch in the poetry of Cuba,
not only making his name wi<lely popular in all

Spanish-speaking countries, but also causing his
poems to be translated into the principal
tongues of the civilized world. The foremost
Spanish critics, as well as distinguished French
and English writers, among them Longfellow,
paid high tribute to the lyrical productions of
the (^uban poet. They passed through numerous
editions. Of especial interest to the .\nierican

reader is the admirable ode "Al Ni.'igara," trans-
lated into many languages. Besides rendering
into Spanish verse several dramas by famous
French and Halian authors, such as Voltaire,
Chenier, .Alfieri and others, he published, in 18.30-

31, Lccciones dr historia nnirersa}. a work dis-

tinguished by lucidity qf style and profundity of

ideas, entitling its author to an honorable ])lace

among Latin-American historians. Consult: The
biogra])hics by Canovas de Castillo (Madrid.
18531, and Bello (London, 1857) : Torres Caicedo,
Ensai/os hiograficos, 1. (Paris, 1803) : the Obras
poeticds de Don dose Maria de Heredia. ed. of

Nestor Ponce de Leon (New York, 1875) ;

Pocsias liricas con prolor/o de Elias Zerdo (Paris,

1893): and Hills. Ililrdos Cuhanos (Boston,
1902).

HER'EDIT'AMENT (ML. hereditamentum,
from Lat. hcrcditurr, to inherit, from heres,

heir). In English law, a comprehensive term in-

cluding everything that goes to the heir-at-law.

Hereditaments are regularly classified as cor-

])oreal and incorporeal. .\ house or land held in

freehold is a corporeal hereditament: while tithes,

advowsons. profits o prendre, and even future
estates in land are incorporeal, being dealt with,

in our legal system, as impalpable rights enjoyed
in corporeal things. The term most frequently
appears in the phrase "lands, tenements, and
hereditaments,' technically used by Blackstone
and other common-law writers to denote every
species of real property. Hereditaments is the
most comprehensive term of the three, as it in-

cludes not onlj' lands, but incorporeal interests,

such as those above referred to, and not only
tenements, but such things as heirlooms (q.v.).

On the other hand, it does not incdude interests

in lands, such as leasehold estates and life es-

tates, which do not descend to the heir. See
Heik: 1!e.\l Property.

HEREDITY (Fr. h^rHiU, from Lat. heredi-

las, inheritance, from heres. heir). The phenom-
enon of correlation in the deviations of blood

relatives from the mean. No two individuals

are alike: by marshaling in a series a large num-
ber of individuals of a species we shall find it

possible to recognize a typical or middle condi-

tion of each organ or quality. From this typical

condilon called the mode, the organs or quali-

ties of most individuals deviate to a certain ex-

tent. Thus, if stature be the quality in question,

we shall find that adult males of the United
States have a modal stature of, say, 07 inches.

Then a person whose stature is 70 inches deviates
3 inches from the mode in a + direction, .\ccord-

ing to heredity, his close relatives will, on the

average, deviate in this same direction, and will
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ikviate from the mode to an extent which can be
predicted, or wliich we inaj" hope some day to be

able to prediel. The subject will here be treated

under the following heads: (1) The classes of

heredity; (2) the mathematical laws of normal
inheritance; (3) special eases of inheritance not

following the normal law, and (4) the limits of

inheritance.

( I ) Cl.\S8ES of Heredity. Heredity deals, as

we have seen, with the qualities of organisms and
their parts. Now there are, in the case of two
parents and their offspring, four general methods
of inheritance of qualities: {a) The qualities of

the parents may blend in the offspring. This case

of blending fwritage is illustrated by human
stature. Let us imagine the wholly supposable
case of a family of children all of whose maternal
ancestors for five generations back had been two
inches taller than the mode of females, and all of

whose paternal ancestors had been four inches

taller than the mode of males ; then the stature of

the male offspring or of the female offspring

would be found close to three inches above the

mode of male or female stature, as the case

might be. The tendencies in the two parents have
precisely blended, and the offspring are interme-
diate. Another illustration of blending heritage

is skin-color in man. The mulatto is a half

tint, the quadroon a fourth tint, and so on. (6)

The quality may be inherited from one parent
wholly, and not at all from the other parent.

This case is known as alternative hrritage. This
sort of inheritance is illustrated by hiunan eye-

color. Galton {Xatiiral Inheritance, p. 139)

says: "If one parent has a light eye-color and the

other a dark eye-color, some of the children will,

as a rule, be light and the rest dark; they will

seldom \>e medium eye-colored, like the children of

medium eye-colored parents." Cases of alterna-

tive heritage have also been described for ))lant

hybrids. Alternative heritage is exhibited in the

hair-color of some mammals. For when a white

and yellow mouse are crossed, some of the off-

spring may be pure white (albinos), like the one

parent, and the others may be yellow, like the

other parent, with no sign of the yellow becoming
lighter, (c) In one part of the body the quality

ma,y be exactly lik? that of one parent; in an-

other part, exactly like that of the other parent

:

in other words, there may be a patchwork inter-

mingling of parental qualities. This case is

known as particulate inheritance. Particulate
inheritance is common in hair-color of horses,

dogs, mice, and other mammals. When w-e cross

two plants in which the leaf-hairs differ, this sort

of inheritance often occurs, so that the two kinds
of hairs of typical form are scattered over the

leaf, (d) Reversion. This is inheritance from a

remote ancestor, or, perhaps, more truly, the ab-

sence of typical inheritance. Reversion is often

illustrated when two domesticated races of very
dissimilar color arc crossed. The result may be
viffspring which resemble neither parent, but are

like the ancestral, wild species. It is at present

impossible to predict what kind of inheritance

will be shown by the qualities of any new cross.

(2) Mathematical Laws of Normal Inherit-
ance. Man. like most other animals, has two
parents, four grandparents, eight great-grand-
parents, sixteen ancestors of the fo\irth genera-
tion, and, generally, In ancestors of the nth
ancestral generation. We inherit not only from
our parents, but also from our remote ancestors.

The law of inheritance in the case of blending
heritage has been worked out by Galton as fol-

lows: To the total heritage the parents together
contribute 50 per cent. : the four grandparents
together, 25 per cent. ; the third ancestral gen-
eration, (^A)" or 12.5 per cent.; and. generally,
with the (ith ancestral generation V-n- per cent,

of the total heritage. It is a corollary of this

law that tlie offspring of an exceptional pair will,

in the long run. be less exceptional than their

])arents, unless, which is extremely improbable,
llieir ancestors for six or seven generations have
all been as exceptional as the parents. It is

because the vast population of one's ancestors
is pretty sure to be mediocre that the sons of
exceptional parents tend to be less exceptional
than they. There is a regression of the progeny
toward niediocrity. We can measure this regres-

sion (on the average), and say the deviation of

the son's stature from the mean will be only
446 -f the deviation of the father's stature from
the mean, or less than half. From the law of

ancestral inheritance we may indeed calculate the
relative relationship between two blood relatives

in respect to any blending character. This has
been done by Pearson in the following table:

Parent 3000 First cousins 0750
firandparent 1500 First cousiuB, once re-
( Jreat-grandparent 0750 moved 0344
Great-great-grandpar- Second couBin.s 0172
ent 0375 Second cousins, once

Brothers 4000 removed 0082
rncles and nephew 1500 Third cousins 0041

Great-uncle and nephew .0625

(3) Special Cases of Inheritance Not
Following the Normal Law. The normal law
has so far been demonstrated only for cases of

Idending inheritance. For the other cases our
knowle(lge is almost wholly qualitative. The nor-

mal condition of inheritance in these cases may
be said to be equal inheritance of- any quality

from fatlier and mother; or, in the case of alter-

native heritage, an equal proportion of offspring

affected by the two parents. The first deviation

from this law is the phenomenon of pre])otency,

or the excessive inheritance from one parent or
one race. It often happens that a certain family
characteristic crops out again and again, and in

a larger percentage of cases than is called for

by the normal law of inheritance. This is most
marked when the parents belong to distinct races.

Tims, when a common house mouse and a domes-
ticated white mouse are crossed, the offspring are

more like the house mouse in color than they are

like the tame albinos. Ewart, in crossing horses,

found that the male was strongly prepotent. Tlie

fact of prepotency is akso familiar to plant-

breeders who have tried to formulate some of

its laws. Thus, it is asserted that the older

species, or the more vigorous, is prepotent.

'Sports,' or considerable deviations from the

typical condition, are apt to be prepotent. Bell

has shown that deaf-mutism is a prepotent qual-

ity. Tlie following case of inheritance of syndac-

tylism in man is given by Smith and Norwell, in

tiie Briti.fh Medical Journal for .July 7, 1894.

S^^ldactylism. or the growing together of two or

more fingers, is a rather rare abnormality. In

the diagram
(J'

stands for male. 9 for female, N
for normal, and S for syndactylic. Of two par-

ents, the male precedes the female. When the law
of normal inheritance calls for 20 per cent, of

syndactylic individuals in the latest generations,

observation gives 09 per cent.
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Anothei- class of e.xceptioiis to the noniial law physical, but also mental and moral. The family

of inheritance is that of reversions. When two of Jukes in New York St-ate alTorils a striking

domesticated races of dissimilar <nuilitics are illustration of inheritance of crime. In fact, the

crossed, the progeny are often unlike either majority of crimes against the person are done

N = S

NJ'=N S9 N: h h I

f^c? h
S? ic?

I I I I

Sc? iXc? Nc? N? N? S? k 1 I

Sc? «c? Sc? = N N = t'c?

parent, but 'hark back' to some early ancestial

condition. The cause of reversion is completely

unknown. It is difiicult to understand how
hereditary qualities can lie so long latent; but

the fact has to be recognized.

Telegony. An alleged case of irregular inherit-

ance is that known as "telegony," or the influence

upon subsequent oft'spring of the first sire. The
most famous ease is that of Lord Morton's mare.

Toward the end of the last century Lord ilor-

ton, an Englishman, imported some "quaggas'—in

reality, Burchell's zebra. (See Zebra.) One of

these was crossed with a pure-blood Arabian
mare, which breeds very true, and a hybrid foal

was obtained. Subsequently the Arabian mare
was crossed with an Arabian horse, and the foal

was marked like the hybrid. Another case was
that of Mr. Giles's sow, described in the Transac-

<i(yiis of the Philosophical Society (London,

IS21). A black and white Essex .sow was mated
with a wild boar of a deep chestnut color,

and the "pigs produced partook in appearance

of both boar and sow, but in some the chestnut

color of the boar stronglj' prevailed" (prepotency

of the ancestral race). Later the sow was
mated with a boar of her own black and
white race, which usually breeds very true,

yet the sow produced pigs marked with the same
chestnut tint as the pigs of the first litter. Dar-

win (^'arin1ion of Atiimuls and Pliinix Under
Dnmextiration. 1868) gives references to other

cases. Belief in telegony is widespread among
breeders of domestic animals, but it still lacks

acceptance among scientific naturalists, chiefly

because the possibility of its occurrence is hard

to understand.

(4) Limits of I.\heritance. As we have

just seen in regard to telegony, the limits in the

capacity for inheritance are uncertain. But more
important still is the question of the kinds of

qualities which are or are not inherited. All

qualities of organisms are classified as' innate and

acquired. Innate characters are those determined

in the fertilized egg: acquired characters are

such as affect the organism from without during

its development. Innate qualities are. of course,

inherited. Whether acquired characters can be

inherited is disputed : the whole point at issue is.

What are acquired characters? (See Lam.^rck:
Xeolamarckism : Use-Ikhekitance. 1 The ef-

fects of nutrition, which are generally placed in

the category of tlie acquired, are certainly felt in

the second generation, especially among plants.

But whether the education of a race for many gen-

erations eventually so affects the young that they

are more docile is. at the present lime, doubtful.

The characters which are inherited are not only

S(J S? Sc? Sc? k h I^cf

by members of recognized criminal families. It

would be a reasonable measure of self-defense for

the State to prevent the nnirriage of criminals.

The strength of inheritance is in some eases

stronger than that of environment and nurture.

Galton, in his history of twins, tells of identical

twins, who, living far apart, fell ill of the same
disease at the same time, so exactly were their

bodies attuned.

The Physical Basis op Heredity. Although
Owen (1849), and afterwards H. Spencer (1866),
and Daiwin (1868; see Pangenesis), had sug-

gested that there was a physical basis of heredity,

the first one to ofl'er an objective and scientific

basis was Dr. G. Jiiger, who in 1870 (and more
fully in 1878) thus stated his position:

"Through a great series of generations the ger-

minal protoplasm retains its specific properties,

dividing in every reproduction into an ontoge-

netic portion, out of which the individual is built

up, and a phylogenetic portion, which is reserved

to form the reproductive material of the mature
offspring. This reservation of the phylogenetic

material I described as the continuity of the germ
protoplasm. Encapsule<I in the ontogenetic ma-
terial the phylogenetic protoplasm is sheltered

from external influence, and retains its specific

:ind embryonic char.acters."

It should be observed that Spencer [Principles

of Biology) based the ])henomena of heredity on
the supposed presence of 'physiological units,'

which he conceived to be immensely more com-
plex th.an chemical unit-s or molecules. Darwin
im.igined that the cells of the body throw off

minute 'gemmules,' which are dispersed through-

out the whole system. But his hypothesis wa.s

experimentally disproved by Galton (1S75).

Niigeli (1884) conceived that in every living

cell there are an enornunis number of minute ]iar-

ticles (niiccllie) . These correspond to the plas-

tidules of Elsherg and of Ilaeckcl, the "idioblasts'

of O. Hertwig, and the 'hiophores' of Wcismann.
Sedgwick Minot suggested that Nilgeli'a hypothet-

ical idioplasm, which be (Niigeli) supposed to

exist in every living cell, is probably identical

with the nuclear chromatin of cells, and that

heredity is due to the transfer from parent to

offspring of this nuclear subst,ance.

In 188.T were i)ublished Wcismann's essays on
heredity. His view was in the line of .Tiiger's

hypothesis, but greatly expanded, and with

many new and original .suggestions. He pro-

posed the now famous doctrine of 'the con-

tinuity of the germ plasm.' .According to his

view\ "The nature of heredity is based upon the

transmission of nuclear substance with a specific

nucleoplasm of the germ cell, to which 1 have
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given the name of germ plasm." This germ
plasm exists in the nuclei of the reproductive
cells.

The word 'continuity' expresses the hypothesis
that heredity depends on the fact that a minute
quantity of this germ plasm lies unchanged in

the nucleus of the reproductive cells during the

growth of the plant or animal, and afterwards
grows and gives rise to the germ cells. A further

elaboration of Weismann's views is not here

necessary ( see Use-Inheritance and Weismann-
ism), bu^ to him we are mainly indebted for the
view now generally held, that the germ plasm
(chromatin) of the nuclear matter is the bearer
of heredit}'.

The hypothesis seems supported by the experi-

ments of Boveri on the eggs of the species of two
genera of sea-urchins. By cross-fertilization of

whole eggs or bits of eggs of sea-urchins of differ-

ent genera having nuclei, larvae are developed
that share the larval forms of the parents of

both genera. On the other hand, larvae arising
from the enucleated bits of eggs have inherited
the characters of the male genus only. Hence he
claims to have demonstrated the law that the
nucleus alone is the bearer of heredity.

It may be observed that Hertwig, for the germ-
plasm theory of Weismann, substituted the
theory of the controlling inter-adjustments' of
the embryonic cells, and later of the tissues and
organs.

HoMOCHRONOUs HEREDITY. A form of heredity
called by Darwin "inheritance at corresponding
periods of life," and by Haeckel "homochronous
heredity." Darwin thus describes the phenome-
non : "When the embryo leads an independent
life, that is, becomes a larva, it has to be adapted
to the surrounding conditions in its structure and
instincts, independently of those of its parents;
and the principle of inheritance at corresponding
periods of life renders this possible." (lin/a-
tion of Animals and Plants Under Domestica-
tion. ) Again : "On this principle of inheritance
at corresponding periods, we can understand
how it is that most animals display from the
germ to maturity such a marvelous succession
of characters" (ib. ).

Examples of this law are the complicated meta-
morphosis of certain free, but more especially

the parasitic worms, notably the flukeworms
(see Trematoda) and the cestodes (see Ces-
toda), the complicated metamorphoses of the
echinoderms, of the mollusks, crustaceans, and
of those insects with a complete metamorphosis,
and more especially such insects as the Meloidie,

Rhipiphoridie, and Stylopidfe, in which there is a
hypermetamorphosis.

It is not altogether improbable, says Packard,
that the phenomenon of alternation of generations
is primarily due to changes in surroundings, and
hence of habits, resulting in new needs which
were met by adaptation to the new surroundings,
and that the different stages were fixed by ho-
mochronous heredity.
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HEREFORD^ her'e-ford. The capital of Here-

fordshire, England, a Parliamentary and munici-

pal borough of great antiquity, and an episcopal

see; on tlie Wye. 51 miles south of Shrewsbury
(Map: England, D 4). Tlie chief building is the

cathedral, dating from 1079, and the fourth

church built on the site; it was restored in 1856-

63. The chapter-house contains the famous Map-
pa Mundi—map of the world—of the thirteenth

century. Other edifices are the bishop's palace,

originally a Norman hall ; the Coningsby Hospi-

tal, 1610; the corn exchange, and the Doric shire

hall. Hereford has an endowed grammar school of

the fourteenth century. It owns profitable mar-
kets and real estate, gas, water, and electric-

lighting plant; maintains a fire brigade, free

library and museum, and the Castle green. Its

industries and trade are chiefly agricultural. The
see of Hereford was created in 673 ; the town
was a fortified place in the reign of Athelstan.

and numerous charters begin with King John.

For its loyalty and sufferings during the Civil

War, Charles I. bestowed the motto "Invictm

fidelitatis prsemium." Population, in 1891, 20.-

300; in 1901, 21.400. Consult: Duncumb, His-

tory and Antiquities of Hereford (Hereford,
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1804; new ed., London. 1882) ; Fisher, Uereford
Vuihcdrul (London, 1898).

HEREFORDSHIRE. An inland county in

the wust of Kngliuul. bounded on the west by
South Wales, and on tlic east by the counties
of Worcester and CUoucpster (ilap: England,
D 4). The surface of the county is hilly, with
occasional valleys. Among the chief hillrangea
are the lilack Jlounlains on the western, and the
Malvern Hills on the eastern border. The Wyo
and its affluents, witli the I.ngg. the Arrow, and
the Teme, are the principal rivers. Herefordshire
is essentially an agricultural county, witli four-
fifths of its area of 840 square miles under culti-.

vation. Population, in 1801, 115.040; in 1001,
114,400. Capital, Hereford.

Herefordshire formed a portion of the territory

of the ancient Silures, and was conquered by the
Romans about a.d. To. During the iieptarchy it

was included in Mercia. From its position on
the Welsh border—a portion of the county being
included in the deliatable land called the
"Marelies"—Herefordshire was long the scene of
frequent contests.

HEREMANS, her'e-nians, Jacob Frans Jan
(1825-84). A Dutch philologist, horn at Ant-
werp. He studied at the Antwerp Athenaeum,
and in 1843 was appointed assistant librarian of
the city. In 1804 he was appointed professor of
the Dutch language and literature at the Uni-
versity of Ghent. He was a specialist also in
Flemish literature, and wrote biographies of the
Flemisli poets Ledeganck (1847) and van Rijs-

wijck I 1850) , and of the historian David ( 1868)

,

His other books include: Sederland.ichc dichter-
halle (1S58-C4); nnffiiiaiin ron Fdllcrslehrii en
de Xedcrlandsche lellerkundc (1874) ; Oi-ec den
ini-loed ran Noord-Nederland op de lettcrkunde in
de zmdcUjke provincien qedurende het tijdperk
1815-30 (1874), all on literary topics; and Neder-
landsche spraaklcer (1846); Nederlandsche me-
triek (1S62); and his Dutch-French dictionary
(1865-60). He founded the Ned^rlandsch Mu-
seum in 1874.

HEREROLAND, hS-ra'ro-lant, or Damaka-
LAND. A nortliern part of German Southwest
Africa (q.v.), inhabited by the Herero or Ova-
herero tribe,

HERESY (OF. heresie. Fr. her^sie, from Lat.
hwresis, school of thought, from Gk, a'ipecrtt, hai-

resis, choice, from alpetn, liairrin, to take). The
name given to religious opinion declared by eccle-

siastical authority to he erroneous and contrary
to the accepted standards of the Church. In the
Septuagint the word is used of the various .Jew-

ish parties—Pharisees. Sadducees, and Es.senes

—

and similarly in the ."^cts of the .\postles. Paul
employs it to denote the- party divisions into

which the Corinthian Christians have fallen, and
he rebukes tliem because they destroy the unity of

Christ's tlock. Once only in the New Testament
(IL Peter ii. 1) has the word its later meaning
of tcronf/ belief. For some time the boundary
line between right and wrong doctrine, orthodoxy
and heresy, was not perfectly clear, but « dis-

tinction was soon rendered possible by the growth
of ancient Catholic Christianity. Before the close

of the second century the bishops had begun to
test doctrinal soimdness by the Rule of Faith
(q.v.) and the Canon of Scripture as standards,
the interpretation of which was held to rest with
themselves. Thus judged, the Gnostics (q.v.)

are heretics to Irenoeus (180) and TcrtuUian
(C.200).

iiegiimiug with Nica>a (325) the oecumenical
councils gave united expression to the doctrinal
liclicf of ("hristcndoni, so that the determination
of what constituted heresy became much easier
than before. With the adoption of Christianity
as the State religion under Constantine, the civil

CJovernment was led to take cognizance of heresy,
on the ground that it imperiled the public wel-
fare. The first Imperial edicts to be mentioned
in this connection arc those of Constantine
against the Donatists (q.v.), in 316. Under
succeeding emperors similar decrees become fre-

quent, and increasingly severe. Especially im-
portant are the edicts of Theodosius the Great,
who in 381 set abovit enforcing orthodoxy
throughout his whole empire. Saint .\ugustine
lent his support to a policy of coercion, and
sought to rest it up(m the a"uthority of Christ,
wlio said: "Compel them to come in" (Luke xiv.
23). The first Cliristian to sutler death for his
belief, at the hands of fellow Christians, was the
Spaniard Priscillian (ii.v.), who was charL'cd
with holding doctrines akin to those of Manicnae-
ism (q.v.). Priscillian was executed at Treves, in
385, by order of the usurjiing Emperor Maximus.
In the sixth century .Justinian, the great codifier

of* Roman law, collected the Imperial edicts
against heresy in the first book of his celebrated
Codex. The spirit which had already taken pos-
session of the Christian Church is well illustrated

by the saying of Pope Gelasius 1. (402-406) :

"Toleration of heretics is more injurious than
the worst devastation of the provinces by the bar-
barians."

Anti-heretical laws were more full^' developed
from the eleventh century onward, when the va-
rious sects of the Cathari (q.v.) began to infest

Southern Europe. It was in connection with the
Albigensian Crusade (see Albigense.s) , in the
thirteenth century, that the Dominican courts of
inquisition were established. (See Inqi'isition.)
During this period the close alliance between
Empire and Papacy made it possible for each to
aid the other in detecting and punishing offend-
ers. The penalties for heresy included loss of
civil rights, banishment, and confiscation of
property. In addition, the Church could inflict

punishments of her own, .such as excommunica-
tion. A clergyman, if convicted, could be de-
posed and degraded from oOice. Like treason,
heresy was construed as a capital offense. But
it was an established Catholic axiom that "the
Church does not thirst for blood." .Vccording to
media-val usage, therefore, a heretic, declared
guilty by the ecclesiastical courts, was handed
over to 'the secular arm' for execution. The
earliest recorded instance of the legal use of
burning, as a form of inflicting the death penaltv,
occurs in Lomhardy in 1224. This soon became
the favorite method of executing obstinate of-

fenders. The English law. de hceretico com-
hiirendo, was enacted in 1401, in which year the
first burning in England took place. 'The last
execution by this means in England was in 1612.

According to the canon law, 'format heresy'
(hwresist formnli.<i externa) exists, in the case
of a baptized Christian, when he consciously
adopts and persistently maintains an opinion
known to be contrary to the doctrinal standards
of the Church. What is called 'material heresy'
consists in falling into heretical opinion through
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ignorance, and this is an ofl'ense of far less grav-
ity. I'revious to llie Protestant Reformation the

Church was in a better position to carry out
a systematic policy of repression than it has
liien since. The legalizing of several different

ecclesiastical bodies, the growth of toleration,

and the final attainment of complete religious

freedom in the United States, have effectually re-

moved religious opinion from the jurisdiction of

civil government. It remains solely a matter of

ecclesiastical discipline. See Discipline, Ec-
clesiastical.

Different churches differ widely in the extent
to which tlicy attempt to control the belief of

their adherents. Tlie most effectual system is

that of the Roman Catholic Church, which, in

its modern form, goes back to the establishment
of the Congregation of the Holy Office in 1542.

In general, Roman Catholics are forbidden all

cuminunicatio in sncris with heretics. F(ir many
years (from Urban V. in 1364 to Clement XIV.
in 1769) the Papal bull, In Cocna Domini, which
enumerated the heresies condemned by the
Church, was publicly read in Rome on Maundy
Thursday. Alore recently the Pope has sometimes
f(it compelled to warn tlie faithful again.st preva-
lent error, which, if adopted and persisted in,

might become open heresy. Thus Pope Pius IX.
published his celebrated St/llabtis of Errors in

1864. condemning eighty current opinions as
erroneous.

Some of the Protestant reformers held almost
as stringent views respecting the repression of

heresy as did their Catholic contemporaries.
Calvin approved the execution of Servetus (q.v.)

,

and Beza and Melanchthon defended it. But most
Protestants have gradually tended to rest satis-

fled with securing, by means of adequate tests,

a reasonable degree of theological uniformity
among the clergy, trusting the laity to conform
their belief to that of their spiritual leaders.

Heresy trials have occurred in several denomina-
tions in recent times, but their outcome does not
encourage the hope that doctrinal agreement can
he promoted by such means. The Protestant
churches of to-day show an increasing aversion
to the thought of trying men for their beliefs, and
a desire to emphasize their fundamental prin-

ciple of the right of private judgment, which was
asserted at the Reformation.

Bibliography. Arnold. Tbipartriiache Kir-
ihen- iind Ketterhistorie (Frankfort. 169fl) ; Bur-
ton, Heresies of the Apostolic Age (London,
1829), which contains a bibliography; Hahn, Ge-

srhichte der Ket::er im Mittclnlter
{
Stuttgart,

1846-.50) ; Lea. History of the Inqnisition iu the

Middle Ages (New York, 1888) : Van Espen. .Jti/s

Kcclesiasticiim (Cologne, 1702), especially on
the legal aspects of heresy ; Hin.schius. Kirchen-
rccht der Katholilcen vnd Protestanten (Berlin.

1869-97); White, History of the Warfare of
Heience imth Theology (New York, 1896). See
Heretic.

HERETIC. A person holding an erroneous
religious belief or one contrary' to the standards
of the Church. (SeeHEREST. ) The most impor-
tant of the individuals and sects commonly
classed as heretical may be thus enximerated.
The early orthodox writers represent Simon Ma-
gus (.\cts viii.) as the father of heresies. After
him. in the first two Christian centuries, come
Menander. Cerinthus. the Ebionites. Nicolaitans,
Nazarenes, and Elkesaites (.Judaizing parties).

In the second century, the Gnostics, Saturnilus,
Basilides, Valentinus, Ptoleniicus, Marcus and
Heraclcon; the antinoniian .sects of Ophites,
Cainites, and Sethians. with whom we may class

Carpocrates; the representatives of the ascetic

tendency, Tatian and the Encratiles ; Marcion,
and his followers, the Marcionites ; ilontanus
and the Montanists; the Alogi, of Asia Jlinor
(who rejected tlie Logos idea and the fourth
Gospel) ; and among the earlier ilonarchians,
Theodotus of Byzantium, Theodotus the money-
changer. Artemon, Praxeas. and Noetus of

Smyrna. In the third century, Sabellius. Paul
of Samosata, Maui (from whom come the Mani-
chieans), Novatian and his adherents. In the
fourth century, llie xArians (who opposed the
Athanasian doctrine of the Trinity), the (schis-

matic) Donatists, who run over into the fifth cen-
tury, the Macedonians, and the Apollinarians. In
the fifth century, in the East, the Nestorians,
Eutychians, Monophysites, and Origenists (all of
whom were heterodox in Christ ologv) ; in the
West, the Pelagians and Semi-Pelagians, all of
whom were combated by Saint Augustine.
The Semi-Pelagians run over into the sixth cen-
tury. In the seventh century, the Monothelites
(logical successors to the Monophysites).
In the eighth, the Paulicians of Armenia, de-

scended from an ancient Adoptianist type of

Christianity, whose origin is pcrliaps to be sought
in the teaching of Paul of Samosata. In the
eleventh century we find the Euchites. inac-

curately described as Manicha?ans. In the
twelfth, the Bogomiles, Petrobrusians. Cathari,
and Waldenses (the last two having a consider-
able period of activity). In the thirteenth cen-

tury, the important and numerous Albigenses.
In the fourteenth, the Friends of God and the
Brethren of the Free Spirit, and (in England)
Wiclif .and the Lollards. In the fifteenth^ Huss
.ind the Hussites, Taborites. Calixtincs, .Jerome
of Prague, and the Bohemian Brethren. Savona-
rola (q.v.) was condemned as a heretic.

From the Roman Catholic point of view, the

Reformers were heretics. The great change in

the ecclesiastical situation wrought in the six-

teenth century, and the speedy legalizing of new
Cliurch organizations, has made the whole prob-

lem of heresy a different one since that time.

It is. therefore, undesirable to proceed further

with the list. See the various titles mentioned in

tliis article, and. for bibliography, see Heresy.

HERETIC BAPTISM. One of the great
questions in the Christian Church of the third

century relating to the reception into the Church
of those who had been baptized by heretics. LTp

to that time it would seem that the baptism of

such persons had been accepted, and the rite had
not been repeated. Clement of Alexandria (d.

C.215). it is true, in passing calls 'heretic baptism
not proper and true water.' hut he does not say
that it was invalid, and the universal practice

was to consider it valid. But in the early part
of the third century Agrippinus. Bishop of

Carthage, took opposite ground, influenced

perhaps by Tertullian, who says: "Heretics

have no felknvship in our discipline. .

Therefore their baptism is not one with ours

. . n baptism which, since they have it not

duly, doubtless they have not at all." This
Agrippinus presided over a synod held in Car-

thage between 218 and 222 which pronounced
heretic baptism invalid, and the same declaration
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was made by two Asia Minor synods held about
tills time. It then became the ])iactlce in Car-

thage and cl<ewlu'iv to rebaptlze those roeelved

intii the Chureh fitim (he herelieal seets. un the

fjnmnd that the baiitisni which llicy had re-

ceived was no baptism.

l!ut the Roman Church, and apparently the

majority of the churches in the \\'est. dissented

from Agrlppinus, considering that the use by
lierelics of the bajjlismal fornuila made their bap
tisni valid; and accordingly, on tlie ground that

baptism was not to be repeated, did not baptize

those coming into the Church from heretical

sects. In so acting these chnrches followed

precedent, and iiistituled the practice since fol-

lowed by the Roman Catholic CInirch throughout

the world.
When Cyprian, the great Bishop of Carthage,

came into his see (in the year 248-40) he ac-

cepted the view of the Carthaginian Cluirch, and
when it was criticised he called synods, in 2.55

and 256, which fornuilated this view and enjoined

the corresponding practice of rebaptism of con-

verts from the heretics upon the churches.

Cyprian sent a report of the doings of the coun-

cils to Stephen, the Bishop of Rome from 254 to

257. Pope Stephen refused to conlinn the deci-

sion of the African synods and wrote back se-

verely reprimanding their action.

The position of Stephen found vigorous sup-

porters and probably little opposition in the

Western Church generally. Thus Augustine,
Bishop of Hippo (d. 4.30), the final teacher of the

Western Church, lays down the same doctrine, in

writing against Petilian, the Donatist: "When
the water of baptism is given to any one in the

name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the

Holy Spirit, it is neither ours nor yours, but His
of whom it was said to John, 't'lion whom thoi!

shalt see the Spirit descending, and remaining on
Him, the same is He who baptizeth with the Holy
Spirit.'

"

But Cyprian's view was accepted and defended

in many places, and vuiiversally by the Donatists,

as was natural seeing that their leader and
founder was Donatus, the Bishop of Carthage, in

313. So when Augustine entered in debate with
the Donatists he devoted an entire treatise to

the refutation of Cyprian's position [De haptismo
contra Donatistas)

.

The Eastern Church has followed Cyprian
rather than Stejihen in denying validity to heret-

ical ba])tism anil insisting upon an orthodox in-

terpretation of the baptismal formula. That this

was early the case is shown by the remark of

Cyril. Bishop of .Jerusalem (d. ."iSt!) : "We may
not receive baptism twice or thrice . . . for

there is only one baptism . . . heretics, how-

ever, are rebaptized since the first [so called]

baptism was no baptism;" by the council in the

Apostolic Constitution!!, of uncertain date, but

probably prior to the sixth century; "Be ye like

wise contented with one baptism alone, that

which is into the death of the T.ord ; not that

which is conferred by wicked heretics, but that

which is conferred by unblamable priests. . . .

Those that receive polluted baptism from the un-

godly will become partakers in their opinions;"

and yet more strongly by the eoniinand in the

Apostolic Cfivoiis. dating from the same period:

"If a bishop or presbyter . . . does not

baptize him who is polluted by the ungodly [i.e.

has received heretical baptism], let him be de-

prived." Alhanasius (d. 373) expressed himself

to the same etrect: "Tliere are many other

heresies too, which use the words [of the bap-

tismal formula], but not in a right sense . . .

nor with sound faith, and in eon.sequenee the

water which they adniiiiister is nnproiitable, as

deficient in piety, so that he who is sprinkled by
them is rather polluted by irreligion than re-

deemed." The voice of the Council of Nica-a

C-i'Io) is of the same tenor: "With respect to

the i'auliaiiisls. who wish to return to the

Catholic Church, the rule which orders them to

be rebaptizcd mu.st be observed:" but the Council

of Laodicca (somewhere between 343 and 381)
distinguishes between heretics upon the ground
of their position res|)ecting the Trinity, enjoin-

ing rebaptism upon those who came into the

Catholic Church from the Montanists (canon

8), but not upon those from the Novatians or
Quartodecimans (canon 7).

Thus the West universally accepted the teach-

ing of Stephen that where baptism was admin-
istered In the name of the Trinity it is valid,

while the Kast qualified it by insisting that the

person baptizing must be orthodox as to the

Trinity, otherwise the baptism was invalid. The
present teaching of Roman Catholics and Protes-

tants is that of Pope Stephen; while in the

Orthodox Confession of the Greek Church direct

mention is made of the necessity of an orthodox
interpretation of the formula, and the same is

implied in the Longer Catechism of the Easterti

Church.

HEREWARB, hgr'e-werd. An English out-

law who has passed into legend as the last

champion of Saxon England against the Normans.
He was a native of Lincolnshire, and appears in

Domesday as the owner of lands in a number of

places in that shire. In 1070 Hereward headed a

revolt among the inhabitants of Peterborough

and with the aid of a Danish fleet burned the

town and iilundered the abbey. He then re-

treated to the Isle of Ely, among the fens,

where for more than a year he held out against

the Xormans. Here he was joined by a number
of Saxon leaders, among them Jlorkere the

former Earl of ]\Iercia. He was finally driven

from his refuge by William the Conqueror. Here-

ward's subsequent career is unknown, but it

would seem that he made his peace with the King,

who employed him in his wars in Normandy.
The surname of Wake or Watchful dates from a

much later period. Charles Kingsley has de-

picted Hereward as "the last of the English" in

his novel, Ifrrcward the Wake.

HERFORD. hPr'fOrt.- A town in the Prov-

ince of Westphalia. Prussia, situated on the

Werre, 10 miles from Bielefeld (Jfap: Prussia. C
2). It is a town of great antiquity and contains

an old Miinsterkirche begun in the twelfth cen-

tury, another chureh dating from the thirteenth

centurv'. a g\ninasium founded in 1540, and a

theatre. The chief manufactures of the town are

linen, clothing, chocolate, and confectionery,

cigars, tobacco, furniture, etc. The trade is

important. Herford is supposed to owe its origin

to the convent foiiiidcil in 822. whose abbess en-

joved a princch- rank. The convent was abol-

ished in 1803. Population, in 1800, 10,255; in

1000, 25,100. mostly Protestants.

HER'FORD. Charles Harold (1853—). An
English scholar born at Manchester, and edu-
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tated at Trinity College, Cambridge, and in Ger-
many. He was appointed professor of English
language and literature at University College,

Aberystwyth, Wales, in 1887: lectured at Oxford
in 1897, at Baltimore and Chicago in 1900, and
elsewhere. In 1885 he founded the English
Goethe Society. Ripe and painstaking scholar-

'ship appears in his contributions to the Diction-

ary of Xatioiial Iliofimphii, in his Studies in the

Literary Relations of Knylund and Get many in

the Sixteenth Centiirii ( 1886) , and Age of Words-
worth (1897). ITif inteiest in Scandinavian lit-

erature led him to sever.al translations, among
which are Ibsen's Brand in the original metres

(1893), and Lore's Comedy (1900). He also

edited the "Eversley" Shakespeare in 1902.

HERGENROTHER, her'gen-re'ter, Jcseph
(1824-90). A Catholic theologian of Bavaria.
He was born at Wiirzburg, and studied theology

(here and in Rome. He became a priest in 1848,

instructor at Munich in 18.5.5, and in 18.52 pro-

fessor of Church law and history at Wiirzburg.
In 1868 Pius IX. made him a member of the

canonical commission for the Vatican Council.

He is best known for his Anti-Jauiis (1870), an
answer to Bollinger's Jnniis, and the Kritik der

run Dollingerschen LrkUininr/ vnin iS. Miirz 1S7J

(1871), in which he defended the doctrine

pf the Pope's infallibility. He was made a car-

dinal in 1879. His historical works are: Der
Kirchenstaat seit der franziisischen Revolution

(1860); Photius, patrinrch von Konstaniinopel
(1867-69) : Katholische Kirche und ChristUcher

Staat in ihrer iieschichtlichen Enticiekelung und
in Beziehunci anf die Prapen der Gegenwart
(1872-76); Handhiieh der nllgemeinen Kirchen-

geschichte (last cd. 188486) ; Kardinal Maury
(1878) ; Ahriss der Papstgeschichte (1879) ; and
Leonis X.. Pontifieis Maximi. Regesta (1884-91).

Consult: Steiner. "Kardinal Hergenrijther," in

Episkopat der Gegenwart (Wiirzburg, 1876) ; and
Stamminger. Zum Gediichtnisse ICardinal Ber-
genrothers (Freiburg, 1892),

HER HOR, her hfir, or Smendes. An Egyp-
tian Kin?, of the twelfth century B.C., founder

of the Twenty-first D,\-nasty, originally chief

priest of Amnion. He built much at Karnak,
and it was he who stored away the royal mum-
mies discovered by Bnigsch Bey in 1881,

H^RICART-FERRAND, a're'kiir' f.^'raN',

Louis Etiesne Fr.\ncois, Vicomte de Thury
(1776-1854). A French engineer and agricul-

turist, born in Paris, and educated there, at

the School of Mines. From 1809 to 1830 he was
inspector-general of quarries, and for the last

seven years of this period was director of works.
In agricuHure he made a special studv of irriga-

tion.' He was a Deputy in 1815-27, and in 1824
was elected to the Academy of Sciences. Besides

contributions to the Journal des Mines (1799-

1815), to the Annales des Mines, and to the An-
nates de la Society d'Eortieiilture, his principal

works were: Descriptions des catacomies de Paris

(1815) : Cemsiderntions stir les puits fords (2d

ed. ^829) ; and Dh dessfchement des terres cul-

tirahles (1831).

HERICAULT. .I're'k.V (De Eicaxtlt),

Charles Jo.sEPH (1823— ). A French historian

and romancer, born at Boulogne-snr-Mer. He
began his literary career by writing for the Rerue
des Deux Mondes and other journals, and for

seven years (1883-90) he conducted one he nad

himself founded, the Revue de la Revolution. His
novels include: La fille aux hleuets (1860) ; Vn
gentilhoniine catholique (1863); La reine sau-
raye (1869) ; Les cousins de Xonnaiidic (1874) ;

Le premier amour de lord Saint-.ilhans (1879) ;

Le dernier amour de lord Saint-.Albans (1879) ;

and Aventures de deux Parisiennes pendant la,

Terreur (1881); while the best of historical
work is to be found in Origine de I'epopee fran-
Caise et son histoire au moyen age (1860) ; La
France guerriere (1867) : Bistoirc nutionale des
naufrages et aventures de nier (1870); Ther-
midor, Paris en 179^ (1872): La Revolution,
]7S9-1SS:1 (1882). He also edited the works of

(Jringoire, Clement Marot, and Charles d'Orleans.

HERING, ha'rtng, Coxstantin (1800-80).
A German-American physician. He was born in

Oschatz. Saxony: studied medicine and surgery
at Leipzig. Wiirzburg, and Dresden, and soon af-

terwards became a convert to homeopathy. In
i833 he emigi'atcd to America, and settled in

Philadelphia, where he founded the first Ameri-
can homeopathic school, and from 1845 to 1860
was professor of the institutes of medicine and
materia medica in that institution. He was the
editor of several homeopathic magazines, and
published a number of hooks, including: Rise and
Progress of Homceopathy (1834); Effects of
Snake Poison (1837); and Guiding Symptoms
und Analytical Therapeutics (1875).

HERING, EWALD (1834—). A German psy-
chologist and physiologist. He w-as born at

Alt-Gersdorf in Saxony, on August 5, 1834; prac-
ticed medicine in Leipzig in 1860. and became
docent in physiology at the university there in

1862. Three years later he was appointed pro-

fessor of physiology at the medico-surgical Jo-

sephs-Akadeniie, Vienna, From 1870 to 1895
he occupied a similar position at the German
University at Prague, and in 1895 he was called

to Leipzig. Hering's publications are many of

tlicm of unusual scientific merit and importance.
Best known are: Beitrage zur Physiologie

(1861): Die Lehre rom binocularen Sehen
(1868): Ueher das Geddchtnis ah eine allge-

meine Funkiion der organisierten Materie (1870;
Eng. trans.. On Memory as a General Function

of Organized Matter, 1897) ; Grundziige einer

Theorie des Temperatursinnes (1877) ; Zur Lehre
rom Lichtsinne (1878): "Raumsinn des Auges
—Augenbewegungen" (1879), "Temiieratursinn"

(1880), both in Hermann, Bandbuch der Physio-

logic; Ueber Neivtons Geseiz der Farhenmi-
schung (1887): Zur Theorie der Xerrenthdtig-

keit (1899).

Hering has won a high place among psychol-

ogists by his contributions to psychophysics. His
name is especially associated with four features of

this science, by ( 1 ) his investigations into visual

space perception, \\hcrein he argued for the

nativistic or physiological theory against the

'empiristic' position of Helmholtz; (2) his

treatise on memory as a general function of or-

ganized matter; (3) his attack upon Fechner's

'fundamental law of psychophysics,' otherwise

known as 'Weber's law:' and (4) his theory of

color vision, which stands out in sharp rivalry

with that of Helmholtz. Xearly all subsequent
theories may be regarded as improvements upon,

or modifications of. these two theories. Hering's

cardinal postulates are: (1) An independent

brightness process (grays) ; (2) a paired ar-
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rangement of the constituent processes (white-

black, ledgii'cii. yellowblue) ; and (3) an an-

tagonistic ich\tion between tlie colors of each
pair. 'J'he advaiitaj;cs )( this tlieorj' as an ex-

planation ot the psychological jjlicnoinena of

vision have won for llcring the support of the

great majciritv of psychologists.

HERING, RrDOLPH (1847—). An American
engineer, liorn in Philadelphia. He giaduated at
the Polytechnic School in Dresden, (icrniany, and
from IStiS on was employed in ini])ortaut engi-

neering work, among other olHces holding those of

engineer in charge of the water-su|iply for Phila-

delphia and Chicago. In 1881 lu' ]irepared, for

the National Board of Health, a comprehensive
rep'irt on tlic sewerage of European cities.

HERINGSDORF, ha'ringsdorf. The prin-

cipal Gernuin summer resort on the Baltic coast,

situated on the island of Usedom in the Prus-

sian Province of Ponierania, 40 miles from Stet-

tin (ilap: Germany. F 2). It is a picturesque

place with numeious fine villas and hotels, and
is visited bv about 13,000 people in the season.

Population. 'in 1;>00, 874.

HERIOT (AS. heregealu, militaiy apparel,

from lien', Goth, harjis. OHG, heri, Ger. Heer,

OC'hurch Slav. kara. OPruss. karjis. OPers. kara,

army + grntu, equipment). In old English law,

a customary tribute of goods and chattels, pay-

able to the lord of the fee on the death of a
freehold tenant. It may have had its origin in

the practice of returning to the lord the martial

equipment which he had furnished to his vassal.

But in course of time it came to be regarded as

a form of relief (q.v. ). payable by the heir on
succeeding to the inheritance, as a sort of in-

heritance tax or death diity. If a vassal fell in

battle in the service of his lord, no heriot was
demanded. As heriots were due only of tenants
who held by knight's service, they disappeared
with the abolition of military tenures. Nominal-
ly, however, the right still exists in England in

connection with copyhold estates, but it is in

practice obsolete. See Tribute.

HERIOT, her'i-ot, George (1.563-1624). A
Scottish goldsmith and philanthropist, founder
of Heriot 's Hospital. Edinburgh. He was the son
of a goldsmith o£ Edinburgh, and followed his

father's business. In l.i07 he was appointed
goldsmith to Anne of Denmark, consort of .Tames
VI. of Scotland, and four years afterwards to the
King, on whose accession, in 1003. to the English
throne Heriot went to London, where as Court
ieweler and banker he amassed a large fortune.

Of this he left £23.625 to the town council of

Edinburgh for the education of th.' children of

decayed burgesses nnd freemen of that city. Ac-
cording to his will, the hospital or school whii ii

he wished to found was to be in imitation of

Christ's Hospilal. Loudon. The school was
opened in lO.')!): in 188.5 it was reorganized for

secondary and higher branches. In 1002 the funds
yielded upward of f.lO.OOO. and besides sui)porting

the original finuidatinn. furnished many scholar-

ships at th(: Heriot-Watt ddlcfre. the viniversity.

and other schools of Edinb\irgh. Heriot figures

as ".TinLdinir Geordie" in Scott's Fortunes of
yiael (Edinburgh. 1822).

HERIOT, George (17661844). A Canadian
oflicial and author, born on (he Tsle of .Tersey.

In 1799 he was at Quebec, in the Ordnance De-
partment. The following j'ear he was appointed

Deputy PostnuisterGcncral, and held the posi-

tion lor six years. He turned soldier during the

War of lbl2, was ne.\t in command to De Sala-

berry at the battle of Chateauguay, and in 1841

was made a major-general of militia. He repre-

sented Drumnumd County (1830-34), and wrote
a History of VuiKida (2 vols., 1804), wherein he
is largely indebted to Charlevoix, as well as
Trill rlr Tlirouyli the Vititiidiis (1807),

HERIOT, .loii.N (17ti01833), A Scotch au-
thor, born at Haddington. He was e<lucated at
Edinburgh Higli 8cl.o(j| and I'niversity, 1 \il left

without graduating, on account of lack of means,
and went to London. Here he entered the marine
service, was made a lieutenant at the age of

eighteen, was in several of the naval engage-

ments of the })eriod, and was wounded in Rod-
ney's famous light with the French (April 17,

1780). When the war was over. Heriot was re-

tired upon half pay, which !ie supplemented by
making light literature out of his heavy experi-

ences, sucli as The Siirroiis of the Heart (1787),
and The llnlf-l'inj O/finr (1780) ; but more im-

] ortant is his Account of (liljrultor (1792). Af-
ter starting and editing two newspapers, he re-

tired into Government positions, and from 1810
to 1816 lived in Barbadoes as deputy paj'master-
gencral of the troops in the Windward and Lee-
ward Islands. The last seventeen years of his

life he spent in Chelsea Hospital, where he was
com])troller.

HERI-RXJD, her'e-rood' (Lat. Arius). A
river of Central Asia, rising in the Koh-i-Baba
range of the Hindu Kusli Mountains. 150 miles

west of Kabul (]\lap: Afghanistan. II 4). It

flows through Afghanistan, for more than 300
miles through a fertile ami Ijcatitiful valley past

Herat : then, bending suddenly to the north, it

flows along the Persian boundary, and afterwards
northw?st through Turkestan, making a farther

course of 400 miles, till it terminates in the

swamp of Tejend. After entering Turkestan,
the Heri-Rud assumes the name of Tejend. Its

chief tribctary is the Keshef from the west.

HERISATJ, ha'r^-sou. A town of Switzer-

land, in the Canton of .^ppenzell. situated near

the river fllatt, six miles snuthwcst of Saint

Gall (Ma]): Swit7.erlan<l. D 1). The town is

irregularly built, has a church-tower reputed to

date from the seventh century, a public library,

an ar.senal, a new town house, and a hospital.

The manufactures comprise muslin, cotton, and
silk, Tn the vicinity are inm springs. Popula-
ti<m. in 1900, 13.497. Herisau was known early

in the ninth century, and was ruled by the abbots
of Saint Gall till' the uiiddle of (he fifteenth,

when it en1i'r"d the Swiss Confederation.

HERISSON. a'rf'sflx', Mavrice, Count (1840-

98). A Frem-h oflTicer and publicist, bom in

Paris. He entered the army, and took part in

the Italian campaign and in the Chinese
War. under General Alontauban. Tn 1809 he

was sent to .-Xmerica to make statistical stud-

ies. He ret\irned to France at the outbreak of

the Franco- Prussian War: was on the staff

of General Schmitz. and later an ordiumce
officer under General Trochu. and was pres-

ent at the interview between Bismarck and
.Tnles Favre at Ferri^res. In 1875 he was sent

on ,;ui arch:ettlo«rical exTieditinn to Timis. ami
in 1891 was made head of the French militia

in Congo. His main works are: Etudes sur la



HERISSON. 818 HERITABLE JURISDICTIONS.

Clmie contemporaine (1S(U); L'espril chinois

et I'esprit europcen (180!)) : Journal d'lin inter-

prete en Chine (1885) ; Journal de la ctimpagne
d'ltalie (1889); and Lcs responsahilitcs de
I'ann^e terrible (1891).

HERISTALL, hei'i-stal. A to\ni in the Prov-
ince of Li&ge. Belgium. See Heest^vi,.

HERITABLE BOND, or Heritable Secl--

RITY. In Scottish law. :i bond or other obligation

secured by a pledge or conveyance of heritable,

i.e. real, property. In modern times it has taken
on the form of the English and American mort-
gage of real property. See Mortgage.

HERITABLE JURISDICTIONS. A remark-
able class of criminal jurisdietious held heredita-

rily from the Crown of Scotland. These jurisdic-

tions amounted to upward of a hundred in num-
ber, and consisted of sherifl'ships. stewartries. con-

stabularies, but principally of regalities and
bailleries, with some offices of distinction. One of

the more impoiiant was the office of the Lord Jus-
tice-General, and the Lordship of Argyle and the
Isles, both belonging to the family of Argylc. In
virtue of tlieir l\ereditary rights the possessors of

these jurisdictions exercised an arbftrary power
over vassals and others within the limits of their

domain, and could punish thera by fines, scourg-
ing, imprisonment, and even in some cases put
them to death, without interference of the com-
mon law. As I'epugnant to social policy, and
more particularly witli the view of extinguishing
the autliority of Highlaml chiefs over their clans,

these heritable jurisdictions were abolished by
act of Parliament in 1747 (20 Geo. II., c. 43),
the possessors receiving ])ayment for the esti-

mated value of their rights. The abolition of

these jurisdictions was followed by the appoint-

ment of sheriffs and the placing of tlie adminis-
tration of the law in Scotland upon a uniform
and modern basis. Consult Hume, Commentaries
OH tlie Laic of Scotland Respecting Crimes (Edin-
burgh, 1844).














